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THE DEBATES
()E THE~

SENATE OF CANADA
IN THE

SECOND SESSION OF THE SEVENTH PARLIAMENT OF CANADA, APPOINTED TO
MEET FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS ON THURSDAY, THE TWENTY-

FIFTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, IN THE FI-FTY-FIFTH YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA

THE SENATE. ary Session, and to be able to congratulate
you upon the general prosperity of the Dom-

Ottawa, Thursday, February 25th, 1892. inion, and upon the abundant harvest wlith
which Providence has blessed all parts of the

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 2.30 p.m. cOuntry.
The lamented and untimely death of His

Prayers. Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence and
Avondale has aroused a feeling of profound

The SPEAKER presented to the House a SOrTow. The sympathy with Her Majesty
communication from the Governor General's and Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and

Princess of Wales, i their bereavement,
secretary announcg that Hs Excellency which has prevailed in the Dominion on this
would open the session at 3 p.m. melancholy occasion, has found expression in

respectful messages of condolenoe from my
The House was adjourned during pleasure. Ministers, from the Provincial Governments,

and fromn many other representative bodies.
After some time the House was resumed. The negotiations with respect to seal fish-

THE SPEECH FROM TUE . ing in Behring Sea have been continued,
with a view to the adjustment, by arbitration,
of the difficulties which have arisen between

is Excellency, the ight Honourable Sir Her Majesty's Government and that of the
Frederick Arthur Stanley, Baron Stanley of United States on that subject. Commission-
Preston, In the County of Lancaster, In the ers have been appointed by both Govern-
Peerage of the United Kingdom Knight ments, to investigate the circunstances of
Grand Cro' f the Most Honouble Order seal life in Behring Sea ; ta report thereon ;

ossf the M rost Hnorable Ordeand to suggest the measures, If afly, which
Of the Bath, Governor General of Canada they may deemn necessary for Its proper pro-
ana Vice-Admiral of the same, being seated tection and preservation. The Commission-
in the Chair on the Throne. ers are proceeding wIth their deliberations

In Wasbngton, and the results wili shortlyThe fPEAKER commpanded the Gentleman be communicated to Her Majesty's Oovern-
USher of the Black Rod to proceed to the ment. I trust that their Investigations, and
House Of Commons and acquaint that House, the determination of the Arbitrators iho are

-" It is His Excellency's pleasure they at- ta be appointed, may lead to a just and equit-
tend him il ,, ouse" able settlement of this long pending difficulty.mmediately inthThe meeting which had been arranged with

Who being come with their Speaker, the United States Government for a day In
Ris Excellency the Governor General was October last, for an informal discussion on

texn i t Gthe extension of trade between the twothen pleased to open the Session by a gra- countries, and on other international matters
clous Speech t both Houses. requlring adfjustment, was postponed at their
Honoumblrae Gentlemen of the Senate- request. But, in compliance with a more

aellemn of thel Hoee of eommo>u8: recent Intimation from that Government,
It affobis noe Huse om mon three of my Ministers proceeded to Washing-

You at the me much gratification to meet ton, and conferred with representatives of
comuencement of the Parliament- the Administration of the United States on



4 The Speech [SE NATE] fron the Throne.

those subjects. An amicable understanding THE ADDRESS.
vas arrived at respecting the steps to beMTIO.

taken for the establishment of the boundary
of Alaska; and for reciprocity of services in The SPEAKER reported is Excellencys
cases of wreck and salvage. Arrangements Speech from the Throne, and the same was
were also reached for the appointment of an rend by the Clerk.
International Commission to report on the
regulations which may be adopted by the Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the Speech
United States and Canada for the prevention be taken inte considertion on Monday next.
of destructive methods of fishing and the
Pollution of streams. and for establishing . The motion was ageed te.
uniformity of close seasons, and other means THE COMMITTEE ON PRIVILEGES.
for the preservation and increase of fish. A
valuable and friendly interchange of vlews
respecting other inportant matters also took Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved-
place.

l accordance with the promise given That al the members present during thisin ýccrdace iththeproia Comissn à Session be appointed a, commlittee te con-the close of the last session, ai the Orders and Custms of this House
lias been issued to investigate the workig and Privilees of Parliament, and that the
of the Civil Service Act, and other matters said oomiittee have leave to meet in this
connected . with the Civil Service generally. buse. when and as often as they please.
The report of this Commission will be laid
before you during the present session. . The motion was agreed te.

The conclusions of thee Commission on ee
manufacture of beet-root sugar -n-11 ais Se pThe Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.
Laid before you.

It 1H desMrable that the fishery regurations.
in British Columbia should 13e examined and
revised se as te adapt them better te the re- TESNAE
quirements of the fisheres in othat Provine.
A Commission bas been issued wath thatt
object. OtwMnaFbur 9h 82

AnTiportant mensure respecting thehCrim-
mnal L-w. wlich Nvas laid before you last THE, SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
session, baes been revised and impropedp as a o'clock.
resust of the expression of views eltchted Hv
Ite presentation te Parliament, and w'l bea Prayers and routine proceedings.
subisitedo t yo. Your attention wile asm
be directedI to meffsures for the redistribution EWSN TR
of seats consequent upon the Census retue sENAt
the establishment of the boundares of the HON. MR. LANDRY was introduced
Territories: and the amalgamation of the De-

aaid before you.heot o fic n

partisents of Marine and Fisheries. Blls
rwils also e presented to yob for the amen - signed the rol, took bis seat.
ment of the Civil Service Act the Acts re-
latong to real properte in the Territores, and T E ADJRESS.
of those respecting the fisherCes. MOTION.

(Ientlern, of the~ Houwe 0 Coiiimoln.4:HN
The accounts for the past year -Ill T laid Se.t. LANDRY moved

before you, as weil as the Estimates for the That the following Cddrehs ae iresented to His
ensuing , year. These Estimates have bee Excelleney the Governor Gener., to offer the respect-
prepared -wlth a due regard te economy and; fui thanks of this House to His Excellency for the
the requirements of the publie service. d acious Speech he hby been leased to nake te both

Uouses of Parliament, naeely
Ilonourable Genftlenen of the' Senae: To Hl'; EXCELLENCY the Right Honourable Sir

be directe to measure f io eitibution NEW SENATO

esoe o e Cn rARTHnR STALy, Baron Stanley of

Scomimend these important subjects, and Preston, in the County of Lancaster, in the Peerage
iof Great Britain; Knight Grand Cross of the Most

Matters affecting the publie iiterests Honourable Order of the Bath, Governor Genera
w-hich may be bronght before yo, te ayou of Cinada and Vice- Admira if the same.
best consideration, ari feel assured that
au will o rel pr yoursinlves to them Wth MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY
earnestness and assdulty. We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjets the Senat

of Canada i Pariament assembled, hmbly tHnk Your
bfeo a wlaTheUEta f Excelleney for your gracions Speech at the openingo

BR (A) ItAn Aet relating to Railways." We also respectflly thank Your Excellency for your
expression of gratification at meeting us at the commence-

(MNiH. Abbott.) ment of the Parliamentary Session, and we rejoice that
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Your Excellency is able to congratulate us upon the
general prosperity of the Dominion, and upon the Ho said
abundant harvest with which Providence has blessed ail Les traditions de cette honorable cham-
parts of the country.Letrdtosd ctehnral am

We share in the most heartfelt manner the feeling of bre, les usages parlementaires m'imposent
profound sorrow which the lamented and untimely death e
of His Royal lighness the Duke of Clarence and Avon- e devoir apporter à l'appui de cotte
dale has aroused, and we feel most sincerely the same motion quelques remarques que je feraisympathy with Her Majesty and Their Royal Highnesses
te Prince and Princess of Wales, in their bereavement, aussi courtes que possible. Ne pas fatiguerwhich has prevailed in the Dominion on this melancholy son auditoire est bien ce que l'on peut
occasion and has found expression in respectful messages
of condolence from Your Excellency's Ministers, from désirer de mieux quand on n'a pas la pré-the Provincial Governments,and from many other repre- tention de le retenir captif sous le charme
.9entative bodies eto delreei at'sulec rm

We thank Your Excellency for informing us that the de sa p:role ou de l'intéresser vivement
negotiations with respect to seal fishing in Behring Sea ar une exposition savanteda sujetà traiterhave been continued, with a view to the adjustment, by p parbitration. of the difficulties which have arisen between par une diction entraînante, par ces har-
Her Maiesty's Government and that of the United States
on that subject. We are pleased to learn that commis- die8ses de pensée et d'expression qui décè-
sioners have been appointed by both Governments. to lent l'orateur véritable et l'imposent àinvestigate the circumstances of seal life in Behring Sea ;to report thereon; and to suggest the ineasures, if any, l'admiration de ceux qui l'écoutent. Si jewhc they may deem necessary for its proper protection ne uisetteand preservation. We are giad to be informed that tb e r'is et pour cause, provoquer cet
Commissioners are proceeding with their deliberations in l admiration, il m'est du moins permis, etWasington and that the resnuls wili short l be cominu- c'est mon devoir, de réclamer votre bien-nicaLted to ùer Majesty's 4Government. M e trust thatc's Mo de irdeéla rvteben
their investigations, and the determination of the Arbi- veillance que je suis sûrod'obtenir, Si montrators who are to be appointed, may lead to a just and
equitable settlement of this long pending difficulty. humble discours, réalisant les promesses

We receive with a deep sense of its im>ortance Your de :on exorde, ne franchit pas les limitesExcellency s announcement that thoug ithe meeting l t -which had been arranged with the United States Govern- que lui trace ma prudence d je veillard.
ment for a day in October last, for an informai discussion Car, il ne faut pas se le dissimuler, je sUiSextension of trade between the two eountries, and ..
On other international matters requiring adjustient, was arr ivé à un âge où le positivisme le pluspostponed at their request, yet t at ,in compliance wit h poti e dessaa more recent intimation from ata overnmen, hree ohr1 absolu e asse les illusions poétiques de la
Your Excellency's Ministers proceeded to Washington, jeunesse où les fleurs aimées, même cellesand conferred with representatives of the Administra-tion of the United States on those subjects. We are glad du style, disparaissent et sont remplacées

p learo that an amicable understanding was arrived at du sle, uits mûrs de la pensée.respecting thse steps to ise taken tor tise establishmuent of par les fit mû' derlaienséethe boundlry of Alaska, and for reciprocity of services Vous n'avez donc rien à craindre, jesn case$ of wreck and salvage. We are gratxfied to know n'bsra evt'e patience.tiat arrangements were also reacbed for the appointment n'abuserai pas de votr
of an International Commission to report on tie regula- Si j'ai accepté l'honneur de vous adres-lions which may be adopted by the United States andCanada for the prevention of destructive methods of ser la parole et de proposer la réponse à
fishing and the pollution of streams, and for estailishing l'adresse (lu Trône c'est que j'ai comptéuniformity of close seasons, and otiser means for tise pre-servation and increase of fish; and we rejoice to hear non seulement sur votre bienveillance maisthat a valuahle and friendly interchange of views respect- sur ce calme esprit de justice lont touting other important matters also took place. respect-eet îp'-
. We receive-with gratification the announcements that l'atmosphère de Cette enceinte est impré-in accordance with the promise given a lie close of the gné et qui est comme I émanation des heu-last Session a Commission bas been issued 10 investigatequ
the working of the Civil 'Service Act, and other matters reuses qualités qui vous distinguent.connected witis the Civil Service generaîly, and that the cetsetafi mreport of tis Commission ili be laid before us during " C'est cet esprit de justice quis'est affirmé
the present Session. We beg leave to assure Your Excel- sans ambages quand l'honoirable premierlency that the report shall receive our best consideration. 'h dWe thank Your Excellency for informing us that the m a gracieusement offert l'onneur de pro-
conetision of the Commision on the manufactureof beet- i poser la réponse à l'adresse. J'appartiensroot sugar will also be laid before us. We âre also pleased 

•to learn that, in as much as it is desirable that the fishery à une race actuellement en minorité dans
regsations in British Columbia should be examined and ce pays, pays que nos pères ont conquis àrevised go as to adapt tbem better 10 the requirements, of ~ ,py u o èe n oqithe fisheres in that Province,a Commission has been la civilisation, que nos missionnaires ontwssued with tat arrosé du plus pur de leur sang, que nousWe are glad to learn that the important measure res- • •etng the Criminal Law, whi.ch was laid before us last avons longtemps disputé à un ennemi fini-
eession, bas been revised and improved, as a resuit ofthe lement victorieux et que nous partageonsexpression of views elicîted by ils presentation 10 Parlia-
ment, and will he subnmitted tous. We hear with interest aujourd'hui, en frères, avec ceux qui unis-Ihat ou attention will also be directed 10 measures for snl eu frt anÔs, un comun tutise redtstribution of sea diconseruent upon the ensu 's efforts aux nôtres, pou r que tous
returns;the establishmentof.theboundaries of the Ter- nous contribuïons. dans un commun etritorie8s' and the amalgamation of tise Departments ofMarine and Fisheries' and that Bis wil also be pre- patriotique effort, à faire du Canada uneSented to us for the am'endment of the Civil Service Act, terre que bénissent ses enfants et qu'admi-f the Acta relating to real property in the Territories,and of those respecting the fisheries. î'ont les étrange dn.

our cellency having been graciously pleased to Si ce n'est pas une loi écrite dans nosing the ublîe important subjects, and aIl matters affect-to ourbest eon terest which may be brou ht before us, statuts, elle est du moins consacrée par
addOres osve t temay feel assuret tia we wi l'usage et gravée d:ns le cœur de la popu-address ourselves bo iisem with earnestness and assiduity.
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lation, et c'est en son nom et sous son auto- dans ses affections les plus vives et dans
rité que les différentes races qui habitent ses espérances les plus légitimes par cette
ce pays attendent de tout gouvernement terrible moissonneusequ'on appellelaMort.
juste, de toute administration éclairée, que C'est la messagère du Très-Haut qui passe,
les honneurs et les faveurs soient distri- c'est la main de Dieu qui cueille sur les
bués (le telle manière que justice la plus marches d'un trône cette royale fleur qui
entière soit rendue aux différents éléments s'épanouissait au soleil de la jeunesse. Le
de notre population. On n'a pas oublié ce coup était imprévu, il fut terrible. Un
principe dans la présente occurrence, et si cri de douleur s'est élevé de tous les points
j'ai accepté l'honneur qui m'a été offert du vaste empire britannique à la triste
c'est que j'ai cru qu'il était dû à un Cana- nouvelle que Son Altesse Royale le due
dien-français et à un représentant de la de Clarence et Avondale avait passé de vie
province de Québec, c'est que j'ai voulu à trépas.
rendre plus manifeste l'acte de justice fait Il y a quelques années, un jeune prince
à ma race et à ma province. qui avait pris service dans les rangs de

Ces distinctions ne sont pas subtiles, et l'armée anglaise, tombait, un jour, dans
ne peuvent pas être déplacées. Elles se une obscure embuscade, le corps troué de
dégagent de la nature même des choses et flèches, la poitrine ouverte par les sagaies
qui dit confédération réveille de suite l'idée des noirs enfants de la terre africaine. Une
('un assemblage d'éléments hétérogènes. veuve inconsolable pleura ce tils unique et
C'est leur union qui fait la confédération. la France perdit pour toujours ce dernier
C'est leur harmonie qui fera le pays grand rejeton d'une impériale dynastie. La mort
et prospère. du duc de Clarence ne présente pas ces

Sans doute, on peut et on doit se féliciter caractères particuliers de désespérance, et
de la prospérité générale du pays et parti- cependant qui pourra dire le deuil univer-
culièrement de l'abondante récolte de l'au- sel qu'elle a créé ? Qui pourra peindre la
tomne dernier. Ce sont là des bienfaits douleur de la famille royale, les inexpri-
que nous tenons de la divine Providence mables angoisses de la mère, la d&olation
et nous devons l'en remercier. Mais il ne de la fiancée, l'abattement de tout un peu-
faut pas oublier que la Providence n'ac- ple quand l'ange (le la mort alla frapper
corde ses faveurs qu'aux peuples qui n'ont dans son palais ce premier-né que de royales
point perverti leurs voies. mains et de saintes affections élevaient

L'homme isolé, l'être individuel, ayant pour le plus beau trône de liunivers.
une existence au delà du temp-, peut comp- Ce malheur national eut son contre-coup
ter sur les récompenses ou les châtiments jusque sur cette terre d'Amérique, et notre
de la vie future. Il n'en est pas ainsi des loyale colonie n'a point ménagé ses mar-
nations: comme elles ne vivent que dans ques de douloureuses sympathies à la
le temps et qu'elles ne sauraient exister tamille si terril1lement,éprouvée. Le gou-
comme nations dans un monde autre que vernement de ce pays, par la voie de ses
celui que nous habitons actuellement, c'est ministres, les gouvernements provinciaux
ici-bas qu'elles recoivent de la Providence et un grand nombre de corps représentatifs
leu- châtiment ou leur récompense: les ont exrimé dans leurs respectueux mesea-
calamités publiques, lesdésastres, les fléaux, ges de condoléance la part qu'ils p-ennent
la guerre, ou les abondantes moissons, la au deuil de là famille royale. Le Dieu qui
prospérité générale, les douceurs de lapaix. frappe est aussi le Dieu qui distribue la
C'est avec raison qu'on peut le proclamer, consolation; nous le prions d'en iépandre
une nation a le gouvernement qu'elle mé- la bienfaisante rosée sur les cours endo-
rite et la Providence atteint infaillible lris, pendant que notre affectueuse loyauté
ment ici-bas les nations qui corrompent tresse une couronne à la mémoiredujeune
leurs voies e.t qui souillent leurs annales. prince.
L'histoire du peuple de Dieu, connu de Cc n'est pas le seul homme de distinction
tous, atteste hautement, à chacune de ses que l'Angleterre ait perdu dans ces der-
pages l'indéniable vérité de cette assertion nie-s temps. Un autre prince est aussi
et constitue un enseignemeu t salutaire dont disparu de la scène de ce monde, apr-s une
notre petit peuple peut faire son profit en carrière bien iemplie, laissant à son pays
tout temps et plus particulièrement à un grand nom, le souvenir de ses vertus et
l'heure actuelle. un hé-itage de bonnes oeuvres accomplies

Une grande nation -vient d'être frappée sans bruit dans le silence même du sanc-
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tuaire dont il était l'ornement. Une des commission, conduira à un règlementjuste
gloires les plus pures de la vieille Angle- et équitable de ces difficultés et dissipera
terre s'est éteinte avec Son Eminence le le nuage menaçant qu'un vent d'orage avait
cardinal Manning. Sur sa tombe à peine amené au-dessus de nos têtes.
fermée, il me sera permis de jeter, en pas- Le règlement pacifique de cette qpestion
saut, les fleurs d'une admiration sincère et met de nouveau en relief l'avantage, l'inap-
d'un respectueux souvenir. préciable avantage que nous avons de

Dans une circonstance difficile les auto- vivre sous le drapeau britannique et d'avoir
rités civiles ont eu recours à l'intervention comme protectrice de nos droits, comme
efficace de cet homme distingué pour régler, soutien de notre enfance, comme guide de
à l'amiable, un différend des plus sérieux nos pas, une nation puissante, respectée,
qui menaçait de transformer Londres en un dont les flottes sillonnent les mers, dont le
champ de carnage. pavillon se déploie comme signe de force

L'Angleterre en cela ne faisait que mettre et de grandeur sur les cinq parties du
en pratique, une fois de plus, son principe monde et qui nous a donné, à nous, la
de soumettre à l'arbitrage d'hommes com- plénitude de nos droits politiques, le libre
pétents la solution de questions difficiles exercice de notre culte, la liberté, en un
qui, autrement, ne pourraient être tran- mot, sous toutes ces formes, jusqu'à cette
chées que par le sabre, au prix de l'effusion liberté du commerce que nous exerçons, à
de beaucoup de sang, au prix de la paix et notre gré, contre les intérêts de la mère
de la propérité de l'empire. patrie, en taxant à notre avantage et à son

C'est ainsi que dans une question qui détriment, les produits de son sol et de ses
nous regarde spécialement, lorsque les inté- industries.
rêtsde notre pays sont venus, tout dernière- Liberté plus entière fut-elle jamais ac-
ment, en conflit avec ceux des Etats-Unis, cordée à une colonie ? aussi le peuple cana-
l'Angleterre a entamé des négociations avec dien est-il satisfait de son sort, et je suis
la grande république au sujet du droit de sûr de me faire ici l'écho de ses sentiments
navigation, de pêche et de chasse dans la et d'être plus particulièrement l'interprète
mer de Behring. Les négociations ont été des aspirations de la province de Québec,poursuivies en vue d'amener le règlement en déclarant, en proclamant notre loyauté
de ces diffleultés par voie d'arbitrage. En à la couronne britannique et notre désir de
conséquence des commissaires ont été nom- vivre sous son égide. Ceux-là n'aiment pas
més par les deux gouvernements. Ils ont leur pays qui veulent lui faire abandonner
fait une étude approfondie de la question, les avantages réels et connus pour le pré-
et comme cette question de droit interna- cipiter dans l'inconnu et l'incertain. Ceux-
tional se rattache par certains côtés à une là sont traîtres à leur nationalité qui veu-
question d'histoire naturelle, les commis- lent la noyer dans le flot des intérêts pure-
saires se sont rendus jusque dans la mer de ment matériels ou qui consentent à l'ab-
Behring pour y étudier, sur place, les habi- sorption complète de leur race dans cette
tudeS, les mouis, la manière de vivre des mer immense d'une population de soixante
phoques, le sujet ou du moins l'occasion des millions.
difficultés existantes. Les commissairesse Les intérêts de notre pays militent hau-
sont ainsi mis en état, par leurs propres tement contre une telle absorption. Notre
observations, parune étude consciencieuse, proximité des Etats-Unis nous impose sans
de suggérer, d'autorité, les moyens les plus doute l'obligation d'avoir des rapports
efficaces pour la protection et la conserva- journaliers avec ce pays. Mais les relations
tion de ces amphibies. Siégeant actuelle- amicales, même nécessaires, peuvent exis-
ment à Washington, la commission y pour- ter sans que l'un des pays disparaisse,'lit ses études et arriveraavant longtemps, englouti dans l'autre. Que voyons-nous
A.une conclusion qui sera de suite commu- au.iourd'hui ?

,quée aux deux gouvernements de la Il n'y a pas à le nier, le commerce né-
Grande-Bretagne et des Etats-Unis. Le cessaire entre les deux pays fait surgir de
gouvernemnent de notre propre pays, que temps à autre des questions internationales,cette solution intéresse à un si haut degré, d'une grande importance pour nous comme
'% tout lieu d'espérer-il nous le dit du pour nos amis les Américains. L'extension
mfOins et cette assurance doit nous être elle-même du commerce est devenue une
chère--que la détermination à la uelle arri- de ces questions que les deux gouverne-,veront les arbitres, résultat final de cette ments ont intérêt et sont actuellement à
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débattre. La conférence qui devait avoir question, il me sera permis, messieurs, de
lieu en octobre dernier à ce sujet a été constater, et les statistiques le prouvent,
remise, on le sait, à la demande des Etats- qu'en 1890, pour l'année fiscale se termi-
Unis. Reprise tout dernièrement elle a eu nant au 30 juin, nous avons acheté de
)our résultat immédiat une entepte préa- l'étranger 233,381,711 lbs de sucre, repré-
lable entre les deux gouvernements. Des sentant une valeur de $5,837,895.
arrangements ont été conclus pour la nomi- En 1891, à la même date du 30 juin,
nation d'une commission internationale, l'importation du rucre a été de 174,045,720
ayant un vaste champ d'exploration, et lbs, représentant une valeur de $5,186,158.
devant faire rapport aux deux gouverne- Pour garder au pays cet argent qui en
ments du résultat de ses recherches et du sort, il faut remplacer le sucre de cannes
fruit de ses études. ' par le sucre de betteraves dont on peut

Nous devons particulièrement nous ré- cultiver la plante sous notre climat.
jouir de l'assurance que nous donne notre Mais le rendement du sucre de cannes
gouvernement que les promesses faites à est beaucoup moins dispendieux que celui
la fin de la dernière session ont été remplies de la betterave à sucre. Il faut donc pour
et qu'un échange de vues amical et du plus que la culture de la betterave à sucre
grand prix a eu lieu entre les représentants prenne de l'extension, que le gouvernement
assemblés à Washington. favorise cette industrie. C'est ce qui a été

Nous avons le droit d'espérer que nos fait l'année dernière, lorsque, par une légis-
ministres sauvegarderont les intérêts de lation spéciale, il a été accordé un bonus de
notre pays et que le Canada aura lieu d'être $1 par cent livres de sucre de betteraves
fier de ses représentants. Ce travail qui avec un bonus additionnel de 3J cents par
commence peut être productif de grands cent livres, pour chaque degré au-dessus
résultats: c'est le secret de l'avenir. de 70, tel qu'établi par le polariscope.

L'enseignement du présent c'est que les Ceci veut dire que si le pays veut pro-
rapports commerciaux entre deux peuples duire tout son sucre, le trésor devra verser
ne peuvent pas s'imposer par la fotce, et entre les mains des producteurs une somme
que du moment qu'il s'agit d'une récipro- annuelle de $3,480,914, disons $3,500,000.
cité quelconque, si limitée qu'elle puisse L'année dernière, l'abolition des droits sur
être, il faut le consentement des parties le sucre a privé le trésor d'un revenu de
intéressées. Ceux-là n'y ont pas songé du près de $3,000,000.
tout qui s'imaginent qu'un peuple de cinq Voilà donc, de ce chef, un écart de
millions peut en n'importe quelle circon- $6,500,000 dont souffrira le trésor et qu'il
stance imposer par le seul faitde sa volonté faudra prélever sur le peuple de quel-
la réciprocité commerciale limitée ou illi- que autre manière pour rencontrer les
mitée à un peuple de soixante millions. Ce dépenses ordinaires d'administration.
mariage d'intérêts ne peut se faire qu'avec 1 Comme on le voit, cette question- est
le consentement des parties. sérieuse et mérite d'être approfondie. Les

En attendant qu'il s'accomplisse ou qu'il conclusions de la commission jetteront
manque, le gouvernement, qui conduit sans doute beaucoup de lumière sur le
l'affaire, ne doit pas négliger les autres sujet et nous indiqueront ce qu'il y a à
intéi êts du pays. Il ne les a pas négligés faire dans l'intérêt bien entendu du pays.
non plus et il nous annonce que le rapport Je ne veux pas, messieurs, abuser de
de la commission nommée pour s'enquérir votre patience en commentant davantage
de la mise à exécution de l'Acte du service la réponse que je propose à l'adresse du
civil sera présenté pendant la présente Trône. L'honorable sénateur qui secondt
osssion. On nous assure en même temps ma motion vous dira ce que le gouverne
qu'on nous soumettra les conclusions de la ment veut faire en fait de législation pen-
commission sur la fabrication du sucre de dant cette session. Le discours du Trône
betterave. lui-même indique tous ces sujets à nos déli-

Elles soront reçues avec beaucoup d'in- bérations.
térêt. Cette question est intimement liée Il me reste un devoir bien agréable à
à celle de la protection qu'on doit accorder accomplir, celui de vous remercier pour la
aux industries du pays et elle se rattache bienveillante attention que vous m'avez
en outre à celle de la consommation à bon portée. J'ai parlé en français pour deux
marché. raisons: la première pour affirmer un prin-

Sans vouloir entrer dans le vif de la cipe et consacrer un droit, la seconde, parce
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que je sais que dans un pays mixte and to the person of the Queen, who lias so
comme le nôtre tout le monde, s'il ne le parle long and happily ruied over us. is Exoel-
pas, comprend du îr.oins le français. En lency was pleased to congratulate the meln-
Angleterre les classes instruites le parlent bers on the general prosperity of the Dom-
avec une pui eté qu'on peut leur envier et Inion and upon the abundant harvest with
cependant ce n'et pas la langue officielle. whiclI Providence lias blessed the country.
Au Canada le français evt la langue offl- Hon gentlemen will agree wlth us that we
cielle et il me fait plaisir d'exercer t odroit'have reason to rejoice in the abundant re-
quand je sais que c'est précisément à cause turn wlicli lias rewarded the toit of the
de mua nationalité que j'ai eu l'honneurAn an for the abunon hars i

iu wiiuiu a proposer la réponse a
l'ad tesse.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I regret
that illness ias prevented my junior confrere,
the hon. Senator from Lindsay. Ontario, w-ho
was recently appointed to the Senate. from
discharging the duty devolving upon him, ac-
cording to parliamentary practice. of second-
ing the motion w-hich my hon. friend froin
Stadacona lias just introduced. I regret lis
absence, as lie is thus debarred from the
honour which would have been lis had lie
been able to avail himself of lis privilege,
and thus stepped at once Into the fore front
of debate. I may also well regret it on your
account, lion. gentlemen, that you are de-
prived of the pleasure which would have
been yours had the duty remained in more
competent hands. and I crave your kind in-
dulgence while I refer as briefly as possible
to some of the points brouglit to our notice
in the speech with which His Excellency the
Governor General was pleased to open this
session of the Parliament of the Dominion.
The death of His Royal Highness the Duke
Of Clarence in the early years of lis manhood,
just at the time when he was about to be
United in the bonds of matrimony with the
noble lady to whom lie had given the love of
lis young heart, called forth one general wail
Of sorrow from ail classes throughout the Dom-
inion. From the mansion of the wealthy
Citizen; from the household of the mechanic;
froni the cabin of the hardy fisherman down
by the sea ; from the fireside of the pioneer
on the distant prairie ; from all allke came
but one expression, that of profound regret
for the loss sustained by Her Majesty, by the
bereaved Royal parents and the afflicted
lady Who was so suddenly deprived of him
with whom she anticipated sharing the joys
and sorrows of lier life. This universal
Sorrow, evinced alike by ail classes of Can-adians, Shows that within their breasts there
is a warn feeling of love and attachment to
British institutions. to the -mother country.

produced one of the most magnificent crops
which we have ever had any record of.
While in isolated cases there may have been
a partial failure of some one article, as with
the potato crop in some sections of the
Maritime Provinces, that loss was compensat-
ed by the more generous yield of other
articles. In the older Provinces, as in the
Nortl-West and Manitoba, the crops have ex-
ceeded our most sanguine expectations, and
with all the great resources of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, which was able before the
close of the navigation to move upwards of
10,000,000 bushels of wheat out of that new
country and place it on the market, that
quantity is still less than one-fifthl of the
marketàble production of that fertile region,
according to the best information I have been
able to obtain. In proof of the progress of
the country, let me direct the attention of
your honours for a few moments to the trade
reports of the past seven months of the fiscal
year, and compare them with the correspond-
ing period of the preceding one. In the seven
months ending 1st February, 1891, our ex-
ports of agricultural productions amounted to
$9,156,943, while this year they were $15,399,-
792, an increase of $6,242,859, or about 66
per cent. Then in animais exported for the
sanie period, you will find another indication
of increased wealth : the amount lias gone up
from $20,066,580 to $21,707,620, a further In-
crease under this head of $1,641,040. It
would seem from these figures that the Mc-
Kinley tarif lias not affected the larming
interest to anîy alarming extent, and that
instead of crippling our business, or the
productions of the labours of the iusband-
man, the statistics of our export trade indicate
that that branci hap expanded during the
past few montis in a sonewhat remarkable
ratio, as compared with the previous term.
This expansion of the trade of the Dominion
is not confined to agricultural productions or
to stock alone. The mines have also u-
creased their output, as the exports prove.
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Taking the saine period, w-e find that of the dollars. This indicates a very marked in-
produce of the mine we exported in the pre- crease in the general prosperity of the Dom-
ceding period $3,731.069 in value, and in the inion-ani increase which is not perhaps so
last seven months this had expanded to apparent to the casual observer, but whicl
$4,163,388, an increase under that head of inust be evident to all who study carefully
$432,319. Last year was not an exceptionally the facts and figures given in the trade re-
good one for the fisherman, but the export turns. It may perhaps be objected that in
for the seven inonths ending February, 1891, the earlier periods of the year under review
whici was in value $6,658,683, went up to some productions of the past or preceding
$7,042,695, an increase of $384,012. Our ex- year would be included, but both periods are
port of the manufactures of the Dominion alike in that respect. Lest it may be sup-
lias also increased in the saine period from posed that I have unduly pressed my conclu-
$3,492.876 to $3,781,738 ; while the wants of sion In that way, we will take the months of
the consumers in the Dominion are, as each January, 1891, and January, 1892. and that
succeeding year goes by, supplied to a much will but add strengtli to iny position, for dur-
larger extent from the productions of our owf ing January last the exports of the Dominion
people, thus giving employment to the %vere $5,6 43J C>2, but in the January of 1891
labourer, the mechanic and the artisan. There, they were oniy $4.2!4,95.. showing that the
has been also a notable increase In the ex- volume <f oui exports for the montl of
port of such articles as are not the production Jaiiuary last exceedec tlat of the January of
of our ow-n conntry, but w-hich pass t vrough the previons yer I $1343,203. The only
the great natural highways or over the rail-
way systems of the Dominion. giving employ-
ment to -these railivays in conveying such
goodis across the continent. The value of
such exports has gone up fromn $7,224,420 to
$11,274,996, an increase of $4.050,576 under
that head. While the whole of these sections
show a large increase in the volume of our
exports during the past seven moniths, as
compared with the like period in the pre-
ceding year, in one important interest there
has been a decrease-I refer to the export
of the productions of the forest. While in the
first period of comparsion w-e exported the
value of $16.661,.599 from productions of the
forest, the export this year has fallen to
$13,904,689, a diminution of $2,756,910 ; and
of miscellaneous articles amoumting to $143,996
in the first period, we only exported $106,293
in the last period. This falling off in the ex-
port of lumber is readily aceo»mted for, as
your honours will see, by the fluctuating
market andI low- prices prevailing for a great
part of the period, and also by higlh rates of
freight which obtained at another period.
Strikes, too. had a serious effect, as the
people of Ottawa very well know, and dis-
turbances in 'some foreigu governments In
South America also contributed to this result.
ViewIng, then, the whole volume of our ex-
port trade, whici for the seven months of
1890-91 aggregate $67.136,166, and comparing
It with the seven mnonths just now elapsed, we
find it amounted in the latter period to $77,-
3S1,211, a net increase of over ten million of

conclusions to l derived froim a study of the
export trade point to a season of increase, and
increasing prosperity for the Dominion of
Canada. Let nie caill your attention for a few
moments to another phase of this subject. I
refer to the imports for the seven months
ending with January, 1891. We then import-
ed goods to the value of $65,793,800. In the last
seven months our imports were $63,899,655 ;
so that while our exports have increased some
15 per cent. our imports have decreased
nearly 3 per cent. This falling off in the
value of the importations indicates that the
goods rquired for consumuption within our
own borders are now to a laxge extent obtained
from the factorles which have been estab-
lished under the provisions of the National
Policy. These factories in turn give employ-
ment to the labourer and the artizan. They
afford increasing markets for the productions
of the farmer within our own borders. We
import less quantities of manufactured goods
and increasing quantities of raw material,
and the wages of those employed in its manu-
facture goes to enrich and benefit the people
of the Dominion itself. Again, if your
honours will compare the amount of duties
collected for the seven îmonths ending Jan-
aury, 1891, you will find it is $13,439,408,
while for the last seven months It Is $10,896,-
771, showing a decrease of revenue of $2,542,-
637; but we must bear In mind that the sugar
duties alone in the tirst period of seven
months ending 1st January, 1891. amounted
to $2.300,000. and that these have been dis-
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Continued on raw sugars imported for manu- proclamation, authorized by the Act of Con-
facture 'in the Dominion. Not only does this gre8s. Passed lst March, 1823, declaring that
large amomit remain in the pockets of the 1 ail trade aid intercourse between the United
people. but sugar has become so cheap that States of America and the British colonial
it is now within the reach of al, and the possessions shouli terminale, and was by,
quantity used has increased lu a remnarkable from af( after the date of such proclamation
manner. It Is gratifying to find that the prohibited. His proclamation also revived tie
negotiations respecting the seal fisiieries l; Act o Congress of rdth April, 1818, and 8th
Behring Sea have resulted in the appo>it'nent
of a Commission to investigate ami repo:t on
that subject, and we trust that the result of
such a course may remove ail causes of irri-
tation existing between the Governments of
the different nationalities whose vesseils are
piusuing that important branch of the tisher-
les, in which the people of this Dominion are
so largely interested. The settlement of the
boundary line of Alaska along the southern
edge of British Columbia bas been the subject
Of correspondence between Governments now
since 1872. It was estimated at that time
that it would cost from one and a-half to two
millions of dollars to detine and mark it, but
w-hatever the outlay may be it is a question
that should be settled. Salvage and wreck-
ing on the inland waters of the Dominion is
another subject which engaged the attention
of the Ministers during their recent trip to
Washington, and when the report of the ar-
rangements made wlth respect to this qustion
has been laid before us we will be better able
to discuss that important subject. In this
connection I have no doubt but te Ministers
referred to the stil more Important question
Of the coasting trade. Our people in the
Maritime Provinces would be quite ready to
reciprocate in that matter, and when the
UIited States opens its coasting trade to
Colonial and British ships we will readily
respond and grant them equal privileges on
our sea coast. There was a time when we
had a treaty with the Americans which ad-
mitted thema practically to the privileges our
Own lishermen enjoy. They were permitted
to land and tranship their tish to purchase
bait and supplies. While we were satistied
that this should continue, America termin-
ated that arrangement just as she at an earlier
period abrogated the Reciprocity Treaty. lu
this connection let me refer you for a few

onments to a circumstance' afecting our trade
relations with the United States which occur-
red sole years ago, but which It is well to

in" lu mind and profit by. On the 17th of
March, in the year 1827, John Quincy Adams,
then lresident of the United States, lssued a

May. 1820, which prohibited absolutely the
importation or conveyance of any goods into
any port of the United States in British
vessels. Although that law was ln force for
a considerable period. the brave colonists, of
whoi the United Empire loyalists then formed
a large portion, did not seei to suffer
fromn tliat proclamnation, of whicl the Mc-
Kinley Bill seems to be the degenerate off-
spring ; and as our forefathers grew and
flourished, when Brother Jonathan would
have no intercourse with them on any con-
ditions, when he prohibited our ships from
entering his ports, so our trade at the present
day is expanding in volume and our people
are flourishing, notwitlfistanding the hostile
tarit of our neighbours across the border.
Recent events within the knowledge of your
honours have shown that whlle we are ready
to trade with them on fair and equal terms,
this country does not want any veiled annex-
ation, whether yon call it unrestnicted recipro-
city pr commercial union. We will muake our
own tariff, without reference to the 'McKinley
Bill. and we will trade with those who are
willing to trade with us on equal terms. A
few years ago many people thought that we
could not exist without reciprocity, but that
opinion is now rapidly changing; we have
sought and obtained new markets for our
productions. On this subject, General J. W.
Foster. one of the gentlemen who. with
Secretary Blaine, met the Canadian com-
missioners at Washington recently, in the
course of his remarks on reciprocity, made at
the annual meeting of the New York Board
of Trade and Transportation, spoke as
follows : "Reciprocity is inseparably united
to protection. It is impossible under the
system of free trade. It is only when a
country maintains a protective tariff that It
is in a position to offer to other countries
valuable concessions for specific products ln
return for exceptional favours for its own
products." And he went on to state that one
of the reasons they did not desire to extend
commercial reciprocity treaties to Canadians,
as they had doue already to tropical countries,
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was the. similarity of our productions to their vided by our constitution. Whilo we have to
own. For the sane reason we should not regret that our population has not increased
desire it, as it would result in bringing many as rapidly as we anticipated. and in con-
more of the productions of the United States sequence sonie sections inay find that their
into competition with our own. Now, while representation in Parlianent will be reduced,
their productions are simillar to our own, it seens that during the past decade there
many of thiem would comle into competition has been a tendency-an unfortunate tendency
with our farners. under any foî•n of free -anong the rural population to desert the
trade. We could not conpete with Amnericans country for the towns. In Great Britain
in raising pork or beef, for those articles. there is the saine decline in this respect as is
even now, in the face of what was considered being felt in this country and in other older
a prohibitive duty, meet ns iu every section settled countries. The amalgamation of
of the Doilnion. Car loads of meat imay be the department of Marine and Fisheries
seen on every railroad en route froin Chicago Is a good measure, which brings both
to the seaboard towns, at St. John, at Halifax, departments more directly under one chief
Sydney or Charlottetown. for our consump- head, and adds to the efliciency of the
tion. Yo will find Aiîericai nmeats comnpeting service. During the first session of this Par-
with our own in every Province. Aierican' liamient we lost the mat wlio liad occupied
floi, Anierican corn, A ierican pease the feremest place l the Governinent of this
and beans. Ainerican apples and fruits country for a very long period, and tue Op-
now crowd oui markets. and it is positioi expected that after his demise the
with mîanîy thoughtful mîinds becoxîîe a Liberal Censervative party wonld not long

question whether free trade in any formn exist but we tiud tat they are gainifig in
would be a boon and a beietit to the Domi- streiigtli and inhers as the ie goes by.
inion. I need not refer your honours at any We have in this Chaiber, iu 'r. Abbott, the
length to the destruction of our fisheries by Premier, a leader we are prend te follow.
purse seines. That question was well ventil- We have li the other branch Sir John Tinp-
ated during the past session. wlhen we passed soi act tue other Ministers. The policy of
a measure which prohibited their use in any this PartY is îmehanged. We stili figlit under
waters over which we had jurisdiction. and it tue 01( banier. aîd hope tA) transmit it îu-
is evident that nieasures slould lbe adopted to sullied te another generation, who will wlness
stop them froin destroying our valuable fish- the fu l fruition of that policy which Sir John
erles outside the three-miile line, as well as lnaugurated and our present leaders are nov
within that bounidary. If the mission to successfully carr-ing out -ltl the increasin-
Washington will result in the adoption of any ceutideice of the people ef thîs country. Me
such regulatious it will have aceoiplished a have a country of untold posibi ies. teenîing
good work and much needed reformn. which with wealth lu its lands. its forests. its mines.
will preserve our tisheries froi iininediat its iiiierals and its tisherles, witl a free and
destruction. The Civil Service Coinuission, enligliteîîed systen of governient. and it
which w-as organlized b)y this (overumieiît. nt, renais w-itî ourselves te nuake it greater
will,1 I have no doubt, result il perfecting a and more Prosperous as Urne gees by. 1
service which is already li mîanuy respects a second the motion made by the lon. melier
rood and efficient one. The Criminal Law is for Stadacona that tle Address be adopted
a sulibjeet which can lie dealt vith imueli iiore and presented te Ris Excellency the Governor
effectually by those of your hionours w-ho have General.
had a legal training than by a civilianî. That Hon. Mr. SCO - Before 1 proeed to
very iiportant imeàsure w-iti w-hi we dealt make a few comments on the varions para-
at considerable lengtli last session lias been graplis of tle Speech frot the Throne, I
carefully studled eout in all its details b)y the iiist eongratulate the hou. niember who lias
legal profession, and wlen it becomies law, been si recently lntreduced te this Chimler
with sucli aiuendiîenîts as it may be founîd -the Senator froin Stadacona-on tle -ery
to require, it should be a perfect code. and I lriglt and eloquent address wlth whlcl lie
have no doubt it will be so. Another iiport- us favoured this buse. The hon. geutle-
ant subject brouglit te our attentioi by His ii lias luai soine experieice of parilamen-
Excellency is the re-distribution of seats. tar lfe ii aiiother branch of Parliament,
consequelit uipol the cenistu. rette. ss pio- j a ;d h wve fi doult tha.t lie aih le an c-
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quisition to this Chamber. His address was yiel most generously, and that in some
naturally a very fulsome approval of the acts years produce very much larger quantities
of the Administration.: That was. natural to thau In other years, and that we are enabled
expect, and I do not propose to carp at his by the enormous production ;of our lands te
utterances in that regard. He was in syni- increase our exports abroad-tiat we have
pathy with the Administration, and he natu- mines imdeveloped, partlally developed, and
rally gave utterance to the views that lie ln varions stages of development, In many
and they hold on the several subjects to parts of the Domlnlon-lt is fot to le won-
which allusion is made in the Speech fron dered at that there should le some degree of
the '."trone. The lion. Senator fron Char- prosperity in a coimtry uler such peculiar
lottetown apologizes for being obliged te conditions. It would le strange if it were
second this Address, inasmucli as another otlerwlse, but it cannot be contended for one
gentleman had been selected to perforn that mont, aithougl that would le the general
duty. He need not have made any apologies drift of the bon. gentleman's argument, that
to this House, because we are always very the Government of the day, by their fiscal
glad to hear him. Last year, I think, was policy, were entltled te some degme of credit
his first session in this flouse, and the ver- for these lncreased exports, from one year te
dict was that Ehe hon. gentleman was dis- another. Surely they do fot daim credit for
Posed to take a very fair' and just view of having produoed a larger crop last year than
the several subjects brought before this under ordlnary conditions could have been
Chamber for ,its !consideration. I confess I produced. There can lie no sucl pretension.
Was somewhat startled at my hon. friend's Our natural wealth, year by year, ought te
utterances to-day in reference to this ques- increase with the larger area that Is brought
tion of protection. He came out very strong- under cultivation. If the North-West le te
IY on the subject of that pollcy. I had hoped prove of value te us, as I am sure It wlll,
that he had entertaIned a somewhat more the larger the area cultivated the larger wtt
liberal and reasonable view of the subject. I le the quantWy of products for export, and
certainly was surprised to hear hini find there is no doubt that the lige export tis
fault with the 'introduction of American flour veai -id tel on the prosperlty of the Dom-
and pork Inte the ports & the Lower Pro- liion next year. We shall probaly have a
vinces, because I had understood that the
people of the Maritime Provinces, particu-
larly New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, who
did not produce enough of those articles,
were very glad indeed to buy then if they
could get them cheaper from the Americans
than from others-that It rather helped the
industries of the Maritime Provinces to get
those important articles of food at as low a
rate as . possible. I question very much
whether the policy ;that he suggested as the
true one for this country, to keep out the
cheaper products of the United States, would
ineet with the approval of the people in the
Maritine Provinces. Both gentlemen have
commented somewhat upon the general pros-
Perity -of the Dominion. It would be strange,
Indeed, If a young and vigorous country like
Canada did not at ail times, in spite of fiscal
laws, show a considerable amount of pros-
Perity, when you consider that we have as
fine fisheries, I suppose, as they have in any
Other Part of the world-that we have ma-g-
"lftcent forests, which are unsurpassed In any
other country-that we have broad acres of
'and from the Atlantic to the Pacifie which

larger amont of imports during next year,
due to these causes, which are not causes that
the Government can influence. They may
in some degree rather retard the progress of
the country, but they do not and cannot at-
tempt 'to facilitate then. The paragraph of
the Speech twhich lias reference to the death
of His Royal Highness Is one which we aIl
join in. Canadians without distinction earn-
estly unite in expressions of sorrow at the
sad death of His Royal Highness the lDuke
of Clarence, not only that lie was the heir
presumptive to the British throne, and lias
been cut off In his early manhood, but that a
new affliction in his death bas vistted Her
Majesty, in whom we aU take such a deep
interest. During the 55 years that she has
sat on the .British throne the tie between
Her Majesty and lier subjects bas grown.
Among the 250,000,000 of people that ne-
knowledge her sway, they all on the recent
sad occasion felt sorrow that the Queen
should have a new grief, and sentiments
similar to those that were spoken of here a
few minutes ago went forth from all parts of
the world, because the British people now
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are to be found in all quarters-in Africa, in
Australia and in the broad Dominion of Can-
ada. It is evidence of the warm sympathy
that exists between the Sovereign of those
realms and lier subjects, and, a proof of lier
benign sway, that in the 55 years she has
ruiled, she has year by year grown in the
affections of the people. I am glad te note
that the dispute arising out of the sover-
eignty of Behring Sea is to be adjusted on a
pacifie basis. I must congratulate the hon.
leader of the Government on the course that
is being now followed, and it is rather in
marked contrast to the proposal and the sen-
timents that were expressed two years ago
when attention was called to the subject in
the Speech from the Throne-fthat the feel-
ing was that we were to assert our sovere
eignty over that sea, that the pretensions of
the Inited States would not for a moment
bear criticism, that England was to be in-
voked to cause the United States to make an
apology for their seizure of several vessels
engaged in the sealing trade. The language
on that occasion is in marked oontrast, I say,
to the language in the Speech from the
Throne to-day. I am reading now from the
Speech of 1890 :

" We receive with a full sense of its import-
anoe the announcement tiat in consequence
of the repeated seizures by cruisers of the
United States navy of Canadian vessels while
employed In the capture of seals In that part
of the Northern Pacifie Ocean known -as Beh-
ring Sea, Your Exoellency's Government has
strongly represented to Her Majesty's Min-
isters the necessity of protecting our ship-
ping while engaged in their lawful calling, as
well as guarding against the .assumption by
any nation of exclusive proprietory rights in
those waters."

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Hear, hear.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-To-day we fnd Great

Britain did not take quite that view Of it.
Great Britain fell in witi the view of the
United States, and was not disposed to quar-
rel over a minor question of that kind. I
hope the dispute between the two ceountries
will be settled in sucli a way as, at all
events, will not detract fron the dignity
of the Empire of which we claim to be a
part. I have no doubt it wlil result in a
Joint arrangement by which those two great
powers, and perhaps a third or a fourth,
may be entrusted with the management of
the seals and their propagation in Behring
Son. The next paragraph of the Address
has reference to a discussion on the extein-

sion of trade between the United States
and Canada. I am sorry to see that that
is all we are treated to on that particular
question. We are not told what was the
result of the meeting at Washington the.
other day with reference to the extension of
our trade. The policy of the past Adminis-
tration, at all events, was not one that added
very much to the dignity of the country.
It will be renembered that in December,
1890, a despatch was published, addressed to
Lord Knutsford, intimating that Canada and
the United States were to enter Into a dis-
cussion with reference to the extension of
trade between the two countries, and some
other minor questions, and the announce-
ment was made that that Parliament was
not equal to dealing with the question, and
an appeali was made to the people, under a
pretence that this question with reference to
the extension of trade was to be immediately
taken up. We all remember the fiasco of
March last and that the proposed meeting in,
October did not take place. We do not
know what happened the other day at
Washington, because the Ministers have not
advised us. They simply state that some-
thing did occur with reference to the exten-
sion of trade between the two countries, but
the Speech is perfectly silent as to what the
result was. It is quite true that an amicable
understanding was arrived at respecting the
steps to be taken for the establishment of.
the bouidary of Alaska. If was not neces-
sary te go to Washington to discuss that.
The question bas been discussed in de-
spatches for twenty years. There was no
dispute as to the boundary of Alaska.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Hear. hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend says
"hear, hear." It was settled in the treaty
of 1825. The line vas defined, but not
marked out. There is no doubt a dispute as
to where it goes. It commences at Portland
channel and extends along the summit of
the mountains, where those mountains do
not extend more than 10 marine leagues
inwards, and if they are more than 10
marine leagues, then 10 leagues is the limit
to a certain meridian, and from that point.
it is a straight line to the frozen ocean.
That is practically the position of It, and
the only reason that it was not settled,
twenty years ago was that the expense was
too heavy. The United States at one time
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PrOPosed a vote for the purpose and It was froi Frontenac in 1888, and was defeated in
then Said that it would cost about two that Chamber. The supporters of the Na-
million dollars. The population was small, tional Policy considered that it was an attack
and they did not feel warranted at the on their system, so if was thrown out In
time in making that particular survey. It ls 1889 he renewed the attempt to pass the Bill
Purely a question of survey. The ternis of and secured a majority vote. The measure
the treaty are not disputed. I think as a came up to this Chamber and was debated
matter of compromise at the ime it was here. We ail know its fate' in the Senater-
agreed between the two countries that we it was thrown ont by gentlemen who be-
should mark off the line where It crossed lieved that it was disturbing and interfering
the Stikine and other rivers, but it was going with the National Policy. It was contended
t cost too much entirely to run out this that Canadian tugs had to be protected as
particular boundary. That, I think, is what well as Canadian cotton manufacturers. I
actually ,oceurred, because I remember am glad to see that other views are now pre-
something of it myself. A number of de- vailing and that we are to have reciprocity
spatehes passed between the two countries in wreckage. I have always myself been in
twenty years ago. Now, to-day I see by the favour of it, because I think the circum-
Anmerican returns that the population of, stances of the two countries are such that it
Alaska il nearly 6,000 whites and sorne 33,00w is monstrous that vessels In distress on one
Indians. I do not know what the population, side or the other should not be allowed to
of our Own North-West, and British Colum- employ the first tug that could reach them,
bia adjoining that, Is, but it cannot be or the cheapest tugs that could be obtained.
very much, and it is doubtful if The hon. Senator from Charlottetown rather
there is any necessity to define the, enlarged upon that, and if I understand him,
boundary now, unles it is to remove a cer- ralter approved of going further. He spoke
tain degree of friction. To my mind, the of the advantages that reciproeity in the
natural way between two friendly countries coasting trade would be to the Dominion. I
would be to arrange a conventional boundary quite agree with him, and I should be ex-
until the Population on the one side or on ceedingly glad to see the coasting trade
the other 'was sufficient to warrant the nces- thrown open between the two countries. The
sity of Positively making out this particular more of those difficulties that are removed
line. No doubt it is a very expensive bound- between the two countries the more prosper-
ary. The explensive part I, of course, the ous will each country be, and the easier it
fringe of land that rMus along the coast up will be ultimately to reach some understand-
tc the particular part where the meridian ing as to how far the international trade 1e-
rus, because it is entirely a matter of cost; tween the two countries could be carried.
I have never heard Of any dispute as to the There are varlous other questions referred to
iterpretation to be given to the treaty, be- In the Address, which I do not purpose just
cause the treaty is plain and speaks for it now to discuss. They relate to Bills that wili,self. I have the terms of it under my hand no doubt, be brought up to us in due time.here this moment, if it is desirable to read Some of them, I trust, wIll be introduced in
them. I do no suppose it is ; it cannot be this Chamber, as we have the Premier here,
disputed. The next paragraph I notice re- and he, no doubt, will be disposed to give the
fers to an amicable understanding for reci- Senate a fair share of the early discussion of
procal services in case of wreckage and sal. Government measures. There is one subject
vage. It was not neessrY to go to Wash- which I think I ought not to omit calling at-
ington to accomplish that. The Government tention to-that is, we will be called upon toof the United States-at least, so it was an- consider a measure to redistribute the seats
nounced lu the debate we had a few years consequent on the census returns. I trust
ago, aId the statement w-as not disputed-- that any measure that may be brought down
ibd On their statute book a law which ai- by the Government wIll be on a somewhatlowed reciprocity lu wreckage, and it was to fairer basis than that which was introduced
e PuIt un force whenever the President was ten years ago, and which was known .as the

a~dvla that Canada had adopted a similar Gerrymander Bill, by which several mem-
law A Bill with that object in view waain- bers of the House of Commons were simply
troducd lu the other House by the member legislated out of their seats, and old bound-
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aries were broken up simply for the purpose
of giving a political advantage to one party
over the other. The advantages that any
GÙovernment have of going to the people are
always strong enough without seeking to in-
crease them by unfair advantage over their
political opponents. The Govermuent of the
day at present have the appointmnent-and
iny hon. friend from Charlottetown drew my
attention to the fact of the great success
the Goverument are having at the present
moment-of the returning officers. It is very
easy to understand it.. The Government have

practically the arrangement of the lists. It
i.s done by officers appointed by the Govern-
ment. The lists are printed here. I suppose
I have no right to throw out any insinua-
tions, but with the strong political feeling
prevailing at times throughout the country,
you cannot expect people to be at all ineredu-
lous to the belief that the lists are tampered
with. No doubt my lion. friends have ad-
vantages in the preparing of these lists. The
friends of the Government have the advan-
tage of securing them at an earlier moment
than their opponents. The Government have
the advantage of appointing the returning
officers and of fixing the day when the elec-
tion shall be held to suit the convenience of
their candidate. Will hon. gentlemen say
that with all these circumstances in their
favour they cannot/ influence from tifty to
one hundred votes in every constituency of
the Dominion ? I feel that the advantages
are very much larger numerically than I
have stated, and I think it is an exceedingly
unfortunate thing in a country like Canada
that elther side should take advantage of the
other in the extraordinary manner that this
Administration has in the last ten years
taken advantage of its political opponents,
in practically securing the control of the elec-
tions. That Is what it is. It is not consis-
tent wlth the freedom of election and not
consistent with the vlews our forefathers
held, at all events, on the important princi-
ples involved in responsible government. The
practices that prevail here and control the
elections are not those that prevail and
would be approved of in the mother coun-
try. Both sides there are placed on a fair
and equal basis. It vould have been only
just and fair that when a considerable num-
bèýr of elections were to be held that they
should be held on the same day, according to
the spirit of the constitution of this country

and the law on our statute book. We all
know that the spirit of the law has been vio-
lated ; one excuse or another has been found
to avoid holding the elections simultaneously.
It is presumed the lists are not ready, or the
writ for the election was not ready to go.
Fifty reasons ean be given which, in the opin-
ion of the friends of the Administration, are
ampl.% sufficient to justify the course taken ;
but when an appeal is made to fair-minded
nen, men who are free from political bias,
they will say that it is not a good thing in a
young country that one of the political
parties should be handicapped in that man-
ner-that the Government should be able to
take control over the elections and make
sucli a great difference in the success or de-
feat of any particular candidate. That is the
growing feeling in this country. My hon.
friend opposite no doubt will .deny it, and
perhaps will deny it lonestly from his own
standpoint ; but there are the circumstances,
there are the facilities at hand to avail one-
self of the advantage that the .control of the
lists, and the control of the day of election,
and appointient of the returning officer, bas
given one party over the other. These are
salient points that cannot be gainsaid, and it
is apparent to my mind at all events that the
mere fact of having the opportunity of decid-
ing these elements of the election must give
one political party a very decided advantage
over the other.

Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-I have mueh
pleasure ln uniting with those who spoke
before me in congratulating our hon. friend
from Stadacona on the able manner ln
which lie has moved the Address. I can also
express my regret that Mr. Dobson, from the
town of Lindsay, has not been present to
assist in seconding the Address. From my
personal knowledge of that hon. gentleman
I am sure the House Is to be congratulated
on his taking his seat on Monday. I also
unite with those who have spoken in ex-
pressing our great sorrow at the misfortune
that has befallen the Royal Family ln the
death of the Duke of Clarence. ler Majesty
the Queen has reigned long and well over us,
and an affection, not only for herself but for
every member of the Royal Family, beats ln
the heart of every Canadian, and when the
news of the sudden death of the Duke of
Clarence was wired through the length and
breadth of Canada an emotion went up from.
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ail Classes expressing sorrow and regret for resign his position as a Minister of the
Her Majesty and the Prince of Wales in Crown after forty years of public service.
their sad bereavement. I understand that It According to my view, the hon. Minister was
-s Possible the Prince of Wales may pay a more the victim of an organized system of rais-
visit to Canada next year. I can only ex- Ing money for election purposes out of the re-
Press the hope that such may prove to be sources of the people at large in order to
true, for I feel sure that he will receive a strengthen the Government In their posses-
Warn welcome fromn one end of the Dominion sion of the treasury benches than deserving
to the other should lie comle amongst us. I I of being singled out as being a system for
see a clause in the Address that: which he alone was responsible, and that if

" In accordance with the promise given at his resignation was necessary to purify the
the close of last session. a conunission lias political atmosphere, it became necessary for
been issued to investigate the working of the the hon. leader of the Government to s0
Civil Service Act, and other inatters con- reconstruct his Government that an :effectual
nlecfed wVith fthe Civil 8riegeiierally. The
lepoI' of this commission wil be lait î>efore guarantee would be presented to the peOple
you during the present session." that the dangers that threaten the country

by immoral political methods would cease.
Now, hon. gentlemen, I feel that this is a Such a reconstruction, according to the opi-

very important clause. ; I feel that ,fhe ion of many of the people of Canada, has
question presented to us in tie Address is a not been effected, and I feel it my duty to
very important one, and that we will all declare at this early stiýge of the session
look forward with interest to the report that that the Government of which our hon.
is to be brought down of the Civil Service leader in this House is First Minister wil
Commission appointed last year, and I desire receive my opposition. My party friends, I
to take this opportunity to refer to the know, will not accuse me of deserting 0.
scandals that were exposed in the sinking ship or behaving in a treftcheroua;
Civil Service last session. As a Con- manner, for the bye-elections have strength-
servative I have much pleasure in congratu- ened the hands of the Gevernment te such
lating our hon. leader upon the recent an extent that in the interests of
Political successes his Government have met good government a more vigorous opposition
with at the pols. I regard the victories, is needed. I may be accused of instItutinghowever, rather as a response to the an opposition from the safe retreat of this
resolution of loyalty to Her Most Gracious honourable House, which might lay me open
Majesty fthe Queen, which was unanimously to the charge of selfishness and temerity, but
adopted by the Parliament of Canada, i4 when the constituency is divided in the
loyalty which the Hon. Mr. Blake clearly county of Marquette, where I reside, a divi-
Pointed out was threatened by the commer- sion which the census entitles us to, I am
cdal Policy of the Liberal party, as a policy quite ready to resign my position here and
that would gradually alienate the allegiance trust myself in the hands of the people if
of the People of Canada from the British they think I can serve them better in the
Crown, and be the signal for the disintegra- House of Commons than in this honourable
tion Of the British Empire. I also regard it iHouse. It is not an idea of the moment that
as an endorsement of the policy of the Con- has caused me to take this step, for I wrote
servative party as compared with the policy to the late bon. Sir ,ohn A. Macdonald a
of the Liberal party. I must warn the hon. letter, for which he thanked me, and J told
leader of the Government that the issue has hlim that many people regarded with alarma
yet to be put to the people of Canada the Increasing use of money in the election
whether the revelations of last session are to campaigns, and that I hoped he would be
be condemned or not. As a Canadian, I able to effect a change in a system that was
must express my regret In consequence of demoralizing the country. I did not fail to
the failure of the Government to reconstruct impress upon our hon. leader, who succeed-
lfelf upon Unes that would be a pledge ed him the necessity of selecting men to
that boOdlig would be at an end. We all assist him, Irrespective of party, that the
realize that last session exposed a series of 1 moral balance of the people might be re-

es against the country's welfare, and we stored, and that the trade of the country
al know that it caused an hon. member to inight be relieved from some of the burdens

2.
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that are pressing so heavily upon it. The is possible to establish a tyrannical form ofi
great body of the people are too much en- govermnent under the franchise of the
gaged in their daily avocations to think out people, and If we treat the offence of
to their logical conclusions the effect of the boodling as a venial offence, we wll feel the
steady pursuance of any policy in a given entanglements of the octopus clinging morp
direction, and it is for their public men to tenaciously year by year. I can say truth-
present to them in well digested form public
thouglit for the intelligence of the people to
grasp and to vote yea or nay upon, accord-
ing to their convictions, an, I feel confident
that I will not be condemned by my party
friends for endeavouring to present the policy
of the country in a new light. I propose to,
deal with some of the leading features of the
Government policy in matters of our trade
relations, and in the reciprocity features of
thein la our relations to the United States
and Newfoundland; but, flrst of ail, I wish
to deal with the question of boodling in Its
relation to the Civil Service, and the
dangers that threaten through Its demoral-
ization. The Government is the head
of the Civil Service, and it is of the
utmost importance that the system which
governs the head in its relation to ler
Majesty's loyal Opposition, and in Its re-
lation to the people of Canada, should be
sound and pure. We have a large country
to govern, as large as Russia, and we must
depend upon our Civil Service to govern It
well. I hold up Russia, as it presents itself
to our eyes, as an example, because Canada
In extent, in resources, In climate, is very
similar, and some day In the distant future,
like Russia, it will be populous. Look at
Russia! There the Civil Service lies like a
huge octopus upon the body of the people,
warping their energies and embraclng In its
clinging arms the head of the nation as well
as the humblest peasant, rendering them ail
alike powerless to throw it off, and, If the
public press is correct, too soulless to stir
Itself to relieve their famine-stricken dis-
tricts and too grasping to allow others to
relieve 'them, until the possibilities of a
revolution against its morbid power by the
suffering people caused It to relax Its
system to permit private enterprise and private
charity to do its 'work-not that I desire
to compare the Canada of to-day with the
growth of that colossal evil. Joyous, free
Canada is just emerging from the forest to
the plain, pure and undefiled by the struggles
older countries have had to contend with
when the principles of constitutional liberty
were unknown. But, on the other hand, it

fully that, in my experience of many years
in the North-West Territorles, where our civil
servants have had great responsibilities, and
are removed far fromn the eyes of the public,
it has maintained a character for honesty ani
effectiveness for which we may feel justly
proud. I remember saying to a prominent
official, some ten years ago, that it
was a cause for much satisfaction that where
the facilities and temptations were present,
honesty had prevailed throughout this large
territory. His reply was, that if I knew the
mumber of vouchers, receipts and documents
they had to sign I should not wonder at their
honesty. This was a tribute to the strictness
of the system at the head of the civil service,
and shows how important it is to keep the
head sound and the heart pure. Any weak-
ness there will soon be felt in the arteries
through which Its course flows. The civil
service is to the nation what the blood Is to
the body ; keep it pure and the head and heart
will be powerful and capable of accomplish-
ing anything, but allow it to become impure
by yielding to the temptations our lesser
nature is heir to, and our energies both of
mind and body are warped, passing on from
one generation to another until we passively
resign ourselves to its inevitable result. The
last session of parliament revealed much to
justify our apprehensions that more was be-
hind, and that the resources of the country
were being made the battle ground for party
emolument. This has been the growth of late
years. Whatever the political contentions
may have been, our magnificent system of
canais, this magnificent pile of buildings,
Osgoode Hall, li Toronto, the court house in
Montreal, and other monuments of the enter-
prise and ability of the past, when our revenue
was below ten million dollars a year, are ail
evidences that economy ruled. The same
evidences do not exist to-day, and it is not out
of place to glance at the causes that have
brought about this change. Canada emerged
from a number of conglomerate provinces In
1867 to become a nation stretchig from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and this vast territory
was handed over to our Government. The
great and good statesman who has gone to his
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long bourne realized that, to perfect this union,
means of internal communication were es-
sential through our own territory. Two lead-
ing men, Sir Hugh Allan and Sir David Mac-
pherson, both aspired to undertake the task
of formning a company to build the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and. as the sequel proved,
Sir Hugh Allan, after supplying the means
to enable the Government to carry the
elections, was constituted the head of a coin-
pany whose component parts were to be
drawn from ail parts of the country. This
bargain was exposed and condemned by the
people, and the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie was re-
turned by an overwhelming najoity. After
tive years, however, he failed to satisfy the
people in their ambition to solidify Canada in
his conception of the means necessary to con-
struct the Canadian Pacific Railway, and at
the general election of 1878 the verdict of the
people was reversed, and they again placed
Im power the man who alone conceived the
Possibilities of the country undertaking so
vast a task with the diff ies facing it. He
adopted a National Policy with the view of
strengthening the revenues of the country, to
enable the country to provide the means in
the face of the failing revenues of the pre-
ceding five years. The means he took to
secure the construction of the railway is fresh
lu the memory of everyone. At every step*
he was met by vigorous opposition. At the
granting of the charter he nearly failed on
account of the proposal of the Opposition to
leave out the Lake Superior section. Again,
when the fate of the railway hung in thebalance, and a loan of $30,000,000 was neoces-
sary to tide over a financial difficulty of the
colnpany, he had to throw the whole weight
of his influence to secure this additional finan-
cial aid, additional to many generous con-
cessions on the part of the country, and to an
hon. member of this House (lion. Frank'
Smith) is due, more than to any other, the
credit for Inducing the Govermneit to take its
fate ln its hands and make that loan. It is
not known to eyeryone, but we who lived inthe Interior at that time knew that the com-pany wa behind, that every storekeeper,
every contractor, every station master, every
labourer, were months behind ln their pay ;
the company had pledged every public re-
source and every private resource; they were
met With vigorous opposition by the other
trans-continental companies in the money
markets of the world, and ln their straits they2j

came again to the Government to ask for
more. The business experience of our hon.
colleague in this House showed him that if
the company were allowed to go down a
financial crisis wrould fall upon the country
greater far than befell the people of the
United States upon the failure of the
Northern Pacifie in 1873, and the people of
Canada would have had to confess failure
[n their ambitious undertaking and suffer the
reverses consequent upon that failure. He
was able to point out to the Government the
full effect of the crises, and td persuade the
Government to take its fate into its bands
and stand or fall by the measure. This is an
open secret, and I trust not out of place to
put on record in discussing Ihe momentous
questions of the day. Is it any, wonder that
ln the excitement of the fierce struggle of
those days the statesman who bas gone froma
our midst resorted to methods that were
questionable to enable him to carry out the

policy which his mind alone conceived pos-
sible . He did It for his country: Requiescat

in pace. We are now called upon to deal
with a new Government, with a new policy,
and it is not desirable to perpetuate a system
which the revelations of last session exposed.
and if is not desirable to minimize their
effect. The Government of Canada stands at
the head of the various governmients which
our constitution las provided for the gov-
ernment of our people. Its example should
be above suspicion, and we have to review
causes and effects when we are called upon
to give an allegiance to a, new regime. How
is it that Canadians have rather retrograded
in a united nationality, composed as we are
of two races and two religions, who have
grown side by side, legislated together, own-
ing the same alliance together for a cen-
tury and a-half ? It is because appeals are
now being made to the lower elements of our
nature. It is not that we are not capable of
possessing a higher nature. Our churches, our
schools, our social life, all contradict that as-
sumption. Yet here we are to-day as far
from merging our individuality in a pure
national life, as far from according that mu-
tual respect to one another in our different
attributes as if we were two separate peo-
ples. The day has come when those who
live in Canada should speak out and con-
demn wrong-doing, in whatever sphere of
our public life it may be found. I am not one
of those who despair of establishing on this
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continent in the annals of Canada a of Great Britain have condemned In no
record whose influence will be felt ben- unmeasured terms the evild of corruption that
eficially in distant years, but that can has been manifested in our midst, and in con-
only be aconplislied by those who oc- deimning that political corruption they are
cupy the higliest public positions, not only giving us the benefit of their experience drawn
thinking right but doing riglit, and requiring from history. They know the danger that
for those whose trustees they are that those lies in the pursuance of a certain course, and
under themu shall do the same--apply the they are not slow to warn us, and it is wise
sanie rule to their public life that they do to for us to take heed. In the United States
their private life. For these reasons, I cannot also we can find valuable experience-the ex-
lielp expressing regret that the hon. leader perience of a struggle that is seen now pend-
of the Governiment, for whom we all enter- ing in that country between the manipulation
tain the highest personal respect, should not of political power by capital, on the one band,
have felt the necessity of selecting from the and the people who see the principle of con-
ranks of the representatives of ihe people stitutional. liberty slipping from their grasp,
men who were pledged to redeem ithe iame on the other. An anti-monopoly league has
of Canada from the stigma that the been started, and a popular story has been
revelations of the last session have attached written by C. C. Post, entitled "Driven from
to lier fair fame. At present our political Sea to Sea," to assist in exposing the prevail-
lfe may be likened to two hostile arnies ing methods of bribery for special interests.
drawn up in battle array, armed with the It is only a drop in the ocean of thought, but
same weapons, loaded with the same am- like the little pilules which the homueopathic
munition, and while they are engaged in the practitioner claims to reach the seat of the
fierce struggle for supremacv, the country is disease, the same claims may be advanced for
ini danger of falling an easy prey to the this work, and it is well worthy of perusal.
dcsigns of corporate power, which poss s in the appendix, the author gives a number

no moral responsibility, and represented by of extracts from the speeches of public men

our great transportation companies and those in the United States, who neither close their

joint stock companies, brought into existence eyes nor their moutlhs at the evils that face

by the workings of our protective systemn. the nation. I will pick out one or two to

I am not one of those who are alarmed at show how the danger is regarded thr The

the absorption by the Canadian Pacific Rail- Hon. David Davis, formerly judge of the
0 1 .1 Supreme Court of the United States, says :

wayi " I or e 1 ra run a way of- the
smnalle1 lines, for the experience of tlhis
continent is that where there has not been
absorption there lias been combination ; but
what I am alarmed at is the danger of
th;e corporate powers, which comnand so
much capital and control such vast interests,
being used to subvert the liberties of the
people. Public opinion in England is
healthy, and in that country, where the
capital is raised to promote our large enter-
prises, 2 ublic opinion wili not countenance
the power of capital being used to subvert
the liberties of the Canadian people, and we
have the evidence of that in the orders
the General Manager of the Grand Trunk
Railway gave to bis employees that they
were all to exercise their private judgmnent
in the matter of voting, but if we silently
acquiesce in the principle and make easy the
way for corporate power to grow in the
government of our country, the blame will
rest with us and the burden be on
oui own shoulders. The public press

" The rapid growth of corporate power, and
the malign influence which it exerts by com-
bination on the National and State Legis-
latures, is a well grounded cauQe of alarm.
A struggle is pending in the near future
between this overgrown power, with its vast
ramifications all over the Union, and a hard
grip on much of the political machinery, on
the one band, and the people in an unorgan-
ized condition, on the other, for control of the
government. It will be watched by every
patriot with intense anxiety.

" Great corporations and consolidated mon-
opolies are fast seizing the avenues of power
that lead to the control of the Governimont.
It is an open secret that they rule states
through procured Legislatures and corrupted
courts ; that they are strong in Congress, and
that they are unscrupulous in the use of
means to conquer prejudice and acquire In-
fluence. This condition of things is truly
alarming, for unless it be changed quickly
and thoroughly, free institutions are doomed
to be subverted by an oligarchy resting upon
a basis of money and of corporate power."
United States Senator Windom, who died
recently, In a letter to the President of the
Anti-Monopoly League, said :
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" The channels of thought and the channels dom of our institutions is our guarantee of
of commerce, thus owned and controlled by safety ; but those who are accustomed to
'ne man, or by a few men, what is to re- think for the public can see a pulsation which8traIn COrporato power, or to fix a lim-it Wo Itsi
exactions upon the people ? What is there to marks that the vigour of our constitution is
hinder these men from depressing or in- threatened. The eyes of the world are uponflating the value of ail kinds~ of' nrburvt -~t--hv~i< ltnlY ~hwadi -..

These are oily a few culled from a host ofextracts handed down to publie gaze by'
the author to stir the moral sensibility
of the great nation to the south of us,and show us the difficulties they have
to contend with. Now, hon, gentlemen,
we are on the th4éshold. Our young nation-
taity bas not been stricken with the disease
thai has laid such a strong hold upon theconstitution of our neighbours, and the free-

Crown, but as a partner of the British Em-
pire-as much a partner ln the British Em-
pire as the State of New York is a part
nei in the American Republic. That ls
my view of the National Policy. The
commercial features of it are open to
discussion. They may be changed, or.
not changed, according as the people of
the country feel how the commercial policy
of the Government presses upon them, or the
reverse. My hon. friend on my left, in

suit their caprice or avarice, and thereby are too much engrossed ln their own concernsgathering into their own coffers the wealthmof the nation ? Where is the limit to such a to give Lt more than a passing interest, the
Power as this ? What shall be said of the stand that the people of Canada take upon
spirit of a free people who will submit with- the questions affecting their political moralityo t , protest to be thus bound hand and will exercise its influence for the right or the
Th thr reverse in the history of the country. Fore third semi-annual report of the railroad these reasons I have drawn the attention of
Mîtte 1ssiones o the State o Georgia, sub- this honw House to the necessity of the peo-

y188, says :- ple guarding well the birthright of consti-
"The moral and social consequences of tutional liberty, which is threatened by tak-

polit ca rruptione are en wrse thn hlei ing too superficial a view of the effects, of a
Political;~~_ the arew simply aptheg.Wcn

template them with anxiety and dismay. system that was exposed to view during the
The demoralizati is worse than that of 1 last session. The next clause in His Excel-

waras fraud Is meaner than force, and lency's Speech says:trckery than violence. Aside from their
owu corruptionP, the operators alm directly "Tlhe meeting which had been arranged
at th-ith the United States Government for a day
ment. * * * * W in October last, for an informal discussion on
purifying Storm is this mlaria evn thanira the extension of trade between the two cou-Purifying~~~ trier, astn aai nUcnd on other lnternational imatters re-which poisons all the body politic, and cor- ae adotenter
ruîpts the youth of the country by presenting quiring adjustment, was postponed at their
the highest prizes of society to Its most un- request. But, in compliance with a more re-
rcrupulous and unworthy members." cent intimation from: that Government, three

Ic hep c of my Ministers proceeded W Mashngtou,
I report Of the New York Board of Trade and conferred with representatives of the

occur these words : ' Administration of the United States on those
" Honestly and equitably managed railroads subjects."

are the most beneficent discovery of the cen- It is not necessary to read the clause ln full,
tury, but perverted by irresponsible and un- but the gist of the matters that are submit-

trol tecorpoad maagment, in which ted to us lies, I think, ln the question of the
tolerated, and favoritism in he e s re National Policy of Canada, and I propose to
mitted, they become simply great engines to discuss that policy. Many consider that the
accomplish unequal taxation, and to arbitrarily head and front of the National Policy are Itsre-distrbute the wealth of the country." commercial features but my own opinion is
their mitd pro es, ore powe at that the authors who designed the National
highways and levy tribute at will upon all Policy, chiefly our late lamented leader, Sir
our vast industries. And, as the old feudalism John A. Macdonald, did not so regard It. The

as finally controlled and subordinated only authors of our National Policy designed thatby thc combined efforts oftekns n8i e
the people of the free cities and towns 8 the people of Canada should unite for the
modern feudalism eau be subordinated to the purpose of building up a nationality ln
public good only by the great body of the British North America, a Canadian nation-
People acting through their government, by ality, not as a dcpendency cf the BritishWise and just laws."1 t -no as a-eed yo h rts
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seconding the Address, made the statement me to study the question for myself and see
that the late Sir John A. Macdonald, whom where the trouble was-what effect the
we all revere, and whose memory we respect, National Policy was having, and what change
stood by the National Policy, and asked the for the better for the people of Canada it was
people to stand by it ; but what we have to deshryuble we should make ; and knowing that
do in discussing a question of this kind is to the census of 1891 had been completed, that
pick out what is good of the policy of our late we have the fullest statistics there as to what
respected leader who has gone and leave out had been accomplished-that we had the
what we think is not suitable to our require- statisties of 1881 and the statisties
ments from year to year. He did not hand of .1871 before us, and %the statisties
down to us a hard and fast law that should from one year to the other handed down, con-
bind the people of Canada. To ac- piled by the Liberal Government when it was
complish a certain result - in order to in power, and by the Conservative Government
complete the Canadian Pacific Railway froin when it was in power, we might fairly take
the Atlantic to the Pacific-he saw it was these statisties and compare the figures, one
necessary to revive our failing revenues, and decade with those of another decade. You
the only way it could be done was by cannot always gauge the prosperity of the
adopting a National Policy, which has ac- people or the working of any particular policy
complished that result. We now have an by taking the returns of one year; but when
opportunity of comparing what has been the you have ten years under one policy complete,
effect of the National Policy between the and ten years under another policy comuplete,
years 1880 and 1890, and we also have the you have au opportunity of taking a fair
previous decade to compare with, between average, and finding out from the comparison
1868 and 1879-two distinct periods that we of these two decades what is working to the
can refer to In discussing this question. advantage, and what is to the disadvantage
We have also statistics of the country that of the people of Canada. I have taken the
have been prepared for our guidance. As trouble myself to carefully study the statisties
it has been very aptly put by others, our of the country, adding them up, putting the
statistics is our national book-keeping, and first twelve years tegether, frein 1868 to 1879,
any sensible man who wants to know what and then taking he scend period between
his business Is doing, and what he has ac- 1880 and 1890, and adding them up tegether,
omplIshed from year to year, will study and ceiparing them oee with anether, and it

weIl the items in his accounts to know is he result et these figures that I propose
where his profits lie, if he has any profits, t lay before you In erder that we may dis-
and from what source he derives the largest cuss ia an intelligent terni the proposition that
profits, and governs his commercial life ac- is lid dewn here iu the Speech et us Ex-
cordingly. Now, we have, as I said before, cellency the Geverner General with regard te
two periods of the statistics of the country reciprecity negetiations. I have prepared a
covering a term of twenty-three years, to returu, cerparing the volume et trade between
study, and feeling myself that there was 1868 and 1879, inclusive, wihh that betwcen
something pressing upon the coantry-some- the years 1880 and 1890-twelve years in one
thing pressing upon the people that none case and eleven in the other. Between the
could exactly tell or exactly locate, I have years 1868 and 1879 our total trade experts
undertaken to analyse them for myself. I and imports ameunted te $2,086,000,000;
have always manfully stood up for the Na- bctweeu 1880 and 1890 fli total experts and
tional Policy. I have always felt it was a iports amouuted te $2,250,000,000. Dividing
seund policy, because under it our revenue he twe respective amounts t twclve parts
was increased ; but, hon. gentlemen, the fact on one hand, and eleven on the other, we find
that our Government went to Washington to that the annuai average et oui total trade
negotiate a ,ciprocity treaty which was going between 1868 and 1879 was $174,000,000 a
back on the National Policy, and the fact year, ta round numbers; and between 1880
of the Liberal party having adopted a more and 1890 it was $205,0O0,000, lu round num-
extreme reciprocity policy than our Govetn- bers-that is, or an increase et $28,000,000 a
ment-and which was a step that I could year during the second eleven years as coi-
not approve of-the fact that the two political pared with the first twelve years. Then, lu
parties were aimning at some change tduccd thfe statistics there Is bruglt down frein year
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to year a percentage of what the total trade
is per head, what the total exports are per
head and what the total imports are per head,
and I find in the percentage of total trade per
head that during the first period of comparison
there waS an average of $46.44 per head-
that is to say, that the people of Canada,
after having supplied themselves, did business
'vith the outside world to the extent of $46.44
per head ; and during the second period the
Percentage per head shows that after supply-
ing themselves with all the necessities of life
they were capable of producing in their own
country, they only did a trade to the extent
of $43.68 per head. Now, this shows that the
people of Canada were not able to do as inuch
trade per head in the second decade as they
were in the first. When I defended the
National Policy I always felt that the popula-
tion of the country was increasing very large-
Iy, and the manufactories that were being
established were busily engaged in manufac-
turing for and supplying a vastly increased
Population, and that that was a. fair reason
that we were retaining that capital in the
country ; but when I find that our population
has not even increased, or barely increased,
more than the natural Increase, then that con-tention faIls to the ground at once.

lon. Mr. POWIEIR-I would like to know
whether, in making Up the statement with
respect to the aggregate trade of the coun-
try during the years to which the hon. gen-tleman referred, he took into consideration
the fact that during the' first period British
Columbia, Prince Edward Island and Mani-toba were lot aU the time members of theConfederation ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No; I did not. Ihave .merely taken the returns out of thebook, showing no reference to that at all, butthat is a point which adds additional signifi-
cane to the figures I am bringing beforethis honourable louse. What I wish to show
is that, whereas in the first period our aggre-gate trade was $46, and In the second period
$43 per head, that the statistician mentionsthat in making up those statistics he based
the population upon an increase whichwas not real. He expected and belleved,
aecrding to the best evidence of growth,
that the Population Of the country would beabout 5,180,00, and his percentages year byyear have been drawn from that possible in-crease, but the census ha disappointed us in

that respect, and I have no doubt that if
those figures were gone over, most probably
they wouldi show a greater difference to the
detriment of the last ten years than the first
ten years. But I do not wlsh to deal with
the total trade of the country, or to include
in my estimates the imports, because there
is no doubt about it that the Imposition of
duties would have an effect upon the im-
ports. Foi instance, it drove United States
wheat out of the Nova Scotia markets, and
we supply the Nova Scotia markets ourselves
from Canada, and instead of exporting the
wheat, as we did before, to England, we are
sending it to our Maritime Provinces. It had
that effect upon our export trade, and our
import trade, because, of course, this grain
used to come in from the United States. There-
fore, I confine myself, in the returns that I
have prepared, to the exports only, because
after ail we must be guided by the exports.
It la the exports with which we have to
meet our liabilities and pay for the imports
that the people require. Therefore, any fail-
ure in our ability t' export means a fallure
In our -.bilicy to pay. There can be no doubt
about that, I thlnk. If we exported less dur-
lng the second decade, notwithstanding what
the National Policy has done for us in certain
manufactures, than we exported In the first
decade, It la clear to me that the people of
Canada cannot be as well off, and there muist
be something wrong to bring about such a
state of affairs. I find that In calculating
the percentages of exports per head between
1868 and 1879 the exports were $20.33 per
head, but between 1880 and 1890 the exports
per head, according to the percentages cal-
eulated, are only $19.78 per head ; but as I
told you before, these percentages were
based upon a population In excess of what
the census shows.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That would make the
percentage larger.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There would be a
greater difference against the second decade.
Of .course, if our exports amount to $90,-
o0,000 a year, and they are divided into
5,180,000 people, the percentage must be legs
than If they were divided Into a smaller
number. The value of domestic exports dur-
ing the first twelve years la $770,000,000;
the value of the total exports between 1880
and 1890 le $903,000,000, or an annual
average of $64,778,000 for the first itwelve
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years, and only an average of $8i,000,000 for
the second period, so that the average In-
crease Is only $18,000,000 a year, though our
population was steadily increasing, but not to
the extent that we supposed It was. Again,
the statistican shows that the export during
the first period was $17.28 per head, and
during the second period $17.50. Now, the
next item I come to is the exports of pro-
ducts of the forest. In the first decade they
amounted to )$261,000,000, and in the second
decade $250,000,000, an average of $21,782,-
000 a year for the first period and of $22,-
727,000 a year for the second period. Under
the stimulus of the National Policy, and of
increased immigration land labour, we only
Increased the exports of our lumber to the
extent of $1,000,000 a year. The next item
is the exports of the products of the mines.
During the first twelve years we 'exported
of products of the mine $42,000,000 worth,
and in the second period only $39,000,000,
showing a decrease of $3,000,000. I now
come to the exports of manufactures. The
National Policy, of course, was intended to
develop manufacturing. and therefore it was
to be expected that it would have the effect of
bringing in raw material which would be
manufactured in the country and sent out,
giving profit to the country by the Increased
labour and adding to our prosperity in that
way, but the result with regard to our manu-
factures is the same as with regard
to , our mines. There has been coin-
paratively no increase in the export
of our manufactures, and our manu-
facturers have really been working in
order to supply our own people and have not
added to the wealth of the country at all, so
far as their power to export nianufactured
goods is concerned. That is quite evident
from the figures that I have been bringing
down. The total export of manufactures
during the past twelve years was $34,000,000,
and during the second period 1$40,000,000, an
average of $2,800,000 for the first period and
of $3,600,000 for the second period, an in-
zrease of less than a million dollars a year
over the first period when our manufacturers
were not assisted In any way. Then the
foreign trade passing 'through Canada shows
but a small Increase. It was $98,000,000 for
the first period and $102,000,o00 for the
second period. The carrying of the trade of
foreign nations is of great value to a
country. It assists the home people to main-

tain their transportation faclilties in an effi-
cient state. It is of very great value, and
whatever charges are lmposed for carrying
foreign produce through a country benefits
our own people, but we find that the increase
in the second period over the first is but
$4.000,000. Then I will take the export of
coin and bullion-I presume that means the
export of gold and silver. I find that during
the first twelve years the exports of the pre-
cious metals amounted to $79,000,000, and
that during the second period It fel to $46,-
000,000. Those hon. gentlemen who come
from Nova Scotia and British Columbia,
where gold is produced, know that
it costs nearly 3s. 6d. to get one dollar's worth
of gold, and that any excessive taxation or
impost on the labour used in producing that
may check the production, and it must be
sonething Of that kind that has checked the
production of it in this country, because we see
that the export has been decreased 50 per cent.
The gold Is still there, and will still be taken
out by giving the labour engaged in the pro-
duction of the precious metals a better and
cheaper mode of working it, and I have -no
doubt the export will come up again and be
of great value to the country. The next thing
that I come to is the export of agricultural
produce produced in the country. In the
fi-st period we exported $187,000,000, and in
the second $201,000,000, an increase of only
$14,000,000. Now, this is an agricultural
country. We occupy the best position on the
continent for the production of wheat, and
our exports of agricultural products should
have shown a larger increase than I have
mentioned. We must not forget that since
the National Policy was imposed we have
opened up the great North-West Prior to
1880 that great country was a sealed book, so
far as Canada was concerned. I think it was
in 1878 that the first train ran in that country.
It is since the National Policy was imposed
that the country to the west of us has been
brought into the statistical returns that I am
quoting. Notwithstanding the opening of that
great country, and the fact that we have a
virgin soil there capable of producing largely-
land ready for the plough, requiring no forest
to be cut down, and only requiring that the
people shall go in there and break it up to
produce crops-notwithstanding the fact that
this magnificent territory has been added to
the Dominion, we find that between 1880 and
1890 the exports of agricultural produce have
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increased Only some $14,000,000. There must
be sonething wrong. I arn an agriculturist
myself, living in the interior, 300 miles from
any port, dependent on railway transportation,
and I am brought into contact with the agri-
Cultural classes. It was their loud and con-
stant cOmplaint that led me to look into the
question, so far as our commercial policy is
concerned, and to figure out for myself these
facts, that I might be able to discuss the
question here before the Senate. I now come
to the total exports of agricultural produce
Over produce entered for home consumption;
that is going back to the foreign trade again.
During the first two years the total value of
agricultural products, over what we exported
as the produce of Canada, was $29,000,000.
)uring Ithe second period it was $26,000,000, so

that il ten Years there lias been a falling off
Of $3 ,000,000 in the value of thc agricultural
exports passing through Canada. Now, why
is that ? It is a great loss to the people of
Canada. Instead of falling off, that trade
should have increased 25 per cent. at the very
least, if the people of Canada and our home
industries had been in a prosperous condition.
Then we come again to the exports of animais
and their products, and we find in this a more
healthy state of affairs. In the first period it
was $156,000,O0, and In thec second $247,000,-
000, or an increase of very nearly $100,009,O00.
To what are we indebted for that increase ?
Has the National Pollcy broight it about in
any way ? The reason of it la that the facili-
ties for shipping cattle have been increased oflate years. The first shipnaent of live stockacross the Atlantic was in 187&f; since then
we have learned how to ship cattle to Great
Britain with the greatest facility, and theprices that we get In the English market are
infinItely better than we ever got fromlu theUnited States.

Hon. Mr. IAULBACH-What has given usthe increased facilities ?
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The raising of thebeasts in Canada and the denand for the ship-

ment Of themi to Great Britain-that hi how
we have got the Increased facilities. So faras the National Pollcy is concerned, our facili-fies have been reduced. The complaint Is
nade lu Montreal-the facts were published
ony the ether day in the newspapers-that
botter fadlties are required. The Allans havememorialized the Govemment to restore thecarrylng trade in iron to its original position,

so that they could carry the produce of the
country across the Atlantic at cheaper rates.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-If you had not
the National Policy would you have hadi
these cattle to ship ?

Hon. Mi. BOULTON-Certainly. The Na-
tional Policy only imposes on the people who
raise these cattle burdens tee heavy to lie
borne.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Would you have
the North-West opened up for the raising of
these cattle ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; to that extent I
acknowledge the National Policy has done
good to the country-that if'we had not had
that policy we should not have the Canadian
Pacific Railway now ; but we have the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and what we
want now, since we have spent our money
and added largely to the debt of the country
for the construction of that ine, Is some re-
lief from the burden that we have to bear.
That burden has to be borne by those who
raise the cattle and wheat that we export.
We have less going out of the country to pay
that debt than we had In the first decade,
and therefore the people who live in the
country have to bear that burden. Instead
of baving more people attracted to the coun-
try, and more foreign trade to assist in pay-
ing it, the burden Is laid upon those who live
in the agricultural districts. Notwithstand-
ing our fine' fields of wheat and herds of
cattle, there is not money enough left In the
pockets of the farmers to justify them in
believing that they are prospering under the
present policy. I now come to another state-
ment which shows a very gratifying In-
crease, but an increase which does not result
from the National Policy-that is, the yield
of our fisheries. The export of products of
our fisheries during the first decade anount-
ed to $59,000,000; during the second decade
it was $83,000,000. In the first period
the fisheries yielded $110,000,000, and during
the second period $189,000,000, so that in
consequence !of the increased :transportation
facilities that have been given to us, the con-
sumption of fish lu the country has largely
increased, and added to the wealth of the
fishermen, while the export also has been
riqntained. It is only in these products that
we cai congratulate ourselves on a decided
increase-he pruducts of the farm and the
produets of the sea But the products of the
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farm the farmers say we do not legislate for.
They say " give us a show; give us a fair
field and no favour ; that is ail we want,"
and I have no doubt the fishermen say the
same thing. Reduce the cost of production;
make it cheaper for him to live ln this coun-
try and you increase his profits, and you also
increase the wealth of the country by in-
creasing his ability to export for the country.
These are the two interests that show the
largest increase-in comparing the returns for
the two decades-the agriculture of the soil
and the agriculture of the sea. They are not
depending in any shape whatsoever on the
National Policy for their prosperity. I will
be enabled to show hereafter that it has bur-
dened the agricultural part of the country
through the prices that have to be paid for
many articles that enter into their calling.
The next thing we come to Is the export of
coal. That Is another of our industries--an
industry which I believe one day is going to
be very great in the country, but so far as
the export of coal from Nova Scotia is con-
cerned, we have nothing to congratulate our-
selves upon in regard to the jNational Policy.
In 1874, which is the first year for which
any return is shown, we exported 252,000
tons of coal from Nova Sceotia, and in 1889,
which is the last year for which we have
returns, we exported only 186,000 tons. That
is the result of the National Policy.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-We consume it in
our own coumtry.

of Quebec. They purchased from the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia 800,000 tons, but at a
heavy cost to themselves. You have to put a
duty on the coal from the United States in or-
der to introduce Nova Scotia coal into Quebec.
You have to spend thousands of dollars on the
Intercolonial Railway in order to enable the
people of Quebec to buy Nova Scotia coal.
That Is the way 800,000 tons of Nova Seotia
coal Is sold to the Province of Quebec. Why
are the people of the Dominion obliged to
support an Industry in which there Is a faling
off to the extent of 700,000 tons in the ex-
ports to the world ? If we want to draw
wealth to the people of Canada It is from
the outside world we must draw 1t. We
cannot draw it from one another unless we
prey upon one another, and that is a thing we
should avoid, and it ls to prevent that and
avoid It that I have studied this question from
the standpoint I am taking, and changing my
views with regard. to the National Policy for
the coming time. During the first twelve
years that I have referred to we produced in
Nova Scotia 873,000 tons a year, from 1874
to 1879, and then the National Pollcy was
proposed, and our production increased to
1,611,000 tons. It increased about 800,000
tons, or the exact amount that was shipped
to the Province of Quebec. That is what
made the increase, and that alone was
fostered, as I have told you, at an expense to
the . people of Quebec and of the rest of the
Dominion.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Your figures are Io.]1-SOTmvdta hHon. Mr. SCOTT moved that tie
adjourned until to-morrow.

wrong. The motion was agreed to.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON -If they are wrong

they are from the book.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I did not hear the hon.
gentleman's figures.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Repeaiing the fig-
ures.)

Hon. Mr. MILLER-These figures are
wrong. Last year the export from Nova
Scotia was 1,700,000 tons of coal.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-To where?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - All Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is not exporL I
am speaking of the exports of Canada ; you
are putting It on the people of the Province,

debate be

The Senate adjourned at 6 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, March lst, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NEW SENATOR.

Honourable Mr. Dobson, new Senator froin
the town of Lindsay, was introduced, took
the oath of office, signed the test roll and
took his seat
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THE ADDRESS.

DEBATE RESUMED.

The Order of the Day having been called
resuming the adjourned debate on the con-sideration of His Excellency the Governor
General's Speech on the opening of thesecond session of the seventh Parliament-

lion. Mr. BOULTON said: I observe that a
daily Paper, Published here in the city of
Ottawa, this morning had a heading over the
Senate report that the "l on. Senator Boulton
is agaiu kicking over the traces," and with
Your Perisslon il will draw your attention to
that heading, for I suppose what has been
referred to is the "kick" I made last year
when I brought In some amendments to the
Address that was presented to Her Most
Gracious Majesty, and I was looked upon at
that time as a " kicker. " It was only anhonest attempt on my part to improve theSentences lu the Address that I thought were
unwisely expressed, and, as I thought at the
time, the resulit was a justification of the
action I took because one of the amendments
that I made was that we should not ask forthe.renouncement of the most favoured nation
clauses, but only for the renouncement of the
most favoured national treatment under the
two treaties with the Zollverein and Belgium.
I observe when It went to the House of
Commons that that amendment was made
and the Address came back to the Senate to
have that amendment ratified. The other
clause that I thought was not wise to have
in that Address I observe is now being used
by the Government of Newfoundland to de-
fend itself against the position that Canada
L9 taking In Interfering with the reciprocity
arrangements they were endeavouring to
make wlth the United States, as they say if
Canada demands the rights under that clause
why should they be denled Newfoundland ?liad the denouncement -of the most favoured
nation clause been demanded, and which isnow being used to protect our trade arrange-
ments wIth the Spanish West Indies, and Sir
Charles Tupper and a member of the New-
foundland Government are to-day working toet thue Imperial Government to preserve
Canadlan and Newfoundiand trade with the
Speujh West Indies under the most favoured

tion clause with Spain which the Address,i 'te original form, as It came before us last
year, denounced, a defect which I attempted
te amend. I think that these cases that I

cite were sufficlent justification for the action
that I took on that occasion, and that it can
not be referred to as a " kick over the traces "
any more than the action I am taking on the
present occasion. All that I am doing is pre-
paring information for the people of Canada
on which to decide what is the best for our
interests in regard to the trade arrangements
of the country. That Is what I am here In
this honorable House for-to assist the people
with the information that is at my disposal,
and at the disposal of every member of the
Senate, to form for themselves a judgment on
the questions before the country. I might say,
and I (o not think it improper to ref ùr to it
at the present moment, that the amendment
which I moved lat session drew forth this
statement from the hon. member from Hall-
tax, a gentleman who opposes the Govern-
ment. He said :

" The hon, member from Shell River con-
fined his speech pretty much to the matter
before the Senate, and, I think, he gave us
some very valuable information. I presume
most of the members were aware of the fact
before but the information that he gave with
respect to the attitude assumed by the British
Government In connection with the Spanish
treaty was quite new to me. It was very
Important and valuable Information, and
shows. I think, In a very clear and emphatic
way how careful the Imperial Government
has been of lato of the interests of her
colonies. We In Canada have every reason to
be satisfied."

I think that Is a tribute extracted from a
member of the Opposition showing that he, at
all events, from the information I was able
to bring down, felt satisfied that our Interests
were being cared for by the Imperial Govern-
ment. It is a view that Is most essential for
us to take at the present moment when I
think our interests In connection iwith the
British Empire are at stake. Any Information
I can bring down to strengthen the views
taken by our neighbours should be of value to
this House and the country at large. , Now,
taking up the discussion of our trade rela-
tions, I yesterday was engaged In discussing
the question of our coal industry. I made a
statement that In 1874 we exported 252,000
tons, and in 1889 we only exported from Nova
Scotia 186,000 tons, and I see no reason to
change those figures, a1though they have
been called In question. The total output of
coal In the Province of Nova Scotia from 1874
to 1879 averaged 873,000 tons, and the coal,
that was put out In the Province of Nova
Scotia from 1880 to 1889 averaged 1,611,000
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tons a year. The export from Canada was ducts. We have always prided ourselves very
not increased, but the shipment of coal from much indeed on the export of our dairy pro-
Nova Scotia to the Province of Quebec re- duce-always pointed with great pride to the
presented the difference between the two increase in the export of cheese, and the value
periods. The National Policy had the effect that this industry lias been to the country at
of sending up 800,000 tons of coal in the past large. Hon. gentlemen will be surprised when
year to the Province of Quebec. How far I tell them that in 1881-eleven years ago-we
that was a profit to the Province of Quebec exported just as muel dairy produce from
or the Dominion at large, I am not prepared Canada as during thi past year, and that in
to say. We have no statistics that wil the ten years since the protective tariff was
show 'us anything with regard to that. Al imnposed the export of our dairy produce lias
that I am engaged upon at the present increased very little in comparison to the in-
moment is to show what our expois from crease of population. I will give you the
the ports of Canada are and how far they figures. The export of our dairy produce
enable us to meet the increased liabilities from 1879 to 1884 was: cheese, 314,642,095
that the National Policy, or the expenditure pounds, valued at $32,398,836; and butter,
of the past ten years has put on the country, 81,836,653 pounds, valued at $15,087,454, or a
and therefore I am not prepared to discuss total export of $47,486,290 ; from 1885 to 1890
the merits or the profits of the internai trade. the export of cheese vas 498,341,033 pounds,
From the àProvince of British Columbia our and butter 25,632,769 pounds, or a total value
export of coal has increased very largely. InL of $54,058,230. From 1879 to 1884 there was
1874, the first year for which we have any 81,000.000 pounds of butter exported, valued
record, the export was 51,000 tons ; in' 1889 at $15,000,000, and from 1885 to 1890 there
it was 470,000 tons. The reason why that was exported only 25,000,000'pounds of butter,
shows up so well is because the coal on the valued at $4,700,000. In 1881 the value of
Pacific coast Is not so favourably situated for the export of our butter and cheese was
American consumers as the coal of our Cana- $9,083,000 ; in 1890 it was only $9,700,000,
dian mines, and therefore we may hope and showing an increase of only a little over
anticipate that a very large increase will year $600,000 iu ten years, comparing two separate
by year be made In the export of coal from years together. Counting butter equal to two
the Province of British Columbia. But the aud a-half pounds of cheese, and adding both
National Policy, or the principle of protection, together the total export of our dairy produoe
does not promote or help that export in any lu pounds was 519,233,795 for the six years
way at all. If the duties were removed from from 1879 to 1884, as against 561,422,955 for
our coal Industries-if the duties were re- the six years froui 1885 to 1890. Adding the
moved that are now imposed on articles that two ainounts together we have $47,000,000
enter Into the labour engaged in the mines- w-orth of dairy produce exported for the tlrst
it would probably yield a very large profit part of tle perlod during wlilh the tarif was
to those engaged in the industry, enabling imposed, as against $54,000,000 lu the List
them to compete more successfully. and tol
increase the export fron 470,000 tons to of a lIttie over $1,000,000 a year. Now, lion.
1,470,000 tons. That is the benefit that i entlemen, if there is anything that we can
reduction or a total abolition of the' duties is export, if there is anything thé country ouglit
going to effect. It leaves to the individual to be capable of expurting, it is our dairy pro-
enterl5rise of any man all the scope that lie duce, because our country is naturally sulted
requlres ; it leaves to the individual merits Of I for it; akud I wl to point ont ofliat anotler
any industry all the encouragement that it couutry las donc lu the same period. Denark,
requires. If it cannot live on the saine terms W-ose climate is soinewlat similar te ours, a
that the trade In Great Britain lives .under-a smail country of only a litti. ovc. 2,000,000
free trade polcy looking for the markets of of population, lias the advantage of belug
the world-then it Is not an industry that can somewhat doser te England, but our ocean
be profitably pursued in this country ; but i tacilities are now so good, and the tfacilities
if it does it will go on increasing its for storlng and keeplng thlngs sweet are su
trade and output, bringing wealth to the good that It is brouglt down to the smallest
country from the outside world. The next point in the difference there Is lu distance.
retura is tlie export'of our agiculturai pro- 1Denhark the last two years lias ncreased er
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export of butter to England, a market that is. Canada, an industry that our farmers are all
open to Canada, by $5,000,000. Her export of engaged In. I find that in 10 years there Is
butter to England is $25,000,000 a year. That comnparatively no increase, either in number
shows You what a ountry cen do. That or value. Then again in horses : during the
shows you where it ulnds its market. The first half of the decade the export was
samne market is open to us, and we have not 105,000 horses,, valued at $10,928,000, and
mfcreased our export cf dairy products in any the last half of the decade the export was
Year by any appreciable extent, and then only 101,000 horses-a decrease of 4,000, but an
a total export of $9,700,000 a year, while Den- increase in price to $12,500,000. Now, we
mark, with less than half our population, has come to the export of cattle, and we find
been enabled to increas the export of lier here a very large increase ; 381,000 head of
dairy products to $25,000,000 in the British cattle were exported in the first half of the
market. Now, hon. gentlemen, what is check- decade, valued at $21,000,000, and in the last
ing the growth of our dairying interest ? There half of the decade, 636,000 head of cattle
miust be -somelthing to do it. It is not for want were exported, or very nearly double, valued
Of imtelligence on our part, or for want of at $37,000,000. There we have very nearly
transportation facilities on ouil part ; there is double the export, but, hon. gentlemen, if it
Something or other checking that interest had not been for that trade in cattle where
which ought to grow at a more rapid rate. would the increase in the exports haNe been?
Of course there is this to be said of the We would have been away out as far as the
British market : they trade with the world. increase in exports is conerned. It is the
Everybody has a right to send goods there, prices that have been given for those cattle
and therefore the people of Great Britain in the British market that has occasioned the
having a choice they pick the best, and if ours increase, and I would like to quote to hon.
1s not up to the best it has got to take second gentlemen the prices. In 1890 we sent to
Place ; the most economical thing an individual Great Britain 66,000 head of cattle, valued
cau do, -or the most economical thing that a at $6,500,000. We sent to the United States
nation can do, is always to buy the best. The 7,840 head of cattle, valued at $104,000, so>
Province of Nova Scotia, il shipping apples that the cattle sent to Great Britain realized
to Great Britain this year, lias found out a price of very nearly $80 or $90 a head.
that they can get as much for a peck of During the first decade from 1868 to 1879,
apples picked at tle proper time, wrapped in before the British market was open, the aver-
pape1, and packed properly, and shipped for, age price that was realized for our cattle in
ward ln good order, as they can obtain for a the United States was $20' a head. In 1874
bushel of apples improperly packed and sent we exported 36,000 sheep, and realized for
forward in poor shape. Therefore, it may be them $724,000, and so on down the whole
because we have not realized the value of list, the price getting lower the whole time.
the market, or the profits that might be ac-
cruingta e Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Would free trade

therequireme untr ofbt tad. awill now with the United States increase the value ofthe requ1reiaent of fi-Lait trald. I wl Of ate
call your attention to the export of bacon. our cattle ?
lpork and ham. From 1874 to 182 the ex- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Free trade with the
Ports amounted to $9,506,040, and from 1S3 United States would not increase the value
to 1890 they amounted to $5,614,666. lu 1874 of our cattle trade. Whfit I am pointing out
the exports of bacon, pork and hams was Is that during the first decade the -export
$2,170,000. lu 1890 it had fallen to $651,O0. -value of the animals we shipped was very
That is part of our dairy products., Pork andi small as compared to the( value of the ani-
dialrylng are kin industries, and we find that mals we are now shipping to Great Britain.
the export of our 'pork, bacon and hanis has in the one the value was $20 a bead, and ln
fallen from $2,170,000 to $651,000. The next the other the export value was $80 a head,
ite]n that has directed my attention Is the ex- according tO our statistics, so that if we had
port Of sheep. From 1879 to 1884 our export not been able to ship jour cattle to Great
Of sheep amounted to 1,985,540 in numbers, Britain the volume of sexports would have
valued at $7,774,620), and from 1885 to 1890 showr a very greati decrease, indeed. Thereto 2,209,081, vaued at $7,848,997. Here we is the same difference ln value in regard tf
have again an Industry that Is applicable to s those sheep hait we eau ship to he
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British market realizing a far higher prie
than those we send to the United States. Now
we come to the export of petroleum. In 1885
we exported 337,000 gallons of petroleuin,
and in 1889 we only exported 235,000 gallons,
showing a decrease in the export of petro-
leum in six years' time. The consumption of
petroleum from 1879 to 1884 was 6,169,000
gallons of Canadian production, and 3,000,-
000 of Ainerican production. During the
latter period of six years the consumption of
petroleum of Canadian production increased
to 9,000,000 gallons, and of American pro-
duction to 5,000,000 gallons, valued in the
year 1882 at $480,000, and in the year 1890,
at $1.480,000. I wish to show a peculiarity
about our coal oil trade. The consumption of
American petroleum has increased quite as
much as the consumption of Canadian petro -
leum. In the one case it increased from
6,000,000 to 9,000,000, and In the other, from
3,000,000 to 5,000,000. On that imported
fromi the United States we paid a duty of
$375,000, or 7 1-2 cents a gallon. The total
production of our petroleum in Canadai
ainounts to $1,084,000. That is the total pro-
duction-the value of the Industry to Canada
is $1,084,000. In order to encourage expendi-
ture in the production of that $1,084,000 in
the country, we put a tax upon the people
amounting to $375,000, and in addition to
that, of course, would be whatever price
might be added .n consequence of the im-
position of the 7 1-2 cents duty-probably it
would add 3 cents duty all round on the coal
oil consumed, so that, in other words, a duty
is imposed of $600,000 on the people of
Canada at large in order to encourage the
development of an industry of no greater
value than $1,084,000 to the country. If we
as private individuals conducted our business
on a basis of that kind we would soon go to
the wall. The export of our iron is very
mudh lu the same direction. I will refer to
that afterwards. The export of salt in 1876
amounted to 909,000 bushels, valued at $84-
000, and in 1889 we only exported 8,557
bushels, valued at $2,390, a drop from nearly
a million bushels to 8,000 or 9,000 bushels,
so that the export of sait as an Industry is
now practically of no value to us. Then
again, take our shipping, and everyone will
allowl that that is a Very important industry,
and also that It is an Industry that we have
always taken a great deal of pride in. We
have always sald that Canada stands very

high as a marine power in the world, but
what Is our increase during the 23 years
since Canada has become a nation ? In 1873
the registered tonnage was 6,783 vessels of
1,073,000 tons. The vessels in 1890 were
6,991, with a tonnage of 1,024,000 tons, an
increase of about 200 vessels, but a decrease
in the tonnage. Now, that is the result of
19 years of Canadian shipping life, with the
ports of British Colhunbia added to the last
year of reference. In 1873 the number of
vessels alinost equalled the number to-day,
and the tonnage was greater in 1873 than it
is to-day.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-But the steamers
(o tive times as muci work as was done then
by sailing vessels. It is nearly all done by
steanters now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I presumte that the
steamters are doing more business, but the
sailing vessels carry a great deal cheaper. and
it is not a proud exhibit for us to make at any
rate, and people with such a magnificent coast
line and such facilities for ocean transport to
have to put before the world that in nineteen
years we have not increased our shipping
more than that, we have decreased in tonnage
and increased very little in the number of
vessels, with vastly increased fishing industry.
Then again, the export of iron ore in 1868
was 25.000 tons, and in 1889 the export was
only 17,000 tons-in twenty-three years there
has been a decrease of something like 11,000
tons In the export of iron ore. The export of
our agricultural products, and the production
of our fisheries since 1868 equals 40 p. c. of
the total exports of the country, and I would
just put this question to the House, and let
any lion. gentleman state how far the tariff
of this country helps either the tisliery or
agricultural industries. If it does not help
those industries it is of no advantage to very
nearly one half of the paying power of the
people of Canada. Anything we can do to
increase the paying power of those men who
can make the most profit for the people of
Canada out of the soil and out of the fisheries
i say is the policy that we should pursue, and
if we add lumber to these industries we cover
the bulk of our exports. Two or three years
ago the protective idea was strong. We con-
celved the Idea of developiug our iron indus-
tries, and we imposed a duty of $4 per ton
on pig Iron lu order to encourage the develop-
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ment of our iron industry lu Nova Scotia and
the Province of Quebec-I think there are a
couple of blast furnaces lu Quebec, with two
blast furnaces in Nova Scotia. In 1889 wë
imported 89,000 tons of pig iron, valued at
$2.50 per ton. The total value of the import
was $1,220,000. On that we colleeted duties
amounting to $357,000. We produced in con-
sequence of the Imposition of this duty 25,000
tons pig iron, which I see is valued in the
statisties of last year at $500,000-that is the
result Of the labour that entered into the pro-
duction of that pig iron was $500,000 gross
turn over to the people of Canada, and in
order to obtain that we put on a duty of
$357,000. Now, the people of Canada at
large pay that $357,000. Industries that per-
haps want assistance by freeing thei from
duties are hampered l consequence of that
duty on pig iron, and what for ? In order to
produce a turn over of $500,000. Why, we
Could show that amount In almost one or two
shlpments of cattle from our farms, which
want no protection at all beyond the reduction
Of the duties imposed in our tariff. Nova
Scotia is an agricultural country, and can pro-
duce its output of animals just as easily as it
can increase Its output of coal. They can im-
prove their breed ; they can buy cheap corn,
and turn over twice the profit they ca in the
labour It takes to produce that pig iron.

Hon. Mr. KAUILBACH--No.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, you raise apples
W Nova Scotia and you can produce apples
and other agricultural products of the farm
which can take the place of coal so far as
duties are concerned. In addition to the duty
of $357,000 we increase the price of pig iron,
because there Is $4 a ton on the iron produced
In the country.

Hon. Mâfr. POWER-The hon. gentleman Is
leaving out of sight the fact that there is a
bouuty of $2 per ton on the pig Iron produced
here.

HoU. Mr. BOULTON-In addition to the
duty ? That is not mentioned in the Statistical
Abstract

Hon. lr. POWER-It Is a fact, though.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The pig Iron that

cones luto the country is subject to a duty
0f $4 per ton, and there is a bounty of $2 per
ton on the Iron produced In the country besides
-lu other words, the people of Canada are

paying nearly $600,000 duty in order to pro-
duce a turn over of $500,000 worth of labour.

That is a short way of putting it, so far as

the imposition of those iron duties are concern-
ed. With regard to our petroleum, I have

before stated the facts. which are simple.
These are two things belonging to our mines
that we have imposed a duty for the purpose
of producing and developing, and I have

shown the extent of their development and

cost of production. Now the value of our

lubricating and other oils in Canada is $320,-
000, and altogether there is a duty imposed on

oils imported into the country of $585,000.
Before I leave the question of pig Iron and

coal I would call the attention of this hon.

House to the reciprocity negotiations that have

been mooted with regard to the assistance to

be given to these industries by reciprocal trade
with the United States, and I will show you
what has been done in the southern States-
a new country being opened up. I want to
show you what ompetition we will have to
meet in entering that market. In the South
In 1880 there was 290,000 tons, and In 1890
there was 1,684,000 tons of pig iron produced.
Of the 89,000 tons of pig iron that we import-
ed lnto Canada, the United States sent us
23,000 tons, In the face of $4 a ton duty and
$2 a ton bounty, so that if the United States
eau send us that much pig iron under such
circumstances what eau we expect to gain by
admission to the markets of the United States ?
Our industries would have to meet with com-
petition whieh they cannot now successfully
encounter with even $6 a ton In their favour.
The same with regard to coal. The output of

coal in the South In 1880 was 3,820,000 tons;
in 1890 it had increased to 17,000,000 tons.
Now there is the competition the people of
Nova Scotia have to meet wlth when they
look to the markets of the United States to
encourage their coal lndustry. In the United

States agtogether the output of coal was 36,-
000,000 tons, at a cost of 70 cents perston at
the pit's mouth. The people of Nova Scotia
have to come down to these prices before they
eau compete with the vast industries, the vast
organizations and the vast machinery ready
there to put out this enormous amount of
coal.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That is the reason.
why you would shut up our coal mines ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; I will tell you
what to do with your coal mines: adopt free
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trade, whilch will bring the ianufacturers as they look at it-a pölicy different from
where they can get cheap steam power and that which they consider wise-so long will
cheap ocean transport to the world's markets. they keep their capital away from Canada. I
Then you can increase you population ; but believe that there is ample capital there to
you cannot do it as long as you have heavy develop our resources if we will only furnish
duties pressing on the industries that are en- proper failities te have it invested here.
deavouring to get an honest growth, and which Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - My hon. friend
are indigenous to the country. With regard to cannot 1e tn favour of reciprocity wtth the
the estimate of pine standing in the South. to United States.
say nothing of tamiarac, spruce and other lon. --Lr. BOULTON-Ne; I have neyer
timber, the statisties give the quantity as been lu favour of reeiprocity with the United
220,000.000,000 feet. Now there is the COR- States, partial or unretricted. I have sad
petition we have to meet when we try to get that time and again througli Ihe public
into the narkets of the United States with
our lumber. What hias been the effect of bilities and expenditures. Our net debt
reducing the duty on lumiber from $2 to $1 per
thousand ? The only effect between 1889 s increased lu round numbers since
and 1890, the year that the duty was reduced,dollars.aud 890 fle yer tat he uty -asredced The interest that we used te pay in 1878 was
is a decrease in the export of our lumber to 1
the United States. There is a reduction of w-s $8,574,000, an increase of $2,150,000.
$1,000,000 in the export in the face of a re-
duction of 50 per cent. in the duty, so you cs averaged from 1874 te 1880 $18,400W,
will see that it is a fallgey to suppose a while from 1881 to _890 it was $27,000,000 a
reciprocity treaty would increase our trade year, au lucrease of about eighteen millions
in that directon in face of such tre- of dollars a year net over the flrst period.
mendous competition and such vast resources
as what we would meet in the United H
States, but in the saine year that our export per capita.
of lumber fell in the United States it in- Hou. Mr. BOULTON-It is an increase of
creased to Great Britain four million dollars. eîght millions over and above what we were
The increase of capital employed ln the payingin the first decade. The hon. gentleman
southern States, from 1880 to 1890. was two will keep lu voew what I am trying te show-
thousand three hundred and thirty-nine that our burdens are heavier while our abllty
millions of dollars. That is the estimate of te pay them Is less than lu the first perlod.
the Increase of capital invested in the de-
velopment of the southern States. of that 1 Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -One and a half
capital 25 per cent. came fron England, cents per capita is net much.
or something like six hundred millions .of Hon. Mr. BOULTON - It does net maLter
dollars. These figures I have taken from what 15 it. We should adept the peltcy which
American sources and I have no reason te would increase our abllity te bear such a
suppose they are incorrect. They are for thé burden. Our debt for railways bas increased
information of the people of the United States te $280,000,000 iu the past ten years. Now,
themselves, and we may assume they are hon. gentlemen know perfectly well that the
reasonably correct. What I wish to point out interest ou that debt has te be made eut of
is that 25 per cent. of the capital that is en- the trde and traffic of the country. It las te
gaged in developing the resources of the be taken eut of the prices ef our wliat and
southern States is put down as comitng froin catt e and products of the cuntry. I will Say
Great Britain. What we want in this country this for the Canadian Pacific Rallway, that
Is capital to develop our resources. If we tle abillty and enterprise fint they shew lu
adopt a trade policy similar to that which their management lu drawing foreigu trade
the people of Great Britain regard as wlse and Lraffic te their hue are assisttng the
and advantageous it is quite possible they country te bear the burden very largely, and
.will be as ready to invest their capital here as iL is te our luterest te back up the Canadian
they have been to invest it in the southern Pacific Railway lu that respect as far as we
States, but so long as we maintain an attitude enu. Nevertheless, the debt is ours, the en-
of hostility te the in lutheir commercial ilfe, dorsation is ours ou the paper, and we have
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to stand honestly by any legislation that we not accomplish more ln the next 10 years
have put forth in order to create that debt. We than we have done in the past decade. An
must maintain Our credit ln an honourable American writer says, and the American peo-
and straightforward manner, as we always ple are one and all practical business men :
have done in any Of Our financlal public trans- " To be prosperous a country must be fat
actions. But it Is an Item I put down here ln with a surplus. It must make or grow more
order to show what we have to bear. than it eau consume. It must not only have
Then the loans, according to the ,statistical products to sell, but must be able to sell
return by loan companies in 1878-only twelve them on terns that will enable it to compete
Years ago-was $15,469,823, and in 1889 they sucessfully with its commercial rivais, and
lncreased to $102,091,907. These loans 'the degree of its prosperity will depend large-
are mostly to farmers. What have ly upon the amount of its sales." Now, that
they increased to to-day ? They have Is a sound proposition, and the only thing
increased to $102,000,O0, or an in- that we have to meet this increased debt
crease of nearly $90,00,000, that the farmers wIth is the exports that we send out of our
Owe to capitalists outside of Canada,. the in- country, and as I think I have shown you
terest upon which is to be estimated, and Our exports per head of the population, as it
Probably amounts to something like 5 or 6 stands to-day, have not increased over what
per cent., and ln many cases 7 or 8 per cent. they were between 1868 and 1880, with
The interest on that $90,000,000 is just as sonething like $580,000,000 more liability
much a debt 11 the people of Canada as the that we have to pay. That is a position, in
$100,000,000 that the Government Owe, and my mind, sufficiently grave to warrant us in
unfortImately the chief hurden of that debt looking Into and takIng stock, and seeing if
is laid on the farming community-that por- we cannot institute another policy that wl
tiOn of the cemmunity least able to bear it make any better showing in the next decade
under the policy we are now pursuing. than we have had in the past The North-
There are $100,00-,000 of a public debt, West Territories are quite capable of putting
$100,000,000 of loans, and $280,000,000 of a out $100,000,000 a year in agricultural pro-
debt for railway bonds, making altogether ducts without any trouble, and without any
$480,000,000 of an increase ln the public bur- degree of doubt. Ali that they want there
den since the National Poncy was Imposed ; is labour and capital. With transportation
and in addition to that, in the encouragement faclities, labour and capital, we can send
of Dur rallway communication we have dis- out $100,O0,000 from the North-West in
posed of 50,000,000 acres Of land Into private agricultural products alone. The people in
hands, or rather into Lhe hands of railway eastern Canada can Increase their agricul-
corporations, which, valued at $2 an acre, is tural products. The Province of Quebec ean
another $100,000,000, which will have tw pay compete with Denmark ln sending butter to
the Interest when the people come to occupy the English market, and in earning some-
these lands, and purchase them If they get thing of that $25,000,o0 a year that thle
.them at that price ; so that that is a fair people of Denmark are now earning in the
charge to put down to the cost Of the devel- markets of Great Britain. No better facili-
oping of our country in the last 10 years. I ties exist in Denmark than exist in the Pro-
arM not complaining of the cSt, not at all, vince of Quebec for the dairying Interest, but
because I thoroughly believe that the value in order to encourage the developinnt of
of the railway, no matter what it cost, Is dairying interest, and of agricultural liter-
inestimablo-that it is contiguous to our ests, which are indigenous to the country and
towns and our cities, and to every home in to the people. you have to shape your policy
the co0untry, and it is going to draw trade, so as to nake the facilities better for agri-
and givO us facilities to develop our wealth cultural operations than those which cIstand resources that nothing else we could Md . e

ve built or could have expended money Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Is Denmark a fre
for would have done in the same way. But, trae country?heu. gentlemen, when we come to figure up Mi. country t
What things have cost us we want to know Hon. Mi. BOULTON-I do not know. I
how we are going to pay it, and who Is going cannot speak the language. I have put these
to Pay the debt--how it Is to be met if we do facts before this hon. House, and we have

3
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certain deductions that we eau draw from statistics witli regal to maufactorles, mines
then- ; and what are the deductions we eau ad other industries, to show that they have
draw from the comparison of sta.tistics I here not increased, and what is the natural de-
put before you ? First of all, the deduction duction froni that? That the prosperity of
we can draw is that our exports have not in- htbourers and artisans wlo are dependent
creased, notwithstanding the large area of upoa those industries lias fot advaneed, and
virgin soil that lias been made available, therefore that the internai trade lias not been
because I can point out to you that since 1880 profitable, aud tlat the increase of revenue
the Province of Manitoba and the North-West tlat 1 have quot& to you has been (erive(
Territories have been brought into being an ratier froni the alnormal coudition of affairs
exporting country, which they were not up durlug the past ycar-the enormous amount of
to 1880. I can point out to you that this year capital Unit was imported into the country te
lone we are exporting from Manitoba in coustruct railways and public works. It was

wheat 20,000,000 of bushels that we te importation of that capital, the expendi-
ing down througli Ontario to tind an export ture of that capital, ,and the seuding of it
for it. A great deal of it will probably be abroad again to purchase imports, that lias
manufactured In Ontario and served to peoplc very largely iucreased tle trade of the country
of Ontario, and their whieat will go forward and not the prosperity of the people then-
to replace it ; $20,000,000 wortli of it goes selves. Lu other words. tie National Policy
from Manitoba this year alone, to say nothing lias paid the Goverumeut, but it lias not paid
of our other exports, so that that will give the people. The uext point that I wish to dis-
you an idea of the resources that have been cnss is the question of rcciprocity. That is
added to the country since 1880, and the coum- takea as a panaea by hotu political paies for
parison that we are drawing between the the lls that I have been puttidg before this
period prior to 1880 and the present day. On buse. The Goverment of Canada lias
the basis of population our exports have gone twlce te the United States, and lias
rather decreased, and in sone of our pro- offered the United States half the trade of
vinces the population bas not increased at all, tue Dominion; the leader of flic opposition,
and over the whole country our population and the party that supports hlm, as a pan-
lias barely naintained a natural increase. A acea for those ils, have offered the United

ealthy, moral country like Canada lias barely States the whole of the trade of the Dom
uaiutalned a naturn increase in population, inion. That is the only diffreoe I au se-

and, 1 believe, ln Nova Scotia ldardly any lu the trade policy f our two political part-
increase at ail, and l New Brunswick a per- les. T e trade of the country is td be
fect standstill, ad in Prince Edward Island knocked on the head by the Goverament, and
also a perfect standstiil. The statemeut lias the National Polcy is tr a e altogether
been made, I believe, that; over tle wiole kocked o e head by the Oppositiond ad d
country barely a niatural iîcrease lis been wo are te, corne altogether under the policy
uaintalncd. Another dedueloîl that I thlnk of the United Stateslnu trade matters. Now,

is fair te drav isd: that internai trade lias not wliat lias the Unted States ever doue for
been profitable, for whule the people have Canada, as far as trade Is otceruned? t
lad a large price te pay for the coninodities 1864 tht abolished the aptLrocity Treaty
tiey require by the increase lunnties, the net' that they the had ; il 1873 they abrogated
tirade as represeted by exports lias not iu- the Washington Treaty, aid we we de-
creased. We ail know perfecfiy wveli tliat fle sired to reew that treaty, and negotated a
fariner requires may things tlat are not a the first treaty wt i te Goverme t of the
prodncts of lis farm for home use. elias Ulted States, It was throwN out by oie
is store bill to pay, and lie lias te ari that United States Senate. That is the way we

ont of what lie exports from the faru, 2,ud if have been met by tpe Goverments of the
lie is îlot exporting more froin ls farîi one Unted States, so fr as treaties are con-
year than anoflier lie is not lcreasiug lu pros- t cered. a le face of thlat experiece, our
perity. If a stere-keeper is not selliug more Govenment went to Washingto lat year
goods one year than another lie is not increas- aud came back witdt auy information, or
ig ls business ; if the, manufacturer is at a witot ay negotiations t ail. Agai, tey
standstil lie is not increasg in prosperity, or have gone, apparently, d far as the Speech
fic prosperity of tue conntry. I have quoted of bis Excellecy, ow before us, gives us
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information, with the saine result. Now, the fron what we have been acting under during
Only advantage that I see that has been the last ten years. We want to show the
gained from these negotiations, and from, people of Great Britain that we have a
these visits, is this : the dclahîration that lias country, and have resources, and that we are
been put forth by the United States Govern- prepared to endeavour to develop those re-
mient through, their reciprocity comniissioner, sources upon the same lines that they them-
Mr. Foster, that if we want to get a reci- selves have developed their mineral wealth
procity treaty with them we have got to de- and power so eminently successfully, :nd we
claire our protection proclivities--if we show will enlist their capital to assist us. We
the slightest sign of free trade in any shape have in Nova Scotia a province situated
or formn we cannot have any reciprocity with simuilarly to the ]British islands across the
the United States. We have got to comle Atlantic-the sane coal and iron, the saine
under the system, of ionopoly that I have shipping facilities, the saine sea-girt shores
been onplaining of, and which has grown and harbours, and if we adopt a policy that
to such large proportions in the United will enable the people of Nova Scotia to
States. We have to cone under that, and utilize these resources upon the sanie ternis
adopt a protective system if we want reci- as have developed the manufacturing power
procity, and we have got to throw off the of Great Britain, British capital will go there
security afforded by, and throw off from this I believe, and those .resources will be de-
continent the power and influence in trade veloped-the wealth of "Canada will be in-

latter Of Great Britain. These are the two creased. We have the sane advantages ln the
things that have been put before us, and I Province of Quebec-we have the same ad-
say, so far as eliciting that information is vantages in Ontario. We have Our inland
concerned, the visit that the Gover-mnent has navigation, which is second to none in the
paid during the last year has made that ap- world. Our ports in the Provinces of Ontario
parent to the people of Canada, and to that and Quebec possess all the advantages of
extent it ls an advantage, but beyond that I cheap transport, and our chief towns ail
do not think we have gained any advantage within easy access. What we want to do ls
at al. Before the people of Canada would to develop that line of communication, to In-
consider for one moment the throwing off of crease the shipping that utilizes that naviga-
the allegiance to Great Britain-the throwing tion, and how can that be done ? By de-
off of the commercial Ideas of the English veloping 'the 'great North-West Territorles ;
people, which is free trade-before they will by pouring down from the vast Prairie
abandon that-before they will abandon the country the grain that we are capable
advantages that the commerce of Canada re- of growing there, and in order to make it
ceives by being protected on the high seas profitable to the people of the North-West to
-without throwing away from themselves grow wheat they must be permitted .to buy
the advantage that the organization ail over in the cheapest market and they must have
the world of the British consulates and its cheap transportation facilities, and that can-
ambassadors, and the treaty negotiations not be had unless the ships have return
their markets secure, they will ask them- cargoes to cheapen the cost of taking the
selves what advantages have the United wheat across to its natural market, and the
States to Offer in comparison ? It is a mis- only way to develop these return freights ls to
take for the people of the United States tO open our markets to the people of England
think that we are bound down by any op- and take from them ail that they can' furnlsh
pressive ties. We are as free as the air. The us with, whether ln iron, cotton or anything
State of New York possesses sovereign -ights that they have to give us in return for our
ta the Great Republie, but not nearly such produce, and thus Increase our shipping facili-
sovereign rights as the people of Canada ties and the profits of the producers in the
Posses withln the limits of the British Em- North-West. And If the people-of the United
Pire. But, hon. gentlemen, If we want to im- States, ln their competition with Great
Prove our Position so far as the British mar- Britain, can furnish anything to us cheaperket ca oncerned, if we want to improve Our than we can furnsh it ourselves under a free
relations with Great Britain we must show trade poIlIcy take it from them and we willthat we appreciate the commercial features be the gainers as a people, and those In-o their system by adopting a different policy dustries depending upon the markets of the
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world for their source of profit will be the course, tlat I an speaking. That is where I

gainers, and our wealth will increase. The 'corne from, and I arn speaking on their behalf

income of a friend of mine in London last w-hen I put before you what I believe is a

yeai, who is engaged in trade, was £100,000 false policy, so far as our agriculture is con-

The profits of the firm of which he was a cerned, and when I see our Government going
fourth partner, were £400,000, made out of a to Washington to negotiate a treaty to throw

trade that draws its raw material from all ip one half of the trade of the country, what
parts of the world, and ships the product of does it imean so far as agriculture is concern-
its Industry to all parts of the world, and re- ed ? It meuans that we say to the people of the

ditrilbutes his capital again to ail parts of Fnited States : we will throw the market for
the world. Canadians have quite abilityi the agriculture of the country open to your
enough, have quite enterprise enough, and comupetition while maintaining the burdens
have ample facilities to compete for a share we are already coiplaining of on the farnerq
in such a trade if the conditions are made of the country. If it means anything it means
equal. In bringing about such a policy that. On the other hand, unrestricted recipro-
some enterprises may suifer for a time, but city means that we are only going to burden
not nearly so much as they would suifer from ourselves w'ith a higher tariff and with
a commercial disturbance from over trading monopolies over which we have no control.
ln a restricted market, a disturbanoe of We have ai national policy in the country at
which signs were not wanting of late, but the present moment, , and our constitution,
which by the bounties of Providence in the which is an elastic one-a more elastic one
magnificent crop of last year has been avert- than the people of the United States enjoy-
ed. And small interests onnot be considered can throw off at any time by one election if
where the body of the people are concerned. they think they are being burdened by mon-
When the Corporation of the City of Ottawa opolies ; but if we place ourselves in the power
gave a charter to the electric railway, did of the protective duties of the United States.
they consider the poor cabmen, who were and of the monopolies of the United States,
injured and their investment destroyed ? No. we will sell ourselves for a mess of pottage,
The result is that the people now get a drive and may find ourselves badly beaten in doing
for five cents where they lad to pay lifty so. The people of the United States value
before, and those cabmen who are forced their markets of sixty millions very highly.
out will turn their labour into just as They think their market of sixty millions
profitable a channel in some other direction. is so vahiable that the people of Canada
I have lived in the North-West for thirteen are quite ready to come and to take act-
years. I have seen the country grow Ip, aud vantage of it. Now, hon. gentlemen,.
the profit that remains to the farmer in Mani- sixtv millions of a market is a very
toba at the present moment in the face of the valuable narket, provided it iJ not a restricted
difficulties lie has to contend with is very one. but as it Is a restrictive market they are
small indeed, and in many cases discourages trying to overcome that restriction by paying
him altogether ; they have difficulties to con- special attention to reciprocity treaties. What
tend with in building up their country. The is the purpose of .the reciprocity treaties of the
prosperity of that country depends entirely United States under the McKinley Bill ? To
on agriculture and on the furnishing of trans- draw sugar from the West Indies, fron the
portation facilities and an ample storage for Spanish Isles. from South America, from
the produce that can only find an outlet in the Honolulu and all other countries to their re-
winter season. If you want to assist then in stricted market and let them compete wlth one
increasing the exportations of the country another in that restricted market for the sale
during the next ten years, give better of sugar. Everybody knows what the effect
facilities, give better protection to our agri- of that is. It must soon have the effect of
cultural population, and you will see an in- reducing the prices very largely, and making
crease of 100 milion-yes, 200 maillions-of it uprotitable for those who negotiate those
dollars of agrieultural products going out of treaties with the United States. If it were
that country ; and our petroleum beds and a policy of free trade that they were
our mines, and our manufactures will flourish following it would be a different thing.
alongside of our agriculturists ' without any I would call the bon. gentleman's attention
nursing. It is for the people of Manitoba, of to this fact, so far aâ our exports are con-
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oerned-that during the latter part of the de- sidering their contigulty to the teeming popu-
cade I have dealt with-between 1873 and lations of European Asia, it is a poor mar-18 78-a panic occurredj in the United States, ket. It is of no great advantage to get into
one of the Worst that ever struck a country. the Russian market, so far as recprocity is
The value of everything fell from one dollar concerned, because it is a -restricted market.
to twenty-five cents, and a similar drop o0- As long as the population of the United
curred in the trades In Canada which found States continues to increase-as long as they
a market there. Many lion. gentlemen here are pushing on their sixty millions to one hun-
Wil recollect the number of trades that werd dred millions-which I hope and trust they
affected, and you know it brought down one will becoine-tie market must be of some
lumber firM after another in Canada. The value, but the day must come when the re-
lumbermen struggled for two, or three years striction of trade in the United States will
before they succumbed. They did not give have a very serious effect, and when the
way and become wiped out as lumbering in- blow does fall it willl affect the people of
dustries until about 1876, 1877 or 1878. Our Canada to the extent that we have trade with
trade with Great Britain was not affected them. The Free Trade I*ague In Europe
very much for the first two or three years shows the disposition there is there to In-
after 'that panic, because the trade of Great crease their trade relations. They have not
Britaiu 1s carried on with the world, and had the hardihood to adopt the free trade
they did not feel the effect of the American j policy of Great Britain, but several nations
Panic until the world began to feel it, and have united together to try what .that policy
that was not until 1877 or 1878. It was in will do for them. To my mind that is only1878 that the people of Canada began to feel a temporary ieasure of relief. Now, thgnot only the effect of the depression in the next point that I wish to discuss Is the pro-United States, but also the effect of the de- position of Sir Charles Tupper in the " North
Pression in Great Britain-tie two large nar- American Ileview." Our High Commissioner

e lu which they sold iei produce. When has made a proposition to the people of
t of he depression was feit in both Great Britain with regard to Imperial Feder:countries then the people of Canada begau to ation, and a plan for carrying it out. Hils Ideafeel Rte burden. Mr. Mackenzie wasin is that the people of Great Britain shall tax

poer at Rie tinte, and i the enal eec- themselves to the extent of five shillings ation of 1878 Sir John Macdonald was re- quarter on all the grain that they import from

ad-a thoug t teau the Doie people of Can- foreign countries. I looked through his argu-

ada thought e Dnion was being ment and could not find anywhere in the ar-e a slaughter market. They felt that tiele where he proposed to give a quid proRieir trade was going-they did îlot knolw quo for that-where he proposed to give anyWhat was the matter. What was really the return for such a concession on the part of'natter was that they were feeling the effect the people of Great Britain. I looked to see

Gr panic of 1873, both in ie markets of where lie proposed any remission of duties,
reat Britaln and ie markets of ie United but no mention of anything of the kind isState, and that had a great deal to do with made. He dwelt on the value of developing

Re lesening of our importations, and the Canada and holding the Empire together,
reduton of prices, and the failure of our and considered it was worith flve shillings arevenue. Taking that fact into consideration, quartez on every bushel of wheat going intoIf that panic had not occurred our exports Grea. Britain from forei2n countries. ThatWould have been larger still during the last is what I call asklng the English labourer tedecade. The reply of Re American Govern- hold up the heavy end of the log. Now,met to. our reciprocityý negotiations is. " Fix Canadians do not want anyone to hold upyour eyes on a policy of protection and cut the heavy end of the log. That is not the
Yorselves adrift from the trade policy of class of nen I have been mixed up
Eglan . Now, so 'far as a market of sixty with, or have met in Canada. TheymIllons 1e concerned, I would draw the at- can hold up their end of the log as
tentou e this hon. louse to Russia again. well as anybody, and to ask the British
TherO le a' restricted market of one hundred people to put on a tax of t-wenty millions of

Ird four Millions of people, and considering dollars a year on their food-to impose suchtheir area, Considering their resourres, con- a tax on the struggling labourers who are
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furnishing us with an excellent market-is bably injured his chances, but he had the

making an unreasonable demand. After cal- courage of his convictions. So you see we
culating ail that Australia, Canada and India may get reciprocity with the United States

eau supply I find that Sir Charles Tupper's upon a free trade basis without. asking for it

proposition involves a taxof twenty millions at ail. What position will we be in if we

of dollars a year on the labouring classes of continue our present commercial policy if the
Great Britain for the wheat and flour they people of the United States should adopt a

have to import. It would be a m1ost uniwise free trade policy ? We will be overcome, and

policy on their part. and they have not the they will be strong, but if w-e adopt a policy
slightest intention of doing it. Another point of free trade at the present moment, In ten or
is that a great many people think that agri- fifteen years time we will be able to meet
culture il England is being depressed, that it the United States with the markets we have
is in a terribly had state. That is a mistake, been developing for ourselves in the world

because I see that the Right Honourable Mr. and hold our own with them. I believe the
Gladstone has lately said that the agricul- policy of free trade is just as sure to be
tural labourers' wages have increased from adopted by the people in the United States as
ten shillings to tif teen shillings a week in the that the sun goes down, but it is a hard fight
last few years. Now, if the wages of the men -a much harder fight than we will have in
employed in agriculture in England can be order to change our policy. They have their
increased to that extent. I say that the in- three legislative bodies to capture-the people
dustry is not at a low ebb in Great Britain. have to capture and change opinion in the
I know that one of the agricultural delegates House of Representatives, in the Senate and
who came out to this country last year on the in the election of their president. So you see
invitation of the Hon. Mr. Carling, visited they have a greater fight and 'harder work to
Binscarth farm, in Manitoba, a farm admir- accomplish their result than we have here.
ably uianaged. He said to me: "Tils is when one election and one vote on the
very good ; this stock is excellent: every- part of the people can effect any change
thing is done ln first-class farming style, but that the people of the country think it
I w-ant to see your books. How is your i desirable to make. In that respect our con-
balance sheet ? Is it on the right side ? I stitution ranks high as compared with the
have a farn lu England about the size of constitution of the United States, a fact for
this-a farm of 300 acres-and after paying which we have great reason to be thankful.
al my expenses and labourers' wages I have Now, what is the remedy, so far as I am able
an income of three hundred pounds a year." to advocate it in my humble way ? We have
Now, if a farn il England can do that I say first to put our best customers on an equality
tbat farming in that country is not declining with our poorest customers, and I wish to
as compared with farming in Canada and that show you what our trade is with the United
it is umnecessary for the people of England States as compared with our trade with
to put on a duty in order to protect their Great Britain. In 1890 our imports from the
farmers, so far as grain is concerned, and the United States amounted to sixty millions of
sooner we give up any idea that that can be dollars and from the United Kingdom to
brought about the better for us. We should only forty-three millions of dollars. Of the
apply ourselves to a trade policy apart from sixty millions' worth of goods that
that altogether. What do we see going on to we imported from the United States
the south of the line ? We see a great fight, we admitted twenty-one millions of
sonething similar to the discussion which dollars worth absolutely free-cottonî, wool.
has taken place here between those who are tobacco, hides and coal. Of the $43,000,O0
anxious to promote free trade pure and simple worth of goods that we imported froi the
and those who favour a policy of protection. United Kingdom we admitted only $10,000,000
Mr. Mills, who was a candidate for Speaker worth free, composed chiefly of tea, hemp.
by a wing of the Democratic party this year, iron and steel rails, thoroughbred stock, etc.
says "Free trade is the flag that I will follow We imported dutiable goods from the United
and will follow wherever it goes." Thàt is States to the value of $39,000,000, and duti-
the declaration of an hon. iiemnber of Con- i able goods froin the United Kingdom to the
gress of the United States--the man who was value of $33,000,000. Now our exports the
a candidate for the position of Speaker in sane vear were to ,le United States $33,000,-
the Democratic H1ouse. His frankness pro- 000. and to the United Kingdon $41,000,000.
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Now You see how the balance of trade is.
We bought less from Great Britain, though
they pulrchased more from us ; and we bought
mlore from the 'United States. though they
purchased less from us. Now how were the
duties levied ? The duties on the $39,O0,O0
imnports from the United States, were only
$8,100,000, while the duties on the $33,000,000
imIports from the United Kingdom, amount
to) $9,500,000.

lHon. Mr. KAULBACH-One was raw na-
terial and the other was manufactured goods.

Hon. M. BOULTON-No ; because 1 have
taken off ail the raw material. This is w-hat
I ealled dutiable goods. We purchased from
the people of Great Britain $33,000,000 worth
of dutitable goods, and fron the people of the
Uinited States $39,o0,000 worth of dutiable
goods, and on the larger anount we levied
$8,100,000 taxation, and on the smaller amount
we levied $9,500,000 taxation. That is what
SCali diseriminating against our, best market.

We lot only discriminated against our best
mnarket but against the one that gives us the
best price for anything we have to soll. To
equalise the duty between En-gland wand the
United States, instead of levying duty upon
the people of Great Britain-because, ,tter ailthe dutiable goods we purchase are the pro-
duet of British labour-it would be justand honest, or business-lke I think is themore proper way Of putting it, to reduce thatduty down to $6,700,000, even though we did
lot adopt anything like a free trade policy.
In our own interests we should not tax our
best customers adversely, as compared withthe people who are comipetitors with us foral we have to seil.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACI-HJow would youprevent that?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - By knocking offdutie4 riglt square straight from every oneof themî. That is my remedy, and1 let therevenue comie through the increased purchas-
ing Power of the people.

Hion. Ir. KAULBACH-On what ?
lon. Mr. BOULTON-0f course I would not

redue the revenue on spirits, tobacco orluxuries.

1o. Mr. KAULBACH-Silks and satins
voull come from England.

.1ion. Mr. BOULTON-There is no diserim-imating about that. What I say is that if youmerease the Prosperity of the people you will

increase their ability to pay, and it does not
make any difference how you levy it as long
as they are able to pay it. The question
now is whether the people are able to
pay the increased revenue that is ex-
peeted under our present policy. It
is drawn from theu, whether they w-ill or
not-when they want an agricultural imple-
ment they have got to pay a certain ainount
of duty, and if they want a woollen under-
shirt they have got to pay a certain amouit
of duty on it, or if they want a piece of
cotton goodls they- have got to pay duty
on it, ald i that way the revenue Is

dawn from them imîperceptibly, and
what I an proving to you with the large
increase of taxation under the National
Policy, the exporting power of the people not
having increased, they are not able to pay
that taxation. But If you put them into a
better position, So as to illow those industrie-
that are natural to the country to develop
themselves with the aid of increased capital
and inereased facilities, you increase the power
of the people at large to pay whatever taxes

you levy on the country in order to increase
its transport facilities, and subsidize lines of
vessels to Australia, or Japan, or anywhere

you like ; but you cannot do it if the saie
result, or perhaps a poorer result, is to be
found ten years hence, than that I have
shown you to-day. That Is the position I

take, hon.: gentlemen, and the remedy I say
is to remove certain duties. We collect on
woollen goods coming from Great Britain

ten millions of dollars, and no other country
supplies us with that class of manufactures.
What I say is knock off every dollar of them
-ziot ail at once, but do It gradually. Knock
off 25 per cent. one year and 25 per cent.
another year, and so on, until they are ail re-
moved. Of course, you have on the other
band to consider our own woollen industries.
Give them advantages by knocking off the
duty on coal, or kngeking off some duty that
will be of advantage to them to counter-
balance the inereased competition that they
are to have ; but give them the same advan-
tages, and the same power to manufacture
as the people of Great Britain have, and why
cannot they increase the trade in woollen
goods and draw fron the outside world, and
not depend for their support on the people of
Canaàda We ean send our ships to Austra-
lia. to the Cape of Good Hope, and to every
port that is open to Great Britain, without
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any cost for the protection of that conumerce,
and the British labourer is paying for it.
Why cannot we compete with then If the
conditi. us are equal ? It is beause we are
not close to the ocean ? Is it because in
Nova Scotia we have not got steain power ?
Is it that we hav-e not got in the heart of
Canada the finest of water powers ? Is It
that in British Columbia we have niot got
steani power ? Is it not the faet ihiat we
Canadians command the trade of the Pacifie
Ocean, and our share of the conunerce that
is to be developed there. L say, hon. gentle-
men, pursue the saine policy that lias made
great the people of Great Britainî-shîow the
saine pluck that they have shown l the de-
velopiment of their industries-show the ame
dogged faith lin their policy agaumst diea ex-
ample of the whole world, that, las adopted
the protective system, and the same resuits
will follow that lias fallen, to the leople of
Great Britain. The duty on iron is $3,000,-
000 a year. One-lialf of that comes from the
United States and oie-half from England.
The duty on coal is $850,000. It comes
altogether froin the United States. The duty
on cotton is $1.100,000 whiel eliiefly comtes
from the United Kingdoim. L have put down
three or foui items to show you hîow the
duty i- levied. and wh1at would be be4t to
nuodify, in order to develop the trade of the
country and reduce the burdens on the peo-
pk of Canada. There is aniother point that
I would like to refer to : Mr. Shaughinessy,
of the Canadian Paeific Railway, recently
paid a visit to Japan, and on his return w-e
saw hin in Winnipeg as lie passed througli
Manitoba, and wlat was his report ? He
said there was the finest opening for trade
in China and Japai that lie lad ever seen-
in fact, that it astomided him beyonu any-
thinlg he had ever seen. He saild that tie
people of tliese countries were just awaken-
ing to the civilization of the world-that they
were developing their industries, constructing
railways and were anxious to develop trade ;
that they were anxious to eat bread and to
adopt western habits more than in any other
perlod of their history. There is a trade
w-hiic is natural to Canada. There is a trade
which is In line with every industry we
develop in Canada, with a railroad of oui ow-ii

that trade ? Is it protection ? Protection
will mar it. Protection will keep It back,
because our people cannot manufacture pro-
duce alongside of other countries that possess
greater natural advantages and more favour-
able climatic conditions. If our rugged climate
under a more liberal trade policy, will not
produce the physical power to compete, and
the will to use it, we will go to the wall.
But I say there is a trade that can be de-
veloped to an unlimited extent, and we have
tlhe facilities and resources to do it with, ail
that is necessary to be done is to leave to
individual energy of every main in Canada
to develop what is natural to his district or
his resources or his powers. Our railways I
consider should be subjected to a fair busi-
ness competition, such as the people themn-
selves are subjected to. Every man in Canada
lias to undergo the severest competition to
earn his living, whether on the farm or in
the factory, or in the workshop, and especial-
ly in the North-West, should our railways be
subjected to competition. No monoply or
anything of that kind should be allowed to
exist. In the North-West Territories we have
very long railway transportation before we
can find a market for our produce. Where
I reside is some 800 miles froin any port.
therefore anything I produce lias to pay
transportation for 800 miles. Other people
live further stili-some live 1,300 miles froni
any seaport-and anything that they produce
lias to pay railway transportation that
distance ; therefore I say it is most essential
that in all our railway legislation we should
have the railways subjected to fair business
competition, the saine as any other trades or
business in the country. In assisting our
railways-for we have to g,) n aossing
them-we have to increase the transportation
of the ountry, for it is a enorm couitry.
and it will pay to develop it, but I do not
think it is wise for us to continue assisting
railways by subsidies. I think thmt economy
can be' introduced there by reducing the
expeniditure on subsidies. But I think there
are other ways of assisting railways without
paying mioney out of the treasury to do it.
We do not vant to cry a liait. That Is not
the way of any manl of enterprise to get on in
the world. We want to go ahead, and have

and steanships ready to carry it, ani w-e are faith in our country, but we ought to use the
lndebted te the management of the Canadian greatest wisdom In the way of doing it.
Pacific Railway for the report o' Mr. Shaugh- Lcn. Mr. KATLBACH - How would you
nessy brought back with him. What will help assist railways without subsidies ?
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON - By endorsing their
bonds and taking' security on the road and
uiaking the railways pay to the country
sonething every year for the privilege of
having the transportation. We might pro-
duce a revenue Out of the transportation of
the country amounting to a very handsome
sumi In the future-a revenue paid by the
railways for the privilege of sharing in our
carrying trade.

Hon. Mr. FLINT - And thev would put
that money Out to the freight and passengers.

Hou. Mr. BOULTON - I want to see any
concessions that are made to assist trans-
portation to be for the benefit of the com-
Inumity at large, and not to go to increase the
wealth of a few individuals. It is a great
object to keep down the interest that lias to
go Out annually to meet the obligations of
capital In the construction of railways, and if
a railway corporation eau assure the Govern-
ment against loss it is justifiable to lend the
country's credit. Where capital has to takeail the chances the cost of building is vastly
Illcreased. One hundred million dollars-the
Increase Of our debt during the past ten
years--would build 5,000 miles of railway IfJudiciously applied, without adding to theburden Of the people a dollar. It is on thatline that I would assist tha development ofour highways. The system of making rail-Ways pay something out of their revenues
to the Government bas been found to work
well im' the State of Minnesota. I do not
know whbat revenue that State derives from
Its railways, but I know it is a very largeone, and I do not think the people complainof it. There Is One thing I can assure myold and hon. friend, that the railways ail take
as much as the people cau bear in charging
thair rates. I am not an enemy of the rail-ways. There is no firiner frlend of the
railways in the country than I am. I want
to see them prosper, so that capital will coee
te the country and build more railways, for Irealize that the countr is w-orth nothing
unless we have abundant railway transporta-
t'on te go through it, but I want to keep
them li their proper business place in, the
iOlutunity. I think that the lands that go
sholthe IMIds of the railway corporationsShOfld ha made more available for occupa-

Gtn than they are at the present moiient.
The GOverunment, In making any arrangements
wth railway companies, should nakesuch arrangementS as will put the od(d

numbered sections open to every man, fixing
a price at which they can be had-that there
should be no restriction placed on a man
travelling over the land in his selection-that
he should have the power to go on these unoc-
cupied lands and occupy them the same as a
hoiestead, under certain conditions of
payment which could be arranged.
In that way the settlements of the
country would go on mucli faster. ieople
would have greater confidence in settling than
they have at present. I hac to express my
regret when I saw notices put up warning
people not to go on to odd nunbered sections
in Manitoba by the Minister of the Interior-
that they lad no right or title to then. I
think it is an unwise policy, for there are
maany people who w-ill go on to those lands
and take their risk of securing themi after-
w-ards, and a railway corporation may come
after and oust thei. I think wherever there
is a section of land open. belonging to the
Governmnent or to a railw:-y coimpany, it
should be open to the public. 1 think they
shouhl be paid for, but that no restriction
should be placed on their choice. There Is
anothei improvement I think we could make
to assist us in oui commercial relations, and
that is, the time lias comle that it will be advis-
able foi the Government to consider the policy
of taking possession ot the telegraph lines.
The organization of the Post Office Department
ot Canada is an excellent one, and the addi-
tional burden put upon It would not be a very
great one, and it would be an advantage to
the people to have control of the lies them-
selves. It is a subject well worthy the con-
sideration of the Government. In a debate on
the Address it is the privilege of a member to
extend his remaarks to any range that he
chooses ; that is why I have spoken at such

lengtlh on this occasion, and have taken ad-
vantage of tlhat privilege of saying what I
have to say, so far as my belief in what is

good for the people of Canada, and pending
the future discussion of our trade relations.
Hon. gentlemen will have the facts and
tigures- I have produced before theni.
Now, lion. gentlemnenî, I amn aware that I
have taken a departure in our commercial
policy different fron anything that we ad-
vanced for soie years. The Hon. Alexander
Mackenzie, who is not long to reinalu with us,
is the apostle Of free trade in Canada ; he
fell at his post in defence of lis principles,
and for that lie has earned the respect of the
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people of Canada. Wlhile the intervening
commercial policy, liowever false in prin-
ciple, lias served a valuable purpose to the
people of Canada. the day lias corne wlien
we must look things squarely in the face. The
Government of the United States has given
us their ultimatum on the question of reci-
procity through the utterances of Secretary
Foster, which I do not think any man in
Canada will accept, be he Conservative or be
lie Liberal, the fact that the protective policy
lias imposed upon the principal sources of in-
dustry in Canada burdens that are checking
their legitimate growth, and which the coin-
parison in the exporting power of Canada
to-day, that I have instituted with the ex-
porting power of the people when they were
numerically fewer in numbers, when theirl
transportation facilities were immeasurably
inferioi, wvlhen the great territories and ipro-
vince to the west of us were not in the
count, and when their liabilities were not
half what they were to-day, will cause tinan-
cial men and commercial men to ponder
well upon the advisability of adopting the
only alternative in our fiscal policy that will
give the opportunity to labour and industry
to raise Canada ln our estimation, and in the
estimation of our neighbours, by showing
that pluck and self-rellance that will enable
thiem to depend upon the competitive muai,-
kets of the world for their sustenance and
enrichiient. I will not move any amend-
ment to this Address, but I will take an
early opportunity of presenting a resolution
seeking to reconunuend a readjustient of our
tariff-not a readjustiment to destroy the
investments our past policy has induced, but
to strengthen themn-such a readjustment as
will work eventually into absolute freedom
of trade, giving to individual energy the
freest scope for its ability in the industry of
the country which is natural to our climate, re-
sources and channels of commerce,' and such
a readjustment as will put our best custom-
ers upon an equal footing in our trade ar-
rangements, in the duties we may find it
necessary to levy to meet our obligations,
such a readjustment as will draw to our
ports a carrying power that will enable us to
export our heavy produce to the markets of
Europe at the lowest cost, and such a read-
justment as will enable us to cheapen the
cost of production, so that we can success-
fully compete in the more extended markets
that the world offers.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It lias been the custom
in the debate on the Address for hon. gentle-
men to make their remarks upon it, and it ha-s
usually been wound up by the leader of the
House. If no hon. member desires to say
anything more on the subject of the Address,
I would make a few reniarks in a very
cursory way to close the debate. I think I
should join with muy hon. friends opposite,
and have good reason for doing so, in the
compliments which they paid to the new
members for the ability they displayed in
moving and seconding the Address. I think,
apart froin what we knew of them before, we
have good reason, to judge froi their efforts
on that occasion, whicili is a very trying one,
and not a very interesting one to them, I am
sure, that they will be valuable members of
the House ; and I desire to add ny compli-
muent2 to those of mîy lion. friend opposite

to them on the manner hi which they addressed
theniselves to their task. I think I owe a few
words of recognition also to the leader of the
Opposition for the courtesy and good nature
with w-hicih lie performed his usual functions
of criticising the Address. I found what he
said entirely destitute of any asperity or bad
feeling, but in point of fact the very reverse
of that, and I an gratified to recognize the
fact that we can conduct our discussions
without loss of temper, and without wounding
each other's sensibilities in any way. The
criticism wlhich my lion. friend devoted to the
Address was, at the sane time trenchant, to
some extent, on several points ; and it is on
these points that I propose to say a, word
or two. I must admit, as I have already
said, that that criticisn was of a friendly and
frank character, and, barring some portion
of its substance, I have not a word to find
fault with in it. My hon. friend commenced that
criticism by a reference to the speech of the
lion. gentleman who seconded the Address.
on the subject of the duties on pork and beef
and on other natural products of the country,
and my hou. friend appeared to find fault with
those duties. I would only say that it seems
to me a little inconsistent wvith the assertions
which lion. gentlemen opposite have been
urging upon us-that the fariers were neglect-
ed-that the farmers were not protected--tlhat
they have no advantages-that all the pro-
tection was for the manufacturers. Now, it
would appear from what mny hion. friend said
in his criticism on the speech of the seconder
that he desires still further to oppress the
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farniers-tO remove the protection wihiclx he the railway. 1 thlnk they were, but at the
Government has been carefully providing sarne Urne 1 nust say that ry hon. fdend's
from time to time for several years past, party evaded that obligation, and talked te
wherever it appeared appropriate, and in suchlis about water stretches and the like, and
a degree as would not materially enhance the fromn ail the efforts lhey made durlng the
cost of living. I would venture to hint t four or five years they were in power, very
m'y hon. friend that that opposition is a. littie littie I thitk, resuited towards the construe-
mic3onsistent with the care for the farmners lion of any raflway lu the North-West; and
which the hon. gentleman and his friends whatevel may have be fie good intentions
have been so voluble in expressing on every of these hon. gentleren-and I have no
Possible and impossible occasion--in fact, 1 doubt they desired to se raiiway coxiuni-
thinik using efforts based on such assertions cation wit the North-West, tiongh tiey had
as those to set the farmer against the manu- not the pluck or backbone to take the means
facturer-to set one class of our people against to get it-sti they desired to have it; but as
another class of our people. Froin time to far as intentions are concerned, we know to
time, vhen we have had the opportunity, we wiat use intentions are said te Plapiaced,
have protected our fanners in respects in and they would fot have done much good
which thxey value protection. I venture to foi the North-%Vest. I insist, therefore, and
'ly that the policy of the Government inl take issue wlth rny lon. friend as te that,
giving a moderate protection to the products that tiis Governrent had sorethlng to do
of the farmu, where it can be done with ad- witb the enormous productions of the North-
vantage, is one which the people of the country s d
will generally approve of. My hon. friend, ti, in so far as that prosperity bas len
then, while he admits that in one sense the promoted by fie mprovenet of our mean
country is prosperous, says that it is not Our of transportation. My hon. friend renarks
doing that the country is prosperous--that we ou out position with regard to the Behringare flot entitied taycrdtfrIselgSea in a somewbat jesting manner. but Iare nt enttle o any credit for its being
prosperous. This is the old theory of thi think there was sonething substantial in-
fly upon the wheel-that we cannot do any- tended ln what he said on tiat subjeSt. He
thing good to make the country prosperous, said he was pleased to sel the change of
or do any harn to prevent it being prosperous. tene in this Governent wlth regard te Be-
I venture to say that the Government have hring Sea, and was inclined to twlt the Gov-
sonething to do with the Prosperity of the ernent witx having take a xiore dicta-
country. I venture to say that the toial tone wix regard te the Behring Sea
Governumenît have sonething to do with the question than at present. 1 wouid like My
enormous production of the North-West, to ion. friend to belleve, and 1 weuid try to
'vhich My lion. friend refers, but for which he convifle hlm, that txis Goveriment bas not
says we are not entitled to any credit. Where changed its Ideas in the slightest degree with
Wolild be the production of the North-West if regard to Bebing sea. It was probably a
we had not the Pacific Railway ? How many sliP of the tongue when he sald that we
millions of bushels, how many thousands of claimed islct'en over Bebring Ses. y
bushels, or how many bushels would have lion. friend .id not mean te convey the idea.
been grown in the North-West or exported 1 ar sure; we neyer chximed jurisdlction
from the Norxth-West this seasonx if it had not over Behring Sea.
been for the persistence of this Government
n the construction of the Pacific Railway ? th t o

Hon. M1. PERLEY-About 2 1-2 bushels. the United States over Behring Sea.
Mon. M. ABBOT--1½ fear that iby x. Hon. mi. ABBOTT-We did dispute the

friend exaggerates in saying that. I doubt if soveregnty of fie United States over Beh-there would have been a bushel exported. ring Sen, and Il utspute Lt now, axd the
11011. Mr. POWER-Both prtiesieston of the soveregnty of Behring Sea

ommitted to building the railway. wee not go before the arbitration. Mr.
"Oix MmABBOTMY Laine bas formialiy, of iate, ahandoned any

th N r. ABBOTT-My hon. friend says pretension te the exclusive jurlsdiction overthat bti Parties were connxtted te building Behrtng Sea. W at Is clamed, and wat has
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been claimed, by the United States Govern- prolifle iu resuits. Weil, the results of these
ment is that the seals which frequent the negotiations wil be laid before the House
islands in Behring Sea possessed by the Aie- soon, and hon. gentlemen wIl see exaefly
ricans, frequent that sea for the purpose of what took place there. We had an anicable
breeding, and that some kind of right over discussion with the United States' Govern-
these animals is acquired by the United ment respecting quite a number of matters
States Government, in consequence of their In whch wo were often at Issue witi them,
resOIt to >those Islands for breeding pur- or not exactly agreed wlth them, and we did
poses, and there are other pretensions in tho suceed In bringing several of thoso to a con-
reforence which I think I might venture to clusion. My hou. fiend says that we need not
eharacterize without desiring to be offensive have gone there for the purpese of setting
in any way, as of a somewhat shadowy char- the boundary of Alaska-that the boundary
actei. But the real pretension-the substan- is laid down clearly I the treaty and that
tial contention of the United States has sub- the o11Y difficulty is the expense of the sur-
sided to this point, that it is the protection of vcy. If my hon. friend had te conduet the
the seals against extinction that they seek. arrangements for fle deimitation of the
It is possible that some kind of measure for boundary, he wouid fori a different opinion
the purpose of preventing the total extinc- on the subjeet. The parties who made that
tion of the race, is proper and should b treaty knew, I fancy, very little about Alaska,
adopted. And that is one of the subjects They describe the ino whlch is te ho drawn
which the conunissioners appointed by both from the Point of an Island te Portland chan-
Governments are now considering at Wash- nel and u Portland channel te Its extreme
Ington, and with which tle arbitrators wil, point in fl Mountains, and, 1 thnk, from that
eventually have tq deal. So that in point of
fact we stand now as we stood then. The foilow a range of Mountains, at a distance
controversy commenced by the seizure of our not te exceed 10 marine bagues frei the
ships on the high seas by the American sea, until it rachos another paralel of lati-
eruisers. That was remonstrated agalnst,
and finally in such an un.istakable tone that Now, Portland channel, instead of running
it was abandoned, and then the negotiations nerth, as fli people who made fli treaty
for this arbitration conunenced. They have supposed, runs practically east north-east. Lt
been very tedlous-I do not know that they ha5 two passages, with a large and Important
could have been shortened. I may say that Island between ti, and the ver. first
throughout the whole of these negotiations question is, by which cf these two passages
we have been treated withl the utmost con- dees the lne asoend Portland inlet-by fli
sideration and courtesy by the home Gov- southerly or the northerlY Passage? Theres

ernment. We have been made acquaintedo
Wth everY stpp thrat has been taken-iour affrrds ne certain solution.
opinions and advice have been ,,s<ed u1pon Hon. Mr. SCOTT - Lt says ascends aog

sloonland chon. elemnwllseexcl

mowst. if pt tl, the points tlhat eave W hrisea
and altheugli they may not aiwvays, Per- 1dHon. Mi. ABBoTT - Te people Who made
haps, have been taken, sfl, I 'tbink, " 1i that treatw did not know that there
sa-id just now, iat we hav-e been treated witi vere two channels, hav g an Island betwoen
very comlolte consideratioîî and courtesy bY then and which cf these two is to o
the home Governuient, and that i the îatura1l adopted as fh lino s the first difficulty in
course cf events, In the w-lhe hie of which avsettling that boundary. When the lino cones
neither w-e or flic British Governent have the fop of that let thon it las te fodow
chalnged Our Positions in tie slightest iota, a range cf Meuntains not more than 10
there WIl ho a solution whicl. I trust. m-11 t be marine leagues fr the sea. n order te
satisfactory, and I hope Mnay net be long reacli sucb a range the lino bas te go back
dehayed. I am just follow-lng my bon. frlend west again a onside adbo dstane. Lt
through flic Points that lie made, and I arn ngud appear, when that ane is traced
endeavourbng th dwal with theo in tme aane oo n

On the subject. T partiescho made ta

spirit il' mhielî ho discussed them. Tie the Intentions cf those wh o mMe t e
muission' te Wahngten. cf w-hicl ry lion. tre hpty it is COMPrelaensib e that they
fiieud sPoke, lie chired liad îlot been -ery thougt Portland hilet ran notierly te a
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point at a distance 10 leagues from the; was scienîtifically perfect in carrying ont that
sea, and that they desired to keep about the intention ; so I do not know whether my hon.
same distance from the sea ail the wavy to friend meant or hoped it would be fairer than
the. northern boundary, but literai conformity Mr. Mowat's or fairer thai Sir John Mac-
to that idea seems impracticable. That is diffi- donald's.
culty number two. Then there is no per-
fectly continuous chain of mountains running Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Our polities here are iiot

absolutely parallel to the sea. That is diffi- local.
culty number three. Then the question arises Hou. Mi. ABBOTT-Well, the polities un-
where is the sea ? which is the greatest fortunately, or fortuuately, perhaps, are more
difficulty of ail. What is te be consldered or less local as well as general, and we know
the shore of tho sea from which the 10 eagues that the two parties hold identically the saine
are to be counted? The shore of that portion principles in the two legislature. When we
of Aaska is of the most extraordinary refer to Liberals and Conservatives we refer
character possible. It is full of inlets running probably to those holding Liberal or Conserva-
along the si n tive views, not only in ths Parliament, but
amongst them, and this kind of coast extends in the Local Legislature, and, assuming that
out a considerable distance towards the myt friend meant Mr. Mowat's Bil, I venlture
sea. Our friends on the other side, who do toy that tu Redistribution Bill will be
flot usually neglect demanding anything they fairer than the last, and wiil not need to be
ea get, pretend that the extreme inmost line scientifically constructed, because I think I

tutes the ea, and that the f ne must rns at 10 inay sfy it wil he of an extremely simple
tagues distane ail 1 character. My hon. friend also, before lie

neg u nceg al iround theo ends of each finished, adininistered to himself some little

tiMes en g up int te moun ti some- consolation for the trifling misfortunes whiçh
tmes 30 or 40 leagues from the sea. To have befallen upon himself and his friends
survey a lino lke that, and lay It out, would
probably cost the enormous sum that my hon. during the last month or two. He found a

friend mentions, and which is said to have great many reasons why the elections should

been the estimated expense of delimitation. go against the Liberal party. He thought that
do flot know a subject betwetheniteo . the lists were tampered with at Ottawa, and

States and ourselves that possesses on-tenth lie thought that the judges manipulated the

part of the dIfficulty that will be found i lists.
delimiting the boundary of Alaska. I think Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; I did not say that.
Our rights are plain, and when we come to
assert them we shall no doubt en- Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-1 think 'that the hon.
deavour to make them Ïrevail, blut that we gentleman stated that the revising officers
shall do so without difficulty, as my hon. friend were all officials of tie Dominion Government,
saYs, is just as absolutely impossible as we and that it might fairly be presumed that
have found it hitherto to settle other questions these gentlemen did not neglect the interests
of a simlilar character with the United States of the Goverment in framing the lists. And
lot one-tenth Part so difficult.. These were as the printing was in the hands of the Do-

the Principal criticisms, I think, which my lion. minion it might also be presumed that the
friend addressed to the Speech in respect of printers would insert naines which they
the subjects I have¶just spoken of. My hou. thought were needed to make up a sufficient
friend diverged a littie towards the subject of volume of votes for the Conservative party.
politics, and spoke of the promise in the I do not think I shall dwell on those two
SePec that there shall be a Bill for the re- objections, because I do not think my hon.
distribution of seats. And he expressed the friend would seriously make them. The re-
hope that it will be fairer than the last. I vising officers are largely county judges, and
do not know which was the last-Mr. Mowat's in almost every case, I daresay I might say
or this Government's. I know I had a letter in every case, but I do not know that positively,
from a digtinguished politician in Ontario men of good position, men belonging to our
Whch I reeived yesterday, in which he stated own profession, who have a singular faculty
that he thought the intention of both those for throwing off prejudices when they assume

vcts was the same, but that Mr. Mowat's a judicial position. That has been the uni-
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versal opinion expressed. not ouly by lawyers,
but by the public as well, and I do not think
my lion. friend will controvert it ; and I think
lie was not serious in these insinuations. His
whole criticismi was good natured, and I
think he w-as jesting iwhen lie made those
reiarks, and that lie did not seriously accuse
the revising officers of the Dominion of tamp-
ering with the lists for the purpose of favour-
ing the Governiient. I do not believe ulyself
tiat they did, and I do not believe that the
country think they did, and in that position
1 feel myself perfectly strong. But lie says
we fixed the elections when we pleased ; we
namied the returning oflicers, and he complains
that we did not fix all these bye-elections on
one day. I think that my lion. friend will
find that the returniing officers are generally
the saine mueu who performed the saine duties
in former general elections. If they had been
guilty of any wrong-doing tiere are a great
nany watchful eyes fixed upon them,,and we
should be sure to hear of il. I think the re-
turning otticers have been singuîlarly free fronm
any charge bearing any imupress of truth, or
supported by any kind of evidence, of having
iu any way abused their position. I do not
refer to the editorials which come out in party
papers on the occasion of a defeat, whetlier
by one side or the other. That is -like
the 24 hours that we give in Lower
Canada to the clients who lose to curse
their judges. I do not consider them
of any more weight than the objurga-
tions of the unfortunate clients. Beyond that
I may say, and I say it without fear of con-
tradiction, that the returning officers, as a
clas, have been renarkzably free froin any
imputation of impropriety in their conduct,
and certainly froin any formai chages of such
impropriety, and I do not at this moment call
to mind anyone for years past who has been
found guilty of any serious imnpropriety lu
the discharge of his functions. As to fixing
elections on the same day, I do not know my-
self why that rule was adopted. I do not
see any good reason for it, unless it be the
fear of discussion. If there is a party in the
country which is afraid of having public
questions discussed, I can understand that
they would like to fix the same day foi' all
the elections, In order that the men who can
explain the position of matters, in publie
affairs. would have their attention so much
divided that there would be little or no op-

people as to that position. But apart from
that, the idea of having the elections all on
one day has found favour in the country, and
has been adopted in the case of our general
elections. But in this instance it was impos-
sible to fix ail the elections on the one day,
unless we had put them ail off until atter
the middle of February-until pretty near
the time when the House met-because hon.
gentlemen w-ill remember that the 31st De-
cember is the day on which the revising offi-
cers were required to send in their lists ; and
although such is the rule, a great many of
them did not send in their lists until after
the date. After those lists are sent in they
have to be put in type, and it has been the
practice to send back the proofs to the revis-
ing officers, in order that they may theni-
selves correct the printed lists by th6 dupli-
cates or memoranda in their possession.

Hon. Mr. MILLEIR-It is the law.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I do not know- that
they are obliged by law to send the lists to
the revising officers to correct the proofs, but
they do so.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Yes ; and to sign them.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-In the first place,
the lists did not come in until after they
should have been here, and in the next place
when the proofs were sent to the revising
officers they were not returned as promptly
as miglit have been desired. In some cases
the revising officers made a reference to both
parties in the constituency to assist in the
correction of the proofs. In others they took
great pains themselves to compare the lists
with memoranda they had, aU these being
precautions taken to prevent what my hon.
friend from Ottawa jestingly said mlght have
occurred with !regard to the lists when in the
hands of the revising officers. But the con-
sequence of al this was that these lists came
dropping In at lntervals of a day or two until
about the 15th of February, when, I think,
the last came down. So it would have been
Impossible, had we made up our minds to fix
all the elections on one day, to have had that
day fixed before the time I have mentioned,
because the law requires a certain notice to be
given before the nominations, and then an in-
terval must elapse before the polling. On one
occasion we did fix seven of the elections for
one day, because we had seven lists ready.

portunity for explaining or instructing the 1 The lists were ready and the elections were

4i *
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held accordingly. Then my hon. friend will need say no more on that subject than just
Perceive that in some cases there were ap-
Peals. In some cases the judgments were not
rendered till late in the vacation, and war-
rants could not issue thereafter till notice of
judgment was given. All these circumstances
combined rendered it absolutely impossible
to carry out the idea of having ail the elec-
tions on one day.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have no doubt the
Governmnent were very nuch disturbed and
distressed because they could not manage it.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I nmst say that per-
Sonally I was not very much disturbed,
because personally I hold the opinion that the:
more discussion there is on a subject on which
I aM right the more likely I am to be sus-
tained by the people.

to express the great regret we all feel at the
loss we bave sustained in the death of these
two gentlemen.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, March 3rd, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

'lH1E RE1INATION OF MiR. CARLING.

MOTION.

H on. Mi,. POWER t moved-on10. Mi. POWVER-Then the hion. gentle-
an. sol hav~ewaitle thd lowedfulel That an humble Address be presented toia" should have waited and allowe Hi fus Excellency the Governor General; pray-discussion until the last of those lists were -ng that His Excellency will cause to be laid

ready. Then he would have got the full dis- before this Hlouse, a, copy of the resignation
cussion, and had a fair election afterwards. by the Hon. John Carling, Minister of Agri-

culture, of the seat in the Senate occupied by
Hon. Mi. ABBO'T-WVe had the full dis- him at the close of the last session of Parlia-

1 mentcussion as it was. We had the fullest possible
dsussion in every county in which an election He said : It is unfôrtunate that such a notice

took place, and there was an ample number should be placed on the Orders of the Day,
Of gentlemen thoroughly acquainted with and I regret, and I presume that every hon.
public affairs, on both sides, who visited these gentleman unites with me in regretting, that
counties when the elections were pending for one of the two departmental officers whom
the purpose of discussing these questions and we had in this House at the close of last
I think that a full discussion carried on while session, should have left the Senate ; and the
a certain amount of interest prevalled in the regret is naturally increased when we fmd
OOunty, ln consequence of the election pending, that one important department, which was
tended more than the ordinary half-hearted held by a member of this House at fe close
(liscussion spread over a length of time, to of last session-the Department of Publid
inform the electors of the actual issues before Works-has passed into the hands of a gen-
the country, and to bring about the beneficial tiem8an of the House of Commons, so that the
result whlich we have to congratulate our- Senate, which last year occupied about a fair
selves upon, than the system which my position with respect to the Cabinet officers,
lion. friend would propose to adopt. I has now got back to the very same unsatis-
regret very much to have to remark upon factory Position in which it stood before the
the lo68 Which this House bas sustained since Minister of Agriculture came here. We h'ave
We last met, in the persons of two of our the Premier here, it Is true, but no other de-
most valued and oldest.Senators. I am sure partmcntal officer. I can, for one, most hon-
uis Hlouse Will join wIth me in the expres- estly express my regret that the hon. mem-

21on Of the greatest possible sympathy with ber who was at the head of the Public
their friends and relations ln their loss, es- Works at the close of last session, had not
>eelaY li the case of one of those hon. remnained there, because he was a gentleman
Sefators, who certainly I may say was pre- whose capacity and long experience ln deal-
nlaturely cut off. We saw him last in the Ing with impoCdaat voiks of a public char-
e yJoment of apparently the greatest possible acter, fitted him especially for 1umt 1 epart-

th and strength, and we lost him after ment. There were a good many tbings which
% Coinparatively short illness. I am sure I remained to be done about the buildings bere
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-things which suggest themselves to a man having taken such a course in this case ; but
of business ability-which I regret that that I hope the present state of affairs will be of only
hon. gentleman has not remained long enough temporary duration-that we shall soon have
in office to do. I am glad to notice one small a proper number of departmental officers in
improvement, but at the samle time a very this House. In the early days after Con-
desirable one, he has caused to be made- federation we had four or five meinbers of
that is the Parliament clock is to be illumin- the Government in the Senate, and it has been
ated in future, and gentlemen will be able to on several occasions remarked that there was
tell whether or not the House of Commons is an impropriety in not having this House fairly
in session without going up to the buildings represeuted i the Cabinet. It is not fair to
to inquire. There were a number of other the Senate, or te the people iu generat. 1
thing of a comparative small nature think my hon. frlends views commend them-
about the buildings here whic. if the lion. selves te the House, and 1 hope that bis ex-
gentleian laid remained in office. woul tave pression of opinion hnaay tend, ve the not far
been attended to. Of course the great things future, to have in tis House. some of the
and the staff of the departient would have aepartnent.îl representatives
been attendled to in the samie b usiness-likebee) ttede tointhesane )Isiies,-Ike Hon. MNr. ABBOTT-My hou. friend, on bis
way. I regret that the Minister of Agriculture notie for a cepy of Mr. Carling's resignation,
tuas left this House, because, although it is not
muy business of course to think about it. I ungdt rn eoeu na e iuetink thutstnils m of lifee t tek aboitit li quite a number of important subjects. Hethink that at is tie of life the contest eought t bring down
lias just gone through in an Ontario COu- such papers as wthout betng asked. That
stituency is not a very pleasant or agreeable a new doctrine lu
way of passing the time. Some one suggests a
not to his opponents. I think that probably a 'ta bring dowu papers when they are asked for.
youmger and more vigorous man would have
made It just as unpleasant for the opponents. Hon. 'r. POWER-I thuîk 1 said without
But 1 do net suppose that there mill be any iuotiee."
opposition te the passing cf tirs Address. It Hon. tin. ABBOTT- n ta.t way ttfey are
is asking for information which, cf course. we very complaisant, but their complaisancy dees
have a righit te. and information whiehi 1'net extend to briuging dowl papers when
think the Goverument could give without the are not asked for. No doubt the mon.
being asked. Then there la another point in gentleman wll get the papers that hie moves
connction wlth thue changes lu the Administra- fo, but if ie want any more ihe must asr
tien that I tbink we ight have luai sone for theo Sae in with regard t the explanations
information about. Two departmetl officers 'that he speak cf. It is usudae for r eoverp-
have been taken eut cf this Honse and have mlients to gle such explanations, but it la aise
gone Inte the House of Couinions. There w-as usual to ask fer the, and of course if My
anotiier departuient vacaut-the Departaut hqon. fitend, or ay coher nesber of ti
of Secretary of State-rhiclu I think mght! bouse, ask for information as te the changea
very well have been held by a miember cf thi5 wbich have taken place lu the reconlstruction
bouse, and I think it is te be regretted that, cf the Cabinet, as far as It has goke, it wllt
as the Goverment haA a number cf geutie- be gladly and frakly given to the House.
mon here from the Province cf Ontario well The subje t wng ich my hon. fre d and the
quaified te ait lu the Cabinet, tbe3- should hon. gentleman froMr Nova Stia spoke cf la
have gone outslde te look for a gentleman w-ho oue cf inucli more difficulty than perbapa
had net a seat u either huse, te take that they appreciate. Tiiere are a very limlted
Place, wiceh mlght have been filled by a îumber of Departmnents that ceuld by auy
member of the Sonate. possibolfty be reprsented in this House. The

Hon. Mr. KAJLBACH-It is ofery seldo Department f Public Works wich was
that I agreg wlth My hon. friend ln what Ie onty held by tbi Hon. Mr. Smit tepor-
sai, but the who e House muat share his arly, la eue wbch ou d net remain lu thie
feeling Of regret that two departental offi- glouse. The expenditures f that Depart
oera thould have been takn, as they were, meut anount te treg to thre millions f

froa the Senate. Of course there may be dollars a year. This expenditure consists of
reason , wheh the Premier wll give us, for numseros fmal dibursements, very few cf
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them large but a great many muoderate, and T
small amounts. Every one of those items ha TE SESSI
to be explained to the gentlemen who hold Hon. Mr. AB
the purse strings, vhich unfortunately we sional Committee
dbo not; and it is absolutely necessary, as follows
therefore, that the Publie Works should
bo represented in the House of Com-
Mions. There are two or three departmeuts
which are not spending departments, and the
representatives of which might be lu this
flouse ; but, even taking that for granted, it His Ho

is not easy to pitch upon the gentleman who
is fitted for one of these departments, and wll
Undertake its w-ork, and who is at the same ALLAN,
ime a Senator or about to be promoted to ALMON,

the Senate. In that respect, also, we have to BOTSFORD,
be guided to a large extent by circumstanees. BOUCHERVILLE,
I think the Goverument showed last year DRUMMOND,
that, so far as they were able, they con- GOWAN,
templated arrangements which would give to LANDRY,

this House such a share of the Cabinetas IMACINNES

Could, with propriety, be held, but we cannot (Burhng

ignore the fact that the money-spending de-
Partments must be represented in the House
Of Commons. It Is impossible to avoid that,
and consequently our choice is limited, and
the diiculty of filling these departments, CASGRAIN,
wbich might properly be represented here, DEvER,

is greatly increased. My hon. friend regrets DOBSON,
very much, ho says, that the gentleman chosen GIRARD,
for the position of Secretary of State should GOWAN,

1lot have been a member of this House, and GUÉVREMONT
that he should have been chosen outside of LOUGH,
both Houses. I am not at all surprised at
that regret. The gentleman who was ap-
Pointed had not a constituency, and he did
flot Wish to take one from bis friends, so he
tOok one from his opponents, and in that
respect, perhaps, ho did the country a service,
and one which a gentleman who was a
'flember of this House at the time could not ABBOTT,
have done. Apart from that, I do not see ALLAN,
an4y costitutional objection to conferring any BELLEROSE,
<epartnient on a gentleman who is wel BOTSFORD,
qualified for it, and who, by universal consent, EcYn,
Will do honour to the Goverument, and will CIAFFERS,
discharge his duty as faithfully as any COCHRANE
gentlemuan could, in the position which ho has

eepted. With reference to the motion that DOBSON,

'ny hon. friend makes, there Is no objection to DRUMMONDI
It at all. The resignation ls one whichl LANDRY,

"LEwiN,dressed to His Exoellency, but I do not LouGHEED,
kHOw that that creates any difficulty, and I MASSON,
h nve no objection whatever to the motion MOLAR
being carrqe>Carried. MCCALLUM,

The mnotion was agreed to. MCMILLAN,
4

IONAL COMMITTEES.

BOTT moved that the Ses-
s be composed respectively

LiBRARY.

SENATE :

nour the SPEAKER,

Ion. Messrs.

MCCLELAN,
MASSON,
MILLER,

DE, MURPHY,
POIRIER,
POWER,
SCO'TT,
WARK.

ton),

PRINTING.

on. Messrs.

MACFARLANE,
OGILVIE,
PERLEY,
PELLETIER,
POWER,
READ,
SULLIVAN,
VIDAL,
WARK.

G AND COMMERCE.

[on. Messrs.

MACINNES
(Burlington),

MACPHERSON,
(Sir David Lewig-,

MIL LER,
MONTPLAISIR,
MURPHY,
PRICE,
PROWSE,
REID (Cariboo),
ROBITAILLE,
SANF ORD,
SMITH,
SULLIVAN,
THIBAUDEAU,
VIDAL,
WARK.
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RAILwAYS, TELEGRAPHS AND HARBOURS. FLINT,

lon. Messrs. GIRSRER

ABBOTT, MACINNES GOWAN,
ALLAN, (Burlington), GRANT,
ALMON, MONTGOMERY, GIÉVREMONT,
BELLEROSE, MILLER, HOWLAN
BOUCHERVILLE, DE, MURPHY, LANDRY,
BOULTON, O'DONOHOE, LouaHEED,
CLEMOW, OGILVIE, MASSON
COCHRANE, PERLEY, MOINNES (B.
DICKEY, POWER, MCKAY
DRUMMOND, PRICE, MCLAREN
GIRARD, GROBITAILLE, MCMILLAN,
IiAULBACH,
LOUGHEED,
MCCALLUM,
MCCLELAN,
MC DONAL D (C. B.),
MCINNES (B. C.),
MCKAY,
MCKINDSEY,
MCMILLAN,
MACDONALD (B. C.),

RMEAD (Quinte),
REID (Cariboo),
SANFORD,
SCOTT,
SMITH,
SNOWBALL,
STEVENS,
SUTHERLAND,
TASSÉ,
VIDAL.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS.

HOn. Messrs.

ABBOTT, MACFARLANE,
ALLAN, MACPHERSON,
ARMAND, (Sir David Lewis),
BOTSFORD, MILLER,
CHAFFERS, O'DoNoHioE,
DEBLOIS, OGILVIE,
DICKEY, PELLETIER,
DOBSON, PERLEY,
DRUMMOND, POIRIER,
FLINT, POWER,
GIRARD, PROWSE,
GRANT, IREAD.
HOWLAN, ROBITAILLE,
MCCLELAN, SANFORD,
MC-DONALD (u.B1.),
MOINNES (B. C.),
MCKAY,
MACINNES

(Burlington)
MCMILLAN,
STANDING ORDERS

Hon.

ALMON,
ARMAND,
BELLEROSE,
BOLDUC,
BOTSFORD,
BOULTON,
DE BLOIS,
DEVER,

C.)

O'DONOHOE,
OGILVIE,
PELLETIER,
POIRIER,
POWER.
PROWSE,
READ,
REESOR,
SCOTT,
STEVENS,
SULLIVAN,
SUTHERLAND,
TASSÉ.

DEBATES.

Hon. Messrs.
BELLEROSE, MCCALLUM,
BOLDUC, MACFARLANE,
BOUCHERVILLE, DE, MERNER,
BOULTON, MONTPLAISIR,
CASGRAIN, PERLEY,
HOWLAN, POWER,
LANDRY, SCOTT,
MACDONALD (P.E.I.),THIBAUDEAU,
MASSON, VIDAL.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON DIVORCE.

Hon. Mes8rs.
GOWAN,
KAULBACH,
LOUGHEED,
MCKAY,
MCKINDSEY,

MACDONALD (B. C.).
OGIL VIE,
READ,
SUTHERLAND.

]RESTAURANT COMM[TTEE.
The Hon. the SPEAKER.

Hon. Messrs.

ALMON, MCMILLAN,
GIRARD, MILLER,
MCKAY, MACDONALD (B. C.).

'COTT) DEATH OF THE DUIE OF CLARENCE
SMITH? AND AVONDALE.
SNOWBALL, MOTION.
STEVyENS, Hon. M. ABBOTT moved that an humble
,TASSÉ. Address be presented to Her Most Gracious

Majesty the Queen, in the following words:--
AND PRIVATE BILLS.

rîlsss.To theQuees ost ExcellenetJajent y:Messrs. MËOST GRACIOUs SOVEREIGN,

MACDONAL D B. C.), %We, the Senate and of Canada,
MACDONALD (r .E.I.), 'in Parliament:assembled, approach Your Ma-
MACFARLANE, jesty with renewed assuranoes of our loyal

and devoted attachment to Your Person and
Crown.MIL LER, The people of Canada have learned with

MONTGOMERY, universal and deep sorrow, the affliction
MONTPLAISIR, which has fallen upon Your Majesty, and
MURPHY, your illustrions family, In the loss of His
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Royal Highness Prince Albert Victor, Duke Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that a Message
Of Clarence and Avondale. They desire to: be sent to the House of Commons by one
offer to Your Majesty the expression of theo
profound sympathy which your people in this of the Masteis ln Chanoery b acquaint Ibat
Dominion feel with Your M-ajesty in the House that the Senate has adopted the said
grievous calamity which has deprived you Address to Her Most Graclous Majesty, and
and1 Their Royal Righnesses the Prince and to request their concurrence.
Princess of Wales, of a young Prince enjoy-
UIg the happiest prospect of a long and illus- The motion was agreed to.
trious career.

YOUL people in Canada trust that an all- MESSAGE 0F CONDOLENCE.
Wise and beneficent Providence may be
Pleased to comfort and support Your Ma-
Jesty in your present affliction ; and that in Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved-
thei love and devotion of your children and
deseldants, and in the affectionate SyM- That this honourable House do send a mes-
Pathy of your whole people, you may find sage of condolence to Their Royal Highnesses
sOlme alleviation of your present great sor- the Prince and Princess of Wales :
roAn pYay e To express the profound and universal

And they pray that Your Majesty sorrow of the people of Canada on the
1oflg sPared in your illustrious position as the occasion of the untimely death of Ris Royal
Guardian of the destinies of this great Em- Rlighness Prince Albert Victor, Duke of
pire. Clarence and Avondale,

And respeotfully ho convey their sincere and
lie said : In placing this notice upon the deep sympathy t- Their Royal Iliglnesses

paper, I endeavowred to express as fully as lu the sad affliction wblch las fallen upon
1 Was capable of doing, the feeling whIcl , them, ln1the loss of a young Prnce, the Heir
a' sure everyone in this country experiences of their mustrlous House, at the cQmmence

towars re-ment of a career wbcb appeared ho be fraughttoWards Her Most Gracious Majesty in wlh the most brillant prospects of eapp-ness
sPect of the grievous affliction which has fal- and distinction.
'en upon her in the loss of Prince Albert He sad: lu èxpressing our sympatbywith
Victor, Duke of Clarence and Avondale. We Rer Majesty lu the loss of her grandson the
2il know that Her Majesty is regarded with Duke of Clarence and Avondale, we must
respectful loyalty as our Sovereign through-
Out this country and throughout her eat as ep afted by Ibis melanceoly
WhIole Empire ; and with affectionate
respect as a model wife and mother ; and occurrence as Rer Majesty herself; 1 refer

his sad misfortune which has fallen upon to Their Royal Riglnesses the Prince and
heî as een seere lowb lir a a.Prince and Prlncess of MWales, the father andhel has been a severe blow to her as athey

Sovereign, in the death of one whom she re- have been deprlved by bis untlmely death.
ga"ded ultimately as being the occupant of I have in consequenoe given notice of tiis
the throne ; and in her tenderest affections
hi being bereaved of a beloved grandson. pessage o our yay wih the exr
ler Speech at the opening of the present ses- reave of I move it adoptin

slon Of the Imperial Parliament, expressed
i a touching manner her feelings in motion was agreed th.
connection in both respects; and her loyal Lon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that an humble
slubjeets in this country, and throughout the Address le presented te Ris Exoellency tle
World, have felt the most sincere and pro- Governor General i the followlng words
found sYmpathy with her -in her affliction. To Ris Exoellency the Right Ronourable
As an expression of that sympathy, on behalf Sir Frederlck Arthur Stanley, Baron Stanley
of the people of Canada, I move the Address of Preston, in the County of Lancaster. iwhich aPPeas on toe paper to-day. the Peerage of theUnted engdomm;neg-t

The motion was agreed to.

lion. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the said
4d"es be engrossed and that His Ilonour
the Speaker do sign the same on behalf of
the Sonate.

The motion was agreed to.

Grand Cross of the Mlost lonourable Order
of the Bath, Governor General of Canada.

May it please Your Excellency
We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal sqb-

jects, the Senate of Canada ln Parliament
assembled, have resolved to send a message
of condolence to Their Royal Highnesses the
Prince and Princess of Wales:

To express the profound and universal
sorrow of the people of Canada on the
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occasion of the untimely deathl of His Royal' Hon. Mr. KALT LBAC- 1 ar vcry glad
Highness Prince Albert Victor, Duke of Clar- that the leader of the buse has taken this
ence and Avondale, course and expressed au opinion as te

And respectfully to convey their sincere whether we should have an adjournment or
and deep sympathy to Their Royal Highnesses
in the sad affliction which has fallen upon flot Whcn that is donc I never make ai
them in the loss of a young Prince, the Heir objetion, but I would suggest that it would
of their illustrious House, at the commence- be avisable fot to adjouru to-day but to
ment of a career which appeared to be
fraught with the most brilliant prospects of
happiness and distinction.

We beg leave to approach Your Excellency Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There is nothing on the
with our respectful request that you will be paper.
pleased to transmit the said message to their
Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of HotA We have the
Wales in such a way as Your Excellency may organizatien of t coimittees, and 1 think
sec fit. it would bo botter to have the adjourmacut

The motion was agreed to. front tO-îuorrow. Othorwise we wll have a

Hon.Mr.ABBOT novedlitit lme îi~diffioalty in organizing the commnittees.Hon. M.ABBOTT mioved thiat the '4aid

Address be engrossedl. and that His Honour Hou. Mr. IHLLER-If the desire is ta
the Speaker do sign the saie on behalf of tte adjournitictt uttil to-iiorTow lu
the Senate. culer that the committees may meet, I do net

The motion was- agreed to.The otin ~vs arced1.se that there is any r*emsomi N-hy ive slîould

ANt ADJOURNMENT.t-orrow, beause fli onittees e
AN AJOURMENT tiis blouse (-In tacot duiring an adjournient,

MOTION. whici is net the case with the committees of
Hou. Mr. BELLEROSE (in the absence of the fouse of Ceaimons.

the Hon. Mr. Ogilvie) mtoved that wh ien

the House adjourns this dity it do stand 1101. Mr. KAULBACH- was aware of
adjourned antil Wednesday, the 16th inst., that fact t tt a
at 3 o'clock In the afternoon. He said that te conmittees wll fot be organized if
have spoken to some members on the subject w- adjouru to-day.
of this motion, and they seem to me to be
prepared to decide the question to-day, and as DICKEY-I ai net ly any nteaus
I believe it would be more advantageous, in)iePal te fali in %ith the suggestion nade
the case of the adjourniient., to know whether )3 he lion. gentleman frei Richmond, for
it is to take place to-day or to-morrow, 1 the ver good reasen that wc cannot erganize
mnove te resolution without giving anyto-itoiTOw nless the House is ii session.
reasons, because they are the saine reasons'The 92nd mie provides that the organization
that are given every year. It is well k et a eommnttee suan take place on the next
that at the beginning of the session there is sltting day et the bouse. I tink lucre
very little work to be doue, except the reading Iwould ho great convenienco lu adopllng the
of the blue books, which can be done as well suggestion e lion. gentleman frei Lînen-
at home as here. burg. The hon. Premier bas cl off ele day

fr the laend of the adjoumaent, and I
Hon. Mr. AI3BOTT-I do net like altegetiber propose abet off' another day at the begit-

the day to wicu uis aujournient is pro-

posed. It may be taken for granted now, I
suppose-it has been so long the practice-
that at the commencement of the session,
after having completed the nomination of our
committees, we may, without disadvantage to
the public business, adjourn for a few days
until Bils come up to us fron the other
IMouse, but I would suggest that Wednesday
is too late in the week, and that the motion
should be modified to make the adjournient
to Tuesday, the 15th inst If that change is
made I am ready te concur in the motion.

ning of the adjournment I think it
would be more convenient to sit to-morrow
and then to adjourn until the 16th. The
position then would be just this : the con-
mittees will meet to-iorrow and organize,
and the several reports will be made as to
the quorums, and if there is any other busi-
ness it can be done to-morrow. I therefore
move In amendient that when this House
adjourns to-morrow it do stand adjourned
until the 16th Instant at 8 p.m.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-There is a little diffi-
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culty in completing our proceedings to-day
wchich may render it necessary to accept the
anlendment - that is to say, the Address
Which we have just passed will have to be
conculred in by the other House and returned
tO the Senate.

1on. Mr. DICKEY-Apart fron that. there
is the reason which I gave-tthe organization

our own committees. It would be better,
therefore. to imeet to-morrow-.

iOn. Mi. MILLER-Before I spoke. miy
"Dopinion was that it w-ould be better to

t enid the motion in the direction which lias
l*en suggested by the hon. minber from
Amnherst, that is, that when the House ad-
Journsfl to-morrow it stands adjourned until
the 16th, but I did not care to press my own
VIew On the House. With regard to the ex-
'eption which my hon. friend lias taken, I
do nt know whether the hon. gentleman
dillers from me in the position that I took
that Committees of the Senate can sit during
a adjournment. I recollect many years ago
calling the attention of a celebrated parlia-
lUentarian ofà the other House to the fact

the Hon. Mr. Holton-and he was surprised
'0 looking up the matter to find that it w-as
s0. There may be a good deal in the objec-
tÇi 1o raised by the hon. member from An-
herst, but I a.m not so sure that the words

sitting day" means what ny hon. friend
colstrlles it to mean in the rule. There are
sittinlg days and non-sitting days. Non-
sitting days are statutory holidays and Sun-
days ; all others are sitting days, and I an
"ot at ail clear that it is necessary that thel'ouse should actually be in session in order

oomply with the rule which mny on.
rend las just now cited. I do not, however,

vry trongly urge my opinion on that point
aId I do not say that It is conclusive against
"vhat lmy hon. friend has stated, but all diffi-
clties cotild be met by adopting the amend-
'lient,

t Ol- Mr. DEVER-We who come fromthj Maritime Provinces have only just ar-r1ie, and now we find that we are about to
adjourn without doing any business. To my
"'ln It would be better for us to attend to

work lultil nîext week. at all events, and
then adjourn if we have no business to do.

Mr. BELLEROSE-I am quite pre-
red to change my motion in the manner

suggested by
herst.

The motion
agreed to.

the hon. mnember from Am-

was amended accordingly, and

The Senate adjourned at 4.15 p.m.

THE SEINATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 4th, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE DEATH OF THE DUKE OF
CLARENCE.

A Message was received froni the House of
Commons informing the Senate that they
had agreed to the Addresses of condolence to
Her Majesty the Queen and the Prince and
Princess of Wales on the occasion of the death
of the Duke of Clarence and Avondale.

Ordered that the said Addresses be presented
to His Excellency.

The Senate adjourned at 4.07 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 16th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 8 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

The Senate adjourned at 8.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, March 17th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prtyers and routine proceedings.

QUARANTINE REGULATIONS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
MOTION WITHDRAWN.

The notice of motion .given by Hon. Mr.
Lougleed being read-

That he will call the attention of the Gov-
ernment to the discrimination mnade in the
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carrying ont of the quarantine regulations States and he Dominion of Canada, and
ln respect to the cattle trade, as between th1 other matter.
Province of British Columbia and the other
western portions of the Dominion ; and wiil Hon. fr. POWER - Would the leader of
inquire if it is the intention of the Govern- the Govermnent be good enough to state
ment ta permit a continuance of such dis-
crimination, or to enforce the quarantine h
regulations with equality throughout the t House, purporting to be the correspond-
Dominiou? eiio wlth the Washington authorities, Include

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED said : Since giving
this notice I have been informed that the Hon. 3r. ABBOTT - 1 do not know that I
G overnment have taken suci action in the ar in a position to say tlat It includes the
matter as to render it unneoessary for me to
draw the attention of the House to the facts if the coeodenoe. Trm atibe
referred to In the motion. I beg, therefore,

to wtlidaw te noice.that are not here, but it contains ail the
t withdraw te notice.orrespondence.

Mfotion withdrawn.Motion~ ~ wlhr .lon. Mr. POWElt-I presumle ibis carres-

THE HIGH COMMISSIONEIz. pondence is the sane as that laid on the Table

QUESTION. the other House yesterday, and I notice
QUESTON. lat correspondence there Is publishied nothing

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE - I desire to ask whatever respecting reciprocal trade relations
a question of the Government. Sir Charles between the two countries.
Tupper, the HigL Commissioner for Canada
in England, Is reported in, the press of the Hon. -r. ABBOTT-My lion. friend Cau
Uited States and Canada to have declared di-cuss ail these questions on a motion for a

in a public speech that a vital blow is to he retum.
struck by Canada at te United States 1 The Senate tdjominoe at 3.35 apnd
beg to ask the Government if the lion. Com-
missioner had authority to make that state-
nient, and if he had that authority, what is
the vital blow pending ; and if he had no such
authority, will the Government repudiate the
statement made by him ?

lon. Mr. DEVER - It was said over here
that it was all " blow."

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT - I have great pleasure

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, 18th March, 1892.

The SPEA KER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.
m informing imy hon. frend and lon. gentle-l1 Bil (A) "An Act ta amend the Act respect-
men that I have the authority of Sir Charles ing tie Departnent of the Goological Sur-
Tupper for saying that the story that lie vcy7 (Mr. Abbott)
made use of any such expressions as those
attributed to him in this correspondence is The Senate adjourned at 3.31) p.1.
absolutely false-that le neither said any
such thing nor thought of any such thing.

THE CONFERENCE AT WASHINGTON. THE SENATE.
A MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY, Ottawa, Monday, JLrch 2lst 1892.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT presented to the House
a message from His Excellency the Governor The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
General, transmitting to the Senate copies
of documents relating to the negotiations at
the conference recently held at Washington THE DESCENDANTS 0F LAURA
between the delegates from the Canadian SECORD.
Government and the Secretary of State of PETITION.
the United States, respecting the extension 1on. Mi. MeINNES (B.C.) presented the
and developînent of trade between the United ptition of Laura Louisa ad Mary Augusta
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Smith, descendants of Laura Secord, praying
for relief, in view of their advanced years
and failing health, and the great services
rendered by their grandmother in the war of
1813. He said : A copy of this petition was
presented in the other House, and at the re-
(luest of the hon. member who submitted Lt,
Was read by the Clerk. I suppose there is no
particular objection to the sane course being
lpursued here, and I therefore move that this
petition be received and that it be read by
the Clerk.

The petition was received and read.

THE WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE.
Hon. Mi. GOWAN, fron the Select Coni-

mlittee on Divorce, to whom was referred the
petition of James Wright, praying for a
dlivorce, reported that there had been some
incompleteness in the proceedings, but as the
object of the rule of the House had been
suibstantially attained, and the respondent
had been personally served with a copy of
the notice, and noue of thé interested parties
cOuld be prejudicially affected, they recom-
muende<d that the publication made be con-
sidered suffieent. He said: There bas been
t technical lncompleteness in this case, but
nothlng to affect the substantial purpose
sOught by the ,rule. The solicitor for the
Petitioner, Mr. White, of Pembroke, sent in-
stri(nlons to Manitoba to have the notice
Published in one English and one French
newspaper in the month of September, but
OWing to some accident it did not appear
until October. Personal service was duly
MadO on the respondent however, and slx
mflonths' notice was given in the Gazette. The
ruIe having been substantially complied with,
I move the adoption of the report

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-There has been,
certainly, a violation' of the rules of the
House lu this instance. It is an exceptional
cease, and I hope it will not be regarded as a
precedent, but that we shall in all cases stick
closely to our rules.

Hon. Mi. POWER-There appears to have
been a departure from the rules here. The
hon. Chairman said it was a departure from
l lere technical ruie; still, all those rules
are More or less technical, and as the hon.
gentlemn's explanation probably was not
heard by a majorlity of the members of the

House, it would be wiser, in imy opinion, that
the adoption of the report should be deferred
until members have an opportunity of be-
coming acquainted with the circumstances of
the case.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I suppose it is un-
derstood this session, as in former years, that
ail motions relating to these divorce cases
are carried on a division ?

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-Yeg.

The report was allowed to stand for consid-
eration to-morrow.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (B) " An Act for the relief of James
Albert Manning Aikins." (Mr. Sanford.)

Bill (C) " An Act for the relief of Herbert
Iiemmington Mead," (Mr. Perley.)

Bill (12) An Act further to amend Chap-
ter 96 of the RevLsed Statutes, entituled :
" An Act to encourage the development of
the sea fisheries and the building of flshing
vessels." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (D) " An Act for the relief of Ada
Donigan." (Mr. Cochrane.)

THE BAIE DES CHALEURS RAILWAY
INVESTIGATION.

QUESTION.
Hon. Mr. MILLER-Before the motions are

called I would like to ask die hon. Prime
Minister whether any further correspondence
resulting from the enquiry made last session
by the Baie des Chaleurs Committee of
this House has taken place between His
Excellency the Govemnor General and His
Honour the Lieutenant Governor of Quebec ?
If any such correspbndene ha taken place,
subsequent to the return made to this House
at the close of last session I wish to give
notice for its production to the House, if
necessary. Perhaps the hon. Prime Minister
may not think It necessary that a formal
motion should be made ; I therefore desire
to ask the question of him?

Hon. Mi. ABBOTT - I think there has
been one or more communicationis froi HiQ
Honour the Lieutenant Governor of Quebec
relative to the Baie des Chaleurs matter since
last session, and I wlll have great pleasure in
bringing the correspondence down without
further notice.
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TRADE RELATIONS WITH NEWFOUND- gentlemen by surprise. It places one at a

LAND. great disadvantage. It is a subject which I
feel I am not prepared to discuss to-day ;

ENQUIRY. though if my ' hon. friend goes into the
Hon. Mr. BOULTON rose to enquire question I claim the privilege to reply, and it

whether it is the intention of the Government will, perhaps, take some hours to discuss it.
to resume the commercial status with New-
foundland that existed prior to the last Hon. Mr. MlILLER-As I suppose it would
session of Parliament. He said: Before net be objectionable to is Honour the
putting the enquiry that I placed on the
paper for to-day, I should like to review the
history of our negotiations with the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland. I think there can be
no doubt that C anadians geneally nust
feeêl-

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I rise to a question
of order. My bon. friend is evidently embark-
ing upon a prepared speech on a very in-
portant question which involves the largest
interest we have in the Maritime Provinces-
that Is our fisherles. The lion. gentleman
has not placed himself in a position to discuss
the question. There is no motion before the
House, and he is not in a. position to imake a
speech or any extended remarks. Should be
do so I wil claim the privilege of a reply,
and it is a subject so large--there is so mucli
involved in it-that if my hon. friend pro-
ceeds with his speech now lie would not only
violate the rules of the House, but be would
also place myself and other hon. gentlemen
coming from the Maritime Provinces, who
take a deep interest in the fisheries. at a
great disadvantage. I must, therefore, ask
the ruling of the Chair whether my hon.
friend, there being no motion before the
House, eau supplement his question with a
speech or 'make any extended remarks.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In making enquiries of
dils klnd it has been usual to allow Senators
a reasonable amount of latitude in 'explaining
them. I do not think it should be made an
occasion for a full discussion of the subject,
but it has always been the practice of this
House to allow an hon. gentleman, in intro-
ducing a question, to give a full exposition of
the reasons why lie does so, and to go more
deeply into it than the bald question Itself
as it appears on the paper. I thInk it would
be very unfair to restrlct the hon. gentleman
to merely rising and asking his question.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The question is not
an ambiguous one, and we ought to comply
with the rule. Such a speech takes hon.

Speaker, and to the House, that a little dis-
cussion should take place on a point of order
of this character, I will venture to trespass
on the patience of the House for a moment.
in the British Parliament the rules for ques-
tions brought up for discussion before both
louses are essentially different. lu the

House of Commons no discussion is permitted
by the rules upon enquiries such as that made
to-day by the hon. member from Shell River,
but ln the House of Lords (on whose rules
we bave largely modelled ours, in this par-
ticular at least) it has been usual to allow a
limited discussion and limited debate, and of
recent years the practice has become more
common. In the House of Lords speeches are
permitted upon questions of this kind,
although the more regular way to elicit
discussion upon an enquiry is for a mem-
ber to give notice that he will call attention
to a question and afterwards to make an
enquiry of the Government with regard to it.
On these notices and enquiries long discus-
sions have taken place iu this Senate on pre-
vious occasions. In fact, discussions have
arisen which have /gone on from day to day,
and the irregular course bas been pursued of
allowing such discussions when there was
actually no motion before the House. I re-
collect, when I had the honour of occupying
the Chair, I called the attention of the House
to this irregulaË practice, and I find dut mgy
remarks are quoted by Bourinot in a note
to his paragraph on this subject. While I
think we have gone too far in permitting
these discussions, I an :afraid the practice
has become too firmly estnblished to allow
us to set up a different practice at the pre-
sent time to the disadvantage, perhaps, of
hon. gentlemen who desire to take part in
the debate on this question. I do not desire
-I suppose no one desires-to do that, but
under the rule of the House my hon. friend
will not be debarred from making any reply
he likes, and at as full length as the speech
of the lon. gentleman ivho makes the en-
quiry. Perhaps the House will not find fant
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Withi me if I quote on this important point
the authority of Mr. Bourinot. He says :

" Th procedure of the Senate on such
occasions is quite different from that of the
ComMons. Much more latitude Is allowed in
the Upper House, and a debate otten takes

t- iestion or enquiry, of
Which, however, notice must always oe given
Wheu it is of a special character."

Now. this notice lias been given, and is in
cOmpliance with the rule and practice in that
respect. He continues :

"Many attempts have been made to pre-
vent debate on such questions, but the Sen-
ate. as It inay be seen from the precedents

elit- notes below, have never
practically given up the usage of permitting
sPeechles on these occasions-a usage which
Is essentially the same as the House of
Lords."

It Is true there is a qualified sentence to
that almost unlimited scope for discussion
described by the authority I have just read
from'. He says :

" The observations made on such occa-
siOnis, however, should be confined to the
*esons making and answering the enquiry,

and if others are allowed to off'er remarks
these should be rather in the way of ex-pla)nation, or with the view of eliciting further
hiforiation on a question of public interest."

ow, I do not thtnk this Is borne out by
the Practice of this House. We have gone a
goo<d deal further than the House of Lords
in the discussions that have been permitted
in the Senate. In quoting the notes, Mr.
%Uinot does me the honour of saying that I
called the attention of the House to the
]natter. He says:

Mr. Miller, formerly Speaker, in 1888
elPressed himself strongly as to permittingdebate on a mere enquiry. But, as the notesshow, the Senate has never laid down anyd nstict rules to limit debate."

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Although I do not
differ from what my hon. friend bas said, I
know that there have been discussions on
such notices, but the practice has been to call
the attention of the House to a certain subject
and then ask a question based on that. I
remember one such case. I tilnk we are
getting into very lax ways, because no one
could have anticipated, on a simple question
of this kind, that we were going to have a
discussion. My hon. friend who gave this
notice shouild have made a motion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to a question of
order. The hon. gentleman has already
spoken.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I have said all I
Intended to say. and I now cal for the ruling
of the Chair.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-The rule is clearly laid
down in the House of Lords. In England
until 1868 discussions were not allowed on
questions without notice being given. Then
was established the rule that whenever a dis-
cussion was desired, the memeber should give
notice, and, on that notice being given, a
general debate might take place. It is laid
down in May that important discussions have
taken place on single questions, provided the
member gave proper' notice.' In this instance
the lion. gentleman lias given proper notice.
He lias in hip favour the usage of the House,
and lias also written proof that it is not only
the usage of this House, but also of the
House of Lords. He has this rule which has
been laid down in England, and has, there-
fore, the right of going on with the discus-
sion. It would be very extraordinary if, on a
question of such Importance, an hon. member
is to be debarred from continuing the discus-
sion unless the House is informed by the
Government that It would be detrimental to
the public interest toprolong the debate. The

The enae dd nt thnk repr *Goverument bas given ne intimation et thc
The Senate did not think proper te take any kiud. lt is quite wcll established that fli

action on the remonstrance I made on the usage et the fouse lias lien te allow discus-
purolonging of these debates, and I presume siens on questions like tus, and fliclhon.
the Practice bas been confirmed, rather than gentleman having taken the precaution te
Weakened, byv any reference I made to it atWakeed byayrtrne aet ta give due notice, it would lie harsh te prevent

t ime. I take it for granted that it wfill the discussion, and with due respect te the
largely depend on the House what liberty hon gentleman wlo las raised fli question,
Of discussion should be allowed te hou. I thlnk lie ho nntir.ly nîistaken.
gentlemen ou this motion, but the saine

Sberty should be allowed of course to any k Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I entirely agroe witlieue Wlshing te repl. tue fon. gentleman frein Arichat as te tue
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practice of this House-a practice soniewhat this House pretty long-in ifact, perhaps, too
to be regretted, and one whicli we have long-debates on similar occasions. As te
found inconvenient at times. During the last the rule, I do fot beileve It is quite elear, but
year that I had the honour of occupying the 1 think it ought te be understood in this
Chair, one enquiry which came before the sense-lt seems not to be permitted that.any
louse was debated, not only during that member but the one that puts the question
sitting, but from day to day when there was and the one who answers it shail speak.
really no motion before the House. I Therefore, the speech of the inember wlo
ventured nyself to mildly remonstrate against ,aies the enq shoud ot lude any
the practice, and pointed out the inconveni- debateable question. As I said just now,
ence that it would give rise to. If these this is but right, as ne other members are
things are to be decided by precedents, the permiîted te participate in the discussion.
hon. member would be quite within his right Inder the present ctecumstanoes, I hope the
in making a speech on his enquiry, unlessthe House Will Permit me t leave it te them te
House chose to decide to the contrary. decide what course should be pursued on this

Hon. Mr. POWER-If I remeimber rightly
it is laid down by Bourinot that the practice lon. Mr. MASSON-Is h understoed by
in England has never justified extending the your ruling that oniy thi lion. niember who
discussion on a question beyond the day on makes the enquiry and the one wlo replies
which It begins. li our own practice, where shail le permitted te speak on the subject,
the discussion lias been continued, the hon. because 1 see it stated here that if the hon.
gentleman who began it lias given notice gentleman Who asks the question has a
that lie would call attention t» a certain rIglt te make a speech, any other Senator
subjeot and conclude with an endquies. may reply ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Thiat does not iake a The SPEAKER-That is qiey c said the
motion, speech shuld contain noe debateable iatter.

Hon. Mr. POWEl-I know it des net; Borsnset says :
but I do net thenk it wn11 be fonnd that we "The observations made on snch occasions,
have carrled on discussions front day te Ldy however, should e conflned te the persons

makeng and answerig the enquiry, nd ifothers are allwed teo offer remarks these
seitould be rather in the way of explanationor with the v mw of eliting further informa-

lion Mr.PC)WR-Ifeelthathie on.tien on a question 'ef public interest"

position in this case that lie sdmetimes ce hat c ould be pe, u e t oi n tia
ccupied on motions for adjuments. He Coursethatco

is reallv anxious te niakze a speech himseif, lHon. Mr. IAOLBACH-If m hon. friend
and le ias raised this question in mrder that intended te bring up this subject he might
it mny be nmade clear that lie lias a right te have made a motion for papers n connection
reply te the lon. gentieman wgo lias given with it, and wh this way given ail an hppor-
the notice. tunity of knrepl ng wat bis intentions were,

Hon. Mr. KAULEAC-The on. gentemn iand we euld be prepared for a debate, but
tIididbu wrong. But this is a matter of great w- t

Portance, and 'one in whlch I feel deeplv: t ilh. genteman Wt4sla a dlebate on
interestd. It Is a wide question, invoivis to da
great many points fer discussion, and 1 a Hon. 3r. >EVER-For 22 years we have
net .n a position te meet a carefully prepared had snb debates. but they have alPay-f been
speech mf the hon. gentleman opposite. I d held eut of order. I ar anxlous te hear the
net think It would le fat te spring a dis- lin. gentleman frei Sheil River, because li
cussion on sco an Important peint. I ask for always gives us a great deal cf satisfaction

isvh4 rell anxious tot mak ahi spec himself,

the ruling f the Chair. hatshe.hassliraghtto
Portant question, and as lie may be restrcted

The SPEAIER-As far, as the practice I by want of proer form he should gi-e fusd -
cnoerned, I thlnk we have permitted In ýthr notice so that we should ail te able to
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take part in a deoate on this Important ques- erles. It is a matter of very great import-
tion. In the past I know we did not regard ance to tie prosecution of the bauk fisherles
debates on mere questions as regular. I had to be able 10 get bait, and that bait by
a case myseli where I asked a simple ques- peculiai circumstauoes cau.euly be obtaiued
tion and prooeeded to discuss It, further, per- within the 3-mile limit or shore fisheries
haps, than I should have done, and I was therefore, if the French fishermen are
called to order, and the debate was spoiled ciuded front getting bait they are liiuted ln
to a large extent. their ability te catch fish. The reason that

the people of Newfoundland took that stand
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. member towards the French fishermen vas because

from Lunenburg in the course of his re- the latter were supported, y their Goveru-
marks objected to my miaking a speech on nient, by a beuaty-a large bounty amounting
this occasion, stating that it was a matter of to 10 francs per quintal. French fishermen
very great Importance to the Maritilne Pro- N-ere ailowed 10 fish alongside Newfoundland
Vinces. I have no doubt of its importance to fishermen, and they exported tirir catch to
that section of Canada, because it is also a tie saine markets, with the advautage of 10
'natter of very great interest to the people of francs per quintal in tirir favour. as against
western Canada, who have been in the nething at aU paid te tie Newfoundland fir-
habit of exporting agricultural products to ermex. While ail acknowledge that this la
the Island of Newfoundland. It is on that a very unfair position in which te leave any
ground, and in that interest, that I am ask- industry iu the Island of Newfoundland, there
ing tbis particular question at the present la just tiis to be said: tiat our own fishermen
moment. At the same lime I feel that Can- lu the Maritime Provinces are subjected b
adians generally cannot but regret the waut tie sane drawback. They expert their liai
of cordiality uetween the people of New- to the saine markets and are subjeot aise te
foundland and the people of Canada of late tie cenîpetition cf the French fishermen wire
Years. Before making the enquiry I have are lishlag alengside of thei frei the Islands
put on the paper, I desire to review the his- cf St. Pierre and Miquelon. These two
tory of our negotiations with Newfoundland Islands w-ors given te the French as a shelter
and endeavour to find out where the blame 'fer tîeir fishing boats, but I find on Iokiug
for tbis want of cordiality lies. It lias beer Inte the histery of the matter that from being
generahy felt that the blame rests with New- merely a place cf shelter for French fistdng
foundland ln this matter, but upon enquiry I beats, these Islands have becone a great
aln not disposed to take that view, and I feel French, trading port
that it Is advisable for us in Canada to show
a better disposition in our dealings with the Hon. Mr. POIRIER - St. Pierre ani
People of Newfoundland than we have dis- Miquelon were given te the French by whom?
Played in the past. The position of the peo- Hou. r. BOULTON-Under the Treaty
ple of that Island in regard to their fish-
ing matters Is different froin anything vecha
that exists ln Canada. They are subject to
treaÀty rights, which were accorded to the Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Were tiey not oeded
French under the treaty of Utrecht. and con-
firmed under subsequent treaties. As years Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, they were ac-
have gone by, encroaclunents on those rights! corded te thei as a shelter iuerciy, but
have been made, and If the Government of histery shows that instead of belng merely a
Newfoundland lad not taken steps in self shelter for flshlng vessels the Islands have
defence the encroachments would have jeo- come te ho used verY largelv as a trading post
Pardized their fishery rights and acvantages Tie Bait Ac enacted by tie Newfoundlaud
to an undue extent. In order to check the Legisiatire was Passed with tie view te bave
encroaclunents of the French on the west'tie Dominion co-operate, so tiat our fishermen
coast of Newfoundland and the Island of St. mlght net be subjected te the same severe
Pierre and Miquelon, the Island Government competition from French fishermen-and in
Passed the Bait Act in 1885, in order to pre- fact the Newfoundlaud Governrent notified
vent the French from procuring bait necessary the Canadian Goverment that a condition
for tire successfnl prosecution of their f ash- of permtting our ilhermen te catch bail
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within the three-mile limit was that Canada Hon. Mr. DEVER-That Is the reason I
should com-perate with Newfoundland in pass- asked the hon. gentleman before lie com-
ing the Rait Act in order to exclude the menced his speech to confine himself strictly
French fishermen froin the privilege. This to the notice on the paper, for I was aware
the Canadian Government refused to do, and that if he went on to make an explanatory
the Newfoundland Government were left to speech he would be called to order because
work Vie thing out by themselves. The there are hon. gentlemen in this House who
consequence was that while the fishermen certainly do not feel that a speech of this
from Newfoundland were precluded fron sell- kind should go on without an opportunity
ing bait to French fishermen, our fishermen being offered for them to reply. I am sorry
from the ooast of Nova Scotia and Prince that the hon. gentleman cannot be permitted
Edward Island were entitled to and did sell now to go on. I believe that his speech
bait to these fishermen at the islands of St. will be an able and interesting one and a very
Pierre and Miquelon. beneficial one for the House. but lie cannot

go on with it under this notice.
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - What proof is

there of that ? Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon. gentle-
man from Sheil River is perfectly in order.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The proof is in part The lion. gentleman proposed to ask a ques-
of the book. tion and he is now merely explaining

to the House the present position of
ion. Mr. MILLER-There is no such proof the mattel. so that when the answer

at all. is given by the leader of the Govermîuent.

Hon. 'Mr. BOULTON-The proof is- every hon. gentleman wll understand the ex-
act position of the question at the present

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I think it is about moment. The ground taken by the hon. gen-
time we should define what debate we are tieman from Alberton " that the commercial
going to have. The hon. gentleman asks a status " refers only to the tariff is, I think,
question of the Government. He has a right a very narrow and untenable ground. The
to get an ,answer ; but I do not think, until i relations of our fishermen witl the Govern-
the papers regarding the Newfoundland ques- ment of Newfoundland, and the privileges
tion are on the Table of the House, that any which are allowed our fishermen or refused
hon. gentleman is In a position to give an to them certainly form a part of the com-
intelligent opinion on the question. If the mercial condition of affairs existing between
hon. gentleman takes the usual course of us and Newfoundland. I have never known,
moving for the papers, then we can have a except in very rare instances, any attenpt
regular discussion ; but I cannot see how, on made to tie a member down as closely as
the enquiry that is before us, he can discuss a tiere seems to be a disposition to tie the
lot of facts that are not before the House. In hon. gentleman from Shell River.
his question lie asks the Government whether
It is the intention cf the Government tera
resume the commercial status witi New'- passing beyond the record. We are gojng
foudan that comecil prirte thew sback to the history of the rights of the Eng-foundland that existed prior to the last lislh and French in the waters of Newfound-
session of Parliament. A commercial status land. As regards what their rights are-
has nothing to do with the fisheries. It is whether they are territorial rights or mere
entirely a question of tariff and has nothing easemîents-we are not prepared to go into
at all to do with the question of the fisheries. the question to-day, and I think the good
If the hon. gentleman will give notice of sense of the House will admit that this is not
motion for an address to have the papers a fair discussion. I hope His Honour the
with regard to the fishery question between Speaker will see that any discussion as wfde
the Dominion and Newfoundland brought as this is should be brought up only on regu-
before the House, then he will be takling the lar motion.
proper course, and I will be prepared to assist
him ln doing so ; but his own good sense will Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have no desire to
point out to him that lie Is now travelling limit discussion, or to limit the lion. gentle-
outside of the record. man ini asking any question that lie thinks
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proper to bring before the House, but while question I will give it to him now. and he
I can see that the practice of the Flouse lias may make his motion for papers afterwards.
been to permit discussion on bare questions,
I consider also the fact is equally understood Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I beg leave to with-
that such discussions must be relevant to the draw my question
question. I do not think that discussions ir- With the consent of the House the question
relevant to the question, or discussions not at was w-ithdrawn.
ail to be anticipated from the nature of the
questions themselves, are fair treatment of The Senate adjourned at 4.3i p.m1.
the House ; and I think the objection; raised
by the hon. gentleman from Alberton, as to
the relevancy of the present discussion, Is a
Very proper one, and I am inclined to agree TH E SENATE.
With him.

Hon. Mr. DEVER -The hon. gentleman
hlad better ask the question, and give notice
Of motion for some future day.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If it is the desire of
hon. gentlemen I will withdraw my question.

Hon. _Mr. MILLER-Give notice of motion.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will amend mny
question, and give it as a notice of motion.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-The hon. gentleman
nay withdraw his question and give a proper

notice of motion.

Hon. Mr. BG)ULTON-With the consent of
hon. gentlemen I will withdraw my question.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-There is no necessity
for a decision on this question now. The
session is not nearly at an end, and there is
Plenty of time to discuss such an important
'natte,.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - There is another
serions objection to which the attention of
the House has been called by the senior
lember from Halifax. There is no pre-

cedent on our records for a discussion com-
Ienced upon a simple question such as this
belng continued from day to day, and as
there is a probability, from the interest taken
In the question by many hon. gentlemen,
that this discussion may occupy several hours,
1h Would be very unfair to drop it, and it
Would be establishing a bad precedent If we
Were to continue the debate in this irregular
Way on this enquiry.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT -I understand the
question which my hon. friend has put on the
Paper, and If he desires an answer to that

Ottawa, Tuesday, March 22nd, 1892.

'Plie SP>EAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers iand routine proceedings.

GEOLOGICAL SUTRVEY DEPART1MENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mi. ABBOTT noved the second read-
ing ot Bill (A) " An Act to amend the Acts
respecting the Department of the Geological
Survey." He said : The object of this Bill
is very plain from its terms. By the original
establishment of the Department of the Geo-
logical Survey, it was made a sort of append-
age of the Department of the Interlor. The
Minister of the Interior will have his duties
increased under an Order in Council lately
passed, by having entrusted to him the man-
agement of the Immigration Department, the
reason being, of course, that the two depart-
ments are very closely connected with each
other-that the Department of the Interior
has the sale of the lands which the Immigra-
tion Department has the duty of bringing
people to purchase, and the number of em-
ployees can be very much restricted, and
many other advantages will accrue from the
change which, when the matter .comes up,
I will be able to explain ; but In the mean-
time, In order to prevent the Department be-
coming too bulky, it is proposed to place the
Geological Survey under another Minister.
The Minister who is to take charge of it has
not yet been decided upon, and it is intended
not to make the rule too rigid, and require, it
to be referred to a particular Minister. The
direction of his studies, and his experience,
may make one Minister better fitted to fil
the position than another, and for that rea-
son it Is proposed to leave it to the Governor
in Council to allot the Department to the
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Minister that lie shall deem best fitted for
the purpose. This is the only change that is
made in the Act.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill was
read the second tine.

THE WIIIG HT DIVOUCE CASE.

The Order of the Day having been called
for consideration of the second report of the

Select Conmittee on Divorce in re the petition

of James Wright,

lon. Mr. GOWAN said : I do nlot know
that I can add anything to what I said yester-

day in moving the adoption of the report,
except to give the exact case. The notice in
the Canuala a~.etf required by the rule wvas
first given on the 12th Septeimiber last, and
w-as published for the full period of six
months. At the sane time the solicitor in
charge of the case, who resides in Ontario,
sent notices to two papers In Manitoba, a
French paper and an English paper, for
publication, but owing to some unfortunate
mistake in the office the notices were not
published immediately, but they have been
published for a period of five months. They
were some four insertions short of the regular
time; but there w-as personal service made
by the petitioner, on the 5th day of February
last. upon the respondent. l view of a1l
these facts, the conuniittee were unanlimous
In thinking that the very spirit of the rule
had been complied with, and they made their
report accordingly. I now mîîove the adoption
of the report.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I asked yesterday to
have the consideration of the report of this
committee deferred until to-day, and the tie
which has been given for further consideration
leads me to think that it would not be
prudent on the part of the House to adopt
the report now. I do iot propose to refer to
Rule " D," which speaks of the notice which
has to be given for six iontis. I find that
Rule "" deserves the attention of the
House :

" The petition w-hen presented shall be
accompanied by the evidence of the publica-
tion of the notice as required by Rule " D,"
and by declaration in evidence of the service
of a copy thereof as provided by Rule " E."
and by a copy of the proposed Bill. The
petition. notice and evidence of publication
and service. the proposed Bill, and all
papers connected therewitl, shall thereupon

stand as referred, w-ithout spueial order to
that effect, to The Select Coniittee on
Divorce.!

Then. Rule "" sa-ys

" It shall be the duty of the connuîîittee to
examine the notice of applicitioi to Parlia-
ment. the petition, the proposed Bill. the
evidence foi publication, and of the service
of a copy of said notice, and ail other papers
referred therewith. and if the said notice.
petition and proposed Bill are fouad regular
and sufficient. 'and due proof lias been made
ot the publication and service of the said
notice, the commaîittee shall report the same to
the Senate. If any proof is found by the
cominttee to he defective, the petitioner may
supplemuent the same by statutory declaration,
to be laid before the committee."

Now, Rule " I" apparently does nlot suppose
that this petition is to be referred to the
coaniittee until the proper evidence has been
subintted, that notice has been published
according to our regulations, in the official
G(aze//e, and the local newspapers. The
provision inade in Rule " J" for suppleiment-
ing evidence does nlot apply to that, and the
hon. gentlemen who sat on the cominittee
whicl drafted these rules will reimember what
Rule " J " refers to, as to suppleienting
evIdence. is to the establishing of the fact
that service lad been effected. We iad a
rule previous to the adoption of thes9 rules
that the proofé was to be made by affidavit,
and Rule " J " was to deal with that case. It
strikes aie that It would be imprudent for us
to allow the rule to be relaxed in this case.
It nay appear that nîot much harm can be
done to anyone by the relaxation of the rule ;
on the other hiand. the respondent in this
case miay have been prevented from appearing
here, just because she was informed that the
notice was not the the notice required by the
Senate, and which had always been required.
It i- a rule that lias always been strictly en-
forced, and I wish to caill the attention of the
House to a case whlich was before Parliament
in the session of 1885. I find that on Wed-
nîesday. the 1lth of February, 1885, the hon.
gentleman fron Alma division moved that
the 72nd Rule be dispensed witi in so far as
it relates to the petition of George Brantford
Cox. as reconmended by the Fourth Report
of the Coiumlttee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills. Objection was taken by the
hon. gentleman froi Ottawa. Tien the
leader of the Goverunent, who was at that
thne Minister of Justice, said that lie w-as
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disposed to look at the matter in the sane eau be given affecting the relations between
Way as the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, and m and wife, and that serious stop should

< 'tt tlot; be taken wltliout seeing that every format the suggestion of the Minister of Justice'is strldtiy complled with. . hope the day is
the motion was postponed until the second long distant when there shah be any relaxa-
lay after. lu order to afford nenibers tine to lion of the mies which proteet persons in the
consider the question. Then on the (ay « state Of matrImony, and that we shail neer
whih te report of this co ittee a b reach the condition of affairs whch prevailsWhih te rlx)t f tis oniuiteehadbee ilu the United States. where, It lias been re-
postponed, the lion. gentleman fron Alna inarked. in soie states the railway trains stop
division moved for a suspension of the rule teu minutes for divorces. Let us adiere te
in accordance with the report of the coI- the rules which have been laid down for
Mittee. Then the Minister of Justice, and
leader of the House, who had in the ean-Then the leader of te House urged that

timenion thre wuld be yet time t proceed with the

With respet uto thismion, gae au im Bi durng the curret session, even thoug 

applicable to the case now before the House
as it was to the Cox divorce case, and I matured, and he recommended that te Bill
thiik the House probably -will not feel that I b deferred. The hon. gentleman fron Aima
adivision then moved that the Order of the Day

I take the liberty of reading the greater part f disd ak te the e lcl wa de.
of the short speech that w-as miade by Sir
Alexanderad the petition came up again wh eAlexncir Capbel Oi tht Octison ime for the notice had explred. 1 fiud also,

Hon.SirALE.,-. CIýIBF.ll m srryfront the officiai report, that the hon. geutie-"ilHon. Sir ALEX. CAMPBELLr-I an sorry
to be unable to agree with ny hon. friend mau from Lunenburg, wlo, 1 understood from
from Montreal, who asks us to suspend the the chairman Of the conuttee, seconds the
rule lu this particular case. In reference to motion that li bas just moved, used tis
an ordiary Bill we suspend the rules very lauguage after Sir Alexander Campbell had
frequently in compliance with a recommenda- 1spoken
lion of this kind in the report of the Com-
mlittee on Standing Orders and Private Bills,
but In these divorce cases we are, strictly with ti
sPeaking, a court, there being no other court not t 1Wnister Of Justice that we slouldntrelax Our mulesl in this case. If we do so,clOMpetent to discharge that duty in any part n w-e cannot saY how far we shah go lu
Of the Dominion. and we ought to follow'
strictly the rules which have been laid down. how any lujury can be doue te tle parties lu
NatMu lt occurs to my learned friend from itis case, becuse there is ample thue te applyMontreal, who is a layman, that six weeks' ttnotice is just as good as -seven, since the Justice tiis session. I do net thlnk tiis Is aeVidence establishes that the respondent ce whlcl the pileiple de fin ns lio
bas been served with proper papers, and that cae
therefore this irregularity is of no c oonse- issqulence ; but you cannot deal with a subject rlsý11 satilad1bleeta hof euee. but yin c n t del i th a s be t r esOf the House slould be strctly adheredthis kind lu that light way. If you can te aud gi-en fuli effect to"
thuNW off one week, Why not two, and if two,Why flot three, or four, or five, or the whole i appears tîat the notie i the case now'
fOtice ? The only safe course to take is to

quire that the rules of the House be rigidly
Observed. We do not know what dangers Cox case the notice was, I thnk, ouiv a eek

Party may lave been exposed to, or what short: but there is tis to be said lu theMay have been the result of the failure to
publish during that one week, and therefore

thenelve ar te lain fo requlred w'ill -expire durlng the next menti.as the Parties themnselves are to blamne for
t Omission, and as they might have taken Tho first notice lu the Manitoba papers ,-as
theirnecessary precaution, and as it is by given on the l2th October, se that the sixu on neglgence and default that it nonths w-rn have expired on the i2th April

urred it seems to me the House should next nd there will be stit e
eo clear of all blame in the matter. and -

shoud see that the rules, which were laid deal -%vith the Bih duhg tis session.
dow after deliberation. and for the express But te saY that we hail drop Oa a mouth'sWaoe Of giving all parties full notice and notice tits yeam miglt be te open the door te
here, oppotunity g -of coming
emare strictly observed. We should take -
etrerecmingaluteediocs ceiture in the future. and I think the bêtter

S e 0fcare in granting these divorces. It

la e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~to of the MsImotn eiin hecurefrufle s hic prot persons the
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course adopted in 1885, on the recommenda- tinued is the Law Clerk. I asked hun ex-
lion of the Minister of Justice of that day. pressly.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-There is this differ- Hon. Mr. MASSON-Tie promoter of me
ence, however, between the two cases : in Bill should be in a position to know whether
the case referred to by the hon. gentleman such is the case or not.
from Halifax, the notices w-ere short in' the
Caiada (GYazette as well as in the other
papers. lu this case the notice in the te the report remaining over until to-morrow
Canada Gazette was complete ; and it was with the consent of the Iouse, iu order that
simply through an inadvertence of the law- n think I understeod
yer in Toronto that the notices were not suf- from the la-yer who is lu charge of this
ticient in the Manitoba papers. I kndw other Case that he local notices are stili leing pub-
instantes where the rule r ias passed over, to

aithougi -the notices In the officiai Glazet, Hon. M .c EAoe o Qufhte-T e conniittee
,%vere, short through the fauit of the Queen's has proof of personal service of notice upon
Printer, Mw. Brocnn Chamberlin. elie respondent.

Hon, Mr. KÇAILBACH-I tluiuik -won h f The Ordwr of the Day was allowed to stand
the other day before ns in the ct ciittea one nveo untt a to-Inoslowb.
or two preeedents in which the strict rule
w-as net cornplled with, and the House sane- The Senate adjoun'ned at 4.25 p.rn.
tioned the recommendation of the coinmittee.
It w-as upon those fmdings that h consented
te go with the majorty of the committee on
the report they have made iu this case. I E SEATE.
think we should take every case practically
on its merits, and in this case it appears that Ottawa, Wednesday, March 23rd, 1892.
it was only one of the papers in Manitoba in
which the notice was short. The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Both papers. Prayers and routine proceedings.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think I have j

seen other cases in which the strict com-'
pliance witn the rule was departed fron in
this House.

THE TRADE OF CANADA.
MOTION.

Hon. Mi. BOULTON moved-

That an humble Address be presented to
Hon. Mi. CLEMOW-Do I understand the His Excellency the Governor General ; pray-

hon. gentleman from Halifax to say that the ing that His Excellency will cause to be laid
notice in the two papers continues to be pub- before this House, a Return showing the ex-
lshed ? ports of Canada, namely :-The total value

of the exports of Canada under their various
Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes. headings, from 1868 to 1879 Inclusive, and

Hfrom 1880 to 1890 inclusive, and where avail-
Hon. M. CLEMOW-If that is the case it able, showing quantities, and percentage of

. tthe exports lu the two periots per head of
wil only require till the 12th April te nom- the population. In agricultural products, live
plete the notice, and there is no hardship In 'stock ,and provisions, showing exports of two
allowing the matter to lie over until then. periods front 1879 to 1884 inclusive, and

front 1885 to 1890 inclusive. In the case of
Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I do not know what live stock. showing the numbers, total value.

authority my hon. friend has for saying that ahd erge valut pet hed o the and ixe
the notices are still published. If they are United States respectively. from the years
not, and we did not proceed now, it w-ould 1879 to 1890 inclusive, being the produce of
have the effect of throwing the Bill over until Canada.

next session. Also showing, according to the British
Board of Trade returns, the number andHon. Mr. POWER-My authority for stat- value of cattle and sheep shipped to the

ing that the publication of the notices is con- United Kingdom fron' the United States and
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Canada, during the years 1889, 1890 and
1891, the average value per head respeetively
it British portsU and so far as can be ascer-
tained, rates of ocean freight and charges
1e head. In the return, dListhiguishling be-
tween coa.I exported fron Atlantic and Pa-
citic seaboard.

Showing the total capital Invested ln manu-
facturing, distinguishing the manufacturers
engaged in manufacturing the produce of the
(ountry, such as gristing, saw-milling, paper
pulP, leather, &c., from the manufacture of
raw material imported from abroad.

The value of pig iron produced In Canada
lu the last year of record, quantity and value
per ton-ditto steel.

The increase in the national debt since
1878.

The increase in loans made by loan coin-
panles since 1878.

The increase In the liability for riliway
O<Mistruction, incuding bonds, mortgages. &c.,
siuce 1878.

The population and peirntatge of increase
acconling to the census of 1871, 1881 and
1891.

le said : The object of this return is to
get official information with regard to these
varions items, so that In the event of 'their
beiug brought forwarl we will be in a better
pOsition to discuss the matters to whiel I
have called attention. The return which I
ask for is not extensive. The details are all
ln the statistical year book, and all that Is
reqired ls to add the various columus, ac-
cording to the periods I have mentioned.
They are the figures that I gave to the House

'y speech ln the debate on the Address.
In that form they may not be exact, but
eoMing from the statistician they would be
"upressed with the authority of the Govern-
liient, and It Is for that object that I ask for
the return down to the present moment.

lion. Mr. KAULBACH-Do not the blue
bos. contain the official information that my
hon. fiend calls for ?

lion. Mr. BOULTON-The blue books do
'lot give this information ln such form as I
reqnire it The exporta of the country, from
1868 to 1890 inclusive, appear ln a number of
coluns ; what I want ts to have these re-
turns added up for certain periods. It ls
nierely a question of addition and bringing
forward the amounts.

ho». Mr. ABBOTT-I think the question
of may hon. friend from Nova Scot4a wasvery relevant to this motion-as to whether
ail these figures do not really appear ln the

5

published reports. In fact, I thiilk they do,
so far as regards the exports. The details
called for by the first paragraph can be found
in the varions books that have been published
during the last twenty-three years, and ln
order to prepare the report that the hon.
gentleman calls for, I am informed that If
the ordinary routine work of the statistical
branch of the Customs Department-the ex-
port section of it-were suspended altogether,
the return asked for by this motion would oc-
eupy the time of all the export clerks for one
month at least-usual work running In arrear
Il the time-and I understand the volume that
would be created by this would be nearly
twice the size of the Auditor General's report.
I know nothing about it myself, but that Is
the reply which has been given to me by the
departnent. As to the second paragraph,
the British returns for 1891 have not yet
been received fron Engiand. Probably the
returus would Include the number and value
of cattle shipped to the United Kingdom fron
Canada and the United States for the periods
mentioned, but they have not yet been re-
oeived for 1891. I suppose the last sentence
ln the second paragraph, which relates to coal
exported fron the Atlantic and Pacifie sea-
board, is misplaced. This paragraph applies
to shipnents of cattle.

Hon Mr. BOULTON-Yes ; that sentence
is misplaced.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I presume it applies
to the first paragraph. With regard to the
third paragraph, whieh calls for a return
showing the total capital invested ln
manufacturing, &c. This Is now in prooess
of being made up from the census returns,
and as soon as it la ready It will be laid on
the Table. It Is exactly what my lion.
friend asks for. The value of pig tron pro-
duced In Canada In the lat year of record,
&c., and the rest of these items, will be
found In very convenient form In the blue
books. .My hon. friend will perceive that this
return which he asks for would cost a very
large sum indeed, and woild require the
employment of a large number of special
clerks. The eost would run Into the thous-
ands, and since the information eau all be
found ln the blue books, it seems to me too
large a demand for my hon. friend to make.
Moreover, though there are some portions of
it that could be couventently given, and
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might be useful as a sort of summary. other is acknowledged by the lion. gentleman who
portions called for cannot be given at ail. I
amt not disposed to object to my hon. friend's
motion passing. but I should like it to be
iiiderstoo( that these details cainot be
furnished and that the Government will
imake the best returu in their power. A
suînimary of exports may be given. but the

makes the motion. that ail tihis information
cai be procured by any one w-ho chooses to
take the trouble to collect it. Should we
impose oni the officers the duty of collecting
aIl these details at an enormous expense,
according to the ternis of the motion ? . If
w-e put on record such a motion as this we

details that the hon. gentleman asks for are should consider the effect of it on ourselves
altogether too comprehensive, and it would as well as on the finances of the country. We
be quite impossible to give them this session. are oecaionafly exposed te attack, and we

otiglit te feel, at ail events, when we are
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Tie hon. gentleman assailed that wc are in the right but coubi

has miastaken the object of the return that I e
have asked for. Ail that the motion calls for tiot iike tiis, imposing sucli a duty on the
can be furnisied by any memiber of the Government, wheu it la pcrfectiy evident
statistical staff in one day. Perhaps I miglit from the lon. gentleunaVs expianation that
have been a little more explicit, and stated lie cat get ail the facts froîn the blue-booka
that what I want is a return, taken from the with very (littie difficult Why should we
statistical year book. to be found under dif- be asked, for instance, te pas a motion eau-
feront heads and which only require to be o
added together for the different periods. The frcm the British Boar ofTrde retrna
return relating to manufacturing is not In the Surely these returus are accessible te tic
statistical year book, but the hon. gentleman lon. gentleman; he bas only te waik to the
has Informed the House that it is inlibrary te get thent. We wii be stultlfying
course of preparation and will be forth- ourseives and establishing a bad precedent.
coning. With regard to the British whicl mny be aeted upon hereafter, If we
Board of Trade returns, the Informa- adopt tis motion, In saying this, I have
ation for 1889 and 1890 eau be furnished: to desîre that the Information should be
the returns for 1891 are not so important, withield, but simpi to keep ourseives rlgt
with regard to the question that I propose to i the matter of expense. 1 wouid fot be
ask. I do not w-ish the lion. leader of the dischargiug my duty if I did not cai the
House to suppose that I am calling for any- attention of the fouse te the injury whicli
thing that would take months to prepare. I the adoption of this motion night cause ls
ask for nothing that I could not furnish l the future.
myseif in half a day, and I merely eall for
tiieel returus l order that they anasy have Hou. Mr. reLLER-It lr quite a usual
tic officiai stanwp. thing for the igoverment, ps aceepting a

motion of this character, t define the lint
nlou. Mr. ABBOTT-I sent te hion. gentie- w-itl n whi h they wili cnsder themaives

itan's motion teUie(lepartaient. aii have bound by It. t woud be as weli, perhaps,
given the repiy on tue report as Lt relis. t to have requsted fict ho. gentleman to
(11(1 appear te nie that ail ctorilOie iamass of a ked lois mnotion lanceoprdance wthi te
details la calied for umier the hnad of the explanation of the Prnme Minister; but as
tirst paragraph. I wouid sugget te the h fon. the leader of the Flouse lias agreed te give
gentleman that If lie wouid send a note the information subjet te tsie conditions
the departrocut. or, botter stiil, cii at the mentioned, 1 do net suppose tiiere ls anyî
departîent and poiiit eut w-bat would objection te the addrcss bein adopted.
satisfactlori tt gelem. wW wbilil ave great
ileasure lu furîishing the information if it The motion was agreed tb.

eau be donc wthln n reasonabie tinmea. THE BEHRING SEA SEIZURES.

Hoa. tMr. DICKEY-o tfih the Housee tthoursi
eught te censider whnt l due te itif before te f . E Qui

thseersinirsc mordera tti fter mayhe HLon. M. MLER--uIte esnquirt isa

pianation that has been given by the Prime
Minister. It appears by his stateient, and

If the British or Canadlan Governmentl Is
to bear the expense of indenmnifvinig the
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British sealers for daiages sustained after
be'ing warned against killing seals on the
high sea last year ?

lon. Mr. ABBOTT-This matter has been
under discussion between the two Govern-
Imlents, more or less, since the date at wvhich
the order was made for the restriction of the
killing of seals Last year. The correspondence
1s lot in a shape to be brought down, and I
am not myself in a position to explain ex-
alctly the state of the negotiations, but I dare
,aY My bon. friend w-1il understand or divine
for hinself the position which the Canadian
Government lias taken on that question.

DEVELOPMÈNT 0F THE SEA FI5H-
ERIES BILL.

SECON) READING.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT noved the second read-
lg of Bill (5) " An Act surther to amend

chapter 96 of the Revised Statutes, intituled :
A" Act to encourage the development of

the sea fisheries, and the building of fishing
vessels.' " He sald: This Is a short Bill to re-
Peal a clause In the Fisherles Act which had
been found impracticable, and has fallen into
disuetude, and it ought not to remain on the
statute book. The provision of the statute
as it stands is, that a statement should be
laid before both Houses of Parliament, show-
1-g t he mode in which it ls proposed to dis-
tribute the fisheries bounty the following

Ya. It is found to be impossible to dis-
cuver the mode in which the bounty is to be
distributed until we know the mode of fish-
hig that ls to be adopted, and the purpose of
eXercising a proper check upon the disposi-

tu Of this money it IsI thought wll be at-
tatined by the next clause of the Act, which
requires that a. statement shall be submitted
tO Parliament the followlng session.

lion. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to
PPeose the second reading of the Bill, but I

ePs*umae that as this Bill Is golng through at
a very early stage of the session, the hon.
gentleman will let the committee stage stand

er until next week.

The motion was agreed to, an the Bill was
the second time.

DEPARTMENT 0F MARINE AND FISH-
ERIES BILL.

SECOND READING.

U11o. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-
l Of Bill (12) " An Act respecting the De-

partnent of Marine and Fisheries." He said :
This is a Bill in reality to restore the Depart-
nent of Marine and Fisheries to its former
condition. It lias practically been two de-
partments. and it is proposed to constitute it
one department again, having, of course,'jur-
isdiction over the two subjects, marine and
fisheries. That is really the only change
which is effected by this Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I do not suppose there
is to be any opposition to the second reading
of this Bill. but it is an instance of a
peculiar kind of legislation. The legislation
is apparently general in its character, but
anyone who looks beneath the surface will
see that this neasure and the Act whlch it
proposes to repeal are both of a personal
character.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Personal ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes. The gentleman
who was at one time Minister of Marine and
Fisheries had the department subdivided into
two branches, Marine and Fisheries. It was
uiderstood amongst the Civil Service, and
amongst members of both Houses, that the
object of that division was to give to a
gentleman to whom that Minister of Marine
and Fisheries was rather partial, an im-
portant office. That gentleman was made
Deputy Minister of one of the branches, and
continued to be Deputy Minister of that
branch for some years ; but now, not a new
Pharoah, who did not know Joseph, but a
new Minister who is not so much attached to
the particular Deputy in question, has arisen,
and he thinks it Is desirable to eliminate the
Deputy Minister whom his predecessor had
lookod upon with eyes of favour ; and this
Bill is introduced for the purpose of eliminat-
ing the obnoxious deputy, the deputy in
question having a retiring allowanoe made to
him which will be a very considerable charge
on the public revenue at the same time. I
admit that I see no reason why there should.
be two departments, as it was found that
one department could do the work satis-
factorilly ; and as the present Minister is an
energetie, painstaking and capable Minister,
the work of the Departaent is not likely to
suffer. However, I think it is just as well
that ve should understand the character Of
the legislation.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I cannot under-
stand the hon. gentiman's remarks.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-If I may be allowed to
remark, I cannot furnish the lion. gentleman
with understanding.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The understanding
that the hon. gentleman has is one that lie
ought not to possess. He should tell us the
motives that prompted the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries to bring these two departnents
into one again. It should be sufficient to my
hon. friend that It Is considered wise, and in
the public interest, and less expensive to
amalgamate the two branches. If the lion.
gentleman would exercise his brains a little
more in studying out the working of the
Department It would be better than fishing
to find out something as to the relations
that exist between the officers of that
Department.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think the renarks
of the hon. gentleman from Halifax will be
well understood by every hon gentleman In this
House. It is quite apparent to anyone who
looks at this question that the statement of
facts made by the hon. gentleman from
Halifax Is confirmed by the legislation. I
have In my hands the Act which was passed
for the express purpose of appointing two
deputy heads when the Department was
divided, and It was well known at the time,
and was a matter of public notoriety, the
reasons for it, and the reasons for uniting
these branches again have been discussed in
the press, and I think every gentleman in
this Chamber perfectly understands the
whole question without our going Into the
personal features of it.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Newspaper gossip.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I think my hon. friend
should change his phrase. He says " every
hon. gentleman perfectly understands." I
think my hon. friend had botter say that
some hon. gentlemen imagine these reasons

*for the change in the Department. I must
confess I am one of those gentlemen that
do not understand the cause of the change
in the Department. If any hon. gentleman
wishes to investigate the cause of the change,
no one botter than the gentleman opposite
knows how It can be brought about ; but I
can assure him and all hon. gentlemen that
the change in the constitution of this Depart,
ment was determlined upon before any ques-
tion arose as to the performance of his duties
or the conduct of the late Deputy Minister.

The motion was agreed te, and the Bill was
read the second time.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BILL.
THIRD REAI)ING.

The House resolved itself into a Conmuttee
of the Whole on Bill (A) " An Act to amead
the Act respecting the Departiment of the
Geological Survey."

Hon. Mr. TASSE, froin the committee, re-
ported the Bill without amendment.

The report was adopted, and the BIl was
then read the third time and passed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wlsh to say that the
remarkable speed with whilch this Bill has
gone through Its final stage should not es-
tablish a precedent. I think the Bill should
not have been read the third time immediate-
ly after being reported from committee.

Hon. M1. ABBOTT-u-Since I have been In
the House I have never heard an objection
raised to a Bill being read the third time
after being reported without amendient,
when ne objection was raised to It.

THE WRIGHT DIVORCE BILL.

REPORT REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE.

The Order of the Day havIng been read for
consideration of the second report of the
Select Committee on divorce in re the petition
of James Wright,

Hon. 'Mr. GOWAN said: When my lion.
friend from Halifax yesterday referred to the
Cox Divorce Bill I had an imperfect recollec-
tion of It, but I had sufficient knowledge of it
to convince me that It was disposed of upon
more substantial grounds than those on which
he thought it was, and since thon, on looking
Into the case, I find that it Is very dis-
tinguishable from that now before us. The
matter of advertisement was not the main
point to which objection was taken; it was
only an incidental point. The service of the
notice was radically defective in many par-
ticuiars, as will be seen when I read a portion
of what Sir Alexander Campbell, -the leader
of the Government, said :

"I think in a case of this kind where the
notice Is not complete or satisfactory, and
where the identification Is not thorough, we
should exorcise lextreme care. I have read
these papers again, because I was anxious to
facilitate my hon. triend In the matter if I
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could. and it does not appear to me that this and ought not to, be unneoessarily interfered
notice which was served on Mrs. Cox Is a with i their efforts to obtain relief. If the
Wh ,or copy at aippaoe the ottee parties who seek for divorces find that they
would It be possible, I think, to prefer satis- are subjeet to upsets of this kind, I think My
factorily an accusation of perjury or false hon. friend from British Columbla (Mr. Mao-
declaration against the person who makes donald) woulid tind more supporters than he
the original declaration of service,' because,
Ithough I dare say he served It, bis declara- secured last year for a Bil to establish a

tiOl Is made before a notary public in the divorce court, if lie should think proper to re-
United States, which Is not provided for in introduce such a mîeasure. However, I have
the statute ; so the evidence of notice served no feeling' -i the matter, and my object has
011 the parties is not satisfactory." sinply been to show that the cotmnittee have
In the case now before us the affidavit of endeavoured conscientiously and honestly to
service is made before a public functionary do their best lu the interests of justice. I
lu Canada, and the person who made the quite îuderstand the position of a committee
affidavit of service says that the respondent of this House ; we are but the creatures of
tOld him that she had been narried to the the. Senate, and our conduct nay or may not
Petitioner, and that she had left hlm, and be approved, and I am quite prepared to
had ever since oeen living with one Soper as subnit with igood grace to whatever the
ls wife, and had several children by him. iHouse may decide ; or if my hon. friend who
Certainly there could be no want of know- bas charge of the Bill thinks that there would
ledge on her part that these divorce proceed- be no injury to the petitioner i the matter
iIgs were going on. But my hon. friend pre- by reasonî of putting off the consideration
sunes that she was reading the papers and of this report for a short time until the
knew that the published notice was short in regular notice can literally be completed,
Point of time. When she was served ln Feb- I have not the slightest objection, per-
ruary last, It is strange that no reference sonally, to have the report referred back
'vas made by lier to any want of notice. The to the conmittee again. I leave the
objeect of this requirement of publication of iatter entirely ln the bands of the House.
notice Is to inform the parties interested, and
tO inform the public of the proceedlng. My
lion. friend has taken this objection. All I
Can say is, that 'the committee considered the
"latter fully, and were satistied by the evi-
deuce before them that what was done was
ail that was substantially uecessary, under
ou rules, to bring home notice to the party
affectod, and to give full notice to the public.
NIy hon. friend opposite has very strong feel-
ing in these matters, and I deeply respect
the honest convictions of any and every man;
but ,e live in a mixed community and there
are those ln this House, and a large
num]ber outside of this House, vho do
not see any wrong il divorce, and do not
thiuk it contrary to the law of God to assert
their right to obtain divorce under the
sanction of the British North America Act.
'%'y lon. friend would not like to see Parlia-
litent divest itself of the power to grant
divorce, and hand It over to a court. He
would not like to see divorce made part of
the general law of Canada, which it Is not
Ucw, but whici it would be If It were
delegated to the courts. While parties have
the right to come here, I think they should

oreielved with reasonable consideration,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad to hear the
hon. chairman of the committee express the
opinion that, under ail the cicumnstances,
he would have no objection to allowing this
Bill to be referred back to the committee to
wait there until the required notice has
expired. I think that is a better way
altogether. The hon. gentleman made some
reference to my views on divorce. I eau
assure him that -whatever my individual
views on the subject' of divorce may be,
I vould not do anything to try to interpose
technical objections where the rules of the
House had been complied with. But suppose
the thing which the lion. gentIeinan hopes
viil not take place should happen. and that

this matter of divorce was tO be ianded over
to a court, does the hon. gentleman not thilnk
that a court would require that its rules witli
respect to service of the notice, &c., should be
strictly complied with ?

Hon. M.Nlr. GOWAN-Certainly ; substantially
complied with.

Hon. Mr. POWER-All that I ask is that
the rules of the House wlth respect to
notice shall Ie strictly complied with. The
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hon. gentleman read the concluding portion of
a speech made by his former leader,
then Minister of Justice, in the case
of the Cox Divorce Bill. I did not read
that part of Sir Alexander Campbell's speech,
for this reason : On one day (I think Friday)
Sir Alexander Campbell called the attention
of the hon. gentleman from Alma division
to the fact that the notice was short, and on
the second day, when he made the speech,
the latter part of which the hon. gentleman
has quoted, he dealt solely with the question
of notice, and having expressed a strong
opinion that owing to the fact that the notice
was not sufficient the petition should not be
proceeded with, he went on to give these
additional reasons ; but the portion of Sir
Alexander's speech which I quoted dealt
solely with the question of notice. The
lion. gentleman has met the difficulty by
expressing his willingness to let the report be
referred back to the committee and wait until
the notice has matured. I move that the BIll
be referred back to the committee for further
consideration.

lon. Mr* CLEMOW-I regret that the bon.
gentleman from Halifax should continue his
opposition to this Bill, seeing that although a
slight irregularity has taken place, it is not of
a character to affect the general principle.
The notice has been published six ionths in
the Canada aGa:ette, and the only party in-
terested has been personally served. I cannot
understand why any further delay should
occur. If thits report is referred back, no
further step can be taken for the next

fourteen or fifteen days, and that may imperil
the passage of the Bill. We know that
Irregularities occur frequently in these
natters - that often the lime of a

private Bill is extended-and if we raise these
little technical difficulties on every occasion I
do not know where we will end. I hope the
hon. gentleman will give way and let the

out for setting aside the rules. but I under-
stand that a majority of the Senate, thougli
in favour of divorce, is inclined to discourage
these Bills. Now, if we are not to encourage
divorce Bills, -e niust deniand in all caises
that our rules be strictly cemplied with, and
I think, therefore, that this Bill should be
referred back tei the committee.

Hou. Mr. POWER-I should be glad to do
anything I could to oblige the hon. gentle-
nan from Rideau division. There is no mem-

ber of this House that I would rather oblige,
but seeing that ny objection is based alto-
gether on the action taken by the hon. gen-
tleman who was his leader in this House for
many years, a high legal authority, ho could
not expect me to depart from that good ex-
ample, even at his request.

The amendmnent was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa,-« Thuriisday, March-I 2.ih, 1892.

The SPEAKEI took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proeeedings.

AN ADJOURNMENT.

MOTION.

Hou. MIr. LANDRY nioved-

That when the House adjourns this day it
do stand adjourned until Tuesday, the 20thi
insi., at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Hou. Mr. KAULBACH - My hon. friend
should give us sone reasons for this adjourn-
nient. I see in the other House they have
decided to adjourn over until Monday, and
the same might be donc here. The hon.
gentleman's proposal seemis unreasonable.

Bill take its course. If he does not, of We have been in session for a month now,
course I do not intend to dinde the House and we sheuld have some work before us te
on the subject. I know that le is right do. I meve li aniendment that when the
technically, and If I could see any injury House adjourus to-day it stand adjourned
that could be occasioned by the adoption of until 8 o'clock o1 Monday cvening.
this report now, I should not ask for it.
Possibly we will have a very short session,
and by delaying the Bill we may deprive ae, I tlnk agp e r cusomint
this unfortunate man of the relief that he
seeks from the Senate. beyond the ordinary routine. te know froun

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If this Bill were the leader of the buse whther the publie
lit the public iuterest a case might, niade business should be at ail inured by the ad-
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journment. It is very essential tliat we |

Should lear froi the lion. Premier whether,
in his opinion, the House should meet before
the time suggested.

Hon. Mr1u. ABBOTT-I was about, when
m'y hon. friend rose. to say what I thought
about the motion and its aniendient. I am
Dot lisposed to favour the adjournment over
Monday ; I should have preferred to see the
adjournment until Monday at 3 o'clock,
beelanse, In point of fact, to-day is private
Ileimibers' day in the House of Comnons, and
we shall probably have sorme Bills on Mon-

ay fron both private memnbers and the
Govcuement. ieu there is this debate.
'Vhich commences this afternoon. I hope
it will be over by six o'clock ; but I do not
know that it wiill be., and if we adjourn it
will delay the conclusion of the debate. The
alllendment certainly has some reason for it,
bhecause gentlemen fron Ontario would have
to leave home on Sunday evening to be here
hl tinie for Monday at 3 o'clock, but they can
Irrive here in time for the evening session

by leaving on Monday morning.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER - Members
Quebec would have the saie difficulty
woUld have to leave Sunîday evening
lere li time.

from

they
to) be

hon. Mr. MILLER-Tiese adjournmîents
are always for the benetit and pleasure of
gentlemen who live near the capital. They
are .not at all pleasant to nembers from
Other parts of the Dominion, who have to
stay here. and If lon. gentlemen only knew
how lonely we feel, how we miss their so-
ciety when they go, they would not inflict us
with this sort of thing too frequently.

The' amendment was agreed to.

THE AUKNS DIVORCE BILL.

pl
t

PTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DIVORCE.

bon. Mr. GOWAN, from the Selct Con-
ilitt'e on Divorce, presented the tifth report,
whlcl vas read at the Table, as follovs :-

"With respect to the Bill intitutl: ' Anl
Act for the relief of James Albert. Mannuig
AkLins,' your committee having carefully con-
sidered all the circunmstances of the case, and
it having been shown in evidence before
t hen that it wil be impracticable to serve a
co0PY Of the said Bill, and notice of the second
reading thereof, upon the respondent person-
lly, recomends that service thereof iay

be made by mailing the saie post paid and
registered, addressed to Mary Bertha Aikins,
care of each of the following parties, viz :
T. E. McLelan, Truro, N.S.; Gordon W. Mc-
Lelani, St. Catharines, Ont. Mrs. A. W. Mc-
Lelan, Truro. N.S. ; C, W. Blanchard. box
139, Laredo, Texas : and also by addressing
copies thereof to the said four persons re-
spectively."

1h said : In this case application vas
made to the cominîttee, under the Rule . to
be allowed to make substitutional service.
The cominuîttee foiund that it came fairly
vithin the terns of the rule. After personal

service was mavîde upon the respondent, she
and lier alleged paramour went ho Mexico,
and It is purposed in this application toi allow
service to be made upon two of lier brothers,
and upon lier mother, and addressed to lier-
self Ii Mexico, wihere It is supposed sle is,
and where one of lier relatives sald she might
be found. I iove the adoption of the report.

The motion was agreed to.

THE MEAD DIVORCE BILL.

siXTH REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE.

lion. Mr. GOWAN, fromt, the Select Con-
nittee on Divorce, presented the sIxth report,
which was read at the Table, as follows -

" With respect to a Bill intituled : 'An Act
for the relief of Herbert Reîmmiîngton Mead,'
your commnittee have carefully considered all
the circunstances of the case, and It having
been shown in evidence before then that It
will be Impracticable to serve a copy of the
sail Bill, and notice of the second reading
thereof, upon the respondent personally, re-
commends that service thereof nay le made
by mailing the sane post paid and registered
addressed to Mrs. B. M. Morris, care of J.
M. Harris, Ranhelier, Halbut. Montana ; and
to B. M., care of Dr. MeFarlane, 21 Leaven-
worth street. Waterbury ; and to the said
Di. McFarlane."

He said : This is a case coing under the
sane ride as the previous one. The respond-
ent was served personally with notice of the
application. She is now living under a
feigned naine ln the United States, and can-
not be served personally witIh a notice of the
second reading of the Bill. The conimnittee,
therefore, recommunend that the samne course
be followed as reconmended in the previous
case, that there shablbe a substitutional ser-
vice.

Hon. M1. POWER-I did not catch the
reason given by the hon. chairman of the
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conmittee for not having personally served
la this case. I understand the reason in the
other case w:s a satisfactory one. that the
parties had taken ship for sanie mknown
port. but in this case I do not understand
that that is the fact. I mderstand that the
party is living in a civilized country. and I
do not think there is any reason why the
rule should be dispensed witl.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-It was with the very
greatest difficulty that she was found before
and when her agent. or the person who
knew her, gave the information as to where
she was and the initiais by which to address
her, a letter and notice was sent. Fortunate-
ly she answered that by saying that she had
received notice ; otherwise it would not be
known where she was. There is ample
grou1nd to warrant substitutional serviee.

Hon. Mr. POWVER-The lion. gentleman
has not stated what the insuperable difficulty
Is in the way of serving the respondent. I
imderstand she is living ln one of the
Western States. It is sonetimues diffieult to
serve a notice in a nining camip. but this lady
Is not living in a mining country.

Hon. Mr. KAILBACH-It wias proved
before the conunittee that she has changed
lier place of abode and it is not known
where she is.

The motion was agreed to.

THE CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE
SENATE.

FIRST REPORT ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) noved the adop-
tion of the first report of the Select Com1-
mittee on Contingent Accounts of the Senate.
Hle said : This report recommnnends that
the quormn of the connittee be reduced to
nine members, and that William Tubman,
John Whitnore and William O'Neil be ap-
pointed sessional messengers, and that Join
W. M. Wilson be appointed page. From the
resignation of one nessenger, the incapacity
of another and one vacancy, It was found
necessary that these three nessengers should
be appointed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The resignation of two
messengers.

Hon. Mr. READ-The hon. gentleman is
correct. Then there is the recommendation

that John W. M. Wilson be appointel page to
till a vacancy on the staff.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I dId not know of
any such vaancy. I understood the number
of pages was five.

l-ion. Mr. ABBOTT-It was five last session.
I do not know that there is any necessity for
the appointinent of another page. I think
we have enough, and from my knowledge of
the House I should think we have also a
sufficient nunber of messengers to do the
work.

Hon. Mr. MILLERt-There is no addition
to the messengers.

Hon. Mr. KAIJACH-There are three
appoilted.

Hon. Mir. 1ILLER -In the places of
Rob1itaillle, Wilson and O'Brien.

Hon. Mr. K,AULBACH-I understood the
chairnan of the committee to say there were
only two resignations. U'nless some necessity
can he shown for the appointment of the
a.dditional page I shall move that the report
be referred back to the committee for
aiendinent.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--The comiimittee decided
aSmînost îîmanimnouslv that it would be advisable'
to appoint another page, as two of the
pages mîust go off before next session.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - I have often been
struck with the number of pages Idling about.
If these lads couldl have their education
going on--if the English pages could be
lea.rning French and the Frenîch lpages learn-
ing English-it would be better t.han to have
themi doing nothing. I tiink it is Isae
Watts who says that " Satan finds somie
mischief still for idle hands to do." I thlnk,
witlout any great expense, soie of the senior
clerks about the House could be appointed
to give those pages lessons.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Last Session and the
session before, the Contingent Co>nmlttee
before mnaking any -Ippointmîents, gave notice
to its members of the intention to do so.
Tlumt is a nost convenient rule, and one which
should be followed. We had five pages last
session, and we found them sufficient. The
lIe w-as that lilf of thenm were ouit of the
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louse, but we were able to get on with those
that renained.

The motion w-as agreed to.
The Senate adjourned at 4 o'cloek.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 28th, .1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 8 p. m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MARINE AND FISHERIES BILL.

RPORTED FROM COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE.

The House resolved itself into a Comnittee
Of the Whole on Bill (12) " An Act respecting
the Departnent of Miwine and Fisherles."

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED, from the committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

lion. Mr. POWER--I hope the hon. Premier
Will let the third reading stand until to-
rtorrow. I was under the Impression that
It was a Bill of one clause, repealing the Act
passed a few years ago, and putting things
aS they were ; but I see it is a Bill of some
length, and ceontains a good many important
Provisions,

lion. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the
leead the third time to-morrow.

The motion w-as agreed to.

Bill be

The Senate adjourned at 8.20 p.m-

THE SENATE.

OttawaTuedyJch2t, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

i1 (E) " An Act to amend the North-West
Territories Act." (Mr. Abbott.)

DISPUTE BETWEEN NEWFOUND-
LAND AND CANADA.

MOTION.
on. Mi'. BOULTON moved-

an humble Address be presented to
l"i4 Excellency the Governor General ; pray-

lng that His Excellency will cause to be laid
before this House any Urders ln Council or
letters of instruction directing the customs
authorities to put ln force against the people
of Newfoundland the tariff of 1885, which
imposed duties upon their fish, and any
othei papers or documents relative to the
matters now ln dispute between the Gov-
ernments of Canada and Newfoundland.

Ie said : In bringing before ihis ton.
Iouse the request that I have proposed to
prefer to the First Minister to-day, I desire to
explain the point of view from which I re-
gar the points ln dispute between Canada
and Newfoundland. I think that none of us
can help,regretting that there should be any
dispute between our two countries, and if we
can throw any light upon the subject that
will enable us ln Canada to mend matters,
and bring about an amicable settlement of
the existing trouble, it will redound to the
credit of Canada, and to the credit of the
British Empire at large. In order to present
the case iutelligently it ls necessary to go
back to the origin of the points at issue. The
questions that have been agitating the Island
of Newfoundland are in regard. to the treaty
rights which were accorded to French fisher-
men under the treaty of Utrecht, and subse-
quent treaties. The people of Newfoundland
are dependent entirely upon the fishing In-
dustry. They have not the diversified indus-
tries of Canada, and therefore, It is necessary
for thein to protect their fishery rights to the
very best of their ability. They labour under
two difficulties-the trcaty rights which were
accorded to French fishermen many years
ago, and the action which the French fisher-
-mon have taken under those rights to en-
croaci upon the people of Newfoundland
have made them feel the neesslity of defend-
ing themselves. I probably could not explain
better what those rights are than by reading
an extract from a despatch of Lord Knuts-
ford to Governor Sir Terrence O'Brien,
dated 10th November, 1890, which gives an
epitome to :a certain extent of what the
Newfoundland Government complains of,
Lord Knutsford quotes to Sir Terrence
O'Brien his view of the case as laid before
him by the Newfoundland delegates:

" 4. The delegates contended that it is not
possible, by any reasonable interpretation of
the declaration of 1783, to hold that British
settlements are to be excluded froin some
hundreds of miles of coast Une, ln order that
at some few places French fishermen may
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be enabled to erect wooden stages for drying
fish ; and they urged that while the treaty,
shore is under that declaration. at present
closed to British subjects, the French have
been allowed to exceed the privileges granted
by the same declaration. Tliey pointed out,
moreover, that the Islands of St. Pierre and
Miquelon, which were ceded 'for the purpose
of serving as a real shelter for French tisher-
mien, and which were not to becoie an object
of jealousy between the two nations,' have
been armed. and nade a connnercial port
for the collection and transhipient to Europe
of fish. on which, umder a system iost in-
jurious to the colonial trade. bounties are
granted fromn French funds even when it is
consmned outside the French dominions ;
and, further, that they have become a basE-
for constant smuggling by French subjects.
while the French Govermnent have refused
to admit a British consular officer to reside
there, whose presence would to some extent
be a check upon this illicit traffic.

" 5. It was also represented that while any-
thing in the nature of a British fixed es-
tablishnent is nade the subject of protest
aMI Iplaint by the French Governmnent
and its naval officers, French buildings and
a permanent French establishment have been
in existence at Le Croc for many years ; that
this establishment contains store houses,
garden for raising vegetables, and places
for keeping cattle ; and that it is maintained
not by any Frenclh tishermen. but by the
French Government for the use of its navy,
while by the treaty the Frencl are. bound
not to eiect any 'buildings 'besides stages
made of boards, and huts necessary and
usual for the drying of lish.'

" 6. I a not aware that the existence of
thlis establishment lias previously been the
subjeet of a special complaint froni the colony,
and I have inade enquiry fron the Lords
Connissioners of the Admiralty as to the In-
formation in that department respecting it. •

" 7. By ny despatch of the 24th June I have
already niale you aware that Her Majesty's
(Governmnent are fully alive to the disadvant-
age under which the people of Newfoundland
labour, owing to the existence of the anclent
treaties and engagements relating to the fish-
eries, and that they will do their best to give
effect to any reasonable wishes of the colon-
Ists in regard to then but it iust be re-
membered that Her Majesty's G Tovernment
cannot force upon a friendly power the re-
nunciation of Its treaty rights, nor compel
the acceptance of an Interpretation of those
rlights whlch Her Majesty's Government up-
hold. but which is at direct variance with
the interpretatlon upheld by that power. I
also stated that Her Majesty's Government
feel confident that. lu these circunstances,
the people of Newfoundlan(d will recognize
the difficulties which at present surround the
fishery question. and will, on further con-

sideration, perceive that the conclusion of a
strictly tenporary modioi rireidi, such as
lias been agreed upon. involving as it does,
no surrender of British rights and no admis-
sion of new French claims, was the best
course which was open to Her Majesty's
GIovernDent, both to avert possible collisions
on the coast of the colony and to give time
for negotiating with the Government of
France such a solution of the questions at
issue as rnay resuilt in a permanent and, it is
hoped, satisfactory settlement."

Now, hon. gentlemen, that is ail epitome of
the statement of the case on the part of the
Newfoundland delegates who waited upon
the Imperial Governnent to point out the
disabilities under which their people laboured
and to ask the Imperial Government to takp
such steps as would relieve the colony and the
fishermen of the colony from those disabilities.
In addition to the territorial encroachients
one of the greatest difficulties that they had
to contend 'with was the giving of bounties
to French fishermen by the Government of
France to induce the export of fish-bounties
whlic amouuted to 10 francs per quintal, or
about $2 per quintal of a bounty to French
fishermen who exported fish from St. Pierre
and Miquelon. -I will give you ligures here
to show how the fishing interests of the
French fishermen were increased under that
system from the year 1878 to 1886, the year
when the Bait Act was first passed, an Act that
was passed t4 enable New-foimdland fisher-
mon to compete with the French fishermen
under that bounty system. In 1878 the
number of quintals of fisl which were ex-
ported from St. Pierre and Miquelon, caught
by French fishermen, w-as 403,000, and that
increased in 1886 to 1,148.000 quintals,
valued by St. Pierre returns at 20 francs
per quintal, which amounts in value to $1,-
600,000 in 1878 and $4,594,000 in 1886. In
looking over the Newfoundland Year Book I
find that in 1889 the total yield of the New-
foundland fisheries was $6,371,304 ; the yield
of the Nova Scotia fisheries for the same
year was $6,346,000; the yield of the New
Brunswick lisherles was $3,067,000 ; of the
Prince Edward Island fisheries, 4886,000, and
of Quebec, $1,876,194. Hon. gentlemen wll
see by that that under the bounty system the
French fishermen had very nearly increased
their catch of fish to the same figure as the
Newfoundland fisheries, and as the Nova
Scotia fisherles ; they exceeded the New
Brunswick fisheries, and they exceeded the
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Pince Edward Island and Quebec tisheries, tishermen would be prohibited, for the very
and they entered into competition with our saine reasen that Newfoundland fishemmen
Own peeople to that extent in the catching of were prohibited fron 8elllng bait te the
fish on the ,anks of Newfoundland, and very French fishermen, with a view to proteot
nOearIy levelled up with them as to the yield their own interest, as they eousidered It
Under the system of bounties. You eau as the nterest of the Canadian Govern-
easily understand that wlen a set of fisher- ment te protect their fishemmen in the sane
inon have a bounty of 10 francs per quintal way. But, unfortuuafely, it was not looked
glranted thei it is a great incentive to in- upon by the Canadian Govermeut n- the mme
crease their output, and it enables the tisher- liglit. and no steps were taken te carry out
'len who get that bounty to undersell our the Bait Act and co-operate wlth Newfound-
lishermen who have to compete with them in land in carrylng out that Act.; the Govern-
the same markets in Spain, the West Indies, ment of Newfoundland, therefore, found that
and elsewhere ; and to that extent it would they were at a disadvantage in carrying out
depreciate the value of the Newfoundland the Bait Act. Canadlan fishemen are able
and Canadian fisheries, and prove an ot- te catch bait within the 3-mile ob-it o
stacle to their development, and to the wel- their own shore and have the power te sdi
fare o the Island of Newfoundland, which to French fishermen. They aiso have thi
18 dependent entirely upon the fisheries for power te catch bait withln the 3-mile unit
its industry and its support. The only way of Newfoundland and sel that bait te the
the People of Newfoundland could combat Frenh fisheimen, and are beyond the juris-
that position, brought about by the ibounty diction and beyoud the centrol of the New-
systemu, was to pass a Bait Act, because it is foundland Goverument in that respect.
necessary for French fishermen, in order Newfoundland had ne power te Irterfere
that they nay prosecute their fisheries with f ithout the ceneiuTenco cf the Candian
advantage, that they should have bait. They Goveinieut. Tl»t, cf course, threw the
have first to secure bait and then they go on trade cf bait tishlng iute the hands cf
the banks, and with that bait 'ctchi codfish'; Canadian fishemnien or IUnited States' fisher-
1ut if they cannot get bait they cannot pro- men, who rccelved lieuses which wero
secute their :fishing to advantage, so the legis- acknowicdged in Ncwfoumdland waters, and
lature of Newfoundland passed an Act to destroyed the advautages that the New-
Prohibit thé people of Newfoundland froin fomdland fisheren shouid have ejoyed,
selliig bait to the French fishernen, or f) bcause they were forbldden by the laws cf
the United States lishernien, fromi wlose d

Irkets they were excluded. This bait is peuntland fertue ofate fliug

eauIlght with .in three miles of the shorepionetadfretueo hi lhn
(augt wth thre miles et fi hr, bouts a.nd gear, from semlng bait te French
beyond the limit in which fishernien of fishemen. The Bait Act of Newfonndland
tOreign nations eau fish ; therefore,. %was passed lu 1886. Then, 1 presume, on the
passing the Act prohibiting their people represenfation ot Canada it was disallowed
froin catchling bait and selling to the by fle Imporiai Govemnent. It was re-
1'ench fishermen they hoped to coerce enacted in 1887, and thon a long correspond-
them into equal ternis. The Bait Act
'virtually forbids the Newfoundland fish- ment aud t Imperal authorities as f0 the
erien from selling bait to the French i rights of Canada ln pemmlting that Bait Act
fishermen. The correspondence goes on toe go upon the Stafute-boek. Iu 1889, lu
show that they had no intention that this consequeno, as I sa-id before, of the feeling
Bait Act should operate against Canadian on the part of the Newfoundiand Goveru-
fishermen, and should work no injury to the nient fint the Bait Act was net being
r'ghts of Canadian fishermen, who were properly adnistered, and that if was beyond
allWays acoorded equal privileges in New- their power te administer Lt properiy as Lt
foundlalnd waters, and this Bait Act did not then stood, they passed another Acf froi
lintond to Interfere with those rights. The wlxch I will read an exfract. The substanoe
Newfoundland Government trusted that the 1 Bait Act
law Which they passed would be met In the the Third Act put on the Statute-beek, was
right spirit by Canadian fishermen and thatt wOuld be su td, and tat Canadian sh oud briie t e

sae freson taNefudand Bishvsenfishemn
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ing to this colony which require bait froin
our coasts for the prosecution of the cod
fishery can only obtain it on taking out a
license at an ordinary port of entry and
giving bond In the sum of $1,000 that the
bait shall be used bond fide for the purpose
for which it is obtained. This Ilcense is
issued upon the payment of a fee of $1 per
ton, and entitles the holder to purchase bait
for three weeks, but only to the extent of
one barrel per ton register. Should freshi
supplies of bait be required after the expira-
tion of three weeks the vessel must re-enter
at a customs port, and again take out a
liceuse on similar ternis to the first, and so
on through, the fishing season. Like dues
will, of course, be exacted as heretofore."

The Colonial Secretary of Newfoundland,
under date 15th April, 1890, In oonveylng
Information as to the terms of the Act to the
Dominion Govermnent, stated that the
Executive Concil deemed it desirable that
the Government of Canada should be li-
foried as to the course that has been de-
cided supon for the carrying out of the Bait
Act of this colony during the ensuing tishing
season, so that the vessels arriving from the
Dominion nay be prepared for the change
whichi it lias been found necessary to adopt
li order to ensure that the intention of the
Legislature should, as far as possible, be
attained. It was further stated that it was
not deemed necessary to remind the Cana-
dian Government of the circunstances under
which the Bait Act was passed ; but. li ex-
planation of the procedure adopted, it was
stated to have been found impossible to so
effectively carry out the law as to stop the
French obtaining what they required, whilst
the United States vessels under the mod n.'<
rirédi, and British ships not of this colony,
and over which it could exercise but scant
control, were permitted to cone to its shores,
and take full supplies, whicl, In mnany cases
found their way to St. Pierre. It is further
stated that the Government had no alterna-
tive but to put all outside vessels on the saine
footing, thus securing to Newfoundland the
advantages of the trade that others were
.engaged In at its expense. and liitting, as
far as practicable, the destruction of its bait
fisies.

In that Act is contailied the policy of the
Newfomuidland Government. There they give
the Cinadlian Gorvennient the reasons why
they have felt it necessary to impose a
license and to require Canadian vessels which
before this hiad ail the privileges of going
within the 3-muile IlImit, and tishing con-
currently with Newfoundland tishermen with-
out license and without charge ; but now it
became necessary, in order to carry out their
policy, to impose a license on Canadian fisht-
enaien. • The Canalian Goverunment liad

urged upon the Imperial G-oveirment to dis-
allow the Bait Act la 1887, and gave reasons
why it should not be sanctioned, and the
Newfoundland Government at that time
stated that It was not against Canada that
thlis Act vas being imposed. The following
correspondence, an extract of whicl I give,
shows the intentions of the Newfounîdland
(overmient :-

(Extract fron report of Marine and Fisheries.)

" It is to be further observed that Sir G.
Vmii. Des Voeux, Governor of Newfoundland,

li his despatch of the 14th January, 1887,
addressed to the Right Honourable Her
Majesty's Principal Secretary of State -for
the Colonies. when urging the allowance of
this Bill, argued entirely upon the grounds
that it was aimed solely against foreign
fisherinen, and Sir G. Wm. Des Voeux, in
this despatch, stated

I may mention that every day's delay is
causing loss to this colony, in restricting
preparations for next season's fishing. for
the allowance of this Bill would be at once
followed by a largq increase In the number
of British vessels employed in bank fishing
and even now it is too late, in some cases,
for arrangements that would enable advant-
age to be taken of the earliest portion of the
season.

"' Moreover, it is only fair to the French
that if they are to be prohibited from obtain-
ing hait here during the coming season, they
should be made aware of the fact at once, la
order that they may restrict their operations
accordingly, It being probable, as regards
the large number of vessels which annually
leave France for these fishing grounds, that
preparations are being made already for their
dispatchi, In order to enable thein to obtain
bait and commence fishing at the beginning
of April ; and thus, not mîerely in the
interests of this colony and Canada, but for
the sake of international comity. I would re-
spectfully urge that In the absence of a fixed
decision against this measure the delay which
lias already taken place In respect of its
allowance should not be further prolonged.'

" Upon the 20th April, 1887, the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries received at Ottava
the following telegramu from the Government
of Newfoundland.:-

"' We learn with surprise and regret that
your Governiment apprehend our Bait Act
wll interfere with Canadian fishermen. I
an authorized to give you fullest assurance
no interference or hinderance whatever of
C4nadian fishermen contemplated. Act ne-
cessarily framed so as to confer upon
Governor discretionary powers In granting
licenses to seil or export bait,,our only object
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being t) prevent supply to foreign subsidized
rivals. Fullest rights and privileges of all
British lishernien to take or purchase for
their own use, as hitherto enjoyed, will be
maintained Please communicate this in-
formation to your representative or agents
in London, to remove objection to our Act
an(l Promote Royal assent.'

" (Signed) Attorney General.''

That was when the original correspondence
took place ln regard to the first imposition of
the Bait Act; the first Bait Act of 188( was
disallowed, and then the Bait Act of 1887
was passed. and it vas to secure the disal-
loWance of this second Act, I presume, that
the Canadian Government were pressing the
claims of Canada. It was upon these
grounds' that the Canadian Goverument felt
that the Government of Newfoundland had
treated Canadian fishermen unfairly. I
think on enquiry as to that particular des-
Patch from the Attorney General of New-
foundland, dated April 20, 1887, which Is the
anc that we depend upon to show the
ground we had to stand upon, it will be
found that the stand the Government of
Newfoundland took ln 1891 has not l)eeL un-
Justifiable on their part to insure the carry-
ng out of ther policy. If they felt they were
net able to carry out ;the purpose of the law
Which they had enacted for the protection of
their fishermen without imposing a license
tee upon Canadian fishermen. there Is noth-
1ng In this clause that would prevent them
fron doing that without a charge of break-
l1ng faith being preferred against them, be-
cause you will see that the telegram states:

" Act necessarily framed so as to confer
Upon Governor discretionary powers In grant-
1flg licenses to sell or export bait, our only
obJect being to prevent supply to foreign sub-
Sidized rivals."

Now, If they found they could not, under the
Bait Act which they had pased, prèvent the
suPplying of bait to foreign subsidized rivals,
they were justified ln taking such steps as
WOuld enable them to do so. We have no
serious grountd of complaint against them on
that score. The despatch goes on to say :

" Fullest rights and privileges of all British
fishermen to take or purchase for their own

ise, as hitherto, will be maintained."

You see there what was reserved to Cana-
dian fishermen under that notification from
the Attorney General of Newfoundland was

that any bait ilshes that they requlred to
prosecute their own fisheries, for their own
use, they would be at full liberty to take
within the 3-mile limit of the Newfoundland
coast, but of course it did not Intend to ceonvey
to them the right of taking bait within the
3-mlle limit of the Newfoundland coast and
seli it to the fishermen of St. Pierre in con-
tradistinction to the policy of the Newfound-
land Government. Then it would rest en-
tirely upon the assumption that such a con-
travention of the pollcy of the Newfoundland
Government had taken place on the part of
the Canadian fishermen. If the Canadian
fishermen did not sell to the French fisiermen
at St. Pierre it would appear to be an
uitfrilendly aet.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Is the hon. gentleman
aware that the Canadian Departinent of
Marine and Fisheries lias challenged the

Newfoumdland Governuent to produce a
single Instance ln which a Canadian fisherman
bas violated the terins of the Act by selling
bait to the French ? ,They are yet without
an answer to the challenge.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am aware of that,
but it appears to be a case of non-inter-
course. There was a return also called for of
certain moneys that were jointly to be
accounted for as ilcense fees. The New-
foundland Government refused to give any
answer and It seems to me that we have got
into relations with our sister colony which
really means non-intercourse. You cannot
blame the people of Newfoundland for not
answering a challenge of that sort under the
circumnstances. I propose to read from the
report of Captain Sir Baldwin Walker, who
was sent by the Imperial Government to
enquire into the working of the Bait Act,
an extract to show you that there was a
certain amount of justification for the feeling
that the Newfoundland fishermen had with
regard to the matter. When I come to it you
will see what he says on the subject. The
Newfoundland people went to a great deel
of trouble to secure our co-operation. I
recollect' they came to'Canada and walted on
the Boards of Trade of Montreal, Hamilton,
Halifax, Toronto and other places. They
sent round a pamphlet, a copy of which I
receivpd as a member of this House, I
belleve, setting forth their claims, and they
showed every disposition to enlist the
sympathies of Canada on their behalf, but ap-
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parently without effeet. and it was not until der the Baît Act. 1 tiink there would be
they had exhausted every reasonable imeans quite sufficient justification iii rew of that
la their power to obtain the co-operation of the report for the Goverument of Nem-foundland
Canadian Government in the policy that they to take the measures they did take to enable
had entertained, that they took the stand then to carry ont their policy under the fr4î-
which they did in 1890, and imuposed license ing licenses, and I think we should fot take
fees upon Canadian fishennen. As I said unibrage at their action lu the matter, and
before, it is necessary to produce sone that we should net tiave retaliated as ie
evidence In order to try and bring about an tave donc ou a colony which Is struggling
amicable settlement between the colony of to defend its rigbts, and to protect its indus-
Newfoumdland and the Dominion in regard to try frei unfair competition. Taking their
this matter-some facts to show how far we -iew froi that standpoint niene ie should
were justified or the colony of Newfoundland approach this sulject In an anicable and
was justified in the positions respectivelyfrndly spirit on our part, seekng t restore
taken, and how far concessions should be the relations whicll should exlst between two
made on either side. Captain Sir Baldwin neighbouring colonies. After looking Into
Walker, of H. M. S. " Emerald," was sent by the oorrespondenoe, I tbink It las been a mis-
the British Governinent to enquire into the takeu poicy on the partof Canada that we
working of the Bait Act and the French did not ceperate with Newfoundland lu
Treaty claims, and lie furnished a very lmposing the Baît Act, and compete with
interesting and voluminous report, whicb those nations who enjoy the rlghts and
gives a great deal of valuable information, pririleges tlat we possess by rtue of
but the reference that it contains to Canada our geograplical position, but who ex-
is In the clause which I am about to read. clude us froin their markets by pro-
He desires to show the difficulties of carrying tecflng Our own fisherles as the pee-
ont the Bait Act on the coasts of the Island pie cf Newfoundland are protectlng theirs.
of Newfoundland, wliere fogs and storns The Nova Scotia and New Brunswick fisher-
prevail and few shelters are to be found, men, tand the fisherien cf Quebec were al
Then lie goes on to say: subjeot to the saie difficulties, and te saie

" The next point to be considered is the w-e ad ceopd t Nea-
carrying out of the Act and the difficulties foîm
and expense of successfully adininlstering dland, and brought about a cessation of
the Act. the bounty system pursued by the French

" The numerous systematic evasions on a fishermeu. Tiere is nîso an addltlonal, and
large scale, which I have satisfied myself did a very cegent reason wîy.that policy sbould
actually take place, rendered easy by the
laxity of the custom house systein lu New-
foundland, and also either by connivance or by the Newfoindland delegates before Lord
neglect In Canada, caused the incidence to be Kutsford that the Islands o! St Pierre and
very much less onerous on the French, who Miquelon are used as a point where a great
have in consequence been able to obtain a e smuggli
great deal more bait tian Newfoundland Is e
willing to allow, and each year their ar- o> ii car gui! ports, and With a great
rangements for evading and otherwise ob- loss te the revenue ns the result, and
taining what they require are more comn- 1 Censequent demoraltzation cf our people.
plete." The evidence that I have te brlng bofore this

Now, hon. gentlemen, you have there the re- buse ln regard te that point Is an extraet
port of Captain Walker to the Imperial Gov- frei the year bock cf St. Pierre. When the
ernment, made after visiting the fishing Bait Act ias passed In 1885 flic French Gev-
grounds, and asertaining by personal obser- erament callekl upon fli Gorernient cf St.
vation and (contact with the fishermen of th Pierre te suppiy fli French Governent w-Rh
island, and all those engaged In that indus- sncb Information as would enable them to
try, the result of his observation being that take au intelligent view cf the question at
either by the connivance or the neglect of Issue lu regard te the Bait Act, and the rport
Canada difficulties were thrown in the. way that ras sent by the Gevernor et S erre
of the Newfoundland Government In carry- mtppers i the year bock cf France, and the
ing out the pollcy that they had Instituted clause that I Propose te reRd bei- Is a clause
for the protection cf tîeir own fisherles un- drbicli justifies very grave suspicions on ber
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part that the trade that is carried on with
St. Pierre and Miquelon is really a trade that
Ls carried on by the fishermen going to and
fro from Canada and Newfoundland, and
Possibly the United States and the'
ûonsequent loss of revenue froml smug-
gling, for which there are great facil-
ities. The smuggling is both detrimen-
tal to the country through its revenue, and
it demoralizes the people. There is no question,
about it, that those who engage in snuggling,
and those who receive smuggled goods, are
disposed to look upon it as a venial offence;
but it is not to the advantage of the country'
at all that smuggling should be recognized by
the Government, or be permitted, if It is'found
that such a practice exists. This is an ex-
tract that appears ln the French official year
book of St. Pierre, and it Is included in a long
report made by the French Governor, which
gays :

" On account of the proxlmity of the southern
shore of Newfoundland there has existed up
to the present an Incessant to and fro trading
Of small vessels, which during the fishery
seas0n carried to St. Pierre the bait required
by the bankers, taking back from here in ex-,
change various goods, such as molasses, flour,
8alt pork, brandy, tea, sugar, etc. This busi-
'ess, ln the multiplicity of the articles dealt
n, gave an extrenely brisk trade, which has

singularly fallen off since the putting in force
Of the Bait Bill."

'Mi is the report of the Governor of St.
Pierre ; it is not the report of the Government
Of Newfoundland; it is a report froin the
biner government of the Island itself, an
sIand from which a British consul is ex-

cluded, I presume, in order that he may not
be cognizant of the trade that is carried
oQ there. It is further to be remarked that
te the return that accompanies this report
the iumber of vessels that go to and fro,
and the fish that are caught aind the
quintl that are exported are shown to have
largely Increased on account of the large
num4ber of small vessels fitted out in St.
Pierre between the years 1880-86 corrspond-
iflg to the date of the Increase in our duties.
The return indicates that a large Increase
ln the Iumber of smail vessels engaged ln the
trde were not vessels coming from Old
]ralice te catch fish under the old system,
but an entirely new trade has sprung up
and is carried -on probably by American
flshermen and probably by ,Canadian and
Newfoundland fishermen, not necessarilly by

French fishermen, and that a large
in the number of vessels and a large
ln the catch of fish has taken place

increase
increase
between

1878-86, the date of this report. We adopted
the National Policy in 1879. Under our
former system of duties It was possible that
smuggling was not worth the risk but the
very moment we increased our duties it then
became a great object to get in free of duty
into Canada a large quantity of supplies
consisting of pork, brandy, min, wines, and
Probably silks and other wares-it is hard
to say to what dimensions such a trade might
be increased, whlch, as I said beforé, is de-
moralizing to our population, and we al know
how easy It would be to carry on a trade of
that kind with such an extensive coast and
how impossible It would be for Canada to
protect her revenue and the morals of her
people lu respect to that trade. To what
extent that trade has been carried on and to
what extent our revenue has suffered during
the past twelve years in consequence of that
trade it is impossible to say ; it is evident
that it is a very severe loss and it is
desirable that It should be put a stop to, and
I think, for that reason ln addition to the
bounty system adopted by the French 'Gov-
ernment It should engage the attention of our
Government. We can take, nothing else from
the report of the Governor of St. Pierre that
such a state of affairs does exist and that
there is a very large trade of small vessels
coming possibly to seli bait to enable French
fishermen to carry on their fishing and pos-
sibly bringing fish to exchange, because if
they can get a bounty on the export and if
they can get goods ln exchange~for their fish
and then get them Into the country free of
duty it is undoubted that the trade is a very
profitable one Indeed and may yet- reach
larger dimensions, and If the revenue is suffer-
ing through It It is desirable, I think, that we
should take steps to co-operate with the Gcov-
ernent of Newfoundland by acknowledging
the Bait Act as a wise one and one which
will have the effect of checking the fishing
industry of the French until their bounty
system Is abolished and a British Consul
admitted to the Islands. It is not that we
desire to interfere with the French fishermen
but it is our desire not to place our own fisher-
men at a disadvantage by the commercial
policy of a foreign nation such as they have
to fight against under the bounty system.
The return Of the fish caught and exported
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froin St. lierre shows that after the Bait
Act was imposled the catch of lish was reduced
by fifty per cent, which proves It had a
decided effect. But as Capt. Walker reports
they are naturally becoming more and more
lax in the Imposition of it, and Newfoundland
people lind it tobe so unjust to them under ail
the circnustances, that the Bait Act lias lost
much of its effeet. It is under these circum-
stances that the Government of Newfoundland
bas imposed upon Canadian lishernen the
necessity of taking out a license to enable
them to take bait within the 3-mile limit of
Newfoundland and for these reasons i do not
think that there ,is any cause of complaint on
the part of Canada or why we should pursue
an unfriendly course towards the Government
of Newfoundland in consequence of the action
they have taken in respect to the Ilcenses.
There are two things which it is desirable
that Canada should seek to obtain as a con-
cession from France, outside altogether of
the treaty rights, and one is that the bounties
on fish, which enable their fishermen to fish
at an advantage, should be doue away with;
and also that a British consul should be
appointed to St Pierre ln order that he may
know what vessels clear there and what goods
they are clearing with and what the destina-
tion of these goods is. These two things, I
think, af'e essential in the lnterest of Canada.
An Aieriean consul is allowed at St. Pierre
and a British consul is not allowed there,
and I only presume the reason is that this
profitable trade might be carried on as of
yore. The United States Government evident-
ly will not peritnt smuggling ,into their country
for want of a consul; we should Imitate
them ln that respect. Now we come
to the next step in our diplomatic re-
lations with Newfoundland, and that is
the subject matter of the question that I have
asked to-day ln regard to the tariff that we
Imposed upon Newfoundland last year. Upon
looking into thd Acts I find that we passed a
Duty of Customs Act in 1885, by which certain
duties were imposed upon fish imported Into
Canada, and I can only suppose that these
duties, so imposed under the Act of 1885, were
aimed- at Newfoundland, because I do not
think for one moment it cau be contended the
United States fishermen will export their fIlsh
into Canada when they have an exclusive
market of their own ; therefore, the duties
that were Imposed under the Act of 1885 were
almed at the Government of Newfoundland

and at Newfoundland fisherimen. I will read
the clause passed in 1885 as an addendum to
the tariff :

"l Fisl and other produets of the fisheries
shall le chargeable w-ith, and there shall be
collected thereon the rates of duty set forth
and described ln Schedule B to this Act,
and set opposite to eaeh of them respectively ;
provided, that the whole or part of the duties
imposed by this section may be remitted, as
respects either the United States or the Island
of Newfoundland, or both, upon proclamation
of the Governor ln 'Cuncil, which may le
issued whenever it appears to lis satisfaction
that the Government of the United States and
the Island of Newfoundland, or of elther of
them, have made changes lu their tariffs of
dutIes •imposed upon articles lmported from
Canada, in reduction or repeal of the duties ln
force In the said countried respectively. 48-49
Vie., c. 61, s. 4, part."

The high tariff of the United States and the
low tarift of Newfoundland are here put on a
par. This is the clause that we passed. We
first of all provided ln the tariff that certain
duties should be imposed on fish-75 cents per
quintal-and then inserted this clause which
gave thd Governor in Counil power to take
thein off if the Governuient of Newfoundland
or the Government of the United States abolish
certain duties that they had imposed. What
was the effect of that ? Had it the effect on
the people of Newfoundland of inducing them
to abrogate their duties ? No; It had exactly
the very opposite effect. The very moment
they found we were imposing duties upon their
fisi, and ln that way instituting a species of
McKinley Bill of our own against the Island
of Newfoundland, they, ln order to protect and
defend themselves (their legislature happened
to be ln sesson at the tine these duties were
lmposed), retaliated on Canada by passng
this clause and .adding It to their tariff Act of
1885:

"1I.-Froi and after the first day of July,
lu the year one thousand elght hundred and
eighty-tive, ln addition to the duties by the
above recited Acte provided to be raised,
levied, collected and paid on goods, wares and
merchandize Imported .Into this colony and
its dependencies, there shall be raised, levied,
collected and paid on the goods, wares and
muerchandize hereinafter ln this section men-
tioned, Imported into this colony and its
dependencles from countries the fishermen
of which have the privilege of taking fish on
ail parts of the coats of Newfoundland and
its dependencles, and ln which countries
duties are or shall hereafter be levied upon
fish and the produce of the fisherles exported
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fron this colony and its dependencies to such
COuntries, the following duties, viz. :-

"Flour-tlie barrel, seventy-five cents.
"Pork-the barrel, one dollar and fifty

cents.
" Butter-the one hundred pounds, seventy-

fivei cents.
" Tobacco - the one hundred pounds, five

dollars.
"Kerosene ol- the iinperial gallon, fi-e cents.
"Cornmeal-the barrel, :fifty-two cents and

One half cent.
" III.-From and after the first day of

Juiy, in the year one thousand eight hundred
and elghty-five, there shall be raised, levied,
cOllected and pald on all fish imported,bought, or lu any way coming lnto this
colony and its dependencies, a duty of one
dollar and fifty cents per quintal : Provided,
that the Governor may, by proclamation,
Plblished In the Royal Gazette, remit the
Whole or any part of the duty imposed by
this section, on;fish imported Into this colony
or its dependencies from countries making
such changes or reductions ln their tariff of
duties. with respect to fish, the produce of
fish, or other articles exported from this
colony or its dependencies to such countries,
as the Governor my deem equitable."

NoW, you see the only effect that was pro-
duceed by the clause that we inserted in our
Act, aiming at the colony of Newfoundland,
lin 1885, was prompt retallation on their part
by increasing the duty on flour from 25e. to
75C. a barrel, &c., and ithat clause remained
to this day on their Statute-book facing us,
but Only went Into operation by our own act.

Hon. Mr. MILLER -Is my hon. friend
aware that before any duty was imposed by
Canada on Newfoundland fish, the Govern-
inlent of Newfoundland refused to sell bait to
Canadian fishermen, upon any terms what-
evél, although selling and providing bait to
foreign fishermen, and that they refused to
alloW any intercourse on the part of Can-
adiau vessels with the shores or iarbours of
NeWfoundland-treating then in a more un-
friendly spirit than they treated foreign ves-
sels ? It was not until that unfriendly
course was taken by Newfoundland that the
duties Were imposed upon fish coming into
Canada by our Government.

Hon. M1r. BOULTON-I am quite aware of
that, and I was coming to it, because that
point is a subject of the question I have on
the Paper to-day. I am only showing under
What authority, and under what circum-
stances the duty was imposed. The duty
-was fiposed, as far back as 1885, and when

6

the Government of Newfoundland retaliated
and said " You have iniposed that duty on
Our fish--"

Hon. Mr. MILLER - My hon. friend is
wrong ; the power was only given to the
Govermnent of Canada ln 1885 to impose the
duty and It never was put in force until
Newfoundland showed themselves so unfriend-
ly and unjust towards Canadian fishermen.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentleman
will not say that any fresh act has been
passed giving authority to the Government
to impose those duties ? No duties were
imposed by a new Act. The Government
are acting under authority of the tariff of
1885 ; but our band was stayed by the re-
taliatory policy of Newfoundland when they
said : " You impose that tarif upon us and
put It into force and we will at once raise the
duty on flour to seventy-five cents a barrel
by the authority of the Lieutenant Governor."
We did not take any action in regard to the
Act that we have put upon our Statute-book
ln 1885, as the hon. member from Richmond
has justly said, until last year, but it is the
imposition of that tarif of 1885 in 1891 that
has checked a very large amount of the trade
that Canada enjoyed with the Island of New-
foundland, and bas helped to bring about the
unfriendly state of affalrs that now exists.
The trade of Canada with Newfoundland has
been of far greater value than the trade of
Newfoundland with Canada. Newfoundland
has purchased fron Canada during the past
ten years-from 1880 to 1890-$16,750,O00 of
our produce-very largely agricultural pro-
duoe-and we have only purchased from the
Island of Newfoundland $5,000,000 during the
same ton years, so that they have been a
customer for the produce- of our Industries
for three times the quantity that we have
been of theirs. The main exports that were
sent from Newfoundland to Canada were fish
to the extent of $350,000 or $400,000 a year.
That is the main trade that Newfoundland
has enjoyed with Canada. Last year they
sent some $460,000 worth of their produce to
Canada and it Is upon that $460,000 worth
that tis duty bas been imposed by the Tarif
Act of 1885, which bas brought upon us the
imposition of the duties lmposed by the Tarif
Act of Newfoundland of 1885. There was
no fresh Tarif Act pased by Newfoundland
to impose that duty ; it became an absolute
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necessity on the part of the New-foundland arrangements with a foreigu cuntry should
Govermnent to put that tarif into force he aceded te Canada which would involve
against Canada the moment Canada put into tariff discrimination against the mother coun-try, and tis principle lias hiad the approval of
force the tariff which she had passed against ler Majest's Governrent: but it wlll be
Newfoundland. So we have brought that difficuit to induce the people of Canada to
duty upon us by our own hand. Now, I (ontinue to believe in the importance of that
think it is quite right that we should show piu'e if Great Brit tow inaes a con
a conciliatory spirit to Newfoundland and if t r Newfoumdlan ide a conh
we repeal that tariff, by tlie very act of United States is able to disrinate directly
taking it off the tariff Newfoundland has against Canada."
imposed upon us comes off at the same time. It e
is only operative when our duties are imposed. p e. sn re orniments exprear in
I think in the interests of the trade of Canada, resolution of the Legisiature of Manitoba,
and of the good feeling which should exist imder date of l9tl Mardi, 1890. They have
between two neighbouring colonies, in the f
lnterests of the British Empire at large, we alng ubi men n wihs stim
inight show towards the Island of Newfound- letîing we mn anu It s eiae
land the sanie spirit as the West India Islands ti k we hod ho un cn It comesf0a
have displayed. The lion. Finance Minister qustion o dcitl, ohe caking
drew the attention of th House, in his budget uto o diey w-e o endeavour
speech. to the fact that the West India Islands a
refused to discriminate against Canada whenii
entering into a treaty with the United States,ad we souldsho tha sane siri to : not1( discrimiinafe from a trade point of viow,
and we should show that saediscriinated the advantages accorded
ail the colonies of the British Empire ourselves. to Uni States fishermon, and that was
I think It would be to the advantage of Canada , sufficiont te cause the Inperlal Govera-
if we should take off the duties that we i1- ment t fake the stand that it lias taken i
posed last year, and by our own act probably regard te that convention. I wlU read the
bring about a better feeling between New- draft convention which the lon. Mr. Blaie
foundland and Canada. All tlie facts that I was %illing to negotiate-a convention, low-
have been detailing culinnated in Newfoumdo-ver, whidi did not roceivo fli assent cf fli
land seeking to obtain better trade relations Imperial Govormont
with the United States. They found that
they could not improve their own position Convention botwoen Great Britai and fli
with the French fishermen-they could not get United Stafes of Amerlea, for tle i-
rid of the bounties, or of the smuggling, or of Provorent of commercial relations ho-

tweeni the United States and lier Brifan-
the French treaty rights, and in order to de- nie Majesfy'sColcny of Newfcundland.
fend themselves they were led to negotiate The Governments of Great Britain and the

wltl th fntedStaes overament for botter Uiie States, desiin to improve fle com-wvith the 'United States Govrmn fore bettert
terns, to obtain a, market for their fish. merdai relations befween the United States
Those negotiations have been going on for and ler Brltannlc Majcsty's Cclony of New-

wer opose byfoundland, :have appoited as their rcspec-the last two years, and they were opposed by Plenpotentiares, and given tem ful
our Government. in that respect the Can- powers te treat of and conclude such conven-
adian Governuient were guarding the interests tion, that is te say
of the Dominion, and acting il accordance ler Britannie MaJesfy on lier part basappoited Sir Jullan Pauncefote, and flic
witl Imperial policy-pursuing a policy Of not Prosdent cf fli United States las appoited
discriminating against any portion of the on the part cf fli United States, James G.
British Empire. That policy lias been laid Baine, Secrefary cf State.
down by the Canadian Gevernment in repre- And fli said Plenipotentiaries, after hav-
sentations made to the Imperial Government fnd e be i dua poer form, ae
upon this very point. In a mueinoranduni cf agreed te and conelded ie foilowlng art-
Counoil, under date of 29th January, 1891, clos

ar Goverrment made rhrs represwntationi: ARTIfrCE .

"1Tlat flic Canadian Govorn at lias de- Unithe States fisto liC g vessels entering ole
ciared its poiley toe h t ne commnercial waters cf Nenfoidland shail have the prv-
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ilege of purchasing herring, caplin, squid,
and other bait fishes at all times on the saine
conditions, and subject to the same penal-
ties, in all respects as Newfoundland vessels.

They shall also have the privilege of touch-
nig and trading. selling fish and oil, and pro-
CUring supplies in Newfoundland, conforming
to the harbour regulations. but without other
charge than the payment of such light, har-
bOU and customs dues as are, or may be
levied on Newfoundland fisling vessels.

ARTICLE Il.

Dry codfish, cd oil. seal oil, sealskins, lier-
rings, salmon, trout and sahnon trout, lob-
sters, cod roes, tongues and sounds, the pro-
duct of the fisheries of Newfoundland,
shall be admitted into the United States
free of duty. Also, all hogsheads, bar-
rels, ikegs, boxes, or tin cans, in whici
the articles above naned mnay be carried,
shall be admitted free of duty. It is under-
8tood; however, that "green" codtish are not
included in the provisions of this article.

ARTICLE III.

The officer of the Customs at the Newfound-
land port where a vessel laden with the ar-
ticles named in artcile H clears shall give to
the master of said vessel a sworn certificate
that the fisi shipped were taken in the waters
Of Newfoundland ; which certificate shall be
countersigned by the Consul or Consular
Agent of the United States, and delivered to
the proper officer of Customs at the port of
destination in the United States.

ARTICLE IV.

nh this convention shall come into opera-
tIOn, and during th continuance there of the
duties to be levied and collected upon the
following commercial merchandize imported
lnto the Colony of Newfoundland from the
United States shall not exceed the following
anlounts, viz. :

?lour, 25 cents per barrel.
I ork, 1 1-2 cents per lb.
Bacon and hams, tongues. smoked beef

and Sausage, 2 1-4 cents per lb., or $2.50 per
112 lbs.

Beef, pigs' heads, hocks and feet (salted or
cured), 1-2 cent per lb.

Indian meal, 25 cents per barrel.
Pease, 30 cents per barrel.
Oatmeal, 30 cents per barrel of 200 lbs.
lran, Indian corn and rice, 12 1-2 per cent.

ad ?'alorem.
Salt (in bulk), 20 cents per ton of 2,240 lbs.
Rerosene oil, 6 cents per gallon.
Afnd the following articles imported into

the Colony of Newfoundland from the United
States shall be admitted free of duty :-

Agricultural Implements and machinery im-
P0rted by agricultural societies for the pro-
nlotion of agriculture.

Crushing mills for mining purposes.

Raw cotton.
Corn for the manufacture of brooms.
Gas engines when protected by patent.
Ploughs and harrows.
Reaping. raking, ploughing, potato-dIgging

and seed-sowing machines to be used in the
colony.

Printing presses and printing types.

ARTICLE V.

It is understood that if any reduction is
made by the Colony of Newfoundland, at any
time during the term of this convention, in
the rates of duty upon the articles named in
Article IV of this convention, 'the said reduc-
tion shall apply to the United States.

ARTICLE VI.

The present convention shalh take effect as
soon as the laws required to carry it into
operation shall have been passed by the Con-
gress of the UnIted4 States on the one hand,
and by the Imperial Parliament of Great
Britain and the Provincial Legislature of
Newfoundland on the other hand. Such as-
sent having been given, the convention shall
remain in force for five years from the date
at which It may oome Into operation, and
further until the expiration of twelve months
after either of the high contracting parties
shall give notice to the other of its wish to
terminate the same ; each of the high con-
tracting parties being at liberty to give such
notice to the other at the end of the said tern
of five years, or at any time afterwards.

ARTICLE VII.

This convention shall be duly ratified by
the President of the United States of America,
by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate thereof, and by Her Britannie Majesty;
and the ratification shall be exchanged at
Washington on the lst day of February, 1891,
or as soon thereafter as practicable.

In faith whereof, we, the respective Pleni-
potentiarles, have signed this convention and
have hereunto affixed our seals.

Done In duplicate, at Washington, this
day of in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and

The article that is of vpry great importance
to us in that draft convention is Article I.
Now, hon. gentlemen will see that in this
convention there is no discrimination against
Canada-that is to say, that the United States
are to have advantages that Canada is to .be
denied, so far as our trade relations are con-
cerned, but the effect it would have is this :
the great advantage of our fisheries is that we
have the 3-mile limit within which we eau
catch the bait essential to the successful pro-
secution of the fisheries on the banks, and
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under our treaty with the Vnited States that
privilege is preserved solely to Canada and
Newfoîmdiand. The United States are not
entitled. without our sanction, to enjoy the
privilege of catching bait or of touching and
trading-that is, shipping crews or purchasing
supplies, or transhipping their catch to their
own markets in the United States. Such a
privilege as that, with the free riglt to fish
in our waters, is of very great value to the
fishermen of the United States, so great that
under the Washington Treaty of 1871 it was
valued at $5,500,000 for a period of ten years.
If Newfoundland was to enter into a con-
vention with the United States which gave the
bulk of those privileges to the United States,
It would reduce the value of our fisheries ex-
ceedingly, because United States fishermen
could obtain ail the bait they required in
Newfoundland waters; they could ship their
crews, purchase supplies and tranship and
transport their catch from Newfoundland
ports, whereas if, the privilege ls withheld fron
theni they are compelled to go to their own
ports ; wherea¢ if the privilege is withheld from
to the banks, losing a good deal of time. So
that the privileges which the United States
fishermen have been granted under this con-
vention would take away from Canadian fish-
ermen very valuable advantages which they
hold, and would give their United States com-
petitors an advantage over them, to the detri-
ment of Canadian interests, and to that extent
it was not right that it should be carried out.
I consider that it is not a fair treaty In its
terms either-that is to say, it is not equitable.
The American fishermen, with their immense
fleet and large population engaged in the fish-
ing industry, would be allowed to enjoy all the
privileges of fishing in Newfoundland waters
concurrently with a population of only 200,000,
while only 200,000 would have the advantage
of access to the markets of the United States.
To that extent, I say, the treaty was not an
equitable one as between Newfoundland and
the United States - the concessions to the
United Stated fishermen were too great. No
provision was made in that convention for-
bidding the United States Government giving
bounties to their fishermen. If the convention
were passed In its present form the United
States fishermen might ask their Government
to give them a bounty, and a bounty to the
extent of ten francs per quintal might be
imposed in the same way that the French
Government has given assistance to its fisher-

men. In that way, between the French Gov-
ernment and the United States Government
our fisheries might be wiped out entirely, and
our lishernien would have to transfer their
allegiance to the French or United States flag.
That would be one of the ultinate resuits of
passing such a convention as that. We want
to preserve the advantages which our fisheries
give to our own people ; we want to train our
own fishermen that they may be a source of
strength to the Dominion and the empire, and
we do not want to make It an object for them
to transfer their allegiance to a foreign country.
Therefore, it is necessary to guard the interests
of our fishermen. I may point out that the
United States would not permit us to negotiate
a treaty with any of their states separately.
Suppose we were to negotiate a treaty with
Dakota and Minnesota, by which they
should admit the products and manu-
factures of Canada in exchange for thë
right of fishing in the Hudson Bay
waters, and transporting through Canadian
territory, a privilege which would be of great
advantage to them-I consider that would be
a parallel case-would the United States permit
such a thing ? I say they would not, and
for the very same reason we are justified in
interfering to prevent the island of New-
foundland concluding a treaty with the United
States of the character of the one from which
I have been reading the extraets. At the
present moment the United States fishermen
are enjoying very great advantages In our
waters. For a number of years, under
the nodus rireiidi, they have been enjoying
the privilege of getting bait in Canada, of
transhipping and touching and trading,
of shipping crews In Canada- all thls
under a license fee which yielded to Canada,
in 1891, less than $10,000. While our
fishermen are excluded from the markets
of the United States, It is but right and just
that they 'should be protected and that until
some concessions are granted to us the United
States fishermen should not recelve any
special advantages on our side. I think I
have touched upon the main features of
the question between Newfoundland and
Canada, and I cannot but express the hope
that, by a free discussion, by bringing out ail
the facts of the case, by correcting any mis-
statements that I may have made througlh
ignorance, but which by discussing among
ourselves may be corrected, we may help our
Government to bring about a more concillatory
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attitude on the part of the Newfoundland
Govermnent and reinstate that friendly feeling
which is essential betweeun. such near
n1eighbours who are working together under
the saine flag.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is just one ques-
tion as to wliil the lion. gentleman did not
give very full information, and as to which I
for one should like to be Informed. He did
lot state w-hen it was that the two hostile

tarit!s were brought into operation. Did New-
foundland bring her hostile tarit! Into opera-
tiou against Canada before Canada put into
OPeration a tariff hostile to Newfoundland, or
was It the other way ? The hon. gentleman
night state the circumstances under whici
those two tariffs were brought into operation,
because that is important.

Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not aware of
the circumstances under which those tariffs
were brought into operation, but lu our tarit!
Of 1885 we impose certain duties on fish
auounting to 75 cents per quintal.

lion. Mr. POWER-I know about that.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-There was an
addendum to that Act whici provided that
wheu' Newfoundland and the United States
would lower their tariff against Canada, that
A&ct should not be In force. The Legislature
of Newfoundland was in session at the time
that that Act w-as passed, and on the 15th
14ay, after our Act was passed, as a retali-
atory measure against us they nimposed their
Tariff Act

ion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
WIll excuse me : My question did not refer
tO the dates when the tariffs were enacted
but when they were put into operation. That
is the point As I understand, neither
tarfil was put into operation until after this
attempted convention between theî United
States and Newfoundland. What I was
anxioiS to find out was, suppose It was only
after that the tariff acts went into operation,
Whieh was brought into operation flrst ? Was
it the Newfoundland tariff that was put into
operation against Canada first, or was It the
Caniadlan tariff that was put into operation
against Newfoundland first ?

on101. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentleman
'Wil recognize that that Is the question I
ani asking. I am moving for the correspond-

ence in regard to that. I may say that our
tariff was put into operation last fal I do
not know whether it was In September, or
exactly what date it was; but I know one
day last fall our tariff went into operation
against Newfoundland, and when our tariff
went into operation the Newfoundland tarit!
was put in force. The Newfoundland Legisla-
ture has not met since that tariff went Into
force. It was brouglit Into operation
in consequence of our tariff having gone into
force and our tariff is said to have been put
in force in consequence of the unfriendly
attitude which the Newfoundland people were
supposed to have taken in imposing licenses
on Canadian fishermen under the Bait Act.
I suppose that was the cause of the imposi-
tion of the tariff ; but It has reacted against
ourselves and I do not know that we are
justified in feeling angry against the people
of Newfoundland for the position they have
taken. They are only defending their own
fishermen and fishing, the only industry on
which they can rely, and if they tread upon
our toes In pursuance of that policy I do not
know that we should squeal because it im-

foses much more heavy duties on our products
and actually prohibits our flour from going into
Newfoundland. It Is for that reason that
I have put this question upon the
notice paper, and asked the hon.
First Minister to produce oertain corres-
pondence that led to the imposition of those
prohibitory duties. I feel myself that it is a
matter of great importance that we should
sail together in a friendly manner, and that
It Is necessary as component parts of the
British Empire that we should ail sail In the
same fleet, and not wander off in one or the
othei direction, but fix our eyes upon the sig-
nais that come from the flagship ; and as
long as we do that we need not fear that
Canada w-ll prosper, if we use that wisdom
which is essential In conducting our public
affairs not only In matters of dispute, with
our neighbours In Newfoundland, but with
oui neighbours in the United States.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I quite agree with
the hon. gentleman who las spoken, as to the
conciliatory feeling which should exist be-
tween us and Newfoundland, to arrive at an
amicable settlement of all our difficulties. I
must cougratulate my hon. frilend on his
knowledge of this question, and of the fish-
ing interests of the Maritime Provinces. I
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was not aware that lie was so well acquaint- of Newfoundland and proteet tleir riglts,
ed with the fisheries question-he has evi- whicl the Frencli have enc.roached upon. I
dently studied It carefully. His views and say that Newfoundlan( cannot expect Can-
mine agree as far as the United States nego- ada to place herseif ii the saine position that
tiations are concerned ; but ny hon. friend is tey have taken, and pas' a Bait Act against
wrong wv'hen lie suggests that as a couse- France. 1 (oubt, if we attenpted te do it,
quence of our neglect or connivance against vhether England would justify us lu sucl a
Newfoindland lishermen we have brought course. I believe that it wvuld be improper
upon ourselves the retaliation that lie speaks that, iu order te assist Newfounlland, we
of. In that my lion. friend is entirely wrong. should tak upon ourselves authority t do
I corne fromn a part of Canadaf that is largely sornething for which we are not respolsible
engaged in the fisheries-especially the tisler- iu any way. I assert that no single case las
ies which ny hon. friend refers to, and îbeen eliarged against Canadian fishermen or
i ry province mill believe tlat fishermen froin. a scintilla of evidence given tat tihey have
Canada-at least that fisherneii fron Nova
Scotia-have violated the Bait Act. They
were anxious to conform to it as mucli as
they could. Our Governmnent were anxious
that the Bait Act should be comnplied with,
and were willing to pass le-gislation to the
effect that a violation of that Act by any
Canadian or Canadian fishernien should be
punished. That was the position our Gov-
ernment was willing to take. but the saine
policy was not proposed by the United
States ; and when my hon. friend says that
we "l by our connivance and neglect---"

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I did not say so. I
read from the report of Captain Walker.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -- My hou. friend
reid froin the report of Captain Walker,
which he endorsed, and upon that report pre-
dicated the remarks he has made on the wlole
question. The lion. gentleman is entirely
wrong. The Newfoundland fisiermen tlemu-
selves have been the greatest violators of this
Act. Nova Scotia, tishernien can tell of New-
foundland fishernen who have taken bait
froni the Magdalen Islands lui the spring of
1890, and sold it to the French fishermen at
St. Pierre and Miquelon. If the Newfound-
land authorities want to get information as
regards the violation of the Bait Act, they
eau easily ascertain that nuinbers of their
owrn fishernen have violated it. When the
Newfoundland Government found that they
could not enforce the provisions of the Bait
Act they came to us and asked us te enact
a Bait Act similar to theirs, and place our-
selves in a hostile attitude towards France.
I do not see why we should be asked to do
so. My lion. friend thinks we ought to take

violated the Newfoundland Bait Act, and
I do not believe that they ever did.
My hon. friend said that the fishermen of
Canada, by going to the United States to fish
under the American flag, in vessels of the
United States, when they carne into the waters
of Newfoundlaiid would have privileges that
we do not enjoy. Is not that the position at
present ? Does not Newfoundland give
privileges to the United States fishernien that
they do not give to us, both in the inshore
and their deep-sea fisheries ? Our fishermen
tind that it is better to tish froin vessels flying
the United States flag, because they then have
the privilege of securing Newfoundland biait,
and not suffer as they did last year, by having
to return with half a catch. Newfoundland
lias treated lis improperly by putting a license
on us at all. We believe their Act is illegal,
and I hope that the Dominion Government
will sustain the efforts of our fishermen, who
wislh to have the License Act repealed. My
hon. friend is wrong about that tarif of 1885,
which surely exempted Newfoundland-the
only place hi the world that was exempted
from the operation of that Act, as far as fish
is concerned. We have allowed their fisher-
men to corne into our ports, and we have
allowed their vessels to enjoy all the privileges
which Canadian fishermen enjoy, free of ali
charge, not only purchasing their fish, but
furnishing then the means of transportation
to American and other markets. What have
they done in return ? They have allowed
United States fishermen to cone in and get
bait, and have excluded our fishermen. Is
that a concillatory spirit on the part of New-
foundland ? I say that they have placed
themnselves outside of any claim for clem-

that position. although the French have ency or proper respect on our part. They
rights in Newfoundland that they have not have not only deprived us of a right which
in Canada-that we should espouse the cause we are entitled to as a British colony, but they
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grant this riglt to the LUited States ; they -a heavy duty fot upon what they land, for
have doue more. Their Bait Act was origin- they Land nothing, but upon everything they
ally directed against fish used for bait ; but have la their vessels for use in ctdilng or
What have the Newfoiundland Government curiug fish-salt aud barrels.
doue ? They have deprived our fisiermnen of
thve piviee liglit dues for the ligTets that we provide and
have interfered with our connuercial relations,
and deprived us froin getting frozen fish for
cOIisinsption, while they have allowed Ameri- Hon. Mr. KAILBACH-Yes as nuy hon.
can fishermien to corne in and take that trade. friend fror Richmond says, they niake us
We know that for years our fishermen have pay for the very liglts that we have es-
beeu accustomed lu the w-inter season to go tablished and maintain. That is the
lortli for cargoes of frozen fish, which they position we are ii with regard to New-

brouglt down and sold in our markets and fouidland. It N no eoloired Iictu;
the markets of the United States. This these are simple and 1 ask, if
PriVilege they were refused last year. on wc take the sanie ground, and say we wil
the pretext that tlis frozen fish would be put our tisiiermen in fhe saine position in
us9ed for bait ; our fishernen offered to relation to Newfouidland as the tishermen of
give bonds that the frozen filsh would Newfouudland are in relation to Canada-
lot be used for bait. but notwithistand- fiat we wil fot let themn have free acoess
ing that fact, Newfoundland refused to for tueir fish for our inarkets, but w-l1 exdude
sell it to us, while they allowed American theni as they have excluded us, wlU they
fishermen tc comie it and get it without hiî- not soon fid that they lîad better ask
derance. Anything we have doue in the way for a fuir settient of fis matter ?
of retaliation is for the purpose of securing

jUStce or or ou fiherîcuant th Goi'- have sufféred long aud have been kind.I.lstie for our- own fishermien, and the Gov
ernment of Newfoundland will find when believe our Goverument lias been, if any-

they come to consider It, that they are in a thuîg, rather tardy lu looking after the rights

Illich worse position than we are in this diffi- of our tisheriec. 1 do not say it lu any way

culty, by the loss of the privileges they had t reflect upon what tley have doue; but

fron1 Canada. Newfoundlanders were as our Ishermue were almost paralysed lastyear

free to fish as our own fisherinen ; they lad i ii(lezt voing to carry on their Iudustry

all the privileges of Canadians in Canadüui by fie wufriendiy attitude of Newfoundland.

waters. Free fron al charges, free from all til iiitu4i3 of vast iportauoe to us
dues, free fron every restraint, they coue -niuot 1w offset by the sale of a few

lIto our waters to fish. In the face of thtesoe siid barrels of ilour, and iy hou. friend

faets wlait have we permîitted them t> (I0 « 4hould not attetoipt to ruse anythlng like a

W/hat are they doing now ? We know
that the Canadian coast of Li.abdor i , Cii- of the roductions of fie far west-a country

Pied by fishernen fro Newfodu, which we have opeed up for hm ad those

"iost to the exclusion of fishermen fromîî o who have gone there-have te oeur the uttes

owI provinces. Tiey corne across to our linposed by Newfoundlu.

Iabrador coast by St. Mary's Island. They Hou. Mr. BOULTON-I have li intention
are In lose proximity to it, and they take of ralsig any such question at ail. My
Possession of and occupy the whole of that reuarks were directed solely toward biinging
shore to the exclusion of our fishermen. They about fiiendly relations between Newfound-
pay ne custom dues, or dues of any kind. They land aud ourselves, lu W-hich the whoie
bring their outtits there and distribute them country is lnterested.
aboUg the shore, and occupy the whole coast,
80 that when our fishermen run up north Hou. Mr. KAVLBACH-I ani the iast ian
they find they have nothing to get, that the lu this House te mise sectional feeling be-
Xewfoundland fishermen monopolize the fish- tween the provinces. I believe we should
, eries, and the moment they cross the line at loek upon Canada " a whore, and we should
Blanc Sablon and get ilnte the waters of New- feel that what is the interest cf e province
foluîd 1 , thley have te encouiter a. h(,av3- fax fis the interest cf ail. I try e hok at the
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question dispassionately, and I feel that we
have suffered long in Nova Scotia-that New-
foundland has liad advantages in our ports,
in our markets and l our fisheries whicli she
lias not been entitled to, and is not now
entitled to, because of the way she has
treated our fishermen. As I have already
remarked, our fisherles are of vast import-
ance; they are the nursery for our mercantile
marine. France has long seen the importance
of fostering her fishery rights in the Gulf
and she has shown lier faith in it by the
bounties she has given to lier fishermen.
She believes that the fisherles forn a nursery
not only for her mercantile marine but for
lier navy as well. These fishermen are in-
ured to all kinds of hardship and danger.
Theirs is a precarlous and dangerous calling
In whicli they continually risk their lives. and
there is no other Industry in Canada more
worthy of the fostering care and protection
of the Government. Now, as regards the
Blaine-Bond Treaty, we could not possibly
allow that treaty to come into operation,
although the sympathies of our Governient
were with the people of Newfoundland. I
say that It would have been detrimental to
the interests of Canada. because we look to
the riglits we and all Britisli sulbjects liold
unider the treaty of 1818 as riglts that we
cannot allow Newforudlaud to set aside on
belihalf of the United States or aniy other
foreign nation. We nùdglit as welI give up
the whole of our tisieries at onc-e. If. under
the present circuistances. Newfoundland e rs
were allowed to conme into our ports witl
theilr fisi, free of duty, they would soon mono-
polize the fisli trate with the United States.
They have muarkets at present in Spain and
Portugal, and that tiade aLso would be divert-
ed. They would cone in direct competition
with us, free of duty. ii the United States mar-
ket, and we would ha ve no hope in the future
of securing reciprocal trade witli the United
States, as far as our fisli are concerned. I
do not think it would be fair to the House if
I should say anything more on this subject
than I have already said. I belleve that If
Newfoundland is determined on the policy
she has adopted all we have to do is to treat
their fishermen the saine as our fishermen
are treated by thei ; and if the Newfound-
land Government Impose duties on our pro-
duce the people of that Island must be
treated by us the same as the people of any

any other country that briing tish into our
markets.

Hon. Mr. HOMWAN-The question that we
have before us is a very Important one, and I
think I amn voicing the sentiments of the
House wlen I state that it is not the desire
of anyone here to say anything la an uukindly
way In regard to the difficulties that now exist
lbetw%-eenî Canada and Newfoundland. The
question of the fisieries of Newfouudland is
a broad one--a question that is of interest to
the wlole British Empire. The Newfound-
land fisheries do not belong to Newfoundland
but to the wlhole British world. They have a
perfect right, under the constitution, to nake
laws for the protection of those fisheries
within the 3-mile limit. They are users, so
to speak, for the generation in which they live
of those fisheries. The British people froin
Melbourne, Australia, or from Hong Kong,
have just as good a right to go and filsh
within the 3-mile limit of Newfoundland as
have the Newfoundlanders themselves, and
it is on that principle, and that alone., that
the objection was raised withi regard to this
bait question. When the Act was passed In
1885, it did not receive the Royal assent.
Why ? The Imperial authorities knew as
well then as they knew afterwvards that it
was impossible to take away the rights of
aay British fishermen in these waters or to
participate in these bait fisheries, and the
gentlemen who were then answerable to the
Governor of Newfoundland as his advIsers
distinctly promised, If the Act was passed,
that It would have no buearing, directly or
indirectly, in the most remote manner on
Canadian fishermen, otherwise the Act would
not have received the Royal assent. What Is
the answer glven to that question now by
the gentleman who is responsible to Her
Majesty's representative in Newfoundland ?
That he was not answerable for the repre-
sentations made by a previous Premier of the
colony who had made these promises. That
is simply absurd. There would be no con-
tinuity of goverunent if the Premier of one
day could repudiate the promises of his pre-
decessor. That was the basis of the whole
question, and that was the error which the
Newfoundlanders committed, that they
thought the fisheries were their own, and
that they could make sucli laws as would
suit their own vlews and for their individual
benefit. They had no righit to grant any par-
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ticular body of persons any special rights or
Privileges lu fisheries which they did not
absolutely own themselves. What belongs
to ail cannot be given to one, and
that was the principle underlying this
bait question. A great deal has been said and
a great many points have been raised on the
fact of what the Newfoundlanders call the
bounty-fed fishermen interfering wIth their
ilndustr. That is a question with which we
have nothing to do; It is a question of domestic
economy in France. As has been well observed
by the hon. gentleman who preceded me here,
it is not the itrinsic value of the fisheries of
St. Pierre and Miquelon that France considers.
France values the French fisheries in North
America because they are the great nursery
Of her seamen, and that is why France gives
a bounty ; but mny lion. friend has not stated
the whole question with regard to these
bOunties. Not only does she give a particular
bounty on each quintal of fish produced from
the French American fisheries, but she also
gives a bonus to every man who goes out
froni ber reformatories to those bank fisheries,

0 in that respect she has done everything in
ler Power to promnote ber fishing interest. The
representative men of France are niot wanting
l a patriotic desire to preserve all their
rights and privileges, and they know that

f .less they make special arrangements te
'liaintain the tisheries at St. Pierre and
Miquelon no trade would be attracted to those
lAands. Why do people go there from Quebec,
Halifax, St. John and other ports ? The
question is easily answered. While we are
obliged to naintain a high tariff to raise a
revenue, the Islands of St. Pierre and3Miquelon
have no tariff at ail, but are carrying out what
We, at the tinme of Confederation, proposed todo on the lower St. Lawrence, when we
tlhOught of iaking a free port of Gaspe. At
one timte the tariff of St. Pierre and Miquelon
Was 0 nly 1 per cent. ; now it is 2 1-2 per cent.,
and large quantities of goods are sent to those
islands from several Canadian and United
States ports. The result is that a large trade
has growin up between those Islands and
Urous ports on the Atlantic coast. There is
quite a trade between Fortune Bay and St.
Pierre and Miquelon. The people of these
twO Places have often intermarried, and I am
of the opinion that the Government of New-
foundland hulve taken the course with regard
to Canada, of which we eomplain malnly for

the purpose of stopping this French trade.
Why do I think so ? My hon. friend (Mr.
Boulton) in his remarks, which were simply
a reiteration of Newfoundland's case, ad.mits
that the object of the Island Government was
to prevent the French lisheirnen fron getting
bait -when they passed the Bait Act. The
first people to break that law were the
islanders themselves, and the Government
had to put on steamers to stop them. They
were fining and confining them, but, they did
not stop the traffic. They next tried to make
a treaty wlth the United States. Now, If the
duty in that country was equal to the bounty
paid by the French fishermen, the .question
would be at rest, but the fact is, while the
duty is fifty cents in the United States, the
French bounty Is $2 per quintal. It has been
stated that after attention was ealled to the
effect which the Act would have upon
Canada, it was only passed on the assurance
of the gentlemen who were then in power in
Newfoundland, that nothing should be done
under the A7ct to Interfere with our rights.
We slept on those rights for a short time ;
we were unwillng to belleve that such 'a
course would be pursued towards us. What
do we find ? Did the hon. gentleman, him-
self, find any fault with the course that
Canada pursued towards Newfoundland ?
Not 'at al. It Is true, he had changed his
opinion since last year, but at that time he
expressed very appropriately his indignation
when a Canadian fisherman was taken ai-
most In chains and placed in gaol In New-
foundland. The hon. gentleman brought the
matter to the attention of the House, and
after repeating the facts, as stated in the St.
John Erening Herald, he said:

" The Government of Newfoundland are
irritated-I do not think Justly so-because
Canada saw fit, when ýNewfoundland was
negotiating what is called the Bond treaty
(which was going to give privileges to the
people of the United States with regard to
getting bait, and with regard to trade and
traffic arrangements which were denied to
their fellow colonists In Canada), to Interfere,
and acoording to this paper the island Gov-
ernment Is resenting upon an inoffensive
citizen this interference on the part of our
Government. It is quite probable that such
is the case. It is not Improper to say just
bere that mue Government of Newfoundland
are wrong in the position they are taking
with regard to discrlininating against
Canada."
Now. the hon. gentleman has changed his

lopinion altogether. He thinks we are dis-
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crininating against Newfoun(Iland. Now,
when did we commence sto discriminate ? It
was after Newfoundland vessels came into
our harbours with loads of fislh and bait to
sell, whilst our fisiermen were refused bait
and lost their sêason's fishing. We con-
plained. and very justly so. As the hon.
gentleman front Richmond lias very properly
said, no single case has been proved where a
Canadian vessel has obtained bait on the
Newfoundland coast. and sold it to the
French. In a discussion on this question
with a gentleman who thouglt lie 'knew a
great deal about it, lie said, " No, but you
took -bait from the Magdalen Islands and
sold it to the French." I sa-id, " My dear sir.
I have had a great deal of experience in the
Magdalen Islands, and I understand that the
French tishermen fit out for the banks about
the first week of April. Now, the whole
allied fleets of Europe could not get to the
Magdalen Islands at thatitime of the year. so
that that contention falls to the ground."
Why is it that the United States are so
anxious to inake a treaty with Newfound-
land and not with Canada ? This bait ques-
tion Is of paramount inportance to the fisheries
of North America, and if they could be se-
cured by the United States they would have
the key to the whole question, and shut us
out of this very great factor of our tisheries.
That Blaine-Bond treaty, of whlch so mucli
has been spoken. onîly permitted the people
of Newfoundland to get their codfish. caught
in their own waters, Into the United States
markets free. There are about 5,350 coast
miles of fisheries belonging to British :Amer-
ica, of whilch about 2,000 miles are on the
coasts of Newfoumdland. The United States,
north of Cape Hatteras, lias about 1,070
miles. We own about 3.329 miles. Now,
these British American tisheries, that we
sometimes think so little of, are exceedingly
vahiable, wlen comnpared with those of other
countries. The sea fisheries of the world pro-
duce annually'fish to the value of:

British European sea fislieries. $34,090,000
British American do . 20,195,596
United States sea fisheries. .. 13,030,821
France do . 12.166,666
Norway do 6,250,219
Russia (European) sea tisheries 2,425,156
Russia (A slatic) do .. 10,896,625
Netherlands do . . 1.635.725

You can see how valuable our fisheries are,
and if we were to sit idly and iletly by and
allow the whole Canadian fishieries to be

paralysed without asserting the legitimate
rights that we have to the fisheries., or without
calling upon the people of Newfoundland to
carry out the promise they made when this
Act was passed, we would deserve to lose
thiem. I want to empliasize the fact that it
would have been perfhctly impossible for themn
to get their Act sanctioned unless they had
made it a condition precedent lat the riglits
of the Canadian fishermen should not be in-
terfered with. Newfoiudland owns vessels
other than those which have their head-
quarters in Newfoundland ports. Amnong them
are vessels owned in Dundee and Glasgow,
anmd it is simply absurd to suppose that a
vessel froin Lunenburg, flying the British
flag, should be denied the privilege of pro-
curing bait in a Newfoundland port, when a
Dundee vessel would experience no such diffi-
culty. We have allowed this question to remain
unsettIed fron season to season hoping that the
Glovernment of Newfoundland would come to
its senses, and that we could get along amic-
ably together ; but sonething liad to be doue
when they went so far as to imprison some
of our people. Numbers of tfshing vessels
from our Maritime Province ports have lost
a year's fishing. Do you think that those
men cmi go without being paid for that loss ?
There is no doubt iin my mind that when the
question cones before a judicial tribunal the
Governmenit of Newfounidlanid will have to
pay these men for the losses they have sustain-
ed through being robbed of their rights. Very
soon the Newfoundland Government will be
calledi uipon, under a judicial decision, to ln-
denmify these men. Now, with regard to
these French tisheries, which lithe Newfound-
landers think they cai w-ipe out by their
legislation, It is simply absurd to think that
the French Government will be affected by
any action that they nay take. If t was
necessary to put a bounty of 40 francs per
quintal on the fisl caught by their fishermen,
they would grant it ln order to protect those
lisheries, and when yon find a premum like
that offered they will get bait. They did get
bait all through, and they will continue to
get it. It is unfortunate, no doubt,
for Newfoundland that those old French
treaty rights exist. It is unfortunate for us
that some treaties were ever made, but
treaties must be observed, and the French
Government could not understand how two
hundred thousand people in the island of
Newfoundland could influence the policy of
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the Imperial Government. They cuild in- and catch fish, but were refused the privileges
fluence the Imperial Government if they which were accorded ito foreigners. If we
Were imposed upon, but there is no were to stand by and see our fishermen
evidence that they have been imposed upon. treated in that way we would not be doing
These questions must necessarily arise our duty. It is true when two men or two
between nations, and I daresay some time or provinces or two nations quarrel, necessarily
other the British Government wil be able reprisais are made, but I hope that better
tO settle this difficulty of the French shore. feelings will prevail, and that we may be able
It is an important question, but it niever to get a renewal of our old trade relations
Would have taken any such course as It has with Newfoundland. We had a nodux rirendi
followed if a fishery which was not recognized by which we could have gone on and con-
when the treaty was made had not grown tinued the trade between us until matters
up and become a very important branch of were settled. Our interference with the
the in-shore fisheries of Newfoundland-that Blaine-Bond Treaty lias been referred to.
is, the lobster fishery. The French fishermen Now, they are only a small population of
caine in and found the lobster traps set and two hundred thonsand, while we are a people
tOok them up and went on with their own of tire million. in ail matters of trade be-
fisheries, as they had a right to do. The tween this coitry ami the United States
following statement of the exports of pro- we have treated Newfoundland as one of the
ducts of the Newfoundland fisheries in 1882 family. Through the perseverenoe, energy,
shows the importance of the cod fishery : tact and talent of our representatives, and

Codfish.............. 6,034,242 the facts which were adduced at Halifax, we
Seal. ............... 1,026.896 were awarded $5,500,000 for the use of our
lierring. . ............ 581,543 fisheries for ten years, and of that sum New-
Salmon. . ............ 114,505 foundland got $1.,000,000. Had Canada gone
Lobster...........104.189
All other fish. .1........ 40,000 to the United States and tried to make a
lg anannu aerge f e lishee treaty without including Newfoundland the

givmng an annual average of the fisheries islanders would have had reason to complain,
0f $7,901,370. The product of the French and would have had redon t in,
flsheries is not more than one-fifth of that- and would have been justified m trying 1o
about $1,390.000. In 1879 they had vis, make a treaty for themselves. Even though

ien and 177 vessels engaged ln the tishery. we had been so unwise, selfish and unpatriotic

The tonnage was 27,865 tons, and the c as t attempt to make a treaty without m-

ankoIted to 369,628 quintals. That cannot cluding Newfoundland, the Imperial Govern-

rnaterially interfere with the prie of fish ment would have stepped in and compelled

thiroughout the world. If it were wiped out us to consider the Interests of our sister colony.
entirely it would have very litle efeceThat being the case, it was but right for the

calse a very important factor enters into the British Minister at Washington to ask the
orignmarket--the fisherles ofNo Canadian Government if we were satisfied

Therefore, Il i nt a mater of such vital with the Blaine-Bond Treaty, and our Govern-
hpornceas might be thoughit by the New- ment very properly said no. Before Con-
nondlande fshme Tthe Newdln federation I happened to be a member of thefoun<jnland lishermnen. The Newfouudlandn(

overnment have also cultivated th1e bank Government of Prince Edward Island, and

lisiheries by granting a bounty of $3 per ton we thought we could make a trade arrange-
011 ail vessels engaged In the industry. They ment with the United States. At that time

have not cultivated it as we have done under we imposed light dues and harbour dues,

Our Polilcy adopted In 1879, which lias re- which were hard on the United States fish-

Sulted In creating the finest fleet of fishing ermen. A United States fishing vessel would

ves8els lu the world. Our fishermen who, come to one of our ports and pay ten oents

fro1 boyhood to manhood, and manhood to per ton, then visit a New Brunswick port and

old age, have been accustomed to visit the pay ten cents there, and a port in another
shOres of Newfoundland every year, and province and pay similar dues there. After
trade with the people of the Island. could Confederation, all the provinces that entered
flot understand why they were refusefd the union at that time made lights free, but
pr'vlleges which they had enjoyed ail their We still kept on the ten cents a ton In

'Ives. They went there as usual to get bait Prince Edward Island. I was sent to Wash-
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ington to make a trade arrangement and we
offered to take off this ten cents a ton and
make other concessions. As soon as I came
before the Committee on Foreign Relations
I found that we had no power, and when I
went to Sir Edward Thornton lie rebuked me
and showed mie that we lad no power to
enter into such an arrangement except in
conjunction with the other colonies. The
Government of Canada have done everything
they possibly could to meet this difficulty
without losing their self-respect, and i think
it is hardly to be expected that we should sit
quietly by and allow Newfoundland to make
a treaty which would give special privileges
to the United States from which we were
exoluded. My hon. friend froin Shell River
refers to a pamphlet which was distributed
here two or three years ago. That pamphlet
had no bearing on this particular question. It
related to the fisheries, but only to the in-
spection of tisli. We used to subject New-
foundland fisli to inspection when they
camine to our ports, and It was represented
by the Board of Trade of Montreal that this
involved a useless expenditure, so far as the
user was concerned, because the inspection
law of Newfoundland was so strict that it
could safely be acepted all over the country.
This fact was represented to the Governuient
by the Board of Trade and their view was
adopted.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-They are allowed to
sell their fish without any inspection at all in
our oountry.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I do not know how

vented fron procuring bait under the New-
foundland law ; the only difference is that It
is not so easy to get It. When It was
necessary for our fishennen, who had émissed
their bait at Newfoundland, to fit away for
their second trip, bait was found in Cape
Breton, and carried over the new line of rail-
way therein to the vessels at the Straits of
Canso and other places. I mention this fact
to show how matters of this kind can he met
under difficulties. But this is not the legiti-
mate way, nor should our fishermen be coin-
pelled to this makeshift. It was hardly to be
expected that we eould sleep on our rights
under such a state of affairs, particularly
when the Crow-n law officers of England
were of opinion we had a perfect right to
take bait on the Newfoundland coast. In
conclusion, permit nie to say I trust we shall
soon resume friendly relations with ru friends
and neighbours in Newfoundland, and that in
the meantime I think it would be a natter to
lie regretted thiat any fnrthier unpleasantness
should occur. I also hope sooner or later a
condition of affairs may arise in the public
mind of lier people which may find represent-
atives from among them sitting with us in
this Chamber. They are like all islanders-
high spirited but hospitable ; and with all such
the siober second thouglt always tinally rules.

Hou. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon. gentle-
inu from Alberton will not object to say
whether the hon. gentleman from Shell River
was in error when he said that Canada brought
lier tariff into operation against Newfoundland
before New-foundland brought lier tariff into

you can stop smnuggling from St. Pierre, iiless peation against Canada.
you adopt the idea of an old friend of mine.
There was at one time a great deal of tea Hon. _Mr. HOWLAN-I do not see what
smuggled into Nova Scotia, and he said object is to be gained by that question. The
there was but one way to stop it- Government of Canada obtained froin Parlia-
take off the duty. I do not know ment the power to put on the duty if necessary.
any other way to stop smuggling Wlien did they put on the duty ? Under
from St. Pierre. It is very hard for the coipulsion-under provocation of the worst
Newfoundlanders ; but I see no other way of kind. If the lion. gentleman owned a couple
putting a stop to it. A few years ago, a great of vessels at Halifax, and after fitting them
deal of coal oil was smnuggled across the St. out for the fisheries and sending thein away,
Lawrence into this country. Wlien the wind they returned in a couple of weeks without a
blew in a certain direction it was surprising catch in consequenoe of not being able to get
how many barrels of coal oil fioated across the bait, he would soon see wliere the difficulty
river. I do not see, either. how the few lay--especially when vessels froin Newfound-
thousand quintals of fisl that the French fisli- land were coning into Nova Scotia ports and
ermen catch in Newfoundland waters eam be selling their fish in our markets free froin
reduced. because it is well known that other duty. We had never thouglht it an invasion
bait will do. even though they could be pre- of our rights-never by hint or by act, either
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inl the press or on the public platform. or by
correspondence with the Governinent ; but
after the unfriendly act of Newfoundland it
Was tinie that sonething should be done to
let those gentlemen know that our rights were
lot to be trampled uponî with impunity.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the lion. gen-
tlemen from the Maritime Provinces have
gene so fully into this question, and have so
clearly vindicated the Government il its
Policy towards Newfoundland that it is al-
Most trespassing on the patience of the
lieuse to ask hon. gentlemen to give further
attention to it. I shall not, however, trespass
at any length upon the time of the House.
The hon. gentleman from Halifax is desirous
that Parliament should have information
.Wlth regard to the time the respective tariffs
Of Newfoundland and the Dominion went
ito operation. It is well understood, and I

do not think tells against the contention of
the hon. gentleman who preceded me in this
debate, that the tariff of Canada which im-
Posed a duty on the fish of Newfoundland
Conling into the Dominion, was imposed prior
to the duty imposed by Newfoundland,
UIder their proclamation, on certain of the
pIroducts of Canada. These are facts whIch
do not admit of dispute, and, I presume, that
floue of the hon. gentlemenr who have already
addressed the House have the slightest de-
Sire to conceal that fact ; and the ground
they took, and clearly sustained, was that
the Government of Canada was amply, and
'flore than amply, justified in the course they
adopted towards Newfoundland. The facts
Of the case in regular sequence are as fol-
lOW: Disputes have been going on for years
between the people of Newfoundland and the
Frenlch fishermen, regarding their respective
rights on the coasts of that island. In order
tO enable the fishermen of Newfoundland to
oIpete with their bounty-fed rivals, the

gislature of that colony passed an Act re-
gulating the selling and catching of bait
fishes. Before this Act received the Royal
assent in 1887, the Government of Canada
had their attention called to it, and perceived
tliat its provisions might be put Into opera-
t'On against Canadian as well as foreign fish-
iflg vessels. Our Government then very pro-
pIerly called the attention of the Imperial
authorities to the injustice that might result
fromi the passage of such a law, ln the exis-
tence of a possible state of affairs. The Act

would certainly have been disallowed had
not the Premier of Newfoundland given a
promise that it would not be enforced
against our fishermen. There is no question
that Newfouidland lias broken this solemnu
promise given to both the Imperial and Can-
adian Governments. Here was the begin-
ning of the trouble between Canada and
Newfoundlaind, for which the latter was
solely responsible. While this state of things
was pending the Blaine-Bond reciprocity
treaty was negotiated. Canada -very proper-
ly opposed the ratification of that treaty, and
in retaliation Newfoundland refused to sell
bait to Canadian fishermen, or grant them
any of the rights or privileges granted to
American vessels. The Governnent of New-
foundland, therefore, followed their breach of
faith by the first Act of retaliation, as harsh
as it was unjustifiable towards vessels flying
the saine flag. In part satisfaction or com-
pensation for the hardships inflicted on our
fishermen, our Government put a very mod-
erate duty on Newfoundland flish entering
the ports of Canada. This might reasonably
have been done on the first attempt to en-
force the license fee for bait against Can-
adian fishermen, but it was not done until
we were completely excluded from even our
legal right to purchase bait, or to use the
ports of a neighbouring colony, owning the
same allegiance as ourselves. Then came the
second retaliatory Act of Newfoundland, im-
posing a prohibitory tariff against Canadian
exports, unjust and disadvantageous alike to
producers in Canada and consumers ln New-
foundland, and discriminating in favour of a
foreign country. This Is the present state of
our relation with Newfoundland. The hon.
gentleman who brought this motion before
the House lias given us some desirable infor-
mation, and it Is not at ail to be regretted
that a subject of the vast Importance of the
fisheries of British North America-one of
the greatest industries of this young and
rising country-an industry In which we take
a leading place among other countries, should
occasionally be discussed in a body like this,
where from want of opportunity to reailze
the importance of that Industry, and
from want of inducement to study Its im-
portance, there may not exist the same In-
formation that we, coming from the Mari-
time Provinces, posses. It Is, therefore, not
at all to be regretted that my hon. friend lias
brought up this question for discussion ; and
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it should not be regretted if more freqient
discussions on this great question should take
place in both branches of Parliaient, that
would givo us ail an idea of the magut.ude
and inporuince of the great tishing industry
of Canada. What is that industry ? To-day
it is the Occupation of thousands and tens
of thousands of the most industrions and
the most hardy and deserving of our popula-
tion. That class are engaged in a hazardous,
precarious and toilsome avocation; and they
draw froin the sea an amount of wealth
which is excelled by few others of the great
industries of the country. In considering this
question these facts must not be lost sight of :
The value of the industry in which these men
are engaged, the character of it and its vast
importance to the country. But it bas
another aspect. We are not only one of the
great fishing nations of the world but we are
also, although a dependency of the Empire,
high up on thie list of the great maritime
powers of the world. We are fourth or fifthb
in rank on the list of maritime powers, and
from what source ls our great maritime
strength to be derived ? To what do we owe
it ? Our shipping strength is to be found
chiefly ln the Maritime Provinces of the
Dominion, and our fisheries are the nursery
of this great and Important industry. It is
not alone in regard to the economic value of
the fisheries themselves, it ls also as a training
school from which our mercantile marine are
recruited that this industry is of great national
importance. In this Dominion of ours we
have a great territory, extending from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. We have a territory
which is destined at some future day, and
perhaps not a very distant day, to become
one of the great nations of the world. We
own the seat of a great empire in the vast
country which bas been given to us to govern.
It is important that every lndustry and under-
taking calculated to develop that country
should be encoüi-aged and receive fair treat-
ment and protection. If the country Is to
realize our hopes It must be great upon sea
as upon land, and we have the facilities and
resources and necessities to make us not only
a great territorial nation but also one of the
great maritime powers of the world.* That
is the destiny that ls to be ours if Canada
ls true to her own interests, and little sec-
tional questions are not allowed to interfere
in reviewiig questions of a national char-

acter. In regard to the dispute between
Canada and Newfoundland the hon. gentle-
man from Shell River lias given us a short
historical statement of tliat question. He has
referred to the circumstances under whici
we find the conflicting rights between the
French fishermen and our fellow colonists in
Newfoundland. It was no doubt ln order
to protect themselves against the enormous
advantages which the French fishermen had.
proteoted by a duty of ten francs a quintal.
when they shoved out into the sea to take
fish alongside the Newfoundland fishermen
and sell them in the same markets. It was,
perhaps, justifiable for them under the cir-
cumstances ln which they found theiselves
involved, especially ln relation to their French
rivais, to have passed a Bait Act such as they
did pass and which was intended at
the time to apply only to foreign fisher-
men, and especially to the French.
That Act was considered so wrong ln regard
to the other British possessions in North
America, however, that when the attention of
the Imperial Government was called to it ln
1887 they at once refused to sanction it. It
was the intention of the Imperial Government
to veto the measure had not the Prime Minister
of Newfoundland, who was then ln London,
given to the Colonial Secretary a clear and
explicit promise that that law was never ln-
tended to be and never would be enforced
against Canadian vessels. Iti was not at the
outset enforced, but subsequently an amend-
atory Act was passed, ln 1889, applying the
license system not only to foreign vessels but
to Canadian vessels. Our people complained
that it was a great hardship in the face of ail
the concessions that Canada lad given to
Newfoundland fishermen, and consider-
ing that we allowed their fish to
come into our country free of duty,
and that we allowed their fishermen ail
the privileges ln our ports which our own
enjoyed-that we bulit lights on their coasts.
whiich they taxed us for, and eonsidering
everything that Canada had done to show her
good will towards Newfoundland, it would
not have been unreasonable for us to expect
that our fishermen should get bait free ln the
ports of Newfoundland. This was the con-
dition of things when the Blaine-Bond Treaty
was negotiated-a treaty which, as the hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg well remarked, was
a complete abrogation of the protective clauses
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Of the treaty of 1818, so far as Newfoundland vessels were treated nost unfairly upon the

was concerned, under which our tishing rights coasts of Newfoundland. They were hardly
On the Atlantic coast are protected, and under allow-d the privileges which were accorded
which alone we expect to get anything like a to the shipping of foreign nations ; they were
fair reciprocity treaty in regard to-our fisheries not allowed to stay in the ports of Newfound-
fron the United States. If Newfoundland land at all, and they were prohibited from
had the power, from its geographical position purchasing or taking bait upon any terms
and it command of certain fisheries, to practi- wha.tever. Newfoundland fish came into our

Ically abrogate the treaty of 1818 by supply- ports free ; their vessels were treated in our
Iimg Americai vessels witl bait. and giving ports as if they were our own ? Could
thei all the privileges that they are denled we stand their treatment any longer ? Could
by the trea.ty of 1818, what would ho the the Goverarnent stand by and look upon this
Valle of that treaty. so impaired, to the rest injustice being perpetrated upon our people
of the Dominion ? That was one of the chief without asking themnselves " Have we no
gromds upon whii the Government of means to countelract the injustice that

Canada took Its stand in opposing the Blaine- is being inflicted upon a great industry
Bond Treaty. But they had also a very good and a valued class of our people ?" I say
ground in this : that it was not very fair to that they would have been recreant to their
allow one province to make a treaty which duty had they not stepped in when they did
Wouild discrininate against another British and taken a very important step indeed to
Province. One British province should not wards giving some compensation to the fisher-
be allowed to discriminate against anotier
British province, any more than a British
province should be allowed to discrininate
against the mother country. If such a policy
Were possible and permissible, annexation
WOuld be the almost inevitable result. and
for this reason. it would be In the power of
the United States to play the game which
tIhey did attempt to play with regard to
Prince Edward Island first, and then with
N'Owfoundland-that is, to make particular
treaties wlth the different provinces, and ex-
e te rivalries, jealousies, and antagonistic in
herests, and thus engender such a state of
confusion and discontent amongst ourselves
ai Would leave us open to no other course
hll to throw ourselves into the arms of the
tePublie. If any of our provinces were

aibowed to do this, it would be giving thenu
t advantage which would be unjust to all
the other provinces of Canada. It was be-
cauIse the Canadian Government, acting wIth-
AI itS legitimate functions, and In simple
obedience to its duty to the people of Canada

and not only to the people of Canada, but
to the People of the Empire-opposed the rati-
fication by the Imperial Government of the
Blaine-Bond ryeaty, that the Government of
'ewfoundland imposed a discriminating tar-

a against us. I say ithat the Government of
Canada would have been recreant to its duty
41ad It not used all the Influence it could wlth
thle Imperial authorities to have that treaty
vetOed. Had our Government not done so
What would ha.ve been the next step? 0ur

men of Canada for the manner In which they
were treated by the Government of New-
foundland. They have not gone as far as
they possibly may have to go yet. There are
other important questions to be considered
if retaliation should continue necessary. It
may be a question with our Government
w-hether we will allow vessels of Newfound-
land to cone into our ports without paying

glight dues, or to fish on the oeast of Labrador
on the same terms as our people, and more
than that, to take Canadian supplies there
without charging duties upon them. These
are important privileges which have not been
interfered with as yet, and it may be a
question which the Government will have to
deal with. For my part I trust that our
Government may not have to go further in
this direction. I desire that the best relations
should prevail between this Dominion and the
historie colony of Newfoundland. It is the
oldest colony of the Crown and it Is, compared
with ourselves, weak and not well off. Its
people are engaged In a very precarious and
laborlous nethod of earning their livellhood.
It is desirable, and I am sure it is the wlsh
of the people everywhere, rather than have
any difficulty or bad feeling between this
Dominion and our sister colony, that we
should make some sacrifice. We should act
not only with justice, but with magnanimity
towards our sister colony. I trust that what-
ever may be the result of the difficulties which
we have got Into with Newfoundland the
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Government of the Dominion will be a1ble
lereafter to say that it has not been our
fault if we did not cone to some friendly and
satisfactory arrangement with Newfoundland
li coniection witl the present difficulty.
I do not believe that. in speaking on this
question, we should blame the people of New-
foundland for the trouble that exists. I
believe that the majority of the people of
Newfoundland, if they liad the opportunity
of speaking to-morrow, would codflemII the

conduct of the Govermnent, and that being
the case it is not for us, I think, to urge any
avoidable measures of harslmess towards the

people in retaliation for the conduet of an

Executive whichi many people suppose does
not fairly'represent public opinion in New-

foundland. For my own part I look forward

to the day when Newfoundland will form a

portion of this Dominion, and one of the

questions which even now presents itself to

public view in connection with our present

Canada and Newfoundland without resorting
to extreme measures. It is a long time since
we have liad a discussion in this
House which lias been as satisfactory
to the gentlemen present, and lias
been so much calculated to indicate the wa1y
In wvhichî the Senate can be of service to the
public,. A very important question affecting
various interests in the Dominion lias been

discussed with an imipartiality and a moder-
ation of tone and temper which It would be
alinost impossible to secure in the other brandh
of Parliament. I think that discussions of

this kind are just the discussions which we
ouglit to expect to have in the Senate, and
which, perhaps. we do not have as often as

we should. I hope the example of the lion.
gentleinii from Shell River will be followed
to a very considerable extent in the future by
other lion. gentlemen. I do not think I eau
add anything to the information before the

difficulties is the neoessity of roulding off House, and I simply wish to say that we should
the Dominion by the addition of the key to try to put ourselves in the places of the New-
the Gulf ef St. Lawrence the very valuable
and important island of Newfoundland.

Hon. Mr. POWER - I think the House
is to be congratulated upon the discussion of
this afternoon. The lion, gentleman fromn
Shell River lias given a great deal of valuable
information to the House. His speech showed
that lie had very carefully studied an im-
portant subject, and lie dealt with it in a
temper which I was glad to see was shared
by most of the gentlemen who followed him.
The hon. gentleman did not condemn the Gov-
ernment-at least I did not so understand him.
He pointed ont, as I think it is well should be
done in these cases, how we had come to have
a difficulty with Newfoundland. He pointed
out the reason why Newfoundland had got
Into the frame of niind ln which she ap-
parently Is, and he simply asked that those
excuses should be given fair consideration.
I was very much gratified to notice that,
and also to notice that the hon. gentleman
who has just resumed his seat took, at the
close of his speech, the same ground, that
we should remember that the people of New-
foundland were our fellow-colonists and fellow-
subjects, that they were acting under the
stress of very unfavourable circumstances,
and that we should make every allowance
for their position and If possible endeavour to
arrange the difficulties which exist between

foundlanders. I do not deny that the con-
duct of Newfoundland towards Canada has
been unfriendly, and perhaps umreasonable ;
but we must put ourseIves in the position of
Newfoundland, and it was one of the admir-
able features of the speech made by the hon.
gentleman who introduced this resolution that
lie gave us a history of the case, and pointed
out the difficulties under which Newfoundland
laboured, and which naturally and necessarily
rritated the people afid their Government.
The minnediate cause of the present trouble-
I an not saying anything about the passage
of the Bait Act-but the thing which brought
about the present acute stage of what one
might call the lostilities between the two
colonies, is the interference of Canada in the
Blaine-Bond Treaty, so called. I was glad
to notice that the hon. gentleman from Shell
River, as weil as every other bon. gentleman
who lias spoken, took the ground that the
eonduct of the Government ln that matter
was perfectly justifiable, and that the Gov-
ernment would not have been doing their duty
by the people of Canada, and by other people
of the empire, if they had not interfered to
prevent the Blaine-Bond Treaty fron going
into operation. I must say that on reading
over that proposed treaty carefully I could
not help being struck by the fact that it was
one of the most one-sided proposais that I had
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ever seen. Hon. gentlemen who have spoken if the Iiiiperial Oovernment could make an
Of the treaty have omitted the fact that New- honourable compromise with the French
foundland fish were not all a.llowed to go into Government to do away with any rights they
the United States free-only a certain portion i daim lu Newfoundland. It would be net
Of the fish of Newfoundland ; but hon. gentle- only an advantage to Canada, but an advan-
Imen can understand this : that the people of tage te Newfoumdland. Al the hou. gentie-
Newfoundland were suffering between the nen who have spoken before ne, and who
Poverty of their own country and a failure of are supposed to know what is going on have
some of their fisheries. and the disastrous com- ou

li an advantae St aire and mun,
Petition of French codtishers, and had got the gling goes on fromi St. Pierre and Miquelon,
impression into their minds that this treaty
with the United States was a sort of panacea,
Which would be sure to remove the evils under
Which they suffered, and naturally when
Canada interfered in that matter there were
Plenty of politicians in Newfoundland, just as
there are plenty in Canada, who were prepared
to try and impose upon the people and make
them believe that if it had not been for the
action of the Canadian Government they would
have had the treaty, and the treaty would
have made them all rich and happy in a short
tine. The people who had been interfered
With felt very angry and very much irritated
With Canada; but I believe that when they
come to think over the matter coolly after
the lapse of time they will realize that it was
really a good thing that that Blaine-Bond
Treaty was not allowed to go into operation.
The whole subject is one on which a good deal
cOuld be said, but I think the question has
been put before the House in a clear and
satisfactory way, and probably it is as well
that I should not discuss it any further.

lon. Mr. BOIJLTON-I will just make a
few remarks to controvert one or two points
that have been brought up by hon. gentlemen
Who have taken part in the debate. I must
say that I regret I have not been able to i-
press upon my hon. friend from Alberton,
and my hon. friend from Lunenburg the
lecessity that exists for acting in a more

friendly spirit towards our fellow colonists
li Newfoundland. I think the same spirit
that animated them to take the stand
theiy did still animates them. I think I have
brought forward -many points to induce us
tO take the opposite view. I am very glad to
see that the hon. gentleman from Richmond
Was More moderate in his views, and that he
felt there were a great many allowances to be
inade for the peculiar circumstances of New-
foundland. I cannot help thinking that it
Would be a wise policy it such a change eau
be brought about in an honourable manner,

7

and that it is detrimental to the interest of
the Canadian people who are engaged in that
smuggling to permit it to continue. We have
certainly one method of abolishing it, and
that is by adopting a free trade policy. We
cannot, of course, abolish it in toto, for there
are certain things even under free trade that
would come in as contraband, but it is luin-
fortunate that we should have two little bits
of islands close to Newfoundland under for-
eign rule, that can be used as a nursery for
a trade that is demoralizing to the country.
and a great loss to the revenue of the Dom-
ion.

Hon. Mi: McDONALD-How can you pre-
vent it ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You can prevent any-
thing at all if you have the spirit to do so by
adopting free trade, and by having a British
consul on the island and instituting a bait
Act that will make the fisheries of less value
te the French fishermen. It is our privilege
to defend ourselves ln that way without being
considered contumaclous. The French Gov-
ernment might then be induced to yield up
the privileges they have on the island of St.
Pierre and Miquelon. as not possessing the
same value as heretofore. The hon. gentleman
from Alberton commented upon my position
last year in regard to this question. I called
the attention of the Government last year to
the fact that one of our fishermen had been
imprisoned for contravening the Bait Act I
was perfectly right in My statement then. I
saw a statement in the papers that a Cana-
dian citizen had been imprisoned by the New-
foundland Government and I took it for
granted It was ln consequence of our action
ln the Blaine-Bond Treaty. I have sinoe
looked into the correspondence and the
returns to sec where the right and the wrong
was, and If I have changed my opinion It ls
because I have studied the question, and it is
only by study and by enquiry that any man
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will chanîge his opinion. and if yon change
your opinion fron conviction it Is sound
if It is otherwise it is not a sound position.
I have given the result of my enquiry; I
have given the result of the correspondence
collated to this hon. House, and I leave it to
the House to judge whether I was not riglt
in changing my opinion in that respect. I
ýcertainly can express with the hon. gentle-
man fron Richmond the hope that sone day
the Island of Newfoundland and the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland will become united
with the Dominion ; and If such should be the
case then we will have representatives from
Newfoundland discussing these questions with
us and expressing their views on these and
other important questions affecting both
<ountries and the future destiny of the
Dominion.

were thousands and thousands of dollars lost
to our fishermen in consequence of it.

Hon. Mr. A BBOTT nioved the adjourninent
of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at ( p.m.

THE SENATE.

Otta ?ca, WePdnewh<dy, Mfarch a4 H h, 18}.

The SPEAKER took tlie Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MAIINE AND FISHERIES BILL.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The House will excuse T11IRî READING.

me if I say one word. Two or tiree hon. 1 Hon. Ni. ABBOT'l moved the third read-

gentlemen have laid a good deal of stress on ing of (Bill 12) " An Act respecting, the De-

my enquiry as to which came first, the pro- partient of Marine aud Fisheries."

clamation of the Canadian Goverunment bring- Hon. Ml. POWER-I do not think that the
ing the tariff into opration against Ne Bill should be read the third time without be-
fotudland or that of the Newfoundland G-ov-
erament bringig their tariff into operatieli Iig first aîniiended. and the amendinent that I

against Canada. The reason I asked that propose to offer to the Holuse is to strike out
the 4th clause of the Bill. That clause is as

question and thought it of importance -vas

this : that. leaving everything else aside,

inasmuch as we exported to Newfoundlaud "4. The Governor in Council may at any
thiee or four times as much as we imported time assign any of the duties and powers

from Newfoundland the putting into force of hereby assigned to and vested in the
tj Miniset of Marine and Fisheries to

the two tariffs w-as very much to th any othe1 muember of the Queen's Privy
injury of Canada. The balance of in- Council for Canada and his Depart-
jury was very mucli on our side. Then I ment ; and fron the period appointed

leard some hon. gentleman make some refer- for that purpose by Order in Council such

enee te tile f:ct thiat tis came mb Canada (luties and powers shall be transferred to and
en e foatl ht the toCanada put vested in such other member of the Queen's
fromn Newfoundland before the tarit was put Privy Council for Canada and bis Depart-
into operation. As a matter of fact. the tish ment."

which caine into Canada from Newfoundland
<id, uot reaîîy enter into any serions coin- ý Now. I think that that clause is objectionable.

petition with our ow-n lish at all ; it was used I may mention that it did not appear. la the

etlt.hat whl camelle li alifa.'x.. for pur- original chapter of the Revised Statutes, the

poses for wvhici our loeal tisît (Ild iot suit, to place of which this Bill Is intended to take;

assort and complete cargoes going to the West anti il Is a danse wbich does not appeat, ln
Indies and South Amnerica. and I notice tht the legislation with respect to other depart-

the Chamher of commerce in Halifax have ments of the Governnent. This clause under-

recently passed resolutions in favour of the takes to give to the Governor in Council a

renlewal of that trade withi Newfoundland, and right to exercise power which I think should

of getting rid of the tariff. be exercised only by Parliament. It is trule
that the other day we passed a Bill with res-

Hou. Mr. KAULBACH-Does my lion. friend pect to the Geological Survey, providing that
say that Newfoundland fish coming into Hali- that sub-department might be placed under
fax (dd not reduce the price of the fisl sold the control of any inember of the Govern-

by our tishermeni ? We al know that there ment whom IN Excellenîcy in Council chose
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to designate, but there was a reason for that
which there is not in this case. It was point-
ed out that that department for certain rea-
SOns would come more properly under the
jurisdiction of the Minister of Agriculture than
inder the jurisdiction of the Minister of the

Interio1, where it had been in the past.
I understand it is proposed to transfer the
iiiuigration service froi the Agricultural
DI>partment to the Department of the Interior.
It was found to be more convenient. The
spheres of the Department of the Interior
'111d the Department of Agriculture aire
cognate. and It may, as happened ln these
ca ses, be convenient that certain work which
was at one time assigned to one department
should be transfrred to another, but there is

1o such reason with respect to the peroposed
change in the Marine and Fisheries Depart-
lent. There is no other department of the
Government whose sphere is cognate to that
of the Fisheries Department. If hon. gentle-
lien will take the trouble to look at the

1schedule of the Bill they will be satisfied on
that point. I shall not read the whole of the
Schedule. but here are a few of the subjects
With which the Marine and Fisheries Depart-
'ent has to deal :

i. Pilots and pilotage, and decayed pilots'
fund.

2. The construction and maintenance of
lighthouses, lighteships, fog-alarms, buoys and
bleacons.

3. Ports and harbours, harbour commis-
sioners and harbour masters.

4. Piers, wharves and breakwaters, and the
collection of tolls in connection therewith,
and the minor repairs on such properties.

5. Steamships and vessels belonging to the
Government of Canada engaged ln connection
with services administered by the Minister of
Marine and Fisherles.

6i. Sick and distressed seamen, and the
establishment, regulation and maintenance of
taarine and seamen's hospitals.

'. River and harbour police.
It will be peroeived, by reference to the
schedule, that the matters assigned to the
Department of Marine and Fisheries are all,
In a certain sense, wui generi., and are not
akn to the matters which are placed under
the Jurisdiction of any Minister other than the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries. If hon.
gentlemn will look at the Revised Statutes
they Will find that, as regards the Depart-
Itients of Customns, Finance, Inland Revenue,
Railways and Canals, Public Works, Militia
and Defence and Post Office, there Is no such
POwer as tils sweeping power which is given

by the fourth clause of the Bill, authorizing
the Governor in Counell to transfer practically
the whole of the business of the Fisheries
Department to the Minister of any other
department. If a change of that sort becomes
necessary, it should be made by Parliament
and not by the Governor In Council. Parlia-
ment meets every year, and if it should be
found necessary to make an Important change
of that kind, it is easy enough to get the
authority from Parliament; and I think we
should keep control of these matters in our
own hands. If the principle which Is in-
volved in this clause is to prevail and become
general, we might as well do away with all
the existing legislation with respect to the
various departments, and simply say that the
Governmeht shall consist of thirteen ministers
and that these gentlemen shall apportion the
public business between them in such a way
as they may mutually agree upon. I daresay
there would be a great many conveniences
in that, but it has not been the plan which

1 has been adopted in Canada, or in any other
country ; and I think Parliament should retain
the control of these matters ln its own hands.
For that reason I move that the fourth clause
he stricken out of the Bill.

Hon. Mx. KAULBACH-I have not gone
through all the Acts respecting the other de-
partments ; but I find that the very next Act
in the Revised Statutes is that respecting the
Department of Secretary of State, and I see
that the same powers are granted there that
are proposed to be granted here, viz. : that the
Governor in Council may assign to sone other
department a portion of the business of that
department. I presume that this change Is
only for some temporary purpose-in case of
sickness or some contingency of that kind
-and I cannot see why there should be
any objection to one department of the public
business being assigned a portion of the busi-
ness of another department, if it can be better
performed there. I see by the Bill before us
that the subject matiers within the control and
management of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries are 24 In number, while I find that
in the Bill passed ln 1876 there are only 9
subjects. It may be that they are sub-divided
ln some way.» I would ask the hon. Premier
If there is any new powers given to the De-
partnent of Marine and Fisherles by this Bi ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-No.
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Hon. Mr. KAILBACH-I see by the Act
passed in 1886 in the schedule there are 9
heads, and now there are 24.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I think the objection
of my hon. friend from Halifax is somewhat
shadowy. He objects that the Government
should have power to allot some of the duties
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries to
the minister of another department. As the
Governor in Council appoints the Minister
of Marine, and entrusts him with ail the
duties imposed on the Departient of Marine,
surely the Governor in Council nay
have the power of allotting some of the
those duties to another minister. That is
a less exercise of power than giving a'l of
them to a particular minister. I do not see
any reason in the objection at ail ; .n ihe con-
trary I see a great many reasons in favour of
this Bill. If hon. gentlemen will look at the
Act it will be found that one branch of the
duties of that Department is the constructionî
of public works. There are a great many
works in connection with Marine and Fish-
erles which that departient now undertakes,
and this seems to me to be somewhat incon-
sistent. The Department of Public Works has
the machinery, the means, and the men, for
doing public works, and it is by the Depart-
ment of Public Works that such works are
usually constructed. If it should be found at
any time to be more convenient, and more
judicious, that the Public Works Department
should be entrusted with the construction of
lighthouses, piers, wharves and harbours,
which at present is frequently the case, surely
there could be no objection to make that
change. And it there should be found any
line of duty entrusted to any department
which would bo better performed by another,
with similar power, there could be no objec-
tion to assign it to such other. I do not know
that there is ln contemplation at this moment
any special change in the department with
respect to these powers ; and the same power
has been taken ln several Statutes, and ap-
plies at this moment to several departments.
As the hon.' gentleman from Lunenburg has
pointed out, these powers are contained ln the
Act respecting the Departinent of the Secre-
tary of State, and in others.

remove the control of immigration from the
Department of Agriculture to the Department
of Interior. In the Geological Survey, the
control of the survey was allotted to the De-
partment of Interior by Statute, jand for that
reason it was necessary to have another
Statute to remove it from that department,
and it is proposed by the Act which Is either
passed, or lu course of being passed, that the
Governor in Council shall have the right to
allot the control of the Geological Sur-
vey to such other department as he
and they may think proper. I do not
see for my part why the saie rule
should not be applied to the Department of
Marine and Fisheries. I see many reasons
why it would be advantageous to have the
power of transferring from that department
to another department duties which properly
pertain to another department, and I see no
excessive jurisdiction given to the Governor
in Council in granting the power to allot a
portion of the duties of the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries to another minister, while under
the constitution he can allot the whole of th,
duties to another minister. I object to the
amendnment of my hon. friend, and I think the
Bill should pass as it is.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-I remember when I was
at the head of Ithe Militia Department that
there were two branches-one, the militia
proper, and the other the building of drill
halls. &c., which went to the Department of
Public Works. Do I understand that the
Government now want to do in the Depart-
ixpent of Marine and Fisheries what they might
do in the Militia Department as well-transfer
ail the building of works pertaining to the
department to the Miniser of Public Vorks ?
Has that been done in the Militia Department
since I was head of it ? If it has not been
done I do not see why we should take some
of the duties away from the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries and give them to the Minister of
Public Works if we do not take similar duties
away from the Minister of Militia and give
them to the Public Works. The same principle
should apply ln both cases. It is only the
transferring of such duties from one minister
to another minister, but not transferring the

Hon. Mr. POWER-No; I do not think it. powers of one minister to another, as I under-
stand ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-In respect to the De-
partment o Interlor, and the Department of
Agriculture there is no necessity for an Act to

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-And only for a
limited time.
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Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-All I can say to my
hon. friend on that subject is this: the Bill
which is now before the' House applies only
to the Department of Marine and Fisheries. I
do not know what the powers of the Minister
of Militia are, in respect of public works, but
I am under the impression at this moment
that the Minister of Militia exercises some
powers in connection with public works in his
department. If the Militia Department, or
any other department, has functions which
would be better performed by some other,
we ought to have a statute which would per-
mit the Governor in Council to transfer these
duties to the department where they more
properly beiong. That is what they want in
this Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon. gentle-
man has given a reply which does not answer
the objection. The ,hon. gentleman has sug-
gested that certain matters which now come
under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries may more properly be under
the jurisdiction of another minister. Then
why does tha Government not introduce legis-
lation to transfer this work to the jurisdiction
of another minister ? That is the way to
cure the difficulty. I think that everyone
should know under what jurisdiction any
given subject is So that one will know whether
he has to appIy to the Minister Of Marine and
Fisheries or to the Minister of Public Works.
That is my view of it. I simply say : let
Parliament apportion the work ; do not have
it done by an Order in Council. I tbink Par-
liament should keep the control of these things
to itself.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It is merely a tem-
porary assignment

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is nothing in the
Bill to show that it is temporary, and in the
case of the Department of Secretary of State
the thing was different altogether. That was
a sort, If I may be allowed to say so of a
department, of refugium peccatrum ; anything
for which the Government could not fiud a
convenient place was put into the Department
of the Secretary of State, for in olden times
the Secretary of State had not very much to
do. Since the Secretary of State has taken
charge of the printing bureau, I do not think
there ls any inclination to give him more work.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT--My hon. friend should,
I think, do justiee to the legislation as it

stands. There is no reason for depreciating
the offce of the Secretary of State.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am not depréciatIng
the office.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-That department has a
numbel of very Important functions to per-
form, and in respect to that departnent,
Parliament has enacted that the Governor in
Council may assign any of its duties to any
other member of the Privy Councll. Then,
the very next statute provides that there
shall be a department which shall be called
the Department of Public Printing and
Stationery, over which the Secretary of State
of Canada, or such other member of the Privy
Council as the Governor in Council may de-
cide, shall preside. The legislation Is not
uniform, but It Is quite plain that the principle
of the present Bill is sanctioned by numerous
Acts of Parliament.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

The Bill was then Tead the third time and
passed.

DEVELOPMENT OF SEA FISHERIES
, BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.
The House resolved itself into a Committee

of the Whole on Bill (5) " An Act futher to
amend chapter ninety-six of the Revised
Statutes, intituled, 'An Act to encourage the
development of the Sea Fisheries and the
building of Fishing Vessels.'"

On the frst .clause-

Hon. Mx. POWER-The Act which this Bill
proposes to amend is an Act for the en-
couragement and development of the sea
fisheries and to promote the building of fishing
vessels. That Act was passed in 1882 and pro-
vided for the distribution of a sum of about
$150,000 amongst the owners of fisbing vessels
and boats. The appropriation is generally
spoken of as the Ishing bounty money. The
second section of the Act provides that the
grant shall be appropriated fbr the said pur-
pose at such time and by such instaliments in
each year as the Governor in Council may
direct The third section of the Act, which
this Bill proposes to repeal, provides that dur-
ing each session of Parliament a statement
shall be laid before Parliament of the mode
i which It is proposed to distribute the grant
and that the assent of Parliament shall be
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obtained thereto. The reason assigned for
striking out the third section is that it has
been found, It Is alleged, that this requiremènt
that the statement shan be submitted to
Parliament before the bounty is distributed,
would Interfere very seriously with the dis-
tribution of this money. If the Government
were to wait before distributing this bounty
money until after the meeting of Parliament,
and the statement would have been submitted
and recelived the assent of Parliament, the most
advantageous time for distributing this money
to the fishermen would have passed. That is
the reason given for the proposed change in
the law. It will bea obsreved that Parliament
by this Bill gives up .a portion of its control
over the expenditure of the money. It will
also be notieed that the proposed amendment,
when adopted, will leave the matter in a
rather unsatisfactory and vague condition. I
think It la desirablu that the amendment
should be made in the direction which I am
going to propose : In the first place, because
the bounty money should be distributed before
the fishing begins, at any rate before the ves-
sels begin to go away on the spring fishing.
If this money is to do the work which it was
intended to do-that is, to encourage the con-
struction of fishing vessels and to induce men
to engage in the work of fishing-then it
should e distributed as early as practicable
in the season, so, as to enable these men to
build vessels and boats, and to enable
the fishermen to purchase necessary
supplies for their familles while they
are away fishing. On that point
the minister who promoted the Bill in the
other Chamber takes the same view of the
matter as, I think, nearly every body else
does. It was stated that the department had
been taking steps to secure the early distribu-
tion of the money. Some years ago this
money was not distributed until comparatively
late in the season, and it was found that it
did not do as much good then as if it had
been distributed earlier. Recognizing these
facts, and agreeing with the minister who pro-
moted the Bill we should go a little further and
provide by law a time within which the money
should be distributed, because, if for no other
reason, the day may come when some other
gentleman may take the position now occu-
pied by the present Minister df Marine and
Fisherles-perhaps on' of his own colleagues-
who would not be as energetic as he ls, and
this fishing bounty, which it Is so desirable

should be distributed as early as possible,
may be-distributed, as It was someyears ago,
much later and in such a way as not to do
nearly as much good as it should. I thiuk
therefore, that Parliament shopld fix a time
before which the money should be paid. That
is one reason why I think an amendment
should be made. The other reason is this:
The money which Is granted out of the funds
in the public treasury, which funds are con-
tributed by people of ail shades of political
opinion, should not be used to benefit elther
political party. For one, I think it is a
justifiable thing that the Conservative party
should claim credit for having introduced the
systein of fishing bounties. That. is a fair and
legitimate argument in appealing to the elec-
torate. It Is ·not generally stated, I may
mention here by way of parenthesis, when
credit is claimed for having introdueed this
systema of paying fishing bounties, that the
Minister of Finance of that day, when he
introduced the measure, proposed to give the
bounty for only one year, and that a year in
which there was a general election about being
held, and the suggestion that this should be
made a permanent thing came from the ·Oppo-
sition side of the House at that day.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-No, no.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The suggestion was
made by the hon. gentleman who then sat for
West Durham.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - I think when Sir
Charles Tupper introduced the resolution-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Excuse me, it was not
Sir Charles Tupper who introduced it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It was during his time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I beg the hon. gentle-
man's pardon.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - The resolution on
which the fishing bounty was first carried
through Parliament was introduced, if I mis-
take not, by Sir Charles Tupper, and it was
said then to be an electioneering dodge.!

Hon. Mr. POWER-It was in 1882.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-1882 was not the eve
of a general election.

Hon. Mr. POWER - There was a general
election shortly afterwards. As I have said,
it is a fair thing for the Conservative party
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toi clalil credit for laving introduced the
Ystemlî of fishing botuinties. Tlat is lot an

unreasonable thing, and I think they should
e satistied with that. The faet is, they are
lot so satistied, and they have adopted suci a
course in dealing with this money ln the past
as Would he calculated to leave the impres-
siOnI on the inds of electors, who were
not very w-ell informed as to parlia-
ufientary practice, and the ways of
the Dominion Govermnent, that this mioney
Was sonething which is given to the lisler-
11101e by the present Government, and by the
C(on1servative party-tha.t it is not the publie
lionley, but money which is owned by the Gov-
erninen1 t, and by the Conservative party, and
WhIch is distributed to the electors by those
gentlmenîl out of the goodness of their own
hlearts. What they give the electors is soiie-
thing which the people really pay themselves.
't Illay seeni rather an improbable state-
lent-

Hon. Mi.1 ABBOTT-Very.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But I shall give the
'Ouse somte illustrations of the truth of that

'%Ct-that the attempt is made to leave an imi-
Pressio n on the minds of the electors that this
fshilng bounty is a free gift made by the Con-
servative party to the tishernen of the coun-

try. I dIo not care to speak of things which
1 do flot know ; but I eau speak of my own
Province -and the county from which I come.
'There was a local general elecfion in the Pro-

of Nova Scotia in the end of May, 1890 ;
alid in that year the fishing bounty was dis-
tributed' to the fishermen in Halifax county,
an4 1 linderstand ii other counties as well,
Just Ou the ieve of the election, in the
latter half of the nonth of May. It
illu8t be remenbered that the sane gentle-
Ilail vas then Minister of Marine and Fishi-
ees Who now tills that oflice. There was a
eneral election for the ,House of Comnimons on
the 5th March, 1891. Thatu was considerably

tWo and a-half months-before the time
Whenl the local election had been held during
he Previous year-; and strange to say the

QWbug bounty was distributed within a week
before the election which was held on the 5th
MIch. We had a bye election in Halifax

dIUlng the present year, and we had bye elec-
0118 in the county from which the hon.

enltle an frorn Richmond cones, and another
i Cap6 Breton county ; and I understand

that in one of those counties, where the elec-·
tion took place some two or three weeks he-
fore the Halifax election. the fishing honty
noney was distributed before the election.

Hon. -%i. MILLER - Not lin Richmond
county.

HiIon. MUr. POWER--I cannot speak for
Richnond, but I know that in Halifax county
the money was distributed in imany cases on
the very evé before the election.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-What month ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The montlh of Feb-
ruary. The money was distributed in one
case on tle 10th February. Here we
had it li the latter part of May,
the beginning of Marci, and iow the
beginning of Fehrua17y. I nay mention, in
order to identify the thing so that there shall
not be any question about it, that thils was
done in several parts of the co unty of Halifax.
but I can mention one particuler place whici I
happen to know about. In the settleient of
Jeddore, east of Halifax, tliere w-as a political
meeting the second day before the election.
The election was held, I think. on Thîursday,
aid there was a meeting held in this settle-
ment ont the preceding Tuesday evening.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-What month ?

lon. Mr. P>()WVlt-Tliursday was the iltih
February, and Tuesday would be the 9th.
There was a meeting held ont the 9th Feb-
ruary, at which gentlemen on both sides of
polities addressed the electors ; and then,

about the close of the meeting, a gentleman
stepped forward, and clapping his hand on
his pocket, said : - These arguments you have
listened to may be very tine, but I have the
best argument here in ny pocket-I have

$500 in tishing bounty cheques, which I an
going to distribute to-norrow." lI the county
of Halifax, at any rate. in a great many in-

stances the men who distributed the tishing
bounty!were simply Conservative canvassers.

It nust strike hon. gentlemen that this is not
fair play ; it is carrying the thing too far alto-

gether. W/hile it is excusable that the Gov-
ernmîent should clahin credit for introducing
this systeni, it 1s going too far when they
undertake to distribute the money so as to
really make it a sort of bribe on behalf of the
Conservative candidates, just on the eve of
elections. I renember having heard with a
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great deal of pleasure the vigorous and edify- for this bounty lias to be inade by the fisher-
ing language used by the hon. Premier on the men before the end of the year. It is sent up
floor of this House last year whei lie de- to Ottaw-a. and these fishermen look upon that
(lared the intention of the Governnent to is equal to a bank note-they are certain and
puiish wrong-doing. crookedness and dishon- sure of getting their money as soon as the
esty. no matter by whom perpetrated. department can make the distribution of it.

SoNw, if the argument and statements of the
lHon. Mi. ABBOTT-Ieair, hear. ion. geniemait are correct, oertainly L have

lion. Mi. POWER-I take it this abuse of sefause I cne ft a tislting irc
the tishing bounty is wrong-doing of a serious
character. and is (idedly crooked. It is ais plaeed iu ftie hands of o11e of the stromirest
really at appropriation of the public funds of amd most active Grit canvassers to be found lu
the country-l do not say by the Minister, but fint section, and flese fishermen Lave Io dia n
by lis subordinates, who could not probably the umoncy themselves pcrsonally froîn the
make It without his pernission and know- offioer wlo lias the distribution of he bounty
ledge-au appropriation of public moneys for cheques, and certainly the party I wloîn 1
election funds. Now, that is just the sort, o refer lis a very stroug argumeoft l pcrsi.ad-
offence which- was con@nemed so very decid-
edly lit the case of the Province of Quebec, nt the day, bec lv e givs the coves
and I (o not see why it should not be con- or wifîîioîds thent from the fisherînen a- lie
demuîned wenu it h1appenus to be doue in the thiuks proper. lnsfead of that. howevcr, our
Dominion. I und(lerstand that it was stated
lit anotier place tiat the Minister was not tinfluence thtwsbeing ue nteds
aware of the manner in which this fishing fribufion of this niouey, and 1 tllnk the lou.
bounty fund had been abused. If that; be the getlenan from Halifax pays a. poor con-
case-and one is obliged to belleve that it is- pliment te the honesty and intelligence of the
I think the Governnent should be desirous to fishermen and he eleetors of bis political
b e placed in such a position that they could stipe. if lie thinks they arc so easity bribed.
not be suspected of abusing this fund. The lon. Mr. L1OWER-I do not sec that the
nearest approximation whidh we can make
to iaht deseraale stafe of thngns aisem if
lv (leciding tha.t fuis inoueéy shall Hufit. Mr. KAIULBACH-I must say thaf I
ie uistribufed on or before a certain a e wit 11h lion. friend. t cait he r[narks
date in fthe year. Tha is a desirabe of tlie hou. gcutefn u frot Haifax are a
fthiu. because if is w-cil that the tisheruiltenreflectioa ou e intelligence of the fisherict
should get their inoney earty in tue !of Nova Sotiut especially those of the county
ai îud tliat tie-y sliould kuowv that they ars- enh front whicli lie cornes. I kîuow that my hion.
title(l to get if tliemi, amd if. is wvll Iaf fthe frield is ohe of t oe greif organizers of the
rel)ufa.tioil of flic Goi-eriîeit stould luot lie Iparty in is couty, and e knows a grea

ft about eectios tacfics, and lie professes
that; they a.re parties te, transactions such as te k how a grath deal about coropt influence

e~hqus and certainl th party toém1 who Inv,

ts iihee. r- used by He Conserative party. I must say,
fore. liaf flic foltoNing words lie added ait fue f rom ny own knowledgi, s m oe fishing bounty

ment of the day, because hegie the cheltes

fis neer beeri used ai iny counfy for supc a

ami tue following sectiont smibsfitîîed itote- atiho.cîltnnssndn
for affmpfe as evr taet made to tuse if in suci

rifa W-a. Te tisoeryu clanI thiat the money

"3-~gnlea fromvihtadii Halifaxli pays ai por om

recdiig section, sucli gramut shal e dis- is theirs-that t oy have earined lI, and that Ie
tribufed. te the sci-eral persons entitlod to, siould be dstributed as early as possible after
receive ilgtairnents tiereof, o1 or liefore the tiey have earned If. I know byseif tat I
bys day of Mardi in aein year." applied to sha llnister of Marine antIisherles

H it. r. Pi OWSE-T e asf speaker tais o have fli distibution made as soon s
pad gttîet a hor conplien t the electors possible after fli iey is earned and the
of Haifax coity and fli fisherîtcî of tf resuit of iîy efforts. ctohysbhiiodd witknw t efforts
disttiot. f this el knovn hnt fho applie a o of was tat te Covertint las inade
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Yev effort to have the noney distributed early doubt mnost of the maritime niembers under-
and there lias been a great imuprovement in stand it also. The claims of the fishermen
the last two years. My hon. friend is cer- who imagine they have a right to this bounty
tainly wrong in endeavouring to represent to are called for towards the end of the year.
this House that the fishermen who get the Notice is given ail through the portion of the
m11oney do not know that it is their own and country where these fishermen live, inviting
that it can be used for corrupt purposes-that them to produce their claims within a certain
they suppose it is merely distributed by the time. and the time which I think is fixed at
Government as a generous act on their part. present is the lst December. It was the 31st
I agree with my hon. friend that the money December, but I think it has been made lately
Should be distributed as soon as possible, but a little earlier. At all events the time is fIxed
there may be reason why the money could towards the end of the year, a most con-
flot be distributed within a given time, and I venient time, since by that time the fishing is
do not see why the Governiment should be practically over for the season. The conse-
tied down to a given time. If the Govern- quence of the presentation of these claims is
Ment want to be popular and to have the that as soon as it is practicable to make a
good will of the people they will see that the kind of dividend sheet of the money. based
Money is distributed as soon as possible after upon these claims, it is done, and the money
it is earned. is paid, as my hon. friend's own statement

shows. in Febniary. The miost rocent pay-
Hlon. Mr. ABBOTT-I do not think my hon. ment -as the 5th of March. He spoke of

fiend who noved this motion quite under- four payrents, one In May, which w" very
Stood the character of the clause which he 1 late, another lu the beginning of February,
discussed, and which It is proposed to strike one later on In February. and one ta the
Out of it, tlhough the discussion of it is not haginning cf March.
Very important since I see he agrees in strik- lon. Mr. MILLER-That may have been
Ilg out that clause. He said that the reason
given for striking it ont was that it made the i .g
payment to these people too late. In fact the called for their cheques.
clause has no bearing at all upon the date at lin Mr. POWE11-I said that in 1890 the
Which payment is to be made. The clause bountv was pald about thc middle of May,
Which is to be struck out says that during i 1891 t -as patd la the beginning of
each session a statement shall be laid before Mardi, and In 1892 it was pald in the hagin-
both Houses of Parliament of the mode in nhîg cf February
Which it is proposed to distribute the grant in
the ensuing year ; so that if this clause remains Hon. Mr. AiBBOTT-It appears from what

i force we shall have to prepare and lay uy hon. friend hlmseif stated that thesepay-
before Parliament this session a statement of ments are madewithln a resnaha lime after
the way the bounty is to be distributed in the thcdaims have been recelved by the Gev-
year 1893. That is the language of it. It is erament, that is after thi Government las
utterly impossible to conforma to it. The dis- been furnished with the mens cf maklng out
trbution of the bounty depends upon what a. statement showlng the distribution cf the
the fishermen are doing, and Its distribution uîoney. My lion. friend ms found two or
Cannot be decided upon until we know what tiree instances Lu whlch elections have taken
the fishermen have done. The reason my place at a lime near thc lime when these pay-
ion. friend supposed was the motive for re- inctits have >een made, and tmnedtately con-
pealing this clause does not exist, and does iects that circumstance wlth a charge that
'lot apply at all. My hon. friend admits that thc îoncy paid to these fishermen was pald
We are right in striking out that clause, only te them in a manner to make them haileve
he proposes a remedy for a state of things that 1t was a free gift fret thc Goverumeat
which he says exists with regard to the dis- tii tnduoe thein to vote for the Ccnserraive
tribution of this money. As to the working of' parti. 1 do fot kncw If my hon. frtend has
the Act I do not know whether the Hiuse anything more than a susptco te support
Understands It or not. The hon. gentleman tiese chargee as te 'eerrupt Influences used by
fronm Prince Edward Island (Mr. Prowse) tic Coaservative party, or whethcr he takese-eldentl. un(îerstarîs Lt tlîorough and th-late, a othrser isal aheobg iis friends cf assert-
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Ing an act to be corrupt merely because it hais
been an act of a Conservative, notwitlistand-
Ing the almost daily decisions of the courts,
by which Liberal after Liberal is deprived of
his seat for corruption ; and some disqualitied.
Notwithstanding the verdict of a whole people
hurling the Liberal party fron power for the
most wide-spread and enormîous corruption,
the lion. gentleman and lis friends persevere
in the parrot cry of corruption against their
opponents. He overlooks the revelations be-
fore the courts, and the decisions of the courts
in the recent election trials-the results of the
election in Quebec-all that goes for nothing.
They seei to think it is sufficient to continue
to assert that the Conservatives are the peo-
ple who defile the land, that theirs is the
record of rascality and fraudulent conduct.

Ve can afford to let the people judge, and
they have doue so. I do not know whether
my hon. friend has evidence of the fact that
the persons distributing this money have used
it as a means of exercising a corrupt in-
fluence. I can tell muy hon. friend that if lie
knows of any case in which that was doue-
that any person charged with the distribu-
tion of this money, used it colourably, or
really as an inducement to vote for the Con-
servative candidate at any of the elections. if
he will furnish me with the facts I promise
him that every person found guilty of sucli
practices will be punished severely and sui-
marily, as those who fell within ny proisec
of last session.

Hon. Mr. POWElR-I namued the place
where the circuistanee took place, and n
hon. friend's colleague knows the officer, I
presume.

Hon. MI. ABBOTT-Was it the occasion on

election to take place they were made then
to influence that eleetion.. He goes 011 to insuilt,
I think very grossly, the tishermen of the
Maritime Provinces and the electors of the
Maritime Provinces generally, by asserting
that they were influenced by the representa-
tions and conduct of the persols' paying the
bounty to the effect that the Conservative
party were giving the' money, while the
ilshermen themselves knew they were entitled
to it. or if not steeped in ignorance' would
know they were entitled to--for vhich they
had acttally sent In claims. And that the
people were so stupid and ignorant that aftor
all the preliminaries they had to go througli
they were made to believe that the bouuty
money was a free gift fron the Conservative
party.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not state that. I
think a reference to the reporter's notes will
show that I said nothing of the sort. I said
a Conservative canvasser iried to leave that
impression on the minds of the electors.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I must accept the hon.
gentleman's explanation. but nîy ears must
have led me into an unusually grave mistake.
My hon. friend certainly asserted, or broadly
insinuated, that we made these payments in
February and March as a bribe to the electors,
or that we did so In such a manner as to
lead these Ignorant voters to belleve we were
paying it for election purposes. He vent on
to say that this was what was punislied by
the people of Quebec. I (o not w-ish to drag
Quebec into this discussion. My hon. friend
las done it but I must protest against the
insinuation that the. circumstances connectei
with the payment of the fishing bounty are at
all comparable to what was done in the Pro-

whicli a man slapped his pocket, and said le Vince of Quebec. I do not know personally
had the cheques there, or was it in soine wliat was done there. I only know fron
other place ? wiat I se in the papers, and I judge that

Hon. Mr. POWER-It w plae. I there was some foundation for the charges
Hon. Mr. POWER-It wasthatlace. Itthat were made there. from the fact that the

was at Jeddore, Hlalfax county. people have thrust fron power those against
Hou. Mr. ABBOTT - I thouglht Jeddore whom those charges were made. I would

was in the East Indies, but I shall not forget like to know on what principle ny lion. friend
the gentleman who my hon. friend says tried compares the cases he speaks of in connection

to persuade the people that lie had the. fishing with the fishery bounties with the transactions
bounty cleques In his pocket as the price of in Quebec ? Is it from the fact that in the
their votes. If any such transaction has taken month in which they were paid, or in the suc-
place I promise my hon, friend that the actor cecding month, there happened to be au elec-
in It shall be severely punished. The lion. tion that makes them equally criminal ? How
gentlemanî says that because the paynents does he compare with that transaction the
w-ere mnade about the time when there w-as an payment of $21,000 to the agent of the Liberal
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party for the purpose of carrying on the
elections; and the payment of $28,000 to
another gentleman of the Liberal party for
similar purposes, both out of a sum deliberate-
ly abstracted from Government funds ? Surely
my hon friend does not pretend that the
payment of the fishing bounties, at the usual
period of the year, is to be considered an act
of gross corruption such as the transactions in
Quebec, merely because an election happened
to be held about the same time?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say that.
There are degrees in guilt, as the hon. gentle-
man knows.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-This was really, said
my hon. friend, what was condemned in the
Province of Quebec.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Upon the same principle.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I have no doubt, if the
dbate were prolonged, there would be plenty
of the Maritime Provinces gentlemen who
would be prepared to stand up for their con-
stituents, and protest In the strongest manner
against any such interpretation being put
upon such a transaction as the payment of
the fishing bbunties-especially when we have
no details of any cor4ut aet beyond the
statement of my hon. friend that a inan at
Jeddore slapped his pocekt and said " I have
the fishery cheques in my pocket." It seems
to ma that it is not necessary to fix a par-
ticular day within which these fishery
bounties shall be paid. The fact Is the pay-
ment of the bounties depends upon the time
at which the people send In their caims . In
the recent autumn d1aims did not come in
within the date fixed, and the time had to be
extended. I hope the House and the country
have sufficient confidence in the Goverument to
be satisfied that there will be no further delay
in the payment of these bounties than is neces-
sary to make up the statement. I know no
reason, and I do not accept the reason my
hon. friend gives, for changing the law
as to the future. These bounties are
always pald as soon as the statements can
be made up from the claims sent in. The
statement has to be laid before Parliament
within thirty days from the apening of the
session. This plan bas been successfu in the
past, and I have no doubt vill be equally
successful In the future; and as no possible
grievance can be held to have existed In con-
sequence of there not having been a date fixed

for the-payment of the bounties, I do not see
any reason why we should step in now and
impose such a restriction on the department,
the only effect of which would be to deprive
possibly some fishermen who are late in send-
ing in their daims, of their bounty for that
year. I think the amendment is entirely un-
necessary, and I object to its being adopted.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quite clear that when
Parliament decided to grant this sum of
$160,000 for the encouragement of the sea
fisherles, it must have occurred to everyone
that the method in which this money would be
distributed might be abused-that it might pass.
into channels which would be highly improper
-because we have had some experience of
similar grants-for instanco, in the distribution
of seed wheat where crops have failed, and
there was a reason for placing tbat 3rd clause
in the statute. It may not have been speclic
enough, but it was clearly intended that the
mode by which the money was to be dis-
tributed should be explained to Parliament
in thJe antecedent session. Now, it appears
that the statement has been made by a
member of this House, which has not been
contradicted, that in the year 1890 the dis-
tribution took place in May, just before the
local election; that in the following year it
took place in the month of March, just before
a general election, and in the present year,
when there were bye-elections, it took place
in Febrtiary. From my hon. friend's stand-
point, that was purely accidental ; still, it was
a singular coincidence that in three different
years the time of payment was entirely differ-
ent, and on each occasion it was made on the
eve of an election. Every hon. gentleman
will admit the infiuence of money, even when
it is legally distributed. It was asserted that
a considerable sum of money had been dis-
tributed in Kingston by a contractor before
an election there, and it was asserted that
a sum of money due to a contractor there was
not to be paid out, but was to be held over
until the charge In connection with that elec-
tion was investigated ; yet two or three days
,efore the last election some $30,000 was paic

over to the contractor lu question, and an
arrangement was made to pay over the whole
of the balance before the charge was investi-
gated. The fact of these payments being
made at that time may have had no connec-
tion with the election; still, suspicious people
would connect the two circumstances, and
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suspect there was something wrong about it.
I entirely acquit my hon. friend of distribut-
ing the fishery bounties to the poor fishàr-
men in such a way as to influence their votes;
but when money goes out of the hands of the
Government here it passes into the hands of
agents at remote points. These ageùts have
,their strong political leanings,, either Grit or
Tory, and I say you have no right to give to
a man under those peculiar conditions, the
opportunity to be tempted to do what is
wrong.- I say it matters not which political
party is entrusted with the distribution of this
money, it is a power which Is apt to be
abused. Our knowledge of human nature is
sufficient to lead us to the conclusion that if
public money is to be distributed it is easy
jto withhold it for few days or hasten its
distribution a few days, when by so doing an
object is to be accomplished. Now, cannot
Parliament withhold that power, and say that
on or before a certain day in every year this
money shall be distributed ? My hon. friend
says that the accounts are made up before
the end of the year.

Hon. Mi. ABBOTT-The claims are sent in
before the end of the year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Supposing we said that
the distribution shall be made on the first of
March or the .first of April, in order to give
ample tLne-would it not be a fair and rea-
sonable proposition 7

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Supposing we had fixd
the 31st March, would that have prevented the
payment on these three occasions to which
my hon. friend referred, two li February and
one in Marh ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It certainly would have
prevented the distribution from being held
.over until May. We would give the Govern-
inent a latitude of three months. What I say
Is, let the time be specific and definite. There
is no doubt when Parliament placed on
record section three, that it had in view the
possibility that this money might be pald out
through channels that were not altogether
pure-that the trust might be abused ; there-
fore Parliament said, " We want to keep con-
trol over this money, and you must tell
us a year in advance the mode in which It is
to be distributed." My hon. friend says that
this plan Is not practicable, and I accept his
explanatLon ; but surely we eau limit the time
lu which It Is to be paid. Take any latitude

you like, only remove the possibility of the
trust being abused.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I must protest as
strongly as I can protest against the imputa-
tion that is made on the'fishermen of the Mari-
time Provinces, that $160,000 of their bard-
earned money has been used to influence their
votes. The sum received by these fishermen
for bounties .averaged about $2 per man.
Could any hon. gentleman suppose for one
moment that- a payment of $2 of this bounty
to a fisherman will influence his vote ? It is
his own money ; he has earned it himself ; he
must fill up certain papers and comply with
certain requirements to entitle him to the
bounty, and after he has earned his money
he knows he is going to be pald, and Is not
influenced by it as to how he votes. If the
facts were known about the Jeddore incident
no doubt it would be found that some of the
hon. gentleman's friends stated to these fisher-
men that the Government would not pay this
bonus-that they would not get the cheques-
and that this man replied: "Don't believe
these gentlemen, for I have my cheques in my
poket." Or, perhaps, another fact may have
come out li relation to the transaction at
Jeddore. It may have been that some of the
hon. gentleman's friends themselyes had money
in their pocket, and said they were' ready to
pay the bonus. I have had some experience
myself li election matters.

Hon. Mi. POWER-Yes ; the hon. gente-
man ran an election.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-Yes; I ran an election
and was beaten, and I was beaten by the
votes of a great many of those gentlemen who
get the fishery cheques too. Had ail the men
who got fishery choques in my county voted
for me I would have been elected. I would
call attention to the absurdity of the statement
that we should pay this money before the 31st
Mardh. Take one of thoes fishermen, John
Brown, for Instance: lie goes to the fishery
office, makes his daim, fIlls up a certain form
that is given to him, to enable him to do so,
and next, day he ships to the West Indies or
to England, or on a long voyage somewhere
else, as many of our fishermen do, and returns
home perhaps along in March or April to pre-
pare for the next season's fishing. Under the
proposal of my hon. friend opposite, this man
would be robbed of his share of the bounty,
simply because he was not home in time to be
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paid before Marci. The proposal is absurd. Hon. Mr. POIRIER-While admitting that
The fisherneni of the Maritime Provinces are circumstances might arise which would render
hardy, robust men, with a great deal of native the amendment of the hon. gentleman from
shrew(ness they are men that it is difficult Halifax justifiable, I do not belleve that such
to deceive; they know their rights, and how circumstances do now exist. On the contrary,
tO maintain them, and if my hon. friend had I think everything tends to show that the
tO run an election amongst fishermen he would condition of affairs Is being improved ln the
flnd that they are the last men to undertake department. In former years the distribution
to deceive by foolish representations. was made later ln the season, and if I an

Hon. -Ir. MLLLER-You cannot buy them well acquainted with this question, it is for
vith their own nmoney, at any rate. this reason : the returns from the officers

ion. 'Ir. HOWLAN-They very s were made later ln the year, and in the de-
'on. MrTHO N hold strong partment the distribution of cheques, &c., wasThey would tell you: This is not Ieft to the officials to be perforned in the
our money ; you have passed a law to pro- usual course of their duties. Now that theVide that if I fish such a length of time in a fishermen having asked that the bounty be

boat Of such a size, with a crew of so many distributed earlier in the year to enable them
fl, and catch so many quintals of fish, you to buy the outfits for their fishing, &c., I
have give me a bounty of so muchi money. I believe it bas become the practice in the de-
have complied with the conditions, have earn- partment not to employ extra hands but to
tod the money, and It is mine." If it is wrong have the employees on the regular staff workb distribute bounty money, it is wrong to extra hours-from four to six and from seven
grant it. The public man who would suggest to ten or eleven o'clock during one or two
that $160,000 would influence the vote of the months of the year, in order to be readyt shermen of the Maritime Provinces would earlier for the distribution of these claims,
sot be listened to on any platform in that and that, I believe, explains why four or fiveý'1ectiOii of the Dominion, or by auy man hav-tio9 kno e of the Dominiono by'anI havî years ago the distribution, which was made
lg any knowledge of the people. I have in only in April or May, is now, through the1pY hand now a letter fron a fishorman in exertions of our most energetic minister, Mr.

Oe Edward Island, asking me te ascertain Tupper, made in the month of February or
Why the cheques for the past season have not early in March. All that goes te show that
be sent. On making enquiry I find that the circumstanes wbich might possibly

reason why that man had not got his render such an amendment justifiable at one
Cheque is because lie had been away froi the time certainly do not exlst now. It will beand1 had net comne back. .time enough, in case there should be a return

non. Mr. ALMON - As the Conservative to the old system of making the distribution1ijority at Jeddore was very much less in late, to propose such an amendment Now,
the election which the senior member for as to the fishermen, we must not underrate

alluded to than on any other occasion, their intelligence and their knowledge of
e alleged bribery by the Conservative party public affairs. They do not view those

i the distribution of the fishery bounties bounties as favours ; they look upon them as
twas not a successful one. But the hon. gen- their right With them it is a matter of a
tilattn may correct me if I am wrong in positive character. When they have justified

I understood that Mr. Fielding, the their claims they feel entitled to the money,
?reier of Nova Scotia, was present at that and they vota for or against the Government

ting, and as a large quantity of money bas candidates without being infuenced by the
expended by the Local Government on cheque they have recelved for the bounty to

Dast service throughout the country during the which they have a positive right, a fact which
t Year I have heard that referred to as a bey well know. I am speaking from personal

'eaqou for . the decreased Conservative ma- knowledge, and I believe I wll be generally
• Perhaps I have been misinformed on backed by the members from the Maritime
point, as the hon. senior member for Provinces. I am sorry to learn that there is

~lUllax may also be wrong in his information a less enlightened class of fishermen in theregard to this party that is said to have County of Halifax than in the other con-the fishing bounty cheques in his pocket stituencies of the Maritime Provinces, but I
n the Price of his vote. believe It will be found that it is only an
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exceptional one among them who views these
cheques ln the light mentioned by the hon.
nember fron Halifax. There is no occasion

to adopt this amendment now, and therefore
I for one will not vote for it.

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to ex-
press my sympathy wlth the object that the
hon. member from Halifax has in view iii
bringing this subject before the House,
although it is probably not a strong case upon
which lie eau enunciate the principle lie is
advocating. There is no doubt that the Oppo-
sition, in impressing their views on the
country, are at a great disadvantage as coin-
pared with the Government of the day. I
think it is desirable that we should equalize
things as far as possible, and the
amîendment of my lion. f riend froni
Halifax is a, imove in that direction. le
simuply proposes that there should be a fixed
tine for the paynent of the bounties to the
fishermen that there may he no appearance
of influeneing voters through the pocket ; that
It shall not be left to the discretion of the
Government or of the department to say when
the money shall be paid. It is human nature
to feel a certain sympathy with the hand
that dispenses bounty, and on the eve of an
election has more or less effect upon some. It
is certainly an advance ln the right direction,
and the hon. member from Halifax, as a
inember of the Opposition, proposes to place
the Opposition, should they reach the
treasury benches, in the same position, to put
himself on record that lie may be judged by
the same standard. I have a good deal of
sympathy with him.

The amendinent was declared lost.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, frorn the committee, re-
ported the Bill without amendrnent.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the Bill be
now read a thlrd time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gentleman
allow the third reading to stand until to-
morrow ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the Bill be
now read the third time.

Several lion. GENTLEMEN-Now ! now!

Hon. M1. POWER-There seems to be some
misapprehenslon about this matter ; our rule Is
the same as the rule of the House of Lords ;

and you cannot read a Bill the third time on
the same day that it cornes from the coin-
mittee, exept by the unaniuous consent of
the House.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD-That is not riglit.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is the rule of the
House of Lords-it is only by unanimous con-
sent that it can be read the third time.

Hon. Mi, MILLER-Our rule is that a Bill
cannot take Its three separate readings on the
sanie day, but it has been the custom lu this
House to allow the third reading to take
place on the same day that the Bill is passed
through the eomnittee, or to allow the con-
mittee stage to be taken on the same day, as
the second reading. I do not think there is
any doubt with regard to the practioe of the
Senate since I have been a member of It.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I remeniber the first
year that I had a seat in the Senate, this
luestion was raised ; and it was then stated
that the third reading could take place wheu
the Bill was reported from the committee
without amendment. Since then I have not
heard any objection to the third reading tak-
Ing place on the saine day that a Bill is re-
ported from Committee of the Whole without
amendment ntil now.

Hon. Mx. MILLER -The lion. gentleinan
from Halifax may be right about the rule of
the House of Lords, but we have a rule of
our own which precedes the rule of the House
of Lords with reference to the third reading
of a Bill when it is reported without amend-
ment from a Commnittee of the Whole.

Hon. Mi. POWER-I an not in the habit
of making a statenent of that kind without
authority-

Hon. Mr .MILLER-I do not say that the
lion. gentleman is wrong in his statement
about the ruie of the House of Lords.

Hon. Mi. POWER-I simply desire to have
an opportunity to move an amendment at the
third reading, and It is a matter of conven-
ience to let the Bill stand over until to-
morrow.

Hon. M1. MASSON-Does not the hon. gen-
tleman refer te a case where there has been
au amendment made to the Bil in Committee
of the Whole ?

Hon. Mr. POWER - The lion. gentleman
knows that an amendment moved.in Commit-
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tee Of the Whole and defeated there does not friend iight lu soie statements of tacts whlch
Show in the journals. ho îiiu4 to this House, iu pursuance of bis

The motion was agreed to and the third doclation t.at he intended te give a bistory
-teadig of he Biof flie whlîe difficuiltyv from, the begînnluig. My

readIng of the Bill was postpoied tuitil to- hon. rend dld give a listory, but 1 do not
orrow.ink it as in respects accurate, and 1

TUE DISPUTE BETWEEN CANADA AND ioved tli adjournient of the debate In

NEWFOUNDLAND. order that 1 miglît have a few minutes to-day
to endeavour to set rigbt those points on

MOTION. wich 1 think my bon. friend is In errer. Lu

The Order of the Day being called- order to do that 1 may ho detalned a lite by

That an humble Address be presented toe
Iis Excellency the Governor General ; praying dates, the transactions whicb took place from
that lits Excellency wil cause to be laid before the commencement of the difficulty, and In
tlis louse, any Orders in Council or letters (bing so 1 have no doubt 1 shail tit upon
'.f istruction, directing the Customs authori- iuanY statements whicli my hon. friend bus
ties to put in force against the people of New-
folfUdland the tariff of 1885, which Imposed o mself, in wbicb ho is perfectly correct,
dIlties upon their fishi, and any other papers but I thtnk, unfortunately, that wII ho necos-
or documents relative to the matters now in sary. ln order te arrive at the points on which
dispute between the Gwoverments of Canadafld( Newfoundland. H shon. friend ia torn butent In dono

lion. Mi. ABBOTT said : I do not feel dis-
P<seéd to follow my lion. friend in discussing
the merits of the question between this country
and Newfoundland. and I think if I were dis-
POsed to do so at ail it would be after the
Iapers are brought down, whieh my. hon. friend

s asked for, and after the means of verify-
Ing all that might be said had been placed on
tle Table of the House. If it be the object
of this comtry, or of any set of people in this
donntry, to restore the friendly relations with
Nteudand, I do not think that object will

e serv-ed by discussing the pros and cons of
uhat has passed In tils House or in public at

• If ther is to be a diseussion It would. I
tk be most advantageously carried on with

the Goverument itself, and made public after
ts reslts have been ascertained, or if it had

.' found not to produce any resuit. I think
it 1s rather to be regretted that the subject

been brouglt up and discussed at such
gth and I mîyself regret that before full

intoriation bas been obtained, any bon. gen-
tierran holding the distlngutshed position of a
ileniber of the Senate, should have sald that,1 s1 ho Opinion, Newfourndland was justified In
le treatmeut that she has extended to our
eeol)le in the Maritime Provinces. I doubt
Very Much if the hon. gentleman would have

ade that statement if he had been fully in-
orPied, as% he will be I hope when the papers

are brought down, of the actual condition of
thigs between the two countries. My object

Innoving the adjournment of the debate
Yesterday vas really in order to set my hon.

which I shall first discuss, that there had been
two statutes passed by the Legislature of
Newfoundland, disallowed by the British Gov-
ernment, and I observe that it has been
stated by Mr. Bond lu a recent speech of his
that the first of these. which was passed in
1886, was so disallowed at the instance of
Canada. My lion. friend did not state on
what groîund the Act had been disallowed,
and the inference which might be dravn from
the tone of his reinarks altogether, was that
Canada lad something to do with that dis-
allowance. Now, thiat is not the fact. The
Bait Act of 1886 was disallowed simply bie-
cause it was passed at an early period of the
year-in the spring, when fishing was about
to commence, and when muany French vessels
comiitng out to fish vould have left port. Tlhe
British Government, without any Intimation
or hint fromu Canada that I have been able to
discover, informed the Newfoundland Gov-
ernment that they thought it would not ho
fair to their French allies to disturb, at that
moment, the state of things that had existed
up to that time, and for 80 long a time ;
and they therefore disallowed the 111, with-
out any intimation or interference froi flan-
ada whatever. Moreover, It was loue in sucli
a way as to give the Newfoundlandi Govern-
ment to understand that there would be no
similar Interference with a similar Act of
their Legislature on a subsequent occasion, If
such should be passed. Immediately on re-
celpt of the Intimation from the English Gov-
ernment, which took place In March 1887, the
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Newfomdland Legislaturé passed a second Great Britain allowed the Act to go into force,
Bill, which was reserved for the consideration on the express ground stated by them to this
of Her Majesty's Government. Thereupon Government, and through the Newfoundland
the Canadian Government pointed ont that emissaries iu London to the Imperial Goveru-
it would be injurious to them, inasmuch ment, that the Act should fot appiy te Cana-
as like the subsequent Act of 1889, dian fishermen-that ail Britl fishermen
It excluded Canadians from the purchase of should have the same rights for fishing pur-
bait, just as it did other people. And it was poses ln the waters of Newfoundiand as the
thought that that provision of the Bill. if fishermen of Newfoundlaud possessed. antit
made applicable to Canada, would be in- was only ou that assurance fror representa-
jurious to Canada, and unjust and improper tives of Newfoundland that the Bill was net
as between one British colony and another. disallowed. Shortly afterwards. lu 1889. this
In consequence of the representations made Bil was reproduced without aur, or wlth
by Canada on that occasion the gentlemen very trifiing amendient, but it was deciared
who were sent ovor from Newfoundland to that Lt should only be put iu force by procla-
prevail on the British Government to abstain nation. I may say that up te that tiîne, so far
from disallowing the Bill, were prompt in as 1 Sa learn, there was no interferènce witl
disclaiming altogether any interference with Canadian fishermen. The privileges promised
Canada. The remonstrance which was sent, te be continued te them by Newfound]and
was referred by the British Governiment to represeutatives in England coutnued te he
Mr. Robert Thorburu and Sir Ambrose Shea, granted, and they were not interfered with
who had been delegated by the Governmeut until the proclamation of April or Nay, 18W,
of Newfoundland to make representations to by which the third Bait Act was brought inte
Her MaJesty's Government. These gentlemen foroe. I did net catch exactly the thread of
conveyed the most positive assurance that my hon. frieud's argumènt as te why they
Canadian fishermen would enjoy equal were justified in putting this Act in force,
privileges with those of Newfoundland and hecanse that Is what 1 understeod my hon.
that there would be no restriction on any friend said. He said that in his opinion New-
British subjects. These assurances were so foumdland was qulte justified lu puttlng that
strong that Her Majesty's Government were Act iu force by proclamation. I do not lnd in
of opinion that they furnished a sufficient the statemeut which ho did make and which
safeguard against any interference with 1 noted at the time
Canadian interests, and in consequence they
made up their minds to advise Her Majesty Hou. Mr. BOILTON-I did not say that the
to assent to the Bill. In addition to the as- Gverient were justified, but that they were
suranoe given by these gentlemen in England compelled to put that Act in force.
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries here Hon. 'U. ABBOTT-I made a note of Lt at
received a telegram, to which my hon. friend the time and underlined the words whlle the
alluded yesterday, in these terms hon. gentleman was speaking. ere is the

" We learn with surprise and regret that nota: "1 thiuk Newfoundland was justified
your Goverrnimet apprehend our Bait Act will passig the
Interfere with Canadian fishermen. I am
authorized to give you fullest assurance no Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is he Bait Act-
Interference or hindrance whatever of Cana-
dian fishermen contemplated. Act necessarily Hou. Mi. ABBOTT-I am speaking of the
framed so as to confer upon Governor discre- Bait Act. One of the reasons whlch my lien.
tionary powers in granting licenses to sell or
export bait, our only object being to prevent
supply of foreign subsidized rivals. Fullest of that Act was, that oui people had defeated
rights and privileges to all British fishermen the objeet of the Newfoundlanders, whlch was
to take or purchase for their own use, as t prevent the Freach lu Newfoundiand fromu
hitherto enjoyed, will be maintained. Please
communicate this Information to your repre-
sentative or agents in London, to remove common, Lt was said, at that tlne, witli
objection to our Act and promote Royal the United States fishermen to trade ii
assent." asset."the bait, anud te take Lt, as they alilC
That despatch was signed by the Attorney could get Lt, and sei Lt te the Frencl
General. Now, that Act was not, as may hon. fishermen. That has reoentiy been stated
frieud said, disallowed. The Govermuent of as one of the rersns for issuing pur-
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Proclamation putting that Bait Act in force,
)ut I must say this, that I have made
the most minute enquiry but have failed to
'n(1 any indication of the Infringement of the

R3ait Act by any Canadian vessel during the
'vhole of this time. At the tinte the Act of
1889 Was passed no such charge was made.
It Is only recently that we have been told that
Canadian vessels furnished French fishermen
with bait. I say with regard to that. as a
1iere matter of fact, that we have no informa-
toln whatever of any Canadian vessel, or of
any Canadian fishermnan, having trafficked in
bait, taking It from NewfoundIland to sell it to
the FPrenclhmen. We have had no charge
lmade to us as respects any vessel of anty kind
or description, selling bait in that way. We
have had no complaint made in general ternis
to us of our fishermen having acted in that
nlianner. We have had no intimation of any
lind vhatev'r-I am 9peaking of the time
that this Act was brought in force-that any
of Our fishermen had been guilty of this trafiic
i bait, which no doubt would have been

1liost objectionable to the Newfoundlanders,
and Which they were endeavouring to prevent.

o auch for that statement. I certainly think
We have a right to suppose that if at that
tlne Our fishermen were infringing the righit -;
Of N ewfoundland by trafficking in bait, we
5houl1d and would have reeeived sone intima-
tion of it, and that, before proclaiming the
Act Of 1889, and putting it i force, in viola-
tion of the pledges of Mr. Thorburn and Sir
AInbrose Shea, ln England, and of the At-
torney General of Newfoundland in New-
foundland itself, we had a right to lbe in-
forned that such a measure -vas contemplated

on<j cf the reason for it, hi order that if we
tlought proper to use our power amongst our

p People, of stopping the practice objected
to, We Would have an opportunity of doing so.

ute1 state, as a matter of fact, that we never
ved any intimation, complaint or charge,

f ny kind whatsoever, that Canadian vessels
Were trafficking in bait for the French. My
l1on friend stated as another reason for the
Proclamation that the people of Newfound-
the had been driven to desperation by
the Wa.nt of success in their efforts
to stop the sale of bait te the French-
ýhat Canada would not co-operate with them
1 any Way, and'was itself violating the Bait
"Ct that the New-foundla.nd Government used

Y Possible effort to induce Canada to co-
0Pette With themi in this respect, and even

8

sent a deputation to visit the Government here
and the Boards of Trade throughout Canada,
to implore this country to help them to stop
this traffic in bait. In all that ny hon. friend
was il error. It is true a delegation visited
Canada inI March. 1890. That delegation has
published a statement of its proceedings. We
have in a book called " The Newfoundland
Case," all the particulars of the circumstances
muider which that delegation was appointed. It
was not a delegation by the Government of
Newfoundland at all.: It was a committee
appointed at a public meeting by the people,
and, I believe, ivas mainly in opposition to
the Govermnent of the day. Now, I hold in
my hand this case, whicl is called " The Case
for the Coloniy." as stated by the people's
delegates. which states the mode in which
certain gentlemen were appointed, and the
functions which they were to perfori. Messrs.
Winter, Scott and Moine were appointed a
delegation to visit England. and this was the
case that they laid before the English
Minister. At the saine tinie that these
three gentlemen were appointed, and by
the same public meeting. another committee-
was appointed, and these were the two re-
solutions appointing tieni-:-

" Resolved. That a delegation consist-
ing of Sir J. S. Winter, Q. C., K. C.
M. G., P. J. Scott, Esq., Q. C., and
A. B. Morine. Esq., M.L.A, be appointed
to proceed to England to lay the case of the-
people of the Colony before Her Majesty's.
Grovernment. and to enlist the support of the
British publie."

" Resolved. That a delegation consisting of
13. J. Greene, Esq., Q.C., M.L.A., P. R.
Bowers, Esq.. and Donald Morrison. Esq.,
M.L.A.. be appointed to proceed to Canada to
enlist the support of the Canadian people."

These two resolutions were passed, and these
two delegations went. The delegation, coin-
posed of Messrs. Winter. Scott and Morine,
went to England ; Messrs. Greene, Bowerï
and Morrison came here. and they did call
upon the Government ; they did address the
Boards of Trade ; they made their requests
to Canada very conspienous -and very plain,
and everybody knew all about them. Strange
to say, ln all that passed there was not a
single word about bait fron either of these
delegations. Their appoin.tment was not
prompted by a.ny question of bait; it was
solely the establishient of a modus rirendi
with the French respecting reciprocity ln fish-
ing of which they complained ; there never
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was a word said about bait in any of the moreover In the opinion of many, their exclu-
speeches that were made ; there never was sion was a violation of the comity which
a request made to Canada. or to its peo- should prevail between sister colonies, and in
ple, to resist the sale of bait to the French- fact the Act excluding them was unconstitu-
in fact. without enlarging upon it, there vas tional, and one which the Legislature of New-
no step taken. and no word said in the course foundland had no power to pass. Be that as
of the proceedings of these two delegations. it may, however, these are questions which
of any kind whatever, upon the bait question. have to be settled hereafter. The position
So fat froin Canada not sympathizing with which we occupied relatively to Newfound-
these delegations, and not eo-operating with land at the time that this Bait Act was put
them. Sir John Macdonald, at the request of in force,. was just this : the Newfoundlanders
those who ca.me here, add'ressed a telegram to had access to our waters within the 3-mile
Sir Charles Tupper, introducing the delega- lmit. fer ail purposes, exactly the saine as ci
tion that went to England, and requesting him ewn people; their fish was received in our
to assist them in any way he could. The dele- country free of duty. At the time that
gation which caine here was not a delegation the agitation on this subject reached its cli-
which the Government could formally re- max. which was in Dooemher, 1891, Nova
ceive. They received theni informally, I lui-'Setia fishurnnen found themselves uIn ths po-
derstand, and sent them away perfectly satis- sition: they could net buy hait frei the Now-
lied ; so that this last climax or culminating feundianders without paying this large duty.
point in the ill w-ill of Canada in refusing to Thëy ell net go into Newfoundland waters
co-operate in enforcing the Bait Act, and i and fish for herrings and other smail fish.
refusing the appeal of the Newfoundland Bait at that particular tine vas net greatly
delegates to assist them in doing so, which It needed, but the trade Lu herrings lad been an
is said led to the proclanation of the Bait extensive eue. These were largoly caught Ln
Act, has no existence at ail. exoept in the the waters cf Newfoundland. Herrings being
imagination of those who assert it. There 1 small flsl suitable for hait, our fishornen
was nothing in the assertion that Canada was wvre net allowed te fislî for herring Ln Now-
applied to by this delegation to take any step foumdland waters. yet every day Newfound-
whatever about it ; their sympathies were In- land ships made their appearance in Nova
vited in the struggle against what the New- Scotia ports. witl cargees of herring which
foundlanders thouglit was an encroachiient came Ln free. but wlicl Novîm Scotia fisher-

y the French on thoir riglts and priilegs mon were alot allowed te catch in competition
in New-n-feundi(Ilanl. Frei tlhoo Cai- with then. And their vessels eere dying at
adian fisiiermon were rofused. access tI anchor. or laid up fr the winter. whie their
Noefeundland, for hait purposes, except owners were unah e te proseute their ordin-
upon extravagant conditions w-hiiLt ary business. Hon. gentlemen 1ill readily
was imupossible tha t cur fishermen coud perSoive tihat sucd a state of things, thith a
perfon1 - IuaIt us that they should Pay law on the Statunte-book mposing a duty N
$1. a ton for a icenso te, ge Lin and aU tish inîported irîote coumtry, exldl( net

uîy hait, losides paying the price of fle lait fo berne by t e people of thie argitine Pro-
itself ; tiat this license shuld last only thre ns. Up bore Lt did n t affect us spfciasy
weeks, and that every lime they returned but representations came tw us froin every
f ron the banks they should take et a nee part of the buo r provinces detaiing the great
license. Theso conditions were se enerous injurv that this unfair competition w-as in-
that Lt was quite impossible tîat omir tisher- fiicting ups f thein ; and in consequence of
men ceuld acoept theom. The consequlenc-O these representatiens, and in, consequence of
was that Canadan fisheren ceased ai-, the gross injury that vas being doue te our
tegether te get hait from Newfoundiand, and fishermen and te our trade, by the admission
Lt w-as a very grat and serious deprivation of these tish te our marketa fre, whie our
te them, tenh refused acoess te the waters of fishermen were prohibited frein competing in

sister coleny much nearer te the banks catehing thei. the Act imposing duties on
than themse-es. t was previousl a great fish was put Lu force. Befre doing se we i-
convnienc te thm to be able te complote fermed Newfoundland Lu a most curteous
theIr supply of hait at Newfoundland ipstead communication that unless some modification
tif returning te their own country for nt; were made lo their regulations we soud e
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comUpelled by the state of things In the Mari-
tine Provinces to take some measure to pre-
vent the fr e admission of their fish, which
we Were most reluctant to do, and begged of
themn to remedy the evil in sone way or other
.Without rendering such a step necessary. The
reply to that communication was sinply a

land fishermen bring to our ports l autiutui
and winter, and compete with thei in the
catching and selling of that fish ; and if they
are allowed to go in there, as Newfoundland-
ers are allowed to corne into Canada, and buy
their bait, as at this moment United States
fishermen have the right to do, there would be

quotation of the Act, which was then in force an end to the only difficulty as far as Canada
Upon the Statute-book qf Newfoundland, pro- is concerned-that is, the imposition of the
Viding that whenever our country inposed duties on fish, in deference to the feeling that
anlY duty upon their fish our products should we are encouraging a competition from
le subject to the heavy duty which is now another country, which was ruinous, or very
irnposed upon themn. Of course hon. gentle- injurious, to say the least of it, to our own
Ui1 will see that no possible resource was fishermen. The other cause of dispute is the

left to this Government except to authorize convention. These are the only two difficulties
the Custons offleers to collect the duty which that exist-the difficulties which have arisen
had been long before imposed, but which had out of the Bait Act, and the difficulties which
ben left uncollected on Newfoundland fisl have ariseneout of the convention. As far as
fron1 a friendly feeling towvards that coulry. the Bait Act is concerned, hon. gentlemen will
flIe consequence was the putintg in force of! see that we have behaved with the greatest
the exceptional tariff of Newfoundland with forbearance from beginning to end, and have
regard to Canadian products, and that tariff shown a disposition to sympathize with New-

in force to-day. Canadian tlsherien at foundland as far as we possibly could ; and
that time going to New onn<l·mud ïvere refused we did not impose or collect the duties which
Permission to buy bait or fish for herring or we now collect on fish, until we were unable
sinall fish within the 3-mile limit. They were to resist the conviction that it was necessary
charged duties on salt and other Ilecessities in the interest of the Maritime Provinces to
for lishermen wlhen they merely went intO enforce the duty against Newfoundlaund for
harbour for temporary purposes, although no the reasons I have stated to you. Now, witi,
SUCh duties had ever been exacted from then reference to the convention. It is said that
l this country. They were forced to pay the right of purchasing bait was refused on

light dues for lighthouses that we ourselves account of our opposition to the convention.
lut up and maintained. In fact, we were It is not necessary to say mueli about that.
treated as a hostile nation would be treated, because, in point of fact, no whisper about
Without the slightest consideration for our the convention was uttered until long after
l'o(itionî as a sister colony, having equal rights the proclamation of the Bait Act. It is re-
as We think w e have, in British waters on membered that in 1868 the United States trIed
tis continent, which are protected for us, as to get up a separate treaty with Prince

e think, by the treaty of 1818. That is the Edward Island which failed. in 1886
position of affairs with regard to the Bait Act they made a similar overture to New-
Lt this moment. The people of Newfoundland foundland, which failed, but those arc
lLavIe mal tie privileges they ever had ii ur now outside of the question. They did not be-

adters and in ou' harbours ; no interference, corne the subject of any general discussion.

b retallitin of a.ny kind has been incurred They were matters for the Imperial Govern-
theln in consequence of the unfortunate ment and they were dealt with acordingly.

(lIfference which has been created between us. But in March o April, 1890, the Newfound-
fllcy reimain exactly in the saine position land autihorities conunmunica-ted witl England
ley always held with regard to accommodation through Governor O'Brien, suggesting that

Our harbours and fishing in our waters, and some one might be sent over from Newfound-
the only difference of any kind that has been land to see how far negotiations could be car-

ted is the collection of duties long ago ried for the Introduction into the United States,
posed upon their fish. Of course it is of Newfoundland fish free; and he was

erfectly well understood that if the ex- answered that there would be no objection to
onal treatment of our fishermen is put a a gentleman going from Newfoundland to

to, that will cease. If our lshermen Washington, seeing Sir Julian Paunefote and
go and catch herring, which Newfound- giving hilm any information that he mlight re-
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quire in the discussion that was then going
on. That was the sole authority whichi Mr.
Bond had in going to Washington in refer-
ence to this treaty, which he himself after-
wards extenîded into the naking of a treaty.
I do not know that hon. gentlemen desire that
I should refer them to proof of what I sav
but it can be found more particularly in a
return laid before the Engdish Parliaient l
March, 1891, in which the rerbati, corrog-
pondence on the subject of this convention
is printed. This is the gist of the correspond-
once. Sir William Whîiteway, who vas then
in London, wrote to the Colonial Ollice as
follows :-

of Newfoundland, who is about to proceed to
New York and has been commissioned by Sir
W. Whiteway, the Prime Minister of the
colony, to communicate to you the views and
wishes of the Newfoundland Govermnent with
regard to an arrangement for the admission of
tish and other products of Newfoundland to
the United States free of duty, in return for
concessions as to the purchase of bait by
'United States fishermen.

" Sir W. Whiteway has requested that you
may be informed that Mr. Bond has authority
to speak to you on the subject in the name of
tho Newfoundland Government, and I have
accordingly furnished him with this introduc-
tion to you."

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the lon. gentle-
mainput that cores dn c I[asd wol it

" London, ith Sept., 1890.
" Sir,-Having understood that Her Ma- b tee iuch trouble w read what the United

jesty's Government has consented to nego- States offered Newfoundla.nd lu exchauge for
tiate with the United States Goverrmnent with free tlh?
a view to an arrangement under whici fishi lon. Mr. ABBOTT-Thc convention itself
and other products of Newfoundland may be
admitted lnto the United States free of dut, contis ail that, and 1 shail core ta it
in return for concessions to be iade by New- presontly. The purport pf the communication
foundland, as regards the purchasing of bait fron the British Governnt, as hou. gentie-
by United States fishermen, I beg to say that men will prceive. is simpir that Mr. Bond
the Hon. Mr. Robt. Bond, Colonial Secretarv
of Newfoundland, is about to proceed to New g
York, leaving London to-morrow (Wrednesday) the vlcws of New-foundland as te the admission
the 10th inst., and I have the honour to ask of tlsi froc into the Ijnited States. Thore is
the favour of his being furnisied with suci notling iu the correspondeuce up to that finie,
authority as may be deeeid necessary for r
his conmunicating to Her Majesty's Ministeroe.
at Washington the views of the New-founîd- the Goverument contemplated, or that lhe
land Goverunent, in order t the attainment Newfoundl.nd Govcnmîent contemplated, or
of the object desired."of fic ojeetdesled. tht 'Mr Bond contemplated, rnaking any ai'-
The answer to that was as follows : rangement wlU the United States, byoud that

" Foreign Office, 10th Sept., 1890. of hing certain tlsioiy oxports made froc,
"Sir,-I am directed by the Marquis of a

Salisbury to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of yesterday. forwarding a letter from, supplies with Incidentai harbour privIlege.
Sir W. Whiteway, ln which he states that thc There is nothiug fint shows fInt auybody con-
Hon. Robert Bond, Colonial Secretary of New- templated giving tue 'nited States prefer-
foundland is authorized by him to explain to
Her Majesty's Minister at Washington, then
views of the Newfoundland Governient in colies. As it happcned. Sir Julian Pane-
regard to an arrangement foiý the admission fote and Mx. Blaine iad discussions on thc
of fisl and other products of Newfoundland subject, whicl resulted i fli preparation of
into the United States free of duty in ex-
change for facilities for the purchase of bait
by United States fishermen. eîaprlsiugfour paragraphs, noue of whlh con,

" Sir W. Whiteway requests that Sir .T. fained an agreement discriminattng againsf
Pauncefote may be informed that Mr. Bond ('uadiau exports. Mr. Bond snbsequently
bas authority to speak to hlm on the subject. hi4 informai

"I an te enclose a despatci to Sir J.
Pauncefote introducing Mr. Bond. which bctWeon Mr. Bond and Mr. Blaine thcy pro-
Lord Salisbury has had pleasure in giving. u parod a further convention. Thc substance
compliance with Sir W. Whiteway's wishes. of flic flrsf convention, vhich was submitted

"I am, &c.. l>v Sir Jullan Pauncefote te Mr. llaine, Is
" T. H. SAUNDERSON."

The enclosure which was referred to above (
is as follows :- fard to Lord Stanley, on November 5th, as
"Th Marquis of Salisbury to Sir J. follows

Pauncefote: IWashington, 5th November, 1890.
"Sir,-This despateh will be delivered to you lu reply w your LOrdship's felegraln of

by fle lon. Robot-t Bond, Colonial Secretary 1yesteray, I cg to state tint Sir W. hite-
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W'Ys memoranduii of the 12th July corres-
Ponds exactly with the convention I have
comnunicated to fr. Blaine, except that. in
acordance with Mr. Bond's request, crude
ininerals have been added.

" The lst Article provides that the privileges
Of Purchasing bait fishes in Newfoundland, in
the saie manner as vessels of the colony, shall
b accerded to United States fishing vessels ;
also that United States fishing vessels shall be
allowed to touch and trade, sell their fish and
Oil and procure supplies on condition that they
pay the saine dues as Newfoundland vessels,
and conforin to the harbour regulations.

'Inl Article IL. provision is made that facili-
ties shall be given for recovery of penalties in
Ulnited States courts under bonds againstInited States citizens.

" Uinder Article III. the United States are
to admit, duty free, the produce of the fisieries
Of Newfoundland, including cod and seal oil,
and also the produce of the mines.

" Bv Article IV. it is agreed that the con-
tetion shall hold good for ten years, and
that, after that period, it shall, subject to one
Year's notice, continue from year to year.

I hope to discuss the above proposal with
Biaine in the course of a few days. anduntil I have doue so I would ask to be allowed

to defer my reply to your Lordship's iquiry
t to the best mode of including Canada in
the arrangement."
"nt was the purport of the draft convention
submitted by Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr.
Biaine. In that it will be perceived there is
"O promise of, or facility for, discrimination
agalnst Canada. However. Mr. Blaine
and -Mr. Bond afterwards made an agree-
fient to which Sir Julian Pauncefote was
bot a party, and of which lie knew noth-
11ig unitil the 16th November. This con-
vention was in substance what it is now,

e*Pt that crude minerals are omitted
frei It ; and iti came to Sir Julian Paunce-

in the fonin in which Mr. Blaine
Put it, after Mr. Bond left, by being
ed to our ambassador by Mr. Blaine on

the 6th January, 1891. My hon. friend fron
l'efifax asked what the ternis were as to
Mulitting fish free into the United States.
Article Il. provides that-

Dy cod flsh, cod oil, seal ol, sealskins, her-
sahnon, trout and salmon trout, lobsters,

oes, tongues and sounds, the product of
sheries of Newfoundland, shall be ad-

inlto the United States free of duty.AI all hog9sheads, barrels, kegs, boxes or
yans ln which the articles above naned

duty be carried shall be admitted free of
• It is understood, however, that "green"

thi are not included ln the provisions ofsarticle.
take it that Article Il. means codflsh caught
lithn% the 3 -mile limit-which would not sink a

great imany schooners if they were loaded with
the whole of them. We learned by experience
when we stipulated for free fish that it was
necessary to stipulaté for free packages also.
Mr. Bond profited by that experience. But the
third clause required some precautions to
establish that the fish were taken in the
waters of Newfoundland, which were very
significant, but seein to have escaped notice.
They are as follows :-

"The officer of the custonis at any Newfound-
land port where a vessel laden with the
articles nained in Article II clears. shall give
to the master of said vessel a sworn certifi-
cate that the fish shipped were taken in the
waters of Newfoundland ; which certificate
shall be countersigned by the consul or con-
sular agent of the United States and delivered
to the proper officer of customs at the port of
destination in the United States."

If this treaty were for us we might feel that
we should criticise this clause a little, but as it
is not-as it is for the benefit of the New-
foundlanders-no doubt they have discovered
the weakness of It thenselves already. The
next two clauses are extremely significant and
very important as far as we are concerned.
By the fourth clause the duties to be levied
upon United States produce are fixed, amongst
others those upon flour and one or two other
items' at less rates than ýwere then fixed by
the Newfoundland tarift, and a number of
articles were declared to be free. At that
time the duty on Canadian flour was 30 cents
a barrel while that of the United States
flour was 25 cents a barrel, and the duty on
Canadiau bacon and hams $2.50 per 100 lbs.
lnstead of $2.50 per 112 lbs. flxed upon those
of the United States. We have heard since
this discussion began, a good many assertions
that there is no discrimination between Canada
and the United States ln these particulars.
That is true now, but It was not true when
this convention was passed. When the con-
vention was passed there was a difference in
the duty which was to be paid by Ainerican
flour and Canadian flour, and that difference
was against Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Where does that ap-
pear-that discrimination ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It appears first ln the
convention and secondly in the tariff of New-
foundland. But there Is no such difference
now. When the question came to be raised
about discrimination, the Newfoundland Legis-
lature passed a new tariff ln which they pro-
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vided that if the convention between the
United States and Newfoundland should cone
îqto force, the duty on flour shall be
25 cents a barrel. The niext article says

"It i isnderstood that if aiy reduction is
inade by the colony of Newfoiundland, at any
tiie during the teri of this convention. hi
the rates of duty upon the articles named In
Article IV of this convention, the said redue-
tion shall apply to the United States."

lon. gentlemen will ol)serve that the duties
payable by the United States can never be
more during the existence of this convention
than the duties fixed by this clause, which
covers some twenty articles ; and that if this
duty should be at any time greater than the
duty which is chargeable on ordinary import-
ations from other conitries, then the duty
which is paid by the United States shall be
reduced to the saine figure as that paid on
the sane produce from other countries. But
if the necessities of the colony should render
it necessary to increase the duty on these ar-
ticles when imported from other countries
generally, that increase will iot apply to the
United States-that increase will apply to
Canada. At any moment, at the coming ses-
sion, or at any session of the Newfoundlali
Legislature, the duties on these goods as
applicable to the produce of other countries
mnay be doubled or trebled, and the duty on
United States goods will reinain where it is.
Sfo that there ii a potentiality of aniY amtount
of discrimuination against Canada carefully
provided for in this article, when nothing
would have been casier than to have said that
Canada should have the benefit of any reduc-
tion, and that Canada should iot be charged
anything more than the United States are
charged, if that had been the Intention.
Neither ln the legislation which lias been
passed, nor in any public declarations of the
Government of Newfoundland, up to this mo-
ment, lias there been any assurance of any
kind whatever, still less a legislative assur-
ance that at any moment the duties on the
produce of Canada will not be Increased be-
yond the rates which are fixed by the exist-
ing tariff of Newfoundland; and ln that case
there would be a discrimination precisely
pro tanto against Canadian produce, ln favour
of that of the United States. I do not think
I need say .much more about this convention,
as my lion. friend agrees with me that
Canada was justified In objecting to Its sanc-
tion.

Hon. Mr. POWER---Supposing that this
convention had gone into operation, and that
under it the duty on American flour had been
fixed at 25c., which is the highest liiiit-
suppose tliat the duty on Canadian flour had
been raised to say 75c., and that at a Later
period a reduction took place in the duty on
Canadian flour of, say, 20c., would or would
not Newfoundland, umder that convention, hec
obliged to take that 20c. off the 25c. on Amer-
ican four too ?

Hon. Mi. ABBOTT-At this moment the
duty imposed on our flour is 75c., while that
on American flour is only 25c. If they were
to reduce the duty on foreign flour to 20c.,
the duty on Ainerican flour would then be
reduced to the same amount.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-In other words, the
convention provided that in case of a reduc-
tion, the United States should get the benefit
of it.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I do not know that I
need say more ; the inatter is familiaiu to the
country, and the impression, so far as I have
been able to learn it, Is that Canada did riglht
in opposing an objection to the ratification of
this convention witi the United States, on
two grounds-tle tirst being that at the tine
it was passed there was a reason for saying
there was a direct discrimination against us,
because the duty chargeable on our goods
was higher than under this convention on
American goods. That objection has been re-
moved by the tariff of last year, which puts
the same duty on other flour that it places by
thf convention on United States flour. But
the power of discriminating against Canada
at any moment, the impossibility of New-
foundland exacting from the United States
any increase of duty on these imported arti-
cles, although their necessities may compel
them to increase the duty on those articles,
coming from any other country-those facts
on the one hand, and the converse on the
other, that is, the admission of Newfoundland
fish to the United States markets free in pre-
ference to Canadian fish, which pays a heavy
duty-togethe: with the relations which sucli
a state of things would naturally bring about,
and many other reasons which, perhaps, It is
better to say nothing about at the present
moment, seem to me, and I think to the
majority of the people of the Dom-
inion, to justify the Governmnent in having
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suggested to the Imperial authorities the
lilliculties which would occur if this con-
V'ntion were adopted. As far as that goes, I
Presume, as my hon. friend agrees with me, [
need say no more. I may simply add this to
Wbat I have already stated, because it is
something which does not appear in any
return or Blue book, that a quasi contidential
communication was reoeived suggesting that a
conference should be held in London between
representatives from Newfoundland and
Canada, and a representative of the British
Government with a view of bringing about
some solution of these difficulties betweei
Canada and Newfoundland ; that Canada
llinediately answered, saying that she was
extremely desirous, as in fact the Govern-
Mnent is, to see these difficulties put an end to,
that we would have pleasure in appointing a
delegate to confer with the Newfoundland
delegate, who was then in London. M.
Hiarvey, and that in the meantime we would
'Withdraw the duty and thereby restore, as far
aS.we were concerned,all matters betweenNew-
foundland and Canada to the position they
oceupied previous to the proclamation of the
]Rait Act--let matters go on under the old
SYstem, as they had gone on for so many
Years, until a decision should be arrived at by
the delegates. And we were greatly in hopes
that the suggestion, coming as it did, and
being promptly accepted by us, would have
produced some good results. Unfortunately
Mr. Harvey left London either the day, or the
day before, the reception of this telegram in
London, and he did not hear of It.
At the time we were not aware he had left
London, and we stated more than once that
such an Intimation had been given. It turns
Out that the Govermnent of Newfoundland
did not receive communication of it at the
thne, but we have taken steps to cause its
transmission to that Government, and I have
11e doubt that at the time I am speaking they
are perfectly aware of what, I think, they
ought to have known from the firste-the desire
that Canada feels to enter into any arrange-
Inet, or join In any plan or scheme, by which
thle difficultles between the two countries may
recelve an amicable and fair discussion, and
by which It might be hoped that a
fair and just solution might be reached. It
is Our intention to follow up the suggestion

ehj< has been transmitted to the Newfound-
land Government with further steps to en-

deavour to bring about a conference that inay
lead, we hope, to something more, especially
as so little depends upon us In the matter.
We have very little to withdraw or to retract.
and we hope that a calm, dispassionate dis-
cussion of the matter by intelligent men from
both countries, possibly supplemented by some
onle represt nting the Bril isi Goveînnent (which
I think is greatly to be desired), may bring
about some solution of our difficulty. We have
the greatest possible desire that it may be so.
At some tinie or otlier Newfoundland may
possibly feel it to its interest to join us, and
thus to round up our Dominion, and we hope
the day may not be far distant when they may
cone to that conclusion. Of course difficulties
of this kind interpose obstacles-obstacles
resting more on feeling than on a practical
basis--to such an arrangement as that, which
miight render it impossible. We all sincerely
hope that that nauy not be the case-that this
difficulty may not be prolonged. We have
from the very first made up our minds to take
no step that we could avoid, that would tend
to produce or increase irritation against us in
.Newfoundland, and we are ready to receive
with open arms at any time a.n5 suggestion
of any mode by which these difficulties can be
overcome. (Applause.)

lon. Mr. I r'LTON-With the hon. gentle-
man's permission, I should like to refer to one
or two points in his address, where he made a
personal charge against me. One was that I
ha4id justified Newfoundland in the part that its
Governnent had takei. All that I said was
that In the telegram which the hon. leader
quoted, they reserve for themselves the rlght
to take this course if Canada interfered with
the operation of the Bait Act.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-There is nothing of that
kind in the telegram.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What I particularly
referred to there was the words " Our only
object being to prevent supplies to foreign
subsidized rivals."

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Read the rest of it..

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--"Fullest rights and
privileges of al British fishermen to
take or purehase for their own use,
and hitherto enjoyed, will be maintain-
ed." If the Government of Newfound-
land felt that the Canadian fishermen
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were transgressing or interfering with the
policy that they were tiytng to carry out, then
umder that telegram, I say that they could
not be charged with breaking faith, and that
is the charge which has been made against
them. I say under the wording of that tele-
gram they were justified in taking the course
they did if they felt that Canadian fishermen
were taking bait la Newfoundland waters and
selling it to the French fishermen at St.
Pierre and that the Canadian Grovernment
was not co-operating with them to enable
thei to carry out their poliey.

Hon. M-. KAULBACH-That is to say, the
fact of one or two persons violating the Bait
Act should operate against ail Canadians ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is the Govern-
ment's business to sec that we do not infringe
on the rights of our neighbours, when those
rights are clearly defined. The lion. gentle-
man also said that it was injudicious to
discuss this question. Now, I have discussed
no question that is not already in the posses-
sion of the public. I merely discussed public
documents which have been in the hands of
the public for some time, and I feel certain
that no harn will have arisen out of the
discussion that we have had in this House
yesterday and to-day, and I only hope that it
.may lead to a speedy solution of the difficulty.
I am very glad indeed that I have been able to
draw from the leader of the Government the
fact that steps are being taken to bring about
a speedy settlement of the disputes between
the two colonies, and I feel sure that nothing
has been said by any memaber of this House
that will throw obstacles in the way of that
settlement but wlli rather hasten it.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.45 p.u.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, T/ursday, 8ach .»lst, 192.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVATE BILLS.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the time
limited for presenting petitions for private

Bills,. which expired on Tuesday last. be ex-
tended to Thursday, the 14th April next.

The motion was agreed to.

DEVELOPMENT OF SEA FISHERIES
BILL.

T :HO R A:
Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved the third read-

ing of Bill (5) An Act further to amîend chap-
ter ninety-sLx of the Revised Statutes, in-
tituled : " An Act to encourage the develop-
ment of the sea fisheries and the building of
fishing vessels."

Hon. Mr. POWEI-i,-Whîen this Bill was at
its previous stage I intimated that I proposeil
to move au aiendment at the third reading.
and I gave as a reason for proposing to do so
that it would not appear in the Journals of
the House, but I see that what takes place Iii
comniittee does appear on the Journals, and
consequently I do not feel called upon to
move the aniendment that I intended to offer
at the third reauing ; but I shall oppose the
third realing for this reason : The sec-
tion of the statute which is proposed to he
stricken out provides that during eaci session
a statement shall be laid before both Houses
of Parliament of the mode in which it is pro-
posed to distribute the grant in the eisuing
yea1, and the assent of Parliaiment shall be
obtained therefor ; 1 fail to see that there can
be any possible objection to retaining that
provision of the law. I cannot understand
why there should be any difficulty In working
il. The section does not say that a statement
shall be laid before both Houses showing
the names of the persons to whom the money
is to be paid, but simply a statement from the
Government of the mode in which they pro-
pose to distribute the money. Now, I think
that Is a very- useful safeguard. and the
Government should not be given a free hand
to distribute the money as they please, as they
practically will If this Bill passes. For that
reason I propose to vote agalnst the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT - As I explained
yesterday, this clause is practically useless.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is because the
Government have not done their duty.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It is impossible of
use and It has never, in fact, been used. The
distribution of the bounty, as I stated yester-
day, depends upon the amount of work which
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each fisherman has done in his business. That
is asértained by a return made by the fisher-
n'el ini the autumn of every year, under a
notice which the Government issues to that
efreet. When that return is received, the
iodide in which the money is to be distributed
is ascertained by a statement allotting to each
tisherman the proportion of money which his
Work entitles him to receive. The clause
"hich we propose to strike out says that the
»Eode of distributing the money for the
ensuing year shal be laid before Parliament.
0f course the statement I have just made
shows that it is impossible to know in one
3ear What kind of distribution will be made,
or wil be necessary, in the following year,
beeause it is impossible to know what work
has been done or who have done it. The

luse is therefore an absolute impossibility,
In s0 far as it could be construed so as to be
Of any use. The object in passing it, no
doubt, was to retain control over the moneys.

]iny hon. friend's construction of it were
'reet, Parliament would not retalin any con-

trof the moneys. It is obvions that there
c be only one mode of distribution, by
diaWilg a cheque for the amount of money
that each man requires and handing it to
hn. It is perfectly obvious that that could
hever be the subject matter of the clause of
an Aýct, because It is perfectly unneces-

and absolutely useless. I take it
that the clause was placed there under a mis-
taken idea of its effect in protecting the privi-

or powers of Parlianent over the distri-
bution of the money; but in reality for another
reason it is absolutely unnecessary ; the last
clanse of the Act provides that within twenty
days from the commencement of each session
a statement shall be laid before each House

Parliamint showing how the money has
b distributed ; then Parliament lias an

absoluteO control over the distribution of the
roney ; it can visit with its displeasure anyone

fo ha improperly distributed it, and that
of control has been generally considered

S1icient-in fact, is generally adopted in cases
or the payment of money where each Individual

yment Cannot be made the subject of legis-
tive action. Under the circumstances. it
11 be seen that it is very proper to strike

troni the Statute-book a section which only
%ads there In order to be disobeyed.

on. Mir. POWER-The mode does not mean
e arount that is to be paid by each person ;

the ordinary and coîmnon sense interpretation
to be given to that is that the Government
shall inforn Parliament of the principles upon
which they propose to distribute it, how muuch
to boats of a certain tonnage, low:î much per
ton, and how mnuch to each man in a boat, and
so on ; not the persons to whomn it goes, but
the plinciples upon whicl it is to be dis-
tributed.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-How ca the Gov-
ernment ascertain the nunber of hands and
the number of boats and the amount of the
catch ? How can they possibly make an
estimate at ail to bring before the House ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is not an estimate at
all ; it is the plan.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It is impossible to
see how that could be done. That clause
w-as practically useless.

Hon. Mi. POWER-My lion. friend wants
to know lov it could be done. The lion.
gentlenan knîows that the same plan or mode
is adopted every year.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Very well ; the
greater reason why there is no necessity to
have that clause remain on the Statute-book.
It is inoperative and perfectly useless. and I aim
sure that it is better to repeal it. The Gov-
ernment must, within twenty days after the
meeting of Parliament, show what disposition
of the noneys lias been made. There can be
no wrong-doing under tiat-there can be no
gross violation of the Act or improper dis-
tribution of the money. I think my hon.
friend made a mistake yesterday when he
asserted that this fund had been improperly
distributed In Nova Scotia. I am sorry that
such a charge should be made about the pro-
vince fron whilch I come, because wlhen this
information is circulated there it w-ill have a
decided effect on the country. My hon. friend
must have lad sonething to do with the road
muoney distributed by the Iocal G-overnimîent.
and when lie spoke of a man appearing at the
meeting with cheques in his pocket lie nust
have been thinking of some one who vas there
with these road grant cheques. The hon.
gentleman must have been completely mis-
taken.

The motion was agreed to on a division. and
the Bill was read the third time and passed.
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CANAL TOLLS.
ENQU IRY.

Ion. IMr. SCOTT inquired whether the Gov-
ernment have couie to any conclusion in re-
ference to the rebate of canal tolls on grain
re-shipped froin Ogdensburg.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I have to inforn my
hon. friend that the Government have not yet
decided that question, but that it will be
decided within the course of the next two or
three days.

The Senate adjourned at 3.5) p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Freiday, Ajwi/ 1s, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NORTH-WEST TEtRIRTORIES AMEND-
MENT ACT.

SECOND REAIN.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT mov4ed the second read-
ing of Bill (E) " An Act to amend the North-
West Territories Act." He sald : This Bill is
to authorize the Government to appoint
stipendiary magistrates. The object of it is to
enable the Government to meet the wishîes of
some towns in the North-West which desire to
have speclal magistrates for such towns, they
paying them, and it is thought that that is in
ail respects a judicious measure, which the
Government is disposed to favour. They
therefore ask the House to pass this Bill
giving thent power to appoint those iagis-
trates when such appointments are thought
desirable. The Bill makes no provision for
paying those magistrates. therefore it imposes
no burden on the country.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not rise to offer any
objection to the Bill, but it strikes me that the
title is entirely a misnomer. There is nothing
in it which in any way affects or amends the
North.-West Territories Act. It is either an
additional clause, or it amends some clause
vhich Is not designated. The title seemîs im.-

perfect as It is.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The title seems ap-
propriate. This is an entirely new clause and
does not amend any portion of the Act.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-If that is the case, surely
if should state that it is to come in at a certain
place. I never knew an Act to be anended
without specifying where the amVndment was
to come in.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It is only a inatter of
forn. I will look into the question, and if
necessary the Bill ean be amended in Con-
mittee of the Whole Flouse.

The motion was agreed to.

BIlLLS INTRODUCElD.

Bill (29) "AAn Act respecting the Nipissing
and Janes' Bay Railvay Company.' (MNr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (28) " An Act respecting the Belleville
and Lake Nipissing Railway Company." (Mr.
Read, Quinte.)

Bill (35) "An Act respecting the Manitoba
and South Eastern Railway Conpany." (Mr.
Girard.)

Bill (24) "An Act respecting the çNicola
Valley Rtailway Company.!' (Mr. Reid. B.C.)

Bill (6) " An Act to amend the Canada Tei-
perance Aniendment Act, 1888." (Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (14) " An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Raiway Company of Canada." (Mr.
Vidal.)

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, April 4th, 1892.

The SIEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'cleck.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES AMEND-
MENT ACT.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Conunittee
of the Whole on Bill (E) " An Act to amend
the Norti-West Territories Act."

(In the Conunittee.)

On the title,-

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT - WIth regard to the
title of this Bill I have enquired, and I find
that it is not at all unusual to pass sumch
amedminents without stating to what parts Of
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the Acts they shall refer, and especially In
Acts like this where they really refer to no

Part of the Act but substitute a new law.

Hon. Mr. LANDRY, fron the committee, re-
ported the Bill without anendillent.

Thlie Bill was then read the third tine and
palssed.

BELLEVILLE AND LAKE NPISSING
RAILWAY COMLANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

lion. Mr. READ (Quinte) moved the second
reading of Bill (28) " An Act respecting the
Belleville and Lake Nipissing Railway Coin-
l)any." He said : This is merely asking for
a-u extension of time to commence the con-
strucltioni of the work.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
ead the secgnd tine.

The Senate adjôurned at 3.30) p. mu.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuwsrlay, April ;th, 1892

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 oclock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SECOND READINGS.
Bill (B) "An Act for the relief of James

Albert Manning Aikins." (Mr. Sanford.)
Bill (C) " An Act for the relief of Herbert

Renington Mead." (Mr. Perley.)
Bill (D) " An Act for the relief of Ada

Donigan." (Mi. Cochrane.)
BUl (24) " An Act respecting the Nicola

Valley Railway Company." (Mr. Reid, Car-
iboo.)

MANITOBA AND SOUTH EASTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

MI. GIRARD moved the second reading of
il (35) " An Act respecting the Manitoba

and South Eastern Railway Company." He
Said : Under its Act of Incorporation the com-
Pany Is required to complete the section be-

een St. Boniface and the parish of St.
AmUe before the first of November, 1892 ; the
object of this Bil is to empower the company
to Plrosecute the work from time to time as

they may deen necessary, so long as they
eomplete the section to St. Aimne before the
tirst of Novenber, 1893, and shall construct
not less than ten miles each year thereafter.
There is also a provision in the Bill by which
the company nay purchase mineral lands for
the purpose of mining in that part of the
coumtry, but they are not authorized to hold
more than 10,000 acres of such land.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND) READING.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the second reading
of Bill (6) " An Act to amend the Canada
Temperance Amendment Act of 1888." He
said : The Act to which I now invite the
attention of the House for a few minutes con-
tains no new principle whatever. Experience -
has shown in the working of this law that
certain amendments of a technical nature are
required to make it operative, and in order to
carry out the intention of Parliament and what
is obviously the meaning of the Act passed In
1888. The changes proposed are few. The ,
principal one is the omission of the sub-section
"c," which is in these words :-

" Physicians' prescriptions containing spiritu-
ous liquors if sold in quantities of not more
than ten (10) ounces at any one time."

because this is better expressed and provided
for in sub-section "e " of the present Bill,
and for the same reason in sub-section " e"
also there is a slight change made. In all
other respects there is no change proposed to
be made in the Act of 1888, as far as these
requirements are concerned. The Intention of
the original Act was not to interfere with the
ordinary traffic of druggists in mixtures con-
taining alcohol for exclusively mnedicinal
purposes, or alcohol sold for use in some art,
trade or mamifacture, and which Is not used
as a beverage. It lias been found to be an
unmiecessary burden imposed on druggists -to
require that every sale of a patent medicine,
of eau (le Cologne, extracts, varnishes, etc.,
containing alcohol, shall be registered. That
is a burden no temperance mnan wished to
place upon them in the carrying on of their
business. The record desired to be made
was simply that of the prescriptions which
ordered alcohol or any intoxicating liquor in
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quantities larger than are generally found in
medical prescriptions, and of sales of alcohol
for use in art or manufacture. It is absolute-
ly necessary that a restrietion of that kind
should be imposed upon (luggists, for other-
wise druggists' shops would simply become
tippling saloons. I may remark, also. tlat the
provision madte in the Act of 1888 that each
such sale shall be recorded in a book kept for
the purpose, giving the name and address of
the purchaser, quantity, &c., while it imposes
a serions burden on parties engaged in this
business, really amonts to nothing. It is
entirely inoperative. as there is n1o peialty
attached to the infraction of it. To meet this
difficulty. and to relieve the druggist fron
keeping a record of the sale of perfumery,
varnishes, extracts, eau de Cologne and such
articles containing alcohol. and at the sane
time in order to secure the public froni the
sale by druggists of intoxicating liquors as
beverages under the guise of prescriptions or
magistrates' certificates. this amendnent is
proposed. That is really the sui and sub-
stance of the Bill, and the clauses are framed
in such a way as to be in harmony with the
clauses of the Canada Temperance Act, their
efficacy depending on the proviso in the pro-
posed sub-section " e." The insertion of the
proviso is the protection to the publie : be-
cause if that proviso is not complied with, the
party selling oomes under the prohiltory
provisions of the Act and is guilty of a
misdemeanour.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACI-I-Is the cýrtitiate of
the druggist filed ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Yes ; the Act requires it
for the sale of any of these prescriptions for
alcohol, wine or spirits. It lias been the law
from the very first. The only change is that
the present Bill merely provides that the
record to be kept shall relate to such pre-
scriptions and sales as I have mentioned. and
not to sales of such other articles as perfumes,
lotions, extracts, varnishes, tinctures, &c., con-
taining alcohol.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--Do I understand
my hon. friend to say that the original Act
contains this proviso that such spirituous
liquor or alcohol, when sold for medical pur-
poses. shall lot exceed in quantity ten ounces
at any one time ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-We are not originating
that provision as to the quantity of alcohol
restricted : It exists in the Act of 1888.

Hou. M[r. McMILLAN-And that is struck
out ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-No ; the change fron the
original Act of 1878 was made in 18SS in
cap. 34 where it is similarly provided for,
and it is now continued In sub-section " e " of
the Bill before us. It is nothing new, though
a change from the original Scott Act.

fou. Mi., McMILLAN-That is an anend-
ment of cap. 35.

Hion. Mr. VIDAl-Yes ; and we still retain
it.

Hon. Mr. MeMlitLAN - Ten ounces is a
ý-ery large quantity in a physician's prescrip-
tion.

1on. Mr. VIDAIl-It is iot to exceed ten
ounces, but I will read what, we propose in
this Bill :-

" Spirituous liquors or alcoliol for exclu-
sively medicinal purposes, or for honO fide use
in some art, trade or manufacture ; provided
that such spirituous liquor or alcohol when
sold for nedicinal purposes shall not exceed
li quantity ten ounces at any one time, and
shall be removed from the premises, and that
the sale thereof be made on the certificate or
prescription of a legally qualified physician,
affirming that such liquor or alcohol has been
prescribed for the person named therein."

We continue to use the same language as in
the Act of 1888. I think hon. gentlemen will
see that it would be much more convenient
in discussing any of these details to do s:> in
eonuunittee, and any amendment or alteration
thought desirable can then be made much
more conveniently than at its present stage.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY BILL.
sEco'I> READING.

Hon. Mr. VIDAI moved the second reading
of Bill (14) " An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada." He
said : The Bill which I now present for your
consideration Is one which contains nothing
new or unusual. The Grand Trunk Company
has become, by purchase, the holder of the
bonds of the Paific Junction Railway, and
possessors of all the stock, and they ask that
this transaction may be sanctioned by law,
that they may become amalgamated, and that
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the latter road shall become a part of the,
Grantd Trunk Railway. They ask also in
conlection with this the power to issue de-
benture stock, in order that some repairs and
lrnprovements may be made on the line. The
comiPanIy ask for nothing unusual. The
iiterests of all parties are carefully guarded.
ald the amalganation can only be completed
by the acceptance of the Act, as provided for
generally in similar cases, and after due notice
to the parties interested in it. This Bill will
be Iich more conveniently discussed in its
details in committeè.

lon. Mr. POWER-I have a sort of indis-
tutet recollection that when Iarliament sone
y ears ago gave
contrlctiot of
thi nk it was-it
road should be
Qriand Truik

a'cific Railway.
the hon. gentleml
Id if that was

of the countr"-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think this is a Bill of
w«hich we should have some explanation.
James Bay is a place where nobody lives, and
there is not any business and cannot possibly
be any business, because there are no har-
bours there, and I understand that the bay
itself is gradually becoming more shallow.
One cannot see any object in building a
railway to a place like that. I do not know
whether there is any mud in James Bay that
one would like to bring to Nipissing; there is
nothing at James Bay barring mud that can
be brought back to Nipissing. It is proposed
by the second clause of this Bill to authorize
the company to bond this road which goes fromi
Lake -Nipissinlg-tO what may be called a sort 0fa very large subsidy for the hole in the ground-for $23,000 a mile. The

titis linîe-$12,000O a mile I
tdTn t1aI iills company iave authority now to bond it for

was on condition that this$9 0aMle 1 hn.teio.pnIiai
kept indepdent, both of the $ a mile. I thik the n gentleman
keptai(lepi adeitbUt w t he w-io promotes this Bill should, before lie asksRlailway anîd te Canîadian

I woeul like te know ftronî the House to accept the principle of it, give us

• case a little more information about it. There may
ant if that w«as net the ca e sne p;aint gv.a( fs li
the case, if it was the policyexplanation to give and if so it is
h case, it it nll the rolis ht the public interest we should have it. If

to consolidate, whether there has been a change the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg will ex-
Spolicy since, and w ?cuse me, I would sooner have tlie information

from the promoter of the Bill than from him.
''on. Mr. -KAULBACH-It seems to me thatI 1am quite aware that the ion. gentleman

a iumber of years the Grand Trunk Rail- from Lunenburg keeps hinself pretty well in-
Wry has lteld it by a perpetual lease. It has formed as to all the measures before the House.
'?tally been nerged into the Grand Trunk but I do lot suppose that the promoters of
Bdlway. this Bill have disclosed to hiai confidentially

.Mr. VIDA-I am unable te give the i- the reasons why they have introduced it.

tornMation which my lion. friend froin Halifax
a-sks for; but if he allows the Bill to go to Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - The objection of
oonuIittee I will be prepared to discuss these my hon. friend to this Bill is puerile, in so far
Doints there. as we are not now questioning the pro-

1on. Mr. POWER-I have no objection, the
l]nderstanding being that we can discuss it in
O(5unllittee. This is the very principle of the

as to which I ask the question, and I
nlight be told in the committee that it was
'lot the place to discuss the principle of the

•ih. Sine it Is understood that the principle
of tle Bill may be discussed in committee of
course that 1s a more convenient place to do it.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
tead theB Second lime.

AND JAMES BAY RAILWAY
BILL.

priety of incorporating the Nipissing and
Janes Bay Railway Company. The coite
pany is already Incorporated ; they exist to-
day, and therefore my hon. friend's objection
is certainly out of place. Then, as regards
selling the road, or conveying aly portion of
it to another ceonpany, that may be fairly
criticised w«heu the Bill goes before the con-
mittee. It does not affect the principle of the
Bill anything that my hon. friend may say on
the mattei.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second tie.

sE<COND READING.

11on. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second Hon. Mr. POWER-I regret that the pro-
ng of Bill (29) "An Act respecting the moter of the Bill has not given the informa-tpissing and James Bay Railway Coipany.' tion I asked for, but I suppose that when the
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imeasure goes before the committee he will be
able to give it there. Although it is slightly
iTregular I night be allowed to inake one
reference to the istute arguiiment of the lion.
gentleman fron Luneniurg. The hon. gentle-
manlli said tiat mny objection to tlis Bill was

not in point. because this was not an Act in-
oorporating the company. If the lion. gentle-
man looks at the Bill lie will find that it pro-

poses to keep the conpany alive. The coin-
pany would perisli, as it deserves to perish, if
this Bill were not passed : so practically we
are dealing with the very question as to
whether the construction of this road or thie
incorporating of such a ompany is a desir-

THE SENATE.

Ottaw'a, Wedneslay, April (;th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL.

QUEST1N.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before the Orders of the
Day are called I would like to ask the leader
of the Governmîent when ho expects tlhe Re-
distribution Bill will be introduced ? It is

able thing. I do not think the lion. gentle- meroly because one wishes to have some idea

na.n's criticisn on that point is sound. He of the condition of the business of the session

made another observation hvlich I have lost I ask the question.

siglt of, but I suppose it \vas of no more im-! Ion. Mr. KAULBACH-Does my hon. friend
portance than the one I have already referred want a constituency ?

ion. Mi. KAULBACH-I never go to my
lion. friend very munch for my understanding :
I arn afraid I should fail in iny object if I
did so.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I think before the
week ends we shall be able to announce the
day and perhaps introduce the Bill. I am in
hopes, at all events, it will be introduced early
next week.

lion. Mi. LOUGHEED-When the Bil is Hon. Mr. POWER-I would like to know

referred to the connittee I shall undertake to whether the Government propose to go on

satisf lie committee, without including fte w-ith the Criminal Law Consolidation Bill this

lion. gentleman from Halifax. I certainly sessioi ?
would. not assume such a gigantic task as to,
satisfy iy lion. friend upin any question that
would be under consideration.

The Bill was referred to commînittee.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (17) " An Act lo incorporate W. C.
Edwards & Co." (Mr. Clonow.)

Bill (15) "An Act to anencT the Act to in-
corporate the McKay Milling Company.'
(Mr. Cleimow.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p.m.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-The Govermnnent de-
cidedly intend to go on with the Criminal
Law Consolidation Bill. The delay is caused
by fli work of the Printing Bureau being
somnewhat behind. Whether we shall be able
to put it through this session or not remains
to be seen. -

W. C. EDWARDS & CO. BILL

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second read-
ing of Bill (17) " An Act to incorporate W. C.
Edvards & Co." He said : This Bill is to
convert the extensive firn of W. C. Edwards
& Co.. of Rockland, into an incorporated
eompany. Similar Bills have been passed for
other companies of tils kind and companies
so incorporated have been found to w-ork
satisfactorily. The Bill is the sane as others
of this character. except it gives the company
power to purchase and operate mining rights
and mining properties. This clause was taken
exception to In the Cominons but was allowed
to pass there when the matter was explained.
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'o. Mi. ABBOTT-As I mnay not possibly
in attendance on the connittee wien this

ciml eils up. I w-ould like to call mny lion.
fiend'ls attention to the fact that the title of
the bill is not one that is usual in incorpor-

Scompîanies. It receives the title of an
ordilary partnership, and is calculated to lead

ieople into an error as to the liability of the
tarties. If my hon. friend were to call it

i W. c. Edwards Company." it would
answer e

THE SENATE.

Ottatea, Thursday, April 7th, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair at ') o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT
MENT BILL.

[N COMMITTEE.

AMEND-

ll ery purose

Non. M. KAULBACI-Althoughi my lion. The House resolved itself into a Conuniiittee
fiend froni Ottawa lias called attention to of the Whole on Bill (6) "An Act to amend
the extensive powers givei by this Bill, they 'The Canada Temperance Act, 1888.'
anre ore extensive even than he has stated to (In the Connittee.)
thoe ujse. I have never known a Bill of this

character incorporating a luimber coinpany, Holn. M'. VIDAL said : The Bill which we
4 o mainy and so vaiied powers. It have now to take into consileration consists

grants' Powers for the running of stock farns, of only one clause, and has no preamble.
11lg in general ierchandise, stock raising, Th object of the measure is to repeal section

t ie Plirchasing and working of mining rights, 11, of chapter 35 of the Statutes of 1888, and
snielting, as well as the ordinary business of substitute for it the provisions which are
a lumber comiipany-I can thardly conceive embodied tn the sub-sections of this Bill. I

ytlng that the company would not have mnay remark that the clauses differ very little
e power to do under this Bill. from the law as it now stands. Sub-section

Mi.- HOWLAN - It ts an Il"omnibus~ a" is precisely the saine as that in the law
bi. of 1888 : section "b" of thîat Act is merely

The A taken out of Its place and put in sub-sectionmoti~LU d tFU' dA, thl Bielul 1V.

vu the aecond L t OIicU.sl e " of this BIl in an improved form, and its
neaning expressed in a clearer inanner. Sub-

McKAY MILLING COMPANY BILL. section " c " of that Act is " b " in the present

SECONU REAIING. Bill, and is the law as it now stands. Sub-

lon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second section " I" of the Act is sub-section ' c - of

read1 ng of Bill (15) " An Act to amend he, this Bill, without any change whatever. Sub-

A ncOrporating thi McKay Milling Com- section "e " of the former Act becones sub-

h.an. H1e said : A Bill was passed last ses- section "d " of this ; the only change
sOn • pbeing the taking ont the words " alcohol or."

mý icorporating The MKyMilling Com- 1
Dan t ias found thîat the respecive and they also becoie part of sub-section ' e."
Di-' butt Sub-section " e " of this Bill, whiclh nakes
DO5Itions Of the stockholders, preferential and
therwi vere not properly defined. Jis provision for what lias been changed, is almost

se, t ere ntpoelydfnd i
fill aidentical in its ternis with the section 5 of

sil m" ierely to djefine the respective posi-
thos Oher party. It is now provided tiat capter 34 of the Act of 1888. It lias been

' holders of preferential stock shall receive thouglt better to follow the exact wording of

dividend of 7 per cent. before the other that Act, and this imakes sub-secIon "e "
s5 are entitled to anything; but the other ilonger than it was in the law which it amends.

artes are afterwards entitled to a dividend I may repeat what I said when I mtroduced
ont Of the balance of profits which shall re- this Bill: that this provision in the Act of

4ain after payment of the preferential divi- 1888, while directing that a record shall be
(ilds. The Dill is ercly te suppiy a defi- kept of certain sales made, was entirely in-
elency found to exist in eli Dil of tast operative on account of requiring what could
session, not be coinplied with, and also because no

he motion was agreed to, and the Bill penalty was attached to an infraction of any
read the second tine. of its provisions. It is proposed to cure those

defects by sub-section " e " of this Bill. It
enate adjourned at 3.37 p. n. makes no new provision-it is merely chang-
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ing the position and terms of what is already Hon. Mr. have just wriitin
in the Act. a prescription which contains murimic acud.

Mon.Mr. eMILANMhil I aree ithtincture of ginger, &c., and one ounce of il(->Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-While I agree with lo.De ltti rvso eur .a l
the object that mily hon. friend has in view, I (rg s wo the prsion shat ke
have an objection to striking out that clause a record of it
" b," where physicians' prescriptions, contain-
ing not more than 10 ounces of alcohol. are Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Most decidedly not. It
excluded. is for the very purpose of relleving druggisis

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-There is nothing left of a very unnecessary burden that is imposed
b, on them that this amneudment is proposed. Itby this Bill ; it is merely transferred and em- does not require any record to be kept unles

bodied in sub-section " e."
more than 10 ounces of alcohol are prescribed

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-A physician's pre- at one lime. and the hon. gentleman wilI
scription may contain 10 ounces altogether, readily admit that a prescription containing
w ith only one ounce of its contents alcohol, more than 10 ounce
and yet he is required to keep a record of garded with suspicion and should be recorded.
that prescription under clause "e " of this

Bill, though it is never intended as anything
more than a prescription. I would prefer
to retain clause " b" iii the present Bill, and lon. Mr. VIDALBefore moving the adop-
reduce the quantity to 8., or even 6 ounces if
you like, and have clause " e ' read like this : tinosetione" I ish to ake an
"Provided that such spirituous liquors, when word "plivciaii" thewords "having no interest
sold for medicinal purposes, shall not exceed
in quantity 8 or 10 ounces." Then I could
understand the force of the amuendment, and w

'lnce Act passed in 1878, and have been re-
it does not do away with the necessity of tained u ofe ained.ents of the Act aade
keeping a record of the physicians prescrip-
tions, if a record Is kept at ail.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-My hon. friend is en-
tirely mistaken. If lie had read sub-section
" e " of the Bill he would have seen that
nothing is dropped out of the Act. We
merely express the same thing in a better
form in another part of the Bill, and it does
not require that the prescriptions shall be
registered.

since then, and are in the law as it stands
to-day. They were in the Bill which passed a
second reading in the House of Commons last
year, of which this is almost a verbal trans-
cript, and why they are not in the present
Bill is a iatter of mystery. I am quite sure
that they have not been omitted at the sug-
gestion or request of any of the parties who
laboured hard to have them incorporated in
the original Act, and retained in the amend-
meints0 b1 tl mad to tha Aý t-1 Th - I

Hon. Mi. MlMILLAN-Il does if they con-
tainwere cases-I rejoice to sa that they have

tainaloool.been exceedingly rare-where physiclans gave
Hcn. Mi. VIDAL-You will observe by the certificates lu order to get liquor for them-

language of the clause that it only relates to selves. To meet cases of that kind it was
prescriptions which contain larger quantities of necessary that a safeguard of tlis nature
alcohol than are generally required for medi- should be provideh. I therefore niove that
cal purposes. Unless a prescription contains t
over 10 ounces of alcohol it does not require merely preserving in this Bull what is now
to be registered. In this Bill we are taking the law of the land, and bas nover been cein-
off a restriction whiçh was imposed on drug- plained of.
gists. We require no record of anything (x-
cept where alcohol Is sold for use In arts or Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It seems to me that
manufactures, which is always lu larger quan- this aniendment is hable te damage the drug-
tities, and this record is to be kept in order gist. Ia what way is lie to know whether the
that druggists may not convert their shons lhysiclan who signs the prescription lias an
into mere tippling saloons. We do not require interest la it or not? We shouhd not throw
pliysicians' presciptions to lie recorded. such an onus on the druggist.
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lion. Mr. KAULBACH - My lion. friend
saYs that there have been only very excep-t lOnal cases where physicians have become so
denl(oralized as to violate the law in the -man-
uer described. I think, therefore, that my
hon. friend should not press this amendment,
'or the reason given by the lion. gentleman
trOu Calgary-that the druggist may not
knOw Whether the liquor is intended for the
physician who prescribed It or not. I would
s'iggest that not only physicians, but also two
%agistrates should be allowed to prescribe

alcohol. n rnany parts of the country there
%re no physicians, and it is not always prac-
ticable for poor people in such places to get
a Physician's prescription. I am sure that
the character of our justices of the peace is
sfft i1ciently good to assure us that they would.
]lot grant a certificate except in case of sick-
less. They should be allowed to give pre-
s'Ptions when the power is guarded, as it

'il the Temperance Act.

011. Mr. POWER-And clergymen, too ?

-1ou. Mr. KAULBACH-Yes, and clergy-
'ne", too. A man of wealth can easily keep a
stock of liquor on his premises and use it in

ses Of necessity, but it is not so easy for a
Poerson to employ a physician when lie

ants a prescription for alcohol. Very often
sons15 come to me who are sick and require

alcohol and are unable to get it under the
lIn some forms of sickness, such as grip,

spirituous liquors are essential and provision
should be made for such cases to enable poor

o0ple to preserve their health or to secure the
leanS of restoring health. My hou. friend

frO131 Sarnia should niot make this law so
rgd that it will do harm. I know in the

15<nnty from which I corne there are hundreds
rsoInOis who are not near enough to doctors

get a precription for alcohol, and they have
Obliged to come to me for liquor. I

kuow they would not apply to me if they
effld buy it or If they could get a prescription
for 't from- a medical man. I hope my hon.
rie11d Wll not be so rigid in his temperanceViews a8 to prevent his doing what is right to:eserve People's health or prolong their days.

k31oFsequence of the stringency of the law,
t Poor people have suffered, and many

aý dIed through beling unable to procure

nou Mr. VIDAL-If I were now seeking to
duce a new principle I could understand

my hon. friend's argument, but since 1S78,
when the law was passed, this lias been one
of its provisions, and I want to know why we
should be asked to take the responsi-
bility of striking from the Act some-
thing which was considered of the
utmost importance to it when It was
passed, and when nobody is complaining that
any inconvenience lias been caused by it up
to the present time ? Any chemist would be
allowed, without the least interference by
anybody, to make up medicines when re-
quired with a certain amount of alcohol in
them. The words which I wish to introduce
in this Bill have been left out without discus-
sion or petition, and if I were to drop the Bill
altogether they appear in the law of the land
as it is, so there is no new burden imposed on
anybody whatever. I shall certainly persist
in pressing this amendment. If the conîmittee
thinks fit to reject it, I cannot help it, but I
cannot consent to a mutilation of that Act
w-hose operation has been so beneficial,
especially wien the friends of temperance
consider this an im:porunt feiture of the
measure.

Hou. Mr. ALMON-I rise not to oppose the
motion, because I think ail these little effects
are just galvanizing a corpse which is devoid
of vitality, but, if I understand the hon.
gentleman, this clause means that if a medical
man hlas an interest in making up a prescrip-
tion it is not to be made up. Is that It ?
For instance, supposing a person comes to a
medical man and asks for a prescription, and
the medical man gives a prescription and
charges a dollar, he has au interest in making
up the medicine, bas he not ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-He lias no interest in the
sale.

Hon. Mr. MeMILLAN--How does the hou.
gentleman reconcile that with the first clause :
"Nothing in the Canada Temperance Act shall
be held to interfere with the purchase or sale
by legally qualified physicians, chemists or
druggists of the following articles, &c." Has
not the physiclan an interest in that sale ?
Supposing he is the owner of a drug shop ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Then he becomes a
druggist, not a physician.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-But does it not de-
prive him of the right to give a prescription ?
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that my because the physician has a direct or indirect
lion. friend from Sarnia quite caught the interest in a drug store? I am sure that my
observations of the hon. gentleman fron hon. frlend, iu his desire te prevent a tait
Lunenburg. I am not sure that I quite front getting liquor at ail for any purpose,
comprehend the hon. gentleman's remark my- gone too far. Two magistrates may give
self, but as I understood him he did not so a certificate for any quantity of iquor if it la
much object to the provision that a physiqian for use ln the arts or manufactures, or some
shall not be interested lu the sale of liquor trade. That oertalnly 15 not of so much
as to the limitation of the sale to the prescrip- importance as to preserve the lite or health
tions of physicians. As I understood the hon. of any person. Now, what I daim la: that
gentleman from Lunenburg, he proposed that magistrates ln rural districts might with
magistrates and justices of the peace, and I safety and advantage be given the right te
presume Senators and other persons of that prescribe alcohol i cases of sieckes . The
sort, should have the right to issue those
prescriptions. Well, I have never been an
advocate of the Scott Act myself, but I think
the greatest enemy of the Scott Act could not
wish for a more effective way of destroying
its effect than making such an amendment as
that. I do not think that the amendment
which the hon. gentleman from Sarnia pro-
poses is worded just as it ought to be. A
physician who gives a prescription Is In-
terested in the sale, because the mere fact of
his giving a prescription indicates it. I think
the hon. gentleman would carry out bis object
and his language would be less liable to mis-
apprehension, If he said " having no pecuniary
interest in the sale."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Tlat does not alter
It at all.

Hon. Mr. POWEIR--With respect to the
Scott Act. I wish to say this : while I have
never been in favour of the principle of the
law. still, as it is on the Statute-book and has
to be brought into operation by the votes of
the people, inasmuch as the people have the
right to repeal the Act when they are tired
of It, and inasmuch as, in a great majority of
cases, the Act has been repealed and is now
in force in very few counties, we should give
the law fair play, and allow the people who
are in favour of retaining it to have it in such
a form as will carry out their objects., The
amendment proposed by the hon. member
fron Sarnia is in the right direction. If a
doctor happens to be interested lu the sale of
liquor it would not be well that he should Le
allowed to prescribe liquor for his patients.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It may be that
sometimes a doctor In the country has a drug
store himself, and should he be prevented
selling. or should the public be prevented
getting what is necessary for their health,

very fact of making this temperance law so
stringent has had a different effect from what
its promoters Intended. I know that In the
country parts the eftects of it are felt very
severély In that way. People cannot buy
liquor. and when they are not wIthiu reach
of physicianý they are compelled to come to
myself and ot)ers and ask for liquor as a
favour. The Act bas a tendency to raise
strong feeling against the law. I am sure
that my hon. friend might safely, with the
safeguards provided in this Bill, give power
to magistrates to grant prescriptions where
there is no physician, say within ten miles of
the sick person.

Hon. Mr. VIDAI-With the permission of
the committee I would like to accept the hon.
Mr. Power's amendment and lnsert the word
"pecuniary."

The committee divided on Mr. Power's
amendment :-Yeas, 10; nays, 30.

The amendment was declared lost.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I have another anend-
ment to propose. On page 7 it reads that pro-
vision Is made that these records which are
required to be kept shall be open to inspection
by the inspector of the county or. district. I
wish to insert after the word " district " these
words : " or by any magistrate or justice of
the peace having jurisdiction therein.' In
the Bill as it now stands there is only one
person, the Inspector of licenses for the
county or district, who has the privilege of
examining the records. I thinX it is exceed-
Ingiy important that another authority should
be admitted, and I would restrict it to the
magistrate or justice of the peace.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not know that
It is advisable to give every magistrate in the
Iand the privilege of going in and inspecting
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4 druggist's business. From what I know of produced in court l course of the trial I
"asPectors of licenses in Ontario they have have fot exaiued the IScott Act" to sec
'erY little to do, and I think If you give them whether he record eau be produced in
this little extra dutjy that they can attend te court, but 1 have ne doubt that ail these

without asking every magistrate in the land documents eau 1) produced as evidence. If
to Step into the druggists' shops and see how that is the case I do fot thlnk lt 18 desirable
they keep their records. If we were going to that magistrates should be allowed te pry
LaPOse the duty upon anyone I would say 'lto the business of the drugglsts lu tbat way.
give It to the clergymen. Sorne reflection was I do fot kuow how it 18 lu Ontario, but I
thrown upon the doctors a little while ago, know that lu the province frem whlch I
that it would not do to give it to them as they core magistrates are fot qite as thick as
Mnight have an interest in the sale of liquor blaekberrles, but very nearly, and k would be
by druggists, but I know that many magis- exceedingly inconvenlent and unsatisfactory
trates would be very glad to have an excuse If every magistrate had the rlght te enter any
f going in to have a conversation with the drugglsVs shop and examine hîs record. wlien
druggist, and perhaps the opportunity of tak- the record can be produced at the trial.
Ing a "smile " with hlm.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-There 18 one thing te, be
1on. Mr. VIDAL-I think the observation considered: Every member of thîs House
n MY hon. friend has no weight whatever, would not care any more than any body else

against the proposition I have made. He t have every prescription given hlm by a
Uust be aware that the inspectors are by no medical man open for -xamination-even
IXeans always frlendly to the temperance though there were ne spirit lu the prescrlp-

and I think it is exceedingly desirable tins.
that a person who is sufficiently worthy of
the confidence of the Govermuent of the Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved an arend-
day to be appointed a justice of the peace ment to the arendment te substitute the
ought to be entrusted with a work of that words "ministers of religion" lu place of
k'~nd-iaking an inspection of the record "Justices of the peae." It is well known
which is very necessary at times In deciding througheut the Dominion that many magis-

Cases that come before them for adjudicatit'n. trates nre as fond ot liquor as men who are

1101- Mr ICULBAH-1 hL-K ir Itn'ot magistrates, while it 18 qulte as well
lien. hr. KIJB thn ir1 i known that ministers of religion are l favourt riend. has given the best reas mf wAhy it o eprne

shioul lot be so. A justice of the peace who
' to be judge of a case might, through his Hon. Mr. GOWMÇ-I have ruch plensure
%l for the temperance cause, be prejudiced in secondlng that arendment.

his judgment If he had this power of lu-
"Pection of the druggists' records If my hon. Hon Mr. OT)ONOHOE-I ebjeot te any
triend says " clergymen" I have no objection such arendment throwlng the duty ontp it. ministers.

thatnmagistratesIshould be alloweditolpr

ton"1. Mr. VIDAIr-Il would be quite willing
accpt the suggestion of my hon. friend to

"aY " clergymen " instead of " magistrates."

'tOn1. MI. CASGRAIN--The license inspec-
tor can do the whole thing. I object that
lergynen. should have auything te do with

on. Mr. POWER-I understand that lu a
ef trial these records can be brought be-re the court ?

"O3. Mr. VIDAL-I do not know that they

li.1 IMr. POWER-The very object of this
Proison Is that there shall be evidence to be

9½

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It does not impose the
duty on the ministers ; It only gives them the
right to inspect.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOiE-I see no use in
delegating a right that you have not the power
to enforce. You have not the right to enforce
It and therefore it is no use in adopting the
amendment. I arn quite sure no clergyman is
going to aet as a spy on the business of a
druggist, and I trust the good sense of this
House will not throw any such disagreeable
duty upon miniaters of religion.

The cemmittee divided on the amendment
to the amendment. The yeas were counted,
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numbering 7. The nays were not taken, and
the sub-amendment was declared lost.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

The clause vas then adopted.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-With the permission of
the House I wish to propose, as an additional
clause, one that Is in harmony with the
principle of local option. That principle is of
a two-fold character-that is that the majority
may adopt or reject the Act ; consequently
this Act, when put in force, applies to a
certain limited district, which, in the original
Act, is defined as a county or city. The
amendment which I am about to propose will
be giving this principle a more enlarged scope
by extending It to the municipalities that are
separated from the different counties. Four-
teen years ago this Act passed. That, after
ail, is only a litte more than half the life of
confederation ; at the same time it has been
long enough for many of us to notice a great
many changes that have taken place in the
country. When this Act was passed we had
cities as there are cities now, but there were
very few incorporated towns. Whether It be
from the crcuimstance of certain districts be-
coming the centres of manufactures or railway
centres, or from other reasons, we do know that
ln various parts of the Dominion have sprung
up incorporated towns and their existence has
been recognized by the legisiatures separating
them for all municipal purposes from the
counties to which they belong ; and it Is In
reference to those towns that I wish to pro-
pose an amendment, the substance of which
will be to give to these incorporated towns the
saine powers and privileges in regard to
adopting or rejecting this Act as are now
enjoyed by cities, for after ail the city,
although originally part of the county, has
been by this Act separated from the oeunty.
as regards the operation of the Act, by the
fact of its making a distinction between
counties and cities, and gives to its operation
a certain limited area. In the county the
principle of allowing the people to decide for
themselves whether they will or will not
adopt this Act, or whether having once had
it they will reject it, Is established. This
being the case, I hope this principle will be
accepted by my hon. friend who has charge of
this Bill, when extended to Incorporated
towns. Certainly there can be no logical

answer to the application of this principle to
incorporated tow-ns. which now to a large
extent represent what cities were in the
earlier days, and even in some places what
they are now, and I hope thât whatever view
may be taken of it my hon. friend will accept
my amendment. I am quite prepared for
the answer ; ln fact it is the only answer that
lias been suggested to me, for I took the
liberty of consulting my hon. friend on this
p)oint before thinking it right to bring this
additional clause before the House, and I
fancy the objection would be this: you will
give an opportunity for persons to come in
from the county, which may be under the
operation of the Canada Temperance- Act,
and buy liquors. The answer to that is two-
fold : in the first place, my hon. friend must
be aware that it can be done now under the
operation of this Act by going to the cities.
That is one answer ; the other is this : that
the amendnent which I propose works both
ways ; it gives the power to any incorporated
town to adopt the Act or reject it as they
please. If they adopt the Act, then the sale
is stopped, and they have the power to do
that if they choose. I think we ought to pay
some little respect to the action of the Pro-
vincial Legislatures, and the Provincial Legis-
latures in their wisdom, looking at the pro-
gress of the country, have thought proper to
say, with regard to specified towns, that they
shail have all the privilges of cities quo ad
this iatter-that they shall be separate
municipalities for all municipal purposes-
and we have a right to say that these incor-
porated towns, that have a fair share of the
Intelligence and of the virtues and morals of
the whole community, that though they may
form part of a county ln which there is no
Scott Act whatever, they shall have power
to put the Scott Act into operation. The
converse of that is quite true : they may have
the power of rejecting it, and it is to give
theim the option of doing that which the cities
are now, under this Act, allowed to do, that I
ask the attention of the House to the amend-
ment which I am about to propose. I have
already stated that this amendment is directly
in line with the policy of the Act and upon
that point there can be no doubt. But it is
more than that : it le directly in hlne with
another principle, which le one of the main
planks of the temperance platform in other
countiles, as well as in the United States and
Canada, and that is local option. It le carry-
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ilig out the principle which Sir Wilfred Law- of the Bill ; but it certainly is not, I think, a
son, who is the great apostle of temperance in matter that ought to be taken up by the
England, has made a question of his own, committee at this stage. Notwithstanding that
and it is the principle upon which temperance my hon. friend thinks the amendment is quite
or anti-temperance Is fought out in England. In harmony with the general principle of the
I do not go the length that they do there of Canada Temperance Act, I venture to differ
desiring to extend it to every sub-division from that opinion iii toto, and I am sustained
called a municipality. I ask the House to go in my view of the matter by the views of ail
Oly on the ines of the Canada Temperance *those with whom I have communicated on the
Act, and ask that the incorporated towns subject since my hon. friend spoke to me.
Shal have the same functions in relation to They regard it as being subversive of the
the Act as the cities now have. I therefore Canada Temperance Act itself-that there is
IXiove as an additional clause the following:- no reason whatever that can be advanoed, in

" Notwithstanding anything contained in their judgment, for Its being brought Into the
caP. 106 of the Revised Statutes and the Acts Canada Temperance Act as one of Its pro-
ln amendment thereof, whenever a portion of visions. In the Province of Ontario, for
Scounty bas heretofore been separated or instance, it would create endless confusion.

18 hereafter separated for municipal purposes The time for discussion of it, however, is
froni the remainder of the county, and has
heretofore been or is hereafter erected into when the question is properly before the
a separate municipality. under an Act or Acts House, which I do not think it is now.
of the legislature of any of the provinces,
the qualified electors of such separate munici- Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My hon. friend is
Pality shall have and enjoy the same riglits certainly not answering the argument of My
3]d Privileges of petition and voting for
the adoption of the petition to the hon. friend from Arnherst. A munlciallt
.overnor in Council for an Order having al the privileges of a city granted to
' Council to bring into force in such separate it should surely have control over this matter
n1unicipality the second part of the Canada of selling liquors within its own limits. If
'reluperance Act and for the adoption of a Im
Petitton, for revocation of any such Order ln m lon. friend frei Sarnia thînks this
Council applicable to such municipality as are anendment is taking the House by surprise,

ow or nay be exercised by the electors of the hon. gentleman froin Amherst had better
ny county or city by virtue of the said Act give notice that he will move it on the third

Or any Act tn amendment thereof ; and each il all of the provisions of the said Act and readtag of the Bill. Certalnly tle lion. gentie-
ltuIending Acts shall apply mu/ati., mutandis man from Sarnia, although he has had notice
to every such petition and to proceedings to from the bon. gentleman from Amherst of his
b taken thereon, and the powers to be exer- intention to produce this amendment, has notcised and the offences to be committed and
the penalties Incurred ln the course of and advanced one argument why it should not
Conected with such proceedings, in the saime be adopted. It Is certainly within the spirit
'ranner and to the same extent as If such 'and intention of the Canada Temperance Act
haated mnicipalty had been included n that the people shall say whether they will

nterpretation clause of the said Act.'' have. the Act or not, and where can it be
islon. Mr. VIDAL-Before any further action better expressed than in the municipalities

18 taken tn reference to It I rise to a point of hemselves.
rder. It nay seem presumptuous in me to

Question the propriety of the action of an hon. Hon. Mr, BOTSFORD-It strikes me that
enltleman so much more experienced in legis- the proposition is a very reasonable one, and
ation than I am, but It appears to me that I amt not prepared just at present to decide

thCs commttee has nothing whatever to do whether It Is out of order or not. I would
With an amendment of that kind-an amend- suggest to the hon. gentleman froin Amherst
'-eit striking at the very fundamîenîtal to move that the chairman leave the Chair
Prillciple of the Bill. The Bill before us Is a and report progress, in order to give mem-

saeagure simply relating to the sale by drug- bers an opportunity to ascertain the force of
s, and nothing else : consequently, the the objection made by the hon. gentleman

itroduction of suchi an aiendment Is, in mY froma Sarnia.
dgment. entirely out of order. Nly im-

Pression is that the proper way to deal with Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I have no difficulty
a1 amendment of that kind is to give notice about this matter myself. There Is no rule
that such a motion will be made at a reading î of this House or of any legislature in the
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world that requires me to give notice of any
amendment I have to move in committee.
This is an Act to amend the Canada
Temperance Act, and I have a per-
fect constitutional right to introduce any
amendinent I like. The hon. gentle-
man himself who has charge of the Bill
has been trying to amend it here in commit-
tee. However, I am perfectly in the hands of
my friends, and am willing to accept the sug-
gestion made to move my amendment on the
third reading. If the suggestion is accepted
by the promoter of the Bill I will move that
the committee rise and report progress.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-No one was more op-
posed to the Scott Act than I was. I opposed
it on principle, but I do not belleve, now that
we have the Act, ln those underhand attacks
on it. If the hon. gentleman from Amherst
is opposed to the Scott Act let him say so, and
give us the opportunity to repeal it, and I
will support him in doing so ; but I think it is
an absurd proposition to eut up our counties
into municipalities, and say one shall be a

Scott Act municipality and another shall not.
We have before us the experienoe of St. John
and Portland. St. John was a Scott Act
county, and Portland, between which and St.
John there was no division, was opposed to
the Scott Act, and it led to a great deal of
confusion, as this amendment will if it is
a4dopted.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN, from
reported that they had made
and asked leave to sit again.

the conunittee,
some progress,

THE SENATE DEBATES.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the adoption of
the second report of the Select Committee on
reporting the debates and proceedings in the
Senate. He said: In moving the adoption of
this report it may be as well, perhaps, that I
should state that the committee was un-
usually largely attended, that the matter was
very fully discussed, and that the report,
whilch has been presented to the House, em-
bodies the unanimous conviction of the con-
mittee. The recommendation Is to this effect:

"That copy of the reports of debates be
sent by the reporters to the Printing Burean
as fast as they are extended and transerihed,
in order that a daily special and unrevised
edition of two hundred copies of the debates

" That necessary corrections to be made by
Senators to their speeches are to be done
within twenty-four hours after the distribution
of the special unrevised edition. and that
after that time the Superintendent of Print-
Ing may print the regular number for general
distribution and for the bound volumes."
I may say, in explanation, to hon. members
who were not present at the conmittee, tlat
very serious inconvenience and delay have
been caused by the length of time which
some hon. gentlemen have kept their speeches
before returning them revised andl corrected.
This has neeessitated very considerable delays
sometimes in the appearance of the printed
reports. It has been thought advisable by
the conunittee to prevent this by adopting a
systen more nearly resembling that of the
House of Conmons. where no member is
allowed to revise the first transcript of the
notes of the speech, but only the first printed
copy. I think it will facilitate the printing
of the Senate debates, and we will be able to
have them earlier than we have been ac-
customed to receive them. It is considered
very desirable generally by hon. members,
because you will observe that there has been
some delay in the publication of the reports.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I agree with my
hon. friend ln the object he has in view. to
expedite the publication of the reports, but
I think the number of copies mentioned by
my hon. friend is larger than necessary. Half
of the number that he states, or even
fifty, would be enough, as these advance
copies are only required by the members of
the Senate who take part in the debates. I
quite agrce with my hon. friend that there has
been a great delay through members going
over the reporters' manuscript of their
speeches and keeping the report a long tinie
before returning it. While I agree with my
hon. friend, I think that two hundred copies
of the first Issue is altogether more than the
case calls for. The object of having the first
Issue Is to give each member who has spoken
an opportunity to correct any mistakes that
he may have made. I am sure that no one
would care to revise another member's speech,
and therefore a smaller number of copies
would answer ail the purposes i view.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (62)I "An Act for granting to Her
be supplied for distribution to Senators only. IMajesty certain sums of money required for
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defraying certain expenses of the public ser-
Vice for the financial year ending 30th June,
1892, and for other purposes relating to the
public service." (Mr. Abbott.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

O/emw, Friday, JpIi/ Sth, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

lion. i. DICKEY, from the Committee on
iIlways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported

the following Bills, which were read the third
tIrne and passed without debate :

il (28) " An Act respecting the Belleville
and Lake Nipissing Railway Company." (Mr.
Iead, Quintc.)

Bill (35) " An Act respecting the Manitoba
and South Eastern Railway Company." (Mr.
Girard.)

ill (24) " An Act respecting the Nicola
alley ]Railway Company." (Mr. Reid, Cari-

boo.)

lion. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee on
]ianking and Commerce, reported the follov-
lig Bills, which were read the third time, and
»assed without debate:

Bil (17) " An Act to incorporate W. C.
P-dWards & Co." (Mr. Clemow.)

ill (15) " An Act to amend the Act to in-
'orporate the McKay Milling Company." (Mr.
Clemow.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

ill (10) "An Act to amend the Pilotage
- (Mr. Abbott.)

THE PROPOSED ADJOURNMENT.
MOTION.

lin. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that whenthiS Hlouse adjourns to-day it do stand ad-
rn1edt until Thursday, the 28th lnst., at

eight. O'clock in the evening. He said : In
gl'lng lotice of this motion I do so, not so
Ilucl of my own accord, as at the solicitation
of a n1anber, of hon. gentlemen who were
eqally desirous with myself that there should

be a reasonably long adjournment over Easter.
It struck me at the time that there appeared
to be a general consensus of opinion that such
an adjournment should take place. I am fully
aware that the first consideration we should
give to a subject of this kind is how it will
affect the business of the country. I do not
reiotely think that our own convenience
should be first considered. We are here to
perform certain public duties, and it is in-
cumbent on us that we should perfori themn
without consideration of our convenience, but
on enquiry I find an opinion prevails amongst
meibers of both Houses that there is not
such an amount of business before the House
of Commons for consideration as would render
an adjourmnent such as I propose undesirable.
It is therefore in consideration of the fact
that the business of the country will not be
prejudiced in any way by an adjourrnent
that I ask the favourable consideration of the
IHouse for this motion. I migit further say
that hon. gentlemen who live at a considerable
distance from Ottawa do not usually obtrude
their views on the Senate In respect to ad-
journments, but at this particular season it
has been found by many that it would be
an opportune time to return to their homes
for a week or so from business and other
motives and under the eircumstances I think
the House should favourably consider this
motion. I am fully aware also that the views
of the iNrst Minister should be accepted, what-
ever they may be, and such lias been the
tendency heretofore. I do not wish to obtrude
the vIews I have expressed upon the First
Minister should an adjournment be
considered prejudicial to the public
interests, but I ask him to con-
sider the fact that we have done very little up
to the present time, and that the prospect is
that there will not be such a pressure of
business as would require us to stay here for
the next two or three weeks.

lion. Mr. ABBOTT--I asked to have this
motion put over until to-day in order that I
might see exactly what business was to be
done, concurring altogether in the remark of
my hon. friend from Calgary, that our per-
sonal convenience must yield to the interest
of the public. I may as well say that I
scarcely find that we eau, with propriety,
adjourn to-night for any lengthened period. We
have, in the tirst place, a Supply Bill w-hich it is
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absolutely necessary should be passed and
sanctioned, inasmuch as the principal portion
of it is an appropriation for the Houses,
without which it is difficult to say how legis-
lation is to go on. The vote was nearly ex-
hausted in consequence of the very long
session last year, and we were obliged to take
a supplementary vote for it. Out of the
amount which is mentioned in the Supply
Bill now before the House a large portion is
for the expeuses of legislation, and it is
really important that we should have this Bill
put through as soon as possible, and sanc-
tioneil. If we were to adjourn over, as
proposed by my hon. friend's motion, it would
be impossible to have it done for nearly a
month, and that would be a serious injury to
the public business. There are one or two
other ininor matters which, I think, require
us to consider. We have, for instance, a
committee sitting on divorce, before which
evidence is to be taken on Tuesday next, and
the witnesses have been suinnoned fron
Calgary at a very heavy expense,probiably from
$400 to $800. and we could not, of course,
keep those witnesses so long a time as would
be covered by my hon. friend's motion. It is
barely possible that that difficulty could be got
over if a quorum of the committee could be
got to sit on Tuesday, but that i, a risk
which we ought not to undertake. We have
t wo Bills at least to be introduced on Monday
in this House. and I think we shail have
one or two more Bills from the lower House on
Monday, so that we shall not be without
business. At the saine time, I have no reason
to see any press of business in this House for
some time. Our friends in the Commons are
engaged with discussions with which we do
not interfere very much, and while these dis-
cussions go on we do not expect much legisla-
tion froi there. While I think we might ad-
journ the saie day as the Counons does, on
Wednesday next, we could take a longer period
of vacation thana the Comiions is about
to take. and I think it would be a better way
of iuanaging our Easter vacation. I would,
therefore. ask my lion. friend to inodify his
motion. or let it stan( until Monday, to sec
belteî what we have to do ; or a new notice
could be given for Monday next.

Hou. Mr.' POWER-I fail to see that there
is any good reason being shown for waiting
until Wednesday, before adjouring. There
may be somie reason for waiting until Tues-

(hay ; and I call the attention of the First Min-
ister to the fact that if we do not adjourn
until Wednesday, gentlemen living at a cer-
tain distance from the Capital will not be able
to reach home before Easter Sunday. There
is really not anything to be lost by our ad-
journing on Tuesday instead of on Wednes-
day. With respect to the Supply Bill now
before the House, that can be disposed of this
afternoon, and can be assented to on Monday
without any difficulty. We have passed Sup-
ply Bills involving twenty times as large a
sum in half an hour in the last week of the
session lu previous years. There are few items
to quarrel over in this Supply Bill, and we
rarely discuss the Supply BiHl in this
House. As to the Divorce Conmittee, I have
een informed by the hon. gentleman from

Calgary that that difficulty has been got over
-that a quorum of the Divorce Committee is
prepared to remain. At any rate some hon.
gentlemen who are members of the Divorce
Committee would have to remain, and I do
not think they would be so ungenerous as to
insist that ail the other members of the
House should remain as well as tlhei-
selves. It is the first tine this session,
and for two or three sessions, that I have said
anything in connection with these adjourn-
ments, and I wish to free my mind ta a iue-
sonable extent now. We can do all the busi-
ness that is to be done in three weeks at the
outside. or in a fortnight if necessary, and 1
think it would be more to the credit of this
House to adjourn over for a reasonable time so
that when we come back there will be soine-
thing for us to do, than to ieet, as we have
been doing for the last fortuight, lay after day
for ten minutes and then adjourn. There is no
way b-y which we can proclaim to the couin-
try the fact that we have not very much to do
better than by meeting day after day for a
short time without business to consider.

Hou. Mr. ALLAN-You are advertising it
now through the reporters.

Hon. M1. POWER--My lion. friend's re-
mark reminds me of the ostrich, who puts his
head in the sand, etc. We are not to blame
if we have no work to do. If the Commons
do not send the work up here we have not
got it to do. I see no substantial reason, as
the public business will not suffer by this ad-
journient. why we should not have such an
adjournuient as can oe made use of by mem-
bers fromt all parts of the country.
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lion. Mr.. KAULBACH - My hon. friend
Would lead the public to believe that all the
Work that is done lu the Senate is done in
this chamber. He forgets the amount of
Work that is done in committee. I was sum-
Iitoned to three committees yesterday and
eould Only attend to one. There is a large
natount of work to be done in the House out-
side of what is done in this chamber, and
Wheu my bon. friend would lead the country
to believe that our meeting here is all the
Work we have to do, it is not a fair represen-
tation of the facts. I am surprised that my

on. friend should urge his views in opposi-
on to those of the leader of the House on

tItis question. Everybody knows that the
PreInier is desirable, as far as possible, to
1ieet the views of the House, and when ho
says that we cannot adjourn consistently with
the business of Parliament until next Wed-
4e8day--though I am opposed to all adjourn-
ilents-it would be better to let this motion
stand over until then for consideration. In

7y Opinion these motions for adjournments
81Olild not come up in this way. The indem-

ity should be changed and inembers should
Paid only for every day they sit, and then

there Would not be so many of these motions
troujght before the Senate.

1on. Mr. LOUGHEED-I an willing to
icePt the suggestion of the hon. First Minis-
ter, but if lie could feel it convenient to
acce*de to the wishes of the members from the
àlaitilne Provinces to adjourn on Tuesday I

in1k it would be better. With the permis-
sion Of the House I would ask to have my
Ilotion stand until Monday.

NUPPLEMENTARY S'UPPlY BILL.

SECOND READING.

. on. Mi. ABBOTT noved the second read-
of Bill (62) " An Act for granting to Her

ajesty certain suims of money requred for
dlefraying certain expenses of the public

vice for the financial year ending the 30th
1ne. 1892, and for other purposes relating to

the Public service." He said : This is a
l)rovisional ieasure for the appropriation of

ney required for certain expenses, most
o Wlicl are of an urgent character, and

e few of which are not, but they were
taken, I presume, il their order in the other

• The greater part of this amount is
or expenses of legislation and the like, which

becone necessary in consequence of the large
expenditure during the very long session we
had last year.

Hon. Mr. POWEl-Looking at this Supply
Bill for the tirst time. I find that it contains
one or two items of which I was not aware,
and as to which I think the House is entitied
to some explanation. The very tirst items
under the head of Civil Governent refer to
the Departnent of the Interior. The first
item is to pay the salary of the chief cierk
froin the lst November, 1891, to the 30th
June, 1892, at $2,800 a year. As I under-
stand it, this chief clerk is the gentleman who
was the Deputy Minister of the Interior until
la.st session, when, in consequence of revel-
ations of the manner in vhieh the business of
that department has been conducted by him-
self and his si)ordinates, he was degraded
fron the position of Deputy Minister and
made chief clerk, with a salary fixed at
$2,400. The proposal is now to pay him at
the rate of $2.800. instead of at the rate of
$2,400. That seens to me to be a change
which at any rate deserves attention. The
next item is to pay the following clurks'
salaries, which they did not receive while
under suspension K. J. Henry, $285.48 ; L.
C. Pereira. $183.87, and Hl. H. Turner,
$150.66. These clerks, some of them at any
rate, were shown during the enquiry which
took place before the Public Accounts Coum-
mittee of the other House last session to have
been guilty of very grave irregularities, one
of then in particular of irregularities which
involved an offence that was almost such as
if prosecuted in a court of justice would
have brouglit the offender into a boarding
house where lie would have had very
IiiIited roon for exercise far a considerable
time. The decision of the Goverimient. as
made known to Parliament last year, was
that these officers should be suspended. Now,
Parliament is called upon to pay those officers
for the the during which they were walking
about and amusing themuselves ; they were
not at work at ail. The Government asks
Parliament to give away the public money of
this country to men who have been found
guilty of wrong-doing-to pay thenm for the
time that they spent walking about and doing
nothing for the country. If the Government
were right in the decision whicl they came
to last session. they are wrong li the pro-
posal that they bring before the House to-
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day. I do not propose to discuss this matter,
because, as I say, I was not aware that these
items were in the Bill until I looked at it just
now ; but I think it necessaîry for the leader
of the Government, in moving the second
reading of this Bill, to revise the opinions
which he expressed in this House last session.
Then he was prepared to punish in the most
exemplary way everyone, great or siall, who
was found guilty of any sort of w-rong-doing.
Now, ho proposes to reward men who have
been guilty of manifest wrong-doing, although
possibly of a not more serious character in
the case of some of the clerks. One does
not care to enter upon debatable matters or
matters involving party politics, but I may be
allowed to hazard the opinion that if the
result of the bye-elections in the Province of
Ontario had been different we should not
have had these items in the Supply Bill.

lon. Mr. ABBOTT-I am certain that if
my hon. friend had known of these ite-ns
being ln the Bill, and had taken a little time
to examine into the facts, he would not have
made the statements we have heard just now,
which, if ho had known the facts, would have
been exceedingly uncandid ; but, as lie did
not know the facts, I acquit him of any iLnten-
tional misrepresentation. The hon. gentlemîtan
has quoted the statement that I moa:le last
yea. that I was deternined to punish those
guilty of offences, whether great or smîall, and
I am pleased to be able to say that the facts
eonnected with these four cases Indicae, not
that the Government have failed to carry out
that promise, but that the Government did
carry It out, doing so in a manner which they
consider was fair and right towards those
who were guilty of irregularities. The facts
with regard to these four cases are these :
As everyone knows, there was an enquiry last
year before the Public Accounts Committee,
Into all manner of things' almost from the
beginning of the world, as lawyers would say,
to the present time ; and, amongst other
things, traces were discovered of irregularitles
in the Departnent of the Interior, which led
to a further enquiry, and some six or seven
(if I recollèct right) clerks of the Interior De-
partment were shown to have been guilty Of
irregularities. These men w-ere iniunediately
suspended on the evidence given before the
Public Accounts Committee. They were sus-
pended from their functions by an Order in
Council, or by the orders of the head of their

department, and a sub-committee was ap-
pointed to inquire more particularly into the
ets of these men, than was possible ln the

turbulent atmosphere of the Public Accounts
Cemmittee. The sub-committee thus appoint-

d did not content itself with investigating
he cases of the half dozen men who were

brought up in the Public Accounts Commit-
ee ; they took up the entire business of the
Department of the Interior ; examined into

e character, conduct and behaviour of every
clerk ln that department ; ascertained, by
eference to the accounts, by reference to the
ecords, and by other means at their disposal,

with the assistance of the Minister of the In-
erior, the irregularities that had really been
oing on, and they found, I think, that there

were 64 cases in which clerks in that depart-
nent had been guilty of Irregularities siumilar

to the half dozen that were discovered in the
lublic Accounts Committee. These irre;;u]ar-

ities had been going on fron 1875.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-The first one, I think,
as ln 1874. They have been going on fre n

hat time until last year. They consisted in
his, that while the Civil Service Act prohib-
ted giving to permanent clerks any extra
,rork that was required to be done by the
epartment, it did not prohibit such work be-
ng given to temporary clerks or outsiders.
And the permanent clerks being desirous of
elng allowed to do this extra work in their
pare hours, set about discovering a mode by

which they could obtain this work and be
aid for it. There is no doubt whatever that
his was a gross irregularity, and If it had
ccurred in the case of these three or four
nen only, they would probably have been

dismissed, but for sixteen years, commencing
with the second year of the Mackenzie Ad-
ministration, these irregular proceedings had
been going on.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gentleman
xcuse me ; inasmuch as the Civil Service law
vas not in operation ln 1875, these irregulari-
les did not exist.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTr-This particular Civil
Service Act was not then tu existence, but
whether by law or by Order in Council, this
rule was in force, that permanent clerks
should not be allowed to do extra work. But
Investigation of the closest kind developed the
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act, that in no single instance during this
Whole Period, had one cent beèn paid out by
the Government that had not been earned.
1he only irregularity was, that the money
hiad not been earned by the proper persons.
t had been earned by the permanent clerks,

Who had no right to be paid under the
law, and they got paid for it, which
ought flot to have been the case. Now,
dung the whole of that perlodl, it
became perfectly obvious, that it was
a Well understood divergence from the
rule; It had become a custom, as It were, in
the department, and no one seemed to dis-
COurage it. It was not thought of ; it went on
Without any Interference and, so far as could
be disCovered, It produced no harm whatever.
It did not infliet on the country the loss of
onle Single dollar, and it was only culpable
i5ITIuch as it was a violation of a rule, a

Violation which had gone on, apparently, with
a kind of tacit sanction, for sixteen years.
Unhder those circumstances, the Government
did What I think every member of this House

ould have done. The Government decided
that this was an irregularity which could not

DaSsed over, but, Inasmuch as no injury
hbeen done, no loss had acerued to the

couitry, no person receiving this money-at
nlone >f the persons to whom I now

eefer-had been guilty of any dishonesty in
t4lk1ig iioney which they liad not earned,
heY thought it would not be just and proper

tosijmiss these men, many of whom had been
Years in the service, many of whom were

lied and had familles, for irregularities
eausing no pecuniary loss to the Government,
iU'foWing no fraud, and which had prevailed
for fifteen or sixteen years under both Gov-
ernmllents. They concluded that the proper
Way to deal with the case was to punish
thO5  meu by a heavy fine Inflicted upon
he , Which they thought was sufficiently

ee tO meet the offence, and they did so.
They mIiiuleted every one of these clerks who

ben guilty of an Irregularlty of this kind
in te yiears, I think-some thirty or forty-a
nlilth's Salary ; that is to say, they fined
e'very one of these clerks one-twelfth of his
au"ual income. That was a severe punish-

to Persons living on small salaries, many
dr thelu with familles ; and after most carefulth eratIon, we came to the conclusion that
th Weuld be an adequate punishment forthe, Irregularities, taking into acoeunt, of

, the fact that they had prevailed so

long, and the fact that no ios had been en-
tailed on the country by their occurrence.
But ln the meantime these half-dozen clerks,
who had, in the first place, been pointed out
to the Public Accounts Committee, had been
suspended by this Government, and when the
Investigation was concluded, it was found that
at least three of them were no more guilty
than any of the other sixty-one whose mis-
conduct had been discovered from the records
of the Department. Then came this question :
were these men, because of the accidental
fact of being the first found out, to be
punished by the loss of two months' of their
salary, when the other sixty-one, or whatever
the number was, were punished only to the
extent of the loss of one month's salary ?
Surely the fact that they being precisely on
the same plane of guilt, and with the saine
extenuating circuistances as their conirades,
should not be punished more than their fel-
lows, merely because it happened that the
Public Accounts Committee had accidentally
pitcled upon these four or five men, instead
of any other four or five men of the sixty-four
to whom I have referred. Every one will
agree with me-the hon. gentlenmn wio raises
this question will agree with me-that If these
three or four men were not more guilty than
their comrades, they should not be punished
any more severely, merely because they were
the first whose irregularities were discovered.
That would be the sentiment of every insu,
having a sense of justice, and a consideration
of some principle in punishing persons guilty
of any offence. So that the Governient de-
termined that these men should also be fined
one month's pay, like the other men who had
not been discovered by the Public Accounts
Committee ; but that the loss which they had
sustained by being suspended should be re-
turned to then ; because, although It la quite
true that they were not working during the
time of their suspension, It was not by their
own wIll that they were idle. They were
desirous of working, but it was by the order
of the Government that they were prevented
from working, and if the Government pre-
vented them from earning their pay it seems
to me there could be no question, finding that
they were no more guilty than their coirades,
that they should not be punished more than
their comrades, and that the difference should
be returned to them. In other words. to
these sums now asked for represent the
time that these men were compulsorily inactive
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under a suspension which the Government
ordered, while they paid the fine of a month's
salary, as all the remainder of the clerks whio
were comrades of theirs in the department
had paid it. The granting of these sums will
place these men in exactly the saine position
as the other clerks guilty of the saine offences
and subject to the same extenuations. On
what principle of justice could we make these
men pay two or three hiundred dollars more
than their comrades, they being no more guilty
than their comrades ? I think the sense of
justice of this hon. House will be unanimous
in holding that the only course open to the
Government was to inake these men pay the
fine which was paid by their own conrades,
but to return them the loss they had sustained
pending their suspension. With reference
to the Deputy Minister, Mr. Burgess. his
offence was very similar to that of the others,
but being in a, position of greater responsi-
bility. it being in fact his duty to prevent
irregularities and to see that they were not
cominitted, rather than to commit them him-
self, It was thought that he deserved a more
severe punishment than the others. He held
the office of Deputy of the department ; lie
was degraded from that office ; his salary was
$3,200 ; the connmittee reeomamended that the
sum of $400 a year be deducted from his
salary. so that lie was degraded from the
office of Deputy of the Departmient to the
office of Chief Clerk of the Departmnent. and
lis salary was reduced by the sumn of $400 a
year. The reason for an application to the
House to make a grant for the purpose of
paying Mr. Burgess a portion of his salary
was sinply this : that under the ordinary
rules the maximum first-class clerk's salary
was $2.400. To have reduced him to that
would have been to have fined him $800 a
year, or one-fourth of his whole income. That
was thouglit too severe a punisment, and it
was recommended by the sub-committee, and
decided by the Government, that they would
ask Parlia ment for an amount sufficient to
make up the difference between the $2,400,
which lie could receive unler the Order In
Council as first class clerk. and the $2,800,
which it was thouglit constituted a sufficient
reductionî of his salary. That is the reason
for the first vote which I found in this Bill.
Now, I do not thlnk I need say any more on
this subject. If my lion. friend had known
of these facts I do not think lie would have
nade any objection to these votes. I do not

see very well how lie could have known theim,
but now that I have informed the House. I
hope that every hon. gentleman here will be
satisfied that the Governmenît lias (loue its
duty in this respect ; it lias acted with modier-
ation. but with justice. , These men coin-
mitted irregularities, and they were sufficiently
punished in the opinion of the Government,
and, I hope. in the opinion of every hon.
gentleman who hears me. With regard to
the grants for the payment of salaries during
the period of suspension. it was by no fault
of theirs that they were suspended ; they
have paid the fine which was imposed on
their fellow clerks for the irregularities they
committed, and I see no reason why they
should be subjected to heavier punishnent
than was inflicted on their comnrades.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I would like to ask the
hon. Premier if that is the creation of a, new
office, the fact of appointing Mr. Burgess as
chief clerk ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-No ; the first clerk is a
well understood office in al[ the departmnents,
and there has been no new office created for
Mr. Burgess.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-In that case we are to
understand that the person who was chief
clerk would likely becone Deputy Minister;
otherwise if a Deputy Minister is appointed
from the outside It would amount to the crea-
tion of a new office in the department, carrying
a salary of $2,800 a year.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My hon. friend must
percelve that In a department like the Interior
there are many changes always being made.
Thereis a certain allowance of clerks of every
grade to each department. That Is arranged
and decided upon by the Council every year-
tit is to say, that a department may haive so
mnaniy first, so many second, and so many
third-class clerks. They cannot go beyond
that. In this instance the rule was not
violated. In fact, I know the rule is never
vlolated. If more clerks are required It neces-
sitates a certain process-I forget what it is
called-but the allowance of clerks In each
department is increased by special Orders in
Council. That was not necessary in this case.
Very often vacancies are not filled for years-
sometimes clerks are not entitled to promotion
by seniority or by qualification, or the office
Is not filled for some other cause. Whatever
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ay be the fact as to that, I can tell my hon. speedily and satisfactorily as the per-
friend that no new office was created manent officers of the department. I quite
for this gentleman, and that no new agree with that, and if the only irregularity
lo ftulther burden was imposed upon the de- was that certain . work had been (lone by
eartmenthan was necessary. permanent officers of the department in viol-

ation of the Civil Service Act I should not
1on. Mr. KAULBACH-How much has the be disposed to say anything about it ; and

4Puty Minister lost by reason of his irregu- while I should have felt that the Deputy
aritie? Minister was to blame for allowing the law

to be violated without acquainting the Gov-
on. MNr. ABBOTT-Hle has lost $400 a ernment of the fact I should not have felt that

Year and his position as Deputy Minister. the clerks deserved any serious punishment
at all. But the thing which has drawn

o01. Mr. POWER-To which there is noth- attention to those Irregularities in the
lng to hirder him being appointed in a very Department of Interior is not the mere fact

o10rt tirne. that certain sums of money have been paid
to permanent clerks contrary to the regula-

lion. Mr. ABBOTT-There is nothing to tions of the department, but the fact that
Ilinder anybody from being appointed. My some of these clerks have committed what
hon. friend might be appointed for that matter. is technically forgery. One of the men who

is to receive money under this BIll had been
1on. Mr. POWER-Not under this Admini- guilty of what I presume in any criminal

tion. The hon. gentleman said he had court would have rendered him liable te con-
0 doubt I would be perfectly satisfied with viction for forgery. I think It Is a very ser-

explanation he gave. I regret to say Ious thing to hear the leader of this House
that his expectations have not been realized. get up and talk of that being "a slight irregu-

e hon. gentleman put the very best face on larity." If that Is a slight irregularity what
he action of the Govermnent which culd be is a serious irregularity ? Under the circum-
it UpoI it. No one knows better how .to stances, to allow a man who was guilty of

do that than the leader of the Governiment; an act of that sort to remain in the public
but there were one or two points which the service at all is tempering justice with a
hou. gentleman did not deal with. The hon. great deal of mercy ; but when it comes to
' Pirst Minister said that irregularities of this letting him escape with the small deduction

haK)rt lad taken place at different tines-in fact of one month's pay from his salary, It is
th said continuously since 1875. carrying mercy too far.

ion. M1. ABBOTT-Yes.

n. MIr. POWER-There has been a change
1 the law since then, and I think that I an
)erftetIy safe in saying that irregularities of
this particular character, which have been

oved against some of these clerks, had not
nR committe until mueh later than that-

1 fact, not until after the passing of the
I>esent Civil Service Act. I think the hon.
gentleman will look in vain for cases arising
lider the Mackenzie Administration where

elerks had forged the naimes of other persons
to tatements and receipts. That is the point.
7he hon. gentleman speaks of these things as

lrregulaities. I feel myself, If ny opinion
Were asked about it, that If extra work had
to b doue, in the departments, extra work
vhlcci calls for skilled workmen, no onE

DrObably is as well qualified to do that'work

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

lion. Mi. ABBOT moved the second read-
mg of the Bill under suspension of the rlie.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p. m.
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THE SENATE.

Ouacwa, Jlouday, Apr/ l1th, 18;.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMEND-
MENI BILL.

TuIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Conitaittee
of the Whole on Bill (6) " An Act to amend
the Canada Temperance Ame'ndment Act,
1888.",

(In the Conuittee.)

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I presume the first ques-
tion to be settled is the point of order I raised.
The amendment proposed is, in my judgment.
entirely out of order.

Hon. Mi. DICKEY-The amendment that
has been spoken of, and the point of order are
both important. You are aware, I suppose,
that under the rule the chairman has the dis-
cretion to refer the point of order to the
Speaker-in other words to the House-and I
should like to know whether the chairman is
disposed to refer it to the House for decision
by the Speaker, or to settle it himself, in
which case I should like to put forward my
views on the point of order.

Hou. Mr. HOWLAN-I have looked into
the question and am prepared to give an
opinion on it.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - Before the point of
order is disposed of, I should like to call your
attention to the position of it, and give the
reasons why the point of order should not be
maintained. The point of order taken was
that this clause, which I propose to add to the
Bill, is not material to the Bill itself, which is
to amend the Canada Temperanoe Act
Amendment Act, and that it was contrary to
the title of the Bill, which ls an Act to
amend the Canada Temperauoe Act. j am
prepared to submit authorities on both those
points.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-In my opinion it can-
not be received as an amuendment. It is a
new clause.

Hon. Mr BOTSFORD-Perhaps the hon.
inember from Amherst will take this course:

as the point of order must be decided by the
Speaker. he should move that the committee
rise and report progress, and then the hon.
gentleman can give his reasons why the
aniendment was not in order, but to give his
authorities now. it seems to me, would be
taking unnecessary time, as they would have
to be given again with the Speaker in the
Chair.

Hon. Mi. HOWLAN-The matter is in the
hands of the Bouse.

Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD-The reason I pro-
pose that the hon. gentleman move that the
chairman leave -the Chair and report the point
of order for the consideration of the Speaker
is that it will save him the necessity of going
over the question twice.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-It would be a great
convenience to have the question referred to
the Speaker.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-Then move that the
committee rise.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Did I
chairman to say that he
amendment out of order ?

understand the
considered the

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I say that this Is not
an amendment-it is a new clause.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I simply wanted to
know whether I understood the ehairman to
say that this amendment was out of order ?

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I did not say the
amendment was, but I say that the clause is
not in order, being a new clause.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-This is an amendment.

Hon. Mr HOWLAN-No; not in my judg-
ment.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-If the hon. member from
Amherst will take a suggestion from me it
would simplify matters; why not allow the
comminttee to report the Bill, and bring the
matter before the House at the third reading ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the suggestion
of the hon. member from Sackville is a good
one.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The rule is laid down
in Bouinot, at page 483. Speaking of pro-
ceedings in committee, and quoting the
rule that questions of order arising in crm-
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'Rittee are decided by the chairnian, lie says :
If it be found expedient in either House to

refer the point of order to the Speaker, the
llember will more that the chairman report
Progress, and ask leave to sit again that day."

hat is the course suggested in Bourinot, and
t was with the view of not duplicating the
roceedlings, so to speak, that I suggested

that the chairmian take that course. I think
it WYould be a convenient one.

lion. Mr. HOWLAN-Make a motion.

1on. Mr. DIC KEY-I will move that the
chairum' leave the Chair and report pro-
gress, and ask leave to sit again to-day and
report the point of order to the Speaker.

11011. Mr. ABBOTT-I would suggest that
t Would save our time and a great deal of
trouble if my hon. friend would accept the
suggestion made by the lion. member from
Sarnia, viz. : that the Chairman report the
BUt, and thereupon my hon. friend might
"love his amendment as a rider to the Bill
(n the third reading. Then nobody could
Object, except on the merits, and It would
saVe ail .trouble about the point of order.

110n. Mr. DICKEY-If it is understood that
that course is to be taken. and the only
question before the House is to, be the
adoption or rejection of these anendments,
o course there would be no question of order
then to be decided.

lion. Mr. VIDAL - As the hon. member
trom Amherst consents to it, I move that the

e 'i1man report the Bill without amendment.
11on. Mr. HIOWLAN, from the comnittee,

lePorted the Bill without amendment.

rn. Mr. VIDAL moved that the Bill be
read the third time.

ion. Mr. DICKEY-In amendinent to that
raoton I beg to move that the said Bill be not
1w read the third time, but that the follow-

'n Cbjuses be added thereto as clause three
and clause four. The first clause is

N0tVitbstanding anything contained lu
pter 106 of the Revised Statutes and the

i iendment thereof, whenever a por-
of a county has heretofore been separated,

a hereafter separated for municipal pur-
s. from the remainder of the county, and

here1tOfore been or Is hereafter created
&ctsa separte municipality under an Act or

Of the Lieislature of any of the Pro-

vinces, the qualified electors of such separate
m1unicipality shall have and enjoy the same
rights and privileges of petition and voting for
the adoption of a petition to the Governor in
Council for an Order in Council to bring into
force in such separate municipality the second
part of the Canada Temperance Act and for
the adoption of a petition for the revocation of
any such Order in Council applicable to such
municipality as are now or may be exercised
by the electors of any county or city by virtue
of the said Act or any Act in amendient
thereof, and each and all of the provisions of
the said Act and amending Acts shall apply
mut ati.% mutandi. to every such petiticn and
to proceedings to be taken thereon. and the
powers to be exercised and the offences to be
committed and the penalties incurred in the
course of and connected with such proceedings
in the sme manner and to the same extent as
if such separated nunicipality had been in-
cluded ln the interpretation clause of said
Act."

There is a provision also that the Canada
Temperance Act, chapter 106, section 97, ap-
plies to cases under the old Province of
Canada. The Temperance Act of 1864 was in
force and the Canada Temperance Act, by the
97th section, gives the sane power to repeal a*
by-law that was passed in conformity with
that Act, which really amounted to the same
purpose or end as tle adoption of the Scott
Act, and it is for the purpose of making this
applicable to such cases that I would add
another clause. The two run together, and it
is to this effect :-

" Hereafter in any municipality separated as
aforesaid, where the Temperance Act of 1864,
enacted by the Legislature of the old Province
of Canada, is or shail be in force, proceedings
may in like manner be had and taken under
section 97 of the Canada Temperance Act for
the repeal of any by-law passed under said
section as in the said section may be provided."

The questions are substantially the same and
have both arisen out of the proceedings of the
Canada Temperance Act. I do not know that
I am required to enlarge on this matter be-
cause I have already stated my views at
length. I Introduce this as a proceeding en-
tirely in accord with the spirit and intention of
the Canada Temperance Act, and as following
the same lne of procedure ; that is to say.
that ln the case of cities which are separated
for the purpose Of that Act fron the remainder
of the county, in such cities the ratepayers
are allowed to adopt or reject the Act. I
simply wish the same procedure shall be ap-
plied to the cases Of Incorporated towns which
have been separated for municipal purposes
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from counties by Acts of the Legislatures of of the Act, and to enable parties wlho are
the different Provinces. The question is a situated very iuch as they are in cities,
simple one and the prooedure is precisely the where they are now allowed under the
same. These municipal towns were originally, Temperance Act to free theinselves from or
perhaps, and even within so short a time as to put themselves under the Act, to have the
fourteen years ago, when this Temperance saine privileges.
Act was enacted, of little aceount, but from
various causes they have since grown to such lon. Mr. McM ILLAN-I would like my
proportions that the Legislatures of the dif- hon. friend to tell me, from' the reading of
ferent Provinces have separated them for al tlis amendment, where we eau learn that
municipal purposes from the counties. There this local option stops at towns ? From the

may be a county in which the Scott Act Is wording of the clause I think it will extend

not in force at all, and in that county there to towns, villages and other municipalities.
are large towns assumed to contain, as I Hon. Mr. DICKEY-That is a question of
urged the other day, some small proportion of wordiug. I have fot the advantage of
the intelligence and virtue of the county. lu nal the details of thc municipal
these towns they have no power to free them- organizations of the different provinces. 1
selves from the condition in which they are, ar spealing more of thc lower provines iu
and they are bound to remain without the
power of bringing the Scott Act into force for
their own protection. On the other hand,
there are cases where the Scott Act is in
force, and if the people in those towns,
as the people in cities sometimes do,
desire their section of the county to remain
as it is, and not come under the protection of
the Scott Act, this would give theni the
power to express that opinion in the usual
manner, strictly in conformity witi the pro-
ceeding pointed out by the Canada Temper-
ance Act. I do not see how it Is possible
that there can be any objection to that by
persons who advocate the Scott Act, because
it is going a step further in the direction of
temperance than the Scott Act itself does. It
goes a step towards the larger and w-ider
question of local option, which is now the
test question in England upon this subject.
I was unprepared for the opposition of my
lion. friend from Sarnia, who assumes to
represent here the prohibitory feeling in this
branch of Parliament, :nl I cerlaimiy was
not prepared for his raising a question of
order to prevent it from being submitted at
ail. This question was raised a few years
ago in this Parliament, and it is a singular
thing, although it touches more on the point
of order than on the merits of the case, this
question with regard to druggists was an
added clause to the Act in thc amendment of
the Canada Temperance Act, so long ago as
1885, and it was passed then. I think, under
the circumstances, I am entitied to the
opinion of the House that these two clauses.
which are substantially one, should be added
to the Bill to give free soope to the operation

extend this option to towns incorporated for
municipal purposes.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Would it not apply to
townslips ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-As my hou. friend
has raised the question, I beg to tell the lion.
gentleman from Glengarry that I am not
familiar with the municipal organizations of
Ontario ; but the promoter of this Bill knows
perfectly well that in the Province of Ontario
they have now the power, by an Act passed
only last year, in these separate municipali-
ties to accept or reject the old Temperance
Act of 1864.

Hon. Mr. McMLLAN-Local option ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Yes, local option : and
why this objection is raised to my amend-
ment is more than I can understand.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I may perhaps be
permitted to give my reasons why I did not
see my way to receive the hon. gentleman's
new clause In committee. In 1878 there was
passed the Temperance Act; in 1888 there
was passed the Canada Temperance Act
Amendment Act. Now, that second Act Is
merely a domestic arrangement as to how
liquors shall be sold by the druggists or by
other parties authorized to sell. Then comes
this new Bill, which is a continuance of that
Act which is called "An Act to amend the
Canada Temperance Amendment Act." If
this Bill had been to amend the Canada
Temperance Act my hon. friend would have
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been perfectly in order ; but the ground I
took Was that this was not an amendment.
Any hon. gentleman can move an amendment
tO a Bill at any stage of it, but he cannot
inove a new clause without giving notice.
Vhat is the reason ? The reason ls, the

1iouse must be seized of the information
"1on which it is going to act, and inasmuch
a this was not an aendmnent, but a new

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Only to give an explana-
tion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Inasmuch as it is very
desirable that the House should be inforined
on this question of order, which Is a very im-
portant one, and not because my sentiments
are hostile to the amendment proposl by the
hon. gentleman from Amherst, but sinply

clause, and was not germane to the Bill that we may have the hon. gentlemans arg-
before the House, I could not therefore re- ment on the question, and the ruling from lis
ceive it ; but the hon. gentleman was quite'honour the Speaker, I raise a question or

order to move it on the third reading, rder. I object to these amendments on the

and. I will give my hon. friend my ground that they are not germane to the Bll
rea0n for the position I took. May before the House.
s3ays tlat an amendment must be co- lon. -r. DICKEY-I hope I have neer-
herent and consistent with the Bill. Now, t ai events I try nover to tako up the time
thils Bill is for the purpose of saying how of tho use umneoessarily, and as I consent-
liqnor should be sold, whilst my hon. friend's d to the course that was recommended by
anleinidment states that an additional class Of the leader of the House wlth the understand-
People shall sell ilquor. Again, " No amend- ing that there was simply to bo the question
rlent should be admitted that is of the nature of the adoption or the rejeotien of the amend-
of a previous question." This is a previous ment adidotd iuioo a point of

eton : it was decided in 1878 that only af order
(crtain class of people should have the power at tle third reading, but I wish te proteet my-
to bring that Act into operation. What peo- self by saying that I have a o-.plete answer
1)e ? The people of incorporated cities and to the hon. gentleman's argument.
coUIties. This amendment would give power

anl entirely different class of people. Again,
A new clause, however, will not be enter- of erder for the purpose of allowing the lion.

tetlnod if hiconsistent with any other clause gentleman to give his reasens, and the ground
eed to by the committee." Every other that I took is that these ameudments are eut

clause of the Bill is totally different to the of order, because they are not germane te the
-tllendment. Then again, " No amendnient Bill bofore the buse.
wiU be allowed which is inconsistent with the
provisions of the Bill a already agreed to by Iuat --%Ira befr is teestin
th1e hIouse." The House had agreed to the h t was aged shoulh codropped a

1ll Up to the title. Again, at page 610 it is
l>rovidedî that when a Bill is simply a contin- Hon. Mr. POW'Ehi-I was net a party te
"uation of an Act in force, an amend.ment any agreement, and'I did net hear that there

ich is inconsistent with it should not be was any agreenent.
tllowd. On these authorities I forned my

For fear I might be wrong in my Hon. Mr. DICKEY I cante te the third
Judgnjent, I submitted the question to Mr. reading of tUe Bll with that distinct mîder-
lOinot, and he said that I was quite right ',taîî<îîîg.

hion. Mr. DICKEY-Is there a question of Hon. Mr. 110WE R-If their was an under-
o)rder raised -?<JUtr rise ' ~standingp I wvthdraw the objectlion.

n Mr. VIDAU-No.

l Mr. DICKEY-I do not know whezher Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I differ very wldely fromî

ould tke ie to answer my hon. friend's frin Amhert ith respect t
hetke but nt n te ansn r position f rlv(l's tue eiTect cf the proposei additienal clause te

<Ill tne 1)i I (1s n ' l> stîî t iu the Canada Tem perance Act. WTVhile fte thinkalst decided anser. it a extension of te prineiple we temper-

Mr. POWER - I thougit 'ny hon ance people advoeAte I contend that the inser-
fltend fron Alberton rose to raise a paint of tien of that clause ii the Bull would utterlyorder. 10destroy it and render it perfectiy useles foer

grudta1hyaeno0emn oteBl
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the object that the temperance people hiad in
view in obtaining that measure froin Parlia-
ment. The hon. gentleman lias taunted me
With assumîing to be the mouthpiece of
the temperance people of the country.
It was done very quietly and in a very gentle-
manly manner, but underneath all the quiet-
iîess there is what Is intended to be a very
keen thrust. I accept the charge fearlessly,
and by the fact of my being chosen by a
large gathering of prominent temperance
workers of this country, and for seventeen
years annually elected as the head of the
Dominion Prohibition Alliance, surely I have
a right to assume that I speak the sentiments
of the temperanee people. Fumiliar as I
certainly am with their views and desires. as
I have been acting in company with theni
for this long term of years, I accept the posi-
tion and I do assume on this imatter to be
spea.king the sentiments of the temperane
people of this country-the advocates of pro-
Iibition. I would remind the lion. gentleman
that prior to the passage of the Tenperance
Act in 1878 the Dunkin Act of 1864 was in
force. Under that Act towns and incorpor-
ated villages and townships hiad the oppor-
tunity of passing a prohibitory law within
their own limits. This was well known to
the compilers of the Canada Temperance
Act of 1878 ; it was well known to both
Houses of Parliamnent w-ho adopted that
measure, and it was after long and mature
consideration that the change was made,
taking fromî tiese snall municipalities the
power of prohibiting the traffic and confining
it to the larger ones of cities and coulties.
Hon. gentlemen will see the vast difference
between the Act as it at present exists,
where it requires a very large numnber of the
electors to express their views in order to
bring the law Into force, and the position in
which It would stand if the amendment were
adopted giving the power to small commnuni-
ties. It would be exceedingly inconvenient,
but if right I would suggest that the lion.
gentleman does not go far enough with his
amendment. Every argument for giving this
power to towns would surely apply to villages
also. Where Is the distinction between the
" few wise and good men to be fouînd in a
town " ahd " the few wise and good men " to
be found in a village ? Why niake a distinc-
tion between a town and a village ? Can
any good reason be advancd ? It eertainly
cannot, and we may as well look at the

question in that extended shape. If the
privilege is to be given to towns and villages
see what confusion would be caused. Let me
remnind the hon. gentleman. that the proposed
plan would be impracticable, and I will show
you how. The law of 1878, whicl is the
basis of all tue action to be taken, requires
that the petition for bringing the Act in force
should be signed by one-quarter of the
electors-meaning electors for the Dominion
Parlianient--in the county or in the city. Now,
how would it be possible for anyone to know
in a town whether one-quarter of the electors
signed the petition ? There is no town list of
Dominion electors. Tiere is a votcrs' list for
the county and the county includes the town.
Who could give the certificate required for the
information of the Governxor In Couicil that
the petition was signed by one-quarter of the
electors of any of these towns ? No authority
could give it, for a town list does nrot exist
nor is tiere any provision in the law for
mîaking a voters' list which would show the
Domninion electors residing in the town
separate fron those in the couty. This alone
would be sufficient reason for refusing to
adopt the amîendment, but mny principal ob-
jection is that it would be contrary to the
expressed desire of the hundreds of thousands
of petitioners who last session deluged us
almnost with their petitions for a prohibitory
law. I cain speak for them because I know
their views, and I am sure that they would
feel as I do that the adoption of a clause like
this would virtually destroy the Canada
Temperance Act. 1 entirely agree with the
junior member froi Halfax when lie says
that if you wish to repeal the Act it would be
better to do it in a straightforward way rather
than to try to destroy It in the quiet, under-
hand way of introducing an apparently inno-
cent amendment which would resuit in the
complete destruction of the usefulness of the
Act. I trust the House will see that it is
right and expedient, and in harmony with the
wishes of the great telperance body of tIhis
country, to reject the anendment.

lon. Mr. BOTSFORD-I (1o not think mîy
hon. friend lias done justice to the ion.
geitleian fron Amnherst. I do not thik
he has any wrong Motive wlatever in pro-
posing these aiiendmitents.

lion. Mr. VIDA14-I did not attribute any
motive.
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lion. Mr. BOTSFORD - The hon. gentie-
n'an says It is an underhand way of getting
1'1( of the Canlada Tenperance Act. So far
as- the views expressed by the lion. gentle-
Juan fromi Amherst are conceriied, I have
etr'd nothimg to sustain the id.a tlat lie is

Inakinig a covert attack on the Çanada
Teponîlerance Act. le resides in a town
Whicl manages its own affairs-a towl which

a separate (orporation maaking its ownt by-
andl he thinks Ilat the town shouild

have the privilege of accepting the Canada
en(tiperance Act if the majority of the in-

habitants so desire. i must say tlat I have
not seen any symputomn exdbited by mlly hlon.
friend of a desire tx> do away with the
Canada Temperance Act.

11on. Mi. VIDAL-If my remarks would
ake sucli an impression as that, i wish it

clearly and distinctly understood that i make
"0 sllh charge again-t the hon. gentleman.
1 Wnerely spoke of it as the destructive effect
of the clause vwhich lie considers an improve-
'l'eit to the law.

If()n. Mr. SCOTT - When fron 1873 to
1878 Parlianent was appealed to by a very
large nuiiber of the respectable people, at

l Vetsj.4, people of this country, who

e considered to have some standing,
wNhlose object was the improveinent

of society from their standpoint, it was argued
that the Act of 1864 was unworkable in con-
sequence of its1 being limited to narrow areas.
It Was allowable to bring it into force in
toWnlShips, towns and villages, and was con-
se-qlently found to be absolutely unworkable.
After very considerable discussion, this

ehl»Iber giving up three or four weeks to
the discussion of the subject, Parliaient de-
cided that the objection urged against the

)Uunkin Act was sound, and it was only
if the temperance people were to have

o OPPortunity to test local option, that they
SIiould have larger areas. The Temperance
Act Sets out with the interpretation of

Count." It inicludes ali townS and villages

hn Wat is known as an electoral division.
Iat 1s the very basis of the Act, and the

1laehiniery for working it and briiging it into
ratil is predicated on that basis. Now,

It l proposed by my hon. friend fromt Am-
lIerst to introduce au amendnent, disturiing

Whole arrangement of the Act and going
k ractically to the Dunkin Act of 1864,Which was found to be unworkable. I doubt

whether, if the amendnent proposed by my
hon. f riend were adopted, there would not
require to be mnachinery provided to enforce
it. i do iot tlîink it is capable of being
carried out under the nachinery provided by
the Act of 1878, inasnucli as that is all made
to apply to electoral divisions. It would be
a very great mtistake on the part of this
Ilouse, after having given so much time and
attention to the Canada Temperance Act, to
now take away the sub-structure from IL.
Practically the very foundation would be cut
fron under it, because, as I said before, it
was after due deliberation that Parliament-
this louse more particularly-decided that it
was only riglit and proper to fix the areas at
wlmt are known as the electoral divisions.
There was a very strong feeling that the
areas should be larger than those named, but
after a good deal of discussion these were
the liihts that vere finally fixed. The Act
differs very mucli froni what is known asi
the Local Option Act of Ontario, inasmuch
as that is only partial, affecting the question
of licenses. The Canada Temperance Act
goes very. much further. I do not suppose
that the Ontario Act could disturb sales of
liquor in quantities of five gallons within
the limnit if a municipality. It affects more
particularly the issuing of licenses for taverns.
It has not the scope of) the Canada Temper-
ance Act. I think the House would regret
if the Canada Temperance Act were re-
pealed, particularly in this indirect manner.
I think the country would be disappointed.
It was suggested by ain hon. member that if
the intention is to repeal the Act the fair
way to go about it is to bring up the question
of repeal, and deal with it on that basis. The
effect of this amendment would be to so dis-
turb the machinery that I do not see how
the Act could be carried out.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-This amendment really
appears to nie, as my hon. friend who has
last spoken says, to be perhaps not a fatal
blow to the Canada Temperance Act, but cer-
tainly a very severe blow, and one wlich, I
think, in a great many instances, would prac-
tically render the local option, whieh we have
given to the people of this country, by the
Canada Temperance Act, utterly useless and
unavailable. Now, I understand the position
of matters under the Dunkin Act was, that
any nunicipality could adopt this local option.
That proved to be useless. Really the Dun-
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kin Act produced, according to mny experience
more harni, lu any case that I have fallen in
with, than good ;because the facilities of vio-
lating it were so great, the supervisionu which
was exercised over violators of it so small,
that, instead of a protection against the ex-
cessive use of intoxicating liquors. it placed
the sale of them in the hands of perfectly ir-
responsible persons. The little supervision
that we had over taverns, and places licensed
to sell spirituous liquors, was entirely lost,
and it came to be the resort of all the disre-

putable people in such iunicipalities to take
to lie selling of liquor surreptitiously, and
secretly, and, I nay say fron mny own ex-

perilence, the results were very bad, indeed.
Evidently in passing the Canada Temperance

Act, as Parliamnent has done, it was supposed
that we could overcome, to somne extent, tils
difficulty by making the area larger, and I
think it lias that tendency. My hon. friend
would return, by bis amendmnent, to the state
of things existing under the Dunkin Aet pret ty
nîearly, because lie is providing that every in-
corporated town-I think he confines it to
towns-either so incorporated before or after
the present date, should have the the right of
local option to ltself, while the Canada Tei-
perance Act confines the right of local option

to the electoral divisions as nearly as possible.
The description in the Act corresponds with
electoral division-cities or counties having
the riglit to return a member of Parliament.
Now, wliat would be the effect of ny lion.
friend's amendment ? To illustrate it, I pre-
fer to speak of a case which I know of, and
which is present before niy muid. of the work-
ing of this Act, with the amendment proposed
by the hon. gentleman fromuî Amherst. In the
comty which I lad the honour to represent

for over a quarter of a century, was a smail
town with a population of 1,300 or 1,500 peo-
ple, so situated in the centre of the county
that all the parishes in the rear of the town
resorted to it for trading purposes, and I
should say that nearly half the population of
the county reside in these parishes. If my
hon. friend's motion were adopted. this town
would have the right to refuse local option,
thoughi the county of Argenteuil mnighit adopt
it, as it did some years ago. What would be
the consequence ? The local option adopted
by the surrounding parishes, with a popui-
lation numbering 15,000 or 30,000, would be
neutralized by the votes of this small towi in
the middle of the county, becaunse the town

would siniply be the resort of all those who
wished to buy liquor and use it, and prohiblit-
ing the use or sale of liquor in otier portions
of the couînty would be useless. It is not so
far from the outskirts of the coiuty that
every person in it could not go there w-hen
he wanted to indulge in drinking : and natur-
ally wlen the people came in for trading pur-

1 poses tlere would be a temuptation before
theni to drink, so that this a.mendment, if
applied to the county I refer to, would simply
if that snall town in the centre refused to
adopt local option, have the power of neutra-
lizing altogether the effect of the Canada
Temperance Act, and so open the sale of in-
toxicating liquors to the surrounding parishes
notwithîstanding the fact that the people of
the county had voted against it. This is rea-
soning from a particular case, but it is not an
uncomnon case. They have facilities in the
Province of Quebec by which any number of
people niay by an inexpensive process, acquire
the riglit 'of constituting a municipal towil
which would have the power, under this
amendaient, to entirely neutralize and destroy
in the county the effect of the Canada Temu-
perance Act-the effect, which I pre-
sumne, we try to give it, and which,
while it is on the Statute-book, we
should try to preserve for it. This, We
think, is the best forai ln which to try local
option. If we do not wish to have local
option at all, let us repeal the Act ; if we desire
to have local option, and can, by amendment,
improve the Act, let us do so ; but I do not
think we ought to adopt a proposition whicll
appears to me to strike at the Temperance
Act directly and tends to neutralize the good
effect that any of its advocates may hav-e
loped to derive from it. I iay say that I
an opposed to the amendment, and I hope th('
Flouse will not adopt it.

lon. Mr. DICKEY-Before the question
is put I should like to make a remark or two
in reply to what has been said. With regard
to the case which has been put by my hon.
friend, who speaks of a sumall village in lis
ownf county, I have not heard. and I ain
not aware whether that town or village of
1,500 people bas ever been er-cted into a
separate municipality for municipal purposes ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Yes ; it has been ln-
corporated.

lon. Mr. DICKEY-Then if it has been
incorporated I hope my hon. friend will look
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at the whole question, andf(1 not merely at onie
of it ; aid the way I put it is just this,

fhiat il sueh a case as tlat, a large and in-
telligent village, I suppose, inhîabited by in-
telligent people, are in a couity whiere there

s) Scott Act-surrounded by parislies where
14q0r7 is sold. The amendnent whichî I pro-
IX*.f' Would give a town such as ny lion.
friend describes an opportunity of placing
itself under the Scott Act, and freeing the
pellIe and their children from being brouglit
itlfo contact with those who sell liquor. They
Would have the power of protecting themî-

es. It would work both ways, and in the
terest of true temperance. It enables tlieni

to relieve themselves from the incubus of their
surroundings, where liquor is as free as it
(canI be in a place where licenses are issued.

is my answer to that argument. With
regard to the position of my lion. friend from
Ottaw, of whom we all desire in tlis con-
ection to speak with the greatest respecf, I

have listened to his remarks upon this sub-
ject, and I must admit that they were made

a toné and in a manner that did hlim credit,for lie lias not imported into this debate any
of that violent enthusiasn that is so often
characteristic of these discussions. " The(lfliculty," lie says, " in My mnind is this:

Te mperance Act of 1864 was in force,
al t Was found that It was imipracticable
irys 80 on, and there were objections to it."
bery Well. Why was that Act not repealed
by the Oanada Temperance Act fourteen
was ago . It was not repealed, but there

8hic a provisionmade in the 97tl section
l"ht enabled people to relieve themselves
n11 the operation of that Act, and my amend-

lieleif, the second clause of it, gives these in-.
'POrp aed towns only the saine power totea any by-law under that Act That is all
the question that arises under that option, be-

at present the Temperance Act of 1864
ly applicable to the Provinces of Ontario

i Quebec, and that Act, even in those
Ces was not proposed to be repealed.

there are restrictions upon it and I wish
gve power to incorporated towns to avail

by selves of these restrictions and repeal
yhw8 Passed under that Act. It is said by

My l'on. friend that this is impracticable, be-
eae the whole line of procedure under the

tal di Temperance Act rests upon the elec-
visions ; and, says my hon. friend from

rli the same way, "l how is It possible we(do it In the case of towns ? How could

we get a list of the ratepayers ?" Does not
my hon. friend knows that these lists of rate-
payers distinguisi the qualified electors in
each town. as well as in cities.,

lHon. Mr. VIDAIL-No !

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-They certainly do, and
the electoral divisions will be co-terminus In
electios mu towns, or cities as the case may
be. There are electoral divisions of cities.
There are electoral divisions including towns,
taking in parts of the'surrounding country
with theni. That is the law at present, so
tliat 'it is nerely a glamour thrown over the
eyes of the people to tell us that this cannot
lie applied to towns, because they are not
separate electoral divisions. My hon. friend
fron Sarnia says, how could it be known
whetlier tliese persons were qualitied electors
or not ? I tell hun that the electoral lists in
every county will show iiunî whether the

peopfle are qualitied electors or not. I use the
words " qualified eltors," pairticularly, il
every miunicipality, and tiese lists are acces-
sible at any timie. Under these circumstanes
[ feel that there lias been no valid argument
.gainst the amen:unent I propose. Before I

sit downi, I must express ny pleasure at the
elief litat has been giveli nie in saying that

ii takinîg tlis action I certainly have no desire
to dIO anything il the direction of repîealing
he ':iîîab Tenîtierance Act ; my motion is in
the trie interest of temlperance. anId in the
interest (f those lople living la incorporated
towns to enable them to relieve themselves
from the operation of their surroundiugs
when they are situated in a county in which
the Canada Temperance Act is not in force
at all. I th'mk I can give no better proof of
my desire to see the workings of this Act
inay be more extensive than it is at present.
A fttle reflection by the outslde people will
convince thein that it Is an honest effort to
give a larger and better scope to the opera-
tion of the Canada Temperance Act of 1878.

Hon. 'Mr. ALLAN-I should like to ask the
hon. gentleman from Amherst iow he eon-
siders it possible. lin the case whichî lie speaks
of, of a eultivated and virtuous twii or village
where they are desîrous of having the Scott
Act enforced, and where the county il whichî
this village Is situated has not the Scott Act,
to enforce the Act within the liints of the
town ? Possibly within the limîîits of the
town they 1111y be able to (o It, but wlien you
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remnember that a person lias only to go per-
haps one hundred yards outside of the towi
to get whatever liquor lie likes. I do not see
how anyone eau conceive that it will lead to
anything else thau ceistant breacihes of the
law and the utter denoralization of the people
in that waîy. I have seen that li other cases.
where the Scott Act lias been li force lit the
county. I have seen over and over again lit
the county in which I reside. w-hen the Scott
Act was in force there, how it was eluded by
people crossing the boundary ; but lit the case
of a town, or two or three towns, scattered
throngh a county wlere the Act was in force,
and they chose to adopt it, it seens to mte it
would lead to any amount of infringement of
the lw, when people have only to go ont-
side of the town to obtain as mucli liquor as
they desire.

ion. Mr. DICKEY--My answer is this
that can now be done under the Canada
Teiperance Act in just the samte way as it
would be under this amendnent. They eau
go front the country into cities and get liquor
to auy exent they like ; but the city that
adopts the Act can protect itself within limits.
No gentleman who has risen to speak upon

itis subject lias given any reason why incor-
porated towns, which, as I said on a former
occasion, are In s"ne instances as large as the
cities were in 1878, should not be given the
sane rights in respect to this Act as cities.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I did not expect to speak
on tlis subjeet, but I eau inferi the mover
of the anendment that we have lad experi-
ence of just such cases as ie wishes to provide
for-smuall conmunities bringing the Act into
operation while ail the country round them
was opposed to it. hlie city of Fredericton,
the hon. mover of this anendment knows, was
the tirst corporation in the Dominion to bring
the Canada Temperance Act into operation.
People had only to go across the river to get
liquor, and they did so ; and any snall con-

umilty that puts this Act iuto. operation nay
have ail around them places where the people
cai get liquor. They have only to cross the
lunds of their munnicipality to get what tley

want. The people of York made at effort to
bring the Act into operation in the whole
county. These interferences then, whiclh ex-
isted before, were nullited. Those who are
lit favour of the liquor tratic have twice--
I am not sure but three tiines-put the people
te the expense of going through an election

in order to sustain the Tentperance Act, be-
cause they see that if the Act -was repealed
in the city of Fredericton people fron every
part of the cimnty would crowd in to get
liquor, and we would have all the rowdies of
the county eoming oit there to) indulge it
drtkenness. Ve have, therefore, defeated
these attempts, and the Act is now in opera-
tion througlhout the entire county, and it is
enforced vith a good deal of spirit. Parties
have been lined for first, second and third
offences and sent to gaol for it. It lias Weei
a very hard liglit, but the temlienee people
iave had the best of it so far.

lon. Mr. DEVER-Have t.hey stoppedi the
sale of liquor li Fredericton yet ?

Hou. Mr. VIDALT-I wish to correct an i-
pression mnade by the ion. gentleman fron
Amherst, with respect to those electoral listis.
I have made no maistake or isstatenent in
what I said. The municipal voters' list is not
the list which is used il the elections for Ile
House of Conunons. It is basedl u1pon a to-
tally distinct qualification. The only list
which Cau be used in voting on the Canada
Temperance Act is the official list. of
voters for the elections to the House of Com-
mons, and I contend that the list for the
county does not and cannot show iow the
elector, in a town are to be distinguished
fromi others, and no sucl lists cau legally be
made from the existing county lists. Before I
resuine my seat I wou'd like to inake an ob-
servation. which I onitted in my former re-
marks, and that is, that for important legisla-
tion of this kind, generally speaking, we have
sote poplar deiand, specially for such an
amendmiient as the lon. gentlenman proposes.
Any existing wrong is brought to light, and
there is a public dentand for a remedy. I cou-
tend that in this matter there is not one par-
ticle of evidence that the country is dissatis-
fied with the present law, and wisles thliS
change to be nade In it. The amendment
originates in the well-intentioned ideas of the
hon. gentleman frot Amherst. He thinks it
would be a good thing and would pronote
the cause of temperance, but who agrees witI
him in his view ? Has lie been asked te pre-
sent this motion to the House ? If he lias, lie
lias never indicated to the House that there is
any desire outside for the passing of thitS
anendment. I am1 sure, if there was thune
given, you would have petitions coming lit by
the teUns of thousands asking the louse tO
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'eJect it. At any rate it is proposing to make
a alteration which lias not been demanded
by any people in the coîmtry.

lion. Mr. KATLBACH-I (id not intend to
5POak on this question, but I wish to disabuse
tie Minds of hon. gentlemen of the impression
Which the lion. gentleman has made, that the
SOctral lists are not made up for municipali-

I merely speak as far as mity knowledge
, for the province in whiclh I live. I know

th4 t our town is a maunicipality, and its list is
Oertainily, in voting for a niember of Parlia-

i4enjt, distinct from thlat of all other niici-
halities, and I believe every other town incor-

rated is lu the saie position. So that that
objection of ny lion. friend does not apply in
Nova Scotia. Notwitlstanding the argînuents
11 o011n the other side, I an with the lion.
g(Itttleman41 i from Anherst in t1is miatter, and .
e1t see nio dlistiiction letweeii a large city

;nil ilo>rp(rated towni. I believe that
the small towns of four or live thousand peo-

le have a greater controlling power in the
dgoveriineiit of their imunicipality and its

liorals thani the peofplo in the big cities, and
tY slould have the saie privileges extend-

to themi in respect of controlling the sale of
11 l1(,r. I cn.1 see no excuse for debarring thi

n il u a large connauniity, hiaving a greater
portion of education and intelligence thani

1o PeOPle in the co>uitry, fron this privilege.

MLr. ALMONIt is not w-hat we tell
tht, fariiers durinîg electioi times !

NMr. .A I'IBACH - I do not know
""lat they teil farmîers (iing election tines.

. t'll thein, I believe, that they are the boue
t

îinew of the coutry. and that agricul-
i 0  of great iiportaice in the develop-

,lient Of the wealth of the country, b)uit we (o
tell thiim tlat the larger proportion of the

'<îîlVatioi alid intelligence of the cniuiunity
the eountry, for it certainly centres in

tll0 towns wliere literaiture and peiiodicals are
'ore largely circulated than lie country. I
( teId that incorporated towns should not

excluded fron accepting or rejecting the

S da Teiperance Act. Whly should the
l which 1 live be excluded fron the
allion of the Temperance Act, because the

couintry is lot in favour of it
,,ere coul local option he more properlyet'iiedl out than il towins ? You. can apply

sahe argumllent that is used against

incorporated towns to counties - that the
people of one county eau cross into
another, or the people of the city can go into
the county and buy liquor. I contend, that
the people of an incorporated town are quite
capable of saying whether It is in the interest
of morality and temperance and good Gov-
ernent that they shall themiselves control
the sale of liquor within their limuits.

Hon. Mr. BELLEltOSE--I do not see how
I could vote for the amendmîent of the hon.

genîtlemîîan froi Amherst. If I thought it
was to improve the law as It stands I would
rea.dily support It, because w-heu the Act was
presented to the House a few years ago I
did not believe that the law went far enougli,
and I was ready to aid li extending its
powers. I beheve this amendmnent does not.
True, as the hon. gentleman from Amherst
said, the operation of It works both ways.
If a counîty is so situated that there is a
simall tmwvn within its borders, and the county
decides to adopt the Temuperance Act, then
the smîall townvî mlust submlnit to the will of
the niajority. On
county is opposed to
town, though it iiiay
Act, imust subnit to
the sale of liquor.
the Act would not h
posed amîîentdmîîent.

the other land, if the
the Scott Act, then the
favour the Temperance

the majority and permit
That is quite true ; but
e imnproved by the pro-
To mîy mind, it would

be niking the Act worse tia Lt is, because
it wouîld be giving the inîtority the riglt to
seli liquor within a territory whose population
is opposed to the liquor traffic. If the lion.
gentlemn aimis at giving a certain part of
the population the right to better Iheir
position, let himîî say so anîd chlantge his amend-
ment il this way : to provide that in case a
smaall niîcipality vwithini a county. where
the maajority of the ceunty have decideil
against the Temperance Act, should desire
to put the Temperance Act into olemLtion
withinî sucli sinall imunicipality it should have
the right to do so. That would be better
than placing the town in position of being
conipelled to allow the sale of liquor becau-e
the majority of the county outside of the
towi favour the liquor traffic. I would
accept suheli a anendient, heeause it would
have a tenîdency to prevent the sale of lin-
toxicating liquors; but I catmiot support the
amiendiment before the Senate, because 1t
seemis to m11e that it vould he destructive to
the Temperance Act.
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The amendmient was declared lost on
division.

The Bill was then read the third tinme and
passed.

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.
1-o. Mr. ABBOTT mnioved the second read-

intg of Bill (10) "An Act to amîend the Pilot-
age Act." le said : This is a Bill to anend
a sub-section of section 59 of the Pilotage
Act. As it stands in the Revised Statutes,
certain vessels are exempt, by the Act. from
compulsory pilotage, and amongst then are
ships registered in Canada of not more
than 80 tons registered tonnage. The
shipping trade, as a rule, I beileve, are
opposed to this compulsory pilotage-that is to
say, if they want plots they are prepared to
take them, but if they do not require thiem
they do not want to be conpelled to take
them. The effect of this law is that ship-
builders restrict the size of ships thbat they
construct below eighty tons iii order to avoid
comupulsory pilotage. It is conîsidered a dis-
advantage that smaîll ships should be con-
structed, and it is thouglit advisable to en-
courage the construction of larger vessels.
Tie effect of this Bill is to extend the tonnage
fron eighty to one hundred and twenty tons.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a little more
in the Bill than the lion. gentleman lias stated.
I presune lie has given his own opinion as to
w-hat the effect of th Bill is. but if lie vill
look at the chapter of the Revied Statutes
whicl this Bill proposes to amnend--the para-
grapli proposed to be stricken out and replaced
by the paragraph ln this Bill-lhe wvill find tIt
there is a very inaterial change made in the
law, lin adition to a, mere increase in the
tonnage of the vessels which are to be exempt
froi pilotage. In the Law as it stands on the
Statute-book, all ships of not more than 80
tons register are exempt froin pilotage, se
that the vessels registered in other places
than Canada, as well as Canadian vessels. are
exempt if their tonnage is less tlai 80 tons.
The BIH before us limits the exemption alto-
gether to shIps registered in Canada. The
exemption now enjoyed by vessels under
80 tons. other than vessels registered ln
Can-ada, is taken away and the only exemption
now is to vessels registered in Canada. ai
as to these vessels the exemption is extended
fronm 80 to 120 tons. I do not propos.e te
discuss the policy of the cliange. 1 simîply

wisl to eall the attention of the leader of the
Government to the sonewhat important
change which this Bill proposes to make in'
Iaw, and to ask him, before the Bill is sent to
C<ommîittee of tle Wliole louse, to make.
somne enquiry about the matter. I think the
policy is one that would ieed to be coi-
sidered-I am not saying whether it is wise or
not. Evideitly the hon. geitlemain'.s a ttenitioll
was not directed to this fact-that there is a
decided change in policy involved in the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My hon. friend is quite
right, and I am obliged to him for calling mfY
attention to the fact. I thought that the Bill
was simply to extend the tonnage exempted
from pilotage fron 80 to 120 tons, but I se
that this extension is restrIcted to vessels
registered in Canada.

Hiion. Alr. KAULBACH-I think it is a wise
aimenidment, and that the extension should be
confined to Caiadian vessels. We certaiuly
should not give the same privilege ta vesselS
not registered in our books that we give tO
our own ships. I am glad the exemption is to
be extended, because the existintg restrictioi
has had the effect that the leader of the Holiuse
has described. I know in the port froll
which I come ship-builders have been verY
careful in eonstructing fishing vessels to keeP
the tonnage nder 80 tons so as to avoid
pilotage dues. and it has been injurious not onIly
to the ship-building but to the trade of the
country. hecause our vessels would gO t) til'
West lIndies after the tishing season if they
w-ere large enough. The nunber of those
vessels formerly engaged in the West Idiai
trade has been reduced in ceonsequence of the
provision of the Pilotage Act wlicl this Bill
proposes to anend.

-Ion. Mr. ABBOTT-I have no doubt that
the restriction of the exemption to vessels
registered in Canada has sone good rea son for
it. I do not know-it is not in my line, and1
I am not familiar with lt-but by the time the
Bill coies up for consideration in Conîuanîittee
of the Whole I will take care to know as
muiieh about it as I am capable of.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill VO
real the second time.

BILL INTItODUCED.

Bill (S) "An Act respecting aid by Un'IilV<î
States wreckers in Canadian waters." ('
Abbott.)

The Senatc adjourned at 5 p.i.
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expenses of the public service, for the finan-
cial year ending the 30th June, 1892, and for

THE SENATE. other purposes relating to the public service.

The Deputy Governor was pleased to retire,
and

Ottawa, Tuesday, April 12th, 1892. The House of Coninons withdrew.

The SIEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
THE WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.

Prayers and routine proceedings. REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN, fron the Select Com-
AN ADJOURNMENT. mittee on Divorce, presented their Eleventh

MOTION. iReport on the petition of James Wright, pray-
ing for the passing of an Act to dissolve his

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED noved that when inarriage with Sarah An Wright. formerly
this House adjourns to-day it do stand ad- Sarah Ann McDougall. He said : It will be
Journed until Wednesday, the 27th inst., at 3 in the recollection of the hon. meimbers of the
o'clock in the afternoon. House that when the report of this case was

presented before, it was sent back to the
The motion was agreed to. coniittee to enable the publication to go on

for a fortnight longer in the Manitoba

BILLS ASSENTED TO. local papers. Personal servic has been
made on the respondent, and notice lias been
published the full six months in the Gazette;

The House adjourned during pleasure. but the notice is short in the local papers.
After sonie time the Hiouse was resumed. That notice has now be given, and the last
The Honourable Samuel Henry Strong, oneT

Of the Puisne Judges of the Supreme Court of publication necessary will be in the Manitoba
Canada, Deputy Governor, being seated on (natf to-moTow. A telegram, lias been
the Throne,- received from Messrs. Macdonald & Tupper,

The SPEAKER conmanded the Gentlemanu who are solicitors for the petitioner in Mani-
Usher of the Black Rod to proceed to the toba, stating that the last notice will appear
Iouse of Connons and acquaint that House :to-morrw, and the committee, la view of al
I It is the Deputy Governor's desire that they tiiese facts. have reported ln favour of the
attend him immediately in this House."

W'ho being come with their Speaker, shaH appear at least six moiths, and I there-
fore move tiat the mile of tue IIous,ý shial

The following Bills were then assented to :-be suspended, an that the report be now

An Act respecting the Departnent of Mar-
tue and Fishjeries.

An Act to further amend chapter ninety-six Hon. Mr. KALBACH - The committee
Of the Revised Statutes, intituled "An Act mvere net unanimous i adopting this report,
tO encourage the development of the sea fish-
eiies and the building of fishing vessels."

An Act respecting the Belleville and Lake nîust be complied with, unless the House
Nîpissing Railway Conpany. unanimously agree to fli suspension of the

An Act respecting the Nicola Valley Rail- ie. Tiis Bil was sent back te the com-
Way Company. Znittee some time ugo lu consequence of

AR Act respecting the Manitoba and South- legîct to eomply with some of he mules of
tutern Railway Company. the bouse, und fli Senate gave instructions

Au Act to amnend the Act to incorporate the k the commlttee that the mIes must be strict-
cKay Milling Comapainy. t
An Act to amend " The Canada' Temperance

Aendmdient Act, 1888." mules. If we do, other cases of the kind will

An Act for granting to Her 'Majesty certain coic up, and we wil have no end of difficul-
EnmIs of ioney required for defraying certain tics. It may be unfortunate for the clients,

1l
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but it is not our fault if we enforce our rules months, and all that the hon. member fron

as strictly as the rules of a court of law. Lunenburg is contending for is that the last

Therefore, I say that the report cannot be notice will not appear until to-morrow.

taken into consideration to-day, and I ask for
the ruling of the Chair whether the report can Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I arn not con-
be decided upon to-day when one iember of tending that at all. I. an contending that
the House rises and opposes it. this report cannot be taken into consideratioi

to-day, and I call for the ruling of the Chair.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I did not uider-
stand that this particular Bill was the one in
which the motion was carried with respect to
the expiration of time, but the decision in this
case was pretty nuch the same.

Hou. Mr. KAULBACH-I rise to a question
of order. I have asked for the ruling of the
Chair upon the point I have raised, whether
this report can be taken into consideration to-
day when any opposition is made to the mo-
tion. If that point is decided in favour of my
contention, any discussion on the merits of
the question now is futile.

wold ithdra myLU M o LUOn and move simp
the adoption of the report.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I call for the ruling
of the Chair on my objection.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I should like tO
know from the hon. gentleman what his
objection is. Does lie object to the suspeil-
sion of the rule, or does lie object te the col-
sideration of the report to-day ?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I raised the ob-
jection that we cannot take the report into
consideration to-day, and I ask for the rulinlg
of the Chair.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-As a matter of fact, Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The hon. gentleman ha8
the notice lias been published the full six taken great umbrage at the innocent remarX
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Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--This matter was be-
fore the House some time ago, and was re- Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Does the hon. gentleman
ported backwish the use t understand that if eer
by the report of the chairman that the full other member of the House is favourable to

time has expired. the report being taken into consideration to-
day lie will stand alone in his opposition?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Not yet.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The hon. geitle-
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW - I understand from man is assuming too much in this case as

the chairman that the whole time has elapsed. lie does i temperance matters. He assumes
to speak tbe sentiments of the whole temper-

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-No ; the report, as arce party. But in a matter like this lie lias

read, shows to the contrary. no right to say, as he has done, that I am'
obstructing the business of the Hlouse. I be-

Hon. Mr. OGILV'IE,-I miay say tîjat the lieve the majority of the House will be found

commiittee, by a very large majority, decided te favour of maintaining the ruies, and for
that the full time had expired. The notice that reason I ask for the ruling of the Chair.
has been published the full six months in the
Canada Gazctc, and in the local papers, but Hon. Mr. ALLAN--Does the report reconi-

the last notice will not appear until to-mîor- mend the suspensiou of the rule ?

row. Now, we contend that the publication
was begun as soon as possible in the local Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-No.
papers, and the cominittee decided unani-
mously that the full timîe liad expired. In

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-The committee dclded
fact, f lion. uîeuiber from Calgary mnade a that it was strictly within the terms of the
motion to that effect which was carried ai- rile. With the permission of the luse 1
most unanimously. u Ii I ile
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lion. Mr. GOWAN-Under these circunm-
stances, and seeing that the hon. member
froum Lunenburg insists on the rule being
strictly enfoiced, I withdraw my motion, and
'love nstead that the report be taken into
consideration on the 27th of April.

THE HARRISON DIVORCE BILL.

REPORT ON PETITION PRESENTED.

lion. Mr. GOWAN, froi the Select Con-
nifttee on Divorce, presented their Twelfth Re-
port on the petiti6n of Hattie Adele Harrison,
prayig foi the passing of an Act to (lissolve
her narriage with Henry Bailey Harrison.
le said : I was about to take the same
course with this report that I took with the

reOceding one, and to move the suspension of
the rule and the *adoption of the report, but
111 deference to the expressions of the gentle-

on. r.

mny hou. friend to say that the Great North-
West Central is completed ? I thouglit only
a small section of it was completed.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Fifty miles of it is

completed. The railway itself is 450 miles

long, but a section of 50 miles of it is coin-

pleted, and the company are running trains
over it twice a week.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT -The Government
would be desirous of sending the mails by
this railway if the company were in a con-
dition to undertake a permanent contract for
that purpose, but enquiry has been made, and
repeated lately, as to the condition of the
company. The information that has reached
us here from the members of the company
themselves and the promoters of It is very
unfavourable to the probability of the read
continuing open for many days. Whether the
information is correct or not I do not know.
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that I made. I merely asked him if lie would man behind me (Mr. Bellerose), and others

Persist in his opposition if lie stood alone. If who think with him, I move the considera-

anybody in the House thinks as the hon. tion of this report for the 27th'inst.

gentleman thinks, he should speak now.

The motion was agreed to.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Those of us who
are opposed to divorce under any circun-
Stances do not meddle in such cases as a rule, GREAT NORTH-WEST CENTRAL
but there are instances in which it is oui RAILWAY.
duty to speak out, and this is one of them.
Convinced, as we are, that divorce is wrong ENQUIrY.
and demoralizes the people, we are bound to
oppose the granting of divorce as far as pos- Hou. Mr. BOULTON rose to enquire wlen
Sible, and we camot interpret any rules of it is the intention of the Government to car

the Hoyse in such a way as to favour divorce. the mails by the Great North-West Central

Therefore, every one in the House who feels Railway. He said: The Great North-West

as I do on this question of divorce is bound Central is a road that las only beeî lately

to take exception to any infringement of the completed, and conenoed te run on thel5tb

r'ules. In this case the report cannot be of December last The mails have been car-

adopted to-day, because it has only been pre- ried lieretofore by stage, and now that the

sented to-day, and if the lion. gentleman railway is rumning it would be greatly to the
fromLunmîbug lad fot dise tle obect c o>Oj. emjiienc1e of the people wlio live along thefromld hve do smsef t o Ue of railway if the mails were carred by1 should have done so miyself, but I pre-ralisedofbth ow tgeou.1

ferred not to meddle in the matter since the rail tad of br th oweris route
1on. member, who is not opposed to divorce, he had al c ution fn I
has invoked the rules to have the considera- negiorhood asin th e andi
t ion of the report postponed. The suggestion t ler of o o to the at
l'as been made that the hon. gentleman may
be alone i the mstand lie ias takenG; I N -ay ter

CaaY that tlyere are many of us weho quite
agre wit hlm. "ine of rai A iTT A e ail T icarridnn

e

d
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grand beacon-light of English jurisprudence,
CRDIINAL LAW CONSOLIDATION BILL. with its many reflectors, formed with wonder-

ful skill and developed and brightened by the
REFERRED TO A SELECT JOINT COMMITTEE. keenest intellects in many a confliet of opin-

ion amongst England's jurists. It reduces to
The Order of the Day having been called- legislative expression many rules and princi-

That upon the reference of "An Act respect- pies found in the Common Law-in a word, it
ing the Criminal Law," to a select commnittee reduces to a code the whole floating body of
of the House of Commons (if it be so referred), the Criminal Law of Canada. It is very
a select committee of the Senate be appointed important, therefore, it should be fully con-
to act jointly witlh sucl select coimittee of sidere
the House of Commons, with the sanction of d, and not only tus, but there is in the
the said louse, and that the select committee Bill a not unimportant clause in itself which
of this House be composed of the Honourable will require some explanation, and a full con-
Messieurs Dickey, Gowan, Lougheed, Miller, sideration. It is the clause which provides
Power, Poirier and Scott. that no person shall be proceeded against for

any offence against any Acf of Pariamtent of

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT said: The Bill respect- fie realni of England or Greaf Britaln or of
ing the Criminal Law has been introduced in fie United Kingdom of Greaf Bifain and
the other House. It is intended to have it Ireland, unless suci Acf is by fli express
read the second time to-day and to ask for the terns thereof. or of some otier Acf of sucl
appointment of a select committee to consider Jarllamcnt, made applicable te Canada or
Its details. It has occurred to us iliat it lportion thereof as part of ler
would be ad.vantageous if a select connitteve Majesty's dominions or possessions, tins send-
of the Senate were joined with the select ing us ouf on a new course wifh only, as if
conunittee of the other House, in order that'i -ere, Our own rnaps and charfa for future
we night participate in the consideration of gilance. The clause I refer to is doibflesS
the details of this Bill, and so be in a position te prevent questions ani diffieulfies which
to pass it through this Hiouse without delay, a iglif posi)ly arise iner Our own general
it is not improbable that it maiy b, lare in the adoption of fie Criminal Law of England lu
session before it gets througli tie other House. fie several provinces as if sfood af different
With that object in view I iove for the dates. Tiere are, no doubt, 01( Acfs flaf are
appoinliient of this select comumi ttee to obsolefe or etTefe, or virually repeLlel. The
jointly with a select committee of the House Objt ant extent of tiis clause înay )e te
of Conunat 1ons. show -liat Acts are infended to exchîded

wliich iimiglit posssibiy othicrwise lic held f0

cine w-ithini flic letter of flic general adoption.
Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I am glad tlis motion If is important fo know tus, and aise fo see

has been ma(le for I thinlk it will facilitate flaf notln valuahle is losf. Witheîit a
tis Bill becoming law-having it referred 14) reference te joint cnitf e of tlis measure
joint commîittee of both Huses. I do not ail I havt referred te couîd fot so well bc
agree i c the opinion I have heard expressed (onc for fli information of loflouses. and
that it should have been introduced in the if woul have leel imfertunate, I flin,
Senate. So far as I am' capable of judging. if fli Billliad been infroduc1 ai rst
I think the Bill embodies an excellent riod flrougli tus fouse, for ilion ifs author
measure, carefully and scientifically con- w-oild not li preseni te give explanations of
structed, as was proper in a compreliensive tic changes proposcd, and show that fli
measure for codifying the Criminal Law of language used properiy represents wliat if is
the country on a permuanent and self-erected in codification. lon, gentlemen wviii
basis. I do think the Bill by far and lkow fiat fli Statute of Frauds wil
away the iiost coiplete codification of could le conincd l irce or four pages Ue
the Criminal Law fthat las, ever been tlose on oui owii Sfatufe-book cost litigants, I
subniitted to any legislative body. But it may say, af lcast a million of dollars te setfle
lnvolves gigantic changes. It in effect wipes ifs meaning; every sentence, aimosf evcrY
avay a large portion of that great depository w-ord, was subjccted to a judiciai construc-
of British law - the Commuon Law oftionand seifwouidblic withacompresive
England-as relates te fthe Crhninal Law-iat ineasure of ts kind if room for quesiofl
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Was left, or the new law was not clearly and
Properly expressed. Now, the whole body of
the Bill relating to the Criminal Law of
Canada, is intended to take the place
Of the existing Statute law, as well
as certain common law rules and certain
techlical terms are put into the whole ex-
Press enactment. It is therefore of the ut-

oiist importance that every single word and
settence of the Bill shall be carefully consid-
ered and criticised. It would be Impossible
to do that intelligently except the author of
the measure was present to explain every-
thing connected with it. In looking over the
aill I made a note of nearly 100 queries and
hotes in connection with it that I think will
be proper for consideration, and doubtless
Other gentlemen who have looked over the
rleasure have perhaps as many or more mat-
ters that they may bring up for consideration

connection with the Bill. How anyone
Under six months' study, except the author of
the Bill, couid undertake to answer these
questions or offer such explanations as are
necessary, I cannot conceive. By a select com-
'flittee of both Houses the author of the Bill
Will have an opportunity of explaining to ex-
6ets a matter which Is entirely of a technical

eharacter, and which they perhaps can more
readily understand than ordinary men, and

no other way could it be done. I was,
therefore, greatly pleased, and I think it is
the best way to prom<te the Bill this session,
that Lt should be referred to a joint committee,
by Vhich means the whole thing may be ex-
'amuinled carefully by those who have come
Prepared to intelligently discuss it. In a de-
liberative body composed of men vho are not
eXperts, it is difficult to deal with technical
9luestions of this kind. It is only by intelli-
gent and careful consideration that the best

s of expression can be arrived at. One
"ould hope that in a committee of the kind
Proposed, science would reign supreme, and

s easure conceived in the happiest spirit
1id executed with immense care, covering the
Whole ground of the criminal law, would re-
eeiVe fair treatment from such hands, and
couie before the Senate free from a great

any of the questions that might be sprung
by those who are not familiar with the actual
Working of the criminal law. I am, therefore,
4reatly lpleased and shall support the motion.

11on. Mr. KAULBACH--I do not rise for
the Purpose of following my hon. friend ln
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his criticism of the criminal law, because the
measure is not before us, 'and I think it
would have been time enough to enter into
the merits of the question when the Bill
comes before us. Therefore, the remarks
of my hon. friend are rather premature. But
as regards the question whether this is a
competent body to deal with the measure
ln its initiative form, I am of the opinion
that the Senate is eminently qualified for the
purpose. We have plenty of time on our
hands to carefully and intelligently discuss
every detail, and we have here the leader of
the House, who must be familiar with every
branch of the criminal law, and I am sure
that the Bill would receive very careful
attention and consideration, and its details
be more satisfactorily dealt with here than
if It had emanated in the other House, where
less time could be devoted to the subjeet I
shall not enter into a discussion of the Bill
now, because such a discussion would be
premature, but I wish to express my disagree-
ment with the hon. gentleman's opinion as to
the fitness of the Senate for initiating a
measure of this kind.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (32) "An Act to incorporate the
Women's Baptist Missionary Union of the
Maritime Provinces." (Mr. McKay.)

Bill (34) "An Act respecting the Canada
Southern Railway Company." (Mr. Mc-
Callum.)

Bill (31) "An Act respecting the Globe
Printing Company." (Mr. Scott.)

Bill (45) " An Act to revive and amend the
Act to incorporate the Lindsay, Bobcaygeon
and Pontypool Railway Company." (Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (40)
Catharines
Company."

" An Act respecting
and . Niagara Central
(Mr. McCallum.)

the St.
Rallway

Bill (38) " An Act respecting the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company." (Mr. Scott.)

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Before the Or-
'lers of the Day are proceeded with I rise to
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a question of privilege. I find the following
in the Ottawa correspondence of the Victoria,
B.C., Coloni.t, of the 3rd April:_

" Senator McInnes was badly sat on by the
Sonate yesterday. Contrary to rule, it appears
that lie has been procuring books from the
library for the Senate messengers. When the
practice was discovered, it was proiptly
stopped. Mr. McInnes endeavoured to enlist
his brother Senators on his side, but the peers
would not support him, and Mr. McInnes is a
very mad man these days."

The despateli is headed " Senator McInnes
sat upon by Graves and Reverends." The
despatch is dated the 2nd of April, and refers
to an incident which occurred on the 1st
April. I need scarcely renind the House tliat
when I brouglit up the question of what -
peared to me to be the unjustifiable conduct
of the librarian towards the Senate, with
closed doors, that several lion. gentlemen

spoke, and all in favour of the position that I
took, and against the conduct of the librarian,
with the exception of one, and tlat one
merely apologized for his friend. I would
not think it worth while bringing this
matter to the notice of the House, were
it not for the fact that the telegran was sent
sonie 3,000 miles, and no doubt at consider-
able expense. Wlen any news is consideral
of sufficient imîportance to be telegrapled to
that remote portion of the Dominion it is
generally looked upon by the people there as
liaving at least soine semblance of truti. I
need scarcely say that there is not a word of
truth in this telegrain fromn beginning to end,
ad wlioever the correspondent nay be I
hope lie will be a little more guarded in fu-
ture, and that he will bave the honesty and
nanliness to contradict the false despatch

which I have quoted.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-It was April Fool's
day.

Hon. Mr, McINNES - Evidently lie wras
made an April fool of, and it is onily due to

me and to this House, and the paper that he
represents, that lie should acknowledge it.

THE DONIGAN DIVORCE CASE.

The Order of the Day being read-

l Consideration of the Ninth Iteport of the
Select Comnittee on Divorce rp Bill (D) ' An
Act for the relief of Ada Donigan.' "

Hon. Mr. GOWAN said: The evidence in
this case is very short, and it was only printed
and distributed this morning.

Hon. Mr. KAJLBACH-It is not yet dis-
tributed.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I therefore move that
the Order of the Day be discharged and that
the report be taken into consideration on the
27th inst.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

MOTIONS.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the adoption of the
second report of the Joint Coimittee of both
Houses on the Printing of Parliament. lIe
said: This report has been referred back
several times, but now that it has bceni
adopted by the House of Connmons, I an pre-
pared to move that it be concurred in.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Does it involve anY
additional expense ?

Hon. Mr. READ-Yes ; a little.
slight increase.

There is a

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the adoption of the
third report of the Joint Conunittee of botl
Houses on the Printing of Parliament.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p. m.
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orde1. as lie felt, that the service of the

THE SENATE. lountry might be faithfully discharged. and
no undue or improper expenditure should

take place. W'lien, under adverse circui-
OttaWensday, iprl 27th, 18' stances, he bowed to the popular will and

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock. retired into private life, thougli still holding
lis seat mn the House of Connons. lie founid

PraYers and routine proceedings. 1iîlseif witlout means-entirely dependent
on bis own industry for the support of him-

E LATE HONOURABLE MR. MAC- self and of his dear wife. It speaks volunes
KENZIE. for his memory thit during the long period

of his servic- to this coumtry lie had never
n. M. SCOT-Before the rders of teacquired anything like what night be called

ay are called, desire to direct the attention mleans. beilg entirely dependent, when lie
th e flouse to the death of a., distinguished lef t office, on his own labour for the support
anadiai statesman since we last assembled of himself and his small family. He bore4 this roomi, a gentleman who had given Ihe with singular fortitude and great patience his

)t Part of his life to the service .of his long illness. The people of this country
try.The late Mr. Mackenzie entered deeply sympathized with him in the suffer-

b>hie life about thirty years ago. at a time ings lhe endured for the last six or seven
en the subjects were being discussed that years. While he leld the position of Premier
liately led to the adoption of fle federal of this country, lie was not exempt fromn

le Canada. Very- soon after his those shafts which are hurled by one political
eut1.3 Udlt> public life lie took a foremost part party against the other, yet when lie retired

a sPeaker and as a debater on the various fron office the strong political feeling that9 lestions that came before the Parliament of bal been exercised against him at once

tda.4 His speeches were always clear ; became changed into adhniration and respect
e faets correctly stated. Nature had en- for hlis personal character. He had the

Ile him with a marvellous memory, and satisfaction1 of feeling that lis conduct as a
ever ready, in the discussion of public Minister was. after sone years of retirement,

to bring the most apt illustrations duly appreciated by the people of tiis
sullpport; of the arguments that lie ad- country, and no stronger evidence of that can

ticed. Though born in the old world, a he found than the expressions of his political
'tiLtive Of Scotland and devoted to his mother- opponents at the time of bis death. All over
IIidf le -et was a true Ca.nadian in feeling tils land, which he loved so well, the pulpit
ahid sentimecnt liaving ever as his ultimate and the press sounded paeans in his praise.

the atvaceuent of his adopted They adverted to those lautiful character-
Itry His nature was (ne that was full isties of the man which attracted so many

Ssympathy for the toiler. Having about him. Honesty of purpose was the

had experience of life in the lower leading one-firmness in the performance of
she was able to appreciate fullyv the wlmit hie considered hisi duty-never shirking,

the and sentiments of the great mass of never flinching where duty called him. Had
e0ople, and during his long life the masses lhe chosen on nany occasions to adopt ae People found in him a sympathetic policy of expediency, possibly his political

t earnest advocate. lu aIl legislation career might have carried with it long years
to the improvement of the great mass of office ; but lie was one of those men who

Ipeople, le was ever ready to give bis refused to sacrifice principle to policy. His
assistance to further it in every example as a public man will, I trust, be of

i e mfianner. Il office he was a pains- value to the youth of this country. His life
in Minister. While head of the Govern- is one that miglit well lie emulated by the

that lf this country it was observed of hlm rising politicians of the day, and when the
'«tvas familiar w-ith all the depart- historian in the near future writes the history

he never spared himself, but took of Canada during the period in which Mr.
îi 5  hinself the management, not only of Mackenzie took so important a part, I have

'%vi department, but became familiar no dloubl>t that due credit will be given to bis
"It4 the management of all the others in lm or.

13
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Hlon. Mi. ABBOTT - My lion. friend lias aid earnest sympathy for Mrs. Mackenzie,
only anticipated me in the eulogiuni whicli lie and iîost intense and earnest respect for the
has passed on the late Hon. Mr. Mackenzie. character of lier Lite husband. We have also
and I think it is extremely graceful and pro- suffered the loss by death of aiother of our

per lie should do so, having the best riglit 4e- colleagues during the vacation that has, now
fore aliost any one in this House to speak termiiiated. The late Senator Stevens was a

for lim. as having been one of lis colleagues. iember of this House since 1876. Hie wls
I eertainly cannot add anything to the very appointed by Mr. Mackenzie lu 1876, and dur-

eloquent terns in which my lion. friend lias iig the considerably long period of 16 years

spoken of the departed statesuin. I iyself lie lias beei with us. althoughx opposel to my-
sat in the other House with himîî for a nîumiî- self and my friends in polities. no one could

ber of years. and thougi opposed to hi.m in dispute that lie exhibited lere the qualities of

politics, I inùst say lie received and deserved a nigl-iniuded. respectable, able and intelli-

not only the respect of myself, but of all the gent statesmtan. and I hope the lion. méembers

memibers of the House opposed to hiii in poli- will sacletion iiiy sayiiig that tiis House uni-

tics for bis straigltforward. laborious and versally regrets îhis decease. and desires t4

c.areful nuinagemient of the affairs of the convey its syipathy to the niembers of lis

country, as we believe, to the best of bis family.
ability, and by the unfailing industry with
whicli lie attached hinself to lis duties, and Hou. MIr. ALLAN-Haîving long entertained

by the extraordinary aiiount of knowledge a sincere persomal regard for the bite Mr.

wlcli lie displayed on every occasion. no mat- Mackenzie. and laving (llig the Iast feW

tel wbat the subject imiiglit be, debated before yeais leei brolîglit itîto more iiiimate 'ela

the House. Mr. Mackenzie lias had in onelieus W ltl hiiL I lol) the Hotise iili per-

respect certaiily, much to be proud of during mit mie te i0 w-itl the other lion. geuieniel

his life, for althoughi lie survived the higli w-ho bave spoken. in expressmg iny reg-et t

position lu which lie was- placed for a number tue loss Canada bas sustained, aid our deel)

-of years. lie lad the advantage of receiviig sympatly witl Mrs. Maekenzie. 1 alvavs en-

during the declining years of his life the ai- tertailied a ligli respect for Mr. MackeiZ

imost universal respect of the entire Dominion (lirig tbe tune lie was ii ottie in ('nst-

of Canada without the slightest distinction ors
difference as to party. Thougli for sone mdii (>11e ws lis iuîwaveriug lyalty te

years practically lost to politieal life-alimost B oilection. aud the otler wis luS
l the position of one deceased-as to the franie iswerviiig Wnesty, and îo man eolliaxhav

with w-hici his iiieino'y could be spokeul of, haiownz Mr. aMackenzie during hs politieil

-11 lu viev of that fram.e of uîind oppouents: (eyaree itrout tlorouglily reipectima tue ria-

îîiglît liuive critieised hlii lu aluy 1ay tliey tives whi at hoatel hini Hi al bis actions

liglit tlink proper witlmout fear of a. retor s tah join say thehetlog ms te li

froîî hiinseif , thiere ivas aliiost but ene ex- a)iliti s as a stpo teksei ai foi mye have

pression, and titat w-as au expression (of m- IiCexi sery eloCad heatly allded to our dlee

probation of lus services w-ilse lie held the liom. gentleiaa on Macy rzglt Mi. sett)

position of Premier of the conit'y, and w-hile bt I desire t O s y trepe t a y r e M v

be held the position of inexuber of Puriament. lad kuow-n ime lu hls former days, wlien ul

I amn sure every one, of uls feels tue strongest o t good ealth, and i oihce*

Sympatuy for Mrs. Mackezie, w-ho w-as lîeld wOid hav: their respect evein oe icreased

In tie very highest possible esteet by tle peo-if they knew as w hel s I knewa hW

pie îvhile she lived liere w-ith lier lnisbaud, biiavely lie liad silice berne 111 tlîr-oîb.il

acting as the lady liglest lu social Position tpysical sffersi hg fornest n man c d hve

the Dominion, while lie w bas P oekiern Both ,aticuhu'ly lu lusattention to business iîîattei'5

Houses lhive already testifiedl their Syiiipathly l w-hicu 1 have hlad more or less te do wilh

iu severul w-ays with M.%Irs Makenzie in I lîhi and lrs assiduity aîd thorough li lesta

lier ieravoient and o ain sure if it of prpose aud bis e rnstness pl caryi g t

might ave crticis im in anye waythe ieswihacutd ignal iatos

were Possible terews a t ustoe hx bis dties lu spite sf to greet pavsiceil

thes w aould be ready te do se. I t ink a- drawaeks. 1 ely. an lsure. sy ithot

eXpessi g the sentients f ever'y Pe iu thm s ly iipdk oniinty whit fg respect w hiv

Ilose -lieyim h tyat we feel fo irtense foi Mrs. Maknkezezie. woth for te minirasle
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lnllier in which sie tilled the dignitied
>>sitioi alluded to by the lion. Premier.
While her husband was in office, as well as
the fortitude and cheerfulness with which she
las assisted and sustaîined lier liusband through
hi iiany years of suffering, and the spirit
Wlidi she has displayed vhen by diiiinislied
tiheans and altered circumstances, they have

l coinpelled to live differently froi what
tY had previously (loue. I am1 sure I shall
1e the assenît of all the mienbers of this

house when I say that the caireer of the late
MI. luckenzie w-ho has just passed away

ro us, is one of which Canada lias reason
to be Proud. as that of an able and upright
oletician nd a thoroulghly lionest man.

11011. Mr. POWER-I arn very glad that the
lea(er of this House did not allow the death
Of the late Senator Stevens to pass without
renlark, and I feel that the ion. leader
expressed the sentiments of every mebnier of
the louse in saying that while Mr. Stevens.

ivere those of the minority lie enjoyed
th 0 respect and goodwill of every meniber of

li ouse. If one mnight attemapt to naine
ins ilst striking characteristie. it was that
he was a perfect Nathaniel-a nan without

a man without a liarsh word for any
one, Who was disposed to be friendly and
knd:t(lhearted to all. Althougli lie wvas not a

an to come very much to the front in de-
bates Of the House, lie was a nan whose

snse and sound judgment were of very
4eat use in the work of committees and in
te general business of the House, and I feel

that the -regret spoken of by the hon. leader

thenlly shared in by every other member ofHie1ouse.

AIKINS DIVORCE CASE.
CONSIDERATI'ON OF THE REPORT POSTPONED.

Ion. Ml. SANFORD moved that the con-
5 lderation1 of the Tenthi Report of the Select

ttee on Divorce on Bill (B) "An Act
the relief of Jantes Albert Manning

A be postponed iuntil to-morrow.

n Mr. KAULBACH - I hope my hon.
end will defer the consideration of this re-

a Y or two longer. It lias been vir-
lly, s0 far as the House is concerned, onlyblisie te-day. As a mîîemîber of the con-

0lttee 1 know all about it, and have no doubt
t the propriety of granting the divorce,

13ý

but all the members have not lad an oppor-
tunity of reading the evidence. We should
not hasten these niatters, and it would be bet-
ter to postponte the consideration of the report
until next Friday or 3Monday.

Hon. Mr. ALM1N3-onday, so that mient-

bers can read it on Sunday.

Hon. 31r. POWER--I feel very pained, ia-
deed, to be obliged for once to differ fron the
lion. memîber fromt Luienburg. We have very
little to do just now, and the evidence in this
case is very short and clear. Any oie vho
could not be i a position to vote on this Bill
to-mnorrow would not be in a position to vote
on it next Monday.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--The evidence is elear
in this case.

The motion was agreed to.

WRlECKING BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (8) " An Act respecting aid by
United States wreckers i Canadian -waters."
He said : This Bill is sinilar in most respects
to a mneasure that passed the House of Com-
mous in a previous session, but which w-as re-
jected in this House, and certain provisioirs
are malie which were not understood or
settled at the timîe of the former introduction
of the Bill. The object of this imeasure is to
establishi reciprocity in wrecking, and it con-
tains provisions requisite for relaxing the Cus-
toms laws in Canada, in cases where it be-
comes necessary. An agreement was arrived
at wlith the Washington Goveriment to give
United States tugs and wrecking apparatu
belonging to United States wreckers the sanie
privileges in our waters as the United States
will give Canadian tugs and wrecking app.-
ratus in their waters. I believe the measure
Is in all respects satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I nust congratulate tlie
Govermnent on the priiciiple of titis BiU],
which I think is a very sounîd and salisfac-
tory one. If my meniory serves ie rightlly, it
lias been adopted in the House of Commns
on tvo occasions. It caie to this Chamnber
li two different ye-ars-I think one year In-
tervened between the two. It was very amiy
debated by gentlemen on both sides of the
House. Certainly the advantage seemed to be,
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front my standipoint. with those who support- countr ! Wha.t was valuable to us tiien 15
ed the Bill of -Ir. Kirkpatrick. The essential valuable to us now. We ought to get a
points are the sane li both Bills. Practic illy quid pro quo, and ve do not get it in tlis case.
that Bill gave reciprocity in wrecking to the Tley are shutting us ont w-hene-er they eau.
tugs of the two countries, and was predicated They will not let our mn work iu their coui-
on the asshmnption that there was then an Act try. If our citizens go there to work, their allen
)f Congress which authoirized Canadian tugs labour Law -i1l fot permit it. and therefore

to enter Anerican waters and give assistance 1 contend that we ouglit to have some
to vessels so soon as Canada was disposed to factory exllanation, before passing this Bil.
reciprocate in such legislation. The measure as to what the effect of it -il1 be. A large
wvas debated here at consileral)le length, an] lcjority of the wrecks tlat oceur on the
illustrations were given of the serious manner lakes are on our shores.
in which the law, as it nlow stands, operated. tgs registeret and lit
where vessels were lost through the inîability work. and this property,

We have in our ports
to (o this wrecking
is to be destroyed by

if tis to enter foreignî waters to give assisl- this legisation. Nearly ail the insurance
ance. The Bill was resistedi on the groind companies interested in this matter hav their
ihat it was an interference with the National ir the United States, where our
Policy-that Canadian tugs required prote-e e are not alowed to work. Take thiS
lion. lke Canadian manufactures-and so uI bill. i conneetion with the alle labur
that narrow basis the Bills were throwni outi laW, and you suif out our industries.
on iliese two occasions. It is, of course. legis- ask the Govermuent to wait a year and see
lation in the right direction and will, I trust the Aericans are going To do. I want
be accepted by the United States as evidence hi to give sore guarantee that we w-l hv
of the friendly disposition of tlis country. fair play. We rernember haw they acted

lon. Mr. IcCALLU--I do not know that wlien tiev agreed to admit our fish free of
there is anything very satisfactory about this duty w-en The- coui( not tax the fish theY
Bill. We want soine explanation froma the taxe( the cans that contaied theni. I 10
Governient in the public interest. 3My hon. uot look for fair play front the United Stah5
friend fron Ottawa says that vessels have on this question. and I ar satisfied that theY
been lost because United States tugs could wlU embarrass us in every way that they eau.
not corne to their assistance. bumt lie pointed I know wlIt I speak of. because I was engag
ont no instance of the kind. I have 'ieard it etil the wrecking business for inany
stated here and elsewhere that lives were lost have not been engaged lu it for the iast
nder sucli circumstances. but the statement years. but I recolect n- experience in the

has never been verified. I know that affidavits past under the jug-handled poliey w-heu We
ivere malde by an American citizen which did iliowel everything To core into this countrY
d.uty in this country. la England and ai fron the United States froc, while They ex-
Washington. that lives h1ad l beein lost. and cinded us froua their markets. fron 18115 to
when it was looked into it was founid that 1878. The roment the Canadian Goveruanent
Canadians saved the lives and the Amnericans tiieto do sornething t< prnteet their oWil
made the money. If we are to judge vhalt property, thon the Arnerican wreckers raisetI
the future will be by our experience in the the cry of humanity. 1 kuoît of no law.
past we have nothing to look forward to on human or divine, that prevents people saving
this question. At one lime we gave the United life and property, ani Therefore there is noth-
States the navigation of our canals on the ing la that c. Having faileto accomplisl
samie trns as our own Ieople, and they anything by raising the cr- of huinanitS.
proiised to give us the navigation of tleir they now core forward and say they wl1

canals in the samle way. Did they (10 so ? give us an equivaient but their offer is Dot a
They did not. In this case I wantaan explana- quid pro quo, because ninety ont of every*
lion frorn the Goveranment-are we to have lîrnîdred vossels wrecked on the inland waters
the privilege of going into Lake orichigan. of this coninent are wrecked on the Canaditl
are the Amecricans going to slut us out ?shore. Iv hon. en ni 0ttuîw-a s th
Will they give us permission to enter their vessels have been lost in our waters becaU50

canals. and are we going to allow- themn to the United States tugs were not aowed tO
enter Geirgian Bay an(d our canals to do as corne To their assistance. 1 would like iiilui
thcy piease ? Look ut the records of tis to point o t a case of the kintie insrac.
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kneow that the Canadian Government, w-lien save. I do flot tlk that these objections
appiled to, have always shown a willingness Of 1Y hon. friend are so serions as to justify
to adnit United States tugs to save vessels in the alaidonmcnt of tlis nieagure, which lias
our Waters, and very often Canadian wreckers beemi agreed upon with tle Aiericans on he
ave had reason to complain that the Goveri- express stipulation that lu every respect the
Iient Were too easy in that respect. Before 1 privileges which they will accord to our

rcordî u1y vote in favour of this Bill I want peope lu wrecking on their coast shah Le the
tO have a better explanation from the Govern- saie as we accord te tleir peolde w-heu
'lent than we have yet received. wrecks take place on our coast, and nîy hou.

f rieîîd w-lt perceive that tlhc Bill is actually
on. Mr. ABBOTT-My lion. friend asks fraîîed i tlat w-ay. The Act only

for ,,n c- 1 *PlxplanItin on certain points. I do iito force after a date ianied i a i)1hCla-
. t know that tiere can be any difficulty lu tion by the (overnor G-enca. -hii Pro-

lithc explanation that lie wants. He ciainafion can only be issUC(1 w-hen tue114 if we are to be allowed to go into Lake (bwernor in (itucil is that the
ligan. 1 undersftand that we have treaty privilege of aidiig aiy vossels wrecked or

hts to go there. and the consequence mnight disabled iii United States waters contiguous
Vey serious w-ith respect to their rights to Canada will be extended te Canadian
Olr own w-aters if we were denied that vessels and w-recking appliances te the ex-

ege or any intention or desire were tent te w-hih such privilege is grate( inlcr
este to exelude us froin Lake Michi- flis measure te United States vessels. So.

Iy hon. friend speaks of the labour ntil that is rtifed by legisatioi or
I do not think there can be any agreement, tiis Bil ducs Udt elie

.erenc of opinion liere as to the labour into force-it is enly after it lias been
of the United States. No ()e cl ascertaine that fle United Siates gIve

t feel agrive t the harsh wain~ t fel agrivedaitthelîasiîw-,y luus tlue sanie privileges tlîat w-c propose te
as wve uuderstand it, our labourers give te fheuî that this Bil coines iute fore

e treated in the United States, and if the by proclamation of tle Goveruor in Ceuncil.I rt be true of the latest occurrences of And if tue contiugcncy that uy lion. friend
kind, it is something which not even feas slould aris-and I ai îot sure flat

law, according to any reasonable lie has net ground for fearing lt-ou our behig
cipretation of its terns, would justify ; trickcd or dcluded lu any way with respect

b dor not see that that in any respect te the auvantages tlat we are giving under
ipon this question. This really is a flus Bil, fli uext Clause unakes provision for

'1Ue0ntI w-hether or no we shall reciprocate rcvoking or rcnderiug inoperafive the l)ivi-
.nhe saVing of life and property. My hon. hege coferred by this Bil. We are sinply

seud ays that no lives have been lost for placig ourselves ii a position, if we are
at Of this legislation. I camiot say that safisfied that fle Anuericans wil give us
l a position to decide whether lives cI,îrrsponding privileges. te put this measure

ee lost or not. I know it has beenil) force. and if at any tiiîîe they wifldraw
e by a large number of gentlmnî,u1. (; iiodif the privileges grauted to us. or do

yO soem to be well informed, that lives and anything to ren(er tiem inoperative. w- have
the ave been lost il consequence of the right te stop the operatien cf tis Aet by

tseice of w-reckiig craf t having fle proclamation. S by these provisions
o go w-liere tl>e wrecks took place. safeguard ourselves frein interfereice w-ith
e . fiend says there should be no difli-

at ad that case if no Canadian tugs are avoi grantiig it until we kiow tinut
because the Canadian Governument corresponding adautages arc te be given te

the ay Permits a United States tug to go to ns on the other side. AS t4)flie volume of
chef of a, distressed vessel under such wrecking, whetler it is on eur coasts or oi

t tnces ; but what, In the meantime, is hose ef the United States, I cannot sa- %vhat

Derl me of the wrecked vessel when sucli the proportion is, i)t miinay reas(>ably ns-
trission1 m1ust be obtainied ? By the timethe o l it I> ban u B h i i suine that -recks do frequently o cur on the

application could be niade to Ottawa coasts of bot countries. w-ether with the
perlissioni obtaeied, in the case of a. sane frequeicy or îot it is. of course, verydisaster. fliere woul be nct.li t ae difficuit to say. Certainly hitit ty is n a
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great degree served, it appears to me, by
granting the privilege to be conferred by this
Bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - I should like to
know where the humanity Is !

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT - I think the Bill is a
good one, especially as it ensures in a much
more satisfactory manner than any former
Bill the protection of our rights, and the vin-
dication of them in case they are interfered
with by the United States.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I hiold the Govern-
nment responsible fhat they shall get what is
fair and just from the Aniericans. I doubt,
very much if they w-ill get it. I do not think
they can, because if we are to judge the fu-
ture by the past we will not get it. We have
iea.rd this humanity cry for years ; it was
worked in the House of Commons two years
aIgo, but the reports in the department will
prove conclusively that the affidavits which
did duty at Washington, in England and here
are false. The man who made theni com-
mitted suicide not long afterwards. Now, I
was on the shore on the occasion when my
lion. friend says that life was lost because an
American tug could not cone to the assistance
of a disabled vessel. I stood on the beach all
that night myself with the crews of two of
iy boats saving life-assisting people to get

through the surf-and we had a tire burning
on the shore. Next morning we saved the
part of the crew that were not frozen t'O
death. A few days afterwards an American
tug came and took off the vessel. We saved
the lives, and they got the muoney
for saving the vessel. The people
in dIlstress were " out of iiumanity's reacli."
and " finished their journey alone," long be-
fore the tug got there. That incident was
used then, and is usal now, to promuote this
legislation. I hope the Prime Minister wilil
get all that hie expeets, but the saine argu-
ment stands to-day that stood years ago, only
îmiuch more so. because our people have pre-
pared thenselves to do this work, and this
Bill, if passed, will destroy their property or
render it valueless, because the Aimericans
wvill not employ Canadians. They put them on
the saein footing as Chinese. I have verv
great contidence in the Premier, and I holi
him responsible that he will not allow the
Amiericans to enter Georgian Bay or our
canals to get any advantages on this question

if our people are not allowed to go into Lake
3ichigan and United 8tates harbours. By
this Bill we are giving away valuable privi-
leges that we should hold until we get ai
equivalent. If this Bill is to pass in its pre-
sent shape let us get what we can any way,
refusing them access to our canals and Geor-
gian Bay for wrecking purposes, uniless we
are given a corresponding privilege on the
other side.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

THE PILOTAGE BILL.
REPORTED FROM THE COMMITTEE OF THE

WHOLE.
The House resolved itself into a Coumit-

tee of the Whole on the Bill (10) " An Act to
amend the Pilotage Act."

(In the Connuîittee.)

On the first clause,-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Hon. gentlemen will
probably remember that wheu this Bill was
at its second reading I called the attention of
the leader of the House to a change which
had probably escaped his observation and as
to whieh ho said lie would imake enquiry.

Hou. Mr. ABBOTT-I have enquired whY
the exemption from compulsory pilotage waS
restrieted to vessels registered in Canada,
and I understand the reason for it is this :
that such is the rule adopted by our neigh-
bours in tiat respect. For instance, I hold
in my hiand a report containing the provisions
in regard to compulsory pilotage in the United
States, and I see that dispensation w-ith con1-
pulsory pilotage is ahnost universally restricted
to the coasting trade which, of course. means
to the vessels of the United States. I umider-
stand, as far as I have had occasion to lool'
into the matter. the rule is aiost universal
that wlhere compulsory pilotage is dispensed
%vith in the United States it is only dispensed
%vith in favour of 'United States vessels. and
it was considered by this Govenment that it
was proper and right that the saime restric-
tion or the saine dispensation shouild apply
li this country-that is to say. that the dis-
pensation of compuilsory pilotage should applr
to vessels registered il our own ports and
should not apply to foreign vessels.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is the hon. gentleman in
a position to Inform the House as to what the
practice is in the mother country ?
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1-01. Mr. ABBOTT-I cannot say that I
anI il a position to do so. Our relations are
so much closer with our friends in the United
States as to the coasting trade, especially as
thlis compulsory pilotage applies only to a
5illlilar elass of vessels in both countries, that

1 OnlY looked at the regulations as connected
with vessels in the United States ; but I think
the Samie regulation is adopted in England.

see that there is a reference in this report
W With regard to compulsory pilotage in

glandl and I notice that in some classes of
Vessels the exemption froin compulsory pilot-
age applies to those engaged in the coasting
trade. There are som1e exceptions, such as

trading to Boulogne or ports north of
oIollgnie and the islands of Jersey and Man,

&c. but the general practice. I think, is the
Fa1e as that which is proposed to be intro-
EI'leed in this Bill. that the exemption froni
eoIpulsory pilotage shall apply to British
VOsels

lien. M1r. POWER-I
that the hon. gentleman

gton' for an example.

am rather surprised
should look to Wash-

11011. Mr. ABBOTT-We take the good
exaînplîes we tind everywhere.

Mr. POWER-I was under the im-
tssion that, as regards theory any way, it

1ot the practice of this Goverinent to
to our neighbours for example. They

have been in the habit of claining that the
)1 PPosition were the pro-Aimerican party, and
that the Conservatives were the specially

itish and loya.l party. Now we find that not
their custons legislation but their legis-

'nIt 1 respectinlg wrecking and pilotage are
4i,14 substantially borrowed froin those

ighbours whom the friends of the hon.
eentlemlan are in the habit of denouncing in
sIuchl vigorous ternis while election campaigns

a 0ing on. I think if the Governient
ant a good example to follow, a civilized
amdlnple, they should try to cepy the mother
t*'t1try istead of the United States.

". lr. AULBACH-Would my hou.
fiend allow our American friends to come
ltoour ports free of pilotage dues when our

lare liable to pilotage dues when they
e o Amlerican ports ?

0 1n Mr. POWER-I did not express myself
as tO the propriety of the Bill.

Hon. 3fr. KAULBACH--Vessels of the size
referred to in this Act (o not come, into our
p)orts fron England ; they are all American.
I know that Nova Sceotia vessels have felt
very severely the heavy pilotage dues that

are imposed upon thei the moment they go.

into the ports of Boston or Portland. Comw

pulsory pilotage is exacted froin every oee
of them, no matter how snall they are.

Hon. -Mr. POWER-I have not expressed

any opinion on that question.

Hon. Mr. KAULBAC(H-Then I do not

know what my hon. friend is talking of.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I wish to ask the leader

of the House what lie means by " coasting
tratde." I understand that Americans keep

their coasting trade entirely to themuselves

and would prevent a Nova Scotia vessel sail-

ing fr'm Boston, round Cape Horn. several

thousand miles up the Pacifie to Alaska. as a

coaster. They call it a coasting trade. Do w'e

call it a coasting trade wlien our vessels go

round the eoast to British Colunbia ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT--My hon. friend fron

Halifax will perceive we do not make the

coasting trade a test with us. The question is

whether the vessel is a British vessel or not.

If it is a British vessel it escapes conpulsory

pilotage. A coasting trade, as I understand
it, is a vessel sailing from a port in onte

country to a port in another country along the

same coast. I am surprised at ny hon. friend's

criticisn of this measure.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have iot found failt

with the measure.

Hou. Mfr. ABBOTT-No ; it is the source

of the inspiration my hon. friend objects to.

H-e thinks we ought not to resort to the

United States for a model, no matter whether

the model be good or bad. The difference

between ny hon. friend and me on that

poilt is: that when I find a niodel good I
am prepared to copy it, no matter vhere it

comes froin ; but I (o not share the opinion
of mny hon. friend that I should follow the

United States in legislation which we all
believe to be bad. That is one of the mîîost

striking differences between my hon. friend

and myself at this moment.. My hon. frilend
insists on following the United States in the
amounts of duties which are imiposed on im,
ports, while we think it is better to select
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and choose the anounts of tiese duties oui- aware that any party in this couiitry has pro-
selves without reference to the bail iodel. as posed to do that. i amn not aware that any
we think, of the United States. party lias advanced commercial inlion. The

party whicli the hon. gentleman niow leads

to let the Bill renain il committee until
further enquiry is made. The cominîg of
these Aiîericani fishiermaen to the harbours of
Nova Scatia and Prince Edward Island for
the purchase of wood and other supplies is
beneficial to the places to- whichi they resort.
as well as to themselves, and if it be true.

Honfl. MNr. AttTPl moICVed( te third'( read-

ing of the Bill.

Hou. Mr. h'OWE R--Perhaps the hion. gentle-
matin woulid allow the third reading to stand
until to-mlorrow.

The motion was witlidrawnvu. and the Bill

was ordered for third reading to-iorrow.

as the hon. gentleman wlio lias just sat ow-i THE WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.
has said, that our fishing vessels are FIRsT READING.
exempt froi the payient of pilotage dues F Mr. Ced eapn

more than once in thet United States ports, we 1a
should follow the practice laid down by the' the Eleventh Report of the select ouniiiiiittee on

lion, leader ina.ui as this is a right ami divorce r, the Wright (livorce petition. He
said: This report was received hy the Hlouse the

christian-like poedn.W e should put .«

their fishermen in the same position in our dIay of the a4jouirlllmenit. ()jection avas takenIj
to the adoption of it on that day. ihasmunch aS

ports in whichî tlîey place ours iinercî it d0)iI
ports. I may be allowed to say ont> word with it was not tweînty-foir hours on the Table of

respect to the stateient made by the leader the House. The tiie lias now elapsed aid

of the House, to the effect that we (the Oppo- this objection can be no longer urged againist

sition) desire te place the tarifi of Canada in it.
the saie position as that of the United H-ion. Mr. KAULBACH-My hn. friend iS
States. I think the hon. gentleman is labour- niot quite correct. It wNas iot onlly on1 the

Ing under a very great delusion. I au not strict ceomplianice witih the ruîle that a day

Hon. Mr. iMACDONALD (P.E..> Tlitre is has done its best to bring our tariff up to the
one class of vessels to which this change in level of the tarit of the United States.
the law will apply with sone hardshipthlat
is., Amnerican vessels tishing round the coast Hion. Mr. HOWLAN-I think my lion.

of Prince Edward Island. They fish there friend fromt Prince Edward Island lias not

during the sununer, and frequently eter ther looked over the law very closely. This Bill

harbours for shelter or such supplies as they does not alter the law at all. The Bill is one

wa.nt or are allowed to take, and if this law with respect to Dominion vessels. and it leaves

goes into effect they will be liable to pilotage the Anierican vessels iu exactly the same po
'tition e i NvU e eenpiodues every tiiîe they enter those harbius i they now ocupy. Up to a recent period

during the season, which I think would le a. Amîerican tishiing vessels were not looked

great hardship. It is quite rig-ht that they uponl as vessels in trade. It is oIlly recently

should pay pilotage dues once in the season that they have been so classed.

when they enter the harbour, but I think il Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--)ur fisliinîg vessels
would be a hardship to coinpel thei to pay do not go to the United States. They do not
every timîe they enter. I do not know if fish off the coasts of the United States, and
fishing vessels are liable to pilotage dues in they certainly have no privilege there that we
the United States, but I think we shoulil ex- do not give to tleir vessels liere. The United
tend the sane favour to then that our States vessels are now getting concessions

vessels have on tlieir coast. It would be from Canada whici it is very douhtfuil they
quite riglt, I think. that they should be ex- should have, and our fislerimiein are beingu
emîpt from more than one payitent of pilot- placed at a disadvantage with those of the
age dues during the season wlien fishing on United States. I do nlot think the Aneriai
the coasts of the Dominion. tislierien should have any advantage given

to theii at the expense of our own fisliernein.
Hion. Mr. POWER-I think that the sug- The motion was agreed to.

gestion just made by the hon. gentleman i
fromt Prince Edward Island is of sutlicient t

treported the Bill without amsendmlent.
importance to induce the leader of the House
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shouIl intervene between the time of receiving been adiitted as a fact, that the notice had
% report and the adoption of it ; but it was not been published six nionths in the Manitoba
becalse I felt that a debate would arise on it, Fre I>r. The coimîittee consider that sub-
and that the House should not be taken by stantially the rules had been complied with.
surprise. I really do think it would be better But I repeat, the notice lacked one insertion.
to refer this report back to the comnmittee Why should we adopt a bad Iprecedent when
again. The countittee will nieet to-morrow ve can refer back the report and have it
anld the time required for the publication of returned to us to-ilorrow ?
notice in the papers will then have expired. Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I repeat that with one

t exception the conunittee were satistied that
t'e Petition was before the House the publi- the notice had been published as required by
'atioI was deficient one issue. If we are to the rules.
depart fron the stict rule of the House it
WiMl be difficult to say where we are to draw H-on. Mr. CLEMOW--There is no doubt
the lite when the publication of notice i that the time lias elapsed now, and if it had
short a day, a week or a month. Unless we not been for the adjourument of the Senate
stick strictly to the rule in all cases we are the report would have been adopted the fol-

gong to give rise to protracted and mtipleasat lIowing day after it was presented. It would
ebates My hon. friend. instea(d of having be a great hardship to the petitioner to delay

t le propriety of relaxing the rule in this case his case because of a technicality. Certainly
discussed, would do better to inove iltat the the full time has elapsed now. Had I known
report be referred back to the commtiittee, and thlt titis course would have been pursued I
the 1 we would not be creating a, precedent should have done all I could to prevent the

granting a Bill for which the full notice adjournmnent taking place. The petitioner has

siX ltontis lad not been given. Notice gone to great expense to get his divorce, and
ntitst have full six nionths' publication in all the delay is through no fault of his, but of

lte papers in which it should be published. I those who wanted a long adjournment.
aoe Mn aiendmîent that the Order of the Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--It is the fault of

ahbe (discharged and that the report be re- his solicitor not looking after the case and
ferred back to the comniittee. liavinîr lte notice ntblisbed in Utie.

n011 . Mr. OGILVIE-So far as referring the
repOrt back to theonunittee is concerned, I
('-1nuIot Understand the object of doing so. I
tried t catch what the lion. memîber from
1tuntenburg said as far as I could. but it was a

r difficult operation. I know (ne thing,
titat tle comnnittee by a very large majority

ded that the publication of the notice
correct and sufficient. I believe there was

e gentleman against it there, but only one,
do(l I (10 not see any use in sending the report

back. If the hon. gentleman is anxious about
thte notice he can satisfy hiinself that it bas
beeP published longer than six imonths. The
Colittee was satistied that it had been
pUblishetl for the full term of six months and
epoted accordingly.

Ion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) -This re-
lerube Will not cause any delay. The report

be back to-morrow again.

lo Mr. OGILVIE-I cannot see any use

on. Mr. KAULBACH--My hon. friend has
referred to me ; I simply stated what lias

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED -The coumittee
found that the Insertions of the notice were
short but one. I have since been informted
by the clerk of the committee that the par-
ticular papers referred to in this report are at
present on file cotmected with the petition, so
beyond all peradventure the necessary publica-
tion has been complied with. If the House is
prepared to accept that statement, there is no
reason whatever for referring this report back
to the committee and incurring loss of time.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -. My hon. friend
says that the report can be supplemaented by
reference to the papers ; I think that is mi-
proper. There is no power to supplement the
evidence subnitted to the conuinittee. No
time will be lost by referring back the report.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-How do we know that
if we refer back this report no time will »e
lost ? The hon.gentlenin fromî Luntentburg mat.ty
want to iave it postponed again, and throw it
over to next week. That las been our exper-
lence so far. and we. may expect it to occur
again. The report should go througlh to-dauy.
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Hon. Air. KAULBACH-I can assure my
hon. friend that I will niot inake any objec-
tion.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejeeted by the following vote
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The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW noved that the Bill be
read the first tinme.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill wa,
read the first time.

HARRISON DIVORCE CASE.
FIRST R EAnING.

Hoi. Mr. SANFORD moved the adoption
of the Twelfth Report of the Select Commit-
tee on Divorce re Harrison divorce petition.
He said : This case is very similar to the one
which has just been disposed of. In this in-
stance, as in the other, there was a loss of a
day in the publication. but the paper is on
tile showing that the full timne has elapsed.
In other respects the House is faniliar witli
the case.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My hon. friend has
failed to show us the discrepancy in this case.
I think the insertion was short in two palpers.
I do not intend to divide the House again, be-
eause it see.ms htat the Hlouse is willing that
the rule requiring the insertion of the, notice
for six nonths is not necessary. (Cries of no.
no.) That I Infer from the division on the
last Bill. In support of the position I take
here I may remnind the House that in 188~>. in
the Cox divorce case, there was one insertion
short in a local paper and the report was

streuiioisly opposed. in that instance, in conse-
quence. by the then leader of the House, Sir
Alexander Campbell. There is a precedent
for the position I have taken here, and follow-
inlg his example I do not think I can be ac-
cused of being factious. or (Ilsposed to retard
the iuiquiry into) the case. I believe thar we
should stick closely to the mies. The mo-
ment we depart front them it raises a Iiseus-
sion of this kind, w-hii had better be avoided.

The motion wa.s agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SANFOR) ioved that the Bill
be read the tirst tinie.

h'lie motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill 1321 An Act to incorporate the Wo-
man's Baptist Missionary Union of the Mari-

timte Provinces." (MI. McKay.)
Bill G11) " An Act respecting the * Globe'

CANADA SOVTHERN RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECONU READING.

lon. Mr. McCALLUM mîoved the second
reading of Bill (34) "ilAn Act respecting the
Canada Southern Railway Conmpany." He
said : This is a Bill extending the tinte for
the completion and operation of this road.

Hion. Mr. POWER-The second reading of a
Bill is the occasion when the reason for adopt-
ing the prilnciple of the mieasure should be
given to the House. Thle lion. gentleman lias
not given us any ieason for the adoption of
this Bill.

Hon. Mr. McCALUM - I think I gave ex-

planation enough. The Bill is to extend the
ti.mo for the completion of thi!s important
vork. The company does ntot ask for money,
land or bonuses, and that shîould be explanta-
tion enough. The road rins froi the city of
Buffalo to I)etroit, passing througli an imîîpor-
tant part of (intario. The work is iot yet
coiipleted, and the comiip.aiiy wvants to have
the time for its completion extended. Thiat
ouglit to satisfy the hon. gentleman.

flon. Mr. 1OWEI -Tle hon. gentleman's
explanationt is perfectly satisfactory. and I
shiali vote for the measure with the greatest
possible pleasire.

The motion was agreed to
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LINDSAY, BOBCAYGEON ANI) P(ONTY- tion of a railway, and an exteiisioni of tine
POOL ItAl'ýIWAY COMPANY'S BILL. becoines necessry.

SECOND READING.
lion. 'Mr. CLEMOW' moved the Second

reaIÀlinW,, of Bill (45) -An Act to revive and
a1n1leild the Act to InIorate the Liidsay.
ibeaCiiygconî and Pontypool •Railway Coni-

IIony." He said: This is a Bill containing
the usuail clauses, asking for au extension of
t'ile for the comnencement and completion
of the roa41.

HoL Nr. POWER-This Bill is not exactly
111 the saine position as that. the second read-
11o9 0f whicli was noved by the lion. gentle-
11la fro nonck. It appears that the charter
)f this ra.ilwýay lias altogetier expired, and
t clat the ()il)aiy have dlone nothing during
a'l the tine they have enjoyed this charter.
It is rater a serious thing to ask Parlianient

grant a new charter, for that is practically
llat it is, to a companîy which has shownî

that it is lot in a position to (doi verv much
Work. The lion. gentleman fron Rideau
diVision should show to the House that the
Dulice interests require that tlis charter
should be revived, which lie as not dole.

Hon Mr. EAULBACH -Wlien was the
har.ter granted to the company ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It secms that it has
11y 1 been granted tw)o years. I amn t4 ld

that this roaI is very mîîuch required in that
etion of the ceuintry. The conpany have

4ot 4een able to commience the road, owing
to a stringency in the noney market, in Eng-
land. We pass sucli Bills every tay. and I
do îlot sele why an exception should le made
(of this 0one. However, the Railway .Com-

it will make enîquiry and tind out the
t ru stite of tli case.

"lmotion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read th second tine.

CATIARINES AN) NIAOAitA CEN-
RAL RAILWAY CO)1PANTS BILL.

SECOND READING.
Rn. Mr. McCALIEM moved the second

g of Bill (40) "An Act respecting the
Catharhies and Niagara, Central Railway

' pany." Ife said : This s a Bill askin,,

for an extenisioi of timlie for hie coiipletion of
th li about 12 miles of whicl las eng
tilt Sonmetimes there aire diliculties in the

yIf negotiating money for the construe-

Hon. Mr. POWEI-Woil the hon. gentle-
man be kind enuiigli to inforn the House how
long it is silice ithe company was ic rporatel ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We want live years
iiiore to complete the road. There are somie
very important works to be built. such as the
construction of a bridge across the Welland
Canal and other structures, which will involve
a, considerable expenditure of money.

Hon. Mr. KAILBACH-How much imoney
lias bein expended ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I cannot tell exactly,
but 12 miles of the road lias been built.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The question which I
intended to ask the lion. gentleman was how
long it was since the coipany was chartered
to bujld fUis road ?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do niot know. If
ny lion. friend will look at the statutes he

can easily find ont.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have a sort of Indis-
tinct remenibrance that it is about twenty
years, and if in that tinie the company lias
built only 12 miles of the road. I would suggest
that five years more is not long enough to
compiflete.

Hon. Mr. MtCALLeMIf fli hon. gentle-
man will take seventy-tive per cent fron his
stafteient le will he nearer riglt.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-If the lion. gentleman
will look at the Bill lie will sec that it refers
to the statute of 1890.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

OANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COM-
IANTY'î- BILL.

SEcoNIU READING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT imioved the second reading
of Bill (38) "A Act respecting the Canadian
Pacitic ailway Coiipaiiy." He said : The
company ask the authority of Parlianent to
allow- thîem to issue ordinary stock in lieu of
conîsolidateid debenture stock. There Is a
belief In the minds of a great niany people on
the moiney market that the ordinary stock
will one day yield a larger dividend than the
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debenture stock. The interest on tlie de- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not say h per cent.
benture stock lias a fixed limit. whereas the

diviendsoitthe rdîary toc î~îiii Hon. Mr. l>OWEII - JTudging fromn the re-dividends on the ordlinary stock depend.( en- mtsitepar otepofsoftew-
tirely on the future success of the raîlway. ports in the papers of the profits of te com-
The Company ask pomwer. under, tule '. pany, it appears probable that hi a very short

section of this Bill. to issue ordinary stock tinte they w-ill be paying very large dividends
on their ordinary stock, and it occurs to

m lieu of the debentmues if the markets war-
exnpowhern ic eoipng o u.Te t i Ie that it would b)e a good idea for the hou.

.. gentleman to mlsert a provision in this Bill
emipow-er the conipany to increase their capital

Stiat wllen the stock pays more than ; per
stock. The cnany were allowed pi cent interest, any surplus beyond 6 per cent
the origmnal charter to isse capital shall go into the pulie treasury.
stock to the amount of one hundred millions and the Bill was
of dollars. In 1883. wlen they were granted lthe motion wi agreed iB
the loan, they gave up stock certiticates to
the extent of thirty-five millions of dollars. BILLS INTIODUCEI).
Wlen the loan was repaid, authority w-as not Bill (19) " An Act respecting the Boiler In-
taken to Issue shares if need be for the thirty- spection and Insurance Company of Canada."
five millions of dollars deposited vwith the (Mr. Lougheed.)
Government. This clause is to authorize the Bill (41 " An Act respecting the Bell Tele-
-company to issue the tlirty-five millions, phone Comipany of Canada. (Mr. Scott.)
but ilt requires that before the stock is (lis- Bill (47 " An Act to incorporate the Vic-
posed of it shall be approved by at least two- toria Life Insurance Company." (Mr. Scott.)
thirds of its shareholders ait a general meeting. Bill (30)" An Act respecting the Nova
and there is the additional qualitication that it Scotia Steel and Forge Company. (Mr.
shall have the approval Of the Dovernor y.)
Council. The next clause provides that the Bill (25) An Act respecting tlie Monttreal
stock shall be subject to the ternis contained Board of Trade." (Mr. Ogilvie.)
la the original cliarter-that is. that slares shall Bill (58) " An Act to authorize the convey-
not be sold at-a greater discount than the b to the corporation of the City of Toronto
laws of the company provide for. The next of certain Ordnanee lands in that city." (Mr.
clause authorizes the issuing of conisoli(Late(d
debenture stock for the purpose of satisfying
or acquiring mortgage bonds of other railways The Senate adjourned at 5.20 p. ni.
that have been leased or purchased by the
conpany. The last clause provides thtat tli
stock shall be exclusively applied for Ite pur-
poses for w-hic the shareholders authorized THE SENATE.
such issue.

Hon. M.[r. POWER-I understand from the Ottua, T/ursday, April 28th, 1892.
hon. gentleman tiat the interest 011 the de- The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
benture stock is limited to Gb per cent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- No : 1 (I not mientiontth Prayers and routine proceedings.
any aumount-I do not knowv wiiat it i. Tiere BILL INTRODUCED.
is a fixed rate for debenture stock, while or-
dinary stock is only bounded b>y the capacity Bill (Hi " An Act to incorporate the Buck-
of the road to pay it. Tiis Bill authorizes ingliam and Lievre River Railway Com-
the comîpany, if ordinary shares are likely to pany." (Mi. Clemow.)
coimaund a higlier value than dehenture stock
iu the market, to avail theiselves of that con-
dition of the market, not in addition to the THIRD READING.
stock, but in substitution for debenture stock. H . .AULBACH moved the adoption

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is gratifying to knov of the Tenth Report of the Select Committee
that the prospects of the coipany are so good on,Divorce r, Bill (B) " An Act for the relief
that they are likely to pay more than11 6 per of James AIberit -Manning Aikins." He said :
cent interest oi the ordintary stock. As the House lias read the evidence, it will
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'lot be necessary for me to make any col- THE SKNATE.
lenits on this case. It is suflicient for me to
aY that the conmittee were unanimous in Ott5waFriday, April 29th, 1892.

theil tinding that the respondent hail been
guilty of adultery, desertion and bigamy, and The Speaker took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

111,sure lion. gentemien wii hatve' 1 < Prayers and routine proceedings.
c2uitY in adopting the report.

TIIe motion was agreed to on a division. THIRD READINGS.
The following Bills, reported without amend-

lion. Mr. SANFORD noved that the Bill be ient from the Comnmittee on Railways, Tele-
read the third time presently. graphs and Harbours, were read the third

t1ime anId paIssed( :-
The motion was agreed to on a division, and il a ii p et

the Bill was read the third time and passed. Bil (14) "An At respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada." (Mr. Vidal.)

THIRD READING. Bill (34) "An Act respecting the Canada
Southern Railway Compîany." (Mr. Mc-

t(10) "l. AnAct to am.end the Pilotage Callum.)
et-" (Mr. Abbott.) Bill (45) " An Act to revive and amend the

THE DONIGAN DIVORCE CASE. Act to incorporate the Lindsay, Bobeaygeon
ind Pontypool Railway Coîmpany." çMr.

THIRD READING. Cleimow.)
hon. Mr. KAULBACH moved the adoption Bill (40) "An Act respectiig the St.

ojf the Ninth Report of the Select Conrmitteei Cathriies and Niagari Central Railway
01 Divorce re Bill (D) " An Act for the relief Company." (Mr. McCaltnu.)
Of Ada Donigan." He said : In the absence
of the chairman I may say that the conmittee THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
\Were unanimous in recommending that the COMIPANY'S BILL.
prayer of the petitioner be granted. No doubt TIIIRD READING.
every mnember of the House has seen the evi- lon Mr. DICIKEY, frorn the Cornittee on
douce, and is aware of the fact that the peti-tioner in this case has been treated with the Itailways, Telegraphs and Harbours, report-
reatest brutality by lier husband. It is an ed Bill (38) " An Act respecting the Canadian

instance in whilch affection and fidelity on the Paci e Railway C..mpany," without amend-
Dart of the wife has been repaid with pertidy ment.

hy the husband. I am sure that the House Hon. Mi. POWER--Will the lon. gentle-
"'11. adopt the recommendation of the coim- mnan allow the third reading of this Bill toinittee witliout a dissenting voiee. I have stand 1uitil Monday ?
flCVI known an instance of greater cruelty
to a wife. Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If there is any real

The ilotion was agreed to.

1on. Mr. COCHRANE moved that the Bill
be read the third time presently.

T'he motion w-as agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time and passed on a division.

Tihe Senate adjourned at 3.50 p. n0.

substantial reason for doing so I am willing
to postpone the third reading ; but the
measrewas very fully discussed at the
meeting of the Railway Committee to-dîy,
and every objection was met. If there is
any particular point on which the hon. gentle-
mian wislies to obtain information I wili be
very glad to furnish it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was iot present at
the meeting of the couniiittee to-day ; but
one thing struck me about the Bill : it gives
the company miiiestricted power to increase
their capital stock. That, it seems -to me, is
objectionable. The hon. gentleman from
Ottawa,. in moving the second reading of the
Bill. pointed out as a reason why the con-
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pany desired to increase their capital stock.
that the stock hat originally been tixed ait
$10,000,000. Some years ago wlien the
ativance oif $:5.0.0 wras made to the
coimpany tiis was regarded as dereasing
the value of the companys availahle stock
to $45,00.Ç . and it iwas only desired. I
uniderstood the hion. gentlemlanl to saly. thiat
the stock shoukl be replaced ait the original
figure of $100>.00,.Mf Now the Bill re-

ported froi the c enunîiltee gives the com-
pany an unimînited pover of increasing tleir
capital stock by a vote of the shareholders
at a regular meeting.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE - Two-tirds of the
shareholders.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It says two-thirds of
the shareholders present at a meeting. and
there might be a bare quorum. I tlink that
is a lairge power to give toi the company. in
wliose interests the country is so largely in-
.volved. The standing of the oipanyi now
is of the very first chaîracter. and legislation
of this kind is ealculated. periaps. to impair
before long the standing of the company.
There should be somte explanation of that
proiision.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The explanation was
given this mnorning. It ras pointed ont
that it was bringing the Bill into conformity
with the general law whicl authorizes the
shareholders of any railway comnpany to iI-
crease the capital stock if they so please.
This company, it was shown to the ldalway
Conunilttee. hail put certain checks and guards
on the issue of their stock. requiring the
sanuiction of the Governor in Counîcil amllonig
other cheeks, and no exception wrlhatever was
taken to it. IL iras poilited out that the
general law authoîrizem4 i ay railway comp.ny
to Issue an unlimited anoutt of stock. We
are constantly giving tiat power to rallway
companies, and I do not know whlîy an ex-
ception should be made on the present
occasion.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill
was read the third thne and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCET).

Bill (74) " An Act respecting the St. John
aInd Ma.ine Raiaîy Co:npany. and the New
Brunsikk Rauiway Comany. ('1r. Boyd.)

Bill (53) " An Act respecting the Qu'Appelle,
Long Lake ind Saskatchewan Riroaild and
Steanboat Company." (Mr. Scott.)

Bill (49) " An Act respecting the Cobourg.
Northunberland andl Pacific Riilwaîy Coli-
pany. (Mr. Sanford in the absence of 'Mi.
Read of Quinte.)

Bill (I) " An Act respecting the Internail
Econoiy of the Senate." (Mr. Abb]iott.)

THE WRECKING BILL.

1HIR) READING.
H-on. M-%Ir. ABBOTT moved that the

resolve itself inito a. Coumnittee of the
on Bill (8) " An Act respecting aild by
States wreckers il Canadian waters."

H ouiise
Wh1îole
United

Hion. Mr. tCALIE M-efore the House
goes into conuinittee I desire to miake a fewI
remarks on this nieasure. Whether I shall do
so now or at the third reading of the Bill of
course it is a, matter for the Hlouse to decide,
but I for one regret very mnuch fluait. the Gov-
ermnent have brought this neasure before
Parliaient. What indlced then to dIo s'o I
cannot understand. nor do I think there lias
bieen sufficient reason given to the people of
this country for the passage of this measure
at present. I do not see why it should becone
lat. I wislh to ask the Governnent is there
to be ainy change in the policy .r the action
of the Anerican Governmtent towards Canada
and Canadians if this neasure is to becomne
law ? I should like to ask the Governnent if
they have any aissuratce that Canada is to get
anytlhing in return more than the privilege of
wrecking in Anerican waters ; because we
are granting the Anericans a great privilege
under this Bill ? The question is. is this the
proper time to grant it ? I know that wre
have refused to grant then this privilege tinie
and again for the last twelve yeairs. We re-
fuased it over aud over again, and w ly ? I t
was becauise we wanted to get an culent.
The (overmnent of Canada did not consiXer
wreeking privileges in United stat3 wateIs
were a sutiuient equivalent for the piivileges
they aîsk frou us. Whlat hals happened that
we should now want to grant this privilege ?
Have the Anerican Government been so mag-
nanimous and generous towards the people of
Canadu tlat iwe should grant the.m this privi-
lege now ? Have they not done everything
they possibly canI do tii eibarrats the Can-
adian people ? Have they not passed the Mce
Kinley Bill to endeavour t4i destroy the agri-
cultural interests of this eountr ? Have they
not likewise passed the alien labour law to
prevent Canadians doing a day's work In the
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LUntited States ? Are not Canadians looked was one-sided then. N it not >I(-
UPoni by the Aiericans a/being on a level sided reciproeity now ! How nagnanunous

With1 the Chinese ? No Canadian to-day can the (loilernnent of the uitel States lis
get eiployment in any ca.pacity on an Amer- been t4m-ards us sice ! Thev enforee tleir

n vessel, even before the muast, unless he alien labour law tleY prevent ouw sailors
sigN an agreement that lie will beconie an froîn goiug on board their vessels they passed
Alerican citizen, and forswears lis allegiance the McKinley Bil. and now. after they lave

to lier Majesty. I liave i my iand the struck is on one cleek. we are to turn to
ord of 18S. in whiclh Ministers of the tleit the other. Further on Mr. Bowell con-

Crownî have spoken strongly againîst this tinues
W'ecking 'privilege being granted to the WYU. the position tal ly

and I say it is agve away eve nivas a one-sded re-
We get all that the Almericals profess to ciproedty froua the simple fact that the larger

give whilch, as I said the other day. I have nunîber of vessels plyiug on t.e upper lakes.
sellis doubts we shall get. but even if we and 011 tlat particular part of the north coast

are gettîig what they offer. we are givinîg wllereiiiecsiuogtb- take place. are Amen-
" a canbottinsand uela arangemenit would

dWay one dollar to get ten cents on this tîanîs- v
1egon. I know of what I speak. If we are to tug owuers. I cau easily understand why the
Jildge the future by the past we slall get letter read hy the lon. meunher for Prince
îlothing. I cfll the attention of lion. I Ew-ard Island should have been ritteen-y
tlin t what a Minister of teof trade. We are

ellIl, o wat Mhistr o th Crm-i conustaiitly receiv-ing complaints froni that sec-
041 this question a few ears ago-a gete- on of the and I think I can safely

au who understands the subject as w all as tlat nîuîetpei out of twenty of tiese
y other man i this country- a gentleman t a-e eina.ted from parties in-

h0 has been Minister of Customs ntil terested i e wrecking conpanies. that
S lînil wtli-faet the underwriters and tug ow-ners are the

a few days go--a gentleiaiîn who hlas men who have the unost to gain by doing that
Tought the Aiericans on this question. and kind of work lu our waters. The case to

why is tlils change now ? Whether it was hieli mi' lion. friend frorn Hamilton referred
the recent trip to Washington had soiething was tlat of a vessel wliclu had been straided

to do w-ith it or not I do not know, but there ou lîr sore fr pse c ew h
t1lst be something behind it ail of whicli we heeui frozeuî to deatl. It vas represeîuted to

layc not yet heard. besides the interests of the Auneric,îuî Governîneuit by those interested
uanity.i .otî in tle case that on aceouut of the Order whlulm p

If te itersisof luuuuiiy pe-ll hîeeii issucti Iy flue late Crovernient the
eod n the A.ierican side would they meet wreckiug tugs of tic United States were pre-
on the border and drive us back to prevent veîted froiî going te the rescue of tiese

Us front getting anyv advantages in their coun- unfortuate people."

t less we are prepared to forswear our This affidavit las doue duty for many years
a to Her Ma.jesty ? On the 22nd De- at Washington and England, and which tîe

iber, I580. Hon. Mr. Bowell. speaking on iiiber froua Frontenac quoted In the House
tis subect, said a fev years ago yet wliat w-as te effet ?

th 1 do lot propose at present to enter into Tle paers before the buse prove that the
li questoion of reciproeity or to refer to th(, -essel vas w-ree(1 and tose lives were Iot

int of the papers which have been mnovel
for and whii wvillvi soon be laid b lefore hie

itubse ut I may say tla.t the Govermiuunent !i f ustonis liad issued the Order. ni wlle
correspondence withi the auîthorities it tle Ameieauis haI al the pivileges tey could

o has always expressed a williig- iossuily have, yet under our - bu
a s to eInter into any arrangement of equlit- iclal((1auble ~aragnelto eqMt poîîey tuei- camne to Canuadai and dIld wIhat fie-yheciproeity which they mnight propose orWhlcîe filuev oll:CC) i i uuis liked. Thiis bioat ivas fined $400 for toiviig

ail the would neept at Our hiands. On
p ci %casions, however. they resisted aiy pro- ot Of tle lurour. Mr. Boil ontues

o9iztion maade to t'hen except on one condition, Il liat is the faet ? Tue papers laid beforean 1. thant the Aierican wrecking coipanies this House proved that llis%il American tug oners should have the
ii9 nela .go-es5101( iieti wrecked and that thesle lves w-ere lost uîîonthîs

tc to cme into Canadian waters to save fore in- pdcs u Be
hu perty not only of their owii vessels si(es. the people aîd property saved froun that

tutof Canuadian vessels iwhenever the oppor- vessel iere 8-e( ly uiy lion. frlend front
y Presented itseif." Mouek ('u. McCalluuf am( tlose who owned

POt ition taken by the Govermuiient was the tugs. whiclî le at tînt turne controiled.

tîj ia m nesdd ~Cwas(tV fi on-s*e *eiret thn isi *otoe

sie recipocit nowpocy ?f Ho agaimu
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Now it seems to fue that both the news- lîuted IStates to o>taiiireciprocity in this
paper and a, good nany maembers vlio ho ve natter. 1 trust that. the ho. the aMvister of
discussed the question, do not draw a dis- Custons vil1 cause the enquiry te I e ade
tinction between a wrecked vessel and a ves- wli 1 have asked for. This is a uatter,
sel that had gone ashore and may be wreckedperhaps. vhich des nt affect may einers
unless assistance comes to her. The inter- ii1 this Iouse but it affects inaterially many
pretation of the Cuvstomis laws and aIl la of i constituents. and i is a atter matieh
relating to wrecked vessels is simpily this :
A foreign vessel may be wrecked on your
shore, she nay contain thousands of dollars
worth of property subject to Customis duty,
and unless that is looked after by the Customns
officers at any moment it may be suattered all
over the country, and the revenue is de-
frauded. That is the only objeet really that
that first Order had in view."

There is another Minister of the Crown (Hon.
Mr. Patterson) who was not at that tinie in
the Cabinet, but w-as a member of Parlia-
ment who expressed himself in the saie 1inie.
I do not know whether his' going into office
has changed his opinion on this subject, but I
feel satisfied that lie has not. On fle 22nd
December, 1880, that hon. gentleman said :

" When they talk about reciprocity hi wreck-
ing they talk about something whicl is un-
reaisonably absurd. Te (hairaciter of the
coasts of our inland waters is such that ac-
cidents to vessels nostly happen upon Cana-
dian waters and the Americans wish to have
a reciprocity treaty which would give then all
and give us nothing in returi."

That is why I say to-day that we would be
giving away by this Bill-even if the Ameri-
cans would carry the arrangement out in good
faith-one dollar in order to get ten cents.
That gentleman also sald:

" If there is to be a reciprocity at all let it
be a real reciprocity, not only in w-recking but
in towing in American or Canadian waters
let us have also a reciprocity with regard to
customs regulations so that the heavy t4ni-
nage dues which they now charge upon ves-
sels engaged on the inland marine should be
more fairly balanced. At the present time
the American Oustoms authorities charge Cana-
dian vessels more than double the dues for en-
trainces and clearances than they charge vessels
sailing under their own flag. When they are
ready to meet us half way in regard to these
matters I am qnite sure that our inland marine
will be happy to consent to a reciprocity in
wrecking regulations also. But it would be
wrong for our Government to agree to a
reciprocity whicl would drive out of the
wrecking industry a number of tugs which
have been constructed at a great expense and
tittted up with every suitable appliance for
the efficient conduct of the business in which
they are enga.ged.

* * * * * *

" Mr. Evarts goes on to refer to the efforts
whici, as lie says, have been made by the

deserves the consideration of the Glovernient.
If the Goverunient have Ieen led away by
misrepresentutions in granting the concessions
which the iMackenzie administration declined
to grant I hope those concessions Vill be
withdrawn. As umatters stood under the
late Minister of Customs everything that
could be desired for the protection of
life and property was granted, and it
woulld be very unsa-tisfactory to those
interested and to the- Canadian marine
to have any further concessions or indulgences
granted to United States wrecking vessels iii
Canuadianu w-aters without something being
granted to our vessel owners beyond fle
mere privilege of being allowed to rescle
wreeks in our own waters."

Hon. 'Mr. ABBOTT-I do not think that ny
lion. friend's airgument is one which shold
prevail against this Bill, because I do not find
tiat his reasons are in every degree as logical
as they usually are on sucli occasions.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Well, show us the
want of logic.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My lion. friend says we
are ill-treated in respect to our worknen by
the Unitled States, that our men are excluded
fromu their country, and from their ships on
the lakes unless they are willing to hecome
United States subjects. All that is very true,
and I do not approve of that proceeding any
more than my hon. friend does. I think it is
a mistaken policy', and an unfriendly policy,
on the part of the United States to make sucli
provision with respect to the interchange of
labour between the two countries, but I hope
my hon. friend does not pretend to say that
such treatment as that Is a justification for

non-intercourse with our friends on the other
side of the line. If my hon. friend's argument
is a good one it should go as far as to hold
that we should have no dealings with themu at
ail, because it lias no bearing on this particu-
lar subject any more than it has on the ques-
tion of the bonding privileges, or the use of
our canals, or the navigation of the St. Law-
rence, or a good many other subjects on
which we manage to get along on fairlY
amicable teris with our friends, and I hope
derive mutual benefit from the course of
trade and business between the two coun-
tries. I do not think my hou. friend's argu-
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nlent that they use us ill ln one particular, or
111 two or three particulars, is a good argu-
'lient for saying that we should not make a

seionable arrangement with them on some
other subjects. I must protest against any
'dea that we are going to act ln that way.
1Otwithstanding that they act contrary to
Our wishes in respect to our people who go
across the line for work, if we can make an
arrangement that is good and advantageous
Wth them on any other subject I do not
tliink we should shut ourselves out from do-

og g0. I do not think we should be precluded
fron1 making an advantageous arrangement

e think proper to do so. My hon. friend
says we are giving all and getting nothing.

t is not the opinion of the representatives
of the people. Of course, we ail know our
)Osition here in the Senate : we are a check
lipon rash legislation, and critics of legisla-
tion generally. These are largely our fune-
t0s-not altogether, by any means-but we
ave "o precedent in this country, or in the

corresponding House in Great Britain, for
kug it upon ourselves to say that we

h'ould forever stand in the way of the
ODUlr will. . If the wishes of tlie

PeOPle are fairly and repeatedly ex-
esed, It lias been the custom in the

10118e of Peers in England to yield and not
ecpetually obstruct them. Now, in this par-

ticular case there has been for a considerable
a strong feeling ln favour of reciprocity

'recking, ln so far as we may judge of the
feeling of the Dominion by the opinions ex-
Dresed by its representatives. The House of
einlonr1 s has, I think, twioe passed this mea-
sure before this time, and sent it up here, and
the Senate has rejected it.

NI Mr. McCALLUIM-Rejected Lt twice ?

Mr. ABBOTT-I think so.

1nIr. McCALLUM--Only once.

loen. Mr. ABBOTT-Well, the argument Is
s good ln one case as the other. The

Of Conmons has twice expressed itssire to pass this Bill and we have refusedI 0'-ce, as my lion. friend says, and now It
eolnes to us a second tinie. There are some
tgflaiat facts in connection with it whichi I

uk It right to mention, and which my hon.
riend no0 doubt has observed hlinself. He

e"Ot«d the opinion of the late Minister of Cus-
fis against this Bill, on the occasion of its

Dassing the House below.
14

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It was since that it
passed. .

Houa Mr. ABBOTT-My hon. friend quoted
a speech of the late Minister of Custois on
this question adverse to the principle of the
Bill. Well, it is a significant fact that the late
Minister of Customs is the gentleman who in-
troduced this Bill in the other House, and so
far as I understand, the late Minister of Cus-
toms on former occasions was not satisfied
that there was any certainty that we
should obtain in all respects recipro-
cal advantages froin the United States.
We proposed to pass a Bill without any
previous understanding as to what they
would or would not do. Since then we
have had a discussion with the United States
Government on the subject of this Bill, and
the late Minister of Customs himself, who
opposed the Bill on former occasions, really
conducted the discussion which took place
with respect to this Bill, and lie satisfied
himself that on one or two points, about
which there had previously been some doubt,
we would be strictly put on terms of equaliy
with our neighbours in regard to wrecking.
Towing, and the treatment of vessels by the
customs authorities, were subjeets on which
it was not plain, until we had a direct
assurance from the United States, that there
would be perfect reciprocity between the
two countries. These difficulties have been
got over ; the question has been discussed,
and the United States Government professed
theniselves to be ready to arrange this re-
ciprocity hir wrecking entirely on the principle
of absolute reciprocity between them and us.
In order to be sure that no question eau
arise on this subject, as I pointed out when
this Bill was read the first time, it provides
thaft the Governnent shall be satisfied, before
it is put into force, that arrangements have
been made that absolute reciprocity shall be
given us by the United States in all matters
pertaining to wrecking, and, moreover, it
goes on to provide that If after the Bill has
come into force It should appear to the Gov-
ernment that the United States are not giving
us absolute reciprocity in all respects, tlein
our Government shall have the right to stop
the operation of the Act by issuing a pro-
claniation to that effect. So It is guarded
at both ends. We make a provision now If
there is to be reciprocity that it shall be
absolute reciprocity-the sanie advantages
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given that we offer. The Government take
care that the Act shall not go into force
before it is ascertained that arrangements
have been made for that reciprocity. 'and
they have taken care that if it is ascertained
that reciprocity is not given us as proiised,
they shall have the power to stop the
operation of the Act. My lion. friend is
wrong ta sayiug that nobody asks for the
Bill. because the House of Coinuons lias
twice asked for this legislation.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I did not say that
nobody asked for the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My lion. friend com-
menced his speech by saying : " Who asked
for this Bill ? " indicating that nobody desired
it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - The Americans
have always asked for -it.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-But my lion. friend
was alluding to our own country, and that
is my reply-that the people, through their
representatives, have twice asked for it, and
the men In whom my hon. friend expressed
so much confidence and trust are the persons
who, though they at one time opposed it,
are now supporting the measure.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-My reason for it
is that I want further explanations. I want
to get something more.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I remember my hon.
friend said he wanted something more-that
in addition to giving us all that we gave them
they should give us some additiorl bonus
or advantage besides an equivalent.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-They do not give
us an equivalent, in my opinion.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My lion. friend thinks
the reciprocity is ln their favour. It is
possible there may be more wrecks on one
side than on the other; that is the only way
ln which the reciprocity eau be in their
favour. The opinion of the people best
fitted to know-the opinion of the people
engaged in active business-seems to be
almost universal ln favour of this Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was referred to a Committee of the Whole
House.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT mioved that the Bill be
read the third time presently.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I will not allow
that Bill to go to the country without imy
nane being recorded against it. I call for
the yeas and nays.

The Senate divided on the motion. which
was adopted by the following vote
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was then read the third tine and

BOILER INSPECTION INSURANCE COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED noved the second
reading of Bill (19) "An Act respecting the
Botler Inspection Insurance Company of Can-
ada." He sald : The Boiler Inspection Insur-
ance Company of Canada is a company of
sone standing, but owing to the Introduction
of electricity as a motive power they find It
necessvary to amend their charter to cover mna-
chinery that is operated by It. The promoter
of the Bill will be present in comulittee and
wll give any necessary explanations.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--Have the companY
power in the old Bill to do life insurance ?

Hon. Mr. McKAY, from the Committee. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That I am not pre-
reported the Bill without amendment. pared to say.
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lion. Mr. SCOTT-It is purely a boiler in-
'tDeCtion company.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY'S BILL.

SECONID READING~.
lion. Mr. SCOTT moved the second reading

of Bill (41) " An Act respecting the Bell Tele-
Duone Company. of Canada." He said: By
this Bill the Bell Telephone Company ask
sl'Ily for power to increase the capital stock
Of the company under the conditions of the

ginal charter. Powers have been given to
the comIpany from time to time as their busi-
'eFs enlarged, and owing now to the construc-

tiOn of what is called " long distance " Unes
and the necessity of putting ln metallic cir-
cuits, it Involves more capital than it did
W"h1en the company was originally organized.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
1-e4 the second tine.

NOVA SCOTIA STEEL AND FORGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.
lu io. Mr. DICKEY moved the second read-
i of Bill (30) " An Act respecting the Nova

Qotia Steel and Forge Company (Limited)."
e said : Tis Bill asks for provisions ratify-

and confirming the issue of letters patent,
u4 Supplementary letters patent, to the Nova

Otia Steel Company in the Province of
Scotia. It also asks to ratify the change

Of name fron the Nova Scotia Steel Com-
I>lly to The Nova Scotia Forge and Steel

pany, because in addition to the operation
o nanufacturing steel they have added the

Other branch to their business. The chiefuirements ln the Bull are connected with110 issue of shares, whether they shall be
I-eferential or privileged shares, which is

eltirely a domestic matter, and no doubt
"l be fully inquired into by the Committee
or BadU<g and Commerce, to whom I pro-

to refer the Bill.

n Mr. KAULBACH- It seems to me
the preference share privilege is very

t, allowing them . to have 8 per cent.

b fore the other shares will have any
t at all, especially ln a company of
kid, which requires inducements to

a0rd y shareholders to come In.
Pe4 iotion was agreed to, and the Bill

s read the second time.
14J

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE BILL.
:;IEco (N R IEA1,INç,.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED, in the absence of
the lion. Mr. Ogilvie. moved the second
reading of Bill (25) "An Act respecting the
Montreal Board of Trade." He said: The
object of this Bill is to increase the capital
stock of the company so as to permit the
building of a Board of Trade building ln
Montreal.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

THE CONVEYANCE OF CERTAIN ORD-
NANCE LANDS TO THE CORPORA-

TION 'OF TORONTO BILL.

SECOND READING.
Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-

ing of Bill (5S) "An Act to authorize the
conveyance to the City of Toronto of certain
ordnance lands in that city." He said :
This is a snall tract of land lu a suburb of
Toronto, which it is proposed to sell to the
city for the purpose of converting it into a
cattle market. It is ordnance land, and of
no use for any other purpose, and the price
we are getting for It is a fair price, and I
think there will be no objection to the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - I rise to call the
attention of the leader of the House to a
piece of ordnance land in the Province of
Nova Scotia. I have received letters to-day
from the town of Annapolis to say that the
old fort there is falling to pieces. The old
block house, which stood a seige when it was
taken from the French in the reign of Queen
Anne, has been torn down, and the other
forts are falling to pleces. A small expendi-
ture would keep these historie places in re-
pair. They are of interest to all Canadians,
and it is a pity to have them go to decay
through negleet. Hon. gentlemen are all
aware that Annapolis is the oldest town in
English-speaking America, except St. Augus-
tine, ln Florida. I think these forts deserve
a small expenditure of money to have thein
looked after. Now that ·the property Is in
the possession of the Dominion Goverument
they ought to have it done.

. Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I 1hall have great
pleasure ln calling the attention of my
colleagues to the subject of this fort.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.
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THE BENNETT DIVORCE CASE.

PETITION REPORTED ON.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH moved the adoption
of the Thirteenth Report of the Select Com-
mittee on Divorce re the petition of Robert
Bennett. He said: This report recomnmends
that notwithstanding the insufficlency of the
notice in the papers, before the reading of the
petition, the committee consider that sufficient
notice has been given. The report is that the
comnnittee find the notice, petition, and Bill
regular and sufficient in form. It further re-
pçrts that the service of notice on the re-
spondent is according to the rule of the House.
It also states the fact that at the date of the
presentation of the petition the six months'
notice had not been complied with under rule
" D," but that the six months' notice had ex-
pired since the presentation of the petition.
They further find that by reason of the notice
having been served, as required by the rules
of the House, on the respondent, that there-
fore there is no injury done to the parties-
that the respondent being regularly served
and not having appeared or made objection,
that the rule respecting the publication of
the notice should therefore not be strictly
enforced. Although I approve of the finding
of the committee I consider in all these cases
where the party does not appear, when the
respondent is a female, we should be more cau-
tious in our proceedings than when the re-
spondent ls a man. We know that a female
may have many reasons why she could not ap-
pear-that she may not have the necessary
means to cone before Parliament and defend
her case. Therefore, for the reasons given I
am not in favour of adopting this report ; but
I am in favour of adopting the report for this
reason : that during the whole session we
have not complied strictly with the rules in
those cases-that we have allowed petition
after petition to be presented here when the
rule has not been complied with, and this
being the last case I consider we should not be
doing justice to this petitioner if we made an
exception in this, petition. Still, I main-
tain that our rules should be strictly
complied with in ail cases. If the rules
are bad they should be abolished. If they
are too harsh we should modify them, but if
we are to have rules, and have them the ex-
ceition to the practice, which Is the fact, be-
cause we do not comply with them, the sooner
they are changed the better. It is evident to

me that it is largely owing to the neglect of
counsel that rules are departed from. They
really suppose that we do not intend to ad-
here strictly to our rules. I think we should
stick to rules as closely as any court of law.
As this is the last of the cases that are to
come up this session, and as in the previous
cases we have not enforced the strict rule, but
have allowed petitions to be put in without
the formalities all being complied with, it
would not be right to enforce it in this case.

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was adopted.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (J) " An Act for the relief of Robert
Bennett." (Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (37) " An Act respecting the Lake Main-
itoba Railway and Canal Company." (Mr.
Dickey.)

Bill (33) " An Act respecting the Wood
Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway Coum-
pany." (Mr. Sanford.)

Bill (11) " An Act respecting fishing vessels
of the UTnited States." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (13) " An Act further to amend the
Steamboat Inspection Act." (Mr. Abbott)

The Senate adjourned at 4.40 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ott«wa, Monda y, May 2nd, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'cloce.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE HARRISON DIVORCE CASE.

PETITION REPORTED ON.

Hon Mi. KAULBACH, fron the Select
Committee on Divorce presented the Sixteenth
Report on the petition of Hattie Adele Har-
rison, praylng for a Bill of Divorce. He said '
It seems since the Institution of tbese proceed'
Ings the respondent has ehanged his domicile,
and his whereabouts at present cannot be 85-
certained. There is evidence of that fact be-
fore us, and the committee consider that 9O'
vice on the parties who ought to know hif
whereabouts wIll be sufficient notice. I
the adoption of the report.
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ion. Mr. POWER-I should like to ask the
hon. gentlemn from Lunenburg whethor the
last abode of the respondent is known-his
blae0 of abode when the proceedings bean ?

IÎOn. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) - It was
Ottawa, I believe.

ion. Mr. KAULBACHi-Notice -vas served
at Ottawa, but he has since removed, and he
has flot been l Ottawa since then.

lon. Mr. POWER-It has occurred to me
that the proper thing to do would be ta send
nt least one ceopy of the notice to his lust
address here in Ottawa.

1 n0. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) - He bas
beelt Searched for everywhere and .annot be
found.

The Motion was agreed to. and the r-port
Wa5 adopted.

WINXIPEG AND ATLANTIC RAILWAY
BILL.

PETITION PRESENTED.
fion. Mr. SANFORD presented a ptition
rOl the incorporators of the Winuipe,: and
antlintic Railway asking leave to present a

>tion praying for an Act of incorporation.

on. -Mr. POWER -The hin. gentleman
%10t present a petition for a Bill until the

Pttion asking to be alloweil to present a
l)etioln lias been reported upon by the Stand-
ing Or(ders Committee.

lion. Mr. MILLEli-Of course not.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-This is a petition ask-
lflg for leave to present a petition for a Bill,
ad it mnust be reported on by the comnlittee.

THE MEAD DIVORCE BILL.

T H R D R EA D ING.
on. Mr. KAULBACH moved the adoption

C the Fourteenth Report of the Select Com-
ee on Divorce re Bill (C) " An Act for

the relief of Herbert Riirnrngton Mead." lie
%a": This ls a report on the evidence taken
before the Select Comnlttee on Divorce, to
W uhis case was referred. I may say
that the conunittee are unianimous ln their
!epoi.t, fnding that the parties were married

14 1882 ; that they lived together and had
sue Of the marriage, and that the offence

e haged ln the petition and Bill against the
res1ondent are proven. I may say, myself,

and I think I am in harnony with other
gentlemen in this matter, that the evidence
up to that of the last witness was not con-
clusive in the minds of some members of the
comnmittee. It did not impress tlem beyond
a doubt as to the culpability of the respond-
ent. To my mind inuch of the evidence was
not of the character that should have been
introduced, and the best evidence was not
produced, and somie evidence was not sub-
mitted that should have been ; but the
evidence of the last witness, he being a next
neighbour to the parties who'are intended
to be separated by this Bill, thougli not proof
of the charges alleged. yet the incidents and
coincidents given in evidenoe by hlim were
quite consistent with what would be the
conduct and deportnent of an adulteress.
and therefore was confirmatory to a large
extent of the evidence of the other witnesses.

The motion was agreed to on a division.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved the third read-
ing of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third tine on a division.

BUCKINGHAM AND LIE VItE RIVER
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW noved the second
reading of Bil (H) " An Act to incorporate
the Buckingham and Lievre River Railway
Company." He said : This line passes through
a minerai country. The large phosphate
establishments li that section of Ottawa
County find that owing to the competition of
thte Catrolina and Florida phosphates, it is
absolutely necessary that they should have
sm e cieaper means of transport, otherwise
they wiil be obliged to close their mines.
These gentlemen have invested a large
amount of money ln their lndustry and now
are ready to invest still more for the purpose
of provtiding r.ilway facilities, whiih have
become absolutely necessary.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill was
read the second time.

ORDNANOE LANDS TRANSFER BILL.
THIRD RRADIN(.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (58) "An Act to author-
Ize the conveyance to the Corporation of the
City of Toronto of certain Ordnanoe lands in
that city."



The Lake Manitoba [SENATE] Railway and Canal Company.

Hou. 'Mr. BOYI), fron the omimittee, re-
ported the Bill without aiendiment.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

THE ST. JOHN AND MAINE AND THE
NEW BRUNSWICK RLAILWAY COM-

PANYS BILL.
SECOND REAING.

Hon. 3%r. BOY) moved the second reading
of Bill (57) "An Act respecting the St. John
and Maine Railway Company and the New
Briunswick R{ailway Company." He said:
The objeet of this Bill is to authorize certain
tinancial arangements between these two
cempanies. They desire that the amounts
whioh are now paid between them, which are
variable, shall be a fixed sum.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

THE QU'APPELLE, LONG LAKE AND
SASKATCHEWAN RAILROAD AND

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

SECOND REAIDING.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved the second reading
of Bill (53) "An Act respecting the Qu'Ap-
pelle. Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad
and Steamboat Company." He said: This
eompany was authorized to build a railway

from Regina to some point on the North Sas-
katchewan. A very considerable part of the
line has been built, but some of the branches
are still uneonipleted, and the Bill asks for
an extension of time for the building of the
railway.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Do I understand the
hon. gentleman to say that the main line has
beean completed ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The objective point fixed
in the original Bill was on the North Sas-
ka.tchewan. I do not know where that par-
tieular point was, but the Une has already
been completed as far as Prince Albert.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

THE LAKE MANITOBA RAILWAY AND
CANAL COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD moved the second read-
ing of Bill (37) " An Act respecting the Lake
Manitoba Railway and Canal Company." He
said: The object of this Bill is sufficiently
explained in the preamble-it is to extend the

time for the commencing and oempleting of
the work.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Has this company any
land grant ?

Hon. Mr, GIRAID-I suppose they must
have the same privileges that are given to
other companies, but I am not in a position
to furnish any explanation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The question is one of
considerable consequence, because the feeling
is growing in the North-West that lands have
been given away in rather a prodigal manner
to these corporations. The general sentiment
is in favour of retaining the lands in the
hands of the Government instead of putting
then in the hands of companies which lock
them up for several years. It appears that
this company-according to the statement of
the hon. gentleman-has not done any work
yet, and it is a matter for consideration
whether the grant should be continued or not.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-It is well understood
that the lands will only be granted when the
work is completed. It is a very important
matter to the North-West to have these rail-
roads and public works oonstructed. The
Government has guarded carefully the publie
lands of Manitoba. When the Bill goes to
the Railway Committee a satisfactory ex-
planation vill be furnished of ail the details
of the measure, and the House will agree
with me that it will be more convenient to
postpone the discussion of these details till
then.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not agree
with the hon. member from Halifax that
there is a general feeling in the North-West
that the public lands have been improvidently
disposed of by the Government. On the
contrary, the impressi,)n prevails that it is
better to dispose of the public lands in that
way than to have lnem locked up in the
han(ds of the Government. Thie capitalists
who put their money into these enterprises
require assistance, and no better bonus cau
be given than the public lands, which in that
way are more rapidly settled than they
would be if held by the Government

Hon: Mr. BOULTON-I do not understand
that the extension of the charter revives the
land grant.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time. -
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SECOND READING.
Bill (33) " An Act respecting the Wood

Meountain and Qu'Appelle Railway Company."
(Mr. Sanford.)

TENANT FARMERS' REPORT.

ENQUIRY.
11n. Mr. BELLEROSE-Before the House

adjours I should like t- ask the lion.
Prenier whether the Govermnent can give
ail answer to a matter that was settled last
8esOl: Last year the question of printing
antl distributing the report of the Tenant
Prnlers was before the House, and it was
deidd that a Frencli translation of the
report would be made and distributed to

laenlibers. I have not heard of it since, and
h l'ave not heard that there is to be any

distribution. I would like to ask the Gov-
erlhntent if they intend to fulfil their promises
ln this respect, or If they have changed their
Opinion ?

on'. Mr. ABBOTT - The matter was
settled last session by the Printing Comnittee.
rley Ordered the printing of 50,000 copies,
Dart in English and part in French-I think

thirds English and one-third Frencli-for
distribution. Thiose that were previously is-

Wd Were printed and distributed il England.
The Printing of the 50,000 copies was put into
tle 1ands of the printers long ago, but in con-
*luence of the printing of the voters' listis

olther things that have occupied the
ention of the printer very engrossingly

sinc'e, they have not yet been issued. In-
structions were sent to the Printing Bureau
the other day to hurry then up as quickly
as Possible.

BILL INTRODUCED.

(51) "An Act to incorporate the Canso
d Louisburg Railway."

UC'n. Mr. MILLER-The Standing Orders
ýolunittee have not reported on the petition
f1 this Bill yet, but I believe they will do so

torrOW. The petition was presented yester-
da', but evidence was not given as to the
lublication of the notice. Awaiting the re-

ort Of the Committee on Standing Orders I
oye the second reading of the Bill on

nelesday next.

e tion was agreed to, and the Bill was
Ordered for the second reading on Wednesday.

The S1enate adjourned at 3.55 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, TusaMay 3rd, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (19) " An Act respecting the Boller In-
spection and Insurance Company of Canada."
(Mi. Allan.)

Bill (30) "An Act respecting the Nova
Scotia Steel and Forge Company (Limilted)."
(Mi. Dickey.)

Bill (31) "An Act respecting the 'Globe'
Printing Conpany." (Mr. Scott.)

Bill (25) "An Act respecting the Montreal
Board of Trade." (Mr. Ogilvie.)

Bill (32) " An Act to incorporate the Wo-
man's Baptist Missionary Union of the Mari-
time Provinces." (Mr. McKay.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (18) "An Act respecting certain Railway
works in the City of Toronto." (Mr. Allan.)

INTERNAL ECONOMY OF THE SENATE
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of
Reading Bill (I)
ternal Eceonony

the Day being read-Second
"An Act respecting the In-
of the Senate,"

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT said : I do not think
the House has had sufficient time to consider
this Bill yet. It is one of great Importance,
and one which affects the internal economy
of the House, and the House generally,
equally members of all parties and shades.
I move, therefore, that this Order be dis-
charged, and that the second reading be set
down for Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READING.

Bill (49) " An Act respecting the Cobourg,
Northumberland and Pacifie Railway Con-
pany." (Mr. Sanfond.)

THE MOD US VIVENDI BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (11) "An Act respecting fishing
vessels of the United States." He said :
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This Bill is merely to continue the modiv i

rivendi of which we have heard a good
deal during the last three or four years, but
It is proposed to remove the necessity for
coning to the House every year with this
measure and to give the power of granting
licenses to the Governor in Council. That is
the object of the Bill. In ail other respects
it is the same as the measure of last year.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The hon. Premier
lias not stated the reason why this privilege
granted to the United States should be ex-
tended. I (o not know if there is any antici-
pation of the negotiations between Canada.
Great Britain and the United States of 1888
resulting in a satisfactory agreement. At
the time the arrangement was considered,
even by the President of the United States,
ahi being a fair and equitable disposal of the
controversy between the two countries, and
lie then awaited its confirmation by Congress.
The modux rirenidi w-as established for that
purpose. in order that any unpleasantness
that might occur in maintaining our rights
on our own shores should be avoided. It
certainly was not looked upon favourably at
the time by the fisiermen on our own Atlan-
tic coast, but considering that the arrange-
aient was of a temporary character it was
agreed to. From 1888 up to now this tempor-
izing policy has been continued fromx year to
year. and it seems now that there is rather a
tendency by this Bill to oontinue it indefinitely,
whiel is certainly a policy that is antagonis-
tic to the interests of our fishermen. It is
sacrificing the interests of our fishermen largely
for a paltry license, and when we consider the
upleasant position of our fishermen with

Newfoundland on the one hand, and the
United States on the other, It is not advisable
to extend this privilege beyond what is a
reasonable term, when it is not anticipated
that some arrangement shall be made with
the 'United States. If there is no anticipa-
tion of suoh a settlement I can see no reason
why this temporizing policy should bc con-
tinued. It is quite evident that our fishermen
are very much handicapped by this modie
rirendi as well as by the position Newfound-
land Ias taken against us. If it is considered
a wise pollcy to extend this arrangement for
another year, I hope it will not be for a
longer period. I am not favourably disposed
towards this Bill, and unless our Government
take active measures to defend the rights of

our fishermen our great fishing industry will
be paralysed and destroyed. Last year. in
consequene of the hostility of Newfoundland
in granting illegal licenses to the United
States, to the exclusion of our fishermen, the
interests of our fishermen were very much
injured. I hope the Government will con-
sider this matter not as intended to be a
continuance of this policy but simply to tide
over this year, as I presume they have already
granted licenses in anticipation of this Bill
being sanctioned by the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. MILLER -There is no doubt a
good deal of force ln the remarks of the hon.
gentleman fro Lunenburg, and the Bill be-
fore the House should be considered in two
aspects. lu the tirst place, the Bill for a
modup< rirendi as the name implies was only
intended as a temporary expedient to tide
over difficulties with the United States,
pending negotiation, in the hope of a
treaty with that country. I think withl
the lion. gentleman, that if there are no
chances of a satisfactory treaty being nego-
tiated wi-th the United States in regard to our
fisheries that then the subject of the ternS
upon which the American fishermen shall be
admiitted to our waters should undergo the
consideration of Parliament. I w-ould not con-
sider, if this arrangement is to be a permanent
one, that It is at ail satisfactory to our fisher-
inca. We are getting no equivalent in return
for the great advantages we are giving to a
foreign country. I fear that while the present
party is in power in the United States-the
Republican party that has shown so little de-
sire to have any friendly negotiations or re-
lations with this country--that it is almost
useless to expect any treaty with regard to
our tisheries that will be satisfactory or just
to our people. However, there is a very li-
portant fact to be considered : in that coun-
try they are on the eve of what we would
call a general election ; they are on the eve Of
the Presidential election, which may have a
very important bearing upon this question,
and upon our general relations with our neigh-
bours. We ail know that under the Govern-
nient of Mr. Cleveland, while the Democratic
pa.rty were in power in the United States, %
good treaty was negotiated between the
Government of Canada and the Governmenlt
of the United States ln regard to our fisheries.
That treaty was sent to the Senate wiith a very
strong recommendation froin the President of
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that day, Mr. Cleveland, but, as you are ail
aWare, it was rejected by the Senate of the
1Uited States. Therefore, ln view of the
P0Ssibility, some people think the strong pro-
bability, of that party coming into power in
the next year, I consider it is wise that we
sho0uld keep this modu, rirendi open in antici-
I>iO 1 of possible future events. I think,
therefore, the Government are justified in ask-
t11g the House to give them power to continueti1i5 arrangement for perhaps a year or twololger. Now, if the modu endi [s extend-
e&i at all, it is necessary. as the hon. gentle-
1nan from Lunenburg knows, for he is inti-
%tely acquainted with this industry, that the

V'ernn1ent should have this power of
Plltting it into operation at a suitable time.
Pr Instance, if we are called upon to pass a

0ot Of this kind every year, Parlianent nay
flot be able to do it in time to grant these
lal 'leges to Anerican fishermen, as oceurred
hist rear. The Bill authorizing the Govern-
aelt to issue licenses to American fishermen

1ast year was not passed until a very large
"%ber of licenses had been granted

the different Customs officers in the Mari-
lleiPr cs in anticipation of the Act. The

orde slould have been law before now, ln
that the Customs officers round the
Should be empowered to grant these 11-
for vessels are at the present tuine visit-

ng the fishing grounds and demanding licen-
î4e8' Tlerefore, I say it is perhaps w-ise, in orderntain the friendly policy that we have
been 'faintaining towards the United States

thI5 great question during the last fewuto give the power asked by the Govern-
i this Bill. I thlnk until we changer pOilcy w-e should not refuse to give power

o the Government to Issue these licenses as
ra5stanceàs nay require.

nou. AMr. VIDAIr-I think if this power isn to the Government it does not take any-
away from the power or control of Par-
-t Parliament meets fron year to

by r, and If the exercise of the power given
~t'g ]B11 does not give satisfaction Parlia-

t ill inmediately repeal the law, so that
is reailly an annual renewal.

Mr. POWER-The lion. gentleman
o to think it very easy to repeal an Act

of 1s Parliament, but I think the hon.
teman 1wil find, If he undertakes to re-

the %n Act of the present Parliament, against
Nishes of the present Government, that

he las undertaken a rather serious contract.
1 agree with what has *been said by the hon.
gentleman fromr Lunenburg, and with nost
of wha.t has fallen frorn the hon. gentleman
from Richimond. I do not agree with ail
that he lias said, because the only reason
which he gave for handing over to the Gov-
ernment the power to continue to grant
licenses w-as that there was a presidential
election coming off in the United States and
it would be weil to temporize and keep the
Americans in good humour until the elections
were over. Now the elections take place
this fall, and consequently the necessity for
this temporizing and conciliatory policy closes
this year, and If the matter lad not been
placed in the hands of the Government we
should be able next year and should be obliged
to deal w-ith the question. When we pass this
Bill the Government will not be, naturally, I
presumne, anxious to introduce a subject
likely to give rise to difficulty before Parlia-
ment. aild the probabilities are that this
modem -io endi will go on for an indefinite
time. Now, I have always felt-I felt at the
elose of the session of 1888, when it appeared
that the United States Senate had refused to
assent to the treaty-I felt then, and I have
felt ever since, that this Parliament should not
have finally passed the Modu.î Viiendi Bill.
The United States Senate had refused to
assent to the Washington Treaty of 1888
befiore our Parliament wvas prorogued that
year and before the Bill had been assented
to : and I think that the manly and wise
course for the Canadian G-overnmaent to have
taken then would have been to have advised
His Exeellency not to assent to the Bill. It
is all very well to conciliate your neighbours.
but I think that we owe a duty to ourselves
before any duty which we owe to our neigh-
bours, and that while we respect the rights
of our neighbours we should respect our own
rights too. Now, I look upon our territorial
waters as being the property of Canada as
much as the soil of the country is. An hon.
gentleman who sits near mue says that the
waters of the Maritime Provinces are of as
mach value, or nearly as much value, as the
land. Now. suppose two men owm adjoining
properties-lands-and one is very unreason-
able and wll not agree to make any arrange-
ment by which the two neighbouîrs can live
together- satisfaetorily-suppose some tei-
porary arrangement Is made and the one
proves obstinate and unreasonable and will
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not make any satisfactory agreement of a

permanent eharacter'-would it be a Wise
course for the other man to pursue to allow
this unreasonable man to have the privileges
vhlich lie would have enjoyed if lie had not

been unreasonable ? Should a man who owns
a rich pasturage, for instance, take down his
fences and allow lis unreasonable neighbour
to pasture his cattle thiere until lie could
make up his mind to enter into a fair ar-
rangement ? That is not the way to bring
aîbout an arrangement. I believe that if
Canada lad exercised lier undoubted rights
with respect to the tisieries in the Lower
Provinces in 1S8S, and for a year or two
afterwards, the United States Government
would have come to some arrangement be-
fore this ; but there is no inducement to them
to make an arrangement which will be satis-
factory to us wheni they get nearly all they
require without giving us anything. We are
asked year after year to becoie parties to
this transaction of giving away somuething
for nothing. I thiink it is a most unsatis-
faetory and undignitied position for the Parlia-
ment and Government of Canada to be in. I
do not t.hink that we should be influenced
by teumper or anything of that sort ; but,
wien we ceonsider the way Ji which we have
been treated in connection witlx the Behring
Sea fishxeries by the United States Govern-
ment. I caumot understand our acting as
nmuchi as we <lo on the scriptural advice to
turn the other cheek to the smiter. Whenx
we are stricken on the Behring Sea, we turni
the other cheek and allow the Amxericans to
snite us on the Atlantic. How has the
rnited States Government acted ln connee-
tion with the Behring Sea matter ? An
arbitration is about. to be leld with respect
to that subject and the Americans propose a
modus ri-vudi. )o they allow our fishermen
to go-not in their waters, but into the waters
of the open sea, to w-hieh our people have
just as muci riglt as the Aiîericanîs have-
and fish there pending the negotiation of this
treaty ? Not at all. Their modus rirendi is
that the Canadian vessels shall be seized in
the open sea while the treaty is being ne-
gotiated. Now, four years after the Amîeri-
ceans refused to ratify the Washington Treaty
of ISSS, and when the treaty is completely
out of the question, w-e- are asked by this
Govermnent, who are so fond of posing as a
Canadian and British Government, as an anti-
Amxerianux Governinent, to continue to the

Amxericans the privileges whieh were granted
only for the time being, and for a speeial

purpose, and which, as I said at the begin-
ning, as the treaty lad been rejected before
our Bill became law, should not have been
granted at all. In one way I an rather glad
tha-t the Govermnent are taking power to do
this thing theinselves, because I think it is
a humiliating thing that Parliamient should
be caliled upon year after year to assent to
this surrender of our rights.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It is not so very long
ago-a very short tine. in fact, in the lives of
any of us-since we heard from the ot.her
side of the House thundering denunciatioils
of our conduct towards the United States be-
cause we had no modn rirendi and were en-
forcing our treaty rights.

Hon. Mr. POWER - The hon. gentlenxal
never heard anything of the kind from me.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-We heard it from the
party to which the on. gentleman belongs. If
anyone will take the trouble to look at the re-
ports of the discussions on the subject, lie
will find that the strongest deunîxciations to
which language could give utterance were
directed against us for muaintaining our riglhts
as to the fisheries. Now, mxxy hon. friend is
thundering in the saie tonxes against us for
trying to keep the peace.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the lion. gentleman
will read the reports to which lie refers lie
will find that I used almost the saume lau-
guage then that I have used to-day.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT--I'hen the hon. gentle-
man will have personal consistency to boast
of. I sald that these denunciations caine
fro the other side of the House, from the
party to which the hon. gentleman belongs,
and of which he is a distInguished member.
Now, one of the great difficulties that arise
froni our being obliged to come before Parlia
ment every time we desire to enter Into such
an arrangement as this with our neighbour,
is the fact that we must explain our reasonl9

for doing so. The Government think theY.
have good reasons for trying to keep the
peace, to preserve harmony as far as possible,
to avoid pressing our extreme rights just nO'W,
and this is one question on which we thnk It
most important to be done. It is the onfy
subject just now ln whiel it is neeessary to
act to preserve harmony between the two
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oluntries, except a few minor matters arising
out Of the use of our canals and the like, con-

'Ing which we oecasionally sec threatening
articles in United States newspapers, and in

o we take very little stock. My hon.
field fromi Cape Breton gave one or two

Y excellent reasons for the desire of the
vý'ernmrûent to assume this power. It is per-

Yty true talit this time last year when the
Cýnses were to be granted, the Government

3ol1d lot wait until they had the sanction of
arliment, and they were forced to take the

nP0sibility, which is not a proper or desir-
able One, and which is exceptional under our
ton1stitution, of issuing the licenses without

rthoity until they could have the approval
Of Parliament. There was another reason
Wvhich My hon. friend gave, and which also

verY great weight. We did effect a rea-
Rollable arrangement with the United States
by a convention with respect to our fisheries.

1 to say we obtained a preliminary
for a convention whieh was after-

refused ratification by the United
Senate. That was obtained from a

t different fromi that which now holds
ri the United States, and although we

0 no hostility to the party now holding
Doser ini that country, and although I most

tively disclaim any such sentiment to-
the neighbouring country as that attri-

d to our Governmnent, by the assertion

tl ei anti-Anerican in its tendencies-we
eever said so or thought so-still there

a rhaps, more probability of making some
th gemuent of the kind that we desire with

party which may succeed the present
t s ,than with the Governnent of the day.

rfore only reasonable that we should
d becolming-what is it ? Semi-barbarous,

aýticing the cruelties of the middle ages
Were the expressions we heard last

ai(,1at a events until after the next Presi-
Oii tig etion, by which time if we exercise

rights as fully as the hon. gentleman de-sires we
oUW should, the feelings of our neigh-

a Wuld1 be so exasperated that no
fore e vould be possible. It is, there-

'hulch better that we should leave mat-tas they are. I understand that they are

on0 cing any special hardship among
there en. I do not understand that
ser any complaints, or at all events, any
the 0cPlaints, from our fishermen as to

1 Dration of this modw, rirnndi on their
I say, therefore, it is better that

we should avoid any complication or dispute
w-ith our neighbours for the moment, while
this and other matters of importance are
pending between the two countries, than to
plinge ourselves into disputes of a serious
character-that kind of serious character
which produced much exasperation be-
tween the two countries three or four
years ago. These are reasons sufficient
for passing this Bill, and if we are
to continue these friendly relations with the
United States it is better that we should do
so without being obliged to comle to Parlia-
ment, and proclaiming to all the world what
particular advantages we expect to obtain,
for disadvantages we expect to avoid by
renewing the modn1 rirendi. There are some
advantages to ourselves to be derived froma
continuing this modu rir-ndi, but I would
prefer not to state them now. I sep no
reason for putting our neighbours in posses-
sion of all our motives for carrying on the
business of the country in the munner we
propose to do.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As reference bas been
made to what I said, I nay be permitted to
read an extract from ny remarks-

Hon. 3Ír. ABBOTT-I made no reference
to what my hon. friend said.

Hon. 3\r. P1OWER-The lion. gentleman
spoke as though I had taken a line incon,
sistent with what I had said before. I wish
to quote the following frou mîy remarks on
the treaty in 1888 :-

" We should uphold our rights and respect
the rights of others. A one-sided comity is
not a desirable thing. * * * If our friends
to the south of us display reasonable comity
to us we should be prepared to reciprocate
and do a little better ; but I do not think
that all the comity should be on one side.
* * * It is a very good thlng to be christian
and to be philanthropic, but I doubt If
christian philanthropy is the best quality
that a Governnent can possess when dealing
with a people and a Government like those
to the south of us. It might be better to
possess other qualities."

I took just the samue line lu 1888 that I take
uow.

Hon. Mr. KAJLBACH-With regard to
serioLs complaints by our fishernen. they
may not have been openly made, because the
fishermen have ail along felt that an amicable
settlenient would be effecteil. They have
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been told year after year that there waîs
sone reason why the modits rivendi should
be continued ; but that they have suffered
long ami are kind I deny. because they feel
it, and feel it very keenly. I know before
the last general election the feeling was very
strong that this moduts rirenadi should not
extend beyond another year, and I antici-
pated then that by this time the difficulty
would have been aiTa.nged.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SEUOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (13) "An Act further to amend
the Steamuboat Inspection Act.' He said :
This BIll deals with a large number of details
in respect of steamboat inspection. I do
not know that I shall benefit the House very
muchi by endeavouring to go into ail the
details that are changed, for, in point of fact,
it is nothing more than a series of amend-
ments of former clauses of the Steamboat
Inspection Act. I would submit to the
House that we should be able to discuss
them very nuch better in a Comimittee of
the Whole House. Every clause has a
different objeot il view, and nany of them
anake merely verbal or comparatively simall
alterations ln steamboat Inspection. It mighc
be said in a general way that it is to facilitate
the operation of the Steamboat Inspection
Act, to remove sone difficulties that have oc-
curred in consequence of the constant progress
that is made in the construction and work-
ing of steamboats and to make better pro-
vision as to the boats and life-boats carried
by steamers, with regard to the certificates of
engineers, the action of a master as engineer
of his own -vessel and so on. 1 shall be
prepared to discuss every clause before a
Communittee of the Whole House.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It relates princI-
pally to passenger steamuboats.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-There are some pro-
visions with regard to passenger steamþoats.
For instanoe, there is a provision as to the
carrying of more passengers thau the ln-
spected carriage capacity of the vessel, and
the penalty is provided. That did already
exist in the present Inspection Act, but the

clause is modified and the penalty for doing
it is increased.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill was
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wlednesday, Mfay 4th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine prooeedings.

ENFRANCHISEMENT OF WOMEN.

PETITION PRESENTED.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I have had the honoUr
of having hankled to me for presentation to
the Senate a petition signed by 20.000
persons, from all parts of the Dominion. If
the House will permit me I will read the
petition, in order to set before them immedi'
ately the olject which these people have i0

view

PETITION FOR THE ENFRANCIILSF-
MENT OF WOMEN.

To the Honourable the Senate of Canada:

May it please your Honourable Body:
petition of the Women's Christian TeIl'
perance Union of the Dominion of CanadA
and the undersigned residents of the
several Provinces of the Dominion Of
Canada humnbly sheweth:

That Whereas. Canadian Government 1s
founded on the principle of representatiof'
by population,

And Whereas, the women of Canada coi'
pose at least one-half of the entire populatiofl'
and ln their various spheres and occupatiO00
contribute to the growth and upbuilding Of
the nation;

And Whereas, in the homes and schools Of
Canada, in the great movements of plallD'
thropy and all moral reform. in tenperall
and missionary efforts of every sort, Canadian
women have laboured unceasingly to inCI
cate the highest and noblest principles
human conduct, thereby promoting the purs
patriotism ;

And Whereas, in mental and moral power,
educational attainments and industrial effort
the average woman equals the average imaB'
and ln ail that constitutes true and natUre
citizenship. viz. : intelligence, industry, l
of home and country. the power to prodle
wealth, and to share the national burdee-
the average woman has proved herself eqw
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to t he average man ; and whereas, the school
ad i municipal suffrage granted to women

Sole of our Provinces, in England, andSoule of the American States, have been
attended with most beneficial results :

Therefore, the undersigned petitioners, resi-
ents of the several Provinces of the Dom-

n1101 Of Canada, hereby declare their con-
"iction that woman's disenfranchisement
Should cease ;

That the test of sex in citizenship is a
gross injustice to half the people, and a
d1et violation of the principles of repre-
"entation by population;

Therefore. your petitioners humbly pray
'.' honourable body to pass a measure

Oviding that the rights of citizenship shall
bt be abridged or denied on account of sex.

t that the right to vote at elections for
elbers of the House of Commons shall beXtended to the women of the Dominion on
e same terms as the men. And your

Dtitioners, as ln duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition was received and laid upon
the Table.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (20) " An Act respecting the Nipissing
.n m *lanies Bay Railway Company." (Mr.

41heed.)
(57) " An Act respecting the St. John

n1 'Maine Riailway Company, and the New
'nswick Railway Company." (Mr. Boyd.)

u53) "An Act respecting the Qu'Appelle,
g Lake and Saskaehewan Railroad and

Fitamuboat Company." (Mr. Scott.)
(37) " An Act respecting the Lake Mani-

tOb) Railway and Canal Company." (Mr.
Girard.)

(33) " An Act respecting the Wood
<1Onntain and Qu'Appelle Railway Company."

Girard.)

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY'S
BILL.

THIRD RFADING.
M DICKEY, from the Comnilttee on Rail-

say8 Telegraphs and Harbours, reported Bill
(41) An Act respecting the Bell Telephone
cora1pany of Canada," without amendment.

on. Mr. SCOTT moved the third readingOf t he Bil.

non. Mr. BOULTON-I should like to have
third reading of the Bill postponed until

alorrow, and to give notice that I will moven aldmeud.ent at the third reading that the
e fixd at three millions of dollars In-

0&d Of ive millions of dollars.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is too late to give no-
tice now. Of course, if there was any sub-
stantial amendnent required in the Interest of
the shareholders or of the public. I should
have no objection to postpone the third read-
ing, but unless some good reason Is shown
why this Bill should be selected to be held
over, I think the third reading should take
place now. The Bill was thoroughly dis-
cussed at the meeting of the committee this
morning, and the hon. gentleman took excep-
tion to the amount of capital to be authorized.
The company was incorporated In 1880, and
was obliged to come two years afterwards for
an increase of capital. Since then It has been
obliged to get a further increase, and now, for
the reasons which I explained before the com-
mittee, a still further increase is required.
Owing to the great increase in electric light
lines, it has become necessary for the company
practically to double its capital inasmuch as
metallic circuits must be put in wherever
electric lights are used. The electric light
curtnt practically takes possession of the
earth, and thc return current on the telephone
wires makes thc huinan voice inaudible. It
has therefore become necessary to put in me-
tallic circuuits, practically doubling the line.
Then again, in Toronto, where an arrangement
has been made to put the wires underground,
the change involves the expenditure of a
large amount of money. I am informed that
in Toronto alcn€ the outlay involved in put-
ting the wires underground will amount to
$300,000.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-And that is only one
city.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Only a sinill part of it,
near the centre, so that hon. gentlemen will
see that the proposition contained in the Bill
is nct unreasonable. Thcn it must be re-
neinbered that the Bell Telephone Company
is now constructing long distance lines. You
can, by means of a telephone, talk from thih
building with anybody in the City of Mont-
real. For this service a distinct line is re-
quired, wholly apart from the local lnes. It
is apparent that the amount asked fcr is not
unreasonable, more especially as the Increase
is subject to all the conditions imposed by
Parliament when the charter was granted lin
the fir-t plaOe-that is that the stock shall
only be increased when It is authorized at a
meeting of the shareholders especially called
for that purpose, or at the annual meeting,
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and the increase must be apprcved of by a
two-thirds majority. For all these reasons
it does not appear to me that there is any
justitication. in the interest of public policy,
for refusilg this concession to the com>nipalny.
Seie gentlemen suggested that the Bell Tele-
pione Company was becomig a imionopoly
but a telephone conpany must necessarily be
a nonopoly. You cannot have two telephone
ines-it is absclutely impracticable. Oppo-
sition companties have been organized at dif-
ferent times. We tried it here in Ottawa and
it lias been attemipted in Montreal, Toroynto
and other places. and what lus been the
effect ? It sinply meant a mmad conipetition
and loss of noney on both sides. I believe a
ecisiderable amount of mnoney lias been lost
in Montreal in this way and eventually in all
cases one line lives. The reason is that wlere
there are two compnies e'ch subscriber must
have two telephones. It is not like any other
enterprise ; to niake it a success everyone
must have a telephone connected with a cen-
tral exchange. It is not charged that this
ccmpany is exacting a higher figure than the
circîunstances warrant. I an not aware that
the amnount paid on their stock in dividends
lias been large-I do not know wliat the
exact rate lias been, but I do not think it is
higlier than six per cent.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Eight per cent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was not aware of what
the rate was. but at all events it is purely a
matter with the shareholders themselves. whc
have invested their capital in the company to
say- w-lether the stock should be increased to
the extent authorized by this Bill. They are
quite conipeteit to take care of their ow-n
interests.

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the
mnerits of the matter I agree with the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa; at the same time if
mny hon. friend from Shell River wishes to
move bis amendinent now he can do so. I do
not think it is necessary to give notice of an
amendnent at the third reming of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-A notice is necessary.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There Is no doubt on that
point that notice must be given.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not think the
nerits of the question will suffer by hon.
menbers having a day to think it over. The

full explanation that lias been given by the
lion. gentleman fron Ottawa to the Senate
was not given by the lion. gentleman to the
oomnittee this norning. If that full explana-
tion had been given to the committee I pro-
bably- w-ould not have taken the action I have
thougit it my duty to take this afternoon :
although I do not think a discussion on the
principle of the neasure is bad at all in the
interest of the legislation of the country. If
the capital of the oinpany is to be increased
by tlree mîilHions of dollars. to be expended
in the iinproving of the facilities of the coim-
pany for doing its public business, I would be
the last man to raise my voice against it. but
I do know that there is such a thhig as rais-
ing more capital tlian is required by a coi-
paniy and distributing it amongst the share-
liolders in order to keep dow-n their dividends
to a certain limit. That Is what leads to the
unequal distribution of wealth that we sec
and hear of every day, and I think that in a
country like Canada, which is rapidly growing
In importance. these questions should be
fairly discussed in order that we may build
up our financial and commercial life on a
sound basis. I presumne that the company lias
power, under its charter, to issue bonds, and
if they thierefore wish to niake these improve-
ments they have the bonding power the sanie
as they have in our railway and other coin-
panies. I feel oonfident that by the taking of
one day to think over it no injustice will be
done by this hon. House to the company that
is seeking for this increase of capital at our
hands.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-If an amendmîelt
is to be noved to a private Bill at its third
reading notice has to be given in writing. I
do not agree with my hon. friend from Shell
River, who proposes to move ln this matter,
because I think if the profits of this companY
are so large fiat other people wish to put
their capital into it. they should have the
privilege to do so. As to the bonding prii-
leges. I do not know why the company should
Issue bonds, If capital can be had and people
wish to go into the enterprise. To say that
they should mortgage their stock under such
circuinstances is not a reasonable propositiol-

Hon. Mr. POWER - On the question Of
order, I think there is something more to be
said. The point of order, no doubt, is well
taken by the hon. gentleman from Ottawa,
that an amendment cannot be moved to a pri'
vate Bill without notice ;- but after all the
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r1les and practice of the House are founded
"Poil coinon sense and reason, and it is a
Drfectly fait and reasonable practice that a
inember of the House should have the privi-

lege Of mîoving an amendient to a private
RIl ait the third reading. Wh1ten the Bill is
read a second tie the principle of the mea-
sure is approved. and that is all. A member

l not be opposed to the principle. but lie
15 OPPosed to some of the details. and lie goes
to the committele and tries to make an amend-

het which lie desires to have adopted. The
aniendmîent is not made in comnmittee. and
Sttrely. the memuber lias the riglit to take the

uis5e of the House on his amendment. The
rule Of our House as laid down by •Bourinot,

hi the saine as the rule of the House of
"0 , is that without the consent of the

1 e a Bill cannot be read the third time on
the saie (ay on whicli it is reported froi

ouItmittee. so that the lion. gentleman, if he
anxliou to inove his amendment, can put

that rule into force against the third reading.

non. Mr. SCOTT-There was no aimend-
nient moved il conmittee.

hon. Mr. MILLER - The usual cour4e is
hen a Bill is reported without aienduent
t read it the third time, and if any gttle-
4 desires to move an aiendmnent, then lie

bto eet that motion by a request to the
Irosaoter of the Bill to allow it to stand over

luti his motion matures. That is not the
fOllowed by my hon. friend from Slell

Iver. lie nade no request to the lion. gen-enuer Opposite to allow the Bill to stand
wo1,hich is the usual course in order that

ay have time to give his notice for some
"QUent date. If lie did not do that lie has

right to niore that the Bill be not now
i the third time, but that It be read some

tWo or three days hence.

i .on- Mr. SCOTT-I do not understand that
'3 lon. friend presses his amendment now ?

. Mr. BOULTON - Yes ; I think the
Should have the opportunity of thlnk-

g Over this matter and discussing it.

In 11Bu was ordered for third reading to-

AND LOIUSBURG RAIIÀWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

sRCOND READING.

i O. Mr. MILLER moved the second read-
of Bill (51) " An Act to incorporate the

Canso and Louisburg 1ailwa- Company.'
He said : This is a Bill fron the House of
(ommons to incorporate a conpany to build
a railway fromt a point near the Strait of
Canso, on the present line of the Cape Breton
Railway. to the historie port of Louisburg.
The corporators are men. I an happy to say,
of substance and character in this country.
and I an very inuci pleased indeed to see
such mon taking hold of the undertaking.
The comîpany pur'pose to build not only a
railway to Louisburg but also to connect it
with the railway systen of the mainland,
either by a stean ferry or by a bridge across
the Straits of Canso, or by a tunnel. The
project is a very large and ambitions one,
and I hope, in the interest of that section of
the country, it will be successful. If the
Bill passes the second reading it will be
referred to the Connittee on Railways. where
the details can be thoroughly examined. I
have no doubt the gentlemen interested ln
the Bill, or some one representing them, will
be prepared to give any explanations that
may be required.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill
was read the second time.

RAILWAY WORKS IN THE CITY OF
TORONTO BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the second read-
ing of Bill (18) "An Act respecting certain
railway works In the City of Toronto." He
said : This is a Bill fromn the House of
Commiuons, the object of whichî is to give
effect to a certain agreement between the
corporation of the City of Toronto, the
Ontario and Quebec Railway Company and
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. and
also between the Toronto Belt Line Railway
Company and the corporaton of the City of
Toronto with respect to certain works c.dled
the Don Improvement Works. Thue schedules
attached to the Bill relate to matters in dis-
pute between the city and the roads. ! %vteh
have happily been adjusted.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4.05 pan.
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THE SEN_,ATE.

Ott«ar«, Thursday, May ;th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

STANDARD TIME.

MOTION.

Hon. Mi. SELLIVAN noved-

That an humble Address be presente(l to
His Excellency the Governor General; pray-
ing that His Excellency wil cause to be laid
before this House, copies of ail letters. coin-
munications and reports in the possession of
the Government, having relation to the fixing
of a Standard of Time, and which have been
received subsequent to May, 1891.

He said : The subject of this is of great in-
terest tO Canada, peculiarly so, as Canadian
scientists have taken such an interest in it.
and have endeavoured to have the standard
of timne uniform throughout the world. It
was first taken up by the American Associa-
tion of Engineers eleven years ago, and from
that time has been making progress. The
United States held an* International Congress
in 1884, wherein twenty-six of the most clvi-
lized nations of the world were represented,
and they made quite an advancement and
improvement in It which led to its adoption
by railroad companies. I do not know that
it is universally adopted by many railway
companies. It will be renembered that in
1891 the hon. Senator fromi Burlington
brought in a Bill here which did not receive
the assent of the House. and which was pro-
bably considered somewhat premature. It
was brought in under the title of the Reekon-
ing of Time Act. However, notwithstanding
the advance which this systemu has made,
there have been other gentlemen in the coun-
try who are opposed to it, and whose opin-
Ions it is necessary to hear before the House
would be able to forn a full opinion of the
subject. It is only right that these gentlemen,
distinguished in different branches of science,
should be heard, and it is with the intention
of eliciting from the head of the Govermnent
information, if any has been received since
1891, that I have submitted this motion. and
also. to ascertain if there be any probability
of the Government taking up the subject at
some time In the near future.

The motion was agreed to.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANYS BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. 31r. SCOTT moved the third reading
of Bill (41) " An Act respecting the Bell
Telephonje Company of Canada." He said :
As I notice that it is proposed to move an
anen(lient in reference to the question of
increasing the capital stock, perhaps the
House will understand the subject better if
I muerely refer to the increases that Parlia-
ment has authorized before. This ceompanY
was incorporated in 1880 with a capital of
$500.000. In a very short time it was found
that the capital was entirely inadequate, and
in 1882 the company came to Parliament for
authority to issue bonds equal to the amount
of this capital stock. Acting on that autho-
rîity. the company issued ten year bonds,
bearing 7 per cent. interest for this half
million of dollars. Their borrowing power
by debenture has, therefore, been exhausted.
These bonds will mature in a few months,
and part of the new stock will be required
to take up that half million of bonds. Even3
with that increase of lualf a million the
capital was found to be entirely unequal tO
the necessities of the company, and in 1884
the conpany had again to cone to Parliamelt
for an increase of one and a half million Of
dollars, ln addition to what Parliament liad
authorized in the waý of issuing bonds antd
stock. That one and a half million Of
dollars has for soine time been exhausted.
The actual anount of stock paid up on that
is over $1,900.000. It is very well known to
hon. gentlemen that the telephone systein of
Canada has been very largely increased in
the last two or three years, and is daily if'
creasing. I am informed that there are to-
day 9.000 miles of long distance lUnes, exteid'
ing fron the city of Quebec ln the east DY
the St. Lawrence route and Ottawa route to
Windsor, and up to Port Huron ln Ontario,
and from ail the large centres to snall %4-
lages and towns long distance lnes have beell
constructed. In the North-West long distance
lines are being extended from Winnipeg tO
other centres. I may say, withoilt fear of col"
tradiction, that in no part of the world is the
telephone system as effective and cheap as lii
Canada. In the City of Buffalo the rate paid
for a telephone Is $90, and five cents for each
message up to four hundred, and reduced
mtes fron that downward. So it wl be
seen that in Canada, at ail events, we have *
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Very effective telephone service and at a
re8sonablo rate. While competition existed
betWeen companies in certain localities there
Was considerable waste of capital, not alone
o1 the part of the Bell Telephone Company,
but on the part of the rival companies as well,
'hile they endeavoured to maintain an ex-
latene. I daresay my hon. friend from

o Mtreal (Mr. Ogilvie) has had some ex-
perience of what I say. and knows that a
large waste of capital has been involved in
the fight between two companies ln his city.
8uch competition simply results everywhere
ln the weaker going to the wall. Practically,
the effect of having a second telephone service
18 the survival of the fittest. One of the
chief causes of Increased capital, in addition
to the construction of long distance lines. is
the necessity for the introduction of what is

own as the metallic circuit to overcome the
effect of the electric light system. Electrie

ts are being introduced everywhere now,
equiring a very high voltage-from 1,000

tO 2,000 volts-whicli utterly destroy the pos-
8ibility after the lights are ln operation, of
hearing a message by telephone where the
eurrent is so very sensitive and so very
delc te. Hon. gentlemen who have at-

pted to speak by telephone after the
electric lights are lighted, except where the
'betallic circuit has been constructed, will

me out in what I say, that they practi-
y render the old system useless. The

'%plest way of overcoming that difficulty is
the onstruction of a metallic circuit, giving
each Phone a wire carrying the current in

ern, so that it w-il not be diverted, or
Other, Methods, where there are several phones
i the same locality, of carrying the return
current by united wires. Those are some
or the reasons why It is necessary to increase
til capital. I think there is no possible fear,

8 the stock is held so universally over the
"0Itry, of any improper use being made of
th8 POWer granted by this Bill.. It is a
'8tter purely affecting the shareholders them-

el.Ves, and it is very much to be regretted
tha I matter was not brought up and the

%endmnent moved at the committee when
tue president of the company was there. He
attended the meeting of the House of Com-

committee and satisfied that body, and
nt attendance at the meeting of the

t committee in order to answer ques-
tWhich might be put to him by Senators.

We all know, It Is unsatIsfactory to dis-
15

cuss matters in detail in this chamber, where
questions cannot be asked and answered and
discussion properly Acarried on. My lhon.
friend, of course, is quite within his right ln
moving this amendment, but I think any hon.
gentleman who Interferes in the domestie
management of the company ln this manher
by proposing to dictate what its stock shall
be, without knowing their wants, is presum-
lng a good deal. If my hon. friend is
familar with the wants and working of the
Bell Telephone Company-if he knows that
three million dollars is amply sufficient capital
for them-then he is justified in presenting
the proposition to this chamber that that
shall be the limit of the stock, but if he is not
famillar with that fact and la not acquainted
with al the details of the working of the
company, and how this money is to be ex-
pended, and what it is required for, I do not
think the hon. gentleman ls quite warranted
in submitting such an amendment. I ask
my hon. friend if he is aware that half a
million dollars of bonds, bearing seven per
cent, mature this year and have to be retired ?
It Is a significant fact that that half million
dollars has to be paid and does not go into
the workings of the company at all. My
hon. friend is aware that the works are being
extended in the way I have stated. The
telephone system is becoming more general
than any other system in the world, and in
the North-West they are now extending as
far west as Calgary. Even in British Col-
umbia, where there are local companies, they
rely entirely on the Bell Telephone Company
for all thetr instruments and appliances for
carrying on their work. It became neoessary
to establish a factory in Canada, which la ln
operation in Montreal now and which supplies
all Canada with necessary telephone appli-
anCes. It Is a large concern employing a
number of hands. Under these circumstances
I trust the House will be satisfied with the
explanation I have given and that my hon.
friend will not press his amendment.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - In moving the
amendment that I did to this Bill that my
hon. friend from Ottawa has brought before
the House, I did so because I thought that 1
was doing my duty by the public ln so mov-
ing. I do not take the same view of it that
the hon. gentleman has taken when he says
it is purely a matter for the shareholders. I
say that there are two parties to
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the transaction - the public on the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If you look at the
one side and the shareholders on the Act of 1882 the way I read it, it glues the
other-and we are here to consider the inter- company power to issue bonds equal to the
ests of the public, not the interests of the amount of their pald up stock.
shareholders. When shareholders of a com-
pany corne to Parliament and ask for special poer SliTT t was ic Issue ef
legislation, for favours fron the public, the e stock at that time. In 1884 they
public have the right to say whether those dhd flotg
favours shall be granted, and to what extent
public rights are to be protected in that mat- st
ter. We all know perfectly well that in the
United States-it lias not grown to any great Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Ha-e they fot pow-
proportion lu Canada yet, but forewarned lo er to issue bonds now ?
forearmed - capital is accumulating in a
few hands. The difference between extreme
poverty and great wealth is becoming more
and more marked every day. The happiest
and best state that a country can attain is
where the wealth of the conununity is as
equitably and evenly distributed as possible,
and that is accoumplished by not permitting
individuals to extract by legislation more
than a legitimate share of the earnings of the
public. In the case before the House at the
present moment the Bell Telephone Compa:y
ask for an increase of capital from two mnil-
lions up to five millions of dollars. 'here is
nothing in the Bill to indicate what that enl-
tal is for. I would be the last man ui tbe
world, as I said yesterday, to interfere w-th
the enterprise or energy of individuals who
seek to promote or extend telephone, electric
light, railway or any other enterpriie for the
people of Canada, but there should be some-
thing set forth in the Bill to show that liat is
contemplated. As a matter of fact, the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa has told us that the
original capital of the company was half a
million of dollars of stock. That aiithority
was granted in 1880, and In 1882 they caice
to Parliament and got certain borretvinig pow-
ers. Under those borrowing powers bonds
were authorized to be issued equal to the
amount of capital paid up. In Pi 4 tlhy
again came to Parliament and asked for an
increase of that stock to two millions of dol-
lars. The same bonding power still oxists.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - No ; not a continuing
power. That power has been exhausted.

Hon. Mr. BOUJLTON - I accept the hou.
gentleman's statenent. I was under the im-
pression that the bonding power continued,
and that the company had power at present
to issue bonds.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under section 2 of the
Act they are given power to borrow such
amount of money as they may require on ex-
hausting the paid up capital. They issued
lialf a million of dollars bonds for ten years
at seven per cent interest, and these bonds
are now maturing.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Did not the Act of
1882 give them power to issue bonds equal to
their paid up capital ?

Hou. Mr. SCOTT-I will read the Act of
1884. It was a Bill of just one clause, and is
as follows :-

" The capital stock of the said companY
may be increased to an amount not exceed-
ing $1,500,000 in addition to the original capi-
tal stock, amounting to $500,000, authorized
by section 5 of the Act, passed In the 43rd
year of the reign of Her Majesty, cap. 67 ;
and such increase may be effected in the
manner and shall be subject to the provisions
contained in the said section."

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Does not the Act
of 1882 give the same power to the increased
capital ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; the Act of 1880 af-
fected ouly the existing stock at the time. clause-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The company is not
now allowed to Issue bonds ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was a special pow-
er granted at that time.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The position I under-
stand the matter to stand in from my read-
ing of the Act is that the company is noW
authorized to issue two million dollars of
bonds. Now, that is four millions of dollars
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Of workable capital that the company can
control. They have paid up their stock by
the construction of their works, and they
can1 nlow borrow two millions of dollars upon
that, as the hon. gentleman has said, at 7
Dr cent. Now they comne to Parliament
alld ask Parliament for power to Increase
that capital stock from two millions to five
mliIons of dollars, and I take it for granted
tbat the same borrowing power goes with
tle five million dollars of stock that was
entbodied in the Act of 1882. If that is the
case, the bond and stock issuing power of
this company will be ten millions of dollars,
Od the company will be able to put upon
the Public ten million dollars of securities. Is
it Wise to grant that power ?

11on. Mr. SCOTT-No; the hon. gentleman
has heard me read the Act, and the com-
Dany has no such power.

ROIn. Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. gentle-
'an from Ottawa tells me, as a lawyer, that
the bonding power of this company is as he
"'ys, then I will accept his explanation ; but
i understand, as a layman, that the borrow-
îng power has not ceased. The difference
between a capital of five millions of dollars
a14 ten millions is very considerable indeed.
It the bonding power is continued to the

ee millions of dollars, the increase that Is
asked for at the present moment, the dividend
b0iriowing power of the capital of the com-

W Will be ten millions of dollars Hon.
genltlemien know perfectly well that in the
present state of the country It is an excessive
11raOut for a telephone company, and a
telephone monopoly at that, to ask-a very
UfUl monopoly, I acknowledge-and I have
110 Comiplaint to make on that score; but
Wleu a company comes before the public of

and asks for additional power
t inlcrease their capital, without stating what
It Is for, I say we have a perfect right to

eie 1t, and guard the public who have
Pay the rates, and to limit the capital

to Wh3at we think is necessary for the
eluliOdiate requiremets of the company
the absence of definite information.

oknw that in the State of New
York the people there have had to
apeal to the legislature to get them to In-
terfere liIn the matter of rates between the
telephone Company and the public. The rates
top telephones in New York at present are

! as $235 an instrument
15

Hon. Mi. OGILVIE-from $50 up to $235
an instrument.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - What is It In the
United States that leads to such a state of
affairs as urat ? It is the increase of the
capital of companies by the system of wat-
ered stock, and in order to get dividends on
the greater amount of watered stock they
have to increase the rate to the public or
their stock will depreciate In value. The pub.
lic have had no benefit from any public works
but the company have the power through
monopoly to extract so much more money
from the pockets of the people. There is
where I say that in a young country like
Canada we should more slowly in regard to
these matters. and we have a duty to per-
form In coming here as Senators to protect
the Interests of the people, and to see that
any of these companies controlling gas, water,
electrical appliances, &c., that they are not
allowed to extract from the public more than
what ls reasonable and fair that capital
should demand. It struck me that this was
one of those cases in which that principle is
at stake, and it is for that reason I moved my
amendment that the capital of this oompany
should by the present Bill be limited to three
millions of dollars. not that I have any
personal interest in the matter, or any
feelings of enmity to the company. It
ls a very simple matter to come before Parlia-
ment again and ask for an Increase of their
capital when their present resources are ex-
hausted, and if I am right In my contention,
the Increase of one million of dollars will
give them a workable capital with using
their borrowing powers. That, I think, Is
quite sufficient for the Bell Telephone Com-
pany to operate with at the present time.
It is quite within their power, or within the
power of any other oempany, working on
similar Unes, to expend their capital of three
millions of dollars In works. That capital Is
then paid up. Then they can, under their
charter, borrow three millions of dollars on
their capital and take their own money out
of the concern. Then there Is a dlvidend
to be pald on the stock, and on the bonds-
eight per cent on the stock and seven per
cent on the bonds, fifteen per cent In all.
If we go on and Increase their power to the
extent proposed In this Bill we increase the
evil when there Is no present necessity shown
for the use of the capital. It is for this
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reason I have moved the amendment. I do be the best judges of what is in their owna
not see any reason, from any thing that the interests. I hope the hon. gentleman will not
hon. gentleman from Ottawa has stated, why
I should withdraw my amendment and I pro-
pose to let it be discussed by the House.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-This is the first time I
have heard in the Senate any member dictat-
ing to a oompany, which receives no bonus or
subsidy from the Government, whether they
shall issue stock or issue bonds. The hon.
member from Ottawa has shown us clearly
enough that it was a special power that was
given them to issue one-half million dollars
lu bonds. Now, these bonds have to be paid,
and I know that their work is extending very
fast. I ought to be able to speak very fairly
on this subject, because the present directors
of the Bell Telephone Company may reason-
ably expect me to be inimical to their in-
terests, inasmuch as I was one of the di-
rectors of a company that was started in
opposition to the Bell Telephone Company in
Montreal. We provided as good a system of
telephoning as could be found, but when we
had been running for some time we f ound
that it was very difficult to run two telephone
companies in one city and we came to the
very wise conclusion, when the Bell Tele.
phone Company thought they had fought long
enough, to sell out to them. We lost nothing
by the transaction in that instance. and we
did one good thing for Montreal-we reduced
the rental of phones. Everyone seems to be
perfectly satisfied with the telephone service
in Montreal, especially since they adopted
the metallie return. Before that the service
was sometimes unsatisfactory. The com-
pany seem disposed to make improvements in
their service, and when I compare it with the
telephone service in the United States, I think
we have every reason to be proud of our own.
From being an opponent of the Bell Telephone
Company I have become their friend, simply
because their telephone service is a great
boon to Canada, and It would be rather in-
vidious for the Senate of Canada to say to the
Bell Telephone Company "You shall not issue
so much stock, but you shall issue bonds."
The shareholders should be the best judges
of whether they should issue bonds, if they
have the right to do it ; my hon. friend from
Ottawa thinks they have not, and he is a
good authority on the subject, but supposing
they have the right to issue bonds, If they
prefer to issue stock they certainly ought to

find a seconder for his motion.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-My hon.' friend whO
introduced this Bill has had some experience
of the telephone business in Ottawa. He
was one of the gentlemen who organized a
new company here which unfortunately was
swallowed up by the Bell Telephone Con-
pany. Now, we must look at this matter
from a point of view different from any that
has yet been touched upon by those who have
addressed the House. The Bell Telephone
Company obtained their charter in 1880, at a
tIme when. as we all know, Parliament was
not so particular as it is now in passing
Bills, and formulating conditions. They
therefore gave this monopoly a very great ad-
vantage, because any companies that noW
apply for incorporation are obliged to col'-
form with the municipal arrangements, which
are extremely stringent, and it is, therefore,
utterly impossible for them to succeed in1
competing with the Bell Telephone Company.
I contend that the augmentation of the capital
of this company would tend to establish a-
monopoly for all time in this country. We
have had some experience of the difficulty of
dealing with vested rights in the case of Our
Street Railway Co. They were given power"
by Act of Parliament under a perpetual char-
ter, and the city is now trying to obtain sonle
relief. They find it extremely difficult to
maintain their rights against the companY.
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa laid great
stress upon the expenditure necessary in con-
nection with the metallie circuit. That 1n-
provement is ouly required in cities and
large towns.

Hon. Nr. SCOTT - Wherever the electric
light is.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-But that metallic cir-
cuit is required for only a very small part Of
the lines controlled by this gigantic compan7-
It will cost a small amount comparativelY
speaking. But why is this metallic circuit re-
quired ? It is because the Bell Telephone
Company allow the use of their poles to the
Electric Light Company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I know perfectly WeU
what I am talking aboilt. I know that in
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tis instance the Bell Telephone Company
Ow the Electric Light Company to use

Wt wires. There is an arrangement be-
te4 the Bell Telephone Company and the

elaudiere Electric Light Company, by which
they both use the Bell Telephone Company's

es, contrary, in my opinion, to the spirit of
the Act. I am connected with an electric
ght comnpany myself, and I know what I am

8Peaking about, and that I have explained
the cause of the difficulty. There is another

W to be considered - something must be
hone for the purpose of protecting this coun-
tY frorn the nuisance of poles ; legislation

soon be required in the public interest,
ad the more you increase the capital of this
%ntpany the more difficult you will find it to
Iterfere with their vested rights. They will
%Otend that they have existing rights. and it
wm be found very difficult to oppose them. 1
caniiot See the neoessity for this increase of
Capital. The opposition company that was

rted In Ottawa intended to supply tele-
Dhones at the rate of $15, and we could have
d011e it, but this mammoth company bought

Ohen out, and my hon. friend (Mr. Scott) re-
Part of the property of the company-

e paid agent of the company.

lion. Nir. SCOTT-I have no interest what-
eer in the Bell Telephone Company.

"on.Mr. CLEMOW-I know that the lion.getleman is interested In the company.

en. Mr. SCOTT-N.o

lin. Mr. CLEMOW-The hon. gentleman
empoyed by thein. I believe we would
'e Succeeded with the Wallace Telephone

eo'Pany if this gigantic company had not
.rade Overtures to the new company and

ght then out body and bones. I do not
belleve that we should encourage those

utic companies. We should try to look
ard and see how the creation of such

.41110Opes wll affect the future of the
001iiiti, If the Bell Telephone Company

Come forward and express their
% e&s to make arrangements with the

rt cipalities to put their wires underground,th*Y 'Ould have better reason to ask for an
s11Ct'a8e of capital, but under existing con-

i the proposed Increase is unnecessary,
tg undesirable in the public interest

any Ways. Instead of adopting the
%e unent of the hon. member from Shell

River, I think it would be better to give this
Bill the three months' hoist, lu order that
the country could have the opportunity to
decide whether some general legislation is not
needed to apply to this monopoly. For some
time there has been an agitation in the city
of Ottawa and other cities to diminish the
nuisance of these telephone poles, and I have
no doubt that before long an application will
be made to Parliament to have this great
grievance redressed. I do not think we
have much to complain of as to the mtanner
in which the telephone service is managed
at present, but that no doubt is owing to the
fact that opposition companies have been
formed in various cities and have brought
-about a, satisfactorsv service. In Toronto
certainly the result tas been to produce a
good arrangement with the city corporation
by which the price of telephoues lias been
reduced to the public ; the corporation gets
the use of its telephones free, and the con-
pany is obliged to put its wires underground
in a very considerable part of the city. You
may depend upon it other cities will follow
suit. and will ask Parlianent to grant them
similar relief; but if we increase the capital
of this company you will greatly interfere
with any such legislation, because the public
are sensitive about interfering with vested
rights. It wlll be very nuch more difficult
to Interfere with a capital of five millions of
dollars than with a capital of two millions
of dollars in case it should be necessary to
adopt legisiation which this company might
object to In the future. It w-ould be far
better. therefore. to allow this matter to re-
main in abeyance in order that a properly
considered Bill may , be presented next
session. We know that municipalities have
been adopting very stringent rules and
regulations lu the form of by-laws to prevent
these companies interfering with the public
rights. Unfortunately these by-laws do not
apply to the charters obtained somle years
ago. and therefore it is necessary to exercise
caution in this legislation. There is no
power, for Instance. in this city at present
to prevent the Bell Telephone Company from
erecting poles wherever they please. The
company is not subjeet to municipal control
in any way, and I do not think that is fair
or right. The example that we have before
us now of the Street Railway Company
ought to be sufficient to show that we should
place such restriction upon these compames
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as will prevent them interfering with the
public rights in the future.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is an old saying,
"Set a thief to catch a~ thief," and the speech
of the hon. gentleman from Rideau division
is a good illustration of the fitness of that
saying, and I am not reflecting on the hon.
gentleman at all. The hon. gentleman is a
capitalist, largely interested in enterprises
similar to that of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-No.

Hon. Mr; POWER-The hon. gentleman is
interested In gas, electric light and power
companies, consequently 'lie knows the true
inwardness of the whole matter, and lie has
presented it to the House in a way that it has
lot been put by any other hon. gentleman. I
do not know whether the hon. gentleman will1
consider It a compliment or not, but before he
stood up I had proposed to vote for the third
reading of the Bill, and against the amend-
ment of the hon. gentleman from Shell River,
but after hearing the speech of the hon. gen-
tleman I have concluded to vote for the
amendment. The fact to which attention has
been called by the hon. gentleman from Ri-
deau division, that at the tine that Act of theo
Bell Telephone Company was passed Parlia-
ment was not as careful in safeguarding the
public interests In cities and towns as they
should have been, Is a matter of great con-
sequence. As a matter of fact, by increasing
the capital of this company to almost this in-
definite extent, we give them the right for
an unlimited time to go on exercising in
municipalities throughout Canada their extra-
ordinary powers to deal with the public high-
ways-powers which should be restricted. I
do not claim to be very much of a lawyer,
but the hon. gentleman from Ottawa said that
no lawyer would undertake to put a construc-
tion on the legislation which this company
have had which was put on it by the hon.
gentleman i om Shell River-that is, that the
power of borrowing runs pari as.u with the
increased capital. Now, I am disposed to
humbly express my concurrence in the view
of the hon. gentleman from Shell River. The
Act of 1884 which increases the capital stock
to two millions of dollars consists of one sec-
tion which is as follows :-

" The capital stock of the said company
may be increased to an amount not exceed-

ing $1,500,000, in addition to the original cap-
ital stock, amounting to $500,000, authorized
by section 5 of the Act passed In the 43rd
year of the reign of Her Majesty, cap. 67."

This Is the point to which I wish to direct the
attention of the House :

" And such Increase may be effected in the
manner, and shall be subject to the provis-
ions contained In the said section."

Now, what is the provision in the section
authorizing the loan ? Here Is the way the·
Act authorizing the loan reads :

" The second section of the said Act passed
in the 43rd year of Her Majesty's reign, and
Intituied ' An Act to incorporate the Beu
Telephone Company of Canada ' is hereby re-
pealed and the following substituted there-
for."

So that hon. gentlemen will see that this
section which I am about to read is to be
dealt with as though it formed part of the
original charter of the Bell Telephone Coff-
pany. Now, what does that sectioi say with
respect to the borrowing power ? After tell-
ing what the company can do the Act goel
on to say :

" And also to borrow such sum of moneY
not exceeding the amount of the paid 11P
capital of the company as the directors shall
deem nceessary for carrying out any of the
objects or purposes of this Act."

So, as I understand it, under the Act of 1884
and under this Act of 1882, the power to
mortgage lias gone on at the sane rate as
the increased capital. I think that there
is a good deal of force In what lias been
said by the hon. gentleman from Shell River
and the hon. gentleman from Rideau DivisieoD
If we pass the amendment moved by the hou-
gentleman from Shell River the company W
have, even supposing it gives them only three
millions of dollars, adopting the constructieD
of the present Act which the hon. gentlemnB
froin Ottawa contends for-If the company
have their capital increased to three mllious
of dollars it will enable them to pay off this
mortgage of $500,000 or to borrow the sam'e
sum again at a reduced rate of interest. But
supposing they pay off that mortgage out of
the new capital they will still have half a
million to go on until next year, and if they
come to Parliament next session, Parliaievt
will be in a position in giving them power to
increase their stock to a larger amount, tO
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dictate the restrictions and limitations for
whieh that increased power shall be given.
As it is, I believe if we pass this Bill in its
Present condition the company wil have ten
nlillions of dollars to go upon, and we shall
'lot Perhaps see them before Parliament again
for the next twelve years.

Ion. Mr. SCOTT-I am taken rather by
surprise at the singular opposition that is
'nanifested towards this Bill. It is an un-
ilsual course to oppose a Bill that is reported
to the House without amendment for third
reading. The hon. gentlemen were present
011 the committee and never said a word
there ln opposition to it.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-I did.

11o. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman pro-
Posed no amendment.

10n1. Mr. CLEMO W-No, I did not; I
fOnnd It was of no use.

1on. Mr. BOULTON-I heard the hon.
8eutleman from Rideau Division speak in op-
Position to this provision of the Bill.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-It Is a very unfair and
1ili1isual course to spring an opposition of this

d at this stage of a private Bill. The
hon. gentleman from Rideau Division has
'lade rather singular statements with refer-
enCe to the affairs of the company in this

•ty. I am not aware that a single Individual
l the City of Ottawa contributed a dollar
to the local company that was got up in this

•ty. The charter was got by myself and I
ought to know something about It. Then the
hon. gentleman says the necessity for the
n'etallic circuit is because the company are
Ul11g the poles of a rival company to the
h1o1. gentlemans company. He speaks with

eonalI feeling. He admits that there is a
"irai Company to his electrie light company,
and SaYs that the telephone company are to
blame0 because they use the poles of a rival
<tâpany. I submit to the House whether
the company would be so foolish as to destroy
their SYstem and put in a metallie circuit If
it could be avoided by the removal of their
W'res from one pole to another pole ? There

no doubt that the City of Ottawa ls over-
wi Wth poles. The Bell Telephone Com-

DanY have their poles and the electrie power
and light companies have their poles. But
the necessity that exists for a metallic circuit
for. the telephone company is not what my

hon. friend explains at all ; lt Is caused by
the high currents of the electric light com-
panies. I thought that I had explained to
the House very fairly and frankly the pur-
poses for which this money Is required. 1
stated that half a million of dollars of bonds
had to be retired shortly ; I stated when the
Bill was up before the House yesterday that
in the City of Toronto alone the Company are
inder an arrangement with the city by which
they are obliged to put underground a Certain
proportion of their *wires, which wlll involve
an expenditure of $300,O00. I stated to-day,
and It cannot be denied, that the company
have already constructed 9,000 miles of long-
distance telephone and are continuing that
expenditure. Is not that a good service to
the people of Canada ? Vill any hon. gentle-
man say that the telephone service in Canada
is not a good one ? Will any one say that
Canada is not better served by telephone
than any other country in the world ? . Is
there any complaint as to rates ? I have
not heard of any. If any attempt was made
to water the. stock, as in the United States,
it would become a niatter of notoriety,
because the shareholders in Canada now can
be reckoned by thousands. It is quite time
enough for Parliament to interfere when it
is proved that the powers held by this Com-
pany have been abused. If al the wires ln
the cities have to go underground It must
involve a very large amount of capital. The
municipalities are demanding it, and It will
simply mean more money and a more costly
service. At present in the cities of Montreal
and Toronto, and probably in the near
future Hamilton and Ottawa and other large
centres, It will be necessary to put their
wires' underground in the busiest streets;
but the wires of the electric light companies
will also be put underground. It has been
said that Parliament did not understand this
question at first, and that in consequence
the companles got extraordinary powers. I
deny that. Afterwards the Bell Company
went to the Ontario Legislature and there
they got a confirmation of their powers. I
am not sure but they also went to other
legislatures. They got in some instances a
restriction of those powers, and in other
instances a confirmation of them. We all
know that ,the Ontario Legislature Is entirely
in the Interests of the municipalities-that
they never give to any company powers out-
side of those that ought to be controlled by
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the various municipalities, and they limited
the powers of the company wherever it
became necessary under the municipal law
that they should fairly and properly apply
to the municipal councils for those powers.
They limited the height of poles, the number
of streets in which they should be erected,
and required the approval of the councils for
the erection of poles in various details.
Under these circumstances, I regret exceed-
ingly that this Bill has been treated different-
ly from any ordinary Bill, and that It should
be fought out at the third reading without
giving an opportunity of having the matter
fairly discussed before the Committee.

Hou. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would suggest to
the hon4 gentleman from Ottawa to allow the
Bil to be referred back to the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours. There
are large interests involved in it, and I do not
think the disposition of the House at present
is to give the Bill the three months hoist, or
to reduce the capital stock should it be found
necessary to Increase capital stock to the
amount asked for. No injury can be done by
referring the Bill back to the committee, and
if the hon. gentleman shows a disposition to
agree to that, I move that the Bill be not
now read the third time, but that it be re-
ferred back to the Committee on Railways,
Telegraphs and Harbours for further consid-
eration.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-It ap-
pears to me that any company seeking for ad-
ditional capital should not be denied the
power of increasing their capital if It is shown
to be necessary. Surely the company ought
to have the option of getting money either by
borrowing It from the public or finding It for
theinselves by issuing additional stock. I
would like to ask the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa what the bonding powers of this com-
pany are under the Bill.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There is no bonding
power under this Bill. My reading of the
Act of 1882 is, they ask power to Issue bonds
to the amount of their capital stock. They
got that special power and did Issue bonds to
the amount of tneir capital stock, and that
exhausted their borrowing power under that
BIIL I thlnk that no loan company would
feel quite safe in taking their bonds, nor
would Individuals take bonds under these con-
ditions, because at the time the bonds w-ere

issued the capital was limited to half a mil-
lion dollars, and the argument now is that the
lncreased capital, some years afterwards,
without any reference to the bonding power,
carried with It the right to issue bonds to the
extent of their paid up capital. That I think
is open to dispute.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-Would
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa be willing
to Insert a clause to that effect, defining what
the bonding power shall be ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Under the Act the
company had power to issue bonds to the
extent of half a million of dollars. That
power was exercised and it then ceased.

Hon. fr. POWER-The Act shows that
the increased power to issue stock should be
accompanied by the other powers.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think it is provided
that the power to issue bonds shall be equal
to their capital, and that therefore the bor-
rowing power seelus to go on as an Incident
in whatever capital the company may be
possessed of.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see why the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa should object
to the suggestion of the hon. gentleman
from Calgary. The session Is not at all
near its close, and it would be better to have
this matter discussed in committee instead
of in the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The reason was, I
thought It probable there might be some Bill$
assented to within a few days, and it IS
desirable, if this company has to raise
capital, that the Bill should be assented to
as soon as possible.

Hon. .Mr. ABBOTT-I do not think there
will be any Bills assented to this week.

Hon. Mr. MACMILLAN -I have great
pleasure in seconding the motion of the hon.
gentleman from Calgary.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I shall be happy to
withdraw my amendment and allow the
Bill to go back to committee.

With the leave of the House the amend-
ment was withdrawn.

The SPEAKER-The hon. gentleman froin
Shell River did not put his amendment at ail,
and It was not put from the Chair.
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hon. Mr. SCOTT-I moved the third read-
oIg Of the Bill. and made my observations

i1 anticipation of the amendment of wliîch
la0tice was given yesterday.

non. Mr. MILLER-I understand the hon.
gentleman from Shell River has asked leave
to Withdraw his amendment. of which notice
41d been given, and which was before the

ouse, which leave was granted from the
, and now the motion of the hon. gentie-

an from Calgary is in order.

non. r. VIDAL-I must say that the hon.
entleman fron Ottawa has not met with the
ItetIn1ent which is ordinarily extended to gen-

tieneU in his position. A discussion of this
"ature at the third reading of a Bill is some-
tblng unusual and, generally speaking, un-

eassary. Why have we strict and precise
es requiring three months' notice to be
e to the public that legislation is to be

sk4ed for ? We know that with reference
o this Bil, three months' notice has been

to the public, yet no opposition was
to it until now. We have had no

ltelance of public sentiment Qn the question
ePting gentlemen assunming to speak for
the public. Under the circumstances, seeing
that proper notice was given, that there has

noeen "0 suspension of the rules and no ad-
'ealtage given, to spring such an important

ï n on the House at the last moment is.
S k, not the proper way to transact busi-

lion. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not agree
lth the hon. gentleman.

On1. Mr. POWER-I can give the hon.
Reutlemani a very good precedent for the ae-
tio11 taken now. Hon. gentlemen who have

b for some years in the House may re-
ber that at one tine a Bill respecting

si1]larine cable companies was before Par-
banent. That Bill proposed to repeal some
eation which had 17een introduced by the

distration of the late Hon. Mr. Mac-kenime of which Administration the hon.
entleMan from Ottawa had been a member.

S'Bill had passed through all Its stages-
heel read the third time-and on the

Qotnoi that the Bill do finally pass, the hon.
geltlenn from Ottawa moved against the
tat and Made, I think. really the best speech
% tJhave heard fron that hon. member In
Vas ouse, a speech of twenty minutes,

which had the effect of convincing the House
that they were going wrong, and the BIl
was thrown out at that stage. I do not
think the hon. gentleman from Sarnia is
justified in undertaking to lecture the louse
as to the course it adopts in cases of this sort.
The hon. gentleman froin Shell River gave a
notice ; he did not take the hon. member froim
Ottawa by surprise. Sometimes the proceed-
ings of committees are rather hurried, and as
the hon. gentleman from Rideau said, there
did not seem a disposition in the committee
to give his objections the weight they de-
served, and he brought thein before the House.
There is nothing wrong about that.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills, reported fromn Commit-
tee of the Whole, without amendment, were
read the third time and passed:-

BIl (11) "An Act respecting Fishing Ves-
sels of the United States." (Mr. Abbott.) •

Bill (13) "An Act further to amend the
Steamboat Inspection Act." (Mr. Abbott.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (47) "An Act to incorporate the Victoria
Life Insurance Company." (Mr. Scott.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, fay 6th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (49) "An Act respecting the Cobourg,
Northumberland and Pacifie Railway Coi-
pany. (Mr. Dickey.)

Bill (18) "An Act respecting certain rail-
way works In the City of Toronto." (Mr.
Allan.)

Bill (51) "An Act to incorporate the Canso
and Louisburg Railway Company." (Mr.
Miller.)
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (J) "An Act to amnend an Act to Incor-
porate the Manitoba and Assinibola Grand
.lunction Railway Company." ('Mr. Boulton.)

Bill (71) "An Act further to amend the
Inland Revenue Act." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (22) " An Act respecting the London
and Port Stanley Railway Company." (Mr.
McKindsey.)

Bill (50) "An Act respecting the Ontario
Pacifie Railway Company." (Mr. MacInnes.
Burlington.)

Bill (63.) "An Act respecting the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway Company." (Mr.
Ogilvie.)

Bill (23) "An Act to incorporate the High
River and Sheep Creek Irrigation and Water
Power Company." (Mr. Lougheed.)

The Senate a4journed at 3.45 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, MJonday, -fay 9th, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved-

That an humble Address he presented to
His Excellency the Governor General ; pray-
ing that His Excellency will cause to be laid
before this House, copies of ail correspond-
ence between any companies or persons, and
any department of the Executive Govern-
ment. and any contracts entered into since
the first day of October, 1891. respecting the
carrying of the mails between Canada and
the United Kingdom.

ie said : I think Ilt is admitted by everyone
that the fastest mail service between Canada
and England which caun be had without an
unreasonably large expenditure of public
money is a very desirable thing. It ls desir-
able that we should get our mails here as
speedily as possible, and that correspond-
ents in England with the Government and
other persons in Canada should get the mails
from this country as speedily as possible ;

and of course It is desirable that the passage
should be shortened as far as practicable, so
that passengers would have no very strong
inducement to choose lines .running to NeV
York and Boston, rather than lines coming
to Canada. Recognizing this principle in the
most liberal and generous way, Parliainent in
the year 1889 voted a subsidy of $500,000 a
y-ear t, any company which would put on a
line of steamships between Canada and Eng-
land calling at a French port, and whose
steamers were to be capable of averaging 20
knots an hour on the passage between the
two countries. There were members ln both
louses at that time who thought that the re-

quirements of this Subsidy Act of 1889 were
not likely to be met-that the requirements
would involve a greater expenditure of moneY
than the country would be altogether justified
in making. . It was held that putting
on a line of ocean greyhounds capable
of averaging 20 knots an hour betweel
England and Canada would cost a great
deal more than $500,000 a year ; and,
if there had been any hope of getting such
a line of steamers as that for a reasouable
subsidy, that hope was destroyed by the
provision lnserted ln the Act that those
steamers should call at a French port, for
the reason that there was very little business
to be got at any French port, and it would
involve elther longer passages or an additional
nmber of steamers to make the call at the
French port. These objections were not re-
garded by the gentlemen supporting the GOV-
ernment either in the other House or in the
Senate. The Grovernment and their support-
ers w-ere apparently very sanguine that theY
would without much difficulty get for the
subsidy, which they asked Parliament tO
grant, a line of steamers making the speedY
passages indicated. Three years have go0 e
by, and we are still without that line ot
steamers ; and experience has shown that
the requirement to whleh objection WaS
taken, by myself amongst others, that a
steamer should call at a French port, had a
good deal to do with rendering it impossible
for the (overmnent to secure the services Of
a line of steamers such as they desired
What was the duty of the Government ped'
lng the securing of a service by a line 0
swift steamers ? Necessarily it would take
a considerable time, supposimg any conpaaf
did make a contract vith the Governne0t

for such service, for that eompany to secure
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steamners of the character required to carry
out the terms of the Act ; it was the duty of
thO Government surely to have made such
arragements as would secure a fair service
to the country while the Government were
Waiting to see what the result of the call for
tenlders would be. In my humble opinion
the Government failed to do their duty in
this respect, and the consequence was that
last autumn the line of steamers which had

b carrying the mails ceased to do so. The
eontraet came to an end, and the Government

made no temporary arrangements with
the owfners of those steamships, and for the

time in about. fifty years the Lower
11 o'inces of the Dominion were left without
anly direct mail communication with the
')iother country by steamer. Naturally there
Was a good deal of feeling about this in the
LWer Provinces. We had had a service
fol about half a century, and the feeling that
We had lost what we had so long caused
a deal of excitement and agitation. Meetings
Were held at Moncton, Halifax and other
Dlaes, and representations were made to the
Qovernment in connection with the matter ;
%d I understood also, although only through

ewspaper rumour, that a certain exalted
elsonage was not at all satisfied that the
sl8patèhes going to the Home Government

%holIld be carried through a foreign territory.
ren the Government, finding that there was
a very strong feeling against the discontinu-
ance of the old service, undertook to make
, arrangement with the parties who hàd

Performing the service, and they have
de sonie sort of a temporary arrangement.

1 do not know just now what the exact
a1ature of the arrangement Is, but it is to be
ho1Dd when the papers asked for by this
esolution come down we shall see. But

When the Government did come to deal with
t ie Owiers of these steamships -with a view

on <»Iitinuing the mail service between Canada
and the United Kingdom it was the duty of
the Government to see that the servIce under

nea Iew and temporary arrangement should
eat leas as good as the service under the

old arrang 1ement had been. If they could not
et the 20 knot service, which they claimed

years ago to be desirable and almost
slary, as one can gather from the

5PeeS made to this House by the hon.
Qdee Of the Government, and by the hon.
eitieran from Richmond and one or two

other members, and by the speeches made by
the Minister of Finance, and other prominent
members of the House of Commons, then
they should have got the best available ser-
vice. If they could not get vessels equal to the
very fastest-those which ply between Great
Britain and New York-they should at least
have got vessels ·of the stamp Of thel "Par-
isian," the " Labrador " and " Vancouver."
If they could not get 20-knot steamships they
should have got 15 or 16-knot ships. It Is
clear they have not done that. As far as we
can judge, the Govermnent have not done
what is their plain duty. It was not a mag-
nificent thiing to secure the services of ships
of the character I have mentioned capable
of averaging 15 or 16 knots ; still it would
have been a very useful and business-like pro-
ceeding. One is not in a position to say,
until the papers come down, how far the
Government are blamable for the fact, but
we have this state of things-that the "Van-
couver" and the "ILabrador," which had
been carrying mails under the previous ar-
rangement, have been taken away from the
service, and the only ship which makes
reasonably good time, which Is still carrying
the mails, is the " Parisian ; " and those two
vessels, the " Vancouver " and the "Labra-
dor," have been replaced by the " Numnidian "
and the " Mongolian "-two ships which, I
think, make only about 14 knots an hour.
I am informed by good authority that the
result is that the majority of ships now carry-
ing the mails will take at least a day longer
to carry the mails and passengers from the
United Kingdom to Canada than the vessels
which have been taken froni the service. It
seems to me that uiless the correspondence
shows that the Government were altogether
incapacitated from securing the services of
these vessels of medium speed, they have
been wanting in their duty in not doing so.
If the views expressed in the other House
and in this House in 1889, and repeated all
over the country, through the press and in
other ways, were sound, then the Govern-
ment have been seriously wanting in their
duty-that ls, unless it appears in the corres-
pondence asked for that they could not pos-
sibly have got a better class of vessels than
those which now perform the service.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I am very glad
that my bon. friend has called attention to
this subject. I notice that, to some extent,
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he has changed his views with regard to the
fast service between Canada and Great
Britain. My hon. friend opposed that motion
three years ago. He thought we did not
require any service of that nature-that all we
required was to look after freight between
England and Canada.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
does not remember what I sald.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-He thought then
that the boats that made 16 knots an hour
were quite suitable for Canada. I am very
glad he has changed his views. I am quite
satisfied to leave any discussion on the subject
until such time as the papers are brought
down. I am quite sure, from what we heard
discussed before the public last year, when
my lion. friend and bis friends agitated the
country previous to the general election, as
to the want of energy on the part of the
Govermnent in establishing this fast communi-
eation. that the country Is in favour of the
best service that can be got-service equal te
that enjoyed by the United States. We had
that once, some thirty or forty years ago.
We had then not only the passenger and mail
service, but we had also the freight service ;
and it was only when the United States put
on faster vessels, better adapted to the car-
riage of passengers and mails, that we
graduaEly lost it. The Government and
the country felt that we should have
our service equal to that of the United
States. Whether the Government has
done all It can do In the matter I am not
prepared to say until the papers come (own ;
but froin the controversy which occurred last
autumn, I felt that the Government had done
all that could, be reasonably expected of them,
and that they have now made a temporary
arrangement with a line of steamers which
performs good work, and that the service is
done now, as it was at the time this move-
ment was made. I am sure that the Govern-
ment would be acting In the interest of the
country, and carrying out the public wish. in
providing the very fastest line of steamers
Plylng between England and America. It Is
advisable that ail our passengers should tra-
vel by our own line. It is advisable in every
way, not only because we now have the Can-
adian Pacific Railway connecting the Atlantic
and the Pacific, but to attract travel to this
country. We are very anxious that our coun-
try shiould be known abroad, and the best

means of advertising it Is to attract travel by
Our lines. It Is the best way of showing the
great resources of the Dominion. I am sure
the Government is anxious to carry out the
wishes of the country as expressed In Parlia-
ment, and I am sure that they have done ail
they could in that direction. I belleve that
Our present Government Is as honest, honoir-
able and progressive as any Governinont
Canada has had, and that nothing will be
wanting on their part in making a good ar-
rangement at an early day. If they fall in
that respect, they will not be carrying out the
wishes of the country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Tie cill-
ing at a French port would kill the wh-le
thing.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH- think it was ar-
gued In this House before that it would not
have the effect of interfering with the spetJ
of our boats, because auxiliary steamers
would cali at the French ports. If the calling
at a French port interferes with the carrying
out of this contmaet, it would be better to
(trop that part of it, but I do not look upon it
as necessarily interfering with any arrange-
ment. It is true we may not have a large
trade with France, but there are other parts
of Europe from which we could draw, not
only passengers, but a large amount of light
freight. It is not for the trade of France
alone, but the trade that we may get on the
continent of Europe.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-We shall be very glad
to bring down the papers which my hon.
friend asks for, but it may be that the eX-
planations which the correspondenoe contains
may not be as full as my hon. filend would
expect, because a good many of the arrange-
ments which are made about the carrying of
mails and the like are by verbal negotiations.
Howevei, there is, no doubt, sufficient to
show my hon. friend the leading features of
the steps which the Government bas take'
with regrd to this fast service. As respects
that, the Government have the same vIew
with regard to It that they hai when the
subject was broaclied to the House three
years ago. They believe that it Is in the
interest of Canada to have a fast line acros
the Atlantic-one that can reasonably cou'-
pete with the steamers running to New York-
The object, of course, of having a fast
service is to Increase the ·traffie through Our
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OWR country, and this will produce nany in-
direct advantages by attracting population
an'd visitors, and will be valuable as complet-
lug our through route from England to the
east on the best possible terms and under
the best possible circunstances. Those objects
are just as important to-day as they were
three years ago, and we hold, as we held
thel, that it is of the utmost importance to
this country that we should leave no stofle

iturned, and no sacrifice unmade, that we
cau afford to make, in order to get a fast
service across the Atlantic, thereby creating
'a coltinuous fast service between England
and the east. Now, it is a homely old say-
111g that it requires two men to make a
bargain, and it Is precisely because it takes
two men to make a bargain that we have
Uot yet been able to make an arrangement
such as we desire, and Parliament desired,
WhIen it agreed to grant a subsidy of $500,000
a Year. I dare say everyone knows the cír-
"ltnces that have occurred In connection
'eith this fast service. Tenders were called
for almost immediately after the grant was
lMe, and some tenders were sent in, and

Verbal offers made at that time. One ap-
leared to promise a successful termination ;
but after several months of negotiation, both
here and in England-in England mainly, to
e1able the tenderers to get up a company
teat could build the ships that were required
to rU them-the tenderers withdrew from
their proposition, and the Government were
left Without any offer of any kind upon their

aUids. There were many suggestions made
to Ien who are capable of carrying on an
eterprise of this magnitude to induce them
o take it up, but for a long time without

%cess. Then I dare say hon. gentlemen
kiiow the Barrow Company took up the
Question, and almost completed the contract
for the desired service. I believe if it had
laot been for the unfortunate death of the
ery able and enterprising manager of the

orrw Company that the negotiations would
Ve resulted in obtaining for us this service,

i Parliament had been induced to agree
the conditions necessary to get It.

1 tIIk We may take It as an absolute and
10ttled fact that we cannot get the service
hat we desire for $500,O00 a year. I do not

tnhjk it is possible, and we are all quite of
that opinion, although it is probable by the

ce which we may get in two or three
Ways, and by the concessions which the Eng-

lish Government makes to vessels which are
fitted out in a certain way, 8o that they may
constitute cruisers in time of war, the further
sacrifices required from the country might
not be large. The premature death, as I have
before mentioned, of the gentleman on whom
the second important negotiations depended,
put a final stop to them, and they failed.
Again, last year, the Government issued pro-
posals for tenders, and modified the condi-
tions of those tenders in the manner which
previous correspohdence and communications
with sea-going men indicated to them they
ought to do, in order to make them accept-
able. To those calls they received one or two
replies which were entirely beyond the possi-
bilities of the country, according to the ideas
of the Government, and they came to noth-
Ing. At this moment there is no negotiation
pending, although in an informal way the
matter has been brought up and kept before
the notice of capitalists in England, who have
shown an inclination to enter into an enter-
prise of this kind. But I cannot say to the
House or to the country that at this moment
the matter is in such a position as to afford a
reasonable hope of an early solution of the
difficulties. This is an information which
every hon. gentleman is entitled to have, and
which may further be enlarged upon when
the papers come down, If anyone desires it;
but my hon. friend does not make bis motion
for these papers without anticipating what
may possibly result from their production, by
finding fault with the Government for not
having done its duty, as he says, in getting
other Unes to carry the mails. In this in-
stance, also, it is necessary that two people
should agree in order to make a bargain. The
Government were under the impression, and
reasonably so I think, that the mails could be
carried in the same way that they had pre-
viously been by the existing lines, the largest
of which, as hon. gentlemen know, is
under the control of the Messers. Allan. Last
winter, when the mails required to be carried
to Halifax, the Messrs. Allan refused to con-
tinue to carry them on the terms that we had
previously been paying ; and the Government
did not feel, considering the speed of these ves-
sels taken in comparison with the speed of
the vessels crossing to New York, that they
would be justified in paying a larger re-
muneration for the carriage of the mails than
they had been paying for several years past.
and they declined to increase the subsidy. The
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chief difficulty was the going to Halifax to pay a reasonable reieration-the ýuue
harbour. These steamers did not expect to reinîmeralien that liad been peid for years
get in that harbour full return cargoes. and before-but because the Une of steamships
they desired to go to American ports for the deelned te perform the serviS at the saine
purpose of obtaining freight. and they said rate as before. and because the Goverument
that it cost then too mueh-it was a great did not think it was just to impose a heavier
burden on then, to go out of their way to
the port of Halifax, w-hen they hiad after-
wards to leave it, and go to United States
ports for freight. Whether that be a sound or
valid reason, or whether it be the true reason,
I cannot say, but these were the reasons
which were given to us ; and in consequence
of the refusai of the Allans, whose ships we re
the best that Canada possessed, and in fact
the only ships that they could hope to em-
ploy, we made an arrangement for carrying
the mails by New York. That arrangement
had the advantage of being cheaper, and of
bringing our letters to us quicker than they
could have been brouglt by the other route.
Very naturally our friends in tle Lower
Provinces were discontented with this arrange-
ment. As my hon. friend says. it is a coin-
paratively new arrangement. For many years
the winter mails have been carried by
way of Halifax, and I hope they may
always be carried through the Maritime
Provinces. After a time the Messrs.
Allaun finally agreed to carry the mails to
Halifax as before at the samie rate that we
had been paying thei previously, and which
ive had been willing to pay ail the time.
We never refused or hesitated to do it, and
when they said they were willing to carry
the mails on those terns we inmediately ac-
cepted their offer, and made with then a
contract identical in every respect as to ships
that were to perform. it or by which they
bound theinselves to performin it, and contain-
ing some clauses favourable to the trade of
Halifax--cnditions which we thought were
proper to be imposed, and which they finally
agreed to accept. And it Is under this niew
arrangement that the mails have since been
carried to Canada during the winter. Now
I fail to see - and I hope the hon.
gentlemen who support the Government, and
every hon. gentleman who looks on the inat-
ter in an impartial manner-will fail to sece,
In what respect the Goverument noiglected
its duty in providing for the carriage of the
mails. They endeavoured to get the best line
that they could, to continue the service as
they had done for twenty or tthirty years.
They failed, but not because they refused
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burden on the country for the carriage of the
nmil, if it could be done by another route.
and I may say more cheaply and with greater
speed. But w-heu the company ovning the
vessels declared their readiness to proceed
with the carriage of the mails to the Mari-
time ports at the rate previously sanctioned
by Parliament, the Government nimediately
closed with them, and within ten days aftet
the intimation was given to the Govermuent
that they were willing to carry the mails at
the former rate, the agreement was signjed
for the carriage of the mails ria HalifaS.
My hon. friend finds another fault with re-
spect to the ships which carry the mails. le
says we ought at least to have procured as
good a service as before. Well, perhaps mY
hon. friend on another occasion wheu he
speaks on the subject, will inform us
how we are to proceed in order tO
get this or that peculiar kind of ser-
vice to Canada. We eau only obtain
the kind of ships that ply between England
and Canada. We cannot expect to get the
" Teutonie," or vessels of any class, or of anY
other similar class, on a temporary arrange-
nient to carry mails to Halifax during the wil-
ter. What we had to do was to work with the
best tools we could get in the country, and
we could not get the tools anywhere else; 0o
we made the same kind of contract with the
Messrs. Allan that we had made before, ii-
cluding all the vessels that were in the former
contract, and I think one or two more. MY
hon. friend seems to have a rather inusul
idea as to these ships. He speaks of the
" Parisian " and " Vancouver" as vessels that
run at the rate of 16 knots. EverybodY
knows that they are not 16 knot veslsels-theY
are probably 14. I think that 13 knots il
about the average speed at sea of the I par-
isian " and " Vancouver," and not 16 knOts-
It appears that withln the last week or twO
the Messrs. Allan and the owners of the
" Vancouver " have had some kind of a split.
The Government do not know and cannot tell
what is the nature of the difference, but 10
consequence of this difference it appears, that
the owners of the " Vancouver " do not WIi
tend to put Uer on for this winter's Work.
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We are informed of the division between the
two companies owning the vessels usually en-
gaged in doing this work. and that one or
two vessels of the snaller company will not
at Present continue their voyages. Whether
they may arrange it now, or within a week or
two, I do not know- ; possibly they may. At
all events, for the moment, the " Vancouver "
and lier sister ship are withdrawn from the
service. That is the w-lole change w-hlch lias
taken place, and it is a change which the
ÇGovernment cannot control. The Allans con-
trol the line now, and have done so since the
first subsidy was granted, and it is with the
Allans the contract has been made for
the last twenty-five years or more.
'The contract made now is the same
cOltract that was always made ; but
it appears that a domestie difficulty has
occUrred amongst themselves, and we do not
get, for the moment, the use of these two
ships. The Messrs. Allan have put on the
lst two new vessels which are nearly as fast,
1 believe within a knot or so as fast as the

'ancouver." The vessels which rmn from
th0 Pacifie coast across the Pacifie average
sIteeni knots ; but the vessels which we have
loW in our employ on the Atlantic are not
to be compared to the vessels which perform
tle service between the western coast and

UPanl. The papers will be brought down,
and When they conie down if there should
be any further explanations necessary I shall
he ready to give them.

lion. Mr. WARK-I wish to enquire if,
When the negotiations were going on for
tids service it was found that the require-
lilent that the vessels should call at a French
Dort added materially to the expense, and
Whether in the second proposition the same
lairement was made ?

110on. Mr. ABBOTT-I am very thankful to
rv hon. friend for calling my attention to
th4t point ; I had overlooked it. I may saythat the condition with regard to calling at
a Prench port cut no figure at ail in the
legotiations. The idea that the Goveriment

t WVlth regard to the first tenders, when
wtt as made a condition. was that the

port from England would be one of
tlie extreme south-western ports-say down
-aobot hIilford Haven, or in that direction-
and in that case the place where the vessel
WoUnd recelve lier cargo would be London.

She w-outd probably make lier terminus at
London. and would drop down channel and
take in the mails at the extreme south-west-
ern point of the island. In coming down
channel that way, it would not put lier very
mnulc out to drop in at a French port, and
no objection was made by the vessel owners
to calling at a French port. In the negoti-
ations which took place afterwards this
question came up, and the only objection
made by the gentlemen proposing to make
tenders was, that they should not be obliged
to perform the service 1- the vessels that
erossed the Atlantic, but that they should be
allowed to do it by another steamer or tender
at the terminus. And in the last tenders
which were called for. the particuLar mode
of making the connection with the French
port was left open. tn order that the
tenderers eould state the conditions in
that respect as they thought proper.
I may say, also, that in the last tender there
was greater freedom allowed as to the point
of departure. The Government did not de-
termine arbitrarily where the point of depar-
ture should be, because they found that the
point of departure had a good deal to do with
a steamship company taking up the contract.
Most steamships prefer the port of Liverpool
as the point of departure, because that port
offers so many resources in the way of
freight. and it is perhaps more profitable for
them to start from there than from any other
port ln the Empire. But with a view of facil-
itating the taking up of the contract by per-
sons in the business, those two points were
left practically open-that is to say, the mode
by which communication with a French port
should be made, and the point of departure.
The question of calling at a port in France
made no material differenoe, as far as we
are informed. in any of the negotiations
which took place.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (L) "An Act to amend the Patent Act
and Acts amendlng the same." (Mr. Abbott)

Bill (M "An Act to consolidate and
amend the Act respecting Land ln the Ter-
ritories." (Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (56) " An Act to confirm an agreement
between the Tobique Valley Railway Com-
pany and the Canadian Pacific Rallway Coin-
pany." (Mr. Boyd.)
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HIGH RIVER AND SHEEP CREEK IRRI-
GATION AND WATER POWER

COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

.Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second
re.ading of Bill (23) "An Act to incorporate
the High River and Sheep Creek Irrigation
and Water Power Company." He said: The
object of the Bill is to empower this company
to construct irrigation ditches in certain por-
tions of the Territories. Public interests are
safeguarded by a proviso that everything that
is to be done under this charter must first be
submitted to, and recelve the approbation of,
the Governor in Council.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
read the second time.

was

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, May 10th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Conmittee of
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours. reported
Bill (41) " An Act respecting the Bell Tele-
phone Company of Canada" with amend-
ments. He said: I may explain the effect
of these two amendments. By the Act of
Incorporation the capital stock of the coi-
pany was half a million dollars and they
obtained power at that time to issue bonds
to a corresponding amount-half a million.
By a subsequent Act this capital stock was

increased, and the question arose, on the
second reading of the Bill, as to the efect of
the bond clause, which vas to empower thenm
to issue upon the paid up capital of the con-
pany an amount that corresponded with the
capital. The question that arose was whether
this power followed on as the paid up capital
stock was increased. In order that that
question might be considered in all its bear-
ings. the Bill was referred back by, the House
to the committee. In reference to that, the
evidence before us showed that this power
had been availed of to the full extent of the
$500,000, but to no greater extent, and it was
intimated that probably any further amount
would be unnecessary. In view of the doubt
that arose as to the construction of the Act,
which might empower the compauy to issue
to the extent of flve millions of wtock to which
this Bill has reference and to that same eX-
tent to extend the borrowing power, making
for ail practical purposes . capital of ten
millions of dollars, it was suggested that we
should limit the borrowing power which the
parties declared they probably would not
require for any purpose except for the pur-
poses of renewal of those bonds. The effect
of this clause, as explained to me, Is this :
That it 'enables these bonds to be taken UP
by other bonds to the extent of that amount,
but that the ainount of the bonds to be issued
is to be limited for all time to five hundred
thousand dollars and no more. With regard
to the other amendment, referring to the rates,
it is not a clause which places the rates en-
tirely under the control of the Governor In
Council, but It is a clause which, after the
rates were explained to us, was introduced to
limit the power of the company to change
those raes in the direction of an increase
without the consent of the Governor in Coun•
cil, so as to afford a protection, as far as We
could, to the public, that no exorbitant rates
would be the result of this increased capital'
anqd the wording of the clause shows that the
rates charged are not hereafter to be il
creased without the consent of the Goiverlor
in Council. These are the two points, and
they received very general assent in the
committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The chairman of the
committee has explained fully the purport Of
the amendments, and the House thorouglly
understands and will probably approve et
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theni i therefore more tlîat the report of
them". I therefore more that the report of
the committee be concurred in.

Ilon. Mr. CLEMOW-To-morrow.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no
POstpone the third reading.
nnderstands the subject now.

necessity to
The House

The motion was agreed to, and the BIll, as
aunlended, was read the third time and passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

ill (64) "An Act respecting the Canada
Atlautic Railway Company." (Mr. Clemow.)

ýill (39) "An Act respectiug the Alberta
[bUlway and Coal Company." (Mr. Girard.)

ERNAL ECONOMY OF THE SENATE
BILL.

SECOND READING.

lion. Mi. ABBOTl' moved the second rend-
of Bill (I) "An Act respecting the Inter-
Economy of the Sýenate." le said : I

uV troduced this Bill as an attempt to
S«'tenLIatize the working of the Senate In re-

sDect of its financial operations and its finan-
cLai onnection wIth the Governiment, and in

<llg go I have used as a model the statute
se8ed with respect to the internal econonyot fle House of Commons. As far as I can

Under.stand, the Bl has received a good deal
atteItIon fromn members of the House, and

near1 that the main point of difficulty with
e niembers of the House has been the pro-

D"'tionI that the commission for the internal
of the Senate is to be appointed by

o Gvernment, as the commission Is ap-
Dolnted in the House of Common,, and It has
beei suggested that it would be more appro-
Dte, and more consistent witl the position
Whch0 the Senate has assumed, and is en-
t1 td to assume and retain, that the Senate

should appoint the commission, and I
DOse to submit that change to the flouse

hen the BIl goes into committee. I may
flrthe, with reference to the Bi gener-
, that the provisions as to getting our

Oey, and arranging for it and managing it,a Very similar to those which have been
to work well in the House of Com-
The main difference between the Bill44 the SYstem which has been in force for

years in the other House, is that in the
16

House of Counions the Speaker appoints all
the officers, with two or three exceptions,
without any appeal from his decision, or any
approbation of it being required, le being sole
and absolute master, or clalming to be (and I
believe his claim is recognized in these ap-
pointments), without reference to any other
power, the House or the Government or any-
body else. I propose, in this Bill, to give the
committee or comnissioners the power which
the Speaker possesses in the other House,'
with this difference: that any appointient
made by them must be referred to this House
or must recelve its approval by this House be-
fore It becomes valid, and so, in faet, it is
with reference to any proceedings of these
commissioners. They are placed in precisely
the same position as the Contingent Accounts
Committee. Whatever they do or decide they
must report to this House, and when done it
has no force.or effect until it has the approval
of this House. There are some verbal altera-
.tions required, especially In the clause with
reference to the mode of preparing the esti-
mates. I do not know how these errors oc-
curred. They were not In the BIl as drafted,
but In the ninth, tenth and eleventh lines
there Is some confusion in the way the clause
Is prepared which I shall propose to put
right when we consider the Bill In committee.

lon. Mi. BOTSFORD-Under the eircuu-
stances in which this Bill wvas 1-u - for-
ward, I wma at tirst very much opposed to its
principle. I did not see any good and' sufficient
reason why powers which have been exercis-
ed, and In my opinion generally well exercised
by menbers of the Senate, Fhould be Inter-
fered with, and that such a radical change
should be iade as tiat proposed by the Bill
as first Introduced by the Premier. The
modification which he proposes 3ertainly takes
away, to a certain extent, the objectionable
features whicl it possessed in the first inst-
ance. Still I think that very good réasons
should be given why the BIll should be
passed, and the powers given to and exercis-
ed by the Senate as a body should be placed
in the hands of a committee. It is true, so
far as the Premier has expressed his opinion,
the commission would be appointed by the
majority of the Senate ; but there may be
some limitation with respect to that. I take
it for granted that any comnittee selected by
the majority of the House should have, as
one of its members, the Speaker of the
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Senate. On principle I think that should be
provided, and that neither qualification nor
limitation of the choice of the niajority of the
Senate should be against it. The Premier
does not intimate whether he proposes to
limit the discretion of the Senate to any par-
ticular class of miembers belonging to the
Senate ; that would be a question which of
course would corne up in conmiittee. My
opinion is that the discretion of the Senate
'should not be limited in appointing a com-
mittee further than perlhaps as specified in
the Bill that the Speaker should be a member
of that committee. I do not intend to discuss
the principle of the Bill any further than this:
it is shown that the funetions as hitherto per-
forned by the Senate themselves are similar
to those which are performed by the House
of Lords. The appointment and perquisites
or salaries of the ordinary officers are in the
hands of the House of Lords, who appoint a
conmittee to exercise the privileges conferred,
of course afterwards to be subnitted to the
majority. We have followed that principle
and I may say, as one of the first members
appointed to the Senate, that I believe, ipon
the whole, the manner in which the senators
have exercLsed the privileges whicli they
possess with respect to their contingencies
and the appointment of subordinate officers-
of course the clerk is an appointient made
by the Crown-has been very satisfactory,
and I will refer as a proof of that to the able
speech made by the hon. genfleiman from
Riclunond in 1883. Some very disparaging
and coarse remarks were made by the
niembers of the House of Commons with
respect to the nianner of managing the con-
tingencies of the Senate and its officers. The
hon. gentleman from Riclunond took up the
question and made a most admirable speech
-so much so, so convincing was it to the
other branci of the legislature, that froni
that hour to this not a disparaging remark
bas been made by a member of the House of
Commons, because It showed conclusively that
the econoinical manner, the judiclous manner
in whllih the Senate Lad exercised its
functions vith respect to its c'>ntingencies
and the appointment of its officers was a
miarked success ln comparison with the
House of Commons. and It was so feit
by the other branch of the legislature.
On this point I nay refer to a very able
speech made by the Premier of this Dominion
iu 1890. Up to that time great ignorance

was displayed by the public in general, not
only with respect to the powers possessed by
this Senate, but with respect to the manner
in which those powers were exercised. The
hon. member, mucho the interest of this ln-
dependent body of Parliament, explained
how and in what manner the duties of the
Senate had been performed, and it was such
an exposure that the public at large began to
see and to feel that this branch of P>arlia-
ment had performed its duties satisfaetorily,
and in the best interests of the country. I
will not delay the House any further, but
w hen the Bill comes up, if there should be an
intimation as regards the committee to be
appointed, I may then have an opportunitY
to say something on the subject.

Hon. Mr. POWER - The hon. gentlemanl
fron Sackville has given the very best reaso»
in the world why this Bill should not be read
the second time. He stated that the affairs
of the Senate had been managed by the Sef-
ate itself in the most satisfactory way, and
he adduced as witnesses to that fact the ho».
gentleman from Richmond and the hon. the
Premier, who, in speeches made at very coW
siderable intervals of time showed thaf the
Senate had been doing its duties and manag-
ing its affairs in a way which was almost
above criticism. Under the circumstances, It
was the duty of the leader of the Gover-
ment, when introducing the measure propOS-
ing to take away from this House the powerS
which it had on the whole judiciously exer-
cised since 1867, to have given us some sub-
stantial reason for this sweeping change. ef
the Senate has been managing its internal
affairs ln a satisfactory and proper way dJr
ing all those years, why this change ? If it
has not-if there is some serious cause whY
the privileges which the Senate has enjoyed
since 1867 should be taken away, then the
Senate should have been made aware of th0
cause. As far as I am concerned, as OUO
member of the Senate, I have not been ii'
formed of any substantial cause for the
change proposed. If any change Is necessal,
if there is anything in our way of transaetlWg
the business which relates to our internal d'
fairs, that is not satisfactory, then the Senat
upon proper representation made by the
leader of the House, or by any othler
menber, will be ready to reform whatever
needs reformation. That has been the caSO
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In the past. Hon. gentlemen will remember Hon. 'r. ABBOTT-It is se.
that this House some years ago was charged,
and with a certain amuunt of justice, with Hou. Mr. POWER-What is he practice ?
extravaganoe in one particular eparte In the House of C ons these matters which
the stationery office. Did the House refuse are deait with in tiis bouse by the Commit-
tO reforn what needed reformation ? Not at tee on Contingencies are deait with by the
ail. The House referred this matter to the Internai Eceuomy Commission.
Colmittee on Contingencies, which is charged
With the expenditure of the House, and that Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-They are not deait
COmmittee introduced a measure of reform with by the Internai Economy Commission hi
Which had a most satisfactory result. It the other House and they will net be deait
Wll be rememubered that at the time tli; with by the Inteai Economy Commission l
refolmation was initiated the stationery ac- this louse if he Bil is adopted.
count of the Senate per year amounted to
about q 9

lion. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, no ; that was for two
years

1iOn. Mr. POWER-At least that is what
Was alleged. I turn to the Auditor General's
rePort for the past year, and I find that our
statiOnery for the year ending the 30th June,
1891, vas only $4,421. That is only one-
tblrd Of what it had been before. I find the
"tationery in the House of Commons for the
%QMe Year was nearly $13,000. I find that
the total expenditure of the Senate for

ries, stationery and contingencies, and all
the exPenditures except the pay and inleage
of the nembers, amounted to $61,892. I find
tbat the like expenditures of the House of

nuInOns amounted to $229,557, nearly four
thaes the amount pald on behalf of the Senate.

e ompare very éreditably with the House
Of COmmons ; and I do not think any reason
h been given why we should abolish the

stel which has produced that result, and
boduce the sanie system they have ln the
l'Ouse Of Commons and which has produced
the results that we see.

"on. M.%r. ABBOTT-There is nothing in the
which at all Interferes with the working

of the Contingencles Committee, excepting in
the 'natter of appolntments. The Committee
oni Cflt1ngencles will exercise the same juris-

e over the ordinary contingencies of the
use as beforé.

liOn. Mr. MI'LER-And also over the ap-
P<Itlents.

]no.- Mr. POWER-I do not so understand
te il.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not know exactly
how the thing is done in the other House,
but I know that it is not done satisfactorily,
because we have had in the other House,
during the present session, quite a keen con-
flict between the House, represented by the
gentlemen on the Committee on Printing, and
the Speaker. As I read this Bill its language
with respect to the Speaker and the Com-
mfissioners is identical with the language used
in the chapter of the Revised Statutes which
deals with the intermal economy of the House
of Commons. It bas not been shown that
there is any necessity for change. This Bill
asks us to surrender rights which we have
enjoyed, and w'hich we have exercised on the
whole judiciously, since 1867. As one mem-
ber of the House I think that we should be
slow in surrendering those rights. If this Bill
becomes law the House will not have the
power to appoint the humblest officer.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My hon. friend should
read the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Excuse me, I have read
the Bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Clause 6
of the Bill gives power to the comunittee to
deal with it, subject to the approval of the
House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Clause 3 provides that:

" The Commissioners may, from time to
time, appoint the several officers, clerks, and
servants of the Senate, except the Clerk of
the Senate, the Usher of the Black Rod, and
the Sergeant-at-Arnis; and all such appoint-
ients shall, without delay, be reported to the
Sonate, through the Speaker, and shall be
subject to the approval of the Senate."
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That simply gives the Senate a veto ; it does tlis Bil we surrender the powers which we
not give the Senate the power of appointment. have exercised in tue 1ast. It niay le that

the Conuniiittee on Contingenciees is too larg,,e
Hon. Mr. MILLEII-What more have they a body. If that LS the feeling of the House

now than a veto ?thn the buse can appoint a smaller coin-
i nittee, an(l if the srnaill coimrittee (IOCS iiot

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Senate can appoint 1VOrks the House can revert te
another miau if the reconunendation (oes not the fumler of the pasi. If ve pass this Bil
suit them. can we tevert ? Not at ail. Once this Bil

is passd the comiplete and exclusive control
Hon. Mr. MILLER-No. of the liuse over its internai affairs is gone.

1Ido not think that w-e sbouid pauss this Bill
Hon. Mr. POWER-I miigt reiark liere norason ba. been shown for changing tue

that I do not think on the w-hole that the present system, and if the change is desirale
appointmeits nade by the Coverinment haive the btter way is to pah a resolution intro-
been any better than those made þy the
Senate. Clause 6 of the Bill says :-

"6. All sums of money voted by Parliament
upon such estimates. or payable to members
of the Senate under the Act respecting the
Senate and House of Coinnons, shall be
subject to the order of the Conmissioners or
any three of them, of whom the Speaker
shall be one."

Where does that leave the Senate the cont-rol ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOIT-We simply get the
money for the Senate from the Government.

Hon. fr. POWER-The other House does
not control these snall expenditures. The
point is just this: If the Prime Minister
could show that the work which has been
done by the Contingencies Counmittee was not
well done, and was not done w'ith reasonable
ecoiioimy, then lue would have a right to ask
us to alter that method of doing the business ;
but I do not think it is wise to ask us by an
Act, w-hich is irrevocable as far as the Sena.te
is concerned, to give away the powers that
we have been exercising. If it is felt that
the Committee on Contingencies is too large
a body to deal witl this subject, and that
owing to its size it has not dealt with matters
satisfactorily, the proper course would be to
appoint a smaller comittee.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-That is exactly what
we are doing.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. legislator fromn
Alma division, I think, does not see the whole
thing. That is exaetly wlat we are not
doing. We are passing an Act which I say
Is irrevocable, because once it becomes law
this House has no power to repeal it. By

ducing a systein that we can control ourselves
in case it does not work well. Wliy any
three or four memnbers of this House should
do the work that has been done by the Coin-
mittee on Contingencies and the wlhole House
better than the Contingencies C(ommittee and
the House have done it I cannot see.

Hon. Mr. OGHLIE-I can see it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Everyone is not possess-
ed of the perspicacity of the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACI-I consider that the
Senate is not divesting itself, by this Bill, of
complete control of its contingencies. I do not
agree with my bon. friend from Halifax, or
the hon. gentleman who preceded hlin, that
the Conunilttee cn Contingencies lias given
complete satisfaction. Ha-d that been so, I
should not have been in favour of this Bill.
It is because the Comminttee on Contingencies
has not given satisfaction that I am in favour
of some change-any change, almost, would
be better than the present system. For the
last two years, at least, the Committee 01
Contingencies has not given general satisfac-
ticn. As introduced. the Bill was objectiol-
able, and I should certainly have opposed It
If the Premier had not proposed to amend It.
With the suggested amendment the control Of
our contingencies renains within ourselves.
The commission will be a small body--some
five members-but the Senate will have the
appointment of them Even if the Intention
is to confine the commissioners to members Oe
the Privy Couneil, I have no very great ob-
jection. If my bon. friend opposite (Mr. 30'
ler) who Is a man of independent views, anld
who exercises good Judgment and prudelce
should be selected, lie being a member
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Of the Privy Council, I should not object to
see him on the commission. There can be no
Objection to the commission, so long as the
House has the power to appoint its members,
even though membership should be confined
tO Privy Councillors. Under the Bill with
the amendment we will control the appoint-
meuts ; now the Government controls them.
We will have the control, and there
Will be the advantage of having a
m'flaller committee. I do not envy those who

WiI be appointed. Some eighteen or twenty
ears ago I was a member of the Committee
Oit Contingencies, and I was very glad to get
rid of the duties and responsibilities of the
POsition. I never was so run after and pro-
VOked as I was then by persons seeking fa-
Ors from the committee. I belleve that the

ConMittee on Contingencies ha not given
satisfaction to the House. I believe in im-
proving the system. I am satisfled we can
'IProve it and keep control of our privileges

ln the House by this Bill. The commission
Mili be similar to the committee of the

ouse. It will be composed of such members
Of the PrIvy Council as are members of this
IlOUse, and I quite agree that the Speaker
shOuld be one of them.

1 1on. Mr. ABBOTT-I would like to say a
Word or two about the subject matter of the
BU1, because I perceive by wnat the hon.
gnt1enlman from Halifax has said that the
purPort of the Bill is not thoroughly appreci-
ated by the House. My hon. friend talks of
Onr giving away our rights as if we were
44'hig away an important part of the
brivileges of this House. The only subject
Which this Bill deals witli is, first of ail, the
conne0tion between the Senate and the Gov-
ernment in respect to its supplies, which, 1

would be managed much more effectu-
aly and harmoniously in the form provided
for here than the way it Is done now ; but
ln that respect no privileges are walived

use It is the officers of the House who
inake the estimates of what is required, and
it 1s the Speaker of the House who coni

RniCates these estimates to the Government
It is the first time that a regular and
athorzed mode of communication with th(
Çýovernment on the important question oi
our estimlates has been devised in this House
It interferes with no privileges of the Hous
M'atever. The House states what it want
and sends this estimate in by its author'ze

17

officers, and in an authorized manner, to the
Government to be placed in the estimates,
instead of as now being sent in in an un-
authorized manner.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Tell us what clause 6
means ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT--Clause 6 is easily ex-
plaIned ; but I do not propose to make a long
speech at present. It will be better explained
later on. The only other subject with which
the clause deals Is the appointment of clerks.
That function has not been uniformly per-
formed by the House or a committee of this
House. It was the Speaker of this House
who originally appointed those officers with-
out any control of the House, just as the
Speaker of the Commons does to this day.
That was not found to work well, Dnd
instead of that system we substituted
a committee of this House. I do not
want to discuss the question whether the Con-.
tingent Accounts Committee has performed
that duty satisfactorily or not. I arn of the
opinion of the hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg that this Is a more satisfactory way of
making the appointments-that It is less open
to influence, intrigue and log-rolling than the
one which we have hitherto adopted, and I
do not think It will be difficult to point to
instances where appointments have been
effected injuriously by a junction of interests
and by other modes which are common and
weil known in bodies of that size ; but in
point of fact as respects that we give away
nothing ; we substitute for the Contingent
Accounts Committee a comminsion composed
of members of this House who are best fitted
to deal with it, and with precisely the same

power. The commission can make no ap-
pointments of itself and no dismissals of it-
self. An appointment in the case of the
Contingent Committee must be reported to
thia Housc. There Is not a sbadow of dif-

-ferenoe between the power exercised by the
*Contingeunt Accounts Comuittee and tic
jpowers proposed for this eommittee as re-
?garda appointrnits. Now, wbat la there ln
Esection 6 ? The moiiey necded by thc Senate
is obtalned on the order of the commlssioners,

a of wbom thc Speaker shalU be one. It cornes,
s here and la pmid out, as Lt bas always been,
1 by thc accoluntant.
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Hon. Mr. McINNES-How Is it done now ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It is done in a very
Informal way, without any legal authority.
The money is handed over to the accountant
of the House from ume to time as it is asked
for. It is not, it is thought, judiclously or
legally done.

Hon. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)-On
order does he pay that money out ?

whose

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-He pays It out under
the statute, without any order at ail. The
point Is to get money into the accountant's
hands in a legitimate and authorized
wiay. AU of lis know that the system is very
much changed since the Contingent Accounts
Committee was first appointed. Now, all the
contingencies that come to this House corne
Into the hands of the Receiver General, and
from his hands to the accountant of the
Senate.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN - This clause
states from whose hand it comes.

simply

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-It provides the way
the money shall come to our accountant. I
shall not say anything more on the Bill at
present The Deputy Governor is walting lu
the adjoining room to give the Royal Assent
to some Bills. I move that the House ad-
journ during pleasure.

The motion was agreed to, and the House
adjourned during pleasure.

BILLS ASSENTED TO.

The Hon. Sir William Ritchie, Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court of Canada, Deputy
Governor, being seated on the Throne,-

The SPEAKER commanded the Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod to proceed to the
House of Commons and acquaint that House :

" It is the Deputy Governor's desire that
they attend him immediately in this House."

Who being come with their Speaker,

The following Bills were then assented to :-

An Act to incorporate W. C. Edwards and
Company.

An Act to amend " The Pilotage Act."
An Act to amend " An Act respecting the

Department of the Geological Survey."
An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Rail-

way Company of Canada.

An Act respecting the Canada Soixthern
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the St. Catharines and
Niagara Central Railway Company.

An Act to revive and amend the Act to In-
corporate the Lindsay, Bobeaygeon and
Pontypool Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company.

An Aet respecting aid by United States
Wreckers in Canadian Waters.

An Act to authorize the conveyance to the
Corporation of the City of Toronto of certain
Ordnance Lands in that City.

An Act respecting the Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company of Canada.

An Act respecting the Nova Scotia Steel
and Forge Company (Limited).

An Act respecting the Glo5t Printing Con-
pany.

An Act respecting the Montreal Board of
Trade.

An Act to incorporate the Woman's Baptist
Missionary Union of the Maritime Provinces.

An Act respecting the Nipissing and James'
Bay Railway Company.

An Act respecting tae St. John and Maine
Railway Company, and the New Brunswick
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Qu'Appelle, Long
Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad and Steam-
boat Company.

An Act respecting the Lake Manitoba Iail-
way and Canal Company.

An Act respecting the Wood Mountain and
Qu'Appelle Railway Company.

An Act respecting Fishing Vessels of the
United States.

An Act further to amend the Steamboat
Inspection Act.

The Deputy Governor was pleased to retire,
and

The House of Commons withdrew.

The House was resumed.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved that the de-
bate on Bill (1) " An Act respecting the Inter"
nal Economy of the Senate " be adjourned
until to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4.30 p. m.
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THE SENATE. .

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 11th, 18,92.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

IHIRD READING.
Bill (47) " An Act to incorporate the Vie-

toria Life Insurance Company," was reported
onl the Committee on Banking and Com-

n1eree without amendment, and was read the
thild time and passed.

INLAND REVENUE BILL.
SECOND READING.

lion. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-
11 of Bill (71) " An Act further to amend
the Inland Revenue Act." He said : This

1i to make certain amendments in detail
to the Inland Revenue Act. The amend-
'lients are principally formal, and for
the Purpose of better enabling 11be col-
leetlon of duties that have hitherto
been evaded ; but one of the Impor-
tut objects of the 13111 is to make it applie-
able to the North-West Territories. The man-
"facture of ale and beer, and spirits, and the
sale of liquors are about to be iindertaken in
the North-West Territories, and it Is impor-
tart that the Act, as it Is in force ln other
larts of the Dominion, should be extended to
the Territories. Under the first clause of this

the provisions of it will extend to all
othier Parts of the Dominion except Keewa-

Where no license to manufacture any In-
toicant shall issue, except under Order in

uncil. There are some other details with
reference to spirits, providing that no person

sell any bottle, flask, or other package
%Iitailning whiskey or other spirits, unless the

le and address of the person by or for
hou such bottle, flask, or other package has

l)eelilled are marked thereon by means of a
, stamp or other device. There Is an-

Other provision with respect to tobacco which
Provides that cigars when put up in packages
0f three or six cigars shall not be sold or re-

ed from any licensed factory in lots ofthan 100 cigars. That provision I pro-
to amend if the second reading is ac-

cepted by the House. In other respects I
the Bill will go as it is. However, that

1 subject for the criticism of the House.
. le notion was agreed to, and the Bill was

ead the second time.
18

SECOND READINGS.
Bill (K) " An Act to amend an Act to Incor-

porate the Manitoba and Assinibola Grand
Junction Railway Company." (Mr. Boulton.)

Bill (22) " An Act respeeting the London
and Port Stanley Railway Company." (Mr.
Lougheed in the absence of Mr. McKlindsey.)

Bill (50) "An Act respecting the Ontario
Pacifie Railway Company." (Mr. Vidal in
the absence of Mr. MaeInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (63) " An Act respecting the Pontiac
Pacifie Junction Railway Company." (Mr.
Ogilvie.)

Bill (56) " An Apt to confirn an Agreement
between the Tobique Valley Railway Com-
pany and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. Boyd.)

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.
MOTION.

The Order of the Day being
sideration of the Fifth Report
Committee of both Houses on
of Parliament."

read, " Con-
of the Joint
the Printing

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) said: Since this
report was submitted to the House some
amendments have been made to it in the
other Chamber. I have given notice of
these amendments, and I now move that the
said report be amended as follows:-

2nd paragraph, line 2.-Leave out the
words "or a Cabinet."

3rd paragraph. line 3.-Leave out the words
"to the Clerk of this Committee and."

3rd paragraph, Une 11.-Leave out the
words "from time to tine," and also the
words "as has been the custoin hitherto."

Leave out the whole of the fourth para-
graph.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (P.E.I.)-I regret
that the committee did not make some further
alterations ln the mode of supplying members
with stationery. In my opinion, and in the
opinion of many others, It would be desir-
able to do away wlth the present system
altogether. It must be patent to the house
that some members recelve a very large
amount of stationery, while others receive
but a small quantity, and instead of station-
ery being supplied in this way to members it
would be better that a certain amount be
allowed-an equal amount to each member-
or they should supply their own stationery.
The system has been adopted in some of the
Provincial Legislatures, and has worked very
beneficially. It bas been the means of saving
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a large amount of money, and I have 110
doubt if it were adopted by the Senate it
would have the saine effect here. I regret
that the comnmittee has not thought proper
to recomnend the adoption of the stnile
system here.

The motion was agreed to, and the report
as amended was concurred in.

INTERNAL ECONO31Y OF THE SENATE
BILL.

SECOND READING.

The Order of the Day having been callel
for resmiiig the adjournied debate on the
second reading of Bill (I) " An Act respecting
the Internai Economy of the Senate."

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE said: It is my
desire to make only a few remarks on thlis

Bill, and the reason I do so is that some

twenty-five years ago a Bill sonewhat similar
to this one caime before the House of Coin-

mons, when I was a nenber of that branch

of the Legislature, and on reading over the

Bill I was opposed to it. But .after I heard
our Late Prime Minister. Sir John A. Mac-

donald, explahi it I thought it was a verv
good neasure-that it would work so nicely
and would be so advantageous in the manage-
ment of the finances of the Hlouse that 1
should support it, and I voted in favour of
Uie Bill. It was not many years after-I may
say only a very few months after-that I had
occasion to regret my vote, because I re-
narked that far fron the neasure being a

move in the direction of economy we had
been voting away the rights of our House' for
no good purpose whatsoever. So fron that
time I have been opposed to all such legisla-
tion, and have always spoken against it. But
I ha.ve another good reason why I should
oppose this Bill. It is too much to ask of me
to vote that I am not qualified to occupy the
position I hold in this House. I believe that
>ther hon. gentlemen have the right to think
so, but to ask me to do so-to say that I am
not qualified for my duties, that I am like a
child In its minority obliged to ask somebody
to work out the business of the House for
me-is asking rather too inucli. In voting
for this Bill what are we doing ? Nothing
less than stating that after long years of ex-

perience we find that we are incompetent to
administer the finances of this House, and
that there are none In this bouse, except such
members as are mnenbers of the Privy Coun-

cil, who are competent to do so. I caniot
vote for it. Even supposing that the ob-
jectionable feature should be renoved, and
everyone of us made eligible for appintmenit
on the conmnission. it does not make mnucl
difference. To-day we are all mnembers of
the Contingencies Conunittee. and are we to
vote to-day that for ail time to come we shall
have no more rights hi that respect ? It
nmay be said there is no change made by this
Bill. I say there is a great change, and what
is it ? hie clange is that to-day we control
the finances of tht House; to-morrow we shall
not be able to do so, because the law will
provide otherwise. I am nlot now a member
of the Contingencies Comnittee but I have the
right to go there and advocate my views, for
[ have the right to speak though not the
right to vote on that comnittee. But when
we have a commission have we a right to go
there ? Not at all. They can turn us out
and tell us it is none of our business. I should
think that before men of our age are asked
to vote for such a measure it ought to be
show-n that there are very good reasons for
doing so, and that this House lias iot shown
itself ia the past equal to its position. In
voting for tlis Bill te-day that is practically
the judigmuent we are pronouncing upon our-
selves, and on that ground I cannot support
it, and I am sorry that I voted for a similar
measure years ago. Somne lion. gentlemen
mnay sneer to-day, but others may lhave a
chance to sneer to-morrow when the House
have declired by their vote on this Bill that
we are inconmpetent to discharge our duties.
As the Bill stands it would seeni that the lion.
gentlenan from York is more able to ad-
minister the finances of this House than the
hon. gentleman from Amherst. I have very
iuch doubt about that, but in voting for this
Bill the lion. gentleman fron Amherst will be
affirming that le believes a memiber of the
Privy Council (as for Instance the hon. gentle-
man froi York) is better able to adimiinister
the contingencies of the Senate than lie iS.
Let him do so. I am asked to vote that the
Hon. Mr. Masson is better able to discharge
that duty than I am. I w-L not do so, be-
cause I belleve I arn better able to fill that
position than he is. Others may say no, but
I am not rcady to admit it. Self-respect
prevents ie fron saying so. I cannot place
on record that I am a man who ought not to
be here--that I am receiving money that I
do not earn-and that is what I would be
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saying In voting for the Bill. Then by this
1Bill the hon. gentleman from Ottawa Is a
mnellber of the Priv-y Council ,nd will have a
right to be appointed on that committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; not much-I am not
Wanted.

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE - Is not the hon.
7entlernan from Prince Edward Island (.Mr.

lowlan) just as good a man to go upon that
cOimittee as the hon. gentleman frol Ot-
taWa ? This is the distinction this Bill is to
lake. I think it is an outrage. I may be

Wrong. I am so often wrong that I may be
Wrong this time. However, many a time I
bave discovered that although alone I was on
the right side. That I have discovered, even
siice I have had the honour of a seat in this
11OUse, and I may yet find that I am not alto-
gether out of the way on this question. Hold-
ing these views I cannot give my vote for
this Bill. I regret it, for it is about the first
timle that the Government has been before
the House this session, and It would have
been so pleasant to me to show my desire to
suPPort them ; but they are asking too much
Of me to ask me to declare that I am inca-
pable of discharging the duties of my posi-
tion,

lon. Mr. FLINT -For the very reasoni
that my hon. friend bas given I propose to
Voie for this Bill, not that I feel that I am
1XiCompetent to take my part in that coi-
'ittee-I think my standing and experience
as a business man apart from any advantages
of education I might have had, enable me to
lderstand pounds, shillings and pence, and

the Worth of money as well as any other
nlember-but for two reasons it strikes me
that this change will be an improvenent. In
the first place, in the committee there is a
little too much wire-pulling. lu the second

where there is any position to be filled
1 zd that I am constantly bored by those

ohO desire to be appointed. Widows come to
e, and ladies who have sick husbands,

'Vauting positions for their sons, all on ac-
COQUt of soine great service that their hus-
bands are supposed to have done-generally
In the cause of Sir John Macdonald, they say.

heir fathers or their uncles for a great many
year.s, they tell me, always supported the
Conservative Government. Old men and crip-
D1'1 comne to me and say that they think they
are eltitled to the position more than anyone

]i

else. One cripple came to m'y place a little
after 9 o'clock one evening, when I was about
to retire, and for a whole hour kept up a
conversation with me, ln which he spoke
about his abilities, and if you would belleve
him he was fit for any position, froin boot-
black to Governor General. I was sorry for
the man because lie was lame. but he was
not satisfied wlien I told him that whatever
the majority of the committee decided I was
bound to submit to. He insisted upon It that
he should be the man to be appointed-that
he had Sir John Maedonald's promise. I told
him if Sir John Macdonald had said that, let
him core to the comniittee and say it there.
The sane man called on me a second time,
and kept me for about an hour talking over
the matter, and I got sick of it. I made up
my mind that this session I would ask to
have my naine dropped froni the Contingent
Committee. I was. not here when the com-
mittee was appointed, but if this Bill should
not be adopted, and I should come here for
another session, I do not want to be a member
of the Contingent Committee. I do not want
to be dogged to death by people who
want positions. I do not see why they can-
not go to work, as other people do, iustena
of hunting round after a (overmnnent ap-
pointmlent. If a single page is wanted there
are twenty alpplications for the position ; if
there is a nmessenger w-anted there are forty
after it, and if any other position is to be
filled everybody seemus te want it. I (10 not
think that this Bill tends to degrade the con-
mittee at all ; I think the matter would be
better in the hands of the Government. They
are responsible to the people. As a matter of
course, so are we to a certain extent, but they
are fully resqponsible to the people, and on thei
let the responsibility rest. It will be in our
power, just as nuch if this Bill passes as it
is now, to say to Government if they are
doing what we do not think is right : " You
are going wrong. and we will oppose yo."
We have the saine privileges under this Bill
that we enjoy now, and the change will be
a blessing not only to those connected with
the Conunlittee on Contingencles, but to the
country at large.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think the Bill
should pass the second reading, because, as
the Premier lias very properly stated. one
object of the measure is to provide the means
by which the money for carrying on the
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internal economy of the Senate eau be obtain-
ed through the ordinary channel. Apparently
at the present moment there is no such
means. With regard to the particular clause,
concerning which there bas been considerable
opposition so far, the sting has been taken
ont of it by the change that his hon. the
Premier has proposed to make. Whether
that change will be sufficient to meet the case
remains to be seen when the i5il goes into
oommittee. So far as I an personally con-
cerned, I think we should not relax any of

tion, and that the Senate is to be controlled
in that way, we should look at the question
fron that peint of view. I advance phese
arguments now because now is the tiie to
suggest amendments which we think should
be made when the Bill goes into conmittee.
Whether an amendment greater than the one
proposed by the Premier should be made to
the Bill as it stands is a matter that can be
discussed in the committee.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I wish to

the prerogatives we hold as senators further Bl sugese te an i er tue
than the public service calls for as desirable, Bi
and it seems to me that we are being called n ber from every province should le ap-

upon to resign some of our prerogatives, and
+ý lp i, t1ha lha.njl of a Smar n e au excellent committee and it would be easier

p ,
fixed by an Act of Parliament, the patronage
and expenditures of the Senate. The Bill.
I believe, provides that the Clerk of the Senate
shall prepare an estimate for what is required
and furnish it to the commission, and then
the commission-

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT - The Clerk of the
Senate prepares the estimate and sends it to
the Finance Minister ; the commission has
nothing to do with it. It Is just the same
as is done now.

Hon.Mr.BOULTON-The same argument that
has been applied to the reduction in number
of this committee can apply to every commit-
tee of the Senate. It is a question whether
it is a wise step to take. If we pass the
Bill for that reason, three or four years hence
a proposition may be made that all the com-
mittees should be reduced to five members
each. Now, as long as there is no complaint
and no necessity is shown for the proposed
change, we should consider whether Lt
ls . desirable to reduce the number of
this particular committee. I think it is not
desirable that we should get inte a system of
government by committees-a system that
prevails very largely in the United States
to-day. When a committee once passes any-
thing It is taken for granted that the decision
of the committee will be acoepted by the
House. Only the other day the hon. gentle-
man from Sarnia advanced as an argument
against opposing the Bell Telephone Com-
pany's Bill at the third reading that we should
not oppose it then because it had passed
through the Committee on Railways, Tele-
graphs and Harbours. If it is taken for
granted that the committee fixes the legisla-

to find a quorum than if the commission were
composed of only five members. It would be
satisfactory to everybody and the committee
would not he too large or too small.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-When this question was
first submitted to the House I was afraid of
the consequences of passing such a Bill. I
looked upon it as an invasion of the privileges
and prerogatives of the Senate, but since
then I have had time to reflect a little and
my opinion Is that the Bill will be rather an
improvement than anything else. It is a
very important change, but the organization
which is to take the place of the Coimimittee
on Contingencies will have, perhaps, a better
opportunity of rendering justice to every one
than the present committee. I recognize the
fact that the Committee on Contingencles has
done its best to render justice to everyone,
but it has not always been easy to act as
they desired. We have had to consider many
petitions and applications. If it had been
possible to grant all the requests that were
made, no doubt every member of the commit-
tee would have done so with pleasure. Of
course that was impossible. With this com-
mission there will be a better chance to make
a wise choice in appointing employees. The
commission will be composed of men who
have occupied the first positions ln the Senate.
They will be here during the vacation as
we0ll as the session of Parliament, and they
Will have an opportunity to judge of the
qualifications of all who apply for positions
here. It will be a guarantee that the officers
to be employed wIll be qualified for the posi-
tions they are to fill. It will also be a great
relief to members generally.. They will have
nothing further to do with petitions that
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emlfployees are continuously making during the
session for increases in salary, or other
favours. But there is another consideration
Whieh I would like to submit to the Senate.
lu iny opinion, under this Bill the smaller
provinces will have a better chance of sharing
li the appointments and promotions than they
have had in the past. The larger provinces
have had nothing to complain of in this re-
sPect, because they have great influence and
Inanage to secure the lion's share. I hope
that the smaller provinces will be properly
represented when the commission is appointed.
Some of the provinces that we call the smaller
Provinces now may, before long, be the larger
prOvinces of the Dominion. If we look for-
Ward ten years and judge of the future by
the progress that has been made in the past in
Mailtoba and the North-West Territories,
those sections of the Dominion will be in a
Position of equality with what are now the
larger provinces, and of course the Dominion
WIl then be a very large country. I will
support the second reading of the Bill with
pleasure.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-The Bill before us, as
drawn, proposes to bring the internal econ-
Om1Y of this Chamber into harmony with the
systen prevailing in the House of Commons,
and I understand in the House of Commons
the Board of Commissioners there practically
superseded the Contingencies Commttee-
that there is no Contingent Committee there.
1 Inention this fact, for I heard it stated ln
the debate before that this commission did
'lot Proposè to supersede all the duties of the
Contingent Committee only simply in the ap-
pointment of clerks.

lion. Mr. ABBOTT-That is all.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-But as I am advlsed un-
der the interpretation put upon the clauses,
Mich are quite similar to those in the House

Of COUmons, the commission are to supersede
tiie Contingent Committee-that not only all
DoWers respecting appointments, but ail other
'1Qatters relating to the internai economy of
tle lieuse rests with the Board of Commis-

oners. The Commons Board, I think, con-
s of members of the Government.

l'on. Mr. POWER-The Speaker and four
%lnbers of the Government.

lOn. Mr. SCOTT-As the hon. gentleman
Y8 it consists of the Speaker and four

members of the Government, practically giv-
ing the Government, for the time being, con-
trol of the Chamber. I do not think it would
be quIte fair to adopt the same principle in
this Chamber, for I presume If this Bill
passes, the same principle will be in force
here, and I do not think hon. gentlemen,
when they come to appreciate the change,
will be altogether satisfied. At the time the In-
ternai Economy Bill was introduced into Par-
liament it was at first proposed to extend it,
with certain modifications, to the Senate ; and
my remembrance is that there was a consid-
erable protest against it in this House, and
the Govèrnment acquiescing in the views of
the members of this Chamber finally consent-
ed that It should not apply here. The clauses
of this Bill are entirely similar to the Internal
Economy Bill of the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Section 1 of this Bill is
section 10 of the Internai Economy Act of
the House of Commons. It relates to the
Speaker, and is almost word for word.
Section 2 Is practically section 11. I have
the original Act here and, with the
modifications necessary to make It ap-
plicable to this Chamber, the wordilng
Is almost the same. I was not ln my seat
at the time the explanations were given by
the leader of the Government, but I under-
stand that it was proposed to make certain
alterations in that particular clause which
would have the effect of making those ap-
pointments subject to the approval of the
House itself and not by the Government
alone.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentleman is
keeping out of sight altogether the main
point: that the House itself is to appoint the
commission or the committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was just coming to
that. I stated I was not in my seat at the
time that the explanation was given by the
Premier, but I understood that he made a
statement to the effect that he proposed to
alter section 2 in order to give thils Chamber
the appointment of the commission. I am
quite free to admit that a smaller committee
than the present Contingent Committee would
probably suit the purpose better. It must
be apparent to every hon. gentleman that the
larger a committee Is the less Is the individual
responsibility, and If any excess of expendi-
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ture is to be incurred, or any addition to be lernai eeonomy of the otler buse has been
inade to the expenditure it is more likely 10 altogether satisfactory, and I doubt oery
be controlled and regulated by a small coinucli if it were proposed to-day if it could be
mittee. I quite admit that the Contingencies caried. However. the position here is cutire-
Commuittee was quite open to that objection. Iy different. The Speaker of that Housq N
At the saine time I cannot admit that the much more amenable 10 the Comnions thait
Contingencies Committee have so . gravely our Speaker is 10 the Senate. I am not
erred in the past that this reflection should aI
be cast on them, for, no doubt, it is a vote point of p-inciple, because the Speaker oe the
of want of confidence on the actions of te House of Commons is appointed by he Com-
Contingencies Committee in the past year. nons, whie the Speaker of this Clamber is
because It is to be presumed that the change entireiy beyond the control of the members of
is brought about for some good purpose, and Ibis House. Then, again. as far as the coin-
that lhat connittee has not fulfilled all that mission la the oller House is concerned, lley
was natmvally anticipa.ted and expected fron are members of te Goverument. We :il
it. If the Bill is to pass, it would be matter know Ilat the influence of members of te
for regret that the selections for the coin- House of Commous is very mueh strouger
mittee should be contined to members of the vith t1e Government in t1e buse of Coi-
Privy Council. I think it would be rather mous than the influence of members lu the
an invidious selection to make in this Senate. We ail assume, and properly so, that
Chlamber. If the House itself selects the the Senate is a more independent body.
meibers of the commission, I think they They do not enjoy the patronage that the
ouglit really to be the best judges of otter buse does. and the position is differcut.
what members of its owu bodly woul( There is ail absence of a truc paraliei, l
be best suited for appointment on that con- adoplig he principie of the internai eeonony
mittee. I think it would be far better, taking of the otlier bouse. The conditions on whicli
His Honour the Speaker of course as one, thaI that Bll was prcîlcated do uot exist lu this
the other neibers should be selected by this Ciainber, which. I thhik, is another fair
body itself, without any reference to whether îeas > for doubling the propriety of our de-
they are members of the Privy Coimeil or partlng froni te rnie tlat lia- prevailed hl
not. The number of course is very limited, the past. The gentlemen wlo have advocated
and that is an additional reason why it seens the change have lu no sense retiected 01 te
-alter inviflious. You migit alimost mention Conaingencies Cofnithee of e heîîate. I
tiiose wlio wouid be reaily eligible as nin- Ls îlot alleged thiat tluey have flot fairh- or
bers, mder Ihls Bill, as t11e inumber s 11111a- properly tischargyd tteir dnt-. I dnoub erat
ited, and I hiope if th1e Bil l5 10 pass, tmt at tintes soue of te c ningeifes w-ioe ulo
th1e bouse Mill be prepared 10 accept an high, and wlien atteittion was called 10 1the
aittendient i lte direction that te sciectiot fact a very marked iprovement was inade-
shall iot be liiînited bo menl)ers of t11e Privy probably 10 a muci greater degi-ce than Il
Council. I find haqt lte otter clauses of t11e woui have be e ad a co isious been
Bill correspond entirel3 witi 1the clauses Ir, enilste( wi h ee duty, beause th e Senate,
the Interna Econony Bill of 1the Flouse of as a. body, feit t a in m'as a refection on
Conmons. ten anH tos ey ioifC m datey wa ntp n by the othe

Hon. Mr. 'ABBOTT-Perhaps the lion. gen-
tlenan will point out wiat clause il the ln-
ternal Economy Bill of the other House cor-
responds with clause 3 of this Bill.

lon. 'Mr. SCOTT-Yes ; the clerks of the
Hlouse of Connnons are not appointed by the
Internal Economy Committee. The elerks
are appointed by the Speaker, and I uider-
stand the practice is that the Speaker confers
with the commission. I do not know that the
change which was brought about ln the in-

extreme in reference to economy-more par-
ticularly on the subject matter pointed ont
by the lion. gentleman from Halifax. If one
looks inito the accounts of list year and cont-
pares thein with accounts of antecedent yearS
it will be seen that there is a very marked
imnprovement, so that it is not a very oppor-
tune time for the introduction of a Bill of this
nature. In the fourth clause, the only dif-
ference is that the power i the House of
Conunions Bill is vested li the Speaker by
sec. 16. Sec. 5 is practicaly sec. 12 of the
House of Cominons Bill.
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Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Sec. 5 eibodies our Hon. Mr. SCOTT - They have no Con-
present practice exactly. tingent Committee in the other House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Clerk prépares the Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-The Speaker settles a
estimate for the payment of the indemnity, great many of these matters, and the Clerk
iilleage and contingent expenses, and the Ser- settles a great many of thei, and sub-com-
geant-at-Arsms prepares the estiniates for the niuttees of the commission settle a good many
iessengers, door-keepers, &C., under the ap- of them. The Committee on Internal Economy

proval of the Speaker. From the observations does not settle the disbursements of the
that were made in the earlier discussion of House. It is done in an irregular way which
this Bill, one would assume that sec. G was is not settled by any statute; but it has by
a clause that was not in operation in the eustom fallen into the hands of some of the

ou1se of Conu-nons. I find that that clause oficers of the House and there is no check on
corresponds exactly with sec. 13 of the House them. This Bill leaves the Committee on
Of Commons Bill. It shows clearly that they Contingencies exactly where it was before,
have the control of the purse strings absolute- except in the appointment of the officers,
Y In our own practice the officers of this and that power is so given to the
o4ue have h l the control-tiat is 1te commission only on condition that thesignatures of the Clerk and the tirst account- apitet r prvdb hsHue

ant are required on a joint voucher to draw appoîntments are approved by this House.
lie, vo, ln respect 10 ývery thing else Ibis Bll

any mioney. They draw it from time to time, is simply systematizing the financial con-
first subnitting full estimates to the Speaker, nection between this House and the Govern-
and only drawng the money from time to ment-nothing else whatever. Perhaps I had
tUIe as it is required. I am sure it is not better take the clauses as the hon. gentleman
bâtended to insinuate that there has been any from Ottawa commented on them, in the

bof that power in the past. Section moderate way in which he did, and en-
.xactly similar, as far as it can be ap- deavour t explain what I understand to be

Dicable, to sec. 14 of the bouse of Commons the meaning of the Bill. With reference to
et, and lt is !i order to thoroughly bring i the second clause, I may say that I incline

Ato harmony with the bouse of Comhmons somewhat to the idea of selecting the com-
-cet. Sec. 9 repeals sub-sec. 2. At the mittee from members of this House who aret le the last House of Connons Acd was members of the Privy Council. Many gentle-
efore this Chamber, that clause w-as modified nen of this House are men who have been

read as it does now. If this Bill passes, Speakers of the House or executive members
control of our nioneys will be outside of of the Government-that is, members of the

1hi body. It will rest entirely with the Privy Council, but principally Speakers it
Ç'overnment; there is no question about will be in the future, and I coneve aIt

1)at. The commission will be controlled from their experience gentlemen who have
thle Government, necessarily, and it is for held the position of Speaker specially are

ble louse t say wether onie of the few better qualified than anyone else can be to
leges retamed here are t ie given up. regulate the internai economy of the House,

If they are to be given up, then I hope that and I think the suggestion of the hon. gentle-
eause Will be inodified to provide that the n from British Columbia certainly deserves
ýeate shall select its members on the coin- consideration, because it may happen tat

4fission1 from btie Conuniiittee on Contingencies. cnieain eas tmyhapnta
so. fthere may not be persons from each

. r. ABBOTT-I feel gratified that this Province qualified to be members of
subject 1a1- been debated in the moderate and the commission under this Bill ; but
fair Way in which hon. gentlemen have I would be quite disposed to say at once that
spoken of it, but I am far from being satis- I would be In favour of enlarging the coin-
t'ed that hon. gentlemen have really care- mission so as to permit each province to be
flliy appreciated what the Bill is going to represented on it, and in cnses where a Pro-
(ho, and what it Is not going to do. My vince has not the advantage of bemg repre-
on* friend opposite says It will do away with sented in the Privy Council here, I would

t he Contingent Comnmittee. In reality I recommend to the House to choose gentlemen
cannot see anything in this Act which affects from such Provinces who are supposed to bethe Contingent Committee. fitted for the position, but' who do not possess
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the qualification of being Privy Councillors.
l that respect I should hope to meet the
views of the hon. gentleman from British
Columbia, and perhaps the hon. gentlemian
from Ottawa will not be indisposed to say
that I propose what may be considered a
fair compromise that may tend to the
selection of a perfectly independent and very
competent committee. Now, with reference
to the first clause, it is merely a formal oine
to continue the Speaker's powers after the
dissolution of Parliament until the appoint-
ment of a successor. There is no law for
that at present, and I fancy it is a very
useful provision. Clause 3 allows the c'mi-
missioners from time to tine to appoint
officers, clerks and servants that are not
appointed by the Govermnent-that is to say.
they recommend them ; they do not appo)int

them. They recommend them to the House-
and the appointment is not validti ntil the
House approves of them. The Contingent
Committee now appoint in that sense--that
is to say, they reconunend persons for those
offices. Their report is brought before the
House, and, If approved, their appointments
become valid. So exactly would it be with
regard to appointments by this commission.
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa seems in-
clined to think that we slight the Contingen-
cles Committee by proposing this change.
The Contingencies Comnittee is an important
body, composed of as experienced members
as are to be found in this House ; but if a
good nany of these lion. gentlemen w-ere
disposed to state ln private what their views
are as to the exercise of this particular
function-tDat is the appointment of officers-
they would be inclined to say, perhaps all of
then, that a large committee of that kind,
subject to incessant importunity, and agitation
something approaching to log rolling, have
occasionally falled, and are liable occasionally
to fail in making a perfectly impartial ap-
pointment, ' governed solely by the merits of
the applicant.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Would the hon. gentle-
man tell me of any political body which does
make appointments in the admirable way to
which ho refers ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-1 suppose my hon.
friend means to enumerate the universal
doctrine that there is nothing perfect under
the sun ; but there are degrees of perfection,
as there are degrees of expediency and

convenience, and I may say that there
are very few men who are within
the sound of ny voice will contradict
me when I say that a small ceon-
inittee of five or six men who have been
accustomed to the exercise of this function
are more likely to make impartial and un-
blassed appointments than a large number of
gentlemen, who have warm hearts and kind
feelings no doubt, and are moved by the re-
presentations of this or that widow that she
is starving-that she has so many daughters
and sons, and wants some assistance to en-
able her to carry on her household. No doubt
ail that is very benevolent and very kind, but
I venture to say that it is not the kind of
test one would apply to the selection ol an
officer in an ordinary business transaction.

Hon. Mr. POWER - The hon. gentleman
means, I suppose, that Privy Councillors are
harder hearted than ordinary members of
the House ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOT--They nay not be more
hard hearted, but they may, througlh long ex-
perience, be a little more indurated on the
outside, and their hearts are not so easily
reached. I do not want to make an attack on
the Contingent Committee, and I do not meal
to say that the Contingent Committee de-
serves any attack ; quite the contrary ; I
simply say that a small and carefully select-
ed tribunal, chosen to exercise funetions
which members of it have been in the habit
of exercising under a strong sense of respon-
slbility Is more like to make an unbiassed and
meritorious selection for an office than a large
committee entirely independent of, and bear-
ing no relation to, the qualification or capa-
city of the candidates. I hope no hon.
member of the Contingent Connittee will
think I am saying anything la any waY
offensive to him. I am a member of that
conunittee myself, and the larger the body is,
everyone knows, the more easily it Is in-
flueneced by feelings of the description I have
named; and as the hon. gentleman from. Ot-
tawa very sensibly observed a few minutes
ago, there Is a stronger sense of responsibility
when It is distributed over a small number of
persons. I am getting back to the point I
wlsh to make, that the only change in realitY
made by this Bill from the system as it exists
Is in the appointment of the officers, and in
-the power of investigating any complain t

against them and making a representatioi
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as to that complaint, to the Senate, leav-
lng the Senate to deal with it. The
Senate Is lot divested in the snw-.est or

e'1st remote degree of any power or privilege
that it possesses. The Senate will not be one
iota less powerful or less independent in the
nlanagement of its owui affairs if a small
0onilmission be appointed to manage these
1natters than with a large committee doing
precisely now the same service. The third and

uflrth clauses are, therefore, with reference
tO appointltmelnts and the investigation of
001-flaints, and those are the only two clauses
Wich inpinge i any respect on the offices
or duties of the Comnittee on Contingencies.
The fifth clause provides for the estimates of
8 uIS required for the Senate. At present the
eStOln is that the Clerk of the Senate pre-
pares those estiniates : there is no law which
aUthorizes the Senate to make the estimates

l no tribunal to which the Clerk refers
thenl. He makes the estimate himself and
ensit to the Finance Minister and leaves it

to be dealt with by the Finance Minister
Wthout any tribunal knowing anything about
It The sole change which this clause makes
l'a that respect is that the ('lerk must submit
ls estimate to the Speaker, who will super-

and approve of it if it is right, and
81gest alterations if it is wrong. It is of no

4equence to me in the world whether this
Passes or not : I think it would be a

nelaeflt in the administration of our affairs,
1'n1d it is for that reason that I propose it.
I the Senate think that it would not be a
bellett, I shall bend to their conclusion and
ay thiat they are right and I amn wrong. This

claue with regard to the contingencies does
'flore than sanction the practice which

-eVails now without any authority, giving
to it the additional sanction of reference to
the Speaker before an estimate is sent to the

o1ence Minister-not one syllable or letter
tn"o than that.

Irat Mr. BOTSFORD-It lus been the
Praetî 0et always, I believe, with the Clerk to
rýJi(te estimate to the Speaker, so f ar as my

lnwedge goes'

1. Mr. ABBOTT-The estinate does not
any indication of Lt when it reaches the
ce Minister. I am informed by the
c Mfinister that there is nothing to

eatO that It has been submitted to the8>aker.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I never knew of any-
thing of the kind.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My hon. friend from
Richmond, who has occupied the position of
Speaker, says he never knew of these esti-
mates being submitted to the Speaker. While
i find no fault with it, I say that those things
are better done In an authorized and formal
way than if they are merely governed by a
practice which may or may not prevail for
any length of time. Now, the sixth clause,
as the hon. gentleman from Ottawa correctly
observed, and the seventh and eighth clauses
are practically the sanie as those in the Act
relating to the other House. These clauses
have no bearing at all on the jurisdiction of
this House or on the proceedings of the Com-
mittee on Contingencies. They have nothing
to do with the payment of members of the
House or of any contingencies except In so
far as they afford a means of conveying the
hundreds of thousands of dollars that are
necessary for the carrying on the entire af-
fairs of the House, from the pocket of the
Finance Minister to the pocket of the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They hold the purse-
strings-" shall be subject to the order of the
commissioners."

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-No ; they do not hold
the purse-strings. Suppose the amount to
be one hundred and fifty or two hundred
thousand dollars, that amount can only be
transferred to the Clerk or the Accountant by
sone process or other. At present the Clerk
gets it. In the other House an order is
given by the commissioners when money is
wanted, and when that Is done the money
is transferred to the Clerk or the Accountant.
It seems to me that that Is a better mode of
transacting that kind of business than the
present system, and it is probably a good deal
safer. In order to get a better law it Is not
necessary that I should make imputations on
those acting under the old law ; I only say
that it Is a better mode of transferring the
proper accounts from the Finance Minister to
the Accountant of the House than for the
Accountant to go and get the money whenever
it is requlred.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will give an illustration
of what I meanu. The Committee on Contin-
gencles want a certain amount-say seven
thousand five hundred dollars ; the commis-
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sioners think that it is an excessive sumi11, and
they need not pay it. They have absolute
control over it.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-31y hon. friend is i-
taken. The Accoumtant saiys, -I wait tifty
thousand dollars to pay nembers and to pay
accounts "-this is the way it is done in the
House of Coninions-and lie goes to the coin-
issioners and states the amount that lie re-

quires. They sign a cheque and lie gets that
nioney ; lie is responsible for the paynent of
tha.t money to the individual purposes for which
it is applicaîble. He pays so inucl to muem-
bers and so nieh to the Conunittee on Con-
tingencies. If lie pays it to the Comittee on
Contingencies lie pays it under the sanction of
that committee ; if lie pays it to menimbers lie
pays it under sanction of the law which re-
lates to indenmities. The Committee on Con-
tinlgencies gives its orders, and those orders
go to the Accounîtant. and lie aust pay them.
If lie has not enougli money lie must get
mnoney in a lump sui on a clieque signed by
the coiiinissioners and the Speaker. It seens
to ie that is a business-like way of doing it.
I see no interference with the jurisdiction of
the House. There is nothing here which
wvould warrant the conmijissioners in refusing
to furnish aniy noney that the Accontant
is bound to pay. By no implication are the
conuiinissioners given power to do that. The
last clause of the Bill is very much the same
as the present section 7, and provides for the
samie things. It was in order to have a com-
plete law referring to our House that the
clause was inserted at full length with such
mnoditications as the subject demaiided, and
was repealed in the general Act, so there is
no) change in that respect. Now, I want lion.
gentleienî to understand that everyone lias
perfect freedon to mîake any suggestion for
the improvement of this Bill. I an prepared
to give the most careful and favourable con-
sideration to any suggestion that imay be
made I woul : refer this Bill to a Commnîittee
of the Whole or any select coiimïittee-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Send it to the Commit-
tee on Contingent Accounts.

Hon. Mi. ABBOTT - I suppose ny lion.
friend does not nmake that suggestion serions-
ly. Wlien I said I would give mîost favour-
able conisideration to any suggestion that
imight be offered I mîeant suggestions serious-
ly made.

Hon. Mr. POWER--The Bill would be con-
siderably improved in the Conmittee on Con-
tingencies.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I do not consider this
a Government Bill or a party measure. I ask
the lHouse to pass the second reading, and I
shall afterwards by preference refer it to a
Coinunittee of thei Whole, w-here every clause
nmay be fully discussed before the House.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) - I have beenu
anxiously waiting to lear some reason for
this change and I have heard noue yet. It
has not been asserted that the conmittee has
not exercised its fumctions wisely, or to the
satisfaction of the House. I have been o1
that conuniittee for thirty years, off and on,
and was for a part of the time its cliirman.
According to my view of thInes. the atm of
the committee has been to economize in eveiy
way consistent with efficiency, and for a numuî-
ber of years back the expenses of the col-
mittee have lessened. This year they will be
$2,300 less on salaries than last year. In
188( the salaries were $32,578, in 1891 they
were $32,601. These are the very things that
are taken away fron the recommendation Of
the conunittee. The committee will not lh-Ve
au opportuiity of donsidering these imatterS
and giving their opinion to the House. i
should like to know what the Committee on
Contingencies will have to do after his. Cer-
tainly they will not have any control of thue
Clerk's accounts flmit are subiiltted to theml
and which are carefully examined by a sub-
couniîîittee.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Yes ; they will liave 911
of theni.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte)-Oh, no.

Hou. Mr. ABBOTT -Perliaps niy hon.
friend will show us the clause whiclh tiles
that aNway fromî the conmittee. My hon.
friend has some ground for saying what he
does ; .1 should like to know what it Os.

Hon. Mr. READ-I (do not sec that they
have any control over the Clerk's accounts
after this.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-We do not toucli the 11

at all.

Hon. Mr. READ-I do not see it in that
light. I do no' see tha.t the connittee wi
have anything to (o. The conunittee lhadJ
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btter not be struck, so far as I ean see.
hat is the reason for this Bill ? Has not

the comniittee performned its functionîs il
accordanîce with the wishes of the country
and the Holiuse ? las the coniiuittee beei
extravagant ? I admit that at timues thecy

passed motions that I did not agre
With ; but I should like to know if we have
not had equal cause to complain of any Gov-
erniuent that we have had in power ? Will
tlere be any benefit from this change ? Will it

lake matters better ? Who desires this
change ? I nmist suppose it is the Finance

I1flister. He has got something that lie
%lhes to take awa.y from the Senate, whichhm very- few privileges, and it will go froin

One thing to another until w-e will soon haveIothing left. It was only a few days ago
that they were talking in the other brani
Of Parlianient of taking away our reading
roe01. Whîile I generally sustain the Gov-

int when they are righît. and soietilies
D ssibly when they are liot, I cannot supportthis Bill. Why should I consider their judg-
4t better than ny own ? I think I have

SoOod judgmnent as anybody else, and I an
lot going to give up my judgment for that
or «nvYbody else wlien there is no necessity
fol It. The Commîîîittee on Contingencies liastelerallY done justice ; it has considered ail

tbe aPplications for appointiments that liave
ee subiitted to it, and in muost cases have

4iiven s and sucli has not always
*ee the case vhen Govermnnents have madeDploilnments.

lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I agree with
ou. gentlenan fromi Quinte in failing to

an3y good reason why this Bill should be
'ntLo(uc. However, after the explanations

e by the lion. the Premier, it is a less
Obiectionable measure to nie. I concur with
ly hon. friend from Quinte in thinking that
thaought to jealously guard the few privilegesthat are left to us. There cai be no
çllesti0  about it, we are giving up
F40icthiug hcre whici, once parted with,

ne1 ever be recovere(d. I can sec
good reason why every object cou-

bY iDlat by the Bill cannot be attained
a slall coimimittee of eiglt or nine. 1

Very uch pleased indeed to hear the

e a ccepting the very proper suggestion
n y my celleague froni Victoria. It is

aeordanee with my onii views, and the
0W of Iimany other representatives from the

smaller provinces. If the Bill should be
sent to a Comîmittee of the Whole I have
prepared an aniendiment to the second clause
to be inserted after the word l Speaker,"
vhich would niake it read as follows:-

"The Speaker of the Senate, for the tine
heing. and one senator f rom eaci province
of Canada. and one senator from the North-
West Territories, the said senators to be re-
spectively designated by the Senate at the
commencement of eaci Parliamnent, or as
often as a vacancy occurs by death, resigna-
tion or inability to act."

lon. Mr. HOWLAN-Is that a notice ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-No ; there is no
necessity to give a notice. I muerely state
that wlien the Bill goes to the cnmittee I
will move that as an amendient to hie

second clause of the Bill. I am very much
pleased to find that the Premier lias ac-
cepted the suggestion of my colleague. My
reason for wishing to amend the Bill is this
A few years ago, when the lion. member
froin Barrie framed his rules to govern the
Divorce Connnittee, I remember well that the
Premier, in selecting the members of the
conmittee, stated that ho wanted to make it
a comniittee that represented each province
and territory in the Dominion. He carried
out that suggestion, notwithstanding thiat four
ont of the seven provinces had divorce courts
and were therefore not interested to the sane
extent as those provinces that had no divorce
courts. This amendment of mine would be
in the saine direction. I would also call the
hon. Prenier's attention to the fact that there
is a provision in cap. 13, sec. 17 of the Act
governing the House of Conimons that it
woumld be w-ell to miake a part of this Bill.
The seventeenth section of that Act requires
the Clerk of the House of Commons, and all
rther officers and employees of that body, to
subscribe and take the oath of allegiance. It
vould bo well to adopt that same clause here,

because a few years ago I was informed we
nad a niessenger who was not a subject of
Her Majesty, and if such a provision is ex-
pedient in the House of Commuons it is equally
necessary here.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second tinie.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved that the Bill be
taken into consideration by a Conmuittee of
the Whîole House on Tuesday next.
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Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I should like to
know if the hon. member fron Victoria in-
tends to move the amendmient that lie sug-
gested a few minutes ago?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I gave notice
of an amendment that I thought was
desirable.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If the hon. gentle-
man does not intend to move it, I have pre-
pared one myself that I will move when the
Bill is in colnmittee. It is to the same effect
as the one which iny hon. friend suggested.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, lay 12th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BUCIUNGHAM AND LIEVRE RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee on
Railways, Telegraplis and Harbours, reported
Bil] (H) " An Act to incorporate the Bucking-
liam and Lievre Railway Company," witb
certain amendments. He said: The first
amendment to this Bill is in the clause which
states the direction which this road Is to run.
By the Bill, as it came to us, it was required
to pass along the River Lievre, and as the
railway projectors did not desire to make it
quite so crooked as that river, they asked to
amend the Bil by putting in the words
" along or near the river." To such an anend-
ment, I presume, there will be no objection.
The next amendment is that which intro-
duced the provision that this work shall be
declared a work for the general advantage
of Canada. The next amendment is to intro-
duce the word " connects " in the clause
which gives authority to make agreements
with other lines. These are the amendments
with the exception of the concluding clause
ln the report which it is my duty also to ex-
plain to the House. This charter, as applied
for, is for the construction of a line of rail-

way from Buckingham up the Lievre River
to its source, and also to continue that under-
taking south from Buckingham to the River
Ottawa, and to cross the River Ottawa by a
bridge, and then to connect with other ines
through the Province of Ontario. The House
is probably aware that by our 66th rule it be-
comes the duty of the comiittee to wholl
a private Bill is referred to report whether
there is any difference between the Bill as it
was brought before them and the Bill which
was originally applied for by petition and
notice given. In this case all the provisions
which give authority by this Bill to construct
a lUne from Buckingham to the River Ottawa.
and a bridge across the Ottawa, and the con-
necting lines from that bridge to other railwaY
lnes in Ontario were left out of the notice.
No notice was given of theni and it becamue
our duty to report that fact to the House.
so that the House might deal with it as theY
chose. In connection with that a question
was asked by the hon. gentleman from Sarnia,
as to whether the notices were regular ID
other respects, as to tine, and I felt it m11Y
duty to look into that, and I have now in nY
hand the report of the Conunittee on Stand-
ing Orders and Private Bills, to which comi-
mittee this Bill had been referred, in whicl'
they state that the notices were short in point
of time, but recommend the suspension of the
rule, and the rule was accordingly suspended.
But the fact that the notice was short I felt
bound to state to the House. It is for te
House to determine whether they will paSs
tUis Bill now, or take it into consideration at
a future day. My duty is discharged wheD
I state the nature of the amendments.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved that the amend'
ments be concurred in. He said : Te
chairman ias given a fair explanation of ail
the changes that have been made, and I do
not think they interfere with the Bill in auf
respect.. It is true, what he says, that there
was no notice given of this bridge nnd col'
nection but it does not affect anyone. It ls
rather an improvement ln the Bill as it w-a
originally introduced.

The motion was agreed to, and the aneld'
ments were concuiTed in.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the thrid read'
lng of the Bill as amended.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill 'w8
read the third time and passed.
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SECOND READING

till (G) "An Act for the relief of Hattie
Adele Harrison." (Mr. Sanford.)

CANADA ATLANTIC RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
readig of Bill (64) "An Act respecting the
Cntada Atlantic Railway Company." He
said : The company ask power to construct,
'4ýiIp and maintain a telegraph and telephone
line along the line of their railway. It ap-
Deaxs that from some cause or other they
have nlot had the necessary telegraphie or
telephonic connection and they now apply for
l>OWer to construet a lino. They also ask for
au extension of five years of the time for the
cOunlletion of their road.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
as read the second time.

BERTA RAILWAY AND COAL COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Mr. GIRARD noved the second read.
Oe Bill (39) "An Act respecting the

ýMerta Railway and Coal Company." He
The company ask for power to further

eltelld their railway through the Crow's Nest
]s to a point where a connection may be

QIveniently made with the Canadian Pacific
kMllWay. They also ask for authority to
otk8truct, maintain and operate irrigation

ches lu the District of Alberta. Of course
tey a.sk for power to impose certain chargestor tle use of these irrigation ditches, but
these charges must be submitted to and ap-
Droved by the Governor in Council. The
Work referred to must be commenced within
t4eYears and completed in six years, and

case of irrigation works the limit is
enyears.

motion was- agreed to, and the Bill
read the second time.

ND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

IN COMMITTEE.

%ie l0euse resolved itself into a Comittee
the Whole on Bill (71) " An Act further to
%"' tie Inland Revenue Act."

On clause 2, sub-section 2-
Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that this sub-

section is going rather far :
" 2. No person shall sell any bottle, flask or

other package containing whiskey or other
spirits, unless the name and address of the
person by or for whom such bottle, flask or
other package has been filled are marked
thereon by means of a label, stamp or other
device."
The penalty for violation of this clause Is
$50 for the first offence, and for each sub-
sequent offence $100, and in addition thereto
a penalty in either case equal to 50 cents per
gallon of the reputed contents of the bottles,
flasks or packages so illegally sold. I think
that this is an undue and unnecessary inter-
ference with the liberty of the subject These
two Departments of Customs and Excise are
sending us Bills every year further to curtail
our privileges and to impose penalties for
things which are not done in a certain w f.y.
Now, take tis case : The sale of a flask of
whiskey containing a pint. The distiller
pays an enormous license to the Governient,
then the wholesale dealer pays a liceuse to
the local authority, and the retail dealer pays
a license to the local authorities. The retail
dealer has a cask of whiskey In his shop
which has paid to the Government large
sums In the way of revenue, and if a man
comes In, a traveller or any other man, anci
requires lquor and asks for a pint flask of
whiskey, and there does not happen to be a
bottle with a stamp on It convenient, the
liquor dealer sells this man a pint of whiskey
in a bottle which is not stamped, and for so
doing he is liable to a penalty of $50. 1
cannot see what object there is In com-
pelling a dealer to put his stamp on the
flasks. I do not think this is legislation which
should be encouraged, and I propose to vote
against this sub-clause.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I quite eoncur In what
has fallen from my hon. colleague. I think
it is a very arbitrary exercise of power to
oblige such a provision as this to be carried
out ; but the difficulty Is how is it going to
be done ? In the province that I come from
there was, a short time ago, a local Act In
force which prevented a person from buying
liquor at all for any purpose unless he bought
a certain amount, and be was not permitted
to consume It on the premises at ail-he had
to carry it away lh some bottie or flask. It
was drawn out of the cask- or keg and put
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luto some vessel and taken away, and that
was the state of things for a long time, and,
for al! I know, is the state of the law now.
How is it possible in the retail trade in li-
quors all over the broad face of this eountry
that the Government could enforce such a
provision as this ? It would sinply lead to

the greatest confusion, and the greatest op-
pression in many cases, and to blackmailing.
But there is a constitutional question behind.
The question of regulating the wholesaling of
liquor is largely given over to the federal

power, but the regulation of retail selling is
provincial, and Is regulated by unquestioned
laws in all the provinces, and they require
that this shall be done in such-and-such a
way. Has this Parliament not only the ex-
clusive power of legislating for wholesaling
but aIso concUrTent power of legislating for
ret-ail ? We are undertaking a rather heivy
contract to pass legislation of this kind, for
it seems to me a question will arise which
will have to be settled after a great deal of
litigation and expense. I hope the Govern-
ment do not propose to enter into a campaign of
t-at kind for the purpose nerely of enforcing
rules for which no reason has been given,
and, for ail I know, I am not aware that any
reason can be given. At ail events these are
reasons connected with the departments. the
subordinates of whici seem to be constantly
looking about for something to do-to enforce
some regulation that will make it very incon-
venient and oppressive for the people. I do
not speak on this mat-ter as merely affecting
this particular class of trade ; but-we are go-
ing down into a question as to which it is
doubtful whether we have any power to legis-
late-that is, the selling under license granted
by the local authorities, who, I repeat, have
the sole power of issuing these ,licenses.
Therefore, I think we are trying to put our
hands into a pie that we hai better keep out
of. At all events on every ground this clause
is to my mind objectionable.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The principle of
this Bill as been adopted by the iHouse over
and over again in legislating on the question
of trade marks and designs.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There Is no question of
t-rade mark or design in this case.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I
question of jurisdiction
liquors applies at ail to

do not think the
over retailing of

the provisions con-

tained in this clause. In point of fact this
clause is inserted for the purpose of eu-
deavouring to get soine sort of knowledge of
the character of the liquor sold, which falls
within the duty of the Inland Revenue De-
artment more especially. The diflicuilty that

it is intended to remuedy is this : that the
pluctice of manufacturing liquors from drugs--
of course the basis being highwines-through-
out the coumtry is increasing every day, and
in many places, perhaps in all, for auglt I
know, liquors are branded with well known
names, which in reality are concoctions manu-
factured by people on the spot, or in the
country at ail events, and the fact of a%
bottle being marked " Hennessy's " brandy,
or anybody else's brandy or gin, in nine cases
out of ten is no proof at all of the quality or
character of the liquor which is contained in
it. In selling liquor narked in that waY
they sell well known brands, and the personS
who deal in it and so mark the bottles are
guilty of a breach of the trade mark laW.
and once these bottles get into circulation it
is impossible to find out who the parties were
who conmnitted the fraud, adulterated the
liquor and gave it sucli inappropriate naies,
thereby violating the trade mark systemu. The
Legislature foi two consecutive sesmons nave
been endeavouring to discourage this traffic
and have found their efforts unhavailing entire-
ly up to this time. They have, in two differenat
Acts, restricted the manner of language whicl'
may be used in the labels which are stic
upon these bottles and packages, but theY
find t-bat that Is ineffectual in preventlng
fraud, and that the practice of compoundiig
liquors is increasing every day. What theY
wvant to obtain by this clause is that tle
person who mnakes this fraudulent package
shall be known-that his name shall be upoU
it, and in order to enforce that regalation a
person who sells a package of that descriP
tion. which is not inscribed with the naie
of the bottler, will be subject to a penalty-
am assured by the Department that it is a-
solutely necessary, in order to give then
any control over this fraudulent manufacture
of liquor or to get any hold on it, that they
must have some mode of tracing it, and this
is the best, in fact the only mode I can S
for tracing the party from whom the fraud'
lent article comes. I do not know that there
should be any sympathy for the man wliO
takes highwines and mixes it with drugs and
bottles It and labels it with the name of
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somiie liquor that a man can safely drink. I
do lot see what sympathy there should be
for such persons. The law is plain enough,
but where there is such tenptation to violate
it, it is necessary to make the penalty heavy
to stop it or check It at all. That is the
Object of this clause. It does not seem to
le to be interfering with the liberty of the

suWbject to say that when a person bottles
lquor and exposes it for sale and sells it or

disoes of it in any way on the representa-
tiOl that it is liquor of a, particular kind,
he should be compelled to put bis naine on
the package, especially wheni it inay be a

iOn1position more noxious than liqubr itself,
I hope the Senate will not stand in the way
Of enabling officers to perforni their duty in
tndeavouring to enforce the obligation of
those who sell liquor to sell what they pre.
tend to sell, and not some noxious concoction
ixider the pretense that it is legitimate liquor.

on. Mr. O'DONHOE-I would like to ask
oW the inatter will staid in e he tlie 1t4son

W'ho Puts up the package puts his nanie upons
the label. The producer takes it awal,
elPties it of its present contents, and gets it
reenW.ed elsewhere. The saine naine is still
fo the label that was originally upon it. So
the bottle may circulate, while its contents
hiay as many times as the bottle is filled ?

111. Mr. ABBOTT-The naine on the label
is 'Yly prima faele evidence. It is not con-
thsive evidence against the person who sold
tie Package.

M1n. Mr. LOUGHEED-Why not make the
8 eller liable ?

110li. 'Mr. ABBOTT-The seller is liable.
11 On1. Mr. LOUGHEED-No ; only the per-

Son by whom the bottle was originally filled.
(%rtainly the intention cannot be carried out
by t-h

Hon. Mr. POWER-The general-desire of
the Senate is to help the Government through
with their iieasures, and to inake thei as
perfect as possible. That is our business. I
do not think the lion. leader of the House
has given sufficient attention t» the
objection raised by the lion. gentleman from
Toronto, or the suggestion of the hon. mnemnber
from Calgary. We all synpathize with the
desire that liquor should be good ; if people
are to drink they ought to have good liquor.
If the hon. gentleman iad told us at the
beginning that the object of this sub-clause
'was to prevent the sale of had liquor, we
should ail have been anxious to improve the
sub-clause and the liquor too. If the hon.
gentleman wvill look at the clause I think lie
will see that it will not really carry out the
object of the departmnent-" No person shahl
sell any bottle, flask or other package con-
taining whiskey or other spirits." That does
not deal only with cases wliere these flasks
are the original packages at all. The thing
which is nost frequently done, and whicb
generally leads to the sale of bad liquor, is
the practice referred to by the lion. gentle-
man from Toronto. A inan gets a flask
whicl lias contained good whiskey, and lie
fills it witli inferior whiskey. I an satisfied
tlut the Premier can word the clause in such
a way that it will carry out the intention of
the departmnent better than in its present
formî-" unless the naime and address of the
person by or for whoim suchi bottle, flask or
other package has been filled." It has beei
filled for the original seller of the whiskey,
and it has been emptied since. It should lie
the naine of the seller or the person whose
agent the seller is. " The vendor " would
cover the salesman and the shop-keeper both
I think the hon. gentleman will find no diffi-
culty in driving the proverbial coach-and-four
througli the clause as It is.

e= c3onstructon oi tms clause.
Mr. ABBOTT -Make the vendor Hon. Mr. KBBOTT-I wiIl take the risk of

able for the liquor which le has bought in tîat. It er a

" faith-bottles of brandy, gin or wine, or Hon. Mr. POWER-Snppose tiere is a

quors as are sold in that fori-how is f wlfl Walkrs brand on it, a hU flask

t 41anw retails that liquor to know that Is enptied and Uic grocer retail deaer

i1 fraudUlent liquor ? He buys it from Uic puts a veth inferior qality of wiiskey Into

Who gives his name as the bottler, that flask, what eau you do to huun? Tue

all the outward indications of genuine- name or addrcss of Uic person by or for

described as a particular kind of liquor. Whom tat bottle vas fillcd was arked

e lie should not be compelled to pay a tlere-tle bottie was filled for Waiker.

for selling it, not having any possible Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My lion. friend surel
ÀOf knowing what it contains. N01t not prted that this clase wll apply to
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a bottle that has been tampered with and
emptied ? The package means, of course, an
unbroken package. If it is broken the clause
cannot apply to it. The punishment for sell-
ing compounded liquors is detailed in the
statute. This is to enable some trace to be
kept. Surely my hon. friend will not pretend
that this language would apply to a bottle
from which the original label or marks had
been removed.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If it does not apply to
that it is perfectly useless.

Hon.. Mr. LOUGHEED-,Why not improve
the clause by requiring that the bottle or
package shall be sealed by the bottler ? That
would obviate the difficulty.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-There are bottles
at present bearing the labels, not only of
Walker's but of Gooderham & Worts, having
the capsules on, the year of bottling and the
brand of the Custom House. These capsules
are Ingeniously taken off the bottles, the
whiskey consumed and the bottles flled with
Inferior whiskey, and those bottles have all
the marks of genuineness on them that were
on the original bottle. Now, how can that be
met ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-There is a crime in-
volved in that.

Hon. 'Mr. O'DONOHOE-Granted there is.
Say in the North-West Territories the crime
is committed and the man is perhaps 500
miles away-you cannot trace him. I feel
the clause is perfectly impracticable, and I
cannot see any good that can come out of It
-nothing but embarrassment.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My hon. friend's argu-
ment that the ingenuity of man w-lU find
some way of evading the law Is not an argu-
ment against this legislation. The saine ar-
gument would apply to every law that we
put in the statute-book. The law will be
evaded by some people ; but we must try to
make the best laws we can. The fraud
which the hon. gentleman describes Is au
offence punishable with fine, or Imprisonment,
or both. If we can find out the man-If lie is
not 500 miles away without any trace of his
whereabouts-we can punish him, but he will
not be punished under this statute. This is
to punish the dealer who deliberately sells
liquor without the sanction that the law re-
quires as to Its genuineness.

Hon. Mr. ROSS-I believe the best way
would be to send to gaol or penitentiary the
man who is found with adulterated liquor ln
his possession. If we had such legislation
you may be sure that everyone would take
good care not to be found with adulterated
liquor in his possession.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Suppose for " person"
you say " vendor or person."

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My lion. friend surely
does not mean that proposition seriously. Is
not a vendor a person ? That would only
complicate the construction of the clause.
The vendor may not be the person for whoim-
the bottle was filled.

Hon. Mr. POWER-He Is the person whO
ought to be subject to the penalty.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-So lie is. The clause
says " any person." Now, my hon. friend the
Speaker suggests that men in whose posses-
sion adulterated liquor is found should be
punished. That was the first attempt t4 pun-
ish adulteration, but it was found to be cal-
culated to do such enormous injustice that it
was materially modified by subsequent legis-
lation. Under a similar rule to that, at one
time persons having adulterated tea, sugar or
coffee in their possession were punished. It
was found Impossible to get a jury to conviCt
under such circumstances, because it was
easy to prove that the person in whose pos-
session the adulterated articles were found
had taken the ordinary precautions in buying
it-that they themselves were deceived in
purchasing It-so it would be the height Of
Injustice to punish a person found with adul-
terated liquor in his possession unless it was
proved that le had some complicity in adul-
terating it. This Is legislation to make it more
and more dangerous for persons to compound
liquors and send them out in packages with-
out attaching to the packages the means bY
whicl the fraud can be detected, or at all
events by which aid can be obtained in de-
tecting it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-All this discussion miglt
be settled by the- Premier percelving that,
while there Is a difference between the I'
land Revenue duties and the Custom dutiesi
adulteration must take place, and no Inland
Revenue officer can stop it. It is not far
to say that liquors are adulterated by drugs'
etc. We know that the report of the Dol'
inion analyst shows the adulteration of liquOr
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does not take place in this country by means
Of drugs. The only adulteration that goes
onl and must go on under the present system
is the result of the difference between the
Inlland Revenue duties ànd the Customs duties;
i cnsequeue of that difference, the pure
spirit that the Premier speaks of naturally
'vill find its way Into consumption on a
large scale. We knov that this spirit Is
strOng, and it is reduced by means of water
anid Infused into foreign liquors. The coi-
Dlaint of the trade is that the Goverment
has arranged matters so that it is utterly ini-
possible to carry on the trade, because it is
consÀidered desirable to promote the well-
eing of the manufacturers. The protection

of the local manufacturers is so great that
the wine dealers are induced to infuse large

uantities of spirit Into their liquors. I
believe the Inland Revenue officers en-
coulage this because they want to show
the large volume of liquor manufactured In
the country. Until there is more unIformity
between the Inland Revenue duties and the
Clistoms duties the difficulty will continue,
a4d it Is the desire of the Inland Revenue
liepartment, in my opinion, to encourage it
There is no use in putting labels on bottles
to stop this, it is ail humbug.

ln. M'r. SNOWBALL-Why are not wines
Ilieluded ln this Bill ? A strange case came

er My notice a short time since. A claim
Siade on a railway company for some
C of wine that were broken Into. I had

ccasi8on to look Into the matter myself. Thepearance of the bottles was suspicious, and
1 l<Und that the contents of all, though they

different labels, were the same, except
tlat there was a diference in colour. lu
tuy Opinion they contained a compound that

ralnk poison. At all events, I gave the
Blnant such a fright that .he did not press

hi8 claim:, and al the bulk of the stuif was
destoyed there and then. This material
Che fron Montreal where, I was told, It is

ufactured on a large scale. This stuifla sold to retail dealers ; and young people
Wl() Would not drink whiskey or other strong

os, drink this compound which, in my
Ion,s more calculated to set them crazy

whiskey. I approve of legislation to
Ithibit the sale of adulterated liquors, and 1

l)e the Premier will make the Bill apply to
s UWell as to the stronger spirituous

ors.
19

Hon. Mr. POWER-The section of the In-
land Revenue Act to whicl this Bill refers
deals only with spirits that pay excise duties
and does not refer to wines at all. You
could not very well Insert anything ln this Bill
to stop this ; it is all humbug.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-This clause has been
treated as though it were an ,menadment to
the Adulteration Ac. A gloss is attempted
to be thrown on this by saying that it is a
protection against the sale of adulterated
liquors, but this clause will strike at the
trade of a person who sells pure and whole-
some liquors as well as at those who sell
"whlite ee" or compounds of the same
description. Enormous quantities of bottled
liquors without stamps are imported in cases
and these are in the hands of dealers through-
out the country. The bottles may be labelled
with the names of the liquors they contain,
but unless they have also the name of the
person by or for whom they were bottled, the
vendor is liable, under this clause, to a fine
of $50. That, I do not hesitate to say as a
lawyer, is the operation of this clause. Are
we going to strike at all these people who are
perfectly innocent of any desire or intention
to infringe on the revenue laws ? The liquor-
may be pure and wholesome, but the offence,
under this clause, is that the bottle is not
stamped with the name of the person by or
for whom It was bottled. So that If a person
comes ln to a place where liquor is sold out
of a cask and buys a bottle of liquor, and the
bottle is handed to the purchaser without a
label on It showing by whom it was bottled,
the dealer is ]table to a fine ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Not at all.

Hon. Mr. POWER - That is the way it
reads.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The attention of the
committee la diverted from the true construc.
tion of this clause by a referdhee to protection
against adulteration. That has nothing to do
with the question, and It misleads, because
the Bill has no connecton whatever with the
question of adulteration. It may be an aid
in discovering adulteration, but In trying to do
that you are ppnishlng a man for doing a
thing which is far removed from adulteration
or selling adulterated liquors. In other
words, It Is striking at the innocent seller
of a good article-sellng It perhaps in the
state in which he got it, and whilch le may
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have had in his possession for a long time,
and In large quantities, just as lie imported It
under the existing law. The enforcement of
this clause will be simply Impracticable, and
If it could be enforced it would be most
tyrannical.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not say that the
Premier Is incorrect in his interpretation of
this clause, but as It is susceptible of doubt,
perhaps It would be as well to let it stand
and the hon. gentleman eau look at It again.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-My hou. friend makes
a very insiduous proposition, and it sounds
very reasonable, but the language, It seems to
me, is as clear as it can be.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a poor cormpli-
ment to the hon. member from Amherst and
myself.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I may mention In sup-
port of my view the fact that this phrase is
used throughout the Inland Revenue Act
wherever It speaks of bottles and flasks. This
clause will not prevent a person selling liquor
out of a cask ; it will prevent the sale of
bottles or flasks, or packages-that means a
package in itself. It does not propose to pro-
hibit a man selling a plut of liquor out of a
cask. You could not put a label on a pint of
liquor. It la the completed package that this
phrase refers to, and we have used the same
language throughout our legislation from year
to year as Indicating a complete package.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I put It both ways,
bottled liquor as well as liquor sold by the
Pint, What does the hon. gentleman say of
the hundreds of thousands of cases of bottled
liquor now in the country without having on
them the labels of those who bottled them ?
The innocent purchaser of those bottles is
lable, under this clause, to a fine. He does
not know the name of the bottler, yet he is
bound to put the name on the bottle or be
subject to a fine.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-As I understand the ex-
planation of the Premier, this clause means
any original package, not a bottle fIlled with
liquor out of a cask by a dealer.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-If the word " original
Is put ln there, would it not be plainer ?

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I am afraid that to
put in the word " original " would only add

another didliculty to the construction of it-
what would original mean ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-" Original package " is
defined in the Act, I belleve.

Hon. Mr. SNOWBALL - Why should not
the seller of a plnt of liquor be compelled to
put his label on the bottle, whether the
bottle is brought to him by the purchaser or
supplied by himself ? Grocers generally put
their labels on what they sell, and it would
be no great hardship, and very little expense,
to require the vendor to label the bottles that
he fils. It would certainly put a responsi-
bility on him and he would be careful how he
sold adulterated liquors.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-This clause requires
the dealer to give, not his own name at all,
but the name of the person by whom the
bottle was filled.

Hon. Mi. ABBOTT-Or for whom the
bottle was filled.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-We are talking about
draft liquor and liquor In original packages.
The liquor must have the label of the
bottlei.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The bottler could do
that

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
from Miramichi is talking of an entirely
different case from that spoken of by the
leader of the House.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I do not think le Is.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I have said alreadY,
I do not mean to say that the construction
put on this clause by the leader of the House
is incorrect; but the clause as It stands 1s
susceptible of two Interpretations. That 1s
clear from the fact that the hon. gentleman
from M4firamlchi, who is disposed to agree
with the leader of the House, and the bo.
gentleman from Amherst, and myself, put
different interpretations on the clause frot1
that put on it by the leader of the House.
My suggestion is, lu order that the doubtS
which are entertalned on the subject n1ay
not be hereafter settled in the courts, that
the leader of the House should let the clause
stand and have iLt so worded that there can
not be any reasonable doubt as to its iean
Ing. That is not an unreasonable request.
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Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-If my hon. friend asks
mae to let the clause stand, as I have been
1 the habit of doing so when requested, I
Say by all means let it stand ; there is no
hurry about it. But if it is in order that I
iay frame a clause which is not susceptible

to difficulty of construction I see no object ln
doing so.

lion. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gentle-
Balan let the clause stand until to-morrow ?

The clause was allowed to stand.

n section 3, sub-section 2,-

Uon. Mr. ABBOTT - In regard to this
clause dealing with the sale of cigars, I pro-
pose to submit an amendment. AS the Bill
noW reads it Is provided that-

"2. Cigars, when put up In packages of
three or six cigars, shall not be sold or re-aioved from any licensed factory in lots of
less than one hundred cigars ; but this pro-

sion shallnot affect licenses now In force."

The practice of manufacturers selling amall
l'Ots Of cigars from the factbry ls a practice
Which it is desirous to discourage. It is very
obvious it would give an opening for many
things which are not expedient or suitable,
afd moreover it is hardly fair to retailers
that manufacturers should sell small pack-
ages of goods. However, with that we have
very little to do. I propose to strike out the
WOrds " but this provision shall not affect
ilcenses now In force," In the latter part of
the clause, and add the following as sub-
section 3

" The provisions of the last preceding sub-
section shall not affect licenses now in force,
811d the Minister may also exempt from Its
Operation for a period not exceeding one year

ix the termination of such license any fac-
ory the owner of which, In the Judgment of

e Minister, would be unduly prejudiced by
te same being earlier brought into opera-

The amendment was agreed to.

lon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee, re-
Dorted that they had made some progress,
aLId asked leave to sit again on Monday.

The report was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p. m.

19½

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 18th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.
Bill (50) "An Act respecting the Ontario

Paoific Railway Company." (Mr. Power.)
Bill (63) "An Act respecting the Pontiac

Pacific Junction Railway Cornpany." (Mr.
Dickey.)

Bill (56) " An Act to confirm the agreement
between the Tobique Valley Railway Com-
pany and the Canadian Paclflc Ralway Coin-
)any." (Mr. Boyd.)

HIIGH RIVER AND SIEEP CREEK IRRI-
GATION AND WATER POWER

COMPANY.

TIURD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, fron the Committee on
Railways, Telegrapis and larbours, reported
Bill (23) "An Act to incorporate the High
River and Sheep Creek Irrigation and Water
Power Company," with certain anendments.
He said: The leading amendments to this
Bill, although very long, do not require a very
long explanation. The Bill as introduced Is
substantially the Bill which is now to be
passed as amended-in other words, the Bill
which came to us from the House of Com-
m-ons la restored to the original forin l which
It was asked by the petition and notice. The
Bill as It came to us gave power to this com-
pany for Irrigation and other purposes to es-
tablish these Irrigation ditches and works all
over the enormous district of Alberta, extend-
trig some hundreds of miles along the foot of
the Rocky Mountains, and far into the prairie,
and the application for the Bill only asks for
power to construct these works over a limited
area within that district, and the notice and
petition were conformable to that. On consid-
ering the Bill before us It was thought to be
quite sufficient to give the promoter of the
Bill all the power that he asked for originally
and to make that as perfect as we could. 1
wish to explain briefly that this amendmxent,
which Ioa the only amendment, except verbal
ones, ls for the purpose simply of restoring
the powers given by this Bil to the original
form in which they were applied for. They
are sufficlently extensive, as they will cover a
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great many hundred miles of ground. I see
nothing to prevent the House agreeing to
them, and I am not aware that there is any
opposition.

The amendments were concurred in.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the third

reading of the BIl.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time and passed.

LONDON AND PORT STANLEY RAIL-
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported
Bill (22) "An Act respecting the London and
Port Stanley Railway Company," with amend-
inents. He said : This railway compauy
Is in a peculiar position from the fact that
nearly the whole of Its stock is
owned by the two cities of London and St.
Thomas, and this Bill asked, very reasonably
I think, that those dties should be enabled
to exercise their voting powers in respect to
a certain class of business of the eompany,
especially as to the choice of directors. On
the matter being discussed before the coin-
mittee, the promoters of the Bill found out
that there were various other matters as to
which they had not asked for those powers,
and they proposed this amendinent to section
2, which gives voting powers to persons re-
presenting the two cities. The basis upon
which that Is to be done is to give one vote
for each share, and they asked to have that
power for the purpose of attending the meet-
ings of the company and voting for directors.
It Is to extend that same power to any other
purpose for which a special meeting may be
called, such as making traffic arrangements,
leasing or amalgamating, that the amend-
ment is made. I think they are entitled to
It and that the House can at once concur in
the amendment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED noved that the
amendment be conecurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
then read the third time and passed.

CANADA ATLANTIC RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

TaIRD R'ADING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported
Bill (64) "An Act respecting the Canada

Atlantic Railway Company," with an amend-
ment. He said: By this Bill the company
ask that some rather extensive powers be
given to them, and amongst others the power
of building telegraph and telephone Unes along
their railway and to connect those lines with
the lines of other similar companies. As the
Bill stood, they received those powers with
the additional power of making connections
with other lines to the distance of three miles.
Upon consideration, they found that that was
too short and they asked for power to make
the connection with other lines within 15
miles of their track. As the House had
agreed to give the additional powers of con-
nection, It was thought reasonable to give
them power to connect with any telegraph or
elephone system within a distance of 15 miles.

The amendment was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third read-
ing of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Before that question is
Put I should like to know whether there Is
any limitation of the right of this company
with respect to the tolls to be charged.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-That Is all subject to
the regulation of the Governor in Council.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I do not see anything
n the Bill as regards the rates which are to

be charged. .

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see why this
company should be put in any different posi-
tion from any other company. I think that
the rates which they charge for messages
should be subject te the approval of the
Governor ln Council, as provided for ln the
case of the Bell Telephone Company.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think in all other
Bills the distance is unlimited, whereas iW
this Bill the company Is limited to the distance
of 15 miles. The other Bills of the companY
apply to rates.

Hon. Mr. POWER-To freight rates and
not to telephone rates.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is granting privileges
to this company that were not granted tO
the Bell Telephone Company the other day.
The Bell Telephone Company had a restrictive
clause and this Bill has not.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill WaS
read the third time and passed.
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MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST
WAY COMPANY'S BILL

RAII

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. GRARD moved the suspension
Of the 51st rule in so far as It relates to the
petition of the Manitoba and North-West
Iailway Company of Canada, praying for
the passing of an Act to extend the time for
the completion of certain parts of their rail-
Way, as reoommended in the Nineteenth Re-
Port of the Select Counnittee on Standing
Orders and Private Bills.

l-on. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to dis-
VUss the advisability of adopting this resoln-
tion just now, but I rise for the purpose of
reserving the right which the Committee on
Railways ought to have in a case of this sort,
tO take Into consideration any delay whi
has occurred, and for which we have not had
any sufficlent explanaton. When the Rail-
Way Committee come to deal with the Bill on
Its merits, this delay may be taken Into con-
Sideration with other things.

The motion was agreed to.

THE CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT
COMPANY'S BILL.

MOTION.

Hlon. Mr. DICKEY moved that the 51st
rl'e of this House be dispensed with In so
far as the same relates to the petition of the
Chignecto Marine Transport Company (Lim-
Ited), praying for the passage of an Act
aluthorizing them to issue first mortgage
bonds as recommended In the Nineteenth Re-
Port of the Select Conrittee on Standing Or-
ders and Private Bills.

1:on. Mr. ALMON-I trust the House will
Pause before granting tiis extension. It la
a very serious matter. Notices of this kind
Ought certainly to be fully distributed, not
0nIY here but in the old country, where the
forier bonds were taken. Instead of that
What do we find ? The notice has had two
ilsertions li the Canada Gazette, and I under-
8tand has been advertised twice in an Eng-

sP paper. The notice in the Gazette Is to
the effect that an Act will be applied for at
tle present session for power to Issue first
Preferential bonds to take priority over the
e tgmortgage bonds. Now, the greater
')et of those bonds-I fancy all of them-
Were issued in England, and the persons who

advanced their money on them did so on the
credit of the annuity, which has been ad-
vanced by this Parliament, of $175,O0 for
twenty or thirty years. Now, la it fair that
we should pass this Bill giving new. bonds
priority over those already issued ? The pre-
sent bondholders advanced their money on
the annuity granted by this House, and we
are now doing away with the only chance
they will ever have of getting the money back
by putting other bonds before them. It may
be aIl right, but should not these parties have
given proper notice of what they want ?
Will the bald notice of two Insertions in the
Gazette, that nobody sees, and two insertions
in an English paper, which we do not know
that any of the persons interested ever see,
be considered sufficient ? I think If we grant
this we had better do away with the rule
which requires that notice to be given.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It seems to me
that there la nothing unusual in this petition.
We often take the action now proposed where
notice is insufficient. Generally the persons
Interested In such Bills Ilve in England, and
I do not consider that this Bill is an exception
to the general rule. My hon. friend may
find that many persons who had the first lien
on the enterprise are the parties who are
Interested In these preferential bonds.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Have you any proof of
this ?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I have the assur-
ance of the hon. gentleman who has this Bill
in charge that several of the persons who are
interested in this Bill and itend to invest
their money in the preferential bonds are
parties who hold original stock. The House
in a matter of thils kind will surely not de-
prive these gentlemen, on a technicality, of
getting what they desire. There has been a
very large amount of money lnvested In this
enterprise-three-quarters of what la required
to finish lt-and I think it would be unfair to
those who invested their capital In the enter-
prise to refuse them legislation which will
enable them to get some return. It Is for
their protection that this preference la given.
If they don't get thils additional capital In
the way that .they propose to get it, the
enterprise will fail, and all those who have
lnvested in It wl lose. In the Interest of
the capitalists who have already lnvested in
the enterprise, the recommendation of the
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committee should be concurred in by the
House.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - It seems to me
that it is not a question of loss or gain to the
bondholders; it Is a question whether they
have given the proper notice. If they have
not done so, I think the people in England
should have due notice, according to law,
before this Bill Is allowed to pass.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I do not propose to be
drawn into a discussion of the facts as con-
tained in the Bill, because It will be quite
time enough to discuss them when we have
the BIl before us. If the hon. gentleman
from Halifax had been a member of the com-
mittee, and had looked at the petition and
examined into the facts therein contained, he
would have found the reasons why the com-
pany were unable to give this notice any
longer than they did, which reasons, I may
say, satisfied a large majority of the com-
mittee ; and it may be some comfort to my
hon. friend to know that when the Bill comes
up before us he will find that It is not a Bill
to sacrifice the Interests of any of the bond-
holders at all ; It is a BIll to enable the
present bondholders to get something after-
wards. Preference bonds have been offered
to these people. Some will take them and
others will refuse them. It is entirely a
question for the present bondholders who
hold these three millions of bonds. The new
bonds will first be offered to them. If they
do not take the other million and a half re-
quired to finish the road, other parties will
be asked, with the consent of the present
bondholders, to take them. I will be pre-
pared to discuss the question on its merits
before the House or before the committee
when the Bill comes up.

present consider nothing but the report of
the committee, but, as I understand, the.
committee was divided and the division was
a rather close one in connection with the
question whether this report should be made
to the House or not ; and when the report
comes up to the House I think w-e should
have the right to look at the merits of the
case somewhat. In some cases It is apparent
that no wrong or injustice can be done any-
one by dispensing with the notice, and in
other cases there may be wrong done, and
this is one of the cases where possibly a wrong
may be done, therefore It is the diuty of the
hon. gentleman who asks for the suspension
of this rule to show to the House in a satis-
factory way that no wrong can be done by
suspending the rule. The explanation of my
hon. friend from Amherst does not, to my
mind, show that. He says, as a justification
for what he expects to be done, that the new
bonds wlll be offered to the holders of the
present bonds and if they accept, well and
good. They are secured. They have the
security of the new bonds. If they do not
take them then their existing security is
superseded by the bonds that are to be issued
under this Bill.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I beg the hon. gentle-
man's pardon. He must have misunderstood
me. What I said was that they had the
option of taking these if they liked and if
they did not take them these bonds were to
be open to any other person to take then,
but that arrangement could not be had with-
out the consent of the existing bondholders.
Those who hold the three million or three-
fourths of the three million of existing bonds
have the full control, and their -consent is
required.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that my Hon. Mr. POWER-When the hon. gentle-
hon. colleague from Halifax deserves the re- man says the Bill requires the consent of
proach which has been administered to him three-fourths of the bondholders does he mean
by the hon. gentleman from Amherst. He three-fourths ln number or In value ?
must remember that this company comes to Hon. Mr. ALMON-The first division that
the Senate asking to have the rule of the took place on tis question in the committee
House suspended in their favour. As my was on a motion of mine that the considera-
hon. colleague from Halifax has stated, this eon of the Bill be deferred to a future day.
was a case where notice was peculiarly neces- The vote was a tie. The chairman voted
sary. The Bill undertakes to deal withthe against My motion.
security held by the present bondholders and
If ever there was a case where notice was Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I think the remarks
desirable I think this is one. The hon. gentle- of the hon. gentleman fron Halifax are some-
man from Amherst says that we should at what misleading. There was a very large0
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Inajority of the committee in favour of the
Suspension of the rule, and we only follow, in
this instance, the rule that was followed by
the House of Commons when they had this
Bill under consideration. Where is the harm ?
What portion of the bondholders are going to
be hurt ? The majority of the bondholders
are able to make any alteration that they
require, and what is the alteration required
i this case ? Three millions of dollars have
been spent. Four millions are required to
finish the work, and the Company can get no
Mloney from Canada until it is completed.
We have not paid them a dollar. You cannot
Put your hand on any appropriation that has
been made by Parliament, yet, after spendIng
three millions of dollars on this work, you
Want to rob the Company of the power to
dfiish It. It is an outrage to say that after
sPendling three millions of dollars in this
Work, when three-fourths of the bondholders
ask for power to issue preferential bonds for
another million to make ail the bonds of the
stockholders valuable, we are to withhold our
assent to a condition of this kind when the
schemes has been fully discussed in both
Ilouses. Hon. gentlemen cannot point out
lin the most remote way where the stock-
bolders will be Interfered with.

lion. Mr. POWER - The hon. gentleman
WanUts to know who will be hurt by the pas-
sage of this Bill. I think the people of
e0aada wIll be considerably hurt. The ob-
Ject of this Bill is to put this company in
a Position to claim from Canada, for
twenty years, the sum of $170,000
a Year, and the people of Canada
shOuld be hurt, for the undertak-

l 1s one that no private company would
0k of going on with without a subsidy.

lon. Mr. HOWLAN-The hon. gentleman
WoUld ask Parliament to dishonour the Acts
0f tbe previous Parliament. That Is just the
Bjount of it. Whether the project Is wrong
0? Whether it is right is a question that la notopen for discussion. This we do know,
that by the action of this Parliament we ap-

ropriate a certain sum of money to be paid
tO the Company after the completion of this
Work. Not a dollar of it has been pald yet,
and after three millions of dollars have been
opent towards the completion of the project
the hon, gentleman wants at the eleventh
hour a discussion on the question as to Its

advisability. It is not worthy of the hon.
gentleman.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Last session when
the matter came up before, the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax said it would not be hon-
est, fair or just at this stage to take advan-
tage of this company, which has Invested so
much money in this enterprise-that it would
be dishonourable towards the Company who
had invested their money In good faith.

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was adopted.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIONERS'
REPORT.
ENQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington) - I
would like to ask the First Minister, for the
Information of the House, when the report
of the Civil Service Commindsoners will be
laid before the Senate. I see that a synopsis
of It has already appeared In the newspapers.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-Directions were given
yesterday for the preparation of the report
for the two Houses, and I expected that it
would haye been laid on the Table to-day,
but it wll be submitted to-morrow.

LAND IN THE TERRITORIES BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called, Second
reading of Bill (M) "An Act to consolidate
and amend the Acts respecting Land in the
Territories."

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT said: This Bill Is one
covering a very large field, and is a very Im-
portant measure, though it is practically only
a consolidation of the existing laws. It bas
been suggested to me by some hon. gentlemen
interested in the Territories that It would be
better to give time for the consideration of
this BUll and, as there Is no pressing necessity
for it, it would be better to let it stand over
until next session. I am disposed to consider
that suggestion favourably, and although I
shall not decide upon it to-day, I move that
the Order of the Day be discharged, and that
the Bill be allowed to stand over until Mon-
day next.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If we are going to be
here, as seems probable, until some time in
the autumn, we may as well get through it.

The motion was agreed to.
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THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.
MOTiON.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the adoption of
the First Report of the .oint Committee of
both Houses on the Library of Parliament.
He said : This report is a very short one, and
the only part of it to which I propose to call
the attention of the House is contained
in the last paragraph recommending that
" in recognition of the eminent literary
acquirements of Mr. W. W. Campbell he
should be transferred from the Department
of Railways and Canais to the Library of
Parliament. where his special ability and
knowledge can be utilized in the public
interest, and an adequate reiuneration for
his services may be provided." I nay say
briefly that tais Mr. Campbell referred to is
a gentleman well known to a great many
members of both Houses, and in Canada, as
a man of very considerable literary acquire-
ments. Some of his writings bave attractei
a great deal of attention, and are considered
by those who are judges in such matters to
possess very great merit. The rewards of
literary merit in this country are very small
lndeed, and it often happens that a man,
while distingulshed in that pa.rticular way,
may after all find it very difficult indeed to
receive sufficient remuneration from his work
to enable him to live. Mr. Campbell is at
present a clerk in the Department of Rail-
ways and Canais at a very smail salary, and
many members of the Library Committee
thought it would be nothing more than
securing a due appreciation of literary merit,
and encouraging those engaged in literary
pursuits, if Mr. Campbell should be trans-
ferred from the Department of Railways and
Canais to the Library. I may say that this
resolution was adopted unanimously at the
meeting of the Library Committee, and was
supported very heartily by gentlemen of both
sides of polities. The leader of the Opposi-
tion, as well as the gentleman who moved
this resolution, was very earnest in support-
ing the recommendation. I did not myself
understand, when I seconded the motion,
that the Government was asked specially to
provide a place for Mr. Campbell in the
Library of Parliament, but that if a vacancy
should occur, his case should be taken into
consideration, and be should be transferred
from his present position, where. as I have
already explained, be is receiving a very
small salary, to the Library, where his

special ability and knowledge can Le utilized
in the public interest to a greater extent than
where lie is now placed. Those are the
motives which influenced the members of
the Library Committee. As a general
rule, the reports of the Library of
Parliament have gone through pari pa.en
ln the two Houses of Parliament, and when
there has been any money involved, the rule
has been to watt ln the Senate until the re-
port has been adopted in the House of Com-
mons. In this case no grant of money Is
asked for; it is simply the unanimous recoin-
mendation of the committee that if an oppor-
tunity occurs to transfer Mr. Campbell to a
more congenial department, where bis special
talents might in many ways be made more
useful to the public interests, the Govern-
ment would consider that favourably, and it
is with this view that I have moved the
adoption of the report.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-I should like to ask
for some information about the previous par-
agraph of the report, with reference to the
taking ont of the books by members.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The only explanation I
can give is that it states a matter of fact.
There has been discussion from time to time
about the rules under which members get
books from the library, and it was for that
purpose a sub-committee was appointed.
That sub-committee has not reported yet.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Would it not be
botter to add to the paragraph of the report
relating to Mr. Campbell that he be trans-
ferred in case a vacancy occurs ? That
would make it seem ln accord with the ex-
planation that the hon. gentleman has given.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That is just what
I was about to call the attention of the House
to. The language of the report seems to be
rather imperative-" lie should be transferred,
&c." Tliere might not be a vacancy there,
and I think the report should not be as posi-
tive as it is. It does not say that he shall be
transferred if any vacancy occurs, or if it
should be to the advantage of tire librarY
that he should be transferred.

fldn. Mr. ABBOTT - My bon. friend in
stating that this recommendation does not
deal with any money grant was hardly ao-
curate, because, as I understand it, the re-
port expressly deals with a money grant. Iu
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point of fact, it seems to me that it is a re-
co1mendation that increased remuneration be
given to this literary gentleman. The report
recommends that " adequate remuneration for
his services may be provided." There are some
strong reasons against the adoption of the re-
port on principle. We cannot inaugurate a sys-
tem of pensioning gentlemen who are supposed

Possess some particular literary ability.
I uderstand Mr. Campbell is spoken of as a
Poet, and I belleve lie lias written some very
interesting minor poems. I cannot say that I
have ever read any of them myself, but I
have heard them very highly spoken of by
gentlemen who are adequate judges of this

0 of literature. But suppose lie were
Tennyson, the poet laureate himself, I do not
ee that we have as yet adopted any rule or
principle that would justify us ln giving him
a pnlsion, for It amounts to that. However,
1 do not propose to argue the question just
40w, but simply to say that ln the form in

lh1ih this report has been submitted, I think
it WIl be impossible for the Government to
acept It, and that the proposal to put this
gentleman ln a place ln the Library, and to
'iake an adequate remuneration for lits ser-

ces, will be resisted by those who hold the
DU1se strings. I would suggest to my hon.
frienUd that it would be well to adopt the
s m8 ne rule ln regard to this report that is
sually followed ln dealing with the reports

Of the Library Committee-that we act con-
eUrently with the other House, and walt
ntil they take the matter up. I would ask

the hon. gentleman to postpone it with that
"Iew.

1on. Mr. ALLAN-I have no objection to a
postpOnement, so far as that ls ooncerned.
Other mnembers of the committee are here
Wlo Were present at the meeting, and they

c rroborate my statement. When I
to second the resolution in the commit-

I Certainly did so with a full understand-
lug that it was not to the effect that a position
Bhonld be made for Mr. Campbell, and I

ess that I was rather surprised when I
the resolution as it was drawn up by the

Clerk. The intention was to recommend, not
that a vacancy be made for Mr. Campbell.
bt thah if a vacancy should occur lie should
b'e t1aIsflerred from the Department of Rail-
WYs and Canais to the Library, and that lie

ld receive an adequate remuneration. In
*e Departient of Railways and Canals I

think lie gets a salary of $200 a year, or
something of that kind, but ln the Library
lie could have his abilities and talents better
utilized and possibly reoeive more adequate
remuneration for his services. That is the
way I expressed myself at the time when the
hon. gentleman who moved the resolution re-
quested me to second It-not that we were to
make a place for Mr. Campbell, but in the
event of a vacancy occurring ln the Ubrary
his case should be favourably considered by
the Government. I have no objection to
comply with the suggestion of the leader of
lie House, and I therefore move that the

Order of the Day be discharged and the report
be taken Into consideration on Friday week.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-I may just say, with
respect to the design of the motion, that I
was waited on the same day by several
members of the committee who urged-I may
say insisted-that MNir. Campbell should be
placed ln the Library at once and provision
made for hlm to the extent of $1,000 a year.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I never heard of that
before.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I am very glad that the
Premier lias had the strength of mind to
resist this recommendation. I am a member
of the Library Committee myself, but I did
not happen to be present at the meeting
when this report was adopted. I may add
that if I had been at the meeting, the adop-
tion of this recommendation would not have
been unaninous. I quite agree with the
statement made by the Premier that if Mr.
Campbell were a poet equal to the poet
aureate himself, this is, perbaps, not the best
way to deal with him. He may be aun
admirable poet and yet he miglit make a very
inferior clerk in the Libmry. It ,must be
borne in mind tiat his being put lu the
Library now at a salary of $1,000 a year
would interfere with the promotion of other
clerks who are there already, and who pos-
sibly, as clerks, are quite as competent or
useful, and possibly more so, than Mr.
Campbell. If it had been proposed to give
Mr. Campbell a pension without exacting any
duties from him, I should be more disposed
to support the proposition than ta support
the recommendatioüi made by the committee.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--I eertainly agree with
everything that has fallen from the senior
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member from Halifax. If the hon. gentle-
man who moved the resolution wished to have
Mr. Campbell promoted, he should have re-
cited some of his poetry and then the House
would have been ln a position to judge as
to his fitness for promotion. If he is what is
clahned for him, we might in that case make
him poet laureate of Canada and present him
with a butt of wine, as is done ln our mother
country, though the hon. member from Sarnia
might object to that. I quite agree with my
colleague when he says that it does not follow
that because a man is a poet that he must
necessarily make a good clerk in a library.
That Is one of the most absurd suggestions
Imaginable.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-When Parliament was
convened last year a poem from this gentie-
man appeared which attracted some attention.
I liked It very much and was induced to get
the book. I took it with me ln the car
travelling home and read it on the way.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-May I ask was It in
the sleeping car ?

Hon. MIr. MILLER-Yes, but this was in
the day time. I happened to have for a
fellow passenger a gentleman who got into
conversation with another passenger near me,
and their subject was poetry. Each had a
stock of the other's poetry and they criticised
it and their conversation was very interesting
to me. Under the circumstances, I made
bold to offer this book to one of these
gentlemen and ask his opinion of it
He looked through it and read it, and told
me that he did not think much of It at ail,
so that is the estimation that this fellow-poet
formed of the book. However, it was not
the opinion that I formed of it. I may say
that I was not on the committee when this
report was adopted, or I certainly should not
have agreed to It. I do not think that the
principle contained ln the resolution is a
sound one to adopt. As the hon. gentleman
from Halîfax (Mr. Power) has said, a gentle-
man may be a very good poet and still turn
out to be a very poor clerk. I do not think
that the consideration for making the change
recommended here is one which should be
entertained by the House, and I shall oppose
the report when it comes up.

Hon. 'Mr. MacINNES (Burlington)-I was
present at the meeting of the committee
when this subject was under discussion, and

1 have very great pleasure in confirming
everything that has been stated by the hon.
gentleman from Toronto with reference to
what took place on that occasion. Members
of both Houses on both sides of politics were
present at the meeting, and all who spoke
on the subject spoke most favourably of this
Mr. Campbell. I did not know anything
about him at ail myself, but the gentlemen
who spoke seemed to be very famillar with
his works and with the individual himself,
and no one could be more highly spoken of
than he was. Under the circumstances, the
resolution was adopted unanimously, as the
hon. gentleman has stated. My hou. friend
from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Howlan)
wishes to get information with respect to
the other paragraph of the report. Will the
chairman of the committee have the kindness
to make the explanation that is called for
with reference to that ?

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-In the first place, I am
not chairman of the ecmmittee. In the
second place, I have no further explanation
to give. That sentence in the report speaks
for itself. It says that a sub-comnmittee was
appointed to consider an amendment to the
rules governing the taking out of books bY
members. That is a simple statement of
fact, to which I have nothing to add, and It
would be useless for me to give any further
explanation of a matter which has not beenl
considered, and which was referred to a ci-1>-
mittee of three, and that committee have not
reported. I am not aware evein tuat lbEY
have met yet. I have done my duty lu
bringing forward the report of the LibrarY
Committee; I could not do otherwise, and I
am perfectly prepared to carry out the SUg-
gestion of the Premier to defer the consider-
ation of the report until next week. At the
same tune I might say in reply to the obser-
vations of the hon. gentleman from HalifaX
that it Is quite possible to concelve that a
man may be a poet and yet have commou
sense and literary ability. It is not so diffi-
cuit for most people to apprehend that If I
man Is possessed of literary abilities he maY
be a very useful man in such a departinent
as the Library. We want men there Wh<o
know something about books, and his knoW-
ledge ln that respect may be of considerable
advantage. It is useless to discuss that
further at present. I therefore move tbt
the Order of the Day be discharged, and that
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the report be taken into consideration on
Pr'day next.

11on. Mr. HOWLAN--I quite understandt hat the sub-committee must report, but the
report before us speaks of an amendment
Wbich must have been discussed before the
Coulittee, and of which the bon. gentleman
lTinst be cognizant.

11n. Mr. ALLAN-I am sorry my bon.
fliend will not take my statement.

110n. Mr. HOWLAN-A sub-committee was
apPOinted to consider an amendment about
taking out books by members. I am simply
akng some Information respecting the amend-
taent.

lion. Mr. ALLAN-There was no amend-
Inent moved whatever. There was some

ls5cussion as to the general rule under which
rRenbers should obtain books, and it was

s<"8idered advisable that the rules should be
strengthened or amended tn some way which
WOuld be an instruction to the Librarian how
he should Issue books to members.

1on. Mr. BOTSFORD-I have not the plea-
%'re of the acquaintance of Mr. Campbell
and, therefore, I depended on the observa-

l Made by other members of the com-
Itee. may say that I never heard a gen-

enan more bighly praised for his literary
inments than this gentleman was. Some

ho•. gentlemen went so far as to say that It
WoUld be a great pity, indeed, that Canada
%hO1od lose a gentleman of so much merit,

c1Oh it probably would, unless the country
?forded him an opportunity of making a

hIVti- With respect to the fimendmentsDoken of by the hon. gentleman from AI-
n, the subject was brought up tn the

0 U1)ttee, and the bon. gentleman from
sl Columbia who brought It up before

t enate had an opportunity to explain;
result was that It was referred to a com-

Of whom, I think, the hon. Speaker
One. He presided as chairman of the

Committee, and he was one of the
ttee to report, and that report has not
iaMde ; therefore, It cannot be taken into

deration. There was not a single dis-
I1tient voIce with regard to the appointment

>&IM. Campbell, and varions ways were pro-
tad by which his services should be re-

in the Dominion. I think It Is very
to postpone the consideration of this

report for a few days until It bas passed the
other House.

The motion was agreed to, and tfie Order
of the Day was discharged.

THE BENNETT RELIEF BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
eading of Bill (J) " An Act for the relief of

Robert Bennett."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I would suggest, as a
petition bas been presented against this Bill,
that the committee should name a day for
hearing the evidence, sufficiently distant to
allow the respondent to be present.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I suppose the ':om-
mittee wil not sit until the respondent bas an
opportunity of being present to give evidence.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-If the hon. gentle-
man is promoter of this Bill, and desires that
the respondent should be heard betore the
committee, the committee would be Inclined
to grant the delay ; but I was under the Im-
pression that the petitioner for this Bill was
to attend to-morrow with his witnesses befere
the committee.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-At the time that was
decided on I was not aware that this petition
was to be presented from the respondent. I
think that under the circumstances sufficient
time should be given to allow her to be
heard.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

SECOND READING.-

Bill (F) " An Act for the relief of James
Wright." (Mr. Clemow.)

PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT moved the second read-
ing of Bill (L) " An Act to amend the Patent
Act and Acts amending the sane." He said :
This Is a BIl to amend *the existing patent
law tn several particulars tn which it Is found
t'o be inconvenient and cumbersome and, tn
some respects, injuriously affects the rights of
Inventors ln foreign oountries who have taken
out patents. The first clause Is a provision
that an inventor who is a citizen of Canada,
and who elects to obtain a patent for is In-
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vention in a foreign country before obtaining
a patent for the same invention In Canada,
shall have the right to obtain a patent in
Canada if it be applied for within one year
from the date of the issue of the first foreign
patent for such invention ; and if within
three months after the date of the Issue of a
foreign patent the inventor gives notice to the
Commissioner of his intention to apply for a
patent in Canada for such Invention, then no
other person having commenced to manu-
facture the same device in Canada during
such period of one year shall be entitled to
continue the manufacture of the same after
the inventor has obtained a patent
therefor in Canada without the consent or
allowance of the inventor. The seconj3à
claus2- repeals a section of the former Patent
Act, which provided that affidavit should be
made before a Justice of the Peace, and
restricted him to that functionary. This ex-
tends the right to make the affidavit before
other persons who are competent to adminis-
ter an oath. The next section makes a some-
what important provision with regard to
models of inventions. Hitherto models have
always been required unless they were dis-
pensed with by speclal order. That system
has been abandoned altogether In the United
States, and we propose to make provision
that a model shall be furnished only when
asked for by the department, for It is very
expensive preparing models, and, In many
cases, utterly unnecessary in getting a patent
The only other Important provision in the
Bill is that which extends the life of a
patent to elghteen years instead of fifteen
years, and it ls for the reason that many
foreign patents Issue for seventeen years,
and it gives the inventor In a foreign country
some time in which to take out his patent In
this country-gives him an additional year
for that purpose. The details of the Bill
will all come under consideration separately
when the Bill is before the Conmittee of the
Whole.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (42) " An Act to revive and amend the
Act Incorporating the Brockville and New
York Bridge Company." (Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (72) " An Act to incorporate the Winni-
peg and Atlantic Railway Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (60) " An Act respecting the Great
.Northern Railway Company." (Mr. Read,
Quinte.)

Bill (75) " An Act to confer on the Con-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of Carl Auer Von Welsbach and others."
(M1. Dickey.)

Bill (80) "An Act respecting the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway Company of
Canada." (Mr. Girard.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.55 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, May 19th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ALBERTA RAILWAY AND COAL COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee o1
Railways, Telegraphs and ILarboiurs, reported
Bill (39) " An Act respecting the Alberta Rail-
way and Coal Company," with certain aneid'
ments. He said : This Bill, as it was Intr'
duced, was open to the objection that was -e
manifest in a similar Bill that we lad before
us at our last sitting. It was a Bill in termsO
only applying to this oempany as a mil'waY
and coal company, but the oempany ase
also for power to make irrigation canals and
ditches and so ou, and in doing that they as
power to construet these works through th'e
whole district of Alberta. The area covered
by the propsed extension of the line ls abOt
south of latitude 50, and this amendment 15
made to confine the irrigation works of the
company to the south of this parallel, giviW
them the right to operate over a few hundred
miles of country close to their works in '
berta where they require it. The amendmelit
is made In order to makze our legislation Co0-
formable, on that subject, to what we did
yesterday. As there is no objection to thle
rmendment I thlink it should be at once co'

curred in.
The report was agreed to, and the amed'

ments were concurred in.
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE moved the third read-

ing of the Bill as amended.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill

read the third time and passed.
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MANITOBA AND ASSINIBOIA GRAND
JUNCTION RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

TIH1:) REAI'JNG.

lion. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee on
%ilways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported
]ll (R) " An Act to amend an Act to Incor-
p1orate the Manitoba and Assiniboia Grand

1InCtion Rallway Company," with an amend-
nient. He said: These amending words are
added to clause 2 of the Bill, which is the
clause that gives the company new power
to Issue debenture stock to the amount of
$10,00 per mile of . the railway and its
branches, under which authority they could
at q.nce, without doing any work, issue ail
this debenture stock and put it in the mar-
ket before there was a mile of railway con-
8trLcted. This is contrary to the usual prac-
te in these cases, and these amending words
that are added explain the neoessity for the
alIiendrent. It ls the usual provision, and In
that way at once authorizes the company to
'%sue these debentures as the company re-

ire them, and as the necessity of the work
deands.

10le report was agreed to, and the amend-
tUnet was concurred in.

0ln Mr. BOULTON moved the third read-
0f fthe Bil.

e motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
re8 the third time and passed.

WbýXIPEG AND ATLANTIC RAILWAY
COMJPANY'S BILL.

SECONI) READING.
n. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second

rdug of Bill (72) " An Act to incorporate
th( Wlnnipeg and Atlantic Railway Conpany."

lin. Mr. POWER-This Winnipeg and At-
lUc Railway would appear, if one may

from the title of the Bill, to be in-
dd as a competitor with existing Unes,

a I think the hon. gentleman should have
eXp a5ued to the House why this Bill was

'aOsary.

k . Mr. LOUGHEED-As my hon. friend
tr0ý Halifax has always been an opponent

opoly, I presmune lie wll not oppose a
>Of this kind going through. I see the

for a charter for a railway from
Deg to the Atlantic coast. I have moved

the o0md reading of the Bill In the absence
the hon. gentleman from Hamilton, and I

shall undertake to give a full explanation of
the Bill when it goes to committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the second readlng
of Bill (60) "An Act respecting the Great
Northern Railway Company." He sald :
This is a Bill to build a railway from the
Lake St. John Railway, in Quebec, through
to the Ottawa River, and for a bridge across
the Ottawa River.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

WELSBACH RELIEF BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY moved the second read-
ing of Bill '(75) " An Act to confer on the
Commissioner of Patents certain powers for
the relief of Carl Auer Von Welsbach." He
said : This is a Bill asking for leave to be
allowed to pay the necessary fees to obtain
an extension of a patent under peculiar cir-
cumstances, which are set forth in the pre-
amble, and which have already been proved
to the satisfaction of the committee in the
House of Commons, where the Bill has been
for several weeks, and will be proved again
before the committee of the Senate to which
this BI may be referred after the second
reading. Two persons, one naned' Wels-
bach, in Vienna, Austria, and another by the
namne of Williams, in England, each had a
patent from the office here, one dated the
2nd March, 1886, and the other the 7th
March, 1886, relating to a very great im-
provement In incandescent gas lighting. One
patent related more particularly to an improve-
ment in the light, the other to the metals and
substances to be used in connection with that
Improvement. Finally they were amalga-
mated together and the right to these patents
in the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia.
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
was transferred to a company In Halifax,
which was created under the name of the
Welsbach Incandescent Gas Light Company
of Halifax. This was In 1889, three years
after the patent was granted. The company
took possession of the rights and made very
costly experiments in trying to carry out
these inventions. They have been engaged
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In that work ever sinoe and have expended
:something like $40.000 in the course of these
experiments. The patents had been taken
out for a tern of fifteen years from. 1886,
and the usual payments were only made in
the first instance in the ordinary way for a
terni of five years, which the House wll per-
ceive has expired, and it is in referenoe to
that expiry that this application is made. The
original letters patent remain with these
people in Europe, but they made their assign-
ments to the company here. The people
ln Europe, one being a foreigner, and
the other living ln England, and only knowing
what the English patent law was, did not
know that It was necessary to renew the
payment at the end of five years so as to get
the benefit of the fifteen years, and they in-
advertently omitted that. The people in
Halifax did not make the payments because
they did not know what was ln the original
patent which was in Europe. In the mean-
time, all these enormous expenditures were
going on. So the matter stood until the
month of April last, six or seven weeks ago,
when they, for the first time, heard of
this, and sought to have their rights respected
by making an application, which has now
become a very common one in this House-
to get a Bill for the purpose of enabling the
Commissioner of Patents to accept their
money and give them the extension they ask
for, taking care to guard the rights of the
public. This Is the legislation that is asked
for. On looking over the list, I see that
there have been seven cases of the kind since
Confederation, and ln all I have not heard
of any Instance in which injustice was done
to the public, because we always take care
lu such legislation, while respecting the honest
rights and caims of the parties who have
applied for the legislation, that the public
or persons who have acquired any Inter-
mediate right during their negleet shail be
protected. Now, is that done ln this Bill ?
It Is. The clauses are only two, one giving
the sanie right that other parties have been
aIlowed, to pay their money and get the ex-
tension, and the other provides for the rights
of third parties, as follows:-

" Any person who has, within the period
between the second day of Mardh, one thou-
sand elght hundred and ninety-one, in respect
of the patent first above mentioned, or the
seventh day of March, one thousand elght
hundred and ninety-two, in respect of the
patent last above mentioned, and the date of

the extensions or renewals hereunder of tifh
said letters patent respectively, acquired by
assignment, user, manufacture or otherwise,
any Interest or right ln respect of such im-
provements or inventions, shall continue to
enjoy such Interest or right as if this Act had
not been passed."

Hon. gentlemen will percelve that the rights
of the public are fully protected. There has
been no opposition to this Bill, ani1 i appre-
hend there will not be any, and thie:e < an ie
no objection to its second reading.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not intend to
oppose my hon. friend's Bill, but when lie
says the rights of the public are fully pro-
tected under It lie is not correct. By this
Bill the rights of the public are taken froul
them. At present the public have the right
to use this invention, the patent for which has
lapsed. It has become publie property. Of
course my lion. friend ls right in saying that
by this Bill all those who have invested their
capital, ln manufacturing or otherwise, ln this
article will be protected, and will still con-
tinue their right to use it, but the public are
certalnly deprived of their right We have done
as my bon. friend says in other instances-
intervened, when a patent has lapsed, and
allowed It to get back into the hands of the
patentee, subject to the rights of any persoD
who has undertaken to manufacture or pro-
duce it; therefore, in that respect my bol•
friend ls perfectly right in asking for this
Bi. At the sane time I wish to impress
the House with the fact that we are taieg
away from the public a right which tlheY
have acquired.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I did not make ¤y
statement as fui as I wished to do for the
convenienoe of the House ; but I may add
that It has been proved that there has beeO
no user of this invention by any person e%'
cept by those people who ask for this legLW
tion. They expended some $40,000 in ial'
ing experiments with the Invention, and thiO
money wUl be ail lost to them unless this ee'
tension Is granted.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-What committee dos
the hon. gentleman intend to refer the 10
to ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-To the Private Bilo
Committee, which sits to-morrow morinW'
As far as I am aware, there ls no oppositO
to this extension, and there are abundant Pre'
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cedents for passing this legislation by put-
ting in a clause to protect the interests of
those who have acquired rights by user or
therwise.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I simply made the
renMark I did in reply to my hon. friend when
hle said that the rights of the public were
fUllY guarded and protected under this Bill.
I Say the Bill ls depriving the public of the
right that they have now to use and manu-
f&cture this article.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-In passing the second
reading of a private Bill we are doing some-

nltug very different from What we do in
1asing the second reading of a public Bill.
My hon. friend says he intends to refer this

ill to the Private Bils Committee, where
1ere Wll be ample opportunity for discussing

the facts, and I dare say my hon. friend will
be able to satisfy the hon. gentleman from
'Lnenburg that his statement of facts is
correct.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil
W'a read the second time.

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WIESTERN
IRAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECONT) READING.
lion. Mr. GIRARD moved the second read-

Of Bill (80) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba and North-Western Railway Company of

ada." He said : The company that ask
'or this Bill are a very deserving company.
They have done a great deal towards the
<'lOization of Manitoba and the North-West.
TlTeY are obliged by their charter to build
tWenty miles of their road, per year. During

Present year they have constructed a por-
0f the twenty miles, but for some good

eoIi8en they cannot complete the section
C1ch their charter obliges them to construct,

and that is why this Bill, asking for an ex-
t0doln of the time, is before the House.

on. Mr. BOULTON-I would ask my hon.
from St. Boniface to allow this Bill to
over until after the adjournmenit. The

tin]l is mixed up with a motion that I
4'Ve Upon the Paper, concerning the question

ald grants to railways in the North-West,
'nd for that reason I would like to have

o OPPortunity of discussing the question be-
this Bill goes through. The Manitoba

44dNorth-Western Railway Company have got

a land grant, and If that grant is not sufficient
*o enable them to build 20 miles a year, I
think, ln the interest of the country through
which the line is to run, we should find some
means of changing the aid to the railway so
that the company can complete their 20 miles
this year. When we give a grant to a rail-
way company it Is te enable them to shove
their road ahead vigourously. I do not wish
to Interfere with the company in any degree
or to injure their charter. I simply ask for
delay until the whole question of land grants
to rallways can be discussed, and the views
of one who lives ln the heart of the district
affected are ln possession of this House.

' Hon. Mr. GIRARD-I hope my hon. friend
will not insist on delaying the second reading
of the Bill. The company do not ask for any
new rights or privileges ; they simply want to
keep What they have under the law. It is
because they fear to endanger their rights
that they ask for this legislation. I think
it would be better, therefore, to let the com-
pany know at once what we have decided
to do and pass the Bill as soon as possible. It is
the first time the company have come before
the House to ask for an extension. I think
they deserve consideration, as no company
has done more for colonization in Manitoba
and the North-West than the company who
own this charter.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I have been approached
with respect to this BIll. The Manitoba
and North-Western Railway Company have a
charter to build a line to Prince Albert. They
have built some 200 miles of their road, and
their charter will lapse, I think, in December
next, unless It is renewed. The object of the
Bill is to renew this charter. I have had letters
from people in that section of the country on
the subject. Most of them are the Dakota
settlers, that you have heard so much about,
who have located some 60 miles beyond the
end of the track with the expectation that the
railway would be pushed forward at the rate
of 20 miles a year. The company, I under-
stand, say that they are not able* to build the
20 miles this year. These people left their
homes li Dakota, and in various parts of
Canada, on the understanding before them on
the Statute-books of the country that 20 miles
of this road would be built each year. I
know that a man's existence is not worth
anything more than mere living who has to
go 60 miles before he reaches a railway. He
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is virtually losing his time. rThese men who
have settled in that part of the country have
very little means, and they are located 60
miles beyond a railway, and now the com-
pany ask not to be required to build 20 miles
this year owing to some financial difficulty
that they have met with. I have bad a talk
with Mr. Baker, and I know that the company
are looking for money to build the 20 miles
this year. If they do not get this Bill their
charter will lapse before next session. Now,
while I am as anxious as anyone can be to
have the road built and the company forced
to comply with the conditions of their charter,
still I do not see how we are to gain anything
by refusing to pass this Bill, because there is
no other company that can go In and under-
take to construct the line, unless the scheme
proposed by the hon. gentleman from Shell

River is adopted-that is to get the Govern-
ment to take charge of the enterprise. In-
asmuch as the land grant is in the hands of

the Govermnent, and they can control the
company better than any other power, we
had better let the Bill pass and trust to the
Geovernment doing what is best and the com-
pany going on and constructing the 20 miles.
I do not see anything to be gained by adopt-
ing a different course.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I understand that
the hon. member from Shell River does not
intend to oppose the Bill; he simply wants
to make some remarks on the general policy
of the Government with regard to land grants.
Now, he has a motion on the Paper which
will bring that subject fuly before the House,
and, as delay may prejudice the Bill, I think
he should not ask to have the second reading

postponed on this occasion. We know that
many railway companies have not complied
fully with the requirements of their charters
to build their Unes within a certain time, and
the request made by this company is not
unusual. I tlnk the House should allow
the Bill to be read the second time now.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-This rallway complany
deserves a great deal of consideration. It
has done a great and good work for the
North-West, and is not very seriously to
blame for its failure to complete the road as
rapidly as was at first intended. Some of
the wlsest men have got Into financial
troubles before now, and I know that the
company has been making great exertions to
build its road this year. Even if the Bill

is passed, the company will build the twenty
miles this year if they are In a position to
do so. It Is in the company's interest to
build the road as rapidly as possible, and it
would do no good, but a great deal of harm,
to reject the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-This Bill really is
one of very considerable importance, in view
of the facts which my hon. friend from
Alberta has just stated to the House, that a
large number of immigrants have gone Into
that country beyond the present terminus of
this road with a more or less direct and
positive representation that the road would
be proceeded with at the rate indicated by
the statute. It is certainly very hard on
these people to stop the construction of the
line, and fears are entertained that if they
are disappointed and find there is nothing to
be done, they will either leave or, at all
events, If they do not leave it will produce a
bad effect on the population south of the
line, from which most of these immigrants,
I believe, have been taken. I do not intend
to oppose the Bill ; quite the contrary. I
think it would be a mistake to stop the Bill,
because I do not see any time at which we
would then get the road at all. At present
while this company has it the enterprise is
in the hands of strong men, who are actuallY
now endeavouring to obtain further financial
assistance for the road, after having, I know,
at a great cost to themselves, personallY
carried the line to its present terminus. I
think it Is a question whether we ought not
to do something or other to give encourage
ment to these settlers and others who maVy
be expected to go to that part of the countrY,
and I would ask the gentlemen who compose
the Railway Committee whether it might nOt
make a good point In favour of this imin-
gration and show our desire to do justice to
these people if they were to say that in
¢onsideration of our abstainlng from enforc
ing the twenty miles condition this year, they
should be required to bulld forty miles next
year. Forty miles is nothing to a railway
company if they can get the necessary capital,
and without it twenty miles is more than they
can undertake. I think if they are granted
this delay they should build forty miles nee
year. It has been represented to me, and I
think wlth some force, that for this autuWil
coming the loss and inconvenience to these
settlers will not be very great, because the
have just settled there and will not have
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much to export-they will need all they pro-
duce for their own consumption-but next
Y9ar they should have a good deal to export,
and It would be wel to encourage them to
expect some proper accommodation when
that time arrives. I therefore would commend
to the consideration of the members of the
Railway Committee the advisability of re-
quiring the company to build forty miles
next year If they are not required to bulld
anY this year.

Ion. Mr. CLEMOW-I concur In the
opinion that has been expressed by the
Premiei. It must be remembered that the
0om1pany has recelved considerable concessions
already. They were bound to build that road
several years ago, and this concession. of
reequiring them to build only twenty
miles a year was consIdered a great ,ad-
Vantage when it was granted. I know there
are people ln this city to-day who are desir-
olis of settling ln that Territory, and who are
ordy waiting to know the fate of this Bill
before declding whether to go on or not.
There is a family here from Ireland com-
DOsed of Il or 15 persons waiting in the city

ow, and if the company get this extension
ey wiI not settle in that locality, but will

be obliged at great expense to seek some
other place. The head of the family came
out last year, and after travelling througli
the country circulated a very favourable re-
Dort of it, and induced a large number of
Deople to come out If this Bill is passed he
Will be debarred from settling where he In-
tenided to go-somewhere on the Carrot River,
1 believe-and it will be the same with others
Who intended to settle alongside of him.
'-hder the circumstances, the Premier has
nade a good suggestion-that is, if this con-
eS5ion is granted now, the company muet

buil 40 miles of the road next year.

nol. Mr. BOULTON-It is a mistake to
SUDPOSe that I am opposing this Bill. I am
t OPPosing It nor do I propose to offer any

DOsition, but what I do say 1s that great
<'i<essions have been made to this company.

Of all, they got a land grant of 6,400
as per mile, and were obliged by their

charter to build at least 100 miles of their
each year until it was completed. They

%'n e back to Parliament and got that re-
ed to 50 miles a year, and after that a

er concession was made, reducing it to
%iees a year. Now they ask to be relieved

..0

from building any portion of the road at all
this year. What I say now le, that It was the
subject of the motion I proposed to diseuse,
but which I consented at the request of the
hon. member from Assinibola to postpone
until after the adjournment-if I had had an
opportunity of discussing the motion of which
I have given notice I would have been able
to present the matter lin a different light to
the members of this House with a view to
devising a better system for pushing the con-
struction of railways in that country, which
is being so rapidly fIlled with immigrants, and
preventing settlers from being disappohlted
by delays of this kind. It is not for the
purpose of opposing the Bil or Injuring the
company that I ask for this postponement.
It would not hurt the company to let the Bill
stand for a few days. It ls not as If the
company were waiting to go to England to
raise money, or anything of that kind.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-I am sure the hon.
gentleman's Intention was not to fijure the
company ln any way. At the same time,
something should be done to assist a com-
pany that has done so much lin the Interests
of the North-West. If this BUll is rejected
the company will be placed ln a very diffi-
cult position. No Inconvenience can result
from the second reading of the Bill to-day.
It can then be referred to the Railway Com-
mittee, where it will be easier for every one
to make any objection that he may have to
the Bill and hear what Its promoters have to
say. No doubt some of the persona lnterested
in the enterprise will be present at the meet-
ing of the Railway Committee and prepared
to answer any objections that may be raised.
Those people cannot be heard in the Senate,
and it is only fair to give them an opportunity
to make their statements before the committee,
and I have no doubt that when they are heard
their explanations will be satisfactory to the
House.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-There is one very im-
portant point which I think bas not attracted
suffielent attention, and which should convince
us of the unwisdom of postponing the second
reading of this Bill. Nothing can be gained
by the postponement, since my hon. friend
doe not propose to resist or amend the Bill.
The only alteration that has been suggested
bas come from the Premier. It is a very im-
portant one and meets with the approval of
the House and of those who have charge of
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the BIl. The want of money is the principal
dIfficulty, and It may make a great difference
to those who are interested ln the enterprise
if we put off the second reading of the BIU
for a fortnight. No sufficient reason has been
given for a postponement ; my hon. friend will
be able to give us al the Information that he
proposes to furnish when h brings up the
subject on the motion of which he has given
notice.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Out of deference to
the wishes of the hon. gentleman from St.
Boniface I am very happy to withdraw my
objection to the second readIng now; at the
same time, I reserve my right to raise the
objection at the third reading.

The motion was agreed te, and the BIl was
read the second time.

The Sonate adjourned at 5 o'clock.

TRE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, May 200t, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedinge.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (60) "An Act respectng the Great
Northern Railway Company." (Mr. Read,
Quinte.)

Bill (75) "An Act to confer on the Com-
missioner of Patents certain powers for the
relief of Carl Auer Von Welsbach and others.,,"
(Mi. Dickey.)

AN ADJOURNMENT.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.) moved-

That when the House adjourns on Frlday,
the 20th instant, it do stand adjourned until
Monday, the 6th June proximo, at three,
o'clock ln the afternoon.

Ho aitd: Judging from appearances I do noti
think It is possible that the Commons will be
able to pas the Criminal Law BI before the
6th June, and any other business before Par-
lament will occupy very little of our time
when the House meets again after the ad-
journment-

journment. I believe that the majority of
members tlink the proposed adjournment
is too long. I therefore move ln amendment
that when the House adjourns to-day it do
stand adjourned until Monday, the 30th Inst.,
at 8 p.m. If my amendment Is adopted we
will lose only two working days.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I beg to move
ln amuendment to the amendment that when
the House adjourns to-day it do stand ad-
journed until Wednesday, 1st June, at 8 p.m

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte)-While an ad-
jourmment to the 30th May would answer me
very well I know that there are a number
of hon. gentlemen who wish to visit their
homes, and It would take them the whole of
the adjournment travelling backwards and
forwards. From appearances we must look
forward to Parliament sitting a couple of
months yet, and if the Premier can see bis
way to make the adjournment to the lt June
I believe it would be acceptable to the House.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No doubt many hon.
gentlemen feel it a serious matter to have tO
spend four or five months away from their
homes and business; at the same time the
Government should think seriqusly how these
frequent adjournments wil affect the busineO
of the House. It is a mistake to suppose
that because an adjournment is not extended
up to a certain date that individual
members are unable to remain at home for &
longer period. Of course we do It by sadi-
ficing our Indemnity.

Hon. Mr. READ-We cannot
home whle the House is Sitting
to our public duties.

remain at
and attend

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I hope the day WilU
corne when the Government will seo the de
sirability of placing more of the work of the
country in the hands of the Senate so that we
may be more fully occupied than we ha1e
been of late.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-If an adjournment must
take place It muet necessarily be with the
consent of the gentlemen representing the
Government here. We are like a little artnY,
caled by our sovereign to perform certbl
duties during the session, and we must De
ready at all»Umes when we are called upo
to attend to business.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There is considerable Hon. Mr. KATLBACH-We had the opiniO
diversity of opinion with respect to this ad- of the leader of the House expressed yeter
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day that It would not be In the public interest
that we should adjourn beyond next Wednes-
day. Unless the leader of the House has
Changed his mind since then, I think we
should adhere to his decision. There is no
doubt there ia plenty of work to be done lu
the committees aùd we can always find some-
thing to do here in the public Interest.

lion. Mr. DEVER-I do not care much about
the adjournment one way or the other, but I
think It la most unfair to place the responsi-
blity for it on the shoulders of the Govern-
nMent. I think we should stand up to our
Position here as Independent men, and if we
Want au adjournment we ought to carry it
nanftully and take the responsibilitly of it
ourselves.

lion. Mr. POWER-In my earlier days in
the Senate I was very anxious about the busi-
ness of the House, and, as a rule, I voted
against adjournments. I have learned wisdom
with years, and I cannot recall now a single
Oceasion when the public business has suifered
by the adjournment of the Senate. The
1eader of the House is naturally anxious lest
the adjourument of the Senate should inter-
fere with the public business, but when he
shall have been as long here as his prede-
essser was, he will have learned that the
SRate never does want an adjournment

ger than is consistent with the public
Interest. There is not the slightest probability
that Parliamnt will prorogue before the lt
Of July and the Senate can get through ail
tIi business that remains to be done when
We retuin after the adjiournment

lion. Mr. FLINT-I do net think the bus-
es of the ceuntry wll suffer by the pro-
emed adjournment. As to what the newq-

Pers will say about us I care nothIng. Our
eredit stands good with the better class of
the eple throughout the country. When we
have anything te do the public know that we
e tO Work and do it. I should like If the
%overnment would give us more work to do
ý* tbey could see their way to divide the

OUr between the two Houses, giving us al
e WOrk and let the House of Commons do

an the talk. They could have more rne to
dOvote to talk, and we could keep up the

, s a to give it to them as fast as they
Old handle it. I spoke to Sir John Macdon-

twO Or three times during his lifetime on
subject I think some plan could be de-

20J

vised to give this House a larger share of the
work. There are very few private Bills or
publio Bills introduced here, and we have as
a rule to watt for legislation from the Corn-
mons. There are some people who try to be-
little the Senate, but it la because they know
that the Senate Is the safeguard of our coun-
try. Looklng back as far as I know any-
thing about It, sinoe 1862, I have always
found that when anything has gone wrong in
the House of Commons the Senate has always
protected the public interest In view of the
position of the public business I should like
to see the adjournment to Wednesday, so as
to accommodate members who live at a dis-
tance from the Capital.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-This question of ad-
journment comes up very often, and a good
many speeches are made In support of it
which milght be called speeches for the aboli-
tion .of the Senate. I regret that any hon.
member should appear to feel so strong a de-
sire to adjourn unless for some very special
reason, lndeed, when I think there Is a possi-
bility of the business of the country suffering
by so long an adjournment. We are Indebted
to the hon. member from Halifax for the In-
formation he bas given us as to the probable
length of the session, because It depends very
much on his friends how long it will continue,
and he probably knows better than any of
us how long it will last-certainly better than
I do, and probably better than many of us.
If my hon. friend la giving us what we may
consider authentic Information in stating that
the House will continue sitting until the firt
of July I shall be very much inclined to vote
for the motion of the hon. member from
Cape Breton, because If the House is kept
over until July It wll be by discussions of
a kind which we do not ldulge in here, and
which would not Interest us very much, and
which would not detain us very long; but I
have more hopes of my hon. friend's friends
than that they will keep us here until the
first of July. Although the Senate bas not a
great deal to do on ordinary oceaalons, for the
simple reason that it does the business of the
country, and does not do the talking of the
country, still I think we ought to be ere to
do the publie business. We ought net to ab-
sent ourselves from the post;of duty without
some sufficient resson ; If we do we wiil
justIfy largely the staternents which are made
against our usefulness as one of the govern-
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ing bodies of the country; not only that, but
I think we shall occaslonally feel that we are
not performing the duties we have under-
taken as Senators, and which are imposed on
us by the situation, .when we absent ourselves,
as we shall have been by the time this ad-
journment is over, for nearly half the session.
If we are only golng to remain here for half
the session we ought to make a suggestion to
the Government to pay us only half the In-
demnity. I could upderstand hon. gentle-
men's anxiety for long adjournments If tbey
at the same time consented to relinquish the
fees which the country pays them for doing
the duty of Senators. Unfortunately the de-
sire for long adjournments seems to have In-
creased. I think we shall have adjourned
longer this session than in any session in my
memory. It is a pity that we should go on
session after session recording our opinions
that our existence here is becoming less and
less necessary, as I think we probably do, by
constantly agreeing to these long adjourn-
ments. What I have said is in, general with
reference to these adjournments. I endea-
voured yesterday to prevent this discussion
being held In publie. I think it would be to
our advantage not to have these discussions
In public-not to have the sentiments which
we have heard to-day from some hon. gentle-
men that the Senate has nothing to do, given
expression to-

Hon. Mr. POWER-No one said so.

Hon. Mr. ABBBOTT-I regret it because I
agree with my hon. friend from Belleville that
the Senate Is the bulwark of the country and
that It is to the Senate thecolmtry will look
some day to prevent a convulsion which would
be ruinous to Its credit. Therefore I do not
like to see things done which are likely to
depreciate the Senate in the opinion of the
people, and certainly we can meet with no
censure from the people if we are here to do
the business that is to be done, although on
occasions that business may not be very volu-
minous. These are general remarks to which
I earnestly hope the members of the House
will give their attention, and out of a desire
for the preservation of this institution as a
branch of our Legislature, that they wll en-
deavour to prevent any stop, whether It be
an adjournment or any other stop, that will
tend to lower us In the opinion of the people.
I have been investigating the condition of the
business in the Commons, and I think what I

said yesterday on that subject might be modi-
fied., I do not think It is probable that we
shall have much additional business from the
Commons next week, and I should be inclined
to agree without further discussion to an ad-
Journment over next week to such a date as
would enable hon. gentlemen to get back
here at an early period in the following week
-say Tuesday, at 8 p.m.-and if the hon.
gentleman from British Columbia will modify
his motion in that sense I would be inclined
to acquiesce in It.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am willing to
modify my amendment in the direction sug-
gested by the hon. leader of the House.

The amendment to the amendment as
amended was agreed to.

SECOND READING

Bill (42) " An Act to revive nnd iiiend the
Act to incorporate the Brockville and NeW
York Bridge Company." (Mr. Clenow.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.15 p.i.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, May 31st, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 8 p.m.·

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST RAIlr
WAY COMPANYS BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee ou
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported
Bill (80) "An Act respecting the Manitob'
and North-Western Railway Company Of
Canada," without amendment.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD moved the second read-
ing of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This is a Bill which
was laid over at the suggestion of His Honoa
the Premier, who was to make some e'
quiries respecting it.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-During the va-
cation I have given this Bil further considerw
tion, and as we hold control of the deWd
through the land grant, if we find It fDec&
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sarY when further application la made for
the completion of that portion of the com-
pany's enterprise, we can make what rule, or
lay down what restriction we please in respect
to the time for the construction of this rail-
Way. We, therefore, do not propose to In-
terfere with the Bill at this stage-especially
a negotiations are proceeding in England
Which we would be sorry to disturb.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
'Md the third time and passed.

'ISi AND CANNING INDUSTRY IN
BRITISH COLUM.NIBIA.

MOTION.

oI. Mr. MAUDONALD (B.C.) moved-
That an humble Address be presented to

1% Excellency the Governor General praying
that lUs Excellency will cause to be laid be-
fole this House a copy of the report of the
<0MMIssion appointed to enquire into the
ahnIoU fishing and canning Industry In Brtish

Columbia, together with a copy of the regula-
ons for the bontrol and restriction of flshing

ln the rivera and estuaries of that province.

noving for the report of which I have
gien notice before the House, I desire to say
that the subject has my entire approval. I
tlitIk an enquiry by a commission of that
kfid Would be very useful, and that it should

repeated as often as possible. In the pro-
cting an industry of this kind too much

cannot be taken to prevent the rivera
tt!Ol being over fished, and from being pol-

W11ted With the refuse that Is dumped into them
the canneries. Persons owning can-

s are sometimes charged with being too
clVolOus and wlshing to over fish the rivera

% leave nothing behind for poètèrity. I
n flot know that that la all true, but I

W that it would be a very judicous thing
t have these fisheries looked after very care-

7Y. In following the evidence of the crm-
n I see that allusion is made there to

Vefact that the offal from some of the can-
es amounts to several hundred tons.

refuse la dumped into the rivera and it
lecessarily pollute those waters to a

extent. I see that opinions were divided
to the effect of that practice on the fish-

er4 but common sense must tell us that ln
o f time the effect of dumping several

.us'id tons of this offal Into the rivera
be to Injure them. Another thing I wish

lea the attention of the Government to la

the fact that there is some unfairness in the
manner of Issuing licenses. I see by the
evidence taken before the commission that
some fishermen have obtained three or four
licenses while others could only get one,
and had to buy at an advanced price from
the others. The rivera are supposed to be
free to everybody; at the same time too
many boats cannot be allowed to flsh in
these waters. Perbaps If each cannery was
allowed a certain number of licenses It would
be a fairer way of dealing with themn. How-
ever, I suppose the Flshery Department will
look after that.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-My hon. f riend's
motion, of course, is a most reasonable one,
and ln my opinion should be granted ; the
Government at least will offer no opposition
to It The opinion which my hon. friend has
quoted from the canners, with reference to
the pollution of the streams by offal, must be
one which their wishes cause to be engen-
dered rather than their reason, because It Is
a well known fact that the salmon, which Is
a very delicate fish, and desires and seeks
clear water almost invarably as far as it can
be obtained, la easily driven away by any ex-
traneous object, such as offal, polluting the
water. It la most desirable that the practice
should be stopped ; but I need not tell my
hon. friend of the difficulty which circum-
stances such as those that prevail ln British
Columbia present ln preventing the pollution
of the water. It la impossible to convince
those who are engaged ln the industry that
their manner of disposing of the offal, la in-
jurious to the fishery until their own interests
are compromised by the practioe, and It will
be practically Impossible, I am afraid, to put
a stop to It altogether. However, the Govern-
ment desire to stop It If it be possible in any
way, and have already taken some means in
that direction, which I hope they may he
able to improve ln the future, and which may
enable them eventually to prevent the dis-
posal of the offal ln the way which has been
described.

The motion was agreed to.

THE LATE SIR ALEXANDER CAMP-
BELL.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTI-Before the Or-
ders of the Day are called I desire to call the
attention of the House for a moment to a
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mournful event which has oceurred since this
House adjourned. The late Lieutenant Gov-
ernor of Ontario, as we unfortunately ai
know, suddenly departed this life, after a
long and painful llness, a few days ago, and
as he probably was more au object of inter-
est in connection with this House than any
gentleman who has the honour of belonging
to it, I think It would be only right, and lu
accordance with the feelings of every mem-
ber of the Senate, if I take the liberty
of stating to the House the strong
sentiment of regret which I feel, and
in which I am sure the House par-
ticipates, at the death of our late hon.
colleague. The Hon. Sir Alex. Campbell
requires no eulogium from me. He has been
before the eyes of the country and the eyes
of Parliament for some thirty years, and he
has filled almost every one of the high offioes
of the Government, and all with equal success.
Whatever he has put his hand to he has done
well. He was a man with an extraordinarily
clear Intellect, a manly,, straightforward
politician, a man who had the esteem of
every one who met him, and of every one who
had occasion to transact business with him
or with the departments over which he pre-
sided. I do not propose to indulge in any
long speech on the subject, but I know the
House will agree with me lu expressing their
strong sympathy with his family and our
regret at his los.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am sure that we all
join In the remarks that have fallen froni the
leader of the Government In reference to the
lamented death of Sir Alex. Campbell. He
was personally a friend of every gentleman
of this Chamber who had the pleasure of
sitting In the House with him. He had, by
his courtesy and consideration, his !kindly
disposition, exhibited on ail occasions, earned
the esteem, respect and personal regard of
every member of this Chamber who bad the
pleasure of his acquaintance. I have known
hin myself for a very long period-over 30
years. I think it ts over 30 years since he
first entered the Legislative Council of the
olt Province of Canada, and from the time
he entered public life to the time that he
left this Chamber he made day by day
friends of everyone. He was a man of not
only high attainments, but of such marked
personal characteristies as won the esteem
and respect of ail who were brought under

the Influence of his presence. I am quite
sure that we all join in expressing our
deepest regret at his sad end.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I would not be doing
justice to my own feelings If I failed to ex-
press my sorrow on this occasion, and add
my tribute of respect to the memory of the
distinguished statesman, who, "I full of
years and full of honours," has gone to his

ýlong rest. After fillng with marked ability
an unusually large number of the highest
offices In the gift of his adopted country, the
late Lieutenant Governor of Ontario has
passed off the stage of life with an unsullied
naine, respected by the people and honoured
by his Sovereign, both of whom he laithfully
served. The eminent services rendered by
the late Sir Alexander Campbell to this
country are too well known to the people of
Canada to require mention at such a time as
this, and the great questions with which his
name bas been honourably connected during
an eventful period in our national existence
are matters of history. The deceased states-
man was one of the fathers of Confederation ;
he was a prominent individualty In the
galaxy of able, patriotic and far-seeing men,
who accomplished the union of these Pro-
vinces; and it devolved upon him afterwardS
to guide, or help to guide, the public affairS
of the Dominion, In some of its most perilous
times and trials. In every position to which
he was called he proved himself equal to the
duties of the situation; In every difficultY
which he had to meet, equal to every
emergency. Hie clear mind, his sound
judgment, his great experience, his wide
knowledge of political questions, bis urbanitY
of manner, and genuine kindness of heart,
were aU well known to those of us wh)
followed bis successful leadershlp lu this
House for twenty years, and I belIev wer0

as sincerely acknowledged by his jùolitice
opponents, among whom I do not think 1e
had a personal enemy. As a polttieal leader
he had many attractive qualities, both Of
head and heart, that endeared him to lW
friends. Always interested in subjects that
interested bis followers, he aided and et-
couraged them lu their efforts of usefulneO
and distinction as members of this Senate,
whose value, as a co-orditnate branch of tDO
legWiature, he estimated In the true spirit of
that constitution he had helped to fraine•
Always moderate and conclIatory, but at t*o
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8ame time firm ln his own views, he was
patient, tolerant and respectful towards the
opinions of those who differed from him,
Whether supporters or opponents. As a public
mai Sir Alexander Campbell had lotty Ideas
of duty and honour. He was always ready
to say and do what he thought was right,
regardless of consequences, and not counting
Whether it brought him applause or un-
POpularity. I never knew a man who
attained to his eminence in the public life of
Canada who had less of the demagogue in
his nature than our lamented leader. One
0f nature's noblemen, he scorned everything
n'ean, timeserving or dishonourable, and his
blilliant public record, and lengthy period of
Ofiilal service, are unmarked by a single
blemish or a serious mistake. We all
thouglit, when he left this Chamber, that
his loss was irreparable, and that as
a leader of the Senate we should
11ever see his like again, and in all respects
perhaps we may not. But some at
east of the lessons of life are easily
learned, and one of the plainest of
themA ls, that, in the wise dispensations of
Providence, no man's existence la an absolute

ecessity in the progress of human affairs;
and so, after a while, we saw, with equal

prise and satisfaction to al of us, Sir
Alexander's successor take up his mantle, and
Wear it with credit to himself and advantage

tthe State.
WIie Sir Alexander Campbell's high char-

ftter, fine talents and general endowments
everywhere commanded respect, it was as a
8enial companion when the restraints and

o05 0f official station were thrown off ; as a
8enerous dispenser of the social duties of bis
bOstion-as a matchless host, while bealth

to him, that the cbarming qualties
ou r late leader so universally endeared him

o bis friends and acquaintances. Whether ln
O Or out of office, whether salaried or un-
lried, there was never a session of this

llUse while he continued a member of It,
iat he did not gather his colleagues without

distiction of party around his hospitable
b0"d ; and his uniform efforts to soften the
asperities of public life, and promote har-

ny and kind feeling within the range of
bi influence, al of us who knew him can
leI1ly recollect and attest. His kindly smile,

pieasant words-his ever-welcome coun-
t c8-hIs cheerful greetings and friendly
syXa1pathies, we shall never know again, but

the remembrance of these things will, I am
sure, be cherished by us aIl.

But the dead statesman who had en-
deared himself to all his colleagues ln
this body, had special claims on my
respect and attachment, because for many
years, and until the hour of his death, I had
the happiness of enjoying his friendsbip and
confidence in more than an ordinary degree,
and it was largely through his influence I had
the honour of occupying the Chair of the
Senate. The many acts of kindness, of which
I was the recipient at his hands, unknown to
others, are deeply eigraven -on my memory,
and shall ever be held in grateful recollection.

A year has not yet elapsed since his illustri-
us chief was borne, amidst a natioa's weepings

to his last resting place, and now both of these
great men, who acted such conspicuous parts,
with unmeasured benefit to their country, for
so many years, in Its public affairs ; and who
were so much united in life by patriotic deeds
and common purposes, indelibly recorded in
some of the brightest pages of Canadian
history,-in death may truly be said not to
be divided, for their ashes repose together in
the quiet cemetery of Cataraqui, near the
city of their earliest scenes and asscialions,
in the great province they both loved so well
and served so faithfully ; and to whose
annals, as well as to those of the whole
Dominion, their noble records have added
undying lustre. It Is with heartfelt emotion
I pay my tribute of respect and affection to
the memory of my departed friend-the last
of our illustrious dead.

Hon. -Mr. POWER-To attempt to say over
again what has been so well sald by the hon.
gentlemen who have just spoken, would be an
attempt to paint the lilly or gild refined gold.
I think there la a special reason why more
should be said about the departed Governor
of Ontarlo than about other public men who
have gone from amongst us ln the past, and
that reason Is that Sir Alexander Campbell's
whole political career was passed ln the
Upper House, and consequently the public at
large who generally know very little, I regret
to say, about what takes place in the Upper
House, did not appreciate the deceased gentle-
man at his proper value at all-even people
who are fairly famillar with public men were
not aware of his marked ability and states-
manlike capacity. I think that one of the
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most remarkable things about Sir Alexander
Campbell was his wonderful capacity for
transacting public business. There are, of
course, a great many hon. gentlemen In this
House who remember what ability he showed
in disposing of the business of the Senate.
We sometimes thought he got it through a
little too quickly, and did not sufficiently en-
courage discussion; but the truth was that Sir
Alexander Campbell had no personal vanity
himself. Although he was an admirable
speaker, he did not wish to exhibit his own
powers In that direction, and he never pro-
longed discussion unduly. Not only did he
show ability in the Senate, but in every de-
partment over which he presided-aud I
think he presided over at least one half of
the departments of the Government at one
time or another-and I have found from con-
versation with his subordinates that in every
one of those departments he left the same
record, that he was an admirable chief and
showed wonderful capacity for transacting
public business. There Is another reason,
which has been dwelt upon by the hon. gen-
tieman who has just preceded me, why some-
thing more than a mere passing notice should
be taken of the death of Sir Alexander
Campbell, and that was, that he was an
Instance, and I regret to say that these in-
stances are more rare than we could wlsh in
recent Canadian politics, of one who followed
the example of the best type of Englisl
public men. He was thoroughly imbued
with English constitutional and parliamentary
instincts and traditions. He was tolerant
of those who differed from him, and, as
has been well said, he had no bitter party
feelings whatever, and was not disposed
at al to regard men who differed from
him in politiS as being elther personal
or social enemies. He treated every member
of the House who treated him with anything
like courtesy in the most courteous and
frilendly way. As leader of the Senate,
nearly every hon. gentleman here bad oppor-
tunities of seeing him, that is when he led
for the Government, and nearly ail of us can
testify to his ability In that way ; but 1
thInk myself the manner in which Sir
Alexander Campbell led the Opposition in-
dicated a higher type of ability. He occu-
pied a very peculiar position. He was
leader of the Opposition in this House, the
Opposition at the ýtime being considerably
stronger than the Government, and a less

moderate and less judiclous man might have
made things lery unpleasant to the Govern-
ment and injurlous to the public interest;
but Sir Alexander Campbell so conducted his
opposition that the Government had, during
ail the years which he opposed them, hardly
any reasonable ground to complain of the
course the Opposition took. I think the
manner in which he led the Opposition in
this House was highly creditable to him, and
deserving of Imitation. Then, when his
hoalth began to fail, and he sought refuge
in the dignified retirement of the Lieutenant
Governorship, he was a model Governor.
The men opposed to him, as well as those
who agreed with him in politics, united [n
saying that. He was a constitutional English
Governor. The Idea of intriguing against
his Government would never have crossed
the mind of Sir Alexander Campbell.
Allusion has been made to the gentleman
who was his colleague for so many years in
the Government. It strikes me that ln one
respect, at any rate. Sir Alexander Campbell
was like the great Liberal leader, whose
opponent ho had been for so many years,
and who died a few weeks before him ; that
people of al shades of politics, those who
opposed him as well as those who supported
him, respected him, and those who knew
him loved him, and al united ln testifying
their respect and love on the occasion of his
departure.

THE WRIGHT DIVORCE BILL.

THIRD R'ADNG.

Hon. Mr. KAJLBACH moved the adoption
of -the Twenty-first Report of the Select Coin-
mittee on Divorce in re Bill (F) " An Act for
the relief of James Wright" He said : This
report and the evidence on which it ls based,
have been for a long tue before the House,
and I presume that every one is acquainted
with the case and in a position to endorse
the recommendation of the committee. The.
case was quite clear to the members of the
committee. The parties married in Decem-
ber, 1880, and lived together a very short
time-some two or three months-when the
respondent eloped with a man named GuY
Soper, with whom she lived in Dakota, and
up to the time the evidence was taken cou-
tinued to live, and she bas had several chil-
dren Of the adultery. There la clear evideUc
that there ls no collusion or connivance be-
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tWeen the parties, and no condonation of the
Offenee.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time and passed on a division.

PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved Itself Into a Committee
Of the Whole on Bil (L) " An Act to amend
the Patent Act and Acte amending the same."

(In the Committee.)

On the first clause,

Hlon. Mr. POWER asked for an explanation
Of the difference between section 8 of the ex-
lstlng Act and the proposed section.

Hlon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-By the Act as
t exists, a person obtaining a patent in the
Utted States has a year from the date of his

Datent to take one out in Canada, and during
that year any person may introduce the ln-
Venltion and manufacture It, and If he does
80, although the real Inventor may corne and
take out hie patent, the manufacturer who
hs stolen a march on him may continue to
ranufacture without any restriction to al
thne, and thus render, practically, the patent
Valueless. It Ls proposed, not to shorten the

ear, but to give the original inventor three
taolths withln which he may give notice to
tbe Patent Office that he ntends to take out

Datent in Canada, and If after that notice
given a manufacturer chooses to erect

buldigs and manufacture the article, he
does 5o at his own, risk in case the Inventor
tes out a patent within a year.

R11n. Mr. DICKEY-I think, perhaps, there
le a greater difference than would be sug-
gested by what has fallen front my hon.
friend. It has struck me so on reading the

as it le, and the law as it le proposed to
binade by this Bill. The section in the Act
Dro'vide that the inventor may introduce his
Datent within twelve months, and If within
that tine any person has commenced to man-
ntactlre the invention, such person @a1 con-

e to have the right to manufacture and
%el such article, notwithstanding such patent

8 perfectly clear that it confers upon a
On who bas made use of the invention,

&1U1ough it was patented in another country,
ppo01rtunity of taking the benedt of that,

and of acting accordingly for ail time to
come. Now, this Bill alters that in a very
material manner. It provides :

" If witbin three months after the date of
the issue of a foreign patent, the Inventor
gives notice to the commissioner of his .inten-
tion to apply for a patent in Canada for such
invention, then no other person having com-
menced to manufacture the samte device in
Canada during such period of one year, shall
be entitled to continue the manufacture of the
same after the inventor has obtained a patent
therefor in Canada without the consent or
allowance of the inventor."

Now, there le a question of principle involved
in this. I am not discussing at present
whether It le right or wrong. The existing
law is n line with al our legislation in pro-
tecting the user of the invention, notwith-
standing the fact that the inventor after-
wards gets a patent. Under this Bil, If a
party who has got a patent in a foreign coun-
try gives notice within three months that he
intends to take out a patent here, It wipes
away all the rights of any one who may at
that timte be manufacturing the invention ln
thls country-it not only wipes out and inter-
feres with that right fron the date of the
notice, but for the whole space of twelve
months. It takes away the right of the party
who had commenced to manufacture before
the notice was given, because it covers the
whole period of twelve months. The clause,
therefore, Is open to the criticism that it not
only varies fron the principle which pro-
tects the manufacturer in other cases
here where he has begun manufacture
without knowing the existence of a patent
in a foreign country, but it introduces another
principle, that alithough ie may have, in good
faith, begun to manufacture an invention
patented in another country, and not patented
here, yet that right may be entirely taken
away from hinm at any time within three
months by a notice fron the inventor. I
question the policy of that course. I hope
the Minister will consider this point and en-
deavour to keep our policy in these matters
in ine. I do not go into the broad question

of patents. My inclination Is rather against
tylng up the right to manufacture these so-
caled inventions in the hands of any, one
person, but If It Is the policy of the Govern-
ment and of Parliament to do so, surely they
ought to protect the innocent manufacturer,
just as we now protect him by the existing
law, so that If he has invested hie capital
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in the manufacture of an article before the
Inventor gives notice of an Intention to take
out a patent, bis rights will be protected.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not think that
the clause Imposes a hardship upon any body.
As I read it, the party who bas obtained a
patent in another country must give notice
to the commnlssoner of bis Intention to take
out a patent here. Certainly very few per-
sons would undertake in that short time to
manufacture the patented article. Every one
would know that under the law of the land
the Inventor had three months' option to take
out a patent in this country, and it would be
a hardship to deprive the Inventor of that
right, while it would be no Injustice to the
public to give the Inventor three months
within wbch he could give notice to the
Commisasioner of Patents.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-My hon. friend Is
quite right in the view he takes of the utility
and common sense of the proposal which is
made in this Bill, but in answer to my hon.
friend from Amherst, he must perelve that
the prineiple of allowiug a person to continue
nianufacturing who bas commenced it before
a patent has been sought for or obtained, is
very different from the principle governing
the case of where a patent bas been obtained
ln another country and the inventor desires to
take out a patent in our country. As to the
policy of granting patents. we know this, at
all events, without going theoretically into the
question, that every civilized country in the
world encourages the Inventor. The in-
ventor is, perhaps, one of the greatest bene-
factors that the world bas. There is no
doubt that we are Indebted to this system of
patents for the varlous applianees which are
daily geveloping themselves about us, render-
ing life more easy and facilitating our exer-
tions. The policy of giving that kind of re-
ward to the inventor which is involved in
securing to hlm for a short period of time
the exclusive use of the thing Invented, Is one
which la beyond dispute, I think, and my'
hon. friend, I observe, does not dispute it.
Now, in the case to which the hon. gentleman
refers as a precedent for refusing this,
namely, the case where a man begins to manu-
facture an article or process before it is
patented at all, the reason why a patent is
afterwards valueless ls that the very fact
that the article was manufactured before he
patented It-made bis claim for a patent de-

batable-that It was known that he was not
the actual original inventor as far as the law
Oould recognize him. The Invention was
known before he attempted to get bis patent,
and it was used by the public before he at-
tempted to get bis patent. That being the
case, it is contrary to the very principle of
reward to the inventor that a man claiming
to have lnvented the article should obtain a
patent for It after the device or prooess is
known to all the world. Any body might
come in atter a thing ls being manufactured
and claim to be the inventor, and obtain a
patent for It If he chooses to perjure himself
and swear that he Is the actual Inventor in a
case like that, and the law very properly says
if a man seeks to obtain a patent for a de-
vice he shall endeavour to do so before the
world knows of It. Now, look at the dif-
ference between the case cited by my hon.
friend and this case : In this case an in-
ventor, whom we must presume to be the
actual Inventor, takes out bis patent in a
foreign country. It is recorded there, and it
Is published. Al the world knows it, or
any body who is Interested in patents or ma-
chinery or processes may know it if he thinks
proper, and sooner or later, after the patent
is obtained, some third party who presurmably
must have learned the particulars of this
Invention attempts to steal It. He
comes Into this country and takes possession
as it were of the Invention which another
man is entitled to the credit and benefit of,
and begins to manufacture the article. Under
the law, as it stands, we allow the Invento:
the privilege of taking out the patent within
a year, and we allow to the manufacturer
the privilege of continuing his manufacture
If he can ln that year. The only question
between the two cases ls this : that we do
not allow, If the Inventor shows diligence
in coming here to obtain a patent for hiS
Invention, the manufacturer to rob him Of
the benefits of bis Invention or to deprive bh
of the proper reward for bis Ingenuity and
industry. We do not allow the person whO
steals the Invention to avail himself for all
time of the brains and industry of the ID-
ventor. We give the inventor a littie larger
right than he had under the former systein.
He may now protect himself, if he uses
diligence and comes over here and lodges a
caveat, Indicating that he Intends to prooeed
and patent bis Invention in this country.
That ls the sole difference between the
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amnendment and the Act as It stands. It
was a difference which I explained just now,
that Instead of having the right to manu-
facture and use the Invention or process for
all time that is the lawful right of another,
he ls prevented from doing so If any reason-
able diligence ls shown on the part of the
1inventor. I think the principle ls a right and
honest one, and serves the purpose which
the law of patent ls calculated to serve-to
encourage the patenting of Inventions in this
country.

lion. Mr. POWER-I think the proposition
laid down by the hon. gentleman fron Am-
herst to a certain extent ls tiae. Anyone
Who has had any practical experience ln
eOnnection with the patent office at Wasbing-
ton, to take It as an example, knows that
there are persons who make a regular busi-
nes of watching what goes on there, and
that as soon as an application ls made to
Patent an Invention that is Ilkely to be of
great value, these people are ready to devise
all sorts of schemes to deprive the inventor
Of the benefit of lits Invention, and one of
the ways to do that would be to come here
to Canada and begin to manufacture the
artlele at once. It is not at all probable
'txhat two men willi Independently discover the
seIe thing within three months of one an-
other, and the only case where a manufao-
trer would have really any ground to con-
pin would be that If he had, or the other
peron from whom lie got the Invention had
<00vered It within three months from thet hme When the application for the patent in
Washington or ln London, as the case may
be, Was made. But the leader of the House
did not tell us all the difference between this

and the other one. There Is another
Very essential difference between the clause
%nder consideration and the secdon the place
Of which it is Intended to take. Section 8 of
the Patent Act says, "No Inventor shall be
entitled, etc.," but the clause ln the BUl uy

"A& Inventor who ls a citizen of Canada,
etc" It la only very lately that the Govern-
irent have been complaining of the way in

hIcIdh, in the matter of copyright, Amerlean
pblishers pirate English productions. I tbink
there 1s just a little of that same spirit shown
in the limiting of this provision to Inventors
who are citizens of Canada. When It comes
tO lnventions we might, I think, efface the
bOniidary lUne, and that the Inventor who

may be an Englishman or a British subject-
even though he does not happen to be a
Canadian, should have the protection which
this law la intended to give him as well as a
Canadian, and I thlink the same rights should
be extended to a meritorous inventor even
though lie should happen to have the misfor-
tune to be a citizen of the neighbouring re-
public, or of any other country. I really do
not see why the Government should make
that change ln the language of the Act.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I rather think the reason
for this substitution Is due to the fact that ln
Canada we allow patents to Issue for five
years, while ln some foreign countries they
wll not allow a patent to Issue for a longer
term than the country in which the patent
was first taken. For instance, a Canadian
going to Washington for a patent will be
told, " We wll not Issue a patent for your
Invention for more than five years. Your
Canadian patent la only for five years." But
he can take out lis patent at Washington first
for fifteen years, and in Canada he can re-
new at the end of five years, and at the end
of the second five years obtain another ex-
tension for a like period, on payment of the,
required fee. If lie Invents his device in
Canada It la natural te suppose that he wll
take out his patent here first ; but there ls that
advantage I have just referred to in taking
out the patent ln Washington first, for lie
oould then take out patents in other countries
for fifteen years. I think that la the reason
for this clause.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-There ls another
reason, namely, that there are disadvantages ln
the patent laws of some foreign countries oper-
ating against the man who holdo a patent ln
another country. It was so ln the United
States at one time. I do not know whether
It la so now or not, but it was at one time ln
the United States an objection to the issulng
of a patent there the fact that there was a
patent already for the same article eise-
where. I think the principle that I cited ls
the trne principle governing the amendment.
With regard to the period of five years, a
Canadian patent has practically a life of
fifteen years, because, although it te true it is
Issued only for five years, there is a conven-
tion in the patent Itself by which, on payment
of a fee, it can be extended to fifteen years.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has not given an explanation of the reason
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for limiting this privilege to citizens of
Canada ?

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-This clause is
made for a special case, and I presume
It is on the principle that we desi·e
to legislate for our own people, and
I think it is a very laudable dis-
position. I can see very well that there
is a reason for giving this preference to our
own citizens. I do not see that there is any
such reason for giving It to a foreigner.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Supposing you say
"British subjects ?" I think that English-
men and foreigners should be encouraged to
take out patents here.

Hon. Mr. ABBOTT-So they are.

The clause was agreed to.

On the -22nd clause,

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-This clause bears
on the subject that we have been discussing
lately as to the duration of a patent. It is
proposed by this clause to have the duration
of a patent eighteen Instead of fifteen years,
and the reason that is given for It is that
ln the United States and many other countries
the life of a patent is for a longer term than
fifteen years. In the United States it 1s
seventeen years, and in Great Britain and
other countries even more. A good many
of the Inventors who take out patents in
Canada are Americans who first take out
their patents in the United States because
they obtain a longer life for their patent by
taking it out first in the United States. If
they take it out ln Canada, under the existing
law, they lose two years, because the life of a
patent only extends as long as Its life in
other countrles where the same device or
process has been first patented. By making
it a year longer than it now ls under our law
It gives the United States Inventors the privi-
lege of coming ln and taking ont the patent,
and glving to their Canadian patents about
the same life as their patents in the United
States, and vice verna. It 1s simply to as-
similate the lives of the patents that this
clause is introduced.

The clause was agreed to.
On the 7th clause,

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-The actual
change which Is made from the existing law

by this clause is this : If he importa the in-
vention from another country ho avoids his
patent. It 1s often the case that a number
of persons are interested in a patent, having
separate interests, and it is oonsidered unjust
that the improper conduct of one of the parties
so interested should avoid the patent as re-
spects all the others, so that the change which
1s made by this clause la to punish the in-
fringer by the loss of his privileges ; but those
that have done no wrong are not punished,
which has the effect of " making the punish-
ment fit the crime."

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It is confined to
the importer of the article.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-Yes ; that is the
whole thing.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I am not contending
against the change.

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-There is that
change made that the forfelture extends now
oIly to the person who Imports, and not to
those who do not import.

The clause was adopted.

On the 9th clause,

Hon. Sir JOHN ABBOTT-This clause is-
new. It bas been the practice in the department
to submit an application for a patent wlth
the models and specifications to an examiner;
this clause makes it a part of the law instead
of a mere departmental regulation.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
reported the Bil without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

BILLS• INTRODUCED.

Bill (70) " An Act to Incorporate the Dorn-
inon Millers' Association." (Mr. Read.)

BIl (16) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
City Passenger Railway Company." (Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (N) "An Act to amend the Inspection
Act" (Sir John Abbott.)

The Senate adjourned at 9 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, June lst, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BENNETT DIVORCE CASE.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH, fromi the Select
Committee on Divorce, presented their Twenty-
second Report He said : This evidence is
voluminous, and in view of the recommenda-
tion of the committee it is a question whether
It should be printed. Two copies have been
made and are now on the Table of the House,
and members can see them if they desire to
do so. If the House comes to the con-
lusion that two copies of the evidence will

be sufficient, the evidence need not be printed,
and I will move that the report be taken into
Consideration on Monday next

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The Bill has been
Withdrawn and there can be no objection to
the adoption of the report now.

lion. Mr. KAULBACH-If that is the wish
of the House, I will move that the report be
adopted presently.

lion. Mr., ALMON-Were the committee
Unaanimous in their decision ?

lion. Mr. KAULBACH - Almost nna.ni-
raous.

lion. Mr. ALMON-Were they quite unani-
rous ?
lion. Mr. KAULBACH - I think the hon.

flember from Victoria (Mr. Maedonald) was
Ilot quite satisfied.

lion. Mr. ALMON-I think the evidence
OUght to be printed. The committee are not
ludges of the case. Their duty is to collect
the evidence and report it to the House, and
We are to be the judges. We should not
give our opinion without being fully informed
of the facts.

Uon. Mr. KAULBACH - There are two
<%Dies of the evidence on the Table of the
iOuse, and any member can see thema If he
Wants to.

1on. Mr, DEVER-What would be the cost
of Printing the evidence ? -

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-About one hundred
dollars.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The committee ask the
House to decide this case without giving us
an opportunity of reading the evidence. If
the committee asked for power to dispose of
these divorce cases without coming back to
the Senate, I do not know that I should ob-
ject to it, but It is demandIng too much to
ask the House to decide upon evidence that
they have never seen, and which they cannot
see unless members go Individually to the
Table and read the type-written copies for
themselves.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I should be very
sorry to have -the committee deelde these
divorce case& We have responsibility enough
in taklng the evidence, and giving our opinion

on it. Neither do I wish by this motion that
I have made to deprive the House of an op-
portunity of fuly Inquiring into the facts
and judging whether the finding of the com-
mittee Is justified by the evidence. It Is
simply a question whether we should go to
the expense of printing the evidence under the
circumstances. My Intention was not to ask
that the report be taken into consideration now
but that It be postponed until Monday next,
but It seeméd to be the desire of the House
that the report should be adopted now. If
hon. gentlemen wish to have it postponed
until Monday next, that will give ample time
for every one who wlshes to see the report
to examine the report and it will save one
hundred dollars for the printing of the
evidence. I move that the report be taken
Into consideration on Monday next, it being
understood that the two type-written copies of
the evidence on the Table will be sufficient

The motion was agreed to.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. SANFORD, In the absence of tbe
Hon4 Mr. Lougheed, moved the third read-
Ing of Bil (72) " An Act to incorporate the
Winnipeg and Atlantie Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. POWER-In pursuance of the
notice which I gave, I move-

That the Bill be not now read a third tine,
but that It be amended by strlking out the
ninth clause thereof.
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He said : The 9th clause of the Bil authorizes
the company which la to be inoerporated
under the Bill to amalgamate with other
railways, and I think it especially names
the Canadian Pacific Railway. Now, either
those gentlemen who seek Incorporation as a
company at the hands of Parliament are ln
earnest, and propose to go on with this great
work of building a railway from Winnipeg
to the Atlantic coast, or they are not. If
they are ln earnest then It is ln the public
Interest that this road, If the road is to be
constructed, shall net be controlled by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. The
advantage to the country of having a second
outlet from Manitoba and the great North-
West to the Atlantic is a prospective re-
duction in rates and greater traffic. facilities
for the North-West. If this company do
proceed to construct this road, and then allow
their railway to pass Into the bands of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company the North-
West will not get the advantage of competi-
tion ; consequently it muet be perfectly clear
to every hon. gentleman that it Is not in the
public interest, and especially ln the interest
of the Nortli-West, that this company should
be allowed to amalgamate with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway or any other railway. Under
our present legislation the Grand Trunk and
Canadian Pacifie tRailway are not allowed
te amalgamna, and every one knows it Is
ln the interest of the country. But there is
another view of the question, and I think if
we take that view of it, the motion which I
have the honour to make is also one which
should be adopted by the House. It may
be that the gentlemen who are seeking this
Act of Incorporation are not serious lu their
Intentions of proceeding with the under-
taking, and it may be that the real object Is
that they may be in a position to, ln a
certain sense-I do not wish to use the ex-
pression ln an offensive sense-to levy black-
mail on the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now,
I do not think that Parliament should do
anything to put this company in a posItion
te do that. Looking at the thing from the
only two possible points ln view, it ls desir-
able that the motion which I have made
should pass.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Perhaps the promoter
Of this Bil wIll say where this road wfl
strike the Atlantlc ?

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-I hope that the
amendment of the hon. gentleman from
Halifax will not' prevail. This clause is
simply a clause which we find inserted in a
large majority of the charters that have been
asked for and have been granted by this Par-
liament for the past two years. In most of
them I think you wlll find that powers have
been granteÈý for amalgamation with any
road with which they may come ln contact
or have connection with or cross. This
company do net propose and do not expect
their road to cross any other railway from
the starting point except the Canadian Pacific
Railway until It reaches its destination.
There Is no Intention on the part of the
promoters of this road to amalgamate with
the Canadian Pacifie Rallway or any other
rallway. The chief advantage of the road
ls that it Is supposed to shorten the distance
to the Atlantic coast by some 600 miles, and
the company are simply asking for powers
which have been given ln the large majority
of charters granted by this House in the last
two years. We ail feel deeply Indebted to
the hon. gentleman from Halfax for the
sympathy he has expressed with the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and for the suggestion that
this legilation may be iproductive of evil
rather than good ; but If the promoters of
thLs eþterprise are successful ln giving a
second outlet from the great wheat-growing
country to the Atlantlc It will be a grand
thing for the Dominion and for the promotion
of the agricultural lnterests of the North-
West.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I agree with the
hon. gentleman from Hamilton. The argnl-1
ments of the hon. gentleman from Hl51-
fax have not been satisfactory to me.
In the first place, I do not see why the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway should not be allowed
to amalgamate with this company, If theY
think proper. It ls desirous to have the road
colmpleted, if it Is possible, and the result Of
the hon. gentleman's motion, if carried, maY
be the destruction of the enterprise altogether.
The country ls desirous of having a short
outlet to the ocean, and if we can get it ID
that way I cannot see what objection thee
au be to it. As to tis company levying

blackmail on the Canadian Pacifie Railway
there is no such possibility. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway can build a competing road
theiselves if they choose.
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The Can-
adian Pacific Railway are quite able to take
care of theinselves.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-We know that
they have the power to build another railway
If they choose. We know they are equal to
stupendous undertakings, and no doubt if
they undertake this scheme they will be equal
to the occasion. If we eliminate this clause
fron the Bill ln my opinion it would make
it unproductive. The company ask for a cap-
ital of two millions of dollars; I do not think
that would build the road ; but if the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company could take it
With them jointly or by leasing It the road
would be built. This road will not Interfere
WIth any other line of railway that Is at pre-
sent in existence or likely to be in existence.
It le almost a straight line from Winnipeg to
tle Bay of Seven Islands opposite Anticosti.
1 am sure If the road le built It wIll be a
great advantage to the Dominion.

Hion. Mr. O'DONOHOF-I am inellned to
thlk It would be better to leave the clause
OUt, and let the companles who wish to amal-
ganlate come here to have their agreement
ratified. Then Parliament would be in a
Position to know whether the propcosed agree-
nient was in the public Interest. I am of
the opinion that It would be well to adopt
tis system ln ail Bills, excluding from them
any anticipatory clauses of the kind. The
Proper time to consider the question of amal-
ealiaUon Is when the agreement ls made,
ald Parliament is asked to sanction It.

1on. Mr. BOULTON-I sympathize with
the motive of the hon. member from Halifax
that has caused him to bring this matter up-
wcli Is to try and provide cmnpetition ln
railway communication from the west to the
Atlantie seaboard-but I do not think that the
'notion will produce the effect that he desires.
19r far as I can se, there ls nothing deroga'ory
to rilUway construction or railway competitirn
when a ra'lway that desires to construct that

seeks to connect with or amalgamate
with fe Canadian Pacifie Railway-in this
Iarticlllar Instance at any rate. There is a
r'eat deal more ln the route that has been

applied for by this company than the geieral
public think. The object Is evidently to get
alother outlet, by the northern part of our

ntry instead of by the southern, and as such
tailk the project has great merits. I belleve

In

it will be a shorter line, and every mile of it
that is built will assist ln developing our
forests and mines. It ls also a route that
will tap the southern end of James Bay and
probably develop our fsbing Interest in Hud-
son Bay. The Bill has great merits which
have led the promoters to bring It before
Parliament. It is possible the Bill may be
promoted by the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and that the company Is applying for the
charter ln the names of others.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-There is no
harm in that.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There Is no harm in
It even If the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany ask for the charter directly. If we
were granting a charter and excluding any
one else from using the same route, there
would be sonething in the contention of the
hon. member from Halifax, but there le noth-
ing to prevent any body of capitaliste from
getting a charter for the construction of a
lino by the same route. We have always
pursued a policy of free trade in railways,
and given charters to all who could find the
ineans to construct roads. For that reason I
think the amendment woud not acconpllh
the object that the hon. member from Halifax
bas in view. In constructing this railway
it le possible that the company may want to
commence 200 miles east of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and run Into the Canadian
Pacifie Railway or construct a loop line to
ease the traffie on the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. Hon. gentlemen must recollect that
the population which we hope wil come Into
that north-western territory will tax the re-
sources of the rallway accommodation that
we possess, and therefore It Is fair and reason-
able to give every opportunity to the pro-
moters of these Unes to construet them with
the greatest facility and with the utmcet
rapidity.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I think It le very natural
that members from Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick should not look on this Une very
favourably. 'Ince Confederation we have
given our proportion of nearly one hundred
millions of dollars to complete the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, our object being, of course,
to have that' line terminate at the cities of
Halifax and St. John, on the Atlantic. Now,
the object of the promoters of this Bill le to
divert the traffie Of the North-W est from these
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cities. I do not know much about the histoi y
of this Une, and I do not feel disposed to say
much about It, further than this, that If the
object of the Bill were well understood ln the
older provinces it would not be regarded very
favourably. Of course we aro al proud of
the Canadian Pacitic Railway Company and
recognize all that they have done for this
country, and our desire is that they should be
aided ln every way in achieving success, lut
we should not permit anything to be done
which would interfere with the great object
which was in view when the line was con-
structed, namuely, to carry the traffic of the
North-West to our Atlantic seaports. I am

disposed to sympathize with the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax ; it is natural that I should,
and I feel disposed to support his motion.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-We have passed many
Bills oontaining provisions smilnar to those ln
the ninth clause of this Bill, and it Is well
known that any company that seeks incor-
poration for the construction of a railroad
looks forward to the possibility of having to
make traffic arrangements with the Canadian
Pacifie Rallway. It would certainly be an ad-
vantage to retain this clause in the Bill. Cer-
tainly, If the projected Une should ever be
constructed It will be, of great value to the
North-West. It will go through parts of the
Dominion which are now a complete wilder-
ness, and which must remain without popu-
lation or development for many years to
come unless the road Is constructed. It is
unlikely that any step wlll be taken to carry
out this project unless we give every encour-
agement to those who have the courage and
the funds to undertake the enterprise. Cer-
tainly the building of this road would open
up vast forests and important mines, and It
Is in the public interest, generally, that this
Bill should pass without amendment

Tho Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following vote
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THE HARRISON DIVORCE BILL.
TH1RD READING.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH moved the adoption
of the Eighteenth Report of the Select Com-
mittee on Divorce in re Bi (G) " An Act for
the relief of Hattie Adele Harrison." He
said : It appears from the evidence that the
parties in this case married in 1879, lived to-
gether as husband and wife until 1890, and
then she deserted him in consequence of his
infidelity, cruelty and drunkenness. Last
summer, in the month of August, in the city
of Ottawa, he went through the marriage
ceremony with a young woman in this plaCe,
and lived with her as hits wife for a week.
when she, finding the position in which ste
stood towards him, acused hlm of It and he,
left. The committee have not only found
him guilty of adultery, but of bigamy a'so.
We had before us not only the unfortunate
wife, but also the unfortunate woman who
was induced, under false pretenses, to go
through the marriage ceremony with this
man. The circumstances of the case elicited
a great deal of sympathy fromu the commit-
tee, towards both of them, and they were
unanimous in their finding. Although I agree
with the finding of the committee generally.
I wish to say that there are some clauses 1in
this Bill which have not my approval, ai-
thougb. on the general question of the adiul-
tery I agree with it. I refer to the c7ause
giving the right to the parties to marry again.
I do not see why it should be irccrporated
in either the petition or the Bill. The parties
have the right to marry again, although So'
clety ln general disapproves of the praclce,
and I think it should not be incorporated in
the Bill. It simply asks us to authorize an(
empower the parties to do what they have
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the right to do under our law. Then, as re-
gurds the custody of children, in this case
the wife has the custody of her children, and
We all agree ln that, because he not only
bas fled from the country, but she has
had to maintain the children herself for
Years. We have, however, no right to
iterfere with questions relating to pro-

Perty or clvil rights, which are questions
Within the purview of the local legislature,
Within the purview of the Local Legislature,
Children are matters purely for the courts.
I Several cases we have so decided. In the
Evans case in 1875 we struck out that clause
and said It was purely a question for the
courts. Last year in the Ellis case we did
the same, and struck out that clause. We
have not in the commlttee of the Senate
anY fixed principle by which we are governed
li these matters. We have hitherto been
governed by the circumstances of the case ;
at the same time, I think we ought in the
Senate merely to decide on the status of the
Parties and leave the incidents for the Pro-
Vintcial Legislatures, which have exclusive
Juridlctieon over property and civil rights.

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was adopted, on a division.

11On. Mr. SANFORD moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, June 2nd, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair at 8 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE COST OF PRINTING THE
DEBATES.

ENQUIET.
lion. Mi. BOULTON inquired-
If the Government will lay on the Table of

o leuse, a record of the time cards on the
Snate Hansard, which is set by the Linotype,
n whlch la recorded the number of hours'

Sork and number of ems set, and the cost of
operators and machinst ?

lie sid : My object In mnking this Inquiry
t a8certain why it costs so much to print

21

our Senate debates, whether It is in conse-
quence of the use of the Linotypes that have
been imported for the purpose, and to learn
if there are other machines that wll do the
work cheaper. There Is no doubt about It,
the cost of printing our debates is heavy.
Many hon. gentlemen who take pains to col-
lect information for the benefit of the publie
like to distribute copies of the debates
through the country. I had occasion, in di&-
cussing the question of our trade relations,
and other points, to order a certain number
of copies of the Senate dlebates. and I found
the cost very heavy indeed. I should like to
ascertain whether that cost is in consequence
of using the machine to which I have referred,
or whether manual labour will be less. There
are two classes of machines-one the Lino-
type, and the other the Typograph. The Lin-
otype, I understand costs about $3.000, and
the Typograph $2,000. The Typograph is
use in the Citizen office, and one other place
In Ottawa. It appears to be a much simpler
machine than the Linotype, and the cost of
printing by the Typograph, I have been in-
formed, Is half what It costs by the Linotype.
There ls no doubt about It, that the cost of
printing our debates is heavy. A remarkable
case has occurred lately In the United States
in connection with the printing of the debates
of Congress. Congressman Thomas Johnson,
of Cleveland, who Is advocating very strongly
free trade i the United States 'rer8ss pro-
tection, i the course of a debate, with the
assistance of other menbers, managed to in-
sert the whole of "Henry George on Free
Trade and Protection.' One member took
one chapter, and another another chapter,
and thus the whole of "Henry George on
Free Trade and Protection" was Inserted
in the Congressional Record and a million
copies were ordered for distribution through-
out the country. These cost one cent aplece.
Whether this was the actual cost or not 1
cannot say, or whether the debates are cheap-
ened for the purpose of distribution, but 1
know with us If any one wishes to purebase
a few copies of the Senate debates he has
to pay a much higher rate for them-very
often two or three cents apiece for an ordin-
ary debate. It is for the purpoe of obtaUn-
Ing information on this point that I make the
inquiry.

Hon. sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I have the honour to lay on the Table of the
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House a statement of the time cards on the
Senate debates, as suggested by the inquiry,

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS IN MANI-
TOBA AND THE NORTH-WEST.

MOTlION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved that, In the
opinion of this House, the time has comne when
bonuses of land grants to railway companies,
in Manitoba and the North-West Territiries,
should cease. He said: I have the honour
to reside in the Interior of the country, and I
consider It an honour because It is In the heart
of a very fine country, some 800 miles west
of navigation from Port Arthur, and 300 miles
from the city of Winnipeg, consequently we
are very dependent upon railway communica-
tion. Hon. gentlemen will realize the differ-
ence there Is between us who reside in the
interior and have to earn our living and sup-
port ourselves out of the products of the soil
and find a market abroad, as compared with
those who live down here and have such
magnificent water communication which ex-
tends to nearly every portion of the country
east of Port Arthur, and the capabilities of
the natural channels of navigation and also
the capabilities of improving those natural
channels by means of canals. Hon. gentle-
men realize then what an important question
it is to us, this matter of railway communica-
tion. In opening up the North-West Ter-
ritorles the Government acted very wisely, I
consider, li promoting the development of
that country by means of land grants,
and the Canadian Pacifde Railway was sub-
sidized very largely by means of land grants.
When I say " wisely," I do not know If the
Government bad adopted the same means of
constructing railways that they have in
Australia, money would have been saved to
the country. However, we have not found
ourselves able to construct railways as Gov-
ernment works successfully. The record of
the Intercolonial Railway shows that we have
a great deal to learn and a great many im-
provements to make on our system before
we can undertake the construction or manage-
ment of Government railways. in order to
have no responsibility with regard to the
future running of the road the Government
gave a large cash subsidy to the Canadian
Pacific Railway and a land grant of 25 million
acres of land. This land grant was sub-
sequently reduced by some seven million acres
returned to the Government. In addition to

that the Government continued to give land
grants to other rallways-to the Manitoba and
North-Western Railway, to the Manitoba and
South-Western RaIlway, to the Great North-
West Central, the Wood Mountain and
Qu'Appelle Rallway, and the Calgary and
Edmonton Railway, and the rallway running
from Regina to Prince Albert-all these were
subsidized by land grants.

Some hon. GENTLEMEN-And the Hudson
Bay Company.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-And the Hudson Bay
Company as well. All these roads have been
subsidized, but we have not found that these
land grants have realized the expectations
that they were given for-that was to insure
the construction of these railoads. The
Maniteba and North-Western Railway is a
railway that runs through the district In
which I reside. It was given a land grant
of 6,400 acres per mile for the line from Win-
nipeg to Prince Albert in 1883 on the condition
that the company would build at the rate of
100 miles a year until they reached Prince
Albert. The Government were justified at
that time In giving a land grant before any
considerable settlement went into the country,
in order to reach Prince Albert, which was
sone 500 miles from the city of Winnipeg,
and if the railway company had pushed the
construction of the road at the rate of 100
miles a year the country would have been
recouped for the assistance that was given
to the railway in land grants by the large
development that would have taken place.
But instead of that the company came back
to Parliament and had the mileage reduced
to 50 miles a year, and afterwards had It re-
duced to 20 miles a year, and this session they
have bad a Bill before Parliament asking to
be relieved from building the 20 miles this
year. Therefore It is desirable that some
different system should prevail in order to
assist railway construction, without taxing the
country to such an extent as the land grant
Is undoubtedly at the present moment Be-
fore the North-West Territories were opened
up at ail, the land was valueless. When the
Canadian Pacific Railway went through It
all the lands In the country were brought
within a measurable distance of the oustaidO
world and a value was at once attached to
them that did not before exist. I know Of
some loan companies that loaned $2.50 per
acre on land 60 miles from railway com-
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Inunication. The Covernment held a land
sale lu the Birtle district In 1882, before a
railway came within 50 miles of it, and the
land fetched $2.65 per acre. The Manitoba
and North-West Central Railway having failed
to reach Prince Albert the Government gave
a land grant to the line rmnuing from Regina
to Prince Albert of 6,400 acres, and in ad-
dition $80,000 a year for twenty-five years.
That was a land grant that would not pro-
bably have been given If the Manitoba and
Nortl-Western or the North-West Cehtral
Railway bad fulfilled the conditions on which
they received their land grants. The con-
struction of railways in the North-West has
given a value to the land that it had never
before attained, and the way that we can
gauge the value of our land in the North-
West Territorles now is by the prices they
bring at public auction and sales by railway
Companies. Last year there were a great
Iuany school lands sold and the lowest price
that they sold at was $5 per acre. They averag-
ed from $5 to $10 an acre. Then the Hudson
Bay Company have the same quantity of
land as our school sections-two sections in
each township-and the lowest price that they
sold at is $5 per acre, and they realized an
average of about $6. The Canadian Pacific
tailway Company, in their last report, show
that they have recelved for the lands that
they have been selling an average of $4.40
Der acre. The North-West Land Company,
Whieh purchased three million acres from the
Canuadian Pacifie Railway, have been selling
their lands during the last year at an average
Of $4.30 an acre, so that you see ail the
c'ornPanies that have lands in the North-West
have been recelving greatly increased prices-
l'early $5 an acre. Therefore we may as-
surne that all these lands In the heart of the
country where I reside are in reality worth
$5 an acre. The land grant of 4,600 acres a
'Rile at $5 an acre is $32,000 per mile of an
atctual bonus to the rallway, and, I contend,
that having arrived at our stage of progress
and development it is now altogether an ex-
cessive sum to give to any Individual railway.
At the same time, in that large country It is
desirable that railway construction should go
01, because every portion of our North-West
Territories will support a rallway company
Withi 10 miles of It-that Is to say, a belt of
laIid 10 miles on each side of a railway

lUite sufficient to support that rail-
1 Once settlement goes upon It. For

21½

the first few years, until the settlement
goes into It, of course It can do very little
more than pay its running expenses, and
therefore the railways have to be asited.
Capital Is not likely to go In there and do
without interest for eight or ten years, unless
there Is to be aid of some kind. So I have
been thinking over in my own mind a mode
by which the Government may assist these
railway companiess to secure the development
of the country to a greater extent, without its
costing the country any outlay, and without
giving such enormous bonuses to individual
companies. Now, the Manitoba and North-
West Railway .Company have about one and
one-half million acres still unearned. They
have earned the land grant on 250 miles, and
I think there is about 200 miles still to be
built to reach Prince Albert, on which they
had a land grant promised them. Of course
that land grant is stIll unearned, and is for-
felted so far as oomplying with the conditions
is concerned. The North-West Central Rail-
way bas a land grant on 450 miles. The
company has built 50 miles of its road, and
earned that proportion of the land grant only.
The Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway
is 450 miles long, and the company has not
earned any of its land grant. The company
has been in existence for a number of years
and has not sucoeeded in doing anything yet.
The Lake Manitoba Rallway and Canal Com-
pany has also a large land grant still un-
earned. Now, those four railway companies
alone are entitled to land grants amounting
to about nine millions of acres. Now, If you
take that nine million acres and compute it
as being worth $5 per acre, which we are
justified li assuming by the prices that are
being obtained by the companles for wild
lands in the North-West, there ls $45,000,000
of assets In the hands of these four railway
companies. Now, that $45,000,000 distributed
in a different way would assist five times the
amount of mileage that It Is designed to assst
at the present moment. The suggestion that
I have already made In connection with the
Great North-West Central Railway Company
is that the Government should guarantee the
bonds of those railways-that they should
take, say, those ten millions acres of land
already hypothecated and turn it into a fund
amounting to $50,000,000, by doing as we do
with the school lands, make an up.set price of
$5 an acre to be managed by a land com-
mission, and out of the proceeds of the sale
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of those lands by the commission a fund
could x set aside as a security for the ei:dor-
sation by the Governoent of the bonds. If
a rallway company, even with a land grant,
goes to Europe to raise capital for the con-
struction of a lino, they have to pay almost
as much to get the money as to build the
road. That is to say, if it costs $16,000 a
mile to construct the road, it costs nearly
$16,000 a mile to pay capitalists rates for
the money to build the road. There is a
burden of $32,000 a mile put on the people
of the district through which the road is to
pass and the resources of the people are
taxed to that extent to raise that amount of
money. We had an illustration of this in
the Baie des Chaleurs case last Fesslon. Ycu
remember the evidence of Mr. Arnstrong:
he sald that a financial house offered to
negotiate the bonds of the Baie des Chaleurs
at 75 and divide the proceeds with the com-
pany. That ls to say, out of the bonds at
100 the company would receive only 37J
per cent. ; another 37 1 per cent. was to be
absorbed by those who floated the bonds and
the rond would have to pay 100 If It ever
became a financial success at all. If the pro-
ject failed, the credit of the country suffered.
The financial burden ls very much the same
ln the North-West, only not to tbe saie
extent, because the traffic develops more
rapidly there. Under the plan that I propose
the country would retain an enormous
amount of money that now goes out of it for
interest. Every dollar that we have to pay
out for Interest on public works, over and
above what the capital could be reasonably
obtained for ls a dead loss to the Dominion.
It la a good deal better that we should be
paying Interest on only $1,000,000 than that
the people should have to pay Indirectly a
higher rate of Interest on $2,000,000. If
you take railway bonds that are only secured
by land grants and offer them on the
European markets, they will fetch fron 80
to 90 per cent, according to the character of
the roSd and the country it ls to pas through
and in addition to that these bonds have to
bear from five to six per cent, Interest. Under
a scheme of this kind. the Government, with a
security of 50 millions of acres, would under-
take to guarantee the bonds of certain rail-
ways necessary for the development of the
country, and could get for those bonds par at
four per cent Interest There ls a saving of
not only half the interest but from ten to

twenty per cent on the capital realized froi
those bonds, and It is with the idea of saving
the traffic of the country such a burden that
I bave brought this question before the House
in order that it may be discussed and receive
the attention Which it deserves. I am quite
aware that to ask a thing of the kind without
some compensating advantage would not be a
proposition which would be favourably re-
ceived, and therefore I have proposed, in
connection with a guarantee of that kind,
that the railways recelving the benefit of
that endorsement shall pay to the country
three per cent of their gross earnings. This
is not a new idea. In fact the Manitoba
and North-Western obtained aid from the
Manitoba Government who loaned them $6,-
400 per mile, or $1 per acre, on their land
grant by endorsing their bonds-or rather
they gave Government bonds for them and
the railway company, in consideration of that
endorsement, gave to the Manitoba Govern-
ment three per cent of the gross earnings of
the road so long as any portion of that in-
debtedness remained unpaid. That is mani-
festly a very fair arrangement for the Mani-
toba Government. The Government got the
benefit of three per cent on the gross earnings.
Of course the railway company were not
liberal enough, because they cut that off
after the debt was paid. Under my propo-
sition a very handsome addition to the revenue
of the country might be derIved from the
railway companies recelving the benefits of
the endorsation of the kind I have described.
The railway companies, by getting this en-
dorsation, would save money in construction
and ln the Interest they would have to pay,
and therefore the three per cent on the gross
earnings would be a very smal return to
make for the benefit of that endorsation.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Three per cent on
the net earnings ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; on the gross
earnings. Supposing a company has grogs
earnings amounting to $2,000,000, three per
cent on that would be $60,000 a year. The
Idea originated ln the United States. The
state of Minneapolis assisted their railways
lu that way-in fact they made every con-
pany, whether aided or not, pay three per
cent out of Its gross earnings, and It ls an
idea that ls taking root in Canada. I find
that the city of Toronto ls demanding some-
thing ln return for the privilege of operating
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the street railway. Some hon. gentlemen,
When I spoke of this question before, thought
that the railway companies would only add
this three per cent to their rates, but I do not
find that to be the case. If you were to give
each railway company a bonus of $50,000 per
Mile they would not cheapen their rates at ail.
The stockholders would simply get the benefit
of it. So It is with the land grants : they do
not cheapen the rates in the slightest degree.
The land grants are used to Increase the
capital stock of the road and benefit the pro-
noters Individually. On the other hand, if
they had to pay three per cent of the gross
earnings to the Government It would not
comle out of the traffic of the country. The
disposition of railway companies is to put on
ail they possibly can-all that the traffic of
the people are able to stand. Therefore the
revenue of the country would be increased
considerably by the Imposition of three per
,cent on the gross earnings and this revenue
mnight be utilized to assist other railways In
the future. I am not In favour of subsidizing
railways for the purpose of making the pro-
mâoters wealthy. What we subsidize our rail-
Ways for is to develop the country and cheapen
the traffic to the people, and that can only be
done by keeping the oost of construction and
management down to the very lowest notch.
Then when we get that we will have obtained
very great advantages for cheapening the cost
Of Production in the North-West. As I said
before, when a man lives 800 miles from the
seaboard and has to pay railway charges for
that distance, his anxety on this question
can readily be understood. To give you an
idea of the difference In rates between our
Wvestern country and the eastern provinces, I
mIay mention that the prioe we pay on a car-
load of lumber from Keewatin to Winnipeg,
1,35 miles, is $48, while the rate on a car-load
of lumber from Ottawa to Montreal, about the
sare distance, Is $12. These are the rates
that prevail on different parts of the same
road.

11on. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-How many
thousand feet In a car load ?

1ion. Mr. BOULTON-12,000 or 15,000. It
depends on whether it is dry or green lumber.
The reason that the freight rate is lower
'ere than4n the North-West la that we have

water competition, and if higher rates
Were charged the water route would take al
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the freight and the railway would get nothing.
We in the North-West who have not the
benefit of water competition have to pay
four times as much. I could cite another
instance to show the extraordlnary cheapness
of water communication, as compared with
railway traffie. An oatmeal mi at Portage
la Prairie had occasion to import a shelling
stone from Glasgow, and It was delivered
duty paid at Port Arthur for a oertain price.
It cost exactly the price of the stone with
freight and duty pald to Port Arthur to
carry this same stone from Port Arthur to
Portage la Prairie.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-How long ago was
that ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Four or five years
ago. The railway rates were equal to the
cost of the stone and the cost of the water
cariage to Port Arthur and the duty. Take
another Instance : the Intercolonial Railway
we all know has been run at a great loss,
and the rates on the Intercolonial Railway
are two-tenths of a cent per ton per mile for
carrying wheat, and three-tenths of a cent
per ton per mile for carrying flour or coal.
We In the west have to pay 21 cents per
100 for carrying our wheat from Portage la
Prairie to Port Arthur, a distance of 500
miles, at two-tenths of a cent per ton per
mile; the rate on the Inercolonial Railway
is $11 per car for 500 miles, while the rate
in the North-West is $51 per car for the same
distance. So hon. gentlemen will see what
an important matter this question of railway
communication is to us. It Is for the pur-
pose of securing greater development in our
railway communication and cheapening the
cost of construction, and thereby enabling
the companies to carry freights at cheaper
rates, as well as encouragIng our rescources,
that I have brought this question before
this honourable House. I do not think
that I will take up the time of the
House with a more lengthy statement of
our case, but I have shown to this House,
and I have shown to the Government the de-
slrability, if not the actual necessity that ex-
ists for adopting a different system In subsi-
dizing and assisting railway construction in
the North-West. I have shown hon. gentlemen
that four railway companles chartered to de-
velop excellent tracts of country, to develop
settlements that are actually in existence, and
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to serve a useful purpose, have not been pro-
ceeded with ; that even with the assistance of
land grants to those roads the hopes of the
people have not been realized. The only tbiig
that will develop that country Is railway
communication, and fifty millions of dollars.
as I showed you here, is the value of the
land grants in the hands of these four rail-
way companles. If the Government were to
give the companies a bonus of $4,O00 a mile
It would encourage the construction of five
times the railway mileage that the land grant
Is doing. If the land is worth $5 an acre, and
the bonus Is 4,600 acres a mile, that is equiva-
lent to a cash bonus of $32,000 per mile.
Supposing it was a cash bonus of $4,600 a
mile, taking out of this land grant of 4,600
acres a mile you would have ten
times the mileage constructed. I am
a strong friend of the railways. I
want to see them prosper and pre-
serve their credit so that capital will flow
into the country for the purpose of construc-
tion, but I think there bas been a great deal
of extravagance in the absorption by railways
of that magnificent domain, and the time bas
come for economy in busbanding the re-
sources of the North-West. I belleve that
something like forty millions of acres of the
public domain have been given away. I see
the Minister of the Interlor bas stated that a
great deal of that land grant will not l:e
earned by the companies, and I suppose some
of It is included in the land we have been
discussing. But these forty million acres is
the choice lands of the country. The state-
ment is made that we have still 200 million
acres of good land In the North-West. That
statement Is exaggerated, for all the land is
not equailly good, and there are some alkali
lands that are decidedly poor. When labour
has been put upon these lands I have no
doubt It will improve their character, but It
will take a great deal of labour to make it
productive. We have reserved the even num-
bered sections for homesteads, se that one
half of the land Is free and not avallable for
railway purposes. We have given 40 million
acres of the choice lands to railway compan-
les, and besides that are taking a large por-
tion of the available lands in the North-West,
and placing th'em in private bands, so that
the resources of the country will soon be
brought to an end, so far as our public do-
main Is concerned. In Australia they have
set us a great deal better example in regard

to their dealing with the public domain, and
with regard to the construction of railways.
The Government have built their railways
and they make them pay. The net Interest
hat is pald for the construction of railways,
which form the largest portion of their public
debt, Is 3 per cent upon the whole of their debt,
and for our debt we have not got that asset.
What I contend Is that we should assist these
railway companies, and in return for the as-
sistance we give them make them pay to the
country a fair proportion out of their earn-
ings.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I am not quite in ac-
cord with my hon. friend lu regard to the
principle of his motion, although he naines
me as seconder to this resolution. I must
say, however, that as far as land grants to
railways are concerned I should not take ex-
ception to that system, but I do take excep-
tion to another part of It, and for that reason
I am to some extent in accord with the senti-
ment expressed by the hon. gentleman from
Shell River. I may say also that I to some
extent regret the want of sympathy that I
notice visible In the Senate to-day, as I have
in the past, with respect to the opinions that
are expressed by my bon. friend. Every pa-
triotie Canadian in this Senate, and I think ai
the country, Is aware that during the past 20
years we have made great progress in rail-
way building In Canada. From the general
knowledge I have of the provinces I belleve
there is no country in the world that bas
made greater strides or progress in railway
development in proportion to the population
than the Dominion In the last 20 years.
Our Intercolonial Railway bas been built. It
is a magnificent structure. It bas opened
up a large area of country and has developed
inlterprovincial trade. We have also the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, which, from its
Importance as a transcontinental line, and
the gigantic character of the scheme, is a
work which I think every Canadian should
justly be proud of, consider:ng the population
of the country and the extent of country It
has to pass over that Is absolutely useless.
I think it is a wonderful work. It bas been
built in a wonderfully short time, and for
the land grant that was given to the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway for the building of
that railway and the cash subsidy we are
well pald. • It was a good policy on the rart
Of the Government to give that aid, because
there Is a large portion of the country north
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of Lake Superlor through which the railway
passes that Is almost useless. The Rocky
Mountain section again affords no profit or
traffic to the railway. Therefore, while we
have to pay excessive rates to the railway
companles In parts of the North-West there
is some justification for It. In eastern
Canada we have a good ranlway system.
Railways are built in every part of the
country. Every province bas rallway facili-
ties, and with water communication create
an outlet for ail kinds of business that Is
done In the country. There have also been
large subsidies given to these railways. The
Dominion Government bas given a cash
subsidy of $3,200 per mile, and the Local
GOvernment of New Brunswick bas given an
equal amount. That, with the convenience
of getting ties and rails that enter into the
Construction of a railway, and the fact that
labour and the cost of living are cheaper
here, makes the subsidy as large under these
conditions as $10,000 a mile would be In
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, so
that while we are getting a large land grant
towards building the railways In the North-
West I would not like to stop granting land
sUbsidies until some better method was
adopted, by which the building of railways
could be aided ln that country. In my
opinion, notwithstanding the youth of our
country and the different obstacles we
have had to contend wlth and over-
comne - notwIthstanding the scarcity of
capital and the difficulty of inspiring
capitalists with confidence in the country
-the time bas come when we should
economise our resources more than we have
becu compelled to do In the past. I liVe in
]latern Assinibola, 300 miles west of Winni-
Deg, and have llved there for the last nine
years. I am served by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway ; I have the best of service from that
comipany. We have means day and night
tO take ourselves out of or into the country,
and transport for ail the produce that we
canl raise, and for all that we require to
bring Into the country. But that service
only applies te a short distance on each side
of the railway. My hon. friend from Sheil
,niVer bas told us that a belt of ten miles on
each side of a railway in that country is
effcient te produce business for It. Many
hien, gentlemen will remember the admirable

e th of Sir Charles Tupper upon the

future of the North-West, made a few years
ago, which bas been quoted with so much
derision but which I feel confident, If cir-
cumistances had turned out as lie expected
they would, every word of it would
have been fulfilled before now. I say
that the country within a distanee o.f 10
miles of a line of railway in the North-West
will be capable of giving that railway ail
that It possibly can do unless it bas a double
track. People have gone far back Into that
country from the very start, and there l-
where a mistake was made. I am not pre-
pared te find any fault with the policy that
was adopted. However, it was a mistake.
In opening up new countries mistakes are
often made. Manitoba is a large country
-over 800 miles one way by 400 In another.
I do not know a township In It to-day in
which there Is a section that is net worth $4
an acre If people will go into it and occupy it
Take any section lu a block, wherever it ls,
it is capable of producing grain, vegetables
and grass In abundance. It is a valuable
country, but without a rallway the land Is
comparatively useless. Take for instance a
settler 50 miles away from the railway. ls
life is a blank until he can get some means
to take out the products of his labour. In
the early history of the country Parliament
granted charters as they do to-day, without
stint. Any half-dozen men - men without
capital-speculative characters who came te
Parliament and asked for a charter for a rail-
way without a dollar of money In their
pockets te build a mile of the road, would
get it. Such men get hold of a charter
without any Intention of building a railway,
but with the prospective idea of getting
wealthy by It. •I have not taken the pains
to prepare myself for this occasion, as the
bon. gentleman from Shell River bas done,
but I should say froin memory that there
were between 2,000 and 3,000 miles of railway
chartered, outaide of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, In the North-West TerrItories,
when there were not seventy-five thousand
people In the whole of that country. I
think It would have been a wise pelicy if the
Government had curtailed that system and
had not allowed people to get charters and
have them dotted all over the nap. The
fact that these proJected lines were upon the
map Induced people to go away out and
settle In districts in which te-day there Is no
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sign of a railway. Still, there was the
charter, and the line laid down on the map,
and the resuit was that it induced people to
scatter aill over the country. There are
hardly 20 square miles In that country in
which there is not a settler living somewhere,
In the hope that the railway which has been
projected will eventually be built and that he
will have a railway at his door. That man's
life is a blank. His business is a blank,
and bis time ls lost to himself and the
country until the railway ls built. I know
In the district that I represented a couple of
sessions In the House of Commons, that ls
the district of Assinibola, there were three
railways chartered across that district: Wood
Mountain and Qu'Appelle, Manitoba and
North-Western and the North-West Central.
The south-western branch In the Souris dis-
trict is now being built, but there are people
who have been living there nine years la
hopes of the construction of that railway be-
Ing carried on. I have been abused, and
coaxed and Implored until my heart was sore
to endeavour to Induce the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to go on and build that railway.
Eventually the road has been started and I
have every hope that it will be completed
this season, and these people will at least have
an outlet for their produce. On the North-
West Central line, 40 miles north of me, there-
is a Methodist colony of probably two hundred
people. They went in there ln the spring of
1883, on the expectation that the projected
railway would be built In that direction.
There is no railway there yet, and no possi-
bility of its going there. These people are
hanging on by their eyelids, so to speak.
They cannot develop. They cannot go Into
wheat raising or stock raising, and the re'sult
is that they are simply staying there. Süll
there is a land grant of 6,400 acres a mile for
a railway there, and that land, If the railway
were built-I say It advisedly-is worth $4 an
acre. The time has come, I think, when the
Government should call a hait In this matter.
I bellieve the Government are capable men.
I have every confidence In them, but we are
living In an age of progress, and I think we
should not continue the same old system that
may have been expedient some years ago.
I think the time has now come that the Gov-
ernment should change their policy with re-
spect to railways ln the North-West. The
value of the country has been sufflicently
proved. We are not In any doubt as to the

fertility of the soil, or the character of the
climate. We know with the map before us the
location of the land, and we have had actual
experienoe of its value, and the only thing that
Is required to give to It its proper value is to
get people In to occupy it and work it. I
am not going to find fault with these railway
companies for not buliding their railways.
We have had frosty seasons. We have had
loss of crops, and the ploneer settlers have
been dissatisfied. Some of the best farmers
from Ontario have gone la there and have
failed In farming. I know as a fact that
farmers who have gone In there with a eapital
of $20,000 have failed because they did Dot
know how to till that soil and had enly
learned by experience when their money was
all gone. They saw a great plain before
them. They saw the rich character of the
soil. They saw the ricli grass and supposed
that everything was ail right, but they adopted
a wrong course of tillage. They did not
handle the soilas it should have been handled,
and the first three or four years that one
would suppose should have becu years of
entire success In that country, were comuplete
fallures. It was not the faultf of the people.
The settlers had not had experience and did
not understand how to prepare the soil or
when to put the seed In the ground and
manage ilt. They have dvercome that diffi-
culty now, and they are getting on and wll
succeed ; so that I say the character of the
country has reoeived an increased value above
what It had eight or ten years ago, when the
land subsidies were given, and when capitalists
In England refused to grant money to rail-
way companles to build these roads. That
ls the condition of things as they exist to-
day, and these companies have failed to go on
and construct railways and some regard must
be had for the people who have settled In
those districts. Still it is a hard matter for
the companles to build a railway if they are
not to realize their money. As has been said
by my hoh. friend from Shell River, Parlia-
ment voted the other day that the Manitoba
and North-Western should not be compelled
to build any part of their line this year, while
three or four hundred Dakota settlers have
gone in, and are going in, in the expectatiol
that they will have a railway to take out their
produce without it costing them more than it
ls worth to cart it 60 or 70 miles with horses.
I say that faith has been broken with these
men, because they were led to suppose that
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by their charter this company is obliged
to build a certain amount of their road ever-
year. I say that when Parliament revoked
that law and changed it, it was a breach of
flth with these men. These settlers are
Subjects of a deception, if I may use so harsh
a term. My idea Is this : there is no doubt
Ubout the quality of the land. That question
18 solved, and if any hon. gentleman Is doubt-
tut let him go through that country to-day
anld see the prospect for an enormous harvest
that presents itself. There are millions of
bushels of wheat still in that country un-
thrlshed, and stacks standing as they were
put up last fail. Notwithstanding the fact
that four thousand men went up from Eastern
'Canada to help save the harvest in that coun-
ly last year, they were unable to harvest and
thresh it ail. Right along the lne of the rail-
Way, a few days ago, I saw thousands of
8tacks of unthreshed wheat. Notwithstand-
'ng the enormous quantities of Improved ma-
hiery that have been imported into that

OOiUtry, t-day you can see thousands of
acres of wheat in the stook where It has·
st0od through the winter-good grain, for I
'*e by the papers that they are threshing it
Out now and that it is turning out well.
Unider these circumstances we may be sure
that the land is good and worth four dollars

eacre. My hon. friend has told you that
Ich land has been sold at auction for five

dolariS an acre. Several thousands of acres
' these lands were sold last year. The

dson Bay Company asked me $6.50 au
*cre for about the poorest section of land in

y CoUntry. It happened to be near my own
and I wanted it, and that was the price

they asked me for it. The Manitoba and
Xorthl-West Central Railway Company sold
%omue land the other day for four dollars an

, beyond where there Is any railway.
assuning that the land Is worth this
111y idea would be-and I think It Is a

tter Worthy of the consideration of the Gov-
Q erntr-that, where these railway companles
ave ad their charter a length of time and

e not built a mile of road, and people are
there walting for It, something should

be done. It rouses my feelings to see
peoDle go into that country on a promise that

a ralay ls to be built and nothing is done
Construct It. If Parliament had not given
charter to this railway, people would not

e gone in and located themselves along
the route of It If the Government had

taken a firm stand at the start and said, "We
wil not give charters lndiscriminately and
will confine settlement to roads already
chartered," settlement would not have gone
away beyond these lines of railway, and the
country would have been settled In a more
compact form, more convenient to the set-
tiers theiselves and beneficial to the North-
West. But settlement is scattered. Settlement
that should be confined to the limit of one rail-
way is sca.ttered along the Unes of half a
dozen railways, few of which, though charter-
ed, are in operation. This is a matter I
consider of very grave importance, because,
as I have stated, the time has come when
we have proof of the value of the land.
These companies have been unable. through
want of capital of their own, to go on with
their enterprises. Moneyed men are not
supposed now to be sold by such fellows.
That used to be the case a few years ago ;
but it is not so now. Capitalists want to
see some backbone In a company before
they will lend their money. The result Is
these companies have been unable to get
money, and they are like the dog in the
manger-not able to do anything with their
charter themselves-and they will not allow
anybody else to have it Now, my idea Is
that the Goverument should day to these
companies, who have not earned their sub-
sidies, " You have had all the time to build
this road that you asked. and you have failed
to show your abillty to build It ; we will give
you the land grant for all that yon have
built, and we will take the rest back." The
land department of the Government Is cap-
able of handling It without one dollar
additional expense. If the Govermuent
would just stop the land grants and give
Instead $1.50 of a cash bonus for every acre
to these companies, that would be $9,600 a
mile, and let the company bond the road,
not for fitteen or twenty thousand dollars a
mile, as we gave them the right to do, but
for three thousand or five thousaud dollars
a mile; that would build the railway and there
would be no stoppage. They would Po on
at once and build and operate the road with
advantage to the people and to theselves,
and the land wouli be sold. The Govern-
nient would sell It lu one half the time that
a company can. I see some hon. gentieien
laughing, but nevertheless I say if that'p ilecy
were adopted It would be in the lntereprs of
the country. That, I think, would be a good
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policy, and not to go on and complete the
whole of them at once. I would complete
such portions of them as settlement required,
and would pay to build. In that way the
land would not be al locked up in the hands
of one or two railway companies. As It is
now we are told by the Department of
Interlor, "Ail ithe land is gone," and In a
few years you will have to come down to
the cash subsidy to build railways lu
that country, because there wll be no land
to do It with. The man who buys his home-
stead to-day Is better off than the man who
located 320 acres ten years ago for nothing.
This giving away of our lands, even to home-
steaders, Is a poor policy. It is not popular
In my country, and I would rather to-day go
tnto the North-West Territories and buy a
half section of land with the knowledge I
have of the country at $2 or $3 an acre than
to have taken It seven years ago for nothin?.
I would make more money and would be a
greater success, because the man who goes
in to-day knows exactly what to do. He
does not have to find out from his own ex-
perience. He knows from the experience of
others exactly how to till his land and how
to get the advantage of It. The advantage
of transport and other advantages that the
settler now has compared with what he had
ton years ago are more than equal to what
he pays for the land to-day, as compared
with getting It for nothing ten years ago. I
am of the opinion that these lines of railway
that are dotted out on the map wIll require
other lnes between them. Between the
Manitoba and North-Western and the Can-
adian Pacific Railway there is a belt of over
100 miles. The North-West Central goes lu
between them, and I understand that the
Manitoba and North-Western people are
objecting to that railway going on. A more
monstrous thing was never perpetrated by
any man under God's heaven than to under-
take to stop the construction of that railway.
I say It Is a monstrous thing for the North-
West Central to be stopped by another com-
pany, who are further north and who cannot
do anything themselves, and it should not
be allowed by the Government. Now, I have
only given these few hints, and I think they
are worthy of some consideration. It
would not be a tax on eastern Canada. The
land there bas a value, and If the land Is
valuable the investment is a good one. If the
land is not good there is no use In build-

ing railways at ail. But you have the strong-
est proof everywhere In the North-West of
the value of'the land in the fact that every
men In that vast territory thinks he Is living
in the very best section of the country. This
proves conclusively that every part of that
country Is good. If the Government would
take this matter Into consideration and try
this experiment with one of the railways (I
do not care which one), and hold the land and
see if it Is not a good investment that will
pay 100 per cent in the next ten years, I
think they will find that it is the best course
to pursue. If lt turns out otherwise I will be
ready to admit that my judgment is at fault.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-If the proposition of
ny hon. friend opposite were adopted It
would certainly retard to a great extent the
progress and advancement, not only of Mani-
toba, but of the whole North-West. There is
no doubt that without railways the land of
that country is of little value. What would
lands in the section of the country througlh
which the Canadian Pacifie Railway passes
be worth to-day If that great highway had not
been constructed ? I do not think they
would be worth $1 an acre. The promoters
of that great road took a certain amount of
risk, and to-day they are reaping their re-
ward. The hon. gentleman from Shell River
wants an expression of opinion from the
Hlouse. In my humble judgment he is wrong
in his view. I am satisfied that this proposi-
tion would be disapproved of throughout the
whole of the North-West, and It should bO
condemned by the whole Dominion, which 1s
as much interested -in the progress of the
North-West as the people of that part of the
country are themselves. It Is to the railway
companies that have taken so many risks Iu
constructing lnes through that country that
we are Indebted for the rapid increase in tl
value of our public lands. There is no sca-
city of land there, and it Is the best form of
aid that we can bestow on these railway com-
panies. To give the House some idea of th
extent of our western territories, I should liRe
to quote from " The Western World" lthe fol'
lowing article under the heading of " Area o
Western Canada " :-

" The area of Western Canada is so Vast
that It can scarcely be grasped by the miiil
except by numerous comparisons. Wester
Canada Is generally understood to cornP 1r
that portion of the Dominion lying betweel
that great inland sea of fresh ;water knOW0
as Lake Superior and the Pacific coast, and
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iorth of the United States. Starting frouw
Port Arthur on Lake Superior, a person can
travel 2,000 miles westward before reaching
the western limit of the country, while from
rxorth to south the distance is even greater.

" Western Canada comprises the two Pro-
linces of Manitoba and British Columbia, the
three unorganized Territories of Assiniboia,
&lberta and Saskatchewan, the unorganized
district of Athabasca, the district of Keewatin,
besides a vast area of unorganized territory
farther north. A smail strip of the Province
of Ontario, lying west of Lake Superior, s
4S inclided in the somewhat vague termx of
Western Canada. The area of the different
division s of Western Canada Is as follows

Sq. Miles.
Province of Manitoba.
Province of British Columbia
District of Keewatin..
District of Alberta.....
District ef Assinibela.
District of Athabasca...
District of Saskatchewan...
U7norganized Region.. .. ..
Northern Islands .. .. .. ..
North-West, Ontario and Hud-

son Bay District. .

73,956
383,300
282,000
106,100

89,535
104,500
1(Y7,092
859,600
300,000

250,000

Total Square Miles. .. 2,556,093
" This is a vast amount of territory to be

8Uie, and the reader will wonder what the
total area, of Canada ls, when only a portion
of it reaches such figures. By adding about
'000, square miles to the area of Western

da, the area of the Dominion, east and
will be obtained, or about 229,000 less

U 1 the continent of Europe."
WIth Such vast possessions, we can well afford
to devote a portion of the land to aid the con-

etitlon of ra4lways. The companles wbich
btd the roads take more or less risk, but

settlers take none. Whether the con-
Dety succeeds or fails the lands remain and
gt the benefit of the expenditure on railway
w sk. It would therefore be unwise to re-

this form of assistance to any company
g 1od standing that Is prepared to construct

8 railway which would help to develop the
urces of our great North-West. We boast

Sourwheat lands, but valuable as they are
e' have also great mineral wealth In our

tern territories which bas attracted the
"tion not only of our own people but also

.our ambitious neighbours. To illustrate
%e iPid growth and development of the

lq'West since it has been opened up for
stleunent, let me quote another extract from

t "western World," showIng the progress
%Q)at Wbuxnpeg bas made. Before the con-

tion of the Canadian Pactfic Railway
peg contained some twenty bouses, and

had a proportionately small population. Now
the city of Winnipeg contains 29,182 souls,
and the civie assessment Is as follows :-

Real property .. .. .. ..
Personal property .. .. ..
Land value..........
Value of buildings..
Total assessable property
Value of exempt property

$17,845,450
2,492,650

11,615,130
6,230,320

20,338,100
4,394,240

Winnipeg bas now about the same population
that Montreal had when I first went to col-
lege, nearly sixty years ago. What may we
not expeet Winnipeg to become In the same
length of time ! The rapId growth of the
North-West is directly attributable to the

opening up of the country by railways. There
Is another fact mentioned in the " Western
World," under the heading of Manitoba Notes,
and it Is as follows : " The sales of lands of
the Canadian North-West Land Company
from January 1st, 1892, to May 10th, amount,
ed to 13,300 acres, realizing $67,000, com-
Pared with 6,500 acres, realizing $35,220 for
the corresponding period last year." There
is another fact quoted from the Kingston
" Whig," as follows : " G. K. Morton has
returned from a trip to Manitoba, where he
went to dispose of the property of his de-
ceased father, the late George Morton. The
property was sold for eight times what bis
father pald for It In 1887." While I have
said enough to convince the House
that while I am opposed to granting land
In certain cases, I think It would
be a great error to depart from the
policy which has been attended with such
success up to the present day, and I hope
my hon. friend will not persist In seeking
any further expression of opinion, but will
withdraw bis motion.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I was very
much struck with the strong case made by
the hon. member from Shell River In favour
of land grants to railways. He showed very
conclusively that the land grants were not
sufficient for the purpose for which they were
given, and yet he wants the Government to
be saddled with a debt by advancing money
on those lands. It la a scheme too vast, and
one which this country should never under-
take. I think the most sensible policy in
dealing with the North-West is to develop it
by degrees. It cannot be done ail at once.
It must be done gradually and carefuly, and
by means of land grants. What the policy
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of the Government for the future will be 1
do not know, but we are ail aware that
there is a large productive public domain,
and what policy could be better or wiser
than to Invite companies or persons to go in
and assist In opening up the unsettled
portions of the country. The advantages to
be derived from such a policy are very great
First of ail, it induces capitalists to become
Interested in the future of the coutry ; it
brings in two great necessarles to a new
country--capital and labour. If a money
grant were given, the money would be taken
out of the country, whereas the lands rernain
always a portion of the country, and are
made accessible for settlement. It is true
that sometimes settlers go In ahead of the
railways, but they do so with their eyes open.

Hon. Mr. O'DONHOE-If the money were
advanced to the railway companies as the
road was oonstructed It could not be taken
out of the country.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The ad-
vantage Of the present system ls that the land
remains and is not given to the company
until it Is earned. No doubt many bard-
ships are encountered by settlers who go out
In advance of the railways, but that is some.
thing which cannot be helped. They know
what they are doing and what to expect If
the railways should not be constructed.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -I do not know
whether my hon. friend from Shell River In-
tends to press this matter and ask the Senate
to commit itself to the policy which he bas
indicated in his motion. If that is bis inten-
tion, I must express my views as opposed to
the proposition. I believe that the lands that
we possess are equal to the construction of
the railways that are ,required in the North-
West, and my hon. friend bas himself shown
the value of these lands. My hon. friend
from Wolseley bas shown us that they have
lncreased in value since they have been sold.
A vast amount of money has been expended in
the North-West by the Government, and by
capitaliste, to the great advantage of those
who go In now, as compared with the posi-
tion of those who went in formerly. This
question of the development of the North-
West is one In which the whole Dominion le
interested. Every patriotic fCanadian has a
great pride ln our great Dominion. When-

ever the question cornes up for the extending
of railways or increasing faclilties for com-
munication In that great country, a desire .is
expressed by the representatives from all
parts of Canada to encourage such works.
We are proud of our great country, and we
know that -it is well and favourably known
throughout the civilized world. I am opposed
to my hon. frlend's proposition because K
tbink It would be unwise to commit ourselves
to such a pollcy as he bas outlined. We have
been, perhaps, a lttle reckless In granting
railway charters and in extending aid to en-
terprises. People have settled in remote parts
of the .North-West under the Impression that
because Parliament had granted charters for
the construction of railways these lines would
be immediately constructed. I think the Gov-
ernment should consider what aid they cau
grant to give 1such settlers access to the rail-
way systems already In operation. The Gov-
ernment is bound in justice to these people to
give every facility to those men that they
can. If these people are driven out or the
country It will deter others fron settling in
Canada. It is a great problem how we re
to settle that country, and derive the beu.eilt
from its development that the Dominion bas
a right to expect. The enormous crl of 1-aff
year has opened the eyes of the public, not
only in Europe, but in Canada, and in the
United States, to the great fertility and pri-
ductiveness of our western territories, and
the advantages which they offer to settlers.
If the Government can devise some means to
furnish railway facilities to settlers who are
now without railway accommodation, with
out adding largely to the public debt, I thinlC
they should do so, and the country would
sanction any such course that the Governmeit
might think proper to pursue

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-Too much consid-
eration cannot be given to certain obsere
tions which were made by the hon. gentnm1
from Wolseley with regard to rallway char-
ters. These charters are sought frequentil
without any Intention on the part of thOO
who obtain them of prosecutng the Worgk
but merely for the purpose of selling aBd
makLing a profit out of them. If they i4j
them to persons competent to go on with the
work, there might be very little objecdIO
but when they find no purchasers for thee
charters, the railway projects fall to the
ground, and settlers who go into the countr
lin anticipation of those roads beWe
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conistructed are left without any rail-
Way communication. I have been told
that some of those who are interested
In railway charters represent to pur-
chasers of these lands that the charter
having been secured the railway facilities will
be Provided without delay, and that the lands
are therefore worth a certain price. But how
does it turn out ? No railway is constructed
a'nd the charter remaIns a dead letter. It is
on inposition on the setter, and a great In-

y111 to the country. f this debate brought
ROthing else to our view than 'that which has
been shownu by the hon. gentleman for Wol-
seley, a great deal of good should come out
of it. It is with me quite a question If the
QOvernment should not revise these charters*
and compel their abandoument with a view
Or glving them to persons capable or con-
etuciung roads. The promoters iof those char-
te Should be compelled to show to the Gov-
erninent that there la a strong probablity of
tleir being able to do the work for which the
tlI&i!ters are granted. I am quite satisfied
tll&t every member of this House who has

the lion. gentleman, who Is so conver-
8%t With the subject, and with the locality,

endorse his views on that particular
1ýt As to giving land grants, I thInk my

'frlend from Marquette demonstrated be-
yany doubt that the policy of giving aid

that form was an extremely wise one.
thtik he demonstrated that by telling us

these lands a few years ago were worth
b , and that to-day they are being sold

et rOIn four to five dollars an acre. It is
he railways alone that get this profit.
it not profit the whole country If the

14e has gone up at that rate ; and if lands
gnen. up at that rate what has made

%leligo up ? The hon. gentleman fron
River states that at a certain time the

tWere entirely worthless. Now, with-
fit %e land grants those lands would be In a
'b r position to-day. There was no pos-

t of mnakng them profitable except by
""trdeng settlers to them and that was

' hnpossible without railways. That
t ave been seen by the promoters of

4 great works and if to-day these lands
to orth lx dollars an acre we have reason

gratUlate the people on the result
lof 1 say there should be no cessation

%' dgrants, but in maldng them it should
ander conditions that will secure the con-

Of the road In the Interests of the

people, and if done In that way nobody should
object to them. My lion. friend from Wolse-
loy stated that he to-day would rather pay
$1.50 to $3.00 an acre for lands to sttle
upon, than elght oi ten years ago get them
for nothing. That Is a high compliment to
the system adopted. They would remain for-
ever In the position they were In ten years
ago If people walted until they were able to
pay for them, and if no person could go into
those lands but those who were able to pay
for them-even if to-day no person could get
these lands except by paying for them, as my
hon. friend says, how many people would go
in ? The true principle Is adopted of giving
them to actual settlers and providing roads for
settlers who are a source of production, and
If the land has ail the resources that are
claimed for It .they can only be developed by
the people and you can only have the people
by means of the railway.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This Is a subject, of
course, of vital Importance to the entire. Do-
minion. The lands of this North-West belong
as weil to the people in the eat as they do
to those In the west If the policy enunciated
by my lion. friend from Shell River had been
in force at the time of the construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway would that
great enterprise have ever been constructed ?
If the Government had been called upon to
make an advance of $1.50 an acre, equivaent
to $37,500,000, It would have been consIdered
se vast an enterprise that the people of thia
ountry would not have agreed to it. But
the people, finding that they were merely
asked to disposess themselves for a time of
a portion of the lands of the North-West, for
the purpose of mnaking that ountry inhabit-
able, they willingly concurred In the proposi-
tion that the Government should give a sub-
sidy of land as weUl as of money. It may
be true that charters have been given to
parties who have not carried out their con-
tracts in good faith, but that Is no cause of
complaint against the principle. If the princi-
ple is correct then I say that the Government
have acted the proper part In the past, and
If they found It to be a good policy in the
past, I have no doubt they wilI find it equaly
so In the future to an Increased extent. It la
all very well to say at present that these
companies have not been able to carry out
their arrangements, but we all know that dif-
ficulties have arisen In the financial centres
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of Europe which have rendered It almost
Impossible to float any large financial enter-
prise ; therefore it is no argument that the
principle under consideration is an erroneous
one. What was the value of that land at
the time the railway was under consideration
before ? It was really worth nothing. We
are told that there was not sufficient land in
the North-West, in the evidence given before
a commission in England, to support a crow.
No man would have known the value of that
country today, and what would its value have
been but for this great railway enterprise ?
Many men have Invested their money in these
enterprises with the idea that these lands will
become valuable In some future day. I
have no doubt they will, and I have no doubt
that the capitalists of England would prefer
to hold these lands for the specifie purpose
of having them settled upon and eventually
having a profit from them, than receive from
the Government $1.50 an acre for them now.
Railway companies are the best immigrant
agents we have. They have proved to be
the best colonization agents in the United
States and I do not see why they should not
be as sucoessful in this country. We have
only tried It a very short time at any rate.
Only sone seven years have elapsed and we
find fault with it and want to reverse the
system that has been inaugurated and that
bas been found to work so well in the United
States. I say it 1s an astonishing fact to see
what progress has been made in our North-
West Territorles in the short space of tine.
Supposing the Government should adopt the
policy of taking over this land and holding
It for .sale themselves it would be surrounded
with so many difficulties and expenses that
the whole amount would be eaten up. I
know, as a matter of fact, that the Ontario
Government have been keeping on their books
for years lands that are paying only forty or
fifty cents a year rental. They would not
sell them or couvert them into cash because
they had the Idea that the clerks who keep
these accounts and who were in the employ
of the Government for years would be thrown
out of employment and would not know what
to do to make a living In the future. The
late Tâmilton Merrltt made a calculation some
years ago that the lands held by the Govern-

nent were a source of los instead of being
a source of revenue on account of the
expenses connected with the custody
of them. Therefore I do not think

the Goverument could manage these lands in
the North-West as well or as economically
as the railway companies can. I know my-
self, as a matter of fact, that there are
parties in England to-day who have thought
that If these lands could be transferred to
them after the railway was in operation they
would prefer holding thein as security and
advance liberally upon them, forming them-
selves into land companies for the purpose
of sending out settlers to this country. I
believe there was a project on foot at one
time for colonizing the North-West in that
way ; but If the railway company had no
interest in those lands the people in England
would say: "There is no use In our exerting
ourselves to take out settlers, as we will not
have any benefit from it. The Governmeit
will have everything in their own hands. "
There is an Immense quantity of land yet to
be disposed of by the Government, and I
think if they apply themselves judiciously
and continue the systen that is necessary for
the purpose of opening up and settling the
country by railways it will tend to the rapid
development of the country. Unless we
open up that country by railways and
facilities are afforded for settlement the
people will not go upon those lands at ail.
It is now very differeut from olden tiles
when people came out to ,this country to
settle, and travelled through it at great
disadvantage, and risk and privation.
Men will not do ethat now. They WiOl
not undertake these difficulties and troubleO
as they did in the olden days. TheY
want to be transported in easy carriages, [and

even now they are not prepared to travel 10
the ordinary second-class car, but requir
special colonization cars.

Hou. Mr. PERLEY-They get poor ac
commodation on the North-West Central.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I have no doubt thel
do ; but I am told that that is one of the
best constructed roads in the North-West-tM
the road bed is equal to anything that CO
be had-and you must give the oompaY
credit for one thing; since they made ther
arrangement with the Government they bae
run their road under all the difficulties atted'4
ing the situation, and have served the country
weil. The people are well disposed towarde
them, and I only hope the company will be
able to continue their line of constructio'
for the people in England are anxious to d

274A
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It, and if the difficulties are overcome I
beleve they will carry their road to com-
Pletion. It passes through a fertile section
of the country, one of the best lu the North-
West, and we think the company is doing
Very well.

lion. Mr. PERLEY-The people do not
tilnk that.

lion. Mlr. CLEMOW-I do not know what
the people think, but if yon take a poil of
the people of the North-West I think they
eill tell you that without these land sub-
81dies the country would not be what it 1s at
tie Present time. A great many of the roads
that have been built have been constructed
11POni the strength of the subsidies, and in
11o other way would they have been built.

You have to do is to continue that course in
the future, of course providing all the safe-
guards you can to have the contracts carried
OUt In good falth ; but to shut down now,
a4d to say there are to be no more land
grants to railway companles, you may as well
lutinate to the capitalists and to the people

he are interested in the construction of
rallways, " Gentlemen, we have no further
eed for you. We have no further lands to

g've You, and the Government will never agree
to ellcumber the resources of this country by
%bsldies of casb." The lands were obtained
b"'the first Instance for a nominal considera,

iand the object was to have them settled
1p at as early a date as possible. The Gov-
eruMent have succeeded very well so far and
the will succeed as well in the future, but

flot let it go abroad that the people of this
utry are going to adopt a policy different

that of any other country that I know
9f- The Americans have given away nearly
4 their lands to railway corporations. I do
40 Ikar that the people object to it. I
belleye they wish they had more to give. The

h'ave been well managed, and the parties
WhO built the railways have recelved re-
14nneration for them. So much the better.

ail the circumstances, private companies
eau rnalage land far more economically and

settle them to far better advantage than
overnment. This Government is a

OdQ Government and probaMly they might
'very well ; still I think they have

%ongh to do and they should not be burdened
any more duty than they now have on
hands. If you settle thie country, in4tead

of thirty-five million bushels of wheat for
export you will have in the future years double
that amount or probably more, and Lord
Salisbury may then be able to say, " We will
give you some advantage for your surplus
grain that you are able to export to England."
I did not intend to say anything upon this
subject, but it is one of vital importance, and
I think it is well to put a few practical facts
before the louse in order that you may judge
of the disadvantages that would accrue to the
country If the proposition of the hon. gentle-
man from Shell River was adopted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no doubt that
the hon. gentleman who has just sat down is
sufficiently positive in his views. The fact,
however, that the hon. gentleman is not alto-
gether a disinterested witness will influence
our ceonsideration of the facts he has put
before us. I do not understand very weil
the course that the hon. gentleman fron Shel
River proposes to adopt. As I understand
the hon. gentleman from Wolseley, his pro-
position ts that the Government should not

cease to assist railways in the North-West
but that the form that the assistance should
take should be different. The hon. gentle-
man from Wolseley pointed out with remark-
able clearness, and the statement coming
from a practical farmer lUke him had a great
deal of weight, that the country would make
a very large gain by holding the land and
giving cash subsidies for the construction of
such railways as may be deemed absolutely
necessary In the interests of the North-West
country. It may be remembered that
we had, during the last session, some
discussion in the House on the sub-
ject, and I think the weight of
opinion seemed to be that there were already
enougli railways in course of construction -
or at any rate there were enough railways en-
titled to subsidies in the North-West for the
present, and that it was not necessary to
undertake the construction of many more
railways for a little while, until the railways
which are under construction had been com-
pleted or had made very considerable pro-
gress; that those railways would open up a
very large tract .of country, and that when
those tracts of country had been fairly well
settled it would be time enough for the coun-
try to enter upon a futher scheme of rail-
way lconstruction. My impression ts also that
the feeling of the House last year was that

Land Grants o Railways [ JU N E
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by that tine the North-West would be in
such a position that it would not be necessary
perhaps for the 'Dominion to undertake to
give any very large assistance to the construe-
tion of railways in that region. Reference
bas been made by the hon. gentleman fron
Shell River to the prediction which was made
a good many years ago by the present High
Commissioner in England to the immense re-
turns which Canada would receive from that
North-West country, from the sale of the
lands, and the predictions of the present HiDgh
Commissioner, if I am not mistaken, were
almost identical with the predictions made by
theilate Prime Minister. The views expressed
by both of these hon. and distinguished
gentlemen were that In a comparatively short
time the sale of the lands in the North-West
would more than recoup the country for all
the expenditure in connection with the Can-
adian Pacific Railway. Up to the present
time, or up to about a year ago, the country
had recelved no return. I thlnk that Up to a
year ago the expenses in connection with the
North-West lands had been rather in excess
of the returns. If one cean trust the evidence
of the hon. gentleman fron Wolseley, and
the hon. gentleman from Shel River, and my
hon. friend from the Rideau Division, that
state of things bas changed, and lands
which some time ago were worth almost
nothing are now worth somewhere from
three to six dollars an acre. I think myself
that when It becomes necessary to subsidize
any further railway construction the wiser
plan would be for the country to pay money
subsidies to secure the construction of those
roads rather than to give large land subsi-
dies As the hon. gentleman from Wolseley
bas pointed out, a comparatively small cash
subsidy would do rather more to secure the
construction of a road than a ,Iarge land
subsidy, and the statement of the hon. gen-
tleman from Wolseley Is borne out by the
facts. We have numbers of those railway
companies who have had sufficient land
grants, and have -succeeded lu doing almost
nothing with these land grants. I do not
know how many miles of the North-West
Central road have been built, but I do know
that the company have had a charter for
years, and the railway construction In that
part of the country ls cheap and easy, and
there ought to be a very long road built now
If this land grant system was the proper one
to adopt. I was rather surprised that the

hon. gentleman from Sheli River should have
discussed this question as one which had not
in any way been settled, because I see that
in the other House the Minister of the In-
terior who ie charged largely with the Gov-
ernment of the North-West country stated, in
reply to a question, that it was the policy of
the Government to discontinue making these
grants. I do not mean to say that the Min-
ister of the Interior did not propose to make
the grants to the companies who are entitled
to them, but he stated quite distinctly that it
was not the policy of the Government to con-
tinue the system of making these large land
grants to railway companies, and I for one
was very glad for once to agree with the
Government.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
As my hon. friend opposite bas pointed out,
the pollcy of the Government in respect of
these large land grants ie modified, and 1s
necessarily modified, 'because a very large
proportion of the lands which have been set
apart as available for railway subsidies have
been appropriated to that purpose, and, at
present, as I understand, there is jno great
area of the land available for railway grantS,
free from some kind of appropriation, pro-
mise, or pledge, as respects existing railwayS.
But the policy of making land grants at al
seems to have been the principal subject mat-
ter of the discussion to-day, and some hon.
gentlemen have, although I must say not verY
strongly, found fault with the system which
bas prevailed hitherto In respect to those land
grants. At this period of time, of course, it
le comparatively easy to say what ought Or
ought not have been done elght or ten years
ago, when the whole matter was a noveltl
to the Dominion-when one could scarcell
Imagine what the circumstances would be 10
this year of our Lord, from any point of
view. It was at that time gravely discused
whether the perlod for construction should
not be doubled ; whether a larger subsidl
would nogl have to be granted In order to haV
a railway at all-when as a matter of fact
one of the subjects of dispute between the
contractors and the Government was whtethe
they should be compelled to run a trai
over the track once a day, or once e
week, or once a month ! I mentIO0
this merely as indicating the difficulties under
wbich this system of encouraging rallwaYs 10
the North-West was framed and acted upo0

•
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Of course to-day we stand on an eminence,
we can look down on what is past, and
every one can criticize what bas been done;
but whether the hon. gentlemen who criticize
tO-day would have been able to bit upon a
better sysem of establishing railway facilities
ln the North-West than was adopted by the
Government of the day Is very doubtful
lndeed. It is not my purpose to enter upon
a defense of the policy of the Government
i that respect ; but I think I am justified in
referring to the results. My hon. friend from
Wolseley bas given us information to-day of
the comparative value of the land now, and
the value of It a few years ago. It must be
rnembered that 'it is only a little over ten
Years sInce a railway was first seriously
nndertaken through the North-West, but he
says, "I would rather have land now and
pay $3 an acre for it than have taken it for
nothing three or four years ago." And why ?
13ecause the policy of the Government of the
day bas been such that access is now had to
that country by means of railways; because
%nder that policy the principal element of
increased vaule in those lands was that
acessibility, and the principal factor in con-
strUcting these railways was the land grant.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No; the reason I
assigned for it was that the people under-
stand how to work the land now better than
t hey did lu the beginning.

lion. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I think I can quote my hon. friend's remark
that there was no use in cultivating the land
better, for there was no way of getting the
produce out. " What is the use," he said,

tOf raising hundreds of bushels of wheat,
While the people are hanging on by their eye-
lids because they have not got railway con-
7aection ?" That is the true reason no
doiJUbt, and no doubt the better knowledge
Of farming -In the country follows from the
fact that people living there have found out

oW they are to produce crops and make their
1iving there ; but the people came to live

ere, and to find out how to farm properly
l that country ln consequence of the con-
struction of the railways that were built
u»IiIily tirough land grants. Hon.
gentlemen have found fault with the
8""ting of lands to railway companies, wlichlot constructed their roads. That, of
%U!se, should have been avoided as much as

22

possible. Other people say that the Govern-
ment should not give these companies charters
unless they show that they are competent to
carry out their undertakings. The Govern-
ment does not give them charters ; it is Par-
liament that gives them charters, and hon.
gentlemen who have been tu the House of
Commons know very well that very often
the experiment has been tried of requiring
plans and specifications, and information as
to how the company was going to carry on the
work, but these efforts have always resulted
In fallure, because the influence of people who
desire to have railways, upon the members
of the House, bas been too great, and it bas
been found impossible to enforce rules which
have been time and again made by the RaIl-
way Committee of the other House, In order
to get more Information before the charters are
granted. But I maintain that there is no
fault to find with those who grant these
charters, because, practically it is impossible
tO grant charters In such a manner that every
one of them wIll be implemented and en-
forced. But we administer the best possible
corrective to the granting of charters too
freely, and it Is this : if any other company
desire to build the Une, and come forward
and show that the company who got the first
charter have not performed their duty under
the terms of their charter, sooner or later the
second company will get a charter to build
over the same line of road. For instance
there was a charter for the Ontario and
Quebec Railway. The first company failed
to carry out their undertaking. The applica-
tion of the second company was resisted
because there was a charter over the identical
ground which they desired to occupy. It
was shown that the first company had not
availed themselves of the privilege which
they had, and although on one occasion the
application of the new company was refused
in order to give the first company an oppor-
tunity Of showing their good faith. at the end
of the year the existing company was charter-
ed. So that the fact of these charters being
freely granted is not an liremediable evil in
our legislation. It can be cured by giving to
other parties the privilege of doing the same
work when they find that the company first
chartered are not performing their duty.
Under this system what have we in the North-
West ? We have first the Canadian Pacific
Railway, which is largely indebted for its
existence to the prospect of its and grant-
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The company made its first issue of bonds a
most sucoessful issue upon the strength of
Its land grant alone. We have in addition
to that, nunerous railways, some running
parallel to the Canadian Pacific Railway,
most of them running north or south iù to the
country, the Canadian Pacific Railway being
the great artery which carries all the freiglit
and traffic of these railways to and from the

eaboard. These railways rmming north-
ward and southward are opening up the
country in a great many directions. It Is to
the land grant that we owe the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway, which my hon.
friend denounced In such strong language a
few minutes ago. Of that Une 210 miles
have been built through a country which is
well settled now, and is being rapidly filled
up. That Is a benefit. It Is true the coin-
pany have not built their 20 miles this year ;
that is not an unpardonable sin. They
did not try to keep the North-Vest Cential
out of all the towns men':ioned by my hon.
friend, but only out of Birtle, whIc-h my hon.
friend mentioned, and that is the only quarrel
between the two companles. They have no
objection to the North-West Central trying to
go on, and have no Intention to try und stop
them. The Manitoba and North-Western
Railway Company have built 210 miles of
their road and are trying now to build the
other 216 miles and complete the line to
Prince Albert. They have not been able this
year to raise the money to build the 20-mile
section; that is their misfortune, not their
fault, and they should not be blamed;
especially when we know that the whole of
the outside capital that has been brought into
that road, exclusive of what has been raised
on its land grant, was procured and paid by
the promoters thenselves-one of the wealth-
lest firms In the Dominion of Canada. The
road has been, up to the present time, faith-
fully pressed on by the addition of a larger
proportion than In the case of almost any
railway of the Dominion, of private capital
put In by the promoters, and if we have
granted an extension of time for the building
of the 20-mile section, the Government holds
in its hands the control of their land grant
and the company will get no extension of
time for the construction of that 20 miles or
any other part of the line until they satisfy
the Government of their ability to carry on
the project. Then there ls the North-West
Central, which has built 50 miles, and I hope

it will build more. My hon. friend fron
Ottawa promises that it will. At ail events,
there are .50 miles in operation, running into
new territory. There is the Calgary and
Edmonton and the Long Lake Railway of
the same character. These roads ore all
built and depend for their existence on land
grants.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Will my hon. friend
excuse me : I think the Calgary and Edmonton
has a money grant as well as a land grant.
The polit which the hon. gentleman from
Wolseley was trying to make was that a sum
of money much less than the value of the
land would be better than the land grant.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
am speaking generally of the pollcy of grant-

ing lands in aid of railways, which Is the
policy that has been disputed. The Calgary
and Edmonton have no money grant. It Is
true, a contract has been made with the Gov-
ernment for the payment to them of a certain
sum of money annually, which is to be repaid
by the company in services, as far as they go,
and otherwise in any way they think proper,
but to be repaid ; and as security for that
repayment their land grant is mortgaged. So
also with the Long Lake Company. A cer-
tain amount of money has been contracted for
with the company and it is to be repaid by
services which the company is bound to
render, and if they do not render it, in that
way, which they must pay. And this is
secured like the former. This Incidental
allowance made by the Government on the
contract is being used as a guarantee fund
by the company, by means of which they have
been able to raise money on their bonds.
The result of the policy, therefore, in a rough
and ready way, of granting these lands ha-s
been the construction of railways which have
been essential to the progress of the North-
West, and more than that, which have suc-
ceeded in producing all the progress there lias
been In the North-West ; and in producing
precisely the state of things which my hon.
friends from Wolseley and Shell River have
been alluding to, namely, great increase lu
the value of lands, and no doubt also to a
very large extent In the population and the
prospects of Increased population; which, I
am happy to say, appear to be booming this
year, in the way of further immigration
The policy, therefore, whether perfect or i1m-
perfect-most probably It was imperfect since
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It was human-has produced what develop-
ment the North-West shows. Without it
there would have been, and oould have been,
n0 such development, and therefore I main-
tain that the policy is not to be condemned
because It is possible, and it is the fact, that
certain companies have not performed the
Obligations on which the land grants
were promised. I think my hon.
friend from Toronto, whose speech was
characterized with that strong good sense
Which we know he possesses as a rule, In one
respect was In jerror In discussing the evils
Of the land grant system. He spoke of per-
Sons who had obtained these land grants and
charters for building railways having got peo-
Ple to buy and settle upon their lands under
the promise that they should have the rail-
Way, and after having deceived them into
Purchasing land 50, 60 and 100 miles from
the railway, did ,not build the road at ail, and
these poor people were settled on the railway
grant, and the railway grant had been ab-
sOrbed by the railway company without the
construction of the road. My :hon. friend
MUst percelve that that Is an utterly impos-
sible state of things-it could not exist, be-
caUse the companles do not get the lands un-
tIl they have constructed the railway.

lon, Mr. O'DONOHOE-I stated It upon a
statement made to me by others-not upon
IUy own authority.

lon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBO'lT--
My hon. friend did. I remember that per-
tectly, but the statement was made. It is not
4 uncommon thing for statements to be
1lade and reported, based upon prejudice or
in8umcient information. In the present in-
stance it is perfectly plain that the state of
things which my hon. friend described could
hot exlst, because it is absolutely neoessary
that a certain section of the railway shall be
buit before any portion of the railway grant
can be conveyed to the railway company that
applles for it. I understand very wefl that
the remark would In one sense apply to what
bas been stated with regard to the Manitoba
'Id North-Western Railway Company. They

e been most industrious In bringing In
settlers, and that Is one of the great advan-
tages.that we derive from these grants to rail-

S. The raiway companies become land
agents, and bring In settiers as fast as they
<a- It ts necessary for them to do so, be-

se until they have their land settled they
22J

can get no traffic for their roads. In this in-
stance these people, I have not the slightest
doubt, In the best possible faith procured the
settlement of a number of people from the
south of the line, upon lands beyond their
present terminus, In the hope and expectation
that they could go on with their railway.
They failed to do so this year-at least so far
as we know. It may be that no more of the
railway will be built this year, but unless
measures are taken for the building of the
railway either this year or next year, In con-
formity with the provision of the charter
which these gentlemen have, the land grant
will not be available to them ifor the further
portions of their railway. The conditions
have to be performed ; people have to be
served or the land grant will remain at the
disposal of 'the Government for other com-
panies who will perform the obligations which
their charter imposes upon them. I do not
know that it is necessary to dilate further on
this subject. Most of the hon. gentlemen here
know just as much, or many of them more
than I do on questions like this, but I should
like to say a word or two on this project of
my hon. friend behind me. I thought when
he put his motion on the paper that this was
a project of economy, that the Government
was to stop expenditure even in lands, but It
turns out that my hon. friend wants to make
the Government a gigantic promoter of rail-
ways generally In the North-West, taking the
position of holding the lands:which these com-
panies might otherwise have, and giving them
the price of them, or at least putting the price
of them, namely $50,000,000, In the hande of
commissioners which is to be procured
by the sale of 10,000,000 acres of land which
are now granted to railway companies In the
North-West, and which have not yet been
earned. Where Is the Government to get the
$50,000,000 ? Does my hon. friend propose
to pass an Act of Parliament to compel capi-
talists to come In and buy those lands im-
mediately, and pay $50,000,000 to the Gov-
erment ? I do not know where the capital-
ists could be found to do that, but it ls only
by some such means that $50,000,000 could
be obtained for 10,000,000 acres of land. The
country is full of people who were members
of land companies holding lands who could
not sell them, and who broke down and were
unable to realize even the cost and expenses
of management of their lands. At this
moment the stock of the Great North-
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Western Iand Company Is 20 per cent
below par, and I venture to say at
no period of their existence up to the
present moment have they sold enough land
to justify the position their stock now holds.
It bas its value more on what they hope to
do than on anything they have done hitherto.
The Idea of valuing land at so many dollars
per acre, and assuming they represent so
much cash to commissioners, or any one else,
Is a pure fallacy.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I was told by a good
authority that the cost of managing the lands
that the Premier bas referred to was en-
tirely borne by the sale of town sites.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I do not know what that bas to do with my
statement, except to confirm it. If any land
is to be sold It is town sites at railway
stations. My hon. friend brings the strong-
est confirmation that could be adduced of

.the correctness of what I say. He says
they pay their expenses out of the sales of
town sites. What other funds have they
derived from their lands I should like to
know ? I think in the course of eight years
they have paid 5 shillings back as the net
proceeds of the sales they have been making
Up to this time, and their condition is such
that their stock Is fluctuating between 75 and
80 per cent., and has been down to 32, 33
and 34 per cent of Its value. Why ? Because
though they had three or four million acres
of land, whiclh, according to my hon. friend's
scheme, ought to be worth in their hands as
cash $15,000,000, they cannot sell enough to
pay dividends to their shareholders. I do
not know another company that has done
as well as that company ; most of them have
become bankrupt. Some of them hold lands
now at the expense of stockholders in Eng-
land, whose capital was obtaIned on calcu-
lations like that of the hon. gentleman., They
hope some time to get their money out of
them. I hope they will, and I think It is
probable that they will ; but the quantity of
available land Is too great te enable ex-
tensive sales to be safely made. The idea
of regarding so many million acres of land
as representing five times as much cash to
guarantee the constriction of railways, is on
a par with the calculations of the maid who
carried her eggs to market as to the number
of chickens she would have, and in whose

case an accident, which one might suppose
is equally obvious under my hon. friend's
scheme, destroyed her calculations in a
moment. But when my hon. friend has
raised this fund of $50,000,000 he proposes
to use this money in guaranteeing the bonds
of the railway companies. Of course they
must pay the interest on the bonds them-
selves. My hon. friend would not propose
that the Government should pay the interest.
It is probable they would get more for the:r
bonds than they do now, and my hon. friend
proposes that ,they should pay off these bonds
or create a fund to recoup the Government
for any expenditure they might make, by a
tax on the gross receipts of the rallway.
What kind of a fund would that be ? The per-
centage on the gross receipts of many of
these railways, with the exception of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, would not amount
to much. I doubt if many of those which
run north pay their expenses. I venture to
say that the largest of the whole of them
does not pay more than current expenses,
and that the interest bas been largely paid
by the promoters, whose capital bas carried
it on up to the present time. By and by I
think all those railways will pay, and pay
well, and I hope by and by they will be
largely assIsted In payIng off their bonds by
the proceeds of the land grants they have
got, and which have given them the credit
to enable them to raise the money to build
the roads. But that day is not now that
they could afford to pay 3 per cent. out of
their gross earnings (after paying the interest
on their bonds) towards creating a fund of
the kind my hon. friend bas referred to. I
think I also heard a suggestion from my hon.
friend opposite of a money grant-instead of
giving to the company 6,400 acres of land
my hon. friend suggested that we should
give them $1.50 an acre and take the lands.
That is a project not quite so extravagant
as that of my hon. friend from Shell River;
but it is in the same line, and we have an
admirable example of what that might result
in from the action of the Manitoba Governi
ment. The Manitoba Government advanced
only $1 an acre, and there Is a big arrearage
in the Manitoba books, although by the
stipulation they made with the companY
they were to get the proceeds of the sales o!
these lands. I know as a fact that one of
these companles bas not pald interest to the
Manitoba Government on these bonds for
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some years past. My hon. friend would
give, not $1, as the Manitoba Govern-
Ment did, but $1.50-that Is, $9,600 a
Mile. The usual grant that has been
Made up to this time in the shape of money,
especially In the Eastern Provinces, has been
$3,200 a mile, and with the exception of the
recipients, there Is a great deal of complaint
as to the amount of money spent in that way.
If that is to be multiplied by three, I do not
know what Mr. Foster would say to-day, or
What the taxpayers of this country would
say if we should take an asset like these
land grants, when we have at least the half
of the entire North-West at our disposai to-
day, excepting what has been sold out of it.
My hon. friend would have us take these
10 millions of acres from the companles who
received them and advance $1.50 per acre on
them, when we have tens of millions of acres
Of our own for sale. My hon. friend says
YOu can put them up for sale, and get $5
an acre for them. Those that are sold at
$5 an acre are not, as a rule, the lands that
have been granted to railways. The lands
granted of late years have been on the routes
of projected railways on which not a single
spade full of earth has been removed for their
construction, and which there Is no Immediate
Obligation to build because they are not neoes-
sary for the moment.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I would not advance to

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Eut my hon. friend would have us put on the
rflarket at auction, say ten million acres of
land, a great deal of it lying above the fifty-
third parallel. We should find ourselves In
, very poor position In the way of realizing
eash from It, and the fund which my hon.
friend expects to create would very likely
evaporate In the auctioneer's fees and ad-
lertisements In respect to a great deal of
that land. I have the greatest respect for
nly hon. friend from Shell River, and his

Dlinions, but he changes them too quickly to
give them the absolute weight that they
otherwise would possess in my mind. It Is
fily five or six months since my hon. friend
hlnaself was an applicant for one of those
Iad grants which he finds to-day so objec-

tionable. I suppose he would prefer to have
the lands sold or taken over at $5 per acre,
and the Government give him an equivalent
at.that rate for the 6,400 acres per mile which

he expected to get. I do not know what his
views may be, but I merely mention this as
Instancing that while one attached all the
weight possible to opinions fron a member of
this House, still if the hon. gentleman one
day approves of the land grants and desires
to participate in them, and the next day
comes forward and moves a vote of want of
confidence in the Government to restrain them
from giving land grants to the most meritor-
ous projects In the North-West, we cannot
attach the same Importance to his opinion. I
say It without offence to my hon. fFlend, but
I cannot attach the same importance to his
opinions when I find that he varies them so
rapidly as he has done In this particular
Instance. The policy of the Government
may be practically stated, not to abstain ai-
together from giving land grants as aid to
railways In future, but to modify materialiy
the policy acted upon by a previous Govern-
ment. While the country will have confidence
In that statement, since we gave a practical
demonstration of it by abstaining altogether
from making grants last year, I think the
country and this House will allow us that
kind of discretion which we think should re-
main in our hands, to aid in a moderato
degree any such line of railway In the North-
West Territories as we may think absolutely
deserving of assistane and absolutely neces-
sary for the district through which it may
pass. And moreover, it ls very probable-I
state it without any hesitation-that a large
amount of the railway land grants which have
already been made to railways will fall In,
from the fact of the railways not being con-
structed within the time fixed by law, and
those grants will not be extended unless on
absolute proof to the Government that the
people to whom they were appropriated in the
first instance are able to go on with the work
In a proper manner. There are some land
grants which it may be In the interest of the
country to appropriate to other companies in
the same section, where good faith is largely
involved In giving people settled there the
exit for their produce which they expected
when they left the country from which
they came. To restrict the Government
lu this respect, considering the course they
have pursued since I have had the honour of
forming part of the Cabinet, would be too
severe a declaration of entire want of confi-
dence In the Government to be adopted by
this House.
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Hon. Mr. PERLEY-The /House will re-
member that I declined at the start to second
the resolution of my hon. friend. I do not
approve of abandoning the policy of land
grants. I have ;approved of the policy of the
Government up to the present time, and I
want to show the House that when that land
grant was given to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way the land was of no value. It only be-
came valuable after the railway was built. I
have shown now, by the experience of the
people, that the land is becoming valuable,
and still these smaller companies have been
unable te go on and construct their roads.
For Instance one company bas done nothing
at all. I said It would be a good Investment
for the Government to keep these lands and
-advance the money as the necessities of the
country required it. If the railways cannot
go on the people will suifer, and if you take
the land grants from them no other compan-
les can go in and extend 'their Unes.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-You must encourage
those people who have begun the road to
build it, and I hold they should be encouraged
and assisted. I stated that I approved of the
policy of the Government, and I would not
second the resolution of the hon. gentleman
because It reflected upon the policy of the
Government.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, June 3rd, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT
BTLL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (71) " An Act further
to amend the Inland Revenue Act."

(In the Committee.)
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-

On enquiring fully into the purposes and
operation of sub-section 2 of section 2 of

this Bill I am not satisfied with it, and I am
disposed to ask the louse to strike it out of
the Bill and to make further changes.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee, re-
ported the Bill with amendments, which were
concurred in.

DOMINION MILLERS' ASSOCIATION
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) moved the second
reading of Bill (70) " An Act to incorporate
the Dominion Millers' Association." He
said: The object of this Bill is to incorporate
the millers of Ontario vith a view to im-
proving the manufacture of flour and meal,
and generally the business in which they are
engaged. It has received a good deal of
attention in the other House, but perhaps it
would be none the worse to carefully look
through it here. Although I have the Bill
in charge I am not prepared to say that I
am committed to ail its details. However,
the Bill can be carefully considered by the
Committee on Banking and Commerce, to
which I propose to refer it.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (N) "An
Act to further amend the General Inspection
Act." He said : This Bil makes one or
two minor changes in the mode of inspection
and it adds to the list of articles which may
be subject to inspection, apples. The minor
details we shall have an opportunity of dis-
cussing, of course, in Committee of the Whole.
It is not improbable that when the BIl reaches
that stage I may ask the House to add one or
two other articles. There is some discussion
now as to the propriety of Inspecting butter-
not compulsory inspection, of course, but in-
spection subject to the pleasure of the dealer.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is canued
salmon among the articles subject to inspec-
tion ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I think not. It Is not among the articles tbat
have been suggested, but I shal put over the
Bill until the middle of next week in order
that dealers throughout the country maY
make suggestions as to other articles that they
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Might desire to have inspected. I an not
aware that cheese is among the articles to be
inspected and I dare say it might be advisable
to add canned salmon, as the hon. gentleman
from British Columbia has suggested. In all
those cases there is no compulsion ; people
eau obtain inspection of their various wares
or not as they please, but there Is no doubt
that the fact of inspection will give a char-
acter to the products of the country which
they would not otherwise receive. When the
Bill comes up in committee I shall probably
have something to propose in that direction.

Slion. Mr. KAULBACH-I suppose the in-
Spection of apples is also optional ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Entirely optional.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

OTTAWA CITY PASSENGER RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.
SECOND READING.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
reading of Bill (16) " An Act respecting the
Ottawa City Passenger Railway Company."
IIe said : This is a Bill te amend the Otta-
Wa City Passenger Railway Company's Act.
This company originally had a perpetual
charter and the motive power was horses.
The company now ask the privilege of sub-
stituting electricity, which is considered a
great deal better. This Bill has undergone
a very strict scrutiny in the lower House and
has been subject to close revision by the
Commons committee. All the conditions are
'01lplied with as far as provincial and muni-
cipal interests are conoerned, and I think the
Parties are now satisfied with the Bill as it
stands. There is no doubt that this will be
a great Improvement, as electricity will be the
ilOtive power in the future, eonsequently
there will be no objection te giving the com-
pany the powers they ask.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

8UCKINGHIAM AND LIEVRE RIVER
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

COMMONS AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.
lion Mr*. CLEMOW moved concurrence

ixthe amendments made by the House of
COMnnons to Bill (H) " An Act te Incorporate

the Buckingham and Lievre River Railway
Company." He said: The first amendment is
that the head office of the company shall be
in the city of Montreal, or some place in
Canada, Instead of in Great Britain. The
next amendment is to strike out the clause
giving power to construct a bridge across the
Ottawa River, inasmuch as notice had net
been given that such power would be applied
for, and the Commons considered it fatal.
The next amendment is to reduce the capital
tock from two millions to one million dollars.

The next amendment provides for the time of
the annual meeting, and the next is that
there shall be nine directors of the company.
The last amendment is that the company are
only allowed te enter into an agreement with
one other road, the Canadan Pacific Railway.
They had included other companies, but that
was struck out by the committee in the
lower House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In respect to the last
amendment I cannot see any reason why the
power to ama.gamate with other railways
should be limited to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. We passed a Bil the other day
which authorized la company te build a line
from Winnipeg te the Bay of Seven Islands,
which would pass to the north of the ter-
minus of this road, and I do not see why this
company should not be allowed to make an-
agreement with that company as well as with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Then there Is
another reason why the company should be
allowed te enter into agreement with other
companies. As I understand there is another
company in the act of constructing a railway
on the south side of the Ottawa River, and
it is expedient that this company should have
the right te make arrangements with the com-
pany on the Ontario side. I can see no reason
why that amendment should be made.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I suppose the reason
lis that Inasmuch as the Commons have struck
out the power te construet a bridge across
the river there is no necessity te give power
te connect with railways in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. >POWER - Although the bridge
clause is struck out there is no reason
why arrangements should net be made be-
tween the two companies te have a ferry
across the river.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-It is not very likely
inthat section of the country. The promoters
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of the Bill are satisfûed. In fact I would
rather have had the Bill as it was, and that
the Company should have the power to build
the bridge across the Ottawa, but in the other
House they considered, as no notice had been
given, it was a fatal objection.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-These are amendments
made to a Bill which originated in this House,
and the Commons exercising the same right
to criticise our legislation as we do in criti-
c±sing theirs, made these amendments, and 1
piopose we should treat them in the same
way as they are generous enough to treat us.
Dur 1ng this session a great many Bills have
come up from the other House, and we have
found occasion to make several amendments
to them, yet the House of Commons have
generously treated us by accepting every one
of our amendments without reservation. I
think, therefore, we should not be outdone in
courtesy, and we can afford to concur in ail
these amendments made by the Commons.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think we are gener-
ous enough when we agree to accept elght of
the nine amendments, and If we could not
aocept the last It is because we think It is not
an amendment. I am surprised at the hon.
gentleman from Amherst undertaking to lay
down a doctrine here that is calculated to

\take away from the independence and use-
fulness of this branch of the legisiature.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I rather thlnk the reason
for the promoters introducing the bridge
clause was with a view of bringing It before
this Parliament. The connection .with the
Canadian Pacifie Iailway, however, gives mat
power.• It is a local road running to the mines
north of Buckingham, and their natural con-
nection Is with the Canadian Pacific Railway,
as ·that is the only railway ln that particular
locality

The motion was agreed to, and the amend-
ments were concurred ln.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (87) "An Act respecting the Montreal
and Maskinonge Railway Company." (Mr.
Bellerose.)

Bill (65) "An Act to Incorporate the Bur-
rard Inlet Tunnel and BriWlge Company."
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

Bill (83) "An Act respecting the Chignecto
Marine Transport Railway Company (Lim-
ited)." (Mr. Dickey.)

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAY COM-
PANIES.

DEBATE CONCLUDED.
The Order of the Day being called, resum-

ing the afljourned debate on the motion of
the Hon. Mr. Boulton-

That, in the opinion of this House, the time
has come when bonuses of land grants to
railway companies. in Manitoba and the
North-West Territories, should cease.

Hon. Mi. BOULTON said: I am afraid
yesterday afternoon that I failed to impress
my views upon sone lion. members of the
House with regard to the position that I have
taken in the notice I have on the Motion
Paper, and I take the present opportimity of
replying to the few criticisms that were
passed upon my resolution. I wish it to be
understood that I feel that It is necessary to
assist raliway companies in some way or
other ; but the ground I take is that 6,400
acres per mile 10 years ago was not worth
as much as 2,000 acres of land is to-day, in
consequence of the development of the
country, and therefore if enconomy could be
exercised, and a saving could be effected by
reducing the land grants, or substituting the
aid which it Is necessary to give in order to
secure the greater development of the
country, a great benefit must accrue to the
Dominion at large. That is the position I
take. The hon. gentleman from Assiniboia,
who resides in the interlor of that country
with me, has also expressed his experience
as to the value that lands have obtained
since - the construction of the Cinadian
Pacific Railway and other railways. If
the land grants of 10 years ago were
then eonsidered a fair equivalent ln
order to develop new territory, and If in
con.sequence of the development of the
country the land has increased in value, a
sinaller amount of land is equivalent to the
aid given to these companles some years ago.
That is the position I take with regard to
that. The proposition that I made to sub-
stitute in place of a land grant an endorse-
ment of the bonds of the company is only
carrying out a policy that It was found neces-
sary to adopt in order to assist the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company. It is fresh in
the minds of the House that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company would have failed
to construct their great lne If the Government
had not come forward and endorsed their
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bonds-endorsed land grant bonds and
guaranteed stock and endorsed bonds to the
extent of $30,000,000. It was found neces-
sary to do that in order to assist the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. Has that endorse-
tuent cost the country anythIng ? Not a
Deut. The Canadian Pacifie RaIllway Com-
Dany were able to place in the hands of the
Government sufficient security to prevent loss
to the country, and It is in order to economize
Dur resources in that way that I brought
forward this resolution for the consideration
Of this House. Our hon. leader, in his
Orlticism of the motion, referred to several
Iatters to which I should like to draw your
attention. One of the first is the question
Of the North-West Central Railway. The
hon. gentleman says in his remarks that they
did not try to keep the North-West Central
Out of all the towns, but out of Birtle only,
and that that is the only quarrel between the
two companies. He is referring to the ques-
tion of the North-West Central Railway
Whlich has been stopped in its operations
partly by the desire of the Manitoba and
North-Western Railway Company to keep it
further away from its lines. The North-
West Central is a railway that was projected
Ilany years ago and has succeeded in con-
tr!utng 50 miles of its Une. It is getting
nIIncia backing and there are promoters in
nflgland who are pushing It on for the benefit

Of the settlements interested-settlements in
the division in which both the hon. member
froUI Assinibola and I reside. When I
tound that the North-West Central was check-
ed in Its operations, as set forth in a printed
Inenorial that was sent round and placed in
the hands of every member of both Houses,
1 felt as representing that division in which
the People were interested in the construction
Of this North-West Central Railway that it

Ils y duty to menmorialize the Goverument
On behalf of that company and on behalf
of the people who were dependent upon the,
construction of that railroad for their econ-
oMiçca transportation. I will read the

enOrial which I forwarded to the Govern-
Uet upwards of a month ago:-

Meuorial to His Excellency
" The Governor General in Council.

0 behalf of the Great North-West Central
Railway Company.

Your memorialist humbly shows that the
North-West Central Railway Company

was originally the Souris and Rocky Mountain
Railway, designed to run on the route of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and when
that company selected that route the Souris
and Rocky Mountain Railway was awarded a
route to the north of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to Battleford. The name was
changed to the Great North-West Central
Railway Company, and a land grant amount-
ing to 6,400 acres per mile was granted to
the company for 450 miles to Battleford. Some
private gentlemen in England undertook to
carry out the undertaking, and through their
agent, IMr. Codd, let a contract for the firet
50 miles for the sum of one million dollars
upon the condition that 50 miles of railway
should be completed and equipped up to the
standard required by the Government for
Government railways, and specified in their
contract with the Government, on the further
condition that the contractor should pay up
ail current liabilities, and acquire and assign
to the company al the franchises and securi-
ties appertaining to the road, consisting of the
bonds, etc. Upon this contract, I have been
lnformed, they advanced fifty thousand
pounds out of their own private means, and,
In adilition, advanced a sum sufficient to pur-
chase the Iron, amounting to twenty-five
thousand pounds more, and in addition have
spent another twenty-five thousand pounds in
the construction and completion of the rail-
way, in ail amounting to one hundred thou-
sand pounds, on account of the two hundred
thousand pounds due.

"A dispute arose between the company
and the contractors as to i the proper fulfil-
ment of the contract, according to the spect-
fled conditions. which resulted In litigation.
The company had obtained from the Govern-
ment an extension of time for the ratification
of their title to the land grant upon the condi-
tion that by the 15th of December last the
lne would be in operation. The contractor
applied to the courts to restrain the company
from taking such steps as might be necessary
to acquire the road, and the company applied
to the court for an injunction to grant the
company the possession of the road that they
might go on and operate It to save their fran-
chise, and to complete their road according to
the requirements of the contract entered into
by the contractor to make their Isecurities
good. The judge while recognizing that ac-
cording to the contract the contractor had not
completed its requirements, and that the com-
pany were not forced to pay him until such
requirements had been completed, Informed
the agent of the company that in the ordin-
ary procese of law the courts could not give
him possession until about lst April of this
year, and that If it was a matter -)f impor-
tance to the company to operate the road by
the lst of December he would recommend
that a consent judgment be entered giving
the company the right to operate the rond.
and to complete the contract, and at the end
of six months to pay the contractor. In the
meantime the bonds of the company were 4o
be locked up in the hands of trustees. These
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bonds were issued upon the guarantee that'
one hundred miles of railway should be con-
structed according to the plans and specifica-
tions at the time in force. These plans lo-
cSted the line of railway upon the same sur-
v y that the Government engineers made
in 1880 by way of the moith of
the Qu'Appelle River and any deviation from
this route would render the bonds of the
company valueless as security or as a means
of raising money. The railway company
have applied to the railway department for its
approval of the plans locating this route, but
the department have up to the present not
signified their approval of these plans. This
action has placed the eompany in financial
straits and they have not been able to comply
with the conditions of the court to pay the
contractor on the 1st of April. Had the
company possession of their bonds, and the
aforesaid plans had been approved by the
railway department as to route, they would
have been able to sel their bonds upon the
50 miles of road already constructed and
have paid off ail the liabilities to the con-
tractor. They are, however, now in such a
position that the contractor can take posses-
sion of the road with all its franchises,
through a process of foreclosure under the
terms of the consent judgment and wipe out
the vested interests.

" This is going to be a financial loss of one
hundred thousand pounds to the English
gentlemen who have undertaken to promote
a railway that wIll be of great value to the
development of our western country. It will
Injure the credit of similar undertakings in
the money market of England and through
continued litigation may destroy all hopes of
the people interested in the construction of
this railway in the west ever seeing its com-
pletion. On behalf of the development of
our western country, on behalf of the com-
petition the promotion of such a line of rail-
way will ensure to the benefit of trade and to
the benefit of production:

" Your memoralist respectfully represents
to Your Excellency in Council that It would
be in the interest of the country at large to
oo>perate with the present company in order
to strengthen their hands and relieve the rail-
way from the deadlock which Is now
threatened.

" The present position of the company en-
titles them to Issue bonds to the extent of
twenty-five thousand dollars per mile. They
are entitled to a land grant of 6,400 acres
per mile for 450 miles with the condition at-
tached that one hundred miles will be coin-
pleted during the present year. It Is mani-
festly to the interest of the country that that
hundred miles should be completed; at the
same time more favourable terms might be
arranged with the company which would re-
Ileve the Government from the obligations of
the land grant.

" Your memorialist, therefore, suggests that
the Government guarantee the bonds of the
company for thirty years at the rate of four

per cent interest upon the following con-
ditions :-

" That the company will deposit with the
Finance Department a sum sufficient to meet
the first eight years' interest, or eight thousand
five hundred dollars per mile, to be used in
meeting the obligations of the Government
under that guarantee for the first eight years.
While any portion of this amount is lying in
the hands of the Government unused four per
cent interest will be allowed annually on the
same to the company.

" The company will further deposit with
the Finance Department the annual Interest
one year in advance of its being required after
the deposit made by the company has been
used up. In consideration the company wll
resign ail claim to the land grant, that the
same may be set apart and held by the
Government as an additional guarantee that
the country will not be called upon to pay
any money under their guarantee.

"And further the company will, in con-
sideration of the country lending its credit to
the construction of the railway, bind itself
to pay to the Government three per cent of
the gross earnings of the railway for ail time
to the revenues of the country.

" And as an additional security for the
due fulfilment of these conditions, the Gov-
ernment can assume power to take possession
of the railway at any time that the company
fails to comply with the above conditions.

" Your memoralist has no authority for mak-
ing this proposition on behalf of the companY
but it Is so manifestly to the advantage of the
company in Its present legal difficulties that
your memoralist does not see any difficulty in
persuading those who have a hundred thous-
and pounds at stake, which they are now
liable to lose entirely, accepting those modi-
fied conditions.

"It is a proposition that is manifestly in
the Interest of the country ; the experience of
the past has shown us that ln developing our
western prairies the cost of obtaining the
capital has nearly equalled the cost of con-
struction and that the annual burden therebY
placed upon the trade and traffic of the coun-
try to meet the interest upon the increased
cost is very great, and anything that wIll
obviate that will raise the financial credit Of
our railway undertakings.

" The country will save the cost of alienatilng
6.400 acres per mile of the public domain for
450 miles. There will be a revenue de-
rivable from the Increased traffic of the
railway ever increasing with the populatioli
and trade of the country at the rate of thIeO
per cent on its gross volume. The compalY,
through the guarantee of interest, can float
their bonds Irrespective of the opposition Of
any existing rallway, thereby rendering thet"
more Independent in their competition for
the trade and tralic of the west.

" Your memoralist was informed by the hon.
leader of Your Excellency's Government, lu
reply to a question regarding the carrying of
the mails by the Great North-West CentraI
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Railway Company, that he had been Informed
in consequence of litigation the railway

Would in all probability be closed for traffic
and that therefore the transferring of the mail
service to the rallway was premature.

" Your memoralist, therefore, informed him-
Self of the facts herewith submitted, and as
it seriously affects the prosperity of the dis-
trict whose Interests your memorialist is
esPecially appointed to represent in the Senate
Of Canada, and as the virtual wiping out of
ole hundred thousand pounds of money in-
vested in one of our chartered railways by
Eflglish capitalists, when the assets are ample
to meet al current obligations, would
Seriously affect the credit of our railway
enterprises, and the credit of the country
generally, I am thus moved to menmorialize
Your Exoellency's Government in regard to
the matter.

" And your memorialist will ever humblyItay."9
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-

Whose memorial is that ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This Is my memorial.

Hon. SIr JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
na It been sent in ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes ; it has been
Sent in a month ago. Now, that is the case
In regard to the North-West Central Com-
lany. The Manitoba and North-West Rail-
Way Company are seeking to cause the North-
West Central Railway to be deflected. As
1 told the House before, the route of the
raln'oad isI one the Government originally
f 1eslgned on which to build the Canadian
Pacfic Rallway as a Government work, and
Settlers went In there as far back as 1878
and 1879, expecting that the road would be
bnilt on this route. The Government gave
the route to the North-West Central Railway
Company, and now they are seeking to de-
lect their Une from that route so as to cross
t Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle rivers in a

"ifferent location, and the plans have never
b aPproved by the Government. In order

o Make their securities good the company
nforl me that the plans require to be
aDproved so that they cau issue their securi-
ts and go on with the other fifty miles of

• Now there is the influence that I
aDoke Of in regard to the North-West ; the
%14Pany should be left to take the best

te they can find for their road, and let
00lIietition govern. The North-West is
Îiaficently large and wide in its extent to

tify the construction of the North-West
ntral as well as the Manitoba and North

Western, though at certain points geographi-
cally they are compelled to approach each
other rather close, in consequence of very
deep valleys that create engineering difficul-
ties ; but when they branch out on their
separate courses there is no necessity for
thein to approach each other nearer than a
reasonable distance to enable them to pay
their way. The hon. leader of the House
has referred to the Manitoba and North-
Western Rallway Company, and says that
we know that the whole outside capital that
has been brought Into that road, exclusive of
what has been ralsed on this land grant, was
paid by the promoters-one of the wealthiest
firms of the Dominion. The gentlemen at
the head of the Manitoba and North-Western
Company are the Allans, of the firm of Allan
Brothers In Montreal, and It is because I
knew they were at the head of that railway
I thought they should construct the 20 milea
of the road this year without coming to Par-
liament to ask for relief from that obligatlon.
Now, with regard to the expenditure on this
road, I got out of the Library Skinner's " Stock
Exchange," which furnishes all the financial
operations of railway companles for 1892, to
show ,what financial operations have been
conducted by the Manitoba and North-West-
ern Railway Company in London. They have
built 180 miles of their lne. They have
issued bonds to the extent of £3,000 per mile
on the first 180 miles, at 6 per cent. Interest,
and the bonds realized 90. Then, in addition
to that, they borrowed from the Manitoba
Government $6,400 per mile upon the security
of the land grant, at the rate of $1 per acre.
So hon. gentlemen will see that the company
have received financial assistanoe by the sale
of their bonds to the extent of about $13,000
per mile, and in addition they have borrowed
$6,400 per mile on the security of the endorsa-
tion of the Provincial Government, making
about $21,000 per mile that the company have
realized on these securities. Now, I turn to
the statistlcs of the country with regard to
the actual and 'theoretical cost of the princi-
pal railways in Canada. On page 392 is given
the actual cost of all the railroads in Canada,
their mileage and so on, and I see that the
Manitoba and North-Western Is returned as
being 233 miles, and $15,913 per mile as the
actual cost of the railway. The company sold
their securities for $21,000 per mile, and the
actual cost has been $15,930 per mile. The
balance has been no doubt held to meet the
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interest which I acknowledge for the ftrst few
years of the life of a railway the company
are unable to pay out of the earnings of the
road, and they are obliged to pay It out of
capital. That was the example set by the
Canadian Pacific Railway and other roads,
and with great advantage to those who in-
vested their money, and to the country. But
I am only pointing out to you that these rail-
ways are getting an excessive advantage lu
the large land grants that were given to
them. We are not interested in assisting to
make promoters wealthy out of the resources
of the country. We are interested in husband-
Ing the resources of the country as much as
we can. I have been induced to look Into the
stock list to see what the cost of ithe construc-
tion of the various railways has been, and I
find that it varies from fifteen to twenty
thousand dollars per mile; at the very out-
side in the prairie country I think $20,00 a
mile is ample to construet and equip any road
In the North-West It Is desirable In the In-
terests of Our traffic, and in the interest of the
economy It is absolutely necessary for us to
use In developing that country, Ito keep these
costs down as low as we can. The bonds
issued by the Manitoba and North-Western
Company bear 6 per cent. and they sold at
90. What I say is, if the Government could
see their way to endorse the bonds of the
company on such conditions that the country
is absolutely secured, and allow the company
to raise money at 4 per cent Interest, a great
advantage would accrue to the Dominion.
The leader of the House criticised soencwhat
sarcastically the iview that I had laid down
with regard to the ten million acres that I
said could be saved In withdrawing the
land grants to the railway companies, and
changing the aid which 'might be necessary to
give them, and he spoke of raising this fifty
millions of dollars, and asked where were the
people that were going to buy the ten million
of acres, and stated that capitalists would not
give $5 an acre for these lands to-day. I re-
gret to sec that he has put himself in a posi-
tien to be quoted In the Immigration pamph-
lets Of the United States as an authority on
the value of the lands in our country, be-
cause he decried the value of them In discus-
sing the land grants to railways In our North-
West He said 'they were not worth much,
and that the stock of the companies that held
them was worth only 70 or 80 per cent. I
think that he will find that hits words will be

used to the detriment of the country, and to
the detriment of Immigration when we are
endeavouring to induce settlers to go In there.
I thinli In his anxiety and zeal to defeat the
proposition that I have brought forward in
the interest of our western country he has
made a false step in that respect. The hon.
leader knows that It Is not necoessary to mise
$50,000,000. It is only a financial transac-
tion. There are say 10,000,000 acres of land
that are wortlh $5 an acre, and If these rail-
way lands were held for sale the same as we
hold school lands, and were held at an upset
price of $5 an acre, as the school lands are-
sold at that price and time given for payment
with a low rate of Interest, they are well
worth the amount I stated. I am satisfied
if these lands were placed In the same posi-
tion as the school lands, people will buy theim
at $5 an acre when the interest on the unpaid
portion ls at four per cent and six to ten
years' time Is given. Settlers will take up
those lands, and by their cultivation and oc-
supation increase them in value. It is for
that reason that I assume that 10,000,000
acres of land is good security for the endorsa-
tion of the country to the extent of $50-,
000,000, and It is not necessary to sel a single
acre of that land to capitalists or to any but
those who go on them to cultivate them. Even
under settlement duties, as lands Increase in
price railway companies will charge more than
$5 an acre, so that settlers will gain In the
long run. The hon. gentleman from Assini-
bola and the hon. gentleman from Toronto
criticised also the pollcy of giving railway
charters to promoters, allowing them to hold
them and try to raise money on them. It 1s
the people who live In the country who have
found out where the railways are required,
and where they are lkely to pay they are
the men to attract the attention of capitalists
to construct those roads. No capitalist is
going to enter that country and hunt up for
himself where roads should run. People have
to go to the centres where capital is raised
and there they have to present their schemles
and seek for capital necessary to construct
these roads. We In the interlor are, of course,
without means, but we have knowledge,
abundant experience, and we have an intere0t

In providing railway communication that is
essential to our interests, therefore it Is ab-
solutely necessary In the course of our rail-
way development that the Initiation of thes&
enterprises must be with those who are in'
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terested in providing railway communication
in remote districts. We have In Manitoba a
ltailway Act which allows anybody who fies
a plan and complies with the requirements of
the law to go on and build a road. That is
What we cal in Manitoba free trade in rail-
Ways. It is very much the same in giving
Charters to al who try to build roads. It
is necessary to pay six or seven hundred dol-
lars in order to get a charter through, to pay
the cost of advertising and parliamentary ex-
penses, and that Is quite a sufficient check to
prevent people in the interior securing these
charters merely for the purpose of selling
them. For that reason I think the criticism
of the hon. gentlemen who made objection
on that ground when they come to consider It
froi that point of view Is not justifiable. The
hon. leader of the Government criticised also
the fact that I had applied for a land grant
for a railway company for which I had as-
8lsted in obtaining a charter in connection with
Other promoters, and that I had apparently
changed my mind, doubtless implying that
MY present opposition bad an Interested

olitive. Last year I was applying for a land
grant ; this year, he says, I am condemning
the Government and moving a vote of want of
eâOfdenoe, and he drew deductions from that
as to my change of opinions. I applied for
a land grant last year in response to petitions
signed numerously by people In the North-
West Territories. They sent in those peti-
tlins which contained an application for a
land grant to aid the Manitoba and Assiniboia
Grand Junction Railway. The Government
replied through the Minister of the Interior
that there was no more land to give-that
When the companies that had been given land
grants had earned them, there would be no

o11re lands to give. When I find on officia]
Ilformation that such Is the case, I am per-
fectly justified in changing my opinion, and
saying if there is no more land to be given
to aid railway companies, it Is perfectly con-
sitent to say that those companies which
have not complied with the conditions should
have their lands forfeited, so that the Gov-
e'ninent could remodel the system with a view
t economize the resources of the country in

tUe iteresta of railway construction. It was
I that direction that I changed my opinion

avoid the extravagance of continuing to
e 6,400 acres per mile to railways from the

Dublic dmn.in which ought to be husbanded
a 0onomized for the future wagts of the

population that Is likely to go in there, and
In connection with that I will read to you an
application that I am about to forward to the
Government with some petitions from settle-
ments interested In the Manitoba and Assini-
bola Railway-an application which suggests
aid very much in the way I have Indicated to
this House. And I read It that hon. gentle-
men may understand to what extent my op-
position springs from interested motives. I
am auxious to see a main ine running
through our northern settlements but not for
the purpose of enriching the promoters. If
by good management and economical con-
struction they can get a good return for their
investment, in the same way as any other
business Is conducted, they are entitled to it,
but not otherwise ; the country has a great
deal to gain in the opening up of new dis-
tricts, and it is therefore entitled to take some
share of the responsibility for the benefit of
the settlements, but the most economical way
of doing that should be considered. My ap-
plication Is as follows:-

"To the Honourable
"The Minister of Railways and Canais,

" Ottawa.
"Sir,-I have the honour to forward to you

ten petitions : from Salteoats, Regina, Mooso-
min, Shell River, Lake Dauphin, Gilbert
Plains, Castlevery, Langenberg and Russell,
and a memorial from the promoters of the
'Manitoba and Assinibola Grand Junction
Railway Company,' praying for a measure
of public aid to assist in the development of
new districts in the North-West.

" This railway is designed to connect the
City of Winnipeg with the City Of Regina
through a new tract of country, and will
establiah connections with other railways of
grea-t value to the trade and traffic of the
people ; it will assist In the devgopment of
some of the best agricultural lands in the
country, and he the means of distributing
the valuable fishing, timber, minerai and
other resources of the district through which
it will pass, both east and west. It is a
railway of great importance to the eastern
districts of Assinibola, which have no direct
communication with thle capital of the Terri-
tories, where al the business of the people
is transacted. It is designed to reach the
coal fields of the Souris district for the
purpose of distributing coal over ail its
connections and bring them into compeition
with the western coal fields, and in reacbiug
them will assist In the opening out of the
fine agricultural district lying between the
town of Moosomin and the Souris coal tieds.

" This raliway has an application now before
Parliament for permission to extend 'ts Une
into Winnipeg, where It will serve an en-
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tirely new purpose in the developnent of the
North-West, forming a loop Une to the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway for the through traffic
between Winnipeg and Regina, and giving
ail the advantages to the towns and villages
that wil1 spring up on that route that the
main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway
gives to the farming centres on their line of
railway.

" Some of the petitions ask for aid by way
of a land grant ; some for aid by other
means, because It is fully recognized by the
people that while the country is sparsely
populated, public assistance in sone form
to encourage the investment of capital is
necessary.

" Personally your memorialists believe that
railways running through the fertile districts
of the North-West will be good paying In-
vestnents with any supplementary aid in
the shape of bomises, provided proper
enonomy is exercised In the promotion and
construction ; but in seeking capital to con-
struct, the rate of interest demanded is very
high, and the rate realized for the securities
is very low, if capital has to take all the
responsibility. If, on the other hand, the re-
sponsibility is shared by the Governiment of
the country which authorizes the legislation,
the rate of Interest is low, and the value of
the securities offered is high, and it is an
object to the country to save as much interest
as possible going out of the country; it does
not then become necessary for the companies
to charge such high rates to meet the ac-
cumulation of interest, and the first cost of
construction ls much lower. In a country
like the North-West, which is subject to verjv
long land carriage for the export of Its pro-
duce, it ls essential for the prosperity of the
people that economy should be the leading
feature of its construction and management ;
experience has shown that land grants have
not acoomplished the object which they were
designed to accomplish. The Manitoba and
North-Western Railway vas located through
one of the most fertile districts of the North-
West and has been able to build at the rate
of 20 miles a year; other companies. whose
charters have been supplemented by land
grants, have had to return to Parliament to
obtain renewails of their charters. having
failed to comnence construction withIn the
prescribed time. These Unes of railways,
two of which are running to prosperous.
settlements In the north. had to obtain large
cash subsidies, In addition to their land
grants, to secure construction,. and even the
Canadian Pacifie Railway would have falled
had not the Government come forward and,
In addition to Its large subsidies of land
grants, cash bonuses and $35.000,000 worth
of constructed railways, endorsed Its bonds,
guaranteed the interest on its stock and en-
dorsed its land grant bonds-the land grants,
bonuses. etc.. have to corne out of the resour-
ces of the people, but the endorsation costs the
country nothing-there are several railway
companies who have failed to comply with

the conditions of their land grants, in the
district of Assinibola, in all amounting to
about ten million acres. This land, in conse-
quence, of Its having become accessible by the
railways already bullt, has an intrinsie value
of $5 an acre ; the evidence of that Is that
the school lands and the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's lands are none of them sold under $5
an acre ; the Canada North-West Company's
lands, the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany's lands have , an average above $4 per
acre ; so that these ten milliond of acres above
referred to may be safely put down as an
asset of $50,000,000. If the Government
would set aside that iland, or In fact ail the
lands in the North-West, as a trust in the
first place to provide cheap and effective rail-
way communication for the development of
the vast territory, the public domain would
be husbanded, and If instead of giving a land
grant the Government were to endorse the
bonds of the railways approved for construc-
tion, with limitations ln the cost of construc-
tion, requiring at the same time a deposit
from the companies to cover the first six or
eight years' interest, and a lien upon the rail-
way in the event of failure to meet the In-
terest, after that a cheap and effective
method of ralsing money rand securing
cheap construction could be provided.
The country would be at no charge
because the lands which would be in-
creased in value would be a security to pro-
tect the guarantee and the lien upon the rail-
ways would be a second security. In addition
to that, those railway companies which were
aided in that way might reasonably be asked
to contribute something to rthe revenue in
consideration of the saving that they would
be able to effect In the cost of construction
by endorsation of the Government, which
contribution would be an additional guarantee
that no loss would accrue.

" On behalf of the petitioners, and the Man-
Itoba and Assinibola Railway Company, I
would respectfully suggest that the Govern-
ment aid this company by endorsing Its bonds
to the extent of $20,000 per mlle at 4 per
cent interest, payable at the end of 30 years,
upon the condition that the company deposit
with the Government a sum sufficient to meet
the first elght years' interest, and give the
Government a first lien upon the rallway in
case of their fallure to meet the interest
thereafter, and In addition that the company
pay to the revenues of the country 3 per cent
on Its gross earnings forever.

" As a public work It wll be a feeder to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, both east aid
west, and develop new districts and new In-
terests :to the advantage of the whole coun-
try?'

That is a letter that I arn forwarding to the
Government with the petitions that were
placed In my hands by a large number of
settlements-petitions for aid on behalf of thI
particular line of railway. Now, the Govern-
ment want to assist new enterprises of that
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kind, because it means Immediate increased
Production, which means increased distribu-
tion. If the lands are ail absorbed-if there
are no more lands avallable to assist new rail-
way companies-if public works are to go on,
and the development of the North-West Is to
Continue ln the way that we al expect it will
and should continue (a magnificent country
Of enormous extent that is all ready for occu-
pation and cultivation) the Government will
either have to divide up the lands that have
been forfeited by these railway companies or
assist these enterprises with cash bonuses.
Mhy hon. friend froi Assinibola has suggested
that $9,600 per mile should be given to rail-
ways. I think that is an excessive sum to
give lu cash bonuses ; $5,000 or $6,O0 would
be ample to attract the capital necessary to
construet any railway If it Is only built upon
an economical basis. It Is these views that I
desire to impress upon this hon. House from
the practical experience I have gained in
grOwing up with the settlement of the coun-
try, and I therefore take the opportunity to
eply to the criticisms that were passed upon

IIQY ideas. There is one thing more I should
like to refer to, and that ls the remarks made
by the hon. leader of the Government with
egard to my change of opinions. The hon.

gentleman Informed the House that he had a
'esPect for my opinions, but that I changed

thenm so suddenly they failed to impress him
Mti1 the same weight as they had done for-

IXerly. A change of opinion Is perfectly jus-
tifiable if you can advanoe good grounds for
Buc1h a change. The hon. leader himself, I
hIave no doubt, in the past ln his long public
career has had occasion to change his opin-
ons, and some of the greatest /statesmen that
the world has ever known have changed their
Olions, and wisely so. If you have suffi-
Cent Cause to change your opinions, it should
lot reduce your title to have that respect pald
to thei simply because you have happened
to change them. What led me to change my
01>haon with regard to the land grants was
the tact that I had official Information froin
the hon. the Minister of the Interlor-infor-

onitien furnished also on the floor of the
kflese of Commons, that there was no more

to Igive to railway companles ln the
'NIltl..West. When I found that, I was per-

y justified ln changing my opinions as to
t'leadvisability of retaining unearned land

ts, and substitute for that system the
ekdorsation of bonds properly secured,

whlch would economize the land and help
the companies. Then with regard to the
position of the North-West Central Railway
Company, what did I find ? In a memorial
that I presented to the Government we find
the Manitoba and North-Western using its In-
fluence to deflect the North-West Central Rail-
way Company, and hamper the operations of
a rival road. The Government having failed
to approve the plans of the North-West Cen-
tral Railway Company-the company is in
consequence in financial straits, and ls
obliged to fight a legal battle with the con-
tractor, Mr. Charlebois, for the posession of
their line. The legal position of the contractor
Is that he can take possession of the road by
foreclosure, through a consent judgment given
to enable the company to comply with the
Government's conditions, and the company's
hands are tied because they have not the
official recognition of their route to enable
them to go to the English market for funds.
Believing that the railway companies
have more influence than the people,
I am perfectly 'justified ln changing my opin-
ions. When I see ln the North-West Terri-
tories a certain lne of railway, the Calgary
and Edmonton, which is forcing the village of
Fort Macleod, a historical village that was
located some 16 years ago, to more from its
original location some 10 miles to a new town
site that has been created by the company ;
when I see these people who had purchased
their homes and settled there are forced to
move bodily ten miles to get near the railway
which has had a large subsidy to serve the
people's interest, I am justified in changing
my opinions. When I look at the census that
has been taken and see what has been accom-
plished in the past decade, from 1881 to
1891, and see that the population barely
maintains a natural Increase, and that
exporta are not increasing-when I see that
we are putting on heavy taxation on the
country tn order to foster manufactories, and
when I find we are not increasing the export
of those manufactures-when I see combines
are formed to limit the manufacturing power
of the country and that factories are liable to
be closed tn order that protected monopolies
may restrict competition, I am justified in
changing my opinions-and many other Cana-
dians will feel the same Justification-
when I realize from the officiai statistics
of the country, confirmed by the
census returns whIch are supplied by
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the Government to guide us in form- gagee under foreclosure, and 1 fancy that
ing our opinions, and in the advice that every body knows that there is a judgment
we should give to the Government of the against the railway for the last four months,
day In the public interest-when I realize that under which we have been told tine and again
and realize the importance of these questions, executIon was Immediately about to Issue to
I am perfectly justified in changing my opin- seli the whole railway under the judgrnent for
ions without forfeiting the opinion of the hon. several hundreds of thousand dollars due te
leader of the House or of any member of the its contracter.
Senate for having changed them.

Hon. Mr. BOLLTON-Because the Govern-
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT - ment had failed to approve the location of

I do not propose to reply to my hon. friend's their Une, notwithstanding the repeated ap-
second speech, especially as it is not at ail pllcatioiàs of the company.
appropriate-a large portion of it-to his
motion. There are one or two mistakes of Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
fact which my hon. friend bas made that I MY hon. frieud ls mlstaken txere. The Gev-
should like to correct, and one or two pro- erument had nothlng to do with that until
positions which my hon. friend bas supported after they bad fallen into those difficulties.
that I should like to say one word upon. He It is only wlthln the last three or four months
began by saying that the Governnent en- that there las been any discussion or pressure
dorsed the Canadian Pacific Railway land on the Govemment for the adoption of the
grant bonds. The hon. gentleman is mis- Une. But the company, departlng fromwhat
taken in that; they never did. My hon. was supposed to be their me, approached a
friend says that the Government endorsed town to which the Manitoba and North-
thirty millions of dollars of the Canadian Western Railway had already got acces, and
Pacific Railway original bonds. My hon. they naturally resented this intrusion into
friend is mistaken again ; they never endorsed what they considered their territory, and
a dollar of that issue. My hon. friend says txere was a quarrel between them. which bas
they guaranteed the stock of the Canadian been going on and las been pressed by the
Pacific Railway ; they did In one sense, but North-West Central Iailway Company just as
not in the sense that my hon. friend con- they chose to press it. And It bas taken up
veyed to the House. They used money which three or four times as much time as there was
the Canadian Pacific Railway placed in their any neoessity for, had the Nortb-West Central
hands in paying dividends on the stock of the Rallway Company pressed their daim as
railway. I think my hon. friend's informa- rapidly and as energetlcally as they migbl
tion is largely of the same character, but why bave done. bowever, that is my hon. frIend'a
my hon. friend favours us with his long idea-that we should give te this company (1
memorial on the North-West Central Railway do not want te call It a bankrupt companY,
and the Assinibola Railway I do not know. but wblch is I financial straits>-that we
However, It had its good effect ; it showed shail guarantee the bonds of that coipaUY.
us that my hon. friend, instead of trying to I do not know why my hon. friend should
obtain a land grant for the Manitoba and attack the Manitoba and North-West RailwaY
Assiniboia Railway, which he petitioned the Company. 1 suppose being an advocate Of
Government for last summer, now desires to the North-West Central Ihllway he takes UP
have as a substitute for that land grant the the side ef that ompany against thee Mani
bonds of the railway guaranteed by the Gov- toba and North-Western, but for what plii
ernment. in this extensive memorial thathe pose I reaily do not know. Every one heoWs
bas read to us respecting the North-West mat as well as I know, and perbaps my box].
Central Railway Company he proposes a friend knows, that fie Allans bave put in al
similar remedy-that the Government should the outside capital I the way of stock and
endorse the bonds of the North-West the Uke that bas gone Inte this road, and ÙbeY
Central Railway Company, which he informs are now very heavy crediters of fhe road,
us, as an inducement I suppose to the Gov- and bave been pledging their credit and $£
ernment to enter into that transaction, Is now curlty for the last four or five years i order
in financial straits-that the railway is in te proceed witb the rond. AU I sald yestel'
danger of passhig Ite fixe bands of fixe mort- day was te point eut that this ralway C
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pany was being carried on with the help of
their land grant, and that my hon. friend has
not disputed in any way. My hon. friend
accuses me of having depreciated the
value of the North-West land >-of having
Daade statements respecting them which would
appear in the emigration circulars of those
holding lands south of our border. I think
Iy hon. friend entirely misunderstood me,
and I question if any body else understood the
statement I made with respect to these lands
in the sense my hon. friend contends for.
What I said was in opposition to my hon.
friend's contention that ten million acres was
equivalent to fifty millions of dollars, and
that the Government could go on endorsing
the bonds of these companles on the strength
of this fund. I controverted that, because I
Say there is no possibility of such a quantity
Of land being put on the market and sold for
any such price as my hon. friend speaks of.
1In saying that, I do not In any way depreciate
the value of the lands. The lands whici are
appropriated to land grants lie largely north
Of any settlement-where there are no rail-
Ways and no access to the lands, and where
lands are not probably worth any more at the
Plesent time, before access is obtained to
them, than they were before the Canadian
Pacific Railway was built. Nobody can deny
that in the North-West Territorles, where
there are tons of millions of acres of land
available for settlement-where large por-
tions of them can be obtained for nothing at
all under hc.mestead--that no large quantity
Of land can be placed on the market and
proiduce any such price as my hon. friend
speaks of. In saying that, I do not depre-
ciate the value of the lands in the North-
West. But my hon. friend's scheme is such
that it does not matter whether the ten
lillion acres of land produce the fifty million

d0llar fund or not, because the hon. gentlEman
saYs endorsation costs nothing at all. His
'iow is exactly on the principle of the char-
acter described by Dickens, who signed notes
for his bills to his grocer and his tailor and
said, " Thank God these are settled." I do
not propose to go further into the matter. My
bon. friend's arguments, I think, refute them-
selves, and the idea of economy that he has
been romulgating-that we should stop land
grants because we have no more lands, and
that we shouki endorse for bankrupt railway
(uPanies--wil ndt commend itself to the
C5oflsideration of this House or of the people.

23

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I refer hon. gentle-
men to the report of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, in which It says, "Land
bends 3 1-2 per cent, guaranteed by the Do-
minion Goverment, $15,000,000." That is
the information I drew my statement from. I
do not desire to press this motion, as I would
not care to prejudice the case while the
Dominion Government is deliberating, and
hamper it by a possible adverse vote, but the
information I have elicited is of value in
considering the question in this House. I
believe myself that a very strong vote would
be polled in favour of my position.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You had better try it.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I believe it would be,
but I do not press the motion, and I ask leave
of the House to withdraw it

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
My hon. friend has made a statement with
regard to the Government endorsement of the
Canadian Pacific Railway bonds in good faith,
but in point of fact the bonds which ho refers
to are the $15,000,000 of bonds that were
guaranteed to the Canadian Pacific Railway
as a consideration to that company for
abandoning their exclusive rights to prevent
the chartering of rallways to the boundary
line.

With the leave of the House the motion was
withdrawn.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Alonday, June 6th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS IN NEW
BRUNSWICK.

MOTION.
Hon. Mi. POIRIER moved-
That an humble Address .be presented to

His Excellency the Governor General ; pray-
ing that Hls Excellency will cause to be laid
before this House, copies of ail letters, peti-
tions, telegrams, correspondence, |memorials
and communications addressed to the Govern-
ment or to any of Its members in relation to
the appointment of a successor to the late
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Jidge Wetmore, of 'the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick.

He said: The subject to which ny motion
refers is a delicate and a very unpleasant one,
but I believe It is my duty to raise It now.
My object is not at all to find fault with the
appointment of the successor to the late Judge
Wetmore, the Hon. Mr. Hannington, who is
recognized to be one of the leading lawyers
of New Brunswick, and lu al respects worthy
to hold the position which he now occuples.
Another object animated me, and I beg you
to believe that In bringing this question up 1
am not at al moved by any prejudice, or by
any desire to raise race or religious feeling.
On the contrary, my political career, however
insignificant it may be, has tended ail along
to prove the contrary, and If there is a point
on which I can boast it is that, with my
friends in New Brunswick, we have always
tried, and mostly with success, to deal with
our compatriots in a friendly and brotherly
manner. It Is the boast of the political school
to which I belong, that we succeeded In ap-
peasing the troubles that were raised in con-
nection with the school question in New
Brunswick. We thought that, in this century,
and in this icountry, Catholic and Protestant
should manage to live peaceably together by
giving and taking, and I am glad to see that
such Is the condition of affairs In the whole
country. There; is no province in the Dom-
inion where the different races and national-
itles live together in a more friendly and har-
monious nanner than in New Bruns-
wick. That inuch said, I wiil ap-
proach the question. When the late Judge.
Wetmore died, another attempt-I say an-
other, because on previous occasions attempts
had been nade for the same'purpose-another
attempt was made by the leading men in New
Brunswick, leading Catholics and, I must say,
some Protestants also siding with us, owing
to the justness of the claim, to endeavour to
have one appointed to the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick belonging to the Roman
Catholic creed ; and we thought by asking for
that much we were not raising any strife, we
were asking what was simply our due. We
were simply doing the work of free citizens
who are performing their part towards the
welfare of the country, and we believed we
were entitled to some fair return. Since the
organization of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick, some 27 judges have been
appointed to that honourable position.

Not one of them ever belonged to the Roman
Catholic faith. We have been denied judges
all along; still we never made any undue
noise about it, but simply, in a British con-
stitutional way, we have asked that we should
have one of our own on that honourable
bench. Let me be well understood; we do
not find fault with the judges that were or
that are. They are all honourable men, al
men dealing with the law and applying It to
the best of their conscience ; but still as we had
and as we have competent men of the Roman
Catholic creed we thought we should have
one of our own there. You will understand
that this feeling is just when you are told,
which you already probably know, that the
Catholics In the Province of New Brunswick
number more than one-third of the population.
Surely we are not asking what la unreason-
able. We should have been entitied to two
judges ail along; we never have had one. We
are asking in a most legitimate way, one con-
secrated by British tradition, for justice and
we cannot have IL My friends from New
Brunswick and myself wlsh to know what is
the mysterious power that prevents the ap-
pointment of a Catholic-what is the reason
why this state of things exist ? I do not,
for mny part, wish to cast any blame on the
Government, before I know some of their
reasons for pursuing that course. These may
be legitimate, but I confess I cannot see them
li that liglit. The papers I ask for may
show legitimate grounds for denying us an
appointment of this kind and I only hope
they will. But nothing short of the strongest
arguments, based upon facts, will satisfy me.
Some hon. gentlemen may say that these
are racial prejudices. There are very few
things among the noblest in this world that
are not prompted by prejudice. What links
one nation together against al others ? Pre-
judice. What prompted Wellington and the
British soldiers to shed thir blood at Water-
loo ? Prejudice.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Patriotism.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Patriotism la one form
of prejudice, the noblest formu perhaps. And
patriotism is honourable. But patriotism is
composed of many elements. In this case,
call it prejudice as you like, it is a prejudice
warranted by facts, and based upon legitimate
patriotism ; it is a prejudioe that 1s
practised and respected elsewhere, and for
my part I do respect it, and It Is such a pre-
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judice as is necessary in the composition Of
this Dominion. Composed as we are of
different races and religions we must give and
take, and the best way to have harmony
is for every one to give and take.
In raising this question, which I hope
will have a good effect, otherwise I would
not raise it, my object is that it may be con-
ducive to better harmony. I have stood In the
way of popular agitation on this question. 1 wvas
always against violent methods ; but you must
remember that if popular uprising is wrong
with the people those who govern the people
ehould not give ground and just occasion to it.
The provocation In this case does not come
from the people, that are wronged, but from
the Government, who wrongs them. To-day,
for example, suppose the Governpnent were
to appoint no English Judges In the Province
of Quebec, what would be the result ? The
result would be prejudice, and I would stand
by that prejudice. I say that the English
Population of the Province of Quebec have a
right to have some of their people appointed
to the Bench, not because justice will be
better administered, but because of the ir
fumbers and their influence, and for the sake
0f good harmony. If this or any other Gov-
ernment should refuse to give what I call
Justice to the Protestants of Quebec I would
be one of the first to rise and support their
daim as being their right. I applaud
again, the fact that the Protestants, who
are in the minority In the Province of Quebec,
nlumbering less than one-seventh of the whole
Population, are being treated not only with
Justice but with generosity, as it behooves
Where the majority have the- power. They
8hOuld then deal with the minority as a strong
Maa deals with a child. I find that in the
Superior Courts of the Province of Quebec
there are eight English-speaking judges-
Judge Hall, Judge Cross; Superior Court-
-udge Johnson, Judge Andrews, Judge
Brooks, Judge Davidson, Judge Dougherty
and Judge Tait More than that, I find that
the Chief Justice of the Superlor Court
S now the Hon. M. Johnson, an
Unglish Protestant, and before him In suc-
esflion the two \or three Chief Justices were

also Englishmen-Judge Stuart and Judge
Meredith. The latter was appointed In 1867,
att Confederation. And what Is the result ?
The Protestant population are satisfied with
their representation on the bench of the
PrOvtnce of Quebec; but such Is not, un-
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fortunately, the case with us; our population
are quite dissatisfied. There are loud
nurmurs against the apparently studious
manner in which the appointment of one of
their creed is avoided. Now, the Premier or
some other hon. gentleman may say that we
have no competent man In New Brunswick
for the position. At first sight that would
seem hardly credible, because the same
system of schools exists for both nationalities,
and It Is not within the experience of the
world to see one race improve and the other
retrograde under the same advantages. With
equal facilities for education (we stand on
an equal footing In that respect), one race
is as apt to produce suitable candidates for
a position as the other. I say we have had
In the past, and have now, persons that are
competent for appointment to the Supreme
Court Bench. There was Judge Watters In
St. John, the superior of whom did not exist.
even In the Supreme Court. He was County
Judge of St John, but never could get to the
Supreme Court ; he died last year. When
the last vacancy occurred In the Supreme
Court Bench there were several candidates.
There were besides Mr. Hannington, the
successful candidate, Mr. Barker, Mr. Lawlor,
of Miramichi, and Mr. Landry. With Mr.
Landry many of you houL gentletnen are
personally acquainted. I will not say,
because the efficiency of the judiciary is
what should be pre-einlnently considered,
that Mr. Lawlor, as a lawyer, was well quali-
fled for the position, although in all other re-
spects he was eminently qualified. I will ad-
mit that he was not equal to the best of our
lawyers, but Mr. Landry was, and this
I know personally, and know also from hav-
ing consulted the leading lawyers of the coun-
ties of Kent and Westmoreland, over whieh
counties he presides as County Judge. Judge
Landry has practised law for about twenty
years. I know from my personal knowledge
that he has the reputation of being, and is a
clear-headed, quick and first-class lawyer, with
a remarkably judicial turn of mind. I know
that his position as a lawyer was such that
he not only bad a good practice in his own
district, but was often called from Kent to
Albert, to Gloucester, and to St John,
and other counties, to plead important
cases-not only cases for French people,
but for English clients as well. I
know that of my own knowledge, and I
know that his services were sought for as
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being one of the leading lawyers in New
Brunswick. I do not know what argument
can be brought against his appointment to
the Bench, but that is the fact, and I believe
when the papers are brought down that that
fact wil be shown. I am not talking for
Judge Landry personally, but I am talking on
a matter of principle, bringing Mr. Landry's
name as that of one of the competent Roman
Catholic applicants ; in fact I am meeting be-
forehand the argument that we have no com-
petent men. Moreover, I know personally
that when Judge Landry acepted the County
Court judgeship-and he is the only one of his
creed in New Brunswick that holds that posi-
tion-he was in a poor condition of health,
and he was promised by the Ministers pro-
motion when a vacancy would occur on the
Supr&ne Court Benci. All that will also ap-
pear, I believe, when the papers come down.
I am a strong supporter of this Government,
and mean, as much as It Is in my power, and
I hope it will be always in my power, to con-
tinue that support; but 1I must admit, and
sadly admit, that I am afraid the new Ad-
ministration has somewhat deviated on this
important point from the policy of their pre-
decessors. The policy of Sir John Macdonald
was admirable on that point It was to give
every one satisfaction so long as It did not
Infringe on other people's rights. The motto
of the French in 1789 was his-"Le droit d'un
citoyen finit ou le droit d'un autre citoyen
commence." That policy, I think, hon. gentle-
men will admit, was most successful in many
ways, but especially in keeping together the
various elements of our population, and giving
general satisfaction. I repeat that promotion
was offered and promIsed Judge Landry, and
I believe that when the papers are brought
down they will show it most distinctly.
Now, as I stated before, there exists great dis-
satisfaction in New Brunswick, verging on
popular agitation, but the agitation bas been
kept down so far. Not only did our popula-
tion expect the appointment of one Roman
Catholic to the Supreme Court Bench, but
they expected it at the hands of the Liberal-
Conservative Government ; and I will tell you
why. You al know that the appointment of
judges, as well as of the other high officials, Is
made by the Government In power by calling
thereto persons who have done good service to
the country, and especially to the party, pro-
vIded always that they are fit for the position.
When the Roman Catholies of New Brunswick

look to the other polItical party they cannot
see any reasonable prospect of getting that
measure of justice, which they now claim,
because the French people of New Bruns-
wick are nearly ail supporters of this Govern-
ment They have been so since Confedera-
tion. Out of sixteen members from New
Brunswick, the Catholics have four members,
aIl supporting the present Administration.
From 1878 to 1882, while $lr Leonard
Tilly was the only Cabinet Minister
from the Province of New Brunswick,
bis only support, outside of King's, was
from Victoria, Gloucester and Kent, three
French constituencies. Elsewhere the Gov-
ernment recompense their supporters by giving
to the fittest amongst them such high positions,
when some one has to be called to fill them.
Why Is It that their Roman Catholle sup-
porters in New Brunswick are always ignored
and avoided, making an exception In their
case, and only In their case ? I do not say
that the system of making political appoint
ments is the best policy ; but such being
the policy, it should be followed throughout.
It may not be a much better policy to appoint
partizans, than is the system in the United
States of electing judges ; but still while It
exists here, in our Dominion, I should like
to know why It does not apply to all equally.
Moreover, Mr. Landry belongs to a class of
politicians who are well qualified for the ap-
pointment Perhaps the reflection has oc-
curred to some of you, as it has to me, that
some judges when appointed retain their pre-
judices, while in other cases such prejudices
almost disappear. My experience leads me to
belleve that the unsuccessful candidate or
politician retains his prejudice and political
bias longer than the successful one who has
ne gall to swallow and no disappointment to
avenge. I can name two judges of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick who have
holden similar positions respectively as Mr.
Landry, and who have made most successful
judges. I do not see why again the sanie
measure Of Government favours should not
apply to Mr. Landry, who has to bis credit
so many political services, and who is as good
a lawyer, and in other respects equally as
good a man, as to some of his old colleagues.
I stated that the dissatisfaction that noW
exists in New Brunswick Is a constitutional
agitation and nothing more. I might read 8
sentence or two from a newspaper to prove
what I have been saying. A correspondent
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of a Moncton paper says, " We are told that
we appeal to race prejudice. Never ! We
appeal to racial interests ignored and trampled
on. We appeal to racial rights and privileges
that are denied us, and that is al." That
is now the tone of the agitation, but should
there be a continuation of the policy which
has excluded us, not only In the past but at
the present moment, and which systematically
and designedly excludes us fron judicial
positions, I do not say that those people, find-
lng that they cannot get justice at the hands
Of the Goverument, may not, if within their
Power and within the law, express their
opinion in some other way when opportinity
presents itself. But that is not the deslred
result. I think the result which we should
ail wish for is to give justice when it is fairly
demnanded and especially when it Is doubly
deserved as it is In this case.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I find it difficult to express all I would desire
to say ln answer to my hon. friend's speech.
The subject is a delicate one. and I should
be sorry to wound any one's feelings by
going into detals-lnto the various discussions
and reasons which led to the appointment
Of a judge-but my lion. friend makes one
statenent, or indicates his belief in a state
Of things which I can assure him, withou
any hesitation at all, is entirely withou
foundation. The Government over which 1
have the honour to preside is the last which
could, by any possibility, be influenced by
any such considerations as ny hon. friend
las hinted at in his speech on this motion.
The gentleman who bas the initiation ot the
appoIntment of the judges is the last person
whio could be supposed to be influenced tYy
the motives to which my lion. friend pointed.
]ut I may speak still more broadly on that
subject by saying that the question of
eligion, on which my hon. friend bases his

advocacy of a different appointment in New
Brunswick, Is one which could not come up
at ail, unless there was a question as to the
fhtness of persons who are proposed for the
aPpoiutment, and unless there was a defici-
ency In the representation of the particular
church or belief to which the candidate be-
longed, wbich required consideration. The
first point which the Government considers
111 the appointment of a judge is his fituess
for the position, and I think it is universally
aekaowledged that the gentleman who was

appointed In New Brunswick, to whom my
hon. friend referred, was a man eminently
fitted for the position. It would be quite
out of place for me, and quite contrary to
my wish, to enter into a serles of comuparisons
between the gentleman who was appointed
to the Supreme Court bench of New Bruns-
wick and other gentlemen who were proposed
as candidates for that position. I do not
Intend to do that ; but I say without any
possibilit;r of contradiction, that with one ex-
ception, perhaps, the hon. gentlelnan who
was appointed was one most fitted for the
position that could be selected In New
Brunswick. That, I think, is the universal
verdict ; that is the report made to
those of us who had not the pleasure of
knowing the men at the bar In New Bruns-
wick. It was upon the question of that gentle-
man's superlor fitness for the position, and no
other question whatever, that he was appoint-
ed Judge of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick. I think my hon. friend himself,
In speaking of two of the candidates, disposed
very effectually of one of them when he said
that he possessed every qualification for the
position of a judge, except a knowledge of
law. It was Impossible, of course, to overlook
that deficiency. Mr. Landry we all know. He
was for a length of time In the House of
Commons. I know him myself. He is a very
eminent, respectable man, and a good lawyer,
but without drawing any comparisons, with-
out further dealing with Mr. Landry, I think
It Is sufficient for me to say that in making
the selection we chose the man In our opinion
best fitted for the position, without any re-
ference to the question of race or religion. If
another candidate of a different race or differ-
ent creed had been equally well qualified,
and If there had been any defticiency la the
representation of citizens of that religion on
the Bench we should of course have given that
due consideration, entirely Irrespective of what
that race or religion might be, because in our
case, I am proud to say, nothing bas been
done or thought of that would, In this re-
spect, give a preference to one race or reli-
gion over another In this country of ours. I
have no objection at all to the motion.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I feel sorry to have to
speak on this question, which is a very un-
ýleasant one. If there is a thing on earth I
dislike It is a discussion bearing on churches
or religion, but since the hon. gentleman has
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brought up the question so prominently, I
think it is my duty to say that I do not sym-
pathize In any way with the speech the hon.
gentleman has made. I am not aware that
any fault has been found with the appoint-
ment of the late judge, except, perhaps, the
people of St. John might have preferred their
own man, Dr. Parker, a gentleman In whom
we all have confidence and respect Still,
when the appointment was made, and when
it was considered that he was a supporter of
the present party, and a gentleman qualified
In every respect, from his experience and
knowledge of the law, for the position, we
felt that we had no right to complain.
If I thought, and I think if others
thought, that any man was kept out
of office metrely because he belonged
to any particular church, I certainly would
resent it, but I am not aware of any such
feeling in the Province of New Brunswick.
I do not se how we could have such
feeling. We have a leader In the House of

late Judge Waters's name was brought in and
It was insinuated that he was ignored. Now
that was not the case. I think if he had
been desirous of appointment, or If any great
number of the denomination to which he
belonged had desired It, he would have been
appointed, and therefore there can be no
fault found with the present Government
who would have the consideration of the
matter before them. I am sorry that the
question has come up because I am not aware
that there has been any cause for it at ail.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I have been misinter-
preted, I believe, on two points: First, by
the hon. Premier when he said that I stated
that one of the candidates, namely, Mr.
Lawlor, knew no law. I Intended to say that
he was not equal, in point of knowledge of
law, to Mr. Barker or Mr. Landry for ap-
pointment to the position.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I did not say that at ail. I said that my

Commons, a gentleman professing our faith, a hon. friend stated that the gentleman ag
man who would not shrink from his duty if a weil quaiified for the position exoept that li
question of the kind came up. The race to was net qualfied iD respect te law.
which the hon. gentleman who introduced this
question belongs is also well represented in Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I had airnet expected
the Government, and if his representatives te sec my hon. friend from St John take the
did not see that Mr. Landry got the appoint- Position that li las taken te-day. He puts
ment, I do not see that the question should be these words iD ry moutl-that I want Mr.
brought up and thrown In the face of gentle- Landry, or a Catlic, merely because li
men who perhaps never thought of the ques- was a Catholle. I do net thlnk I said any-
tion at all. I regret exceedingly that this 1 thing of the klnd. I said that I wanted
matter has been brought up. I do not think!competent men for the position as a first
that there has been any cause for it. I never 'condition. I would be one of the first te
heard any question of the kind raised instand up agalnst lling vacancies on the
St. John, and when St. John does ench with men rerely because they happen
not speak out it may be understood te be Catholic or Protestant, French or
that the province Is well satisfied. The Eiglisl, or Irish, or Indiax, or coming fron
late Judge Waters's naine was nentioned. St. John. I slould like te sec men appointed
That gentleman, there is no doubt, it was because of their fitness for the position, net
universally conceded, was qualified for any only te the Bencl but te the Senain as well.
position on any Bench in New Brunswick, What I said was that Mr. Landry was equai
but I found, in conversation with Judge te the position, and that Judge Waters aiso
Waters, that his health was not good and was; and that neither of thera could get It,
he was well pleased with the way the position and I wanted te know wly? It did net sur
was filled. I think he could have been ap- Prise me te hear frei the hon. leader of the
pointed to the Supreme Court Bench if he had Government that neither he nor the Minister
been se disposed, but he was quite contented of Justice was tnfluenoed by auy mci motiv
with the position he held. His emoluments as those te which I referred. Knowing the&
were equal to the salary of a Supreme Court two high and liberal rinded gentlemen as
judge, and finding that bis heaith was net do, I was sure suc was net tle case. BUt
very robust, he was not a candidate, and I said such views were expressed iD NeW
therefore there is no fault to be found because Brunswick, and tle lon. Premier wiil agred

Swas net appointed. I say this because the witli me that by the appearanoe of thinga
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there ls room for such interpretation of
motives. I do not wish to go beyond these
expressions of opinion ; but I think that, ln
the interests of peace and harmony, it was
desirable to give expression to the views
that are entertained by a great many ln New
Brunswick ln order that I mlght have an ex-
planation from the Premier and be ln a posi-
tion to speak with authority to my friends.
Life is long, and al evil is reparable. With-
Out any further recrimination about the past,
I wll simply look forward to a more promis-
lng horizon for the future, and bid my
frlends to do likewise.

The motion was agreed to.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT

Moved the third reading of Bill (71) " An Act
further to amend the Inland Revenue Act."

lion. Mr. DICKEY-Before this Bill passes
froma the House it Is but fair to the hon.
Premier that a word of acknowledgment
should be expressed as to the comnmendable
course which he took with reference to this
measure. It may be remembered that some
three or four weeks ago, when this Bill was first
before the committee, strong opposition was
Made to sub-clauses 2 and 4 of section 2 of the
Bill. The hon. Premier, who had charge of the

1ll, did not participate ln the view of the
oPPonents of those sub-sections, and he com-
bated their arguments, but he gracefully
Ylelded to the suggestion that the Bill should
be taken out of committee for a short time,
8fld that he should have time to consider the
Course to pursue. We may presume fairly
that on reflection and inquiry he satisfied
kulself that the objections were well founded,
8A'd he accordingly moved the other day that

ese clauses should be struck out of the
I thought it but right and fair, under

the circumstances, that 1, as one of the
strenuous opponents of the clauses, should

ake this acknowledgment to the Premier,
because I consider the course that he followed
ls entitled to the commendation of the House.

hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I almost regret
that my hon. friend, the leader of the House
took such a course. I think it was a wise

se whlch he introduced ln the Bill
although I took littile or no part in the dis

cussion which took place upon it. I cannot
see any reason why the Premier has changed
bis views on the matter. My hon. friend
from Amherst laughs; but really I thought
ho and the bon. gentleman from Halifax,
who so ably contended for the position, took
an erroneous view of the clause. It is quite
evident to my mind that without these
clauses the Bill is not so perfect as It should
be. It is evident that there is ln this country
a large amount of spurious liquors retailed
by grog sellers, and I do not see how it la
possible that you can prevent the sale of
adulterated liquors unless you make the
people who sell them mark on the vessels that
contain then the names and makers of the
liquors.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-Catch the whole-
sale men ?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It does not touch,
to my mind, the wholesale men at ail. It
merely deals with the persons who sell ln
small quantities. The name of the bottler
would be a guarantee to the person who asks
for the liquor that he gets what ho pays for,
and It would be the means of detecting fraud
when it exists. I believe that many liquors
are brought into the country that do not get
to the people ln the state ln which they are
imported. It Is made over again, mixed with
drugs and rendered injurious to those who
use it, and I regret that the hon. Premier bas
yielded to the solicitations of the hon. gentle-
man from Amherst ln this respect.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I feel that it Is ouly
proper that I should express my sympathy with
the Premier ln having Incurred the hostility
of the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg by
yielding to the objections that have been
urged against these clauses ln the Bill. It
must have caused the hon. gentleman from
Lunenburg lacute pangs to have been obliged
to disagrec with the Premier, and the sym-
pathy I feel for the hon. Premier I also feel
for the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg. I
know how strong the feelings must be that
have led him to urge an objection to any

, measure offered by the Premier to the House.
In this case. I think it is, to molify a familiar
quotation, not that he loves the Government
less, but he loves good liquor more.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I feel desirous to com-
pliment the Premier, and I think this House
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ought to compliment hlm for making so per-
fect a Bill as he has done by his amend-
ments to the measure, which I may say was
Introduced here ln a very crude manner. The
Premier is aware that he supported his Bill
with the statement that he thought-in fact
believed-that a large amount of adulteration
Is going on ln the country. I feel disposed to
take exception to this statement, for I think
It Is hardly fair to a business so extensive as
the liquor trade Is in this country, that it
should be libelled without any proper ground
for making such a chlrge. I then ventured
the statement that the only adulteration of
liquors that was going on in this country was
the introduction of foreign spirit into foreign
or imported liquors. Spirit manufactured ln
Canada of the value of 50c. in bond pays a
revenue duty of $1.50, and similar spirit in
strength and quality imported from abroad

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I think it is due to the Housd to state the
reasons whieh moved me ln striking out the
two clauses to whicl the hon. gentleman
from Amherst called my attention. and the
principle on which I did it quite agirees with
the principle that the hon. gentlenmn fromn
Lunenburg has just stated, so I thInk I ought
to be considered as pleasing both parties and
therefore not deserving or requiring the sym-
pathy that the hon. gentleman from Halifax
was kind enough to tender me. The fact is
when the clauses of the Bill came to be
closely scrutinized it was found that they
did not take precaution for the punish-
ment of persons who adulterated the liquor
and put it in the bottles ; it imposes a severe
penalty upon the bottier although the liquor,
if I may venture to say It in the face of what
the hon. gentleman from New Brunswick has

costing 50c. has to pay a duty of $2.12 1-2. ""'
Hon. gentlemen will see that there is somc- Hon. Mr. DEVER-Hear, hear.
thIng very unfair between the duties when
one pays $1.50 and the other $2.12 1-2. Per- HonSr JH Al D BO a
haps now that the Premier has got an inkling considerfot would be a perfectly legitime
into the way these Bis have been introduced sbjer ge p ovide enur
he will frame such a tariff on liquors as will dso the esoqstho dult at ;
give general satisfaction. I assure him b that USthev deait only wlth liquor pure, or adul-the ilquor duties are not satisfactory in this
country. Under the present tariff wines are a oe under anef on t ats nnd
almost excluded from the Dominion., Light Jaerefece e mc oh atute ane
wines, the Importation and use of which aee for ecauto e find et wo pu
should be encouraged, pay a duty of $8 or te ilquor toecbeties b Uic outtio
$9 a dozen. It should. not be the case W
ought to encourage the importation of light
wines and good liquors, for it cannot be
denied that the best liquors are found in
countries distant from the Dominion. Na-
tive spirit I have no objection to. We have
the grain and we ought to manufacture spirit
ln Canada, but certainly it is not equal ln
quality to what we can import from abroad.
But when hon. gentlemen complain that this
spirit is being adulterated with drugs I say
before this House it is false. There is no
such thing going on; the adulteration con-
sists simply in mixing lmported spirit with
native spirit. The hon. gentleman knows the
analyst's report has been laid on the Table,
and there is no mention ln it of any adultera-
tien going on ln spirit and wlne ln this coun-
try. I say, therefore, It is not doing justice
to those ln the trade to libel it in this way.
It is merely encouraging the efforts of men
who make a specialty of creating office.

the liquor in it was not a crime or any
offence-not an impropriety even. It was for
that reason I determined not to press upon
the House the passing of the clauses, and as
to the real object which I think the Depart-
ment had in view it seems to me it required
more consideration than was given it. Next
session there may be another measure such
as my hon. friend desires to see-that is to
say the means of finding out the bottler who
introduces the adulterated liquor into the
package-brought to the House for our con-
sideration.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
read the third time and passed.

LANDS IN THE TERRITORIES BILL.

WITHDRAWN.

The Order of the Day being called for the
second reading of Bill (M) "I An Act to conl-
solidate and amend the Act respecting lands
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lu the Territories," Hon. Sir John Caldwell
Abbott said : This is a Bill Intended to
Consolidate the law relating to land titles in
the Territories, one of very great importance,
Very voluminous, and one which will require
a great deal of attention. I have been re-
quested by several members from the North-
West, both ln this House and ln the other
House, to postpone the passing of this Bill
Until another session in order that they may
have the opportunity between the two sessions
to study its clauses, and I thlnk such attention
by gentlemen who are on the spot will be of
ln 'iMense value in forming a really good Act.
I therefore propose to accede to the request
Of these gentlemen and I move that the
9rder of the Day be discharged.

The motion was agreed to, and the Order
Of the Day was dLscharged.

THE BENNETT RELIEF BILL.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ADOPTED.
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH moved concurrence

Ia the Twenty-second Report of the Select
COImittee on Divorce in re Bill (J) " An Act
for the relief of Robert Bennett." He said :
I delayed asking the consideration by the
Ilouse of this report so that hon. members
miight have an opportunity of seeing the
evidence that was laid on the Table, and
Which has been before them now for some
dys. I think every hon. gentleman who
Wished to do so has had an opportunity of
r'eading It. The report states that evidenoe
Was given by only one witness of the offence
charged in the petition, and that the evidence
Of that witness was nsatisfactory and incon-
clusive. There was very little confirmatory
evidence. The respondent vas present per-
0nally, and was represented by counsel, but

We did not think It necessary to call her.
There were other facts which in this case we
Were required to enquire into, but we did not
eonsider it necessary te do so, because upon the
"lain, fact of the case, on the adultery alone,
the committee were ahnost unanimous ln
ftnding that the evidence before us was not
eoiclUsive, and we did not go beyond that.
On the other question of collusion or con-
hlvance the evidence was very debateable.

re certainly was some appearance on the
rt of the petitioner himself that he had

(ý15pired with a certain person or persons to
etirap the respondent Into committing the
vi7y offence for which he was seeking re-

dress. We did not consider it, for It might
be a very vexed question, and having found
that the evidence of adultery was not con-
clusive to satisfy us of the guilt of the re-
spondent, we considered we could fairly rest
on that, and that our report would receive
the sanction and approval of the House. I think
hon. gentlemen, who have read the evidence
will come to the conclusion that it is net such
evidence as will justify us in dissolving the
bonds of matrimony as asked for by this Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-As I objected to a
certain extent to the report being
adopted without the evidence being
printed, I must say that I have
since read the evidence that was laid on the
Table, and having done so I entirely agree
with the report of the committee that the
adultery has not been proved. I think that
the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg scarcely
put it fairly before the House. He said
that it was only proved by one person. It
was proved by one person who stated that
he had committed the adultery himself ; but
that would prevent any man with any
knowledge of human nature, or any honour-
able man, from believing a word that witness
said. I think that a great many of the
questions that were asked were irrelevant, if
a layman Is not going very much beyond his
duty in saying so. I do net know why I
should not say so, because I notice that when
medical subjects are up before this House,
lawyers are only too anxious to give their
opinion about them. I think, when a case
of divorce is introduced into court, the first
thing the lawyer does, when a woman is
accused of adultery, is, if possible, to cal-
uminate the character of the husband, and
when that is done it is to be taken as con-
clusively proved that the woman is innocent.
I thlnk the evidence would be very much
shorter the less the committee caluminated
the character of the man, and the more
likely they would be to prove the guilt of
the woman.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The hon.
gentleman from Halifax must see that the
eommittee cannot restriet counsel in asking
questions, and we have to take the evidence
that Is placed before us.

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was adopted.
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CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT RAIIr
WAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY moved the second read-
lng of Bill (83) "An Act respecting the
Chignecto Marine Transport Railway COM-
pany (TAmited)." He said : This is a Bill
following upon the legislation of last session,
asking for power to make a change in the
securities of the company, with the consent
of the parties interested. It is not necessary
that I should go into particulars as to the
object of the undertaking. I would merely
state that, according to the legislation, the
company had power, with a capital of some
£400,000, equivalent to something like two
million 1of dollars, 'to issue sfirst mortgage
bonds to the extent of £700,0, or about
$3,500,000, speaking in round numbers. After
getting the legislation in 1888, the company
proceeded to finance their undertaking, and
In doing so they disposed of a portion-i
think about £300,O0 of the stock and about
£350,000, or about half of the first mortgage
bonds only-and although they sold readily,
their reason for not issuing the whole of
them was apparent. Had they put In cir-
culation the whole amount that they were
authorized to do at the time they would have
been oblIged to pay interest upon those bonds,
and the holders, who lent their money upon
them, could only expect a small amount of
interest in return. It was a very prudent
course under ordinary circumstances, but
circunstances changed in a most wonderful
manner a couple of years afterwards when
the firm of Baring Bros. suspended. The
result on the credit of the country, and al]
undertakings of this kind, was disastrous
as this oompany found it to their cost. The
consequence , was they could not negotiate
the remainder of their mortgage bonds after
they had expended what money they had.
They were in this position: they had expend-
ed about £300,000 of their stock and £350,000
of their first mortgage bonds, making alto-
gether, as regards the first mortgage bonds,
exactly half of them, and were therefore left
with the other half upon their hands. They
endeavoured to sell these, but without
effect, as it was well known that no new
undertaling had any chance whatever
In the London market from the colonies
since this unfortunate failure of Baring
Bros. And the company have come

to this House for relief-that is to say, they
asked for an extension of time from the year
1891 to 1893 for the completion of this work,
and the House granted it. Al I have to
say about that is, not having been present at
the time, to express my gratification at the
admirable tone and spirit in which the applU-
cation was made to the House. This winter
they disovered that the state of the collapse
of the financli arrangements was very much
as it was the year previous, and they were
unable to do anything. Then they called a
meeting of the stockholders and bondholders
and found thls to be the state of things:
These bonds were scattered over a wide area,
in small amounts in numerous hands, and a
great many of them had been taken by per-
sons who had not funds to take any more,
otherwise they would have assented to the
proposai of the company that they should
take pound for pound of these bonds that were
left on hand, so that they oould take up the
whole and would thus furnish funds to go on
with the work ; but they found, after one or
two meetings, that difficulties arose in that
respect and the oompany were obliged to
come to Parliament for this legislation, which
is substantially to allow them, under the cir-
cumstances stated in this Bill, to negotiate
the remainder of these first mortgage bonds
and put them on the rank of being prefer-
ential mortgage bonds to the whole of thO
others, and the Bill provides that that shall
not be done at ail, except, at a special gen-
eral meeting of the shareholders held for the
purpose, it shall have recelved the assent of
two-thirds of the shareholders and three
fourths of the bondholders as well. Under
these circumstances I apprehend there will be
no objection to the Bill as it is a domestlc
matter that they should have this legislatiOn
and this Bill will go to committee where the
facts will be Inquired into. There is a pro-
vision In the Bill also that the bonds alreadY
authorized shall be cancelled when this Bill
passes, and that these shall be substituted,
and from these they purpose raising the fundO
necessary to complete the work.

Hon. Mr. SOOTT-Tbis company came tO
Parliament a few years ago asking authority
to allow them to issue first mortgage bond
on security of their railway, their plant and
al their property. A certain number of the
promoters now come forward to Parlialelt
and ask us to pass a Bill which supersedeo
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the previous securities-in other words they
Propose that the second mortgage shall take
precedence of the first mortgage, They
Propose that that shall be done on the
authority of three-fourths of the stockholders.
Now, while three-fourths majority can make
'Very materal changes ln the details of any
corporation, I question very much whether my
ho. friend would be able to point to any pre-
cedent in Parliament where authority has
been given to supersede the first security and
Vaake it practically worthless. * My hon.
friend said that one of the difficulties in in-
ducing the parties to take up the bonds that
had not already been sold was their inability
to do so-that they were not in circumstances
110W to enable them to do so. The un-
fortunate people who hold these worthless
bonds are to be entirely ignored, simply be-
c'ause they have not the means to go in and
Join with more wealthy promoters who can
take up the bonds and possibly be recouped
ti the future for the new Issue. It is the
Moption, I think, of a very dangerous princi-
Ple, and one which would require a much

Ore unanimous sentiment than three-fourths
Of the shareholders. At all events it will be
4ecessary to show that ail the bondholders
had notice of this legislation. It would be
n3auifestly unfair and outrageous that Parlia-
nent should absolutely destroy first-class
seCUrity without giving the holders of that

Qeriiity an opportunity to appear and urge
any objections which they may have against
tPe Passage of such legislation.

1on. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-If the work
not go on, there is no security for those

b4nds.

noil. Mr. ALMON-I rise, not to oppose the
in detail, but to expose what really, in

ry mind, the Chignecto scheme is. When,
a former occasion, I pointed out that it

aS a useless waste of money-that it was li-
V01ving the country in a very large liability-
so1Ue $170,000 a year for twenty years, and
that even under the guarantee voted by Par-
%a ent the company would not be able to

pDlete the undertaking, I prophesied also
that they would be coming here in three years
t additional legislation. What I said then

correct, and I venture another prophesy,
hat even the money they get now will be
Wssted, and the parties who invest their

oney Will lose It. The hon. gentleman fmm
wtta has said exactly what I wished to

say. I am not going to vote against the Bil,
but in common justice we ought to pass
some clause stating that the persons who
have already taken stock in the Company
should have the preference in this new lan.
1 would likewise provide that any persons who
have claims against the road up to now
should not have their claims ignored. Although
I disapprove of the Bill, and think it one of
he most unfortunate measures that has passed
this House, it would sotten the disagrecable
features of it to introduce the provisions 1
have referred to. I was one of the few Con-
servatives who voted against the BIll in the
first instance, but If It was brought before the
House again, as the Conservative party are
those who are opposed to squandering the
public money, I think the majority in this
House would oppose the Bill. I shal not
say anything more at present, but when the
PUll comes before the committee I shall my-
self move, If some body else does not do it, to
insert a clause to protect the original bond-
holders, and those parties who have legiti-
mate claims against the company that their
claims shall be a first lien on the road.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I quite agree with
what the hon. member from HaIlfax has salid,
that if this matter was coming before us now
with the information we have there would be
a majority opposed to this charter ; but we
are in this position, that by our own act we
have granted the charter, and induoed capi-
talists to expend a large amount of money-
not money of Canada, but money of other
people brought into this country in the con-
struction of this work. Should the Company
fail now in getting what they ask for, the
money would be lost to those persons who
have embarked in this undertaking upon the
faith of the legislation of this country. Under
authority of this Bill preferential bonds will
be lssued and the work will go on, and those
who hold the second security may get some
return for It. I believe that those who have
gone into this undertaklng will yet realize
their money. With the guarantee that Par-
lament has secured to them, this undertaking
will be a success, and I think that the stock-
holders need not look upon it with anything
like dismay. I do not think there Is any en-
gineering difficulties in the way of the work,
and the only question before this House was
whether we should have undertaken this
work, and committed the country to so large
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an expenditure. It Is now, however, too late
to talk of that after $3,500,000 has been ex-
pended on the work ; $1,500,000 more is re-
quired to complete it, and it would not be
honest on our part to Interfere to prevent the
company from borrowing the money to com-
plete their undertaking.

Hon. Mr. PROWSFE-It appears to me that
the great question before us is whether the
Interest of the bondholders should secure the
protection of this House in preference to the
interest of the taxpayers of this country. In
my opinion that undertaking will neyer be a
success, if oompleted in accordance with the
charter the company have received. It will
neyer be of any service to the shipping of this
Dominion or of any other country, and the
question simply comes down to this : silice
negotiations have gone so far, whether it is
the duty of this House or of this Parliament
to protect foreign bondholders ln this work,
or whether we shall pass this Bill and give
them an opportunity to complete the condi-
tions of their charter, and saddle the taxpay-
ers of this Dominion with $170,000 per an-
num for the next 20 years. It would be very
unfair, as the hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg has said, to place the original bondhold-
ers in that position ; at the same time, looking
at the question from every standpoint, as re-
presentatives of the people of this country, if
we believe this undertaking Is to be a con-
plete failure, and wil never be a success, it Is
for us to consider whether it is not our duty
to protect the taxpayer of the Dominion,
even at the sacrifice of the foreign bondholder.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-From the explanations
of the last speaker it would seem that we
should pass a vote of want of confidence ln
the Governiment. Parliament has given these
people a charter, and has granted them a
subsidy of $170,000 per annum for this work
when It is finished to the satisfaction of the
Govèrmnent ; but not one dollar is to be paid
until the engineers of the Government have
pronounced It satisfactory and coipleted,
according to the conditions of the charter
that these parties have received. Now,
would It be fair on our part to go back on
the legislation that Parlianent has already
passed and repudiate the whole transaction,
when these gentlemen have laid out some
three million of dollars on the enterprise ?
They went to work ln good faith under the'r
charter. They spent ail their own money,

and ail they could borrow, and did so much
of the work that it is acknowledged sone
$3,000,000 have been spent on It. Are we
to deprive the parties who hold securities
against the road of their rights. which they
will be practically deprived of, If the rail-
way does not go on ? If the railway is not
finished the property is virtually of no benefit
to anyone. It will be no benefit to the coi-
pany, and certainly noue to the creditors of
the company. It devolves upon us, as fair
minded men, to see that fair play is given,
and that this company are permitted at their
own will to raise a certain amount of noney
that will complete the work ln such a inaaner
that it will be able to eara something ; at thO
saine time if they comply with the conditions
of the charter that they obtained fromn Par-
liament they will be entitled to the ,,ubsidY
that the country has promised them. Under
these cireunistances, would it be right to
reject this Bill merely to satisfy sone setion-
al interest of a portion of the country that
has been hostile hitherto to this mueasurO
that is known to be of great beaetit to Priniae
Edward Island, the Gulf shore, .New Bruns-
wick and the western portion of Nova Scotia ?
I hope hon. gentlemen will not withdraW
their support to this Bill, especially when
we have granted the sane privileges that
this company ask for to other companies to
assist them in raising money to complete en-
terprises which they have undertaken.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I am one of those who
fron the outset have held the opinion re-
garding this work that has just been el'
pressed by the hon. gentleman from Prince Ed-
ward Island. I have neyer bad but one opin-
ion with regard to the unwIsdon of expend-
Ing this large amount of money for the pir-
pose to which it was devoted. I agree with'
the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward Is-
land that the work, even If completed, W1ll
be useles. It will neyer be used, and I can-
not help saying that I look upon it as one o
the most injudicious enterprises ever en1
barked ln by a company. When the Bil
initiating tis public measure was before Par
liament I do not think I voted for it. 1
think it went through the other House and
came up here, and was promoted by the GOv-
ernment of the day, and there was no dii'
sion on It ln this House. Afterwards I adlit,
when Parliament became pledged to the InieO
who acted on the initiatory legislation, and
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Who sought further legislation to assist them
in carrying on a work which they had em-
barked ln on the falth of the legislaton here,
I did vote for the measure giving them the
relief or assistance-whichever it was-that
they desirel. I thought I was bound to
do so, however much I condemned in the out-
Set the commencement of this work, which,
as I said just now, and as I say again, I do
1n0t believe will ever be used even If it Is
cnpleted under the company's charter. Now,
With regard to the present Bill, my attention
has been called to it by one or two hon. gen-
tlemen, and I have given it some considera-
tin, and the conclusion at which I have ar-
rived is, that the considerations which in-
duced me to vote for the legislation that this
cOmapany asked for last year induce me to
'Vote for the second reading of this Bill. I
hope, however, that the vested rights of the
'Ortgage bondholders will be duly respected
when It comes before the committee. I pre-
8srme it will go before the conmittee on il-
W"ays, Telegraphs and Harbours, a committee
Wel qualified to investigate a question of tbis

, and that after the discussion here to-
lay, they will no doubt see that no injustce
1% done by the present Bill to existing rights.
1 lust say the Bill strikes me, without a very
ra6ute investigation of it, as being largely
Olae dealing with a domestlc mattar, and one
that has to be largely operated, even if you
9bVe the legislation wanted, by a large ina-
Jolity of the shareholders, the interested
Dartles themselves. Under the circamstauces.

i Preparod to vote for the second reading
of the Bill, and I shal have an opportunity
Or hlearing everything to be said on the sub-
1ect When it comes before the Committee on
%ilWays, Telegraphs and Harbours, and If I

e any amendment necessary, I will move
n oi erder to protect vested righits.

non. Mr. POWER-I suppose If this were
Durely a domestic matter, and nothing else
Were concerned but the funds of the share-
'oders of this company and the interests of

I>Oople who loaned their money on the bonds
Or the Company, the view taken by the hon.
by mran from Richmond would be shared

O Other members of the House; but there
thesomething more to be considered. I think

question put by the hon, gentleman from
krraY Iarbour has not been answered. It

1ot a question of internal economy in the
<'Ql)any at all; it is a question between the

people who pay the taxes of this country
and a certain number of the interested share-
holders and bondholders of the cjrmpany.
The question is whether there would be any
breach of faith on the part of Parliament in
now declining to give this legislation, up to
date at any rate, asked for by certain
members of the company. That is a very
important question. Nnow. as far as I could
gather from remarks made by two or three
hon. gentlemen who have spoken in favour
of the Bill, they are of opinion that the faith
of the country is pledged to this company,
and that It would be a breach of faith on the
part of Parliament to refuse, at this stage,
the legislation which is asked for by this
measure. Now, I am obliged to confess that
I do not look at the question in that way.
These corporators came to us in 1882, asking
for certain legislation and giving us to under-
stand that, armed with that legislation, they
could carry the work on to completion. They
got the legislation which they asked for. I
am bound to say that I belleve the Govern-
ment of that day, even the member of the
Goverument who was active ln securing the
grant from the Treasury to this company,
were of the opinion that the company would
never complete the work, or that the money
of the country would ever be called for. We
had no legisiation, if I remember rightly,
from 1882 until 1886. In 1886 the company
came to Parliament again and informed us
that the legislation which they had was not
sufficient for their purpose. They asked for
certain amendments-for a certain improve-
ment ln the mode in which the grant was to
be made to them-and certain other changes
in the legislation. Parliament granted the
changes which were asked for. This the
Company ought to have been able to
go on wlth. They ought to have
known their business. They had m-
quired into the merits of the undertaidng,
or ought to have inquired into its meritt,
and when they came to Parliament and made
the statements which they did make, those
statements should have been reliable. How-
ever, again they were mistaken, and they came
to Parliament a year or two ago and asked
for an extension of time, and I may say that
I did not vote against that measure for grant,
Ing the extension. It is the only one of these
measures wbich I have not voted against.
The reason why I did not vote against that
measure was, that It was made to appear
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that the people who undertook this work had
spent a considerable portion of their own
money in the undertaking ; they had asked
for no money from Parliament, but they
simply asked for a comparatively small ex-
tension of time, and I thought it would be
perhaps a little hard and unfair to refuse them
that extension. Now the position ls different.
A certain number of persons interested in
this undertaking come to Parliament and ask
Parliament practically to wipe out a number
of the persons who hold small Interests In the
undertaking, and they ask us to give pre-
cedence to the encumbrances to be created in
this Bill, If it becomes law, over the en-
cumbrances created under our previous legis-
lation. As has been stated by the hon. gen-
tleman from Ottawa, I think that Is sonething
quite unprecedented. Then the question oc-
curs, are we bound-is the faith of Parlia-
ment pledged to the majority in interest of
the shareholders and bondholders of this com-
pany ? I do not think it Is.' We have given
them everything they have asked for up to
the present time, and as they ought to have
been in a position to know what they wanted.
I do not think we are dealing at all harshly
with them when we say, " We have given
everything you have asked for up to the
present time, but we will not give you any-
thing more." The Interests of the public
must be considered, and we should not im-
peri the public interests in future. It means
this, I presume, that the people in England
have found out, as nearly every one In
Canada knew from the beginning, that this
undertaking bas no merits as a commercial
project at all, and the sole object of this Bill
Is to enable the persons holding the largest
interests li this undertaking to be recouped
from the public treasury for the money they
invested in an undertaking which they should
never have begun. If we pass this legisLa-
tIon, undoubtedly under the ternis of the Bill
as number of persons holding small Interests
in this undertaking will lose their prbperty
altogether, and I think the better way is to
sacrIfice-if there Is to be a sacrifice-the
persons holding the large interests along with
those holding the small interests, and save the
country from the expenditure of some
$3,00,000.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I think this Is an under-
taklng which ought not to be dealt with in
the way that ls proposed. I think the re-
quest is a reasonable one. What is the

position of these small bondholders that the
hou. member from Halifax speaks of ? Wll
they ever get anything under the circum-
stances ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-They will not get any-
thing In elther case.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think if you believe
everything that ls stated on this subject, it is
going to be a bad institution. The moment
the railway is in operation an immense num-
ber of servant girls, who have gone to the
United States to live, will come home to spend
their Christmas holidays. A number of other
equally sensible propositions were made in
support of this project when It was brought
up In the House before, and therefore Lt
would be unfair to say that they would get
nothing.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I was going to remark
that this was not like a joint stock company,
such as a bang, that can sell off its assets
and divide them. If that could be done,
these small bondholders could get something,
but ln the position that the work now occU-
pies everything must be sacrificed, or the
work must be finished. I think some gentle-
men are expressing an opinion about this
enterprise without sufficient Information D
the subject, as to whether Lt is likely to be
useful or not. The gentleman who under-
took the work took great pains to inquire
Into the subject. He is a very Intelligent
man and one who had been engaged on u-
portant undertakings before he undertook this
one. He has put a great deal of bis oWU
money Into it, which is a good sign that ha is
satisfied It is going to be succèssful. 1
think the least we can do is to grant the COU"
pany the BIl. They wish to Issue some nore
bonds. They wish to complete the WOd'
They have a pledge from the Government Of
a certain amount of money when the WoIk
is completed, and unless we give them these
facilities that they ask for, the whole proped
will be sunk In that undertaking and It Will
be a dead loss. I am therefore in favour of
the Bill.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I do not propose to be
drawn into a discussion on the original merit
of this leglalation, because I think that i9.
thing which belongs entirely to the past.
to the success of this undertaking, that b
longs entirely to the future., It bas not
In the world to do with the question befo"
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the House, but I ought, ln deference to the
opinion of my hon. friend from Ottawa, to
notice an objection that he bas made, or a
suggestion rather, which Is supposed to be ln
the Interest of these small bondholders. I
State it frankly, there are a good many of
therm probably who would not be able to
take up another bond, and therefore they are
]lot al ln a position to agree and make it uni-
form. But as the amount of bonds that are out,
and the amount to be issued, are equal, Lt re-
quires something of the kind to make it work,
aUd that is one of the reasons why It was not
a success. I omitted to state that by the Bill
Itself provision is made to secure that these
parties shall have a preferential right to take
those bonds. It will be found ln the first sub-
section of clause 2, " provided that the hold-
era of the then outstanding mortgage bonds
Of the Issue heretofore authorized shall be
frt given the option of subscribing, etc., etc."

Io much for sacrificing the interests of those
bondholders. In regard to these preference
bonds, my hon. friend asks if I am aware of
any such case.) I know several such cases. I
can point him to the history of the Grand
Truk, and ln that case they were not only a

årst preference and mortgage bonds, but first,
second, and third preferenoe bonds. What
did Parliament do ? They said this work is
built and you cannot get your road steel
raled and doubled tracked, and you cannot
r4ake other improvements unless the parties
Who hold the first lien give up their first
Dreference, and allow others to have the pre-
ference, and that is what is being doue here.

hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was Increasing the
revenue.

hion. Mr. DICKEY-This is to enable the
Work to be completed after spending some
thee million odd dollars upon it. The
'lestion then would be : with ail these under-

ngS how Is It possible to get along and
out the undertakng ? It requires the

alIqufied assent of three-fourths of the
Whole mss of these people interested to do

s- It requires two-thirds of the share-
1olders, so that provision is made for the
Drotection of all ; but there is just this differ-

e between this and any ordinary case :
1 these people who hold the first mortgage

Will lose their money unless this Bill
passed. If this Bill le pased, and they

enabled to complete the undertaking,
, and then only, wi they be in a position

to ask for the subsIdy. The subsidy Is
granted upon the express condition that the
work must be completed, and completed to
the satlsfaction of the Governor in Council,
without appealing to anybody, and that it
must be worked for the same period steadily,
without any appeal to anybody, awd that
during any portion of the twenty years in
which this work is not able to perform lits
function the subsidy ceases. Every protection
is given to the public. I am sorry to be
obliged to occupy the attention of the House
[n dealing with these details, but it was right
to meet the suggestion of my hon. friend who
asks that those Interests should be nratected,
and I trust If they are not sufficiently pro-
tected already the House wIll be able to
protect them before we get through with this
matter. The senior member from Halifax
stated that he did not oppose the Bill last
year. I mistrusted the good feeling he ex-
hibited then, and the worthy statesman-like
sentiments he gave utterance to when he
denounced the idea that he was going to
oppose the giving of facilities to those people
to complete their work. It was on that
principle that the hon. gentleman, who is
leader of this House now, and who was also
the leader of the House then, brought in a
Bill to extend the time to enable these gentle-
men to complete the undertaking, and we
ask this legislation now ln consequence
of a change of circumatance, that they may
be able with the consent of the overwhelming
majority of those interested in the work to
provide funds and complete the work. The
same reasons exist to-day that prevailed last
year. I presume the Bill will be read the
second time now, and referred to the Com-
mittee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bours.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (82) " An Act respecting the Montreal
and Western Raulway Company." (Mr. Belle-
rose.)

THE BENNETT DIVORCE CASE.
NOTICE OF MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved that the amount
of the fee in the Bennett Divorce case be re-
funded to the petitioner, less the amount of
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the expenditure necessary in connection with
the case. He said : It bas been the custom
ln cases of this kind, where a Bill has been
defeated, to refund to the petitioner the
a.mount of his deposit, less any portion re-
quired to cover necessary expenses.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My hon. friend is
wrong in saying that It is usual in all cases to
do so. There are one or two cases ln which it
has been allowed, but I do not see why we
should depart from the usual practioe in pri-
vate BlUs. It is not usual, if the Bill fails, to
return the fee, or the balance of It. It Is a
question whether my hon. friend had not
better ln this case give notice of motion, and
let the matter be considered at another day.

The notice was allowed to stand.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, June 7th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (42) " An Act to revive and amend the
Act to Incorporate the Brockville and New
York Bridge Company." (Mr. Clemow.)

OTTAWA CITY PASSENGER RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee on
Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported
Bill (16) "An Act respecting the Ottawa
City Passenger Railway Company," with an
amendment. He said : It becomes my duty,
as chairman of the committee, to explain the
nature and scope of this amendment. In
order to do so more intelligently, I may as
well read the preceding part of the section :

" The company may acquire from any other
person or company ail or any of the businesses
which the company is hereby empowered to
carry on, together with ail or any of the
assets, franchises and property, real and
personal, movable and immovable, of fle
seller' or sellers thereof, subject to the obli-
gations, If any, affecting the same."

That Is perfectly clear, and affords protection
to the public, because It makes the company

subject to the obligations affecting their
rights and franchises ; but it was not satis-
factory to the city, as they found on reflection,
for this reason : that it did not apply to any
outside agreement between this company,
and the city or any mimicipality, and the
city solicitor appeared before us and presented
the amendment, which has been read and
which Is to thLs effect : to strike out these
words " if any affecting the sanie," which
applied to the franchise and the business of
the company, and not to outside agreements,
and put ln these words : " the obligations of
any such person or company, to any munici-
pality." The House will see at once that the
person who wrote that must have had his
mind entirely confined to getting this wiitten
so as to include obligations to the city, but
forgot altogether the outside public, and
struck out that part of the Bill which covered
these obligations affecting the same-that 1s,
ail obligations affecting outside parties-
because, as the House is aware, invariablY
when parties are authorized to sell their
property they sell it subject to the obligations
that rest upon It, and any obligations which
their charter requires, or which they have
chosen to Impose on themselves by agreement
or otherwise, go with the property. In this
instance they struck out everything excePt
the obligations to the municipality. Whenl
I looked at the amendment I expressed nY
doubts about it, and the solicitor of the coi-
pany came to me to look at the matter, and
the moment I explained lt to him lie Said
that that was not intended to be the meanbig
at all. We have struck out the part relating
to the public ; but these people, If they buy
any property, must be subjeet to all ob1l-
gations to the public, and we restricted It
entirely to their agreement with the niUcli-
pality, which happens to be the case with the
Electric Railway. All the engagemenI
which they have made are not a part of the
franchise or property, but rest on outside
agreements made between this company ad
the city, and it was with regard to thes
that they wished to provide for protectiOl.
It was not the wish of elther party that the
amendment should refer only to obligatioD0
arising out of contracts with the municipalt'
as It appeared afterwards, because sube-
quently the partner of the city solicitor, ac
companied by Mr. Green, who represented
the Electric Railway Company, waited On
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mne and said that that was not their intention
at ail, and one of the solicitors wrote, at my
suggestion, words to cover both, so that the
clause would read in this way : ' subject to
the obligations, if any, affecting the same, as
Well as any obligations arising out of any
Contract or agreement with the municipality,
etc." That made it perfectly clear, and
carried out the idea of protecting the city
Of Ottawa and also protecting the public, and
it made the conpany liable to all obligations
to the public. Both parties have agreed that
the amendment should be made. We have
been in the habit occasionally, with regard
to these reports, to make any amendment of
the kind at the third reading, and it is for
the House to direct me as to the course I
should take-whether to let the report stand
aud be considered to-morrow or adopt It now
With the understanding that this amendment
cOuld be moved at the third reading. The
promoter of the Bill is here present i his
Place, and can explain whether he is pre-
Pared to accept this statement and have the
amendment made at once, or whether he
Wishes to have it put off until to-morrow.

Ilon. Mr. MILLER-I may add to what has
been said by the hon. gentleman from Am-
herst, that I was present at the meeting of
the Railway Committee this morning, and
heard the parties interested in this Bill dis-
cuss the provisions of it very fully. Since
tlen I have had a note from the solicitor of
the company, in which he tells me that the
ûhission referred to by the chairman of the
cOlunittee is quite proper and correct, and
that it is desirable that an amendment should

e ade in the line indicated by the hon.
eItleman from Amherst. He points out to

r What the result of the amendment, if
"'ade, would be, in his letter, and a further
arnendient that would be required to make
the Bill what it ought to be in order to be
satsfactory to all conoerned. This amend-
%nt which he has indicated to me in his
letter i quite in accordance with the views of
the hon. gentleman from Amherst, and I pre-
eneaiO there will be no objection from the
raemabers of the committee, or from the mem-
bers Of this House with regard to the pro-
priety of making that amendment. If the pro-

oter of the Bill will move concurrence In
the amendments made by the committee, after-
wards, when the motion for the third reading
of the Bill is made, he can move an

24

amendment in accordance with the suggestion
thrown out, and I think the House will have
no objection to adopting it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that probably
the most convenient way would be to refer
the report back to committee and allow the
committee to make the amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-When I spoke to the
chairman of the committee I suggested that
course myself, and perhaps it would be,
strictly speaking, the proper way, but as the
Bill bas to go back to the other House with
an amendment It ls desirable that it should
go through without any delay.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There ls plenty of time.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not know whether
there Is plenty of time or not, but the parties
Interested in the Bill seem desirous that It
should be passed through Parliament as soon
as possible. I have no objections as one
member of the House, and I have spoken to
no member of the company, and have had no
word with any member of the House on the
question, but I heard the matter discussed be-
fore the committee this morning very fully,
and see the necessity for these amendments.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The proposed change
will meet the views of all parties interested.
It is clear and comprehensible, clearly defin-
ing what la meant, and there Is no necessity
for sending the Bill back to the committee.
In the meantime I move concurrence in the
amendments.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I presume it Is with
the distinct understanding that It is open to
move the amendment I have suggested at the
third reading.

The SPEAKER-Certainly.

The motion was agreed to, and the amend-
ments were concurred in.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I rise to a question
of privilege. I see In the daily Citizen of to-
day, that Mr. Devlin In hie speech on his
Home Rule motion, used these words:

"At the Grand Orange Lodge of North
America, which met in Montreal recently, a
resolution was passed pledging the support
of the loyal Orangemen of Canada to the
brethren of Ireland in opposition to Home
Rule. And at a banquet subsequent to that
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meeting Mr. Clarke Wallace, M.P., had allud-
ed to the progress of Orangeism in Canada, and
to the fact that such brethren as Boulton.
Schultz and Abbott occupied high places in
public life."
Nowv if I were an Orangeinan I should not
be at all ashamed to acknowledge it, but. as
a matter of fact, I arn not an Orangeman, nor
have I at any perio>d of my life been an
Orangeman, and not wishing to appear in
" borrowed plunes - I desire to make this
correction.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE
COMPANYS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved the
second reading of Bill (65) "An Act to in-
corporate the Burrard Inlet Tunnel and
Bridge Company." He said : This Bill is to
authorize a, company to carry out certain
works in British Columbia at Burrard Inlet
-a tunnel, bridge and railway. I do not
know much about the Bill, but I hope that
the work it refers to will go into operation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon. gen-
tleman wIll Inform the House whether it is
likely that this company will be asking a
subsidy from Parliament to build it ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Very likely.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think I should direct
the attention of my hon. friend fron Prince
Edward Island to this measure, because I an
afraid that the Burrard Inlet tunnel will
probably be constructed before the tunnel to
Prince Edward Island.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think the pro-
p sed incorporators have not ýcalculated very
closely the cost of this undertaking, because I
think it will involve at least twenty times
more than they have estimated.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was rend a second time.

MON'TREAL AND WESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the second
reading of Bill (82) "An Act respecting the
Montreal and Western Railway Company."
He said: The Bill is a very short one. Its
object is to revive the Act of incorporation of

this company and to extend the time for the
completion of the rond.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 3.50 p.m.

THE SENATE

Ottau-a, Jfednecsday, June 8th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 6ûIlok.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.
Bill (70) "An Act to incorporate the

Doinnilon iMillers Association." (Mr. Sul-
liVan.i

BENNETT DIVORCE BILL.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved-
That the fee of two lndred dollars paid

to the Clerk of the Senate by Robert Bennett.
in presenting his petition for an Act to dis-
solve his miarria.ge with Matikla Bennett, be
refunded to him, less the expenses incurred ;
also, all exhibits filed by the petitioner at the
hearing of the evidence be returned to himfl.
He said: The Bill was defeated in commit-
tee and therefore the petitioner is entitled to
his fee, less the expenses incurred. I believe
the lion. memuber from Lunenburg lias an
amendment to move, for the protection of the
respondent, to w-hich I have no objection.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-As my hon. friend
has stated, I gave him notice of my intention
to move an amendment. It show-s the
wisdom of requiring notice to be given of anY
motion ; had this passed when it was intr0
duced, I should not have detected the injury
that its adoption in its present form would
have done the respondent. She filed a
petition here, and attached to It was a letter
which smacked at least of collusion on the
part of the husband to entrap her into colu-
mitting an offence for which he w-as seeking
the divorce. That matter we did not decide,
but in order to rebut any such presumption,
the petitioner himself, through his counsel,
produeed that letter and cross-questioned li!n
on it, and It was filed by the respm>ndent.
The motion of my hon. friend would give the
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petitioner possession of a document which

wvould be a shield and defence to lier in case
this action should again be brought, as the re-
sult of the action so far has been simply a
flon-suit If this exhibit were given to the
petitioner, the respondent would lose a verjy
important document. I therefore move that
the following be added to the motion :-

Except exhibit No. 1, originally filed by
the respondent as exihibit 7. in support of the
petition against the Bill, which. together with
the other exhibits so filed by lier. be returned
to lier. and that true copies of all the exhibits
filed in the case be made.

Hon. Mr. C'LEMOW-I have no objection to
that. Do I understand that this is an amend-
m'lent to be added to iy resolution ?

Hou. Mr. KAULBACH-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWFVR-Another question oceurs
to ne as to whetlier these words " less the
expenses incurred " include the respondent's
expenses in coming here.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C-No.

Hon. Mr. POWER - I think that these
Ouglt to be included. The respondent came
here to oppose the Bill, and was successful
in lier opposition. The general rule is that
the costs follow the event, and in other cases
Of the kind we have given costs to the re-
spondent.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-We have never
givei costs to the respondent except where
the respondent entered on the defence. In
tlis matter the comnittee took a verv
charitable view in giving the respondent the
benefit of the doubt. I think the respondent
nluust feel that she should not have costs. I
find that it has occurred in four or five -cases
that the fees have been returned less the
exPenses. From what I hear of the way the
AnIditor General keeps the accounts, the ex-
penses of the Senate are not properly repre-
8ented. Not only is this fee of two hundred
dollars charged to the Senate, but the dis-
bursements and the nioney refunded to the
p)etitioner appear against the Senate lso,
a.ud it Is only by strict analysis that one
cOuld disover that the Senate Lad fnot ex-
eended the four hundred dollars. There Is
Sol4ne Peculiarity In the way the accounts are
kept. I wish it could be remelled, so that
the exPenses of the Senate would not appear
t'Oe larger than they really are.

24J

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-You will find that the
Senate is credited with the two hundred
do1 lars.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I am informed that
it is not so.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I cannot see any force
in the argument of the senior member from
Halifax. The expenses of the case must be
borne by the husband, and I do not see that
the respondent is entitled to costs.

The amendment was adopted. and the
motion as ainended was agreed to.

OTTAWA CITY PASSENGER RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW nov-ed tie third read-
ing of Bill (16) " An Act respecting the Ottawa
City Passenger Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. POWER-1 have searcled amongst
my files, and I do not find that the Bill has
been distributed as amended.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not think we have
anything in our rules which requires the dis-
tribution of an amended Bill. I think It is
only of the BIll in its original shape.

Hou. Mr. DICKEY moved in amendment
that the Bill be not now read the third time,
but that it be amended by adding after the
word "sane" lu the 10th clause, 45th line,
" as well as any obligations arising ont of
any contract or agreement entered Into with
any municipality."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I understand, It is
proposed to replace the Bill in the position it
w-as before the House adopted the report of
the coumittee yesterday ?

Hon. Mr.ý CLEMOW-According to the re-
cord the lion. gentleman Is perfectly correct,
but yesterday it was perfectly understood
that the amendment that the chairman of the
committee proposed was to take the place of
the amendment as carried in the committee.
That was the intention yesterday, but I see
by the Minutes to-day that the record Is dit-
ferent, and it Is just as well to see that these
words are replaced, and then the amendment
will come In afterwards.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I took the opportunity
of suggesting to the lion. gentleman yester-
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day that the best plan would be to refer the
Bil back to coimnittee, and I think my hon.
friend must see now that it would bave been
wise to have adopted my suggestion. We can-
not accept the recollection of any bon., gentle-
man as to what took place. We have before
us the record in our Minutes, and the record
says that the report of the committee was
adopted. Even now, the better plan would be
to refer the Bill back to the committee for
reconsideration. From all that I can learn,
and I have had some conversation with one
of the solicitors who is interested in the Bill,
and with the Law Clerk of the Senate, and
with the chairman of the committee, it is per-
fectly clear that the BIl in its present shape
is likely to be a good thing for the lawyers
but not for the persons who are directly in-
terested in it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the House is
quite seized of the amendments that should
be made, and it would only be putting the
promoter of the Bill to unnecessary trouble to
refer it back now. Perhaps at the outset it
would have been better to have referred it
back to the committee, but now as we have
it here, and understand what the amendment
desired is, I do not see why we should not
pass it on the present motion. Every one in-
terested in the Bill was ably represented yes-
terday before the committee, and all the light
necessary was thrown on the Bill by these
gentlemen, and the committee acted with a
thorough apprehension of the whole subject.
It is a compromise between all the parties,
and, therefore, while I have no particular
view on the matter, I think it would be as
well to allow the House to adopt the amend-
ment of the hon. gentleman from Amherst,
and see that it ls made in the right shape.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If the ameudment were
put in words to this effect : - That the
amendment made by the special committee
in the 45th line, 10th clause, be not concurred
In, but that the following be inserted in lieu
thereof, following the word "same"-then
would follow the amendment of which notice
bas been given. it l the common sense way
of getting at it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think it le
the regular way of getting at it. I think the
regular way now ls to move that the resolu-
tion which adopted yesterday the report of
the committee be rescinded so as to get the

BIl back in the shape it was in when it
came up in committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We do rescind it by
adopting another resolution.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I hope the hou. gentle-
man from Halifax will have some mercy on
the chairman. I have already gone through
one ordeal by attacking the gentleman interest-
ed in the Bill and pointing out some of the de-
fects in it. As it stands now it has received
the assent of all parties. The Bill is now in
the House and belongs to the House, and
the House can do what they like with it. I
admit that the course suggested by the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa should be
taken, and at the same time I am quite con-
tented it should be qualified by the suggestion
made by the bon. gentleman from Halifax,
because that would make us perhaps more
clearly in the right that the resolution which
was passed yesterday under a misconception
should be rescinded, and that this amendment
should be substituted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the most correct
way of dealing with the matter now is to
move that the resolution adopted by the
House, by which the amendments to this
Bill recommended by the committee were
concurred in, he now rescinded.

Hon. Mr. KAITLBACHI-Can you rescind
to-day what you did yesterday ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-It can be done only by
unanimous consent. If any one objects to
it it cannot be done.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Then my motion will
be that the resolution of yesterday for con-
curring in the amendment in the 45th line of
the 10th clause of the Bill be rescinded, and
that the Bill be not now read the third time,
but that it be amended by adding after the
word " same " in the 10th clause, 45th Une,
the words " As well as any obligations arising
out of any contract or agreement entere
linto with any municlpality."

The amendment was concurred in.
The Bill, as amended, was then read the

third time and passed.

MONTREAL AND LAKE MASKINONGE
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND BEADING.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved the second
reading of Bill (87) "An Act respecting tbe
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Montreal and Lake Maskinonge Railway
Company." He said: The object of this Bill
is te authorize the sale of this company's
road, which is a continuation of a branci of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, te the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill was
read the second time.

being advertised at ail. As it is a marter
of great importance, and a number of gentle-
ien wish to express their opinion on it. I

think the third reading ought to be delayed
for a few days.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Unless the hon.
gentleman has some amendment te move, the
Bill has been thoroughly discussed in the
committee and in the House. and there is no

THEu± 311-NIS'iR: AT NýAýSLNU N. I reason for further delay.
ENQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the adjournment
of the House, I should like te ask the
Premier if he is ln a position to announce
the result of the recent visit of two members
Of the Government te Washington.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I shall be prepared te niake a formal state-
mient on that subject in the course of the
Ilext day or two.

The Senate adjourned at 3.55 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, June 9th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.
Bill (82) "An Act respecting the Montreal

and Western Railway Company." (Mr.
Rellerose.)

THE CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT
RAILWAY COMPANYS BILL.

THIRD READING.

1-on. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
Or Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
DXorted Bill (83) " An Act respecting the
Chignecto Marine Transport Railway Com-
Pany," without amendment, and noved the
third reading of the Bill.

lion. Mr. ALMON-I think it is scarcely
fair te force this Bill through the House te-
day. There was a great deal of discussion
ln the committee on it, and the amendment
that was moved there was ouly defeated by
a ruajority of one, the chairman voting
again8t Lt. The BilT has been hurriedly
eriled through the committe almnost withiout

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I have an amendment
te move.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I cannot see that
anything new can be adduced for the con-
sideration of the House. and it seems to. me
thit It is rather asJdng too muci of the
House. unless iy lion. friendi intends te
more an amendment te further postpone the
third reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I would like te ac-
commodate my hon. friend from Halifax as
far as possible, but the Bill has been hang-
ing now for several weeks. It was thoroughly
discussed in this House last Monday, and
since before the committee, and as the com-
mittee has agreed te report Lt without amend-
ment, I beg to move the third reading. A
delay of two or three days may hamper the
comnpany Lu raising the funds necessary te
carry on the work. and I think it should
take its due course.

Hon. Mr. McCALLDI-If the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax wants to move an amend-
ment the third readlng should be postponed
until he can put himself in a position to do so.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As I understand Lt.
our rule on that point is the same as the rule
In the House of Lords, and the rie of the
House of Lords is that a Bill cannot be read
a third time upon the same day upon which
Lt is reported from committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I know that my hon.
friend has a strong opinion on that point,
and has expressed Lt more than once. I
have also an opinion upon it, and have given
the point some little attention. The rule, I
think, is as stated by my ion. friend ln the
House of Lords, and I do net dispute the
authority either as found in l May " or
" Bourinot " that such may be the rule pre-
valling ln the House of Lords : and we aise
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have anong our iules oue which says that
where we have no special regulation of our
own the precedents of the House of Lords
shall be taken ; but in this case, that is, iu
regard to the reading of Bills, we have a rile
of our own. We have a rule on our book
which says that Bills shall be read three
times on three ditferent days, and therefore
any proceeding In connection with a Bill
imay be taken on the saine day except a
second reading. That appears to nie to be the
only construction of which our rule is cap-
able, and we are bound by our rule, that we
cannot read a Bill twice on the same day
without the suspension of a rule of the
House, and that the readings must take
place on three different days. The principle
is clear, although it may be said in detail
that the very point raised by the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax Is not included in our
mule. However, the principle is clear that
where we have made iules referring to any
subject such as we have done in this case
referring to the readings of Bills we oust
completely the authority, whether in "31ay"
or in "Bourinot," if our riules are to
guide our procedure. I do not know
whether I have ever had an opportunity
of expressing my view on this matter
before, although no doubt my hon.
friend from Halifax, who has looked into It.
bas a view equally strong the other way. But
I think the view I have expressed will meet
with the support of the House.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-As far as Ile rule of
order is concerned, I entirely agree witîh the
hon. gentleman from Richmond. This is not
the first time that this question has been
raised, although I do not know that we have
ever corne to a regular decision upon the sub-
ject. At ail events, although the suggestion may
have been made as to a different rule, the
practice has always lieen, and we have con-
tinually followed it, that where a Bill Is re-
ported from committee without aniendment
we always considered it as a Bill which passes
the Chair without amendment. The only
passage whlich applies to this question I find
in a late edition of Bourinot, page 623 --
" When a BIll is returned with an amend-
ment, the Speaker puts the question. The
Bill is either read immediately or on a future
day, as the House may decide ; but when the
Bill is reported without amendment the
Speaker wIll propose the usual question as to

when shall the Bill, as amended, be considered
by the House." Then he goes on to say, " Ex-
cept in cases where amendments are of an
important character, and the House requires
time to consider them, the Bill is immediately
considered." That is even with the amend-
ments to a Bill, but that rule as laid down
precludes altogether the Idea that where a
Bill is reported without amendment there Is
any excuse for delay exoept that the House
has a right to regulate its own proceedings.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That refers to the pro-
ceedings of the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The rule is laid down
in a general way, but my hon. friend says it
may be the case in the House of Commons.
I am very glad that he made that remark, for
it refers me to a fact that is very suggestive,
that there is a rule in the House of Commons-
they have been obliged to make a rule that a
Bill shall not be considered the same day that
it is reported from committee with amend-
ments.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I should like to add to
what I have said, that the practice of this
House has been In conformity with the Inter-
pretation of the rules that I have just men-
tioned, and that my hon. friend contends for.
It was the universal practice of the House,
when the late Sir Alexander Campbell was
leader, and when my hon. friend from Ottawa
was leader, and it has been the practice pur-
sued by the present leader of the House ; all
these distinguished men have followed the
practice, and we have never known it to be
controverted, except by the hon. gentleman
frem Halifaxi Still, when a member states
that he wlshes to move an amendment to a
Bill it has generally been allowed to stand
over.

Hon. '3r. POWER-I have a ratier stroig
opinion on this point as well as the lion.
gentlemen who have just spoken. Of course, I
ain not such an authority as either of thei,
but if hon. members will look at our rules
they will see that, in this House, in all Un-
provided cases we have to follow the rules
and practice of the House of Lords. Our own
rule as to the reading of Bills is that everY
Bi shall undergo three separate readings
each on a different day. Hon. gentlemen 'ill
observe that our rules simply provide that
there shall be no two readings of a Bill ona
one day, except by unanimous consent. No
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provision Is made about the reading of a Bill
on the day when it is reported f rom coin-
nå-ttee. The rule of the House of Lords is to
be found in Bourinot in a note on page 636.
It provides that a Bill shall not be proceeded
With on the same day that it is reported from
committee.

Hou. Mr. ALLAN-That is Committee of
the Whole.

Hon. Mr. POWER-From any committee,
as I understand. It seems not an un-
reasonable thing, particularly in a case
like this where there was a long dis-
cussion in the conittee, and in one
amendment. It is a case where there should
be no undue haste. I do not understand that
any Deputy Governor is coming down within
the next two or three days to assent to Bills,
and no harm will be done to let the Bill stand
Until Monday.

Hon. Mr. ALIAN-It has been the practice
of this House, for years past, whenever a
standing committee has gone through a Bill
and reported the Bill without amendment, to
read the Bill a third time the same day. In this
Case, however, the junior member from Hall-
fax says that he wishes to move an amendment
Which he could not do without giving notice,
and I suppose my hon. friend from Amherst
Would have no objection to postpone the third
reading of the Bill to allow him to give proper
notice.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am certainly prepared
With an amendment, of which I will give
notice. When this Bill comes up for the third
reading, I shall move that it be not read the
third time, but that this amendment be made,
" That the said preferential bonds do not take
precedence of the outstanding bonds of the
comp0any, or of any liability which the said
cOmpany may have incurred prior to the
Passage of this Bill."

Ron. Mr. DICKEY-That is attackiug the
principle of the Bill. As I understand the
rlIe that was read by the hon. gentleman
froml Halifax, the Bill cannot be considered
the same day that it is reported. Now, I
shOUld like to have some decision on this
point. The amendment which has been sug-
gee6ted negatives the Bill-it is practically re-
Jecting the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I do not think the hon.
member Is putting that fairly. It applies
only to the bonds that have already been
issued, and to which the good faith of the
company has been pledged, büt there are
other bonds to be issued, and this amendment
does not apply to them.

Hon. Mr. VIDAI-I think the motion, of
which notice has been given, differs entirely
from those which have been accepted by the
House as a reason for postponing the third
reading of the Bill, because it strikes at the
very essence of the Bill-at the principle of
the Bill, which the House has affirmed. The
whole scope of the Bill is to do the very thing
which my hon. friend from Halifax would,
by his motion, supersede. It is asking the
House to go back on its decision, and I do
not think the amendment comes under the
category of those which w-ould justify the
bouse in postponing the third reading.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-If the rule which my
hon. friend from Halifax has quoted is one
which governs this House, we have been all
wrong in our proceedings for the last twenty-
five years.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT - There is no question
about it, the general practice of the Senate
has been to read a Bill the third time when it
has been reported from conunittee without
amendment, but hon. gentlemen will recognize
the fact that if this practice is to be followed
invariably, it may entirely prevent the moving
of an amendment at the third reading, be-
cause at the third reading of a Bill, if any
member proposes an amendment he Is at
once met with the objection that no notice
has been given. It would therefore be prac-
tically Impossible to give notice of an a-mend-
ment if the rule is to be construed ln that
strict manner. I remember many instances
in which the third reading of a Bill has been
postponed on the suggestion of one or more
members, with the intention to move an
amendment at the third reading. For
instance, ln this very case an amendment was
proposed ln committee and was only defeated
by a majority of one vote. Surely no gentle-
man will maintain that our rules ought to be
construed so %strictly that the member who
moved that amendment should be cut off
entirely from moving It at the third reading
of the Bill. There Is a general feeling that a
good deal can be said about this Bill, and I
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therefore give notice that on the third read-
ing I shal move to reduce the rate of interest
from. six to five per cent. The proposition
seemed reasonable to no less than ten mem-
bers of the cômnmittee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the remarks of
my hon. friend are calculated to lead the
House away from the point that I intended
to emphasize just now, that it is quite regular
to read a Bill the third time on the day on
which it is reported from committee.
There is no irregularity ln doing that, and that
is the only point for which I contended. I
5gree with my hon. friend from Ottawa that
it has been the custom, where a member of
the House desires to move an amendment to
a Bill. to postpone the third reading, but
that does not interfere with the principle
which I have just now laid down, that ln
this House a Bill can be read the third time
on the same day that it comes froin connittee.
With regard to the objection raised to the
amendment, on the ground of its being against
the principle of the Bill, I think any member
has the right to test the principle of a Bill
at any of its readings, but in moving on the
third reading against the principle of the Bill,
the mover is assuming a very strong position
indeed, because he Is asking the House to
reverse the decision that It gave on the princi-
ple at the second reading. There is no ob-
jection, perhaps, to taking a vote now on the
amendinent of the hon. gentleman froin Hali-
fax.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I think I may make a
suggestion to meet the views of the mover
and the convenienoe of the House and prevent
delay. I have no objection to the hon. gen-
tleman moving his amendment now at the
third reMing, and that will settle that question,
and when the motion is made it will be open
for any gentleman to raise a question of
order as to its being moved.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I do not think that is giving my hon. friend
opposite much chance for lis motion in amend-
ment. I understand, as my hon. friend from
Richmond does, that it has been the practice
of this House to read a Bill the third time
the day that it Is reported from committee.
There can be no question about the practice
being universal for a great many years, and
It Is a rule which is as convenient as it Is

description-when an hon. member says he
has a material amendment to move-hereto-
fore it has been the custom to relax the ruile
and allow the member who desires to make
an amendment either to move it at once, or
to put over the third reading in order that he
may have the opportunity of giving notice of
the amendment. Either of those courses I
have no doubt would suit my hon. friend
from Halifax. But my hon. friend from
Amherst does not put it in that way. If the
hon. member from Halifax inoves his motion
now, subject to a point of order being raised,
if the point of order is taken the Bill will go
through its third reading at once without any
opportunity being given to test the seuse of
the House on the amendment.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I hope I have not con-
veyed any such Idea as that-that any objec-
tion should be taken for the want of notice.
Not at ail. I waive all question, and if
there is any objection to that any gentleman
eau speak, but if this is an amendment which
ought not to be moved even if given a month's
notice--if it is against the principles of the
Bill-I cannot tie up any gentleman's power
to object to it on that ground and not on the
ground of want of notice.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Then I understand that if the House agrees
there will be no objection to the hon. gentle-
man making his motion now.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The motion which I will
move now Is a very important one. The
honesty of this House is at stake if this Bill
should pass. This company has already
borroweg nioney la England on the first
mortgage bonds, the people supposing there
was no other mortgage before them, and noW
he company comes before us and asks us for
power to borrow more money which will
throw out the first mortgage. How far It
wIll throw out the first mortgage was men-
tioned before the comiittee. The people whO
supported this Bill referred us to the Grand
Trunk Railway as a precedent for their action
in this matter. We all know what happenled
the first mortgage bonds of the Grand Trunk
Railway. They are now worth nothing, and
that will happen in this case if this Bill passes.
The security on which the money was origin-
ally loaned will be worth nothing and these
bonds will take the place of the original bonds

usual, but when It comes to a question of this 1 of the company. The hon. gentleman sayO
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that if this motion is carried it will be in-
jurious to the Bill, and in fact that it will
kill the Bill. I do not think that Is what the
hon. gentleman told us three or four years ago.
Hie told us that this was an admirable specula-
tion ; that the bonus of $170.000 a year.
Which we have voted for twenty years, will
lot be needed at all-that in fact there is a
clause in the Bill to provide that when the
enterprise pays seven per cent to the pro-
prietors, the Dominion should have the bal-
ance. The persons who introduoed that clause
certainly did not think the success of this
project depended entirely on the subsidy that
We are to give it. If what they said then was
the case, this amendment is not likely to
kill the Bill. It may be an argu-
ruent in favour of the Bill that it has passed
the House of Commons. How often has it
been cast in our teeth that this House is a
blere recording body. Supposing this Bill
Passes, and supposing this amendment is car-
ried, and it does kill the BU, Lt will save to
the Dominion $170,000 a year for twenty
Years-more than the whole Senate will cost
i ail that time. The vote that we give to-day

W-ii take out of the mouths of the people the
Plea that the Senate Is a useless expense to
the country. On the oontrary, If we adopt
the amendment, it will be said that this one
'vote of ours will save to the country more
11oley than the whole institution costs. We
have not the slightest proof before us that the
boItdholders are aware of the application for
this Bill. The party who came here with
DOWer of attorney was elected by whom ?
Not by the bondholders, but by the stock-
holders, who advanced the money, and he
eatue out here without any authority from
the bondholders that we know of. He w-as
acting, as he said himself, by his power of

*attorney, which was not given by the original
bOndholders, but by the parties who advanced
the Iioney, and who will make a scapegoat of
t'le people who hold the original bonds.
Would it not be better to postpone the third

'ading of the Bill until Monday so that we
''l look into this further, and see if w-at I
nI' saying is correct or pot. The Bill passed
a the committee by a majority of only one.

1 took the trouble to look through the vote
Wich was recorded when I moved four
Years ago the three months' hoist on this

and I find that every one who voted
ainst my amendment In committee to-day

'Voted also against my motion for the three

months' hoist. If an individual acted to-
wards me as that company are acting towards
their bondholders, I would not trust him
again. I think we are shutting the English
muoney market against ourselves In passing
this Bill. Even if the BIll should pass, and
the work should be finished, it can never be
of the slightest advantage to any one in the
country, and it is better that it should be
sacrificed than the English market should be
closed against this country when money for
enterprises that are of some value is required.
I really feel so very strongly upon this mat-
ter that I hope some person who is more able
to express his opinions than I am will take
it up, for I feel that the honour of the coun-
try is at stake in the passing of this Bill. I
move in amendment that the Bill be not now
read the third time, but that the following be
added after the thirty-fifth line : " But that
the said preferential bonds shall not take pre-
cedence of the outstanding bonds of the com-
pany, or of any liabilities which the said com-
pany may have Incurred prior to the passage
of this Bill."

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - The amendment
proposed by my hon. friend Is similar to the
amendment that he proposed before the com-
mittee to-day, and which I think was supported
by but 5 members at a large committee
meeting. If we pass this Bill my hon. friend
says it will In the future prevent capitalists
in England from Lnvesting their money In
Canada. I think It will have the opposite
effect. If we attempt now, by any meanus, to
prevent this undertaking froin going on, after
an expenditure of three million five hundred
thousand dollars, we will show that we are
endeavouring to repudiate- our obligations.
The object of this amendment Is to frustrate
the Bill altogether, and to stultify ourselves,
and make the people of England feel that
they have no confidence In the future legisla-
tion of the country. We have by the subsidy,
we have offered, induced capitalists to go into
this enterprise and invest their money, and if
we now repudiate our agreement we will be
acting in bad faith with those people. I be-
lieve the company have utilized only haIlf of
their borrowing power up to now. Suppose
we should throw out the Bill, or amend It In
the way proposed by my hon. friend from
Halifax, it would practically defeat this Bill.
as the money required could not be borrowed.
If the new loan is successfully floated it will
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give value to the stock held by those who t
have already invested their money. If we
throw out the Bill, and by doing so ruin this c
undertaking, it will be forever a monument r
of the perfidy of Parliament in trying to get t
rid of an honourable obligation which we i
assumed, and by which we entrapped the 1
capitalists of England into investing their t
money in an enterprise for which they be-
lieved they had the guarantee of Canada. i

Hou. Mr. SCOTT-I have no desire to say
a word that would in any way thwart the
enterprise in which so large a suin of money
bas been enbarked ; but I have on former
occasions spoken on the question of its feasi-
bility, and I do not propose now to discuss
it because it bas goue too far. I must confess
I am quite prepared to accept the opinions of
those more capable than I am in this matter,
who have assertedi that the projeet is a feasl-
ble one and will be a tenefit to the country.
But I think a more important question bas
to be considered at present by the House.
My bon. friend from Lunenburg has spoken
a great deal about our thwarting the interests
of the promoters-that we should be doing
soniet.hing alnost criminal in defeating this
resolution. We have not, however, before
us a single tittle of evidence that this legisIa-
tion emanates from the parties most direcily
interested In this enterprise. We have not
any evidence before us that the bondholders
are aware that this Bill is before Parliament.
The petition for this Bill, which I iold in
my band, is dated the 4th May, 1892, a
little over a month ago. There is no evidence
whatever, and no gentleian was prepared
to state to the committee that evidence could
be furnished thait a single bondholder or
shareholder, other than the president of the
company, was aware of this proposed legis-
ation. Hon. gentlemen are aill aware that
in the begiiing of the session we were
exceedingly strict in enforcing the 51st rule
>f this House, which requires two month.s
notice to be given of Bills before Parliament
affecting the interests of individuals. It
construed that rule very strictly lu the first
part of the session ; but for one reason or
other towards the end of the session excuses
are made why petitions presented could not
be presented earlier, and we seen to allow
then to go through without exaiination. In
this case the conmittee recommended the
suspension of the 51st rule, and that allowed

his legislation to cone in without any notice
whatever. I attendedi both n eetings of the
ommittee, and I failel to hear that any
notice bad been given by the promoters of
his Bill to the shareholders. It is based
upon a power of attorney, dated long after
Parliament had been convened-I believe on
he 12th April, 1s92. Thit is the% initiation
f this legislation. That power of attorney
s a very large one. It authorizes the pre-
sident to corne to Canada and iake any
arrangement with Parliament or with the
Govermnent of Canada in reference to the
promotion of this work. Had it at that
time been under consideration by the stock-
holders that preferential bonds were to be
issued it would have been a very easy
matter to have inserted a paragraph in this
power of attorney stating that that is one
of the purposes for which the president should
come to Canada. Ail must admit that tbe
authorizing of preferential security that will
cut out the holders of the first mortgage
bonds is a very unusual proceeding. l'
stated yesterday that so far no precedent
had been found for such a proceeding. I
found it necessary to go back 30 years for a
parallel to the history of the Grand Truilk
Railway when it was embarrassed, and whenD
after serious discussions the old Parlianient
of Canada allowed preferential bonds to be
issued. But the cases are not whollY
parallel. Not only was notice given, but it
was discussed on both sides of the Atlantic,
and the Government of Canada camine for-
ward at the time and increased the value of
the securities that were about to be offered
In that Act provision was made for the paY-
ment of various securities.. Several lion-
gentlemen who were in Parliament at that
time will remember that we were donatillg,
considerable sunis to the Grand Trunk, and
were practically making compensation for the
changes which were carried out under the
Act of 1862. Therefore, it failed to be a
precedent for this legislation, and in that
particular case it is not to be presume1 that
ample notice was not given. But here we
have not a scrap of paper to show that any
notice whatever bas beenl given in England
of the application for this Bill. The ground
on which it is asserted that the stockholders
are aware of it was that the promoter s8id
at a meeting of the committee that lie would
cable to the London 'im< and the Finatnl
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e.n to Insert a notice. The reason asserted
why it was impossible to bring this matter
inder the notice of the original bond-

holders was that many of them livedi
in remote places and some were travel-
ling on the continent. Do hon. gentle-
,ien suppose that a notice put in the Financial
News or in the London Times is sufficient for
US to declare to-day that an Act of Parlia-
ment which soleninly asserts that the first is-
Sue of bonds on the franchise and assets of
the company can be on a future day set aside
bY Parliament without the interested parties
having anything to say to it ? If that eau
be considered a wise and proper system of

going to adopt. Hon. gentlemen say that if
we do not pass this Bill the work cannot go
on. If a meeting of the bondholders had been
convened and the position had been explained
to them, and they were told that it was un-
fortunate but that the money subscribed
under these bonds was not sufficient to carry
on the enterprise to completion, and It was
absolutely necessary to make a new issue, I
have no doubt that some arrangement could
have been made--that some minimum fori
of interest could have been offered to theni,
and surely it would not have been unreason-
able to say to the holders of these bonds,
" You take two per cent on your bonds out

legislation, of course this Bill can go through of the Government subsidy, and allow the
this House as it went through the committee, other issue to go through on the guarantee of
With a rush. The hon. gentleman wlio pro- the balance of the subsidy." It would not
posed to draw the attention of the committee be au unreasonable proposition to say to those
to this notice had some difficulty in doing so. who had priority, " You consent to the re-
I presune here, in view of Parliament, and duction of your interest for twenty years."
in the presence of the press of the country, Some such proposition as that, If made and
this question will be threshed out and the refused, would justify Parliament lu Interven-
Public, not only of Canada, but of the world, ing, if proof was furnished that the work was
Will learn that this Parliament has it in cn- languishing, but here we have no evidence
templation to displace the first securities of of any kind. I venture to assert that no
this company without the knowledge of the gentleman can point to any legislation which
Parties affected-to make the securities, on bas been sprung upon so small a foundation as
Wlich dollar for dollar was paid, utterly the present Bi. When we o»me to consider
Valueless, without any kind of compensating the Importance of this legisiation and its
advan'tage. I have myself suggested, with a beariug, not ou this enterprise alone, but on
Viev of meeting the promoters of this Bill, future enterprises, on the credit of the couu-
tlat as the Goveruent had appropriated a try and on the reputation of Parliament, yo
0siderabîe sum to pay the tnterest on these will tind that there Is nothing to justify the
bonds, and as it -as the bonds not un(er action w-hich we are asked to take. Is it not
this Bill, but the bonds that w'e are noW g fng better to let this BI stand over until ail those
th cansel that Parlianment voted the sum of lnterests are considered aud coasulted ? This

oneuey to pay the interest ou for the sext enterprise is uew. Nothing like it exists aty-

twenty years, that this ean hardly be con- where else, except on a small scale. It is a
ildered fair, just or equitable legislation. It project which will not be interfered wlth by
F quite true that three or four years ago postponing it for a year. I should only be

e told the company that we would vote the too glad if the promoters had placed in the
8% of $170,000 a year for twenty years to hands of Parliament the authority on which
ay interest on. these bonds, and is Parlia- they ask for this legislation. It is un-

nlent now going to say, " We will repudiate paralled, on the scraps of paper which I hold
onr Own legislation and at the Instance of the Iu iny hand-a petition drawn up in the city
Dresident of the road, without the evidence of Ottawa, three months after Parliament had
ofa single shareholder, without any evidence been convened-to ask this House to adopt

t there has been a meeting of the share- such extraordinary legislation. No one will
hoiders, repudiate our ow-n act and say that deny that it is extraordinary legislation when
the money we voted to pay interest on the we are asked to supersede .the first security.

St bonds shall now go to pay the interest on Some hon. gentlemen stated that It was not
alother class of bonds to be issued on a Important because their security would be
fture day ?I" If we are to (o that it Is improved, but there Is the principle laid down
itaSt as well that the people of Canada should that the first mortgage can be eut out without
understand the kind of legislation we are the mortgagee being made aware of the fact.
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I say It Is infinitely better that this Bill should
stand over for another year, and let the parties
have a general talk about It themselves. It
will do no harm to allow It to stand over and
let them discuss the situation and arrive at a
'reasonable and fair conclusion, and if there
are any obstinate men among them who will
not consent to some modified course, let thein
cone to Parliament and I am not prepared
to say that I shall stand ln their way. But
I do say that it is dishonest ou our part
without the knowledge of the parties on the
other side of the Atlantic, who are interested,
to pass such legislation.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-My hon. friend from
Ottawa bas repeated some of the arguments
that he used before the committee, where lie
was heard at length, but he bas stated a
good many things here that lie did not under-
take to say ln the comnittee in the presenoe
of the promoter of the Bil, who was there
to answer him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--They were asked for all
the explanation they could give.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-But the lion. gentle-
man asks, with the speciousness which pe-
culiarly distinguishes him, that this House
should put off the consideration of this matter
for another year, that we might ail come to it
Ln a better frame of mind next session, and
If these parties agree they can get almost any
legislation they please. My lion. friend knows
that in that respect he is dealing with the
Bill in exactly the sane way that he bas
dealt with this project throughout. It Is doue,
not for the purpose of defeating this Bill
merely, but for the purpose of defeating the
undertaking, because this House last year
fixed the lst July, 1893, as the extreme time
within which this work must be completed
before they could claim the subsidy, and,
therefore, when the hon. gentleman asks that
we should put off this Bill until next year, he
means to defeat the project. I must read his
remarks by the light of what lias fallen from
the lion. gentleman who moved this amend-
ment. I must say lie was more candid than
the bon. member from Ottawa, and lie lias
been consistent in his opposition to this pro-
ject from the very first. He lias a right to
his opinions, and bas a right to oppose the
project now If lie likes. He gives us a key to
understand what the effect of this amend-
ment Is intended to be. He bas told us that

his amendment will practically defeat the
Bill. He replies, " Supposing It does, we wil
save $170,O00 a year, and have that muchl
money to devote to other purposes." That is
to say, we will shirk our liabilities and repu-
diate our obligations to those people who have
invested their money in this undertaking.'
That Is the whole thing in a nutshell. The
House treated this matter in a different way
last year. An application was made to Par-
lianent for an extension of time-for what
purpose ? In order that the company might
have an opportunity to complete this work
and earn the subsidy. The House deliberate-
ly extended the time, and my lion. friend sug-
gests now that the House should reverse their
policy and repudiate their obligations, and
save $170,000 a year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I never said anything of
the kind.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-My lion. friend knows
that if this Bill is put off for another year the
project will be defeated, because the company
could not possibly get what they want next
session ln time to complete the project bY
July, 1893. The hon. gentleman knows it, be-
cause the hon. member who moved the
amendment stated that the worst that could
happen would be that the country would get
rid of the liability of paying this subsidy. I
had hoped better things of my hon. friend
than that, because having once had the re-
sponsibility of office I thought he might look
forward to the possibility of another term Of
office and that lie might know what would be
expected of him as a leader holding that high
position. When the Government brought for-
ward a Bill last year with identically the
same object-to enable these people to coim-
plete their work, which they have been pre-
vented doing by untoward circumstances-the
Government gave them a fair chance, and
when the hon. gentleman was charged witl
raising objections to defeat the project he in-
dignantly denied it, and asked why he should
oppose the enterprise. Yet, lie now supports
the senior member from Halifax when he
moves an amendment which, if adopted,
would defeat the project. A full explanatio'
lias been given of the necessity for this legib
lation. A statement was made before the
Private Bills Committee by persons rePrie-
senting this company, who detalled ail the
circunistances under which this application
was made-the fallure of Barings, which had
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occurred before the legislation of last year,
and caused the application for an extension
and induced the House to grant the ex-
tension as a simple matter of justice, and as
they had been in the habit of doing in the
case of almost every applicant for such legis-
lation. It was also stated before the Private
Bills Committee that attempts had been made
Since then to raise money, hoping that this
tightness of the money market, caused by the
suspension of the Barings, would be relaxed.
Those efforts were continued until early in
the spring, when they found they could not
raise the money and that it was necessary
to come here. It was also stated that finding
they could not succeed, they called their bond-
holders and. shareholders together, that they
Were scattered over such a wide area that the
Whole of them could not be got at, and the
comnpany therefore came before the House
and asked permission to issue preferential
bonds. My hon. friend says that it will
Wipe out the interest of the first bondholders.
The application Is made for the purpose of
Dreserving the rights of the first bondholders.
)«y hon. friend knows that that is the object,
and that that wil be the result, for this
reason: these bonds all stand in the sanme
poition, the bonds for £700,000 sterling, half
Of which have been issued and the proceeds
expended-that is to say, $3,250,000 altogether
las been expended in this work in bonds and
shares, but these all stand in the same posi-
tion, and now they ask, as they cannot get
at these individuals separately, to agree to

iS, that they should have the same power
that this Parliament and other Parliaments
have given ln such cases, the power to issue
preferential bonds for the purpose of Inducing
other capitalists to provide money, and as a
1'atter of course the latter will receive their
interest first and the other bondholders
their Interest afterwards. If this succeeds
they Wil be ln this position ; It Is not proposed
O increase the capital or the amount of in-
terest, it is simply proposed that the issue
hi&y be preferential for the present, and that
tey shal be pald their interest firt and the
others be paid afterwards, and the computa-
tolo Was made to-day in the committee that
the amount would realize about four per cent,
and all, as any one can see by flguring it up for
hIself, would receive a share. It is under
that condition of things that the parties come
helre and apply for this legislation.. Suppose
tley do not get it, where are those bond-

holders, for whom my hon. friend shows such
tender affection, going to be ? They will get
nothing; their debt will be lost. Unless this
Is carried out they will be simply wiped out
altogether. Then how shall we stand ? We
shall stand before the English public as re-
fusing to give the same facilities to these
people that Parliament has been ln the habit
of giving to others, and we must prepare for
the consequence. I should like to see the
gentleman who would walk up Threadneedle
street and ask for a loan for a railway to
the Hudson Bay, or the Prince Edward Island
tunnel, or anything of the same kind. I
should like to see my hon. friend from Prince
Edward Island, who the other day suggested
that it would be better for us to lay our
hands on this $170,000 and repudiate our
liabilities and defeat this project, I should
like to see him after that walk up to the old
lady in Threadneedle street and ask for a
loan to bore a tunnel under the straits to
Prince Edward Island. . The truth would be,
as well stated by the Premier last session,
that it would be a deep injury to our credit if
we Interposed obstacles in the way of these
people completing their undertaking honestly.
Is it not evident that they are seeking this
legislation for the purpose of completing their
undertaking ? It means just this, that they
ask for power to spend something like a
million and a half more in this country, to
carry out that work, than they have aiready
expended-that is to say $3,250,000. Under
tlhose circumstances, I certainly thought my
hon. friend would have been a littie more
sparing in his comments on this transaction,
for after all what Is It ? There have been
several instances of a similar kind, but I
will select only one. We have had what I
have always heard spoken of in England as
"the unfortunate Grand Trunk." It Is pos-
sible, as my hon. friend says, that we may
have an unfortunate Chignecto also, but If it
is unfortunate we must try to keep our char-
acter and honour right. That Is the im-
portant point. Whenever any one has talked
ln England of "the unfortunate Grand Trunk,"
I have answered ln him in this way, " Have
we not always given you every facility for
raising your money and recuperating your
undertaking ?" The reply has always been,
" Yes." That has silenoed them. We com-
menoed this sort Of legislation in 1862
ln old Canada, and what did we do
then ? We made a re-arrangement of
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the whole of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way securities and created first prefer-
ences, second preferences and third prefer-
ences. We did it exactly in the way we are
doing it now. We inverted the order of
things and made the mortgage bonds better
than first preference. How was it done ?
In this way : We provided that the Act of
1862 shall not take effect unless accepted by
a majority consisting of tw-o-thirds in numiber
and amount, &c. That is only two-thirds.
not three-fourths of the shareholders as pro-
vided for ln this case. At the Instigation. as
I understand, of the Minister of Justice, three-
fourths of the bondholders are required, in
this instance, to approve of it, so that they
have a st.ill greater protection. In 1867, 1873.,
1874 and 1875 varions amendments were
made. It would be wearisome to go through
the whole of them. I may be told that that
was an Act of Old Canada, but in the year
1873. among other amendments, was clause
26 which provided that, " Except as in this
Act otherwise provided and subject thereto,
the several enactients of the Grand Trink
Railway Arrangement Act of 1862, and the
several amendments thereof, so far as the
same shall not have been already carried into
effect. and the rights and priorities declared
by that Act, shall be and remain in full force."
There is a distinct recognition by the Domin-
ion Parliament of the Act.

Hon. M,%r. POWER-How nucli are those
original bonds worth ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I read a statenent in
the committee to-day to show that the first
preference was about 73 per cent., the second
preference about 40 per cent., a.nd the third
preference about 25 per cent. The equip-
ment mortgage bonds that were given pre-
ference by this Act were at 126 per cent, at
the very top, and another, of 4 per cent.
only, was 97 per cent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They were secured on
the equipment as a first charge.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Had Parliament not
taken the responsibility of doing that. with
the consent of two-thirds only of the persons
interested, the whole Grand Trunk Railway
would have fallen like a house of cards. It
would never have been what, I do not
hesitate to say It is-a blessing to this country.
I do not kn<w that I would be warranted in

using such strong language as regards this
other project, but I do say this although it
las not the sympathy of my hon. friend froi
Halifax-and Halifax seeis to be the head
and front of the opposition to this project-
although geographically it was not convenient
to make the terminus at Halifax harbour, I
hope it will do its work by carrying the
trade of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence
over this narrow isthmus instead of through
it by an extensive canal that was to have
cost twice as much as this. We shall have
to congratulate fthe country on a saving of
400 miles ln going to United States ports
down the coast. and something like 500 miles
going to the southernmost part of New Bruns-
wick, simply by making this short railway.
Why should we deal out a different measure
of justice to this company fron what we
did to others ? I am speaking now on the
broad, general aspect of this case, because
the object of this aniendment Is really to
defeat the Bill. The principle of the Bill is
that there shall be a preference to the peaple
that will raise the money that is wanted-
money which the bondholders are not at
present able or willing to furnish-and that
those who provide the, money shall have
their interest first. That is all. That is
but fair and r1glit, and Is exactly what was
done w-ith the Grand Trunk Railway. Why
should It not be done in this case also? W
must recollect that if we put our foot On
this Bill and say that these parties shall not

have the privilege that lias been accorded tO
other companiles we shall be destroying the
work. If we establish this precedent, other
comipanles which nay find it necessary tO
increase their capital will be met with a
sinilar objection. I was not surprised to
find the opposition to this project comng
fron Halifax; but I am surprised and sorry
to find a gentleman holding the position of
leader of the Opposition takIng such a stand
against the Bill. Perhaps he thinks it belonSg
peculiarly to his office to oppose any Bill Of
the kind. because lie knows it could nevet
have been brought before the Senate If it
had not received the sanction of the Govern-
ment. We know that BIl after Bil of a si-
lar character has been held in suspense this
session until the Government could see that
the publie interest would be served by such
legislation, and others have 'been rejected
altogether ; the promoters have been told
that they could not be brought forward.
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Titis Bill, I am justified in saying. lias
certainly not received the condeination of
the Governrment. Where does it corne from ?
It comes from the House of Commons. Hon.
gentlemen talk about mioney maitters; it is
true we have a voice In sucli matters ; but
who are the peculiar guardians of the public
purse but the House of Commons ? and the
House of Commons have sent this Bill to us.
They say : " We do not wishî to take ad-ant-
age of any technicality on the part of these
gentlemen who have honestly put their money
into this work. We will give theim all the
facilities they require. We gave the con-
Pany last year an extension of timne in orier
that they miglit be able to complete this work,
and now we are prepared to give thei the
samne facilities we have given to others."
Under the circunstances. I think I an jiust-
fied In expecting the House to do as the
conmittee did to-day-ratify the action of
the House ofù Comnnons and accept this Bill

Iand do theuiselves the credit to which 1
tink they are entitled, an whicli I think my
lion. friend would scarcely get for them if
lie could induce the House to reject the Bill.

lon. Mr. PROWSE-The lion. gentleman
Who lias just resumed his seat has given us a
very long address on this important underta.k-
lg, and Ilad lie confined hiiself to the sub-
ject before the House, I should not have
thouglit it necessary to make any observ-
tions at the present time. He throws out the
Idea that it would have been better if I liad
said nothing in opposition to this project, in

oew of the possibility of a tunnel being con
structed between Prince Edward Island and
the mainland. If I should be persuaded tha
the tunnel would be of no greater service t
the Province of Prince Edward Island anÈ
this Dominion than simply to spend a few
alilions of dollars among our people, I shouk

be the last man to advocate a tunnel there o
aywhlere else. In reference to this Chignect
Mat,«rine Railway, In speaking of the questioi
the other day, I was cautious enough to ex
press my mnd with reference to how
shOuld vote on the question. It stiil remain
a question of duty whether It would be bes
l the interests of this country to vot
against the Bill altogether, or vote for th
lBI ais brought ln by the committee. I fe
perfectly satisfied on this point, that as far a
being a benefit to the shipping Interests o
t111 Dominion after it Is completed Is co

cerned, It will be a dead letter. I never an-
ticipate seeing any number of our ships going
down by that route to the Bay of Fundy. I
have no doubt the people in that section of
Nova Scotia are receiving to-day, and have for
sone years past been receiving a great deal
of benefit by having these millions of dollars
spent among their people. but it is our duty
to look beyond that and at the future of this
country, and see if the project is llkely to be
a success, and If it Is not going to be a suc-
cess we should not encourage it. If it proves
to be unsuccessful. and the bondholders are
deprived of their legitimate income, I think
our credit in the old country will be Injured
just in proportion to that. In the long speech
that we had from the hon. senator from An-
hîerst, I should like to have had a list of the
shipowners that have taken stock ln this
comipany, and the number of ships that are
likely to go by this route-a statement under
the hands and seal of the great shipowners
of tILs Dominion and of the Empire. I should
like to have seen the great shipow-ners of
Nova Scotia who have tiken stock ln this
enterprise, and who hold the bonds of this
conpany. I have been told (whether It is
true or not I do not knoiv) that there is not a
dollar of the stock taken in Nova Scotia by
the shipowners there.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY--I beleve that Is cor-
rect-all English money.

.Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Is it possible that this
enterprise has been promulgated, and put be-
fore the country in the peculiar interests of
our shipping, and still not one shipowner in
this Dominion or this Empire lias taken a

t dollar's worth of stock ln the enterprise ?
Does not that of itself induce every man to
look on the matter with great suspicion ?
Then another point : This company was au-

d thorized some few years ago to Issue a cer-
r tain amount of bonds. They only placed a

Sportion of tle bonds on the miarket. Wly
Sdld tbey ual put te whoie of the bonds on

the market at the tlme ? Tbey were holding
1 linck for ivlat ? The statement Is ni-de that
s tbey dld not require ail bte money at tînt
t time, and that titis mouey would lie ling
e hle, but surely titey wouid have got somne-

e thing for the money if bbey lad deposlted It
Inl a hank. Tbey sliouid bave ta-ken advau-

s tage of bte money market at bte time and
if plaoed their bonds on the market, and put
t- the money lu a liank, from whlcl bhey couhld
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have received some amount of interest ; but
no, they placed just half the amount of those
debentures on the market and got them
cashed, and then when they want the balance
what do tbey do ? They do not take up
those bonds themselves, neither the stock-
holders nor the bondholders. In the first
place, they came here last year for an exten-
sion of time and got It. They did not say
anything then about not being able to put
their bonds on the market. They now come
and ask for the privilege of putting preferen-
tial bonds on the market, and that means de-
priving a portion of the bondholders of every
dollar of money they have put in the enter-
prise. If any of the bondholders or
stockholders have faith in the enterprise, why
do they not take up the remainder of the
bonds under the law they have already ?
There is £350,000 sterling yet to be taken up
for which they require no legislation. They
say that there are a certain number of bond-
holders who cannot take more bonds, and
they 'will get the whole of them at a greatly
reduced price, probably fifty per cent less
than their face value. They will exclude
the poor bondholders-place them at a dis-
advantage so that they will lose their interest
anyway. As to the amendment that is now
before the Senate, I do not see that I can
vote for it because it looks to me a very
inconsistent one. Here is a. Bill to give to
this oompany the right of issuing preferential
bonds, and the amendment says that these
preferential bonds shall not be preferential
bonds. I;would rather vote directly in favour
of the six months hoist, so that the company
and the bondholders may have an opportunity
of putting their heads together and making
an arrangement as suggested by the leader
of the Opposition. The hon. gentleman there-
on advanced very reasonable views on this
occasion. I very seldom approve of or follow
In the line laid down by the hon. leader of
the Opposition, but in this case I think he has
given very good reasons why we should make
haste slowly In passing this Bill. My opinion
is in any case, whether the project becomes a
success or not; whether this Bill is passed
or not, we will never see the value of one
dollar in this Dominion by the construction of
this work even if it is completed.

Honi Mr. VIDAL-As a member of the com-
mittee who reported favourably on this Bill.
reporting It without amendment, I feel that

I can scarcely allow the strictures of
the hon. member from Ottawa to pass with-
out expressing my dissent from them and
challenging their accuracy. The Impression
that his remarks would necessarily make upon
the House is that the committee has acted in
the most extraordinary manner in passing
this Bill without making any investigation
as to the propriety of that course being adopt-
cd and without knowing the sentiments or
wishes of the parties more particularly in-
terested in It. Now, he did not mention the
fact that it came to the knowledge of the
committee that so far back as the month of
February It was very evident to the directors
and creditors of the railway that the enter-
prise 'must come to a standstill unless some
means could be devised of raising funds to
carry it on to completion. That being the
position, there were meetings held in London,
England, of the directors, and the creditors
also, as we were informed, and these parties
appointed the president of the company their
special agent and directed him to come out
to this country and make the best arrange-
ments he could, giving him very full powers
indeed-absolute power, in fact, to take every
step which has been taken in accordance with
the desire of the directors, and that has beel
carried out by the document presented to this
House-the petition and power of attorneY.
The petition presented bears the seal of the
company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; it is a petition got
up in Ottawa and signed In Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I understood It w«as a
petition from the company.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; what I said was
that a general power of attorney had been
given to Mr. Proband when he came to
Canada, and when he came here he thought
this was the best thing he could do for the
company.

Hon. Mr. VIDAI-that is a technical ob-
jection. The petition Is signed under authority
of an ample power of attorney, and justifies
the course taken here.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Can hon. gentlemen con-
ceive for a moment that' the parties Who
hold these bonds, having a large amount Of
monely .Invested in this affair, will alloW
themselves to remain in ignorance of the
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condition of the work and its prospects of
being carried on ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think Mr.
Proband is even president of the company ;
I am told he Is not, but simply holds a power
of attorney from the directors.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not know that this
affects the case. I think on the eommittee
both the hon. gentleman and myself believed
he was vice-president of the company.

Hon. M1r. SCOTT-Yes ; I belleve we did.

Hon. Mr. VIDAIL-He is the bearer of a
document, by which legal and proper author-
ity heils Invested with full power to do what-
ever has been done. Is not that sufficient
in law and sufficient in common sense to
justify the action he has taken ? Then I
say, apart from that, that the position of the
company was well understood; that the pros-
Pect of losing all that was invested In the
works stared thein in the face, and they
Made this provision to send this gentleman
Out here to do the best he could for them,
and petition Parliament to grant whatever
assistance could be obtained for the purpose
Of carrying out this scheme

Hlon. Mr., SCOTT - It says nothing about
preference bonds.

lon. Mr. VIDAL-That does not affect the
argument which I am endeavouring to bring
before the House: that the people interested
are not taken by surprise ; that we are not
taking away the rights of people who know
Iothing at all about what we are doing. If
MlY hon. friend simply wishes to protect the
literests of these people, why not propose an
aniendment to the Bill, that it should not
take effect until it is approved by a certain
11Umber of these bondholders.

lion. Mr. DICKEY-It requires three-fourths
by the provisions of the Bill to approve of it.

lion. Mr. VIDAL-With such a clause, pro-
ing that the Bill 5aan1 not come into

operation until it Is accepted or ratified by
the bondholders, of course it would pass ;
but What limit would the hon. entleman
attach to that consent ? Would is House
"'quire that every bondholder must be a con-
seting party to that arrangement ? Is it
bot amply sufficient to say that a two-thirds

o'Jrity should be sufficlent to authorize
25

such a change being made as Is provided
for in this Bill ? But I understand, from
what has been sald, through the counsel and
the intervention of the Minister of Justice,
the proportion has been increased to three-
fourths of these very men whose interests
are apparently requiring protection, and in
whose Interest the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa is so very warm and earnest. Three-
fourths of them must consent to the proposed
issue of preference bonds before this Bill can
take any effect whatever. Is not that suffi-
cient protection ? Will he say there should
be more than three-fourths ? I am sure if
the hon. gentleman hImself were framing the
Bill he would consider that sufficient. I
hold that these people are amply protected,
and that they have been kept well informed
of these proceedings.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-They have the option
of taking these bonds themselves by the pro-
visions of the Bill itself.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Their interests are as
amply protected as we have ever protected
any interests In this House. Under such
circumstances I hold that they are not
ignored ; that we are not acting without their
knowledge and against their consent, or
without their consent, and that their Interests
are sufficiently guarded. An argument has
been adduced here, which I must confess to
have perfectly shocked me to hear on the
floor of this House-the argument lhat by
refusing this Bill and allowing this scheme
to go to the wall, we would save to the
country a large amount -of money for so
many years - an open offer to this Hous
to adopt a kind of repudiation, which, If made
In any other country, we would look upon
with horror. The idea of the Parliament
of Canada having Induced capitalists in the
mother country to put three millions of
dollars into this enterprise, which Is well on
toward completion, and then to say that the
Parliament of Canada refuses to grant them
legislation required to enable them to carry
out their undertaking, certainly it would be
considered, that doing so to save the grant
that Parliament proposed to give them for
twenty years, a blot on the honour of
Canada that would prevent capitalists abroad
from making investments In this country. It
appears to me that It would be taking a most
undue and mean advantage of the necessi-
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ties of these people with a view of saving a
few dollars to the country, and at the cost
of the honour and the credit of our Dominion.
Seeing that the amendment which has been
proposed Is a direct negative of the principle
of the Bill, a principle which has been
formally assented to by this House at its
second reading a few days ago, it is the
bounden duty of the Senate to carry out that
principle and support this Bill.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I think the proposal now
before the House will have just the same
effect as to throw out the Bill altogether.
You might as well move the six months' hoist
as propose this amendment. The bon. gentle-
ian from Ottawa has assumed that there

would be no harin and no injury to the com-
pany to suspend their work for a year. If he
was as well acquainted with the Bay of
Fundy as I am, and with the tides there, and
the quicksands, b he would know that a
year's suspension miglit be the ruin of the
half fnished works now in course of construc-
tion. It is a singular thing that the opposition
to this scheme, which is to benefit Nova Sco-
tia, should come from Halifax. Of course,
this work affords facilities for shipping
through the Bay of Fundy, both from New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia coasts, and their
intercourse with the St. Lawrence, Quebec
and Montreal. I know what benefit it is go-
ing to bc to the people of Halifax, and the
vessels leaving the Bay of Fundy and sailing
round the rocky coasts of Nova Scotia,
through the thick fog there, when they can be
set down, without any risk, in the clear wa-
ters of the St. Lawrence at an expense which
Is supposed will not be excessive. Hon. gen-
tlemen assume that this undertaking will
never pay. We have heard that assumption
about other undertakings. The same was
said about the Caanadian Pacifie Railway, yet
it is paying, because it is a fact that a large
amount of traffic has been found for it which
was not expected. This undertaking may also
attract, and may create a certain amount of
business which is not now In existence, and
cannot be In existence. The hon. member
from Ottawa has said that we cannot show a
precedent for such legislation as this. Neither
can we show a precedent for the Government
and the Legislature of Canada giving a pledge
for a certain amount of money to be paid
when a work was accomplished, and
when that work was almost finished to repu-

diate the obligation, and refuse such reason-
able assistance as is asked under those cir-
ciunstanoes to complete the undertaking. He
cannot show such a precedent as that. As re-
gards the bondholders, it las been very well
explained that the bonds held by the present
bondholders are not worth the paper they are
,written on if the work ls suspended alto-
gether. The only way then to get paid is by
having the work continue, and I think the
prospect ls that the work when finished will
give them good interest. I think a subsidy of
$170,000 a year for twenty years will give
them good interest, taken -in connection
with the earnings of the road, on the bonds
that are about to be lssued, and on the bonds
already issued. This ls not like an undertak-
ing that can be closed up, and the assets sold,
and the proceeds distributed amongst the
creditors. If the work Is suspended the whole
outlay must result in a dead loss, and I hope
the amendment will not be accepted, for it
will not be to the credit of the House to
accept lt.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This Bill has been dis-
cussed at sufficient length, but there is one
point to which I would direct the attention
of the leader of the House, that ls
the character of the proceedings which
have taken place. In the flirst place,
we are very particular, . and always
have been very particular, In seeing that all
parties whose interests are likely to be affeck
ed by any private Bill shall have notice of
the fact that the BIll is pending, and I shall
direct attention to a very recent instance
where a serions change was made in a 3111
-the Bill introduced by the hon. gentleman
from Rideau Division. The bridge provision
was struck out of that Bill because the Canada
Gazette contained no notice of the intention to
build it. What notice has been given to the1
bondholders and shareholders in London with
respèct to this legislation ? It was stated be-
fore the committee, and I presuine It Ws
stated correctly, that an advertisement had
appeared for about a month In the Canada
Gazette. It was alleged In a sort of generaL
but not a very positive way, that notice had
probably appeared in the London Tines. It
was stated that notice had been cabled over
to the London Times. I am informed that*
since the meeting of the committee a carefül
search has been made in the files of the LO-
don Tines from the 16th to the 21st of Mal'
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the time when this notice should have ap-
Peared, and that no notice can be found ln
the Times. I ask the hon. gentleman from
Sarnia If he thinks the bondholders ln
this case have had sufficient notice ?
There is no evidence that the bondholders
have had any notice whatever of this legislar
tion.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Three-fourths of them
Iust agree to it before it is of any value.

lion. Mr. POWER-That is not the question.
The hon. gentleman has stated that there is
110 ground for the contention that these bond-
holders are taken by surprise, and that this
legislation la taking place without their
knowledge. It was alleged before the com-
Iitittee that there had been a meeting of the
shareholders and certain of the creditors of
the company ln London, and that at this
Uleeting instructions had been given for the
lntroduction of this legislation or sinilar
legislation. The professional gentleman who
appeared before the committee was requested
tO read the resolution which was adopted

this la a very Important matter-at the
raeeting where the application for this legisla-
iOn is supposed to have been sanctioned. What

dos this resolution do? Does it authorize the re-
presentative of the company to apply for such
legislation as this ? Not at all. It is to the
effect that the existing bondholders, who had
taken £350,000 of these bonds, should be
"e9uested to subscribe for the remrnaining
£350,000 of these bonds. That is a very

Ifferent thing from what we have here.
Tuere is no evidence that the people in Eng-

d are aware of the character of the logis-
ltion that is now asked for. I should like

411Y hon. gentleman to point to a precedent
for such legislation as this. The only evi-
dece we have showing that there is any
'Utliority whatever for introducing this Bill
s the power of attorney from certain of the
(Uretors in London to Mr. Proband, who, I

llere, is also a director. I an satis-
n'0< to submit this power of attorney to the

• Premier, and to take his opinion as to
Wether It authorizes the application to Par-
l5tIlnt for such legislation as is asked for

ln this Bill. I am not going to trouble the
18e by reading the document, but I cannot

anything ln It that justifies the applica-
ttol for the legislation that we have before us
t<ILy. I thlink that we should pause for

a Considerable time before endorsing the
25½

very pecullar proceedings which have been
taken by the promoters of this Bill. It was
said by the hon. gentleman fron Amherst,
and, I think, by the hon. gentleman from
Sarnia, that ln this Bi greater security Is
given to the bondholders than there was ln
the Grand Trunk Rallway Company's Bill ;
that in the latter two-thirds of the bond-
holders were allowed to ratify and in this
case it requires three-fourths majority. But
what la the fact ? In the case of the Grand
Trunk Railway Company It was two-thirds
in number and ln value, and ln this Bill It re-
quires the approval of two-thirds ln value of
the shareholders present at the meeting, and
the authority of the bonds has to come from
three-fourths of the bondholders in value,
that ls to say, the big fish are to swallow the
little fish, and the people who have not the
money to subscribe for another lot of bonds
will be, to use a slang expression, " frozen
out."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-My object la to save them
from loss.

Hon. Mr. POWER-My hon. friend has a
very curious way of doing so. The hon.
gentleman from Aimherst suggested that the
existing bondholders had the option of taklng
the bonds; but to say to a person who has no
monoey that ho may take a certain number
of bonds which are to be sold at £25 each la
rather cruel irony. If he happens to have the
money he can do It, but if ho has no money
he cannot. Great stress has been laid upon
the question of breach of faith. I feel that
in rejecting this Bill Parliament would be
guilty of no such thing. Parliament has
given to these people every thing they have
asked for up to date. Is it to be contended
that no matter how unreasonable the request of
these promoters may be, no matter how long
or how utt(rly they may fail to carry out their
promises to the country, we are still to keep
helping them te hang on like leeches to the
public treasury ? We have done everything
they have asked for up to the present time ;
and now that they ask us practlcaly te slow
them to confiscate the property of some of
their smaller fellows, I do not think it
la legislation that should commend itself to
this House.

Hon. Sir DAVID MACPHERSON - The
chief objection to this BU, as I understand
it, is the want of the usual formai notice.
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This notloe having been regularly disposed of
under the rule of the House the next objection
is that we are legislating away the interests
of parties who are ignorant of what we are
doing. I think it is perfectly futile In the
present day to say that any great interest
held by people in England can be legis-
lated away without their knowledge. lu
these days of rapid steamship communication
and cable messages, depend upon it that no
man who is interested to any extent in these
bonds is Ignorant of what is being doue. I
think there need be no apprehension of our
doing them any injustice by the legislation
that we propose under this Bill. This Bill
does not Insist upon the bondholders accept-
ing it. It requires, to become operative, the
eonsent of three-fourths of the bondholders.
There is surely great security in that. Then
what will be the effect if we do not pass this
Bill ? It Is admitted on all sides that the
time within which the company will be en-
titled to their subsidy from Canada must
expire before they can have legislation to
enable them to raise money to complete the
work unless they get It this session. Now,
is it right for us to withhold that legislation ?
Is it right for us to say. ' If we withhold
this Bill for another year we shall save the
Treasury of Canada $170,O0 for twenty
years ?" We should remember that it is
under legislation of our own that the money
expended in the construction of this work
was subscribed, raised and expended, and now
to turn on these people and say, " You have
expended al your money ; yon require to get
a little more, but we will defer the considerar
tion of the Bill to enable you to raise money
for another year when we know it will be
then too late." I hope that this House will
not accept a proposition which, I think, will
be generally considered, not only in this
country but in England, as unworthy of the
Parliament of Canada.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
This is not a measure which can be called a
Government matter, and I did not intend to
say anything on the subject, and, perhaps,
as my motive is only that there may be a
clear understanding of what we are voting
upon, It ls unnecessary in reality for me to
open my mouth on it at ail. But to some
extent the Government is responsible for the
regularity of the proceedings in the House,
and as the hon. gentleman from Halifax bas

challenged the views of the Government on
the subject, I venture to detain the House a
few minutes in regard to it. My hon. friend
on my left has very succinctly answered the
difficulties which have been raised on the
other side with regard to this Bill. In the
first place objection is taken to the want of
the usual notices. As my hon. friend has
said, that has been disposed of by the House
on the report of the Standing Orders
Committee. To go beyond that what Is the
object of that notice ? The object of the no-
tice is to enable those persons whose interests
are likely to be aifected by the Bill to make
opposition to it, and to prevent, If possible, its
passage. If the Bill by its provisions makes
unnecessary this previous notice, it has been
a recognized rule in this Parliament-and it
has been the practice ever since I have been
a member of this House-to receive petitions
which have been presented ln a case of ur-
gency, and to dispense with the previous
notice, provided that precautions are taken by
the Bill that the persons interested do not
suifer. The consent of the parties Interested,
as it appears to me, may be given either be-
fore or after the BUI Is passed. If they do
not object when notice Is regularly given it is
presumed that they consent, and the Bill I
passed. If after the Bill la passed without
notice, the matter Is left to them for their
consideration ; for them to say whether the
BIll shal come in force or not ; it seema to
me it is a perfectly fair substitute for the or-
dinary notice the House requires. Now, with
regard to the provision for the protection of
these persons, &the Bill Itself, it seems to me,
affords them ample protection. It ls required
that before the Bill comes into force author-
izing the creation of new securities It must
receive the sanction of three-fourths in value
of the bondholders. Look at the circul
stances under which this provision la insert-
ed ? The company has suspended its opera-
tions. It is a matter of notoriety which
every man in the House knows, that unles
the company can make some fresh arrange-
ment It will be unable to proceed with Its
work, and as no part of the subsidy la paY
able until the work is completed, and found
to be satisfactory, then the bondholders, great
or small, will lose every dollar they have put
into the enterprise. It is not the kind of enf'
terprise, as my hon. friend fron Frederictn
says, where the assets can be collected and
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01d, and the proceeds divided amongst the
Parties who have furnished the money, so
that they wll get some reasonable return, if
they are not absolutely successful ln their un-
dertaking; because this unfinished railway
lYing ln the condition ln which it now is, Is
Worth nothing but the price of the old Iron
Which Is laid on the track. Then what be-
Comes of these bondholders ? The hon. gen-
tieman from Halifax interested himself very
Inuch for these bondholders ; so did the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa. If the Bill passes,
and if they accept it, and it Is successful, the
bondholders will probably get their interest
paid from the earnings of the enterprise, to-
gether with the subsidy which the Govern-
rTent has granted to it. If the Bill does not
pas ; If the stoppage of the work becomes
chronic, not one of them will ever get a cent.
The proceeds of the Iron rails will not pay the
expenses of liquidation ; so that, ln point of
t act, the measure is ln the interests of every
bondholder, be he great or be he small. I
Itiention a fact which is, perbaps, not gener-
ally known, that this gentleman, Mr. Pro-
band, waited upon the Government when he
camne to Canada and represented the position
Of affairs, and the Injury It would cause to
Canadian credit, and so on, and asked,
ald consulted ln fact, members of the
Government, as to what possible mode
n assistance could be afforded by the
Government. It was suggested that
these bonds, which they stated, in the
co0ndition of the undertaking, could not
be floated at any price, should be purchased
'D advanced upon by the Government, and
that undoubtedly was the obJect with which
Mr. Proband came to this country. But, of
course, the Government could not commit
theraselves to take any such part ln the en-
terprlse, and relief of that kind was declined
at once. Then what remained for these
IeOPle ? If they could not float the bonds
then on hand-some £350,000-4f they could
get 10 money whatever on these bonds, what
Were they to do ? The next best thing to
do, they imagined, and I think they were
erfectly right ln it, and it is by no means

04 new project, was by some domestic arrange-
ralent amongst themselves to get the privilege
Or nilaking a preferential Issue, which would
have greater advantages as to its chance of

ng floated ln the money market than the
saUe which formed a portion of one of
double the amount ; and that Is the step

which they take here before this Parliament.
Mr. Proband, with full power, and being also
one of the directors of the coirpany, was
sent out here by the board to try to effect
some kind of an arrangement or re-organiz-
ation, and this was the plan which after
consultation, no doubt, he decided was the
one most likely to be effective. It is purely
a domestie matter with the company. It is
not a matter whlch the Parliament or the
Government of the country can be said to
have a legitimate interest in, because the
only interest they could have would be to
see this enterprise broken down, and thereby
save the money which they agreed to pay If
the enterprise was successful, and that Is an
interest which, I think, we can hardly set
forth as the motive for the policy of a
country desiring to preserve its credit and
reputation in the world. Apart from that,
I say, the Government bas no interest in the
matter. It Is a domestic affair which these
bondholders and shareholders should be
allowed to settle among themselves. This
is the plan which their accredited agent has
put before us. This Is the best one, it Is to
be presumed, that oould be devised. It
seems to me that Parliament has taken the
proper course ln regard to that. But it is
said that they have ' given no notice to the
bondholders ; their assent cannot be presumed
from the absence of opposition to this Bill ;
but we say ln this Bill we will give them the
power to carry out this measure, provided
they get the assent of three-fourths of their
bondholders. The Bill confers no power to
do away with the bonds to the amount of one
cent, until a proportion of the bondholders,
generally considered sufficient, has assented
to that line of action. My hon. friends say
that there Is no precedent for this kind of
legislation; I think it would not be very
difficult; I have not looked into the matter
specially to refer to a great many precedents.
I think it would not be an extravagant thing
to say that every year since Confederation
there has been legislation infringing on the
rlghts of persons holding Interests ln cor-
porations where the position of the corporation
is Imperilled by giving a majority of the
holders of those rights the power of placing
securities ahead of them.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The promoters were not
able to point out a similar case. The Grand
Trunk Railway is not a similar case.
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
It may not be possible to point out an ab-
solutely similar case; but these things are
governed by a principle. I think I would
not be wrong in saying hundreds; but there
are dozens of cases on the Statute-book where
the majority of shareholders in a corporation
are allowed to deal with their securities by
placing others ahead of them in the common
Interest. My hon. friend from Amherst
quoted the case of the Grand Trunk Railway.
This session, I think, or at all events last
session, we did a thing that involved pre-
cisely that principle for the Canadian Pacific
Railway. The. Canadian Pacific Railway
Company had then a fixed issue of stock.
The Interest of those stockholders clearly was
that the securities which preceded them
should not be increased., yet last session we
gave the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
the right to issue securities prior to the
stock.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Ample notice was given.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ÂBBOTT -
I am not speaking of the notice. My hon.
friend must not confuse the two subjeets.
My proposition Is that If there has not been
notice, the assent of the parties interested is
required before the Bill can take effect.
Now, the question is whether the provision
in the Act to protect the persons who are to
be affected by this legislation is sufficient
to warrant us in saying that the parties in-
terested sanction what the Act proposes to do.
I am quoting precedents to show that this
House constantly acts on the principle that, if,
for the benefit of an enterprise, a very large
majority of the holders of securities consent
to a measure of this kind, when the company
creating those securities Is In difficulties or
trouble of any kind, the whole of the holders
are bound by that consent to submit to a
preferential security being issued ahead of
them. I say we did it last session. I can
recall to my hon. friend a case which he
knows as well as I (lo myself-that of the
old Brockville and Ottawa Railway.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was with the universal
consent of the shareholders. I know, be-
cause I had charge of the Bill. It was on
condition that the first mortgages would
build an extension of the road.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I have no doubt it was. But at the sane

time it was not with the universal consent,
because ten years afterwards, when the Brock-
ville and Ottawa ceased to exist, persons
who had never heard of the arrangement
were compelled to abide by the legislation,
and it was so settled in court. In that case
there were two classes of securities certainly-
stock and bonds.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I had charge of the Bill.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I am aware that my hon. friend knows all
about it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is not similar to this
case at all.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
The facts are not, but the principle is exactly
the same. They lumped the stock and bonds
all together, and provided for a new issue of
stock, and gave the stockholders ten cents on
the dollar, and the bondholders fifty cents on
the dollar, if I remember correctly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The first bondholders
took fifty cents on consideration of their ex-
tending the road further, and the ordinary
shareholders took twenty-five cents.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
The fact was as my hon. friend admits. The
bondholders and stockholders were al jui-
bled up together, a new issue of stock waS
made, and they got new stock, none of which
had any pri(-ity whatever, so in that case
the bondholders gave up all priority and tookl
new stock holding precisely the sane rank,
only in larger proportion. Afterwards, when
the Brockville and Ottawa road was amalga-
mated with the Canada Central, there was
some similar transaction, and when the Canada
Central sold to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company the bondholders got fifty cents on
the dollar.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was the old ar-
rangement carried out.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I am not making any distinction as to the age
of It, but in point of fact that was the ar-
rangement. The price given for the Canada
Central was sufficient to pay only fifty cents
in the dollar on the bonds, and the bond-
holders were called upon to say whether thst
should be carried out or not By a majoritY
of two-thirds probably, the arrangement Ws
carried out, and they got their fifty cento In
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the dollar. These are cases that I happen
to know, but I am perfectly certain that an
investigation of the statutes would show that
It has been constantly the practlee of Parlia-
Inent to act upon the principle which I say
is the principle governing this Bill-that when
the Interest of all parties require a sacrifice
by a class of security holders, the consent of
a large majority of that class of security
holders is always considered sufficient to
justify the impingenent upoi their security.
That is the principle upon whieh Bills
fianlumerable have been passed, and I think
it is a just and proper principle. By what
right would a small proportion of these bond-
holders, through misunderstanding, or "pure
Cussedness," refuse to give the large majority
Of the bondholders the right to make the
Whole of the bonds valuable by some process
or other, or be allowed to take a course which
Would result in the loss of the money expend-
ed, and the whole of the money invested in
the bonds being rendered entirely valueless ?
I Say if there had been a notice published in
every paper in the United Kingdom, and one-
Quarter of the bondholders had cone here and
said, " We will not allow this transacdon to
go on, althongh three-fourths of the bond-
hiolders want it " ; although the circunstances
Of the company demaded it, and although it
Will give the whole of the bonds a value they
did not previously possess, Parliament would
have disregarded their objection, if they were
Satisfied that it was in the interest of the
Whole of the bondhôlders that the Bill should
be put through. Now, that Is the position of
affairs at present. So far as Parliament can
Jidge, it is in the interest of the bonds, and
Of the whole enterprise to make a preferen-
tial Issue. The bondholders are to be called
together, and If three-fourths of them do not
declare that they want this Bill for the pre-
servation of the interests of the bondholders
gelerally and of the company it will not be
1a.W- So, I really think, though it is not a
tuatter lu which the Government have any
8pecial interest, that in accordance with our
practice, and the principles which have hither-
to guided our legislation, we ought to allow
these people to make this domestic arrange-
3ent if they think proper.

1on. MN1r. SCOTT-The main objection that
I took was that the matter was not first sub-

iXtted to the parties interested. In the cases
eIted it was submitted to the interested par-

ties first. In the case of the Grand Trunk
Railway, their president came to ts country
the year before the legislation was asked for,
and afterwards a meeting of the bondholders
unanimously adopted the legislation which
was asked for. The cases are not parallel.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-There was a prelimin-
ary understanding, and yet the Act, before it
went into force, required the assent of two-
thirds of the bondholders.

Hon. Mfr. SCOTT-The statute says that
the resolution was unanimously passed at a
meeting of the shareholders In London.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend will not deny that three-
fourths of the entire constituency is better
than a unanimous catch vote of the parties
who happen to be present at a meeting.

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following vote

CONTENTS :

Almon,
Chaffers,
Grant,
McCallum,

Hon. Messrs.
Pelletier,
Power,
Scott.-7.

NON-CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.

Abbott
(Sir John Caldwell),

Allan,
Arnand,
Bellerose,
Bolduc,
Boulton,
Casgrain,
Clemow,
Cochrane,
DeBlois,
Dever,
Dickey,
Dobson,
Drum mond,
Flint,
Girard,
(4lasier,
Guévremont,
Kaulbach,
Landry,

McKay,
McKindsey,
McLaren,
MeMillan,
Macdonald (Victoria),
Macdonald (P.E.I.),
MacInnes (Burlinglon),
Macpherson

(Sir David Lewis),
Masson,
Merner,
Montgoînery,
Montplaisir,
Murphy,
O'Donohoe,
Perley,
Prowse,
Sullivan,
Vidal,
Wark.-39.

The Bill was read the third time and passed.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (68) " An Act to revive and amend the
Acts respecting the Ottawa, Waddington and
New York Railway Company." (Mr. Vidal.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 p. m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, June 10th, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ALBERT SOUTHERN RAILWAY
COMPANY.

MOTIO«N.
Hon. Mr. POWER (in the absence of Mr.

McClelan) moved-
That an humble Address be presented to

His Excellency the Governor General; pray-
ing that Ris Excellency will cause to be laid
before this House, a return of siibsidy paid
the Albert Southern Railway Company, show-
Ing the dates when paid, and to whom paid;
also, copies of all correspondence In reference
to the payment of the said subsidy, and of all
letters or telegrams asking for payment of
same or relating thereto ; also, copies of al
returns or reports of Government Engineers
or Inspectors, who inspected or reported on
sald rond. •

le said : It seems that there was some dif-
ficulty with respect to the payment of the
subsidies to this company, and I think there
was some doubt as to whether the subsldy
had been earned. I presume there will be
no objection to the hon. gentleman getting
the information he seeks.

The motion was agreed to.

THE WELLAND CANAL INVESTIG-
TION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. McCALLTM moved-

That an humble Address be presented to
Ris Excellency the Governor General; pray-
ing that His Excellency will cause to be laid
before this House, a copy of all the evidence
taken at the Welland Canal Investigation, be-
fore A. F. Wood, Esq., Commissioner, held
at St. Catharines, In the year 1889.

He said : This is not a new subject. You
have heard me express myself on this ques-
tion in this House on a former occasion. I
am not going to-day to repent what Is already
of record. I moved In this louse on the
26th April, 1889, for au inquiry into the mis-
management of the Welland Canal. A com-
missioner was appointed to take evidence in
reference to the charges I made. I may
say, In the first place, that I urged the
Government strongly to suspend the
parties against whom I had made the
charges, whilst the investigation was
going on ; but I was not able to induce

the Government to adopt my views on that
occasion. That was a long time ago. The
commission was appointed in 1889, and the
evidence was taken that same year. I think
I have done my duty so far in trying to get
the Government to act on the evidence taken
and the reports made by the commission at
that time, although I say here, as I said
before without contradiction, that the com-
missioner had not done his duty ; that he had
thrown the mantle of charity over these
people, and had suppressed evidence that
ought to have been taken to reveal the iniqui-
ties that were carried on on the Welland
Canal. That report has been before the
Government for the last two years, and I
cannot get them to act on it. Why they
have not done so, I do not know. Is there
any power behind the throne that keeps this
thing back ? There must be something. I
said on a previous occasion, speaking in this
House, that I did not think the Government
had anything to hide, and I say again that
I do not see why they should have anytbing
to bide In this matter ; but I cannot get
thei to act, even on the partial report made
by the commissioner. That gentleman made
two reports, I am not sure but he made
three, and hon. gentlemen know what diffi-
culty I had to get the second report laid be-
fore the Senate. Now, I begin to think
there Is an Ethiopian in the fence somewhere,
or a power behind the throne. I have sup-
ported this Government all my life. I have
supported the Government, not expecting
to get anything from them, but because I
belleved that it is by the policy of
the Conservative party that this country
Is to prosper ; but I am not going
to support them in doing what is wrong.
.My duty as a strong Conservative 1s
to show the Government why it is that a
public work In this country bas been mi19
managed. I know that the hon. gentleman
at the head of the Government to-day cannot
blame me In this matter. I have told hinf
time and again that if he did not dismeiss
those parties who have been found guilty Of
misconduct, on the evidence taken before
the Welland Canal Commission, that the evi-
denoe should be published to the world. 1
moved once for a copy of this evidence, but
at the request of the Premier I withdreW
that part of my motion. I moved for the
second report made by the commissioner. I
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Withdrew the part calling for the production
Of the evidence, and I can do no better than
renad wl:ist the hon. gentlmlan requesteal me
to do, to show you that I acted on bis sugges-
tion only. I have given him one year's more
grace than he asked for. He said It was my
duty if I found that the Government did not
do what was right, to bring the matter up
next year. Hon. gentlemen will remember
that the country sustained a serious loss last
Year, which we all regret. I felt then, when
there was a change of Government, and when
the hon. gentleman was appointed as leader,
that he was pressed for time, but I had an
assurance from the Government, and from the
hon. gentleman himself, that they would look
ito the matter. But what do I find to-day ?
I find that I am lu the same position to-day
that I was in two years ago. I will read
What the hon. gentleman said. I am sure I
al not here to find fault with him : I am only
asking him to do bis duty. He is not at all
backward himself in telling the Senate when
he thlnks we are not doing our duty, and
When we ask for an adjournment, when we
have nothing to do here, that we should
acept half of our Indemnity. Is the hon. gen-
tlenan himself ready to forego half bis salary
If he does not do bis duty ? I can tell him
that if the Senate of this country is going to
stand it, I am not. I can tell him that the
Senate are not afraid of the people. The
8euate stands well before the people. If the
Government take the money that the Senate
has saved to the Dominion, and compute the
literest at 4 per cent. it will be found to be

ffiient to pay the expenses of the Senate
'Or all time to come. He must understand
that we are not going to allow ourselves to
4 Wblpped with a lash, and If we ask for an
adJOurnment be told that we must attend to
ourt duties or accept half our indemnity. Is
the hon. gentleman ready to tell the people of

e country that he wIll take balf-pay If he
does fot do his duty ? I do not wish him to
do it: I know he Is working very bard, and
[ have every confidence in hlm, except on
%18 question, and on this question I have no
OfUdence whatever in him, because he bas,

a certain extent, I wll not say decelved me
ie Iy, but he bas not treated me with fair-

S& I support the Government not bemuse
an MY favours I receive fron them, but
use I believe they bave the Interests of

the Deople at heart. I believe it is under the
oe Of the Conservative party this country ls

going to prosper, but I am not going to stand
here and be told if I support au adjournment,
and want to go home and see my family, that
I should notify the Government that I am
prepared to accept balf my indemnity. If
the Government do their duty I do not be-
grudge them what they receive, or even if
they take more. * I can point out to hon. gen-
tlemen, before I sit down, where the country
is losing money by the inaction of the Gov-
ernment, even by the report of this commis-
sioner, who bas broken all the command-
monts ln order to shield these men. I can do
no better, in proving to you that I have acted
as the hon. gentleman who was then leader
of the House and is now Premier asked me
to do two years ago, than to read what the
bon. gentleman said:

" I lay on the Table the second report
which my hon. friend asked for, as I told
him I would ; but as to the evidence, I submit
to this House that the Government should
have an opportunity of reading the evidence
and determining upon the conclusion which it
Is to come to upon that evidence, before pub-
lishing It or laying It before the people."
I think they had time enough, that was on
1st May, 1890, over two years ago. He con-
tinues :

" The proper course, undoubtedly, Is for the
Government to make -up their minds what
they propose to do ; then if my hon. friend
or any other member desires either to criti-
cise the decision, of the Government, or to as-
certain whether, in bis opinion, the Govern-
ment have done right or wrong, of course it
will be perfectly competent for him to move
for this evidence, and if the House sees fit to
order it, to have it laid on the Table."

If the Goverument have come to a decision, I
am ready to criticise their decision to-day, but
they bave not come to a decision yet, as I
understand it. The Govemment have had the
evidence before them. I know they bave been
driven with work a good deal, but they have
plenty of men about them who can read this
evidence and report on it Here I stand to-
day publicly alleging that a public work of
this country under the control of the Govern-
ment bas been mismanaged for years. [ have
brought lt under their notice, and I cannot
get them to investigate it. What did I say
to them in moving for the report :-

" Supposing were I to Insist on my motion
now, and it were passed, we cannot get the
evidence this session. At best it could only be
laid on the Table next session. I am quite
atisfied that the Premier bas no time to read

the evidence. I do not think for a moment
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that he Is going to wade through 2,371 pages.
I hope that he will not be punished by the
people of this country to that effect. If he had
wanted to do that, he was getting the evi-
dence from day to day as it was taken, and
the commissioner, by his letters, shows that
he was reoeiving intimations from the Gov-
ernment. One thing the Government should
do in the interests of the country is either
dismiss these parties that have been found
guilty, or publish the evidence to the world,
so that the parties can come to a conclusion
on the subject for themselves. That I ask,
and the people of this country wll expect. Of
course, I will withdraw that part of the mo-
tion calling for the evidence, and when next
session arrives I will know what course to
pursue."

There is an African In the fence somewhere.
I cannot find him now ; but I will discover
him some day. These officials are on the
canal yet, and how long they are going to
remain there I do not know. Last year we
had evidence to prove, even In the report
that came down, that Mr. Ellis had taken
money that ho should not have received.
There was a friend somewhere in office who
helped him to get It. There was $476 that
he was obliged to refund to the Government,
and I find that an attempt was made by the
Government to pay It back to him. In the
correspoudence between the Auditor-General
and the department -I find the following
letter :-

" Audit Office, Ottawa, 8th May, 1891.
"Sir,-I have received a copy of an order in

Council, dated 17th April, 1891, authorizing
a refund to Supt. Ellis of all deductions
hitherto made from his salary, and wiping
off the balance against him, for horse-hire
charged in addition to travelling allowance.

" It is still my opinion that the terms of an
allowance cannot be re-arranged at a period
subsequent to the service. This particular
allowance was described as for travelling
expenses ; and It cannot be defined anew to
have excluded horse-hire, so long after the
travel was performed.

" I regret having to hold your application
for Supt. Ellis's refund, until you obtain a
ruling from the Treasury Board, as provided
by the Audit Act, If you think it advisable.
I would like to know if an appeal is to be
made, to save delay in giving my reasons to
the Treasury Board, as«the matter has been
under discussion for some time.

"I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
" J. L. McDOUGALL, A.G.

"The Secretary, Railways and Canals Dept."

You have heard me state in the House on a
former occasion how this liveryman burnt
his books to prevent me finding out how

much noney he had received from the Govern-
ment through the superintendent of the Canal.
The Auditor-General stood in the way of
this attempt to refund the money to Mr.
Ellis, and I find another letter from him,
dated November, 1891, as follows:-

" Audit Office, 2nd Nov., 1891.
"Sir,-In explanation of the deduction of

$30 recently made from the September salary
of Supt. Ellis, I beg to point out that I have
not heard of the Treasury Board taking any
action on the appeal in Mr. Ellis's behalf. It
therefore appears necessary to set again in
motion the machinery for collecting the
arrears of overpayments on account of travel-
ling expenses. Further. unless the Board
rule In favour of Mr. Ellis in the meantime,
a deduction will be made from his October
salary, sufficient to make $30 a month for
the time that the previous arrangement was
suspended, namely, April, May, June, July,
and August.

"I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
" J. L. McDOUGALL, A.G.

"The Secretary, Railways and Canais Dept."

Now, what is the power behind the throne
that is working in favour of these officials on
the canal ? Even the commissioner was
obliged to report against Mr. Ellis. I have
his second report here; I do not agree with
it ; but let us see what it contains. I will
read what this commissioner, who broke all the
commandments to try and clear these people,
says in his report. He tells them that they
are losing $20,000 a year by their management
of the canal-that they have lost it, I do not
say that that they are losing it now. This
$20,000 Is exclusive of what Mr. Ellis and
the others appropriated to their own use, and
apart from the presents they received froli
the gas company. Poor Perley refused cash
and took jewellery, and these people on the
Welland Canal took money, took fuel, took
gas. Mr. Perley had to walk the plank, but
Mr. Ellis who returned time for three yearS
and seven months for a man that did not
work a day-who made 43 false reports to the
Government to cover It up-ls still in office.
Mr. Ellis and other canal officials had peoPl0

working at their houses whose time Was
cliarged to the Government, yet they still re-
main in the employ of the Government. 1ere
It is to be found in the evidenoe, as any Man
can see who will take the time to examine It,
yet the Government do not seem to thn lI
sufficiently important to look into it, but allOW
matters to go on without a change. I hOPe
they will look into It by and by. I have faith
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that they will, and that they must do It even
from a political point of view. The action of
the Government in this matter is producing a
dry rot in the Conservative party. The peo-
Ple along the line of the Welland Canal know
hiow that important work is managed, and
they have become so disgusted with the man-
agement that they are returning members to
Oppose the Government. This second report
of the commissioner, whilch I am about to
read, was submitted In 1890. The first time
that I moved for a report It was not brought
down, and I was subsequently told that the
Government did not have it at the time. but
I think they must have been mistaken. The
report is as follows:-

" Madoc, 24th January, 1890.
RE W1eLLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

" Sir,-In compliance with your request I
herewith submit a supplementary report with
suggestions as to changes in the present sys-
tem of management, that I consider essential
flot only in the interests of the public service,but in the interests of economy.

" The investigation disclosed an unnecessary
,nultiplication of offices. In my opinion there
are too many ' overseers,' more foremen than
necessary, no use for the harbour masters,
and the office of storekeeper, as now utilized,
UnInecessary.

" A report ordered by me from the Canal
Office and forming part of the evidence gives
four overseers to the new canal and two to
the old-six in ail. It gives sixteen foremen.

" One superintendent is enough for a canal
27 miles long, If lie confines himself to the
dIties of that office. As the system Is being
oPerated on the Welland Canal, Mr. Ellis oo-
cupies very much the position of the head of
thxe department with six superintendents un-
der him, each over a division, of which there
are four on the new canal, and two on the

"These superintendents. called overseers,
look after the divisions and communicate with
the head superintendent, at his office ln the
Canal office buildings, and are often brought
tihere on very trivial business. Hie office hours
ae from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

" If the superintendent devotes himsef to
the actual work of his office, coming in con-

et With the men and work two or three
ties a week (for doing which he now re-
*lves an allowance of $300 per annum for

horse-hire) the overseers could confine them-
selves to their legitimate duties on the canal,
end two would be sufficient on the new, and
one on the old canal.

" And as evidence that I am correct In so
tting, I would cal attention to the fact that
• G. Demare, overseer of No.' 1 division,

Wie-h ts one of the most important, has been
nut lu general charge of the whole of the new

in addition, and attends to both satis-
faetOrily. In his second office he is doing
Wat the superintendent should do personally.

" There are too many foremen. The report
referred to gives 16 ; some of these now in
the employ of the canal are not competent for
the duties of such a position. The evidence
disclosed a want of definite duties to these
men. One-half the number composed of ac-
tive, energetic men, suited to act in that capa,
city with well defined duties, would be more
effective for the purposes for which they are
employed, in my opinion, than the present
staff. It was difficult in the evidence given
to fix blame for irregularities, for the reason
that the work of the foremen clashed with
each other, and responsibility was easily
shifted on to other shoulders. The, harbour
masters have very light duties to perform,
which can be readily done by the overseer at
each end of the canal, and not interfere with
their present duties, providing they are not
required to leave their work and wait on the
superintendent at the canal office, where they
are now frequently kept for hours, often I
think needlessly.

" The storekeeper's office, as now carried out,
Is no use to the service, either for the work
performed or as a check. le has only a por-
tion of the supplies under his charge. He
should elther have full charge, if sucih an
office is decided necessary, or the office abol-
Ished.

" An active, qualified clerk, directly re-
sponsible to the superintendent (and whose
duty it should be to look after him), would
be far more efficient.

" A better system of checks for time and
supplies is necessary, and should extend to
livery service, rallway fares, In fact, to every
branch of the canal service, and there should
be some person responsible to see that it is
properly performed.

" As the present system is carried out the
superintendent has undertaken at various
times expensive works, such as the post office,
custom house, dock at Port Colborne, and
large bridges, such as ' dishers' and ' shin-
ers,' without authority from the department,
and with6ut consulting the chief engineer.

"I am satisfied from Inquiry that It was
never intended to put the superintendent of
the Welland Canal In the position of an ad-
ministrative officer. Clearly bis duties are ex-
ecutive, and should be confined to them.

" The present system seems to have grown
from the necessity of an increaised force dur-
Ing the construction of the new canal-repairs
and construction running close together, and
not since reduced.

"IN BRIEF.

" I think the superintendent should resume
the duties appertaining to that office, coming
personally in contact two or three times per
week with the men and work at least, (for
which lie bas an allowance now of $300), and
confine himself strictly to the duties of that
office.

" Reduce the number of overseers to three
on the new canal, and one on the old. If ne-
cessary make a deputy of one of the three on
the new canal to assist (not take the place of)
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the superintendent. Have the overseer at
each end of the canal discharge the duties of
barbour masters, whose office should be abol-
1shed.

"Reduce the staff of foremen. Have only
active and efficient men in such positions.
AbolLsh the storekeeper's office. Introduce a
better system of ehecks. and extend It to the
whole service. In fact have a live system of
internai management, embracing the spirit of
the changes I have indicated, and I vin pre-
pared to say there will be not only a direct
saving of from $8,000 to $10,000 aunually.
and an indirect saving equally as large, but
the service will be more effective in the pub-
lic interest.

" An unnecessary multiplicity of offices al-
ways has a tendency to weaken any service,
and on the Welland Canal such is the result
beyond a doubt.

" A superintendent to be effective must feel
the pulses of the work over which he is an
overseer by continually coming in contLct with
the men and the work. On the Velland
Canal, there will be plenty to occupy his time
and attention if he discharges his duties faith-
fully without meddling with what belongs to
another branch of the service.

" While the present general management
meets-as I have before stated-the demands
of shippers and commercial men, so far as the
transit of goods and vessels are concerned, at
the same time there can be no doubt ln my
opinion, but what it ls accomplished at too
much expense, and unnecessary waste of time
and labour

"The Chief Engineer and Deputy Minister
et Canals are men of large experience, and I
respectfully submit these suggestions for re-
organization for your consideration with a
proper deference to their judgment, bat fully
Impressed with the importance of chauges in
the present management.

I have the honour to be
" Your obedient servant,
(Signed) "A. F. WOOD,

" Commis3sioner.
"Right Honourable

"Sir John A. Macdonald,
"Minster et Railways and Canals,

"4Ottawa.19

This ls the report that the commissioner was
obliged to submit after doing ail he could to
Prevent me getting the evidence under oath.
The commissioner acted most outrageously
in this matter. When men were found gullty
of corruption he tried to cover Lt up. I
fund that some men employed on the canal
were given more money a day than they
worked for, and a portion of this was to pay
Mr. EIs's debts. The commissioner lectured
Mr. Smith, the broker who negotiated this,
and said : " If you make this arrangement
with one man what Is there to prevent you
making it with forty." But he prevented

me showing that there were others working
ln the same way. I was prepared to submit
further evidence on the point, but the com-
missioner refused to admit the evidence. If
the commissioner who acted in that way at
the investigation is obliged to report as he
lias done ln the documents that I have just
read, what will the public say wien they
see the evidence ? I stated on a former
occasion that Demare was giving more
trouble than ail the men on the Welland
Canal ; but Demare got in with the com-
missioner. They took a trip over the canal
together, by team and boat, and I suppose
he got the commissioner's ear. This man
Demare came before the court and swore
to a certain thing, and three of his own
friends contradicted him under oath. How
can you credit the evidence of a man who
could do that. He was put ln the box 18
trnes to try and swear himself ont, and Mr.
Ellis was treated in the same way. It was
proved that this man Demare farmed out the
Government land on, shares. Three men
swore that they were working the Govern-
ment lands on shares for Demare, and yet
he swore that he had done nothing of the
kind. This Is the skilful and energetic man
that Mr. Wood think. so highly of. He is
skilful ln his own interest, and energetic ln
putting money ln his own pocket. The livery
money referred to in the report is the amount
that the Goverunent made Mr. Ellis disgorge,
and then wanted to pay back to hln If the.
Auditor-General had not prevented them. We
had a flourish of trumpets last year that any-
body found guilty of wrong-doing would be
punished, and no doubt the Auditor-General
thought the Government were in earnest
wheu they made that statement, and that
he was taking the right course tn trying to
save the public money. Whether the Gov-
ernment wll afterwards pass an Order in
Council and reimburse Mr. Ellis for the
money he has been compelled to disgorge, I
do not know. Then there is my friend
Vanderburg, the ma.n who keeps the thne
for the men at Port Dalhoize, and who lives
at Allanburg and comes down to Port Dal-
housie and St. Catharines every morning tO
take their time. This man charges the Gov-
ernment as much as $205 per year for rail-
way fares. lhe Superintendent certifies this
charge to be correct, while Vanderburg only
paid from $32 to $36 a year for his tickets.
Of course that practice ls stopped now sincf
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the investigation. I have been told by
Several persons : " McCallum, you have put
the country to the expense of this investi-
gation and it has been of no use." But I
tell hon. gentlemen that that investigation
has saved to the country five times the
amount it has cost. Then the oomiissioner
goes on to refer to post office and custom
houses as follows :-

"As the present system is carried out the
superintendent has undertaken at various
tînes expensive works, such as the post
Office, custom house and dock at Port Col-
borne, and large bridges such as 'dishers'
and ' shiners,' without authority from. the
department and without consulting the chief
engineer."

That is a light way to deal with this matter.
This post office at Port Colbourne was built
without any authority, and when it was
built nobody owned It. We know that the
PIblic Works Department alone is authorized
to build post offices and customs houses ; but
the superintendent of the canal erected these
buildings and charged them to canal expendi-
tUre, and the Government had to pass an
Order in Council to invest them in the Public
Works Department. That I know myself.
Then he speaks of such bridges as Shiner's
Pond bridge. And what Is the Shiner's
IPOnd bridge ? It Is a bridge that has cost
the people of this country $1.000. Mr. Page,
the engineer of the department, reported
against it. He said it was a township bridge,
and should not be built by the Government.
M-r. Ellis built It to please a member of Par-
ianent, against the report of the engineer,

and he hid the fact from the Government,
and never to this day has the Government
taken the matter up. He distributed the
th 1e and material over other works, because
he dare not let it appear in the accounts that
le was building that bridge contrary to the
rPeort of the engineer. The commissioner
e0ntinues :-

I am satisfied from inquiry that it was
never Intended to put the Superintendent of
the Welland Canal in the position of an ad-
n'inistrative officer. Clearly his duties are
e ecutive, and should be confined to them."

What gave Mr. Wood the Idea, I don't
, or why should he say because

Of the construction of the new canal it was
altogether different from the management of
à Welland Canal. Mr. Ellis had nothing
M'hatever to do with the new canal while

building in any shape whatever, and why Mr.
Wood should report in this way I do not
know, except it is to throw a blanket over
this iniquity. Then the report continues:-

"I think the superintendent should resume
the duties appertaining to that office, comling
personally in contact two or three times per
week with the men and work, at least (for
which be has an allowance now of $300), and
confine himself strictly to the duties of that
office.

Il"Reduce the number of overseers to three
on the new canal and one on the old. If
necessary make a deputy of one of the three
on the new canal to assist (not take the place
of) the superintendent. Have the overseer at
each end of the canal discharge the duties of
barbour master, whose office should be
abolished."

I disagree with Mr. Wood altogether about
abolishing the office of harbour master. I
think it is a very important office. A very
little mistake In the management of the har-
bour might involve the country in a great loss.
It shows that Mr. Wood did not know any-
thing about that matter although ho might be
right to a certain extent In the other. But he
says : " Reduce the number of foremen and
have no storekeeper's office." Hon. gentlemen
heard me say in this House that all the
storekeeper was good for was to draw hls
pay. I showed that ho was as much use on
the Welland Canal as a fifth wheel on a
carriage. And you have heard me say In this
House, when I moved for the investigation in
the first place, that with proper management
on the Welland Canal the Dominion would
save from $20,000 to $24,000 per year. I
lived along the canal ; I have gene
through the canal and I know a good
deal about Its management, I have seen
It managed by other people ànd I see
its management now. The commiasioner
does not go as far as I did, but comes very
near it when he says :-

" Reduoe the staff of foremen. Have only
active and efficient men in such positions.
Abolish the storekeeper's office. Introduce a
better system of checks and extend it to the
whole service. In fact have a live system Of
internai management embracing the spirit
of the changes I have indicated and I am
prepared to say there will be, not only a
direct saving of from $8.000 to $10,000
annuaily and an Indirect saving equally as
large, but the service will be more effective
In the public interest."
There was my prediction, that we would
save $24,000 a year and the commissioner
says $20,000 a year, but he does not say
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anything about the amount of money that has
been squandered and that these people have
appropriated to themselves. He does not say
anything about what it oost the country to,
help to build Mr. Ellis' house. He does not
say what It had cost the country to give him
free fuel-to give him testimonials and to
make unauthorized expenditures to keep
ln with Mr. Riordan, but he shows by the
report in the hands of the Government-
a report that is not according to the
evidence-a report that tried to cover up
matters as much as possible-even by that
report that the country Is losing $20,000 a
year by mIsmanagement of the Welland
Canal. People are not surprised that I
living in that part of the country, and know-
ing what Is going on, should raise my voie
against t; yet I cannot get the Government
that I have supported so long-the Govern-
ment that I believe to be pretty nearly
perfect, barring this to be pretty nearly
perfect-to move in the maitter. I have
stood before the people of this country and
defended the Government on every stump;
and to-day I could go on every stump in the
Dominion and expose the Iniquity of the
Welland Canal management if the Govern-
ment do not clean out those officials, and still
be a Conservative. I will not allow any
man, not even Sir John Abbott, to go between
me and my party. I am as good a party
man as lie or any other man. I am a party
man, not because of what I can make ont of
party, but because it was born ln my bones;
at the same time I will expose wrong-doing
wherever Lt is.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Yes, " clean out the
rascas. ,

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Yes; clean them
ont. I can understand the First Minister in
his good natured way saying : " We will look
into it ; " but this Is an important matter, in
which the country is losing $20,000 per year,
without saying anything of what bas been
misappropriated ln other ways. But has lie
looked Into this rascallty ? The people of
the country see Lt, and lie will find that he
must clear these officials out. If the oppon-
ents Of the Government did not think they
were making capital out of it, don't you sup-
pose they would have taken up McCallum's
charges before this ? No doubt they would;
but Lt suits them better as it is. They never

say anything about McCallum's charges
against the Governinent, for Lt suits their
purposes as Lt is. I want the Government
to act honestly. I remained quiet last year
because of Sir John Macdonald's death, but
I said I should bring the matter before the
House. If I cannot get the Minister at the
head of the Government to promise to look
into it now I will just read a few quotations
from the evidence to show that I am correct
in what I say, and if I don't get these rascals
cleaned out, aud if the evidence Is not
brought down and printed I venture to say
some day I will rise ln this House, if the
Lord spares my health and eyesight, and read
the whole thing from beginning to end.

Hon. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)-You can't do
that in a day. It will take more than a
week.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--With a flourish of
trumpets we were told last session that the
Government were going to dismiss every
public officer who was guilty of wrong-doing,
yet here we have the evidence of R. B. Dunn,
who was paymaster on the Welland Canal,
that be returned time for men who did no
work. They were pensioned off in this way:
Fancy having a Treasury Board on the
Welland Canal composed of the superintend-
ant, paymaster and accountant, to pension
people off on the pay-lists and make false re-
ports to the Government to hide Lt, so that the
country would not see what they were doing.
Still, the Government says of Mr. Ellis, " Poor
man, we don't like to sack hirm" He hangs
on like a barnacle, but the Goveruinnt will
have to brush him off in order to save themi-
selves. If they do not accept ' oid McCal-
lum's' advioe, self-interest v l compel theni
at last to clean these officials ut.' R. 13.
Dunn, when recalled, was examined as
follows :-

" Look at the pay-lists for January, 1884,
and see if you find the name of William
Assell there ? A. Yes.

Q. How much dlid you pay him that month?
A. I pald him $19.38.

Q. On what work was lie ? A. On repairs.
Q. Who was bis foreman ? A. O'Neill was

bis foreman.
Q. Where was lie working ? A. Cutting

ice from edges of banks of hydraulic race
and releasing anchor le throughout the whole
length of same varlous occasions night and
day, and keeplng race open.

Q. ae was there how a y days? A.
Janua-y, fifteen and-a-baif days.
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Q. Now turn to February ? A. Yes, he is
here.

Q. How many days in February? A. He
Was fourteen and-a-half days.

Q. Who was his foreman then ? A. O'Neill
appears at the head of the list.

Q. Wbat was he put down as doing then ?
A. Cutting tee from edges of banks, hydraulic
race and releasing anchor ice throughout the
Whole length.

Q. Does bis name appear in March ? A.
Yes, fifteen and-a-half days.

Q. Who was bis foreman then ? A. Mr.
Road appears at the head of the column.

Q. What were they doing then ? A. Assist,
ing at the freshets. opening up ditches along
the canal bank to allow the water to run off.

Q. Did Mr. Assell sign lis own naine at any
tilie ? A. Yes, until he got too weak to write
hi.s own name.

Q. Whose Initiais are to bis signature ? A.
Mr. Lawrence's Initials.

Q. Now take April ? A. Yes, that ls lere-
15 days.

Q. Who was his foreman then ? A. O'Neill
Is at the head of the list.

Q. He is described as worklng with O'Neill
011 the margin, Is he not ? A. Yes, that can be
exlained.

Q. I do not want an explanation ; I want
YOU to answer the question."

I can show that for three and a-half years
this man's time was going on ln that way,
anud the paymaster tells us that he knew that
this man did not work a day when he was
Paying him all the time. Of course, Mr. Ellis
told Mr. Lawrence, the clerk, to put bis name
Oni for so many days each month and tells
the paymaster to pay it, and by the action of
the superintendent ln this matter he makes
thle paymaster and clerk parties to the fraud.
ne is furtUer examined by the commissioner :

"Q. Do you know that O'Neill was bis fore-
Iln ? A. No, none of these men were bis

foreman.

Afr. McCALLTJM-Is he not descrlbed ln the
rnargin there as working under O'Neill as
forenan ? A. I can explain that. He was
drawing bis half pay there as William Assel.

il being an old messenger was drawing
paY, and It does not make any difference
Wlhere bis name was on the pay-list."

I do not blame the Government for the loss
of this money during this time, but I do
blaiMe the Government for continuing in office
'>ersons that decelved them in that way. The
8lpDerintendent, ln order to bide the payments
Of this man, put him on different lista. They.

ed to explain it away, but the explanation
n11t hold water with any one who looks

thr!ough the pay-lists. I wil now read from

the evidence of Mr. Lawrence, the canal ae-
countant:-

" Q. Do you know William Assell ? A.
Yes.

Q. There was no time returned for this
man at ail, was there ? A. No.

Q. Who authorized you to put bis name on
the list ? A. Mr. Ellis.

Q. He ordered you to put him on so many
days each month ? A. To put him in half
time-for half a month.

G. You divided the month to make up the
time ? A. Yes ; before that he got pald for
the full month.

Q. He got pald for full months while he
was working as messenger at the canal office ?
A. Yes.

Q. Who is his successor at the canal office ?
A. Mr. Hartley.

Q. Mr. Hartley came in lis place ? A. Yes.
Q. And when Mr. Hartley, came in bis

place he was paid at the same rate, was he
not, that William Assel was paid before?
A. Yes.

Q. That is $1.25 a day ? A. Yes ; $1.25 a
day.

Q. Mr. Ellis ordered you to put this old
gentleman on for half time? A. Yes.

Q. You can explain to us how lie came to
be here and there and all over the lists ; lie
Is with Mr. O'Neill most of the time ? A.
Yes ; the way that Is he has not been returned
on any regular time-sheet. I would Invari-
ably perhaps forget him, and just torwards
the last sheet, the sheet under Mr. O'Neill's
heading, that sheet might be full, and I
would place him where the first vacancy
would appear on some of the other sheets.

Q. I see on one time-lst written on the
margin "No time ;" I see on another list he
is put down the third on the list, which con-
firms your evidence. I suppose to keep this
man in memory you had to place him on ?
A. Yes.

Q. You drew his pay most of the time ? A.
No.

Q. At least you signed the list ? A. I did.
Q. Did not Mr. Assell sign his own naîme at

one time ? A. Yes.
Q. And wrote a very nice hand ? A. A

pretty good hand for a man of ihTs age and
infirmities.

Q. You drew lis pay and pald it over to
him ? A. No.

Q. He was there to get It himaelf ? A.
Yes ; he was there to get it himself. I just
made a cross and put my Initials. At the
last lie was very feeble and could not write.
The last two or three occasions lie could not
come to the office, and bis daughter came for
the money for him.

Q. You know that this mau was not work-
Ing ail the time ? A. I did.

Q. What was the time that this was gcing
on-about three or four years that he drew
bis pay that way ? A. A month i 1883,
1884, 1885, 1886 and part of 187.

Q. That would be three years and seven
months ? A. Yes ; about that.
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Q. During that time you put this old gentle-
man's name on the list for half time, without
any authority by Mr. Ellis's ? A. Without
any other but his.

Q. And he received his pay accordingly ?
A. Yes.

Q. As yon know by witnessing the pay-
ments ? A. Yes."

What does Commissioner Wood say obout
this ? lu my flrst charge made In this House
I said we were paying for work on the Wel-
land Canal that was not done at ail. What
does the commissioner say In his report on
It ? He says : " I find nothing there but the
Asseil case ;" a man who is returned as un-
der pay for three years and seven months. I
made that charge and proved it, and the com-
missioner says : "I do not find anything there
but the Assell case." I spoke of men work-
ing at Ellis's house. I have the evidence here,
and I would read a little more of it, but I
don't want to be too hard on the First Minis-
ter, for I still have hopes that he will do jus-
tice in this matter. It is slowly coming, but I
expect it will come by and by. Al I want
of him is this : I want him to say now, if not
to-day as soon as possible, If he is going to
take action in this matter. I say to him now,
as I said before, nothing short of this will
satisfy the people of this country; that he
shall dismiss from power these people that
have been found guilty, or that he wlfl pub-
lish the evidence to the world. I am moving
for the evidence. I want to get it. I know It
wll be expensive to copy and print it, and I
know If the hon. the Premier chooses to ex-
ercise his power, he can keep me from get-
ting it, and if I do get it he can
prevent me from having It printed. I
know that, but I have a copy of the
evidence myself, and I have a tongue
In my head, and I say if he does not
do what is right, and If the evidence is not
brought down and printed, I wll read every
word of It in this House, and have it put In
the Senate Debates. I say I have been In-
sulted, and abused in every way in this
House In this matter. When the Premier an-
nounced to this House last year that every
public officer found guilty of fraud would be
punished, and Sir John Thompson In the other
House announced the same policy, the people
of the country were delighted. They believed
that the Governmnent were going to carry out
that policy, but the editor of a Conservative
paper at St. Catharines, The Star, finds It

neoessary to come out shortly after, on 5th
September, 1891, and say

"'MAKE IT THOROUGH.

"While Messrs. Abbott and Thompson are
trying to clean out the Augean stable let
them do It thoroughly in every department.
There Is a section in the County of Lincoln
under the Railways and Canals Department
which should not be lost sight of. Two years
ago there was a great flourish of trumpets in
this section by Senator McCallum, who con-
ducted an Investigation nto irregularities
which were alleged to have taken place lu the
management of the Welland Canal. The
charges seemed to he proven beyond
doubt, and Mr. Wood reported to the House
that he found things not In a healthy state.
Since then the people of this section have
heard nothing of It. The same parties are In
power at the present time. None of them
have been disturbed. What has closed Mr.
McCallum's mouth during this session ? He
was a man reported to be of fine qualities,
and would not flinch a duty."

Last session I kept quiet out of respect to the
memory of Sir John Macdonald, and the
Premier being so busy with other work I did
not bring the matter up, except to see him
about it privately. I went to see him, and he
gave me a fair promise that he would look
Into t I urged him to put It into the hands
of somebody else, If he had not time himself,
but when I came back this session I found
the matter was In the same position, and I
suppose It will continue. This editorial con-
tinues -

"I Hls silence looks very ominous, to say the
least. The people of this section think that
investigation had better not have taken place,
for the enly result of it was to fail back on
the working mani with a heavy hand, while
It leaves those who should sufer go scot free.
Tle men In the employ of the canal officials
ai'e In a worse state to-day than they were
before the investigation. This should not be
so. Those who were guilty should be the
ones to suifer, and not the innocent working
man. Out upon such discrimination. Let
Senator McCalum do his duty now, and he
will show that he was sincere in his efforts.
Decision is what we want; no more shilly-
shally work In the case."

If the Government are prepared to say that
these people are to go scot free, thon I want
them to say so. I know if the Governient
had done what was right they would have
cleaned out these officials long ago, but DoW
'what will It be ? I think I hear a whisper in the
air that these officials are to be superannuated
Well, If that Is the policy of the people of the
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country, pensioning off men guilty as these
officials have been, I do not approve of it. I
Will not call these officials thieves, but they
were the next thing to It. They took money
that they should not have received ; they
built their houses with the labour of men who
Were paid by the country, and they accepted
plresents lu money and fuel, and gas from
the gas company, and turned down the lights
011 the canal when they should have been
turned up. I say that It is about time we
had something done in this matter.

11on. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I am sorry my hon. friend takes so strong a
'Iw in censuring the Government in respect
tO Mr. Ellis. I give him credit for al that he
claims, and for more than he claims as re-
spects bis staunchness as a good Conservative,
as a party man, and as a man, also, who is
determined to do his duty before the House,
Sud has done it In both Houses. I give him
entire credit for all that, but I think my hon.
friend, though perhaps he bas some cause
for complaint as to delay, should Judge a
littie more charitably of those whom he cen-
sur'es for not deali1g with this case. My hon.
frlend must remember that the Minister who
has charge of this particular matter is the
kil8ster of Railways. My hon. friend remem-
beWs Who was the Minister of Railways during
the Year 1890, and up to the spring of 1891,
4ad he knows how that hon. gentleman was
overwhelmed with work of ail descriptions in
1ddition to railway work, and ha can easily,

1 aM sure, appreciate the difficulty that that
on. gentleman would fid in reading the
'ecrd of evidence extending over 2,345 pages

ln the midst of bis other innumerable and im-
OItant occupations. Since the period at which

that hou. gentleman, to the grief of the whole
('OU4try and far beyond it, ceased to hold the

0% of Minister of Railways, my hon. friend
a very well the condition in which that

(epartnent bas been. We have sat for at
st eight months out of the last twelve-

liely nine months in Parliament. During
e greater part of that time, the Department

or 1ýilways was represented by the Minister
f eUstoms, who had plenty to do in his own
lPartment, and had many other things to

attelad to, brought upon him by the difficulties
under Which we laboured last year, as every-
%e knows, and he found It Impossible to read
UlroOUgh such an enormous bundle of testi-

11 Y. Within the last four or five months
26

we have had a regular Minister of Railways,
the Hon. Mr. Haggart, who, as I stated ln
this House some months ago, made it his
first duty to take up the Important question
of the Intercolonial Railway, which we know
has been the subject of much complaint froi
many quarters and has really caused so much
loss to the Dominion, and beside which the
mismanagement that my ion. friend attri-
butes to the superintendent of the Welland
Canal sinks into entire Insignificance, though
in itself it Is important and must receive pro-
per attention. I 'promised my ion. friend
last session, or the session before, that I would
look into this matter. I think I have waded
through the greater part of this evidence, and
read the summary of points that my hon.
friend thought he found in the evidence, and
I have formed my opinion. At the same
time, the initiation of any steps that can be
taken in the case must be ln the department
to which the affair belongs, and the Minister
of that department must be, in the first in-
stance, responsible for it. The Minister of
RaIlways has the evidence before him, and
he bas already read my ion. friend's summary
of points, and I think he as to a large extent
made up bis mind on the subject. But my
hon. friend must remember that while I pro-
mised (and I am quite ready at any moment
te repeat the promise) that those guilty of
wrong-doing shall be punished, I could not
propose to punish them without a full and
complete trial, and that trial in this instance
has not taken place.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--I agree with that
entirely.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I knew my hon. friend would-that Is bis
character. But that triai must be made after
a careful study of the whole of this evidence,
and the proper offioer to deal with the case
Is the Minister in charge of that department.
Early ln this session I brought the matter
under that gentleman's notice and he explain-
ed to me, what I pretty well knew, that it
was impossible for him at that moment, and
probably impossible during the session, to
take It up and give It the attention it deserve.
Since then my hon. friend bas spoken to me
and pressed me about it, and I have again
seen the Minister of Railways, and he tells
me again what Is undoubtedly a fact, that It
la impossible to study the matter until after
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the session. My hon. friend has been long
enough a member of Parliament to know
what it means to be head of a large depart-
nient, to have to be present in the House
often after midniglit nearly every day of the
week, to attend to the daily duties of his office
and be present at Cabinet meetings, and lie
must know and understand how difficult it is
to take up an Important question which
cannot be decided b.y snatches, but must be
taken up consecutively and studied from end
to end. He must know how difficult it would
be to do that while the labours of such a
session as this are going on, and I think my
hon. friend has an assurance from the Minister
of Railways that as soon as the session is
over he will take this matter up and go
through the evidence and dispose of it. I
know that while my hon. friend Is in earnest
about this matter, he Is not disposedl to cen-
sure merely from a feeling of ill-humour or
anger ; I know that very well ; still, he
might say lie has had similar promises before.
I think I may reminnd him that he has not
had any similar promise before. When I
had the honour of answering him in this
House on former occasions I had no control
over the matter, directly or indirectly. I
was neither at the head of the Government
nor of the Departinent of Rallways. I per-
formed the promise I made in the only way
in which I could do it-I brought the matter
under the notice of the gentleman who was
responsible foi it at the time. Since then,
during the first half of the past year, I could
not have asked the acting Minister to take
up a question like this, and during the last
four months, I have already explained how
impossible it was, speaking in the ordinary
sense, for Mr. Haggart to take the matter up.
Now I am speaking as head of the Govern-
ment, on the assurance of the Minister re-
sponsible for the matter and charged with it,
and I tell my hon. friend that as soon as
the session Is over the Minister will take the
matter up and investigate it thoroughly, and
vill make his report to the Cabinet, and

justice, as far as we know how to do it, wll
be done to everybody concerned. I have no
objection at ail to the motion.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-After what the
Minister has said I have no desire to put this
country to the expense of furnishing me with
a copy of this report. Of course, I will de-
pend on the promise of the Premier again,

and I belleve that what he has said Is correct
I have faith, if it is not very large, in the
Government. I think this thing is getting
closer te a decision. I have only done, lu
this matter, as the hon. leader of the Gov-
ernment told Ie two years ago I was to do
If they did not carry out their promise. As
he gives me the assurance that the thing Is
to be decided when the session Is over, of
course I have no desire to press the motion.
However, If the action of the Government is
not in accordance w-ith my vfews in the
matter I give him notice that I shall move
for the evidence again, and if they do not
give it to me I shall do just as I said I would
to-day-I shall commence at Genesis and end
at Revelations-I wil read the entire report.
Therefore, with the permission of the House,
I withdraw the motion for the present.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I hope my hon. friend will not repeat that
threat when the matter cones up, because I
ani afraid that I should have to revise the
whole Senate-that everybody would retire.

The motion was withdraw-n.

A QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--I rise, as a natter of
privilege, to call attention to a paragraphl
whilch appears in this mnorning's paper wlcÎl
grossly misrepresents the course I took here
yesterday. It purports to be a report of
what took place In the Senate yesterday, and
is as follows :-

" There was a prolonged discussion in the
Senate yeterday over the Bill empowering the
Chignectô Marine Transport Railway CoD1-
pany to Issue first preference bonds for the
purpose of enabling the company to obtai
additional capital to complete the enterprise.
Hon. Mr. Almon moved la amendment to the
third reading that these bonds should have
preference over existing obligations."

Hon. gentlemen are aware that this is COU'
.trary to what I did. I am aware that 1
labour under the difficulty that Moses did Of
old, who was not a ready speaker, and tlat
I did not put my sentiments as clearly before
the House as I should like to do. But 1
think I made my views sufficiently clear to
be understood by any one of ordinary caPe
city. I have reasons for wishing thl*
matter set right In fact, I have two rea8OO
for doing so. When I go down to Halifax 1t'
Is very possible that I may wish to borroW
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money on a mortgage on my homestead, and
when I go to a capitalist to do so he may say,
" I should be very happy to lend the money
On your property, but I understand you intro-
duoed a measure -in the House to put a se-
cond mortgage before the first, and the House
agreed almost unanimously to this transaction
taking place. How do I know that you will
not do the same now, and therefore I decline
to lend you the money." There Is another
reason. To use a very celebrated phrase of
Joe Howe's, it is just possible that next
Session the company may come before this
Flouse wishing for more privileges, grants of
roney or advances of money. From the al-
Most unanimous way In which the request
that they made yesterday passed the House,
I have no doubt it will be granted. I should
like still to be able to vote against that, and
not have this paper brought up before me to
Prove that I have been inconsistent. I do not
know whether there was a joke In this, or
Whether it was due to malignity, or gross
ignorance of the manner in which a paper
Should be managed, but I bring the matter
before the House to make an explanation
whieh in justice to myself I was boun& to
Make.

BILL INTRODUCED.

BiH (O) " An Act to amend .the Winding-up
Act." (Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE•

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
te of the Whole on Bill (N) " An Act to fur-
ther amend the General Inspection Act."

(In the Committee.)
On the last clause,-
ion. Mr. A TrMON-I doubt very much if

the inspecting and branding of apples would
'Lot Injure the sale of those that are not
branded. A farmer may think that his name
on the barrel will be sufficieut, but when he
Puts bis apples on the market he will find that
there are apples on the market that are
branded which, though no botter tha.n his
ownl, neet with readier sale.

Ion. Mr. KAULBACH - My hon. fiiend
'4s see that the clause is merely optional.

order to maintain the superlority of our
aDDies, on which we pride ourselves in Nova
8tcia, those who wish to brand them should

26J

have an opportunity of doing so. I believe
this will tend to give apples their proper
standard In the English market. We believe
In Nova Scotia that we raise a better quality
of apples than are to be found in any other
part of Canada. I hope the Government wfi
see that the size of the barrel is also looked
after. In Nova Scotia I believe those who
send apples across the water have barrels of
the correct size, which is not generally the
case. Therefore I belleve our apple growers
are placed at a disadvantage in that regard.
Although there ls an Act already in existence
which provides that an apple barrel shall be
a certain size, yet I think lt has not been
looked after; but now, as we ard putting
apples on the schedule of articles that may
be inspected, the size of the barrel Is a mat-
ter of more Importance than Lt has been be-
fore, and I hope that the Government will see
that it is looked after.

Hon. Mr. POWER - The hon. gentleman
from Lunenburg has called attention to a
matter of very great importance, indeed. It
has been a source of very great complaint
that in- many cases apple barrels are not
large enough, and do not contain the quantity
of apples that they should. I have not ex-
amined this «clause very carefully, and I do
not see In it any provision withl respect to the
size of the barrels, and I think the law should
contain some such provision.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That la contained
In the Weights and Measures Act.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I presume It is, but I
can quite agree with the hon. gentleman that
special care should be taken to see that the
barrels are the proper size. With respect to
what has been said by my hon. colleague
from Halifax, If this legislation will lead to
the Inspection of all apples, it will be a very
good thing, indeed. Naturally, Inspected ap-
ples will sell botter than apples not inspected,
and the consequences of that will be that
every apple grower will see that his apples
are inspected, and that, I think, Is a proper
thing. With respect to the amount of the
fee, that is a matter I presume that we do
not deal directly with ; but it occurs to me that
possibly the fee is a little large. The inspec.
tor has to open only one package in every five,
and that means that he will charge a fee of
ten cents for every one, or fifty cents for
every barrel that lie brande, whether he in-
spects it or not.
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
He will get his fee for every barrel inspected
by him.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I see that they are all
to be inspected. He brands the whole of
them, and gets his fee for every barrel, and I
think it would be well that any possibility of
doubt on that point should be removed, be-
cause I think that a fee of flfty cents would
be too much to charge where the work really
done by the Inspector Is opening one barrel
in five and branding five.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I do not think the Nova
Scotia apple growers should be blamed for
the size of their barrels. The Ontario flour
merchant sends down small barrels, and they
pass into the hands of the Nova Scotia fruit
growers. He puts his apples into them, not
knowing that he is acting dishonestly, and
thlnklng that,all those barrels are the same
size. I am aware that flour is always weighed
at the mill, but in country stores it Is sold by
the barrel.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - That does not
happen In the case of apples that are 'export-
ed across the Atlantic. Ail the barrels shipped
from Annapolis and King's county are the
proper size. Possibly In Prince Edward
Island they take common flour barrels, but I
learn, from many growers of apples in King's
county and Annapolis, that they export apples
across the Atlantic in the barrels of the size
required by law.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I know in Ontario it
le very difficult to get barrels to supply the
demand. Last year niany dealers had to
export apples In bulk, it was so difficult to get
a sufficient quantity of barrels. I think the
clause relating to fees is subject to the con-
struction put upon It by the hon. gentleman
from Halifax. I know In the inspection of
flour, If the inspector examines only one
barrel in ten he charges for inspecting every
barrel. I think this fee ought to be defined-
that It sha.l be at the rate of two cents a
barrel.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That would be out of the question.

Hon, Mr. POWER-The Minister might
make a note of that.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
With reference to the size of the barrel, the

complaint ls, not that the barrels are too small
but that they are too large-that the people
pack their apples in flour barrels, which are
larger than the apple barrels. Those who
pack their apples lu legal sized barrels think
an injury is doue them by those who pack
their apples In flour barrels. In reality, there
is no injury done to anybody-it is a matter
of choice. The man who packs his apples in
a flour barrel chooses to give more than the
one who packs his apples in an apple barrel.
I do not see how we could interfere with
that We could interfere with them if they
packed In barrels that were too small, but not
when they pack In barrels that are too large.
Suppose a man gave 65 Ibs. of wheat to the
bushel, which is legally 60 lbs., we could not
interfere, and so It is with apples-if the
people choose to put their apples into flour
barrels which are larger than the regular
size, no one could Interfere with them, and
they could not be subject to a penalty for
doing that. With regard to the Inspection fee,
my hon. friend will perceive that the inspec-
tion of a barrel of apples is a very different
thing from the inspection of a barrel of flour,
which, as my hon. friend behind me says, is
usually done by inspecting one in ten. In
the inspection of a barrel of flour a hole is
bored into It and a scoop is put in which
brings out a portion of flour. The inspector
smells It and puts It into a bucket, which he
keeps himself, and that is all the trouble there
is. But in inspecting apples the head of the
barrel has to be taken out carefully and the
apples exanined throughout. The inspector
is bound to see that they are perfect speci-
mens of one variety, of uniform size, and free
fron scabs and worm holes, and in case of
colour, that they must be of proper colour.
To open a barrel,take out the apples, examine
aud put them back, and close the barrel again,
is surely worth the fee charged.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not see how it
can be done for that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-For that he gets fifty
cents.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
As long as he inspects one lu five, but if he
finds anything wrong he inspects every one of
them. However, I will not ask for the third
reading Of the Bill until Monday, and I Will
see what the Minister says about it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-From my experience I
do not see how one eau put the apples back
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in the barrel again. They must be pressed
down. I remember going into a store and a
question arose as to the quantity of apples In
a barrel. The clerk in the store took the
apples out, and he could not put them ail back
again.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I think it is the owner
of the property that has to do the labour;
the inspector looks on.

Hon. Sir JOTIN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The Act does not say*that.

Hon. MI. McKAY-It is the case with fish,
I think.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The clause could be
Made more clear by adding the word " ex-
amined." As the Premier has pointed out,
a barrel of apples, unlike a barrel of flour,
cannot be examined without taking out the
head, examIning the apples and putting them
back again and putting in the head. Will
this examination be made ? I belleve it will
lot. The examination, such as has been
Spoken of by the Premier, that is, taking out
the head of the barrel, taking the apples out
and examining them to see if they are equal
in size and of equal quality, then putting
back the apples and the barrel head again,
Will not likely be done. That is just the
trouble. Most barrels of apples are filled
very well for inspection for a few tiers
down. Then In the middle the small members
of the family come in. That used to be so
Well known that at last they got In the habit
of turning the barrel upside down to examine
the contents ; but the producers of apples
Were equal to the occasion, and afterwards it
Was found on examination that there was
about as many tiers of good apples at the
bottom as there were at the top, and the
examnination amounted to a farce, because
the apples appeared to be good whichever
enId of the barrel was opened. That is the
trouble in making such a law. If you say
that the inspector shall only charge for the
barrel he examines and brands-that I believe
Is the intention of the clause, but it would
Ilake it more clear to use the words-tlhen
YeO would leave it to the option of the In-
8pector to go on and examine every barrel.

lon. Mr. POWER-I think that if the con-
struction put upon the Bill by the hon.
gentleman from Amherst is correct, the in-
smector would find a great many indications

of fraud In the packages of apples, because
his fees would depend then on the discovery
of something wrong, and he would naturally
be very keen-eyed indeed.

Hon. Mi. PROWSE-I would suggest that
sub-section 4 be struck out of the Bill
altogether, and the fee made 2 cents instead
of 10 cents. That would leave the simple
inspection to the inspector, and the labour
connected with it would be left to the owner
of the barrels of apples. I know that is the
case In the inspection of mackerel. The
inspector has nothing to do except to examine
the mackerel lu the barreLs, and the owner
of the fish repacks the barrels. The owners
of apples would prefer that, I think: doing
the labour themselves and saving a large
amount of fees. If you allow the inspector
10 cents per barrel for the inspection It would
be to his interest to slight his work. He
would say : " I will not take every apple out
of the barrel, because I would have to employ
some one to put them back again carefully ; "
but If be gets 2 cents per barrel for putting
his brand upon them ihe would see that the
owner took them out and showed that they
were up to the standard clained, and he
would have nothing to do but to put his
brand upon the barrels. That would be a
better way to secure a good inspection.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I think ten cents a bar-
rel would amount to quite a fee, because It Is
evident if the inspector had 100 barrels to in-
spect, lie would examine only one-fifth of
them, for which he would get fifty shillings.
If he Inspected every barrel correctly and
faithfully, I do not think that ten cents
would be too much, but If he inspected only
one In every five, he could inspect a couple of
hundred barrels In a day, and make quite a
profitable business of It.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I defy him to inspect more than ten per cent
of two hundred barrels In a day. I know
something about packing apples.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Supposing lie branded
200 barrels of apples a day, since he only had
to open one In five, or twenty per cent., he
would make in fees $20 a day, which is too
much.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
He would require to have assistance. He
could not do it alone.
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Hon. Mr. POWER--I think ithere Is a great
deal in the suggestion of the hon. gentleman
from Murray Harbour. There should be a
small charge to cover the inspection alone,
and allow the owner of the apples to replace
the.m in the barrels and head them. Probably
the replacing of the apples in the barrel, and
heading the barrel, would be better done by
the owner than by the inspector, and the
cost to the fruit grower would be considerably
less. I thlnk It would be better to amend the
clause by striking out the last words.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend will perceive that this in-
spection Is not compulsory. If the owner does
not choose to have the advantage of an in-
spection which can be relied upon, lie need
not pay his ten cents; but the Government
would like to have the Inspection so done
that the party would be satisfied it was
thoroughly done. If the inspector merely
looks at the apples, examines them and finds
them aUl right, lie is supposed to stand there
for two cents while the process Is being gone
through of replacing the apples and reheading
the barrels. Surely he is not going to stand
there all the time that that Is being done for
the sake of two cents, and if he does not do
so his inspection will not be rellable.

Hon. Mr. POWER-In the case of the in-
spection of fish, I do not thinik the Inspectors
replace the fish in barrels, and I do not see
that that argument would apply in this case.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The owner of the apples may have other
apples in the same room or warehouse where
the inspection took place, and lie may take
the barrels, after the inspector has inspected
their contents, and empty thein and put infer-
1or apples in their place and head thein up.
The repacking of apples, heading of the bar-
rels and branding them must be done in his
presence. I do not see why an element of
doubt or unoertainty, that might expose the
Government to censure, should be introduced
into this measure. No man need have his ap-
pies Inspected unless he chooses to do so. The
practice of fraudulent packing has prevailed
to such an extent that inspection has become
necessary for those who wish to get value for
their apples. The value of all the apples put
upon the market is reduced at least ten per
cent by the doubt whether the apples on
top or at the bottom correspond with those in

the middle. If the inspector does not perform
his duty by faking out the apples and exam-
ining them, surely there Is a remnedy. The
man who sells the apples will bave a perfect
right not to remit the Inspection fee, and the
man who buys the apples will have a right-
no doubt will exercise the right-to complain
to the Government If the apples have not
been properly inspected. The Bill Itself, it
seems to me, makes good provisions, and
there is obviously a remedy If those provis-
Ions are not carried oftt.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - The brand itself
should be a guarantee that the contents of
the barrel are what is represented. Without
that the inspection would have no value
whatever. If it Is to be done thoroughly, I
doubt If the Inspection fee charged is too
much.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I do not think a fee of
two cents would be of any possible use, but I
think If the inspector charges teu cents lie
should be compelled to examine every barrel.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-It would increase the
cost enormously.

Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington) from the
conunittee, reported the Bil without amend-
ment.

The report was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.15 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, June 13th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

OTTAWA, WADDINGTON AND NEW
YORK RAILWAY AND BRIDGE

COMPANY'S BILL.
Hon. Mr. VIDAL noved the second read-

ing of Bill (68) " An Act.to revive and ainend
the Acts respecting the Ottawa, Waddington
and New York Railway and Bridge Co-
pany." He said : This Is no new Bill before
this House. It is a proposition to revive a
charter that expired some time ago. I au'
informed, however, that the opposition which
on a former occasion was made to it-in fact
to the extent of obtaining an opposing charter
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-has entirely, disappeared. The opposing
forces never even organized at ail or took
any steps under their charter. and there is
now no real opposition on their part to the
passage of this Bill. It will be observed by
hon. gentlemen that an important point which
attracted attention in this House some time
ago was to have legislation which would
secure something being done by these com-
panies. The great fault to be found was
that the charter remained inoperative. In
the present proposed Bill it is required that
25 miles of the railway shall be constructed
and fit for use within two years, and if that
is not done the charter now to be given them
will cease. I do not know that the Bill
requires any explanation. An opportunity
will be offered when the Bil goes to. the Rail-
way Committee for any who are opposed to
the Bill to explain the grounds of their op-
position.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am not at al astonish-
ed to find a Bill like this in the hands of the
hon. member from Sarnia. Hon. gentlemen
will recollect that this company had five
years within which to build its line. We
gave them two years more, and finally noth-
ing was done. The work was not even com-
menced. Another company was organized
and chartered, and we allowed that company
five years, and they did not even commence
the work. I congratulate the hon. member
from Sarnia on having got another project of
this kind in his charge.

Hon. Mr, KAULTBACH-Thlis corporation
had an existence of ten or twelve years, and
as my hon. friend says there were two con-
ténding parties. I hope the hon. member
has some assurance, other than what is con-
tained in the Bil, that the company inteüd
to go on with the work. The merè statement
that unless they build a certain part of It in
two years they will forfeit their charter Is
hardly a sufficient guarantee. I hope this is
a case of the survival of the fittest, and that
there wiUl be no conflict with another com-
pany. If there is no such conflict I shal
have some hopes of this road being built. I
hope the hon. member will be in a position
to show the committee, when they meet, that
this company has some means to proceed with
the work.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I am happy to be able
to inform my hon. friend that I have re-

ceived an assurance, which I think can be
relied on, that it Is intended to go on with the
work. Let me remind the hon. member from
Halifax that the fact of the delay being so
prolonged necessarily followed the granting
of a second charter. The very hour that the
second charter was granted, the fist company
was unable to raise funds to go on with the
work. That opposition has now disappeared
and the intention of the company is to pro-
ceed with the construction of the Une without
delay.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil was
read the second time.

BILL INTRODUCED

Bm (P) "An Act to make further provision.
respecting grants of land to members of the
Militia Force on active service in the North-
West" (Hon. Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, June 14th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

T.. AIL It AI. .

The Order of. the Day being called for the
third reading of Bil (N) "An Act to further
amend the General Inspection Act."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
said : I asked that this Bill be fixed for a
third reading after a considerable interval, in
order that I might enquire Into the question
raised about the charge for Inspection. I find
that perhaps we were ail under a little mis-
understanding in discussing it here, as the
clause is printed in brackets and wiUl have to
be dealt with by the other House. However,
I have had some conversation with the Min-
ister about it, and he agreed with me in
thinking that ten cents bad better be made
the maidmum, and It should be left to the
Governor in Couneil to fix the fee not ex-
ceeding ten cents, and a little experimenting
would enable us to decide whether that was
to be the charge or not. He tells me that
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those who are interested ln tb.e apple trade
are satisfied with it, but still we sbould give
a little latitude and allow the Governor in
Councll to fix the fee after sone experience
of the working of the Act. I think the best
way would be to strike out sub-section 4 of
section 7 altogether, and let the fee be flxed
ln the other House. It does not matter
whether we strike out the amount of the fee
and leave it in blank, or strike out the sub-
section.

Hon. Mr. POWER -We have a riglht to
prescribe the fee ln a case of that kind.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That does not seemn to be the impression.

Hou. Mr. POWER-The clause is generally
printed in Italies when it is a matter to be
dealt with ln the other House.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Yes ; or, as lu this case, lu brackets, but we
do not pass it when it Is in brackets or italies.
We dei with the B3ill as if the clause was
not there, and it goes down to the other
House. I move that sub-section 4 of section 7
be struck out

Hon. Mr. POWER-When the Bill was in
committee there was soine discussion on an-
other point ln connection with that sub-section
-that Is, as to the desirability of striking out
the last portion of the sub-clause : " Such
charge shall cover the cost of opening and
closing the package." I notice in reading the
Inspection Act that section 79,. which deals
with the inspection of fisi, inakes provision
for the owner of the article to be inspected
opening and closing the packages, and in such
case, though the inspector is not allowed any
charge for cooperage, the work must be done
under his direction. It has occurred to other
members of the House that cons'dering the
great care which Is necessary ln order to get
the apples which are to come out of tie barrel
into the barrel again, they should be re-pack-
ed under the supervision of some person who
is interested In seeing things propcrly (loue,
and it would probably be better done under
the supervision of the owner, or some one
employed by the owner. There is just one
other smail point to which I should like to
call the attention of the Premier. If he looks
at the Bill he will find that there are no less
than three repealing clauses. That Is not

the general way of doing the>thing, and It
would be more workmanlike if we put all the
repeals in one clause at the end of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte)-There is another
thing about this : It seems to be a permissive
Bill ; but the inspection would be one-tenth
the value of the article inspected. Apples
are sold throughout the country at from
90 cents to $1 per barrel, and a fee of 10
cents would be one-tenth the cost of the
article. That is a very large proportion of
the original cost of the article.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It should be considered
that the inspection is not compulsory, and I
presume it will be rarely resorted to, except
where apples are barrelled for exportation.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think the whole object
would be attained if the grower selling apples
was obliged to put his own name, and the
county from which they come, on the barrel.
I think this inspection of one barrel ln five
will scarcely mxeet the object that Is supposed
to be attained by it. There will be four bar-
rels out of the five still uninspected, and it
will be to a man's interest to put in some
barrels of an Inferlor grade and take lis
chance that they will not cone under the
hands of the inspector.

Hon. Mr. KIULBACH-The grower gener-
ally puts his name on his apple barrels now.
and many persons lu Nova Scotia are not
satisfled with that. They desire that apples
that are shipped across the Atlantic should
be branded so that the buyer will have soie
guarantee that they are of the character they
are represented to be. I think the inspection
of apples should be different from that of
fish or of any commodity of that kind. MY
opinion is that apples will not be packed 1u
barrels and re-opened for Inspection. I
think the inspector will go to the warehouse
and Inspect them lu the bins or ln the orchard,
where they will be put up under his eye-
Otherwise If they are re-opened and re-packed
they would deterlorate very much.

Hon. Mfr. READ-There is a very strong
objection to the grower putting his name
on the barrels; it leads to direct businesS
relations between himu and the consumer. 1
know several cases where very strong objec
tions were raised for putting the groWers
name on the barrels.
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Hon. 1Mr. SCOTT-It seems to me to be
straining the constitutional usages of this
House to say that we cannot propose any tax
Where the service Ls purely optional with the
Party who has his apples inspected. It should
not be held that we cannot interfere with a
clause of this kind. I think it is carrying
the principle rather further than usual.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We all know tliat this
House has not the power of initiating tax-
ation.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no tax here.

Hon. Si. MILLER-The principle is in-
volved, and there can be little doubt that the
House of Commons, jealous of its privileges,
would question any interference, or assumed
interference, with those privileges, especially
1n so Important a matter as that of taxation.
It is better for the House of Commons to in-
troduce that clause. Even supposing our
right was only questionable It would be better
to allow the House of Commons to initiate
it themselves and allow the Bill to be sent up
to us again with the amendient, and we ca
approve or disapprove of it as we please
afterwards. My hon. friends know well
that in the House of Lords the custom
is to introduce these clauses in red ink, and
they go down and are passed in the Lower
louse. They are not passed ln the House

Of Lords first, although printed in the Bill in
dift erent ink. It could be done in this House
ti the saine way.

lon. Mr. DEVER-Supposing the House of
COiUfinons puts in a fee that we do not choose
tO agree with here, what would happen then i

lion. Mr. MILLER-We can reject it.

lion. Mr. DEVER-We are against the fee
110w.

lon. Mr. MILLER - We can decide that
qlestion when the Bill comes back.

lion. Mr. PROWSE-The Bill provides that
ts inspection shall be optional. I think it

be found in practice that it is not optional
Wth the growers of apples. Once it is
oWn that we have a systen of inspection of

'Drown in Canada, buyers of apples will only
buy on the Government inspectors' brand, and
anY barrel that is not inspected will be looked
liPon only as rubbish or the refuse of

all the rest. I should like to see the Inspec-
tion fee so small that it wlll induce every-
body to get his apples Inspected, and then
anything that is not Inspected will be looked
upon as refuse. I think that the suggestion
made by the hon. gentleman from Lunenburg
Is a wise one, that the Inspector should go to
the orchard and inspect the apples there be-
fore they are barrelled up. I agree with the
leader of the Government that this matter
should be left with the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Does the hon. gentle-
man suppose that any apples except those
that are shipped for export will ever be In-
spected ?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I think certainly they
w-L be inspected, because the conclusion will
be arrived at 'by everybody buying apples
that If the barrels are not Inspected they
must be No. 3. If a party is sending an
order for apples he will ask for No. 1, No. 2
or No. 3, and if he gets apples that are not
Inspected he will take it for granted that they
are the refuse of the orchard.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-I understand that the
object of imposing this Inspection fee is
simply to cover the expense of inspection, and is
not an attempt to put anything like a tax on
what the people purchase. I understand
that the amendment Is made to the Act in re-
sponse to a request of the Horticultural
Society of Ontario. Those who are engaged
ln the shipping and growing of fruit have
been anxious for some time to have their
fruit inspected, in order that they may realize
better prices and not have the value of their
apples injured by the sale of carelessly-packed
fruit. With regard to the amount of the
inspection ee, I do not think it is tooo high,
and for th reason, that If you have an in-
spector who will do the service properly you
must have an expert who is acquainted with
all the varieties of fruit that are being
shipped ; for he is obliged by this clause to
name the variety and brand it upon the
package after the Inspection, as well as the
quality of the fruit. So that under the cir-
cumstances, as far as my recollection goes,
and I have read the discussions on the sub-
ject ln the Hortiedtural Journal, I think this
Bill is pretty fully in accord with what they
ask for. The Inspection is not compulsory,
but is left to the parties who are engaged in
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the trade if they desire to have their fruit
lnspected to have Lt done.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I may say to my hon. friend that the Bill is
the result of the conference between the
Minister of Agriculture and the committee of
the Horticultural Society, and the Bill is
exactly as the society wants it.

The amendment was agreed to.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time and passed.

WINDING UP ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (O) " An
Act to amend the Winding Up Act." He said :
This Bill provides for the amendment of the
Winding Up Act in two particulars-matters
which have been sent to us from Ontario in
consequence of difficulties, which these clauses
will remedy, having been found in finally
winding up a company or corporation in liqui-
dation under the Winding Up Act. When the
BI comes before the House In committee I
will be able to go ito precise details as to
the effect of these two amendments to the
Act.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

THE NEGOTIATIONS AT WASHINGTON.
ENQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should like to know if
the Premier is In a position to fultil the pro-
mise-that he made last week, that lie would,
at an early day, advise the House as to the
result of the recent negotiations at Washing-
ton.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I regret to say that I arm not yet In a position
to do so. We have been so much occupied
with other matters, some of thein connected
with the negotiations referred to, that I have
been unable to confer with the gentlemen who
vlsited Washington. However, I hope to be
able to furnish the information by Friday
next.

The Senate adjourned at 3.50 p. m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, June 15th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD .READINGS.

Bill (87) "An Act respecting the Montreal
and Lake Maskinonge Railway Company."
(Mr. Dickey.)

Bill (68) " An Act to revive and amend the
Acts respecting the Ottawa, Waddington and
New York Railway and Bridge Company."
(Mr. Vidal.)

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

REPORTED FROMI COMMITTEE.
Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee on

Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, reported
Bill (65) "l An Act to incorporate the Burrard
Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Company," with an
aiendment. He said : The amendment ex-
plains Itself. It requires that in the case of
a bridge across the second narrows of Burrard
Inlet the bridge shall be 150 feet above high
water mark, or that there shall be an open
span 150 feet wide, with a drawbridge.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved that
the report be taken into consideration on
Wednesday next.

The motion was agreed to.

AN ADJOURNMENT.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN moved-
That when the House adjourns this day It

do stand adjourned until Tuesday, the 21st
inst., at 8 o'clock lu the evening.

He said : My reason for making this motion
is that to-morrow will be a holiday, and on
Friday there is generally very little done. BY
thils adjournment only one day will be lost-
Monday next. It will be observed by lool-
ing at the Orders of the Day that there is
very little business before this House. Yester-
day we had only two items, and to-day thiere
are only two, while' for to-morrow and thle
next day there is only one Item. If we ar"
,to judge by the statements which are Iade
by persons supposed to be In a position tO
speak on the subjeet, the session will lat
until September, and we ought, therefore, tO
take a few days recess and get away frm
this hot place.
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l1on. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend anticipated me in giving this
notice of motion, only I think If I had given
the notice myself I should have made the
adjournment to Monday next instead of Tues-
day. However, as there has been no progress
nade with ordinary Bills in the other House,
and there does not seem to be any immiediate
Prospect of the conclusion of the debate on
the Redistribution Bill, I do not think the
Public service will suffer by granting the
notion of my hon. friend.

The motion was agreed to.

THE OLD FORT AT ANNAPOLIS.
ENQUIRY.

lon. Mr. ALMON inquired-
Whether It Is the intention of the Govern-

n'ent to sell in building lots a portion of the
historie fort at Annapolis Royal ?

lie said : I must again wish that this mat-
ter had fallen into better hands than mine,
but I will explain briefly. and as concisely as
I can. my object in making this inquiry. A
Illulour has reached Annapolis that the Gov-
erument intend selling a portion of the ground
referred to in my inquiry for building pur-
poses, which will, I have no doubt. put a
little money into the treasury. The Goths
and Vandals pulled down the monuments of
antiquity for the purpose of turning the metal
they were composed of into coin, and the
'Ilarble statues Into lime. I hope that this
GOvernment will not follow the example of
the Goths and Vandals. My reason for wish-
lg to have this fort preserved is on account

of the antiquity of Annapolis, or Port Royal,
as the French called the original settlement.
Port Royal was founded by De Monts in 1605,
and was taken and destroyed by some Vir-
91lians, under the command of Captain Ar-
gall, in 1613. At the Treaty of St. Germain
it Mwas returned to the French, who, in the
years between 1636 and 1645, built the
fbresent fort. I had the pleasure of going
through that fort a few years ago with
Col. Hewitt, the gentleman who first
took charge of the Military Coliege at

g8ton, and he told me It was one of
the best specimens of fortifications of that
kiud he had *seen. It was built by a French-
bnr named d'Aulnay Charnisay. The fort
Was taken in 1654 by Sedgwick. It was

"terwards surrendered to the French, and
Wa gain taken by Phipps in 1690, and was

taken by Nicholson ln 1710, when the

name was changed to Annapolis. It under-
went two sieges from the French after that,
one where the Indians and Acadians were com-
manded by the Jesuit priest Le Loutre, who
was a good deal more of the soldier than the
priest. I have frequently, when a boy, seen
the cannon balls ploughed out of the fields
surrounding the fort. In this country, where
we have so little of historic interest, we should
be careful to preserve what little we possess.
There is an old granite boulder in the neigh-
bourhood of Fort Annapolis about a mile and
a quarter or a mile and a half from the fort
where an Indian, who was gesticulating in a
manner not very complimentary to those in
the fort,. was killed by a musket shot. It was
an immense distance for such a. weapon to
carry a bail. I wanted to get a plan of the
fort to exhibit here, but strange to say, by a
peculiar arrangement, which perhaps the
leader of the Government wll explain the
reason for, the archives belong to the De-
partment of Agriculture, instead of being
in the library, where I think they ought to
be, they are kept in a cellar ln another build-
ing. I say nothing against Mr. Brymner, who
is a man very well fitted for the situation ;
perhaps he could not be replaced, but I think
the library would be a very much better
place to keep the archives in. If you want
to inspect them where they are now you have
got to go, at the risk of your neck, to a place
very difficult of access, and find your way
through packing cases to a badly lighted
room. I dare say a great many members of
the House do not know where the archives
are kept. I think they should be in the
library where they would be accessible to
every one. Some years ago, when the late
Sir Alexander Campbell was leader of the
Senate, I had occasion to speak about the old
block house at Annapolis. At that time there
were only two block houses ln Nova Scotia,
one at Annapolis and the other at Windsor.
The one at Annapolis was the more valuable,
because it had been under fire a great num-
ber of times. That block house was pulled
down by the order of a man named Hall. I
do not blame the Government for the destruce
tion of the block house, but I do blame the
caretaker, who wanted to use the old build-
ing for firewood. His argument was that It
was ln a dilapidated state, and was in a dan-
gerous condition, but as he was the only one
who had occasion to visit the place he could
have kept out of the way. I saw a fiendish
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emile of deliglit on the face of my hon. col-
league from Halifax when I mentioned
this act of vandalism on the part of the Con-
servative Government. I would remind him
that under the Mackenzie regime, when
Alfred Jones was Minister of Militia, the old
camon at Fort Beausejour were sold by order
of the Governmnent, and now there is hardiy
a man in Cuinberland whose cooking stove is

tl. d t f- th0 4i ý--f thI ldA onsM

around it owned by private parties and for
sale at reasouable prices. I sincerely hope
the Government have no intention of selling
the site of this, I think, the oldest fortification
in Canada. Annapolis is, I believe, the oldest
town in North Amerlea north of St. Augustine,
Florida. It was built two years before
Jamestown, Virgiiia. This is the resolution
to which my lion. friend refers:
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oAt a special meeting of the Amapolis Mer-
of Fort Beausejour. I find in Haliburton'sof~~~~~~~~~~~ FotBasju. Ifu uHlbroV cantile and Improvement Association, he.ld on
History a plan of the building and forts of Mouday evening. 6th June, 1892.
Annapolis as I first remember them, and it "Present: W. J. Shannon, president; A. .
shows the old block house that has since g H. Salter, T. S. Whitman, John H.

hous siiceRuneiman. A. Potter, J. E. Crowe, R. J.
been destroyed. The parts that are left nOw Uniacke. F. Seavili, R. A. Carder, E. C. Cowl-
are what used to be the officers' quarters lng, J. M. Owen, C. D. Pickels, Wm. Malcolm,
and the old bomb-proof structure which bas George -McLaughlin, H. A. Mest E. D.

Arnaud.ail fallen to pieces and should have some- ",îovei by R. J. Uniacke, seconded by Thos.
thing done to It. There is also the sally port, S. Whitman, and carried tmnimousîy by a
and the stones of which it was built must standing vote of ail present.
have been brought from France by the French. "That whereas a report has reached this
The ramparts are entire and the ditch i association t-at t-e Dominion authoritiescon-
crostsed by a draw-bridge, which is now the

crosed b a raw-ridg, which15 0W ! street front of the Garrison grounds iii this,
permanent bridge. The people of Annapolis toNvn;
fear-I trust without any reason-that the "And wbercas, In the opinion of tis associa-
Government intend selling a portion of the don, such a course would totaly defaoe the
fort, and have passed a resolution at a meeting diect opostio tete unsa ee lu
of the inhabitants to express their opposition t-e general public
to the selling of any portion of this property. Therefore regolved. t-t thisassocition ex-
They wlsh to have it under a board of coi- press their disapproval of such a dispositloil
missioners. to be kept as part of the property lf the street front or any portion of the sald
of Annapolis. The old fortifications cover Gain n ns cf t-e ale or tae o
about 2S"acres. I trust in this case that the priety of placing the whole of tbe said
French members, in view of the fact that property under the care of commisonerst te
this fort, which was one of the earliest erec- utilized and beautified for a Park andpleasure resort for the lnhabitants of the towv11
tions of the French in this Dominion of ours- of Xmapoîis Royal."
which was built by their money and defendedi I niy be allowcd ta make just eue other re-
by their blood-will not see it desecrated. mark: that If this course (wvbch I hope un-

Hon. Mr. POWER-My hon. colleague gave justly
me credit for something that did not exist. -en. the Canadian Government, whicb bas

Ho aidho et-ed findlb sifeef ~gh got a great deal of credit amongst ulti-He saqdi he noticed a fiendish smile of derlit
on my face at the thought of a Conservative i
Government being capable of such an act of w-o c y sr vera ui lu ipta
vandalismn as this. I do not think there was ol etil ufrviyiuhl eitl
a nllsm asntds I do ett-inks threin wation ; and further, the Influx of visitars fr131

a sile, and I certainly was not thinkigAnnapolis would P
about a Conservative Government at the time
at all. I thought It was a pity, when steps
had been taken to preserve antiquities of this
sort, that we should be deliberately destroy- aow is this old fort, lu which merlcans are
Ing them. There might be some excuse Iftale
Annapolis were a very large town and this
were a small open space In the middle of the Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I hope there Is noth
municipality which was very much needed for lng in the rumours t-at bave attracted t-e
business purposes, but the fact is Annapolis attention of my bon. frlend from HaifaX t
le a smali tewn and there le plenty of land tis subjec, ad caused hlm to make tlie Me'
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(uiry. I hope it Is not the intention of the that he was afraid te trust them out of the
Government to sell any part of the historie fort. He was an honourable man and wanted
grounds appertaining to Annapolis. It is to pay bis men, but he could fot get money
too sad already that the cannons and whati from France. The ling had no money te
remained of those fortfications have been spae from bis pleasures, and the expense

Sold or given away. Those acte of vandalism, o keeping up hie courtesans, te pay bis
I think, should not be repeated. There is sokiers. Nicholson had ailowed Subercase
nothing in the history of the fort or of An- seven cannon for lis own use. There was
Dlapolis that recalls bitterness, or anything fot a horse or an ox to take them out of the
that would produce ill feeling. It le a purely fort, and he would bave been obliged te leave
historical spot of great historical value. them behind bim. Subercase asked Nicholson
Neither of the belligerents of that time, te buy them, and Nicholson ailowed hlm 7,50
Prenèh or English, can connect anything that livres for the cannon, and wltb this money
can create ill feeling now, or could ever create Subercase paid bis men and the garrison went
ill feeling in connection with Annapolis or the out with flying colour. Those Incidents
battles that have been fought there, or the show that there is nothing attached te the
defeat of one party or the victory of the history of Annapois that is of a nature to
Other. Of all the forts, of ail the military reca l bitterness on the part of nie belligerents
places now pertaining to Canada which form- on either side. h la a place te which
erly belonged to France, there is none in the strangers resort te get an idea of what nie
Whole history of Canada which, from a old forts, of which they bave read ln novels
Iilitary point of view, shows the battles and history, look llke. I, myself, was there
better defended on the one side and more two yeais ago, and met many of our people
gallantly fought on the other. Fort Royal, at nie place. I met Americans also, and I am
or Annapolis, as you are aware, succumbed aware that a great nany people from the
0111y after the fourth Invasion by the English, United States visit nie old fort. They go to
'a1d on the fourth invason Nicholson had more St John and cross nie bay with a view te
soldiers under his command than there were Seeing those works. Therefore, 1 hope there
Acadians in the whole peninsula of Nova is no foundation for the statement that nie
Sotia at the time. The battle was fought Government wiil finish wbat was begun by

n1aufully and in the most chivalrous spirit. another Governent-that le, nie demolition
As an example, when the French commander of those historie grounds, which should be
91frrendered to Nicholson ho had only one kept as a souvenir of a former age, and not
hundred and fifty soldiers in the fort and only that, but which are ot value te our
the inhabitants outside the fort, and Provinces through nie attraction they furnish
Îole Abenakis Indians. The conditions that te teurists who risit the historic land of
Nicholson gave to the French commander Evangeline. 1 muet thank my hon. friend
Were most honourable ln the matter of sur- from Halifax for ba-ing called nie attention
I'ender. The garrison was allowed te go out of the House to this natter, and I trust that
"'ith flying colours. More than that, they the reply frem nie Premier, a knight himself,
Were allowed ships to return to France, and will be that he wl carry out nie conditions
the English were to present arms as the sur- whlch were so honourably fullilled by
redering garrison walked past. All those Nicholson, that nie fort, which still existe
Qonditions were most faithfully executed by there te a certain extent, sbail be preserved

qholson who was a true knight, as there from further vandaism and destruction.
Were then, and as I am sure there are now.
'e fulfilled all the obligations that he under- Hon. 3r- ALLAN-I sympathize wlth our

, although it was a sad surprise to him coileagues from the lower provinces la their
'4en he saw that the garrison only contained anxiety te preserve a bistorical work, which,
4a hladful of men. Not only this, but I 1 ar sure, le of very great lnterest te ai
renllember this anecdote about 1t which does Cadians, and wbich must be espeoaly so
eeedit to Nicholson for keeping his word, te t1lem. We Canadians, takengenerally,

t as he was, and for the spirit of have displayed a laudabte anxiety te preserve,
ýubercase, who was a Norman. Subercase as far as we ea, everythlng oonnected wlth

not paid hie mon for a year. They were the early hlstory of this country, and nie
nMuch la arrear and were so dlssatisfted i varius stages through whch it has paed
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in its development from separate provinces
to the Dominion of Canada, and the Govern-
ment of Canada also, by the care which they
have taken in the Department of Archives,
under Mr. Brymner, have done all in their
power to preserve everything of interest con-
nected with the history of the Dominion. It
would be very contradictory indeed if now
they allowed an old historical work of this
kind, which is not only of Interest to ail Cana-
dians, but of special interest to those who
dwell in that part of the country, to be remov-
ed or destroyed in any way. I confess I have
great hopes that such an appeal will not be
made In vain to the Premier who, I know,
takes a deep Interest in all matters of that
kind and who, as the owner of a historical
place himself, will sympathize- deeply witi
wlit has fallen from the hon. members from
-Halifax and the hon. member from Acadia.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I an sorry that
my hon. friend from Halifax did not bring up
this matter in some other way if he antici-
pated a debate on it. Of course his remarks,
and those of the hon. gentleman who followed
hlm, are very interesting. Although I know
the place of which they speak very well, I am
not sufficiently familiar with the ground itself
to know whether any portion of it could be
sold without disadvantage to the rest. It may
so be unshapely that some part of it could be
disposed of without destroying the hi.toric
Interest attaching to the remainder of It, but
certainly the sale of anything which has his-
toric value In that place would be opposed
by everybody who takes an interest in the
works that remain at Fort Annapolis. I un-
derstand there are some 28 acres of land
there ; it may be that some portion of it
might interfere with the improvement of the
town of Annapolis

Hon. Mr. POWER-No ; not a bit of it

Hon. Mr. KAU1LBAdit-I say It may be so
-I do not know, but oertainly any action that
would destroy the beauty of the place, or
wipe out the historic interest in it, would be
very generally disapproved of. My bon.
friend said that there was only one block
house in Nova Scotia now.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The only one now, I
belleve, Is at Windsor.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -We had one at
Lunenburg, but that is gone.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-That is what I say ; the
only one that is now left in Nova Scotia Is at
Windsor.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
sympathize very strongly with the views that

have been expressed by hon. gentlemen on
the subject of the preservation of this old
historical monument, and I cau only regret
that I cannot to-day give a positive answer to
the question which my hon friend puts to me
to-day. I asked the Minister of Militia, on
observing this notice, what were the facts
with regard to it, and he was unable to tell
me, not being aware that any steps whatever
-had been taken for the purpose of selling any
portion of this property. I shall, however,
get a decided answer either this afternoon or
to-morrow, and shall lay it on the Table next
time the House meets, but I sincerely hope
that there may be no cause sufficient to jus-
tify infringing on the property in any way.
It is possible, as my hou. friend has said, that
It may be necessary to dispose of a portion of
the land. I do not know the location of it at
ail, but I should much prefer to learn that
there is no necessity for disturbing this old
historie place in any way or form whatever.
I shall be able to lay information on the sub-
ject before the House on the occasion whel
we next meet.

INTERNAL ECONOMY OF THE SENATE
BILL.

WITHDRAWN.
The Order of the Day being called for Co1n-

mittee of the Whole House on Bill (1) " Au
Act respecting the Internal Economy of the
Senate."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
said : I have been reflecting upon this Bill,
and upon the diversity of opinion which has
been almost daily cominunicated to me froul
members of this House since the Bill was in'
troduced. Two important modifications have
been placed of record, as notices of motious
to be made wheu the Bil comes up in C0111

mittee, and I tbink, as there is no special pres-
sure for the Bil we should all perhaps be
better for a little time for reflection on It,
and I think I shall not proceed with the Inea-
sure this session, but, with the leave of the
House, shahll withdraw it The object I had
in view, as I explained before, was two-0ld
-firet to place thies House in proper busiOeO
connection with the fnnncial part of the Go *
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ernment, which at present it Is not, and, second,
to provide a somewhat more efficient-as I
thought-mode of dealing with the most im-
portant of the Incidental matters which con-
Stantly come before this House. If I were to
adopt the suggestions which have been placed
on the notice paper, I should be practically
creating another committee on contingencies,
for which I see no possible necessity, and
therefore I think it would be difficult to adopt
either of those suggestions. On the other
hand, I do not wish to press upon the House
anty measure the principle of which is con-
Sidered ln any respect objectionable to the
Uouse, and I am in hopes that before next
Session, If members of the House will con-
Sider the question and see the importance of
nxaking some provision in the direction whicb
the Bill indicates, we may be able to get a
Bill which will serve the required purpose. In
the meantime, I thlnk I could make lorg
strides in the direction of meeting the views
of the hon. gentleman w-ho plaeced the motions
on the paper by making the Contingnt Ac-
cunts Committee next year a littie fewcr in
1lumber, and thereby more efficient, and per-
haps that experiment might be tried lefore
Makl1g any more radical change ln connec-
tion with the House. I move, therefore. that
this Order of the Day be discharged, and that
I have leave to withdraw this Bill.

lion. Mr. MILLER-Had the Premier not
mIade the suggestion which we have just
hleard, I was going to throw it out as coming
frou myself, ln order that he should have
tile to consider between this and the begin-
hilng of next session some such regulation of
the Contingencies Committee. I presume,
romi the expressions I have heard in the

liouse since this Bill was before it, that a
comittee on contingencies, based on some
Such principle as that which Is stated ln the
amaendments proposed by the hon. members
trom' New Westminster and Glengarry, would
be Perhaps acceptable to the House. For
ry own part, I served a great many years
On that committee, and always endeavoured
to do the best that I could to promote the
interests of the House ln connection with the
duties of the position; but I should be very
riuch delighted If I should be left off such a
COUmmittee ln the future. I have done as
riuch work on that committee as I think 1
OUght to do, and I should be very mucb
Plesed to leave It ln other bands. Our Com-

mittee on Contingencies Is too large. I think
a smaller committee-perhaps One of 15-

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Half that number.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Five.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-No; I just throw It out
as a hint of my own, that the committee
should be composed of say three from each
of the great divisions of the Confederation-
Ontario, Quebec, the Maritime Provinces and
Manitoba. That would be twelve, and then
with such representatives from other portions
of the Dominion as they would be entitled to,
we would have about fifteen or something
like that, and the conrnittee would then be
as large as it ought to be.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I am glad that my
hon. friend the Premier bas withdrawn this
Bill for the present. The trouble is that the
oommittee is too large ; but I do not belleve
in recognizing sectionalism. We should have
no provincialism about the formation of this
committee. At the time of the Confederation
of the provinces it was thought that it would
be impossible ever to lovercome provincial
prejudices, and that we should never be free
from provincialism. I think we have already
outgrown that feeling ; we feel that we are
Canadians from one end of the Dominion to
the other. No matter where we come from
our sympathies are for the whole country. I
think we should get the best men, Irrespective
of where they come from.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-All the members are
perhaps not as magnanimous as the hon.
gentleman is.

Hon. Mr. KAJLBACH-I hope if the com-
mIttee Is to be seven or nine that It will be
composed of the best men we have, and I do
not care where they come from If they are
men of Independent character and not easily
swayed by Inducements or solicitations from
any source.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I agree with the hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg ln thinking that
the Introduction of this system of having a
certain number of members from each pro-
vinoe ls not a desirable departure. We should
not recognize sectionalism unless it ls absolu-
tely necessary. In this case It is not necessary
at aIl. The better way, in selecting the com-
mittee next year, would be to adopt the sug-
gestion of the hon. gentleman from- Richmond
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and appoint about fifteen men who have prov-
ed themselves useful and economical members
of the committee, without reference to the
province from which they come, because
after all the remote provinces are not much
interested in the work of that committee.
The work is chiefly in this neighbourhood.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am exceed-
ingly pleased to hear that the leader of the
Government has fallen In with the views con-
tained in both of the amendments which were
proposed to the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that he
ha&

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Yes; to reduce
the number from what it Is at the present
time. The Committee on Oontingencies is
composed of no less than 36 members. That
would be reduced to 11 if the amendment of
which I gave notice some time ago were
adopted. I think every purpose would be
served, as I mentioned at the time I gave
that notice, If the plan were adopted that I
have suggested. But the House must be
rather surprised to hear the hon. gentleman
from Lunenburg and the senior member from
Halifax decrying sectionalism. I do not be-
lieve in sectionalism any more than the hon.
gentlemen, but I should like to know if there
are any two members In this House who
would more strongly oppose any measure by
which the representation of their province in
the Cabinet would be reduced than these
gentlemen. We should hear their voices on
every occasion possible denouncing it I
thInk as long as there are men from every
province that are quite capable of taking their
place on that committee, or any other com-
mittee, of this House, It is only a matter of
justice that the oeurtesy should be extended
to that province, although not as large or
populous as the older provinces of Canada.
The leader of the Government when he named
The leader of the Government, when he named
his arguments, that he would take a repre-
presentative from each province.

Hon. Mr.q KAULBACH-It was a very bad
argument.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I do not know
that it ls such a very bad argument. I think
myself, that probably In that particular case
it would be just as well to have taken legal

or professional men from the different pro-
vinces wherever they were to be found, but
lu dealing with the internal economy of the
Senate, and with the finances under the
charge of the Government, I think that a
non-professional could probably discharge the
duties just as well as if he were a lawyer.

The motion was agreed to.

GRANTS OF LAND TO MILITIA FORCE
BILL.

SECONI READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (P) "An
Act to make further provision respecting
grants of land to members of the militia
force on active service in the North-West."
He said : This Bill is a very simple one, and
for the purpose of doing an act of justice to
the militiamen who are entitled to the land
grants. The privilege of obtaining those
land grants was given by an Act passed last
session, which limited the time within which
the militiamen must choose their locations,
and that was really, for the most part, in the
winter. It is obvious that It would be very
difficult indeed to make a proper selection of
a prairie farm when It was covered with
snow. The Government thought it but just
to grant an extension of time so as to give
the militiamen an opportunity of maidng their
choice in the summer.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill waB
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 4.10 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, June 21st, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 8 p. I.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAM!ENT.

REPORT OF TRE COMMITTEE DROPPED.
The Order of the Day being called for the

consideration of the First Report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses on the Library of
I'arliament,

Hon. Mr. ALLAN sald: I find on inquiry
that this matter has been dropped in the other
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IHouse. I presume, as it is necessary to have
the concurrence of the other House in a re-
port of this kind, all I can do Is to move that
Ihe Order of the Day be discharged.

The motion was agreed to.

THE WINDING UP ACT.
THIRD READING.

The House resolved Itself into a Cominlttee
of the Whole on Bill (O) " An Act to amend
the Winding Up Act."

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the conittee.
reported the Bill with amendments, which
Were concurred in.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I hope my hon. friend will excuse me. I
had a conferenoe on Saturday with my two
colleagues who were at Washington, and was
prepared to make a statement to the House
to-day, but since the announcement which ap-
peared In the papers this morning with regard
to a certain message from the President of
the United States we agreed to make no re-
ference to the conference until we see what
the text of that message is. So that if this
House will excuse me, I would prefer not to
make my announcement at present.

BILL INTRODUCED.

T Bill (93) " An Act respecting the Midland
The Bill was then read the third time and Railway of Canada." (Mr. Vidal.)

passed.

THE PRINTING 0F PARLIAMENT. The Senate adjourned at 8.25 p.m.

MOTIONS.

The Order of the Day being called-" Con-
Sideration of the Eighth Report of the Joint
Committee of both Houses on the Printing of
Parliament,"

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) sald: This report
fakes certain recommendations that have not
been adopted In the other branch of Parlia-
rfent, and consequently the report has been
Withdrawn. I therefore move that the Order
Of the Day be discharged.

The motion was agreed to.

lion. My. READ (Quinte) moved the adop-
tion of the Ninth Report of the Joint Com-
ruittee of both Houses on the Printing of
Parliament

The motion was agreed to, and the report
Was adopted.

lon. Mr. READ (Quinte) moved the adop-
tion of the Tenth Report of the Joint Com-
rÀittee of both Houses on the Printing of
Parliament

The motion was agreed to, and the report
Was adopted.

TRE NEGOTIATIONS AT WASHINGTON.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the House ad-
JOUns, I should like to remind the Premier
that on Friday last he was about to advise
the House on the result of the mission to
Washington of two members of the Govern-

lient some weeks ago.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, June 22nd, 1892.
The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE OLD FORT AT ANNAPOLIS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. ALMON--Before the orders are
called I would like to ask the leader of the
Government if he has any more definite infor-
mation respecting the sale of lots at Fort
Annapolis. I think the hon. gentleman said
he was not quite certain about his colleague,
but that he himself was opposed to the sale,
and that he would make inquirles and ascer-
tain If there was any such project In contem-
plation

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I made inquiry of the Militta Department, to
wbich department I understand this subject
belongs, and I have not yet recelved an an-
swer, but I will endeavour to have it to-
morrow.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think.I can point out
It would be a great saving to the Govern-
ment if they would keep the old fort Intact.
At present a piece of land Is hired at Ayles-
ford, some twenty-five miles nearer Halifax,
for the purpose of a militia camp. It strikes
me that the twenty-elght acres at Annapolis
would answer a very much better purpose.
There is the river there where targets could
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he moored for practice with small arms and
heavy guns without danger. Then there is
the salt water bathing there, and the old pal-
Isade could be repaired for a small cost, and
the buildings, at present ln the fort, with a
little repair, eould be utilized for the cookery,
hospitals and other purposes of the camp.
There is every convenience ln Annapolis,
and churches for every denomination, and [
should say It would be a very mucli better
situation than the one that is now utilized for
the camp, with this advantage, that the Gov-
ernment would not have to pay rent. as they
now do, for they would be on their own
ground. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would
lay that matter before the Minister of Militia
also.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I shal have pleasure ln mentioning the sub-
ject to my colleague, but I am afraid it is too
late for this year.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD RKADING.

The Order of the Day being called--" Con-
sideration of amendment made by the Select
Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and Har-
bours to Bill (65) 'An Act to Incorporate the
Burrard Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Company.' "

Hon. -Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) said : In
the committee an amendment was made at
the instance of the hon. gentleman from New
Westminster, fixing the heiglt of the bridge
and the width of the swing. I an Informed
by the promoter of the company that this
amendment virtually kils the Bill. First,
they cannot get the height that they require
for a high level bridge, and, second, the width
of the span Is too great. Therefore, I shall
have to ask that the Bill be referred back to
the connittee. I am as anxious as my hon.
friend to keep the channel free from obstrue,
tion. At the same dine, the work is required.
The land on the other side of Burrard Inlet Is
coming into use, and is being divided Into
town lots. I therefore move that the report
be not now adopted, but that it be referred
back to the Railway Committee, for ihe pur-
pose of amending the Bill so as to provide
that the portion of the bridge which crosses
the navigable part of the second narrows ot
Burrard Inlet shall have a draw or a swing
space of at least one hundred feet between
the piers.

Hon. Mr.1 McINNES (B.C.) - I move in
amendient that the report be now concurred
in, for the reasons that I gave the com-
mittee when the BIll was before it. I find
that in nearly every important Act on the
Statute-book since 1884, relating to bridges
across navigable streams, not only is the com-
pany compelled to submit all Its plans Ar the
approval of the Governor in Council, but that
nearly every Bill has a rider fixing the
miiînimum width of the span, lin the case of
a drawbridge. and the minimum height of
the bridge, if Lt is a high level bridge.
The first case to which I will refer the House
is that of the Brockville and New York Bridge
Company. The company was incorporated
in 1886, and this session we passed a Bill to
revive, and amend their charter. The third
clause of the Bill is as follows :-

" Section three of the said Act of incorpora-
tion is hereby amended by adding the follow-
ing sub-section thereto:

" The height of the arches of the bridge
across the St. Lawrence river shall not be
less than sixty:one feet above high water,
with a sufficent draw-bridge If required by
the Governor in Council; the Interval betweeni
the abutments or piers across the main
channel of the said river shall be not less
than three hundred and fifty feet, and els-
where the space between the piers shall be
not less than two hundred feet."
We passed that Bill only two weeks ago. It
shows that this House was of the opiniol
that the miniminin wIdth of the span and the
height of the bridge should be fixed by Parlii-
inent, and not left to the Governor in Council.
I shall now refer the House to 55 Victoria,
ehapter 106, an Act to amend the Act tO
incorporate the Montreal Bridge Comipan>y.
The first section amends the Act by striking
out in line sixteen the words " one hundred
and seventy-five" and substituting therefor the
words " at least one hundred and fifty."
There was no provision In the original Act, It
appears, for this; it was left entirely to the
Governor in Council to say what the width
and height of the bridge should be ; but hlere
we last year fixed a minimum by statute. I
wuill refer hon. gentlemen to 53 VictOrIa,
chapter 90, an Act to amend the, Act tO
incorporate the River Detroit Winter Railway
and Bridge Company, and to change the
iame of the company to the Detroit Bridge

Company. This Bill provides for the mininiun
height of the bridge and the width between
the piers. The helght Is fixed at not less than
140 feet I shall now refer hon. gentflee
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to 53 Victoria, chapter 93, an Act respecting
the Montreal Bridge Company. The fourth
clause of the Act provides that the plans
Inust be submitted to the Governor in Council
for his approval. It also provides that the
height of the bridge and the widthi of the
Piers shall not be less than a certain distance.
It would appear froni this that the Govern-
nient can increase the heigit or width, but
Dot reduce it, and that was the provision 1
proposed in my amendment to the Burrard
Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Company's Bill. ]
Will next refer the House to sub-section 2 of
section 13 of the Detroit River Railway and
Bridge Company's Bill. in which care is taken
to provide a minimum height. lu the same
Way, as in the ucase of the Act for the con-
Struction of a bridge across the Bay of
Quinte, the fourth section provides for a
draw or swing of 100 feet clear of
the piers or abutnents. I might go
On and cite some thirty or forty cases
Of a similar nature, but I will not weary
the House by doing so. So limpres4ed was the
Minister of Railways when this measure was;
before the Railway Committee of the House
ef Commons, aecordling to the statement made
by the learned gentleman (Mr. Geimmill) who
1 ad charge of the Bill, that he (the Minister
Of Railways) thought it best to have the mini-

mli height of the bridge and width of
the spans fixed by Parliament; but the
Minister of Justlee thought that the pub-
lic interests would be sufficlently guard-
ed by adding two or three words to the
clause. I happen to know the particular
locality where this proposed bridge is to be
e0fnstructed, and, I may say for the informa-
tiOnl of the House, that the main channel
itself is not more than thirteen hundred
feet lu width. The bridge wil require to be
about three-quarters of a mile long, but the
1i3thi channel Is only thirteen hundred feet
Wide, with a sufficient depth of water to pass
a fleet of " Great Easterns " through. The
la'nd on the south side Is probably 150 feet
1ilgh, 400 feet from the edge of the water.
On the opposite side of the second narrows
the land is low, and L am strongly of the
lflpression that a high level bridge will not
e constructed there under any circunistances
that It must be a swing.
lion. Mr. OGLVIE-They cannot do it.

11on. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)-I am very glad
to have the approval of the hon. gentleman
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from Montreal ln that particular ; but I would
inform the hon. gentleman that there Is a
current of three to seven knots an hour passing
througli that channel at every full tide, the
same as through the first narrows, where
they proposed to tunnel ; and the reason why
I ask tiat the swing shall be 150 feet is
that vessels may pass with safety up througha
that channel at ail stages of the tide. My
hon. friend fromi Monck, who has a practical
knowledge of such niatters can probably
endorse what I say, that It requires a great
deal more sea room to pass threough such a
channel when you are running with such a
strong current than when there is little
current. It is true that the largest steamers
are not more than 60 or 65 feet wide, but
I want to make alowanoe for 40 feet on
either side, so that the current will
not force them up against the abut-
ments of the bridge. It was also used
as an argument that this is not a great high-
way, and that it is seldom used by large ves-
sels. I have to inform this louse that some
of the largest vessels afloat pass up and down
through that channel. We have one sawimill
there, built by the late James McLaren, of
Ottawa, and the late ,Senator Ross, capable
of cutting 300,000 feet of huuelxr per
day, principally for foerign market i.
There is another mil also, within ;a
mile of the McLaren mill, abot six
miles up froi this proposed bridge, that does
a large export trade. We have in the north
branch of the Burrard Inlet, which extends
some twenty miles above this proposed bridge,
one of the finest granite 4iuarries in the world.
So superior ln quality is this stone that it le
shipped not only to Vancouver and Victoria,
but it Is also taken over to Tacoma and
Seattle, Washington State. Taie It for
granted that the navigation is not made use
of very extensively at present, there is no
saying what the future may develop-especial-
ly ln a new province with such vast and
varied resources as British Columbia pos-
sesses. I believe that it ls not far in the
future when practically the whole of Bur-
rard Inlet, from Vancouver, on both sides of
it, will be one town, such as the shore of the
Bay of Naples presents. These are the
principal reasons why I ask that the naviga-
tion of that important sheet of water should
be protected in every possible way. As I
said in the committee, I am as much in favour
of the construction of that bridge as the hon.
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gentleman who has charge of the Bill, or any
other hon. gentleman l this House. I am
not opposing it ; but while I am in favour
of the bridge, I am still more anxious to
protect the interests of our navigation. I
may also add that if the Bill provided for
the construction of a bridge within a hundred
miles of Ottawa, or some place that was well
known to every hon. gentleman, and where it
was under the eyes of the Government, and
where they would be capable of forming a
correct and disinterested opinion, I would not
be so particular; but I apprehend that if the
Bill passes as it came into this House, the
Govermnent would be guided wholly and
solely by the report of the engineer-not an
engineer sent out from Ottawa, but probably
by some local engineer who might possibly
be directly interested ln the construction of
that bridge and tunnel. It is in order to
guard against any possibility of interfering
with the free navigation of that beautiful
sheet of water, that I propose this amend-
ment. I think the 150-feet span that I pro-
vide for is not too great. It is not within 24
feet of as large as the swings of the bridge
on the Detroit and St. Lawrence rivers, while
the current of these rivers, where these
bridges are bulut, is nothing like as strong as
the current of the second narrows. I there-
fore hope that the House will adopt the re-
port as It came down from the Railway
Committee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What is the width of
the navigation there ?

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The navigable
channel there is not more than 1,300 or 1,400
feet ln width.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quint)-As I live within
sight of the bridge buit on the Bay of Quinte,
and as the Govermnent has spent one million
four hundred thousand dollars in building a
canal to accommodate the traffic which passes
through this bridge, I have some experience
as regards the operation of It ; and it appears
that a 100-foot span has proved to be quite
sufficient there. I have never heard of any
aecident. We do not know what may occur,
however.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is there a strong car-
rent there ?

Hon. Mr. READ-I do not know.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Is there any current
at al ?

Hon. Mr. READ-There is the natural cur-
rent. The waters I speak of are the waters
of the Murray canal, connecting Lake Ontario
with the Bay of Quinte, througli which ail
the traffic of the canal has to pass, and the
opening of the bridge is only 100 feet wide.
All the låke boats pass up there every night
from Montreal to Toronto, as well as the sail-
ing vessels; and a gentleman told me the
other day that he counted as many as forty
sailing vessels one night on his passage from
Picton to> Belleville. As to&he bridge now
under consideration, with an opening such as
is spoken of now, I think you might as well
say that the oompany shall not have a bridge
at ail. The height of 150 feet is certainly
Impossible. I had charge of a Bill in this
House not long ago, and the Government
consented to It, to build a bridge over the St.
Lawrence, and certainly' we are not going to
make a comparison between the waters of
Burrard Inlet and the waters of the St.
Lawrence.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-No; simply for this
reason, that they are lake boats and lake
schooners that pass up and down the canals,
whereas la the case of Burrard Inlet the
vessels are the largest afloat, and there is Do
comparison to be made. Some of then
carry one and a half million feet of lumber.

Hon. Mfr. READ (Quinte)-Yes ; and We
anticipate sea-going vessels sailing up the St.
Lawrence when the canais are finished, and
we expect, no doubt, to see, as we have ai-
ready seen, vessels saling from *Chicago
through the lakes and these canals and across
the Atlantic. I live In sight of the bridge
at the Bay of Quinte. The Government Mve
allowed a draw of 100 feet wide there 'and
saillng vessels are passing through it everY
hour of the day, and the lake steamers take
that route also.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Why do they maake
200 feet the minimum on the Detroit River
bridge ?

Hon. Mr. READ-There Is some littie differ-
ence there. You need not anticipate that yoa
are going to have a Detroit River in Britishb
Columbia. No doubt the hon. gentlenmllD
anticipates a great deal, and no doubt the
Province of British Columbia will be a great
province, but It wll not be an outlet for »
great country such as the waters of the
Detroit River are. I think 100 feet wm be a
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Very good spin, unless you intend that there
shall be no bridge at ail there.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-If the hon. gentleman
fron New Westminster carries his proposition
It will kill the bridge and tunnel entirely.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-No.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-The hon. gentleman
Inay shake his head until he Is tired, but I
have a telegraphic communication to-day from
as good men as there are in British Columbia
who are very much opposed to any such
amendment. The hon. gentleman acknowl-
edges himself that the high level bridge Is
Inext to an impossibility to build. When he
Was quoting a large number of cases where
there were very large and wide openings he
did not refer to a charter that we passed a
little while ago under which a bridge is built
for the Canada Atlantic Railway crossing the
8t. Lawrence, where there is a current of
seven or eight miles an hour, and there it is
restricted to an 80-foot draw.

lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-What year was
that passed ?

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Not many years ago.
It 1s within ten years anyway.

lon. Mr. CLEMOW-About ire years ago.

lon. Mr. OGILVIE-I think It was about
Ilve years ago. It Is 80 feet wide and there
is a current there of seven or eight miles an
hour, and I think I am perfectly safe ln say-
iIg that there would be one hundred vessels
go through, if not one thousand, for the one
that will pas this bridge at Burrard Inlet.
A gentleman who knows ail about that
country stated that he did not believe that
hitherto there was one large vessel a year
ROIng through that channel, so that the traffic
t8 not large. Then, as to the height of the
bridge, vessels are ail made now-a-days with
their top-masts arranged so that they can be
'et down to pass under bridges. That Is
regularly done, and it would not interfere
With tIe navigation; but a high level bridge
cnnot be built at the narrows, so that point
nkeed not be discussed at ail. What they
8k for is to have a swing bridge a hundred
feet wide, and that is more than ample for
the largest vessels afloat to-day. There Is
deep water and a rapid current there. A
harow channel and a current are ail ln favour
Of navigation, preventing vessels from knock-

ing against the piers. I think it would be a
pity, if there ls a chance of this work being
built, to- kill the Bill by an unreasonable
provision. The Bill was attended to very
closely ln the other House; it recelved the
ttention of the Minister of Railways,

and the Minister of Justice put in an amend-
ment that he thought necessary to make the
matter perfectly safe. I know what I am
speaking about when I say that if the Bill
is passed as it Is it might as well be thrown
out. for ail ¡the good It will be to the people
who are promoting it. The small vessels
that go throught the channel will have ample
room, with a hundred feet, to pass two at a
time if they like. The largest vessel that
comes Into Montreal--of course we have not
got the 10,000 ton vessels that you see ln
New York harbour, nor are they likely to
have them ln British Columbia for some
time-are 60 feet wide. If the channel Is
100 feet wide that is ample. I think the
hon. member from New Westminister ought
to be more anxious than I am to have this
Bill passed, and if it is passed ln Its present
shape, as I have said, you may just as well
throw it out altogether. I think that the
request made by the hon. member for Victoria
is a very modest one. Although I have the
greatest respect ln the world for the reports
of the committee as a rule, I would remind
the House that this was passed at a very
small meeting of the committee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Not at ail.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Perhaps the hon.
member from Halifax knows better than 1
do ; but I say he does not. It was a smal
meeting of the committee, and the majority
ln favour of the amendment was ouly one.

Hou. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The majority
Is stated cOlTeetly ; but there were tw-enty-
one members "present.

Hon. Mr. OGILV LE---I say twenty-one
members Is a small meeting. Our meetings
have been attended by double that number
this session. I think the louse ought, ln al
fairness, to let the motion of the hon. memb*r
from Victoria pass, and we could tien have
au opportunity of discussing the matter. That
will be only fair to the people who are In.
terested ln this undertaking ; but I can assure
hon. gentlemen present that If the Bill Is
passed as amended you might :ist as well
throw It out.
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Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--The hou. gonte-
man speaks with a great deal of authorêy &s
to the result of passing the Bill l its present
shape. I know something about that part
of the country, and I think the uadertaling
would not be destroyed. If this matter had
not been fully discussed in the committee ; if
all that could be said on both sides had not
been said, I might be disposed to favour a
reconsideration of the report. I know my
hon. friend opposed any amendment of the
Bill, but in spite of his appeal after a full
discussion the committee decided that the
amendment which was proposed was right
and proper to be made. As the hon. gentle-
man from New Westminster said, this is a
new country, and its capabilities are as yet
hardly known. Port Moody is capable of
great development. I myself have been up
there, and I saw one of the largest men-of-war
hlgh up the bay, miles above this point 1
am interested in the place, and I should be
sorry to see anything done to obstruct the
channel. The hon. gentleman spoke about
striking the top-masts of vessels ; I should like
to ask If,' ln the interests of this bridge, large
vessels should be compelled to strike their
top-masts ? It ls a movement that l attended
with a great deal of expense and trouble. If
that is the only reason that can be advanced
ln favour of the alteration, It ls not reasonable
that It should be done. Here la a company
that you are going to create, and to whom
you give a charter for al time. You should
guard the public interests carefully. The
rights of the public should be first considered
ln preference to the interests of the local
company. My hon. friend from New West-
minster has told us that there are vested in-
terests to be oonsidered, and that we should
look carefully after the future of that country.
I do not know the number of vessels going
through the narrows, but it does not matter
how many there are ; It Is certain that any
bridge that could be placed there would be an
obstruction. I do not believe that a narrow
ehannel is safer for vessels to navigate than
a wide one. I never heard that state-
ment made before, and I think ny hon.
friend went too far when he said It.
In a place like the narrows, where
I know there is a considerable current, occa-
sionally a vessel may take a sheer, and in fact
is much more likely to do so there than ln
smooth water, such as the hon. member for
Quinte spoke of. The water Is quiet ln the

Bay of Quinte, and the vessels that frequent
that route are of small size. It is not so in
Burrard Inlet. If this matter had not been
fully discussed and decided in the committee,
I should consent to the report going back, but
since the subject was fully argued there, and
the conilttee arrived at a careful conclusion
that this amendment was a proper one, I can-
not vote for the motion of my hon. friend
from Victoria.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUIM-Of course I desire
to do what is right ln this matter. As I un-
derstand this Bill before the House, the con-
pany did not say ln the first place whether
they were going to build a high bridge or a
low bridge. I think it is the duty of the
Senate to see that we do justice to the public
at large for all time to come. If the company
are going to build a high level bridge, I am
sure that 150 feet Is not too high. My hon.
friend from MontresI says they have a new
method lately of striking the top masts of
vessels so that they cau be lowered. That Is
news to me-we have had that for all time,
as far as I know. I should not like to be a
party to obstructing a navigable channel, so
that vessels passing through It would be re-
quired to take down their top hamper. Then,
with regard to the width of the swing, usually
one hundred feet would do very well going
against the current, but when you are going
down the other way, and a vessel takes a
sheer, what are you going to do ? The first
thing you know she will strike the abutment
and sink. I presume there are sailing vessels
as well as steamers golng through the Nar-
rows of Burrard Inlet Suppose a sailing ve&•
sel is being towed through, and she takesi a
sheer and strikes the abutmuent, it would
cause a serious accident. I shall vote for the
Bill as it came froin the committee. I amu
anxious to promo'te improvements ln any part
of this Dominion, but I should be very sorrY
to be a party to obstructing any navigable
channel for all time. It is ail very well to SaY
that there are only two or three vessels every
year going through there now, but who cau
tell what the future wll produce ? Who Can
tell what wll be the traffic through that
channel twenty years henoe ? If you give
these people this Bill they will have a vested
right which would have to be paid for to re
move the obstruction ln the future. I there-
fore support the Bill as It came from the o1-
mittee.
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I was a Mnember of
the committee when this amendment was dis-
Cussed. The ground that I took in the coim-
mittee was this-that the Government are re-
Sponsible for the protection of the navigation
of the country, and it is not desirable to take
It out of their hands.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We do not take It
Out of the hands of the Government.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes ; If the Senate
decides what shall be the width and the
height of the bridge, you are relleving the
Government of a certain responsibility.
The Governmaent of the country has to deal
with the whole question of navigation.
The policy of building bridges across the St.
Lawrence River, involved in the cases re-
ferred to by the hon. member from New
Westminster, or putting restrictions on them
When they are built, I consider Is very dif-
ferent from the question that arises here.
The St. Lawrence Is the highway of the
lorthern part of this continent, and it re-

quires most careful consideration and com-
Plete knowledge as to what should be the
future policy of the country with regard to
anything that may obstruct that navigation.
In the case of the bridging of the St. Law-
rence I think this hon. House would be per-
fectly justified in interfering with private
titerests in any way it saw fit, but taking the
navigation generally of the whole country, the
Government is the best Judge, and I am quite
satisfied that no Government would do any-
thing calculated to Impede the present naviga-
tion or the future requirements of the naviga-
lýon in any portion of this country. I am

nMore particularly impressed with that idea
because in my own district, where I live, is
the River Assiniboine, which is assumed by
the Government to be a navigable stream.
Several years ago, when we wanted to build
a bridge across the Assiniboine River, the
Government said it is a navigable stream
and we must put a swing there. We had
to build a swing bridge at a cost of $15,000.
At the present day the Assiniboine is not a
navigable stream. I hope It will be some
thune, but that day is far distant. It would
rlequihe great Improvements to make it a
navigable river. Therefore It Is absurd, I

nhlUk, to put the whole people living along
the Assiniboine River to the cost of building
8Wing bridges In view of the possible naviga
ton of that river. The Government have

for some time taken that view and are allow-
ing ordinary traffic bridges to be built across
it. These bridges cost froin two to three
thousand dollars, and the people can get across
the stream by building structures at that cost
when they would otherwise have to come to
this House, which knows nothing about the
navigation of the river, for legislation, or have
to pay five times as much as is necessary for
a bridge. Parliament might impose certain
restrictions that would force them to build
costly bridges. This Burrard Inlet, I believe,
is a very fine plece of water, and some day
may come into great fame in connection with
the British navy or our own inerchant service,
which I hope will Increase as years go by,
but at the present time we have merely to
deal with the local requirements of one or
two sawmils at the head of navigation,
fourteen or sixteen miles up froin the ocean.
Is it well to kill the Bill by requiring the
company to make their bridge 150 feet high ?
You must recollect that the public Who are
interested in this work are those who want
to have an electric railway there. If we pass
the Bill as amended, it possibly may postpone
or prevent altogether the construction of that
railway, and it would be doing a wrong to
the people who are interested in that work.
For that reason, and for the reason that I do
not think It is advisáble for the Senate to
relleve the Government of any responsibility
in guarding the navigation of the whole coun-
try, I would prefer leaving the matter subject
to the approval of the Governor in Council.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not agree with the
hon. Senator from Shell River in holding that
the- Government are the guardians of the
navigation of Canada in any sense. So far
as the St. Lawrence is concerned, Parliament
has practically Interdicted the Government
and said they cannot authorize the construc-
tion of a bridge across the St. Lawrence with-
out the authority of Parliament. The power
to authorize the construction of a bridge
across the St. Lawrence Is vested in Parlia-
ment, and not in the Government, and I do
not suppose that any Government would
desire to divest Parliament of that authority.
The question In this instance Is whether the
span should be 150 feet or 100 feet. in
considering that question I think the parallels
that have been offered to the House are
scarcely fair or equal. The idea expressed by
the hon. member frorn Belleville, that it was
similar to a bridge at the outlet of the Mur-
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ray Canal, where vessels from the lakes pass,
or that It is similar to a smal river in the
North-West, a placid strean that may never
be navigated, though at some future day I
hope it will, is not appropriate. In this case
we are dealing with a great harbour on the
Pacifie coast, which has attracted not merely
the attention of the people of Canada as an
outlet for the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but
has for the last seventy-five years been re-
garded by the Imperial authorities as a safe
harbour for the naval reserve on the Pacific
coast, and I doubt very much, if we passed
the Bill In its present shape, and the attention
of the Imperial authorities were called to It,
if the Bill would be allowed to become law.
.'here were two reserves made at the instance
of the Imperial Government before British
Columbia became a province : the Imperial
authorities still regard thein as exeeedingly
Important, and when the Canadian Pacifie
R ailway was constructed under the authority
of an Act of Parliament, its objective point
was Port Moody, inside of where the con-
templated bridge is to be built. Now, let me
ask, If It had not been subsequently carried
out, and a point nearer the ocean--Vancouver
-been selected, w(uld Parliament to-day have
consented that a bridge with a span of 100
feet wide should be constructed at the Nar-
rows ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There would be no
bridge at all.

Hon., Mr. SCOTT-I doubt if they would
have any bridge at ail. Are the people of
Port Moody entitled to no consideration from
Parliament ? You say so far as Vancouver is
concerned, outside of that you must go under
the water if you want to cross-you must
tunnel. You shall not disturb or Interfere with
the navigation at the first Narrows, because
Vancouver Is an Important point-we will not
allow you to put a bridge there. East of Var-
couver there is a large sheet of water-I am
advised that one arm extends ten or twelve
miles inland, and another from fifteen to six-
teen miles. The Government of Canada have
thought so well of this great inlet and of Its
value to the fleet that they have expended a
large sum of money in building docks extend-
ing 1,500 feet In length. They have put down
iron piers. Are you going to destroy this great
harbour, which has been selected not only by
the Government of Great Britain, but by the
Government of Canada, as one of very great

Importance, after the expenditure of such a
vast sum of money to make it safe for vessels
from the Pacific Ocean-are you going to de-
stroy this for the benefit of a company ? i
have always understood that those harbours
were for the public and not for private corpora-
tions. If we pass this Bill, some day Parlia.
ment will be asked to compensate the owners
of the bridge, because that bridge will have
to be removed. We ail know that the trade
there is yet in its infancy. No man can tell
what the outoome will be in the next twenty
years, but we ourselves seen to have been
impressed with the belief that Port Moody,
and the protected harbour inside of Vancou-
ver, is so important as to warrant us in spend-
ing this large sun of money upon it. I think
Parliament should hesitate before interfering
with the .rights of a whole people. Have the
people east of the Narrows no rights or priv-
ileges to be respected ? Are their interests to
be entirely ignored ? Are they to be told, " It
is quite true you have taken up property at
this point, you have constructed piers and
docks and built large sawmills, you are pre-
paring to trade with people along the Pacific
coast, but you have made a mistake. You
should have had your rights defined by Par-
liament before you located there. Par-
liament will perhaps put a gate be-
tween you and the ocean." Who ever
heard of a harbour being destroyed by being
blocked In this way ? Hon. gentlemen may
smile, but It is a very hard thing to turn a
proposition like this into ridicule. It is a pure
question of expense whether this bridge shall
be a hundred feet or a hundred and fifty feet
lu width. The mere addition of fifty feet
does not involve a very large outlay. I simplY
leave It to the House to say which is the
more Important Ointerest-the protection or
continuation of one of the finest harbours onl
the Pacific coast, or the interests of a private
company, Who, for particular purposes of
their own, are interested in narrowing this
important approach to the most valuable har-
bour we have on the Pacifie.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think the argU-
ments of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
are very conclusive, but they are conclusive
in one direction, and that is that we ought to
leave the Bil just as It came from the House
of Commons, and in the hands of the Gover-
nor In Council. One of the reasons whY 1
voted against the amendment offered by the
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hon. gentleman from New Westminster was
that he did not appear to be very decided as
to the number of feet required for the pur-
Pose of protecting the navigation of that
channel. What he wanted ln the first place
Was a hundred and seventy-five feet; then a
hundred and seventy feet ; then he was will-
ing to come down to a hundred and fifty feet.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That was a com-
promise.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN - I looked upon It in
this way : that he did not understand exactly
What he wanted, and that he merely threw
in this amendment to obstruet the Bill en-
tirely and render it useless. That is the way
it struck me.

lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The hon. gentle-
man is out of order in attributing any such
motives to me in moving the amendment in
committee. The hon. gentleman has no
reason to suppose that I moved the amend-
ment for the purpose of obstructing the Bill.
On the contrary, in that committee on more
than one occasion, and on the floor of this
1louse, I stated that I was as much ln favour
'Of the Bill as the hon. gentleman in charge
Of it, and I am yet ; but I want a reasonable
Protection to the navigation in that part of
the Iniet.

lion. Mr. McMILLAN - ]; did not attribute
that to him ; but I am speaking of the way
It struck me, and I can look at his action
as I see proper. I do not know anything
about the Burrard Inlet. I am not interested
ln that any more than any other gentleman
frorm the eastern provinces; but still, if fifty
feet will save the navigation there I say give
it by all means ; but what evidence has this
House that this extra fifty feet is necessary
tO make that navigation safe ? We have no
e'Vidence of the kind. There has been no
petition presented to this House opposing this
chartel. I suppose in this case, as ln all
other cases of charters, proper notice was
given to the parties interested, and if so there
WOuld have been petitions in this House
against granting the charter as introduced, if
there was any objection to it on the Pacific
eoast.

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It is the duty of
the representatives to look after the interests
Of the people.

Hon. Mr. MeMILLAN - We have no evi-
dence that any member had representations
made to him to look after the interests of that
part of the country. The Bill received great
attention ln the Committee on Railways ln
the other House, and, as has already been
stated, was carefully watched by the Minister
of Justice, and the result was that a clause
was put inte the Bill to this effect, that the
rights of navigation should be protected. It
was said that those words did not make it
any stronger ; that may be, but I must attach
very. great importance and value to these
words, because they were suggested by the
Minister of Justice. The hon. gentleman
referred to the Coteau bridge. I can teil him
where the Coteau bridge is: it crosses the
St. Lawrence at a point where there is a
current of probably 12 miles an hour at the
head of the rapids. In that case the pro-
vision is that the width shall not be less than
80 feet. That is at the head of the rapids
at Coteau, and yet a span of 80 feet is con-
sidered wide enough. I find, moreover, that
on the Fraser River, at a place called the
Mission, where there Is a large traffic, the
bridge has a swing of 100 feet, and Is only
12 feet high, and the current I am told Is
very wild there. I would be in favour of
leaving this entirely to the Governor in
Council. If there is any force in the argu-
ment of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa it
leads in that direction-to leave it to them-
and they will see that the rights of navigation
are not interfered with, and that the channel
wil not be obstructed in such a way as to
render It dangerous for any class of shipping
that may require to go up to that part of the
Inlet.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-My hon. friend from
Victoria, rather unexpectedly to me, proposed
me as seconder of his resolution, and has,
therefore, placed me in a somewhat awkward
position. I had not the advantage of being at
the meeting of the committee, and, therefore,
did not hear the arguments pro and con witb
respect to the height of the bridge or the
width of the swing. I take it for granted
that so far as the height of the bridge is con-
cerned, it would be inpossible to make it the
height proposed by the amendment, inasmuch
as I am given to understand that although
the bank is high on one side of the channel,
on the other it is so low that in order to
bring the bridge up to the level proposed it
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would have to be extended back a very great
distance, which would make It a very difficult
and expensive work. With regard to the
width of the swing, I do not think that some
of the cases quoted were exactly in point.
For instance, take the bridge referred to by
the hon. gentleman from Quinte, who says
that all the vessels going through the Murray
Canal pass through the Quinte bridge. That
is a very different matter from a bridge
crossing a channel with a very strong tide,
making the navigation more difficuit. I was
very much struck with the argument of the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa, and It seems to
me that If what he dwelt very strongly upon
indeed-the great value which the Imperial

and the Dominion Governments attach to the
harbour of Vancouver, not only for purposes
of trade, but as a place where the navy of the
Empire may enter with safety, and what he
said with respect to the naval reserve there,
and so on, is to be considered, he has fur-
nished the strongest argument why we should
leave the clause as It stood originally ln the
Bill. That clause Is very strongly worded, be-
cause, as quoted by my hon. friend opposite,
this work on the bridge and tunnel shall not
be commnced until the plans have been sub-
mitted to the Governor in Council, and have
been approved by them. Nothing can be
stronger, I think, than the language of the
clause throughout ln that respect, and it
seems to me that this particular case is one
which may more especially be left safely in
the hands of the Government, who, no doubt,
attach all the importance to the harbour of
Vancouver that bas been referred to by the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa, and in their
hands It will be really safer and much more
certain that the swing will be of sufficient
width, than If we defined and fixed a limit for
It here. I am not at all clear myself whether
100 feet would be enough, and I am not clear
whether 150 feet Is more than is necessary. I
have been once in Vancouver, but I do not
know enough of the locality to form a proper
judgment on this project ; therefore, I for one
would prefer to place the whole responsibility
for the character of the bridge on the shoul-
ders of the Government, and I think the
power would be ln the proper bands, where
It will be wisely and discreetly used ln
the interests of the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-With the views the hon.
gentleman has expressed I do not see why

he should have any difficulty in referring
this Bill back to the committee.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-That is without special
instructions. I mentioned that I was under
the impression from what my hon. friend
stated that that was what the motion was
going to be-simply to refer the Bill back to
the committee.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-As one of those who
voted for the amendment in the oommittee,
I am at liberty, perhaps, to express
ny reasons for now favouring the Bill being
referred back to that comnittee, mainly upon
the ground which is already stated, that it
was carried in oommittee by a majority of
one. I think when a question is so nearly
balanced in committee, any one concerned in
the welfare of the Bill has good reason for
bringing the matter before the Senate. and
having it discussed here, possibly with tho
object of having it referred back to the coim-
mittee to secure some friendly arrangement
or agreement by which al difficulties may bc
removed. On that ground I should certainly
favour the proposal that the Bill be referred
back, and I should prefer It without instruc-
tions, leaving the committee perfectly free to
discuss it as they please. I am very muchi
Impressed with the argument that has been
brought forward, and very ably sustained,
that the putting of this matter under the
control of the Governor in Council with re-
ference to the details, Is sufficient protection
for all the rights of navigation. I do not
care who Is in power, I contend that anY
Government in power, and having that re-
sponsibility upon them will not be guided solelY
by the report of an engineer emnployed by the
ompany. Any Government will take care
to have the most careful and the fullest en-
quiry as to the effect which the construction
of the bridge will have upon the channel and
the Interests of navigation ; consequently, I
belleve that before any plan would be adopted
by the Government there would be ample oP-
portunity given for the expression of any
objection calling attention to the omission of
anything requlred in the construction of the
bridge. My opinion Is that the Board Of
Trade of Victoria, which Is well known tO
look after the interests of navigation, will
have Its eye upon that bridge.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It is not under
their jurisdiction at all.
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Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I am not speaking of
their jurisdiction. They are interested in the
navigation of Canadian waters, especially
those on the Pacific coast, and it does not
require that it shall be th'b Board of Trade ;
any individual can bring the matter before
the Government. Any far-seeing man who
believes that the interests of navigation are
being jeopardized can lay his objections before
the Government, and if his objections are
Worthy of consideration they will doubtless
receive due attention. I believe there will
be ample protection for the rights of the
country and for the rights of navigation if
the approval of the bridge is left with the
Government. But the amendment of the
hon. gentleman, if it were carried out, would
Prevent any change whatever froin being
luade in the limits defined for the bridge. My
own conviction Is that If the bridge is a neces-
Sity, as I take It to be by the interest nmani-
fested in it by the members of both Houses,
especially those from British Columbia, who
have spoken to me on the subject, the Bill
ShOuld be allowed to pass and that the in-
terests of the public would be quite sufficiently
guarded If it were passed in the ternis lu
which it came to this chamber.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I feel naturally
Illterested In any subject touching upon the
interests of British Columbia as well as those
Of the Territories. Owing to my unavoidable
absence I have not had the opportunity of
attendlng the Railway Committee, of which i
anl a member, while this subject was under
consideration, and I must say that I am
strongly In favour of referring the report back
to the committee, and on these grounds par-
ticularly: We are now disposing of a sub-
Ject which Is a peculiarly technical one,
requiring an expert knowledge-we are, in
fact, settling the details of a most important
Ilautical undertaking. It must be obvions to
every hon. gentleman present that to discuss
t1is matter to advantage, and to discuss It in-
telligently, one must be familiar with the cur-
rents of this body of water, and with all the
requirements of that particular location. Now,

is, to my mind, must naturally come within
the province of one versed in nautical and
ngileering matters, and I therefore have

eo1ie te the conclusion that we cannot in-
telligibly discuss the details of se important
au undertaking without further information.
FOr these reasons, I an strongly In favour o!
ending the Bill back to ,he committee. The

anenduient of the hon. gentleman fron
New Westminster appears to me to he defeat-
ing the very object he bas in view, inasmuclh
as he is limiting the particular mnasurements
of this bridge. My hon. friend may contend
that he is placing the minimum nme réménts
on both the height and swing of the bridge,
but it is qulte evident froin the construction
of the Bill, If it passes in the shape Inu Nhich
Lt comes from the cornittee, that Parlia-
ment will be taken as havlag expre.ad it-
self as to what the proppr mieasure-
ments of this bridge shall be. It
may be hereafter, judging from the remarks
of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, that the
measurements submitted to this hon. House
are not sufficient for thepurpose of this
particular undertaking, and it may be that
when the Government sends out an expert to
ascertain the details necessary for the purpose
of giving Its approval to the character of this
bridge, it will be found necessary that the
bridge shall be constructed to a greater height
or that the swing shall be of greater wldth ;
consequently, under the construction of this
Bill, the Government cannot Interefere with
it, Parliament having taken the responsibility
of saying what shall be the height and swing
that should be adopted for it. I think, there-
fore, that the interests of the public are better
safeguarded In leaving Lt to the Governor In
Council, as expressed in the Bill as It comes
from the House of Commons, viz. : giving to
the Government the power of enforcing a
greater height and greater swing if necessary.
Moreover, there was not a full meeting of
the committee, taking the number present
at twenty, as stated by the hon. gentleman
fromi Halifax; the whole number of the con-
mittee Is forty-one or forty-two. Therefore,
there was only a minority of the committee
present on that occasion, and as there was
only a majority of one in favour Of the
amendinent in the committee, it must become
apparent that we are asked that the views of
eleven members are to be taken as against
the weight of the opinion of this House upon
such an Important undertaking as this. I
think there should be a comparatively unani-
mous feeling In favour of such report in com-
mittee before it Is adopted by the House.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My hon. friend
cannot support then the amendment te the
amendment, because It would Ilinit the height
and swing of the bridge ?

36T
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Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I may say that I
an strongly in favour of the Bill in the shape
it came from the House of Commons. I
think the public interests are strongly safe-
guarded In that way-more so than under the
anmendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the hon. gentle-
man fron Victoria should ask leave to have
his motion amended in this way . that the
report be referred back to the committee for
further consideration.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)--I am quite
wiliing to omit the nstructions to the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I would sitggest that
the hon. gentleman should move to refer the
report ba ck to the committee for further con-
sideration, without instructions.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to know
'whether it is in order to do that with a pri-
vate Bill, without notice ?

Hon Mr. VIDAL-I move in amendment to
'the amendment that the Bill be referred back
to the comiittee without Instructions.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I submit that no amend-
ment can be moved to the report without pre
vious notice, and the hon. gentleman from
Victoria has no reason for not giving notice
because the bon. gentleman hiiself fixed the
time, a week lu advance, when this report
should be taken into consideration. My point
of order is well taken ; but I do not propose
to insist upon It, because I think we are here a
munber of gentlemen all of sufficiently mature
years to judge for ourselves, and we are hot
likely to be taken off our feet by the argu-
ments we have listened to. I wish to say a
few words wIth respect to the speech made
by the bon. gentleman from Calgary. That
bon. gentleman seems to think that the in-
terests of navigation at the second narrows
at Burrard Inlet, and the Interlor of Burrard
Inlet. would .be more properly safeguarded if
we left them altogether In the bands of
the Govermnent, than if we tied the bands of
the Government by this amendment, and the
hon. gentleman took the ground that when
we prescribed the width of 150 feet we
practlilly stated to the Government that that
Is the maximum wIdth which we require, and
that the Government are relleved froin al
further concern in the matter. I think that
that Is not the way In which the Government
would look at It, nor ls It the way the HIouse
looks at it. We say that that is the minimum

width. We say, " You may build a bridge
there, but that bridge shall be at least 150
feet in width," and then we go on to say lu
the Bill that the Government shall make all
such other regulations as to the wIdth
of the bridge, the height, and all the rest of
It, as they think best In the interest of the
public and of navigation ; and the only
object in putting In this provision as Io the
width of the swing Is, that the Government
shall not allow an opening of less width than
150 feet there. I think that Is reason and
common sense. The lion. gentleman from
York has pointed out that the case of the
Murray Canal bridge, referred to by the hon.
gentleman from Quinte, ls not at all a ;arallel
case, and there Is no necessity for me ta refer
to it Something was said by the hon. gentle-
man behind me with respect to the necessity
for expert evidence in this matter. We bave
on the committee, and In this House, a
gentleman who, on a question of that
sort, I take ,it, is as well qualified as any en-
gineer who is likely to be called before us-
the hon. gentleman froi Monk-who under-
stands the navigation of freshi water
channels as well as any hon. gentleman
in the country. What has been the course
In the past in relation to such matters ? The
hon. gentleman froin New Westminster cited
to us six or seven cases where Parliament bas
undertaken to prescribe the width of draw-
bridges. It was not felt that these cases
Indicated any want of confidence In the Gov-
ernment. We should not try to shift to
the shoulders of the Government the responsi-
bility which rests on ourselves. It is our
duty as members of Parliament to see that
the interests of the navigation of this country
are protected. We do that, and leave to
the Government to settle the details. It is
absurd to apply the argument that applies to
bridges crossing canals and crossing the St.
Lawrence to a channel that is navigated bY
sailing vessels of 2,000 tons, and by steamships
of 4,000 or 5,000 tons, with rapid currents at
full tide. There is no comparison at all ; and
to say that any width less than 150 feet,
where there is a strong current, would be
sufficient to make it safe for sea-going vessels
to come through, is, I think, a proposition
which no practical man will undertake to
endorse. In the case of the St. Lawrence
navigation, I bave looked up two cases in
which the wldth of the draw la fixed at 200
feet, and on the Detroit River there are twO
draws of 450 feet and two of 200. Sone-
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thing has been said about the members of
the House of Commons ; we must bear ths ln
mind : that if we have one advantage over t

the members of the House of Commons it is
this : that we are supposed to be able to look
at things ln a broader and more judicial
Way than members of the other House.
A member for any given constituency is
obliged in his own interests, and he cannot
help it, and is not to be blamed for doing
it, to look at matters through the spectacles
Of his own constituents. Where are the con-
Stituents interested in this scheme ? In the
city of Vancouver, and not around this sheet
of water ; and the member Interested in that
district will try ,and have the matter settiej
ti the supposed interests of his own con-
Stituents. He Is apt to be biassed ; but we
do not look at It ln that way. We have to
think of the Interests of that section of the
coOuntry-not for to-day, not for Vancouver of
to-day-but for the people who may reside
there in the next fifty years. I hope that if that
Western part of Canada is to advance there will
be a large population and very large com-
ulercial interests growing up above the second
Narrows within the next few years. We are
lot tied do'wn, as members of the House of
Commons are, to consider the prejudices. and
Jealousies of constituents. Something was
Maid about Victoria. The probabilities are
that the people of Victoria are anxious
that that city shall remain the principal city
and port of British Columbia. They do not
Wish to have a rival up at the head of Bur-
rard Inlet. I do not think these are argu-
ients whilch should influence this House.

We have on many different occasions
ilcorporated in Bills provisions .exactly identi-
cal to this as a sort of instruction to the
Government. You can understand that the
Government are not on the spot themselves.
Tbey are not as familiar with this water
Stretch as they are with the St. Lawrence
navigation ; and there have been such things
as reports made by engineers, which reDorts
Were Influenoed by the bias of the engineers,
and the Government might in this case act
ilpOn the report of an engineer, backed by
the solicitation of the member who represents
'Vanoouver, and who Is anxious probably
as the people of Vancouver are that this

e*gion above the Narrows should not be de-
veloped. I think we are safe if we get this
Safeguard : that there shall be reasonable
1ooM provided for a sea-going vessel going

through that draw-bridge. We shall then
have done our duty, and if the Goverment
-hink, on inquiry, that the swing should be
250 feet in width, they should make that pro-
vision.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I do not rise to discuss
the merits of the amendment, because that
has been done already very well, but I pre-
sume there will be a general desire to refer
bhe Bill back to the ommittee after the ex-
pression that has taken place in the House,
because we had not a very large meeting ln
the committee when the Bill was under dis-
cussion, and the majority for the amend-
ment was only one. • With regard to the
motion of the hon. gentleman from Victoria,
I think it is quite in order. The rule of the
House is that no important amendment may
be proposed to any private Bill in Committee
of the Whole, or at the third reading of a
Bill, unless one day's notice of the same shail
have been given. We are not discussing this
motion, or considering It ln a Committee of.
the Whole ; we are not considering it on a
motion for the third reading, and therefore I
think the motion is in order. ' What is the
object of the rule ? The object is to prevent
surprise. Surprise cannot be complained of
if the Bill Is to be sent back to the committee
with notioe of what the committee Is to con-
sider when the Bill is taken up by It, and
when that Bill has to corne back here for
approval on the report of the committee and
subsequently on the third reading. How-
ever, I rise to suggest to my hon. friend that
I think we would reach the object he has in,
view just as well, and perhaps meet the ob-
ject that the other members of the House.
have also ln view, by not restricting the re-
ference with any instructions-simply refer-
ring it for further consideration. I presume
the object would be best attained by the hon.
gentleman amending his motion so as to refer
the Bill back to committee generally for
further consideration.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-With the
consent of the House I leave the Instructions
out of my motion and move simply to refer the
Bill back to the oommittee for further con,
sideration.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I attended the meeting
of the committee the other day and I voted
against the amendment proposed by the hon.
gentleman from Vancouver upon the ground
that I did not think that there was sufficient
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,evidence before the committee to corne to any
conclusion upon the matter at all. If the
same discussion had taken place then as bas
taken place to-day I am satisfied that the
amendment would never have carried.

Hon. Mr. McKAX-ýspeak for yourself.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I am speaking for
myself. I think, now that the discussion has
been ample and full, we know more about it
than we did before. The lion. gentleman
cited several casres where the height and
width of bridges were prescribed in the Act;
but other bridges have been authorized with-
out this provision - the Quebec bridge in
October, 1887 ; the Brockville and New York
in 1886 ; the Quebec Railway bridge in 1884 ;
the Ontario and New York ln 1891 ; the Buf-
falo and Ontario in 1891; the Short LIne bridge
ln 1890-all these were left an open question
with the Governor in Council, and I think,
under the circumstances, that is the true and
gafe way of doing it. Supposing, for instance,
it is found to be impossible that this draw be
more than 100 feet ? I do not belleve there
Is a man in this House to-day, or probably in
this city, that can tell you what would be
required at that particular. place; therefore
I do not think it is judicious or right or in
the interest of the project that the hands of
the promoters should be tied in this manner. If
the hon. gentleman thinks that the Government
wll not 'act fairly in the matter, I eau under.
stand the amendment, but if he adopts the
argument of the hon. gentleman froin Ottawa
this Bill should not be passed at all, and the
wisest course to pursue when it goes back to
the committee, if that argument can be
considered valid, will be to reject the Bil
in toto. However, we have had the matter
fully discussed to-day. We know a great
deal more about it now than we did then.
In the committee so little was said about it
the other day that I could not understand what
was the intention of the promoters. I asked
a gentleman who promoted the Bill la the
other House to cone down and explain. it,
but ie did not do so, and I do not think the
commnittee knew what the promoters of the
Bill required. That is my impression friom
what took place on the committee, and I was
induced to vote against the amendment be-
cause I did not think it was prudent to adopt
it under the circumstances. Had I known
what I know to-day I would have voted

believe it would have carried at all ln a full
committee.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I want to have
the yeas and nays taken on the amendment
The more the question is discussed the more
convinced am I that the Bill as amended by the
committee is in a proper shape to become
law. The hon. gentleman who bas just taken
bis seat informed us that he was on that con-
mittee and that there was no person there to re-
present the Bill. Now bis memory must be
at fault. The solicitor of the company was
there. He used ail the arguments that ie
would use if it were sent back to the con-
mittee again. Every hon. gentleman is now
seized of the facts.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I mentloned the pro-
moter of the BI ln the other House.

Hon. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)-Thie promoters
of the Bill in the other House placed it in the
hands of their solicitor. Their solicitor was
before the committee ; moreover, when the
Bill came in the first place before the com-
imittee, my hon. friend from Victoria, when I
proposed my amendment, asked to have it
postponed to a future date. I consented to
that, and the second time, when the BiH was
called up before the committee, the solicitor
of tie company was present, and armed, I
think, with ali the arguments that ie had used
in the Railway Committee of the Hoiuse of
Cominons. Now, I cannot see any earthly use
in sending this Bill back to the committee.
The House is ln possession of al the facts,
and I think It Is just as well to dispose of It
now. If the Bill, as reported from 1he coi-
mittee. does not carry now, it certainly will
not carry ln the committee If it is sent back-
I therefore Insist on my amendment to the
amendment being put.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I think that we should have our procecdings
regular. The question, I understand, Is the
consideration of the report of the committee.
That is the first question. If that report is
adopted, then my hon. friend froin New
Westminster will find that his motion is per-
fectly unnecessary. The question Is lirst 01n
the report; then my hon. friend from Victoris
nay mnove his amendment to the report, that
it be not adopted. The main question Is the

against the amendment aiso, and I do not l adoption of the report
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The motion of the hon.
Fember from New Westminster Is to adopt
the report. .

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
The motion of the hon. gentleman from Vic-
toria ought to be put as an amendment to the
niotion to adopt the report.

The SPEAKER-There was an order of the
House at our last meeting that this report be
taken inta consideration to-lay. The Hon.
Mfr. Macdonald should have moved that
the Order of the House be put Into ex-
ecution, but he moved that the report be not
cofnsidered now, but that It be sent back to
the committee.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
Then his motion is the first one to be put.

The SPEAKER-Then there is no necessity
for the amendment to the amendment.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Not at all.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to have a
ruling on that. The report was put down for
consideration to-day. The hon. gentleman who
had charge of the report was at liberty to do
as he pleased with it ; he might have noved
to adopt it or to have it referred back.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
No.

Hon Mr. POWER-Excuse me, but the re-
Port Is the property of the House. When the
Order was reached the hon. gentlenan in
charge of the Bill said, practically, I do not
M0ove the adoption of the report, but I move
to refer it back. Is not that the proper
course ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL A3BOTT-
Yes. The hon. gentleman minsunderstood me.
This report must have been brought up by
the chairman of the committee. Then some-
bOdy must have moved the consideration of
the adoption of the report for to-day.

Hon. Mr. POWER - The hon. gentleman
from Victoria moved it

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Then the bon. gentleman from New West.

diuster will find his motion Is out of order.
If the vote is against the motion to refer
back the report it Is all right, but to make a

substantive motion that the clause recom-
mended by the committee be inserted in the
Bill seems to be an irregularity.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think even if the mo-
tion of the hon. gentleman from New West-
minster could be put, it would place bis mo-
tion in a worse position than it would other-
,wise have been ln, because there are several
members who are opposed to the amendment
but would like to have the report referred
back, and would vote against bis motion in
order to get the reference back.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman ln
charge of the Bill and of the report adopted
the unusual course of moving against the re-
port. Then the member who is in favo>ur of
the adoption of the report was obllged to
move an amendnent.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The hon. gentleman
will see at once that the object in view in the
motion of the hon. member from New West-
minster is involved In negativing the motion
of the hon. gentleman from Victoria.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-The hon. gentleman was
not in charge of the report. It was brought
in by the chairman.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The trouble wfil be
avoided by putting the motion of the hon.
gentleman from Victoria first.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-If the motion of
the lion. nember from Victoria is defeated,
the question will then be the adoption of the
report.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Is not the motion of
the hon. gentleman from Victoria out of
order ? He proposes a negative before an
affirmative is proposed. I think the regular
course would be to move the adoption of the
report, and then the amendment to refer back.
There ought to be first a positive motion and
then the negative. As to the motion of the
hon. gentleman from New Westminster, it is
just a negative of the other.

The SPEAKER-As I understand it, this
report was to be taken into consideration to-
day by order of the House. The hon. gentle-
nian who bas charge of the Bill moves to-day
that the Order of the House should be amend-
ed in such a way that the report, instead ot
being taken into considemtion should be
referred back to the committee. Now, I
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understand that If his amendment was to be
lost, of course the object looked for by the
hon. member from New Westminster would
be carried out, and if the amendment of the
hon. member from Victoria is carried then the
other is lost, so that there is no necessity, I
belleve, for the sub-amendment.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Then I ask
leave to withdraw my motion, and let the
yeas and nays be taken whether the Bill shall
be referred back or not.

The motion In amendment to the amend-
ment was withdrawn.

The SPEAKER-The question now Is on
the motion to refer back the report.

The Senate divided on the motion, which
was adopted by the following vote
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MILITIA GRANTS IN THE NORTH-WEST
BILL.

THIRD READING.
The House resolved itself into a Committee

of the Whole on Bill (E) "An Act to make
further provision respecting grants of land
to memnbers of the militia force on active
service in the North-Wet."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. ySir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
said : The object of this Bill, as I explained

on a former occasion, is to do justice to the
men who have claims to land grants, but
there is a little amendment which will be
required in the twelfth line. The Bill pro-
vides that the time shall be extended for six
months after the lst of July next. Now it is
just possible that the Bill may not become
law until after the first of July, in which case,
instead of giving six months it would really
be an extension of eighteen months. As the
object is to give six months of an extension,
I move that the clause be amended by making
it read July, 1892, instead of July next

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would suggest
the advisability of giving a longer terni than
six months. It will be three months at least
before the statutes are printed and distributed
and the law made known in the North-West.
That would leave very little time for the
selection. Another reason is that the De-
partment of Justice Is now considering a
great number of claims which would come
within this Bill, and there may be no settle-
ment of those claims, no pronouncement by
the Department of Justice, until shortly be-
fore the expiration of the six months.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Will my hon. friend
tell us the probable number of those laims
for scrip ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I am unable to state. The militia are entitled
to land grants ; those of them who have not
already claimed may or may not make claims.
There cannot be a very great number. In
reference to what the hon. member from Cal-
gary states, it must be remembered that a
considerable time had already been given
before this extension.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-What I wish to,
deal with particularly is the fact that a great
many applications are before the Government
for consideration, and I understand the Gov-
ernment have not pronounced definitely on
them. Those claims may be rejected, but if
they should be pronounced favourably upon,
it will necessitate a further extension of tUie.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I imagine thosO who have laid claims for
warrants have selected particular homesteads,
and if their clainms are allowed their choice
of homesteads will be accepted. It Is verY
inconvenient to have a large loose floating
series of liens upon the lands which cannot
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be defined, and it was only after very careful
Consideration that the Government determined
that six months more would be ample for the
Purpose of making selections, inasmuch as
they had already had over six months to
make their choice.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But under the law
a specified time was given for obtaining war-
rants. If the claims under consideration are
flot definitely decided on and the warrants
are not issued, it will be impossible for the
laimants to take advantage of this Act, and
it would only necessitate the Goverunment
giving a further extension of time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
LMy hon. friend will see that this is the fourth
extension of time granted to these people.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would desire my
ho. friend to understand that the delay is
flot on the part of those who are entitled to
scrip, but largely on the part of the Govern-
Ment in issuing scrip to those who have made
the claim.

lon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
But it is not the Issuing of the scrip ; it is the
choice of homesteads which will be paid for
by the scrip.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-There are a number
Of applicants for these grants, and whether
they are entitled to them or not has not yet
been decided, and their appliéatious are now
before the Department of Justice. It is
DOssible they will not be decided for two
Or three months yet, and that will only give
these people three or four months in which to
Miake- good their titles to their homesteads.
If they should be residing in some distant
Dafrt of the Dominion it might narrow down
the time considerably more. My hon. friend
refers to such caims ; they are before the
dePartment but not yet disposed of.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED -, The section to
Which this Act refers is section 3 of the Act
Of 1886. I take it that the object is to com-
)el the application of the warrants which

hIve been issued, or are to be issued, before
a certain date, so that the Department of the
Interior may know what lands are taken by
those applicants. If the warrants have not
been issued il becomes self-evident that they
aunot be applied, and until the consideration

of those clains now before the Government
28

it appears to be necessary that there should
be such an extension of time as to provide
for the disposition of the entire claims now
before the department.

lon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I think my hon. friend exaggerates very
nucl the number of claims before the depart-
ment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I have not mention-
ed the number.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The hon. gentleman said a large number of
claims. In point of fact, there are only a
few claims; but I understand they can easily
be disposed of, and as these postponements
and delays have been continued for six years
now the Government are not willing to make
them longer than required. If there should
be any isolated cases where, from no fault
of the applicant, he failed to get his land or
scrip, as the case may be, the Government
will take good care that he shall not suifer
loss ; but to keep it open longer than six
months Is objectionable.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED - Provided the
Government take care of such cases I am sat-
isfied.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee, re-
ported the Bill with an amendment, which
was concurred in.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

MIDLAND IRAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the second reading
of Bill (93) " An Act respecting the Mildand
Railway of Canada." He said : This is a
very simple Bill, merely extending the time
for the completion of certain works under-
taken by the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5.30 p.m.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, June 23rd, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'cock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As there does not ap-
pear to be anything on the Orders of the Day,
I should like to know if the Prime Minister
has any objections to taking the House into bis
confidence upon a matter of some little
moment-not a matter of urgent moment-but
since we have not anything to do this after-
noon I should be very glad to hear what the
intentions of the Government are with respect
to the matter. It will be remembered that
not very long ago the Premier laid on the
Table the report of the Civil Service Com-
mission, a very voluminous document, con-
taining a good many recommendations and
containing, amongst other things, a draft Bill
indicating certain changes which the Com-
missioners thought should be made in the
present Civil Service law. Now, I do not
propose to ask the Government whether their
intention is to recommend that Bill to the
consideration of Parliament, but whether it
is their intention at the next session to take
any steps towards an improvement of the ex-
isting Civil Service law, so that we might be
in a position to think over the matter during
the recess.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Up to this time the Government have only
been able to give a very cursory examination
to the report of the Civil Service Commission,
and, moreover, there is a very large and
voluminous collection of evidence whIch, from
the glance that I have been able to take of It,
appears to be of very great value as well as
the report, but during the session of Parlia-
ment it has been quite impossible for the
Government to give the matter such a study,
such conoentrated attention as would be noces-
sary to forin any opinion on it as to what
should be done ; but the best answer I can
give my bon. friend is this : after the session
it is intended to consider this report and the
evidence, and to determine before next session
what measure, If any, may be required to
amellorate the condition of the Civil Service.

Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington) - As I
have generally taken a great deal of interest in
the Civil Service, I simply rise to say that I
think at this stage of the session, when we
are getting near the end of it, it would be
very much like blowing at cold peat to en-
deavour to get any fire on a subject of that
kind ; so that I think it is just as well to wait
until next session, until we can have time to
thrash the subject out thoroughly.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
may find that there are materials yet for a
good fire before the end of the session.

Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington) - Not on
that subject.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No; I do not mean on
that subject.

The Senate adjourned at 3.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottaea, Friday, June 24th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

MIDLAND RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Mi. VIDAL, from the Committee on
RIailways. Telegraphs and Harbours. reported
Bill (93) " An Act respecting the Midlanl
Railway of Canada," without a.mendment.
and moved that it be riad the third tihn'
presently.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It has not been
usual to adc.pt the report of a cemmittee In a
case of this kind ; but there is a question i
my mind whether it is not necessary to have
a report adopted in all cases before the third
reading of a Bill.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It is never done.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I know it is not
wlhen the Bill is reported without amendment.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-There is nothing to
concur in when there is no amendment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think I know Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I should think the
very much more now than I did before. report ought to be adopted before the third
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re-ad'ling of the Bill. i know it is not thfe

practice.

The motion was agreed to. and the Bill was
read the third time and passed.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE
COMPANYS BILL.

REPORTED FRO3 COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Cornittee on

Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, to whomn

was referred back for further consideration
Bill (65) " An Act to incorporate the Burrard

Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Company," reported

the sane without amendiment.

Hon. Mr. MACDOXALD (B.C.)-I have been

asked by a number of hon. members flot to

take the third reading of this Bill to-day, and

I therefore move that it be read the third time

on Tuesday next.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Will not the hon. mam-
ber move that the report be taken into con-
sideration ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD -No; there has
been no amendment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But the Bill is not In
the saine form as w-hen it was referred to

the comilttee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-This Bill is in the saine
position as the last one-it bas been reported
without amendment.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It has been amended by
striking out the aniendnent made by the con
inittee when it was first referred to them.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Whit the comnittee
bas done has been to report the Bill without
any amendnent, and it now stands on the
motion of the hon. member froin Victoria.

for third reading on Tuesday next

Hon Mr. POWER-If the hon. member from1
New Westminster is satisfied, nobody wi
object

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Some change has
been made ln the Bill since it was referred
back to the committee. When it was lasi
before us for adoption there was an amend
ment, and the report was referred back to
the committee. If It Is now reported withou'
that amendment there must have been som
change.

28J

Hon. Mr. MACDONAILD-It is not a changa
in the Bill. The amendment mnae in com-
muittee was not adopted in the House : there-
fore, it forned no part of the Bill. and the
Bill is in the same form now as when it
came to the House in the first place.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not know
about that. The Bill was reported to the
House with an amendment to it

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It was not
carried, though.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My opinion Is that
the amendment made by the committee
should be done away with before the BiU
can be reported without amendment. That
amendment was not disposed of by the con-
nittee.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The record of the House Is that the BI has
been reported back fron the conmittee with-
out any amendment.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
ordered for third reading on Tuesday next.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

SEVENTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte), moved the adop-
tion of the Seventh Report of the Joint Con-
mittee of both Houses on the Printing of
Parliainent

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was concurred in.

The Senate adjourned at 3.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Mfonday, June 27lt, 18,92.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

There being no Order on the Paper, the
Senate adjourned at 3.20 p.n.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, June 28th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

T1: i R A 1IN'".

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved the
third readlng of Bill (0) "An Act to incor-
porate the Burrard Inlet Tunnel and Bridge
Company." He said: I think the House
thoroughly understauds the position of this
Bill at present. It came back some time ago
from the Railway Coninittee with an amend-
ment. It was referred back to the comnittee
for reconsideration, and the conimittee re-
turned the Bill without amendment, leaving
it to the Governor ln Council to say what the
height of the bridge and the width of the
draw should be.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-As the hon.
gentleman who has charge of this Bill has
very properly renarked, the subject has beei
pretty fully discussed, both in this House
and in comnittee, and every nember must
have a pretty good knowledge of the purport
of the Bill and of the amendment of which
I have given notice. It is not necessary for
nie to make any further statement, and 1
nierely imove iiy aiendnient, which is as

follows :

That the Bill be not now read a third
tUie, but that it be amended by adding the
following words to the fourth clause, after
the word " sane," in the nineteenthli Une :

" Provided further, that portion of the said
bridge which crosses the navigable part of
the Second Narrows of Burrard Inlet shall
elther be at least one hundred and fifty feet
lin clear height above high water level, or
shall contain a draw or swing span of at
least one hundred and fifty feet clear open-
ing."

The Senate divided on the amendment,
which was adopted by the following vote

CONTENTs :
Hon. Messrs.

Armand,
Bellerose,
Casgrain,
Chaffers,
DeBlois,
Dever,

McDonald (C.B.),
McInnes (Victoria),
McKay,
McLaren,
Macdonald (P.E..),
Perley,

Filnt,
Grant,
Guévremont,
Kaulbach,
Landry,
McCallumn,
McClelan,

A bbott,
Clemîow,
Cochrane,
Dobson,
Girard,
Lougheed,
McMillan,

Poirier,
Power,
Prowse,
Reesor,
Scott,
Sullivan,
Wark.-26.

NON-CONTENTS1:

Hon. Messrs.

Macdonald (Victoria),
Mahclnnes (Bu rlington),
Miller,
Montgoniery,
Murphy,
Vidal.-13.

Hon. Mr. SUTHERLAND-I rise to make
an explanation. I did not vote on this question
because I was requested by the Hon. 3fr.
Merner to pair with him, lie being called home
by sickness in hlis family.

The Bill was then read the third tiie and
passed as amended.

BILLS INTRODTCED.
Bill (S9) " An Act fiu-ther to amend the

Dominion Lands Act." (Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.)

Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate the Ottawa
Valley Railway Company." (3fr. McMillan,
in the absence of Mr. Ogilvie.)

AN ADJOURNMENT.
MOTION.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that when this House adjourns to-day
It stand adjourned until Thursday at 3 p.m.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 3.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, June 30th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RESIGNATION OF MR. WATSON.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Before the Orders of

INQUIRY.

the Day are called, I rise to Inquire of the
hon. leader of the House If the resignation of
MIr. Watson, member for Marquette, has been
received, and if a writ has been issued for
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a new election. I ask the question because I
gave notice that I would offer myself for the
constituency when I had learned that the
resignation of Mr. Watson was in, and I
have, therefore, postponed taking iny de-
parture fron this House until regularly in-
formed of that faet. It is a long way from
here, and the constituency is a very large
one-220 miles long by 100 broad, with a
very scattered population ; therefore, if I
should carry out my present intention of
offering myself for that constituency, I hope
sufficient time will be given to let the people
there know the grouids upon which the elec-
tion is being run. It will require thirty or
forty days to get aroud a constituency of
such a size, where it has all to be done by
carriages.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
As far as I have been informed, there has
been no resignation yet from Mr. Watson, but
it may have come yesterday, or the day be-
fore. It would be addressed to the Speaker.,
and not to the Government Of course, the
notice of resignation not having been reoeived,
the writ has not been issued, but the w-rit wlil
be issued immediately after the resignation,
I prestune, and care will be taken tO allow
ample time for canvassing the constituency.

PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

one by one. In some cases the amendments
leave out a little too much.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Then I move concurrence in the amendinents
to the Sth clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad to see- that
the House of Commons have taken the same
view of the matter that I took lu this House
and do not limit the privilege to the citizens
of Canada.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the amendment to section 3 he
concurred in. He said: This section as it
stood repealed the law which compelled a man
to make an election of domicile. It was re-
ported that this was unnecessary, useless and
never observed. Notwithstanding these thee
objections the Commons have replaced it.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the amendment to section 5 be
concurred in. He said : The amendment
adds to the provision which this flouse made,
a proviso that would enable an application for
a patent to be withdrawn provided the con-
sent in writing of each and every assignee
has been previous1y obtained.

COMMONS AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN. 1 The motion was agreed to.

The Order of the Day being called, " Ceon-
sideration of amendments made by the House
Of Commons to Bill (L) ' An Act to amend
the Patent Act and Acts amending the
saie.' "

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT said:
These amendments have for their main ob-
jeet the granting to foreigners of some of the
Privileges which by this Bill were granted to
citizens. When the Bil was before this
Ilouse, the question was raised and It was
argued that it should be retained in the form
i which it was introduced, but that has not
been the opinion of the House of Commons,
it appears, and the Bill has been amended in
that respect. The other amendments are
triing. I 'move that the amendments be
concurred in.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have just been look-
lg at the amendments but have not exanined
then carefully. It occurs to me that It might

e, On the whole, as well to go through them

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The next amendment does away with the
appeal of the Act as it stood, of sub-section
(b) of section 43. The words " when the
petition is withdra'wn" in the clause of the
Act are replaced.

The amendment was concurred in.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
There is an amendment to section 7, coin-
prising the substitute for section 37 of the
Act. The language of the Act as it stood
was " has or has not become null or void or
voidable under the provisions of tiis section."
The words "null or void " have been struck
out as unnecessary.

The amendment was concurred In.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The last amendinent is the addition of section
10, which provides that this Act shall only
apply to patents issued after It passes.

The amendment was concurred in.
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABFOTT-
The next amendment is in the title of the
IBill. The title was " An Act to amend the
Patent Act and Acts amending the same."
which, I think, was a very good title, but it
is altered to " An Act further amending the
Patent Act."

Hon. MIr. POWER-The Commons appear
to be fonder of mere verbal amendments than
we are.

The amendment was concurred in.

DO3MINION LANDS ACT A31ENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
ioved the second reading of Bill (89) " An
Act further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act." He said : This is a Bill to amend the
Dominion Lands Act in one or two important
particulars, and in others which are mere
procedure. The first amendment substitut-
ing a new clause for clause 21 of the
Dominion Lands Act has for its object to
subject the lands belonging to the Govern-
ment in British Colunbla to the same rule
with regard to laying out townships, and so
on, as applies to other lands in the North-West
Territories belonging to the Government. The
third clause renders it unnecessary for a
homesteader who bas got a homestead, and
takes up a second homestead or pre-emption
right, from building a second house on that
homestead, which under the law as it stands
he would be obliged to do.

Hon. Mm. PERLEY-Does it exempt him
from residence also?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
If he is living on the adjoining lot he is not
obliged to have residence on the second pre-
emption. The 43rd clause extends the time
ln which a homesteader, who has lost his
right to a second homestead, to a time equal
to that which any other homesteader has, or
which such homesteader would have had if
the restricting Act of 1885 had not been
passed. It restores to him the inchoate right
which he had when the Act was repealed,
and grants him a corresponding period now
within which to make his selection.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-What is the
length of that time now ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Two years.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Does it apply to al
homestead entries ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWTLL ABBOTT-
No ; it applies to homestead entries which
were made under the law which permitted
the taking up of the second homestead. The
aiending Act provided a shorter period of
time, whereas by the law which existed at
the time that Act was passed the time in
which the homesteader was entitled to take
up the second homestead was two years. It
is a matter that was discussed at great length
in the other House, and I believe It meets
the views of al the North-West represent-
atives. When the Bill goes into committee
we shall diseuss the details of it, and any
explanation the House requires I shall be
happy to give ln the committee.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

OTTAWA VALLEY RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE moved the second read-
ing of Bill (59) "An Act to incorporate the
Ottawa Valley Railway Company." He said :
I do not think that this Bill requires much
explanation, and I could not say much about
it if 1t did. It relates to a short line of rail-
way from Lachute to Grenville that had beea
takn ilto the Great Northern Railway Ihat
they proposed to build from Quebec to the
west ; but that oompany wish to get rid of lt,
and a charter for this short line is desired.
I think the line is only six or elght iulles long
altogether.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad the hon.
gentleman said he did not know much about
this Bill, and I hope he will keep a keen
eye on it when It goes into committee, because
I see the first named corporator Is a gentle-
man that we had before us last session.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 3.45 p.m.
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THE SESNATE.

Ottawa, XIonday July 4/th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE OLD FORT AT ANNAPOLIS.
INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Before the Orders of the
Day are called, I desire to ask the Premier
if he can give the answer that he promised
about the proposed sale of the lands at the
Old Fort at Annapolis.

the surveyors, and as this amendment deals
with that question, it might be well if we
should be quite clear that we are not pro-
posing to do a thing that would cad to a
difficulty of a similar kind.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
No, it is not the intention to do anything that
would in any respect be inconvenient or un-
pleasant to the Qettlers. Section 17 of the
Dominion Lands Act requires lands to be laid
out in blocks of four townships each, and
that has been found impracticable and has
fallen into disuse. In point of fact, it has
not been constantly in force lately, and It is

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT - us It is nni a blot n the gtfc%-
I have great pleasure in assuring my hon.
friend that the Minister has not -ven con-
sidered the question of disposing of any of
the property at Annapolis, and has no idea
of taking any such step.

THIRD READING.

Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate the Ottawa
Valley Railway Company." (Mr. Ogilvie).

MORNING SITTINGS.
MOTION.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
With a view to expediting the business, I
Propose to move tbat the House meet every
day at eleven o'clock in the morning, and
that there be two sessions of the House daily
until prorogation. I move that when this
Flouse adjourns to-day It do stand adjourned
until eleven o'clock to-morrow, and that every
day during which the House continues to sit
there shall be two sessions of the House, the
first comiencing at eleven o'clock and con-
tinuing until one, and the second oommencing
at three o'clock in the afternoon.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMIINION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.
The House resolved Itself into a Committee

of the Whole on Bill (89) " An Act further
to amend the Dominion Lands Act."

(In the Commlttee.)
On the lst clause,
Hon. Mr. POWER-The Premier might ex-

plain the exact object of the change made
here. Hon. gentlemen will remember that
the difficulty which culminated in the out-
break of 1885 arose largely from the manner
li Which some of the lots were laid out by

book and it Is proposed to repeal it.
The clause was adopted.

On the 5th clause
Hon. Mr. POWER-As a rule. where the

Governors in Council are authorized to make
Orders in Council, such as those referred to in
this clause. there is no provision that the
Orders ln Couneil should be laid before Par-
liament at its next session within a certain
number of days after the beginning of the
session. I think this Is a case where the rule
should apply. There is no provision of the
kind in this clause.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
My hon. friend will perceive that that is a
rule which is adopted when the Order in
Council has practically the effect of legislation.
This clause nerely authorizes the making of
rules and regulations for the working of
mines in the Rocky Mountains Park. It is
a comparatively local affalr and hardly re-
quires the formality of being laid before the
House. The Orders ln Council are practically
laid before the House ; they are printed along
with the Statutes, but this is really so small a
local affair that If this Order in Council is to
be dealt with ln that way, every similar
Order should likewise be placed before the
House. There Is really no substantial ob-
jection to doing so, no reason one way or the
other.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It Is not important ;but
If my recollection Is not at fault we inserted
a provision of that sort in the clause author-
lzlng the Governor in Council to make general
ieguiations with respect to mines.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
If my h9n. friend can verify that, I have no
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objection to this coming under the general
rule.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am almost certain that
it is the case. There Is this to be said about
the Rocky Mountais Park, that while the
territory is not very large it is said to be ex-
ceedingly rich in minerals, and the Govern-
ment should, in order to prevent any suspicion
of favouritism, lay the Orders in Council be-
fore Parliament.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
I shall have great pleasure ln putting over the
third reading of the Bill for a day or two In
order to verify the fact whether the rules and
regulations with respect to the Rocky
Motntains Park are required to be laid before
the House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not refer to the
Rocky Mountains Park merely.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
But this refers only to the Rocky Mountains
Park.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the Premier will say
that lie will lay the Orders in Council before
the House next sesion, I have no objection.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
No ; I do not care to make any exception lu
this case. I only propose to do in this In-
stance what has been done ln others.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The third reading might
be allowed to stand until to-morrow.

The clause was adopted.
On the 6th clause.
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point out,

with reference to this clause, that absolute
power appears to be given to the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West Territories to
close Up any road thiat lias been transferred
to the Territories. or vary its direction, where-
as the power now lies wlth thei Governor in
Council. I think that that power should
stll reinain with the Governor in Council,
and that such absolute power should not be
vested in the Lieutenant Governor.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
There have been representations made that
under the present law the closing up of those
roads is a cumbrous process, and that the
Local Legislature is mucih more competent to
deal with such natters, and it is only after
full representations of that description that we

have determnined to transfer the power to the
Lieutenant Governor.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Do I understand that
the public highways muay be' closed up and
other roads substituted under the provisions
of this Act ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
No ; the present law is that on proper repre-
sentations and survey and report a Une of
road found to be inconvenient iay be chang-
ed and another opened in place of It. When
that change takes place the unused road is
necessarily closed. and the Government takes
control of the land vacated as a, road. I
think It is obvious that the Local Government
are better qualified to deal with a purely loc:0
subject like that than the Governor in
Couneil.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-But you give
absolute power here to the Lieutenant
Governor, which power miay clash with the
interests dealt with by this Government. Take,
for instance, the case of lands being sold to
a purchaser in the North-West Territories.
You give power to the Lieutenant Governor
to expropriate trails through such lands with-
out even providing for compensation to the
owner. For instance. one case has cone
under my own observation in which a con-
siderable amount has been paid for land, and
that land has been expropriated without any
attempt to compensate the owner for the
loss lie has sustained. Where an arbitrary
power of that kind is vested in the Lieuten-
ant Governor, power shoultd be given to the
Governor in Council to stop any injustice
that may be done to the public thereby.
There is no provision made here for the re-
version of these trails which have been closed
up to the Government, althougli power is
given to the Governor in Council to deal vith
then as they see fit. I think some provision
should be made for the reversion of these
Lands to the Governor in Council. From what
I amn inforned by the Department of the
Interior, they find great inconvenienca lias
arisen from transferring these trails to the
Lieutenant Governor. If it is the experience
of the Department of the Interior that sucb
is the case this will not be an improvenient
on It.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I mnay inform muy hon. friend thaft the Bill
originated with the Department of ie
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Interior, and this amendment of the law Is
suggested to the Council by the Departnent
Of the Interior, so that in this particular re-
spect I do not imagine it possible that the
departient can be conplaining of power
Vested in the Lieutenant Governor and
Akssenbly. My lion. friend will notice that
everything that the Liéutenant Governor and
Assembly do is subject to the revision of
the Council here.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I am not aware of
that from my reading of the clause.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
They can only act by ordinances, and these
ordinances are subject to veto by the
Governor in Council here. It Is proposed
that they shall regulate their power of closing
old or establishing new higbways by. means of
Ordinances, and these ordinances will conie
under the purview of the Governor in Couneil
here. and if the Lieutenant Governor and
Couneil contemplate any injustice it i-l, no
doubt. be brought to the notice of the Gov-
ernient and dealt with here.

lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-You give absolute
powel, by this clause, to the, Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, and you only limit thb veto right, as I
May term it, in the Federal Government, to
SPecific matters ; and if my recollecion of the
powers given to the Lieutenant Governor ln
Council Is correct, this would not place the
veto riglit as to this question lu the Federal
Government.

Hlon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend will see that the Act itself
refutes his view. The clause says, " The Lieu-
tenant Governor of the North-Wèst Territor-
les may, with the consent of the Governor in
Council, close up any road whicli has been
transferred to the Territorles, or vary its dir-
ection ; and may, subject to the ordinances
Made ln respect thereof, open and establIsh

lany new highway ln the stead of such road."
Then, of course, before they can do it there
liust be an ordinance passed in retpect there-

Of, and that ordinance nay come within the
purview of the Governor la Council. so that
the supervision of the Governor in Council Is
always maintained. Then, with regard to the
Vesting of the land in the Governor in Coun-
cil, the existing law provides for that. As the
law stands we close roads and take possession
Of the land and dispose of it. The law Is not

changed. There is nothing which can be done
under this clause which does not necessarily
come under the purvlew of the Governor ln
Council, and besides I would call attention to
this fact, that this is a lknd of work that Is
purely local. It is placed under the control,
to a large extent. of the Local Assembly; and
it cannot be possible that the Local Legisla-
ture Is not competent to decide where local
roads should be. It is not to be supposed that
the members of the Assembly will so far
neglect their duties or abuse their power as
to close up roads that are needed, or establish
roads that are not needed. If the members of
the Assembly do anything of that sort in
violation of the rights of the people, the peo-
ple themselves have the control, and can turn
them out on the first seasonable occasion. The
people there have the same control over their
representatives, ln the North-West Assembly
that the people here hae over us. I think it'
Is much better 'that these jnatters sliould be
placed under the control of a body which
lives on the spot. A number of the niemberg
must necessarily, know personally sonething
about the matters in dispute.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I beg to differ fron my
hon. colleague in his views on this subject. 1
find that in the section where I live this
clause would be very desirable. For instance,
ln building a road out of the Qu'Appelle
valley, which is some 250 feet below the level
of the prairie, we cannot get out of that ra-
vine on the regular road allowance, and we
have already had to exchange the road allow-
ance for right of way over private land. This
clause is carrying out.the principle that the
people of the country know best about these
matters, and ln that particular I feel in duty
bound to support the clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I agree with my hon.
friend that the Local Assembly is the best au-
thority to deal with this matter, but I wish
to direct the attention of the hon. Premier to
the last three lnes of the clause. which read
as follows : " And the land in any road allow-
ance, public travelled road, or trail so closed
may be dealt with as the Council sees fit."
That is the Governor in Council bere
at Ottawa. You sec there while you
allow the local authorities to chauge
the route of the road the disposition of
the disused road is left In the hands of tie
authorities at Ottawa, which I think Is not
desirable. The better way is to have the
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whole matter disposed of at once, so that there
shall not be two proceedings necessary to
settle the question. Take this case which pos-
sibly will be a very unusual one : a, rod is
iaid out through lands which have been grant-
ed by the Governor in Council. The local
authorities satisfy thiemselves that the road is
not laid out in the most advantageous place.
They alter the route of the road, -and then the
Governor In Council may give the'old road to
whom they please, and a very serious injustioe
migliht be. worked lu this way. I think that
the disused road, where It runs through
grgnted land, should go to the ow-ner of the
land. That seens only riglt and fair, and it
is not at all unlikely that the new road will
run through the land of the same owner. and
he ought to get the site of the old road as a
compensation for the land taken away from
him.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The lion. gentleman must allow the Govern-
ment to have some judgment in these matters.
In the North-West, up to the present time,
'the roads have been vested in the Dominion
as a, matter of course, because they forai part
of the publie domain. The Governor in
Council has power to deal with the land in-
cluded in those roads as they think fit, either
to grant it to the party througlh whose lands it
rus, where it is the proper thing to do, or to
retain the land and sell it as part of the
Crown domain. There must be a certain
amount of discretion exercised In these mat-
ters, because there are a great many stages
between the land being a part of the Crown
domain and becomilng the absolute property
of the holder. The Government imust have
an opportunity of determining upon the mode
of dealing with the land with some re.ard to
the position of the tlie. If it is vestedi lc-
tually in an Individual, the Iand is given back
to the individual. If it is not vested actually,
but there is au inchoate right, the Govern-
ment will regard that right. If, on the other
hand, it is part of the Crown domain, the
Government wiill sell It for the beneflt of the
Crovn. That, I think, Is only a rational and
reasonable discretion to give to the Governor
in Council, for whose action nathemnatical rules
on every imaginable and Incidental matter
cannot be absolutely laid down.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--My contention is
that the clause Is not framed to deal as is de-
sirable with disused trails. Under the law

the trails when used are vested ln the Lieu-
tenant Governor in Council for the use of the
Territorles, consequently, those lands remain
vested for that purpose. This clause only
gives power to the Governor in Couneil to
deal with the disused trails. I think that un-
der this clause the Governor in Council can-
not convey to a third party the lands In
question, owing to the peculiar state of the
law at the present time. Consequently, I say
that under this clause the land does not re-
vert to the Governor In Council, but remains
vested in the Lieutenant Governor in Coun-
cil for the use of the Territories. and the
power to deal with such trails is limited to
the dealing as distinguished from the alienat-
ing of same by the Governor in Council. I do
not desire to have It understood that I object
to the Lieutenant Governor and the Assembly
dealing with the question of trails. I think
that they are a most competent body to deal
with trails, and determine where they should
be ; but my contention Is that, inasmucli as
the Dominion Government administers the
lands in the North-West Territories, except
they have the right of supervising what may
be done by the Lieutenant Governor In Coun-
cil with those same lands, complications will
ensue from the expropriation of trails over
Dominion and other lands by reason of this
Govermnent dealing with those lands, and
the Lieutenant Governor at the same tinie
havIng exclusive right to deal with trails over
same.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-Why not allow the
Act to be shaped just as It applies to Ontario,
where the municipalities control suchi matters?
The municipalities have full control of road
allowances where they are not required for
the publie use. No injury has arisen out
of that, and It Is a matter of very great con-
venience. lu many of the older municipali-
ties of Ontario there are road allowances thit
cannot be used.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My lion. friend will see that while the
principle which he advocates would worlX
admirably in a country which is divided UP
into municipalities it would not work at all
wlere nine-tenths or more of the couitry
is not within the limits of a municipalitv at
ail. The Government has all the en mtrol
and manageitant of them, and more thanl
a municipality would have if it were a mun-
lcipality. If the country were divided up ln
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the way that Ontario is I should be delighted
to bring before this House a, Bill vesting the
entire managenment of these roads in those
r1iuiicipalities. But it is because the Gov-
erlinient stands in the position of a local
proprietor, as well as the Government of the
Dominion, that we are obliged to reserve to
it righîts w-hich we would otherwise be glad
to give to the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not thinl the
Premier quite apprehended the point which
I tried to make. This is the case which I
Wishî to put : Suppose a settler in the North-
X\est has a tracr of land through which there
is a public highway ; under the authority of
this clause, when it becomes law, the Lieu-
tenant Governor and Assemnbly may decide
to change the route of the road. That leaves
the roadway in the middle of this property.
Th0 Premier must see that it would be ex-
tremely unfair that that land should be grant-
ed to any other person than the owner of the
land on both sides.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
i just explained to the hon. gentleman my

liew. He has not seized the point exactly.
The law says that the Governor in Council
shail deal with the land-it leaves the Gover-
nor il Council the riglit to judge the proper
Wa.y to deal with it. No one would imagine
t hat the Government would take the land
which naturally appertains to the farm whici
a ian has bought and paid for, and sell it
to another party. We niust assume that the
Goverminîent will deal with the land whichi it
has statutory authority to deal with, in a
reasonable and sensible manner. If it is in
t he midst of another man's property the
reasonable manner would be to give it tO
hilu, and if It be not within any
uîan's property, the Government will
have the right to deal with it for the pur-
Poses of getting what they could out of It
for the public benefit. The difference between

ns consists il In is : perhaps muy lion. friend
thinks the Government would not do what
1- fair, and I think they would. That is
the main question.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think I always show
a reasonable anount of confidence in the
Government.

Hon. Ïir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Say nioderate.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to put this point
to the Governmeut: I think the House re-
cognizes the propriety of leaving the inatter
of opening up a new road with the Lieu-
tenant Governor and the Assembly-the local
authority. Now why should not the dis-
position of disused roads be left with the
sane authority ? The Premier will see that
it is a serious matter for a settler to coin-
nunicate with the Governor in Council here
In Ottawa as to his acquiring a disused road.
The Lieutenant Governor and Assembly wlien
dealing with one matter might as well deal
with the other.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The land, in nine cases out of ten, In the dis-
ised trail, will be the property of the Dominion
Government. How can the Dominion Gov-
ernment denude itself of the lands which
are the assets of the Dominion and hand
them over to a Local Government to, be dealt
with as they think proper ? That is the
difficulty. The land Is the land of the Dom-
inion ; the Government would have no power
to hand it over to a Local Governmnent to
dispose of, and it is for the reason that the
greater part of these lands will belong to
the Dominion thut the Dominion reserves
to itself the right to deal with those
lands. If It were the other way
probably my hon. friend's plan would be the
best-if there was only a small portion of the
lands belonging to the Dominion Government,
they might dispose of them as lie suggests,
but I think, under the circumstances, where
perhaps nineteen-twentieths of the lands are
vested in the Dominion for Dominion pur-
poses, it is only just and riglit that the Do-
minion should retain the control of them.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the commIttee, re-
ported the Bill without aniendinent.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (98) "An Act respecting the Harbour
Commissioners of Three Rlvers." (Sir John
Caldwell Abbott).

Bill (67) "An Act respecting the voters'
lists of 1891." (Sir John Caldwell Abbott).

Bill (76) " An Act to re-adjust the repre-
sentation of the Hlouse of Commous." (Sir
John Caldwell Abbott).
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CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRST READIN(.

A Message w-as received froin the House of
Conunons w-ith Bill (7) "An Act respecting
the Criminal aiw."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the Bill be read the first timie.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the Bill be read the second time
to-morrow.

Hon. M-fr. BELLEROSE-Hon. gentlemen
will admit that the minority of the Senate
has not troubled the House muchi in asking
for French editions of Bills presented for dis-
cussion, or reports submitted to the House.
but in this instance the minority would not
fulfil their duty If thley did not ask that such
an important measure, one which may take
away the liberty of the subject, should be
translated before it comes up for considera-
tion. I am pretty well posted in English
and it would seem as if I ought not to coin-
plain, but I admit frankly that I generally
look at those important measures in both
languages to be sure that I understand then,
because, thoughi I have a little practice li
English, I do not see the importance and
force of a word of which I have not as clear
an idea as an English scholar would bave.
In a measure of such importance as this Bill,
it seems to me that we cannot concur in the
second reading until we have the Frenci edi-
-tion before us. It may lie answered that there
was a French translation of the original Bill,
but hion. gentlemen know that the measure
has been greatly changed by the sub-commit-
tee to which it was referred, so that even if
those ameIndments were printed separately in
another language we could not be sure of
what the Bill Is except we had a French
version which we could rend over and stuiy
clause by clause. I am sure that tlere are parts
of the Bill that ought to be considered care-
fully. It is only about a quarter of an hour
since the English edition was put before the
House. I happened to open the Bill at a
page where provision Is made for the fees of
justices of the peace. On that page I find
that magistrates are allowed fifty cents for
preparing an Information, or sunmnons or
warrant. NOw I belleve there Is not a single
gentleman in this House who is a justice of
the pence who would be ready to sit down

and prepare an information according to the
law for fifty cents. In the Superior Court,
and even in the Court of Appeal. there are
printed forms and the informations are drawfn
out in a certain way, but the justice of the
peace is not provided for in that way. If it
is under one statute lie must make it out iu
such a, way, and the description of the offence
must be given in a certain way. One law re-
quires that if the information is made out bY
a justice of the pence having jurisliction in
the district, it shall be so stated ; another
ptatute requires tha-t if it shal be a justice
of the peace residing in the mnunicipality, the
information must state so. Another statute
requires it another way, so that the magistrate
has te look into a thousand details of dif-
ferent laws of the country, and a magistrate
requires to be conversant with the law. I
know I would not do any such work for the
fee that is mentioned here. I have done It
until to-day gratuitously, but if I an to be
paid for sucli work I do not consider fiftY
cents enough. I w-L either get wha.t the
work is worth or I will do it gratuitously. I
mention this as an Illustration of some of the
objections to the Bill. There are imany pas-
sages of the Bill which should be considered
very carefully, and as every French meimber
of the House feels his responsibility, I be-
lieve the leader should consider whether we
should not have a French editioi
before we proceed further. Perhaps it would
have been more regular to have waited until
the second reading of the Bill before making
this objection, but I think at this stage of the
session it would not be fair to do so. I
make the objection now, hoping that the lion.
leader of the House will see that a French
translation Is ready either for to-morrow Or
the day after, so that we may hav-e a feW
hours to look Lt over and see If we, who are
in the minority, have any objections to it. 1
have recelved a few letters from men well
posted in the laws of the Province of QuebeC-
a few from Montreal. Those letters inforn me
that we should be careful to see that this
Bill does not Interfere with the civil righlts
which, by the constitutional law, are reserved
to the province. I believe the committee has
endeavoured to meet those objections, but I
do not know whether there is not something
more to be done. I have every confidence lin
the members of the oommittee, who are fir-
class men and good lawyers, and no doubt
the Bill has been made right so far as they
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cOuld do so, but each of us has his own re- original Act and fornd that they did not con-
sPonsiblity, and though we are not all lawyers form. It does not seen to nie to be quite
We are all competent to judge, with respect the proper thing that Parliament should be
O Some parts of this Bill, whether they are told that that particular section is iaken from

lu the public interest or not. For those con- the Revised Sta.tutes of Canada, chapter so
siderations I hope the hon. the leader of the and so, as the inference is that iat is a c(r-
Government will have a French version pre- rect transcript of the statute as it is. I
Dared before the second reading. might mention that in the instance to wlbcli

I r- f-, r1 th lt 1 th ii d.h

lion. 3r. SCOTT-This Bill cornes to us in
a very unusual shape. It evidently has not
passed through the hands of the proper of-
ficials In the House of Cominons because it is
Sor(diniary Bill shape, as if it vere introduced
1i this House for the first time, and it is
eiIdently not prepared for this House by those
Officils whose duty it is to bring up Bills of
this kind from the Commons. It is quite true
that it is signed by Mr. Bourinot, but it is not
n tie ordinary form in which such Bills come

UP before the House, and as a matter of fact
1 believe It bas not gone through the ordinary
chanlnel. If I am correctly informed this Bill

as prepared for this chamber not by the
o'rcers of the House of Commons, whose duty

is to prepare Bills for this branch of Par-
ha.Iflent, but by the Department of Justice,
Which had special charge of the Bill, and how-
ever careful they may have been in that de-
partMuent to preserve those ameudmnents and
chalges which have been made hi the House
Of Commons I think ln an important matter of
tbls kind we ought to be exceedingly cautious
&bhout accepting as a Bill fron the House of
Cflnmons a paper such as this is, which does
'ot bear on its face the impress of having
Rone through the regular channel.

11n. Mr. 3ILLER-What does the hon.
entleman mean ?

10n. 3%r. SCOTT-I mean that the Bill is
14t li the ordinary shape in which such Bills
%Ille up from the House of Commons. A

Of this importance must be considered
carefully, and in considering it under
circustances these material changes

I the law ought to be printed in italics or in
%le a form or shape that our attention would

d'ected to them. for It is impossible for
to Say, from the BIl as it is before .us,

has or what has not been the law. For
th ce, part of it professes to be based on

c al law of Canada as it exists, and
otes a particular section of the law-gives

th e hapter and section. At least on one
, and more than one, I turned up the

ee e a luy e .LL iu ge 8is uil ozIed Lo

impose is flue and imprisoaiant. In another
case under the Bill the imprisomnent Is
omitted or the fine is omitted, I cannot say at
the present moment which, because I have not
my notes with me. I do think, therefore, it
Is a very great mistake if the Governnent
insist upon the Senate passing this Bill during
the present session. On a former occasion a
Bill somewhat similar in its charaeter, al-
though of not so much Importance, because it
only dealt with a branch of the criminal law,
was brought up to the Senate at a late period
of the session. We had our cards distributed
amongst us for prorogation, as we have now.
The House of Commons, as it Is well known,
has praotically disposed of all Its business. I
understand the Estimates are' through. At
all events, whether they have or have not, we
know very well that in these last days of the
session a Bill of this kind of such very great
importance-and I venture to say that no Bill
of such importance has been under the notice
of Parliament in the last ten years-should
not be taken up for consideration. I know of
notbing which Is so intinately connected with
the whole social life of the community. It is
a departure fron the law which has prevaled
for centuries and centuries. The British law
was Introduced Into Canada and into the Pro-
vince of Quebec as early as 1763, the lex non
.cripta that we have been educated in and
that every professional man Is so familiar
with. This Bill Is a departure from it and
seeks to lay down hard and fast Unes under
which-

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Would my hon. friend allow me to interrupt
him. The application that I have made be-
fore the House is simply to place the Bill on
the Orders for the second reading. My hon.
friend desires that the BIll be not gone on
with, and he will then no doubt move in ti
proper form. I assume that at this stage we
should not have a long debate, when we shall
have one to-morrow at the second reading. I
do not wish to dictate to my hon. friend, but
would merely suggest if It would not be to
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the advantage of the time of the House to came up much, more restricted in its character
have this debate at the second reading. My than this one, similar action was taken, and
hon. friend has a great advantage over many under the pressure of feeling in the House of
of us, as having been a member of the com- Commons the Government consented to with-
mittee, and having been present at Its meet- draw the Bill. In 1686 a Bill to amend the
ings, and is therefore familiar with the clauses criminal law was brought up to the Senate,
of the Bill ; but I would propose to him to
postpone this debate until the Bill comes up
on the second reading.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am perfectly within
my rights on the present occasion, but I do
not propose to go into details in this discus-
sion at ail. I am speaking on the general
principle, as to whether it Is fair to this
branch of Parliament to be asked to consider
a Bill of this importance at so late a period of
the session. I profess to know very little
about it. I had not the time to give to the
work in committee that I should have done.
and therefore did not attend a single meeting
of it. But whether I attended the comnittee
or not, it is a matter of fact, a matter of
notoriety, that the report of that committee is
not as the Bill is now-that the House of
Commons has struck out many of the clauses
adopted by that committee, and bas made
material changes in many of the clauses. It is
a notorious fact also that day after day tte
House of Commons had this matter uncer
consideration and made many ainendments
and alterations in the Bill. It is not now in the
shape that it came from the cominittee.
Therefore, had I attended the committee, and
relied on information derived as a member of
the committee, I should certainly be at fault
in considering the Bill now it is materially
altered ln inany important particulars since
it left that committee. I feel it my duty at
this early stage to draw the attention of hon.
gentlemen to this important question, because
I feel this is one involving the honour, the
dignity, and the position of the Senate. I
think if the Senate were to pass this Bill
now without the consideration to which it is
entitled certainly, ln the estimation of the peo-
ple of Canada, the usefulness of this Cham-
ber would be gone. If the Senate la pirepared
to give up its rights by accepting a Bill of
this important character, which affeets the
rights and privileges of every indivtriual Ii
this community, then the Senate certainly has
no duty to discharge that I am aware of thai
could not be quite as advantageously dis-
charged without the existence qf this House.
The reason why 1 rose at this early stage
was that on a similar occasion when a Bill

and Bourinot says, page 472, under the head-
ing of " Bills Rejected by the Senate " :

" The number of Bills of public importance
rejected by the Senate since Confederation is
very snall compared with the large number
coming umder their review every session. lu
the latter part, of the session of 1868 they re-
fused to consider certain menasures assimilat-
ing and revising the laws relating to criminfIl
justice on the ground that it was impossible
at that late period of the session to gi-ve suchi
measures that careful deliberation and e-
amination which their importance demanded."

That was the action of the Senate in 18S8.
I trust that the action of the House
in 1892 will be equally judicious, equallY
prudent, and that it will be equallY
anxious about its own honour and
dignity in the country. I ask, ln all fairnesS
why it is that the Government should be dis-
posed to push this Bill through this session ?
It is not to go into operation for a year. It
is not a Bill required immediately by the cOIi-
munity. With the exception of Judge GwaT'D
I have not heard a single opinion from anlY
judge, or from any stipendiary magistratc,
or any justice of the peace, or froi
any lawyer in support or approvfel of 1his
code. On the contrary, I have heard mnniIY
expressions of dissent from the principle In<'
sought to be introduced for ihe flirst tim 1i
Canada. The criminal law of Canada ls
certainly in advance of civilization. Lt is
abreast of any criminal law in the world.
We introduced into Canada the lex uon scripta
of the mother country over 100 years agO-
Since then we have changed it somuewhat,
and have adopted sone imeasures pecull'r
to this country ; but in ail other respects the
law of England and text books of England
are those which have prevailed ln the past
years. The judges of this land are faliliar
with them. Nobody has ever passed the
slightest reflection on the criminal code Of
Canada as it exists. It is quite as broaLd
and quite as humane and tolerant of the
rights of the subject as any criminal code lU
the world, and therefore there is no pressi0S
necessity for this legislation. This code is
based on the code introduced ln Englaud Ili
1880. It took three years to get it befOre
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the House of Commons there after it was
Prepared, because the judges of England
did not approve of it. We know how con-
servative -the English jurists are in suci
mnatters. In 1883 that code was before the
flogse of Comnons and the committee froin
the month of February to the month of April,
and the opposition manifested against the
code was so strong that the Government
withdrew the measure. Since 1883, up to
the present, it has remained in the pigeon
bole of sone department of the Imperial
Government. It lias never been attempted
sinee to bring it before the House. Why
Should we anticipate the action of England
in this legislation ? Why should we be
coupelled at this stage to banish from our
libraries the text books and books of forms
that we are all familiar with-that the judges
and the barristers have at their tingers' end--
When no one asks for it, wishes it or demands
It, and there is no feeling for it throughout
the country. Show me anything in the press
Of Canada which says this Bill is a pressing
'Iecessity. If I appeal to the hon. gentleman
It is not that I wish him to throw up the Bill.
I do not wish to treat it with discourtesy. 1
daresay those who drafted it wished to im-
prove. if possible, the law as it exists. I
give every credit to the joint committee of both
Ilouses for having conscientiously devoted
their time and talents towards improving it ;
at the sane time a Bill of this kind ought
tO be a harmonious Bill. It ought to be
Ole, if we are going to impress it on the
coUntry for all time, thoroughly consistent
With itself. It is not consistent with Itself.
O1 looking over It I found a clause which
prolides that where a party is charged with
a1 offence for which no penalty Is attached
luder the particular statute, the penalty fixed
s11 be limited to one year. I found another
elause word for word that the penalty should
hot be more than five years. Now, it is
quite clear that this Bill lias been in the
hands of different draughtsnen. A great
deal of it has no doubt been scissored and
pasted in, and it Is Impossible to make It
correct without a great deal of consideration.
My advice is this: that the Bill should be
left over, and that the Governnent should,
during the next few months, employ three
eXPert jurists-taking one of the most ad-
l'anced judges of the county court, a judge
of the high court and a judge skilled in
ciilfl law. Let them go over it care-

fully, and put in italics the changes we are
about to make, in order that the people may
know wiat the alterations in: the law are to
be. This is a reasonable proposition. The
Government would get credit for it, and the
code would go through Parliament next
session without any difficulty. I ask, in aU
candor and in all fairness, not with a desire
to thwart or hamper the Bill, that that should
be doue. I do feel that it is not fair or
just that hon. gentlemen should be asked
at this stage of the session to take up a
Bill of this importance with so iany hundred
clauses. and pass it in the short time at our
command. In order that hon. gentlemen
may appreciate the great changes that have
been made in the BIll since we first
got it two or three nionths ago. I
should ask that the Bill, as it passed
the House of Commons, should be laid on the
Table of this chamber, and that a message be
sent to the other House to that effect. In
that way we could be advised more effectually,
because, as it Is now printed, without any re-
ferences, we might just as well by one motion
move that clause 1 to clause 1040 be
passed by this chamber. I should ask the
Government to stay proceedings for second
reading. Of course if the Bill goes to the
second reading then an effort will be made
to pass the Bill, and feeling as I do that it
is unwise, imprudent and impolitic on every
ground for us to endeavour to press this Bill
through, I take the earliest possible oppor-
tunity to press my views before the chamber.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We have listened to a
speech on the first reading of an important
Bill, that is quite unusual to hear in this
House. However, It is gratifying in one re-
spect, because we find the hon. gentleman has
iesumed his position lnthis House as leader of
the Opposition, and lie lias sounded the keynote
of hostility to the most important Government
Bill thait has been submitted to this Parliament
for the last ten years. I shall have a word or
two to say before I sit down, on his doubtful
position for soume time past, but I an only
going to make one or two ienarks, because I
consider the debate inopportune at the present
time ; but I wish to ask the House f the lion.
member from Ottawa, as a member of tlus
Chnmber, Is entitled to assume the position
with regard to this important measure the
attitude he has assunîed here to-day ? I shall,
however, commence at the end o.f the hon.
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gentleman's speech and refer to the anr-bé ry
which he has cited as a precedeat to be fol-
lowed by this House. He bas referred to
the action of the Senate in 18(8 in
relation to the Criminal Law Bills then
submitted for our adoption by the Gov-
ernent, but the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
was not ln this House at that time, and 11e
does not know the circumustances attending
the motion which was then made as well as I
and a few others of us who were at that time
members of the chamber ; but I will tell the
hon. gentleman the circumstances under which
the action of the Senate was taken on that
occasion. That was the latter part of the
tirst session aflter Confederation. We had
met in the autumn of 1867-in November, I
think--and adjourned fron December over
until March, and we finished the session sonie
time in the latter part of May. That session
was marked by a larger amount of important
legislation than any session of Parliament that
w-e have had since Ccnfederation, and neces-
sarily so. Ail the departments of Govern-
ment had to be ýorganized. The whole
civil machinery had to be put in motion under
the new constitution of the country, and it
was one of the most laborlous and important
sessions-from that Important cirumnstance-to
the country that Parliament bas ever seen.
Both branches worked assiduously during the
two sessions. and ,i.-cted, as the Statute-book
will show, a large amount of legislation. To
complete that work It was important to Intro-
duce the criminal laws. The Criminal Bill that
was introduced was brought in on the 1st April
1848, in the latter part of the second session,
making a complete change in the criiinal
law of the country as it stood up to that time,
because it was the adoption of a nîew criminal
code for the whole Dominion. The Bill went
through the House of Conunons and it came
dow-a here two or thre days before the close
of Parliament-on the 20th May, I think, and
Parliament was prorogued on the 22nd May.
The ground was then taken, and I recollect
the circumstance very well, because the gen-
tieman who succeeded in ha-ing that Bill
postponed (the gentleman who led the Oppo-
sition, the late Mr, McCulley, of Nova Scetia)
sent one or two of his friends to me to ask nie
to make the motion in order to secure my
support. but I declined to do so, and it
was afterwards moved and carried on a small
majority. The iground taken was that we had
not time to read that Bill because of the large

amount of Important work we had on hand
during the session, and that it was too im-
portant a change altogether, as far as the
Dominion was concerned, to be made ln
baste. It was the introduction of the crim-
inal law of England to a large extent. It
was under these circunstances that it was
considered wise, because having done so much
towards setting the machinery of government
tu the Dominion in operation, to allow this
Bill to stand over until next session, in order
that we might have an opportimity to read
it. Does my hon. friend mean to say that
the Criminal Law Bill introduced into Par-
liament in 1868 bore any comparison with this
Bill in many respects ? In the first place it came
to us within less than two months after It
was introduced ln the House of Commons and
when we had not time to read it. The
Bill now before us was introduced Last
year in the House of Commons. It bas
been two years before the country. It bas
been submitted to eminent jurists all over the
country, and we had it distributed amongst
us last year, and it bas been discussed fully
this session ln committee. Every one who
takes an interest in the Bill bas had ample
opportunity for studying its clauses and mak-
ing himself acquainted with its contents. We all
know that a Bill of this kind is not dealt
w-ith by the great body of the representatives.
In the House of Commons not more than half
a dozen meibers took a leading part in the
discussion of the Bill, and it is not Ilkely that
more than half a dozen members of this
House will discuss iLt as they would any
other general measure. Members may bave
particular clauses that they desire to see
amended, and they will have ample
opportunity of having their views con-
sidered. This Is a BIl largely to be dealt
with by experts, if I may use that word,
because in many cases non-professional
men will not feel at libe-ty to deal
with a measure whlch has been draughted
by skilled hands. I see the bon. gentleman
from St. John smiling. No doubt his splendid
abilitles and great learning will have an op-
portunity of being displayed in discussing the
Bill, and he will have occasion to exhibit the
great talent which no doubt he possesses for
legislation. I only mention what occurred in
1868 to show how little comparison there is be-
tween what took place then and what the hlon.
gentleman from Ottawa now suggests.
The comparison is simply an absurditY-
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The bon. gentleman takes another objection
that the BIl Is not signed. I wonder if my
hon. friend is serious in that objection ? Al
We know is that the Bill is sent to us under
the signature and certificate of the Clerk of
the House of Commons. I have looked at
it, and it is just as regular as any BIR that I
ever saw come before the Senate. If it were
a Bill that was sent down from us to the
House of Commons and amended in that
House and returned here, then there might
have been a different endorsement on it; but
it is a Bill originating In the House of Com-
nions, and ail we can have to do with it le
to treat it as a Bill that has left the House
of Commons, with the necessasy endorsation
Of the Clerk of that House. What has this
body got to do with this Bill as It was sub-
niitted to the House of Commons ? All we
have to do with is the condition In which
We find it after it has left the House of
Commons, and I never heard of such an ex-
traordina.ry request as that we should get a
Copy of the Bill as It was submitted to the
Lower House by the joint omniittee. I ask
ally hon. gentleman if he ever heard such a
request made to this body-that before we be-
gin to discuss the Bill on our Table we
should get a copy of it as it was reported
to the House of - Commons. If there is
alonc in this Chamber who is not in a

1)dition to take the objection which has been
Urged by the hon. member from Ottawa it
18 myiv lion. friend himself. He was nawed
'ronths ago as a member of the Select Com-
nlittee of both Houses to consider that Bill.
Every member of the Senate who was ap-
POinted to that important and onerous duty
attended the meetings of the committee and
did good service on it, except the hon. gentle-
rali from Ottawa. From the first sitting of
that committee until the last be never
showed his face-never gave us the pleasure
Of his countenance on one occasion during
the weeks that we sat considering that Bill.
lEvery one who listens to me will admit that
If there is a measure which ought to be dis-
cussed in a committee such as was appoint-
ed by the two Houses it is just such a Bill
as this. It was an occasion on which a
nienber, with the legal ability and general
kRoWledge that the hon. leader of the Op-
D08tlon possesses, could have done good
4Mce to the country aind well performed his
duity as a member of this Parliament, if lie

29

had felt inclined to do so. The hon. gentle-
man did not do so, and here he cornes, at the
eleventh hour, and starts a few captious
objections, and backs them up with as reck-
less statements as I have ever heard, even
from that hon. gentleman, on the floor of ths
House. There are some committees of this
House that deal with special subjects-
which the hon. gentleman never fails
to attend-he is the first there and the last
to leave. If some of these special subjects
were before the House now-if a Canadian
Pacific Railway Bill were before the Senate
I have no doubt be would think it his duty
to stay a month If necessary, and examine
every clause, one by one, giving It all the time
and attention requisite for that purpose ; but
the hon. gentleman could not give even a
single day, or a single hour of the days and
weeks that this committee met 'and labour-
lously and patiently went through this Bill
clause by clause-he oould not give a single
hour to the discharge of his duty as a mem-
ber of that committee/ There is no member
of the Senate who could attend to his duty
under more advantageous circumstances than
the hon. gentleman, except, perhaps, the
hon. member from the Rideau Division, be-
cause he Is at his home-he can attend to his
office every day and make his duties in this
House subservient to bis ordinary business.
le has advantages which none of us possess
in that way, and still be could not give an

hour to this important Bill that he le so ready
to criticize and to burke if he could-for that
is the proper word-at the first reading. Be-
fore the ordinary custom of the House can
be followed the hon. gentleman must exhibit
his partlzanship, and expose to the House
what is really at the bottom of his opposition
to the Bil. It is opposition to the Govern-
ment and the Minister of Justice that actuates
him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That statement ls utterly
untrue ; on the contrary, I said In my obser-
vations that I was quite wlllng, If the Bill
was referred to experts, to allow it to go
through next session.

Hon. Mr. MILLER - The committee to
which the Bill was referred was a committee
of experts selected from both HousSe with the
greatest care. I am happy to say that al
the gentlemen from this House gave marked
attention and useful work to that BIl, and
no one among us more so than the hon. sen-
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lor member from Halifax, and I have great
pleasure in publicly saying so. He not only
reflected credit on himself in that committee,
but he reflected credit on the body to which
he belongs. I ask the House if the conduct
of the hon. gentleman from Ottawa towards
the committee is not some explanation of the
animus which lies at the bottom of his ex-
traordinary attempt to burke the measure at
the first reading ? I believe this is one of the
most important measures ever submitted to a
Parliament in this country. I want the House
to distinctly understand that it Is not an in-
vention of a new criminal code ; It is simply
what Its name purports to be-a codification
of the laws as we have them-and it is merely
an attempt made to get within narrow com-
pass in a form that will be intelligible to the
public, the criminal law of the land. I have
reason to believe that from one end of the
Dominion to the other this great attempt at
codifying the criminal laws and placing them
within the reach of ,all our people will be
hailed as one of the greatest boons that our
Government has ever had the opportunity of
granting to this country. I think that
if the archives of the Departnent of
Justice could be searched we would find
thousands of letters bearing evidencoe to that
fact, and to the satisfaction with which the
leading minds of the country, lay and legal.
vlew this attempt to codify our criminal
law, and place It within the reach of all oU
people. It is not what the hon. gentleman
would lead us to belleve it is, a Bill complete-
ly altering the whole criminal system-the
laws under which we have existed, and
other comnmunities ha ve existed for so nauy
hundreds of years. It is only altering them
so far as the improvements of modem times,
so far as modem civilization has seen neces-
sary to alter them, and it is with the object
of keeping up with the march of civilization
on this great subject that the Bill Is at all in
existence before the House to-day. An at-
tempt was made in England In 1880 to codify
the criminal laws of Great Britain, but in an
old country with so many prejudices, and so
many institutions deep rooted in traditions and
usages it is a very different thing from under-
taking such a measure in a new country, and
it Is wise for us, before we have these preju-
dices, traditions and customs of one kind or
another to be interfered with, to establish the
foundation of our criminal system as it will be
established in this BiL Many years after

this it might not be so easy to do this work,
and it Ls, I presune, for these reasons
that the Minister of Justice lias devoted
so many years-because years have been de-
voted really to this great measure-to the pre-
paraition of It. There is no cause v hy we
should not take as much time as we wish to
discuss this measure. We have not been do-
ing a great deal of work this session.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (H C.-The-re Is
plenty of time before Christmas.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have been in Parlia-
ment a greit many years and I never knew a
session in which we had less work. It was
not our fault that we had no work to do.
The fact is, however, that we had to adjourn
half the time. The House of Commons were
at work-some of It, to my mind, was very
useless work, but stil they were working ail
the time. There is no reason why they
should not take an adjournment of two or
three weeks now and come back again, and let
us remain at work. The country expects ·t.
If we fal now 'o face a little work because
it will keep us a week or two weeks longer in
session, the country will be of the opinion thiat
wheýn we complain we do not get work Wd
are not serious, because we are not willing t»
tackle it when it is presented to us. I hope
that the House will -come up to the expectar
tion of the country - from one end Of
It to the other--and no matter what time
may be required for the perfection of this
measure that we will remain and pa.s It.
We are not limited-we can take our owU
time. If we oan get this Bill through In
a week, well and good, and I do not see whY
we should not ; but if It takes three or folr
weeks, we should stay here and attend to our
duties. Although I have no love for Ottawa
at this time of the year, I should be wMiliB
to sacrifice my personal wishes to rel2ai
and attend to this Bill. I do not want to se
the labours of the members who have give"
their time to that Bill, discussing it carefUlly
line by line and clause by clause, week after
week, thrown aside and going for nothBlg,
because that will be the resuit of accepting
the views of the hon. gentleman from Ottaw,.
This whole work would have to be gone over
again next session. To us in this House it
would not be a very serions matter if this
Bill were thrown over for another se"ssoI•
But it would be a serions matter to theO
Mister charged with the leadership of the
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louse of Commons-charged with grave duties
of state and with the management of a de-
Partment and the responsibility upon him dur-
ing a session of Parliament-it would be an
onerous thing for that Mnister to have to take
up this Bil next session where he took it up
this session and carry it through In the face
of the opposition which will always spring
up when it comes before the popular body.
Now that it has passed through the popular
branch we owe'it to the country, to ourselves
and to the House of Commons to carefully
Consider this Bill.

Hon. Mr. SOOTT-I do not propose to dis.
cuss the personal question, but I feel that the
louse will allow me to disclaim'at this mo-
ment thait I had the smallest idea of ln any
Way dLsconcerting the plans of Sir John
Thompson. I should be exceedingly serry
to do so, and I trust that the House will not
acept the staitement made by the hon. gen-
tleman from Richmond. I disown any such
intention. The BRll does not go into operation
Until a year from July, and It can still go ln
Operation at that time if the course that I
sluggest be taken.

lon. Mr. DEVER-At this stage of the
Bill I am exoeedingly sorry that I have to
detain the louse te make a few remarks.
Prom the fact thaIt personal allusions have
been made to me I feel It but just to myseif
to retort on the hon. gentleman who chose to
rliake remarks that I think were not at ail
appropriate as applied to me. First, how-
ever, I will point out that I was one of those
Who, on a former occasion, when a similar Bill
to this came up, voted against it, preclsely as
I Would vote against this Bill under the cir-
CuMstances. It came up at too laite an hour
tu the sesion of 1868, and tbis Senate did not
feel that it was compatible with their dignity
4»pass a Bill se voluminous, so important and
80 new to them, without further time for con-
fideratm. It was in such a position that
bon. gentlemen could not approach it ln a
Duiner thait would satisfy their consciences
tO pass it then. Under those circumstances
e rejected it, and I was never sorry for my
WJte then. I trust, without proper time to
'Ofsider this Bill, that every member of this

uOlIse will act with similar manhood and
diUnity and reject this BI also. At the same
Ble, if the Senate is wlllng to continue its
itlngs until we ma pass this Bill, so that we

eau say to the country that we gave it the
29à

consideration It was entitled to, that we
gave it the best attention we could, then the
country will respect us and we can respect
ourselves. Otherwise I feel that I would be
doing an Injustice to myself and to the coun-
try if I did not rise and make this objection.
Now, with reference to the remarks the hon.
gentleman made to me personally: He seemed
to think I smiled. It is true I smiled, and I
smiled at the simplicity of the hon. gentle-
man to think that he could use any argument
by making it appear that he was an expert,
and because he was an expert, and some
other experts had gone through this Bil,
thait therefore we, as citizens of this country,
charged with the duty of investigating mea-
sures just as well as these experts, were to
relinquish our duties and to leave the whole
matter in the hands of the experts.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-He :id not say so.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Yes; that is the view
ho held. le said the experts had gone
through this Bill-and I think ho said the
lieuse of Gommons had gone through It,
and therefore we should not go through
It-that we should act merely on the
report of the experts. I am not one of those
who are willing to act on the judgment of
experts, nor am I willing to take it on the
character of the experts nor on the general
behaviour of the experts. I feel that in
this House we think too much of ourselves
to be governed by the opinion of men who
assume to lead and to dictate te this House.
As for their legal knowledge, I am sure if the
views of this louse could be ascertained we
would find that there was not such a general
consensus of opinion that those experts were
se very clever and brilliant legal gentlemen.
On the contrary, there are men ln this House
who possess just as good common sense and
more practial judgment for the weil
being of this country than men who
set themselves up as experts in legal
and other matters before this House.
I trust thait the Senate will take into
account that those experts have no right to
dictate to us-that we have a right to get
plenty of time to Investigate ail the matters
that come before us and relieve our con-
sciences, and go home as honest men.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I was in hopes
ny hon. friend from Richmond would show

us some reason why there was any necesslty
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that this Bill should pass this session. My
hon. friend lias failed to show that there was
any such necessity. I quite agree with my
hon. friend as to the great Importance of
the Bill. It affects the rights and liberties
of the subject, and when it leaves this House
It should have the impress of the intelligence
of every member of Parliament. It should
be so Impressed on the people that it re-
ceived the full and fair consideration of every
member of this House. If this Bill is to
pass now I am willing to remain here and
take it up clause by clause as far as neces
sary, and sacrifice more tine in doing so
than I would otherwise be disposed to do-
if it is necessary to be done. But I cannot
see what injury would be clone by leaving
this Bill over until next session, and let it
be eirculated through the country. Then
every member of this body, and those outsikle
of this House who take an interest in the
important subject to which it relates, will
have spare time to give it full criticisn, and
come here prepared to take it up when it
will be introduced again in this body. Every
member will come here fully informed on
every clause of the Bill, and be prepared to
decide whether it is right to make it law or
not. As regards the committee, I have noth-
ing to say about them personally ; but the
conunittee must not think, and the House
does not suppose, that when the three or four
members were sent frorn this body to that
comnittee, they took with theIm all the
legal knowledge, ail the experience and al]
the intelligence of this Chamber.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Nor the other House
either.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--My hon. friend
frorn Ricbunond, I know, does not think so.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-No.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-At the sarne time
lie is of the impression that when experts
have gone through this Bill it is but fair and
reasonable that the House shoukl pass It
with certain criticisms and amendments, but
that they should not give the whole Bill that
consideration which 1t should otherwise re-
ceive. My bon. friend referred to the Act
of 1868. I do not think that the hon. gen-
tleman from St. John was here in '8.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I was.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The Bill was of
great Importance, and it was laid over.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The Britisi North
America Act made provision in that case
for its lyng over.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It may have been
so. I should be very much opposed to hav-
ing this Bill referred to specialists. The
fact that Ilt as been prepared by the Depart-
ment of Justice and recelved the care-
fui consideration of the Minister of jus-
tice, and specialists, would not warrant us
in abnegating our rights and functions.
I belleve that credit should be given to the
Department of Justice from which it came,
and If I th.>ught for one moment that that
department, or the head of that department
felt that he was not being fairly treated by
this body, and that proper respect had not
been paid to his Bill as 1t caine before us, I
would hesitate very much In saying that the
Bill should not pass this session. But I do not
look on it in that light. I am sure that the
Minister of Justice Is as desirous as any one
of us that a Bill of this Importance, that
makes so many changes ln the criminal law,
should be perfect, and that we should have
ail the information possible before we pass It,
and if we shall have that by another session
I am sure the country will not lose by it, and
the BIl must improve by the consideration
we shall give it. It is bringing the law in
harmony with the advanced stage of civilizae
tion and Intelligence, and the Interests of the
country, and therefore we should make it
full and complete. We are going to spend 013
this code tens of thousands of dollars, and It
should go to the public as the consuminatiolD
of the wisdom, not only of Parliament, but Of
experts outside of it I am sure I ai not act-
ing ln a spirit of opposition to this Bil, and I
do not think the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
is animated by any such hostility. I am not,
certainly. No person will give me credit for
any feeling of hostility to the Government or
to any departnent of the Governrnent, but I
am as anxious as possible that this Bill should
be passed in a perfect condition. I am Will'
ing to remain here two or three weeks, if
necessary, to make it perfect, but I thinc at
this stage of the session, after being here over-
four months, and many members leaving, it
would be rather hard on many hon. gentlemen.
I believe the bon. gentleman from Richmond
will feel it a large sacrifice to his own per
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sonal convenience. but, if he wishes, and is
willing to remain, I am willing also to remain.
I belleve, however, it is not li the public
Ilterest that we should do so, for I feel that
If we went on with this Bill now it should
not receive the consideration It ls entitled to.
Many hon. members have gone home, and
others are packing up to go home, and I
fear that the Bil will not receive that non-
Sideration which its importance deserves. I
have not heard any wisli from the depart-
ment that this Bill should be forced through
this session, and I see no reason why it
should not be left with us, distributed througl
the country, and it wIll corne back to us next
session and be passed, having the impress
upon it that it has received all the considera-
tion that such an important Bill deserves.
The Bill should have been introduced in this
Ilouse first. We could have devoted the first
p1rt of the session to it, and the objection
that is now urged would not arise. If we
Pass this Bill now we will have to swallow it
blindfold, unless the hon. gentleman from
Richmond can animate other hon. members
With the same feeling that he has himself, so
that they will remain here for weeks and de-
Vote their time to it. The interests of society,
the liberty of the subject, or the protection of
the subject will not, however, he Impeded or
endangered by laying this Bill over until .next
session. If the Bill is pressed by the Gov-
ernment it may go through in a day or two ;
but I shall feel It my duty to retire fron the
Consideration of it, for I feel that I oould not
do it the justlee It deserves, in having it
Pushed through so rapidly.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - The question of
bringing forw-ard this Bill at the present
moment Is a fair subject for discussion In its
present stage. If it is pressed it will go
through its second stage to-morrow, and it
Will be discussed, as a certain amount of
tie is absolutely necessary to give to the
deliberation of such an important measure.
As my hon. friend fron Lunenburg has
stated, we can sit here for a fortnight or
three weeks, or a month if necessary, and I
Certainly think It wll be necessary to do so
I order to fully discuss the clauses of this
Bill. There were placed in niy hands some
aniendments to several of the clauses, ad-
dressed to me from a man named D. A.
Watt, and giving bis reasons why these
rmendments should be adopted. In dis-

cussing amendments of this kind it is lin-
possible to do it properly unless we give
close attention to the Bill from beginning to
end, and go through it clause by clause. Per-
sonally I would be quite satisfied to remain
here and consider the Bill for a fortnight or
three weeks ; but I have other business on
hand which I want to attend to out west,
and it is necessary for me to remain here at
any rate until the Redistribution Bill goes
through, because I have a motion on the
Paper to move in amendment that it be re-
ferred to the Supreme Court for a consti-
tutional opinion, and I -do not wish to leave
any of my work unfinished. For that reason
I intend to stay here until we get the Redis-
tribution Bill before the House. I believe it
was at the door of the House on Thursday,
but for some inscrutable reason it was sent
back to the House of Conions by the Clerk,
and the Criminal Law Bill was sent up in
its stead. If the election for Marquette is
hurried on it will be like striking a man
below the belt, for I must stay here as long
as my duty to the country requires me to
stay here, in order to assist In carrying on
the business of the House.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I desire, in the first instance, to reassure my
friends from Lower Canada as to the printing
of the Bill In French. I am as well aware
ai they are that it is their undoubted right to
ask that the Bill should be placed before them
in their own language, and it would be In-
consistent with my practice on all former oo-
casions, and it is a thing that I do not Intend
to do on the present occasion, to attempt In
any way to force the Bill forward in the
House against the will of our French Cana-
dian friends until it las been printed lu
French. I do not propose to say very nuch
on the subject of this Bill, but I do not think
that the hon. gentlemen who have spoken
against it have treated the Government quite
fairly. In the first place the lion. gentleman
fron Ottawa assumed that we propose to force
the Bill through without discussion-that we
propose, aeording to his theory, to insist on
this Bill being put througlh without every
member of the Senate having every oppor-
tunity that he could possibly desire, to discuss
it in such a manner as lie may think proper.
No suci idea has ever entered into the views
Of the Goverument; no such Intention has
ever been entertained by it. The proposition
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is to bring this Bill before the House in the termhned f0 sit from eleven oclock in the
ordinary way, so that every hon. gentleman norning until as laite as we see fit te i
in this House may take whatever time lie he niglt, we shail have ample Urne to discuss
pleases, to amend or discuss it in any way he It
thinks proper. My hon. friend's assumption,
on which he bases a large portion of his argu- Hon. 'r. MILLER-Three hundred clauses
ment that the Bill Is to lie foroed througi went through the flouse of Gommons in one
the House waiteaut discussion, is without letts.
foIuition. Il woulu be Disadvantgeous

to the Bill itself to press it forward wfithout
giving everybody an opportunity of discussing
it. No such proposition has yet been pre-
sented to the House exoept by the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa. The question Is, Is the
Bill In such a position, or can we put it in
such a position, that it ought to be passed
now ? I maintain that until It is before us it
Is impossble for us to say whetlier we can
pass it or not. On this occasion what an I
asking ? I au asking that the Bill be put
on the Orders in such a way as to have the
opportunity of giving it a second reading, in
case lion. gentlemen choose to read It a second
time. For the first time since I have been in
this House an objection is taken to putting a
Bill on the Paper where It can be disoussed
according to the ordinary course and practice
of this House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; I do not object to
that.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I know that I am right in respect of the time
that I have been myself in the Hlouse. I
never heard of an occasion where a Bill was
not allowed to be itroduced and read the
first time without discussion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 take no objection to
the first reading of the Bill ; it is simply an
appeal I made to the Government at this stage
of the session not to go on with the Bill.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend ought to know that I am very
susceptible to appeal. He knows that I very
seldon disregard an appeal fron the House
wien lt Is based on reasonable propositions.
I do not quite agree with some of my hon.
friends who have spoken, that it would be a
reasonable proposal for this House to sit
three or four weeks longer In order to pass
this Bill. I think It would be verging on
what is unreasonable to ask us to do so ; but as
we have nearly the whole of the time during
tie remainder of the session, which we may
fairly devote to this Bill, and as we have de-

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Over four hundred clauses of the Bill passed
the Commons in one day. There are several
reasons why I think we should be able to
finish this Bill within a reasonable time.
The most foroible of these reasons is that an
important committee of our House has sat
jointly with a committee of the House of
Commons for some weeks discussing every
clause of this Bill. It Is not as if the Bill
were now brought before tis House for the
first time. The best legal minds of this
House have had an opportunity to consider
this Bill for the last three months. The Bill
was printed last session and circulated, and
then it was said to us, " Do not press the Bill
this session-put it off until the next session
and then we will pass it." Now, what has
taken place this session ? The Minister of
Justice and a good many men known through-
out the Dominion as having a long experience
in legal practice have devoted themslelves to
discussing the Bill and passing it through
the other House, and have bestowed upon it
an amount of labour that I do not believe was
ever bestowed upon any other Bill that has
ever been beforo these Houses, and surely
lion. gentlemen are not going to say te these
men, " We despise and condemn what you
have been doing. We do nlot thinkianything
at all of the labour you have been devoting to
this Bill for the last three or four months. We
will throw It out and will not look at it."
It is only at the second reading that a Bill
is really taken cognizance of by the House,
and I do say it would be a most unfair and
unjust proceeding at this stage to stigmatize
It with severe condemnation, and refuse to
place the Bill on the Orders for a second
reading. My hon. friend began criticising this
Bill and its details, although lie said that he
never went before the committee at all, and
before he had even read the Bill the second
time. It is In the Committee of the Whole
House, under the practice of the House, that
we should discuss the details which he and
the hon. gentleman from Halifax exposed to
us. Let the Bill come before the flouse iD
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the proper way and then we can discuss It ln
detail.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman ls
muistaken in saying that I criticised the Bill.
I have not made any remarks on the Bill at
all.

lon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I beg my hon. friend's pardon; I was confus-
ing him with some other gentleman who spoke
in the House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It was my hon. friend
from St. John.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I do not think my hon. friend from St. John
Went much into details. The hon. gentleman
from Ottawa took a course that is unusual,
and with that respect which the House feels
toi him, some hon. gentlemen followed in
the same Une. He led them astray to that
extent I do not deny for a moment my hon.
friend's right to make objections when any
stage is being taken, If he thinks proper;
but I say, according to the usual practice of
the House, it has been customary to have a
Bill put on the paper for second reading, at
which time it Is supposed that the House has
become familiar with the principle of it. It is
distributed. Everybody has seen it, and
everybody knows what it Is, and then hon.
gentlemen wll make up their minds whether
they will agree to the principle of It or not.
The details are discussed in Committee of
the Whole House, when the Mace Is removed
froin the Table, and everybody has a right to
discuss it as freely as he pleases. That is
the regular course. Why are we now going to
depart from it ? Why do my hon. friends
Wlsh to depart from this course ? Do they
think that the labours of the House of Com-
ions, and of the members of this House,

Who have taken such an Interest in the Bill
in cornmittee, are not worth considering-

that they will not look at them ? Do my hon.
friende think that these labours are such that
they are not deserving of the slightest notice
from this House ? Surely this would be
treating them unfalrly. Surely there should
be no such contemptuous action by any
chamber as to say wheu it Is called upon to
Perform its duties " No, we will not look at
the paper at all," and yet that is what my
ho11. friend asks us to do. My hon. friend
sai he made an appeal to me. I wil tell
the flouse what I thlnk of this BIl. My

opinion Is that we should read It the second
time-that we should try our hands at pass-
Ing it-that we should begin the work, and if
we find we cannot get on with lt-if we find
that it Is too much of an effort for the re-
maining days of the session that we can de-
vote to it here, I shall not stand in the way
of the BIll being postponed in some form or
other. My own impression is that when we
go to work at the Bill, if hon. gentlemen will
go to work seriously, and use their endea-
vours to make right what is wrong in it-if
there Is any wrong--we shall get through with
it fairly in nioderate time. We will in the
course of five or six days make a very
large hole in it. But I may be mistaken.
We may take up the whole time on live or
six clauses, but if I find that we cannot give
the Bill that attention whiehî it deserves, and
which it requires, and whieh I desire that it
should have in the time at our disposal, I
shall not be ihe last man in this House to
get up and say that we shall postpone the
consideration of this Bill to another occasion.
At the same time I think it would be a great
pity-a great nilsfortune-to do so. We
should performi our duties, and show that
though we have certainly been practically
idle for several days during this session, we
are ready when the time comes and the work
is placed before us to attend to it and finish
it. This Bill is just as necessary as any
other important Bil that comes before Parlia-
ment. It has been regarded as an essential
Bill ln England. The hon. gentleman from
Ottawa says that the Bill prepared in Eng-
land in 1880 has been laid away in some
pigeon hole ever since. My hon. friend ,s
mistaken. The Bill bas not been pressed
forward as a whole, but parts of It have be-
come law from year to year, and now a
large portion of that Bill bas become incor-
porated into the law in that country. We
find it better in this country to try to place
the whole thing before the House at once, as
one connected whole, and to make a code of
it. In England that mode is rendered diffi-
cuit by the fact that the most conservative
portion of the British Parliament is composed
of lawyers ; they desire to adhere to the old
system, and it is next to impossible, as has
been proved on more than one occasion, to
oodify the law and make its operation more
accessible to the public, and less exelusively
to the lawyers. But even there, as I have
already stated, the code bas been reproduced
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ln the statutes, plece by piece, and a large
portion of It Is actually now on the Statute-
book in England. I think I have made my-
self understood, and I do not think that It is
necessary for me to say more on the subject.
I entirely agree with the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa for once, on the theory that we
are bound, If we take this Bill up, to go on
with it, and to do'it carefully, and to devote
our best attention to it, and niake it ai
good Bill If we pass It at all. I say that If
we find when we have begun the operation
of criticising and amending the Bill that we
cannot do it within a reasonable time, I am
not going to try to force the House to sit on
through the dog days working at this
measure. Let us, however, pay the House
of Commons the ordinary compliment of look-
ing at their BIl and reading it the second
time ; then, if we find that we cannot go on
with it, it is not Impossible that we can take
some meanus to place this Bill before the House
next session ln the precise position ln which
we leave it this session. I propose to in-
quire If such a thing as that can be done.
It was done under the old system ln this
country ; but if we find that we cannot get
on comfortably and satisfactorily with the
criticism of this Bill before it leaves our
hands I will see If we cannot do what I
propose. But I say, do not make a parlah
of the Bill. Do not treat it wlth contempt.
Pass it as far as we can in the performance
of our duty, and when we fld that we can-
not get on satisfactorily any further, I will
be the first one to say stop.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-And I am willng to give
mY- assistance ln that way.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think any one
differs very materially from the hon. Premier.
I think the view he has put before the House
now Is the proper and correct one. I think
the Premier, to a certain extent, rather mis-
apprehended the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man from Ottawa. I have not had any con-
sultation with the hon. gentleman at all, and
I did not know that he proposed to say any-
thing at the firat reading of the BIH, but ]
did net understand that hon. gentleman to
Imply that he opposed the first reading of the
Bill or that he Intended to oppose the second
reading of the Bill. I think the course which
the Premier has indicated, that the Bill should
be read the second time, and then, if it is
found we have not time to do justice to the

Bill that it should be postponed until next
session, is just such a course as would appear
the best, and to adopt such a course would, I
think, meet the views of the hon. gentleman
from Ottawa and would certainly meet mine.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond and the hon. Premier
were to a certain extent unjust to the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa ln talking of his
course as unprecedented. A BIl is open for
discussion at 'every stage-first, second and
third reading-and I look at the line taken
by the hon. gentleman from Ottawa as being
one worthy of praise. Suppose that the hon.
gentleman from Ottawa had sat ln his seat,
and thereby indicated that he had not the
slightest objection to the Bill being put
through at once, and when the Bill came to
its second reading the hon. gentleman had got
up, and without giving any previous notice to
the Government moved the six months' hoist
or some other motion of that sort, I think it
might then be very well contended that he was
taking the Government by surprise. He has
not chosen to do that. He has indicated at
the proper stage, I think, the reasons why he
thinks that we should hasten slowly with this
important measure. I am not aware that
any hon. member has any objection to the
first reading of the Bill. The opposition of
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa indicated
certain details of the Bill which he thought
deserved consideration. I did not understand
that the hon. gentleman did that with a view
of disoussing these details, as we would ln
committee, but it was doue simply to Indicate
that the Bill as It came to us was not perfect
and needed discussion and amendment, and
he was simply allowing the House to under-
stand the position of things. The hon. gen-
tleman from Richmond was good enough to
say that I had been very attentive at the
meetings of the committee. That is a fact.
I think that the Government deserve credit,
as showing a great deal of enterprise ln being
anxious to be abreast of the times and put
our criminal law into a form in which it is
more accessible than it Is at the present tine.
The code, when Lt is a perfect code, or as
nearly perfect as we can make it, will be a
very good thing, but I feel, just because I do
take a deep Interest in this work, and am
anxious that we should have a good code,
that we should not let the measure go out of
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this House until we are saitlsfied that It Is as
Perfect as we are able to make it. Whether
We shall have time to do that work within
what may be called a reasonable time is the
question. Inasmuch as the Bill is not, in
any case, to go Into operation until the first
of July next year, there would be no time lost
as a matter of actual practical work. There
Would be no time lost If the Bill were post-
Poned by and by till next session ; in the
maeantime, It could be placed In the hands of
experts, as suggested by the hon. member
from Ottawa, with a view to harmonizing Its
Phraseology.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I imove that a Message
be sent to the House of Commons requesting
that House to send to the Senate Chamber
the original of the Bill intituled " The Crim-
tual Law of 1892," to be laid on the Table of
the Senate during the discussion of the Bill
ii the Senate.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
That is not exactly what my hon. friend
Wants, I tink. The Bill passed by the House
Of Commons is the Bill that is before us.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The draft Bill. There
is clause after clause that need not be touched.
Sonie of the amendments introduoed In the
Speclal oommittee were struck out In the
coumittee of the House. I want to see
those clause§, because really those are the de-
batable clauses.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
If we compare the two we can find the altera-
tions. Does my hon. friend want the Bill as
It passed the committee ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I want the Bill as it
Passed the House of Commons with the
correotions made. The Bill was re-
Ported with several amendments to the
Uouse by the special committee, anid
W'aIs by the House referred to a Committee
Of the Whole. Many of the changes recom-
niended by the special committee were adopt-
ed ; others were not adopted. That is the
draft Bill which shows the original Bill and
the aiendments made In the speclal com-
laittee, and which shows how far the House
Of Commons accepted the changes made by
t le special coinnttee - what clauses they
struck out and what substitutions tbey
ofered. In that way we can understand the
question. Of course, it Is utterly impossible

to take up such a voluminous Bill clause by
clause.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What the hon. gentle-
man wants for use in this House Is the copy
of the draft Bill which was used by the
chairman of the House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-It Is very derogatory to
this House to send to the House of Commons
for what they have done. Why not send for
their speeches as well ? We are an indepen-
dent body, and not to be dictated to by the
House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I would certainly In-
sist upon my hon. friend giving that as a
notice of motion, because I think you will
find on inquiry that it Is au unheard of thing.
All we know of the action of the House of
Commons Is from the Journals, if we choose
to search them, and the Bills that they send
us. I have no recollection, lu my experience
of 30 years in Parliament, of such a request
beling sent to the other Hlouse. The hon.
gentleman has a right to give notice of his
motion In order that the House may not com-
mit itself to an absurdity (in case it is an
absurdity) without having some time to in-
quire. If the motion stands until to-morrow I
suppose the leader of the House will be in a
position to say what he will do.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-1 have just underllned
those words-" as used In the Committee of
the Whole."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I think it Is impracticable. I know what my
hon. friend wants, and I will see If I can get
such a compilation as he desires, but I am
quite certain that we could not procure lit.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Who Is to
bave the copy of the Bill ? There is only one
copy to be had.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT -It can be laid on the
Table of the House, and referred to by any
one who wishes to see it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The chaIrman's copy
of the Bill ic the House of Commons is a
record of the House. It is from that copy
that the Bill now before the House has been
printed and certified. I never heard of a Bill,
on which the actual changes were made un-
der the chaIrman's hands, being sent from
one House to the other. If there Is any infor-
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miation that would help us in the discussion
of the measure the hon. gentleman ought to
get it, as a matter of course, but I would
suggest, as an old member of Parliament, that
we should not commit ourselves to anything
that Is absurd, if it is absurd. Let the notice
of motion stand, and if, on inquiry, it is
found to be all right, we eau adopt the hon.
gentleman's suggestion, but I object to the
motion being made now.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I want to facilitate the discussion of this Bill.
I have already asked to have a copy prepared
on the original draft Bill. with all the amend-
rents made in the other Fouse marked upon
It.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have reasons for wish-
ing to procure the draft Bill, and if my request
Is not complied with I shall take no f urther
part ln the discussion. If it ls laid on the
Table of the House any member can refer to
it.

The motion to fix the second readiung .of the
BIll for to-morrow was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.35 p. m.

THE SENATE

Ottawa, Tueesday, July 5th, 189;2.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 11 a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

MOTION.

the draft Bill shall be brought to this
Chamber. It is only when the Government
propose to take up the Bill that I wish this
resolution to receive its effect. I assume
that there will be no objections to my pro-
position, because I 'desire it only for the pur-
pose of pointing out more definitely to the
House certain changes that are made in the
Bill.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I saw the Clerk of the House on the subject
last night, and he tells me that It is absolutely
impossible to do what my hon. friend asks
for. The draft Bill-the original Bill, as my
hon. friend terms it-is the Bill that came up
from the special committee, as amended by
the special committee, and the amendments
are upon it. It is thon brought before the
House, laid upon the Table, and kept by the
clerk of the committee ; and every amnend-
ment that is proposed, and made, re-proposed
and re-amended, is scribbled into a book ; and
lie says it Is practically unintelligible to any
outsider, because it is done in the loosest and
most informal way possible. After the coin-
mittee rises it is sent up to the Law Clerk,
and the Law Clerk deciphers it as best he
can, and complotes the original draft accord-
ing to the notes ln this book. He tells me it
Is a record of the House of Commons and one
for which there Is no precedent to allow it
to pass out of his hands. Of course iny hon.
friend must understand I do not make this
objection with , any desire that information
shall not be given, for I am onvinced the
more we see of the amendments and the way
in which the Bill as it now stands was
reached, the more quickly wi we get through
w1th it, but this it Is practicaly impossible to
do without a violation of ail the principles and
practlce of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved- Hon. 'r. MILLER-If It woud serve the
purpose nxy hon. friand fts lu 'vtew, I bave at

That a Message be sent to the House of oorrected oopy of the BI1 as Lt heft the 2eec
Commons by one of the Masters in Chancery, committee of ithe two Houses, wherein ail the
requesting that House to send to the Senate
the original Bill as used ln the Committee of amendments axe regulariy recorded, and whicb
the Whole House, intituled, " An Act respect- I wiI ha very happy te lend to thc hon. gei-
ing the Crimimna Law," to be laid on the tleman if it wil enable hlm te ueet the pur-
Table of the Senate during the discussion on pose ha bas la view. As I anticipated, the
the second reading of the said Bill la jother record l net avalablo; but if my ow
Senate. Senate.record is of auy value as given te me by thie
He said: Until this Bill Is taken up for the clerk of the committee I ahall be very bappY
second readcmg of course I do not desire that Ho

I ilb vr ap to lendt the hon. gen-lmnhaei
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
If my hon. friend has a record of this de-
Scription I understand It is ln book form and
very clearly got up. It -would be easy to
get the paragraphs marked, which have been
amended ln the House since the onmittee
nlade its report, and If the paragraphs which
have been amended are marked it would be
very easy, by comparing with the Bill before
u-8, to see whaît changes have been made.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I am sorry to hear the
Premier 'make the statement that it is abso-
lUtely impossible to procure that copy. The
book would be as safe here as ln the posses-
sion of the House of Commons. It is Nthe
orginal book ln which the amendinents were
Made in the Bill in committee, and these are
the amendments, eilther altered or struck out
altogether by the committee of the House'
that I want These amendments number, I
believe, about one hundred and fifty, taking
the amendments made by the special com-
liittee and by the committee of the other
Ilouse. Some are material ; others unim-
Portant. It was to serve a particular pur-
Pose that I deeired to have the Bill. Of
course, If I am balked in that I have no alter-
flative butito submit to the will of the louse.
I had a reason for making this request.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL AeBOTT-
I went myself to the Clerk of the House of
Commons with a desire to see if my hon.
friend's views could be met, and I have com-
tliunicated to the House what was stated to
hie.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The document Is open to
the inspection of any member of the other
fouse. Under the circunstances, I have no
desire to divide the House on the resolution
aid I therefore ask that it be declared lost or
I division.

The amendment was declared lost on a
division.

THREE RIVERS HARBOUR COMMIS-
SIONERS' BILL.

SECOND READING.
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT

111oved the second reading of Bill (98) "An
Act respecting the Harbour Commissioners o
Three Rivers." He said : This is a Bill fo
t he Purpose of making amendments to a pre

o'lUs Act regarding the harbour of Thre
tivers, and to give effect to an arrangemen

with the commissioners, which It Is considered
would be to the public benefit Some years
ago-in 1882, I think-the harbour comnmis-
sioners of Three Rivers were constituted. and
were authorized to borrow the sum of three
hundred thousand dollars for the improve-
ment of their harbour, and the acquisition of
the wharves of their harbour, on the same
principle as commissions have been estab-
lished in different parts of the province. The
commissioners, however, only exercised this
power of borrowing to the extent of eighty-two
thousand dollars. They obtained an advance
from the Government of that sum on these
debentures, with the obligation on their part
to pay interest on the amount, and with the
condition, no doubt, of completing the
harbour ; but the sum was found wholly ln-
adequate for the purpose of making the har-
bour a paying property, and after expending
it, as I believe prudently, and makIng consid-
erable Improvements, they have found them-
selves at a complete deadlock. The harbour
was not sufficiently completed to meet the
trade which they expected to be carried on,
and consequently the revenues fel Into arrear.
The Interest from part of this period fel into
arrear, and the harbour commissioners and
the corporation made application to the Gov-
ernment to put them on an entirely new foot-
ing. They suggested that the power of bor-
rowing, which had been taken from thema at
the time they procured this loan, should
be restored to them-that they should be per-
mltted to borrow the balance of the three
hundred thousand dollars of debentures,
whieh they were authorized to do by the old
Act. And as of course it would be difficult
for them, under a second mortgage, to obtain
this money, they asked that the new Issue
might be permitted to take precedence of the
old Issue. It was perfectly obvious that un-
less that was done, it was useless to try to
raise the money under any legislation that
Parliament might be pleased to accord to
them, and the Government thought proper to
assent to the application, the condition being
that the arrears of Interest acrued on the ex-
isting loan should be paid lin full. The object
of the Bill before the House Is therefore for
the purpose of placing the harbour in that

f position and the borrowing power, which
r was granted by the Act of 1882, is restored to

them on condition that they pay the arrears
e of Interest which had accrued on the amount
t already borrowed, and the new Issue is
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granted precedenoe over the eighty-two thou-
sand dollars already borrowed. That Is the
substance of the Bil, and I trust that the
House will see that it Is a prudent and proper
thing to do.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Are the holders of the
flrst Issue of debenrures aware of these con-
ditions ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The holders are the Government.

The motion was agreed to.

VOTERS' LISTS OF 1891 BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALUWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (67) "An
Act respecting the Voters' Lists of 1891."
He said: By the Electoral Franchise Act It
is provided that duplicate copies of the lists
of voters, duly completed, shall be forwarded
to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery on or
before the 3Lst day of December of the year
lu which they are completed. Now, it
happens that on this occasion, as it happened
on former occasions, a good many lists were
not sent in until after the 31st of December.
But they were acted upon, as they were be-
fore; and it is Important, although It Is con-
tended that the provision of the Electoral
Franchise Act is only directory, that any
doubt as to the validity of the elections held
under those voters' lists should be removed,
and this Bill is brought before the House for
the purpose of removing that doubt-simply
to provide that the fact that the voters' lists
were not sent in by the revising officers until
after the 31st December shall not invalidate
these lists

Hon. Mr. POWER-The presentation of
this Bill is au admission on the part of the
Government that the Dominion Franchise
Act is not such a measure as we should have
on our Statute-book. Hon. gentlemen may
smille ; but I think there is no doubt about it.
In the first place, although undoubtedly the
officers whose duty it is to prepare the
electoral lists have been doing their duty as
well probably as they know how, we find
that the lists which, accoring to the law,
should have been forwarded to the Clerk of
the Crown lu Chancery on or before the 31st
December last, were not so forwarded, 1
believe, ln a great many cases, and froin the

phraseology of this BH it would seem that
some of them have not yet been forwarded.
That is evidence that the requirements of the
Act are such that they cannot be complied
with, with due regard to the proper discharge
of the functions of the officers charged with the
preparation of the lists. Then the preamble
of the Bill goes on, having deait with this
matter showing that it is Impracticable to
carry out the provisions of the Act literally,
to say that it is expedient that there should
be no revision of the voters' lists during the
present year. Looking at the revelations
whlch have been made in another place with
respect to the manner in which the voters'
lists for certain Important constituencies have
been made up, I do not think that Parliament
wil say that It Is expedient that there shall
be no revision, unless the revision shall have
been of the same character as that which bas
been exposed. It would be expedient, if the
work could be doue at a reasonable cost, that
these voters' lists should be revised, and that
we should have a perfect voters' list of the
constituencies of Canada. But owing to the
enormous cost of making the voters' list Par-
liament is called upon to declare that it Is
expedient that there shall be no revision of
voters' lists this year, and although it is
desirable, not only from the Important
character tof the lists, but from the fact that
each year as young men become qualified as
voters they should not be disfranchised with-
out substantial cause. The truth Is, I think,
that the general feeling through the countrY
-and I am not speaking from a party stand-
point at all-is that this Franchise Act had
better be got rid of altogether. I think this
Bill is evidence that that is the feeling Of
the Government also to a certain extent.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My ion. friend's logic, I may say, Is not
altogether unassailable. The fact that some
half dozen or dozen officers amongst two
hundred odd have not perforined their duty
to the letter In the manner pointed out by
the Act is not proof that the Act is bad,
but rather that some of the officers have nlot
performed their duty. At the same time,
I see that my hon. friend does not make bis
statements ln any controversial spirit, and i
do not propose to deal with them as havilg
been nade ln a controversial 'spirit. I thii
it right, however, to say that I trust before
another revsion of the voters' lists will be
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made we shall be able to place before the i
House an Act which will simplify It to a
certain extent, as the present Act, I think
mnyself, is too complicated and too expensive.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

REDISTRIBUTION BILL.

S ECI)NID R E ADIN(G.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDW'ELL ABBOTT
ioved the second reading of Bill (76) "An
Act to re-adjust the representation in the
louse of Commons." He said : This is a
BIl which more particularly concerns the
other branch of the Legislature, but neverthe-
less it bas to pass our House, and receive, if
neoessary, our revision. It is a Bill which
was rendered necessary in a large degree by
the fact, shown by the census, of a compara-
tive loss of population in certain of the pro-
vinces of the Dominion, and an abnormal in-
crease of population in some of the elec-
toral centres of the Dominion, and the
principle upon which the Bill is con-
structed, and which it is intended to
embody, is that the reduction which
the constitution requires in those provinces
whicl have sustained a comparative loss has
been nmde, and an addition to the representa-
tion of those elect>rai centres where the in-
crease bas been abnormally great bas been
effected. In order to do this, however, as the
increase in the provinces, in which these large
electoral centres are situated, was not propor-
tlonate to the increase in those centres, and
Was not, in fact, sufficient under the consti-
tution to entitie those provinces to additional
members, It became necessary to provide for
the representation of the larger and more
niumerously populated electoral districts, by
reducing the representation In other portions
of the provinces. For instance, in the Pro.
vince of Quebec and the Province of Ontario,
to which these remarks more particularly ap-
Ply, certain districts are greatly increased in
Population. In Quebec, Montreal has In-
Creased very largely indeed, and the popula-
tion at this time, of what la known as the

eleotxoral district of Montreal, which Is repre-
sented by three members in the House of
Commons, is, I presume, about 200,000 people.
In the same way, the adjoining district to
Maatreal-,the electoral division of Hochelaga
--has increased so that it has a population of
87,000 people, with only one member. And

n like manner the county of Ottawa, which
has always been a populous county, has in-
cTeased to 64,000, the unit of population
being somewhere in the neighbourhood of
23,000 people.

Hon.: Mr. SCOTT-22,900, strictly.

lon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTI'-
Then, In Ontario the district of Algoma has
largely increased In population, and certain
portions of that district have no representa-
tion at all under the present state of things,
and some 13,000 or 14,000 people are without
representation in the House. The district of
Toronto has also largely increased, and it was
felt that It was necessary to increase their re-
presentation by giving additional members to
Toronto, Algoma. Montreal, Hochelaga and
Ottawa county. Consequently, this Bill gives
an additional member to Toronto, an addi-
tional member to Algoma, two additional
members to Montreal, and one additional
meniber to Ottawa county. And Hochelaga is,
to a certain extent, divided up. In order to meet
the requirements of a representation for these
different districts it became necessary to join
together portions of smaller districts, which
did not reach the unit of representation, and
that bas been done, as hon. gentlemen are no
doubt aware, in both provinces. In the dis-
trict of Montreal the requisite representation
was mainly taken fron the south side of the
St. Lawrence, where a group of constituencies
very small in number of population existed,
and where it was easy to extract the neces-
sary representation for Montreal. The extra
member required for the district of Ottawa
was obtained by joining two small districts
on the north side of the St Lawrence, posses-
sing the same characteristics, and perfectly
homogeneous lin their people. It 'night be said
that it was the same class In the county of
Ottawa, with the same interests, which re-
celved the additional member, as the class in
St. Maurice and Three Rivers, which lost one
of their representatives. That was the plan
adopted in the Province of Quebec. in the
Province of Ontario a group of constituencies,
most of which were considerably below the
unit, were so subdivided as to extract from
them two members who were allotted respec-
tively to Toronto and Algoma. With very
trifling exceptions these two classes of
changes embody all the changes made by the
Bill. Of course, it was necessary to reduce
the representation ln New Brunswlck and
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Nova Scotia, and that was done by jolnlng the redistribution which had to be made lu
two districts ln Nova Scotia, the county of British Columbia, In Manitoba, New Bruns-
Queen's and the county of Shelburne, and in wick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island,
the Province of New Brunswick by making a in consequence of changes, in some Instances
change in the city and county of St. John, and increases, ln some Instances decreases, ln the
by joining the county of Sunbury and the proportion of those populations, as shown by
county of Queen's. In Prince Edward Island the census. In Montreal there has been some
a member was lost.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-By the exodus ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
By the result of the census, and there Nwas
more difficulty in arriving at the distribution
of Prince Edward Island, because that island
is divided into three counties, and by the
existing law each county had two representa-
tives. It was necessary to divide the
Island up, Inasmuch as its representatives are
reduced to an odd number; and as fair a dis-
position of the territory and population was
made as the Government were able to make.
lu the Province of Manitoba there was an in-
crease, and a division which seems to meet
with universal approbaition was made in that
province. In Brltish Columbia there was a
redistribution which closed up one very small
electoral distilct by annexing two together-
Yale and Cariboo-and dividing the electoral
district of New Westminster into two districts,
thus making a more equitable distribution of
the populadon, though of course in a country
like that it is impossible ln any respect to be
guided by the size of the territory. There is
really only one subject ln the Bill which ap-
pears to be still made the object of contro-
versy. The greater part of the Bill, as it
now stands, I think, is practically accepted.
There were certain amendments made lu the
Bill as introduced. The Govermnent in bring-
Ing down their Bill announoed their intention
Of onsiderling any suggestion that might be
made with regard to it, and of adopting such
of them as appeared to be just and proper ;
and they carried out that Intention, as ex-
pressed when they introduced the Bill, by
making several alteraitions ln the measure at
the suggestion efther of thelr own friends or
their opponents, as the case might be, without
distinction, when they became convined of
their proprlety. So that in reailty the Bill
remains merely a means of readjusting the
few abnormal increases of population which
exlsted ln the Province of Quebec and Pro-
vince of Ontario. And it provides, ln a man-
ner which, I think, Is pretty generaily con-
sidered an equltable and proper manner, for

feeling, I understand, with regard to the dis-
tribution that Is made there. It is
contended that Montreal should have been so
arranged as to give an additional English
speaking member to that ctty. The population
of the city, as I have just mentioned, amounts
to about two hundred thousand people ln
round numbers. Of these two hundred thous-
and people, about one hundred and twenty
thousand-4hat Is excluding those who had
previously been annexed to outlying dis-
triots-are of French extraction. Of ail other
races in the city, not cnly those who speak
the English language habituially, but German,
Spanish, Itallans, &c.--of the former of whom
there Is a large and respectable population in
Montrmel-4he total number is about eightY
thousand people. As, by the present arrange-
ment, the oity is to have five representatives,
the total population being two hundred thous-
and, it appears to Indioete a representation of
one member to each forty thousand persons.
And singularly enough, the division of the
French, and of all the other nationalities put
together, makes as nearly as possible three
constituencles, representing the French popu-
lation of Montreal, and two constituencies
representing the people of other nationalities
in the city. In other words, those who are
comprised under the head of "ail other nations"
amount to eighty thousand people, and theY
have two representatives. The people who
are of French extraction ln the city amount tO
one hundred and twenty thousand, and they
have three representatives, which is a division
into constituencies of forty thousand each, Of
which each section of the city (calling the
population of French extraction one section
and the population of other extractions
another section) has exactly the represental
tion which its proportion of population de-
mand. ' It has been urged by those who ob-
ject to this arrangement ln the city of Mont-
real that the English population of the Island
Of Montreal has increased, and by its number,
as compared with the entire French popular
tion of the Island Is entitled to another English
member. Well, I am not quite prepared to
admit that proposition. I think that the popu-
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lation of French Canadian extraction has in-
creased at least as rapidly during the last ton
years on the island of Montreal as the English
population. But, assuming for a moment that
in the outlying portions of the island outside
of the city a certain increase of English popu-
lation has become ningled w'ith the people there
of French extraction, unless the population in
the constituencies octside of the city is able
to return a member in some constituency, it
is not in the power of Parliament or the Gov-
ernmentr-I should not say it is not within the
power of Parliament, because everything ai-
moet Is within the power of Parliament-but
la not within the proper jurisdiction of Par-
liament to give such a mi4ority a representa-
tive. Thaat is not the system, at least, on
whIch our representation has been based.
If there haippens to be a certain number of
EDnghsid people sabttered among the French
population of those three or four counties
whieh form the remainder of the island, it is
Impossible for the Goverurnent to propose, and
I think it would be injudicious, and inex-
pediient, and improper, if I may say so, for
Parlament to exact that the deficiency of
representshion which these persons uffer from,
in oonsequence of being a minority in each
county, should be remedied by taking a large
Oonstituency, composed, to the extent of three-
fifths, of French Canadians, and instead of
giving the French Canadians of that consti-
tuency their legitimate share of Its representa-
tion-thait is to say, three-fifths-giving the
English minority one-half the representation.
In other words, what Is proposed is, that in
order to remedy the want of representation,
as it is sald, of the people of English
extraction who reside outside of the city of
Montreal, on the island of Montreal, we shaIl
give them another member in the city of
Montreal. Well, what would be the resuit
of that ? In the city of Montreal, which is
divided into five constituencies, the people of
Which have a right to their representation, we
should be giving one hundred and twenty
thousand French Canadians only two
representatives, while we should. be giving
elghty thousand people of other extraction
three representatives. What justice would
there be in an arrangement of that descrip-
tion ? I do not see any. The gentlemen
Who addressed us on this subject say that
the greater part of the trade of the island-
the greater part of Its enterprise and wealth

belongs to the English-speaking population.

i do not know whether that is so or not, but
if it were so, could any Government come and
say to a portion of the people, who have just
as much right in the country to a represent-
ation as another portion of its people, " You
are not so w-ise, or clever, or rich as this
other section. and therefore we are going
to give this other section three representatives
for eighty thousand, while you shall have
only two for a hundred and twenty thousand
people." Sucli a proposition it would be
impossible to broach, and impossible to carry,
If I judge righty of the good faith and sense
of justice of the representatives of the people
in this Parliament. That, however, is pre-
cisely the grievance which many good and
most highly esteemed and respectable friends
of the Government have given expression to
in the Island and city of Montreal ; and I
know that not only the Government, but
gentlemen who are interested in the repre-
sentation of the city of Montreal, have been
found fault with for not producing a state
of things which I think would be a very
great injustice. I observe the name of the
member for Montreal Centre mentioned fre-
quently in the papers as having neglected
his duty in this respect, whereas, in point
of fact, I can testify that the hon. gentleman
waited several times on me and other mem-
bers of the Cabinet with reference to this
distribution of seats in Montreal, and we
went carefully over the figures and the cir-
curastances of the population with a view to
ascertain what would really be a just and
proper distribution of the representation in
this Instance. I need hardly say that al-
though my French Canadian frlends of the
Province of Quebeo and I have always acted
with the utmost harmony, I am proud to
say, I should not like to see my fellow citi-
zens of English origin denled their fair shat'e
of representation. I say most distinctly that
I should consider It my duty to use ail the
influence I possess to get for my fellow citi-
zens of the same oiigin as myself their full
share of representation in the Province of
Quebec or any other province of the Do-
minion; but I see nothing calling on me, as
an English-speaking citizen of the Province
of Quebec, to urge or ask that my fellow
citizens of the same origin should have more
than their due representation. And I think
the gentleman who bas been censured by the
newspapers, and those who take the same
view, have been actuated by precisely the
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same feeling as myself. If they could have
appealed with justice and with fairness to
al classes, that there should be a. larger
English representation arranged for in Mont-
real. they would have done so,. but like my-
self. on examination of the census and of
the comparative numbers of the population
of different nationalities lun Montreal. they
became convinced. as I did. that no more
equitable or fairer distribution of represent-
ation in that city could be made than that
which this Bill contains. I do not know that I
need trouble the House with any further
remarks on the Bill. I move the second
reading.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -Being probably
more famiiar with Montreal than any other
centre of population outside of the little town
from which I cone, and knowing a great deal
of the people and institutions of tiat place, and
having read the menorial addressed to the
Senate, I feel that the leader of this House,
having been honoured by the city of Montreal
with the highest gift bestowed on any gentle-
man, lias acted in this instance on a fixed
principle. It Is impossble to adopt any prin-
ciple that will not work injustice, and produce
an ill effect in some direction, and it may be
that in this instance the English speaking
minority will not receive by the readjustinent
under this Bill the same proportion of repre-
sentation as they have had hitherto. I do not
look on it in the way that my hon. friend has
done, however, that any tongue should be re-
cognized exoept Englisi and French. I think
the division should be made on that basis. No
doubt the present proportion of representation
corresponds with the population of the pro-
vince, but what is contended is that although
the representation of Montreal Is increased,
the present English representation remains
unchanged, and that the increase will be en-
tirely in French representation. That is the
contention of the gentlemen who have ad-
dressed us ; whether It is so or not I am not
prepared to say. If it should have the effect
mentioned, then those who are not of French
extraction would not have fair representation.
We know well the position of the English
speaking population of Montreal. Its numeri-
cal strength, its Influence, Its wealth, which
ls of great importance, would not be repre-
sented If the result of this BIl should be to
give it only two members. I am not prepared
to judge what the result would be, but we

must al admit that the English speaking pop-
ulation of Montreal Is of great importance.
A large amount of the trade and commerce Of
Montreal-41 believe the larger proportion of
it-is In their hands. The representation of
that important tongue in Parliament deserves
serions consideration. However, after the re-
marks of my hon. friend, and knowing, as he
does, Montreal so thoroughly, no doubt he has
endeavoured to frame this Bill so that It will
do justice to ail parties. It is .iipossibe,
as I said before, to act on any principle with-
out running counter to some other principle,
and of neoessity doing a certain amount of
injustice.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-There is one fact-if It
be a fact--and it might perhaps be well added
to the remarks which feU from the leader of
the House, and which is, I think, an answer
to the statement made by the hon. member
from Lunenburg in reference to the division
In the Province of Quebec, and it is this : that
as the representation is adjusted in that pro-
vince it stands, taking the whole province into
consideration, pretty much as it did before,
giving the same representation comparatively
to the French and English elements. It must
be considered that in order to get the addi-
tional representation for Montreal it was
necessary to take away representation froi
other portions of the province, and this repre-
sentation was taken away from the French
counties. It was, I understand, with a vieW
of keeping up the proportion, which was fair
enough, before this Bill in regard to the dif-
ferent nationalities as a whole In the Province
of Quebec (in addition to the arguments used
by the Premier), that the French meinmbers
taken away from the French constituencies
outside of Montreail were fairly given to
French constituencies inside ef Montreal. It
is very satisfactory te know that in this re-
spect the English speaking population in the
whole Province have nothing at al to coin-
plain of in regard to the redistribution, be-
cause It retains to them the full number, if
not a little more-

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
One more.

Hon. ir. MILLER-Taken on the whole,
the English speaking population of the
Province of Quebec has one more represen-
tative than it is entitled to in comn-
parison with , the French population. I
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think that is a very important consideration,
and if any inducement were required, ln
addition to the strong reasons given by the
leader of the House, would, I think, be suffi-
cient to justify the Government ln giving the
Increased representation to the city of Mont-
real in the way they did.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I should like to ask
why the North-West Territories are not
mentioned in this Bill at all ? I notice In
the first clause that provision is made for
two hundred and thirteen members, whilst
adding together the provinces of eastern and
western Canada there are only two hundred
and nine members, so that spne district with
four members has been omitted. I should
also like to ask the Premier whether, in
view of the rapid increase of population In
the North-West Territories, provision is made
for giving increased representation to that
part of the Dominion before another electionI.
I think the wealth of that North-West country
even to-day, in proportion to representation
ln the House of Commons, Is greater tharn
perhaps that of iny other portion of Canada,
with the exception of Montreal and Toronto.
Taking the rural districts of Canada, I think
I am safe in saying that the North-West
Territories have greater wealth in proportion
to representation than any other part of
the Dominion.

An hon. MEMBER-They cost more.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-No; I do not think
they do, and the sooner hon. members dis-
abuse their minds of that idea the better it
WMi be for themselves and the Dominion.
Owing to the vast extent of that country I
think' we should be granted increased re-
Presentation at the earliest possible moment.
I know in the two years that I represented
Mberta in the House of Commons, although
We had three weeks longer tinie to appeal to
Our constituents than in the older parts of
Canada, I was unable to visit thirteen polling
Places, owing to the vast extent of the terri-
tOry. I think that area should have some
Consideration in a matter of this kind. The
Territory of Alberta is as large as Ontario,
or possibly larger, and it is impossible to go
over such a large area, or for one member
to represent it properly. The saine remark
applies to Assinibola and Saskatchewan.
lIowever, my reason for rising now Is to
aisk the Prémier why this omission of the
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North-West Territories is made, and whether
the representation of that part of the Do.
minion can be Increased before the next
election.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
In answer to my lon. friend, I propose to a*
the House ln Committee of the Whole to In-
3ert the words, " North-West Territories, four
members." It Is a clerical error, and it Is a
clerical amendment which I shall ask the
House to make. With reference to my hon.
friend's other proposition as to the possibilHty
of readjusting the representation of the North-
West Territories, it is quite possible for Par-
liament to do It at any time, but representa-
tion is always based on population and the
extent of the territory really cannot bear upon
it, though it may to some extent modify the
effect of the representation which may be
adopted, and ln fact -it does, at this moment,
give to some of the districts of the North-
West representation out of proportion to what
the rest of the Dominion has.

Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington)--I wish to
make a few observations in reference to the re-
presentation of Montreal. I happen Io be an
old constituent of the member of Montreal
Centre, and lie consulted me with reference
to the distribution provided for under the
original Bill, and in justice to that gentleman,
as I see he has been very much criticised for
not doing more for Montreal than he has done,.
I have this to say, that he drafted a very
abIe memorial to the Government advocating
his own view of the representation. He also
requested me to use whatever influence I pos-
sessed with the Government, and to address
a note to them to 'advocate his view of the
matter ; so, ln justice to the hon. gentleman
from Montreal Centre, I think the explana-
tion ought to be made that he used every
legitimate exertion to meet the views of those
who were at the time discontented with the
representation of the city of Montreal. But
it appears to me that if the lucid expiana-
tions whioh have been made in this House
were placed before the people of Montreal as
they have been placed before us here to-day
they would feel perfectly satisfied that what
has been done is best for the city of Moutreal.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-I desire to say & few
words very briefiy on the inatter under dis-
cussion. I refer to the divisions ot Montreal.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise to. a question of
order. I think that these discussions as to
particular districts would corne up more
properly in committee.

Hon. Mr. MURPIY-If :thaý is the rule, I
bow to it of course, but as several speakers
have already taken part in this debate I do
not see why I should be debarred.

Hon. M1r. MILLER-The discussion is -quite
In order, because the principle of the Bill is
Involved in every one of those divisions.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-If hon. gentlemen will
give me a hearing for a very brief time 1
desire to say a few words on this matter. 1
desire it beeause I represent the Victoria
division, and a good deal of this discusson has
arisen in reference to the representation of
Montreal. I desire to do it, because as an old
Montrealer, I am practically acquainted with
the whole lie of the city. I have a few
figures which 1 will submit to you, though I
think it is hardly necessary that I should say
a word after the very clear exposition given
by the Premier and other hon. gentlemen, but
for the fact that it is expected frorm me.
However, I am glad of this opportunity to
say, first, that not one of the English news-
papers of Montreal, to my knowledge, found
fault with the measure as it affects the city
until it had passed its second reading. They
criticised it most severely on points having
reference to Ontario constituencies, and some
parts of Quebec; but not one word was
urged against the redistribution of the city
of Montreal as now carried out. It is strange
the statement of the Conservative club hav-
ing been made public. Neither -the Prime
Minister, who has filled his office so well for
the country at large, and who represents the
Protestant minority in Quebec, nor fy o
the Protestant Minister, of whom there are
seven in the Government, nor the two Freuch-
Canadian Ministers, who are in so large a
measure responsible for this legislation. have
had :a word said against them in the
matter ;. neither has any fault been found
with that most efficient representative of ihe
city of Montreal, Sir Donald Smih ; but ail
the venomous attacks have been directed
agninst the representative for Montreal Centre,
my friend, Mr. Curran, thus showing that
personal animosIty and not the public good
is at the bottorn of these aittacks. The ·city
of Montreal has about three French-Canadian

citizens for two English-speaking citizens-
that Is, the Catholie and Protestant English-
speaking element combined are only equal to
about one-third of the French population.
It could not in reason be expected that whilst
the English-speaking element would have
three members the French Canadians, who are
about as three to two, would be satisfied with
two. The two English-speaking members,
always allowed to the English-speaking ele-
ment, will still be returned by them under
this Bill. It is inportant to know that the
English representatives in the country dis-
tricts will not be diminished, although the
French increase has been so great that in
many of the districts, such as Chateauguay.
Shefford, Missisquoi, Sherbroke and else-
where, Protestant gentlemen are returned
through the spirit of fair play of the French-
Canadians. I offer here a small table of
figures, to show how the matter stands:

French-speaking and English-speaking people in
the following districts:

1871. 1891.

- French- English- French- English-
speak- speak- speak- speak-

mg. ing. ing. ing.

Sherbrooke Dist. 3,537 4,979 8,672 7,416
do Town 2,252 2,180 6,342 3,755

Pontiac......... 3,441 12,369 6,663 15,421
Ottawa ... ... .21,483 17,146 42,285 21,215
Argenteuil. 3,898 8,908 5,951 9,207
Huntingdon.. .. 4,924 11,380 4,489 9896.
Missisquoi . 7,113 9,8M 9,337 9,212
Brome .......... 3,469 10,288 4,839 9,870
Shefford ........ 12,663 6,414 17,888 5,375
Stanstead...... 3,204 9,934 6,933 11,134
Compton.. .... .3,783 9,882 10,335 12,444
Richmond a n d

Wolfe ........ 11,220 8,816 22,08 9,2,9
Megantic ....... 12,067 6,812 16,631 5,602
Montreal.......56,577 50,648 109 ,990 72,705

There Is another consideration whlch the GoV-
ernment could net well Ignore ln apportlonlng
the representation of Montreai. I refer to the
equalities ot population wlthln the divisions.
As proposed te be censtItutei, the new divi-
sions will contain the foflowlng nuinber o!
electers

No. et Voter

S1, A4'6.. 2 7,854
St. Antoine...8 5.8,127
St1 James..4,48,535
St, 1ary's88 57,458
St Lawren e and St Louis. 9 9,190
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There is, it will be observed, a fair equality
of electoral strength in the proposed agree-
ment, which does not In any way break in
upon the muneipal boundarles of the wards;
an equality which could not have been madu
had the desire for another English-speak-
ing division been complied with. I sincere-
ly regret that the Conservative clubs
of Montreal did not take the advice of the
Premier and refrain from publishing their
memorials. It is indeed very much to be
regretted that the commerce and great flin-
ancial interests generally of Montreal cannot
get larger representation; but it would be a
very bad way to secure it to dispossess the
rural districts of any of their members ; and
the publication of such memorials always has
a tendency to create bad blood In a mixed
comunity. If the question cannot be
settled quietly between the best minds, it
cannot be settled by publication of claims,
which must be ignored in this country when
the underlying principle of our government
is that the majority must rule. I have
lIved amongst my French Canadian citi-
zens since I was a child, and I am practi-
cally a Canadian, though not born in this
country ; but I know the spirit of the people
very well, and when I see that many of the
constituencies that I refer to have ýEnglish-
speaking members, although the French Can-
adians are In a majority, I think they should
get the credit for it, and get ail they are en-
titled to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The leader of the Gov-
ernment in sulmitting the present Bill for the
consideration of this chamber on its second
reading, pleaded very properly that this Bill
more particularly belonged to the House of
Commons-that it specially affected that
Ilouse, as it is in thatj body the representation
of the people is given in Parliament The fair
and natural inference to be adduced from the
Observations made by the Premier was that
this chamber ought not to disturb a Bill of
this character. I quite agree, to a very great
extent, with iliat remark. This chamber, how-
ever, has not always been so sensitive of the
rights and privileges of the House of Com-
Inons to say upon what principle the re-
Presentation of that chamber should be based.
The only opportunity that the Liberal party
ever had to have a volce In reference to the
representation in the House of Commons was
during the period from 1873 to 1878. The
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very slight gerrymander, the only one that
occurred, I believe, In the distribution of seats
In 1872, was made in the county of Huron.
The House of Commons endeavoured to re-
arrange that constituency, and by a very
large vote of that House a Bill was carried
directing that the township of Tuckersmith
that had been interjected into the southern
riding should be put back Into Its place. This
chamber, non-political, and non-partizan in Its
character, remembered that its friends were
In the minority in the other House, and they
In their wisdom undertook to negative the
vilews and opinions expressed in the Hcuse of
Ccmmons on that occasion.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUIM-That was a right-
eons act of the Senate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I dare say it was, fuomn
the hon. gentleman's standpoint. His view
of a righteous act is that this country shall be
so divided that the minority shal rule. That
Is the principle on whlch he and others of his
friends think the country should be represent-
ed ; otherwise Parliament would have adopt-
ed the fair and just principle upon which the
representation should be based by leaving it
to a tribunal outside of political Influence. We
are in the habit of quoting precedents from
England, and I know very well that this
question of redistribution comes up periodi-
cally; and at a very recent period, in 1884, i
think It was, a very large number of seats
ha d to be rearranged in consequence of the ex-
tension of the franchise to a larger number of
persons, and from 80 to 100 seats were made,
yet that Bill received the almost unanimous
consent of the House of Conmnons. There
was no difference of opinion between the two
political parties. The leaders on each side
met, and where they could not agree they re-
ferred the point to experts and they settled
it. It was practically settled without any long
debate in the House of Commons. It was be-
tween Mr. Gladstone on the one side, he be-
ing leader of the Government at the time,
and I am not sure but it was Lord Salisbury
on the other 'side-at ail events, 4t was the
leader of the Opposition. They had no diWi-
culty In coming to an arrangement. They- al.
ways followed fair lines upon which the re-
presentation should be based. It Is to be re-
gretted that in this country we have departed
from British precedent in that regard, and the
effect is to see in this chamber a very large
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body of political gentlemen drawn from one
side, and at least one-half of the population
with a very limited representation, not alone
ln this chamber, but ln the House of Com-
mons If the figures were analyzed It would
be admitted that in Ontario political parties
are pretty equally divided, but the represen-
tation ln the House of Commons is by no
means equal, the governing power having a
very large proportion of the representation.
When this principle of gerrymander was lIrst
introduced It rather shocked the minds of most
people. The dominant party were not them-
selves quite so callous to the influence of
public opinion as they have since become, and
in the Distribution Act of 1872, although it
became necessary to give te the Province of
Ontario six members, there was no carving
or cutting up of the constituencies to do it.
Ontario was given six members.

Hon. 'Mr. CLEMOW-Was that the Ontario
Act ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; I am reading from
the Dominion Act. It was governed by the
princlple laid down by Sir John hiniself tha.t
oounty lines should be observed. In 1872 it
was necessary, as I said, to give Ontario six
members. How many counties had to be
disturbed :tq give them that number ? Only
ten. One member was given to Toronto, one
to Hamilton, and one to Ottawa; one to
Huron, one to Grey and, one to Algoma.
There was no disturbance of the old recogniz-
ed county boundaries. The only gerrymander
was i the county of Huron, where an ob-
noxious member was to be got rid of, and
Tuckersmith township was taken fromu the
place where it w-as interjected and did not
belong, and wheu the House of Commons
undertook to place it where It naturally be-
longed the Senate rejeoted IL It is well to
get the opinion of Sir John Macdonald on this
Important question. I have in my hand the
Debates of the House of Commons in 1872
when this Redistribution Bill was first linro-
dued. In that debate Sir John Macdonald
said :

" With respect to rural constituencles, the
desire of the Government has been to preserve
the repregntation for counties and sub-divi-
slons of counties as much as possible. It is con-
sidered objectionable to make re-representa-
tion a mere geographical term. (Hear, hear).
it Is desired as much as possible to keep the
representation within the county, so thàt
each county that is a municipality of Ontario

should be represented, and If it becomes large
enough that it should be divided into ridings-
that principle is carried out in the suggestions
I am about to make. That rule was broken
in 1867 in three constituencies, viz., Bothwell,
Cardwell and Monck; and I do not think on
the whole that the experiment has proved a
successful one."

That was the opinion of Sir John Macdonald
in 1872. He further goes on:

"But it is obvious that there is a great
advantage in having counties elect men whon
they know. Our municipal system gives an
admirable opportunity to constituencies to
select mon for their deserts. We all know
the processiwhich happily goes on in wes'era
Canada. A young man in a ounty com-
mences his public life by being elected by the
neighbours who know him to the township
counoll. If lie shows himself poss essed of
administrtive ability he is made reeve or
deputy reeve of his county. He becomes a
member of the county council, and as his ex-
perience Increases and his character and abili-
ties become known he is selected by his people
as their representative in Parliament. It
is, I think, a grand system that the
people of Canada should have the oppor-
tunity of choosing for political promo-
tion the men in whom they have most
confidence and of whse abilities they are
fully assured. All that great advantage is
lost by cutiting off a portion of two several
counties and adding thei together for electoril
purposes only. Those promotions so cut (ff
have no conunon interest ; they do not meet
together, and they have no common feeling,
except that once in five years they go to the
polis in their own township to vote for a man
who may be known lu one section and not in
another. This tends towards the introduc-
tion and development of the American system
of caucusses, by which wire-puilers take adven-
turers for their political ability only and not
from any personal respect for them. So that as
much as possible, from any point of view, it
Is advisable that counties should refuse men
whom they do not know, and when the repre-
sentation Is increased it should be by sub-
dividing the counties into ridings."

He goes on to describe the advantages of
that system and compares it with the system
prevailing in the United States, which he un-
fortunately deplores, and under which a con-
stituency is carved and eut up in order that
the dominant party may be in the future
masters of the country. Sir Charles Tupper
speaks on the same lines with regard to con-
stituenoies. That was the position in 1872,
where a very slight disturbance took place,
although six additional members had to be
given to the Province of Ontario. In the
other provinces, Nova Scotia was given two
and New Brunswick one member, and the
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disturbance was just la the same way-they
were given an addional member to particular
counties. In 1873 the Liberal party came into
power and, no doubt, from the standpoint of
some hon. gentlemen, that was a great mis-
fortune ; and when the upheavai took place
again in 1878, under the National Policy cry,
and the Conservative party came back to
power, they thought they would make things
safe for the future ; and so there was a Bill in-
troduced in 1882, whioh I do not propose to dis-
cuss but simply to oall attention to, in which,
taking a portion of Ontario, bemuse that was
where the principal change was made, it had
to be given four additional representatives
In order to give these four additional repre-
sentatives the Governent-because practically
it was the Goverument, for it was a Govern-
ment measure-decided that no less than fifty-
three constituencles had to be turned topsy-
turvy in order that these four seats could be
given. The principles laid down in 1872
Were entirely departed from and ignored, auj
the country was carved and Cut up just in
such a way that the minority were, in many
instances, elecfed in lieu of the majority. In
Quebec there were only four changes made;
the legitimate boundaries were not disturbed.
In New Brunswick and Nova Seotia there
were no changes. In reference to the Dis-
tribution Act of 1882, we know that Inde-
Pendent men and the independent press and
fair-minded men have strongly expressed the
opinion that It was unjust to one of the great
Political parties, and we recently had a de-
laration by a gentleman holding a very high
Position in that party who asked forgiveneass
for the offence he ld committed on his fellow
citizens by being a party to the Act of 1882.
I read the hon. gentleman's recautation, in
Which he expressed his sorrow at being a
Party to such a political crime as the Act of
1882. Hon. gentlemen may smile. They are
the masters now, and they do just as they
Please in reference to these matters, but it
YOu consult the independent press of this
country you will find that it does not approve
Of the Redistribution Act of 1882, or the lnes
on which it was construoted. It never would
have been constructed on that basis If it had
been referred to an impartial tribunal. Now
we come doWn to the Redistribution Bill of
the Present year. It says in the preamble :

" And whereas, by reason thereof and of the
exlistence of great Inequalities in the respe .tive

populations of certain electoral districts in the
other provinces of Canada, it is expedient to
readjust the boundaries of certain electoral
districts."

That *4 a very fair proposition. No hon.
gentleman could object to that ; but does this
Bill carry thaît proposition out ? i
deny that it does. The leader of
the Government naiturally, as it was
his duty to do, approved of this Bill.
I am satisfied that he had nothing to do with
the drafting of the Bill, for I am very sure
he never would have placed one of the great
parties in this cotntry under the serious dis-
advantage that even this modified Bill does,
as you will see when I call attention to some
of the minor terms of it. There is no doubt
an occasion of this kind affords an oppor-
tunity for carving and cutting up the con-
stituencies in order that they may suit the
gentlemen who represent them, ani give
them safe seats in the other Chamber. IL
is a pretty natural feeling, and hard to re-
sist. I will not say' that auy political pa.rty,
Grit or Tory, if the public feeling becomes
calions to a thing of that klnd, would be so
superior as not to endeavour to better its
future prospects, as all parties naturally wish
to do. There is an opportunity given, and I
know hIun nature is weak, and when the
opportunityexists to do wrong, if it is ln the
interests of a particular party, that particular
party is very likely to follow on the lnes ihat
Will bring about the success that it desires.
The Conservative party had the opportunity
in this instance to commit a grave wrong,
and It did it in order that many of its mem-
bers should obtain safe seats, in the future.
The Premier has adverted to the tact that a
good many amendments were made in the
House of Commons. There Is no doubt that
the draft of the Bill has greatly improved,
and the Government deserve credit, to that
extent, for giving way under the pressure ot
public opinion. And where were the changes
made ? They were made in the closest
proximity to where we now stand. And
how were they made ? Under great pressure
of crowds. The adjoining constituency ot
Russell had been gerrymandered in order te
exclude Mr. Edwards from Parliament by
taking away Clauence from that constituency.
What dld the people of Clarence say ? They
said : " We are not going to be taken out of
the county of Russell and interjected tnto
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Prescott," and they came here five or six
hundred strong and swarmed around these
buildings and Insisted on seeing the members
of the Government, and the Government
listened to their appeal, and Parliament was
obliged to drop that part of the gerrymander,
and Russell was not disturbed. It was not
necessary to do it except to hive the Grits of
the county with those of Prescott. There was
the motive. If Russell and Prescott had been
five hundred miles away from Ottawa, do
you suppose the change would have been
brought about ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Not very likely.

Hon Mr. SCOTI-Where \Nd the changes
occur ? The county of Ottawa was cut up,
as we ail know, by a line parallel to the
River Ottawa. The people rebelled against
it Crowds in the county of Ottawa came
down, and leading men objected to it, and
the Government listened to their appeal.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman says
"Hear, hear." It happened near their homes,
where people could be heard. But can people
be heard when they are five hundred miles
away from Ottawa, and when their complaint
is set before Parliament by a representative
whose views cannot prevail with the Gov-
ernment ? In such cases the petition of the
people is not heard. The hon. gentleman
says that the effect of this Bill is not to
gerrymander people out of their represent-
ation ; but it has been proved over and over
again that that has been the actual resuit.
If this Bill proceeded upon the terms that the
preamble recites-that it Is to remove the
great inequalities that exist-naturally you
would have sought to make changes where
these inequalities did exist ; but that has
not been the case at ail. In giving the
additional members to Toronto, Algoma and
Nipissing it has not been at ail on these
Unes. It has been largely on lines to eut
out constituencies represented by Liberal
members. I will give you an illustration of
it. Take the county of North Bruce. I may
say here that what Is known as the unit-
that Is, the figure on 1which a fair number of
people would be entitled to a member-is
22,900 under the British North America Act

If the unit is over 500 then it goes into the
next figure ; therefore, for ail purposes 23,000
Is what is called the unit, and the represent-
ation Is based on one member for every 23,-
000 persons. Take the county of Bruce:
North Bruce bas a population of 22,-
521 ; West Bruce has a population of
20,718. Now, they are not very far from the
unit, either of them. However, it became ne-
cessary to Interject Into West Bruce, which
Is a Liberal constituency, with a Liberal ma-
jority of about 900, a slice from another rid-
ing. There was a Liberal municipality known
as Port Elgin in North Bruce, giving a Lib-
eral majority of 88, and that is taken out of
North Bruce and put where it can do no
harm, in West :Bruce, makling the Liberal
majority Of West Bruce under the gerryman-
der 1,018. The Liberals are safe ,there ; and
what is the result ? While North Bruce for-
merly stood at 22,531, and West Bruce at
20,872, the figures are now reversed. West
Bruce now stands at 22,300, and North Bruce
at 20,872. There could be only one object in
making that change. In North Bruce the ma-
jority for the Tory candidate was only 30,
and in order to get rid of the Grits who are
in Port Elgin they were safely transferred
luto West Bruce where they could do no
harm, for there already the Grit najority was
nearly one thousand; so, in that way, Ncrth
Bruce has been made practically safe for the
Conservative party. The Liberal majority of
the three ridiugs of Bruce is estimuated at
930, yet It elects two Conservatives and one
Liberal. Is that fair ? By the transference
of one miuicipality to another riding two
seats are secured for the Conservative party
where the representation, If fairly divided,
would give two representatives ln that county
for the Liberal party. North Wentworth has
been for a long time represented by a Liberal
and that constituency has been re-arranged
with one of the Brants, and the effect bas
been to eut out a Liberal member who re-
presents that county. The county of Brant,
speaking from memory, has a very large mar
jority of Liberals, and the Liberals ln the
county of North Wentworth have been cut
out and added to Brant. That would be all
very well If it was one of the unmcipalities
so far under the unit that it would be onlY
fair to abolish it ; but I find on looking at the
oensus that the smallest constituencies, those
which mght to have been united, and where
naturally the constituencles are the smallest,
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there the union ouglit to have taken place. If
any representation is to he aboisliel It
ought to be ln these constituencies that are so
far under the unit that It takes two ridings,
to elect one member. In Frontenac the popu-
lation ls only 13,400 ; in Leeds and Grenville,
13,500 ; in South Grenville, 12,000 ; and yet
these are al left. There is no disturbance
there. In Lennox, 14,000; North Victoria,
15,000 ; WestPeterborough, 15,000, and so on.
The fair way would be to take South
Grenville, Leeds and Grenville, and add them
together, and take away the representation
from one of these ridings. That would be to
throw them back to the original county Unes,
and give the representation to which It is en-
titled. That did not suit, however, because
that would be taking a Conservative member
out of the House, and that was a policy that
could not be recommended. Now, in
Prince Edward Island one member had to
be taken away from the province. The
population of the different counties was
as follows : Kings, 26,000 ; Prince, 36,471 ;
Queen's, 45,283. It will be observed that
Queen's comes very near the unit. You can
divide it by two. That oertainly ought not
to have been disturbed. There was no justifi-
cation for disturbing it. Prince had 36,000.
not far below the unit-ce'tainly not nearly
as much below as counties that have been
referred to in Eastern Ontario. What was
the natural thing to do in that case ? Why,
take away from Queen's one of the repre-
sentatives it possesses. Then you do not dis-
turb the boundaries. King's having gone
down ln population should loseone eof Its
Inembers, no matter what the consequences
were. Yet, if the observations made in
another place are to be relied upon, It was
thought desirable that a gentleman who oc-
Cupies a prominent position ln the House of
Commons should be legislated out of Parlia.
rnent, so al three counties had to be eut up.
although ln Prince IEdward Island for 126
Years the county boundaries had not been dis-
turbed. There had been no departure froi
the boundaries established at that time in ail
those years, and there was no necessity for
doing It in this case either. I am not going
ilto the Province of Quebec, because I am not
sufficiently famillar with the Unes there. Per-
haps gentlemen from Quebec may do so, but
If the report Is to be believed there was, when
the Bill was first introduced, a very consider-
able attempt to gerrymander ln that province.

I am very glad to say that public sentiment
had its influence with the Government and the
dominant party, and some gross errors and.
improprieties have been corrected in the Bill
as it appears before us. I do not propose,.
however, to go into the question of the
changes made in the Province of Quebec for
the reason I have already given. I do not
propose now to move any amendment to this
Bill, because I feel that it Is not proper that
we should disturb it, only if the House thinks
it proper in the Interests of the future of this
country, for the peace and happiness of the
people who are to live after us, that sone fair
and just principle should be arrived at, I
shall be exceedingly glad to take part ln the
adoption of that resolution. In countries
blessed with a system of government and a
population similar to ours, that principle has
always prevailed. In many of the States of
the neighbouring country -gerrymandering cen-
not exist. In the State of New York the rule
laid down by the constitution Is that you can-
not divide a county. When a county be-
comes entitled to additional representation by
increase of population it gets it, but you an-
not combine two or three together, or you
cannot ta.ke certain municipalities out of one
congressional district and Interject them into
another. In California I find that where
congressional districts embrace two or more
counties they cannot be separated by any In-
termedate territory-that is, you cannot inter-
pose intermediate territory between those
twe territories. In the laying out of future
districts that harmony must not be dis-
turbed. In Wisconsin the constituton re-
quires also that county boundarles shall b.
observed. I know that this rule dos not
exist ln all the States. In the newer ones It
does, because they have there before them
the remarkable instances ,of gerrymander
which exist ln the Eastern States, where a
party, that once gets into power manages to
keep in power for a long time by cuttihg up
constiituencies ln order to elect their friend&.
And I think all men who have regard for the-
future of this country ought to consider-
whether Parliament should be subjected tO,
this charge every ten years made against our-
public men, of carving up constituencies in
order that their political opponents may be
deprived of fair representation In Parliament.
No man wlil say for one moment that the
principle Is justifiable. Hon. gentlemen who,
do not take the same view of the question thaL
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I do will Eay that this has not been done-
that It nay be the effect, but that it was not
the result intended. But we have to look at re-
sults here and say whether it is wise for the
peace and for the future of this country that
one of the great parties, oonling within a
fraction of one half (I might say more than
half) should be deprived of representation-
that every ten years it should be said that one
party is loading the dice and taking advan-
tage of the other, making arrangements s)
tbt at the next election they should be safe
and control the destinies of the country.
Every one who loves his country and hopes to
see It prosperous in the future must feel that
it would be injurlous to our future welfare if
that feeling should become general in OLnada.
We ail desire that patriotism should be general
In the Dominion and that every one should be
proud of his country. No one can be proud
of his country If lie is deprived of the In-
alienable right to whic h le Is entitled in the
representation to Parliament, more particularly
when we have a notable example on the other
side of the Atlantic, where public men scern
the idea of taking an unfair advantage of
their opponents. In au unimportant matter,
comparatively, the holding of the election, ai-
though political feeling ran high in England
in the last two months, yet so soon as the
Government of the day decided upon the
dissolutien of Parliament, we know by
the press that Lord Salisbury took
Gladstone into his confidence and told
him what lie intended to do - that the
day after the supplies were voted in
Parliament the whits should be issued for the
new election. Al that was done in order
that no opportunity should be given for a
dharge of foul play in the appeal to the people.
They al felt that the honour of England and
the Empire should be as dear to one party as
the other, and that neither side should have
an undue advantage, in the appeal to the
people, over the other, and co It creates the
strong patriotic feeling that exists there. If
the sort of gerrymander embodied in this Bill
1s to be perpetuated in the future, it will
have the effect of degrading the public
life of the Dominion. No one who
has any pride In the future of the Dominion-
ne One who h.as any feeling of manbood in
him, would tamely submit every ten years
to have the constituencles changed and
euchred by foul means i order that the ruling
party should continue to have the power lu

their hands. Hon. gentlemen may smile and
think there is no justification for any such
language: I look upon it from a different
standpoint. I am entitled to the exercise of
my judgment, and I express it clearly ani
frankly as .I feel it. History will show that a
very great mistake has begn made in this
country by the gerrymander of constituenc ies
every ten years.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte)-It :is exc2edingly
unfortunate that the hon. 'gentleman has re-
ferred to the action of this House in 1874,
because we will have to trace the history of
his party in that connection a little. Atter
the census of 1871 was taken, :six members
had to be added to Ontario. lu arranging the
constituencies that were to receive the mem-
bers, Toronto was to have one, Hamilton on 3,
Ottawa one, the county of Huron4 one, Grey
one, and the district of Muskoka one. Now
it would be well for me to read the division
made by the Government ;of Sir Jolm Mac-
donald, who was in power at the time, of the
county of Huron,which is the matter the hon.
gentleman referred to. I must say that en3
reason' why this House took such exception
to Mr. Cameron's Bill to readjust the county
of Huron was that a certain township would
vote twice for a member of the House of
Commons. The member for one of the Huron
ridings had been elected, and his election was.
protested and was then before the court. He
desired to have the township of Tuckersmith
added to his constituency to make it a safe
riding for him when tie eleetion took placa
aftcerwards. In committee, when that Bill was
before the House of Commons, -the Conser-
vative Opposition were very weak at the time,
and they asked that the )Bill do not go into
operation until atter the next election, but
tirat would not satisfy the hou. -gentleman
who was interested In the Bill. His election
would take place before that time, and 113
wanted the change ýto take effect immediately.
I will give the division as made by
Sir Jolm Macdonald, showing acreage, popu-
lation and householders in each riding, and I
will then give the division as made after-
wards by the Bill introduced by Mr. Cameron,
and which passed the House of Commons.
I took an interest in the Bill In 1874, and I
think It is only right that I should be heard
just now. The first division was this : the
north riding had two hundred and thirteen
thousand acres ; the south riding two hund-
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red and fifty-six thousand acres ; the centre
riding two hundred and fifty-three thousand
acres. Now the householders were as follows:
north riding, three thousand seven hundred
and fifty-nIne; south riding, two thousand
seven hundred and three; centre riding, four
thousand and two. Consequently, the acreage
and the householders in the ridings were
about alike. But the population appears to
be the main point. The population in these
ridings was as follows: north, 21,865 ; south,
21,512 ; centre, 22,791. Now, no more equal
division could possibly be made of a county,
when a new riding had to be carved out of
it ; but they said it wouI not make it
symnetrical. That was impossible ; because
of the sinuosities of the coast of the county
of Huron it could not be done. The township
of Tuckersmith was asked to- be added to
the south riding. What would that mean ?
The south riding would then have 299,000
acres ; the centre riding 210,000 acres-a
difference of 89,000 acres. In householders
the south would have 4,300, and the centre
3,400, a difference of 895 householders in the
]Redistribution Bill of Mr. Caieron ; and the
difference In the population of the two ridings
Would be 6,000. When the county was
divided in 1873 the ridings were equal in
householders, population and auTeage, or as
nearly equal as possible. The iniquity of
Mr. Cameron's BIll was this : that there was
certain to be an election, the gentlemah was
about being unseated, and the township of
Tuckersminth, that had given two hundred
Reform votes, was, so far as the Bill went
through the House of Commons, added to
the south riding.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It was very iniquitous.

Hon. Mr. READ-Yes ; it was very liiui-
tous that people should have the right to
Vote twice for memnbers of the .House of
Counons. This louse threw out that Bjl.
Others were coming on, all tending In the
saie dlirection ; but the rejection of the
Caneron BIll put a stop to thein. i need
say no more about that particular case, and
I think it most unfortunate that th.e hon.
gentleman froi Ottawa referred to t at ail.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Have you the vote
that was taken on that BIl ?

Hon. Mr. READ-Yes ; contents, 17 ; non-
Contents, 30.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN - Have you the
naines ?

Hon., Mr. READ-I moved the six months'
hoist, and the contents were 30, and the non-
consents were 17, and among the latter I
find the naine of the hon. gentleman froin
Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I do not intend to
occupy any time in discussing this question,
because it has, I think, occupied a great deal
of time In another place already, and I did
not anticipate that it would cal forth any
discussion in this Chamber. It was not my
Intention, nor would I have said anything on
this occasion had not reference been made to
the little province from which I come. 1 do
not profess to have any particular knowledge
of the divisions, or of the gerrymander as it
is called, in reference to the great Province
of Ontario, or even the Province of Quebec,
or indeed anywhere outside of our own little
province, and I tell the leader of the Op-
position this fact: that If he has no greater
reason for complaint in these laiger provinces
than in the Province of Prince Edward
Island, it is only an exhibition, not only of
unkindness, but of that organized hypocrisy
of which we have heard so often. Prince
Edward Island, at the tine we entered Con-
federation, was divided-into three ridings.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think it was divided
one hundred and twenty-six years ago. It
was so stated in another place, and was not
contradicted.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am speaking of the
ridings. When Confederation took place the
island was divided into three ridings. These
three ridings were the three counties Into
which Prince Edward Island was divided, and
each riding was to return two members to the
House of Connnonq. The objection we had
to this arrangement was that we had only
three chances in Prince Edward Island of
electing any inan supporting the Government
of the day, and we have been In that unfor-
tunate position tbne and again In days gone
by, when we have not had a man froin the
island supporting the Governent. It might
happen that every man representing the
island supported the Government. Many pub-
lic men of the island felt it would be very
much better, and safer for the Interests of the
iland, if it were divided into six ridings in-
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stead of three, so that we should have a
cliance of having two, three or four members
supporting the Government or the Opposition,
as the case might be. We would always have
a friend in court, as the saying is. When we
happened to lose a representative in the
House of Commons it was found advisable at
that time to divide the island into five ridings
in place of three, because we had to have a

representation of five members in place of six
members. In doing that, what was the best
course to take ? The discussion of this ques-
tion over Prince Edward Island occupied two
days in the House of Commons, and it was
admitted that the three counties occupied
precisely the same position, one with the other.
They are about the same in area, although
Queen's county bas the smallest population.
The population of King's county is somewhere
about 26,500, of Queen's county, 40,000 odd,
and Prince county 35,000 and something.
Now, when this Bill was before the House of
Commons it was considered advisable to di-
vide the island into five different ridings, and
the object was to make those ridings as near-
ly equal in population as possible. What can
be unfair in reference to that ? It is said it
would Interfere with the county lnes. What
object was there in following the county
Unes, so far as Prince Edward Island was
concerned ? We have no county councils
there, no municipalities-everything is done
by the Local Government, and it is only fair
and just and right that the island should be
divided as equally as possible into five differ-
ent ridings.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the adjournment of the debate.,

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 1 o'clock.

Second Sitting.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 p. m.
Routine proceedings.

THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.
The Order of the Day having been called

for resuming the debate on the motion of Sir
John Caldwell Abbott, for the second reading
of BIl (76) "An Act to readjust the repre-
sentation in the House of Commons."

Hon. Mr. PROWSE said: Previous to the
adjournment I was making a few observa-

tions in reply to the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa in reference to the way li which the
Redistribution Bill now before the House af-
fected the people of Prince Edward Island.
A great deal of stress has been laid by the
hon. gentleman on the fact that county Unes
have not been adhered to in that province:
So far as the island is concerned. there is no
special reason why county lines should be ad-
hered to. We have no county institutions or
municipalities of any kind in Prince Edward
Island, and in the long debate which took
place In another place there was nothing dis-
cussed to show that the public interest would
be in any way interfered with by dividing the
Island into five distinct ridings, irrespective of
county lines. A great deai of stress has been
laid upon the fact that these county Unes
have been established for over 100 years. It
is true. When the island was given ràpre-
sentative government it was divided into 24
different ridings, sending 24 members to the
House of Assembly in Prince Edward Island.
Irrespective of population, each of the coun-
ties sent au equal number of representa-
tives to that body-8 from Prince county, 8
from King's and 8 from Queen's county.
That equality has been kept up from that
time to the present, as far as these counties
are concerned, and each county bas had an
equal representation. When the Legislative
Council of Prince Edward Island was made
elective the same rule was observed, with
tiis exception, that inasmuch as Queen's
county- had increased in population' much
more than the other counties, Charlotte-
town, the capital of the province, was
given an extra member for the Legis-
lative Assembly. There were four froml
each of the counties-four fron King's,
four from Prince, four from Queen's,
with one extra representative for Charlotte-
town. When the island entered Confedera-
tion the samne rule was adhered to-that iS,
there should be six members for the whole
province, two for each county. For some
years, as my hon. friend knows, the Island
w-as represented in the House of Commons by
six representatives, all opposed to the policy
of the present Government, and at the last
general election the county from which I
have the honour to came returned two men
to support the present Government. Now,
we know very well from what has been sald
in another place where the policy of the Oppo-
sition would have been had they the passlng
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Of the present Bill. They told us distinotly
that they would have gerrymandered one of
the representatives of King's county out of
eXistence. They would have adhered to
county Unes and allowed one of the Conserva-
tives to go by the board and continue the
Other counties as they are at present. Two
Supporters of that party from Queen's county,
two supporters from King's and one supporter
froxn Prince county would have been the re-
Sult. The people of the island did not, con-
Sider it was fair, and as it was considered
that no person's interest would be interfered
with, the best policy was to divide the island
ito tive distinct ridings with an equal popula-

tion in each riding. To show you how far
that Is the fact I will give you the population
as it is in each of the ridings in the Bil :

" West Prince, nearly 21,000 ; East Prince,
20,723 ; West Queen's, 22,210; East Queen's,
23,460; King's county, 21,694."

The population of these several counties at
the present time stands thus :

" King's county, 26,623; Queen's county, 45,-
575 ; Prince county, 36,470."

I miight remark in passing that, very strange
to say, Queen's county, the most populous,
the richest county, and the county that is re-
presented by the greakest talent of the pro-
Vince, Is the only county in Prince Edward
Island that has decreased in population in the
last ten years. How do you account for
that ? I will tell hon. gentlemen how I ac-
count for it : The continual and reiterating
Drtmehing of starvation and blue ruin through-
Out the provinces has had the effect upon that
county of reducing its population, while each
Of the other two counties has held its own and
Increased a little ; and I think I may make
this remark, that that same policy has done
greater injury to this Dominion of ours
throughout the lengthi and breadth of It than
those who preach it have any Idea of. This
Story being reiterated ln the people's ears
from day to day and from year to year, they
begin to feel satisfied that there must be
seone truth in it, and they go away and seek
a better place to live ln a foreign country.
But what Is the consequence ? We find
these people come back again to make their
Permanent homes in this country. After the
experience they have gained they know that
there are no such wonderful fortunes to be
iade in the neighbouring republic. I have

heard a good deal said about gerrymandering

ln Ontario by the Local Governient. The
statements I have heard may or may not be
true, but our friends on the Opposition side
say that if they are true they are not re-
sponsible for them. They make the same re-
mark with reference to the gerrymander in
Prince Edward Island. In that province .a
gerrymander took place which, I venture. to
say, has had no equal anywhere else. I wll
give an Illustration of it: The county of
King's, where I reside, for years past re-
turned eight representatives 4n sympathy
with the Government here, and two in oppo-
sition to the policy of this Government. The
capital of the county has been sending two
members to the Local Legislature for over a
quarter of a century. Of late there has
been a change in the Local Government, and
it has been found necessary to strengthen
their hands throughout the province. To do
thiLs they took lot 56 away from one elecoural
district, and a part of lot 55 from another
eloctoral district, part of lot 54 from the same
district and part of lot 61 and part of lot 63,
and these they added to the riding of George.
town, passing over and leaving in, between the
town of Georgetown and lots 61 and 63, the
whole of township 59.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Are all those isolated spots that are shown oa
the map in one ounty ?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-Al ln one county ?
There are four townships eut up so as to
hive the Conservative party, and it is Intended
to have this effect-lnstead of returning eight
members to the Local Legislature supporting
the 'Opposition in the islaind, it is intended and
expected to have the effect of reversiug that
and sending eight supporters of the Govern-
ment

Hon. Mr. POWER-Will the hon. gentle-
man state the population of Georgetown ?

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I do not know what
the population is, but it Is not very large.
What I want to ask is this : If it Is necessary
to increase the population of the riding of
Georgetown, why pass over lot 59 and take
portions of 61 and 63. L will tell the hon.
gentleman why If he does not know it-it la
because it was not composed of Conservatives.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not justify it.

Hon. Mr. PROWSFr-I know that, and we
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hear the same thing from other hon. gentle-
men on the other side of the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The bad example of
Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-The hon. gentleman
'who represents King's in the other House is
the acknowledged leader of the party ln
Prince Edwarit Island, and has been for the
last twelve years. He led the Government
there, and left local politics to take a seat
ln the House of Comnons here. He was
succeeded by another gentleman, who is also
a member of the other House. These gen-
tlemen are the two leaders holding seats ln
the House to-day-the acknowledged leaders
of the other party. Tell me that this gerry-
mander was done without their knowledge
and consent ! It is asking us to swallow a
little too much. We have heard and read a
good deal about gerrymandering a certain
gentleman out of his seat in tMe House of
Commons. Now, what is the fact ? These
tw%-o gentlemen who represent King's county
at the present time in the House of Commons
live in Charlottetown, the capital of the
island. The junior member for Queen's
holds a first class farm in the district that is
now separated from Charlottetown, and If
ho represents any portion of that county he
represents the country part of the district,
while the senior member for Queen's repre-
sents the city section of the county. And to
get a little sympathy from political friends,
and political opponents as weil, he says that
this is done for the purpose of gerrymander-
Ing him out of his constituenc.v-for the pur-
pose of depriving this ParLament of the
services of a very clever man. I admit that
he is a very clever man, and he will get a
seat li Parliament, if he wishes to obtain it,
lu any part of the island almost, and wlen
we hear tis whining wail of injured inno-
eence, it is simply for the purpose of pulling
the wool over the people's eyes. There Is a
population of 23,000 in that riding that he
says ho intends tq run for. If ho is afraid
of boing gerrymandered out of It why does
he not take the riding that he lives in. where
there is a Grit majority of some 300 or 400
votes ? No; he will leave that to a weaker
man than himself, because any Grit can be
elected there, and will take a harder one
where there la a population jof 23,003, anl
where, according to the last return, there ls a

Conservative majority of only Su votes. Now
what cause has anybody to cry for two days
and two nights in another place over the
gerrymandering of bis constituency undersuch
circumnstances ? If he has the right story
to tell, with his ability there is no danger ;
he will overcome that majority of 80 Con-
servative votes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They are easily con-
verted.

Hon. Mr. PROW'SE-Yes ; they might be
by his sophistry-by this whining wail of au
orgauized hypocrisy. Anyone who repeats
this cry about the gerrymander of Prince
Edward Island is simply stating what he
does not know a great deal about. I repeat
if there Is no greater complaint to be made
against this Bill, so far as it relates to other
sections of the Dominion, than there Is in
reference to Prince Edward Island, there i,
no fault to be found with it.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-The other day I con-
sidered it my duty to place on the Paper
certain questions respecting the city of Mont-
real ; but to-day we have heard a full and
fair explanation from the Premier. I was
very glad to hear him, and to be assured that
the fears entertained by a certain portion of
the English-speaking population of the city of
Montreal were not well founded. It was
gratifying to me to find that no discrimin-
ation was intended agalnst them, and there-
fore it is not necessary for me to continue
the questions that I placed on the Paper. My
lion. colleague in this House appears upoi
every occasion to be most anxious to excite
political feeling; whether a measure is right
or wrong you will always find him in hosti-
lity to the present Government. He states
to-day that the Government were wrong in
making these concessions with respect to the
county of Russell and the county of Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No ; I said they were
wrong in their first'proposition.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-He stated that the
Government listened to the remonstrances of
his friends and yielded. When Vie hon. gen-
tleman was himself in office Qsome Ycars ago.
he would not listen to an tppeal, even froin
his own friends, and I can easily understand
why he tries now to make a point against this
Government for having listened to the modest
protest of gentlemen who came here for the
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Purpose of obtaining what they considered
some concession.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-I approved of it; I said
It was done under pressure from people who
Were interested.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I understand wbat the
hon. gentleman means. He wants to have a
stab at the Government some way. I am
glad to find that the Government made a
Concession and I an oonvinced that the while
Country is satisfied now. Iad the other
Party been in power does any one suppose
tbat they would have made such a fair redis-
tribution of the constituencies ? I have not
the slightest doubt that they w-ould have
gerrymandered the country in the inost (is-
graceful manner. We can judge of what
they would do by the gerrymander of Ontario
by the Mow-at Government. We have heard
rrom the hon. gentleman from Prince Edward
Island how the Local Government there has
gerrynmndered that province. He knows the
People and the locality and is quanlified to
Speak on the subject. The lion. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island is eatisfied with
this ieasure, and I would prefer to take what.
he says to the statement of the hon. member
from Ottaw-a. But, after all, what does
this Bill amount to ? It amonuts to very
little. I myself possibly may think that the
Govermment went too far in making con-
Cessions. However, it is a matter aitogether
for their conçideration. They have dealt
With the measure in a fair spirit and the
People are satisfied with the measure. We
have deard a great deal about the Opposition
going to the country on the subject' There
have heard a great deal about the Opposition
and we know what the effect has been. In
Iearly every case the Government has been
sl1ktainel, and the Conservative party is
stronger now in this country than it has been
for years. It shows that the people have
every confidence in the Government. The
People know that the Government are doing
Wliat is right and proper, and the criticisms
froi the hon. gentleman from Ottawa simply
show that lie is a disappointed man and that
lie is " agin the Government " under all cir-
cllunstances. There was a great howl against
thiS Bill In the first place, but every grievance
Was listened to and very considerable con-
cessions were made. Every objection was
franukly met by the Government. How would

it have been If the Opposition had had contro
of such a measure ? We know from their
past record tist they would not have yielded
in anything. The Opposition would have been
told that the Government were perfectly
capable of carryIng on the affairs of the
country without the assLstance of outsiders.
They found their mistake In that In the past,
and if they ever get into power again, unless
they change their vIews In that direction,
they will soon be turned out of office.
Now, as far as the county of Ottawa Is
concerned. I do not know myself whether the
change made there is acceptable or not, and
I do not know whether Lt will be beneficial or
not to one party or the other. But there was
a remonstrance made and the Government
gracefufly listened to it and divided the county
as Lt is now represented in this Bill. It was
also conceded that the county was too large
for one representative. It was an arduous
undertaking for any onç man to represent
such a county and the next general election
w-ill show whether the division made is, a
judicious one or not. As far as the county of
Russell is concerned, probably the dIvision that
was proposed there may have been an ex-
treme measure, but a good manuy of those
people who are now considered as supporters
of the Liberal party were formerly Conserva-
tive, and it may be that through feelings of
gratitude to the Government they will, In the
next election, return to their party allegiance,
and in place of supporting a Reform candidate
they will vote for the Conservative party, and
be the means of reclaiming the county of Rus-
sell for the Government.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved-

That the Bill be referred to the Supreme
Court for an expression of opinion as to its
constitutionality, upon the grounds that Par-
liament should arrange the mode upon which
the redistribution shall be made. while leaving
it to experts to carry out its wishes according
to clause 51 of the British North America Act.

He said : I hope in discussing this question,
which hon. gentlemen will all appreciate is
a very important question, that I may be able
to discuss Lt In that judicial spirit that becomes
an lion. gentleman in this House, more
especially in discussing one of the constitu-
tional questions of the country. As you are.
all aware, a doubt has been raised in regard to
the constitutionality of the present Redistri-
bution Bill. The doubt has been raised by
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the hon. Mr. Davies, supported by Mr. Mc-
Carthy, Mr. Mills, Mr. Laurier and other
members of Parliament, and the fact that a
doubt has been raised makes it very desirable
indeed that It should be set at rest. When
eminent lawyers of their distinction, in their
responsible seats In the House of Commons,
say that they believe there is a doubt as to
the constitutionality of the Bill as it passed in
the present session of Parliament, I say that
It is very desirable indeed that that doubt
should be set at rest. It has come down to this
House and we, as senators, have t odeal with
the question in that judicial spirit that should
actuate us. Our constitution is a written
constitution. We have to work within cer-
tain limits. It has been derived froi the
Imperial Parliament, and our constitution is
based upon a treaty, or a number of treaties,
between the various provinceÀ of the Dominion,
who met together and agreed upon the basis
upon which they would erect the Con-
federation of the Dominion of Canada,
and In accordance with the terms of
that treaty, or those varlous treaties of
the provinces, the Imperial Parliament passed
an Act and gave us our constitution. The
question has been raised in the other House
that our authority is supreme and that we are
a sovereign power. I say there Is no such
thing as sovereign
ticularly, are not a
our constitution is
are controlled by
The United States,
they have one of
the world, are not

power per ee and we, par-
sovereign power, although
a very elastic one. We
the Imperial Parlianent.
although they claim that

the freest constitutions in
a sovereign power. Their

power to amend their constitution is not nearly
so elastic as the power we have to aimend our
constitution. We certainly have no power to
amend our constitution by ourselves, but if
we wish to amend our constitution, and apply
to the Imperial Parlament for authority to
auend it, if it is within the terms of the
treaty that bound us together as a Confedera-
tion, the Imperial Parliament, I have not
the slightest doubt, would, without hesitation,
gives us the power to alter the constitution in
the way we desire. That Is why I say that
our constitution is a very elastic one. But in
the United States the power to amend the con-
stitution Is very guarded. Their constitution
Is also a written one, based on a number of
treaittes between the various States, and
they incorporated Ii their constitution a pro-
vision that no amendment shall be made to that

constitution, unless two-thirds of both Houses
of Congress are agreed to submit an amend-
ment to the people, and then when the amend-
ment is submitted to the people three-fourths
of the States of the Union have to say whether
that amendment will pass or not. Now, you
will see the diliculties and the safeguards
that they have erected in dealing with the
question of amending their constitution, and
the ease with which we can bring about a
change in our constitution if it is desrable.
But hon. gentlemen, It is most desirable that
if there is a doubt about the legality of this
Bill, upon which the legal representation of
the country is based-if there is any doubt
about it-it Is desirable before, it becomes the
law of the country that we should set that
doubt at rest ; because, supposing that this
Redistribution Bil goes through in its present
form, It Is quite within the power of any nel-
ber of Parliament to raise the point and test
its constitutionality by allowing it to go to
the Supreme Court and from there to the
Privy Council. Suppose at the next general
election that is done, and the Privy Council
declares that the Redistribution Bill is not
constitutional, what effect has it upon the
representation of the country ? Every mem-
ber of Parliament that has been elected under
this Redistribution Bill that Is being passed
here to-day will be affected, and the whole
representation of the country upset. Now if
we are going to be plaed in that position,
or if there le any chance of being placed in
that position, let us before doing so ascertain
the legality of the Bill we are passing.

Hon. M.fr. McCALLU'M-They have had
twenty years to raise this question.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Because we did the
wrong thing in 1882 there is no reason we
should repeat it in 1892.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
And in 1872.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; because, as bas
been already stated, Sir John Macdonald took
a very different view in 1872 from that taken
in 1882. I wish to show exactly from what
source I derive the views I hold in regard
to the constitutlonality of the Bill, and in
order to do that I wil go back to the dis-
cussion that took place upon this very question
that we are now debating, when it was be-
fore the United provinces of Ontario and
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Quebec, prior to the Act of Confederation
being passed. First of ail there was a meet-
ing ln Prince Edward Island. Then that was
adjourned, and larger meeting was held
in the Province of Quebec for the purpose
of bringing about the Confederation of the
Dominion of Canada. In reference to the
question of redistribution, clauses 19, 22, 23,
24 of the resolutions are reported in the Con-
federation debate, as follows:-

CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH NORTH
AMERICAN PROVINCES.

* * * * * * *

"19. Immediately after the completion of
hIe census of iS71, and immediately after
every decennial census thereafter, the repro
Sentatiou froin each section in the House of
Comnions shall be readjusted on the basis of
Population.

" 22. In computing at each decennial period
the numnber of members to which each sec-
tion is entitled, no fractional parts shall be
Considered, unless when exceeding one-half
the number entitling to a member, ln which
ease a member shall be given for each such
fractional part.

"23. The Legislature of each province shall
divide such province into the proper number
of constituencies, and define the boundaries
of each of them.

" 24. The Local Legislature of each pro-
vince inay, from time to time, alter the elec-
toral districts for the purposes of representa-
tion in such Local Legislature, aud distribute
the representatives to which the province Is
Entitled lu such Local Legislature, i any
mnanner such Legislature may see fit."

Now, those were the only clauses that were
li the constitution as debated before the
United provinces of Ontario and Quebec, and
I presume by every province of the Dominion.
I wish to show what the remarks of those
Who took part ln the debate on those very
Points were. I will quote from the remarks
of the Hon. Mr. Rose first. He is reported
at page 408 of the debates of 1865 as follows :

" Mr. ROSE - And that as regards the
representation ln the Local Legislature, the
apportionment of the electoral districts by it
W'ill be subject to veto by the General Gov-
ernment.

" Hon. Attorney-General CARTIER-Yes;
lu case of injustice being done. (Hear. hear.)

" Mr. ROSE - I have to thank the hon.
gentlemian for the manner in which he has
answered the questions, and for the assur-
ances he has given on these two points-assur-
anCes which, I feel persuaded, will remove
somne apprehension felt ln the country with
regard to them. An hon. gentleman who sits
near me (Mr. Francis Jones) asks me to en-

quire who is to change the electoral districts
lu Upper Canada ?

" Hon. Mr. GALT-The Parliament of Can-
ada. (Hear, hear.)

" Mr. DUNKIN- * * * The
leader of the Government, ln explaining the
scheme the other night, admitted that the de-
cennial revisions of our representation dis-
tricts are really not to be left to the Local
Legislatures, but are to be dealt with alto-
gether by the Federal Legislature. Till then
most people, I believe, had held the contrary ;
but all had admitted the text of the resolu-
tions to lie equivocal, and each person had, of
course, interpreted thein as lie wished. * *
It can hardly be denied, Mr. Speaker, that
there is a good deal of practical objection to
the plan of shifting representation districts,
which is what this system adopts, and what
the system of the United States adopted.
Every ten years the representation froin each
province in the House of Commons is to be
changed or readjusted by a rule which, for al
practical purposes, is essentially the same as
that of the United States. Of course we have
not the little addition of the allowance for the
three-fifths of the slave population which they
have; but decennially we are to take the pop-
ulation of the several provinces, and by rule
ln all essentials common to the two systems,
we are to declare how many representation
districts are to be allowed to each province.
Now, the result of that system must be that
we can have no lasting constituencies for the
future House of Commons. These represen-
tation districts cannot be kept to correspond
with our municipal business or registration
districts, or with our districts for representa-
tion In our Provincial Legislatures. We have
to have a set of special, shifting districts, for
the mere purpose of electing our Federal
House of Commons. I must say that this
principle Is not, from a British point of view,
a sound one. (Hear, hear.) What we ought
to do is, to try to establish ln this country of
ours a set of representation districts as per-
manent, and a-s closely coinciding with nur
territorial divisions existing for other pur-
poses, as circumstances will allow us to have
them ; subdividing or otherwlse altering them,
or erecting new ones, only as occasion may be
found to require.

" Hon. Attorney-General CARTIER-We
will do that for the local Parliaments.

" Mr. DUNKIN-Perhaps so, and perhaps
not. That distinction, however, is just what I
complain of. We are to change our districts
for purposes of repiesentation in the local Par-
liaments, if we like, but not unless we like.
These subdivisions of our provinces may thus,
ln the main, be permanent. But for repre-
sentation ln the Federal Parliament we are,
at each of these decennial periods, to have a
general readjustment of the whole country, so
as to divide each province anew into its due
number of aliquot parts. This is an innova-
tion on our usages, greatly for the worse. It
goes to destroy that charaeter of reality, con-
venience and stabilIty which--f our system,
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as a whole, is to have such character-had
need be maintained to the utmost extent
practicable, in respect of our constituencies,
and of our minor territorial delimitations gen-
erally. This changing every ten years brlngs
together electors who have not been in the
habit of acting with each other. In England
they do nothing of this sort; they do not
change their limits lightly. The several bodies
of men who send representatives to the
Imperial House of Commons have the habit
of so coming together as bodies not likely to
be broken up. We ouglit to keep this as an
element of our constitution, but it Is carefully
ellininated from it.

* * * * * * *

"For al legislative purposes we must look
to have aRl our territorial divisions open to
frequent, one might say perpetual, recon-
struction ; and this suhject perpetually to the
disturbing Influences of the party warfare of
the hour. The exicencies of that warfare, we
may be sure, will tell ; and whatever the
party in the ascendant, whether in the coun-
try at large or locally, will find means lu this
part of our machinery for advancing its ends
-means not quite of the sort to conimend
themselves to one's approval. (Hear, hear.)
It is claimed, I know, as a merit of this
scheme, that it allows a five years' term to
our House of Commons. in place of the two
years' term fIxed for the House of Represen-
tatives."

Again referring to the question under discus-
sion :

"I thought when I read these resolutions
first, that it was, of course. the intention of
their framers to adopt that system here ; but
we are now authoritatively told that it is not
so. The General Parliament is alone to do
the whole work of these re-divisions of the
ceonstituencies througliout the provinces."

These extracts show what the intention of
those who were discuissing this question in
1865 was in regard to the very question of
redistribution that we are discussing to-day.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It is very like it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It contemplated a change in the constituencies
every ten years.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That was the con-
templation when they had the question under
discussion ; but you will all recollëet that the
various Legislatures had accepted the consti-
tution of Canadar-Lhad adopted the resolutions
that were brouglit before them subsequently
to the Québec conference ; then a committee
went home to London, and there the British
North America Act was framed out of the
resolutions that were placed before the In-
perial authorities for the purpose, and it was

that constitution that was given to us by the
Imperial Parliaient, under which we are
working, and not the resolutions which they
were discussing in the Confederation debates.
It is for us to find out what changes were
made lu these resolutions, and what was the
object of these changes. Now we come down
to the sections which have been before the
country and are pretty well understood.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Did I misunderstand tl:e
hon. gentleman. or did lie intend to say that
we are to look for our guidance in all these
matters, not to the British North Anerica
Act, but to the views of the varlous gentle-
men who took part in the debate before the
Confederation ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; I amn merely
drawing a distinction between what were
the original views of the Goverment of
Ontario and Quebec and the ultimate authority
conferred through the medium of the London
comniittee in counsel wtth the Imper:al author-
ities. The lion. gentleman from Toronto
will recollect that the Imperial Parliament
had something to say in giving the consti-
tution to every colony that has beeni
crected under British rule, and that the
Imperial Parlianent, in its w-islon and great
experience, dating centuries back, apparentlY
seeing danger in the position of permitting
governments unrestrained license to cut and
carve to suit political or party expediency,
imposed restrictions on them, and I say we
have to abide by it, and It was clearly the
intention of the Imperial Government, or else
the comnittee that consulted with the In-
perial Government, that had final charge of
framing the resolutions as they finally passed
and became law. That committee was con-
posed of Sir John Macdonald, Sir George E.
Cartier, the Hon. Wm. McDougall, the Hon.
Peter Mitchell and several other leading Cana-
dians f rom every province. The committee
spent three months In London deliberating
w-ith the Iuperial authorities, and it was the
result of this deliberation that gave us the
British North America Act under which w-e
are working to-day. You do not see in the
British North America Act those clauses that
I read to you a moment ago, that were de-
bated by Mr. Duncan and Mr. Rose, and
which Parilanient assembled at that
time for the purpose of discusslng.
I do not see these resolutions in the British
North America Act, but we see their entire
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substitution, and what are the clauses re- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We have heard from
ferring to them ? Clause No. 40 of the Act the hon. gentleman from Richmond, who may
says : himself be styled one of the fathers of Con-

" Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise federaâon ahucaf. He, lu the Province of
provides. Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and Nova Scotia, tock an active part ln the dis-
New Brunswick shall, for the purposes of the cussion of the question of federation, and ha
election of members to serve in the Hlouse of las conflrmed what I bave already sid, "t
Commons, be divided into electoral districts as
follows : "
That is sipy providing that the first repre-the commttee

sentation shall be baed on the distriets - thaît went home for the pasrpos of arrangng

divided at the time the provinces entered into
-s + 4 provnces of Canada would e confederated,

.. VJLLI~.LeIhasJconfirmed whatU1I have already saidIIthat

oneeraonf, an a "k was oeeans

until Pariiament otherwise provides. Then
we come down to the next clause of imn-
portance, section 51, by which It became
cmpulsory upon Parliament to provide a way.

Sectton 51 says :
" On the completion of the census in the

yeur one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
one, and of each subsequent decennial census,
the representation of the four provinces shail
be rSedjusted by such authority, in such man-
fler and from such time as the Parliament of
Canada from time to Une provides, subject
aind according to the following rules : "

lion. gentlemen will sec no clause like that ln
the rolutions that were discussed before
Parliaiment in 1861. You wIll see no such
clause as that discused. That was Inserted
i the British North America Act after the
Hlouses of ParIIament in the various provinces
had adopted the reseolutions.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The resolutions were
Uot adopted by aniy of the old provinces ex-
cept by the Parliament of Canada-the Quebec
resolutions-and subsequent to that a resolu-
tn was adopted by all the Houses of the
old provinces agreeing to refer the question of
detail in connection with the Federal union
Of the provinces to delegaftes to meet in Lon-
don under the auspices of the Imperlal Gov-
ernment and settle the question. Subsequent
aUiority was given, alter the resolutions
Were passed by Parliament, for a meeting of
delegaîtes in London, giving them full and
anple authority to make any such changes
a8 they thought proper, and that was the out
come of a proposition that I made myself iu
the Legislatture of Nova Sootia, and which was
accepted by the delegates from that province,
and ataerwards by the delegates from New
BIrMsick, who adopted resoludons ln con-
fournity with that amrangement, and the Par-

Rament of Cansin alse paused resolutions ln
C0 nformity with that same arrangement for
the confirming of the resolutions of 1864.
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baving authority from all the Legielatures
giving them ample power to nake any changes
that they thought desirable, or that the lin-
peral Government thought desirable. These
are the changes that were made. When they
came to consult the law clerks of the Im-
perial Parliament, the Imperial authorides,
in their wisdom and experience, saw that it
was necessary to erect some safeguard to
protect the Domuldon from such a position as
has been descrmied t-day in this House with
regard te redistibution in the Province of
Ontailo and the Province of Prince Edward
Island and the Dominin ltself-that la, to
protect the people of Canada from their Gov-
ernments and preserve thelir liberties to them
and not allow their liberties to be drawn
away and taken away from them by
any unjust Influence that may be brought
about by what Is termed a gerry-
mander. Now, hon. gentlemen, I wish
to draw your attention to this same
question as it has been dealt with ln another
porâon of the British Empire. New Zeeland
received Its constituton alse from the Im-
pearl Parament In 1852. I will read you
the clauses ln the constitution that was given
to New Zealand in that year. They had a
central government, with a number of pro-
vlnces-they were called counclis ln those
days-very much as we bave to-day in Canada.
I quote from the Imperial taatufes:

" ' An Acf to grant a representaive constitu-
tion to the colony of New Zealand.' 15-16
Vie. (1852), chap. 72.

" Section 67.-It shall be lawful for the
said General Assembly, by an Act or Acts,
from time to time, to establisrh new electoral
districts for the purpose Of electing members
of the House of Representatives, to alter the
boundales of electoral distriots for the nime
being existing for such purposes, to alter and
appoint the number of members to be chosen
for such districts, to increase the whole num-
ber of nembers of the said House of Repre.
setaiMves, and to alter and regulate the ap-
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pointment of returning officers, and to make
provision in such manner as they may deem
expedient for the issue anl return of writs for
the election of the members of such House.
and the tie and place of holding such elec-
tiens, and for the determination of c:rnteslted
elections of such House.

" Section 68.-It shall be lawful for the said
General Assembly, by any Act or Acts, to alter
from time to time any provisions of this Act
and any laws for the time being in force con-
cerning the eleotion of members of the said
House of Representatives, and the qualifica-
tion of electors and members; provided that
every Bill for any of such purposes shall be
reserved for the signification of Her Majesty's
pleasure thereon, and a copy of such Bill
shall be laid before both Houses of Parlia-
ment for the zpace of thirty days at least be-
fore Her Majesty's pleasure thereon shall be
signified."

" Section 69.-It shall be lawful for the said
General Assembly, hy any Act or Acts, froin
time to time., to constitute new provinces in
New Zealand, to direct and appoint the num-
ber of members of which the provincial coun-
cils thereof shall consist, and to alter the
boundaries of any provinces for the time being
existing, and to alter the provisions of this
Act, and any laws for the time being in force
respecting the election of members of the
provincial councils, the powers of such coun-
cils and the distribution of the sald surplus
revenue between the several provinces of
New Zealand ; provided always that any Bi
for any of the said purposes shail be reserved
for the signification Of Her Majesty's pleasure
thereon."
In 1857 these three sections were repealed by
the Imperial Act 20-21 Vic., chap. 53, section
1, entituled "An Act to amend the Act
for granting a representative constitu-
tion to the colony of New Zealand."
Now, you will see that clause 67 gives to the
New Zealand Government exactly the same
power that we are going to take ourselves in
this Bill, in regard to the distribution of the
various subdivisions of the electoral districts.
The Imperial Act gave that power to New
Zealand in 1852, and for some reason or
other that I have not been able to ascertain
that power was taken away from them five
years afterwards. After five years' trial those
particular sections were abrogated by the Act
for the pturpose of amending the Bill. The
Act is ln this book here.; I wish to point out
te hon. gentlemen the fact that the Govern-
ment of New Zealand was given the power
to alter the electoral boundaries in 1852, and
that the power was taken away from them
by the Imperial Act of 1857.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-It was re-
placed by what ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - The New Zealand
Government had to provide a way of re-
distributing the seats, and they do it now by
a commission, very much the same as the Im-
perial Government, I suppose, does it to-day.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Was that com-
mission provided for by the Imperial Parlia-
ment ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - No; that was
provided foi, so far as I have been able to
ascertain, by the Parliament of New Zealand.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Of course they
got the authority from the Imperial Parlia-
ment ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes. The power to
redistribute was taken away, and it was
handed over to a commission. What was the
internmediary legislation with regard to it I an
not able to say. As a tact, the Government
of New Zealand has redistributed the seats
and arranged the representation by a commis-
sion. Sir Henry Dhringe is a parliamentary
counsel, and he is the mian I have no doubt
who assisted lu drafting the New Zealand
constitution. He is the man I have no doubt
who assisted ln amending the Act, and was
the means of givlng the Government of New
Zealand the power of redistribution in 1852,
and he is the same man no doubt who assist
ed in drafting our constitution with the aid of
the Canadian committee who went home to
England with full power to secure the passage
of the Imperial Act.

Hon. *Mr. POWER-Sir Henry Dhringe was
not appointed until 1868. He did not draw
any of those Acts referred to.

Hon. Mr. LOU(HEED-Do I understand
that the Imperial Parliament, without the con-
sent of the New Zealand legislators, abro-
gated any of those powers ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I presume it was on
their application.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It is not a matter
of presumption-it should be a matter of bis-
tory.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was so long back
that it is impossible to get all the details.
This Act of 1852 granted a constitution to the
colony of New Zealand. I have not got the
other Act ; it Is an Act to amend that Act
in which these three clauses were taken out
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and also another clause affecting taxation, or
something of that kind.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I think you will
find it was done at the instance of the Gov-
ernment of New Zealand.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not 1iay It was
lot, but if It was done so it only strengthens

the case I am bringing before hon. gentlcien.
It only shows the dangers which facal t-e
Government and people of New Zea½mnd in
having the power of redistributing the con-
stituencies, and if they voluntarily abandoned
that power in the interests of the country it
only strengthens the position I am taking.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Your position is,
you are questionitig the ctnIEtitutionlality o>f
this particular Bill.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am not attacking
the constitutionality of this particular Bill,
but I say in consequence of a doubt having
becn cxpressed as to the constituti>n1ality of
this Bill by five or six eminent legal men In
the House of Comnons, I say it is but right
that the Senate should send it to the Supreme
Court and find whether It ls constitutional or
flot before it becomes law., That is what I
am arguing, and at the same time taking ex-
ception to a practice which I contend has an
Immoral tendency. I am giving you another
reference, and that ls to the debate whieh
took place in 1891 In regard to the very saine
question, before the Australian delegates, who
irLet there in order to bring about the confed-
eration of the Australian colonies In the same
way that 'the Domiion of Canada was
forned-by consultation. By agreement that
constitution has not yet beeu declded upon,
but the 'preliminary discussion bas been held.
Under part 3 of the House of Representa-
tives, section 29 reads as follows:

"A fresh apportionnent of representatives
to the States shall be made after each census
Of the people of the Commsonwealth, which
shall be taken at intervals not longer than
ten years ; but a fresh apportionment shall not
take effect until the then next general
election."

On turning to the debates on this last section
We find how they protested against the danger
Of delay In providing the machinery for ap-
portioning tle representatives ; how such
'nachinery was to be provided by the House
Of Representatives, but outaide and apart from
it :
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Sidney, N.S.W.,
Thursday, 2ud April, 1891.

Clause 29.-(Periodical Reapportionment).
Captain RUSSELL-There Is no time pre-

scribed in this clause as to when the appor-
tionnent shall be made. I think It is neces-
sary to prescribe the time in order to avoid
confusion. The clause says after each census,
but that would not suit the case, because
there might be an election before the ap-
portionment could be made. In New Zea-
land a date has been fixed when the ap-
porthoument shail take place.

Sir SAMUEL GRIFFITH-When it ought
to be made is as soon as possible. It will
probably be about a year. It might be six
mionths. We might be able to make It in
three inonths.

Captain RUSSELL-I think It is three
inonths in New Zealand.

Sir SAMUEL GRIFFITH-I an certain
that the returns of the census could not be
got in in Australia in three months.

Sir JOHN BRAY--Who Is to make the
apportionment ?

Gaptaln RUSSELL - We appoint commis-
sioners In New Zealand.

Sir JOHN BRAY-I do not think It ought
to be necoessary to make a law to carry out
these apportionnients. It ought to be carried
out in a simpler way.

Mr. OLARK-It would complicate the clause
to do it.

Sir JOHN BRAY-We ought to do It. It
may be that a whole session wll pass before
the apportionment takes place. I would ask
the attention of the constitutional committee
to this matter. We ought to provide that it
shall be doue as soon as possible after the
census, and there ought to be some mode of
doing It provided.

Mr. J. FORREST-There la no doubt that
the smaller colonies will labour under a great
disadvantage If they have to wait ten years
before they get their proper redpresentation ; in
the colony bwhich I represent we shall have
a larger representation In the beginning than
we are entitled to. But If the colony pro-
gresses, as we believe it will, great dissatis-
faction will be expressed if we have to wait
ten years before we get our proper proportion
of representation. It is not lkely that there
will be another census throughout the empire
for another ten years, so that it Is rather a
hard and fast line to draw. If, however,
members representing the other colonies are
satisfied, I am not prepared to propose an
amendment.

Sir SAMUEL GRIFFITH-With reference
to the suggestion of the hon. member, Sir
John Bray, as to the mode of declaring the
result of the census, that will be merely a
ministeral funetion. The census will be
officially taken, and will be made public. I
agree that there ought to be sone official
mode of declaring it, and I would suggest
that these words be inserted: " and shall be
declared by the Governor General after each
census."
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Mr. BAKER-There are a few words in the authority to do anythIng we chose. I con-
American constitution which would get over sider that would be a verv dangerous position
the difficulty pointed out by Sir Samuel
Griffith, namely, that "The convention may
by proper legislation provide " for the matter.
I believe that the insertion of some such
words would be the best way to meet the
case. Undoubtedly the Federal Parliament
will have to pass a law dealing with the
subject. It is one of the first things they
wll have to deal with. I think we had
better leave the clause as It is.

Sir SAMUEL GRIFFITH-4 wll not move
any amendment.

Clause agreed to.

Now you will.sec that the Bill was discussed
by the convention which met in Australia.
From the tone of the discussion they evidently
realzed that a way had to be provided to
carry out the decennnJ redistribution of the
repesentaton--that Parliament had to pro-
vide a way, but evidently there was no con-
templation that ParHament itself should do
It I have no doubt that when a smilar
committee goes home from Australla to ar-
range with the Imperal authorities for the
constitution of the Australian Oonfederation,
a way wIll be provided lu which to redistri-
bute the repre io every ten years with-
out smanaoolng a gerryiander, so that hon.
gentlemen wfi see thait in New Zealand and
In Australia both the same question has
been up for consideraition, the same action has
been taken wbich was taken in 1865 by the
Imperlal authority In discussing with that
oonmmittee. lIt was diatinctly the Intention
not to carry out the ideas that those debates
develop-not't o carry out the intention that was
evldently In the minds of the Government
of the day thait Parliament should have per-
fect power to redistribute without check, but
when they got home that power was altered-
that idea was taken away and this clause
(51), requirlng that Parliament should
provide a way for redistributing, was inserted,
and this Is the guide by which we have to go
at the present day, and Parliament should
put on the statutes of Canada a permanent
equitable mode to meet the requirements of
section 51. It is utterly Impossible for me, a
layma.n, to Bay whether it Is a legal point well
taken or whether it ls not a legal point well
taken, but the legal authorities in the House
Of OommoUs were divided. The Minister of
Justle met the posMUon taken by the hon. Mr.
Davies by niling that If section 51 did not
give the power to redistribute as we chose,
section 91 oevered the ground and gave us
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for us to take, to say that under section 91
we can upset the constitution-the constitution
that was given to us in 1867. If we have
power to override section 51, which clearly
requires us to do a certain thing, we have the
power under section 91 to say' we shall not
have a Governor General.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-WIil my hon. friend
kindly point out in section 51 anything show-
ing that there is a doubt as to the authority
of this Parliament to redigtrlbute the repre-
sentation ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I told the hon. gentle-
man frOml Calgary that I was not suffioiently
versed lu legal matters to decide such a point.
I only state that very eminent legal men,
holding responsible positions as representing
the people, had said so, and the fact that they
had said so was quite sufficient ground for me
and other laymen of this House to have the
same doubt In our minds. .I do not pretend
to argue the matter froin a legal standpoint ;
I am only pointing out, step by step, what
vas done to give us the constitution, and what

in my opinion was the Intention of the various
clauses In lmposing that constitution upon us.

Hon. Mr. MeOALLUM-The repreeentation
of Parliament is one.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Section 51 provides
how It shall be done. Sir John Thompson
Claâms tUt section 91 overildes section 51.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Wll the hon. gen-
tleman dndly point out in the debates where
SIr John ThOmpson said section 91 over-
rides section 51 ; will he kindly read -section
51 ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Section 51 says:
"On the completion of the census, &c.,

the representation of the four provinces
shal te readjusted by such authlority,
in such manner, and from such time
as the Parliament of Canada from time
to time provides, &c."
The intention, as I believe, was that Parlia-
ment should aay in what manner the repre-
sentston should be distributed-whether cer-
tain interests should be protected, or whast
proportion the clity should bear to the rural
population, or whether, as In the case of
Prince Edward Island, there should be two
members to a county, or what number to a
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county, but thait permanency of systen was
conteinplaited to be provided by staitute, I
thoroughly belleve. Parliarnent has the direc-
tion, but when they have stated that we shall
have a basis of 25,000 as the representation,
or that we shall leave the constituencies to
grow and not disturb them more than is abso-
lutely necessary to give the increased repre-
senltation of each province, I say when we
provided that, it should then be handed over to
a commission, as it Is in i New Zealand. in
order that 1t may be done perfeetly imparstially
as between the two political parties in the
country. That is what, I contend, was in-
tended, and if there Is any doubt that that is
the case, no Interest is going to suffer and no
harin will be done by saying that the Supreme
Court shall express an opinion first before we
foroe that law on the country. Here is what
Sir John Thompson says with regard to sec-
tion 91 :

" Section 51 Is not an enabling section, be-
cause we had the ability before ; it is not a,
diabling seotion, because certainly, before
we are to conclude that it takes away from
us powers which are now given to us by sec-
tion 91, we must find express words that do
so. If. by section 91 of the Act. we have ail
powers given to us in relaion to passing laws
for the peace, order and good government of
Canada, we are not to interpret the Act, or
any part of lt, as taking away any fradtion
of that power, unless we find words which can
receive no other Interpretation."

Hon. 'Mr. LOUGHEED-He does not say it
is overridden.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-He says there that
section 91 gives the power to the Government
of Canada to override such a clause as 51.
and probably other clauses, or as he expressed
1t, that we have unuimited power under sec-
tion 91 to do anything we pltmse. Now, our
constitution is based on treaty rights between
the provinces that combined to form Con-
federatlon.

Hon. Sir DAVID MACPHERSON - Unlss
the power is withdrawn in express terms.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I say no such power
Was granted to us under that constitution.
Section 51 gives particular Instructions in
regard to the redistribution of. the country.
Section 91, ascording to the MInister of Justice,
cOuld take away those speclfic Instructions.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Both sec-
hons are in harmony.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not consider that
they are at aIl. Section 40 says, " Until Par-
liament otherwise provides," and section 51
goes on to say how Parliament shall provide.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That Is what we are
doing now.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; we are not doing
that now-we are not providing a way; we
are doing the thing itself.

Hon. MIr. MoCALLUM-When we took the
census we were provtding.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - Did not the hon.
member froin Prince Edward Island say a
few moments ago that the Government of
thaît province was mainipulating things, ger-
ry'mandering the country in order that they
might keep themselves in power In defiance
of the wishes of the people, whether they
were fairly represented or not ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Tbat is the Prince
Edward Island Goverument.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is the same princi-
ple that we are now discussing.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It is absoutely expressed to the Local Govern-
menit.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Local Govern-
ments have the power to alter their constitu-
tions, and we have not. That shows the
difference betwen the Dominion and the
provinces. Canada was founded on a treaty
stating the ternis on whid the oonfederation
took place. The provinces have independent
powers wtin their own domains to do any-
thing they please, because they were units
w'hen they entered Confederation. When the
Imperial authorities interpreted the treaty
they surrounded it with such safeguards that
the Parliaient of Canada should not be able
to say we shall alter the representation of the
Provinoe of Quebec, or do anything else con-
trary to the termis of the treaty at Confedera-
don. The Govermnent of Canada has no power
to make laws to alter the basis of Confedera.
tion. We have to Interpret the constitution and
upon tþlat constitution we have to base our
legislation and by that we have to abide.
I oould go on and quote some of the
authorities in addition to those I have
mentiored that have cast a. doubt on the
constitlutonality of the Act. First of all, I
would cail attention to a correspondent in
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the Law Journal, signed " W," who takes
the ground in support of the Govern1eut
provision that tlhey have the power to pass
the Redistribution Bill in its present shape.
Now that correspondent, I think it is a per-
fectly open secret, is the late respected law
clerk of the House of Conunons, Mr. Wick-
steed, who was law elerk in that depart-
ment for 69 years. To-day lie is 92 years of
age, and lie is writing to the Canada Law
Journal, giving his opinion, in all the briglit-
ness of his intellect, as to what he thinks
was the intention with regard to the Bill. I
mention this fact because it was made a
proud boast by Mr. Chauncey M. Depew I
St. Paul the other day that they had a
veteran who was 83 years old, Colonel Dick
Thompson, of Indiana, who was present
at the Republican convention; but we have
got a gentleman here of 92 years who is able
to write on a question such as this Redistri-
bution Bill with clearnes and precision. But
I suppose Mr. Wicksteed was the mia who
had more to do than anyone else with the
framing of the original resolutions, and had
better means of knowing what was intended
when these resolutions were framed, because
he was law clerk for 69 years, and lie would
probably be the very man who would assist in
drafting these resolutions. At any rate lie was
ln constant communication, I have no doubt,
with the Government of the day, and he took
the same view that the Government took in
the debates of 1865, that I read a little while
ago, but which I contend was changed when
the committee went home to England. His
son, Di. Wicksteed. was also a correspondent,
and lie takes an opposite view-father and
son taking opposite views-one from his past
experlence and one from the light of to-day.
I got a letter also from the Hon. Mr. Mac-
dougall. He was also one of the fathers of
Confederation.

An lion. GENTLEMAN-He is a crank.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, some hon. gen-
tlemen, I have no doulbt, call me a crank
also. If every man who opposes the Gov-
ernment Is to be called a crank-

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
You don't belleve it, though ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No ; I do not believe
It ; but If I am, I am a pretty determined
crank.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-We will have to
try and turu you !

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The Hon. Mr. Mac-
dougall says :-

" If it be adinitted that the transaction is
not absolutely null it is certainly irregular,
and, In my opinion, has made a serilous
rupture in the very substruoture of our con-
stitution. One fact, that Parliament assumed
the right to exercise this power per ,c Instead
of providing an authority for that purpose
in 1882, does not justify a second usurpation
in 1892. You have here, I think, a palpable
departure from the plain text of the con-
stitution; it ought not to go upon the Statute-
book without earnest protest."
Now, hon. gentlemen, Mr. Maedougall is one
of the fathers of Confederation ; he Is one of
those who were at Quebec at the framing of
these resolutions ; he was one of the con-
imittee that went home to London, and was
there three months with the Imperial authori-
ties assisting in framling the British North
America Act. He afterwards went to
London in relation to the addition of
the North-West Territories to Canada, so
that there are few men who have a more
intimate knowledge or acquaintance with
what was done at that time, or what was
the intention that was being carried out at
that time, and for that reaon-

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-He was one of the
members of the Government in 1872 also !

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-May I ask the hon.
gentleman if this is the first time the Hon.
Mr. Macdougall raised a protest of this kind ?

lon. Mr. BOULTON-I think it is. I tiink- the
first protest raised against the Redistribution
Bill was at the time this Bill was introduced,
but the protest has been made, and it is for
us to say whether we shall test the constitu-
tionality of it or not. As I sa.id, the Parlia-
ment eau decide upon the system which shall
prevail in regard to the redistribution ; they
can say whether the electoral boundary shall
be altered or shall not be altered ; they eau
say that so many people shall be within these
boundaries, but when It comes to redistribu-
tion-altering those lines-I say that this
should be done by a commission, and for this
reason, tlhat although the Goverunient may
have a majority while the Parliament is sit-
ting, when they go to the country there is no
such thing as majority. We see to-day in
England a general election pending. Lord
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Salisbury is in power. Inside of a
fortnight Gladstone may be in power,
and when we are appealing to the
country both sides are on a par-
both sides are equal ; therefore, I say the
tribunal that arranges the distribution should
be on a par. Sir John Thompson's opinion,
and the Hon. Mr. Laurier's opinion, too, I
believe, is that the rearrangement should not
go outside of Parliament; and It need not go
outside of Parliament in order to have a per-
fectly fair redistribution. It eau be done by
three members of the Opposition and three
members of the Government, and they might
appoint our Speaker as chairman, ana tmen
they would have a perfectly impartial tribunal
within Parliament itself, and give confide1ce
to the whole country in regard to the matter.
But what are we doing to-day ? We are
passing a BUil which has been characterized
by many as a gerrymander. We are taking
power to ourselves, which power may grow
more and more as the nation grows, and
greater evil-far greater evil may accrue to
the country, and to the people of the country,
than has been described by the hon. gentle-
man from Prince Edward Island here to-day
if we continued in the course that we are
doing now. I say that it is a dangerous
thing to allow the representatives of the peo-
ple in the power of their majority to have an
opportunity to so arrange the seats that they
can destroy interests, or that they can create
Power and retain for themselves, by a mani-
pulation of the votes of the country, as they
have them represented in the voters' lists in
previous elections. I say that it is a dan-
gerous power to leave in the hands of any
Goverument, and it is here in the Parliament
of Canada that we should set an example.
Here we are jointly together representing
every part of Canada, representing every pro-
vince of the Dominion. It is for us to set an
example and fhe provinces will follow in our
footsteps. It Is quite sufficient for the pro-
vinces to say that the Dominion did It in
order to justify anything before their own
People In regard to this question of gerry-
mander. Members defend themselves in sup-
Porting a redistribution that is characterized
as a gerrymander by saying that the Pro-
vince of Ontario or the Province of Prince
Edward Island did it, and it Is considered a
justification in the province if they are able
to say they did It in Ottawa. Therefore, we
have a high duty to perform in the Dominion
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Parliament to set at rest this perpetual gerry-
mander, not only in the Dominion, but in
every province, fron one end to the other.
The contention is raised that the Senate
sbould not Interfere witi the Comons. In
fact, I see in the Montreal <azt a reference
to the Redistribution Bill in their Ottawa cor-
respondence, that it is not at all likely that
the Senate will interfere with it, exoept to
vote down Senator Boulton's motion to have
the Supreme Court test its constitutlonality.
Now, I do not thiuk it is right that any iews-
paper, or any Individual should assume that
the Senate is going to vote down anything,
or that it is going to be at the beck and call
of any party. We are here perfectly
independent. We have been created an
independent body for a good purpose.
We have been created outside the
party influences that ;govern, and pro-
perly govern, the House of Commons, and
it Is for that very reason I say it Is our duty
to Interfere, If we think there Is anything in
our legislation that has an immoral tendency,
or a downward tendency In the growth of
our national life, and it is a perfectly proper
thing for us to interfere. The people appeal
to us with their petitions. We have had pe-
titions here from the Conservative associa-
tions In Montreal. I have amendments that
were sent to me with regard to sone other
portions of the Bill, and now that the Bill
has passed from the House of Commons the
people will look to us, as an Independent
body, to see that if any Inequalities have
been permitted to exist In Its passage
through the Lower louse that the
Senate will protect the people In regard to
them. Whaît was the case in England in
1885, when a redistribution became necessary
in consequence of the alteration of the
franchise ? What did the House of Lords
say ? They said to Mr. Gladstone, who was
then the Premier of England, " We will not
pass your Redistribution Bill until we are
sadsfied that there will be no Inedqualities, or
that the inteests that we are here to guard
shal be properly guarded. You are invading
the constituencies with two million more votes.
You are crea,ting a franchise Bill-a redistri-
bution Bill-and before we allow that Bill to
pass we want to know If it Is a fair Bill."
Thalt led Mr. Gladstone to consult with Lord
Salisbury, and these two gentlemen, the leader
of the Government and the leader of the Oppo-
sition, united to arrange upon whait they con-
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sidered was a fair mode of redistributing the
seats, and the House of Lords was satisfied.
That is the position the House of Lords took
in England ; that is the position that we should
take here to-day. We do not hold such an
exaàted position as the British House of Lords,
but in the eyes of the people of Canada we
are a substitute for the House of Lords. We
are created Independent of the popular vote
ln order that our deliberations may protect-
that the most careful deliberation may be had
In regard to such Important legislation as this
Bill, the criminal code and other such
measures are. The people's Interests do not
suffer by deliberation, and in fact in England
such is the deliberation that the House of
Lords forces on the Commons that sonetimes
ton or fifteen years elapse before a Bill be-
comes law that has been acceptable to the
House of Commons. For that reason we should
give great heed to the constitutionality of
this question, and if there Is any doubt in any
hon. gentleman's mind that we are infringing
on the constitution ; if by the passage of this
Redistribution Bill we are letting In the thin
edge of the wedge that may weaken the con-
stitution so as to affect the rights of the
people of Canada, probably thirty or f&fty
years hence. we should pause before accepting
a Bill that we may regret. Before we take
that step, let us take up the constitutional
question and find out whether the Bill is legal,
and do not put upon the members of Parlia-
ment who may be elected under It the re-

to the Senate for having detained them si
long, but the importance of the question is a
sufficient justification. I would add one
more word. that is, with regard to public
opinion on this matter. It is perfectly right
that we should, to a certain extent, watch
public opinion and know what public opinion
is in regard to a matter of this kind, and we
find that while the public press supporting
the Government supports their action, we
find the independent press, as well as the
party press of the country opposing the Gov-
ernment are ln favour of changing our system
ln regard to distribution, -4) as t4) destroy the

ssibility of any future gerrymandering ; and
when the Opposition take that ground thev
are taking a fair ground, because when they
cone into power themeelves they becone
subjeet to the saine Act. and the power is
taken away from them to gerrymander also.
I say when the Opposition is willing to abro-
gate that power and Qet an example to the
rest of the provinces in regard to gerrymuander
that public opinion is very largely in favour
of the Senate taking that stand. As you are
all aware, a good many people think that
because we do not interfere with cases of this
kind often enough, we are not fulfilling the
duty that we are appointed for, and I would
just like to read an observation that was
made during a debate ln the Australian Logis-
ature. Mr. Deacon, ln discussing the forma-

tion of the Senate, whether they should have
an appointed Senate or an elective Senate,

sponsibility and expense of being thrown out said:
of their seats and running another election To remove any misapprehension let me "uy
because the law under which they were that personally 1 have ne ambition to sec a
elected was found to be unconstitutional. W second chaber in these colonies wlich shouldWe be a mere replica of the C.iuadian ITpperhave a precedent ln the United States. One lieuse, whidis confesscdly inadequate for
of the parties in a State appealed in the the poFition wh1ch it ocuples."
United States against the constitutionality Of That la their conception of ofe position we
a gerrnymander, and the Supreme Court of the occupy, a position that apparcntly induced thc
United States threw it out. That system Austrailan Legisature te adopt the AmerIcan
would have continued If action had not been system of an elective Senate lastead of an ap-
taken, and it Is quite possible If we appeal to pointcd Senate. I do net agrce with
the Supreme Court in regard to this Bill that Mr. Deacon, and while I believe that tie
the saine thing may happen, and the Suprerne Senate of Canada las performcd very faith-
Court will declare it to be unconstItutional. fui services, and has performed Largely the
It is a great deal botter for the country that i U
we should do so. I do not suppose it is la intercala of tecountry we sheuld take a
the contemplation of the Government to ap- more advanced podtion stUl, like Uic House of
peal to the country immediately, for they have Lords, and feci that there la a respensiblity
been recently supported at the polis, and rcstlng upon us-that we have a duty te per-
therefore there ls no haste. The Bill oan 11 form-that the duty has been conferred upon
over for another year, in order to let the Gov-ue a tor replica fo the use thCaa Uo erI

emmet tst te qeston. mut aologeAusytalian Legislatue to adop the Amwer.Ica
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an merely asking the Government to let this
Bill go before the Supreme Court, which they
bave perfect authority to do, in order that the
oonstitutionality of the Act may be tested. I
say thait the country will not suffer, and 1
believe that the people will applaud the
action of the Senate if they take
Such a step as my motion oalls for.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Does the bon. gentleman
conceirve that we have the power or right to
pass this motion that lie proposes ? And,
should we pass it, have we any reason to
suppose that the Supreme Court will pay the
slightest attention to it ? In the matter of
a private Bill we can refer it to the Supreme
Court for an opinion as to its constitutionality;
but there Is no such provision In regard to
referring a public Bil, and the Supreme

Court is under no obligation to pay the slight-
est attention to it if we refer this Bill to
-them.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Of course the Gov-
ernment has the power.

Hon. Mr. VIDAIr-It is this House I am
speaking of.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This House can In-
sert a clause in the Bill, in Committee of the
Whole, providing that the Act shall not go
into operation until the opinion of the Su-
Preme Court bas been obtained.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I admit that ; but it does
Xot affect the present motion before the
Ilouse.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I Introduced my
Mnotion In this way: that the Bill be not now
read the second time, but that It be referred,
etc. If the opinion of the House is that the
second reading should go on, I have still the
reserve power of moving to insert a clause,
On the second reading, providing that before
the Act goes into operation the Government
shall consult the Supreme Court, or consuit
the Privy Council for that matter, and so
far as the Supreme Court refusing to assist
Parliament In any way to test the consti-
tutionality of the law, I think that they would
recognize that it becomes part of thefr duty
to assist Parliament with their legal know-
ledge In regard to such a matter as this. 1
therefore move the resolution of which I gave
7aotice.

Hon. Mr. FLINT-I have listened with a
great deal of attention to my hon. friend who
bas just sat down. All the remarks he lias
made have only tended to convince me that
lie is wrong, and that we are right in passing
the Bill that Is now before the House. When
I look back over the history of this country
for a great many years I have found that In
every instance, fron the commencement, es-
pecialy as regards Ontario when it was Upper
Canada, that from 1792, when they held the
first Parliament In this country, that there has
been froin time to time an overturn of the
constituencies, and they have been either en-
larged or diminished, according to population.
In 1792, when we had the first Parliament
of Upper Canada, of course I was not lu
existence, but I know from what I have
learned that several of the different consti-
tuencies that we now have were then banded
together. For instance, Hastings and Nor-
thumberland had only one member between
them. Prince Edward oounty, and the
counties of Lennox and Addington only sent
one member, and there were others In the
same condition, and after a time they were
divided, and then the. county of Hastings
sent one and Northumberland sent one, and-
so on. After a certain other time, probably
about ten years, there was still another
change, and the county of Hastings sent two,
and it went on until at last the county was
divided into two divlsions-north and south-
and each had a member ; and then again it
was divided into north, east and west, and
there were three members, as there are at the
present time. I cannot go back to dates. I
might have looked them up ; but owing to
the peculiar complaint, la grippe, from which
I have suffered, my sight bas beoome so dim
that it is almost impossible for me to read or
write. Therefore, I speak from memory In
reference to this Information. Now we come
down to Confederation, and we see that
under the Confederation Act In 1872 there
was a redistribution of constituencies, and in
1882 It was the same, and to-day we are
preparing either to vote for the Bill that Is
now before the House or to do something
else. The hon. gentleman fron Shell River
la very anxious to have the Bill go to the
Supreme Court. I do not think It is the best
way. He speaks of very eminent lawyers In
the other House, whose opinion is that the
BI is unconstitutional; but he does not say
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anything of the other eminent lawyers in the
same House who hold that it is constitutional,
and, certainly I do not think that we are
bound to bow to the opinion of the three o-
four law-yers in the other House who have
raised this question, but rather hold with the
great number that hold the opposite view.
and who are, perhaps, as competent to know
what is constitutional.

An hon. GENTLEMAN-Doctors differ.

Hon. Mr. FLINT-Yes, doctors differ, but if
there are fiftv doctors. and twenty of thiem go
one way and thirty the other, the thirty are
apt to carry the question. As regards the
Bill, I cannot see anything wrong with it.
I believe it is correet. I belleve it is nothing
more than right and just that every ten years
the constituencies should be readjusted. If
they remain about as they were ten years be-
fore there is no necessity for altering them,
but if some grow large, and others grow
small, then there is a neoessity for a redistri-
bution, and that is the object of the present
Bill. Ali I regret is that the Government did
not bring in the Bill much earlier in the ses-
sion, and I think there is blane to be laid to
the Government for not doing so earlier, In-
stead of keeping us here now when we ought
to be at home. As ilt is here before us, how-
ever, I for one hold that I shal vote for the
measure before the House, and I think nq
good can come of the hon. gentleman's reso-
lution to have It delayed and sent to the Su-
preme Court. I think we are a court suti-

.cient for ourselves. We have lawyers
amongst us who have been on the select com-
mittee who considered this measure, and sure-
ly we have as good a right to place confidence
in them as we have to place confidence in
the few gentlemen who say that the Bill is un-
constitutional. I do not know anything that has
happened in my experience in legisation-and
I oommenced in 1847-that has been wrong
in the representation of our country, except-
Ing during Mr. Mackenzie's administration,
when the Government brought in the Tucker-
sunith Bill. That measure I considered
wrong. The object of that Bill was simply
to add Tuckersmith, or a portion of it, to
some other township, in order to secure for
Malcolm Cameron a seat which he was about
to lose. That Bill was justly thrown out by
this House. My hon. friend from Quinte
moved, I think, either a three or a six months'
hoist, and I seconded it ; and I was very glad.

to do so, because I was satisfied that the Bill
was unconstitutional, and that the whole ob-
ject of it was to place a man in a seat which
he was about to lose. The effect of throwing
out that measure was that other such mea-
sures were stopped In the Commons that
would have been brought up In the saine way
by gentlemen who were afraid they were go-
ing to lose their seats. They wanted a safe
thing, like the old farmer who wanted ail the
world, and a piece outside for a potato patch.
From beginning to end I have never seen
and have never known any one to cavil at
the redistribution, except a few persons, and
in a short time it was ail over, as it will be
now. My hon. friend who has moved this
resolution has not been long In this House,
and I think he has taken a great deal on him-
self in this matter, which he had better leave
alone. I belleve if he bad thoroughly studied
up the question he would never have made
the speech lie has riade here to-day,
and I am quite sorry that he has done so. I
remember perfectly wel all these matters
from beginning to end. Of course, I do not
keep exact dates la my mind, because
I cannot do so, but If my sight was
good I would have had the dates of
every one of these movements from 1792. I
am satisfied in my own mind that this Bill
Is based upon a true and proper principle,
and I shall support the Government on that
ground, and trust that the Bill will be carried
without material opposition.

lon.Mr. KCAULBACH-The question of my
hon. friend from Marquette Is whether Parlia-
ment itself can readjust the representation, or
whether they must appoint an independent
body to do so. In presenting his case he
quoted from Iia.rd as far back as 1865,
and showed what the opinion of several gen-
tlemen, amongst them Mr. Dunkin and Mr.
Rose, was upon the matter, and the opinion
of those gentlemen at that time evidently was
not In accord with what my hon. friend thinks
the British North America Act Intended, for
the districts, not only as originally made, but
the revision of the same, It was contended
by these hon. gentlemen should remain with-
ln the purview of Parliament However that
may be, we must look to the Act Itself, and
judge from that. My hon. friend says It is
vague and uncertain, and some other hon.
gentlemen said It was intended to deprive the
Parliament of the undue influence It miglit
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exercise for party purposes in read-
justing constituencies. The motion of
the hon. gentleman from Marquette
raises the constitutional question : Whether
Parliament can readjust the repre-
sentation. or provide an Independent authority
tO do It. Under section 51 of the British
North America Act the contention by some is
that the clause is vague and doubtful ; by
others that it obliges Parliument to constitute
an authority other than itself-that It was
thus intended, so as to deprive Parliament of
a control which could be unduly exercised and
abused for party purposes. These positions
and contentions I combat. The section says:

" On the completion of the census in the
year 1871, and of each subsequent decennial
census, the representation of the tour pro-
vinces shall be readjusted by such authority,
ini such manner, and from such time as the
Parlianent of Canada fron time to time pro-
vides, subject and according to the following
rules : "
It seens to me that the mcaning of the word
" p1ovides " Ls here used In this section in
iuch the sanie sense as it Is used in many
other parts of the Act, as well as
in Canadian and English statutes--the
saine sense as the words " prescribes,"
" orders " or "directs," and would or
should read thus: Th representation of the
four provinces, the authority for which, the
eranner in whicb, and the time for which suci
readjustment shall take effect, shall be pro-
vided by the Parliament of Canada, The
Words of the clause itself, read In their
strictest sense, do not, I think, remove it
from the direct control of our Parliaanent.
The clause says plainly it shall be readjusted
in such manner and for such time as Parlia-
nient provides. If Parlianent preferred to
delegaîte the authority it would have to author-
ize, direct and define how, and the manner
LU which the readjustment of the represnta-
tion shall be done, which would leave larlia.
nient still virtually posessed of the fuil con-
trol of the redistribution. The delegivted
Power could not be judicLai, but siniply minis-
terial-that is, done by and under the direc-
tion and authority of Parliament, which only
cau direct or define the manner lu wh!ch it
shal be done, and arrnge the mode in or
1Upon which flie redistribution shall be made--
hl other words. the delega.ted power uder
that section would ouly be technical or me'-

ianical. The hon. mover bas so ex)ro'sed
his opinion in his motion, wherein he say

that we refer to It upon the grounds that Par-
liament should arrange the mode upon which
the redistribution shall be made, whilst leav-
hig It to experts to carry out its wishes. I
think In this section there is no limitation of
the powers of Parliament. It bas the right
to provide any authority, not neessarily ex-
ternal authority. The authority might be a
Parliamentary committee, and there is noth-
ing inconsistent in this section or elsewhere
in the Act to prevent Parliament from acting
and passing this Bill. Thon section 40 says :

" TUtil the Parliament of Canada otherwise
provides, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick shall for the purposes of the
election Of members to serve in the House of
Comimnons be divided into electoral districts as
follows :"

This, read% with the next section, shows that
Parliament can rearrange the electoral dis-
tricts at any time or at any sesion, and -is
often as it pleases, which is a more important
readjustment for party purposes than the re-
adjustmnent .>f the representation, whlch is
only once every ten years, and the nuinber of
representatives is fixed and deterrmined by law.
This would show that the franmers of the
British North America Act, and in particular
section 31 thereof, hai not in view the pre-
vention of Parliamient having the direct con-
trol of the readjustment of the representation
or of the electoral districts ; and Parliaient
has so exercised It up to now. Nobody in or
Out of Parliament since the time of the pas-
sage of the British North America Act lu 1867
has ever raised any queEltion as to the com-
plote and direct control of Parlianent over the
readjustment of the representation ; and had
there been any chance for such a contention,
it is fair to infer It would have been exercised
at the first readjtUistment after the passage of
the Act as well as at the last one ten years ago.
Therefore I see no necesslity now for refering
this BIl to the Supreme Court for an expres-
sion of opinion as to its constitutionality.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before I say a word on
the proposition submitted by the hon. senator,
I would just make an observation on the point
raised by the hon. member from Sarnia. I
hope he will not press his objection. He
made the inquiry as to whether this House
bas the authority or power to submlit this
question in the shape In which it bas been
produced. I do not think it has, but If the
(luestion were to prevail, the Government
would naturally feel disposed to avail itself
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of the opinion of the Supreme Court. There- tended to be some outside tribunal, why
fore, I trust, under these ciroumstances, no would those words be there ? You will find
exceptlon of the ldnd will be taken. It is not in all the other paragraplis, where power Is
in the proper fori. in my judgmîent. because given, either provincial or federal, no sucli
I think the question of the constitutionality of
a Bill of this kind should be referred to the
Supreme Court by the Governor in Council.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Of course the objection Is a very obvious one.
I did not raise it in the first place. How,
ever, it would be better for my hon. friend to
alter his motion and make it an address. I
only throw out the idea for my hon. friend.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What I would suggest is
that the Bill be not now read the second time,
but in the opinion of the Senate the constitu-
tionality of the Bill should be decided upon by
the Supreme Court. That would meet the ob-
jection, and ln the meantime, in accordance
with the suggestion of the Premier, I am
very glad to find thait no exception will be
taken to the motion in its present shape.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I am not prepared to say that exception will
not be taken to it in its present shape.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As I understand, the ob-
ject of the hon. gentleman from Shell River
in reading the resolution of the convention
before going to London, was for the purpose
of showing that the main resolution which we
are now called upon to discuss had been alter-
ed after the delegates met in London. The
particular resolution read in this way, " im-
mediately after the completion of th census
ln 1871, and imunediately after every decen-
nial census thereafter, the representation
in the House of Coinmons shall be
readjusted on the basis of the population."
Now, there was no qualification whatever, to
that-the Parliament of Canada should do
just as they pleased. If it were intended
that Parliament should have that power ab-
solutely, section 51 would have been different-
ly framed. tUnless it was intended that some
outside tribunal should define the consti-
tuencies, why should the words "by such
authority as tlie Parliament of Canada," be
introduced ? If those words were expunged
there is no doubt at all that the Parliament
of Canada has power to deai with this
question as they please. The only words, in
my judgment, that are at all debateable are
the four just referred to. If it were not ln-

language is used. If you will read section
92 it is quite positive and clear and absolute,
without any opportunity of controverting it,
that Parliament possesses under that particular
section the power intended to be given to it.
Under section 91 you will find prec7sely the
same-there is no limitation. There is noth-
Ing said about the authority by which it is
to be brought about. Parlianent is given
absolute power to deal with all the subjects
that are mentioned. Section 92, which refers
to the Provincial ýLegislatures, you will find
contains no qualification-no language that
restrains or restricts the powers given. Then,
again, the same observation applies to section
93. So that we find section 51 differs materi-
ally from the corresponding section that was
debated before Confederation, which had not
any such restrictive words. The language
of section 19, which I have read, and the
observations made by the varions speakers
who discussed the resolution, all indicate that
under that clause Parliament was absolute.
It was pointed out in those speeches that it
was a very dangerous power to entrust to
Parliament. No doubt the delegates were
fully alive to the evils that might arise by
allowing the Parliament of Canada to have
such an arbitrary power. They had, no
doubt, the Constitutional Act under which
Upper and Lower Canada were united before
them. That union had only been brougit
about a few years before-in 1840. In that
Act a clause was placed ln order that the
rights of the two provinces should be parti-
cularly protected. One of the clauses of the
Act of 1840 provides that no such alteration
as this shall be lawful unless it recelves the
concurrence of two-thirds of the members of
each House. That would indicate that at
that early date great precaution was exerc'sed
that no undue advantage should be taken.
Many of the same gentlemen who discussed
that measure were alive at the time of Con-
federation, and, no doubt, with the experi-
ence of the States across the line before them,
it was felt that some restraining power should
be indicated by which Parliament should not
act unfairly, unjustly and unreasonably. It
Is to be assumed that, with the experience
of that kot, and with the experience before
them of what was going on ln the United
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States. naturally some qualification or some Certainly. If it wae Intended that Parliament
restraining power should be Inserted ln order should pars a BIR to readjust the constituen-
that the rights of minorities might be pro- des, the word IauthorltyI woudd fot be ln
teeted. However, I, of course, with very the constitution. And so there ie really a fair
great deference, express my opinion on an case for argument, -to put it on the eba]low-
important matter of this kind in a hurried ost baste you pleae. As bas bEEn observed,
debate. I do not presume to lay down any gentlemen who bave a reputation at the bar
principle or to In any way bring forward bave taken very strong ground on this sub>
arguments *that might be considered too jeet A doubt bas a:riseu ln the country. If
exact for this subject. It is one on he Government's view le right, no harm can
which I speak with exceedingly greit arise. ç4is lF onty the secon' session of
deference. We have learned that there thie Pariameut, and It la very iikely to lire
is an opinion in the country that this out its lfe- three years, or, at il events, two
readjusttent ouglit to take place b3y some years-and the Bil doe fot go into oper-
outside tribunal-a tribunal created by Par- ation until the expiration of the present Par-
liament. Parliament can often do by a liament. If there le a doubt outoide, it would
tribunal outside what it cannot do by itself. be only fair to send this Bi to the Supreme
Some gentlemen assume that what Par- Court, and wlth the strong view entertained
liament ca.n direct to be done, it can do. bS the friends of the Administration they
We have here a codification of the criminul surely cannot feel tlat they are jeopardlzlng
law : we lay down rules how offenders shiai l e BI by referrlng lt to an independent bri-
be tried. We appoint tribunals to try thein; bunal. We mde provision ln he Act of lut
but we do not bring offenders to the bar of session that ail sueh questions can 1e referred
this House and try them. We pass Acts tO the Supreme Court by the Governor ln
delegating power to be exercised by some Couneil. You wil find the authority ln u-
outIde functionary. You say Parlianent lion 37, where provision is made for obtalulng
bas the largest powers ¿ granted they have, the vlews of the Supreme Court on any Act
but there are circunistances under which or law, or touchlng the constitutlonaity of
Parliament has felt that the execution of any legislation of the Parlanient of Canada.
those powers should be delegated to some Now, thil Bn cores direcy under that Act-
outside official or tribunal We give direc- It may be referred by the Governor lu Conm.
tions-we lay down rules, and I cannot under- cil te the Supreme Court for consideration.
stand why those words " adjusted by such Now, If there is-and it cannot 13e denicd-a
authority " should be there If it was Intend- doubt outslde as te whether Pariament ouzht
ed that Parliament should do It. Now, would not te delegate the readjustzu.'ýnt of the con-
not the fair, ordinary and conmon sense read- stituencies te an outside tribunal, why iot
ing of that section, with a view of giving Par- have the question decded ln the ordlnary and
liament itself the right to adjust the constit, proper way? If the views of the majority
uencies, read this way : " On the completion are correct no risk can be mn and very con-
of the census in 1871, and after each subse- siderable Irritation wil 1e alayed. Peopl0
quent decennial census, the representation of who are dissatlsfled wlth the Bi ln Its pre-
the four provinces shall be aijusted in such a sent shape wll say, It la constitutional; and
inauner and from time to time as Parliament we bave te grin and beam it. We cannot nake
provides." You leave out the word " author- a change until the people change the repre-
ity." Why should the word " authority I3e sentation. If there s any fuir expression of
interjected there if it was not Intended that opinion of the people of this country, by its
It should be something external to Parlia. representatives lu Parliament, that this ques-
ient? You do not find that word " author- ton of the constltutionalty of the Bil should
ity " in any of the clauses to which I have be tested, I think it le high ground for the
referred-eectons 91 and 92 and 93. They Govemument te avail iteif of Its majorlty imd
al detine the powers that are to be given to say, "No, we will not permit it-we can
Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures. ln Judge of the mente of this case ourselves.
this particular clause, relating to the readjust, do not 1oik at It from a poitical stand-
Mnent of the representation, there ls that point; we take the higl ground that we are
eemingly precautionary sentence interjected. givn It fair consideation. I do not think
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the Govermnent can occupy that high
ground in a case of this kind, which
touches so keenly one of the great
political parties in the country-certainly
a party that is made up of one-half of the
population. They think they are aggrieved ;
whether they are riglit or wrong is not a
question for us now to discuss. We look at
It from a different stanilpoint, and therefore
we cannot agree upon It. We night continue
to hold different views on it, but in order to
remove (hat dissatisfaction, if it will in any
way allay the irritation caused by this Bill,
refer It to the Supreme Court and obtain
their opinion as to whether Parliament
Las this power. Then if they decide
that Parlianient has the power, we must
bear the lls we have rather than fly to those
we know not of. It may be a blemish, but
our constitution has many other bright spots
that wll probably atone for Lt, and every
reasonable man will accept the situation and
not grumble ; but if lie feels that the fair
placing of the case before the only court,
which can decide the question has been taken
away, and that the Government avail them-
selves of their great majority to decline to
allow that opinion to be taken, then everyone
must think that the Goverament cannot occupy
that excellent position that they should occupy
on an important matter of this kind.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Does my hon. friend
not consider that clause 51 leaves in the
hands of the Parliament of this country, In
the most entire and complete manner, the
power to prescribc by what authority anu
in what manner and at what time this re-
distribution shall take place ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I say that the effect of
putting in those words, " shall be readjusted
by such authority as the Parliament directs,"
in the clause, indicates that it is Intended that
this authorit-y shall be outside of Parliament.
It is just ln the meaning of these words.
Those words are there for a purpose. A
careful draughtsman, drafting the consti-
tution of a country, would be careful of the
language, wbich he would use, and why
should he interject those words "by :such
authority," if it was not contnîplated tihat
Parliament should say how such readjust-
ment should take place ? Just those four
words In the Act are what disturb my mind

as to the mode in which Parliament is now
dealing with it.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-" And in such
manner."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes ; but those are the
words-why should " authority " be there?
It is not the authority of Parliamlent.

lon. Mr. ALLAN-My Idea is that if this
clause did give the fullest authority to Par-
liament, then it is perfectly proper, if Par-
lnament chooses, to say we will do this by our
own authority ; it is entirely within the pow -r
of Parliament to do so.

Hon. M.fr. SCOTT-My hon. friend will see
that if the words " by such authority " were
omitted. then ParMament could either pa.s
the Bill or name the tribunal-it had the
alternative-but what I contend is. that the
alternative was taken away by the intro-
duction of those words.

Hon. Mr. MoCALLUM-Of course I am not
going to discuss the Bill from a legal point of

view, inasmuch as I am not a legal authority.
but I am not satisfied with the arrangements
under this Bill. I think the Government are
very magnanimous. They are giving a great
deal more than they take, particularly in the

Niagara district. Of course they have legis-
lated my county out of existence. I do not
find very great f ault with them for that. if.
it was necessary ln order to equalize the
population. But I find people complalning in
other parts of the country where they havý
less cause of complaint than I think I have,
and I thought It was right that I should say
something on the subject. If I had any
doubt as to the constitutionality of the BIll
it is cleared up by the speech of the hon.
gentleman from Shell River, beeause he told
us what took place before Confederation, and
when I look at this Bill and see what it says
I wonder that there is any doubt among legal
gentlemen i the other House. It does not
say mucli for their penetration when It took
them twenty years to find it out. Twenty
years ago we had a readjustment of the con-
stituencies. I heard my hon. friend here from
Ottawa say an exodus of Our population
causes this change. The answer to that is
that the Province of Quebec has got sixtr-
five members. We al revolve around the
Province of Quebec, and as an increase of
population ln the Province of Quebec raises
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the unit that is what is the cause of this re-
distribution. If the population of the Pro-
vince of Quebec decreases, then of course the
representation of the other provinces increases
ail over the Dominion ; but if it increases In
Quebec it decreases over ail the rest of the
Dominion, because Quebec has still its sixty-
five menbers. It took those legal authori-
ties a long time to find out that there
was a doubt as to the constitutionality of
this Bill. Section 51 says that on the com-
pletion of the census in 1871, and at each sub-
sequent decennial oensus, the representation
of the four provinces shall be readjusted by
such authority, etc. " Authority " is the
Word that these legal gentlemen have a dif-
ficulty about. It says also, "ln such manner,
and at such times as the Parliament provides,
subject 'to and according to the following
rules, etc." Now, if you look at section 91,
as quoted by the Minister of Justice, you can
see that the Government, Independent of sec-

part. Since I heard the statement made by
the hon. gentleman from Siell River 1 amn
bound honestly ta change my views. lon.
gentlemen may laugh, but an honest man al-
ways listens to the dictates of his conscience.
Now, hon. gentlemen, what are my reasons
for thinking I was wroug ? i looking at the
Quebec resolutions, as adopted by the dele-
gates from the different provinces, I find that
resolution No. 19 provides that:-

" Immedlately after the completion of the
census of 1871, and immediately after every
decennial census thereafter, the represertation
shall be readjusted ont the basis of popula-
tion."
By this resolution I understand tiat the pro-
vinces asked the Imperial authoiîties that the
Parliament of Canada should have power to
readjust the representation every ten years.
That was their intention. I adilt that. Nov,
either the clause ln the Brtlsh North Amer-
ica Aca which reads thus--

tion 51 altogether, have the authority to do '' On ihe completion of the census in the
year 1871, and of each subsequent decennial

Just what they are doing now. That Is how census, the representation of the four pro-
it strikes me. Of course, I have no legal vinces shall be readjusted by such authority,
training, but I wll say, before I sit down, in such manner, and from such time, as the
that my opinion of the Bill is that the Gov- Parliament of Canada from time to time pro-

vides, subject and according to the followingerament are too generous. I am not a pro- rules :
phet nor the son of a prophet, but I tell them rules ts
that they will find when they go to the people -either that is clear or it is not clear. If it is

again that they are giving away more than clear 1t signifies that a tribunal has to be creat-

they should have done. I say that it would ed to do the work. If It is not clear we are to

be in the Interest of the public at large I interpret it. How a-m I to interpret it if not
bey die ntrieaw sof public at largeIf by finding out what was the intention ofthey did not give away so mudli. M3y count.v'liImealPramn? Wyddîo
was set aside at Confederation to be repre- the Inmperial arient d Whya didno
sented by a Grit for all time to come. I came ' the Imperial authorities do what was'asked
to the House of Commons for 18 years, and of them ? They were asked by the people of

from 1867 until now my county has been Canada for power to readjust the representa-

Rending a member to support the Conserva- ftion on the basis of population every ten
tive party, with the exception of two ses- years, and the Imperial authorities said:

sions. There is a gentleman ln the other "You are not to have that power ; you are to

Ilouse now supporting the Goverxnment When have something else, and here is the law." I

I caine to the House some years ago there will read the law according to what
were four members from the Niagara district I think the Imperial authorities would
supporting fle Government of the day. What have enacted if they had granted the terrs
Wviil we have under this Bill ? We wll have of the resolution as asked for: " On the com-
jut ohe fron the Niagara district, and lhe pletion of the census of 1871, and on each

Grits will have the other three. subsequent census, the representation of each
!province shaU be readjusted by and as the

lon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Before I record Parliament of Canada from time to time pro-
Mny vote on this resolution I must say that vides." That would be clear.; It would be
sinlce the day that the hon. gentleman from giving to this Parliament power to do so ;
Sheil River gave notice of bis motion I had but the Imperial authorities say : " You asked
dloubta as to the propriety of It, and I said so for that power, but you are not to get It ;
to some hon. gentlemen in this House. In you are to have the redistribution made by
admitting this it is an act of hunility on my a certain " authority." Such being the case, I
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say that the House has no right to legislate,
exoept for the appointment of the tribunal
to settle the redistribution. This shows the
intention in England not to grant what was
asked for by our resolution ; because it was
easier to write clause 51, as I read it first,
than to write it as It is In that section. The
next section is not at all clear. There Is a
conflict of opinion between legal men as to
the interpretation of Lt, and if it was written
as I read it the first time it would be clear.
Why did they so construct it ? It was to
prevent this Parliament from having the juris-
diction that ls now claimed. The British
North America Act was passed in 1867. What
were the views of the Imperial Parliament on
this question In the reign of 15 Victoria ? The
authorities had found that there was an abuse
of this power In New Zealand, and they had
to amend their constitutional Act and take
away from that colony the right to readjust
their representation. Does not that show thait
in the framing of this clause 15 years later thIe
Imperial authorities had In view th preventing
of the Canadian Parliament froin readjusting
the representation of the provinces ? It
stikes me very forcibly that thaît is the case,
and until I am shown that the arguments
of the hon. gentleman from Shell River are
not sound I shall have to support them. There
may be the objection tat we have been work-
ing for twenty years under the law as it has
been interpreted by the Government up to
the present time without protest ; but because
we have been working under a wrong inter-
pretaition of the Act is no justification that we
shall not have our eyes opened to-day. In
a few years from now there wIll be a general
eleotion, and if that election should be con-
tested, and the conatitutLonality of the law
raised, is it to be supposed that there is a
judge on the bench in Canada that will not
be prepared to deelde the question according
to the strict letter of the law ? Supposing
the interpretation of the courts is against the
contention of the Governnent, look at the
enormous expense of another general election
throughout the Dominion. You will have to
calculate It by hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars, and would hon. gentlemen in this House
be adting In aooordance with their duties
when a doubt of this kind is imised In refus-
ing to submit it to the Supreme Court for a
cnstitutional opnion ? I believe there Is
nothing In the amendment of the hon. gentie-
man from Sh4 River to show a want of

confidence in the Government ; the effect of It
will sinply be to stay the passage of the Bill
for the present, and that L all ; but I say
now that if the mover of thils amendment
brings in a clause, when the Bil is in com-
mittee, to provide that the Act shall not go
into operation before It has been submitted
to a proper tribunal for a decision as to its
constitutionality, I shall be ready to vote for
such an amendment, bcause I consider It is
too much to ask froi Parliament, where the
majority of the representatives of the people
are laymen, to come to a decision upon so Im-
portant a constitutional question. I say it is
a serions matter, and I do not care about the
sneers of some hon. gentlemen when I say
that this is not the proper tribunal to decide
a§ to the oon.titustionality of this Bill. I
generally understand what I read, though I
am not a lawyer, and I can see that in this
clause there are difficulties. And there is
more than that. We have been twenty-five
years working under the Confederation Act,
and how many times have Acts introduced by
our Government, that I have supported my-
self, been overruled by the courts as being
ultra rires ? Dozens of times. Sir Oliver
Mowat himself bas had fifteen or twenty of
the Acts passed by the Parliament of Canada
delared ultra vires. Now, Is it honest or ex-
pedient to proceed with a Bill of doubtful con-
stitutionality when we have a rernedy In our
own hands ? This Bill is not likely to be
brought into opertIon for aînother three
years, and would it not be safer to submit It
for an opinion to the tribunal tat wou]d have
to judge of cases arlsing under it ? If a
case arLçes under the operation of this law it
wil have to go to the Supreme Court, and If
we have the opinion of the Supreme Court
on the constitutionality of the Bill before it
goes into operation we may rest assured that
we will not have to appeal to the court for a
decision by-and-bye. Therefore, I belleve
that ,it would be unjust, that we would not
be performing our duties as senators if we
refuse tO submit this Bill to the Supreme
Court for their opinion. Feeling as I do on
this question, I must support the hon. gentle-
man's motion or do what is not honest ; but
If the hon. gentleman who bas moved this
amendment withdraws it now, and allows the
Bill to be read a second time, and when the
Bill is In committee brings in an amendment
to provide that the Act shal not go into opera-
ion until it has been subintted to a proper
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tribunal for decision as to its constitutionality,
I shall vote for it.

The SPEAKER-It being six o'clock, Inow
leave the Chair.

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. DEVER resumed the debate. He
said: I have listened with a great deal of
satisfaction to the several speakers who have
preceded me in this debate. I must say that
I feel that the country should be prod of its
representation in the Senate for the care and
anxiety they have displayed upon all (ues-
tions coming before thein that are of any con-
siderable importance. I feel that the question,
so far, bas been debaited in such an intelligent
manner that almost the simplest individual in
this House and the country can understand it.
To my mind the matter resolves itself into
this, that the fifty-first section of the British
North America Act is the basis of this legal
question. I have read the section carefully
and have corne to the conclusion that the
Parliament of Canada has the absolute power
to legislate as it bas done. With your
Permission I will read the section and explain
it as I prooeed, because a great deal of argu-
ment bas been advanoed on both sides, caus-
Ing such a difference of opinion that it woull
be very difficult to give a conscientious vote on
the question. I have no hesitation in sayig
that, froxm my reading of it, I can con-
scientiously vote in favour of the mlieasure be-
fore the House. The fifty-first section says
t1haît " on the completion of the census in 1891,
and after each decennial census, the repre-
sentation of the four provinees shall be re-
adjusted by such authority, l si.h ianner
lad for such time as the Provinces of Canada
shall from time to time provide, &e." Now, as
I read it Quebec has sixty-five members. and
after \each subsequent decennial census the
Parliament of Canada has the absolute power
to adjust the representation on that basis.
It is true hon. gentlemen j here have raised a
question about thq word " authority." Well,
the Parliament of Canada has the .power-
that is, if ithey choose to exercise It. They
ruay delegate it to any iauthority they choose,
but they also have the absolute right to do
it themuselves. Taking that view of it, I
do not see that we can do otherwise than
vte for the Bill before 'the House as the
IIouse of Commons sent it to us. It ls
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true that whilst I claim for the Parlament of
Canada this absolute right, seeing there is
such an opinion (perhaps a sentimental opin-
ion), if the Government think fit for the peaoe
and harmony of the country to accede to the
wishes of gentlemen who take a different
view, they might obtain the opinion of the
Supreme Court on the Bill, but I do not see
that there is any necessity fer it whatever.
Parliament is given the right, under the Bri-
tish North Ainerica Act, as absolutely and
positively as It can be given to them. I have
read the 91st section, and It does not interfere
in the slightest degree with that power, but
on the contrary strengthens it, and they need
not relinquish it. This being my opinion, I
might speak with reference to my own pro-
vince, but I do not think it is necessary. AU
I would bave to say about that province is
perhaps the unsatisfactory statenent that we
have lost two members in our representation.
Why our population bas decreased to that ex-
tent is a matter for consideration. I do not
wish to raise the question at the present time,
but we have lost a member for hie eity and
county of St. John, and one for Sunbury.
There are various opinions about the cause of
this, but as we caimot settle it here, I do not
think it is necessary to obtrude my opinion
upon the House, but will leave the question
in your hands.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I do not feel that I can allow this question
to come to a vote without making some short
remarks on the points that bave been raised
by my hon. friend from Manitoba ; and I
xmust say that I do not see anything in these
points that deserves any substantial or la-
boured argument. I could not help thinking,
when I heard my hon. friend from Ottawa.
making bis speech on the subject, of the In-
structions we recelve In a very high quarter
to beware of being " begulled by the voice of
the charmer, charm he never so wisely," for
really anything more exquisite than the child-
like and Innocent tone of pathos in which my
hon. friend from Ottawa discussed this mat-
ter I never heard in this House or out of It.
One would suppose that It was the song of a
siren trying to beguile us/'into doing what we
ought not to do, or rather omitting to do what
we ought to do ; Jand certainly the effort
which my hon. friend was making to Induce
this House to stultify itself, to ceonfess its in-
ability to deal with its own duties, was one
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which required a good deal of charming in
order to induce any member of this House to
yield to it. I would like to have said some-
thing more on that subject, but I will not, be-
cause my hon. friend is not here. I should
like to have drawn a contrast between the
pathetic appeal which my hon. friend made
to us all on that occasion, and the occasion
which was referred to by soile speakers dur-
ing the afternoon ; a muemorable occasion, when
the Ministry of which my hon. friend was a
nember endeavoured to pass a measure in
this House which, in the absence of my hon.
friend, I will not characterize. But now the
question whether the Parliament of Canada
possesses the ordinary functions of a Parlia-
ment, is really the question before the House.
Since there was a Parliament in Canadt,
every Parliament has exercised the power of
regulating the boundaries of its own electoral
districts. It is the Legislatures of the provinces
that divide up the electoral districts In the
provinces for the purposes of their elections,
and my lion. friend would deny to the Par-
lianent of Canada the power which every
Legislature which lias existed in Canada, and
the Legislature of every p'rovince which now
exists in Canada, possesses in the fullest de-
gree.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Provinces have the
power to alter their constitutions ; we have
not.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABROTT--
That is not the point we are discussing. We
are dealing with the question of the electoral
divisions of the Dominion ; and the question
of the power which, under the constitution of
the country, lias the riglit to make those
electoral divisions. My hon. friend denies to
the Parliamnent of Canada the power which
every Legislature in the Dominion has pos-
sessed sinca there was a Leg'slature in it,
aind which the Legislature of every province,
Iowever small, possesses at this montent. lie
would belittle this Dominion Parliamnent to
such an extent as to place it, as regards its
power over itself, beneath its own smallest
province. Now, on what, after all, is this
pretension founded ? Where is the restrictive
clause that prohibits the Parlianent of
Canada from settling the boundarles of ils
own electoral districts to be found in
this Act ? I have not found any gen-
tleman quoting any restrictive clause from

the Act, and I look in vain in the
Act for the slightest restriction on the power-i
of the Parliainent of Canada with reference
to the distribution of its constituencies. With-
out going into minute particulars as to what
the statute ,does authorize, I beglit by stating
that it is inherent in the power of every Par-
liamîent to exercise its own jurisdiction over
the divisions which are to be represented in
it. It is so in every representative body in
the world ; it is so hi the representative body
whicl we take as our model, and although
both in this House and in the other iouse
efforts have been made to confuse and mis-
describe what took place on one occasion in
England as a proof that the Imperial Par-
lianent does not dispose of its electoral
divisions as it thiniks proper, there is not the
slightest shadow of a foundation for such a
pretension. The sole occasion on which there
was any conference between the two bodies
in England as to the constitution of its
electoral districts was the occasion of the Rle-
distribution Act of 1885. Now, if lion. gen-
tleien insist on speaking of a historical oc-
currence like that, it does seem to mle, it
would be safer for tfLm to master in some
degree the details of the occurrence, which
are to be found in every book that treats -on
such a subject. I notice that my lion. friend
froin Shell River hek up to us as a miiodel
the action by the English Parlianent which
that occurrenoe presented to us. My hon.
friend from Ottawa spoke of it being sucli a
" noble exaiple " to us-such an inspiring
example of patriotismu and loyalty-to see the
two great bodies of the country agreeing i
accordance with precedent and practice on
the mode on which the redistribution was to
be nanaged. There was · noth-ing of the
kind on that occasion. That occurrence was
sinply this : in the House of Conimons there
vas a majority of Liberals ; in the House of
Lords a majority of Conservatives. In the
HLouse of Counions the Liberals brought for-
ward a measure readjusting the franchise,
by which an enormous number, some two
millions of voters, was to be added to the
constituencles. ln the House of Lords the
majority said, " We will not consent to suci
an enormous addition to the constituencies
tunless we know In what manner the 'votes
are to be exercised in the redistribution," and
they refused to allow the Bill for the ex-
tension of the franchise to proceed until they
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Were informed by the Government of the
nature of the redistribution they intended to
mnake. That was the occurrence to which
these gentlemen referred, and the circum-
stance on which they base the principle, or
what they call a principle, and which they
assert here and insist upon our accepting.
They state that to be an occasion on which
this principle was exemplified.

lon. Mr. ALLAN-That was the sole con-
ference, then ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
That was not the sole conference ; but it
arose out of that fact: that the Government
could not carry the extension of the franchise,
becaise the Conservative majority in the
louse of Lords refused to take it up until

they had been informed in what way the
Government proposed to redistribute the con-
stituencies. Now, that is a na,tter of common
history; everybody knows that. The con-
sequence was, conferences of various kinds.
There wa.s great excitement in the country ;
speeohes were delivered on almost every
hustings in the United Kingdom, aud yet,
When the House assembled, the situation was
flot changed, and the consequence was the
Liberals were obliged to make up their Re-
distribution Bill and communicate it to the
Conservative party before the Conservative
party would allow them to extend the fran-
chise. Where is the slmilarity between that
and this occasion ? There is no shnilarity in
a.ny respect. The na.joritiPs of the two
flouses, I think, are la accord about this BIll.
There can be no question of the majority
of one House, I hope, refusing to carry out
the provisions which have been passed by
the najority of the other House. At all
events, there has been nothing yet to show
that such an occurrence will take place. There
is no neessity for a conference-fnothing that
the other House is eoncealing from us that
We want to know, and nothing in the other
flouse that would warrant is in preventing
the Bill proceeding. There is not the slightest
sYmptom of similarity between the two
transactions in any single respect, and yet
that Is the sole ground on which it Is fre-
quently staited on the other side, and was
Stated to-day by my hon. friend from Ottawa,
that the principle which was contended for of
referring the redistribution of seats to an in-
dependent tribunal was the practice in all

32J

eivilized countries possessing a representative
government. It does not prevail in one
civillzed country that owns a representative
government.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will my hon. friend deny
that on former occasions the redistribution
w-as not referred to judges ? It would have
been referred to the judges then, if the two
Houses had not concurred in it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
say the practice does not exist in England.

The practice there is to bring ln a Bill similar
to the Bill here. They may not settle the de-
tails ; they may refer the details to some
tribunal to settle.

Hon. MNfr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That is a very different thing from sub-
mitting the 'Bill to a tribunal of judges,
or anything of the kind. The majorlty
of the House of Lords, on the occasion
to which I referred, demanded to know
what the Bill to be laid on the Table
of the other IHouse was, in order that they
might see what the redistribution was to be,
and the Bill was introduced, exactly as we
introduced this Bill, and was proceeded with
in the Lower House exactly as we have pro-
ceeded with this Bill here, except that they
were forced, by the decision of the majority
of the House of Lords, to communicate with
them about the Redistribution Bill before they
proceeded with the Franchise Bill. The re-
distribution of seats in England is done by the
saie process that we have adopted here: it
is initiated by a Bill in the Flouse which de-
scribes the redistribution, or describes in some
cases the principle on which it is te be made.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
In any case where there is such a complica-
tion that the details require to be settled by
outsiders from personal knowledge of the
facts, the House provides that it shall be de-
cided on some principle and by commiEsioners
appointed for the purpose. But that Is not
what this House is doing now. There is no
difficulty about the process of division in this
country. We knowl whatour munielpalities
are. We can describe and di-vide them just
as well at this Table as at any place ln the
Dominion of Canada. No doubt oocaslonally
the ýBritish Parliament for their own con-
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venience, have provided ,for the settlement
of minor details in the division of constitu-
encies. And on that faot, amongst others,
hon. gentlemen who aTe opposed to the Gov-
ermnent-for I have not heard anybody else
taidng such a view-have chosen to base their
argument that this Parliament has no power
of itself to redistribute the constituencies--
that its power to do so has been taken away
from it. Their main pretension, however,
rests upon section 51 of the British North
America Aet Now, let us see what this
clause is to which sucli extraordinary im-
portance has been attached. I think I might,
with some advantage, just glance at some of
the powers that are conferred on this Parlia-
ment. By clause 18 of the Constitutional
Act, the powers which are to be held and
exercised by the Parliament of Canada are
to be such as Parliament itself defines from.
time to time, so that they are no greater than
the powers held, enjoyed and exercised by
the British House of Comnions.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Those are the powers of
each House.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Do not the two Houses constitute Parliament ?
It says the powers, privileges and immunities
to be held, enjoyed and exercised by the
Senate and House of Commnons of Canada
are to be such as are to be defined by Parlia-
ment itself, so that they do not exceed the
powers lield by the English House of Con-
mons. Will anybody deny tha.t the English
House of Cominons can redistribute its con-
stituencies ? The next clause whicl refers
to these powers is section 40, which says that
"until the Parliament of Canada otlherw-ise
providee, Ontario, Quebec, Nova Seotia and
New Brunswick shall be divided into electoral
districts as follows : " and then it gives the
details of the electoral districts in these four
provinces which are to remain in that position
until " Parliament otherwise provides." Whanit
does that mean if Parliament is not to make
the i change ? " Until Parliament otherw-ise
provides," says the Act, the divisions are to
be so and so.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No com-
mission is provided for.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-They can do anything
they like.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Except make a man a woman, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They mlght do that
by Act of Parliament.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABROTT--
They might try. Section 51 says that on the
completion of the census, 1871, and after each
subsequent decennial census, the representa-
tion of the four provinces shall be readjusted
" by such authority, in such manner "-my
hon. friend does not like to adopt that as part
of the clause, but it is here, and I read it
from the clause-" and from such time as the
Parliament of Canada provides." My hon.
friend says we must do it by " such author-
ity," but is there no other way in which we
are to do it ? Suppose that means that they
may delegate their authority, that they may
appoint a commission or an individual to re-
adjust the constituencles which are compli-
cated, like some of the constituencies in the
suburbs of great cities. Suppose they are to
do that, what about "such manner " ? The
law of construction entitles us to take these
three phrases separately by themselves. So
the law says the representation shall be re-
adjusted " in such manner as Parliament from
time to time provides," and it may be read-
justed " by such authority as Parliament from
time to time provides," and Lt may be read-
justed " from such time as the Parliament of
Canada from time to time provides." The
only way my hon. friend can escape from the
obvious meaning of that clause, that the Par-
liament of Canada can redistribute the con-
stituencies in such manner as they may pro-
vide, is by insisting that only the words " such
authority," whicli suit his view, are to be
taken in this case. I refuse to accept that
mode of construing the statute. If we are
going to construe the words of the statute, we
are to take them as they read, and not allow
him to eliminate from it any words which
enable us to arrive at its true meaning. My
hon. friend has no more right to strike out
from the clause of the statute the words " in
sucli ianner," which gives the power to re-
adjust the constituencies, amongst other ways,
by Bill, as we are doing it, and which is one
manner of doing it-he has no right to elim-
inate from the clause that phrase than I have
to eliminate from it, " by such authority." It
Is a simple way to read the clause as it is,
in such a way as a gentleman who never
troubled himself with intricacies of the law
would read it-Parliament may adjust the
constituencies by such authority as it
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chooses, in such manner as it chooses,
for such time as It chooses. I really
do think that argument is thrown avay
in trying to enforce so -simple, 'plain,
obvious and convenient a construction, and
one which is so consistent with al the theo-
ries of the power of Parliament. What an
absurd position would this Parliament be in
If every province of the Dominion could regu-
late its own constituencies and decide what
each member shall represent, and if similar
Power is denied to the Parliament of the
Dominion, what a humiliating position the
Dominion Parliament would stand in! But
tliere is another clause bearing on the powers
of Parliament, " It shall be lawful for the
Queen, by and with the advice and consent of
the Parliament of Canada, to make laws for
the peace, order and good goverument of
Canada in relation to all matters not coming
Within the class of subject by this Act as-
Signed exclusively to the Legislatures of the
provinces." Everything, to put it in common
Parlance, which is to be done, may be done
by this Parliament, no matter what it is, that
I*elates to the peace, order and good govern-
Mnent of the Dominion of Canada-all that can
be done by legislation for those purposes can
be legislated about, except such matters as
are by this law expressly placed within the
Jurisdiction of the provinces. Now there is
One thing among others put expressly by the
Act under tthe jurisdiction of the province,.
There are a good many things, but I want to
refer merely to one. I think it is in section
80. The Legislative Assembly, by that, and
another section that I need not refer to, is
authorized to alter, for provincial purposes,
the limits of any of the electoral divisions or
districts mentioned in the second schedule of
the Act. That is one thing that the Local
Legislatures of the provinces are authorize-d
to do.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Except certain English
Seets.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
yes ; but that is one of the tings that the
Local Governments of this country are ex-
elusively authorized to do. Whio has to dis-
tribute the electoral districts of the Dominion?
'Ie law says the Dominion shall pass every
law that Is required for the peace, order and
good government of thi country except such
things as are exclusively ,assigned to the pro-
Vinces. The redistribution of the seats of th-

provinces for provincial purposes is exclusi-
vely assigned to the provinceq. The re-
distribution of the Dominion constituencies
Is not assigned to the provinces. The
constitution says that everything which Is
not exclusively assigned to the provinces may
be done by this Parliament. Is there any-
thing more required ? Is there any use hamn-
mering \at a proposition so obvious, which
really, in point of fact, in almost any assemubly
in the world, where there is no party feeling
to encourage the formation of adverse opin-
ions-I do not say they are not formed in
good faith-but in any assembly in the world,
where adverse opinions are not fostered by
party feelings, they would say at once, "We
control our domestic matters ; we can say who
shall be a member of this House and what
eonstituency that member shall represent."
That is a domestic maîtter, and it is in the
essence of every representative body-even
those which are formed by mere consent-
and always assumed and always acted upon,
that they have the control of their own mem-
bers. They decide whether each member
properly represents a partieuliar district, and
what partlicular district lie does represent,
and so iti is with every representative body,
fron those which are absolutely informai to
the highest and mnost formally constituted re-
presentative body in the world-the British
Parliament. We occupy, I am happy to say,
a higli grade in the ladder which reaches from
the convention for the purpose of suggesting
a candidate for an election-we occupy a high
grade between an association of that descrip-
tion and the great Parliament of England.
But the principle which applies from the
highest to the lowest applies to us, and would
be assuimed to apply to any assembly ln the
world without the necessity of examining any
constitution or statute, the moment that we
assemble together. In this case we have not
only that whioh no man eau deny-the power
inherent in every representative body-but we
have in four different forms the most precise
statement in the constitution that we are the
hody who shall determine the boundaries of
our own constitueniles-that until the Parlia-
ment of Canada otherwvise provides, the elec-
toral dvisions of Canada shall be so and so.
The Parliiament of Canada is given power to
deal wmth ail matters concerning the peaSe,
order and good government of the Dominion,
except such affairs as are exclusively given to
the provinces. Here is the power--ithe power
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of distribution of provincial constituencies
given exclusively to the provinces, and the
power of distributing Dominion constituencies
is not exclusively given to the provinces; it
therefore, by the language of section 91, is
expressly given to this body. Nothing eould
be more certain and positive. It does not
content itself with stating the things we niay
do in detail, but it says, " You may do every-
thing that the provinces are not exclusively
authorized to do," and this is one of the
things that the provinces are not exchisively
authorized to d'. Therefore, our power can-
not be denied. Then cones the casual pro-
vision as to when the redistribution is to be
made. It 'is nothing more or less than that
which the fifty-first article settles. The redis-
tribution is to be made after each decennial
census, and we may do it by delegated au-
thority, If we lUke, in such manner as we lik?,
and for such time as we like. That is the ex-
act language of section 51. Can anyone argue
with any chance of being supported in the
view by an assembly like this, that because
they give us the authority to delegate the
power conferred on us that we therefore lose
the authority which they give us in the next
plnase, which autlorizes us to make the dis-
tribution in any manner we please ? We
choose to do it by a Bill, as the Parliament
of Great Britain does, but surely that is one
of the ways which the Act contemplates,
since it is one of the modes in which it is
said it may be done, and in which we pleasE
to do it. I do not think I can add anything
more on the subject than I have said. I dc
not think it requires any more to be said. I
cannot agree with the hon. member from Shel
River, that if any hon. gentleman has a doubi
as to the true construction of the law, or of
the constitution, we are bound to sacrifice al
our certainties to his doubt, and send It t
the Supreme Court, in order that his doubi
may be investigated. I say that if this Hous
entertains any serions doubt about the mat
ter, that would be a different affair. I se
forth the proposition as my hon. friend pu
it, that If any hon. gentleman had a doubt i
ought to be submitted to the superior tribuna
to solve that doubt. I say we are not pre
pared to throw away the intelligence wit]
which we are gifted, great or small-we ar
not inclined to throw away the position whic
we have received here, as the senior and mos
important branch of the Parliament of Can
ada, and declare our inability to construe a

Act which is as plain as if it were written ln
letters of fire on the walls of the chamber. I
hope we shall not stultify ourselves by mak-
ing any such confession. On the contrary, I
think we shall be prepared to construe for
ourselves the powers which we find in that
statute, and which I take it there is really no
diffioulty in ocnstruing by a plain, sensible
man. I think we will take the responsibility
of construing it ourselves, and decide what
we shall do about it, be the consequences
what they may. I think if my hon. friend's
motion were granted we should virtually say
that we do not know vhether we are really
a Parliament or not, that we do not know
whether we have the power to do anything
important or not, and that because it ;is
doubted by any hon. gentleman inside or ont-
side of the House (and I observe the opinions
of the people outside of the House have been
largely quoted on the subject, some for and
some against), we must admit that we are
bound to submit, more or less, and relegate
to some inferlor tribunal or individual per-
sons the duties Imposed on us by the country,
at the pleasure of any gentleman inside or
cutside of this chamber, who thiaks proper by
some hair-splitting method of cutting up the
clauses of our constitution, depriving them of
their ordinary plain, common sense construc-
tion, to throw doubts upon their ipeaning.
and declare ourselves powerless to dispose Of
our own legislation, to regulate our own do-
mestic affairs, 'or to exercise the functions
which, as I have repeatedly said in the course
of these few words, are inherent in every
legislative body.

b Hon. Mr. POWER-I regret to feel called
upon to discuss this question at rather a late

1 hour, and rather a late stage of the debate,
and at a late stage of the session ; but this

t House Is not responsible for the fact that we
are discussing this most important measure

- at so late a period. There Is no reason that
t any one can see wVy this measure should not
t have been introduced and read the second
t time in the House of Commons at a very much
1 earlier stage in the session.

1 Hon. Sir JOHN CAkLDWELL2 ABBOT1I-
e 1 may say te the lion. gentleman that; this
à ReÀdistribution Bill was itreduccd wltin at
,t most ten days after die census was omplet-
L- cd, and lb could net have been framed at aUl
ni until tic census iad been eompleted.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman lias
explained why the measure was not intro-
duced much earlier than it was. I do niot
mean to say anything about the introduction
of the Bill, but the fact is that the motion
for the second reading was not made until
Parliament had been in session for two
months, and it lias only just come up from
the other House, and it is ouir right and duty
as a contituent House of Parliament to dis-
cuss it to a reasonable extent, and we shall
not do any more thai that. I wisl, before
undertaking to make any argnm ent on the
question, to apologize to the hon. gentleman
from Victoria division. It will be reniemuber-
ed that when that hon. gentleman rose to
speak, I suggested that the speech which lie
vas about to make would be more properly

nade in Committee of the Whole. I think I
was right; at the same time I probably
should have shown a greater courtesy to the
hon. gentleman if I had not niade that obser-
vation ; but I wish to say that it was not
made with any desire at al to prevent him
from speaking, or to embarrass him in any
way. We are all " poor, weak, frail mortals."
There is no doubt about that, but I think that
being frail mortals, and not being able to look
at political questions with unbiassed eyes
when it cones to such a matter as deeiding
how the constituencies of this country shall
be divided up with a view to the election of
members of the House of Commnons, we are
not in the position-men on either side-to do
the work in the impartial and judicial way in
which it should be done. I do not think it is
necessary to go very far for evidence as
to that point. The hon. gentleman
said something about Mr. Mowat. I wish to
say something about Mr. Mowat, or Sir Oliver
Mowat, a little later on. But:here is the fact:
this Parliament passed a Bill in 1882. Every
Conservative member, I think, at that time
in the House of Comnions, and, I believe,
every Conservative member in this House,
maintained that the measure of 1882 was an
eminently fair and proper one. Any man
with a judicial mind must have known that
it was not; but gentlemen were blinded by
party feeling, and they did not realize that
it was an unfair and injudicious measure.
But since that time men's minds have had
tine to cool, and what do we find to-day ?
We find that some of -the gentlemen who
Were most active In advocating the measure
in 1882 declaring that they had done wrong-

that it was an unfair and improper mneasure
-and expressing their regret that they had
supported it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Which of their judgments is right ? The
one which they formed at the time, or *the
one which they forined the other day ?

Hion. Mr. POWER-I take it that the judg-
ment which they formetl deliberately after
the lapse of years w-as a sounder judgment
than the one that w-as formed in the heat of
party feeling. Not only that; but we have
the independent Conservative iembers of the
Province of Ontario and relsewhere, 'and
throughout the Domîhiloi, uinited in condemn-
ing the Act of 1882. As far as I ean remuem-
ber, no member of the House of Commons
(luring the recent discussion undertook to say
that the Act of 1882 was a fair and generous
measure. Another faet which shows how
impossible it Is for gentlemen to look at these
questions in which their party interests are
involved in a judicial spirit is the way in
which the Tuckersmith Bill lias been dealt
with. One would fancy fron the way my
hon. friend opposite and the hon. Premier
spoke of the Tuckersmith Bill that it was a
most iniquitous measure. Now, what was
the Tuckersmith Bill ? The fact is that the
Act of 1872 had divided the county of
Huron into three ridings, ;µnd the division
was. not, in respect of population, altogether
unfair ; but they had hived the Grits in one
riding, and given another riding to the Con-
servatives. The riding in 1874 was repre-
sented by a Liberal member, and that Liberal
member tried to get done for himself the very
thing that was done in fifty-four constituen-
cdes in 1882.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend admits that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That was an enormous
offence, and the gerrymander of 1882 was no
offence at all. Hon. gentlemen should take
the bean out of their own eyes before they
undertake to remove the mote fron the eyes
of their opponents

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend will percetve that the object
of addressing that argument to the Opposition
was to Mhklw that they were in sympathy
with the gerrymander of that day.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-That does not affect self. That dealt with the readjustment of

my argument. After the pathos that is dis- the representation of the House of Commons
played when hon. gentlemen make such a after the census of 1871. The 20th resolution

mountain ont of a mole-hill as the Tuckersmnith provides for the basis of sucli readjustment,
business, one eau see how impossible it is for tIhat Lower Canada should have 65 members,
a strong party man to look at a matter tha.t and so on. Resolution 21, that no revision
is in the interests of his party in an im- should be made in the number of members.
partial way. Let us separate ourselves from Section No. 22 says that fractional parts
Canada altogether, and go to somne other
country where the parties are known by
different names, and would any hon. gentle-
man feel that it was only fair and rght that
the representation of that country should be
so adjusted that the voters of the three

parties should not have fair and due weight
in the election of their representatives. I
do not pretend to say that had the Liberal
party been in the same position as the Con-
servative party that they would have doue
things that w-ould have just suited the Con-
servative party. I presume fron the exanp)le
of Tuckersmnith that they woukl not; but I
do not think that they would have done the
things that were done in 1882, and althougli
a great deal has been said about Sir Oliver
Mowat's Redistribution Bill, as far as nmbers
are concerned. when that measure was going
through the Legislature of Ontario it was not
shown that there vas anything very unfair
about it. It was never shown that Sir Oliver
Mowat went outside of county lines or did
anything more than was honest, human
nature. A manl will naturally help himself
and help his own friends. I understand that
when the Bill went through the Ontario Le-
gislature there were only two dissenting
voices in the second reading. That goes to
show that the measure could not have been
so objectionable as the hon. gentleman states.
The truth is, hon. gentlemen look at Mr.
Mowat's Bill through yellow glasses, andi they
are anxious to have someithing to set up
against their own iniquity of 1882. Human
nature, and particularly Conservative human
nature, being what it is, it is most desirable
that that hunmn nature should not be allowed
to work without sote limitations and re-
strictions, and I think there Is reason to
believe that these limitations and restrctlons
have been imposed upon. I an not familiar
with the history of the Quebec resolutions;
but I take the resolutions theniselves, and
they seem to me to Involve something more
than some lion. gentlèmen think. No. 19 of
the Quebec resolutions has been read by it,

shall not be considered unless they are more
than one-half. The 23rd is atn important
resolution. It says that the Legislature of
each province shall divide said province into
the proper munber of constituencies, and de-
fine the boundaries of each of theni. This
coming after the other resolution goes to show
that the contention of the Quebec conference
was that the constituencies of Canada were
to be defined by the Provincial Legislatures.
I think that is a fair and reasonable inter-
pretation. I do not insist that it is the right
interpretation ; but at any rate it is a fair
and reasonable one. Supposing that to be
the case, or whether it was or not, the dele-
gates went over to London and sat down to
cotmplete the work which they had begun in
Quebec. One can understand that a delegate
lit London thinking that this was a power
which they ought not to leave to the Local
Legislatures-,and, by the way, I think the hon.
gentleman dilated a good deal on the absur-
dity of leaving such a power to the Local
Legislatures-

Hon. Sir JOIN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The power of 'what ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The power of disturbing
the boundaries.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
No ; I said it would be absurd to suppose
that the power of distributing the constituen-
cies was given to Local Legislatures, and was
denied to the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the hon. gentle-
man went further, and said it was absurd to
say that the power should be vested in any-
body out of the Dominion Parliament. I
think it will be admitted that the men who
franed the United States constitution were
men of reasonable ability, and not likely to
do absurd things, and that power in the United
States is vested In the Local Legisiatures We
have att instance of it in New Zealand, where
this power was given to the Colonial Legis-
lature by Imperial statute, and that power
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had been apparently abused, and in a sub-
sequent Act the power was taken away by
the Imperial authorities. I have myseif seen
in the reports of the discussions of the body
proposing a confederated Australia a state-
ment made by one of the representatives of
New Zealand that in New Zealand the re-
distribution is done by a commission. Then
we have this same Australian body meeting,
and I find in the draft of the Bill constituting
the Commonwealth of Australia a Bill whici
was drawn up after a prolonged discussion
by a number of very able men, and anyone
who takes the trouble to look up the de'bates
will be impressed with the keenness ai ability
of the gentlemen engaged li drawing up the
constitution. Section 31 says :-

" The electoral divisions of the several
states for the purpose of returning menbers
of the House of Representatives shall be
determined fron time to time by the Parlia-
ment of the several states."

Here is the principle which the hon. gentie-
iman speaks of as absurd, eibodied in a
measure drawn up by a number of particu-

larly skilful and able men-statesmen, soiie
of theni. So that the thing is not so
absurd after all. Now we have got this
far : we find that the thing is not
absurd-that it lias been done in other
countries, and the question is, what does our
Constitutional Act provide ? I presume il
London the delegates thought it would not be
Well to leave this matter to the Local Legis-
latures, and they thought that Parliament
should have the right at any rate to indicate
the generai lines which should be adopted in
redistributing, and I may mention here that
in England the British Parliament does not
do the work itself, and the hon. gentleman
opposite admitted that after Disraeli's exten-
Sion of the Franchise Act in 1868, the work
Of apportioning the constituencies was done by
a comnmisslion of judges.

lon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
I would like my hon. friend to give me some
authority for that.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think there is
aiy doubt of it.

lion. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I think there Is. I think it was done by Bill.

lon. Mr. POWER-They did In England in
both cases just what we say should be done

here. Parliament by a Bill laid down the
principle upon which the redistribution should
be conducted; but Parliament did not under-
take to go into the details of the Bill as we
have done here. They did not undertake to
strike out a parish here and add a parish
there for the purpose of making a seat safe.
The work -was left to an Imperial tribunal
both in 1,868 and 1869, and, In the case of
Gladstone, in 1885 I think it was, and' the
hon. gentleman, if lie wishes to have a model
to go by, had better get the instructions which
were given by the Government of England to
the commissioners who made the redistribu-
tion under Gladstone's Bill, and what is laid
down there is just what we claim. We claim
that Parliament should lay down the lines
upon which the redistribution should take
place, and leave the details of the work to be
done by an impartial tribunal. That Is what
they did In England, and that is what we
ought to do here. Now, let us look at the
British North America Act. Section 51 says:

" On the completion of the census in the
year 1871, and of each subsequent decennial
census, the representation of the four pro-

-inces shall be adjusîted by such auithority,
in such manner, and from such time as the
Parliament of Canada from time to time pro-
vides, subject and according to the following
rules :"

The thing was to be done, not by the
Local Logislattures, unless the Para-
ment of Canada gave them the power
to do it ; but it was to be done
by such other authority as Parliament
should prescribe. A conminission of judges
would be a very appropriate authority. It is
the body to which I understand the matter
was left by Disraeli's Government, and the
work was done by impartial commissioners
under Mr. Gladstone.

Hon. Mr. KATJLBACH-The section does
not say hy " such other authority," but
by "such authority, in such manner, and
from such time as the Parliament of Canada
from time to time provides," and may that
not mean by such authority as is inherent
In Parliament, or conferred upon Parliament
by the constitution ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The draughtsnan in
England knew his business, and if lie meant
that Parliament should do it lie would fnot have
said it was to be done by such authority as
the Parliament of Canada fron time to time
provides.
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Does it not say that Parliament shall do It in
such manner as it pleases ?

Hon. Mr. POWER--Yes; but it must be
done by " such authority, in such manner,
and from such time." It Is not " or from such
time." You have the description of the thing
here. It must be done by " such authority,
and in the manner, and from such time as
Parliament shall provide." Does the hon.
gentleman mean to say that the words " such
authority " have no meaning at aJl ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Yes, they have a meaning of their own. They
have the meaning that the English language
gives them, that Parliament might themselves
make this redistribution by such authority as
they think proper, but the language also gives
a similar meaning to the next clause, that
they may do it ln any manner-that is to say,
for Instance, by Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It tells that tribunal
the lines upon which it Is to be carried out.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It does not say so in the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It Is the natural mean-
ing of the Act, and we have decided
that the time shall be hnmediately af-
ter the census. • The hon. Minister under-
took to argue that no matter what mean-
ing we might attach to the fifty-first section,
If Pariament had not the Inhecrent power to
do this thing then It certainly had the power
under section 91. With all deference to the
learned Minister, and to the learned Minister
of Justice, I think I am doing no Injustice to
these hon. gentlemen in saying that they do
not themselves, in their own minds, attach
such weight to that argument as they wish
their hearers to do.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That is not a very proper stateinent.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I do not think it would
be oompliientary to the hon. gentleman's
ski as a lawyer if I interpreted it the other
way. Now, what do we find ? We find in
the Act a number of sections, first sections
under the heading of "Unions," then sections
under the headIng of "Executive Power," and
four under the headi.ng of " Legislative
Power." They point out the legislative power
under the constitution of Canada; and does
the hon. gentleman mean to say thaît any 1

general expression of the subsequent section
of the Act can override these sections which
deail with the constitution of Parlianent ?
Does the hon. gentleman mean to say, for
instance, that this Parliament could override
the very first sub-section of section 51 ? Could
it say that Quebec shall not have the full
number of sixty-five iembers ? If Parlia-
ment has this hiherent power to deal with the
matter, then it can deal with that question as
well as witli the other. The first paragraph
of section 51 settles how this thing is to be
done-that the representation is to be re-
adjusted by such authority, clearly an
authority separate from Parlianent itself, and
in such manner and at such time as Parlia
ment shall provide. Then it goes on to say
that Quebec ehalI have a fixed nunber, &c.
If this Parliaanent can override the first para-
grapI, then it can override the others. The
hon. gentleman said something about section
18. I do not think that the hon. gentleman
could have been serious when lhe used that
argument. Section 18 says:

" The privileges, imunities and powers to
be held, enjoyed and exercised by the Senate
and by the House of Commons, and by the
members thereof respectively, shaill be such
as are from time to time defined by Act of
the Parliament of Canada, but so that the
saine shalk never exceed those at the poing
of this Act held. enjoyed and exercised ny
the House of Parliament of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Ireland by the
members thereof, &c."

Does the hon. gentleman mean to say that
Parlianent could give itself any powers
greater than those that are given ln this Act ?
Certainly not. Section 19 is dealing, not with
the constitution of the legislative power of
Canada, but with the subjects which come
under the jurisdiotion of the Domii n ef
Canada. I do not think that either the ;El\ ter
of Justice or the hon. Premier would, before
any court of appeal, undertake seriously to
argue that section 19 overrides section 51,
and the question is, whether under section
51 we Fhould refer this question to the Su-
preme Court. I am myself rather disposed
to take the view of the hon. gentleman from
De Lanaudiere, that perhaps the better waY
would be to put a suspending clause in the
Bill to the effect that it should not go into
operation untilit is decided by the Supreme
Court, on an application by the Governor in
Council, that the Act was within the jurisdic-
tion of the Parament of Canada. Observa-
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tions were made by one or two orther hon.
gentlemen to which I might reply, but I think
probably if it is desirable there vill be an op-
portunity to do so when the House goes into
comnittee. I wish to say finally, with respect
to this measure, that although when It w-as
introduced into the House of Commons it was
an exoeedingly objectionable measure, that
owling to the changes which had been made
in it at the suggestion of the members of the
Opposition it is now not so very bad a Bill as
it might be. This Bill, if it becomes law in
Its present form, will never have the reputa-
tion in history it might have had.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
As Mowat's Bill, for instance !

Hou. Mr. POWER-It will not fill the saine
glowing page iu history as the Act in 1882
has. It is to be regretted that when the Bill
was at its second reading the Government had
not indicated in a more distinct way their wil-
llignes to accept reasonable amendments.
There was something sald about it, but it was
taken in a sort of Pickwicklan sense.

Hou. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
T'he Liberals could not belleve that we were
in earnlt

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the Government were
understood to be reasonable-to make as
many reasonable amendments as they should
niake-the discussion on the BMl would not
have lasted as long as it did, and we should
have been through with it some time before
noW.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I desire to record
my protest against the manner in which this
debate bas been canrried on by the hon. gentle-
man from Shell RIver. The hon. gentlemen
who supported the motion of the hon. gentle-
man from Shel RLiver have resorted to a
species of subterfuge and sophistry in avoid-
ing any expression of opinion as to the uncon-
stitutionality of the Bill or In pointing out the
grounds of the motion. Exception has been
taken to the constitutionality of the Bill in
the vaguest possible manner, but none of
these gentlemen would risk their reputation
as lawyers to say positively that the Bill is
unconstitutional. These hon. gentlemen would
seek to urge upon this House that the Govern-
ment Is blameable, by reason of not adopting
thxe suggestions which have been made by
the various other parliamentary bodies re-

ferred to, viz., the appointment of a commis-
sion for the purpose of defining the electoral
divisions within a particular country, a sub-
ject which is entirely foreign to the motion.
Now, my hon. friend who has introduced this
motion has referred to New Zealand, and also
to Australia. The difficulty appears to be
with hlm that because those countries have
seen fit to suggest that a conmission should
be appointed for this particular purpose, that
this Government is blameable in not appoint-
ing a similar commission. Now, if my hon.
friend had placed upon the motion paper a
resolution suggesting the advisability of ap-
pointing such a commission for tie purpose
of distributing those seats, I could very well
understand the force and nature of such a
onteantion; but inasiuch as the con.stittution-

ality of this Bill is under discussion, and not
the question of appointing a commission, I
therefore pronounce it repreliensible on the
'part of the supporters of the motion to thus
seek tO misleal this hon. House.
If the Liberal party are desirous of this being
done by commission why do they not assume
the responsibility of placing upon the Paper
a resolution affirming the desirability of ap-
pointing the commission and accepting the
onus thereof. In pursuing the course they
have, by shirking this responsibility and hold-
Ing Government as blameworthy, I say titt
exception should be taken to this method of
evading the subject at issue and endeavour-
Ing to mislead this hon. House by such
sophistry and subterfuge.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The ion. gentleman
must realize that this House has no power
to pass such a Bill as to provide for a coin-
mission such as the hon. gentleman speaks of.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It would be rather
surprising If a session passed since my hon.
friend's advent to this House without bis pro-
posing some change of the constitution. Since
I have been lu the Senate I have not seen a
session go by without my hon. friend's sug-
gesting some refornx i the constitution, or
heaxdng expressions of is desire to petition the
Imxsperial Parliament for the purpose of oirry-
ing out some such proposition. He would
be sufficlently equal to the task, judging from
past experience in suggesting some means of
amending our constitution by petitioning the
Imperial Parliament, and hal my friend been
sincere In lits desire that his motive of re-
distribution should be carried out he could
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have resorted to his usual mode of action, as
evinced by him last year and the year before,
wlen he wanted representation in the Im-
perlai Parliament, thus necessitating a. change
in the constitution. It certainly would have
been consistent with my hon. friend's record
if lie had resorted to such means. My hon.
friend lias pointed out that the reason tiese
particular words were placed in section 5-1,
namely, " by such autlority," was to safe-
guard the electors of this Dominion against
the partyism which would naturally be im-
ported into the redistribution of seats, and
my hon. friend based his entire argument
upon the intention of the Imperial Parlia-
ment so safe-guarding the public interests.
Now I desire to point out to this House that
such an intention was utterly groundless,
and was so considered by the mover of the
motion when moving saine, inasmuch as uy
hon. friend has expressed by his motion an
entirely different expression of opinion. 1
shail read the whole motion, so that the House
may be seized of its wliole purport :-

" That wlien tle Bill intituled : ' An Act
to readjust the representation in the House
of Commons.' is before this House, lie will
move that it be referred to the Supreme
Court for an expression of opinion as to its
constitutionality, upon the grounds that Par-
liament should arrange the mode upon whicl
the redistribution shall be made, while leav-
ing it to experts to carry out its wishes ae-
cording to clause 51 of the British North
Anerica Act."

It is conclusive fromn the pliraseology of this
motion that my hon. friend admits that Par-
liament is authorized to practically do wliat
It has already done ; but that experts should
be appolinted thereafter-for what pur-
pose - nanely, for merely registering
the decrees of this Parliaiment. Where-
in, I ask, would the wislom be of appointing
experts for the purpose simply of registering
the decrees of Parliaiment ? Those experts
are not to carry ont, according to my hon.
friend's motion, their wishes or their own
views ; but they are to carry out the views
of this Parliament and simply register those
decrees. My hon. friend by such admission
certainly could not have been appreliensive
of the public interest being in any way
jeopardized, otherwise lie would not have
confined the action of those experts to simply,
carrying out the views of this Parliament.
Permit me further to point out to this bon.
House that if this Parliamnent were to ap-

point a body to refer this particular subject
to, that the publie interest would no more
be insured in this way than by Parliament
passing the Redistribution Bill. My hon.
friend must easily observe that by his con-
tention there is nothing to prevent this Par-
liament appointing whatever authority it
miglut clioose for the purpose of the refer-
ence. If for instance this Parlainent should
deem it advisable to appoint te Executive
as the authority to redistribute, my lion.
friend would sca.rcely contend that the public
interests would be safeguarded any better
by the Executive performing these functions
than by both branches of Parliament ex-
ercising the riglut; and yet it would coume
within the contention of iy hon. friend, and
would satisfy the reasons whicli le lias taken
against the present action of the Government.
My lion. friend neoed not be appreliensive
that after the next general election the courts
will in 'any way attaek the constitutionality
of this BiU. If ny lion. friend can point
out 1t) me a.ny instance within his experience
or within the history of this Dominion welire-
in the constitutionality of an Act of Parlia-
ment was questioned by the courts, in whiicl
the po-wers of the Provincial or Iiperial
Goverinmients and the powers of the Federal
Goverment did not contliot, I shall cer-
tainly concede to hii the probability of the
constitutionality of this measure being
questioned by the courts ; but in this parti-
cular case there can be no antagonism be-
tween the Federail and Provincial or Imperial
interests, consequently the courts are not
going to consider wliether it is constitutional
or unconstitutional. I would further say, in
conclusion, that I cannot concelve of a more
hiumiliating position being adopted by any
meimber of this lion. House or by the Par-
liamnent of Canada than that 215 niembers
of the House of Conunons and 78 members
of the Senate are not able to pass an Act
without liaving to express doubt as to its
constitutionality. I cannot conoeive that
this Parliament will so stultify itself to such
an extent as to say to the world that both
branches of the Canadian Parliament are
unable to come to a conclusion as to whether
the powers which are vested in then by the
British North America Act can be consti-
tutionally exercised by themu or not. If my
lion. friend would think for one moment that
s0 humiliating a position could be adopted
by the Parliament of Canada lie certainly
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does not attach that dignity to this body
that I myself do. I would further say that
it appears most peculiar to me that a quarter
of a century has passed by, during which
time the greatest constitutional. minds that this
country lias had have sat in both branches
of this Parliament and have both discussed
and legislated in respect to this question, and
yet none until now have taken exception to
Parliament having the exclusive right to
legislate upon this subject. It appears to
me to be one of those cases in which the
deity who presides over the deliberations of
our constitutional law has hid those things
from the wise and prudent, and revealed
them unto babes.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The hon.
gentleman from Halifax finds a difficulty in
the words " such authority." If you will
take the British North America Act you will
ftnd the authority referred to there is the
authority of Parliament. The whole authority
referred to throughout the Act is the au-
thority of Parliament. After having said
that much, I may say that the hon. gentle-
man has made a thoroughly honest speech
this time. He must have been jerrymander-
ed by the Premier. He has told us that the
Liberal party, which Is famed for its purity,
would do the same thing if they were In
power to-day-they would pass an Act like
this and take care of themselves as far as
they could. He has told us that the Gov-
ernment of Ontario lias done the same thing,
and thiut it is a natural thing for people in
office to take care of themselves. He has made
an honest speech. and a speech not at all
opposed to fthe Bill. With regard to the
hon. gentleman from Shell River, who
brought forward the motion, I would have
thought when he read the Pre-Confederation
speeches he would have seen that 't was the
Intention of the able and learned men who
framed It to leave this whole matter in the
hands of Parliament, and that the intention
expressed in those speeches was carried
out in the British North America Act. That
is the common sense view of the matter.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will, lu replying,
confine myself to the criticisms of the leader
of the Government, as time is valuable at the
present moment The hon. leader of the Gov-
ernment in critlcising the arguments that I
brought forward, oenfined himself to the
Words of section 51 of the British North Am-

erica Act without reference to the intention
that was manifest in putting those sec-
tions into tha;t Act. The hon. leader of the
Government is dealing with the House ; if he
had been dealing with this question in the
Supreme Court I doubt if he would have
been as lax in his arguments as he has been
this evening. It is not only the wording of
the clause that we have to deal with, but it
is also the intention. My argument was
based entirely on the intention. I showed
clearly to this House what the intention was
when the resolutions were discussed, and

hat the constitutional Act which was passed,
giving us our constitution, was under the
British North America Act. The intention
was clearly different from the original inten-
tion of the resolutions of 1865. We have an-
other constitutional point dealing almost with
a luidlar question that is being argued before
the Privy Council in England, and that is the
National School Bill of the Province of Mani-
toba. There we have the constitutionality of
the position that has been taken by the Pro-
vince of Manitoba turning upon the wording
of a clause-the words "in practice "-hîow are
they to be construed ? If we were to take
the way the hon. Premier has dealt with this
question to-day, probably the position of the
Province of Manitoba would be sustained,
but we have to take the intention of .the put-
ting in of those words " in practice " into the
National School Bill. There was a treaty by
which certain rights were guaranteed to the
people of Manitoba when It was ceded to
Canada, and in dealing with that treaty the
fanitoba Act was passed. The Manitoba

Act is the outcome of that treaty, and there-
fore it is perfectly clear you have to consider
the intention with regard to that particular
Act qui-te as much as the wording of the
clause itself. Now, we are in a similar posi-
tion here. It Is not only the wording of the
clause-it is the intention of the parties who
gave us our constitution-what their intention
was in putting In that original clause and
changing it from the joint resolution that the
Quebec Conference passed. The hon. Pre-
mier has shlown us that the House of Lords
dealt In a certain way with Parliament when
Gladstone brought In his Franchise Bill. The
difference between the House of Lords and
the Canadian Senate Is this, that the Govern-
ment have the power to increase the louse of
Lords and put In votes into the flouse of
Lords if they attempt to obstruet legislation.
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Hon. Mr. MONTGOMERY-So they have humllia.ng about it at ail. In the Leisiature
here. of the State of New York, In 1879, a reapper-

Stioaiing Bill was passed. The Bill was sent
Hon. Mr. BOULTON--In the Canadian Sen- to the GeVernor, who alewed it to become

ate there is no such power. law without his signature. In a mesage to

Hon.Mr. COTTSIx ebes ca bet2he Legislature he sald in explanation:Hon. Mr. SCOTT.-SixL- memibers can be
added. "As I peruse its provisions, 1 find that aproper regard for my officiai duty forbids me

on.t approve it. For not less explicit than the
Hon.Mr. Ol UON-ccoiiug o th > nimand te apportion is that other provision

sition that a groat many of the hon. mem- tbat the apportieument shah be made as
bers take to-day, this would not be haif neur1Y as may be acording to the number of
enough t make Up leeway under the preset respective habitants of the different -enoglito akeup fflm uner he resnt - ites. Some slight inequlalities of poI)ila-
circumstances. That is the reason why 1 atrane
tacli a great deal more importance to the in- ment of the districts from contiguous tcrritory,
dependence of our position in this Senate, but a glanoe at the map wii show that the
and dealing less from a party standpoint, and rank injustice doue in almost every dstrict

from an independent stanpointthe Hudson River ad se other
wore ronian hdepedeutstan~poit luthe thain a desire for geographical fitsue&Q.

interests of the country. If we deal with To speoify the localitles that are wronged,
these questions from a purely party stand- oither in the location or in the population of
point as they come up. and yield to the dic- the Senate districts, would be to eau the roiof hailf the counit!in mthei State. Thiat those
tates of expediency, a great part of the l wrongs were, us nearly Very case. unneS-
fulness of the Senate to the Canadian people ary, 18 the common testimjny of ail who axe
is lost, and I say that this is one of those f.binilhar wi the subject. These discrepan-
occasions wlhern the independence of the c'os are net to be expLained. Thoy admi of
Senate should be exercised, when they no aPOlogY or excuse. While for the reons

should realize the object for which such am not willing t g the Bi, it is
sboud relizeUic bjec forwhic sieli rniitted t» poss into law by la,,pse of time,

powers as we possess were placed in their as a lesser evil than a continued negleet of the
hands. It is not altogether for the purpose entire constitutienal direction on fli subjeeL"
of deciding the constitutionality of the Bill- Now, there is fli poi1tion that the Goveruor
it is for the purpose of bringing prominently of one of the states of the Union took with

h iregard to a suilar question t the an w are
our Dominion Parliament, but in all our Pro-
vincial Legislatures, the power to gerrymander
las been exercised, and, as has been shown to-
day, lias been exercised very improperly by
some of the provinces. Although it is ac-
knowledged nthat theý Bill before us is fair,
and has been ainended in order to meet the
wishes of the Opposition. that is no reason
why we should not be alive to the fact that
it is a dangerous weapon to put in the hands
of any Government. the power that they have
of gerrymandering the constituencies so that
they can control the will of the people and
thereby take away from them a portion of
their liberties. I will read to you what took
place In the State Legislature of New York
with regard to just a similar Bill, because
some of the hon. gentlemen-the hon. gentle-
man from Calgary-aid It was ridiculous to
tbink that we had not the power, and we
were humiliating ourselves to appeal to the
Supreme Court, and put Parliament before
the highest court In the land In order that we
might get an official opinion as to what our
constitution may be. I say there is nothing

discussing. We have another state in the
Union, as I mentioned this morning, that ap-
pealed to the Supreme Court for the proteo-
tion of the people and the Supreme Court
held that the State Legislature was wrong in
its systeni of redistribution. If the .Con-
gre<s of the United States deal with these
questions In that way and do not think it
humiliating, where is it humiliating for the
Parliament of Canada to submit any points
that may be in doubt, not in the minds of one
inlividual but In the minds of the representa-
tives of the people as well as the hon. mem-
bers of the Senate ? That such an opinion
can be had, that such an opinion can in
justice be asked for, should bring no discredit
on the country ; lt can Infliot no wrong on the
people of Canada, but will set at rest what is
at the present moment a disputed point.
There is no doubt about It, If the Government
of Canada will continue the principle of re-
distributing the seats in this manner, with the
idea of strengthening any Government that
happens to be In power ait the moment, then
I say lhat it continues to take a downward
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step in public morality, and in building up a
nation we should take the highest stand in all
our legislation. We camiot take away the
power from the provinces. lut we aun set
them an example. The hon. leader of the
Government has said that it is ridiculous to
think that the provinces have powers wbich
the Dominion Parliament las not. Now, I
say that the provinces have power which we
have not. They have power to alter tlieir
constitutions, but the Dominion Parlianent
has no power to alter its constitution. It
must get the power fron the Imperial Parlia-
ment if it wishes to alter its constitution. I
have no doubt that whenever the Parliamnent
of Oanadla says we want to alter our consti-
tution, and goes to the Imperial Parliament
for power to do so, that so long as it does
not interfere with any of the treaty rights
betiween the provinces when Confeleration
was established, that power would be granted
to us at once. But the great difference bie-
tween the constitution of Canada and the con-
stItution of the Imperial Parliarnent is this-
the constitution of the Imperial Parliament is
aun un-ritten one, and draws its inspiration
from centuries back, and it is from that power
that we draw ours, but which has been def-
indtely given to us under the British North
America Act, and we have to keep within the
bounds of the constitution as handed down by
that Parlnient, but in doing so we have all
the strength and value of the British constitu-
tion at our back.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I would suggest to the
hon. gentleman to withdraw his motion until
after the second reading, and move lt as a
rider at the third reading.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It was my intention
to ask permission to withdraw my resolution,
go that I eau move it as an amendment at
the end of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I believe it requires the
Unanimous assent of the louse to withdraw
it. I object to the Bill being withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Objection was taken to
it as a po;int of order, and I rose in my place
and called attention to its being out of order,
and it was underetood that it should be al-
lowed to be amended.

Hon, Mr. ALMON-If that is withdrawn
now, all the speeches that have been keeping
Us here so long will have been for no purpose;
therefore, I persist in my objection.

The Senalte divided on the amendment, which
was rejected on the following vote:

CONTENTS :

Hon. Messrs.
Boulton, Pelletier,
McClelan, Power,
Mcines (V'ictoriat, Scott.--7.
O')onohoe,

NON-CONTENTS

lon. Messrs.
Abbott iNlacdol<l (Vietoria)

(SNir Johin Caldw-ell), ýlc1iai P . )
Allanl, Nlaclnxws
Almon, Nlacpherson,
BOl1(luc, (.4r1)avid Lewis),*
Casgrain, \lîller,
Clemow, NloiltgoxnerY,
I)eIllois, Ntoiitplaisit,
D>ever, Murphy,
D>obson, Ogilvic,
Girard, Poney,
Glasier, Prowse,
Guévrenont, Read (()uinfé),
Kaulbach, Sînith,
NcCallumlî, Snoball,
McDonald (C.B.), Sutherland,
McKindsey, 'Fessé,
McLaren,

The Bill was then read cde second lime.

H-ARBOlIR COM31ISSIONERS, TIIREE
MIVEaRS, BILL.

TilIRI) nA>N

The flouse resolved. itseif 1n, a CoumitMce
of the Whole on Bill (98) "lAn Act wiIh re-
spect 10 the Harbour Commissioners of Three
Rivers."

(In tihe Oommitee.)

On the first clause,-

Hon. Mr. POWER-It seems to me thal 6
per oent is a very higli rate of Interest for a
corporation M pay on these debentures?

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-If they cannot ge il
for lems, what are they going do?

Hon. Mr., POWER-If money cau lie bor-
rowed at thîrce and a-hat pe cent, I think
six per cent is a very liberal rate to allow.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I desire to propose an amendnient 10 this ftrst
clause, -witli refeirenoe 10 the rate of interest,
and lnstead of six Per cent t make 1tR f(ve
per cent, a.nd a slnking fund ot one per oent
0 pay off tSe capital

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The debetures
wilh e held by the Government, I suppose
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT- Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
No; the Government are not going to make Yes ; it Is permissive.
the advance.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Is there any tariff?
The amendment was concurred in.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
On the fourth clause,- No; there is no tariff ; but it is provided that
Hon. M14. POWER-Why should the coun- the Government may fix a fee not exceeding

try give these harbour conunissioners eighty- 10 cents.
two thousand dollars ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It does not give the $82,000 to Three Rivers.
The $82,000 was advanced to the harbour
commissioners of Three Rivers long ago, and
they are unable to pay the interest on it,
mach less the capital, for the expenditure of
that suin leaves the harbour entirely unfinish-
ed, and they are unable to make the work pro-
fitable. The concession that the Governmnent
iakes to them is on condition that they pay

off the interest overdue now, and if they can
effect a loan of this money they will be able to

The motion was agreed to, and the amend-
ments were concurred in.

The Senate adjourned at 10.05.

THE SENATE.

Ofttae, eVdnesday, July Gth, 1891.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 11 a.m.

put the narouur in a paying pOsiTiOn, 0 tlat Prayers and routine proceedings.
they will be able to pay the interest on both
the old loan and the new one. THE HARBOUR OF ST. JOHN.

The clause was agreed to. INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the committee, Hon. Mr. WARK incuired,
reported the Bill with an amendment. Hany application been made t the Gov-

ernment for an addition to the proposed loan
The anendment was concurred in, and the to the Harbour Commissioners for the harbour

Bill was then read the third time and passed. of St. John ? If so, did the application corne
from the City Council ? If not, from whom

THIRD READING. did the application come ?

Bill (67) "An Act respecting the Voters' Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-

Lists of 1891." (Sir John Caldwell Abbott.) In answer to the first branch of muy hon.
jfriend's question, I have to say that there has

GENERAL INSPECTION BILL. been an application to the Government for
AMENDMENTS 0F THE HOUSE 0F COMMONS an addition to the proposed loan to the extent

CONCURRED IN. of $250,000, making in all a loan of $1,000,000.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT The application was made by the representa-

moved concurrence in the anendnents made tives of the city and county of St. John.

by the House of Commons to Bill (N) " An Hon. Mr. KATJLBACH--Do you suppose the
Act further to amend the General Inspection secuilty Is a good one ?
Act." He said : The amendments to this
BUill ar motly puirely 'verbial except one Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
which inserts a clause fixing the maximum
Inspection fee, instead of the fee itself, as
was done i the Bill presented to the House.
Another important change was including the
article cheese in the inspection. It was
sta;ted here, and believed when the Bill
passed this House, that cheese was included
in the G4eneral Inspection Act; but it appears
that it is not specialy provided for.

Hon. fr. SCOTT-The inspection is per-
missive.

The Bill will be in this House either to-day or
to-morrow, and I will have an opportunity of
answering my hon. friend ait length, but 1
understand the secrity is considered a good
security.

DOMIUNION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
noved the third reading of Bill (89) " An Act

funIMhar to amend the Dominion Lands Aot"
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Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The part of
the Act to which I wish to call attention is
sub-section 5 of section 3, which deals with
pre-emption claims. It says that there are
two classes of claims that settlers an hold in
the North-West. The curious part of the
clause Is that if the settler declines to pay the
pre-emption money then it is forfeitel, and he
himself can come in and enter his pre-
emption daim as a homestead. The deimand
for payment in that case, of course, would be
iuonsistent, beocause he is able to take over
his own land free. First of all, the demand
for paynent is made, and if he neglects to
pay he then gets it free. But I arn instructed
by the chief clerk of the department that this
is done to allow the people to get the title
at once. The clause is a very clumsy one.
Of course the conditions attached to a home-
stead are rather severe ; there Is a great deai
to be done, a number of acres to be ploughed,
so some people might prefer to get the claim
at once and be in a position to sell out. It
miay be too late to alter the clause now, but
it would be almost preferable to say that a
settler holding a pre-emption claim under this
Act may signify his intention to enter the lot
under a homestead entry.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I put my hon. friend in communication with
the department with a view of having a ful
explana.tion and dicussion of this clause, and
f was infomied that my hon. friend was
satisfied with the explanation given. I did
not myself go into the details of the
question which my hon. friend put,
but I ean state with regard to the
forn of the clause that the depart-
nient have had a great deal of experience
With homeeteaders on almost every Imaginable
Point, and I can assure my hon. friend they dis-
Play a degree of acuteness in such matters
that is quite surprising. The departient
have taken the greatest possible pains to
frame this clause to meet every difficulty that
Inay occur. I think my hon. friend will find
the clause will work satisfactorily.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I think
With the instructions froin the department it
Will.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
My hon. friend from Halifax spoke of placing
the rules and regulations made under this
Act before the House, and, as I stated, 1
Would enquire what the rule is with regard
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to those regulations, and that those proviided
for by this Act, should be placed on the same
footing as other rules and regulations of the
saie character. I find that the Act itself
by the 91st clause makes the provision which
ny hon. friend suggested.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time ani passed.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.
The Order of the Day being called for the

second reading of Bill (7) " An Aot respecting
the Criminal Law,"

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
said: With respect to this Bill our friends in
the House of French extraction were entitled,
by the law and practice of the country, to
have Bills submitted to this House printed
both in French and English before being
proceeded with, and I have proposed to them
that during the discussion in the Committee
of the Whole, if we should meet with any
matter or clause that they desire to have
printed in French, that clause will be sus-
pended and* printed in French and laid on
the Table the following day, and, moreover,
that before the Bill passes, the French trans-
lation shall be distributed. My hon. friends
are satistied, as they usually are with any
reasonable proposition, and, I understand,
iake no further objection to the Bill belng
read for the second time.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was under the im-
pression the Bill was not to go on to-day,
and I have not got my papers here. I should
like to have It stand over until the next
sitting of the House.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
assented, on condition that no objection
would be made to going into committee im-
iediately.

The Order of the Day was discharged, and
the Bill was allowed to stand for second
reading at the afternoon sitting.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE
SENATE.

MOTION.

HIon. Mt. READ (Quinte) moved the adop-
tion of the second report of the Select Com-
mittee on the Contingent Accounts of the
Senate.



Redistribution [SENATE] Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that the seventhi
and eighth paragraphs of the report relating
to dispensing with the services of three pages
be amended by substituting two for three.
He explained that the commnittee had decided
to dispense with the services of three of the
oldest pages, but that they haI also decided
to appoint another. It would be simpler
and better to dispense with the services of
only two and make no appointment. There
was no object in dismissing three of the pages
with a view of having the place of one of
them filled by a stranger next session.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH suggested that tne
proper course would be, after a page becaune
too old to aet in that capacity to give him
the option of being appointed a messenger of
the Senate. The pages would be botter train-
ed in the business of the House and wouid
know the members, and they should be
given a preference over outsiders.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW said he disapproved
of increasing the salary of any one of the
nessengers singly. If it were advisable to

increase the salaries it should be done on a
fixed principle, and not discriminate in favour
of any one particular messenger. He moved
that clause 5 be expunged from the report.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH objected to the
manner lu which the stationery is now distri-
buted. He thought that the stationery could
he dispensed with altogether. The Senate
was now paying over $2,000 in salaries for
distributing of $5,000 worth of stationery here.
It was actually a waste of public money. AI-
though practically he used as much writing
paper as any other meiber of the Senate, he
would prefer to see the stationery dispensed
with altogether, and let each member get< a
certain allowance for stationery, and provide
whiat he actually required. He believed that
$10 would supply eaclh member of the
Senate with all the stationery that he re-
quired.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
thought that the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man about the stationery had a good deal of
force, and he sympathized with him, but that
could not be deaIt with in this report. He hoped
that the hon.; gentleman from Lunenburg
would be sa.tisfied with having entered his
protest against the present system, and with-
draw his objection, and let the report pass.

Hon. Mfr. CLEMOW said ho was satisfied
to withdraw his objection, but he thought It
only right to enter the protest The committee
should act on some fixed principle, and there
would be no difficulty of this description. He
thought it ridiculous, however, to pay $2,000
a year to manage a business with a capital of
$4,000 or $5,000. If any man ceonducted his
business in that way he would not remain
long at it.

The motion was agreed to, and the report
was concurred in.

THE REDISTRIBUTION BILL.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that Bil (76) " An Act to readjust the
representation in the House of Commons " be
taken into consideration In the Comnittee of
the Whole.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I referred to the mode
in which the redistribution was effected in
England, but I had no authorities by me at
the time, and I just wish now to refer to
them. I spoke of what had been done in
1867-68 at the time Mr. Disraeli's Bill went
into operation. With the permission of the
House I will read section 48 of chapter 102,
of the Act of 1867 :-

" The following persons, that Is to say, the
Right Honourable Russell Gurney, Sir John
Thomas Buller Duckworth, Baronet, Sir Fran-
cis Crossley, Baronet, and John Walter, Es-
quire, of whom not less than three shall be a
quorum, shall be appointed Boundary Com-
missioners for England and Wales, and they
shall, immediately after the passing of this Act,
proceed' by themselves or by assistant com-
missioners appointed by them, to inquire Into
the temporary boundaries of every borough
constituted by this Act, with power te sug-
gest such alterations therein as they may
deem expedient."
That was the course that was adopted in
1867 and 1868. The Bill of 1868 confirmed
the report of those commissioners. In 1885
fr. Gladstone's Govermuent appointed a

oommisikon, the naimes of the members of
which were, as the Premier said, submitted
to the leaders of the Opposition. The comn-
mnssioners were saitisfaotory to both parties
and their instructions were as follows :-

" They shall also inquire inito the boundarles
of every other borough in England and Wales,
except such boroughs ais are wholly dis-
frandhised by this Act, with a view to ascer-
tain whether the boundaries should be en-
Urged, so as to Include within the liinits of
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the borough ail premises which ought, due That Is the way the redistribution was done
regard being had to &ituation or other local ln Engiand. The hon. gentlemen may laugh,
circunstances, to be included therein for the but here we have the report of the commis-
purpose of conferring upon the ocup'ers
thereof the parliamentary franchise for such sioners in both cases.
borough.

" They shall also inquire into the divisions Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL AIBO'r-
of ounties as constituted by this Act, and as Nothung of the sort at al They did not
to the places appointed for holding courti ake the redistribution.
for the election of members for such divisions,
witli a view to ascertain whether, having re- Hon. Mr. POWER-Nothung of the sort
gard to the natural and legal divisions of each We have the statute ln both cases. The sta-
county, and the distribution of the population
therein, any and what alterations should b tute tells how the work is to be done. Tien
mlade in such divisions or places. we have the report of the commissioners tel-

" The said oommiesioners shall, with ail ing ow they did the work, and the hon.
practical dispatch, report to one of Her Ma- gentleman says "Notiing of the sort." WeJesty's Principal Secretaries of State upon the
several matters in this section referred to
them, and their report shall be laid before lish statutes mean somethhng. It bas not been
Parliaent. te habit of hon. gentlemen in this House to

" The commissioners and assistant commis-
Rioners so appointed shal give noti, b oyn
public adve l rtIserneait, of th Iir intention t 'visÎt tion in tiat way, and if this Governinent ln
Suc o-unties and boroughs, and shaT appoint redistributing in Canada had adopted any-
a tUn-e for reeiiog tihe sements of any thing like the course pursued ma England
Persons wtho may be destrous of givlng 1 tihere would neyer have been a whlsper of
formatis as tn the boundanies or other lobaoth

Noi oteoSrts of suc atouall. or bdoroughs,
anud tue said comnssmoneak or arissstant conti
Ilissioiers shall, by peraonal inspfltion, and Hon. Mr. KA LBACH--Parlament gives
8110h other mears as the oommiqonerc, ghal the advice and directs the manner i wheh
thl,:k neessarY, powess thlemlselvel Of Sucl this work is to be done. Parliament hn Eng-
Ififormation as wll enable thecom sinr land may not feel that they have the technlcal

wh) epake such report as hereon menoifontd 3t
and 31 Vie., cap. 102, p. 109S." knowledge te do that work, and therefor

The polnt to, which I wish to direct aittention
Darticularly is this : the greatest care was
shown in the instructions to the commisioners,
and it la apparent that the commiastoners took
the greatest pains to do the work in the fairest
&ud most satisfactory manner possible. These
commirssion&es report then as to the resuit of
their duties :

"Public notice by advertisement ln the lo-
cal newspapers has been given of each ln-qulry, and we inserted i the advertisement
a description of the contents of each proposed
division. A map showing the boundaries of
the divisions was at the same time deposited
With the clerk of the peaoe of the county for
Public inspection.

"The inquiries have been numerously at-
tended; many of the most influentiai persons
Ul the county have been present and taken
Part in the proceedings, and the different poli-
tical associations have almost always been re-
presented by their agents. It la satisfactory
to note that the discussions which took place
11 these occasions were distinguisied by a

very general absence of anything like a dis-
Play of party feeling.

" The result has been that we have obtained
[iuch valuable local information, which has
enabled us to improve some of our provisionaI
Schemes in important particulars."
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leaves it to persons who have that technical
knowledge. It is simply clerical work the
commissioners have to do, and wiatever they
do has to be reported to Parliament, and ap-
proved by Parliament Ail Parliament does
is to relieve itself of sone mechanical work
tbat it has no desire to do itself.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I wish to read the in-
structions given to the commissioners. These
Instructions are embodied in the report. That
report was adopted and crystalized in an Act
of the Imperial Parliament:

"In forming the divisions care must be
taken in ail those cases where there are popu-
lous localities of an urban character to include
tbem in one and the saie division, unless this
cannot be done without producing grave in-
convenience, and involving boundaries of a
very irregular and objectionable character.

I" Subject to this Important rule, each divi-
sion should be as compact as possible with re-
spect 'to geographical position, and should be
based upon well known existing areas, such
as petty sessional divisions, or other areas
consisting of an aggregate of parishes."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL A BBOTT-
I find in the statutes that the divisions are
fixed by the Legislature itself.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentleman
will excuse me, these commissioners reported
and the boundaries as reported by them were
inserted In the schedules of the Act. In 1885
the comminssioners reported in February, the
Act was passed in May or June, and their
report was embodied in the schedules of the
Act.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I thought my hon. friend vas speaking of the
Act of 1885.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--That is the basis of it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I peroeive the Bill was passed in June, 1885.
What was the date of the report ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-t-The report is in Feb-
ruary, 1885.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I shall take an opportinity of iooking at this
report hefore the Bill is finished. I nid. ln
the Act, that the distribution is made by
the Act itself, and that the divisions are
placed in the schedules. The schedules refer
to the boroughs and counties by name, and
the commission, I understand, settled the
houndaries of those divisions of boroughs and
counties. Everybody knows the difference be-
tween the boundaries of horoughs and coun-
ties in England, and of the boroughs and
counties here. Here there is no dIiculty at
all in adjusting the boundaries. In fact we
use and adopt the boundaries of municipal
divisions. There are parishes also in the
Province of Quebec, and townships else-
where, and, in every case, the boundaries of
parishes and townships are adopted as de-
fining the counties so that there is no
necessity at all to have any verification. My
hon. friend read, I think, the Act appointing
this conunission; and the instructions and
powers which were given to that commission
were to verify the boundaries of the boroughs
anid counties.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hou. Mr. SCOTT-No; you have it before
you.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That is thue precise language whidh the bon.
gentleman read. It was to verify the
boundaaies of the boroughs and oounties.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They were to define the
electoral distl&s.

Hon. SIr JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend did not rend that paragraph.
My hon. friend did not read anything from
the statute at all. He read something fromx
the report of the oommissioners whioh really
conveys no decisive meaning as to what their
pow-ers were ; but my hon. friend, as I under-
stood, read froin the book the power given to
these commissioners, and the power whioh lie
read was that they were to verify the
boundarles of the boroughs and counties, and
I have no doubt it was an admirable com-
mission and admirably worked out. But whait
I meant to say to my hon. friend on that sub-
ject was not in any way intended to be
offensive to him, but merely to express mxy
opinion that the duties of this commission
bear no analogy whatever to the duties which
this House is performing and which the British
House of Commons performed in declaring
what shall be the electoral divisions whicb
shall have representation in that House and
in this House respectively. I have not read
any of the books to which my hon. friend has
referred, but I will take an opportunity of
doing so before the Bill passes the final stage.
However, that is the Impression conveyed to
me by what I have heard from the other side.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I will now read fromi
Gladstone's speech.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I see nothing ln the statute of 1885 appointing
this comnmiçdun.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They were appointed by
the Government.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman bas
taken the position tbat the Houle fixed the
boundaries and the duty of this commission
was merely to Identify the boundaries fixed
by Parliament.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
DId my hon. friend read from the statute
anything appointing this oom.missiou ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-.I read from the Act of
1867 appotIting the mmm under Dikae.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Then my hon. friend has not read fromu any-
thing appointing this commision.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No ; but I find ln t.ae
English Han8ard that Mr. Gladstone is re-
ported as follows :

" Sir, there Is only one other important
point; but I need not enter Into details with
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regard to It. I mean the question of bound-
aries. There will be much work to be done
with regard to the noundaries under bis Bill.
The constitution of a large nunber of elec-
toral districts will leave a great deal to be
done ; but that to which the aittention of
the House will no doubt be principally dir-
ected will be the question of the boundaries
of the larger towns. These boundaries will
be carefully considered, and I ·think I bad
better not attempt any minute description
which, after ail, would fail of its purpose.
The best thing I can say is that a com-
mission has been appointed for the purpose.
The division of the boroughs, and the fixing
of the county districts, will be under a
commission, which has been appointed ; and
perhaps I might not do il-since, after ail,
confidence in the commission is a very im-
portant matter-if I ventured to read the
names of the commissioners to the House.
For England the names are: Sir John Lam-
bert, Mr. Pelham, barrister-at-law, Sir Francis
Sanford, Mr. Joseph John Henley, the son
of a former well known member of this
House, Colonel Owen Jones, and Major
Hector Tulloch. This boundlary commission
Is already ait work, and, being at work, it is
reckoned that its labours will occupy, per-
haps, about two months. There must be a
considerable recess, atter our autuin
labours, before the House re-assembles.
There are the Intermediate stages of the Bill
to be gone through ; and we have no doubt
that in committee on the Bill, or by a re-
commiital of the Bill for that purpose, there
will be no difficulty in inserting the results
of the labours of the commission, so that they
iuay be brought under the direct judgment
of the House."

That was done, and the result of the labours
of the oommission appear In the BiEL-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The labours of this
commission were direotory. They were
Ierely authorized to report and to make a
certain reciommendation to the House, and
that report was adopted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There are none so blind
as those who will not see.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The report is contained
in the vohume we have before us, and in it
the commLdoners give the division of all the
counties and boroughs and electoral districts
in England, and that report was adopted
Without any change whatever.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Wïthout any amend-
ment

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
There has not been a word read from any
book by hon. gentlemen opposite to show that
the Government entrusted to those commis-

icners the redistribution of the country, or
to show that they had a discretionary power
in dividing the country up Into electoral dis-
triots. They were to inquire tao and verlfy
the boundaries. It is very probable that the
Bill, as introduced, named the boroughs and
counities, or ordered that they were to be
divided, and in wbat manner and proportion,
to the commisioners, and then those commis-
sioners were to define the boundaries that
were assigned to them. That is, however,
only conjecture.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I must ask the hon.
gentleman not to attribute to me language
which I have not used. I have not read any-
thing to the effect that these comnissioners
were to verify the boundaries.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
As it appears fromn what my hon. friend has
jueit read, ParMament had by a Bill made a
redistribution of the whole country into
boroughs and counties and they appointed
these commfissoners to verify the boundaris.

Hon. Mr. LOUGIEED-Parliament defined
the temporary boundaries and then referred
them to this commission.

The motion was agreed to, and the House
resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole
on the Bill.

(In the Conmittee.)
On section " s,"-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before we leave the

clauses referring to Ontario I should like to
refer to a matter which has been spoken of
in this debate several times, that is the ger-
rymander of Huron. I find, on looking up the
history of that measure thaît the Bill passed
its second reading without any opposition. On
the third reading of the Bill a number of
amendments were introduced, but to argue
that there was a serlous fight on the Bill le
not true in any sense. There was no dis-
turbance of county lines.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
On that occasion I presume the Consorvatives
tu opposition did as they always do, they sub-
mitted the arguments which they thought
were tenable. They did not take up the
time day after day and week after week
reading books and retailing stale editorials.
I had a letter three or four months ago
while this Bill was under consideration and
before the census came up from one of the
most distingulshed men in Ontario.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Goldwin Smith ?
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-

No, not Goldwin Snith ; and in the com-
munication he gave me his opinion of dis-
tribution Bills. He said : " I presume the
object of most distribution Bills is the same,
that is, to benefit the party that brought
them in ;" and he said: "Sir John's distri-
bution Bills and Mr. Mowat's were on a par
in that respect, with this difference, that Sir
John's Bill failed in its object, while Mr.
Mowat's Bill was scientifically perfect, and
carried out the purpose for which he intro-
duced it." As to the division of the counties
my hon. triend is quite right, I think. in
saying that for the most part Mr Mowat did
not abandon boundaries of counties; but
Mr. Mowat cut townships in two.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no instance of
a township being cut in two.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I am informed that in Ontario townships
have been cut in two. That is the state-
ment which Ontario men repeat, and I have
never heard it oontradicted before.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--One of the main points
[n that was the introduction of a new prin-
ciple, that Is, the representation of the
ninority. The best answer to the objection
that was made to the introduction of that
principle was given the other day. There
was a square election in Toronto between a
Mowat candidate and an Opposition candi-
date, and on that occasion Sir Oliver Mowat's
candidate was elected by a sweeping majority.

The section was concurred in.
On section " b," Quebec,-

- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-With regard to the
county of Ottawa, I have had several letters
appealing to me that inasmuch as we arr
naming the western division of the county
of Ottawa after a very distinguished gentle-
man, Mr. Wright, who comes from a family
whose names have been prominent in the
county since it was first settled, and as there
is also a very distinguished family who had
their residence in the other end of the county
and who have continued their residence there,
and whose seigniory it was-I refer to the
Papineau family-t4here is a desire that the
eastern division should be called Papineau.
In calling the western division Wright, in
compliment of the famly of Wright, we
should call the other divsion Papineau in

compliment to the Papineau family. I merely
make the suggestion.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The suggestion was made to myself whlen
the Bill was before the other House, and I
subiitted It to my colleagues from Lower
Canada. I had the same feeling as my hon.
friend, that perhaps the name of Papineau
was more widely known, and consecrated to
some extent by history and was more pro-
minent than that of Labelle, while as to the
faults or failings of Papineau, lapse of tine
had covered them up. But the impression
I found to prevail amongst my colleagues in
Lower Canada was that tlhey preferred the
name of Labelle, as representing Father La-
belle, who was certainly distinguished more
than most Canadians in promoting the settle-
ment of the country. He was known as
"The Apostle of Colonization," and had de-
voted his energies and talents towards the
settlement of the back portions of this county,
repatriating his fellow-countrymen and ex-
tending settlement in Canada, and very
largely ln this county. For that reason my
colleagues ln Quebec prefer to retain the
name of Labelle.

The section was concurred in.
On section "k," Quebec,-
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-

I have a word to say about Montreal. I
have received since yesterday a carrected re-
port from the Census Conymissioner, Mr.
Johnson, in which he makes a small differ-
ence in the computation of the nationalities.
He makes the English proportion slightly
larger, and the French portion a little smaller,
but not so as to materially affect the
division made of Montreal. I wish also
to add a word or two that I intended to say
yesterday on that subject, namely, that, in
point of fact the counties whose representa-
tion has been dimished for the purpose of
making increased represenitation for Montreal

ere all Frencl counties. No English county
was affectied by any change for the purpose
of increasing the representation of Montreal,
so that the representation of the French
nationaEty Is not affected by the change.

The eoction was concurred in.
On section " a," Nova Scotia,-
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for the

pdrpose of finding any sedous fault with tis
enactmett, but rather' for the purpose of ex-
pressing my regret that another mode of tak-
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Ing away from Nova Scotia the meiaber which
was lost had not been adopted. Nova Soouta
received two addiiional members in 1871, I
thlink. One of these was given to the county
of Pictou and one to the county of Cape
Breton. At that time there was a discussion
in the other House, and a motion was made
by one of the members for Halifax, that one
of the additional menbers should be given
to the county of Halifax, which was entitled
to It That motion did not prevail, and an
additi.onal member was given to the county of
Cape Breton. The county of Cape Breton
has a population of 34,000, an that county has
two members, and the oounty of Shelburne
and Queen's, taken together, has not as large
a population as the county of Cape Breton.
They are two independent counties, and I
think it is to be regretted thaît these counties
should cease to have independent representa
tion in the House of Commons. I think if the
member given to the county of Cape Breton
some years ago had been taken away again,
that the ends of justice and the interests of
the province would have been served just as
well. The county of Queen's is one of the
oldest counties in Nova Scotia. I think if it
was not constituted a county in 1758 when
we first had a Legislative Assembly in Nova
Scotia it was shortly afterwards. The county
of Shelbourne was taken out of the western
part of Queen's some twenty years after.
The oounty of Queen's has been represented
by some very distånguished men, amongst
others, about one hundred years agio, by the
Attorney General of that day, Richard John
Uniacke, who was the first person of whom
we know anything who suggested the union
of the British North American provinces.
The county of Shelburne was at one time a
very populous county. A large number of U.
'E. Loyalists came over atter the American
war, many of them Intelligent men, and set-
tiled there ; and I think it is rather to be re-
gretted that the independent separate existence
of these oounties has come to an end. On
this point I wish to read a few observations
made by the late Pramier in oonnection with
the report and the Act of 1872. Sir John
Macodonald said :

" He believed that the House generally
agreed with him that the oounty organization
should be preserved as much as possible. Hie
had observed this principle, and no county in
Ontario had been split up. It was intended
that the Bill should not destroy any constitu-
ency now exIk#ing. If the matter were done

he could not say that Niagara. or Cornwall
would have a menber, but they were
established in 1791, and on a subsequent oc-
camon so averse were the Government of the
day (the Baldwkn-Lafontaine) to extinguish
then, that they attached to them the town-
ships immediately adjoining, ço as to justify
themn eontinuing to have a representative.
This prineiple is one that obtained in England,
and a oonstituency was seldom destroyed that
hu.d not by bribery or corruption, or some
other meoas, forfeited ail claim to considera-
tion. If this principle of not sweeping away
existing constituencies were acknowledged, the
measure would be fouad a good one."
Those views expressed by the late Premier
axe my views and I think those views, if en-
tertained by the present Government, would
have prevented them fron consolidating those
two counties of Queen's and Shelburne, and
the course which I think might have been
adopted would have been no injustice tu any
part of the province. Although the county of
Cape Breton has a population in excess of the
23,000, still there are four counties in Cape
Breton island. It has been generally felt
that the interest of the different counties
in the island are practically identical. The
cry in old Nova Scotia was "justice to Cape
Breton." If the hon. gentleman will take the
population of the four counties in the Island
of Cape Breton, and add them together. and
divide by the unit of 23,000 he wiil find that
the four counties are just entitled to four
members and no more, so that the island of
Cape Breton would have been fairly repre-
sented if the member which was to be taken
froin the Province of Nova Sootia lad been
taken from Cape Breton, and not from the
counties of Queen's and Shelburne. I an not
finding any partieular fault with the Govern -
ment ln the matter, because the course they
have taken is defensible on the ground of
population. Shelburne and Queen's have
nearly th sane population as the counties cf
Victoria and Richmond in the Island of Cape
Breton, but I think it is to be regretted that
these historical counties should cease to con-
tinue to have the representation which they
have had for over 1.00 years, and particularly
as the end sought might have been reached
by the way I have indicated.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-The hon.
gentleman from Halifax regrets that one of
the members has not been taken from the
island of Cape Breton. The hon. gentleman's
father, in the House of Commons ln 1872
moved a resolution to the same effect. This
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would be an Injustice to the island of Cape
Breton. If that was done the unit of repre-
sentation on the island of Cape Breton -.would
be something like 22,000, while the unit of
representation in Nova Scotia proper would
be less than that-that is not counting the
city of Halifax in the representation of N.wa
Scotia proper. Cape Breton island bas been
a province of itself-had a Legislature oif its
own, a government of its own long nefore
Queen's and Shelburne existed. The hon.
gentleman referred to a distingulshed repre-
sentative in the Local Legislature of Nova
Scotia, a Mr. Uniacke. If I am not mstaken
he had to leave Nova Scotia and corne to Cape
Breton island, and had to defend Cape Bre-
ton island in the Legislature there against
Nova Scotia proper.

Hon. Mr. POWER- --That was his son.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (C.B.)-The son, If
I am not mistaken, was worthy of his father.
I remember rightly, in the history of Nova
Scotia, where lie had to defend Cape Breton
from the attacks of some members of the
Nova Scotia Legislature, at that time. and
when a Nova Scotia member at one tine coi-
pared Cape Breton island to a pig's tail, Mr.
Uniacke replied that it was more like a gold
ring In a pig's snout. I thirk- it would be
highly unjust to the island of Cape Breton to
deprive It of one of its members, considering
the influence that exists in Nova Scotia pro-
per. It has a Legislature of its own, and a
government of its own. It has the oity of
Ialifax, and It is well known that the in-
fluence of Halifax has always been exercised
against Cape Breton island. Nova Scotia
proper bas its representatives in the House of
Commons and in the Dominion Cabinet, and
from the remarks of the hon. gentleman from
Halifax it would seern that lie would like to
reduce the influence of Cape Breton stili
lower.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I suppose the hon.
gentleman from Halifax would oppose the
Government no matter what legislation they
might offer. In any case he would consider
that they were open to criticisn. If ever a
Government was blind against the interest of
Confederation it was the Government of Nova
Scotia. I belleve that the Dominion Govern-
ment, in this case, might have so redistributed
the representation, that instead of losing the
member which they will lose by it, according
to the return of the last electon, they would

gain one. If Kiugs, Queen's and Shel-
burne lad been equally dirvded into two
constituencies by natural boundaries the Gov-
ernment would have secured a member instead
of probably losing one, and I have heard peo-
ple fron Nova Scotia say that they cannot
understand why the Government should be
so recreant to the iiterests of their party as
to do what upon the face of it will deprive
that province of one member to represent t,
as a supporter of the Governent. Really it
could not be done. It would not be just or
fair. It would be open te remark, and It
might be said that the readjustment was not
fairly made. My hon. friend could not on
any principle justify such a thing if lt had
been done. As regards historical associations,
that has nothing to do with It. The Govern-
ment are bound to adjust the representation
fairly. The counties of Queen's and Shel-
burne are as nearly identified in interest and
pursuits as any two counties can be. There
is no conflict in the industries of those two
countries, and although I think the Govr'rn-
ment has not fairly looked at the interests of
the representation fron those two count*es, in
joining them together, yet there is no eom-
plaint, but on the contrary the people say the
Government have acted so fairly as to preju-
dice their own party in the representationî of
the province.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The conduct of ny col-
league in finding fanit with what the Govern-
nient bas done, and suggesting what they
should do (which lie would not be more
pleased at than with what they have done),
rcminds m> of a story about a soldier who
was once sentenced to be flogged. When he
was tied to the triangle and lhe diruimmer
struck hin with the whip, he said, " Oh, don't
strike there." The whip was applied to an-
other part, and he said, " Don't strike there,"
The saine remark was made after every blow;
finally the drunmer threw down the whip
and said, " Damme if I know how to please
you ; you complain wherever I bit you."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I suppose It wouild be
alnost impossible that I should say anything
which would not provoke the hostility of the
hon. gentleman from Lunenburg. I did not
say a word about polities In the few remarks
I made about Nova Scotia. I expressed a re-
gret, rather from the historical and sentimen-
tal point of view. I do not think there is any
political interest involved in the matter. I do
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not think the political aspect of things will be
affected by the changes made in Nova Scotia
at all.

The clause was adopted.
On the 5th clause,-

lion. Mr. POWER-The Government have
had regard to the old practice In the case of
St. John city and county, although there does
not seem to be any substantial reason for the
praoctice. In the case of St. John city and
county, there were two members for the city
and county and one member for the city alone.
Now, the naitural thing to do in making a
change taking away one member would be to
say that the city and county of St. John
should return two members. That is not
done. I am not finding any fault with it. I
am only pointing out thait the Govermment
have had regard to the old practice. It does
not seem fair that a voter In the city should
have two votes while the voter in the county
sbould have only one, but the Government
have had regard to the practice In this case,
and I think they should in the other too.

The clause was adopted.
On the 6th clause, sub-section " b,"-

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to dis-
cuss the division of Prince Edward Island,
but looking at the map which is lying on the
Table, one can see that, as regards the mere
physical appeanmce of the constituencies, it
wouild be much improved If district 24, which
has been placed in the eastern division, had
been placed In the western. Any hon. gentle.
main looking at the map will see that district
24 belongs geographically to the eastern rather
than to the western district. It is alleged
thaît the Lhe has been run that way for the
purpose of tfalng In a strong Conservative diW
trict. The geography is rather against the
Bill In this particular case.

The clauFe was adopted.
On the clause relating to Manitob,-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON sald : I wish to make
a motion with regard to Marquette, and that
is that the name of the eastern division be
Portage la Prairie, and the' western division
Maodonald. The reason I propose this amend-
muent Is that I have roceived a memoriai frem
the town of Portage la Prairie asking that
these changes be made. Portage la Prairie
is the namne of one of the oldest historical
settlements in the North-West Territories. It:
is the name of the town, the name of thet

municipality, the name of the county and the
name of the land registration district, and the
people of Portage la Prairie are anxious to
preserve their name in the representation of
the country. The naime of Brandon was given
to a western constituency, and therefore I
would a€k that this House would let this
amendment pass and the naine of Macdonald
be glven to the western division. The western
division would be proud to have the name of
that distinguished statesinan.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is there not
a similar county naned Macdonald in
ManitabO ?

Hon. 'Mr. BOULTON-No.
Hon. Mr. SCOrT-There Is a ounty called

Macdonald.
Hon. Mr. BOULTO-MNfarquette has been

divided into two constituencies. The original
name of Marquette bas been retained in the
western, and Macdonald given to the eastern
division. What I want is to have the name
of Portage la Prairie given to the eastern
divtision and Macdonald to the western.

Hon. Mr. AILMON-Why not retain the
names Portage la Prairie and Marquette ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
This proposal was submitted while the terms
of the Bill were under discussion, and it was
taken ito oonsideration by the members for
Manditoba. The present arrangement was
sanitioned by every member from Manitoba,
excepting Mr. Watson, who was not present ait
the discussion, but the others unanimouily
agreed upon the naies to be placed in the
Bill, and were not disposed to acquiesce in the
proposal wbich my hon. friend now submits to
the House. Therefore I think the House
should not alter the names contrary to the
wishes of the Manitoba representatives.

The motion was declared lost and the clause
was adopted.

On the 8th clause,-
Hon. Mr. MoINNES (B.C.)-I do not rise

for the purpose of offering an amendment to
this clause-in fact, I am strongly in favour
of it, and have been ail along-but I think
that the Burrard electoral county is not
sufficiently defined by the Bill. I find by
reference to the Mineral Ordinance of 1869
that it Is in the 43rd section of that Ordin-
ance :

" Mineral lands for the purpose of this
Ordinance shall mean and include the waste
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lands of the Crown, of the Province of
British Coulmbia, including Queen Charlotte
Island and such other portions of said colony
as shall be brought within this Ordinanc3 by
proclamation by the Governor in that
behalf."
Now, I would draw attention of hon. gentle-
mon to the fact that one of the proposed
'divisions has to retain the name of New
Westminster, and further, that it is divided
into townships, and I think it would be very
much better if those township lines were
followed instead of referring to this Ordin-
ance of 1869. I think it will complic.ite
matters and probably lead to a, good deal of
trouble in issuing the proclamation and hold-
ing the election for the House of Commons.
I am very glad indeed that the district of
New, Westminster has been divided, and that
eaci district will return a single member
instead of two, as at the present time lu
Victoria, and some other five or six consti-
tuencies in the Dominion of Canada. I hold
that every constituency ought to return one
member, and one only, so I highly approve
of the adoption of the New Westminster dis-
trict. I merely throw out this suggestion
for the consideration of the Premier, and if
he Is not in a hurry to pass this Bill he should
oonsult the local maps and adopt it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
This subject also was very carefully consider-
ed by the members from Bnitish Columbia,
and It was thought best to adopt the des-
cription of the section which was contained
In the public document issued under the laws
of British Columbia, and wIth which, pre-
sumably, everybody In British Columbia Is
anmlar. It is not the Act which my lion.

filiend refers to that describes the division :
it is a certain notice issued by the local office
In 1869. That is the notice that defines the
boundaries of this district, as far as it goes,
and that definition Is completed by the lati-
tude and longtitude. I do not think any-
thing could be clearer. It is evident 'that
the people of British Columbia prefer that
description to making up a description com-
posed of thirteen counties.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Why was not that
description Inserted in the Bill ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It is not at all uncommon to refer to the
local law to define the particular district
or territory, and constituting that an electoral

district division, because that is the law
which people are presumably acquainted
with. That was the opinion of the whole of
the members from British Columbia, without
exception, in the other House, and this
description was not only submitted to them
but prepared by thein Lu the first instance,
and submitted to them after it was corrected
and passed unanimously.

Hon. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)-I had consider-
able conversation with a representative of
that section in the other House before the
division was made, and since inat i. nave
tried to get a copy of that notice but failed
and the only thing I find that refers to it is
the ordinance of 1869. However, I am not
raising any serious objection to it, and I
merely throw out a suggestion to the Premier.

The clause was adopted.
On the preamble,-
Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I want to call the

attention of the House to the fact that we
have not fairly dealt with Portage la Prairie.
It is an Important town. I am not at all
Interested in Portage la Prairie, but I re-
cognize its importance, and when we were
giving one of the Manitoba districts the
name of Brandon I think it would have
been but fair to -have another named
Portage la Prairie. Mr. Watson was
not In the House of Commons at the
time this matter was discussed, and perhaps
the other members from Manitoba did not pay
much attention to that clause. It would be
only fair, at any rate, to adopt the suggestion
of the hon. member from Shell River. I an
strongly in favour of calling one division Mac-
donald, but I am equally strongly in favour
of calling the other Portage la Prairie. i
think it would be In the interests of the Gov-
ernment to do that, because Portage la
Prairie In an Important place. If we accede
to that request it will please all the people ;
If you do not, all parties there will resent it
strongly. If you adopt the suggestion you will
be doing what is fair and right.

bon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL A.BBOTI'-
My hon. friend will see that while he evident-
ly considers It should be changed, the whole
representation of Manitoba considers that it
should not be changed. The proposition was
sent to me sorme f our or five weeks ago or
more, and I sent the representations made te
the gentlemen of the other louse. The ques-
tion was taken up by the members of Mani-
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toba, and they decided unanlnmously that
these namies which are now to be found in
the Bill should be adopted. If I were to con-
sent to the change I should be going in the
teeth of my friends In Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. BOUjLTON--Are we in the Senate
here merely for the purpose of recording what
the representatives of Manitoba or any dis-
trict tell us to do ? I say that is not our po-
sition. We are independent, and we have a
perfect right to bring In amendments of this
kind.

Hon. Sir JOH{N CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Nobody objects to that.

Hon. Mr. BOITLTON-We have a small re-
presentation in Manitoba, though It Is a very
large province. The county of Marquette,
which is now divided, is 250 miles long by
100 miles broad, and It Is really very difficult
to get at public opinion In the matter. I live
In Marquette, and am the only representative
In Parliament that comes from that county.
I think the request I have made should be
acceded to.

The preamble was adopted.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third tine.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the Bill do now pass. 1e sdid:
I promised my hon. friend tWat i would look
Into the proposition he made this morning re-
specting the mode of redistribution in Eng-
land. I have hid time for a few moments to
glance at it, aud I see the statement whicl I
nade this morning, as a conjecture, as to the
mode by which this commission acted is per.
perfectly accurate and In accordance with the
faets. This Bill which my hon. friend and I
were discussing-the At of 1885-was intro-
duced on the lst December, 1884. It was
submitted to a Comnittee of the Whole on
the 19th February, 1885. The Bill as Intro-
duced contains the mode in which the coun-
try was to be divided up-that is to say, such
a county to be divided into two constituencies,
such a borough int two or three constituen-
ces, and so on. The commission that my hon.
friend referred to was appointed for the pur-
pose of making the requisite divisions of each
borough and county, because tie divisions of
property In England are often so conplicated
that it Is Impossible for the House to describe

themin l the B 1l itself ; but It Is necessary to
have that done with a fuli knowledge of the
minute details of the geographical position of
each division. And the consequence was that
there was a coimnission appointed by the sec-
retary on his own authority-I do not dispute
that-for the purpose of delmiiting and veri-
fying the boundaries of the divisions of each
county; the Act having first stated the num-
ber of divisions into which each county was
to be divided. That is what took place. The
commissioners took' the matter up, and they
state on every page of the report where they
deal with a borough or county, the number
of divisions into which the Bill decides that
the borough or the county was to be divided ;
and then proceed to define the boundaries of
those divisions as they consider most advis-
able.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They make the limit.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
They make the deliitation, Parliament hav-
ing first decided how many constituencies each
borough or county should be divided Into.
The oomaisioners had the duty of dividing
those boroughs as required by the Bill; so in
faot the proportion of representation is settled
by the Bill, the commise oners only delimiting
the boundaries. If hon. gentlemen thlnk it
worth while to look at the plans contained lu
the report of the commissioners, they wIll see
why it was necssary to have a delimitation
by persons on the spot after hearing every-
body interested. The boundary lines of these
places are so varied, so indistinct and irregular,
that no Parliament could by any possibility
describe the constituencies as we would do
in this oountry, where we have infinitely
greater facilities for doing so.

The Bill then passed.

THE SEIZURES IN BEHRING SEA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Before the House rises I
should like to ask the Premier whether he has
aay inforiation or report relative to the al-
leged seizures of the fleet in Behring Sea.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I have reports as to the seizures, of course
necessarily very cursory, but it would appear,
as I Judge from these reports, that there has
been no se.zure of those vessels, except of the
"Coquftlam," a sort of steam barge.

Ion. Mr. SCOTT-A supply bot ?
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Yes; which took supplies to the sealers, and
took from the sealers the cargoes of skins
that they had taken. It does not appear that
this vessel ever entered Behring Sea, or that
the seals which were transferred to this vessel
were taken in Behring Sea. The place where
the vessel was seized was outside of the three-
mile limit, and opposite the harbour called
Eskes, or some name like that, two or three
hundred miles south of the boundary of
Behring Sea-that is to say, of the string of
Islands which form the southern boundaries of
Behring Sea. It appears, therefore, that she
was seized in the open sea by the United
States cutter outside of the jurisdiction of the
United States or of any other country. The
pretenoe which is alleged as the ground of the
seizure, is p1incipally tha.t she transferred her
cargoes wtibin the twelvemile limit or four-
league limit as it is called lndifferenitly. TLat
limit is one of which neither I nor any one
here hae any knowledge. We know of no
internatdionl law whilch justifies the exercise
of jurisdiction by any country outside of the
limits of a league from its shore, and the
four-league linit is one which I think can not
be properly recognized as one within whioh
any power has jurisdiction. However, that is
the principal pretension on whioh the seizure
Is made. Of course it wil be asserted also
that the vessel has been an accessory to the
violaidon of the modu. rirendi; but my infor-
mation goes ln the direction of indicating there
was no violation of the modus rirendi i
respect to her cargo. The whole correspond-
ence was sent to Lord Salisbury by cable
immediately on receipt of it, and the British
Government are fuily aware each day of al
the information we get. It is probable that
steps wMl be taken to have the vessel liberated
on bonds, but that has not yet been decided.

'Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Then the statement of
the seizure of a fleet of sixteen vessels is not
true ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The Information we have is the seizure of one,
the "O oquitlam."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One telegram says that
the other vessels were ordered out of the
harbour.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Without
supplies ?

Hon. Mr. POWER--Canada has no rights
which the United States are bound to respect.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I was thinking whether it might not be botter
to send round a few ironclads to vindicate our
rilgÙts ; but on consideration, I reflected thaît
even If we were Independent we have not any
ironcla to send. However, as I sta.ted on
another occasion, we have a power behind our
backs which will protect us from any Injustice
in the future, as she has done in the past.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Could we not send
Goldwin Smith and Erastus Wiman out as
conimissioners ?

The Senate adjourned at 1 o'clock.

Second Sitting.

The Speaker took the Chair at 3 o'clock.
Routine proceedings.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (7) "The
Criminal Law, 1892."

Hon. MIr. SCOTT-I regret very much that
the Government in its wisdom has thought
proper to press this Bill -to a second reading
during this session. The Bill is one of very
great Importance--second certainly to no Bil
that has ever come before this Chamber. It
Is a Bill that alters very materially the
Criminal Law of Canada, the law under
which we bave been brought up, the law in
which our ju'dgs have been educated, and
which is understood by the stipendilary magis-
trates and the officials who are entrusted with
the administration of justice. The law is under-
stood by the justices of peace all over this
country. They are now asked to take up a
code that does not exist anywhere else out-
side of Canada, if this law is passed. There
are, of course, other countries In which codes
do prevail-in France and in many other
countries of Europe. In England in 1879
It was proposed to have a code ln lieu of
what Is known as the lex non scripta, the
common law of England, matured by ages
of experience, and In many Instances crys-
taiized into Acts of Parliament; but a large
portion of It is what is called the unwritten
law. In 1879 a long report was made. It
is on that report that this BIl is practically
based, so far as It contains laws that were
not previously on our Statute-books. Tbat
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report did not receive favour at the hands of
the British jurists, and in 1880 it was pro-
posed to introduce it into the Imperial Par-
liament, and a code was brought in there
very similar to what we have before us nov.
That code was referred to a committee of
learned gentlemen on the 15th day of March,
1883. I have before me the standing coin-
mittee on law and courts of justice of legal'
procedure. It embraces very many dis-
tinguished names. They number some-
where about sixty. They sat and dis-
cussed this code day by day, and if
hon. gentlemen will take the trouble
to examine the proceedings of that
committee they will find that there was a
great divergence of opinion on the varioús
questions that came before them. So great
was the absence of harmony with referenoe
to so important a matter as this, that al-
though the committee sat froni March until
some time in the month of June-I think the
last sittlng was on the 21st of June-it made
no f urter progress. I was corrected the other
day somoWhat in stating that the code was
pigeon-holed and remained where it was
placed in 1883 up to this day. I find on a
careful examination of the British statutes
that there is no important Act since that date
in any way affecting the criminal law, intro-
duced into the British Parliament. Some
minor Aotw, which we have practica,1y copied
into the statutes of this country, have been
introduced. In 1885 there was a criminal law
for the protection of women and girls enacted.
In 1887 there was a Criminal Law Procedure
Act for Ireland, and ln 1891 another very
short Bill, so that really Parlianient now for
the flrst time in our history 18 going to depart
in so important a subject matter as the crim-
tnal law of the old country frm the usages
of England and Great Britain and Ireland-
usages which have grown up from time im-
memorial. We have a great many writers
on criminal law who have compiled and crys-
talized from tine to time decisions of learned
judges, and it Is upon those decisions that the
law largely depends. When tis code is
passed a large portion of the learning and ex-
perience of ages will be laid aside. Instead
of looking to the text books for definitions of
important crimes-homicide and murder-to
the writings of learned judges who have laid
down certain well delined principles gathered
after much labo ir from the decisions of cen-
turies, we s3ah1 have to take up Our code and

ascertain what is the nterpretation of lte lan-
guage used ln the statutes we are now about
to consider. I say It Is exceedingly unfortun-
ate for the reason that there has never heen
any con iplaint known, nor have we had a
single opinion expressed by any learned Iudge
that the law of Canada, copied as it is froin
the law of England, is in any sense defective.
We have kept up well with the times. We
have been abreast with the most intellectual
nations in regard to criminal law. At all
events, whatever law England lias adopted
with reference to crimes and offences appli-
cable to Canada had been adopted into our
statutes. That law is well understood. It is
a simple volume well classified, and magis-
trates of the country know well where Io
turn for the description of any particular of-
fence. They wil now have to unlearn that
and take as their rade nierum the cade we are
about to pass on the present occasion. I say
it is a great misfortune, became I think It is
a great mistake, unless there is a defeet in
the system, to endeavour to change it.
If thera is any defect in the mode of express-
ing offences under the tattute, it can be
pointed out and we eau amend it, but nobody
can say that our law is in any sense defecfive.
What is the object of ohanging it ? It may
possibly be that since I commenced to study
law and have liabituaited my mind to particu-
lar forms and references, that I am averse to
any innovation of this kind. I confess that It
is a strong motive, and it is a motive that
other gentlemen will feel themselves influenced
by, and that the judges of the land will feel
themselves influenoed by ln madng thils
change. When the codification of the law of
criminal procdure was introduced there, we
were no doubt moving in the right direction,
following a change made in England, and the
procedure was all simplified, but the course
pursued on that occasion is not applicable to
the present case, inasmuch as our criminal
code, I maintain, is as simple as it is possible
for language to make it. You are now defin-
ing offences and crimes that before depended
for their Interpretation on the writings of
learned junsts and te decisions of the courts
given froin finie to finie during the last five
or six hundred years. I was reproaiched by
the bon. gentleman froma Richmimd bause 1
did not give my attention to this special coi-
mttee thaît sat considering ths measure.
Well, I did not feel that I could give any
very valuable aistance on that comnittee,
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for the reaison that I was averse to the intro-
duction of the code. I did not think it was
deirable to introduce it into Canada, because
I look upon our criminal system as being
about as perfect as we ca make it. 1
thought, moreover, if it was to be introduced,
there was but one w-ay to do it, that is to
codify it as it stood and then inert the
céhnges in italies to show what they were.
But I defy anybody to take up this Bill as it
ls before us and tell me whait the original law
was, and what the proposed changes are. It
is quite true there are references at the end
of each section, but on examination of those
references I find they are misleading and
if I were to undertake to analyse this Bill I
could not safely do it under two months. I
think if I worked steadily ait it day by day,
with an assistant at my elbow to read and
compare the statutes from which this is taken,
with reference to the changes in the code
which are presumed to be based on the de-
cisions of the courts, I could not do it in that
tiue. Certainly leading jurists, men who
compile the criminal law aud who wr:te
books, cannot do so in a hasty manner, and
for us to take up thLs Bill at this Table and
go through it clause by clause in the time at
our disposal this session would be, to say the
least of it, a parliamentary farce. No other
language can attach to it, for the reason that
no man here can tell what the original law
was, or in what direction the law has been
ohanged, from reading the clauses of this Bill.
NO man is sufficiently versed in the criminal
law to base, in a moment, an opinion as to
whether the law is changed, and if so how it
Is changed. But there is a great objection to
the method in which this code has been pre-
pared, and it is that in giving references they
are to a certain degree misleading. Wheze
reference is given to a Canadian statute one is
perfectly justified in assuming that no change
la contemplated in the law. - Now, there are
material changes made in the clauses that are
supposed to be extracted froi the crminai
law of Canada. I cannot better explain
myself than by refering te certain clauses of
the Bill. I will take section 102, whioh reads
as follows -

"Every one Is guilty of an Indictable offence
and liable to five years' Imprisonment who has
in his custody or possession or carries any
offensive weapons for any purposes dangerous
to the public peace."

The Revised Statute of Canada, chap. 149,

sec. 4, of wbidh that Is supposéd to be a
oepy, reads as follows :

" Any justice of the peace, constable, peace
officer or other person acting under the war-
rant of any justice of the peace, or any person
acting with or in aid of any justice of the
peace, or of any constable or peace officer,
baving such warrant as aforeraid, may arrest
and detain any person found carry ing any such
arms, in such manner and at such time as, in
the judgment of such justice of the peace,
affoirds just grounds of suspicion that the
same are for purposes dangerous to the public
pece ; and the justice of the peace who
arrests any such person, or before whom any
person arrested upon such warrant is brought
may commit such person for trial for a mis-
demenour, and such person shal be liable to
be tried for a misdemeanour for carrying such
aris and, on conviction, shall be punished
by fine or imaprisonment, or both, in the dis-
cretion of the court ; but any such pers-on
may, before conviction, give good and sufficient
boul for his appearance at the next court of
oempetent jurisdiction, to answer to any in-

dlctment which is preferred against him.
It will be observed that in the clause which
professes to be a copy from this Act it is a
specific punishment of five years' imprison-
ment and no fine mentioned. They are both
in the discretion of the court. I do not
think it is quite fair that Parliament should
be told that we are safe in reading section
102 as being correctly taken from the statute.
I do not think it is fair to treat the House in
that way. I am quite sure that when the
House of Commons passed this Bill it was
thought wherever there was a reference made
to the revised statutes of Canada and the
criminal law that it 'was correctly quoted.
Now 135a Is not a correct reference, and I
do not know where it is taken fron. I have
looked at the reference, but it has no bearing
on the section. Section 136 is taken from
the code. We have a similar clause pro-
viding for unprovided cases-that is, where
there is an offence committed against the
Act for which there is no special penalty
provided. Thait is found ln section 951, and
that confficts entirely with the other. It
reads :

" Every person convicted of any indictable
offence, for which no punishment is specially
provided, shall be liable to imprisonment for
seven years."

l the reference the term of Imprisonment Is
five years. It is not the proper thing in
an important code like this that there should
be that discrepancy. One Is copied from the
code and the other from the Canad!an statute.
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Now, take section 142, and it reads in this
Way :

" Every one is guilty of an offence, and
liable on indictment to two yeaxs' imprison-
ment, and on summary conviction before two
justices of the peace to six months' imprison-
ment with hard labour, and to a fine of four
hundred dollars, who resists or wilfully
obstruts-

" (a) Any public or peace officer in the
execution of his duty, or any person acting
in aid of any such officer.

" (b) Any person in the lawful execution of
any process against any lands or goods, or in
naking any lawful distress of seizure. R.S.C.,
c. 162, s. 34, enlarged."

cHon. MLr. MILLER - Is my hon. friend
quoting from the Bill as reprinted from the
louse of Commons ?

,Hon. Mr. SOOTT - This is the original
draft as amended lu the House of Uomimons.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-,We have in our nanas
the Bill as amended.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I asked particularly to
have a copy of the original draft that passed
the committee of the House of Commons anu
Passed the House of Commons with the
amaendments noted in it. This House con-
sidered in its wisdom lithat it was not proper
to ask for it. I saw lit myself, as any member
can see, in the office of the clerk in the other
flouse ; but I was told, however, " We wll
give you a copy of lit," and this copy was
carefully made by the Department of Justice,
ln lieu of the original, and it professes to be
an exact transcript. They made a number
Of copies, one for the Premier and some for
Other gentlemen.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-All I wanted to know
is from what Bill the hon. gentleman was
quoting ? I was under the impression that
he was quoting from the Bill as it came to
Us from the House of Commons ; but I find
that he is not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am taking this as the
Corrected copy as it passed the House of
Commons.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The form there with-
Out the corrections is the form ln which the

ill was submitted to the House of Commons,
and in which it came from that House to tae
Joint Select Committee of both Houses. I
do not know whether my hon. friend has the

amendinenits made to the Bill in committee
or not ; but I was under the Impression that
he was quoting from the Bill as we have it
now before us, after having been read the
third time as amended in the Commons.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-What I am advised is
this : the officers of the House of Commons
would not undertake to prepare the Bill for
this Chamber. It was undertaken in the
Justice Department. They made thirteen

copiae from the draft that passed through
the Special Joint Committtee of the Senate
and House of Commons. That draft was
written by the Clerk of the House, and lie
allowed copies to be made by the Depart-
ment of Justice, and this is one of the original
copies of the draft that passed both Houses.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I will further explain,
if my hon. friend will allow me. The Bill
that he holds in his hands-I do not know
what amendments or corrections are in it-is
the Bill as submitted to the House of
Commons and distributed amongst the
members in both Houses. Of course,
it comes to us very often a very dif-
ferent Bill after passing the third reading in
the House of Commons from the Bill it was
when first introduced, and we never think of
taking up a Bill as lit was introduced in the
House of Gommons to discuss it. We take a
Bill as it is sent to us from the Commons.
The Bill now under consideration of the
Flouse is a copy of the Bill certified under the
hand of the Clerk of the House of Commons,
the highest certificate wve could possibly have
of its correctness and authenticity.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You had better ask the
clerk of the House of Commons if lie is re-
sponsible for it ?

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Why not take the Bill as
lit is before the House and discuss it

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-One cannot do so. I
moved for the original draft. I was told I
could get a copy of the original draft with all
the amendments on it, but it had to be made
by the Department of Justice, and they made
half a dozen copies, and this professes to be
one copy of the draft that was made for the
printer.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is not what we have
then ?
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Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Am I to understand
that the hon. gentleman means that this copy
which I hold in my hand here Is not a true
copy of the Bill as it passed the House of
Commons ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This Is the copy that was
drafted by the Department of Justice and pro-
fesses to be correct. I have no doubt it Is as
correct as It can be made In the short time
they were at it. I do not mean to say that
anybody is guilty of any impropriety In con-
nection with it at alL The amendments of
the House of Commons are on one side.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED - Will my hon.
friend read the amendment that I see on the
page he is quoting from ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If hon. gentlemen will
read the whole of section 142 and the amend-
ments to it, it will be seen that the clause as

printed in the Bill is not the same as the
clause from which it is taken, Then clause
277 reads -

" Every one is guilty of an indictable of-
fence and liable to seven years' imprison-
ments who procures a feigned or preteided
marriage between himself and any woman,
and every one who knowingly aids and as-
sists lu procuring such feigned or pretended
marriage."
That Is the clause as amended. That pro-
fesses to be taken from the Revised Statutes
of Canada, cap. 161, section 2. In the origin-
al the punishment is two years' imprisonment.
In the amended Bill the punishment is seven
years' Imprisonment, but it goes on :-

" No person shall be convicted of any of-
fence under this section upon the evidence of
one witness, unless such witness is corrobor-
ated in some material particular by evidence
implicating the accused ;

" In every case arîsng under this section,
the defendant shall be a competent witness
In his own behalf, upon any charge or com-
plaint against him;

" No prosecution under this section shall be
commenced after the expiration of one year
from the time when the offence was com-
mitted."

What I say is, where there Is a marked varia,
tion of that kind*our attention ought to be
called to it We ought not to be asked to
go through this Bill under the assumption
that It is a perfectly correct copy. In
section 285 there Is a new Interpre-
tation of the words " defamatory libel."
It proposes to quote froin the Revlsed Statutes
and I rely on the conrectness of this copy

as the same authority as hon. gentlemen
rely on for their copies. It is not the official
copy of the House of Commons, but a copy
taken from the original through the Depart-.
ment of Justice, and therefore I say we are
not getting this through officiai channels or
Nvith that great care which should character-
ize an important Bill of this kind. The re-
sponsibility does not rest with mc. I appeal
to the Government on fair grounds that in my
judgmîent, i the condition in which this draft
Bill left those two committees, it ought to be
submitted to three experts, and that they
ought to go through it carefully and renmove
any inaccuracies an inonsstencies that are
in it. I do not care how much care and vigi-
lance were exercised in the committee and
House of Commons, or how much labour they
bestowed on it, in the hurry-scury in which it
went through the louse it must contain inac-
curacies.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-There was no hurry-
scurry In passing it through the joint commit-
tee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It Is one of those things
which cannot be dealt with at the Table of
Parliament. It must be deait with by a few
people who can refer to the original sections
and compare them, and see whether they are
correctly quoted or not.

Hon. Mr. MAODONALD (B.C.)--Cant the
Act be amended hereafter ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No doubt lit can, but
what pride or gmutificmon would it be for
any body to have to corne to Parlament next
session wlih a Bill to amend it. It is not
going into operation for a year from next
July, and my opinion is that after the Bill
has been read the second time it should not
go through committee. We could then pass
an Act thirough Parlament to provide that
this Bill shall be taken up next session at the
exact stage in which we leave it this session,
and then it can be brought into operation in
July next, as now intended. Any changes
that are made should be printed in italies i
the Bill and then we should be able to conpare
it with the original and pass it through in a
perfect manner. The persons who did the
clerical work on this Bill are, of course, liable
to make nistakes. We are laytng down ln
tis Bill great priciples that had to be coin-
piled fron a great variety of books, and It 1s
nlot the iuty of the Commnitee of the Whole
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House, when we have this Bill before us, to
examine the original sources from which these'
quotations were taken to find whether the de-
ductions drawn, and the definitions of the var-
ious offences provided for in the Bill, are cor-
rect. Every body must admit that it is uttbrly
hopeless to do that I think I have poinited
out enough to satisfy the House thaît the Bill
is not in such a ehape as it ought to be when
submitted to us. The quotations are not cor-
rect and are misleading. This was not point-
ed out in the House of Commons. Every oody
in the House of Commons assumed that where-
ever the Canadian statutes were quoted from
they were quoted correctly. I was employed
to-day for a time in checking it, but I wa. not
able to do much because It is a most arduous
task to compare such work. For these reasons
I hope the Government will adopt the sugges-
tion I make ; if they do not, then, so faras I
am concerned, I shall feel myself illeved from
any responsibility In the matter, for I consider
it is utterly hopeless to do the Bil justice in
Passing it through this Chamber. In introduc-
ing this BIl it was intended originally to take
up the question of the abolition of the grand
jury, and decide whether some other chanel
should not be selected by which indietments
should be submitted to the court. That
change in the criminal procedure has been
largely discussed, and really that is the only
branch of it that has been discussed; but in
fraiming this code, when they came to Consider
it, they made up their minds to drop that
question entirely. The Minister of Justice
Made reference to it in Introducing the Bill
but there seemed to be such a confiict of
OpinIOn that the Minister Of Justice could not
decide whether the grand jury system should
be continued or whether some such system as
that prevailing in Scotland should not be
adopted. That is the only important change
that has been discussed lu Canada for many
years in reference to our criminal code, and
that is not touched at all in this Bill.

lon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not propose to enter
at any length upon a discussion of the Bill,
either its merits or demerits. In My judgment
What has been said In favour of the pro-
POsed Bill is well deserved. I think It Is very
desirable that we should have such a code,
and that it should be brought into operation

t the earliest moment. I give all credit to
the special committee which has considered
this Bill, and made very Important and neces-

34

sary amendments to it, so I trust the view I
tak-e about what our course should be with
respect to it wll not be misunderstood,-tiat
no person will think that I In any way op-
pose the Bill, or wish to throw any obstruc-
tion in the way of its adoption. The ques-
tion now before the House. however, Is this :
with reference to the passage of the Bill, is it
necessary that it should be passed this ses-
sion, or Is it wise and expedient. It appears
to me that the very fact that It ls not con-
templated to bring the Bill into operation un-
til the lst July, 1893-that It contains a clause
to that effect-is a sufficient answer to any
one who argues that It is necessary to hurry
it through the Flouse this session. As to the
wisdom or expediency of going on with it i
fully agree with the remarks which have been
made by various senators with respect to the
great importance of the Bill, and the neces-
sity of Its receiving in this House very are-
ful consideration, with the necessity of our
giving to Its consideration whatever time It
may require, and I am perfectly willing to
sit here a week or a fortalght or a month, If
necessary, In order to deal with it as we deal
with other Bills that come before this House,
to most carefully and minutely examine Its
provisions in detail, and discover and remedy
any defects which may have crept into it by
inadvertent mistakes, or in any other way.
This House has hitherto very conscientiously
performed that duty, and whatever the publie
may say occasionally In disparagement of the
Senate they give us the credit of examining
carefully the Bills that come before us. They
know that In our committees, If not in pro-
longed debates in the chamber, we do ex-
amine very carefully and minutely every Bill
that comes before us. I am very desirous of
maintaining our claim to the public's confi-
dence in this matter. I do not think it would
be wise or desirable to take up this Bil and
go through its 1,006 clauses and schedules
clause by clause, because I believe the feeling
would be In our minds-perhaps unconscious-
ly-that we were doing It under pressure, and
influenced by a desire to hurry it through
rather than take the time which an important
measure like this requires from us. To pre-
serve the character and standing of this
House, and maintain the respect and confi-
dence of the people, we should take al the
time that Is necessary to go very carefully
through the Bill. I would not hurry through
three hundred sections a day merely because
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those sections had been approved by the joint
committee. I am not a lawyer, and I would
be disposed to have taken the Bill almost as
it stands, having full confidence in the skill
and judgment of the special committee, to
which it was entrusted, composed as it was
of eminent legal gentlemen in both Houses,
but there are things In It which do not re-
quire a legal training or extensive knowledge
of law in order to form a judgment upon. I
hold that on all moral questions I am just as
competent to judge as a gentleman who may
hold a high degree from a university as a
doctor of law. It so happens that my atten-
tion lias been particularly called to one sec-
tion of the Bill; I have not yet examined any
other section carefully, but this one I have,
and what do I find ? I find in this one sec-
tion sufficient to justify me In taking very
much the view taken by the hon. member
from Ottawa, with reference to the necessity
of proceeding carefully over that Bill, and hav-
Ing sufficient time to examine It as minutely,
as we would if it were introduced to us early
in the session when we have very little to do
and would not feel hurried. I niay mention
one or two of these things which have
attracted my attention in section 205. The
hon. member from Ottawa lias mentioned
that sections referred to In the revised statutes
of Canada as authority do not contain the
provisions now inserted. I find it just as
lie lias said with reference to this section,
fron which the sections in the revised statutes
of Canada, to whici it refers, vary very
materially-they vary in three essential points
from the clauses in section 205. The punish-
ment with which it commences is quite differ-
ent from anything you find in the revised
statutes,; changing the penalty from .$20 to
$2,000. Then further down, in reference to
a very important matter, the dealing with
lotteries, there are great differences, and
there are certain remarkable circumstances
connected with these differences to whici I
intend to call the a7ttention of the House.
Sub-sctLion (b) of sub-seotion 6 refers to
raffies with prizes of small value. The re-
vised st&tutes to wihich this refers, and the
code of Quebec lias similar terms, provide a
desirable liitation as to the value of articles
whichi may. be thus raffied for. The limit-
ation as found in the statute .is that it shall
not exceed $50. I find the saine language
In the revised statutes of the Province of

Quebec, word for word. Now, why is that
left out of the Bill ? The Joint Committee
did not recommend its being left out. They
did not propose such an amendment. Where
did the suggestion come from-at whose re-
quest was the limitation clause dropped ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-How did the proposal
to drop it get into the House of Commons ?
We have a right to look at the procedure
which was taken with reference to tius, and
looking at the Hansard of the House of
Commons you will find that the amendment
was made and the words were struck ont
without a single reason being given vhy the
alteration should be made.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That could be tested by
the original draft ; it could be seen whether
it is signed or not.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It Is in the original draft
submitted to us this session and in the Bil
of last session, so widely distributed.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It was amended in the
House of Cominons.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I admit the fact ; I an
stating the fact. I am only calling attention
to the alteration whicli lias been made, and
to whicli no attention is called in the Bill
now submftted to us. I think the hon.
muember from Ottawa is quite r:ght in claim-
ing that In some way or other the attention
should be called in this House to any alter-
ation of importance made from the original
Act whici this Bill professes to consolidate
and formi into a code. Further down what
do we find ? We find a clause which, li
my judgment, is atrocious-a clause which
it amazes me to find bas been accepted by
the House of Conmnons-sub-section (d) of
this saiue section 205-a sub-section which,
directly it becamne known outside of the walls
of Pariament, has awakened indignation and
alarm throughout the whole lengtli and
breadth of the country. It is a clause pro-
fessing to be drawn from the revised statutes,
chap. 159, which » statute contains nothing at
ail about it. It is a provision by which the
lotteries may be legalized by provincial an-
thority, thus enabling a Provincial Legisll-
ture to override and render void the DO-
minion statutes
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is a House of at the openlng of next ges1on. The buse of
Connons amendment. Commens will not have the patience to wait

for us if we spend two or three weeks hiere.
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Can we not amiend

tha-tt here? that ere? e should get through. with the mneasure lie-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Our attention happened fore tae adjournînent is over we suld have
to be called to that particular one.

hope the proposition whici has been eubniktad
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I mention these innova- te the bouse will be aecepted, and thait the

tions because I think it is expedient we should 'Bil wlll be left ln just the postion it ocp
have time to find out and correct ail those now after the second reading, te be takn up
errors, whdh we cannot with any propriety at the of next sesson.
do, when we feel the session is near an end.
What is to be lost by postponing this Bill? Hon. Ifr. KAULBAOH - My hon. friend
It would not hinder its coming into operation fin Ottawa bas really ln a few words shown
the same day which it now proposes. There ns the immense amout of work we are going
could be. no loss or inconvenience to any body to undert&ke iu goiug diroug this Bill. He
by postponing it, and It requires time for the las zhoçv us anready, altheugh we consider
careful examination which should be given thero are o1lY soe two or lhree hundred
to a statute of such transcending importance causes f w thaï ev clause of this
as establishing the criminal code of hIe Bil must be taken Up and we must asot
country. On these grounds i think it would whether Lt la old or new. It is evident that
be a wiser thing for us not to take any further a Large amount of this, as My hon. frIend Las
tiie with this Bill ne, on account of being shoW l here, is new sw. Lt is varyng the
so near the close of the session, though I am
quite willing to give all the time that the
House may think necessary to bestow to it,
but in my opinion it would be better to defer
it unitil we could give It that more careful con-
sideration wbieh a measure of so much im-
portance demands.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I fuly agree with the
hon. member from Saamia and the proposition
of the hon. menber from Ottawa. We have
not time to consider this Bill carefully. It is
very easy for gentlemen living In the city
here to give time to Lt, but we must remember
If we are going to spend two or three weeks
over this Bill the House of Gommons wll be
tlrough their business, and are we going to
keep them sitting idle for us to get through to
adjourn ? If the Bill is dropped now it can
be done with the understanding that it is to
be taken up next session. If there are no
precedents for it we cen make a precedent.
Those of us hvlo are here will have two or
three weeks ait the beginning of next session
in the Senate, when there is scarcely anything
to do, and we can spend that time more profit-
ably than In any other way by going over this
Bill and bestowing that care on it which It is
e'vident It requires before going on the Statute-
book. I hope the House will arrive at the
decilon that when this Bill is read the second
time It will be left In thait state, to be taken up
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law which we are snpposed to possess now,
and we would have supposed, but for this dis.
covery, that the bulk of the Bill was simply
systema>tizing the present law and relieving it
of technailities and obstruotions, but instead
of that, It has been shown already, by cIting
two or three cases, that a large portion of the
measure is actually new law which requires to
b)e most carefully omsidered. My hon. friend
contends that w-e should go on, no matter
what time it May take to pass this Bil. I
am as ready as ay Onle to do my share of the
work. Prom the day that I entered the Local

e0glisiature Of Nova Scotia until now I have
never failed to give ful attention to publie
matters, and do what I could to perfeõt the
legislation of the country, but I must
say that now, at the end of the
session, when alnost everybody has
packed Up his trunk and is prepared
tO start for home, to attempt to go through
this immense measure and see that it is pro-
perly arrnged and free from technicalities,
obscurities and imperfections, is a task which
I feel we cannot accomplish in the time given
to us, neither are we in a fit condition to do so.
After we go baek to our homes we can look
over this law, comparing it with the existing
statutes, and we would then be prepared to
give proper attention to the improvement of
this Bill. We must endeavour to make it as
perfect as possible. I do not agree with the
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hon. member from Ottawa that we do not
require a code. I believe that the public look
for lit. I believe the judges look for it-not the
lawyers, because lawyers like conflicts and
like to unravel things. That is their business.
There is hardly a case so hard that a lawyer
cannot be found to take it up, but the magis-
trates throughout the country require a mea-
sure of this kind. We should have, as part
of this Act, the law of witnesses and evidence,
which Is germane to the Bill. I think it has
passed through the comunittee and been re-
ported to the House. It should be a part of
this measure as it treats of a sIniilar matter.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-It is before the House
of Commons now.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-From what I can
learn, it is not going to pass this session. That
is a reason why It should be added to this
Bill, and the two made one. If we let this
Bil lie over, let it take its second reading
now and make provision to take it up next
session where we drop it now ; no objection
can be taken to that course. I believe every
member of this House who takes an interest
In the subject, whether he is a layman or a
professional man, will bring to this measure
next year mature thought and wlsdom which
can be incorporated In it and essentially bene-
fit the Bill. If I could see any immediate ne-
cessity for this Bill, if there was any publie
need of it, I could understand our remaining
here to pass it, but It is Intended to be
simply a codification of the law, remedying
the weaknesses in the existing statutes. Be-
ing simply that and nothing more, nothing
can be lost by postponing the passing of the
Bill until next session. I do not consider that
this session has been a barren and unprofit-
able one. We have been looking after the
legislation that has come before us. I do not
think the public can say that Lt has been an
unprofitable session, because we have done
good work in the different matters that have
come before us. But this we can do-we can
take this Bill home with us and study it
Already I have made a large number
Of marginal notes ; many of them are
lost; some have been incorporated in
the Bill, others have been thrown
out. We have the Bill before us now,
with a knowledge of the opinions of the
House of Comnons on It, and every member
will feel It his duty to give his whole leisure

to perfecting this Bill, and next session we
can pass It in such a shape that it will be a
credit to ourselves, and our work will be ap-
preciated by the country.

Hon. Mr. READ (Qinte)-I think the coun-
try expects that this House will give full con-
sideration to this measure. The question that
arises in my mind is whether the House Is in
a condition to do so. If the House is not. in
such a position, will they give the measure
the consideration It merits ? In looking over
800 clauses of the Bill I have found 246 new
clauses ; I did not go through the whole of
the Bill. Many of these clauses define new
offences and new penalties. Can we consider
all these new matters properly in a hurried
manner, as it is quite evident from the feel-
ing of the House we would be likely to do ?
Are we in that mood to quietly sit down and
consider what should be the law of this coun-
try hereafter as regards criminals. I find
that this Bill was introduced in the House of
Commons on the lst of March ; it lay until
the 12th of April before it got the second
reading. Then, on the 27th of April it was
referred to a committee, and it required ten
sittings In the House to pass it through. I
think that we should give it just as much
consideration as the House of Commons did,
but having that in view, Is the House in a
temper to give it proper consideration ?
This branch of Parliament has not had a
fair opportunity to consider the measure, and
1, for one, feel that it would be better in the
public Interest that it should be delayed
until another session.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-In the debate that took
place when this Bill was first introduced in
the House reference was made to what oc-
curred in 1868 and the course which the
Senate then took wlth reference to the
Criminal Law Bill, Introduced at the close
of the session of that year. I do not think
the two cases are in any way analogous. i
was in the House when that Bill was In-
troduced here, just two days before the House
prorogued. Very few hon. gentlemen had
had an opportunity of making themselve$
acquainted with Its provisions, and the House,
under those circumstances, I think very pro-
perly declined to consider it at all. Here
le a Bill, the first draft of whlch was dis-
tributed to ail the members of the HouSe
before the beginning of the session of Parlia-
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ment. Then, again, a Joint Comittee o
both Houses was appointed who considered
the Bill. Thtat Joint C3o<mmiitte was conposed
I think, of gentlemen of the highest in
telligence and the very best legal talent in
either louse. In any case, it has upon il
the impress of gentlemen of that kind, to
whom layfmen must to somne extent pin their
faith. Therefore, the Bill does not come to
us under the same circumstances as the Bill
of 1868. At the same time, no one could be
more anxious than I an that the Senate
should uphold its proper position In -the
ountry on all occasions, and give the fullest

and most ample consideration to any measure
w-hich comes before us, particularly a measure
of suchi great importance as this one, and 1
should be exceedingly sorry, for the credit ot
this Chamber and its standing before the
Country, If in any way, by the course which
we adopt, thL BW shlould be put througli the
louse elther In a very perfunctory way or

Without due consideration of all Its provisions
by the members of this House. Two days
ago the Premier stated in as distinct terrns
as possible that it was not his desire, or the
desire of the Government, that th:s Bill shoukl
be preesed through in such haste as to render
it impossible for members to give it due.
cousidera1on. Unless we all share that very
uneasy feeling described by my hon. friend
from Quinte, and find that we cannot pos"bly
muake up our mindls to remain here, it does
not seem to nie quite practicable to give to
this Bill all the consideration that it requires;
but for my part I will be as strongly opposed
as any member of the House can be to me
Bill being gone on with unless the House is
Prepared to take thUt course-unless the House
Will go through it, if necessary, clause by
clause, giving it the fullest consideration,
even if it should demand the sacrifice on our
parts of remaining here for a longer time
than we expected. For my part, I an per-
fectly willing to do that. Th1îere are many
Clauses of this B11 which 1, as a layman, am
Liter&ted in, especially that clause, mention
Of which was made by the hon. member from
Sarnia, and therefore I should like to have
the fullest opporttunity, so far as any point
i which I am interested is concerned, of

dliscussing the ineasure and bringing my
Views before the House. TherefOre, my
Postion is simply this : I am perfectly willIng
and contented to stay here and bear may

f share of the work, so far as the consideranon
of this Bill is concerned, but if gentlemen are

, not willing to do that, and if it would resuit
- in its being imperfectly considered, or hurried

through, 'then I think that the very course
whicli the Premier suggested as being au
alternative one would possibly be by far the
wisest and best for us to adopt.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I cannot understand
the argmnent that has been advanced for
putting off the consideration of this Bill. I
think we are just in as good a position at
the present time to consider it as we will be
at the next session of Parliament. I wll
guarantee there are very few members of
this House who will take the trouble to
read the Bill through during the recess. 1
am satisfied of that. There may be a few
lawyers who are interested in it, but with
the exception of that class there are very few
who will take the trouble to wade through
that Bill, and I think we are in as good a
position to deal with it to-day as we-- w--il be
when Parliament assembles next year. I do
not think it fair for hon. gentlemen of this
House to shirk the responsibility imposed
upon them by the country. When there
is work to be done they ought to do it.
Their own convenienoe ought to be a
secondary consideration, if they have the in-
terests of the country at heart. I think the
true plan Is to go on with this Bill, as we are
In duty bound to do, and make It as perfect as
,t can be made. It is true there have been
several amendments to the original Bill ; there
are amendments made in nearly every Bill
lntroduced in the other House, but we have
nothing to do with those amendments. Ail
we have to do is to take the Bill as It passed
In the House of Commons the other day, and
we will be derellot In our duty if we postpone
the consideration of the measure. Certain
gentlemen have an object in view in obstruct-
ing the business of this House. The other
day, before an opportunlty to see one clause
of that Bill was presented, an lion. gentleman
took it upon himself to oppose it in every way.
He actually made the assertion that the 'BHl
was not one that should, be pased by this
Parliament, and this was before he bad an
opportun.ty Of examining It. To-day he sug-
gests a lot of resolutions and amendnents and
he wants us to believe that the Bill as we
have It to-day Is not the Bill that passed the
House Of Commons. I cannot understand
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that kind of discussion at all. We have the
Bill before us, and we are just as able to pass
an opinion upon it to-day as we will be
twelve months hence, probably far botter, be
cause we have a good idea of the argu-
ments used ln the lower House to-day. All
thait will effaced from our memory next year.
What are we to gain by putting off this Bill ?
Next year when we assemble you will find a
great many people throughout the country will
have objections of every imaginable charactei
to this Bill; they will flood the House with al)
sorts of remonstrances and petitions, and you
wfll have to go through the saie ordeal again.
The House of Commons will have to take the
same course. It will cost a large amount of
money to the country ; it has already cost a
large amount of money, and why, after sucb
an expenditure, can we not pass this Bill in a
few days ?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH - Are we not to
have publie opinion on this Bill ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-When the public know
thaît this Bill has been subject to the
scrutiny of a special committee of botb
Houses, and has been conffdered by the best
minds in both Houses, and when they know it
has been discussed by the hon. member from
Lunenburg, they will have confidence that the
Bill is as perfect as it can be made. Amend.
ments may be required in the future, but it
will be far easier to deal wlth a few amend-
ments that may be considered necessary here-
after than to put the Bill off and go through
the same ordeal that has been going on for the
last two or three months. I think it is our
duty, and the publie expect that we shall re-
main here any time that our duty demands.
We should not put off this Bill to suit the con.
venience of the hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg and others, who mnay have packed up
their trunks to leave the Capital. I think
the true way is to go to work, commencing, il
necessary, at ten o'clock in the morning and
working until twelve o'clock at night, to get
tbrouglh with the Bill. If we do that the
country will justify our proceedings, and we
will hold a better position than we would if
we postponed this Bill for another year.

-Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The hon. gentleman
should remember thaît lie is ait home here. It is
not so vith me. I remain to the close of the
session every yea.r. I attend to my duties to
the last.

lon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington)-I do not
suppose there is any gentleman in thi House
who will object to following the very reason-
able and judi.dious advice tendered to us by the
leader at the introduction of this Bill. What
the Premier said waa this, " Now, genutiemen,
it is not by any means clear to any of us that we
are going to be able to go on and finish tle
Bill this session ; let us begin and see what
we ean do." It appears to nme it would bie
very much more sensible and reasonable if
tis House, instend of raising objections,
would go to work and see how far we can
get with the Bill. Once fairly under way, we
cau accomplish a great deal. At any rate, if
we cannot finish the Bill this session, a pre-
imilnary canter now, if we cannot do anything
mare, will be exceedingly useful in the
future, and perhaps will give us greater
interest in the Bill than we should have, If
we did not take it into consideration at all. I
am in favour of going. on with the Bill-com-
mencing now and stopping these objections
to beginning work at all. It appears to me
that our wisest course is to follow the advice
which has been given to us by the Premier.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-As a layman I do
not know that I can take a very active part
in the discussion of this Bill, but I can say
this, I am villing to give al the time that the
Premier of this country thinks it requires to
get through with it, whether he puts it
through now or next session. I am willing
to be guided by his judgment, but when my
hon. friend from Rideau division asks us
what are we to gain by letting this Bill lie
over, that question should not be what the
country has to gain, but what the country lias
to lose If we let this lie over until next ses-
sion. The question is this, Are gentlemen
willing to stay here ? I believe it ought to
take us at least two weeks to consider this
Bill, but, at the same time, I have got every
confidence on this question in the Prime Mi-
ister, that he wll give us all the time w-e
want, and I am perfectly willing to be guided
by him, but I agree with the last speaker in
saying that I am ready to conunence as soon
as possible; but I have not heard any reason
for saying that this country will suffer if the
Bull is to stand over for a year. It is not to
ecme into force until a year from now, and
there will be somebody here then to pass It
If ut is thought necessary. That is the way It
strikes me. If there was ,a motion in this
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House to let this Bill stand over, I should
vote against it, because I am ready to give
all the time necessary as far as my humble
ability goes, and I believe every member of
the House feels the same way, but if the
public interest is not going to suffer, why not
let the Bill lie over until the beginning of
next session ? No one has shown yet that
the public interest will suffer, but if we rush
the Bill through the. House we may do more
harm than good. As I am not a lawyer, I do

timt kno;v that should take a very active part
In this debate, but I think God has blessed me
with a little common sense, which I will try
to exercise before we get through with the
Bill.

Hon. Mr. FLINT-When I look at the vast
amount of work before us it strikes me that
it would be decidedly advantageous, not ouly
to the country, but ;o ourselves, if our hon.
Premier would let the measure stand over
until next session. He does not want us to
go into the dog days, he Qays. Well, we are
getting along pretty well towards that season
now, and more than that, we are burning
Wood here constantly to keep ourselves cool.
So far as the Bill is concerned, I cannot see
for the life of me how the country is going to
suffer if we let it stand till next year. We
have been a long time In session and we are
all anxious to get home. My hon. friend from
Rideau division spoke freely on the eubject,
but it nust be remembered that he is at
home, while many of us are far away from
home, and absent from our business. He ca
attend his business morning, noon and night,
but we cannot while we are kept here. If we
are to remain, of course we should go thor-
oughly through the Bill. I agree with the
hon. member from Sairna with reference to
this lottery question. That provision should
be struck out ; it would be a curse to the
country to leave it in the Bill. It would just
amount to this: it would empower the Local
Legislatures of the various provinces to legal-
ize lotteries. Now, a lottery is a gambling
eoncern. Do we wuat the people of this
country to become gamblers according to law ?
I think not. I think every hon. gentleman
Wil say that it Is not advisable to have the
country flooded with gamblers according to
law. The lotteries generally manage to give
their prizes to their own friends, and the poor
have to suffer. I have not been able to look
over the Bill, but if it is left over until next

session I will present it to my son, who Is a
criminal lawyer. He is at present, and has
been for a numuber of years, the police magis-
trate in Belleville, and since his appointment
his decisions have never been appealed
against but once, and he was sustained by
the judges, showing that he takes great care
in everything he does. I know If he gets
the Bill he will go through it thor-
oughly, clause by clause, and I could
take his advice in every matter connect-
ed with it. I should like to ga home, but if it
is determined to go on with the Bill, 1, of
course, will stay, and although my eyesight Is
so bad that I cannot read a clause of the Bill,
yet I will be prepared, as the clauses are read,
to give my opinion on them and to vote ac-
cordingly. I do not believe the country would
suffer at all if this Bill were allowed to stand
over. I have been a justice of the peace ever
since August, 183G--pretty nearly fifty six
years. I have tried an imnmene number of
-eople ; I have never had a case that I decided
appealed against, and I know something about
criminal law. I have had all classes of
cmininals, I may say, before me, and the con-
seqienoe is I have been very particular. I
know there are some magistrates who are not
ais particular and get themselves hito trouble,
and 1 an very sure that this meesure in its
present shape would be to them a perfect puz-
zle. They would not understand what to do.
They would be a good deal like the old
farmer, who, in my early days, had a commis-
sion of the peae, and he went down to Brock-
ville with bis wife I order to get sworn in.
The good man, 2bhough au excellent farmer,
knew neither how to read nor wite, but there
was a commission for him, and when they got
Lt they wient home proud enough. They had
sone grown up girls, who, when they got
home, asked the mother, " Are we all magis-
tites, now ? " The mother replied, " No,
you fools; only your father and I are imagi-
trates." That is the position of a good maj3y
nagistrates through the country. They are

put in for poRtical purposes, and not because
of their abilty, and the consequence is they
wo-uld know nothing about this law, and I
would advise them never to touch it. I shSuld
be very happy to get away from here, but if
I cannot, I will try and not feel lonesone and
do the best I can.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The HIjouse ceems
to be of one mind, that the Bill is ail-llu-
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portant, and needs all the care and attention
which can be bestowed upon it, and the one
question I would ask is this, If it be of such
importance, and if it needs weighty considera-
tion, is this the time of the yeair that the
nLnds of this House can be concentrated upon
lit ? In my judgment, the minds of the House
can no more be concentrated upon If with that
severifty which it needs than you could con-
centrate the minds of schoolboys, when vaca-
tion time arrives, upon their books again.
Their minds are afloat, and they are for home
as early as possible. But if it had been a
measure that was absolutely needed at the
present moment, no hot weather, or any other
consideration, would prevent thie House from
taking up the measure now. In any measure
that has been brought betfore us since I had
te honour of a seat ln this House that vas of

any urgency the Senate was always ready
even to pass three readings of it in a day if
necessary. I can understand the hon. gen-
tleman from Rideau division speaking of sit-
ting here for a fortn4ght, but as he was told
by others he is at home and he could stay
here. This would be a place of rect for him,
but he advanced a reason ln favour of delay.
He says the country would be commenting
and writing about, and examining and criticis-
ing this Bill If it was allowed to stand for a

year. He could advance nothing stronger in
favour of delay. It Is what is intended, and
I would urge that the ime to give it our
minds freely and intelligently Is at an early
period next session when home will not be
bolthering us, and when we can concentrate
our minds on every clause of the Bill. It Is a
revolution in the laws of the country. It is
tihe most important change that has ever been
contemplaited, and no Bill could ever come to
this House deserving of consideration to the
ame extent as this measure. It affects tle
lives and liberty of the whole people of the
Dominion, and in proportion as It is important,
so ought it to be with the consideration that it
is entitled to from this hon. body. I heard dur-
ing tlie debate that four hundred clauses of
this Bill were gone through within a few
hOurs in another place. I do not attach a
great deal of oonsequenoe tu the criticismi of
four hundred clauses of this Bill that is made
in a few heurs. It is like reading It and not
examlining it. There is every reason for
falling in with the view expressed ly the hon.
Premier, that when this Bill is entered upon,
If an unreasonable time is requiti.red to con-

sider it the Governinent are not goirig to press
it through during the present si'-sion. With
that proposition I coincide. I an as willing
as any man to sit here to put the Bill through,
but I know that my miind would nut be as
carefully rivetted upon my wvork as it would
be in cooler weather.

Hon. Mr. POWER--When the Premnier
stated at a previous stage of this Bill the
course whieh he thought wise to adopt I
ventured to say I cordially concurred in h:s
view. I do not know whether the views of
the hon. gentleman have undergone any
change since.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Not the least.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I venture to say that
my views have underg9ne a slight c'Jange.
Unlike the hon. gentleman froin Ottawa, I
think it is desirable that our crminal law
should ie embodied in a code where it is
easily accessible. If that is the cise-if we
are to have a code-and if the po sesion of
a code is to be an advantage, it must be a
code which is as nearly perfect as possible;
and it does not appear to me that this code
in its present condition is likely to bc perfect.
There is one circumstance which has been
brought to my attention since the Joint Com-
mittee ceased to sit which has influenced my
mind very much. The Joint Committee was
not expected to go through the various
clauses of this Bill, which purported to be
taken from other sources, to ascertain whe'her
or not those clauses were exact cop'es of the
clauses of which they purported to be copies.
Now we find, not only from lithe instances
cited by the hon. gentleman fron Ottawa,
but from other information, that in a great
many cases the clauses in this Bill, which
purported to be taken froin our own statutes
and some fron the Draft Bill of 1880, are
not copies of the supposed originals.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-They are forgeries, then,
according to the hon. gentleman.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I do not say that they
are forgeries ; but the effect of it is thls:
that the Joint Conmittee of this House and
the House of Commons have been dealing
with those clauses as though they were what
they purported to be.
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Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Is that the way
you dealt with it In that committee ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Certainly ; it is not
the duty of the members of this House or
the House of Commons to sit down ana
compare the clauses of this Bill clause by
clause with the sections of which they are
supposed to be copies. We take it that that
work has already been done by uiose wn ,
framed it in a perfectly reliable manner. If
we are under the circ'mistances to deal with
this Bill in such a way as to have our con-
sciences clear, and- if we are to give the
country what we pretend to give, it is our
duty to go over every one of those clauses and
compare them with the sections which they
purport to be copies of. Is that the sort
of work which members of this House are
expected to do at this time of the session ?
I do not think any hon. gentleman will under-
take to say that It is. I think the Minister
of Justice deserves a great deal of credit in
undertaking to frame this code, and when I
speak of these imperfections ln the Bill I do
flot charge the Minister of Justice with being
responsible for them. He has a great many
important duties to perform. He is not able
to devote his time to the clerical work of
this measure. He has to trust, and has
trusted, to subordinates in whose hands he
has phiced the Bill. When we read the Bill
the second time we indicate our confidence
in the Government ; we show that we approve
of the principle of the measure, and I think
that is as much as we should be expected
to do at this time of the session.
I stated that if we adopt a code ln this coun-
try it should be such a code as we may be
proud of. It should be such a code as the
Mf Inister of Justice will be able to exhibit to
the highest legal authority, say lu England,
without any fear of critielsn. I have no hesita-
tion in saying that this Bill as It stands now
Is not a measure of that sort. It has been
said that we had better rend the Bill a
second time and then go Into committee. The
intention is to read the Bill a second tlime,
and I think It is just as well that the reasons
why we had better not continue to deal with
the measure ln committee should be given
tlow, so that they will not have to be given
again, and we save time by having our say
on that point at presçnt. Take the third
clause of this Bill ; the third clause is an ex-
laration of terms. I propose to make a few

observations on that. It says ' In this Act
the following expressions have the meanings
assigned to them ln this section unless the
context requires otherwise." As a rule you
find a definition in a statute that such and
such an expression includes certain things;
the meaning is that that expression Includes
those things in addition to Its ordinary mean-
ing, and if you wish to define a term you say
that the expression so and so mneans so and
so. When I take up this interpretation clause
I find that la numbers of cases the word " In-
cludes " Is used where the intention is to
cover everything, and in other cases the ex-
pression " meaus" i used io oxpress the
saine idea as the word " includes." At para-
graph "m" the expressions "means" and "In-
cludes" are both used. In paragraph "i" we
are told the expression " explosive sub-
stances" includes ' any material for making
explosive substances," and so on ; but it does
not define what an explosive substance itself
Is. Any one who goes over ihat interpretar
tion clause will tind a dozen particulars in
which it needs to be corrected before it is
fit to be submitted to any legal critic. Per-
baps the House will allow me to read one de-
finition. Paragraph "d" says :-

" The expression " cattie " includes any
horse, mule, ass, swine, sheep or goat, as
well as any neat cattle or animal of the bo-
vine species, and whatever Is the age or sex
of the animal, and whether castrated or not,
and by whatever technical or familiar naine
it is known, and shall apply to one anitmal as
well as to many."

Colid any one imagine a clumsier definition
of the term animal than this ? The term here
is used in the ordinary sense. " Animal of
the bovine species " Is a new way to defline
an ox. I have this opinion about it that we
wish to have a code. We wish to have a
code of which we may be proud, and I think
that this code needs a good deal of careful
perusal and revision before it would be such a
code as that. I notice that ln the House of
Commons some of the amendments made in
the special committee were struck out, and
there have been a number of amendments to
it which the special committee did not make ;
and I notice cne very Important amendment
mentioned by the hon. gentleman from Sar-
nia with respect to lotteries. I think the co1n-
sideration of that one question, unless that
clause is stricken out at once, will involve a
very long discussion. My feeling is this:
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With a view of having a code as nearly per-
fect as possible we should, after this Bill has
been read the second time, resolve that it be
placed ln the hands of some gentlemen who
are skilled in the drafting of Bills with instruc-
tions to go carefully over it to see that the
clauses which purport to come from existing
law are correct copies of the sections of
which they are supposed to be copies, or at
any rate to be satisfied that they embody the
neaning of the sections of wlhicli they are

supposed to be copies, and that the language
of the different sections should be harionized.
As it is now you find one expression used in
one clause and another expression used in
another clause to express the saine idea. The
language of the various clauses should be
harmonious, and amendments which are con-
sequent upon the amendments made in this
measure already should be made. Inasmucb
as the Bill is not to go into operation untIl
lst July of next year we would lose nothing
by that course. We could take it up early
next session in the Senate, and in its im-
proved form it would perhaps paks with
very little discussion. I cannot help feeling
that to undertake the herculean task it
would be to go through this Bill in the way
it requires to be gone through now, would be
unwise in the extreme. My idea is that
when the Bill is read the second time the
Premier should take some such course as I
have indicated.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-If this debate had
assumed a legal aspect I should say nothing
at ail about it, for I think the proper way
to deal with measures of this kind Is to leave
them to legal experts to decide upon such
amendments as are necessary ; but the
question now before the House is whether
we should consider the Bill at all this year.
The chief objection comes from the hon.
menber fron Ottawa, who never, according
to his own acoount, darkened the door of
the comnittee to vhom it vas referred for
consideration; and the other objection comes
fro m1 my hon. colleaguie from Halifax, also a
member of the committee, who, we are told,
attended its meetings very carefully, and
who tells us frightful things about this Bill
-that there has been practically forgery com-
nitted in respect to some of its clauses. If
that is the case, I think there should be a
new law put on our Statute-book at once to
provide for such a serious crime. I an per-

fectly willing, as far as I am concerned, that
the thing should be left entirely to the
Premier of the House. I shall listen to the
arguments of the legal gentlemen on both
sides and form my own opinion as to what
is best as to the principle of the measure,
and leave thesm to settie the details. On this
occasion I give up my private judgment to
that of the Premier, who is an expert in
these matters.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--Many hon. gentIe-
men appear to have taken for granted that
there is no necessity for the passage of the
Bill this session. The best authority I can
accept in stating the necessity for the BilI
is the authority of the leader of the House
that the Government desire to pass it. The
Govemment is charged with this portion of
the administration of the criminal law, and
no one is in a better position to be a judge
of the necessity for this measure than the
authority charged with its administration.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They do not administer
it. The administration of the law is in the
hands of the Provincial Goverrnments.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEEDh-TIey are charged
with the administration of the criminal law
so far as the passage of the criminal law is.
concerned, and they are responsible to the
country for it. Many hon. gentlemen appear
to think that as It does not go Into operation
until July, 1893, that next session n eau re-
ceive the consideration of this House and
become law within the saie time as it is
contemplated at present. Hon. gentlemen
have not taken into consideration this fact:
that before this Bill ean become law a certa'n
time has to intervene between the Royal
assent belng given to it and its being brought
into operation. We already find upon lite
face of this Bill that the Government con-
sider that one year is a sufficiently short
time to give the public notice that the criminal
law of the country is about to become
changed, and thaît a new code is to be en-
acted ; consequently, if we wait until next
session the Bill cannot reasonably come into
operaîtion until July, 1894. The question
arises, are we to assume the responsibility
of keeping the country waiting for this
Criminal Bill until 1894 ? I submit to this
hou. House that it would be a gross injustice
to the public if not less than a year should
be allowed to expire between the Royal assent
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being given to the Bill and the Act being
brought into operation. A great deal has
been said about further oensderation being
necessary for a proper dealing with this
Bill. Hon. gentlemen appear to have for-
gotten the fact that this Bill passed
through the House of Commons after due
deliberation, and I think that hon. gentlemen
preseut will not charge the House of Com-
mons with belng carles or negligent with
respect to any legislation thet passes through
that House. In fact very great fault has
been found in this House by reason of the
delay in passing of legislation in the other
lIouse. It therefore appears to me to be ex-
tremely inconsistent to say that the House of
Commons on al other occasions delays legis-
lation too long in respect to the consideratiion
they give to it, and in this particular matter
they have been remiss in not having given it
proper considemtion. I say the best legal
talent in the country is to bc found in the
louse of Com eQ, and that legal talent has

been enlisted in the consideration and passage
of this particular Bill. Moreover, we find
that a select omftteeof both Houses, coin-
posed of experts, sait for weeks considering
this Bill. Ilt is very easy for hon. gentlemen
to become hypercritical in discussing an
isolabed clause of this Bill, and citing it before
the House without regard to the context. The
hon. gentleman frm Halifax a few moments
ago read f rom an interpretatIon clause the
interpretation of the expression " cattle." My
lion. friend neglected to staite that ever since
32 and 33 Vic. that has been the law of Cana-
da in respect to the interpretation placed on
this particular desigation. My hon. friend
will not contend that if there has been negli-
gence in respect of the legislation of Canada
on this particular matter since that date, that
he on this occasion is to se4t it right when
lie did not at the comniittee point out any de-
fect in tis particular clause. Have hon.
gentlemen considered what the resuit of
throwing this Bill over until next session will
be ? It is goling to place the Bill whemre it
was last year. Hon. gentlemen cannot seri-
ously and sincerely say that proper oppor-
tunity ha not been given to then for the con-
sid tion of this Bill. The Bill was distribut-
ed ghout the country In 1890, and ever
since then they have had an opportunity of
reading, learning and inwardly digesting it;
yet, I regret to say, on the present occasion
many hon. gentlemen who oppose its passage

do not appear to have looked within its four
corners since it was distributed.

Hon. Mr. SOOTT-There have been over 250
changes made in it siice it was sent to the
public.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-These changes are
the result of the consideration which the public
has given it for the two years since its distri.
bution, and we now have the benefit of thaît
consideration.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The changes have been
made in the last fortnight.

HIon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I have no doubt
they have been made recently in the House of
Commons, and before the committee, and elsc-
where, as the result of the close attention
which has been given to It by the various legal
anthol:ties, not only in the two Houses of
Parliament, but throughout the country ait
large. WiI bon. gentlemen who are opposed
to tis Bill say that they are prepared to go
through these thousand clauses most critically
and annotate them and come down here
charged as a digest of law might be In re-
spect to their views and critieisms and their
knowledge of what should be the law, even
though it were postponed until next session.?
I have very nuch doubt if hon. gentlemen
will go to that trouble, because we ail know
when those who are not lawyers undertake to
study a matter of this kind, lt is discovered on
the very threshold thalt it requires a legal
training to decide what is necessary to im-
port Into statutes for the remedying of ap-
parent defects. While hon. gentlemen may
be compeltent to pronounce upon the moral
principles of law, legal miinds are necessary to
embody in legal language those principles
which we recognize to be statutory and neces-
sary for the good government of the people
at large ; I therefore say that lit is almost un-
reasonable to expect that bon. gentlemen who
are not In the profession will go through the
Bill in the critical way In which, on this oc-
casion, it Is expressed as desirable. The hon.
gentleman from Ottawa has assured uç- of his
desire that this Bill shall receive the utmost
consideraîtion. The hon. gentleman, on the
threshold of his argument, said that he was
oppoeed to the princIple of the Bill, and on
that ground alone we do not expect his valu-
able assIstance in regard to the critical pre.
paration of the Act. The hon. gentleman
must either give bis approval or disapproval
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of the Bill, and as he Is opposed to the princi-
ple of the Bill we take it for granted we are
not to bave the advantage of his legal aoumen
and long experience in legal mtiatters in the
oonideratiion of it. I will furthermore say
In respect of this committee whicoh was ap-
pointed for the purpose of godng critically
thrugh the Bill, tha;t It is entailing on them
an inmense amount of labour which this
House should not ask them to again assume.
The refusal of this House on tie occasion to
pass this Bill wll simply place it as it was ai
the commencement of the session. It w-ill
have to be introduced de noro. Hon. gentle-
men may say we eau put it through the
second reading and all tbat will be necessary
uxt session is for the Senaste to pass
it. But what about the House of Oommons
ad the oOmnmittee work and the delay of
another year to bring it Into operation, all of
which will be necessary incidents to the delay
which is proposed now to take place. If hon.
gentlemen arc prepared to assume ail these
responsibilities, and again have this comnmit
tee revise ibis Bill and perform the arduous
duties which they performed during the pre-
sent session, they are not appreciating the re-
sponsibilities wilch they assume in not permit-
ting the Bill to pass during the present ses-
sion.

Hon. Mr. REESOR - From the length of
this Bill and its very great importance I feel
perfectly satisfied that we cannot do justice
to It without sitting here two weeks longer.
To sit here two weeks af ter the House of
Comm ms have gone through ail their busi-
ness, and have them wait to assent to any
amendments we may make to the Bill, seems
to me to be an absurdity. It has not been
shown that the country will suffer if this Bill
lies over mtil next session. If tlat were
shown, it would be another matter ; but it
has not been shown, and until that fact Is
demonstrated I see no reason why this Bill
should. be hurried through. The very fact that
four or five subsections have been introduced
ln the House of Commons without apparently
being observed by the leading nen on both
sides-I refer to those sections that authorize
lotteries in the different provinces-shows that
members of the House were either very muclh
hurried or that they were too much absorbed
In other ways to give that careful attention
to the Bil that should have been given, or that
they rely too much on the Senate to discover

any objections that might be discovered in
the Bill. We assume that they trusted to the
Senate eliminating any objectionable features
found in the Bill. These sections about lot-
teries were not ln the original Bill, as intro-
duced in the other House, and I doubt very
much whether the hon. gentleman who hagi
charge of the Bill ln the first place, the Min-
ister of Justice, noticed it. Of course, I know
nothing about that, but the reason why I be-
lieve he did not notice it is that I cannot be-
lieve he would have sanctlioned it. How gentle-
men know the expression of dissafltisfaction that
has passed over the United States because
the States of the Union do not possess the
power that the Federal Parliament of Canada
possesses to regulate the law in regard to lot-
teries and other criminal offences. The Fed-
eral Goverunient have put the Post Office
Department in such a shape as to defeat the
object of the lotteries of the Southern States.
These lotterles have been carried on to such
an extent that a company is given a mon-
opoly of a State under the authority of the
Local Legislature on condition of payirg so
nany millions of dollars to the State while
the company pocket so many millions more.
These things have become a crying evil there,
and the country has determined if possible
that the federal authority shall put a stop to
It, and even the Goverament of Cgnada las,
I believe, through Its Post Office Department,
acted ln concert with the post office authorities
at Washington in preventing these lottery
companles from using the mails for their
purposes. Considering the fact that such im-
portant amendments were alowed to pass
into this Bill while It was going through the

House of Commons, It Is evident that it has
not had the attention that would justify our
passing It through here ln three or four days,
or ln a week, or even ln two weeks. which la
too long a period at this late stage of the
session. I hope the Premier will consent to
have the Bill withdrawn for the present ses-
sion. It is well understood that the Com-
mons will be through with all their worK to-
day, and will be ready for prorogation to-
morrow If the Senate Is ready, but If this
Bill is taken up and passed through the Sen-
ate this session it wll occupy so much ttnie
that It wll be a ridiculous thing to retain the
House of Commons here until the Senate have
finished their business. If we are not allowed
to make any amendments we would have te
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pass It as it is, and there is no use of our into the British Parliament in that year. The
spending any considerable time over It at al. stitutes referred te axe th3 statutes of

Canada."
Hion. Sir JOHN OALDWELL ABBOTT -

I have listened with attention to the great
variety of objections which have been made
to our doing aiythling more with this Bill, and
Lt appears to me that they may be fairly
divided into two classes-the objections of the
gentlemen who desire, as a maïtter of oppo-
sition to the Government, to prevent, If they
can, this Bill pasing this session ; and the
objections of gentlemen, acting in most re-
spects with the 'Government, who have a
sincere desire (as I flatter myself I have) to
sec the BIl as perfect as it is possible for the
Sonate to make ILt. , With respect to the first
class of objections, I have, as a matter of
course, no sympathy whatever with them. 1
do not think a desire to burke the Bill ouglit
to be received with approbation by this House,
and the objections that tend to that object, I
think I can show, with very little difficulty,
are entirely groundless. The hon. member
from Ottawa, and the hon. senior member
from Halifax have made a terrific outcry, as
if some deception or fraud were attempted on
the House, and I think they took in two or
three hon. gentlemen who did not see the
precise point, and were misled somewhat by
the statements made as to the reference to
the clauses from whid the law was taken,
which are made In a sort of marginal note at
the end of each paragraph. And although
Lt was not openly asserted by either of those
hon. gentlemen, it was plaànly hInted, espedal-
ly by the hon. gentleman from Ottawa, that
ILt was Intended thaît the House should be mis-
led by these statements. My hon. friend
from Halifax, wiho -was on the comittee, and
I understand a most diligent and attentive
member of it, asserts that the committee never
knew that these clauses were not exact cop4es
of the sections cited. Now, I thiuk there is
not much difficulty in showing that those pre-
tensions belong to the first class of objections
to which I have referred, because in the first
page of the Bill the purport of these regula-
tions is stated. It is to be found in a foot-
note at the bottom of the page, and is as fol-
lows :-

" Note.--The references at the end of each
paragraph or section state the source from
whidh it is taken. In these references D. F.
C. means draft code prepared by the Royal
Conmmian in England in 1879. The Bill of
1880 means the Orkninal Law Bill introduced,

Now does this say that these clauses are copies
of any one of those ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Oh, my, my!

Hon. Sir JOHN OALDWELL ABBOTT -
I do not know what possession of the hon.
gentleman be means by saying, "Oh, my !
niy !" I suppose it was his absence of atten-
tion aît the committee that he refers to ; other-
wise he could not have been m'slei by suppos-
ing that those are exact copies from any Act
whatever. If the note intended to say so It
would have sild go. But it merely says that
the sources from which the clauses are taken
are indicaited.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Tbat is a distinction
without a difference.

Hon. Sir JOHN OALDWELL ABBOTT -
How then about the cases where there are
citations of two sources at the end of a
clause ? Does it mean that the clause is an
exact oepy of both Bills cited ? The proposi-
tion strikes me as a very extraordinary one at
al events. The Bil, in many instances, re-
fers to two sections from which the clause ls
prepaied; yet my hon. friend intimaîtes that
this indicates that this clause is an exact copy
of the two. Now, the simple answer to that
Is to be found in the note at the foot of the
page, which says, that it Is to indicakte the
source from which the clause was taken, not
that it was copied from any clause. That is
one way la which hon. gentlemen have en-
deavoured to prejudice the House against this
Bil.

Hon. Mr. SCOT'-The code and the statute
law might agree. I did not test the code.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
My hon. friend did not read the note either.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-As a rule they are copies.

Hon. Sdir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
Very likely. By comparing them my hon.
friend could find whether they are copies or
not.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Some are exaot copies
without the change of a word.

lIon. Sir JOHN OALDWELL ABBOTT -
I daresay; and my hon. friend from Halifax
would not have passed them if they were not
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good. I do not see that it makes any differ-
ence whether the clause is an exact copy of
the original, or simply the adoption of the
prindple involved. Perhaps the latter is often
the better, bocamue while it adopts the princi-
ple found in the source from which it comes,
it is probable that the difficulties of its inter-
pretation have been manifested after by ex-
periment. That is an illustration of how hon.
gentlemen tried to prejudice the House against
the Bill. The oily question is whother we
can pass the Bill properly or not. I say I
will not be satisfied mynelf by passing the Bill
without proper consideration. I claim to be
as much interested In the eharacter and
dignity of this House as any member of it,
and I will not consent to this Bill passing un-
less It oan be done properly and thoroughly.
So it seems to ne that that objection was a
little aride from the question. My hon. friend
from Ottawa honestly admits that he does not
want any BÉi at ail. He wants to practice
the criminal law in the way he learned it in
his youth, and before judges who learned it in
a similar manier. But I do not see that that
ought to prevent us from trying to do what al]
civilized nations are endeavourlng to accom-
plish--to Improve the laws and place them in
a form to be plain to every one. The hon.
gentleman froin Halifax made a quotation as
an example of how the Bill was drawn. He
read the definition of cattle. I think I heard
the hon. gentleman frem the North-West say
that this law had been In existence since 1832,
which Is the faot, and it was so before thal
date. If it was such a very bad clause how
is it that we see it here ? My hon. friend
was a member of the committee ; this is the
second clause of the Bill, and when he finds
fault wiith the clause, can he tell me that he
was overruled by the majority of an incapable
committee, so as to put on the Statute-book a
clumsy clause deflning cattle ? It has been
before the courts time and again, and it
has been found to answer the purpose. Then,
If it is a good definition, why should we not
adopt it ? If it was not good, why did not
my hon. friend have it struck out in the com-
nttee ? I am sure he could have persuaded
the committee to do so if it were neoessary.
But instead of that he comies here, and calls
attention to the clause at this late stage of the
case.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-We gave special atten-
tion tO that clause, and it passed with the ap-
proval of the hon. member.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Of course I was not there and I do not know.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think it Is a little un-
reasonable to expect that I should be prepar-
ed on the committee to suggest an ameud-
ment to every possible clause.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
If It had been only the case that the clause
sbould be framed in a more polished manner
it would be a differentt matter, but my hon.
friend's language about it was very strong;
he said it was not a clause which should be
permitted to be presented to any legislative
body at all.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say that.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOT'i'-
I appeal to the House if these are not either
the exact words or the substance of them.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What I said was this,
that we should try to have a code that we
should be proud of, and I said that was not
such a definition as one would like to submit
to any one skilled In legal phraseology.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I do not think my hon. friend has improved
the statement very much, but I am convinced,
nevertheless, I was right, though I do not dis-
pute the good faith of what my hon. friend
says. However, his explanation suits my ar-
gument equally well. He says it Is a clause
which ought not to be presented to any legal
gentleman skilled In the law, and yet It was
passed by the committee of which he was a
member, without objection. This aiso seems
to me to be an argument used for the pur-
pose of defeating the Bill, by prejudicing the
House against the Bill; and endeavouring to
show that It is a Bill which should be opposed.
He says it is so clumsily drawn that it is im-
possible to put It right. My hon. friend may
be able to draw a clause better than that, but
as he has failed once he may again in mak-
ing a better definition of cattle. Then comes
the grand cnmax : let us send the Bil away
to experts, and let them make it for us. We
will print and publish it as ours, but let them
inake it. This is like the proposition of yes-
terday with regard to the Redistribution. Bal
Why should we submit the distribution of our
Dominion to experts ? Why should we sub-
mit the making of our laws to experts ? We
are here to make them. Hon. gentlemen seek
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the honour of a place ln thisParliament to
assist in making the laws of the country.
They are not here to say, after a Bill has
been presented ln the House of Commons, af-
ter it has passed a joint committee of both
Houses, through the House of Commons, and
come before us-they are not here to say then,
we do not attach any value at all to all those
proceedings, we do not attach any importance
to the labours of the House of Commons on
the Bill. We do not pretend to know any-
thing about It ourselves ; so we wiil send it
to experts to make a law for us which we
can call our own. Hon. gentlemen talk about
the dignity of the Senate. What.-dignity do
they show when they declare their incapacity
to citdize the crimlinal law or any other law ?
If we are not able to make the laws, why not
drop the attempt and go home? I do not
know of any better argument against the Sen-
ate than the fact that when an Important Bill
comes before us our first idea is to abandon
our functions, and relegate the making of the
laws to some three or four persons who have
not reoeved suficient honour ln the world to be
made members of either House of Parliament,
but who are supposed to know more about
making laws than both Houses, and specially
more than the members of the Senate. I hold
we are as competent a body as can be found
to criticise the criminal code. I hold It is our
duty to do It, and we have no right to make
excuses for relegating that duty to other par-
ties. The real objection to going on, which is
te a certain extent on a sound basis, is the
difficulty we may have ln getting through this
BIll and giving It a proper criticism during
the time which may be left for us to do so.
lon. gentlemen talk very freely of the Holuse
of Commons being ready to adjourn to-mor-
row. I doubt very much If the House of
Commons wll be ready to adjourn to-morrow,
and it Is quite on the cards that they may
not be ready to adjourn for several days.
What are we to do in the meantime ? Hon.
gen!tlemen say you must not try to criticize
the clauses of this Bill-you are not capable
of doing so, you must go home for four or
five days while the House of Commons is
working, and either leave this Bill to be drawn
up by experts, or abandon It until next ses-
sion. We have not doue much this session.
It has not been our fault, I admit. We have
done what work has corme before us, and
done It well, but the legislation of the coun-
try has been very small this year. Perhaps It

is better so. I do not believe ln tinkering for-
ever at *the laws of the country. Fortunately
we have not the friction ln this House which
causes long debates in the other chamber,
and these result in very little legis-
lation. Perhaps we have not had more
than enough to do this session to vindi-
cate our existence to the public. Then why
not go on and do all we can ? I proposed
that yesterday; I proposed it ln all sincerity.
I proposed that the Bill should have proper
criticism. I propose now that we shall go
on with it and deal with it as long as we can.
If we can only cniticize the first clause let us
do it. When we have gone on as far as we
can in an efficient way, if we find we cannot
finish the Bill this session, then if we can
constitutionally take the step which I have
suggested, and which hon. gentlemen appear
to approve of, we can take that step. I do
not know that we cau carry it, because the
highest authority in the country on consti-
tutional law has said that it is without pre-
cedent ; but we can try it. But in the
meantime why should we not go on as far
as we oan and try if we cannot finish it ?
There will be so much done at all events if
we eau transmit it to the next session, when
next session comes. Hon. gentlemen dwell
on the statement that there is no necessity
to pass this Bill. There are very few Bills
which are abdoiutely necessary to be passed
in any session, but surely the criminal law is
necessary for the administration of justice.
This is a most complete codification of the
criminal law, carefully revised and much im-
Proved, which every one can refer to. It
bas been before the country for two years. It
was printed and dIstributed last session, but
was not proceeded with, on the suggestion
that the country would learn its contents and
understand them. It has been before the
House of Commons all this session; It was
referred to a Joint Comniittee of both Houses.
Why did we send our members to form part
of such a committee ? In order that we
mnight have the advantage of having it studied
by the best legal minds of both Houses, and
in order that we need not refer lit to a com-
mittee again when It came to this House. It
is said that the House of Commons only took
four days to consider this Bill. That is a
mistake. The House of Commons did not
pass until the last day more than a hundred
clauses a day. When it Is remembered thit
this Bill was referred to a Select Committee,
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and carefully considered, and that a great
portion of the Bill is tak-en from staitutes
already in existence and found to work pro-
perly, one can readily see that a good deal
of the work of criticism could be doue during
the time in which the House sits in the
twenty-four hours. In reality the Bill has
passed through the crucible of the c3mmhittee,
and has been subjected to the critio'si of
the House of Commons, and it is now before
us printed, with every faolity we can desire
to judge of its contents and further to crit:clie
it, and now, when three or four days exist of
the session in which we have nothing to do,
why should we sit down and practically de-
clare our incompetence to go on with the Bill,
even when we have the time to do it ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD
judge in the country has had
hands for some time.

(B.C.)--Every
the Bill in his

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not one in ten has
looked at it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Then those judges have no right to complain
of any defect which they have not objected
to. Let us pass the second reading of the
Bill. Let us refer it to a Committtee of the
Whole; let us begin its criticism and go on
with it, as long as time allows us to do it,
carefully and properly. The moment uiat
time fails us we can stop. But let us uo
what we eau to save the necessity of the
greait labour of passing that Bill again
through the House of Commons. The House
of Commons have enough to do in hte way
of tîeir legislation, and in the d½cusstonsý
whicl they necessarily take part in, without
having a Bill of a thousand clauses hanging
over then like a nightmare through the whole
session, and I should regret very much indeed
belng placed in the position of having aban-
doned that Bill, and having to see the labour
of the House of Commons done over again
next session. If we have not time to finish
the Bill let us try to manage. by the process
that I have suggested, to have. it brought
back here again without going to the House
of Commons; but I am opposed to relegat:ng
our funetions to experts.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-,The Bill comes already
from what are supposed to be experts. 1
find Mr. Masters credited with something for
drafting the Bil.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The House does not usually draft Bills ; it
citticizes them. Mr. Masters was one of
those who assisted in drafting the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the House go into committee on
the Bill after recess.

The motion was agreed to.

THE LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the adoption
of the Second Report of the Joint Comnittee
of Both Houses on the Library of Parliainent.
He said : The report of the sub-committee
appointed to consider the rules governing the
use of books of the Library by members of
Paliament dudIng the session will be found on
page 452. Very muh inconvenience has
been experienced through members taking
from tthe Library of Parliament books of
reference, suich as those mentioned in the re-
port, and in many instances keeping them
locked up in their desks for days. The matter
was brought before the committee, and their
reconmendatlon Is to be found in the report.
I tbiink everybody wlll agree with me that it
is a necessary regulakon. The other clause
of the report deals wtith a matter whieh has
bSen brought up frequently ln the Library
Committee. Some members when leaving
Ottawa take aïway more books than the rules
allow, aid retain them for a longer period
than they should, having due regard to the
onvenience of other members who may desire
to see the same works. The oommittee there-
fore recommend that the attention of members
should be called to the rules governing the use
of tàhese books, and they should use their pri-
vilege with due regard to the convenience of
other members.

Te Motion was agreed to.

At 6 o'clock the House rose for recess.

After ReceSs.

THE ORJIHNAL LAW BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved Itself bito a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (7) "The Criminal LaW
o)f 1892."
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On iaause 3, sub-section "d,"-

Hon. Mr. POWER said that the clause con-
tained a number of superfluous words. It
would be clearer to omit thei, and much
more elegant.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT said that the clause had
been several times before the Legislature
and that was ,the final shape in which it was
enacted, and he thought it would be a mis-
take to alter it.

Hon. Sii JOHN CALDWELL ABBOfT
Eaid the sane language had been used for
forty years and had been found perfectly
clear.

The clause was adopted.
On clause "o,"-

Ilon. Mr. O'DO.NOHOE thought that the
termI "loaded arms " was not sufficiently com-
prehensive to include breech-loaders.

Hon. Sii JOHN CALDWELL ABBOIT
moved that the words "in the barrel " be
struck out.

The motion was agreed to, and the clause
as amended was adopted.

On the 105th clause,-

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) called aktention to
the fact that the Senate had already paed
two Bills and sent them to the House of Coim-
mons makng oertain provisions with reference
to the carrying of concealed weapons without
reasonable cause. He thought the Senate
would stultify itself if it allowed this clause to
pass n its present shape.

The clause was allowed to stand.
On the 106th clause,-

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that the maxt.
mum penalty be $1.00, instead of $50, for
poiting a loaded firearm or gun at any per,
Son.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause was passed.

'Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, froin the commiftee,
reported that they had made some progress
and asrd leave to sit agiin tO-mOrrow at
11 a.m,

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (84) " An Act further to amend the
Iilway Act" (Sir John Cahlwell Abbo4t.)

35

Bil (74) " An Act to amend the Acts re-
spediUng the Civil Service." (Sir John Cald-
well Abbott.)

Bill (36) "An Act to amend the Acts Inoor-
poramting the School Savings Bank." (Mr.
Power.)

The Senate adjourned at 11.35 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, July 7th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 11 a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

ORIMINAL LAW BILL

IN COMMITTEE.

The Order of the Day being called, "l ouse
again in Committee of the Whole on Bill (7)
'An Act to amend the Criminal Law.' "

Hon. Mr. KAUJLBACH sald: It Is quite
evident that the feeling of the House yes-
terday was to perfect the Bill before us
as far as possible. The Bill was pro-
ceeded with although there was a
strong expression from the House that
it was a late peri'd of the session to under-
take such a work. The Importance of the Bill
was oonoeded by every one. Since Con-
federation we have not had before us a meas-
ure affecting so largely the rights, privi
leges and liberties of the subject as this. It
Is not the principle of the Bill that is involved
In the discussion; the only difference of opin-
ion is as to details, and these details should
receive moSt careful attention. I have noth-
ing to say against the Chairman, but I merely
remark that I never heard a gentleman read
se rapidly as he did yesterday. The clauses
were read in such a manner that although I
endeavoured to follow him I was unable to do
se, and as I am anxious to understand the
nature and scope of the several clauses I hope
that greaiter ære wi1 be taken to-day to read
them disinctly. Yesterday I several times
asked tbat the clauses be read, but some hon.
gentlemen only smled ait my request and cried
"carlied." Now, nobody wishes to delay the
passage of this BiH, but we want to consider
It thoroughly. Although I differ on anost
eveiry question from the hon. senior member
for HaMfax I will say this, to bis credi, that
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w1th the exception of the Premier himself
no memiber of this House gives the same con-
stant, painstaking, assiduous attention to the
legislation that comes before us thait he does.
He has shiown a disposition to perfect this
Bill, but w-hen he rises to speak there is a
disposition to hurry the clauses through, and
this must have a discouraging effect upon him.
I hope that my remarks will be taken ln the
proper spirit, and that my objections will not
be considered frivolous.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Wihole on the Bill.

After some time Hon. Mr. Clemow, froin
the committee, reported that they had made
some progress and asked leave to sit again at
the next sitting of the House at 3 p.m.

The report was concurred in.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bil (99) " An Act to amend the Act relating
to the harbour of St. John, in the Province of
New Brunswick." (Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

The Senate adjourned at 1 p.m.

Second Sitting.
The SPEAKER took the Chair at 1 p.m.

THE CIINAL LAW BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resumed in. Conmittee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (7) " An Act to
anend the Oriminal Law."

(In the Comnittee.)

On the 205th clause, sub-section "b,"-

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved to amend the
clause which provides that raffles for prizes of
small value ait any bazar held for any chari-
table objeot should not be made an indictable
offence by adding the words "when the articles
raffled for have been first offered for sale, and
none of them are of a value exceeding $50."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I do not serlously object to the amendment,
but I think lt is dLsadvantageous rather thah
advantageous, and will rather wound the
susceptibilities of a great many people.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It has been the law on
the Statute-book for twenty-five years and
bas never been found fault with.

The amendment was agreed to.

On sub-section " d," exenipting any comn-
pany or association heretofore incorporated
by or authorized under the provisions of any
Act of the Parliament of Canada, or any
statute of the Provincial Legislature, to do
any of the Acts ln this section specified.

Hou. Mr. VIDAL moved that the clause be
struck out. He said : Lotteries are recog-
nized almost universally as being immoral in
their tendencies. We have seen what they
have done in the 'United States, where every
effort is being used to suppress then. We
have only to look at the issues of tie Mont-
real Gaztle last January to see tie distress-
ing effect on the morals of the people of the
lotteries that are in operation in that city. It
has been said that my French-Canadian
fellow countrymen favour those lotteries, and
I think it is only due to them to say that
this is a libel upon the French-Canadians,
and Is not a true statement. Yesterday
after I had made my protest against this
clause, on the second reading of the Bill, I
was asked to meet a delegation sent from
Montreal on this very point, who presented
mue with the following resolution adopted by
the Conservative League in Montreal:

"At a meeting of the Conservative League
(Ligue Conservatrice), held lu Montreal on
the 5th of July instant, 1892, it was resolved :

" That a deputation, consisting of Messrs.
Athanase Branchaud, Louis Allard, Henri
Archambault, Emile Vanier and Lucien Huot,
be requested to proceed to Ottawa to urge
upon the honourable members of the Govern-
ment the importance of making no ex-
ception towards the Province of Quebec, in
any of the clauses of the criminal code now
under the consideration of the Parliament,
and specially in the clauses having reference
to 'betting' and ' lotteres.'

" That the League would consider any ex-
ception made towards the Province of Quebec
as having a tendency to degrade publie
sentiments in reference to such matters, anO
also as an insult to the good sense and public
spirit of the population of this province.

" Certified a true extract of the minutes
translated from the French.

" LUCIEN HUOT,
"S ecretary."

I think it Is only fair to these gentlemen,
and to the French-Canadians generaly, that
they should be freed from any accusation
thaît they desire to patronize and retain the
lottery in their province.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wIsh aIso to pre-
sent to the House a letter sent to me frO1
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Montreal in reference to this clause. It Is
as follows :-

RE CRIMINAL LAW AND LOTTERIES.

"Dear Sir:
" An amendment which must have escaped

the Commoners las been introduced in the
criminal law to prevent lotteries authorized
by the Quebec Government to fall under the
operation of the law.

" This clause will favour only the Province
of Quebec lotteries, which is the only one
now in existence, and which has been the
iost harnful one, because of its high price

tickets, the great number sold, and the few-
very few-capital prizes paid. In over fifty
drawings the capital prize has been paid only
three or four times.

" The profits realized are enormous. In a
single drawing the lottery has maae over
$20,O0, net profit.

" The society of St. Jean Baptise does not
get three per cent out of the profits, which
go to private individuals, who, two years ago,
were poor people, and who have now sump-
tuous carriages, and are going to the south in
winter.

" The pest Is spreading ail over the city.
In nearly every grocery, saloon, candy shops,
uewspaper stands, in factories, ln mills, every
where tickets are sold.

" There is only one way to stamp out the
disease: it 1s to make no concessions to those
demoralizers. Even the Quebec Government
w-ill be glad if no exemption is made, because
its Prime Minister is opposed to lotteries, and
they wiil not be barassed by speculators of
ail sorts.

" Voicing the sentiments of a large majority
of electors, I hope that the Senate Wil do its
duty in this matter, and save our people
from ruin."

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-I wih siimply to verify
what the hon. memnber from Sarnia has stated
in regard to my French-Canadlan fellow citi-
zens, and to say that these gentlemen who
signed the resolution read to the House are
muost respectable and responsible gentlemen in
Montreal, and to add to his testimony that
there has been a great deal of pilfering and
thieving going on by young people in that
City to obtain money to procure those lottery
tickets.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I do not myself favour lotteres, and I sympa-
thize a good deal with what hon. gentlemen
have said with regard to them. At the ame
time we must not be led to commit injustice
by any feeling which we have in endeavouring
to remedy other injustices. As respecte this
Clause, it is of a general character. I under-
Stand that the oompany or association referred

35._

to In this clause as heretofore incorpora.ted by
or authorized under the provision of any Act
of the Parliament of Canada cannot refer to
such institutions as we are Fupposed to be
dealing wilth. The Oredit Foncier of Lower
Canada, cbarted by this Parliament, issues
bonds, and these bonds are redeemed fron
time to time by lot as money comes in. It is
the practice which prevails amongst railway
companies and other large companies that
have large loans. They draw the bonds by
lot which are to be redeemed. The Credit
Foncier is the association referred to in the
beginning of this clause, and that is no lot-
tery. The hon. gentleman from Sarnia knows
very well that the Oredit Foncier is not a lot-
tery. The other portion of this clause refers
to a ,zomewhat similar association chartered
by a statute of the Provindial Legislature of
Qudbec, for the benefit, I think, of the St.
Jean Baptiste Society. It has taken into
partnership with it, as it were, a company
that runs the lottery and pays the St. Jean
Baptiste Society so much for the privilege of
doing so. Well, now, that is no doubt the
lottery or association whieh is pointed at by
the second part of this clause, and I think a
good deal might be said in favour of the etr-
ception., I do not think that It is such an extra-
ordinary thing that it Is made an exception
of here, because It Is an exception which is
samnttoned by the largest province but one of
the Dombiun, and it Is an association w'hich
has already expended a considerable sum of
money under the faith of the authority which
tho Quebec Legk{Iature gave it, and it will
lose a coasideratble sum of money if the Lot-
tery Act is put in force against it. I mention
this to show that the clause is not so entirely
destitute of reason as hon. gentlemen would
be led to believe. Perhaps they are a littile
carried away by the feeling which they, and I,
have agadnst lotteries. I thiuk they are
demoralizing, and should not be allowed to be
carried on in the country, and the lottery busi-
ness was dbamterized as an offence before
we ever thoughit of a code, and before a Pro-
vincial Act was passed. At the same time,
I cannot hut my eyes to the fact that the
Legislature of the sister province passed the
Act, and people have invested money and con-
sequenUty have rights legally acquired.

Hon. M1r. PERLEY-Hiave they not twelve
moniths under this BIl ?

Hon. SIr JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -

We mIlght comnpenste them in that way-by
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extending tie time. What I propose is an
amendment relating to business matters whicéh
we cannot properly diegard. There is no
possible objection to the Credt Foncier set-
ting how they shall withdraw. We might
say that this does not apply to the Credit
Foncier du Bas-Canada.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-With reference to the
society alluded to and the money invested, 1
could give some information that I have be-
come possessed of. The interest of the St.
Jean Baptiste Society ls this : they recelve an
aniual payment of $5,000 from the few indi-
viduals who have the charter ; that ls to last
for five years, after which the sum is to be
increased to $10,000 a year. What does that
teach us with reference to the question?
Where does the money come from ?

Hon. Mr. MILLER-How was the money
used ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It goes into the pockets
of the very few individuals who now consti-
tute the syndicate that controls the original
charter.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-How ls the money
u9ed '?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not know.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Perhaps you do not

want te know.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-That company cannot
afford to give $5,000 a year out of the profits,
and where does It come from? It ls stolen
from the poor under provincial legislation.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Are not those two
charters already in existence exempted ? In
doing away with these sub-clauses do we
interfere with -the charters granted by the
Legislature of Quebec ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Yes, if this clause is struck out.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Then I cannot support
it.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Is my hon. friend spaking of the lotterles,
or the Credit Foncier associations ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
If this clause is struck out the exemption
will be struck out.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Then I will have to
move an amendment. I think we should
not come in conflict with the second largest
province in the Dominion.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-If you sanction
this exemption you will give a monopoly to
the existing associations. The lotteries were
chartered in defiance of the legisiation of tis
country. They should have no sympaithy
from any of us; they have no sympathy from
me.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is an important
point that wants to be cleared up. I have
comnpared the draft Bill with the law before
us. Are those lotteries now offending against
the law ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Yes; but the punishment ls not so severe
as this statute makes it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The question naturally
strikes one, why have they been allowed to
go on and develop if the law was sufficiency
strong to prevent them.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Some of my hon. friends may be surprised
to hear me state why : it is because the
spirit of the people is not opposed to it.

Hon. Mr. POWER - If the Legislature of
Quebec were to undertake to say that it
would be no harm to steal, should we there-
for say larceny ln the Province of Quebc,
imder an Act of the Provincial Legislature,
was no offence ? This is just an additional
reason why we should be more stringent

The amendment, striking out the exemption,
was adopted.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved an amendment exempting the Credit
Foncier and the Credit Foncier du Bas-Canada
from the operation of the Bill.

The amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Can we not exempt
the two chartered sodeties-the Quebec lot-
tery and the St. Jean Baptiste lottery ?

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-The lotteries charter- Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
ed by the Province of Quebe. I No.
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Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Then there is no use
of my moving against it ; I find I cannot get
a seconder for the motion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Minister or Justice
should consider whether the clauses already
In operation would be sufficlently strong to
stop the lotteries. If they go on now in
defiance of the law, surely the law should
be made sufficiently stringent to put a stop
to them.

The clause, as amended, was adopted.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
reported progress, and asked leave to sit
again after recess.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (84) " An
Act further to amend the Railway Act."
He said : This Bill makes provision for a
number of details in the administration of
the raliways. There is no continuity ln
them at all; they are isolated improvements
on the companies management, and when we
get into committee of course we can take
them up one by one.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT MENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (74) " An
Act to amend the Act respecting the Civil
Service." He said : This is a Bill to amend
one of the clauses of the Civil Service Act
which has been producing some difficulty. By
the Civil Service Act those persons who were
in the employ of the Government previous to
its enactment were relieved of some of its
conditions, as they oould not have a retroactive
effeot. Some diiulty is now experienced
in continuing then in their employment.
The object of this Bill is to carry out the
spirit of the Civil Service Act in allowing
these persons to be continued without refer-
ence to the provisions of the Civil Service Act,
which, by the conditions of the clause that is
to be amended, were held not to be properly
applicable to them. The exact details of the
clause I will state when the Bill is in commit-
tee.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

HARBOUR OF ST. JOHN BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the second reading of Bill (99) " An
Act to amend the Act relating to the
harbour of St. John, in the Province
of New Brunswick." He sald: This Is
a Bil to increase the powers of the harbour of
St. John, and to enable them to borrow Instead
of $750,000, which they were authorized to
borrow by a statute passed several years ago,
one million dollars, adding two hundred and
fifty thousand dolars to their borrowing
power. The debentures which they are al-
lowed to issue it is expected wUll be advanced
upon by the Government and the revenue of
the harbour is such as to justify the Govern-
ment in advancing this money, it being ample
for the purpose of paying interest upon the
oan. The figures and details of the revenue
of the harbour I wMl be able to show when
we go into Committee of the Whole. The
harbour is now partly owned by the city of
St. John and partly by individuals. The re-
venue of the portion owned by the city is
about $34,000 a year, and the revenue of the
portion owned by individuals is about $18,000
a year. It is proposed to allow the commis-
sioners to acquire both the portion owned by
the city and the portion owned by individuals,
and as the acquisition of the latter will, per-
haïps, take some time, the Bill provides for the
retention of a portion of the money in the
hands of the Government until it is applied
to that purpose.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Who are to appoint the
commLssioners ?

Hon. Slr JOHN <ALDWELL ABBOTT -
The House will percelve that the revenue now
is about $48,000, tbogh the harbour is in a
very incomplete s-tate. The Governor in
Council wll appoint a majority of the com-
missioners. The ci'ty of St. John will ap-
point two of the five, I thlnk. My recolec-
tion la that the Government will appoint
three. Thc only condition is that they shail
be residents of the city of St John.

lon. Mr. KAULBACH-How are they to
acquire the property of individuals ?
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
By private bargain ; they have no power of
expropriation.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I think there is very
considerable difference of opinion amongst the
people of St. John as to the advisability of
putting the harbour in commission, and that
is shown by the fact that although they have
had this power for a long time they have
never exercised it. Under these circum-
stances, to put a sum of a million dollars in
the hands of commissioners whom the Govern-
ment will appoint is, perhaps, rather an ex-
treme step unless the consent of the electors
of the city be obtained.

Hon. Sr JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
My hon. friend is quite right; that is provided
for.

Hon. Mr. WARK-There is something pe-
culiar about this matter, that the Government
are alowing this large amount to the people
of St. Jobn without its being asked for. The
people of St. John asked for $40,O0 to assist
them in improving the harbour and construot-
Ing an elevator. They are trying to get the
Government to construct that elevador so as
to put them on a level with the city of Hali-
fax.

Hon. Mr. POWER-t will take a good deal
more than $4,000 to do that.

Hon. Mr. WARK--They only want assist-
ance. They have agreed to borrow $150,ooo
and to ask the Government to assist them to
the amount of $40,000, because the Govern-
ment made them pay $40,000 for an old rail
way which was really only worth the old iron
there. I suppose that has been paid and it
Is wanted back again. They have not asked
for this Bill at al. The question of putting
the harbour under commqiion has been, 1
think, tbree times discussed. I think it was
twice voted down by the Town Council, and
it was referred to the people and they voted
it down, and the Premier stated the other day
that there was no application from the city-
that the application was made by the mem-
bers. The members ought to know what the
city wants, but I think it is very extra-
ordinary that without asking anything at al]
in th4s shape, so large an amount of money is
offered them, w'hen all they want is $40,O0
to assist them in doing the work that the
harbour commisoners would have to do.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT -
My hon. friend is mLstaken as to the request
of the city, so far as we know it. I think al]
the requests have come through the members
for the city. They desire the Government to
build an elevator. I do not know what it
would cost; I suppose sixty thousand to one
hundred thousand dollars, and the people also
desire an advance for the purpose of improv-
ing the harbour. That would leave the har-
bour in a very incomplete state, and would
involve an advance, without any security or
prospect of return, I fancy, before it was
done, of something like a quarter of a million
of money. The Government were not dis-
posed to make a present of this money in that
form, because in reality, although there has
been, In former times, a good deal of money
thrown away on harbours, yet the great har-
bours of the country have mostly been made
by commissioners on money borrowed in the
way fixed by the Bill. If the city
of St. John reailly want the assistance
which they can obtain under this Bill, it
amounts to this: they would get their money
about 2 per cent cheaper than they could
borrow it for outside, they of course must
testify that by their vote, and there will be
no attempt to impose on them the commission
or compel them to take this money. There
will have to be a vote of the city taken,
because it involves the -sale of the right of
the city in the harbour, and if the city votes
against it the money will not be spent. I
should think we might farly take the mem-
bers for St. John as representing the desire
Of the city, and they assure us that in all
probability this plan will ba adopted, offer-
ing as It does a prospect of the har-
bour being effectively completed and
placed under one rule and properly managed,
and also enabling them to build the elevator
and any other improvements they desire to
make about the city. It is thought these
advantages will induce the city to vote the
acceptaneo of the Bill ; but, if they do not.
they will not be obliged to take it.

The Bill was Fead the second time.

SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK BILL.

REPORTED FROM THE STANDING ORDERS
COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD, from the Committee
on Standing Orders and Private Bills, re-
ported Bill (36) "An Act to amend the Act
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to incorporate the School Savings Bank,"
recommending that it be placed on the
Orders of the Day for second reading. He
moved that the rules of the House be sus-
pended, and that the report be adopted.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-This Bill had its first
and second reading in the House and It has
been dropped now for three and a half
months. I think at this late period of the
session it is rather too suddenly put before
us just when we are about proroguing. I
intend to move that it be read this day six
months. I have reasons for doing so. First,
there was no notice given to us ; that Is
admitted by the mover of the resolution. He
says there was no petition. These things
are irregular. The naine imnplies a matter
of banking and commerce, which should
have come up two years ago. It is the
renewal of a charter and Increasing the
powers of an institution chartered here In
1886. When the General Banking Act was
brought up, In which the savings banks were
Included, it was noit brought in with it. It
has been left over for two years without
any notice being taken of It. I think where
such interests are at stake, where a million
of dollars of capital is dealt with, and in
addition to tha.t the savings of school children
which. are very important, and of servants
and others of that cla1s are involved, we
should be careful. Now the savings banks
which were chartered in 1890 have very
stringent rules and regula.tions in connection
with them, and until these things are pro-
perly examined it is hardly fair to grant
such legislation to a chartered institution
whieh has no double liability. That Is an
important thing. The stock is a million of
dollars, and when $250,000 Is subscrilbed or
pald up that becomes the working capital.
There is no double liability, or any proteation
of that nature. The other savings banks
had a liability of 30 per cent., and the stock-
holders were liable to the extent of 70 per
cent. That is a guarantee that the capital
could not be all wasted. If the whole 3o
per cent. should be wasted or dissIpated,
depositors had all the stockholders to fall
back upon for 70 per cent. more. For these,
and many other reasons which I will no(
detain the House with now, I move that the
Bill be not now read, but that it be post-
poned for six months.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The motion before
us now is the adoption of the report of the
oommittee.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The committee met to-
.a,, and a member from the louse <>f

Commons, the hon. gentleman from Hoche-
laga, appeared before uF and explained
what had been done. In the first place, the
notices were properly given. It was estab-
lished by the secretary of the committee
that the notice appeared In the Montreal
Gazette and in one of the Frenci papers In
Montreal, and also in the Canada Gazette.
The notices were given from some time early
in January until some time in March. A
petition came up here to this House, and was
sent back by the clerk to have some inform-
ality remedied. The petition was presented
in the House of Commons. The Bill was
delayed in the House of Commons at the
instance of the Minister of Justice, who
wished to make some Inquiry As to the ad-
visability of passing it, and as the Mlinister
was very busy he did not give his decision
in the louse of Commons or to the gentle-
men in charge of this Bill until a very little
while ago, and thaît is the reason why tihe
Bill comes to this House at such a late stage
of the session. But the notices had been
given and petitions sent in.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Not to this House.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The petition came to
this louse; but owing to some informality
it was sent back again to the petitioners-
because the seal of the corporation was not
attached to it. I think if there ever was
a case In which the committee were justified
lu recommending that the rules be suspended
it Is In this case. When the -question of the
second reading comes up the hon. gentleman
will have an opportunity of discussing the
question, but he is not in order now.

Tie motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD-The matter Is now m
the hands of this House, and it will be for
the House to decide what will be done with
the Bill. I do not press for a division in
any way. I have a motion to make, In obedi-
ence to the rules of the House. These savings
banks have rendered great services in Euro-
peau countries, and it will be for the House
to decide what shall be done with the Bill.
I move that the Bill be placed on the Order
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of the Day for the second reading at the
next sitting of the House.

The motion was agreed to.

At 6 o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

CRIMINAL LAW BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.
The House resumed, in Committee c- the

Whole, consideration of Bill (7) "The Crim-
inal Law."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
wih the Bill, and asked leave to sit again.

The Senate adjourned at 11.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, July 8th, 1892.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 11 a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself lato Committee of
the Whole on Bill (84) " An Act further to
amend the Railway Act"

(In the Committee.)

On the 4th clause,-

Hon. Mr. POWER-Wil this provision ap-
ply to companies whIch bave already been
<Lartered ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Yes ; I Imagine it will have the effect of

modifying the powere of any company tha.t
have not been exercised. I do not know that
It le an improvement on the existing law ; i

suppose this has arlsen froin the unfortunate
fact that so few companies have capital to
expend on their raiways.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It just means this, that
it will make it easler for companies which
have no capital whatever to go on and build
their rallways by floating their bonds.

The clause was adopted.

On the 5th claus,-

Hon. Mr. POWER-It seems to involve un-
necessary expense and delay that all these
questions of crossings should be referred to
the Railway Committee. As there is a pro-
vision ln the existing law that If the parties
can agree amongst themselves, there seems to
be no necesety for coming to the Ra.ilway
Comattee.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The method is this: when
two companies agree they sign,.am agreenent,
which is hanided to the Railway Comuittee,
and an order is paksed sanctioning the cross-
ing.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Of course it is an important maitter. Life and
property depend on 1t to an enormous extent,
and the reason for submitting such questions
to the Railway Commlttee Is that the Govern-
ment engineer may see that the crossigs are
all right.

The clause was adopted.

Îion. Mr. DEVER, from the committee, rè-
ported the Bill wtthout amendment.

The Bil was then read the third time and
passed.

CIIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The bouse resolved itself Into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (74) " An Act to amend
the Acts reepectIng the Civil Service."

(in the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Mtght I suggest to
the Premier the advisability of extending the
third clause of the Civil Service Act to emt-
ployees of the Goverunment in the North-West
Territories ? It appears to me that an in-
justioe ls being done to the employeme there
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who have not the means of coming under the
Civil Service Act, and whom these proposed
amendments do not reach.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
There is no doubt whatever thaît the exten-
sion my hon. friend speaks of must be made;
that is quite clear, but the Government are
very unwilling to touch the material portions
of the Civil Service Act until next session.
They propose to introduce a Bill next year
dealing with the whole question, and I pre-
sume no one will suffer hardship during the
next six months.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No ; so long as the
Government have the subject under considera-
tion I am satisfied.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad that the hon.
gentleman fron Calgary has got a more de-
finite statement froni the Government on the
subject of this Bill than I have.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The hon. gentleman did not ask for it

Hon. Mr. POWER-I notice In the first
dause that these regulations are to be made
by the head of the department; ail regula-
tions as important as those should be made
by the Governor in Council.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend wil see that this is not an im-
portant matter. It is to cover a temporary
difficulty respecting the employment of about
a dozen officials whose positions are jeopar-
dized, and who may be thrown on the world
unless we pass this Bill. Otherwise the Gov-
ernment would not touch the Civil Service
question this sesIon.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the committee, re-
ported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

THE SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK BILL.
SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. GIRARD moved the second read.
Ing of Bill (36) "An Act to incorporate the
Schools Savings Bank." Ha said: The prin-
ciple of this Bill has been admitted by the in-
corporation of the company, who now come
to Parliament and ask for amendments to
their constitution. There is a doubt as to
the legality of their Act of Incorporation, and

the object now is to remove that doubt by
this proposed legislation. I hope that the
hon. gentleman from Victoria will not oppose
the Bill going to committee, wvhere full ex-
planations will be given.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-4 feel it my duty to
oppose this Bill on certain grounds which I
now proceed to lay before the House. This
School Savings Bank was incorpouted ln
1886, and the Bill now before us is to ln-
crease and extend very much the power
given under the original charter. Mr. Des-
jardins, the promoter of the Bill in the lower
House, stated yesterday that this bank was
for servants as well as for school children.
We had nothing before us to show that ln
the committee. The company ask that they
be allowed to increase their capital to one
million of dollars, and when they have $250,-
000 subscribed, paid up and deposited, the
baik can go into operation. I object to
this on behalf of those who will be interested
in the city of Montreal, from the fact that
there is no double liability or treble liability
as there Is ln connection with the other
chartered savings banks of Montreal and
Quebec. Twenty-five per cent. of their
capital is required by law as the working
capital of the bank, and the company feel
that they have seventy-five per cent. of a
liability before them in case of any impair-
ment of capital. This Bill has no such pro-
vision. With a million dollars of stock, of
whIch only $250,000 shall be subscribed and
paid up, the bank can go into operation. If
there is any impairment of capital the un-
fortunate depositors have nothing to look to.
The charters of the two savings banks I have
referred to were based on the princ'ple of
the Scotch Banki'ng Act-that is, to have a
large amount ln the shape of unpaid stock
that could be à.lled upon et any moment
Consequently, it left, as ln the case of the
banks in Quebec and Montreal, three-quarters
of the amount of the capital of the bank
to be called upon when it is found necessary
to make good a deficiency. There are certain
other irregularities ln connection with this
BIl also that will prove fatal to it. When
we consider that we have other important
measures before this House to look int, it
would be almost cdiminal on our part to push
this Bill through this session without proper
consideration. If it was simply to revive
the charter of 1886 there would be no ob-
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jection ; but there Is more than that in It.
The bank is for servants as well as for
chIldren, and with a million dollars stock and
only $250,000 subscribed and paid up, with-
out any double liabiity, it Is a dangerous
Bill for us to pass. TUey should be governed
by the Banking Act of 1871 and the Act of
1891, wich not alone guarded the depositors
but contained other safeguards for the
public. One of the provisions was that 20
per cent of the securities must be in Gov-
ernment bonds, as a guarantee to depositors
that they will be protected. The City and
District Savings Bank have deposited nearly
half a million of Montreal city bonds,
on which they make nothing, but which are
kept there as a security for depositors. 1
therefore move that the Bill be not now read
the second time, but that it be read the second
time this day three months.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-They got their
charter in 1886 ?

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-Yes.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Did they ever do
any business under it ?

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-I cannot say. When
they got their charter first the capital stock
was only $250,000. They now ask to have
it increased to one million, and when they
have $250,000 subscribed and paid up tliey
go Into operaition without any guarantee that
If there is a loss there vill be any funds to
draw upon.

Hon. Mr. POWER-JThere is a great deal
of force in the observations made by the hon.
gentleman from Victoria division. I do not
question his statements ait ail, and looking
over the original charter of the company 1
see there is a great absence of protection to
depositors ; at the same time, it Is not the
usual course for this louse to reject a private
Bill on the second reading. I think it is
better to allow the Bil to go to the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, and they
will likely have a meeting this afternoon,
and If they consider It is not wlse to proceed
with the Bill they can so report to the House.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That Is the proper way.

Hon. Mr. MURPHY-I have no objection,
and am quite satisfied to accept the proposal

of the hon. gentleman from Halifax, and with
the permission of the House I wiMl withdraw
my amendment.

The Bill was then read the second time.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

THE ELEVENTH REPORT OF THE JOINT COM-
MITTEE OF BOTH HOISES ADOPTED.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the adoption of the
Eleventh Report of the Joint Committee of
both Houses on the Printing of Parliament.
He saild : This report recommends that certain
documents be printed, and certain other
documents be not printed. It also recom-
mends the distribution of twenty thousand
copies of the Experinental Farin report. The
attention of the House is also drawn to the
fact of the enormous expense that is entailed
on the country by members moving for papers
which are brought down and printed, and
nobody ever looks at.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That does not apply
to this House.

Hon. Mr. READ-It does. It applies to
this House as well as the House of Commons.
Some of these returns arie printed at a cost
of two thousand odd dollars, and others the
copying alone costs some, four hundred dollars,
and are never read except by the gentleman
who moves for thém.

Hon. Mr. ALMON - Does It recommend
that twenty thousand cop.es of the Experi-
mental Farm report be printed for circula-
tion ?

Hon. Mr. READ-Yes ; and a French edition
as well.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I consider It a great
waste of money.

The report was agreed to.

THE CRIMINAL LAW BILL.
AGAIN IN COMMITTEZ.

The House resumed in Committee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (7) "An Act to
amend the Oriminal Law."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
reported that they had made some progress
vith the Bill, and asked leave te sit again at

the second reading of the House to-day.

The Senate adjourned at 1.10 p.m.
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Second Sitting.
The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 p.m.

,Routine proceedings.

THE CRIMINAL LAW BILL.

The House resumed in Committee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (7) "An Act re-
specting the Criminal Iaw."

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW, from the committee,
reported the Bill with several amendments.

The report was agreed to and the amend-
ments were concurred in.

Hon. Sir JOHN OALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the third reading of the Bill.

The SPEAKER-It being 6 o'clock, I now
leave the Chair.

After Recess.
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-

If no hon. gentleman bas any other suggestion
to make, I now move the third reading of the
Bill, " An Act respecting the Criminal Law,"
as amended.

The motion was-agreed to, and the Bill was
read the third time and passed.

THE HARBOUR OF ST. JOHN BILL.
THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (90) "An Act to amend
the Act relating to the Harbour of St. John,
in the Province of New Brunswick."

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
There is a point on which I do not think the
Government of the country is sufficiently pro-
tected, in the way this Bill has come to us.
The objeot of the Bill is to enable the Harbour
Commissioners to buy the harbour belonging
to the clty of St. John, for the sum of $500,-
000, which is the sum it cost, and which is
the sum now represented by debentures, which
will be taken up by the clty. The remainder
of the loan Is to be devoted to the purchase
of the private wharves in the harbour, and
other improvemente, and also to the improve-
ment and extension of the harbour, the con-
struction of an elevator, and so on ; but it
appears to me that we require to be certain
that there shall be a sufficient amount left of
the advance to enable the Commissioners to
buy these extra wharves and improve them,

and that they should not be permitted to
spend money on the part of the harbour which
now belongs to the city. I propose to sug-
geEt an amendment to the Bill, embodying
that idea. By the Act of 1882 the Commis-
sioners have the right to buy the harbour be-
longing to the city for $500,000, thus dispos-
ing of so much of the loan, and so much of
the remalinder of the loan as is required to pur-
dhase the private wharves, and the balance
will be devoted to the improvements I have
stated. I suggest, as a third clause to the
Bill, the following, to carTy out that inten-
tion

3. "The fourth paragraph of the said sec-
tion eight of the said Aot Is hetreby amended
by inserting at the beginning thereof the fol-
lowing words : From the remainder of the
sui so raised, a sum shall be reserved suffi-
oient in the opinion of the Governor in Coun-
cil to make the payments required for the
purchase and acquisition of other wharf pro-
perty as hercinafter provided, and for the
repair and improvement thereof, and for the
construction of such works as may improve
the facilites for shipment therein ; and by
striking out from the said clause the words
'for the purchase and acquisition of other
wbarf property as heretinafter provided, and.' "

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think it is the
duty of this House to raise any question as to
its own powers in amending a money Bill,
and If the other branch of Parliament does not
object we have no reason to do so.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
If the grant is not disturbod the conditions or
details, I understand, of the grant, may be
amended by this House.

Hon. Mr. POWEIt-I am very glad to hear
it, for that is a doctrine I bave laid down fre-
quently in this House, and for which I have
been very much sat upon when I urged it

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I hope my hon. friend will not urge it often.

Hon. Mr. WARK-The great want in the
harbour of St John now is an elevator and
the flirst expenditure the people of St John
require to make would be in establishing a
suitable wharf for ocean steamers to load and
unload at. Is this amendment going to pre-
vent the commission from undertaking that
work ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
No ; the language of the appropriation for the
harbour itself Is amended by this Act giving
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the comnilssioners the right to spend the
money in extending the facilities of the har-
bour and expressly for the purpose of enab-
ling thei to construct an elevator.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Has the munici-
pality of St John the power of expropriating
private wharves ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The harbour commissioners have no right to
expropriate these wharves, and It Is for that
purpose the Government propose to retain the
money in their own hands, until the arrange-
ments have been made.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-There Is no harbour
commission in St. John at present. The har-
bour Is managed by the city council, and it
requires a two-third vote of the city council
to put it in commission. I am very glad that
this offer has been made to St. John ; at the
sanie time I cannot say that the city wll
accept it There are two parties In St John,
one In favour of improving the harbour by
conmmission and the other of doing it through
the city council itself. It is very fair and po-
litlc on the part of the Governinent to place at
the disposal of the city of St John this large
amount of money, and I hope some party
will avail themslives of the offer to make sucb
1nprovements to the harbour as will be a
credit to the Dominion at large. We have an
excellent port, and we did expect and do ex-
pect to do a large trade ; but we want to im-
prove our harbour and make It convenient
for large ships to come to that port With-
out the expenditure of a large amount of
money we oould not inaké the improvements
ourselves, and for that reason I accept most
cheerfully the offer of the Government; at
the same time I am unable to say that we
will permit the harbour to go into commission,
as it Is qulte possible the city may undertake
the work itself.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It ls quite true that the harbour of St. John
belongs to the city of St. John, and cannot be
disposed of by the city council without the
authorlty of a two-thirds vote of the council.
On a former occasion there was a vote In the
city council in favour of it, and it was thought
that that vote would be sufficient ; but It
turned out it was only a two-thirds vote of the
counciDors present instead of a two-thirds vote
of the entire council. I understaid that it is

very probable, as on a former oocasion, that
the council will submit It to the people before
signifying their decision on this question.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE, from the commlttee,
reported the Bill with- certain amendinents.
The amendments were ooncurred in.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the third reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

OHINESE IMGR.ATION ACT AMENI)-
MENT BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A Message was received from the House of
Commons wti4i Bill (44) " An Act further to
amend the Chinese Immigration Act."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The only object of tMfis Bill is to remedy a
species of defiance of the law which has
grown up amongst these Chinese immigrants.
Under the system which has prevailed, a
Ohinese returning to China had the right to
come back within a certain time if lie ob-
tained before ho left a certificate certifying
his being a citizen and fiaving gone from
Canada to Ohina. This certificate when he
returned allowed hn to land wtthout paying a
certain fee, or whatever It may be called. It
turns out that the Chinese, who are extremely
ingenlous, forged these certificates to any ex-
tent, and the consequence is, instead of forty
or fifty Ohinaamen coming on a vessel from
China, fthe number Is three tines as many, a
large proportion of them with forged certifi-
cates, and It has been found impossible to put
a ,top te this. The object of the Bill is to
put a stop to this by requiring a Ohinsanan,
when ho leaves, to register his naine and de-
scriPtion at the proper office at Vancouver,
where all the items capable of identifying him
are recorded in a book, and when lie returns,
if lie identifies himself as one of the men who
are recorded in thalt book (the burden of proof
of w-hih is on him) the fifty dollars is re-
mitted on his return, and the officer of cu-
toins there is made the final judge of the
question as to the man's identlty. This wil
put a stop to a very serious abuse of the pri-
vilege of returning which has prevailed and
grown to a very large extent. I move that
the 41st rule of the House be suRpended.

The motion was agreed to.
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Hbo. Sr JOHN OALDWELL ABBO'PT
moved that the Bill be read the second time.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-This will entail
a very great hardship on some Chinamen who
are not residents of Vancouver. What is to
become of Chinamen who return to the flowery
land from Victoria, a distance of 70 miles, or
from Kamloops, 200 .miles lu the interior,
when they land in Vancouver, if they are un-
able to identify themselves there to the satis-
faction of the authorities ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
They pay duty.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-In that case,
then, the Chinese will require to have differ-
eut offices. They will have to get their cer-
tificates and give a description of themselves
at the different Customs house--at Victoria,
Vancouver and Nanaimo, I suppose.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
No.

Hon. Mr. MoINNES (B.C.)-Only one place?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I should think so.

Hon. Mr. McINNIES (B.C.)-Those steamers
touch only at Vancouver and Victoria.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I suppose they would give a descriltion of
themselves only at the port to which they
wish to return.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It occurs to me there Is
considerable difficulty in IdentIfying a China-
man, and that possibly it might do to provide
a portrait of the departing Chinaman before
he left. Tbt Is the best way to identify hlm.
It seems to me just a little bit unsatisfactory
to leave the decision of the identity of the
man to an official who has control of the re-
cord. He ought to take photographs of all
the men who go.

Hon. -Mr. KAULBACH - This Bill is in-
tended further to restriot Chinanmen coming
into the country.

lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-No; it is
DO restriction.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-,He has to pay
something for the certificate.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Only one dollar.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Well, that is a re-
striction. It is a restriction to a poor man
who works at half the usual wagee,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see why a
Chinaman should be allowed t» perpetuate
a fraud more than any one else.

Hon. MIr. KAULBAOH-The Chinese are
needed in this country to develop our mines
and industries. The more our industries are
developed the botter it will be for the Do-
mainion.

Hon. Mr. MeINNES (B.C.)-How would you
like to sae a few thousand of them in Nova
Scotia ?

Hon. Mi. KAULIBACH-We would have
room for al of them. We want to open up
a big trade with China, and if we are to re-
strict the Chinese coming in here they might
retaliate They may shut their ports against
us. We anxious to open up a commerce
with them, and when we treat them as we do
it is not christian. Eventually they will re-
sort to retaliation.

Hon. Mr. McOALLUM-The chrilstian part
of It may do very well, but we have been for
a number of years speuding a lot of money to
get immigrants into this country, and as I
'uuderstand it, the British Columbia Govern-
ment is introducing crofters from Scotland to
seittle on the Pacific coast. I do not think it
should be the poicy of the Government to
allow the Chinese to come into this country
and bring their cheap labour into competition
with the labour of our own people. The
Chinese are not a desirable class of settlers to
come into the country, and I aan sorry that the
Govermnent did not see their way clear to ex-
clude them from the Dominion altogether. I
have not the sliightest doubt that when the
Government come to oonsider the evils
brought into this country by the Chinese they
will at an early date take yteps to try and
diminish that lmlgmifton. My hon. friend
speaks of trade with China ; what do we get
from the Chinese ? Does he ever look at
how much we sel them ? Very little, you
will find. The hlnanen send ail their earn-
ings home to China, and as I understand it,
every man of them has a contract by wilch,
if he dies in this country, bis body will be
shipped back to China.

Hon. Mr. KAUBLACH-They are good
labour-saving madhines.
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The Chinese who
come here do not bring their familles with
them. When they come here they displaee
our worknen, and that means three. on an
average, because Europeans bring their fani-
lies with then. I am sorry that the Govern-
ment did not see their way clar to exclide
the Chinese altogether.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend from Monck will observe that
this Bill ought to please hlim as much as any
Bill could do, except one which would pro-
hibit these people from entering the country
altogether, because It endeavours to prevent
those people from entering who have no riglit
to enter. The Government are in a very curi-
ous position with regard to the Chinese; I
do not suppose there is any one matter of
policy on which there is such a striking dif-
ference of opinion. One set of hon. gen-
tlemen, and a great many outside the House,
would desire to exclude the Chinese alto-
gether. Others would desire to admit them
without any restriction at all. The only
chance the Government has of trying to get
on with its work with respect to the Chinese
la to adhere to the law that both flouses have
approved of, and this Bill is simply to enable
them to adhere to the law.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I understand it is a
restriction as it is. That leaves it better than
It was before.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend must not speak so disparag-
ingly of the trade of China. The trade of the
United States with China is large. In 1890
the Imports of the United States frorm China
amounted to $16,260,000, while the exports
from the UnIted States to China were $2,040,-
000. I do not see any reason at all why we
should not share In this trade to a very large
extent, and I think it la very probable we
ray share largely In It, because the feeling ln
Cbna respecting the treatment of Chinese re-
sidents li the United States is very strong,
and the people of the United States are not
by any means restricted In the penalties they
visit on the Chinese, by the law whlch 1s
made with regard to their entrahce into the
country. Now, as respects ourselves, our Im-
ports commenoed a few years ago with $803,-

000, and last year they amounted to $2,123,-
000. That was not with China alone, but
with China and Japan. The exporta to China
are small, of course. They have rise.n, how-
ever, from $37,000 to $67,000 in the period I
have referred to. The next time I have oc-
casion to quote those returns, I hope they
may be in the millions. I move that the Bill
be referred 'to a Committee of the Whole
House presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
referred to a Committee of the Whole House.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the committee, re-
ported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time, and
passed.

THE SENATE AND HOUSE
MONS BILL.

OF COM-

FIRsT, SECOND* AND THIRD READING.

Bill (104) "An Act to amend the Act re-
specting the Senate and House of Com-
mons," was Introduced and read the first
time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
This is a Bill intended to recoup members
of Parliament, who, during the present
session, in consequence of the bye-eleotions
and other public matters, militia camps and
the like, have been obliged to absent them-
selves from the House. The mode which is
selected foý that purpose is simply to provide
that the absence of members from the House
during a certain number of days-that is, 12
days-shall not be charged against them, but
that this shall not be so dealt with as to
give any member more than the maximum
amount of the indemnity allowed to him
under the Indemniity Act.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Does It refer to both
Houses ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Yes. It was intended, at first, to confnue
this actually to gentlemen who could state
that they had absented themselves on public
business; but It was felt that it would lead
to a good deal of difficulty, jealousy and mis-
understanding, and it was thought better te
extend It to members of both flouses.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is it only a temporary
Act ?
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Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Only for this session. I move that the 41st
rule of this House be suspended, and that the
Bill be read the second time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time at length at the
Table.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think we have
had so many holidays in the Senate this
session thait members of Parliament do not
require any further consideration.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the third reading of the 'Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the BIl
was read the third time and passed.

BEET-ROOT SUGAR BOUNTY BILL.

FIRST AND SECOND READING.

Bill (102) "An Act respecting the Bounty
on Beet-root Sugar," was introduced and read
the first time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
lon. gentlemen will remember that last
session, when the duity was reduced upon
sugar, the people who were carrying on the
manufacture of beet root sugar, an(1 wio
were only practically beginning that industry
with some prospect of success, were, by the
repealing of the duty on raw sugar, deprived
of the protection they had under the regine
that constituted the only protection for that
manufacture. The House on that represent-
ation continued the bounty, which represent-
ed, I think, a little more than one-half the
duty, for a year beyond the current year, and
that year will expire this session. The pro-
duction of beet root sugar has been very
successful during the past year. It has re-
sulted in affording a large amount of em-
ployment for farmers, by whom the growing
and selling of beet crops for the purpose of
making beet root sugar has been found a
profitable occupation. It is also a very
useful Industry to the farming population,
inasmuch as it encourages a proper culti-
Vation of their land and breaks up the old
custom which prevails very largely in Lower
Canada of taking too many crops of hay and
grain from the land without a proper rotation
of root crops. It is a most essential thing in
farming that there should be a proper rot-
ation of crops to keep up the fertility of the
soi, and this system of growing beets for

the manufacture of sugar Is one of the best
for that purpose, and it Is attracting the
attention of agriculturists in the Province of
Quebec, and seems to be the only root crop
to which they will devote themselves. lu
view of that faot the Quebec Government
has given the farmers a small bonus for the
growing of the sugar beet; representations
have been made to us from all quarters of
the country as to the propriety of continuing
this bounty on sugar manufactured from beet
root for a short time longer. There is no
doubt that if the manufacture of beet root
sugar can be successfully prosecuted In this
country it will be a great boon to the farmers
and will add very largely indeed to the
general productiveness of the soil. For these
reasons the Government have consented to
propose to Parliament-to continue this bounty
for two years more, and this Bill is for that
purpose, ýnd no other. It is simply for the
purpose of continuing the bounty for two
years after the expiration of the time that
was agreed to by Parliament last session. I
move that the 41st rule of this House be sus-
pended as regards this Bill, and that it be
read the second time presently.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It is my duty to object,
so that I sahn1 have the opportunity of saying
something on this subject at the second read-
ing of the Bill.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Would It not answer my hon. friend's pur-
pose as well to say a few words at the third
reading.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It may be that my ob-
servations may be of so convincing a charac-
ter that It will not be read the third time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
However convincing my hon. friend's logic
may be, I think It would be better If he would
allow the Bil to go through the second read-
ing now, and say what he has to say at the
third reading.

Hon. Mr. POWER-On that understanding
I withdraw my objection.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

CUSTOMS BILL.
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READING.

Bill (103) "An Act further to amend the
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Act respecting the duties of Customs " was tions with ail countries mlsing the raw
Introduced, and read the flrst time. producta whioh we use lu manufactures, and

Hou.SirJOJN CA LIABBTT-of course also wit those w'ho buy and use
Hon. Sir JOHN CALTDWELL ABBOTT-th prdcosofts uny. Wtou

This is the Tarif Bill of this session, and it
is a very small production, which only ex- giving names, wbieh 1 tbiuk would be ln-
tends to a few items in respect of which it was nrba dttchoda g»lngon wbicl, SO
thought expedient to make the required regard to the duty on sugar, molasses, cane
vision by law, any important changes that mie, &c. It has been thought advisable, as
might be desired being postponed until next we reoeve other produots of thSe countries
session. The first Item is the duty upon eggs, at a very low rate, lu sore instancs at a
which has been represented to the Govern- lower rate than our neighboms, many of them
ment by farmers, especially those in the free, that we ought te have the sane terni
western portions of the country, as advisable. from our nàgUbours on our exporta te them
The second Is the duty upon a coarse kind of the produota of this country, and we have
of molasses. I am sorry to say that I do not thought it Judioos to tahe powe, in case of
understand this technical phrase, but the fact failure iu the efforts we axe making te arrive
Is It is a very coarse kind of molasses, which Is at friendiy relations with these ounties ln
not an export which can be made any great regard tc IMPort and experts, to place a dufy
use of ln this country. I understand that in on the productions ef these cuntries coming
some cases it runs so very free from saccha- r t c ry t wlll plac us sorewhat
rine matter that the most scientific experiments ou a similar footing wtt regard te thei as
cannot discover any in IL Therefore, this duty, they occupy uo'w with regard to
which amounts to a very large proportion of Ort oeto
Its cost, is put on, as It may practically have tiens. I move tht t 41sf r f
the effect of checking ln a very Important de- t e be suspe he as rd tf
gree the importation of it into this country. Bil, and that the Bil be read the second ie
There are two or three small changes, such as preutîy
the duty on paraffine wax, stearlc acid, and
stearlue of ail ktds, 3cw per lb., and aise a all mcttion was agreed t.
dutpy ou glove leathers. There are other arti-
cles that are mnade free, sucx as ole-stearine Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
and lin strip waste. Sheet fia is free, but if mover the alrd reading of buye B all.
any body ltas eut it ipct strips, that scripped
fin cannot corne lu exgept at a heavy duty, iHOn. Mr. POWER-I do nt propose t' Sy
whlch la absurd. This tin strip waste Is very nuxcf about trah B a fau the iret place, i
useful ini txe manufar-tRre of fin warc, cpe- thik if ra odly rignt te sil attention te the
clally in canneries. N-,'itrate of soda, wboh 15 taet tit e inance Miistr has departsd
used lu m anufactures and as a tertiwizer, mi e infform prdctice of lntrodu ng is.
cornes lu froec; but there is another article tariff resolulioqs at a cmpsatively early
very muci lie if, nitrite, of soda, which stage of fe seoen, and he bis, se t spea
shuld corne lu free aise, for fthe same reason sprrtng this msure oun Parliament whem
fxait ntrate of soda cornes; i free. Lime Juio fee t wf e menbe s have gene away, am
whlch la reflued and bottled rather extensive- wixea there Is neither fume nor inclinaton te,
ly lu this country la aise provded for. As fthe d uss ft e mesur as if âould be discusae.
la* new stands fthe duty on crude lime Juioe I think that fixe introdluction of flua measure,
whlch la imperted Inta the counory, and an the ronark s madof l conneton wit I
wxichixs grealy dlmiished iu fthe proces of 1by fithe hou. leader of the overmen, must
reiixlng, la the ame as the duty on refiufed bave reilled the ie wnds ef mainge t f e re

ie julce, wbch Is net according te, ou gentlemen le obe atio w h th e leader
fxeory efthfie tariff, and we propose te make ofthfie touse made lu fie ourse et a discus-
fthe eide material f ree. Tien there is a ratler sion upor anucthis matter. He expreseo hi
important provision wth respect te foe power preferens t foowng the Englis exa ple
of lmpeslug duties on certain goods cemlug rather ocan vhn exatle e other outries
from "etain cuntiies. Tis country bas 'tins bhai adopted a diffreant pobey fofn
been endeavouring th extend iHs frade relb- EdgeandsL
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H)on. Mr. KAUILBACH-Not their trade
poicy ?

Hoan. Mr. POWER-No, that is just It The
exanple of England la very good to adopt just
when It happens to euit the views of gentle-
men of the Conservative party ; but when the
views or interests of the Conservative party
happen to differ from English poliey then it Is
very much the worse for English policy.
This measure Èhows, I think, a disposition to
follow ln a very servile way the policy of the
Government of the United States. I do not
see why we should hesitate to naime the
country, because the hon. Premier, although
he hesçitated to name it, described it ln such
a way that every body knew what country
,he was referring to. We have held here,
and I think It has been felt all over the world
-that ls where the thing became known-
that the policy of the United States in taxing
the cans in which the fish were contained,
after having agreed to admit fish duty free,
was one of the smalest transactions ever per-
petrated in an iWternational business. The
people ln Canada-the public men and news-
paper men-condemned that act as being in-
expressibly mean. In a little while af ter
these condemnations, the present Government
of Canada, aæious to show that they could
go just as far down as the people they had
denounced, after having made a sort of inter-
national agreement to admit certain smnall
fruits into tbis country duty free, following
the example of their neighbours, put a duty
on the package containing the fruit. That
shows that we could be as mean here as in
the 'United States. There was a general feel-
lng that the McKinley Bill was a very un-
eighbourly act - that it was aimed, in a

great measure, at Canada, and that certain of
its details were, one might almost say, con-
tenptible in their aharacter. The one whieh
Was looked upon as most contemuptible was
the putting of a duty on eggs.

Hon. Sir JOHN OALDWELL ABBOTT-
I 'never heard of that before.

Hon. Mfr. POWER - Our Ministry, who
altmully, with their followers, condemn the

United States for putting a duty on our eggs,
Iiow propose to show that they ca do just
the same thing and go as low as their neigh-
bours, and they put a duty on American eggs.

ion. Mr&. OLEMOW-Why ?
36

Hon. Mr. POWER-Well, I presume they
want the duty-I do not know whether that
is the reason, or whether they propose, t> en-
courage our farmers. I have no doubt that
our famers in the eastern part of Canada
wIll be very. much enouraged by the fact
that the people in British Cohnbia will have
to pay a considerable duty on the large quan-
tity of eggs that they iimport. There la
another, feature of the Bill to which one
would not, perhaps, object in itself. The
Government propose to remove the duties
from aiticles whidh constitute the raw ma-
terials of certain manufacture. Now, I
think there is something to be said in favour
of allowing raw materials to come in free,
but we should begin by allowing the neoes-
saxies of life, which are every man's raw
material, to corne in free. Why should the
raw material of men who are comparatively
welthy-pien who have sums of money to
spare to lilvest in ertain lnes of manufacture
-be allowed to come in free, while we put a
heavy duity on the raw materlis of the work-
ingman-their food and elothing ? This Is a
benevolent Government-benevolent, not to the
masses, but to the classes. This tariff, which
as the hon. gentleman sald, is smnall-smal in
every sense and worthy of the policy of which
it Is the outoome-may be looked upon as giv-
ing in a nutshell the fiscal policy of the pres-
ent Govemmenit.

Hon. Mr. KALLBACH-MLIy hon. friend's
arguments and the princples he has laid
down, are not consistent with what he some-
times advoctes here. I do not know that
the food and clothing Lmported into this con-
try are unduly taxed. The food and clothing
used by workingmen are cheaper than they
ever weOe before. Now, as regards the egg
qu«4ton, Is It fair fiat we should allow
American eggs to come here free while our
eggs are excluded from the United States
markets ? So far as British Columbia is cou-
Cerned, I believe our farmers in Ontarlo and
furtber west will be able to send eggs to
Britisa Columbia If the people of that pro-
vince canuot raie eggs te supply themselves
With regard to the McKinley Bill, my hon.
friend knows very well that it was a grat
lever in getting hold of the West Indies and
Brazil trade. If we cau extend our trade,
especially with the Spanish West Indies, by"iln ug ln favOur Of the West India
IslanUds, where our trade stood ln imminent
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danger of being lost entirely, we will be doing
a great service to the country. If it had not
been for the influoioe of the British Govern-
ment, we would have been excluded alto-
gother, and no pact of Canada would have felt
the loss of the Spanish West India trade more
than the Province of Nova Scotia, and Hall-
fax and Luneuburg in particular. If we dis-
criminate In some way by which we can get a
return and procure in any way the trade of
the West Indies-especially of the Spanish
West Indies-the policy of the present Govern-
ermuent will be endorsed by the people.

Hon. Mr. POWER-What has this to do
with it?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend drew a coontrast between the
position taken yesterday with regard to the
Crimuinal Law Bill and the position taken to-
day on the trade policy. He insists, because
we choose to prefer the language of the jurist-
consults of England, whose criminal law is
the admiration of the world, and in its
present position the resuit of centuries of
practice and experience, we are acting in-
consistently lu dhoosing in our own trade
policy to be guided by our own experience.
I think the preference which was expressed
and acted upon yesterday was justified by
the position of the subject which we were
legislating upon. But my hon. friend will
tind, if he reflects a littie, that the position of
the subject which we are legislating on now
Is very different from that we dealt with
yesterday. We find in England a country
which is enormously wealthy, it 1s true, but
which laid the foundation of her wealth,
built it up and seized upon the markets of
the world by a policy similar to that which
we have adopted here. England would
never have aittained the position she occupies
now, with regard to manufactures, if she had
attempted to do in the first place what my
hon. friend wishes we should do here-enter
Into competiflon with the world, and especi-
ally with our wealthy neighbours, without
any protection or assistance to our manu-
facturers whatever. We have this additional
comfort in the position that we take now:
that England bas dhanged her policy already
within the present century. She became a
manufacturing country with protection ; she
built up the wealth and prosperity of her
enormou empire by meas of protection,

then she changed her policy and became an
absolute free-trader. And yet at this moment
of time some of her manufacturers are im-
ploring that some protection should be allow-
ed to them against that competition which
assumes the forn of making England a sink
for the refuse produce of all the manufactur-
ing nations of Europe. At all events, we
may say this, that while we are asked to
follow the example of England in respect
of our trade policy, we ought to be allowed
to choose which of the trade policies that
England has grown and thriven upon we
shall adopt. She was a protectionist country
before the adoption of free trade ; she is
now a free-trader. No doubt the opinions
and views of lier statesmen were in favour
of protection when she was a protectionist
country. The views of a good many, though
not ail, are now in favour of free trade. May
we not be permitted to think that her policy
under the change which was made may uot
have been the wisest one that the country
could have adopted, and may we not all be
permitted to see a strong current of opinion
growIng and increasing in England tending
to the adoption of a similar policy to ours ?
I think there is not thrown on us the same
obligation or Inducement to follow the judg-
ment of England at the present time on her
trade policy as there is to follow the -udg-
ment of England on her criminal law, and
on the result of the study, labour and judg-
ment of a serles of the moot learned judges
and juristconsults on the face of the globe.
My hon. friend does not act, with regard to
his own country, in the way we liave been!
told a husband ought to act towards his
wife, and yet I have very often heard it
said that a man should be as indulgent to
the faults of his country as to those of his
wife. My lion. friend never thinks of being
to the faults of his country a little blind,
and to what she may do well, very kind.
No ; my hon. friend finds fault with what-
ever is done in the interest of his country,
and lie takes occason to find fault with tle
Government of bis country and charge thel'
with bad faith and I don't know what, ci'
grounds which, in point of fact, if they were
true lie ought to conceal. It Is an ill bl'd
that deffiles Its own nest; but the lion. gentle-
man makes charges against his country which
have no foundation whatever. He went out
of his way to charge us with acting with the
same meanness wiich, lie says, characterized
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the conduct of the Americans when they
made our fish free and then put a tax on
the cans which contained the fish-that is to
say, they put a duty on the packages of flsh
in order that they mlght obtain some revenue
from the fish. Of course, my hon.
friend, who is so well informed on
matters connected wlth this country, knows
perfectly well that the undertaking on the
part of the United States to admit our fish
free was the result of a treaty--of a bargain
made that they would admit our fish free-
and they had a good consideration for it. Now
is there any treaty with respect to the admis-
sion of fruit in our markets ? We chose to
take off the duty on fruit ; my hon. friend tells
me we chose to keep the duty on packages. i
do not know whether we have done so or not,
but if we did we acted within our right. We
did not make a bargain with our neighbours
that we would admit their fruit free, and
then, for the purpose of cheating them and col-
lecting a little revenue, put a duty on the
packages. I suppose there was a duty on
packages all along when there was a duty on
fruit, and when the duty was removed from
the fruit It was not removed from the pack-
ages. And I have no doubt that the United
States also retained the duty on their pack-
ages when they reciprocally made fruit free.

Hon. Mr. McCALLTJM-Yes.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-At all events, it was not
a treaty made, and then a means found to
evade It

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
There was no analogy whatever between the
two cases. If that was a mean transaction
upon the part of the United States-and I am
not prepared to characterize it exactly in that
way-but if It was, the two cases are not
analogous. Why should my hon. friend go
out of his way to slander his country, and to
point out to those who are always ready to
find fault with us, that we have been gulty
of something equivalent to a crime-that we
have been guilty of treatIng our neighbour
ln au underhand and dishonest way, when, in
Point of fact, the charge Is quite unfounded ?
As respects the McKinley tariff, I do not
know that in matters of commerce and trade
there can be anything new. If a country
chooses to adopt a pollcy whieh they consider
to their advantage. I do not see who anu ob-
ject to It, and as for the manner ln which it

is done, I do not liesitate to adopt a wise
policy for fear I may be told that I am there-
by imitating another country. What I think,
and what my colleagues think is best for ib
country, we will do ; 9 ad we think the mea-
sure submitted to the House Is one whlch will
be beneficial to the country, and will give It a
certain amount of advantage in negotiation ;
and I hope the motion will be agreed to. My
hon. friend does not find fault with it-he
does not object to the principle, or consider
it bad policy-he does not accuse us of trying
to cheat any body on this occasion ; then why
should he atack this meesure ln the way he bas
done, when, in point oif fact, judging from the
speech he has made, he has no fault to find
with It on Its merits ? It does not constitute a
fault to sa,y that, ln adopting this measure,
we ar ininmltaing anlither country. Why should
we not imitate other counties where they do
well ? 'l*e fault would be if we were to Imi-
tate them when they do ill ; and there Is a
tendency to do that in some quarters in this
country. Now, as to the duty on eggs, many
farmers ln the country, where they are liable
to meet the competition of American eggs, de-
sire to have this duty imposed. They point
out that it is only fair that they should be so
protected, because their eggs are practically
almost excluded from the American market.
I never heard any fault found-in the sense
that my hon. friend spoke of-in regard to the
duty on American eggs. I never thought it
was mean of the Americans to impose a duty
on eggs, and I never, in fact, expressed the
opinion that It was mean. It was very disad.
'vantageous to us-it was, perhaps, unfriendly
to us-it had an unfrilendly look. The duties
Imposed at the time had an unfriendly look,
because they were imposed on the articles
that we were best calculated to seil ln the
United States; but to say there was anytlmg
m'eau about it, I do not think so. I never said
so, and I do not remember having heard any-
body else say so. If our farmers, who are
prevented frOm sending their eggs to the
United States market, desire at certain points
to be protected from the competition of Am-
erican eggs, I tbink it Is a fair and reasonable
proposition, and the Governent are doing
right ln placing the farmers in that position.
i do not thlnk it will result in Brtish Colum--
bla or distant parts of the country, where tlhey
do not seem to raise enough eggs for their
own use, having to pay higher for their egg
ln consequence of this duty. It is easy for
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us to ship eggs to British Columbia. There Is
every reason to hope that if British Columbia
does not raise enough eggs for the use of its
own people that they will purchase them fromn
us. It will lead to a larger trade with them.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Tlhey de-
serve to do without them if they do not raise
them.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
At all evelts, if they do not rise them it will
encourage the trade between the east and the
west, and the greater the volume of interpro-
vincial trade the better it will be for the whole
country. As to my hon. friend's remarks on
the subject of free trade, I do not know
whether he means free tmde with the world
or free trade with a country twice as heavily
taxed as ourselves; but whlether it be one or
the other I do not think that there is any
necessity of referring to it at this moment.
The principle of protection to farmers and
manufacturers is not a subject that requires
any explanation to any body. It has been in
force for fourteen years, and it has been suc-
cesful in the very highest degree. We may
be mistaken, but that is our opinion, and any
abstract argument about letting in the raw
material for manufacturers free, and taxing
ax'tîcles wthich constitute the mw material
whidh the poorer class of people use, does not
seem to me to be one which can be advan-
tageously discussed at tis stage of the session.
And moreover, it has already been disoussed
lIn every possible way, both on the stump and
in newspapers ad nau.seum. The adoption
of any policy is an experiment, the resuits of
which are the only tests of its merits, and our
policy at present is, to a certain extent, still
an experiment, though it is an expennneit
that, up to the present time, has immesurably
increased the wealth aand prosperity of this
country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And population?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
No ; the poMlLy has not increased the popula-
tion very largely. The population has been
more largely increased than appears by the
last census, of the two decennial censuses
lat taken, because the one of 1881 was
authorized to Include in it absentees from the
contmry, who were a very numerous class,
while the last was perfectly accumte. And
the neoessary oensequenee of that was that
the increase did not appear as great as it

would have shown if the two had been taken
upon the same principle ; but I have yet to
learn, and I have yet to receive the prof,
that the policy of the country with regard to
manufaoturing has anything wihatever to do
with the volume of inmigration.

'Hon. Mr. ANIMILLAN -I should like to
know how many of the young men of this
country have gone to the United States and
taken to farming there ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Very few ; and those who have gone are
rapily returning. At all evenits, it is a dis-
cussion which, on the last day of the session,
would take too long to work out. I disciam
any admission of the theory that our want of
success, to a certain extent, In attracting large
numbers of immigrants to Canada, has any
relation wha.tever to the trade policy of this
ountry. I maintain it is not so, and I think
it is capable of proof, and I think if it were
not the last day but one of the session I should
be able to prove it. But I shall not attempt
to do se now, and I shaIl only oppose my hon.
friend's assertion, that our want of success in
immigration is attributable to the trade policy,
my own statement, that in my opinion, as in
the opinion of our friends, the one has no
bearing whatever on the other.

Hon. Mr. P]pRLEY -I do not anticipat
that the duty on eggs will have the least
effect on the price of eggs in the British Col-
umbia market. I judge so from the fact that
when the qua.rantine regulations were placed
on cattle it had no effect on the price of me&t.
I think the sae experinc wll be found
with regard to eggs.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was rather amused to
hear the hon. Premier talk of me as running
dowvn my Oountry. I think that Is really what
this cry of rumning down the country is. If
we say that the Administration is not as good
as It ought to be, we are aocused of running
down the country. I think too well of Cana-
da to suppose that if It had been preperly
governed the populaËion would not have ln-
creased the last ten years, and it is just the
abominable policy of the Government wtith
regard to trade and other matters that leave
tihe population staticxary. Then the hon.
gentleman spoke of a man treating his oOu-
try as kindly as bis wife. The Government
Is not my wife, and I should be sorry to have
any such partner.
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IHon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I spoke of the country, not of the Govern-
ment

Hon. Mr. POWER-These lion. gentlemen
are glad to treat the Governnent and the
country as one now. I remember a time, when
Ithey were not in power, when they took a
very different view, and denounced the Gov-
ernment of that day in the most vigorous and
energetc way, and talked of the manner in
whiah people were leaving this country, and
al thaît sort of thing. There waïs plenty of
blue ruin then.

Hon. Mr. SIMTH-It was so at the time.

Hon. Sir JOHN GALDWELL ABBOTT-
It w-as t'rue.

Hon. Mr. POWER - By the way, at that
time the policy which they preached, and
which they practised-,whioh is a very re-
anarkable thing, becatue they do not usuaily
practioe what they preach-was to stop the
exodus and bring back the population which
had gone out, and thus increase our own
population.

Hon. Mr. MacLNNES (Burlington)-It is
eminig back now.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There have been fifteen
years added since, and the people are going
ont at twice as rapid a rate as before, aid
few are oming back. One can understand
how people wlll corne from northern Dakota
and settle in our North-West Territories, be-
cause there is no comuparison between the
two countries-ours is a paradise compared
with theirs. The hon. gentlenmn undertook
to talk about England having thriven under
a policy of protection. I arn fot going ilto
that question at all, only to remark that, in
saying that Englandl had thriven under a
protective policy the hon. gentleman differs
fron English writers and English statesmen
on that subject. Sir Robert Peel sald that it
was in the interests of his people lie aban-
doned the protective policy, and lie boasted
that no matter what becaie of himself, if lie
lost office, lie would have a feeling of pride
himself and leave to his children reason for
feeling pround of the faot that he gave un-
taxed food to the people of England. I
maade a statement with respect to our break-
Ing faith with the Americans in our conduct
1n charging duty on packages, and the hon.

gentleman said there was no truth in it. 1
find li the Revised Statutes, chapter 33, a
provision to this effect:

"Any or all of the following things may
be inported into the country free of duty,
or at a less rate of duty than Is provided by
this Act, upon proclamation of the Governor
in Council, which may be issued whenever it
appears to his satisfaction that sirnilar articles
fron Canada. may be lmported into the United
States free of duty, or at least at a rate of
duty not exceeding that payable on the same
under sueli proclamation when imported into
Canada."

Under that law sniall fruits were allowed to
corne in free from the United States; but our
precious Government put a duty on the
packages.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The lion. gentle-
man fromn Halifax always irritates me when
he runs down the trade policy of the country,
and ca.ll it an abominable policy. We have
had the wisdon of the people endorsing that
policy in 1878. He says that the population
of the country has not increased as fast as
it should have done. But I ask him what is
the cause of it ? When we have the Finance
Minister of the Reforn Govermnent pro-
claiming that Canada is bankrupt, and while
the wealth and resources of our country are
being decried abroad by people who are
acting with my hon. friend, is it a matter of
wonder that our p(pulation has not rapidly
increased ? If we have had a decrease in
immigration it is because of ilhe cry of the
hon. gentleman from Halifax and his friends;
but if we have no Increased immigration we
have Increased capital in the country. While
the hon. gentleman's friends w-ere in power
the people were starving; they could not get
work, and when they did they could not
earn sufficient to buy bread ; but ever since
that time the wages of the workingman Is
doubled, and the general wealth of the people
las increased. From every point of view
our country is flourlshing. Our North-West
is opening up rapidly, and that large field for
inunigration Is beginning to attract the
attention that it so justly ideserves.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWeLL ABBOTT
moved that the 41st rule of the House be
suspended as regaris this Bill, and that the
Bill be read the second time.

The motion was agreed to.
The House resolved itself into a Committee

of the Whole on the Bill.
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Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington), from the
committee, reported the Bill without amend-
ments.

The report was concurred ln, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READING.
Bill (101) "An Act further to authorze the

granting of subsidies in aid of certain Unes
of railway therein mentioned," was intro-
duoed and read the first time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved the suspension of the 41st rule of the
House as regards this Bill, and that the Bill
be read the second time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

The House resolved Itself into a Committee
of the Whole on the BIl.

Hoh. Mr. OGILVIE, from the committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

THE SUPPLY BILL.
Bill (100) " An Act to gram to Her Majesty

certain sums of money required for defraying
certain expenses of the public service for the
financial year ending the 30th June, 1893,
and for other purposes relating to the public
service," was Introduced and read the first
time.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
moved that the 41st rule of the House be
suspended as regards this Bill, and that the
Bill be read the second time presently.

The motion was agreed to, and the B:ll was
read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 10.05 p.m.

THE SENATE.
Ottawa, Saturday, July 9th, 1892.

The Speaker took the Chair ait 11 a.m.
Prayers and routine proceedings.

MOTION.
Hon. Mr. POWER rose to ask the Gov-

ernment what steps they propose to take
to put an end . to the great and in-
creasing deficit arlising out of the operating
of the Intercolonial Railway; and will move
that an Order of the Senate do issue for a
copy of the latest time-table adopted to govern
the running of passenger trains on the said
railway.

He said : The subject of this motion
Is a very Important one, and if I had been

dealing with it at a more appropriate stage
of the session I should have tried to have
dealt with it to the best of my humble ability
In a way that befits its Importance. As it
is, I cannot do so, and it would be unfair to
attempt to do so at this late stage of the
session and in the present condition of the
public business. It is clear that it is desir-
able that some steps should be taken to alter
the existing condition of things in the Inter-
colonial Railway. When the Intercolonial
Railway proper was completed to Point Levis
on the 30th of June, 1877, the capital account
of the railway stood at $22,586,000, a very
considerable sum no doubt. That represented
the construction of the railway from Halifax
to Levis and from St. John to Moncton, from
Moncton to Shediac, and from Truro to
Pictou. Since that time there have been
additions to the road, some of which I shall
mention. The eastern extension from New
Glasgow, in the county of Pictou, to the
Strait of Canso, cost $1,321,000. The Cape
Breton Railway cost a little over three and
a half million dollars.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-What does my hon.
friend mean by the Cape Breton Radway ?

Hon. Mr. POWER--I mean the road from
the Strait of Canso to Sydney. I was wrong
Lu saying that the twenty-two and a half
million of dollars represents the cost of the
Intercolonial Railway alone. It does not.
It represents the cost to Riviere du Loup,
and I think that the remaining part of the
road cost a little over one million dollars. It
w-as purchased ln 1879 from the Grand
Trunk Railway Company, froin Riviere du
Loup to Chaudiere Junction. In addition to
these amounts which I have mentioned there
was the cost of the so-called Short Line
Railway ln the counties of Cumberland, Col-
chester and Pictou. That cost $1,706,000.
The cost of the Short Line, Cape Breton and
Eastern Extension, all of which are now part
of the Intercolonial Railway system, cane
altogether to $6,639,000. With the addition
of the Riviere du Loup section of the Grand
Trunk Railway that additional amount would
come to, say about eight million dollars.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-DQes that include
the railway in Prince Edward Island ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-No; I am not including
that. I am dealing with the IntercoloniW
Railway proper. The capital account of the
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Intercolonial Railway on the 30th June, 1887,
was twenty-two and a half million dollars in
round numbers. We have since added elght
millions te that, so that it ought to be thirty
and a half million dollars or thereabout.
That is what it ought to be if things hail
been managed in a satisfactory way, and if
the operation of the railway had been as
successful as it should have been. But as a
matter of fact, It appears from the last re-
port of the Department of Railways and
Canals that the capital account of the In-
tercoloneal Railway to-day is $53,627,000.
That represents apparently about twenty
millions which have arisen through deficits
charged to capital account, and other things
which in ordinary cises on ordinary roads
are charged to income. These amounts aie
added together, and the capital account of
that railway now stands at twenty millions
higher than it should. The interest on
$53.627,000 is a little more tlan $3,000,000,
so that we have to provide for a very large
deficit on the Intercolonial Railway. The
deficit last year, according to the Minister of
Railways, was $685,000. The deficit this
year is charged, I believe, so that this road
Is costing the country now above whait it
brings in, $1,350,000. So that it Is perfectly
clear that attention should be directeda to
this public work with a view of diminishing
its cost, if that can be done without dmiinish-
ing its efficiency. I arn not going into the
history of the road; but I think the deficit is
due largely to extravagance and bad manage-
ment. The deficit -is increasing year after
year. Ten years ago there appeared to be
no deficit, or almost none. The present
H1igh Conmmisioner, who was then Ministere
of Railways, made out there was a slight sur-
plus. It was only apparent, and Only done
by judicious book-keeping. But this deficit
has been increasing in the last few years very
rapidly. The increase is due, to a certain ex-
tent, to the construction of the short line
across the Stabe of Maline, and to the ompe-
tition of the Canadia Pacifie Railway with
the Intercolonial. But, aside froin that, I
think there has been a good deal of extrava,
gance, and a good deal of bad management.
The extravagance is manifested in a great
many ways. It appears, from the aetion
taken by the Minlster, that there were a good
many unnecessary employees on the road.
'he Minister has been recently engaged in
dlisimlng them in great numbers. Whether

the men who have been dism&ssed were lu
every case the men who should have been dis-
mLssed, and whether the ones retained are the
ones who should have been retained, is a
question I cannot answer; but it appears
from the action of the Minister, and from evi-
dence given by the Coief Engineer before the
CvIl Service Commission, which appears lu
the report laid before us, there were a great
many unnecessary employees on the railroad,
and these employees were taken on largely
through political pressure, and a good many
of the employees who were there were in-
efficient. The engineer stated also that there
had to be other men employed te do the work
of the Inefficient men. I know one small
place myself, in Nova Scotia, where a little
while ago there were three men employed,
and after the lapse of about a year, when
business had not increased, tiere were six
men employed. One feature of the extravar
gance as been the unnecessary staff. Thore
has also been a large excess in the cost of
supplies and services rendered to the Inter-
oolonial Railway above the market value.
Any one who looks at the report of the Civil
Service Commission, and the report of the
Auditor General, will see that the Intercol.
oniaa Railway has paid more than market
value for a great variety of supplies which
have been purobased ; and it will appear also
from the evidence of the Chief Engineer that
there are openinga for defrauding the public
in the matter of these supplies, and there
have been large sums paid for advertising and
plnting to the various newspapers of the
Iower Provlnces, sometimes the rate being
three or four times the business rate of these
papers. Anotier feature in which the man-
agement has been extravagant is in the de-
tails of the service. For Instance, any gen-
tlean who bas travelled on the Intercolonial
Railway recently will have notleed that the
Puiman, and I think the first.class cars, are
lighted by electricity. That is, no doubt, the
best system of lighting; but, according to the
department, lighting by electriolty costs about
twelve times as much as lighting by oil, and
tie Canadian Pacific Railway Short Line is
not lighted by electricity. That line is con-
ducted on business principles, and the cars are
lighted by O:L I would not objet to the use
of electricity if there were any large number
of passengers on the Intercolonial Railway où
the rod bebween Moncton and Levis; but I
know myself, the last time I came over the
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road, there were only about three passengers
in the Pullnan, and the Pullman was
brillintly lighted up with electricity, and con-
tinually these trains travel over that portion
of the road alnost empty.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Perhaps it was because
of the lion. genitean being on board that the
car was lighted up in that wny ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-1 should be very glad to
1hink it was, but inasnuch as the report stat-
ed that the cars are perinanently lighted with
electridity, I am inclined to think my hon.
friend is mistaken. Then there are other ex
travagances ; for instance, there was -te re-
cent purchase of a lot of land in St. John for
somnethidng over $200,O0. The Intercolonial
Railway does not do, at the present tine, a
very large bus:ness in St. John. It does
very little freigqht business, and there
was, I fancy. no necessity for the
purchase of that land at ail-at auy
rate the land vas not worth, at the outside,
more than $75,000. The person from whom
the Intercolonial authorities purchased the
land ha appized it ln a. lawsuit, where lit
was his object to niake the value of it as
large as possible, at $90,O ; and he was to
have taken payment for a portion of that sum
in the stock of the company which was being
got up to purchase it, so that I think it is quite
safe tO say the Government paid $200,000 for
a property that was not worth more tian
$75,O0. There is no doubt that there has
been a considerable amount of extravagance lu
the management of the road. The manage-
ment has been also injudicious in a great
many other ways. For instance, there has
been a great deal of "dead-heading " on the
Intercolonial Railway; a great many people
have travelled over that road without paying
any fare. It is said, and I believe truly, that at
election times voters whose polities happen to
be of the riglit stripe have not to pay fares
over the Government ailways in a great
many instances ; and almost any one who
has a friend at court, and who is a warm
friend of the Governinent or some of the
prinepal men of the railway appears to be able
to travel free-not to get a permanent pass,
but to get a trip pass whenever he likes. I
know that a friend of mine who went from
Levis to Halifax a year or so ago said there
were eight passengers in the Pullman, and
there was only one who pald his fare-the
others all travelled om passes.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I suppose the Senate was going down that
day !

Hon. Mr. POWER-No ; it was not at the
time of the year that senators travel. The
senators, as a matter of fact, do not get passes
over the Intercolonial Railway ; they do get
passes over the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
but not over the Intercolonial Railway. They
get half fare only.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-The hon. gentleman's
experience of Mr. Schrieber is different from
mine. I never knew Mr. Schrieber to say
" yes " whiien he could say "1no" for any-
thing I have ev-er asked hin.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Mr. Schrieber, in his
evidence before the Civil Service Commission,
referred to this matter of trip passes, and
said that they could not control it-that there
was no doubt that these passes were given,
and that people were allowed to travel
over the road free, and that he had been un-
able to prevent it. If Mr. Schrieber were let
alone lie certainly would not be likely to give
many free passes.

lon. Mr. DEVER-I never travelled over
that.road without paying a fare and a third,
and that is one-third more than commercial
mlien are charged-and when I say myself, I
miean others as well.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Speaking of the man-
agement of the road, I think it is bad manage-
nient that so many persons are allowed to be
earried without paylng. Then the arrange-
ment of trains on the Intercolonial Railway a
little while ago was certainly not in the in-
terest of the road. Take for instance the
through express from Halifax to Quebec.
That train started twenty ndnutes before the
Canadian Pacific Railway train. The Inter-
colonial trains started at ten minutes after
two, Halifax time, and the Canadian Pacific
Railway trains started at half-past two, and
the connections of the eastern branches of the
Intercolonial Railway were made, not with
the Government train, but with the Can-
adian Pacific Railway train. The consequence
was that the bulk of the business went by the
Canadian Pacifie Ralilway, and the Govern-
ment train ran for miles empty. There Is no
doubt that the agreement which was entered
Into between the Government on behalf of
the Intercolonial Railway and the CanadiaD
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Pacifie Railway, and which dates fronti
July, 1890, was a. most one-sided and
unfair agreemnent, altogether in the in-
terests of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, and not at ail in the interests
of the Intercolonial. I do not propose to
trouble the House with the details of this
agreement. Any hon. gentleman eau see for
himself. This agreement contains a number
of provisions binding the Government to give
the same rates for freight, and the same pro-
portionate rates for freight and passengers
over the St. John line as over the Quebec line.
The difference between the two cases is this,
that the Intercolonial, froin Moncton to Levis,
is 480 miles long ; the Interoolonial froi
Moncton to St. John, where It connects with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, is 89 miles.
There Is a difference of nearly 400 miles In
favour of the Intercolonlal to Levis-that is,.
the Government own 400 miles of railway
more from Moncton to Levis than they do froin
Moncton to St. John, and a railway company
owning the Intercolonial would naturally give
a preference tc the traffie that is to go over
the long haul. Tiis agreement with the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway bound the Government
not to make any discrimination in favour of
their own traffic, but to put the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway traffic on ex-
actly the same footing. That was clear-
ly unfair to the Governient road. The
Government were bound to supply the
Canadian Pacific Railway with the most ac-
curate information at short intervals of all the
busiess that was carried over the Interco-
lonlai Railway, and clause 18 of this agree-
ment is as follows:-

" The Miniter of Railways and Canals shall
use every endeavour to cause station agents or
local and freight agents at stations on the line
of the Intercolonial Railway east of St John.
excepting St John, except as hereinafter pro-
vided, to be strictly neutral ai between the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ri St. John, N.B.,
and otlier lines competing with it, and to way-
bill freight and sell tickets by such of these
routes as may be indilted by passengers."

That rule has been enforced most rigorously,
and if the intending traveller to the west goes
into an Intercolonial ticket office the tilcke
agent is not allowed, and will be punished if he
does it, to Indicate to him In any way that the
Intercolonial route, of which the Government
owns 400 miles more than they do of the
Caadian Pacifie Railway, is a better route
than the Canadian Pacific Railway route.

Did any one ever hear of such an arrangement
as that being entered into by a private com-
pany ? The hon. gentleman may smile, but I
do not think it is a matter to be smiled at.
While the Government Is bound to be impar-
tial in that way, any one who reads this
agreement will see that it does not bind the
Canadian Pacific Raflway to anything at all.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It binds the Canadian Pacifie Railway to the
same rate, though the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way is 400 miles shorter, as my hon. friend
said. Who bas the advantage of that ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-1 did not say it was 400
miles shorter. I said the Governient own.s
400 miles more road. The difference in length
from HaIifax is about 90 miles.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The Mtance is about 300 miles shorter.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Not to Moncton.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWE 'L ABBOTT-
The distance through to where the two roads
meet again, I speak of.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am surprised to hear
my hon. friend say that. The distance from
Moncton to Montreal by the Interoolonial is
about 90 måles-rather less than 90 miles-
longer than the distance from Moncton to
Montreal by the Canadian Pacific Railw-ay.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
I was speaking of the two through routes.

Hon. Mr. POWER - Those are the two
through routes.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Oh, no !

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentilenan
will refer to the report of the Minister of
Railways he will cee that. Of course, to pas-
sengers going from St. John to Montreal the
have to take off 89 miles from the distance
to Montreal by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
waj and add the 89 miles to the distance by
the Intercolonial, so that It makes something
like 270 miles in favour of the Canadian Pa-
cific Rallway over the Intercolonial from St.
John. I take it from Moncton. I have just
mentioned that this agreement binds the Inter-
colonial to insist on its ticket agents being im-
partial-not indicating any preference for the
Government road over the Canadian Pacifie
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Railway. I do not wish to be understood as
finding any fault with the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. They are business men.
and they were making the best arrangement
they could with the Government. 1 am find-
Ing fault with the Government, who were
charged wiith the management of the Inter-
colonial, and who should not have entered into
an agreement of that Eort. It is an agreE-
ment which would not have been entered into
by an independent private company. The
practical result, under this agreement, has
been, in a great many instances, that the
Canadian Pacifc Railway have paid commis
sions to the ticket agents on the Intercolonial.
and thoee Intercolonial employees have dont
their best to send people over the Canadian
Pacific Railway road rather than over the GQv-
ernment road. 1 know that that has been
doue, and I have in mind one officer in Prince
Edward Island, and another in Cape Breton,
who got themselves into some difficulty from
their conduct in that matter. This agreement,
as I have said. contains no covenants or
undertakings on the part of the Canadian Pa-
OfMc RaiUway. The Canadian Pacifie Rail-
WaLy can make What arrangements they like
about their through rates. Inasmuch ai the
Canadian Palflc Railway, from the reports.
wtlch have come to us this session, appear to
bave made a profit of about $8,000,000 on last
year's operating, and as the Intercolonial has
a very large deficit one would suppose that
there would not be a disposition on the part
of the Govemment to allow this corporation,
which was making such an immense profit, to
take the cream of the business fron the Gov-
ernment railway ; but that Is just what has
been done. If you ask any business man in
the Lower Provinces he will tell yon that the
armngements which have existed ,ince the
1Mt Of July, 1890, on the Intercolonial have
been such as te give all the cream of the busi-
ness to the Canadian Pacific Railway. and to
let the ckim-niik go to the Government. The
Government are quite welcome to carry coal
ait a loss of about two-tenths of a cent per
ton per mile, and flour at a similar loss, but
the businese which pays does not go over the:r
road ta any very great extent. With respect to
this freight which Is carried at a loss, that is
one of the most serious pleces of mismanage-
ment. The Chiet Engineer of Governiment
Railways, in his. evidence before the Commis-
sien, testified thalt the coet of carrying coal
was about five-tenths of a cent per ton per

mile, and he testified that the IntercoloniaJ
Railway were carrying that coal at three-
tenths of a cent per ton a mile, so that the
country was losing two-tenths of a cent per
ton on every ton of coal carried on the Inter-
colonial. He testified further that the loss on
east-bound flour was even greater than that
on west-bound coal. It is perfectly absurd
that business should be transadted in that way.
No company would dream of conducting busi-
ness in that manner. This, of course, Involves
a large deficit to the Intercolonial, a deficit
which has to be made up from the taxes of
the people at large, and it has very injurions
effects. For instance, the carrying of this
coal below cost is unfair to the mines in Cape
Breton, which ship their coal direct by steamer.
It is working the Intercolonial on behalf of
tihe Spring Hill mines, whlih are owned
chiefly in Montreal. It is unfalr both to the
intercolonial and to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, because, of course, they bave no chance
to get freight whch the cGovernment carry
at such an exceedingly low rate. Any hon.
gentleman who doubts the correotness of my
statement on this matter can refer to Mr.
Schrieber's evidence given before the Royal
Comnission. I have tried to indicate certain
points In which the management is not
judicious, but before I leave this
matter of carrying freight at a loss
I may jnention that the freight whieh
Is earried by the road aat a loss is not the
local freight. There is an impression that
the road is kept up in the interest of the
country through which it passes. It Is not
so ; the local rates are not too low, but it is
the through freight, in whielc the people of
the country through which it passes are very
little interested, that is so low. It inust
strike every body as absurd that a ralway,
involving in the whole system, including the
Prince Edward Island Railway, over thirteen
iundred miles, shoukl be managed fron a
point over eight hundred miles away froi
its centre. This road is managed froin
Ottawa. It should not be managed froin
here. It should be managed from whatever
may be regarded as the business centre of
the road. No company owning a. road like
that would manage it from a point so re-
moto from the road, and I think the experi-
ence of the Grand Trunk Railway, and the
difficulties and the disadvantages they labour
under from their business being managed by
a boand sitting in London, instead of a board
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in Canada, is an indication of the disadvant-
age It is to a great railway to be managed
at a point remote from the road itself. It
is not necessary to explain how this resuIts
In loss to business. A man has a lot of
freight he might be disposed to send over
the road. He is in Halifax, say, and the
freight Is landed froin the steamer from the
West Indies or from Europe. There are
two lines-the Intercolonial and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. The Intercolonial Railway
hlas only one agent.

Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington)-Can the
hon. gentleman inforn the House what is the
difference between the local rate and through
rate on freight and passengers ?

Hon. Mr. POWER--I know the local rates
are very much higher. It costs as much to
bring hay froin Sackville, which is about
160 miles from Halifax, as from Levis to
Halifax.

Hon. Mr. MacINNES (Burlington)-The
hon. gentleman must be aware thaît on all
railwnys through rates are much lower than
the local rates.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am aware of that ; I
simply say that the local rates on the road
are not unduly low at all. It is on througn
ceai and through flour and grain that the
great loss is made. If, for instance, a ship
arrives in Halifax with a cargo for the west,
there is only one agent for the Intercolonial
Railway there, and a Government agent is
generally not so energentic as a man wlo is
paid by a conpany. The Canadian Pacific
Railway Company have several agents, and
the point is this: the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way agent at St. John's lias somxe discretion.
The Intercolonial officer has no discretion at
ail. Before the Intercolonial officer can refer
to Mr. Schreiber, or to the Minister of Ra.il-
ways at Ottawa, and get ,an answer back,
the man with the freight bas closed with the
Oanadian Pacific Railway, and the freight
goes by that route. The common sense and
budness-like way to do would be for the
Governinent to recognize the fact, and, as
regards St. John tralic and the traffic at ail
points west of Monton-that is, west on the
road between Moncton and St. John-the In-
tercolonial cannot compote with the Canalian
Pacific Railway ; but as to points north and
east of Moncton it can compete, and the

business ought to be conduoted in a business-
lke manner.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Is the hon. gentleman
voicing his own opinion or the opin'on of the
people at Haltfax when he thinks the freight
on flour should be increased ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am voicing common
sense. I know that it is very different fromi
the sense of ny hon. friend, but still that is
what I am talking now. I say that the
bus'ness-like and common sense thing would
be to have that road managed as any coin-
pany which does its business in a sensible
way would do-have the manager at the
business centre of the road. Inasmuch as
the St. John business nust be practi-
cally given over to the Canadian Pacific
Railway, the proper place for the business
manager would be at Halifax, where the
fr4ight is landed and shipped. He might be
at Moncton; but either Halifax or Moncton
should be headquarters, so that people who
have bus'ness to do with the Intercolonial
would get It done promptly and satisfactorily.
I thiük the Government should pay such an
officer a good salary. Mr. Van Horne, to
whom a good deal of the success of the
Caznadiaxn Pacific Lailway is due, recei-ves
a nost liberal saiary froin a oompany which
does its business in a business-like way. It
would pay the Government and the country
to get a business manager for the Intercolon-
lai and give him a good salary-to get a first-
class man, and pay him well, and let him
manage the road from the road. Give him a
free hand over the road, with only the neces-
sary supervision which Mr. Van Horne, for
Instance, gets fron his brother directors. In
that way I believe that the public will be bet-
ter served than they are now, and I do not
think that we should have to come down every
year admitting that there was a still larger ae-
ficit than there was before. There Is just one
other point to which I wish to direct the aten-
tion of my hon. colleague In particular, as he
appears to be anxious that the road should
carry freight at less than its cost,-this very
fact that there Is such an enormous deficit,
arising largely from that cause, is putting a
strong argument in the mouths of the people
who Insist that the country should part with
the Interolonial and hand it over to a com-
pany. Then we should have Halifax in this
conditio,-it would be completely under the
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control of one company ; we would have no
competition. That is probably what my hon.
friend would like.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-On the contrary, the
speech made by the hon. gentleman, from be-
ginning to end, Is pointing out that the most
judicious thing in the Interest of the country
would be to sell the road.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman has
no right to interrupt me, and no business par-
ticularly, though a colleague and an old ac-
quaintanoe, to misrepresent what I said. I
mentioned that the proper way to do was to
manage that road as a company would-to
get a competent man and pay hlm a good sal-
ary, and to have the road managed froin the
road. Then the hon. gentleman undertakes to
say that I am arguing that It should be sold.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I know the House
would rather not hear me at this stage of the
session, but some remarks that my hon. friend
made should be answered. He desires that
the equilibrinmi between revenue and expendi-
ture should be restored on the Intercolonial.
Now, the Government has, through the Min-
Ister of Railways, endeavoured to do
that as far as pœisible, but the moment an
attempt of the kind Is made we find a cla-
mour ail over the country against running it
on commercial principles. We have had the
Board of Tmde and Coinunerce in Halifax de-
nouncing the Government whenever they at-
tempted to raise the rates, and even when
they have not Increased rates we have
heard demands that the rates be reduoed. My
hon. friend must know that the local freight
rates on the Intercolonial Railway are less than
on any private line, and as regards the
through freight rates, the heavy freight goes
by taIt road. The paying freight will go by
the Canadian Pacifie Railway route-the
lighter freight. We must remember that the
Intercolonial Railway was built, not as a com-
mercial enterprise, not anticipating that It
would ever be profitable, but as one of the
bonds Of Confederation, and that it was built
more wth that object than with any view of
mnking money out of it But if this line Is
to be run on commercial principles, we will
have a howl all over the country. It cannot
be doue, and, In view Of the way It has been
constructed, I do not believe ilt can ever be
made to pay. The foreign goods cofning into
the country, the freight coming from the west

to Haifax, and west-bound coal, will be car-
ried on the Intercolonial, and the moment you
attempt to raise the rate you will have an
outcry all over the country. Will my hon.
friend say that we should raise the rates on
the coal in the public interest ? No. Again,
if you put an increase of rates on flour we
wil have another howl. This road was con-
structed and must be run in the public inter-
est. It may niot be in the publie interest that
the road should be made a paying line. The
great object is to promote trade between the
east and the west. If an equilibrium between
revenue and expenditure can be restored, and
at the same time the publie can get the ad-
vantage of the low rates we wouldl wish
thei to have, well and good ; otherwise we
must expect a loss. We have a loss on other
works. We have a loss on the canails. They
are a part of the system of communication,
and we have not received anything from the
canals. Therefore, my hon. friend cannot ex-
pect, unless he wants a howl raised (espeially
from Halifax) to have the freight increased.
I agree with my hon. friend that the road
could be better worked if the head-
quarters were at Moncton instead of
Ottawa There may be a reason why
that cannot be done. My hon. friend knows
that he would not venture, in the city of Hall-
fax, at a meeting of the Board of Trade, to
advocaite that this road should be made to pay
by increasing the freight on grain or on flour
and coal. It would not be tolemted. I
think the Government are endeavouring to do
all they can in the right direction. No doubit
a Government railway always las more em-
ployees than are strictly necessary. Men
working on a Government Une do not seem to
feel bound to work to the extent that they do
on a company'e road. It has never been
done. My hon. friend talks about extrava-
gance. At the last election, his political
doctor, who ran for Halifax, was going to do
wonders--was golng to double track the line
from Moncton to Halifax, and extend the
line Into the heart of Halifax and make the
freights cheaper on the whole road. Thtt
was the policy ot the Opposition. That was
the policy of my hon. friend's nominee. He
knows that the doctor took that position. If
that had been the voice of the people, how
would we have the road ? Instead of a de-
ficit of half a million, we would have a deficit
of millons on the road.. When one of the ex-
Press trins tO Halifax was taken off the line
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because It was no longer needed, owing to the
Candian Pacific Rallway running one there,
we had an outery that It incmmoded and In-
convenienced the people of Halifax. Do
what you may In the interest of economy,
there wil be falt found, and therefore I say
the Govemment should endeavour to retrench
as far as possible, yet at the saine time in re-
trendbing they should not lose sight of the
great pdnciple of acoomnmodating the public-
giving the public as cheap rates as possible
over the road and thereby aiding and develop-
ing the industries of the country and the inter-
change of products between Upper Canada
and the Maitime Provinces.

H9u. Mr. WARK-As time is precious, I do
not intend to make a speech, but I cau con-
fin what the hon. gentleman from Halifax
has said about local rates. We pay fully as
much as would be exacted on any road con-
ducted on business principles. My bon.
friend from Burlington asked if the hon. gen-
tlemanu could give him any illustration of the
difference between the through traffic and the
way traffic. I wil give him an illustration,
though, lndeed, it cannot be called way traffic.
It is a considerable distance from the Spring

IR1 ool mines to St John, but it is 399 miles
less than to Levis. The rate charged to Si.
John on a ton of coal is $1.50 ; the rate
charged to Levis is $1.70; so that coals are
caried to Levis, 399 milee, for twenty cents.
That is an answer to my hon. friend which, I
think, is quite clear.

Hon. Mir. MacINNES (Burlington)-Ooal is
always carried at proportionately cheaper
rates for long distances.

Hon. Mr. WARK - Would any company
carry coal for 399 miles at twenty cents per
ton ? It shows that the through traffic is
much too low, and the superintendent re-
purted that they had saved I think $125,0o
one year in oonsequence of the limited coal
traffic caniied on on the road.

Hon. MIr. POWER-Yes; the less business
the road does the better it is.

Hon. Mr. WARK-We in New Brunswick
pay fully as much on the road as on any
road conducted on business princples.

Hon. MIr. DEVER-I do not know that it la
much use tlkning on this question ; It has
been discussed su often that the public under-

stand it thoroiiugly. If the arguments of the
hon. gentlemen were to be listened to we
would bave no traffic at all on the Iutercolonial
Railway. The Governnent railway Is some
three or four hundred miles longer than the
other road, and if the freight on that Une
were increased what would the people of
Halifax say ? You have no chance of selling
Nova Scotia coal in the West except by lower-
Ing the freight and maldng it possible to send
the freight to Montreal and the West. I
think that the people of Nova Scotia of all
others should not complain of the low freights
on the Intmerolonial. The freigbts are put
down specially for the people of Nova Scotia.
It is the strong representation in the Cabinet
tiat Nova Scotia has aliways been so fortunate
In having that has given to that province this
point of advantage over New Brunswick and
other portions of the Dominilon. With refer-
e#oe to the through passengers, is It commSn
sense to think that a route Wbleh wil take at
least forty hours to travel over to get to a
certain point can possibly oommand the same
number of paâengers as a road that can be
travelled over to the same point, with equal
satisfaction, as to accommodation and every-
thing else, in Some twenty-tbree hours ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Jf the hon. genfieman Is
speaking of the Interoolonial and the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, he Is quite inaScurate.
You can leave Moncton by the Introolonial at
the same time as the Oanadian Pacific Rail-
way train and reach Montreal about an hour
after the arrival of the Canadian Paolc Rail-
way train.

Hon. Mi. DEVER-I have travelled over the
road often-too often not to know better than
that. I know that from St John It takes In
the neighbourood of forty-edght hours to get
to Montreal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman la
entirely unreliable In his statement.

Hon. MIr. DEVER - i know what I am
speaking about. Tiey may reduce the time
now, but we can travel over the other route to
Ottawa In twenty4bree hours at most. Hon.
gentlemen will see at once that it is a saving
of time and money to passengers, and they
will take the shortest and most sadsfatory
route, and there is no possibility of inducing
people to go by the Intercoonia frum the
very fact of this difficulty. Again, the Inter-
colonial was built at a tine wlen the British
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Government, In my opinion, had such an in-
fluence on the Government at Ottawa that the
road had to be constructed on that northern
route so as to run through our own oountry
only. Since then commerce bas taken to it-
self the right to construct a shorter route, and
in consequence of that, a wonderful revolu-
tion bas taken place In the communication
between the East and the West.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The bon. gentleman will
remember I suggested to give up the St. John
business to the Canadian Pacifie Railwny.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-That Is a matter for con-
sideration. They may give up the carrying of
flour to Halifax and give up accommodating
Halifax at the expense of the country. I do
not stand up here for the purpose of saying
that the Government may not be extravagant
In the management of its road. I do not
know of any extravagance, but if there is any
I trust that the Government will, as early as
possible, without losing the benefit to the
country of this Canadian route, take steps to
reduce the expenditure. I hope they will run
It that way, but at the same time 1 believe If
they run it too eonommlca2y they will lose
business. Then Our hon. friends will say,
" The road la doing no business, and

Lt ought to be shut up." That would
not suit tome. I do not see how
it is possible to satisfy the unreasonable
demands of some people. I do not want to
run down my sister province, but the whole
disoutent on the subject seems to come from
gentlemen from Nova Scotia. They are not
satisfied, no matter what you do. They are
not satisfied to get low rates of freight-they
are not satisfied to get a preference-they are
not satisfied when you raise the freight.
How to please them I cannot understand. 1
think the best course for the Government to
pursue is to do the best thing for the whole
country.

Hon. Mr. POWER--That Is my sentiment
exa.otly.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-But you do not flnd out
t11e wny

Hon. Mr. POWER-I try to.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-You try to, but you do
not suceed. We have the road on our bands
and we must do the best thing that we can
with It, In view of the competition thaI exists.

I do not think it is right tO blame people for
not being able to overcome the laws of
nature. The geographical position of the
road is against it in competition with the
shorter route by the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. There are other points that the hon.
gentleman spoke about with reference to
passengers and dead headAs. I know nothing
about that, and when I say so I speak on
behalf of those who would get a preference
if such a thing were to be had. I have
always found the Government trying to
charge me not only as much as I can travel
for by other roads, but more, and in con-
sequence of that I have gone by other routes.
I find that I can come here by way of the
United States twice as cheap as by the In-
tercolonial. Therefore, I do not see that the
Intercolonial gives a preference in passenger
rates. Possibly in election times passes may
be given. The cars have to run anyway,
and if they give a few passes at such a time
I do not think it lies lu the mouths of people,
who would use such an advantage if they
had the opportunity, to censure the Govern-
ment on that point.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
1 regret very much that my hon. friend should
have put off until the last hour of the session
the remarks that he bas favoured us with to-
day with regard to the Intercolonial. My
hon. friend's question does not indicate any
such attack upon the management, or of trie
policy with regard to the Intercolonial Rail-
way as his speech has shown, and therefore,
as a matter of course, while I am quite pre-
pared to answer his question-quite prepared
to yield to my hon. friend's motidn-I am not
at all prepared to go into the details of my
hon. friend's charges against the road. That
would be quite impossible. No man, I pre-
sume, could carry in his mind, even if he
were the manager, -the details ot ail the
subjects covered by my hon. friend's speech,
much less I, who have nothing to do with
the details and management, and am not
myself a railway man, as I think some of
my hon. friend's remarks have Indicated he
is not. I should like, however, to say a
word or two on some of the subjects that
ny hon. friend bas spoken of. There is one
point about his speech however, namely, that
the same objections might have been offered
a month ago, when we had little or nothing
to do, that are offered to-da.y-that the greater
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part of them consist of the vaguest charges,
which soimnd more like ihe gosip of the
street than definite charges against the
nianagement, which could be examined into
and refuted il fuand incorrect, or proved if
found correcL There is nothing easier
than to insinuate that in making an honest
endeavour to reduce the expenses of this
road by reducing the staff, the Minister has
been disnissing those wlio are opposed to
him politically.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not mean to in-
timate that at all, because I do not think
there are half a dozen Liberals employed on
the whole road.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
That Is another fact I know nothing about.
I have never had any census taken of the
employees to ascertain what their political
views were. I understood the hon. gentle-
man to hint that when the Minister was
reducing the number of employees he selected
Liberal employees for dismissal.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I never said anything
of the kind.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT--
My hon. friend said it might be a question
whether, in dismissing the employees, those
who should have been dismissed were turned
off. He put it very diplomatically.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman is
giving me credit for diplomacy for which 1
do not deservé credit.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Then, as my hon. friend does not acuse tht
Minister of being partial in making dismissals,
I having nothing further to say on that point.
He stated that an enormous sum had been paid
for advertising In newspapers, but he gave
no figures. I dare say I know as much about
It as my hon. friend does, and that Is next to
nothing at ail.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I refer to the Auditor
General's report.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My hon. friend refers to the lighting of the
cars by electricity. That Is an improvement
which Is advocated all over the world. The
f act Is, among the most horrible accidents
wldh have happeneid on railways has been
the destruction of trains by fire, in conse-

quence of having oil lamps ; and it has been
recommended everywhere that electricity
should be used in ail railway trains instead of
oil, because no such dreadful resuits will fol-
low an accident to a train when it is thrown
off the track if electrlcity Is used. My hon.
friend suggests that we should go back to the
antiquated system of using oil on the trains.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If Lt Is good enough for
the Canadian Pacific Railway it ought to be
good enough for the Intercolonial.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Well, while the general management of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway is excellent, I do
not know that If It happens to be behind in
some one respect, we should follow Its example
on that account. The lighting of trains by
electricity is a great advantage to a road, and
very much to the Interest of the travelling
public. With regard to the land at St. John,
my hon. friend says it was not needed. The
engineers of the company have reported for
three years that It was needed-not the whole
of it, but a great deal of Lt was needed.
When the land came to be valued it was
found that in point of fact Lt would cost very
much more in proportion to get the part that
we required than to purchase the wholle of it
We were guided by the reports of skilled en-
gineers, as we had not the advantage of my
hon. friend's advice, before the land was
bought. These engineers stated that between
two-thirds and three-fourths of that entire lot
was absolutely needed for the terminal facili-
ties requisite for the railway. The firt re-
port was submitted to us three years ago.
Since then, the land has been valued by two
sets of very competent experts. The valua-
tion was made in the first Instance by men
perfectly competent to value land in St. John.
They valued It at above three hundred thon-
sand dollars. This was thought too high by
the Government, and Lt was valued by another
set of experts, who valued Lt somewhere about
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars-I am
speaking from memory. In view of this large
sum it was intended to take only the portion
absolutely needed, but the price demanded
was so small a reduction on the price of the
whole lot, that It was obviously better to buy
the whole lot, and sell the portion not re-
quired than to take two-thirds at a price
largely out of proportion to the price of the
whole. I happen.to know this and speak with
confidence, because I took personal pains to
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investigate the matter before consenting to the orne back t» the principle that tber w4ouid
expenditure of the money. There was no val- be an arrangement with regard to faxes, and
uation by any of the valuators-some six or these fares are made identical, though tiere
seven altogether-that was not largely in ex- be a différence ln longth of roads, bcnse
cess of what the Government paid, and a por- neither road ean have a fair proportion of the
tion of itcan be sold for a sum that will recoup pasengers without such an arrangement. In
the Government to some extent for the ex- every case of this kind the benefit k t» the
penditure made. My hon. friend spoke with- oNer of the Iongest road-there is an mdi-
out due consideration in characterizing that rect benefit to both, leSuse the prices are
transaction as he did. The agreement with kept up, but tli actual benefit is t» the Iongest
the Canadian Pacific Railway I never saw, road, lamuch as by that meons the shortest
but I heard discussions on the subject when Une is prevented from ettting rates, which
the late Sir John Macdonald and Mr. Schrie- thcy cau aiways do th lc tent of the differ-
ber were negotiating with the company with exie ii length between the tvo Unes. The
regard to that road. My hon. friend imagines Predle details of the agreemnt T do not
that by this agreement the Government is know-I amnot sure tlait I ver esw ïliem-
bound not to make any discrimination agalnst but I know from the discussions aWmt two
the Canadian Pacific Railway, and lie com- Ycars ago, Wlen the agreement was nade,
plains that the ticket agents of the Canadian that it was an agreement nade strictly upon
Pacifie Railway are bound to be impartial in buwines principles bet*een tic ralway
selling tickets. Now, the Canadian Pacifie anagers of tle two roads-Mr. Qcheber, on
Railway, as it happens, has a shorter road the one cide, and some of 'he Canadian Pa-
than the Intercolonial between the seaboard cific Radiway people on the other. Sir John
and Montreal, and the danger to the Intercol- Macdonald, o! oure, was nof familiar with
onial was that the Canadian Pacifie Railway the deuils of running raiLways, and could fot
would cut down the prices-would reduce the exerCise mucl Judginn as t» thc precise de-
price to a rate for which it would be abso- tails but 1 know le reeeived representations
lutely impossible for the Intercolonial to carry. from Mr. Sobrieber upon ail fhes2 points. Mr.
And the stipulation which my hon. friend Sôler pointed ouf t» ilm the exact re-
speaks of was made ln the interest of the In- SUi whicl was expeeed t» be d'irived from
tercolonial, to prevent the Canadian Pacifie cvery one o! these conditions, ani h ual1ng
Railway cutting down the rates. I know that tli agreement tlire wa., no doubt it was
all those points were discussed by Mr. Schrie- rde with botter regard to fli iterests of
ber (who thoroughly understands the manage- the Initercolonial than any agreement fluat
ment of railways) with some of the officials of would have been entered inta r>y lie Candian
the Canadian Pacific iRailway-I,do not know Patifie Railway with. any other company, be-
whom-and to this day the greatest conplaints cause Of the infiuaoe which thc Government
are made by the Canadian Pacifie Ruilway and ParDament could exorcise in dealing
that the agreement was not such an agree- with fhe Canadian Pgeific liailway. The
ment as would be made with them hon. genlemen COnIain about tue low rates
if the Intercolonial lad been managed f freight and passeogers on flIerco-
by a company-that It would have been Ioul. I suppose My hon. ."iends from the
much more favourable to them if it Maritme Provines are plSsed o find that
had been an agreement with a pri- thc Goveramt are oenSured for granting
vate company. The kind of agreement the*ic low rates ln respect of their trade?
which was made is the coimonest in the
world where two rilways are run fronm n r. thcy are not.
tie sane terini. It is absoIutely neces-
sary for the existence of milways to have Hon. Sir JOHN GALDWBLL ABBOTT-
an agreement of this sort where there is au a littie surprised t» find thc lion. gentle-
dredt conpedtion betwveen then and fronu man from Hailfx cotig complaints
the sane tenllini. There always is a tle Goverument in this ma#er, but
ulnimtely, because though et times they When le takes the higl stand thaf le 18
wl out down their fares, and carry pas- speaking ic eiterests of Uic country gen-
sengers for nothing, or next to noting, yet einlY, notwIthstandlng the faot that ,t la
bYs they are aiways lorbed to agaifnst fcntere sts o his own province, e
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course I must beg to bow to bis d.sinterested Hon. Mr. POWER -I stated that Mr.
generosity and paitriotism. Schrieber sald so.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not admit that it is
against the Interests of my own province.

,H1n. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The hon. gentleman says that flour and coal
are carried at a rate much below cost. Of
course he considers that bis province is not
interested In flour and coal. It appears to me
that it is in the interests of the Maritime Pro-
vinces that flour should be brought to them
from the West dheaply, and that coal should
be carried from the Maritime Provinces to the
West cheaply. I do not know what the ob-
ject of the complaint is, but the complaint it-
self is that flour is carried East at too low a
rate and that coal is carried West at too low
a rate, and one is naturally surprised to hear
thlis from a gentleman representing the Maxir j
time Provinces, uless it can be atcounted for
on the magnanknous principle that the hon.
gentleman alleges. The hon. gentleman
thinks that local traffic is the only traffic
that is of any benefit to a railway. I
am not a railway man, but I do think it is
far botter for the city of Haifax to get its
flour ton or flfteen cents a barrel less than
they would have to pay for it if the freight
rate were bigMer.

Hon. Mr. POWER-J did not say that it was
not better for Halifax.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
My bon. friend complaîned that coal and flour
were caied below cost.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
Did not the hon. gentlenan say that the
through rates on flour and cooal were too low i

Hbn. Mr. POWER-4- eid thart they were
lower than the local rates for freight in the
district through which the road passes.

Hon. Sir JOHN OAL WELL ABBOTT-
That is partily the proposition I attributed to
the hon. gentleman. I say, however, that
these tbrough rates are infinitely more im-
portant to the province than the local rates. It
ls quite true, as the hon. gentleman says, that
the local rates are moderate, but I do not
think he le quite fair lu saying that coal and
flour ennot be carnled for the mtes charged
for them.

37

Hon. Sir JOHN' OALDWELL ABBOTr-
It is very probable that freight costs more in
the hands of the Governiment than It does in
the hands of a private company, but I believe
that flour and coal can be carried ait the rate
that is now charged for them, and if the road
could be placed lu other hands and we could
be saved from the loss we are sustaining from
it, upon the condition thaît the present tariff
should be preserved as far as flour and coal
and other things are concerned, I believe that
railway companies, or individuals forming raàl-
way companies, could be found to undertake
that service at the saime rate it is now done,
doing it in an eccnomical way, and in the way
wbich railway compames manage raalwys. I
an informed that It can be doue. When the
reforms nentioned bave been carried out by
the Government, I an under the impression
that flour and coal eau be carried at the rate
io1W charged ; but I do not think we will
make any profit Railway companies largely
depend for any profit they make on the local
traffic, and very little on through traffic.
Tbrough traffic is general.ly put down at the
lowest possible rate, where there is competi-
tion ; but the freight which a railway com-
pany carries lu long hauls pays thein many
other ways. It keeps up the organization-It
keeps the road open for any exigency-keeps
tie trains running, and bas many other advan-
tages I do not know anything about If flour
and coal can be carried at cost by the Inter-
colonial It Is all that can be done. Any one
who runs the railway will have any profit
there will be from the local business. With
reference to my hon. friend's question, he
asks me what steps we propose to take to
put an end to the great and Increasing deficit
arising out of the operating of the Intercolon-
lail Railway. Last session this question came
up. I think I then pledged myseif that one
of the first duties of the Government atter
organization would ho to make an Investiga-
tion Into the Intercolonial fRailway, and en-
deavour te reduce the expenses. The pledg%
like other pledges of this Government, bas
been carrled out. Mr. laggart, the Minister
of Railways, who understands the operation
of railways thoroughly, bas undertaken the
work. He bas obtained a vast amout of In-
formation about 1t, and he bas made already
considerable changes in the way of cutting off
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superfluous trains and discharging superflu-
ous men ; and for the last four months, my
hon. friend will be glad to know the returns
show a surplus over running expenses. From
the time Mr. Haggart has taken these really
effectual steps towards improving the system,
the road, he assures me, has paid a little over
running expenses. How long that may con-
tinue In the face of the necessary improve-
ments that are to be made, of course, I do not
know ; but he has not yet paid the personal
visit to the road which he intends to do In
order to make the personal examination of it
that he Intends to make after the session.
Fow far the railway eau b-e run without an
expenditure that would diminish this profit I
do not know. However, that will be known
as soon as the road has been visited by the
Minister, so that the means which the Gov-
ernment have taken, and are taking, and pro-
pose to take to put an end to the deticit on the
intercoloiial Iallway, are to have a thorough
investigation into the affairs of the road-
to run the road with a better adaptation
of the trains to the interests of the traffic,
and with greater regard to eeonomizing the
work and expenditures of the road ; and by
4his means the Government hope to reduce
the deficit, if not altogether to remove iL
WIth regard to the other part of the motion
of my hon. friend, that an order of the Senate
do issue for a oopy of the latest time table
adopted, to govern the running of the passen-
ger trains on the Intercolonial Railway, ;1
have no objection to it.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Tiere is one point that
comes up In this debate that I think i have a*
right to refer to. I am the only representa-
tive here from the city of St. John, and the
question has come up in this debate, and 1
have been spoken to several times with refer-
ence to it-of the purchase of the property in
St. John by the Government. I have known
the property in question since I was a boy,
and have passed it thousands of times, and I
think if It had not been purchased by the
Goverument I could put a price on It. I un-
hesitatngly say that If the Government muet
have this property, it nakes a very great dif-
ference in the price. I do think that since the
Government secured the Moore property giv-
lng a frontage on Main street, that It was es-
sential that they should at least purchase a
large stdly of this other property, because If
they did not get hold of this strip the pro-

perty known as the Moore property was of
no use to them at all. It gives another front
to the property, without which they could not
utilize it for railway purposes. On that basis
I do not think the Government is to blame
for having paid more for the property than
It would bring in the market. I unhesitating-
ly say that it would not bring so much if
thrown on the market; but inasmuch as the
Government had to get it, we all know that
when the Government want a piece
of property of that kind they have
got to pay more for It than other
people. Therefore, we cannot find great
fault with the price given, because after they
get the strip of it that is required for the use
of the railway they eau dispose of the balance
for a handsome suin that will reduce the cost
of the property to the country.

The motion was agreed to.

THE CENSUS.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. TASSE (in Frenoh) moved-
That an humble Address be presented to
is Excellency the Governor General, pray-

ing that His Excellency wUl cause to be laid
before this House, copies of al instructions
given by the Department of Agriculture to
the enumerators, with the view to ascertain
on what basis has been prepared the Bulletis
indicating the number of Engl'sh-speaking
and French-speaking Canadians, residing in
the country, according to the census of 1891.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
The facts and figures which the hon. gentle-
man has submitted justify his request that
an lnvestigatioii be made. If, as he claims,
there has been an error in the compilation of
the census returns, It should be corrected.
I have no hesitation in saying that the Gov-
ernment wIll have great pleasure in taking
steps to ascertain if there are any errors i
the census, and, if any should be found, that
they shall be corrected. There is no ob-
jection to the Address.

The motion was agreed to.

SCHOOLS SAVINGS BANK AMENDMENT
BILL.

REJECTED.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee OD
Banking and Commerce, reported Bill (36)
" An Act to amend the Act to Incororrate
the Schools Savings Bank," with the stakte
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nient that the preamble of the Bill had not
been proved.

THIRD READING.

Bill (102) " An Act respecting the Bounty
on Beet Root Sugar." (Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.)

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS BILL.

- Hon.
moved
Act to
aid of

THIRD READING.

Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT
the third reading of Bill (101) "An
authorize the granting of subsidies in
the railways therein mentioned."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Having looked over
this Bill I wish to say a few words. When
this Bill was read the second time, and went
through the Committee of the Whole, I was,
not in the House. There are some questions
that I should like to ask the Minister abotit
this Bill before it Is read the third time. I
think that a good deal of it is new. Two
years ago we had an assurance from the
Finance Minister that he was going to econo-
mize as far as possible in this direction. Now,
I do not find any fault with the
policy of assisting railways-that is, if the
Government of this Country are flush. If they
have a full treasury and eau get a railwey
built through an unsettled country by offer.
ing a subsidy of $3,200 per mile it is the best
Investnent they can make. On the cont ary,
I an of the opinion that where you hav. a
road already through a settled country it Is
a mistake to subsidize a ralbway to run along.
side of It, because it is ruinous to the ex-
isting company. I do not know how far
this nay be done in the Bill before us. ]
find that the amount voted by this Bill 1sQ
$3,676,969 ; a great deal of It re-voted. The.-
amount of new subsidies is $1,544,544. That
is a large sum. If the Government can
spare the money it is all very well ; but I hope
kt wil be applied to aiding the construction
of raflways where people have no railway
facilities. In the old settled parts of the
country people should build their own bines.
At this late stage of the session I do not
lntend to occupy the time of the House In
criticislng the Bill further ; but If I am alive
next year and in my place In the Senate,
and this system oentinues, I shall consider it
mny duty to look a little further into the
Matter. Probably the Prime Minister canu
give us some explanation of some of these

appropriations, if he does not think we are
too much crowded for time. Lagt night I
had to leave this Chamber for a few minutes,
and when I returned this Bill had been read
the second time and passed through com-
mittee, houghlt involves an expenditure of
$3,676,969. I do not say that It is not all
right; I have no doubt that the Governor in
Council has considered it carefully ; but It
was only laid on the Table yesterday after-
noon, and I thought we should have had more
time to look through it If any further aid
is to be given to railways in future, I hope
the Bill will be laid on the Table at an earlier
date of the session than it has been this year,
so as to give everyone time to examine It
thoroughly. I have no disposition to oppose
this Bill in toto, because I might be doing a
great injustice by taking such a course ; 1
tnight be opposing some undertaking whlob
would be of great benefit to the country.

Hon. Mr. .MACDONALD (P.E..)-I regret
that this Bill was not brouglit in at an earlier
period of the session. 1 think It has not re-
ceived that serious ceonsideration which a Bill
of this kind should have received. ft came
in yesterday, passed the second reading, and
has received less attention than auy Bill we
have had before us this session-in fact we
paid more attention in the Inspection Bill to
t'he fee to be charged for Inspecting a barrel
of apples than we have paid to this Bill in-
volving the expenditure of some three million
of dollars. I think the country has been
very liberal in voting money in support of
these railways. Maany of ther may be of
local benefit, but some of them are not for the
general benefit of the Dominion, and the
money we are now giving to these railwa.ys
will inure chiefly to the benefit of the locality,
and Of the promoters Of those railways and
the gentlemen who are stockholders in them,
rather hn to the general advantage of Cana-
da. While the Govenment are liberal, and
have always been liberal In voting money for
the conm metion of rallways, they have not
been so liberal In the expenditure of money
in other respects. I know that very large
public works in the province from whch I
have the honour to come-public works which
bave cost many thousands of dollars--brek-
waters which have cot tens of thousnds
of dollars - are allowed to remain out
of repair for the want of the ex-
penditure Of a few thousand dollam 1
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refer palticularly to the breakwater ait Souris,
P. E. I., a work ihat Sost $100,O0, and I do
not see [n the Estimates this year that there
bas been any mouey voted for the improve-
ment of that work. It will require $5,000 to
repair the damaige that wa.s done to that work
by the stormr. of last year, andt I do not see
that any money has been voted for that pur-
pose. I believe that if it is allowed to go on
without these necessary repairs being (one
during the present season it will cost $30,000
to repair it next year. Under the cireumn-
stances, seeing that the Governmient are so
liberal in voting money to extend raihvays
throughout the different provinces, it is only
what we might expect from thein, that they
diould vote, in the first place, money to main-
tain in an efficient condition the public works
which are already constructed, and are the
property of the Dominion. Tha.t is not the
only respect ln which they have dealt parsi-
moniously with public works in the province
from whieh I come. There are various other
public works there which I do not think have
received that liberal treatment from the Gov-
ermuent of the Dominion that they should
have received. Before Confederation we had
a line of steamers connecting the Island with
the nelghbouring province, for which service
the Local Government granted a subsidy of
frm $20,000 to $50,000 a year at different
periods. Now the Government of the Do-
minion vote as much money to construct one
mile of railway, under this Bil, as was
granted by the Local Government to the
steamers to connect our Island with the other
provinces, while they vote nothing to our en-
terprise. Under these circumstances, I think
the expenditure provided for in tiis Bi-l is
somewhat lavish, and if it had come in at an
eadier period Of the session, and had been dis-
outEed as many smaller BUils have been dis-
Ofueed, I have no doubt that many other hon.
gentlemen would perhaps look at some of the
appropriations which are made in this Bill in
a more ritical spirit than has been done on
the present ocoasion, when it passed almost
without any a$tention through its first and
second readings. At this stage of the session
it would be useles for me to say anything
f Mther In support of the views I entertain on
thla mamter, but I hope that on the next oea-
sion, when a measure of this kind cornes be-
fore the House it will be dealt with as the hon.
Premier said it dhould be dealt with, at the
last Fession of ParlAament. I beileve we are

expending more money thaa the resources of
the country warrant just now ln granting bon-
uses to railways in various sections of the
country which are not in all respects for the
general advantage of the Dominiin.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-1 understood that
this was simply a re-vote ?

Hon. Sir JOHN CAL1DWELL ABBOTT-
Al but $1,500,000.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think the Govern-
ment should have brought down this measure
at an earlier period of the session, so that we
could look into it more closely. There are
some gentlemen from Monobon who are large-
ly intereeted in one of these unlertakings and
they are deeirous that the money voted should
be advanta.geously expended. We have done
the bulk of the work of the session within the
last eight or ten days, and if the Government
bring down their measures earlier in future
we will do the work better and have less
grunibling and dissaitisfaction than when we
have to remain here five months and put
through the business of the session in a few
days.

Hon. Sfr JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-
It is certainly too short a time on the present
occasion to give proper onusideration to this
Bill; but my hon. friend knows it was practi-
cally impossible to get it here sooner. More-
over, the bringing up of a Bill for railway
subeIdies at the beginning of the session would
not work well. It would be too long a period
for every miember to agitate for his own
loeality to get assistance. I entirely agree
with the hon. gentleman from Monck as to
the principle on which these subsidies should
be granted-4at they should be granited where
railway connection is necessary and where
the condition of the people is such that theY
cannot build a railway unassisted, and where
there is no railway competition. There is no
case in this Bill-I think I may say It with
absolute certainty-where any new subsidy is
granted to a railway that would create direct
competition with any other railway. Nor is
there any section of the ountry where a rail-
way has a bonus under this Bill in which the
people would be competent to build a ralwaY
themselves without aisAstance. The only rail-
ways, ln fact, which pass through a settled
portion of the country are railways south of
the St. Lawrence leading to the great ralway
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arteries of the United States. These have no con-
nection with each other and a large portion of the
population is entirely without the means of reach-
ing a market. That is the only case where a
subsidy is granted even in a populated country.
All the rest are for railways through sections of.
the country where population is sparse, and where
they do not create competition with any existing
railway. These are the principles on which this
appropriation, in so far as it is new, is framed,
and I do not think that even amongst the other
there is any case where the appropriation would
assist in creating direct competition with any
other railway. My hon. friend f rom Prince Edward
Island is rather severe in his criticism of the
amounts which we are giving for railways, and
wrong, I think, in the principle he would adopt-
that is to say, that he would confine the grants
for railways to those which are for the benefit of
the Dominion, and not to those which are for the
benefit of a locality. My hon. friend might 4ecall
to himself an instance where a very large sum
indeed has been expended in building a railway-
not only in subsidizing to the extent of $3,200 a
mile, but in actually building it, and that, too, for
the benefit of a locality. No doubt it is an im-
portant locality, the province which the hon.
gentleman represents ; nevertheless it is a locality,
and this road was built and is run by the Dominion
at a loss of about $100,000 a year. Of course this
circumstance might, to a certain extent, have the
effect of restraining too great liberality towards
that particular locality in other respects; and I
only refer to it as an illustration that what is a
benefit for a locality is for the benefit of the Dom-
inion. The Dominion is but an aggregation of
localities, and the Canadian Pacific Railway is the
only enterprise that could, as a railway enterprise,
benefit the whole Dominion, and possibly also the
the transatlantic steamers ; but as applied to
railways in the interior of the country it is im-
possible to make that distinction that we shall
not help a railway unless it benefits the whole
Dominion.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I think the Intercolonial
Railway benefits the whole Dominion.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-The
whole of what constituted the Province of Canada
at that time. I do not know the merits of the Souris
breakwater that my hon. friend refers to. I know
that there were several votes of that description
that were all gone through carefully, and it was
impossible to grant then all. Indeed, we might
have voted the whole revenue of the Dominion in
grants of that kind, and it was absolutely necessary
that they should be scrutinized carefully in order

to select those that were most urgent and necessary.
I presume that if my hon. friend's breakwater hua
not received assistance, it is because it was felt
there were others that had stronger claims. If it
is only a mnatter of repairs, there is a sum voted to
the department for general repairs, and if the
repairs the hon. gentleman refers to are so exacting
and necessary as he points out, it could be brought
to the notice of the Minister of Public Works, who
could apply a small portion of this vote to keep
the breakwater in repair.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill iJas read
the third time and passed.

THE SUPPLY BILL.
Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT moved

the third reading of Bill (100) " An Act for grant-
ing to Her Majesty certain sums of money required
for defraying certain expenses of the public service,
for the financial year ending the 30th June, 1893,
and for other purposes relating to the public
service."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was read
the third time and passed.

IN CONCLUSION.

Hon. Sir JOHN CALDWELL ABBOTT-I con-
gratulate the House on the work we have succeeded
in getting through this session. Although our
labours have not been so severe as might have
been expected, excepting during the last week or
ten days, I hope every hon. gentleman agrees with
me that we did right in applying ourselves to the
important work before us, and that we did fairly
good work in amending it. I must express my
indebtedness to members on both sides of the
House for their fairness and moderation in all the
debates which have taken place, and for the con-
stant and absolute attention which they have given
to every measure brought before us, as, I think,
entirely without regard to party feeling, and
it is very much to the credit of the House that I
am able to say so. I move that the House do now
adjourn.

The Senate adjourned at 1.15 p.m.

THE PROROGATION.

This day at 3 o'clock p.m., His Excellenoy
the Governor General proceeded in state to
the Senate Chamber in the Parliament Build-
ings, and took his seat upon the Throne.
The members of the Senate being assembled,
His Excellency was pleased to command the
attendance of the House of Commons, and
that House being present, the following Bills
were assented to, in ber Majesty's name, by
His Excellency the Governor General, viz.:-
R
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• An Act respecting the Cobourg, Northumberland
and Pacific Railway Company.

An Act respecting certain railway works in the
city of Toronto.

An Act to incorporate the Victoria Life Insur-
ance Company.

An Act respecting the Bell Telephone Company
of Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Canso and Louisbourg
Railway Company.

An Azt respecting the Ontario Pacific Railway
Compahy.

An Act respecting the Pontiac Pacific Junction
Railway Company.

An Act to confirm an agreement between the
Tobique Valley Railway Company and the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company.

An Act for the relief of James Albert Manning
Aikins.

An Act for the relief of Herbert Rimmington
Mead.

An Act for the relief of Ada Donigan.
An Act respecting the Great Northern Railway

Company.
An Act to confer on the Commissioner of Patents

certain powers for the relief of Carl Auer Von
Welsbach and others.

An Act respecting the Manitoba and North-
Western Railway Company of Canada.

An Act respecting the Alberta Railway and Coal
Company.

An Act to incorporate the High River and Sheep
Creek Irrigation and Water Power Company.

An Act respecting the Canada Atlantic Railway
Company.

An Act to incorporate the Winnipeg and Atlantic
Railway Cpmpany.

An Act respecting the London and Port Stanley
Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Buckingham and
Lièvre River Railway Company.

An Act to revive and amend the Act to incor-
porate the Brockville and New York Bridge Com.
pany.

An Act to incorporate the Dominion Millers'
Association.

An Act to amend an Act to incorporate the
Manitoba and Assiniboia Grand Junction Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Montreal and Western
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Chignecto Marine Trans-
port Railway Company (Limited.)

An Act for the relief of Hattie Adele Harrison.
An Act for the relief of James Wright.
An Act respecting the Ottawa City Passenger

Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Montreal and Lake
Maskinonge Railway Company.

An Act to revive and amend the Acts respecting
the Ottawa, Waddington and New York Railway
and Bridge Company.

An Act further to amend the Inland Revenue Act.
An Act respecting the Midland Railway of

Canada.
An Act further to amend the Patent Act.
An Act to nake further provision respecting

grants of land to mnembers of the Militia Force on
active service in the North-West.

An Act to incorporate the Ottawa Valley Rail-
way Company.

An Act respecting the Voters' Lists of 1891.
An Act further to amend the General Inspection

Act.
An Act further to amend " The Winding-up

Act."
An Act to incorporate the Burrard Inlet Tunnel

and Bridge Company.
An Act further to amend the Dominion Lands

Act.
An Act to readjust the representation in the

House of Commons.
An Act respecting the Harbour Commissioners

of Three Rivers.
An Act further to amend the Railway Act.
An Act to amend the Acts respecting the Civil

Service.
.An Act further to amend the Chinese Immigra-

tion Act.
An Act to amend the Act respecting the Senate

and House of Commons.
An Act further to amend the Acts respecting

the duties of Customs.
An Act respecting the bounty on Beet-root

Sugar.
An Act to authorize the granting of subsidies in

aid of the construction of the lines of railway
therein mentioned.

An Act respecting the Criminal Law.
An Act to amend the Act relating to' the Har-

bour of St. John, in the Province of New Bruns-
wick.

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the House
of Commons addressed His Excellency the Governor
General as follows:--

" The Commons of Canada have voted certain
supplies required to enable the Goverument to
lefray the expenses of the public service.

" In the name of the Commons, I present to Your
Excellency the following Bill :
'An Act for granting to Her Majesty cer-

tain sums of money required for defraying
certain expenses of the public service,
for the financial year ending the .30th June

R
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1893, and for other purposes rela.ting to
the public service.'

to which Bill I humbly request Your Ex-
cellency's assent."

To this Bill the Royal Assent was signified
in the following words :-

" In Her Majesty's name, Ris Excellency
the Governor General thanks Her loyal sub-
jects,- accepts their benevolence, and assents
to this Bill."

After which Ris Excellency the Governor
General was pleased to close the Second Ses-
sion of the Seventh Parliament of the Dom-
inion with the following

SPEECH:

Honourable Gentlemen <f the Senate,

Gentlemen of the Hiouse of Connons:

In relieving you from further attendaice in
Parliament I congratulate you on the useful
legislation which ias resulted from your
deliberations during this long and arduous
session.

The adoption of the Code of Criminal Law
will confer a great -benefit on ail classes who
are conoerned in the administration of that
branch of jurisprudence and is an achieve-
ment which will reflect credit on the Parlia-
ment of Canada.

The difficult task of readjusting the repre-
sentation of the people in the House of Coin-
mons. in accordance with the Census returus,
has been accomplished with comparatively
little disturbance of existing electoral divi-
sions, and in a manner that I hope will prove
to be satisfactory in its operation.

The legislation relating to the North-West
Territories, Doninion Lands, Railways, Pa-
tents, and to the Inspection of Provisions, and
the various other measures which have been
completed, are calculated to benefit the indus-
trial and commercial interests of the country,
and to promote its generaI welfare.

You have been doubtless gratified by the
announcement that the Government of New-
foundiand is ilkely to hold a friendly confer-
encoe with my Government upon the differ-
ences which had arisen between Canada and

that Colony, and that ln the meantime all
causes of further dispute, or Iritation, have
been removed.

A representation has been made by the Ad-
ministration of the United States that the
schedule of tolls, which has been ln force
upon the Canadian canais for spme years
past, operates to the disadvantage of the ship-
ping and products of United States citizens
on the Great Lakes. This complaint lias been
examined and discussed with the authorities
of the United States, and a proposal lias been
submitted on behalf of my Government, that
the United States will restore the concessions
that were nuade on the part of that country
by the Treaty of Washington, as an equiva-
lent for concessions on the part of Canada as
to the canails, but which were withdrawn by
the United States without cause, so far as
Canada is concerned. This proposal has not
yet been replied to, but It is hoped that the
fairness of the position taken by my Govern-
ment will be duly appreciated by the Govern-
ment of the United States, so that al further
misunderstanding on this question may be
avoided.

Gentlemen of the louse <f Coimnons:

I trust that the provisions which you have
muade for the public service will be found ample
for its demands.

Ionourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

At the close of this session I take leave of
you, with the hope that the sacrifices which
you have been called on to iake by so pro-
tracted an attendance may be rewarded by
proof that your laboury have been frultful of
benefits to the Dominik, and that our people
ln every part of Canada may likewise be
blessed with prosperity in the harvest season
which approaches.

The Speaker of the Senate then said:
Ilonourable Gentlemen of the Senate, and

Gentlemnen of the House of Commons :

It is Ris Excellency the Governor General's
wll and pleasure, that this Parliament be pro-
rogued until Thursday, the eighteenth day of
August next, to be here held, and this Parlia-
ment is accordingly prorogued until Thurs-
day, the eighteenth day of August next.
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ABBOTT, Hon. Sir J. Caldwell, K.O.M.G.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEFCH YROM THETHRONE.
On Mr. Landry's M. for. Remarks on Mr.

Scott's speech (Behring Sea question), 14 ;
(Alaska boundary), 14. On the Address,
and Mr. Scott's renarks, pork and beef
duties, &c., 42 ; protection of farming indus-
try, 43; C. P. R. and N. W. wheat export,
43; Behring Sea question, 43; the mission
to Washington, 44 ; Alaska boundary,
44-5; Redistribution Bill, 45; conduct of
revising and returning officers, 45-6; dates
of bye-elections, 46-7 ; decease of Senators
Paquet and Baillargeon, 47.

ADDRESSES OF CONDOLENCE TO THE QUEh|N, and
to the Prince and Princess of Wales, on the
death of the Duke of Clarence and Avon-
dale, Ms. for, 50, 51-2.

ADJOURNMENTS.
(Ash Wednesday, 16 March).--On Mr. Belle-

rose's M.; modification suggested (3rd-15th)
52.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March).-On M. (Mr.
Landry) for, and Mr. Kaulbach's Amt.
(24th-28th), 71.

(Easter, 8-28 April).-On Mr. Lougheed's M.
for; postponement requested, 135.

(20th May).-On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.)
for adjt. till 6th June ; Amt. (Mr. Clemow)
till 30th May; and Amt. (Mr. McInnes,
B.C.) till lst June; adjt. till 31st May
acquiesced in. 247-8.

(15th-21st June).-On M. (Mr. Casgrain) for,
351.

(28th-30th June).--M. for, 376.
Till forenoon 5th July, for morning sessions,

379.

ALASKA BOUNDARY.
Remarks, in debate on the Address, 14, 44-5.

Washington conference, papers presented,
54.

ANNAPOLIS, N.S., OLD FORT.
Reply to remarks (Mr. Almon) re preservation

of old Fort, 177. Replies to his further
Inquies., 354, 357-8, 379.

On his suggestion aq site for Militia camp,
358.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N)."

APPOINTMENTS, JUDICIAL, IN N. B.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for corresp. respect-

ing Judge Wetmore's successor, 297-8.
APPROPRIATION ACTs. See " Supply Bills."

ARMS, LOADED, DEFINITION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."
38j

BAIE DES CHALEURS RY. Investigation.

Further corresp. with Lt. -Gov. of Que.-Reply
to inqy. (Mr. Miller); papers will be
brought down, 55.

BAILLARGEON, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Decease of-Remarks in debate on the Ad-
dress, 47.

BANKING AND COMMERCE, Committee on.

Appointment of, M. for, 49.

BAZAAR, RAFFLES, RESTRICTION OF. See " Crimi-
nal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

BEET-ROOT SUGAR BOUNTY CONTINUANCE B. (102).
Introduced, 499.
Suspension of 41st Rule and 2nd R. presently

m., 499.
3rd R.*, 519.

BEHRING SEA QUESTION.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 14, 43.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Read) whether British or

Canadian Govt. is to indemnify sealers, 67.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Scott); seizure of

"Coquitlam, ' 463; replies to further remarks
(Mr. Scott and others), 464.

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit stock to $3,000,000, and
sub-Amt. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-commit the
B. ; on Mr. Scott s remarks ; immediate
Assent to Bill not expected, 199.

BILLS, PRIVATE, PETITIONS FOR.
Extension of time to 14th April m., 120.

BILLS, QUESTIONS OF ORDER ON. See " Order."

BOTTLES OF SPIRITS,LABELLING OF. See "Inland
Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

BRITISH COLUMBIA LANDS ; regulations. See
" Dominion Lands Act Amt. B. (89)."

BRITISH COLUMBIA SALMON INDUSTRY.

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of
Commission and Regulations controlling
fishing in rivers, 249.

Answer to Mr. Macdonald as to inspection, 282.

BROCKVILLE AND OTTAwA RY. BONDS.

Remarks on Mr. Almon's Amt. to 3rd R. of
Chignecto Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), 330.

BURGESS, MR., REINSTATEMENT OF.

Replies to hon. members on 2nd R. Supple-
mentary Supply B., 138, 140, 141.
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BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co.

INCORP. B. (65).
On Order for consideration of Report of Ry.

Com., with Amt. as to height of bridge and
breath of swing; on Amts. for re-committal
and for concurrence ; remarks on procedure,
370-1.

On B. being reported without the Amt., fur-
ther remarks on procedure, 375.

CALGARY AND EDMONTON RAILWAY.
Remarks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of

land grants to Rys., 278.
CAMPBELL, THE LATE SiR ALEXANDER.

Eulogium of, 249.

CAMPBELL, W. W., appointment to Library.
On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lst Report

Library Com. ; request for postponement,
236-7.

CANADA CENTRAL Ry. AMALGAMATION.
Remarks, on Mr. Almon's Amt. to 3rd R. of

Chignecto Marine Ry. B. (83), 330.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See "Temperance."

CANADA, TRADE oF.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return of, 65-6.
Relations with other countries. See " New-

foundland," " United States," &c.
See also debate on " Customs Duties Act Amt.

B. (103)."

CANADIAN PACIFIc RtILWAY.

Remarks respecting, in debate on the Address,
43.

on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of
land grants to Rys., 277-8, 280, 292-3.

on stock of; on Mr. Almon's Amt. to
3rd R. of Chignecto Marine Ry. B. (83), 330.

in reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power) respect-
ing Intercolonial Ry. management, 509,
515-6.

CANAL TOLLS, REBATE OF.
On grain re-shipped from Ogdensburg, reply to

Inqy. (Mr. Scott), 122.

CARLING, HON. J.; resignation of seat in Senate.
On M. (Mr. Power) for copy of resignation, 48.

CENSUS, THE RECENT.

On M. (Mr. Tassé) for copies of instructions
to enumerators, as to basis of indicating
number of English and French speaking
Canadians, 518.

CHEESE, INSPECTION OF. Se " Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N)."

CHIGNECTO MARINE RY. Co. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., and request
for postponement (Mr. Almon) for an Amt.;
on the ques. of procedure, 316.

On the regularity of the procedure, as to pre-
vious notice, and on the Amt. (Mr. Almon)
giving precedence to outstanding bonds and
liabilities, 328, 330-1.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT FURTHER AMT. ; re-
gistration for re-entry required ; B. (44).

Suspension of 41st Rule m., 496.
2nd R. i., 497; replies to hon. Senators,

497-8.
3rd R.*, 498.

CIGARS, RESTRICTION ON SALE OF. See "Inland
Revenue Act Amt. B. (71.)"

CIVIL SERVICE ACTS AMT. ; appointments and
promotions (until 1894) of persons employed

fore 1882, Without examination, &c.; B.
(74).

Introduced *, 485.
2nd R. m., 489.
In Com. of the W. ; on Messrs. Lougheed's

and Power's remarks, 493.
3rd R.*, 493.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
Reply to Ingy. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington);

Report will be tabled to-morrow, 235.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power); action on report;

will be considered after session, 374.
Similar reply to Mr. Lougheed, in Com. of the

W., on Civil Service Act Anit. B., 493; on
Mr. Power's further remarks, 493.

CIVIL SERVICE IRREGULARITIES.

Replies to hon. members, on 2nd R. Supple-
mentary Supply B., 138, 140, 141.

CIVIL SERVICE, TRANSFER OF DEPARTMENTAL
DUTIES. See the debate on Marine and
Fisheries Dept. B.

CLARENCE AND AVONDALE, H. R. H. THE DUKE OF.
Message of condolence to the Queen on the

death of, m., 50-51.
Message of condolence to the Prince and Prin-

cess of Wales, m., 51-2.

COMMITTEES, STANDING, APPOINTMENT OF.

Orders and Privileges of the House; M, 4.
Library, Printing, Banking and Commerce,

Railways, &c., Contingent Accounts, Stand-
ing Orders and Private Bills, Debates,
Divorce, Restaurant, 49, 50.

QUESTIONS OF PROCEDURE. See
"Order and Procedure."

REPORTS OF. See the subject.

COMMONS, ELECTIONS FOR. Se "V oters' Lists
B. (67)."

COMMONS REPRESENTATION, READJUSTMENT OF;
B. (76).

Remarks in debate on the Address, 45.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to date of in-

troduction, 126.
Introduced,* 383.
2nd R. m., 401-2; on Mr. Millcr's remarks,

404; reply to Mr. Perley, 405; on Mr.
Scott'b remarks, 410; adjt. of debate fll.,
414.

In resumed debate : On Mr. Prowse's remarks,
415 ; on Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to
Supreme Ct. for opinion on its constitution-
ality, 418, 420 and 425-6 ; on Mr. Scott'a
renarks on the proper procedure, 432; On
the merits of B. and Amt., and on constitu-
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COMMONS REPRESENTATION, ETC.--Concluded.

tional powers of Parlt. in the matter, 437-8-
9, 440-1 ; on Mr. Power's remarks, 442-3-4-
5-6-7.

Reference to Coin. of the W. m., 454 ; on Mr.
Power's, remarks, 455-6-7; on Mr. Scott's,
455-6-7.

In Com. of the W., on sect 8. of Ontario; on
Mr. Scott's remarks respecting Huron, 457-8.
On sect. b. of Quebec (Labelle),and Mr.Scott's
suggestion for naine of Papineau, 458; on
sect. k. (St. Lawrence, Montreal), 458; on
el. 7 (Manitoba), and Amt. (Mr. Boulton),
for names Portage la Prairie and Macdonald,
461. On cl. 8 (B.C.), and suggestion (Mr.
Mclnnes) respecting division of N. West-
minister, 462. On the preamble, and Mr.
Perley's further remarks on Mr. Boulton's
above Amt., 462 ; on Mr. Boulton's remarks,
463.

3rd R.*, 463.
M. that B. pass, and further on English con-

stitutional procedure, 463.

COMPANTES, WINDING--UP OF. See " Winding-up
Act Amt. B. (O)."

CONCLUSION OF THE SESSION.
Renarks upon, 521.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, M. for, 50.
Functions of; in debate on Internal Econony

B., 209.
Ist Report: On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption;

on number of messengers and pages, 72.
2nd Report : On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption:

On M. (Mr. Clemow) to expunge el. 5, and
on Mr. Kaulbach's renarks respecting
expense of stationery supply, 454.

"COQUITLAM," SEALING SUPPLY STEAMER,
Seizure of.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Scott), 463 ; to further
remarks (Mr. Scott and others), 464.

CREDIT FONCIER, LOTTERY. See "Criminal Law
Act, 1892; B. (7)."

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892 ; B. (7).
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power), as to proceeding

with, 126.
Appointment of Select Coin. m., 156.
Ist R. m.*, 384.
2nd R. to-morrow m., 384 ; on Mr. Scott's

remarks, postponement of discussion until
2nd R. suggested, 385. Reply to Mr.
Bellerose, as to French edition of B., 393;
to Mr. Scott's objection to B. at late period
of session, 393-4-5. On M. (Mr. Scott) for
Message to Commons for draft B. as used in
their Com. of the W., 397-8.

On M. (Mr. Scott) for Message, as above,
398-9.

On Order for 2nd R., understanding as to
Fren3h translation. 453; Mr. Scott's request
for postponement assented to, 453.

2nd R. m., 464; reply to Mr. Power's re-
mark, 476; on the B. and the objections
made, 481, 483-4.

Reference to Coin. of the W. m., 484.

In Coin. of the W. ; on cl. 3, subsect. d.
(definition of "cattle"); on objection (Mr.
Power) to verbiage, 485.

On el. o. (loaded arms): Amt. ?n. to strike out
words " in the barrel," 485.

On cl. 205, subsect. b. (Lotteries) on Amt.
(Mr. Vitial) restricting bazaar raffles, 486.

On subsect. d. (exempting companies author-
ized by Legislatures), and Amt. (Mr. Vidal)
to strike out the cl. ; remarks : Credit
Foncier, St. Jean Bte. Society, 487-8. Amt.
m., to exempt the (redit Foncier and Credit
Foncier (lu Bas-Canada, 488; reply to Mr.
Murphy, respecting Quebec lottery and Ste.
Jean Bte. Society, 488.

3rd R. m.*, 495.

CUSTOMS, DITIFS OF, AMT. ; tariff on eggs,
molasses ; provision against hostile tariff
measures, &c.; B. (103).

Introduced, 499.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. presently m., 500; on Mr. Power's

remarks, on trade relations of Canada, 501,
502-3-4-5.

3rd R. *, 506.
DEBATES COMMITTEF..

Appointment of ; M. for, 50.

COST OF PRINTING.
On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) ; tinie-cards presented,

261.

DEBT OF CANADA, INCREASE IN.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 65-6.

DEPARTMENTS. See " Interior," " Marine," &c.

DIVORCE COMMITTEE.

Appointment of ; M. for, 50.

DOMINION FRANCHISE AcT. See "Franchise."

DOMINION LANDS AcT AMT. ; mode of laying out
townships, &c., in B. C. and mountainous
districts; perfection of 2nd homestead en-
tries, &c. ; B. (89).

Introduced*, 376.
2nd R. m., 378 ; replies to Messrs. Perley and

McInnes (B.C.), 378.
In Coin. of the W. ; on Ist cl., repeal of sect.

17 (blocks of 4 townships each) ; reply to Mr.
Power, 379.

On 5th cl. (mineral lands) ; on Mr. Power's
suggestion for bringing down Orders in
Council, 379, 380.

On 6th cl. (elosing up roads) ; on remarks as
to powers of Lt. Gov., N.W.T., by Messrs.
Lougheed, Boulton, Perley, Power, Reesor,
380-1-2-3.

3rd R. m., 452; replies to Messrs. Macdonald
(B. C.) and Power, as to pre-emption claims,
and as to tabling Orders in Council, 453.

DUTIES, CHANGES IN. See " Customs Duties Act
Ait. B. (103)."

EDWARDS, W. C., & CO., INCORP. ; B. (17).
On M. (Mr. Clemnow) for 2nd R. ; change of

title suggested, 127.

EooS, DUTY ON. See debate on " Custom Du.
ties Act Amt. B. (103)."
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ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, REDISTRIBUTION. See

" Commons representation, readjustment B.
(76)."

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE ACT.
On Mr. Power's remarks, on 2nd R. of B. (67)

respecting Voters' Lists, 400.
ELLIS, SUPT., WELLAND CANAL.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for evidence taken at
theinvestigation, 341-2.

ENGLAND, MAIL SERVICE. See " Great Britain."

ESTATES, WINDINC-UP OF. See " Winding-up
Act Amt. B. (O)."

EXPORTS OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 65-6.
See also " Nfld." and U. S.," trade relations

with.

FARMERS, TENANT, REPORT OF.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) cause of delay

in French edition, 181.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT, AMALGAMATION. See
" Marine."

FISHERIES, NFLD. See " Nfld."
FISHERY, SEAL. See "Behring Sea."

FISHING AND CANNING SALMON, B.C.
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.) for report

of Commission and regulations restricting
river fishing, 249.

Answer to Mr. Macdonald as to inspection,282.

FISHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; abolition Of state-
ment in advance; B. (5).

Introduced* (erratum in text of report as to
number of B.), 55.

2nd R. m., 67.
In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Amt., to

add cl. (payment on or before 31st March),
103-4-5-6-7-8.

3rd R. m., 110 ; on Mr. Power's ques. of pro-
cedure, for postponement of 3rd R., 110.

3rd R. again m., 120. Replies to Mr. Power,
120.

FISHING VESSFLS, U.S. (modu8 rivendi) B. (11).
Introduced*, 178.
2nd R. m., 181. On Mr. Power's remarks,

184-5.
3rd R.*, 199.

FRANCE, MAIL SERVICE WITH.
On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and contracts

for mail service with England, and Mr.
Wark's ques. thereon, 204.

FRANCHISE ACT, WORKING oF.
On Mr. Power's remarks, on 2nd R. of B. (67)

respecting Voters' Lists, 400.

FRENCH, PRINTING OF BILLS IN.
Reply to Mr. Bellerose; printing of Criminal

Law Bill in French, 393. Arrangement for
translations of any clauses required, 453.

PRINTING OF REPORTS IN.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) delay in French

edition Tenant Farmers' Report, 181.

FRENCH-SPEAKING CANADIANS.
On M. (Mr. Tassé) for copies of instructions

to census enumerators, 518.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See " Inspection."

GEOLOICAL SURVEY DEPARTMENT; that any
Minister may preside over; B. (A).

Introduced*, 54.
2nd R. ?n., 61.
3rd R. n. ; reply to Mr. Power's remark as to

haste in passing the B., 68.

GREAT BRITAIN, EXPORTS TO.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 65-6.

GREAT BRITAIN, FREE iRADE POLICY. See de-
bate on "Customs Duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

GREAT BRITAIN, MAIL SERVICE TO.
On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and contracta

since 1st Oct., 1891, 202. On Mr. Wark's
ques. as to steamers calling at French ports,
204.

GREAT N.-W. CENTRAL Ry.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to carriage of

mails, 155.
Remarks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of

land grants to Rys., 278; on his reading Co.'s
memorial, 287, 292.

GREAT N. -W. LAND CO.
Remarks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of

land grants to Rys., 279, 280.

HANNINGTON, JUDGE, N.B.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for corresp. respecting

appointment of, 297-8.

HIGH CoMMIssIoNER IN LONDON.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. O'Donohoe) asto statement
attributed to Sir C. Tupper, re blow to be
struck at U. S., 54.

IMMIGRATION, CHINESE, RESTRICTION. See
" Chinese Immigration Act Ant. B. (44)."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL. See " Sessional Indem-
nity B. (104)."

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. ; Licenses for liquor
manufacture, Keewatin, &c. ; labelling bot-
tles ; cigar packages; B. (71).

Introduced*, 200.
2nd R. m., 213.
In Com. of the W. ; on el. 2, subsect. 2

(labelling bottles of spirits), upon remarks
of Mr. Power and others, object of cl. ex-
plained, 226; replies to various hon. Sena-
tors, 227-8-9, 230; at Mr. Power's request,
cl. allowed to stand, 231.

On el. 3, subsect. 2 (sale of small packages
cigars from factory), Amt. m., to add sub-
sect. 3 (exempting certain factories 1 year),
231.

Subsect. 2 of cl. 2 (as above) elimination of,
m., and further changes, 282.

3rd R. m., 299; on elimination of above cl.,
and nieasure still requisite against adultera-
tion of liquor, 300.
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INSPECTION, GENERAL, ACT. AMT. B. (N).

Introduced*, 256.
2nd R. m., 282; reply to Mr. Macdonald

(B.C.) as to salmon; to Mr. Kaulbach, as to
apples, 283.

In Com. of the W., on last cl., inspection of
apples, and ques. of fees, 344-5-6.

On Order for 3rd R., Amt. m. to strike out
subsect. 4 of sect. 7, respecting fees, 347-8;
on the remarks thereon, 350.

3rd R. m., 350.
Amts. of Commons (cheese included for inspec-

tion ; maximum inspection fees fixed, &c.) ;
concurrence m., 452 ; replies to Messrs. Scott
and Kaulbach, 452.

INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS B. See " Steam-
boats."

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps to be
taken respecting deficit, and his M. for
time-table; remarks on freight rates, num-
ber of employees, lighting by electricity,
comparison with C. P. R. syst m, 508-9,
514-15-16-17. I

INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF, REINSTATEMENTS IN.

Replies to hon. members, on 2nd R. Supple-
mentary Supply B., 138, 140, 141.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See "Senate."

JUDGE, APPOINTMENT OF, N. B.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence re-

specting Judge Wetnore's successor, 297-8.
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal

Law Act, 1892, B. (7)."
LAND GRANTS TO MILITIAMEN. See " Militia in

N. W. Campaign ; B. (P)."
LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. of Man. and
N.W. Ry. Co.'s B., and Mr. Boulton's
objection, in view of his M. for cessation of
land grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T.,
244.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 3rd R. ; on control over
delays through land grant, 248.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of grants,
276-7-8-9 and 280, 281; on Mr. Boulton's
further remarks, 287, 292; on his withdrawal
of M., 293.

In Com. on Ry. Act Ant. B. (84); reply to
Mr. Power, as to powers of Cos., 492,

LAND IN THE TERRITORIES B. See " N. W. T."

LANDS, DOMINION, ACT, AMT. See "Dominion
Lands Act Amt. B. (89)."

LANDS, ORDNANcE, ANNAPOLIS, N.S.
Reply to remarks (Mr. Almon) re preservation

of old Fort, 177; replies to his further
Inquies., 354, 357-8, 379.

- TORONTO, SALE OF. See "Toronto
Ordnance Lands B. (58)."

LEGISLATION, REMARKS UPON. See "Order and
Procedure."

remarks at conclusion of Session, 521.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, M. for, 49.
lst Report (appointment of W. W. Campbell;

books, taking out by Members); on M. (Mr.
Allan) for adoption ; on ques. of Mr. Camp-
bell's appointment, postponement of con-
sideration requested, 236-7.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC, RESTRICTIONS ON. See " Inland
Revenue Act. Aint. B. (71)." "Temperance
Act Amt. B. (6)."

LoNo LAKE Ry. See " Qu'Appelle and Long
Lake."

LOTTERIES, REPRESSION OF. See " Criminal Law
Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

MACKENZIE, THE LATE HON. ALEXANDER.
Eulogium upon, 160.

MAIL SERVICE, OCEAN.

On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and contracts,
since 1st Oct. 1891, 202; on Mr. Wark's
ques., as to steamers calling at French ports,
204.

MAN. AND AssA. GRAND JUNCTION Ry. Re-
marks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of
land grants to Rys. ; on his reading this Co.'s
memorial, 292.

MAx. AND N. W. RY.; extension of time for
constructing parts of; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Boulton's objection, in view of his M. for
cessation of land grants to Rys. in Man. and
N. W. T., 244.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 3rd R. ; on allowing
B. to proceed, delays in work being con-
trolled through land grant, 248.

Remarks on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of
land grants to Rys., 278-9, 292.

MAN., LAND GRANTS TO RYS. See "Railways."

MARINE AND FISHERIES DEPARTMENT AMALGA-
MATION B. (12).

Introduced*, (erratum in text of Report),
55.

2nd R. m., 67 ; replies to hon. members,
67-8. 3rd R., to-morrow, m., 73.

3rd R. m., 98. On Mr. Power's Amt., to strike
out 4th cl. (transfer of powers to another
Minister), 99, 100, 101.

MARQUETTE, NEw ELECTION IN.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton), 377.

MESSENGERS, NUMBER, &C., OF.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report Con-
tingent Accts. Com., 72.

On 2nd Report, and proposed Amt. (Mr.
Clemow) to strike out cl. 5, increasing mes-
senger's salary, 454.

MILITIA IN N. W. CAMPAIGN, LAND GRANTS;
time further extended ; B. (P).

Introduced *, 347.
2nd R. m., 356.
In Com. of the W. ; Amt. m., six months fromi

lst July, 1892, for compliance witlh con-
ditions, 372; answers to hon. Senators as to
number of unsettled claims, &c., 372-3.

3rd R.*, 373.
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MINISTERIAL CHANGES.

On M. (Mr. Power) for copy of Mr. Carling's
resignation of seat in Senate, 48.

MODUS VIVENDI. See " Fishing Vessels."

MOLASSES, DUTY ON. See debate on " Customs
Duties Act Amt. (B. 103)."

MORNING SESSIONS.

M. for, from 4th July, 379.

NEw BRUNSWICK JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS.

On M. (Mr. Poirier) for corresp. respecting
Judge Wetmnore's successor, 297-8.

NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS WITH.

Intention of Govt. to resume former com-
mercial status: Upon Inqy. (Mr. Boul-
ton) withdrawn; offer to reply, 61.

Tariff upon fish, and matters in dispute. On
M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers, 111-12, 116,
117-18-19.

NOVA SCOTIA, MILITIA CAMP GROUND.

On suggestion (Mr. Almon) of Annapolis bar-
rack grounds, as site for, 358.

- - ORDNANCE LANDS, CARE OF.

On remarks and inquies. (Mr. Almon), 177,
354, 357-8, 379.

N. W. CENTRAL Ry. See " Great N. W.
Central."

N. W. LAND Co. See " Great N. W."

N. W. T. ACT AMT. ; appointment of stipendi-
ary magistrates; B. (E.)

Introduced*, 73.
2nd R. m., 12*2; on Mr. Vidal's objection to

title of B., 122.
In Coin. of the W., further respecting title of

B., 122.
3rd R. n.*, 123.

N. W. T., GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES IN.
On Mr. Lougheed's suggestion for extension of

provisions of Civil Service Act Amt. B. (74)
to, 493.

N. W. T. LAND ACT CONSOLIDATION AND AMT.
land to be personal estate, &c. ; B. (M.)

Introduced*, 205.
On Order for 2nd R., postponenent m., 235.

See also "IDominion Lands Act
Amt. B. (89)."

N. W. T., LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS. See
" Railways."

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and contracts,
since 1st Oct., 1891, 20'2; on Mr. Wark's
ques., as to steamers calling at French ports,
205.

OGDENSBURG, GRAIN RESHIPPED FROM.

Rebate of canal tolls; reply to Inqy. (Mr.
Scott), 122.

ONTARIO AND QUEBEC RAILWAY.

Renarks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of
land grants to Rys., 277.

ORDNANCE LANDs, ANNAPoLIs, N.S.
Reply to remarks (Mr. Almon) re preservation

of old Fort, 177. Replies to bis further
inquies., 354, 357-8, 379.

TORONTO, sale of. See " Toronto
Ordnance Lands Sale B. (58)."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE.

Bill, A mt. not germane, in Com. In Com. on
Temperance Act Amt. B. ; on Mr. Vidal's
objection to Mr. Dickey's Amt. (extension
of voting privilege to incorporated towns),
suggestion that the Amt. be put on 3rd
R., 143.

Bill, Amt. of Com., concurrence in. On Bur-
rard Inlet Bridge B. (65) ; Ry. Com. having
reported B. with Amt. ; on Amts. for re-
committal and for concurrence, remarks
as to proper procedure, 370-1, 375.

Bill, Banking, dealing with by that Com. On
Mr. Mu hy's proposed " hoist " of School
Savings nk B. (36); held that it should
go to the Banking Com. for report, 494.

Bill, cowsitutionality of. See the debate on
" Commons representation, readjustment
of, B. (76)."

Bill, draft as used in Commons. On Mr.
Scott's Ms. to obtain Commons draft of
Criminal Law B., 397, 398.

Bill, French edition of. Reply to Mr. Belle-
rose, as to printing of Criminal Law Bill
in French, 393. Arrangement for trans-
lation of any clauses required, 453.

Bill, late in session. On Mr. Kaulbach's re-
marks upon Railway Subsidies B., rea-
son given, 520. On Mr. Power's re-
marks upon lateness of Redistribution B.,
442. On Mr. Scott's objection to pro-
ceeding with Criminal Law Bill, owing to
lateness of session, 393-4-5, 481.

Bill, 3rd R., immediately on being reported.
On Mr. Power's remark as to speed in
passing Geological Survey B. to 3rd R., 68.
On Mr. Almon's proposed Amt. to 3rd R.
of Chignecto Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83);
held that both 3rd R. and the Amt. are in
order, 316. Further, on the procedure,
as to notice of B. being insufficient, 328.

Bill, title correct. On Mr. Vidal's objection to
title of N.W.T. Act Amt. B. (providing
for appointment of Stipendiary Magis-
trates), 122; explanation, 122.

Miniqterial explanations withoui being asked
for. On Mr. Power's remarks, on his M.
for copy of Mr. Carling's resignation of
seat in Senate, 48.

PAGES, NUMBER OF.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., 72.

PAQUET, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Decease of. Remarks in debate on the Address,
47.

PATENT ACTS AMT.; patents for Canadians
within one year of foreign patents; dura-
tion of patents; models, &c. ; B. (L).

Introduced *, 205.
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ABBOTT, Hon. Sir J. O., K.O.M.G.-Contd.
PATENT ACTS AMT., ETC.-Concluded.

2nd R. m. and clauses explained, 239.
In Coin. of the W. ; on lst cl. (patents for

Canadians within one year of their foreign
patents), cl. explained, 253; replies to hon.
Senators, 254-5-6.

On 6th cl., sect. 22 of Act (18 years' duration
of patent), cl. explained, 256.

On 7th cl. (importation; avoidance of patent
only by party importing), explanation and
remarks, 256.

On 9th cl. (examination of applications), 256.
3rd R.*, 256.
Amts. of Commons; concurrence in., 377.
On suggestion (Mr. Power), for concurrence

seriatin :
8th cl., conc. m. in Amt., not limiting privi-

leges to Canadian citizens, 377.
3rd cl., domicile, conc. in., 377.
5th cl., withdrawal of applications, 377.
3 minor Amtts., and Amt. in title of B., 377-8.

PILOTAGE ACT AMT; exemption of vessels up to
120 tons; B. (10).

Introduced*, 135.
2nd R. in., 152; on Mr.- Power's remarks, as

to restriction to Canadian vessels, 152.
In Com. of the W., on Mr. Power's further

remarks on same point, 164-5; on Mr. AI-
mon's, 165.

3rd R. m., but postponed at Mr. Power's re-
quest, 166.

3rd R. again m.*, 171.

POSTAL SERVICE, OCEAN.
On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and contracts

since 1 Oct., 1891, 202; on Mr. Wark's
ques., as to vessels calling at French ports,
204.

PRINTIN COMMITTEE.
Appointment of, M. for, 49.

-- COST OF.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton); time-cards presented,
261.

IN FRENCH.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose), delay in
French edition, Tenant Farmers' Report, 181.

Reply to Mr. Bellerose; printing of Criminal
Law Bill in French, 393; arrangement for
translation of any clauses required, 453.

PROHIBITION. See "Temperance."

QU'APPELLE, LONG LAKE & SASK. Ry.
Renarks, on M: (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of

land grants to Rys., 278.
QUEBEC LOTTERY. See "Criminal Law Act,

1892 ; B (7)."I
RAFFLES, BAZAAR, RESTRICTION OF. See " Crim-

inal Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

RAILWAY ACT, VARIOUS AMTS. IN.; B. (84).
Introduced*, 485.
2nd R. m., 489.
In Coin. of the W. ; on 4th cl., powers of

companies to sell lands, &c. ; reply to Mr.
Power, 492.

On 5th cl., crossings subject to approval of
Ry. Coin. ; reply to Messrs. Power and Scott,
492.

3rd R. *, 492.

RAILWAYS, &C., COMMITTEE ON.
Appointnent of ; M. for, 50.

RAILWAYS, IEBATES UPON. See-
"Baie des Chaleurs Ry."
"Brockville and Ottawa Rv."
"Calgary and Edmonton Ry."
"Canada Central Ry."
"Canadian Pacific Ry."
"Chignecto Marine Ry."
"Great N. W. Central Ry."
"Intercolonial Ry."
"Man. and Assa. Grand Junction Ry."
"Man. and N. W. Ry."
"Ont. and Quebec Ry."
"Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Sask. Ry."

RAILWAYS, LAND GRANTS TO.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. of Man. and
N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80), and Mr. Boulton's
objection, in view of his M. to prohibit land
grants to Rys. in Man. and N. W.T., 244.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 3rd R. ; on control over
delays through the land grant, 248.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of graits,
276-7-8-9, 280, 281 ; on Mr. BIoulton's further
remarks, 287, 292; on his withdrawal of M.,
293.

In Com. on Ry. Act Amt. B. (84); reply to Mr.
Power, as to powers of Cos., 492.

RAILWAYS, SUBSIDIES TO; B. (101).
Introduced*, 506.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. presently ni. *, 506.
3rd R. m., 519; reply to Mr. Kaulbach, as to

revotes, 520; as to period of bringing down
such Bills, 520; to Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.)
as to general policy, 521 ; Souris break-
water, 521.

RECIPRoCITY. See " United States."

REDISTRIBUTION BILL. See "Commons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (76)."

RESTAURANT COMMITTEE.

Appointment of ; M. for, 50.

RIVERS, POLLUTION OF.

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of
Commission on salmon industry and regu-
lations for river fishing, 249.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS PARK, MINERAL LANDS.

Remai ks on regulations, in Com. of the W.
on Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. (89), 379, 380.

SALMON FISHINo AND CANNING, B.C.

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of
Commission, and regulations restricting
river fishing, 249.

Reply to Mr. Macdonald (B.C.) as to inspec-
tion, 282.

SALVAGE, RECIPROCITY IN. See " U. S. Wreckers,
privileges, B. (8)."
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ABBOTT, Hon. Sir J. O., K.O.M.G.-Contd.

ScHOoî-s AAVINGS BANK; renewil of charter,
increase of capital, &c., B. (36).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Murphy's proposed " hoist " Amt. ; on the
procedure, held that it should go t Bank-
ing Coin., 494.

SEAL FISHERY. See "Behring Sea.
SENATE ADJOURNMENTS. See "Adjournments."

SENATE AND COMMONS, B. RESPECTING. See
" Sessional Indemnity B. (104)."

SENATE DEBATES. See " Debates."

SENATE, CABINET REPRESENTATION IN.
On M. (Mr. Power) for copy of Mr. Carling's

resignation of seat in Senate, 48.

SENATE, INTERNAL ECONOMY ; Commission, ap-
pointment and duties; Senate appointments,

estimates, &c.,; B. (1).
Introduced *, 172.
2nd R., postponement of consideration m., 181.
2nd R. ni., 207 ; on Mr. Power's remarks,209,

210, 211 ; reply to Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 212;
to Mr. Allai, 212 ; adjt. for Assent to Bills
m., 212.

In resumed debate . on Mr. Boulton's remarks,
216; on Mr. Scott's,217-18-19; on the merits
of the B., 219, 220-1-2.

Consideration by Coin. of the W. ni.*, 223.
On Order for Coin. of the W. ; B. withdrawn,

354-5.

SENATE LEGISLATION, PROGRESS OF. See also
" Adjourniments, " remarks on the.

SENATE, MORNING SESSIONS.

M. for, from 4th July, 379.

SENATE PROCEDURE. See "Order and Proced-
ure."

SENATORS, DECEASE OF.

(Hon. Messrs. Paquet and Baillargeon). Re-
marks, in debate on the Address, 47.

(Hon. Mr. Stevens). Announcement and re-
marks, 160.

SESSION, CONCLUSION OF.

Remarks upon, 521.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY ; no charge for 12 days'
absence this session ; B. (104).

Introduced, 498.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. presently m.,499.
3rd R.*, 499.

SHIPS AND VESSELS, DEBATES ON. See

Canal tells, rebate of.
Fishing Bounty Act.
Fishing Vessels, U.S., modus vivendi.
Ocean Mail Service.
Pilotage Act Aint.
Steamboat Inspection Act.
U.S. Wreckers, privileges to.

SOURIS BREAKWATER, REPAIR OF.

Reply to renarks (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.) on
3rd R. of Subsidies te Rys. B. (101), 521.

SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

Consideration of, m., 4.
(For the Address in reply-see " Address. ")

SPIRITS, ADULTERATION. See " Inland Revenue
Act."

ST. JEAN BTE. SOCIETY, LOTTERY. See "Crim-
inal Law Act, 1892; B. (7). "

ST. J OHN, N.B., HARBOUR LOAN, INCREASE.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Wark) as to application
made, 452 ; to Mr. Kaulbach's ques., 452.

B. (99) authorizing increase, appointment of
Commission, &c.

Introduced *, 486.
2nd R. m., 489 ; reply to Mr. Power, 489 ; to

Mr. Kaulbach, 490 ; to Mr. Wark, 490.
In Coin. of the W., Amt. m., to add cl. reserv-

ing portion of loan to Govt. for wharves,
&c., 495; reply to Mr. Power, right of Sen-
ate to attach conditions to grant, 495 ; to
other questions respecting the appropriation,
496.

3rd R. m.*, 496.
STANDING COMMITTEES. See "Committees."

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE B. COMMITTEE.

Appointment of ; M. for, 50.

STATIONERY, SUPPLY OF, SYSTEM.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption of 2nd Report
of Contingencies Coin., and remarks of
Messrs. Clemow and Kaulbach thereon, 454.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT AMT. B. (13).
Introduced *, 178.
2nd R. m., 186; reply to Mr. Kaulbach, 186.
3rd R. *, 199.

STEVENS, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Eulogium upon, 160.
SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS. See "Railways, sub-

sidies, B. (101)."
SUGAR, BEET-ROOT, BOUNTY. See "Beet-root

Sugar Bounty B. (102)."

SUPPLY BILL, SUPPLEMENTARY, 1891-92; (62).
Introduced *, 134-5.
2nd R. m., 137; replies to hon. me;nbers as t

irregularities and reinstatements in Dept. of
Interior, 138, 140, 141.

, FISCAL YEAR 1892-93 ; (100).

Introduced *, 506.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m.*, 506.
3rd R. n.*, 521.

TARIFF, CHANGES IN THE. See "Custons Duties
Act Ant. B. (103)."

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Dickey's Aint. to

add cl. (extension of voting privilege to in-
corporated towns); suggestion that it be put
on 3rd R., 143.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr. Dickey's
Amt. (as above), 147-8.

Liquor manufacture restrictions. S'ee
"Inland Revenue Act Aint. B. (71)."

TENANT FARMERS' REPORT.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose), cause of delaY

in French edition, 181.
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TERRITORIES, LAND IN THE, B. See "N.W.T."
THREE RIVERS HARBOUR COMMISsIONERs; new

loan authorized, &c., B. (98).
Introduced *, 383.
2nd R. m., 399; reply to Mr. Scott, 400.
In Coin. of the W. ; on Ist cl., Amt. m., in-

terest5 p.c. and 1 p.c. sinkingfund, 451; reply
to Mr. Kaulbach, 452.

On 4th cl. (precedence of new loan),reply to Mr.
Power, 452.

3rd R.*, 452.

TOBACCO MANUFACTURE. See "Inland Revenue
Act."

TORONTO, SALE OF ORDNANCE LANDS for cattle
market, B. (58).

Introduced *, 170.
2nd R. m., 177 ; reply to Mr. Almon (re

ordnance lands in Annapolis, N.S.), 177.
3rd R. *, 180.

TRADE OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for return of, 65-6.

TRADE RELATIONS. See "United Stated," "New-
foundland," &c.

See also " Customs Duties Act Amt.
B. (103)."

TUPPER, SIR CHARLES.
Statement attributed to, that blow is to be

struck at U.S. Reply to Inqy. (Mr.
O'Donohoe), 54.

UNITED KINGDOM, MAIL SERVICE. See "Great
Britain."

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH, &c.

Alaska boundary. Remarks in debate on the
Address, 14, 44-5.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) whether British
or Canadian Govt. is to indemnify sealers, 67.

Seizure of " Coquitlam." Reply to Inqy. (Mr.
Scott), 463; to further remarks (Mr. Scott
and others), 464.

Behring Sea question. Remarks in debate on
the Address, 14, 44-5.

Customq duties, McKinley Bill, &c. See " Cus-
toms Duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

Exports to U.S. On M. (Mr. Boulton) for
Return, 65-6.

Fishing vessels (modw vivendi). See " Fishing
Vessels, U.S., B. (11)."

Patent priileges to Americans. See "Patent
Act Amt. B. (L)."

Pilotage of U. S. vessels. On Mr. Power's
reinarks in debate, in Com. of the W., on
" Pilotage Act Amt. B. (10)," 164-5.

Tupper, Sir C., alleged statement, as to blow
to be struck at U. S. Reply to Inqy. (Mr.
O'Donohoe), 54.

Washington conferences. Remarks in debate
on the Address, 44.

Copies of documents presented, 54. Replies
to Mr. Power's inquies., 54.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Scott) as to results,
313. Further replies, 350, 357.

Wreckers, priv-ileges to, B. (8).
Introduced*, 151.

2nd R. m., 161 ; on Mr. McCallum's remarks,
163-4.

M. into Com. of the W., 172; on Mr. McCal-
lum's remarks, 174-5-6.

3rd R. presently m., 176.
VESSELS, DEBATES ON. See-

Canal Tolls, rebate of.
Fishing Bounty Act.
Fishing Vessels, U. S., modus rivendi.
Ocean Mail Service.
Pilotage Act Anit.
Steamboat Inspection Act.
U. S. Wreckers, privileges to.

VOTERS' LISTS; validity of those not sent in by
31st December, 1891 ; no revision in 1892;
B. (67).

Introduced*, 383.
2nd R. m., 400. On Mr. Power's remarks, 400.
3rd R.*, 452.

WASHINGTON CONFERENCES. See " United States."
WATSON, MR., M.P. FOR MARQUETTE.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to resignation
of, and new election, 377.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.
On M. (Mr. McCallum) for the evidence, 341-2.

WINDING-uP ACT AMT. B. (O).
Introduced*, 343.
2nd R. m., 350.
3rd R.*, 357.

WRECKING, RECIPROCITY IN. See "U.S. Wreck-
ers, privileges, B. (8)."

ALLAN, Hon. George Willian.
ADJOURNMENTS.

(Easter, 8th-28th April).-On Mr. Lougheed's
M. for, and Mr. Power's remarks, 136.

ANNAPOLIS, N. S., OLD FORT.
On Inqy. (Mr. Almon) as to Govt.'s intention.

of selling a portion of, 353.
APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See "Inspection Act

Amt. B. (N)."
BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock

B. (41).
On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr.

Lougheed) to recommit the B.; on sug-
gestion of Mr. MacInnes (Burlington), to
insert cl. defining bonding power, 198.

BOILER INSPECTION AND INSURANCE Co.'s B. (19).
3rd R. m. (for Mr. Lougheed) *, 181.

BOTTLES OF SPTRITS, labelling of. See " Inland
Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO.'S
INCORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Con. Re-
port, amendg. the B, as to height and the
width of swing; on Amt. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), to refer back to Coin. for Amt. (100ft.
swing), and proposed Aint. (Mr. McInnes,
B.C.), foT concurrence in Report, 365 ; refer-
ring back without instructions recon-
mended, 366 ; remark as to presentation of
the Report, 371.
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ALLAN, Hon. George William-Contiued.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LiBRARY.

Adoption of Ist Rep. of Library Com. m., 236;
reply to Mr. Bellerose, 236; on Mr.
Abbott's request, postponement of consider-
ation in., 237; reply to Mr. Abbott's
further remarks, 237; to Mr. MacInnes
(Burlington), 238.

On Order for consideration ; Report having
been dropped in Commons, discharge of
Order rn., 356.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See "Temperance."

CHIGNECTO MARINE RY. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., and Mr.
Almon's request for postponement, for an
Amt. ; remarks on procedure, 315.

COîMONS REPRESENTATION, READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme Court
for opinion as to its constitutionality ; ques.
as to B.N.A. Act, 420 ; on authority of
Parlianient, 434; ques. on English proce-
dure, 439.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on Mr.
Scott's renarks, ques. as to copy of B. being
correct, 468 ; on the B. of 1868, the present
B., and the ques. of postponement of passing
until next season, 473.

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT. ; B. (103).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on his
remarks upon Mr. Power's speech, duty on
fruit packages compared with duty on fish
cans, 503.

DIvoRcE CASE. See "'Wright."

EDWARDS & CO. INCORP. B. (17.)
Reported f rom Banking and Commerce Com.*,

135.

FISH CANs, DUTY ON. See " Custons Duties."

FRUIT PACKAGES, DUTY ON. See " Customs
Duties."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See "Inspection."

INLAND REvENUE ACT AMT.; labelling of bottles;
sale of packages cigars; B. (71).

In Con. of the M. ; on cl. 2, subsect. 2
(labelling of bottles of spirits); addition of
word " original " suggested, 230.

IINSPECTION ACT (GENERAL) AMT. B. (N.)

On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John Abbott)
to strike out cl. fixing fees ; on Mr. Prowse's
remarks, ques. as to inspection of apples,
349.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See "Senate."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal
Law."

LIBRARY COMMITTEE, REPORTS OF.

Ist Report, adoption m., 236; appointment of
W. W. Campbell, debate on; reply to Mr.
Bellerose, 236; on Mr. Abbott a request,
postponement of consideration in., 237 ; on
Mr. Abbott's further renarks, 237 ; on Mr.
Maclnnes' (Burlington), 238. On cl. of Re-
port respecting members taking out books;
replies: to Mr. Howlan, 236, 239 ; to Mr.
MacInnes (Burlington), 238.

On Order for consideration ; having been
dropped in Commons, discharge of Order
m., 356.

2nd Report, adoption m. ; Members retaining
books of reference, and taking away exces-
sive supply of books, 484.

LIQUOR, SALE, RESTRICTIONS. See-
"Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
"Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

MCKAY MILLING CO.'S AMT. B. (15).
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

135.

MACKENZIE, THE LATE HON. ALEXANDER.

Eulogium upon, 160.

NEWFOUNDLAND, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to intention of
Govt., and-ques. of Order (Mr. Kaulbach)
against speech or discussion thereon, 57.

NOVA SCOTIA, OLD FORTS IN.

On Inqy. (Mr. Almon) as to Govt.'s intention
of selling part of Annapolis Fort, 353.

OitDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Amit. to 3rd R. On Chignecto Marine 1y.
Co.'s B. being reported from Ry.
Com. without Amt., and 3rd R. m. (Mr.
Dickey); Mr. Almon's request for post-
ponement, for an Aint. ; remarks on pro-
cedure in such cases, 313.

Bill, constitutionality of. See the debate on
" Commons representation readjustment B.,"
420, 434, 439.

Dirorce procedure. On report of Com., in
Wright case ; ques. whether suspension of
rule is recommended, 154.

Inquies., not debatable. On Inqy. (Mr.
Boulton) re Nfld. trade relations, and
objection (Mr. Kaulbach) to remarks
thereon, 57.

PROHIBITION. See "Temperance."

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS B. See Commons.
SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK; charter renewal; B.

(36).
Reported from Banking Coin. ; preamble not

proved, 518.
SENATF, INTERNAL ECONOMY; Commission, ap-

pointments, appropriations, &c. ; B. (1).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on mode of

receiving Senate appropriations, 212.

TARIFF. See " Customs Duties Act Ant. B.
(103)."

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr.

Dickey's Amt., to add cl. (extension of
voting privilege to towns), 144, 149.
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ALL.A.N, Hon. George William-Concluded.

TORONTO, DON IMPROVEMENT; ratification of
agreements with Ry. Cos. ; B. (18).

Introduced*, 181.
2nd R. m., 189.
3rd R.*, 199.

U. S., TRADE RELATIONS WITH.
Remarks (on 3rd R., Customs Duties Act Amt.

B.) ; duty on fruit packages and duty on
fish cans, difference, 503.

WRIGHT DIvORCE CASE.
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for suspension of rule,

and adoption 1lth Rep. of Com., 154.
ALMON, Hon. William J.

AIKINS IvoRcE B. (B).
10th Report of Select Com. ; on M. (Mr.

Sanford) for one day's postponement of con-
sideration, and Mr. Kaulbach's request for
further postponement, 161.

ANNAPOLIS, N.S., OLD FORT AT.
Attention called to necessity for preservation

of, on 2nd R. of Toronto Ordnance Lands B.
(58), 177.

Inqy., whether Govt. intends selling a por-
tion as building lots, 351. On Mr. Kaul-
bach's remarks, Windsor blockhouse, 354.

Further Inqy., 357. Fort grounds suggested
as site for Militia camp, 357.

Further Inqy., 379.
APPLES, INSPECTION OF. Se "Inspection Act

Amt. B. (N)."
BEHRING SEA, RECENT SEIZURES.

On Inqy. (Mr. Scott) and Sir John Abbott's
reply ; G. Smith and Wiman suggested as
Commissioners, 464.

BENNETT DIVORCE B. (J).
On M. (Mr. Kaulbach) for consideration of

22nd Report of Com. (against the B.) on
Monday next; remarks on necessity of
printing the evidence, for consideration of
the Senate, the Com. not being the judges,
257.

On M. (Mr. Kaulbach) for concurrence in the
Re rt ; remarks on the evidence, 301.

On . (Mr. Clemow) for refund of fees, B.
being rejected ; held (on Mr. Power's ques-
tion) that respondent is not entitled to ex-
penses, 311.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LIBRARY.
On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lst Report

Library Com., and Mr. Power's remarks
thereon, 237; on Mr. Miller's, 238.

CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. ; new series of first pre-
ference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for suspension of 51st
Rule (as to notices), as recommended in 19th
Report Standing Orders Com., 233. On Mr.
Kaulbach's renjarks, 233. On proceedings
in Con. on the B., 234.

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., 303, 306.
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., postponement

requested, 313. Notice of Amt. (preferen-
tial not to take precedence of outstanding
bonds), 315. On Mr. Dickey's remarks
thereon, 315. Amt. m. (as above), 316-17.

Ques. of Privilege ; correction of newspaper
report of above Anit., 342.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION, READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Boulton) for reference to the Supreme
Ct., for opinion as to its constitutionality;
objection to withdrawal of the Amt., it
having been debated, 451.

In Com. of the W. ; on sect. a. (Nova Scotia
readjustment, Queen's and Shelburne); com-
ments on Mr. Power's speech, 460.

On 7th cl. (Manitoba), and Mr. Boulton's sug-
gestion respecting name ; Portage la Prairie
and Marquette suggested, 461.

CONTINGENT AcCTs. COM., REPORTS OF.
On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report;

appointment of messengers and page ; sug-
gestion that pages be given instruction, 72.

4
CRIMINAL LAw AcT, 1892; B. (7).

.On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th
July ; M. (Mr. Scott) for Message to Com-
mons for original B. objected to, as deroga-
tory, 397.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Power's remarks as to discrepancies between
cls. of B. and statutes from which drafted,
476 ; on ques. of deferring B. till next ses-
sion, 478.

DiVoRcE CASES. See "Aikins," "Bennett."

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS READJUSTMENT. Se
" Commons representation B. (76)."

FARM, GOVT., REPORTS, PRINTING OF.
On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption of 1lth Re-

port of Printing Com. ; remarks as to unne-
cessary expense, 494.

FISHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-
vance dispensed with; B. (5).

In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Power) to
add cl. (payment on or before 31st March
in each year), 109.

FREIGHT RATES ON THE INTERCOLONIAL. See
" Intercolonial."

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT Aint. B. (N).
In Com. of the W. ; on last cl. (apples) ; on

size of barrels, and repacking after inspec-
tion, 344.

On order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John
Abbott) to strike out subsect. 4, fees ; sug-
gestion, grower's name on barrels, 348.

INTERCOLONIAL RY. MANAGEMENT.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to ste ps to be taken

respecting deficit, and his M. for Time-
table; remarks upon Mr. Schreiber, 508;
ques. as to increased freight on flour, 511;
on remarks as to selling the road, 512.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. Sée " Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMEN.
On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lat Re rt

deéint Com. (appointment of W. W. Caunp il
to Library), and Mr. Power's remarks there-
on, 237 ; on Mr. Miller's, 238.
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ALMON, Hon. William J.-Concluded.
MILITIA CAMP, N.S., SITE FOR.

Annapolis, old Fort suggested, 357.
N. S. ELECTORAL DISTRICTS.

Remarks in Coin. on the Readjustment B., 460.

N. S. MILITIA CAMP, SITE FOR.

Annapolis, old Fort suggested, 357.
ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE, QUES. OF.

Ami., withdrawal opposed. -Objection taken to
Mr. Boulton's withdrawing his Amt. to 2nd
R., Commons readjustment B. (to refer B. to
Supreme Court for opinion), the Amt. having
been debated, 451.

Bill, codification, discrepancies, from statutes
from which drafted; comments on Mr.
Power's objections to B., 476, 478.

Bill, insufficient notice. -Strong objection taken
to M. (Mr. Dickey) for suspension of 51st
Rule (on Chignecto Marine Ry. first prefer-
ence bonds B.), as recominended in 15th
Report of Standing Orders Coin., 233. Pro-
ceedings in Com. on the B. stated, 234.

Dirorce procedure.--On M. (Mr. Kaulbach)
for future consideration of 22nd Report of
Select Coin. (Bennett case, Bill J) without
printing the evidence; held that the evi-
dence should be printed for consideration
of the Senate, the Coin. not being the
judges, 257. On the nature of evidence
offered in such cases (on saine B.), 301.
Held that the respondent is not entitled to
costs, on B. being rejected (in saine case),
311.

Metsage to Commons.-Mr. Scott's M. for, to
obtain original of Criminal Law B., objected
to as derogatory, 397.

Pririlege. -Correction of newspaper report of
Ant. to Chignecto Ry. B., 342.

ORDNANCE LANDS AT ANNAPOLIS. See " Anna-
polis."

OTTAWA, WADDINGTON & N. -Y. RY. & BRIDGE;
charter renewal B. (68).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 2nd R., 347.
PAGES, INSTRUCTION OF.

Suggestion, on adoption of 1st Report Contingt.
Acets. Com., recommending appointinents,
72.

PILoTAGE ACT AMT. ; exemption of vessels fot
more than 120 tonnage ; B. (10).

In Coin. of the W. ; ques. as to what consti-
tutes coasting, 165.

PRINTING COM., lIth Report of.
On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption ; remark on
expense of Experimental Farm reports for
circulation, 494.

PRIVILEGE. See " Order, &c.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Coimmons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Com. of the W. ; on subsect. e. (physicians'

prescriptions) ; on M. (Mr. Vidal) te insert
words " physicians having no interest in
the sale," 129.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) to add cl., inspection of
druggists' records by magistrates, 131.

On proposed Amt. (Mr. Dickey) to add cl.,
extending voting privilege to incorporated
towns, 134.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., Amt. (Mr.
Dickey) as above, and Mr. Kaulbach's
remarks thereon, 151.

ToRONTo ORDNANCE LANDS; sale of, for cattle
market; B. (58).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; attention
called to the state of old Fort at Annapolis,
N. S., 177.

U. S., SEIZURES IN BEHRING SEA.
On Inqy. (Mr. Scott) and Sir John Abbott's

reply ; G. Smith & Wiman suggested as Coi-
missioners, 464.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. Co. INCoRP;
amalgamation with C. P. R., &c. ; B. (72).

On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 3rd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Power) to strike out 9th cl., authorizing
amalgamation ; ques., where line will strike
the Atlantic, 258.

BAILLARGEON, Hon. Pierre.
DECEASE OF.-Remarks by the Premier, in

debate on the Address, 47.

BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph Hyacinthe.
ADJOURNMENTS.

(3-16 March) m., in absence of Mr. Ogilvie,
52 ; and (4-16) 53.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT To LIBRARY.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lst Report
Library Com. ; addition suggested, " in case
of a vacancy," 236.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and
Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme
Ct., for opinion upon its constitutionality,
435.

CONTINGENCIES COM., FUNCTIONS OF. See debate
on " Senate Internal Economy, B. (I)."

CRIMINAL LAW ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., on 5th

July ; French edition of B. asked for, 384.
DIVORCE CASE. See " Wright."

FRENCH, PRINTING IN.

Inqy., cause of delay, French edition, Tenant
Farmers' Report, 181.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th
July, of Criminal Law B. ; French edition
asked for, 384.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See " Senate."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892, B. (7). "

MONTREAL AND LAKE MASKINONGå Ry. ; lease
or sale to C.P.R., &c. ; B. (87).

Introduced*, 284.
2nd R. m., 312.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey) *, 350.
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BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph H.--Concluded.

MONTREAL AND WESTERN Ry. Co., Incorp. Act
revived ; time for conpletion of Ry. extended;
B. (82).

Introduced*, 307.
2nd R. m., 310.
3rd R.*, 313.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, con.titutionality of. In debate on Mr.
Boulton's M. to refer Commons representa-
tion B. to Supreme Ct. for opinion, 435.

Divorce procedure. On M. (Mr. Gowan) for
adoption 2nd Report Select Com., in Wright
case ; ques. as to divorce cases being carried
" on division," 55.

On M. (Mr. Power) to refer back to Com. (rule
as to notice not being strictlycomplied with),
70. On M. (Mr. Gowan) for suspension of
rule and adoption 1lth Report (notice being
practically complete), 155.

French, printing in. See " Printing of Parlia-
ment."

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.
Inqy., cause of delay, French edition Tenant

Farmers' Report, 181.
On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption Ist Report

of Coin. ; appointment of W'. W. Campbell;
addition suggested, " in case of a vacancy,"
236.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th
July, of Criminal Law B. ; French edition
of B. asked for, 384.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons re-
presentation B. (76)."

SENATE INTERNAL ECoNOMY COMMISSION, ap-
pointment and duties of, &c. ; B. (I).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; adjt. of de-
bate m.*, 212.

In resumed debate; on merits of the B.,
214-15.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for reference to Coin.
of the W. ; ques. as to notice of Amt. (Mr.
McInnes, B.C.), appointment of Commission
by the Senate, with provincial represen-
tation, 224; Notice, if necessary, of a
similar Ait., 224.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Vidal's Ant. to

add cl. (inspection of druggists' records by
magistrates); sub-Amt. m., to substitute
ministers of religion, 131.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr.
Dickey's Amt. (extending voting privilege
to towns), 151.

TENANT FARMERS' REPORT.

Inqy. as to cause of delay in French edition,
181.

WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 2nd Report
Select Coin. ; ques. as to divorce cases being
carried " on division," 55.

On further consideration of Report, and Mr.
Power's M. to refer back to Com., rule as
to notice not being strictly complied with,
70.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) that Rule be suspended
and ilth Report adopted (notice being
practically complete),, 155.

BOTSFORD, Hon. Amos Edwin.
CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LIBRARY.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lst Report
Library Coin., and remarks of hon. Senators
thereon, 239.

FISHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. B. (5).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., and Mr.

Power's objection to the reading imme-
diately upon being reported from Com. of
the W., 110.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See "Senate."

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

lst Report of Coin. (appointment of W. W.
Campbell to Library ; rules for taking out
books by members); on M. (Mr. Allan) for
adoption, and the remarks of hon. Senators
thereon, 239.

SENATE INTERNAL ECONOMY CoMMISSION. Ap-
pointment and duties of, &c., B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 207. On Mr.
Abbott's remarks, reference of Estimates to
the Speaker, 221.

TEMPERANCE AcT AMT. B. (6).
In Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Dickey's Amt., to

add cl. (extension of voting privilege to
towns), and ques. of Order (Mr. Vidal) that
Amt. is not germane to the B., 133; sug-
gestion that Coin. rise, to obtain Speaker s
decision, 142.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., Amt. (Mr.
Dickey), as above, and Mr. Vidal's remarks
thereon, 146-7.

BOULTON, Hon. Charles Arkel.
ADDRESS IN REPLi TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for. Death of the Duke
of Clarence, 16; Civil Service Commission,
17; recent Conservative successes, 17; Cab-
inet reconstruction, 17, 20 ; intention of
opposing Govt., 17; Civil Service boodling,
17, 18; C. P. R. construction, 19; political
corruption, 20; Washington conference, 21 ;
National Policy and its effects, 21-2; volume
of exports, 22-26. In resumed debate: per.
sonal explanations, 27 ; Canada and foreign
treaties, 27; exports, continued, 27, 29, 30;
free trade advocated, 31-2, 38-40; public
debt, 32-3; U. S. reciprocity, 34, 36-7 ;
development of the country, 35 ; Imperial
Federation, 37; railway system, 41.

ADJOURNMENT.

On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.) for adjt., 20th
May-6th June; Amt. (Mr. Clemow) 20th
-30th May ; and Ant. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.)
20th May-lst June, 246.

ASSINIBOINE RIVER, BRIDGE OVER.
Remarks (in debate on Burrard Inlet Bridge

Co.'s B.) on swing required by Govt., 363.

AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS. See
the debate on " Commons representation
readjustment B. (76)."
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BOULTON, Hon. Charles Arkel.-Contd.

AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Referred to, on M.' for cessation of land grants
to Rys., 266.

BAIE DES CHALEURS Ry. BONDS.

Value of, referred to, on M. for cessation of
land grants to Rys., 264.

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R. ; postponement
requested, and notice of Amt. (limitation of,
stock to $3,000,000), 187. On Mr. Scott's
point of Order, that notice of Aint. is neces-
sary, 188 ; further on postponement, 189.

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., Amt. m. (as
above) and replies to Messrs. Scott and
Ogilvie, 191-2-3 ; on Mr. Clemow's remarks,
197. On sub.-Amt. (Mr. Lougheed) to refer
B. back to Com., the above Amt. with-
draw'n, 198.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co.
Incorp. B. (65.)

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Rep.
(with Amt. as to height of bridge and width
of swing); A'nt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to
refer back to Coin. for Amt. (100ft. draw or
àwing); and proposed Amt. (Mr. McInnes,
B. C.) for concurrence in Rep., 363; on Mr.
Scott's remarks, 364.

CALGARY AND EDMoNToN Ry.
Land grant to (in debate on M. for cessation of

land grants), 262, 291.
CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS. See

" Newfoundland."
CANADA, EXPORTS OF, &c. See "Address,"

debate on.

- N. W. LAND CO. See " Great N. W."

- TRADE, RETURN. See "Trade."

CANADIAN PAciFIc RAILWAY.

Amalgamation of other lines, and eastern ex.
tensions. In debate on 3rd R. of Winnipeg
and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B., and Amt. (Mr.
Power) to eliminate cl. permitting amalga-
mation, 259.

Land grant to, &c. (in debate on M. for cessa-
tion of grants to Rys.), 262-3, 284, 288, 290,
293.

COMMITTEES, GOVERNMENT BY.
Remarks, on 2nd R. Senate Internal Economy

B., 216.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION, READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R.; Amt. m.,
reference of the B. to Supreme Ct. for opin-
ion as to its constitutionality, 417; powers
of Imperial Parlt., 418 ; extracts from Con-
federation debates, 419 ; framing of B. N. A.
Act, 420, 421 ; New Zealand constitution,
421-22-23; Australian Confederation de-
bate, 423; interpretation of B. N. A. Act,
424-5 ; Sir John Thompson's views, 424-
25 ; Provincial constitutions changeable,
Dominion not, 425-6; impartial tribunal

for redistribution suggested, 427; Senate
right of dealing with this B., 427; English
procedure, 427-28 ; U. S. procedure, 428 ;
public opinion, 428; comment, in Australian
Legislature, on Canadian Senate, 428; duty
of Senate respecting this B., 428-9.

On Mr. Vidal's point, that Senate has no
right to pass, and cannot enforce, M. for
reference, 428.

On Sir John Abbott's remarks ; Provinces can
alter constitutions, Dominion not, 438.

On Mr. Lougheed's remarks; Senate cannot
pass a B. providing for a commission, 447.

On Mr. Montgomery's remarks; on power of
increasing membership of Senate, 450. Re-
view of the question ; further on U. S.
practice, Dominion, Provincial and Imperial
constitutions, 450, 451.

Withdrawal of Amt., permission requested, to
be moved subsequently, 451.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for reference to Com.
of the W. ; on Mr. Scott's remark as to
English practice, 457.

In Com. of the W. ; on 7th cl. (Manitoba re-
adjustment) Amt. m., to name divisions of
Marquette, Portage la Prairie and Macdon-
ald, 461 ; replies to questions thereon, 461.

On the preamble; further on name of Mar-
quette division, and right of Senate to
legislate thereon, 463.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892 ; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th

July ; on remarks of Mr. Scott and others,
on progress of Redistribution B., Marquette
election, &c., 393.

In Com. of the W. ; on 205th cl. (suppression
of lotteries), and Amt. (Mr. Vidal) to strike

- out subsect. d., exempting companies author-
ized by Legislatures; letter on subject pre-
sented, 486-7.

DEBATES, COST OF PRINTING.
Inqy. for linotype time-cards; remarks on ex-

pense of printing, American system, &c.,
261.

DEVLIN, MR., M.P., STATEMENT OF.
On Home Rule M. in Commons ; that Senator

Boultôn is an Orangeman ; denial of, 309.
DOMINION LANDS AcT. AMT. B. (89).

In Com. of the W. ; on 6th cl. (closing up
roads), ques., 380.

ELECTION IN MARQUETTE.

Inqy., as to Mr. Watson's resignation, &c.,
376.

Remarks, on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.
of Criminal Law B., 393.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation B. (76)."

ENGLISH CONSTITUTION AND PRACTICE. See the
debate on " Commons representation read-
justment B. (76)."

EXPORTS OF CANADA.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 21-6, 27-41.
M. for Return, 64.

FISHERIES, NFLD. See " Newfoundland."
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BOULTON, Hon. Charles Arkel.-Contd.
Fisii-NO BOUNTY ACT AMT.; statement in ad-

vance dispensed with; B. (5).
In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Amt. to

add cl. (payment on or before 31st March in
each year), 110.

GREAT N. W. CENTRAL RY.

Inqy., when Govt. intends to carry mails by,
155; reply to Mr. Kaulbach's remark, 155.

-- Land grant to. In debate on M. for ces-
sation of land grants to Rys., 262-3, 285 ;
copy of Memorial, 285, 287, 291; on Sir John
Abbott's remarks, 292.

GREAT N. W. LAND CO.'S LANDS.

Referred to on M. for cessation of land grants
to Rys., 263; on Sir John Abbott's remarks
thereon, 280; on Memorial of Man. & Assa.
Gr. Junction Ry., 290.

HUDSON BAY Co.
Land grant and sales (in debate on M. for ces-

sation of land grants to Rys.), 262-3, 290.
INTERCOLONIALRA ILwAY; constructio and work-

ing of.
In debate on M. for cessation of land grants

to Rys., 262-5.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See " Senate ".

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF, See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7). "

LAKE MANITOBA RY. AND CANAL CO. ; renewal
of Incorporation and extension of time; B. (37).
On M.-(Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. ; on ques. of

renewal of land grant with charter, 180.
Land grant referred to, on M. for cessation ef

such grants, 263.

LAND GRANTS TO MILITIA. See " Militia in N.
W. Campaign ; B. (P)."

LAND GRANTS TO RYS. See debates on --

The Address, 41.
"Lake Man. Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (37).
"Man. and N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80)."
"Rys., land grants, cessation of, M."

LANDS ACT, DOMINION. See "Dom. Lands Act
Amt. B. (89)."

LAw, CRIMINAL, B. See "Criminal Law."

LINOTYPE, GOVERNMENT.

Inqy. for time-cards, and cost of working,261.

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

MAILS, CARRIAGE OF, BY GT. N. W. CENTRAL
Ry.

Inqy. as to intention of Govt., 155 ; reply to
Mr. Kaulbach's ques., 155.

MAN. AND AssA. GRAND JUNCTION Ry.; exten-
sion line ; debenture stock, &c.; B. (K).

Introduced *, 200.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rd R. m., 241.

Memorial to Govt. (debate on M. for
cessation of land grants), 289.
39

MAN. AND N. W. RY. Co.; extension of time for
constructing parts of ; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R.; postponement
requested, in view of M. to prohibit land
grants to Man. and N. W. T. Rys., 243 ; in
debate thereon, 245 ; objection to 2nd R.
withdrawn, right of objection to 3rd R.
being reserved, 246.

Land grant_±o-(in debate on M. for cessation of
land grants to Rys.), 262-3-4, 285, 287-8,290,
291.

MAN. AND S. W. Ry., LAND GRANT TO.
Referred to, on M. for cessation of land grants

to Rys., 262.
MAN. RY. AND CANAL CO. See " Lake Man.',
MANITOBA, RYs. iN.; amalgamation of lines, also

ques. of land grants ; see " Railways."
MARQUETTE, DIVISION OF.

Naines, Portage la Prairie and Macdonald ; M.
for, in Com. on Commons readjustment B.,
461 ; further on same ques., 463.

MARQUETTE, NEw ELECTION IN.
Inqy., as to Mr. Watson's resignation, &c.,

376.
Remarks on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.

of Çriminal Law B., 393.

MILITIA IN N. W. CAMPAIGN ; land grants to;
extension of time; B. (P).

In Com. of the W.; remarks on the claims
now before Dept. of Justice, 373.

MINNEAPOLIS RAILWAYS, TAX UPON.

In debate on the Address, 41.
On M. for cessation of land grants, 264.

NEWFOUNDLAND, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

Inqy. as to intention of Govt., and remarks,
56, 59 ; inqy. withdrawn, 61.

M. for papers respecting matters in dispute,
73, 77 ; replies to Mr. Power, 85; to Mr.
Kaulbach, 86-7 ; to hon. gentlemen, 97 ; to
Mr. McDonald, 97; to Mr. Abbott, 112,
117, 119; to Mr. Kaulbach, 120.

NEW ZEALAND CONSTITUTION. See the debate
on ' Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

N. W. CENTRAL RY. See " Great N. W. C."

N. W. LAND CO. See " Great N. W. L."

N. W. REBELLION, 1885. See " Militia in N.
W. Campaign ; B. (P)."

N. W. T., LANDS. See " Dom. Lands Act."
" Railways, cessation of land grants, M."

N. W. T., RAILWAYS IN ; amalgamation of lines,
also ques. of land grants ; see " Railways."

ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE, Questions
of.

Bill, constitutionality of. See the debate on
" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

Bill, objections to progress. On M. (Mr.
Girard) for 2nd R. of Man. & N. W. Ry.
Co.'s B. ; postponement reqested, in
view of M. to prohibit land grants, 243;
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BOULTON, Hon. Charles Arkel-ontd.
ORDER, PRIVILEGE A ND PROCEDURE-Continued.

objection to 2nd R. withdrawn, right of
objection to 3rd R. being reserved. 246.

Bill, proiress with. Remarks on procedure
with Crininal Law and Redistribution
Bs., in debate on the former, 393.

Bill, reference to Supreme Court. On Mr.
Vidal's objection that such a reference could
not be enforced, mode of doing so pointed
ont, 428.

Bill, Senate riyht of dealin, iith-See the
debate on " Coimons representation read-
justment B. (76)."

Coimitteei, Government >by. R.emarks on 2nd
R., Senate Internal Economy B. (1), 216.

Gort. or Par/t., duty oJ. Protection of navig-
able streams ; remarks on Burrard Inlet
Bridge Co.'s B., 363.

Inquiex., debate upon. On Inqy. respecting
trade relations with Nfid., and objections
(Messrs. Kaulbach and Howlan) that a
speech thereon was inadmissible, Inqy.
withlran, 61.

Lefiniation in the Senate. On the M. for adjt.
of 20th May ; more legislative work for
Senate urged, 246.

Pririlege, ques. on statement in Citizen. Denial
of being an Orangeman, as stated by Mr.
Devlin on Home Rule M., 309.

Return, roltinous. On M. for return of
trade of Canada, and objection (Mr. Abbott)
that it would involve much labour ; explan-
a/ion, 66.

OTTAWA CITIZEN, REPORT IN.
Denial of being an Orangemian, as stated by

Mr. Devlin, on Home Rule M., 309.
PRINTING OF DEBATES.

Inqy. for linotype time-cards, and cost of
printing, 261.

PRIVILEGE, QUESTION OF. See " Order and Privi-
lege."

QU'APPELLE, LoNG LAKE AND SASK. RY.
Land grant to (referred to in debate on M. for

cessation of land grants to Rys.), 262 3.

RAILWAYS, AMALGAMATION OF.
In debate on 3rd R. of Winnipeg and Atlantic

Ry., Co.'s B., and Amt. (Mr. Power) to eli-
minate cl. permitting amalgamation with
C.P.R., &c., 259.

RAILWAYS, LAND GRANTS TO, CESSATION OF.

M. for 262, 264-5 ; on Sir John Abbott's re-
marks, 280 ; adjt. of debate m., 282.

Debate resumed, 284, 287 ; on Sir John
Abbott's remarks, 292; M. withdraw'n, 293.

RAILWAYS, LAND GRANTS TO. See also debates
on:-

The Address, 41.
"Lake Man. Ry. & Canal Co.'s B. (37)."
"Manitoba and N.W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80)."

RAILWAYs, LIABILITIES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF.

M. for return of increase in, since 1878.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SFATS. See " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

REGINA TO PRINCE ALBERT, R.Y. .See "Qu'Ap-
pelle, Long Lake and Sask. Ry."

SENATE, INTERNAL EcoNomy B. (I).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks on

merits of B., 215 ; on ques. of governînent
by committees, 216.

SENATE, LEGISLATION IX. See "Order and Pro-
cedure."

TORONTO STREET RAILWAY, TAX UPON.

Referred to, on M. for cessation of land grants
to Rys., 264.

TRADE OF CANADA.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 21-6, 27-

41.
Inqy. and reinarks on trade relations with

Newfoundland, 56-60.
M. for return of exports, &c., 64 ; reply to

Mr. Kaulbach, 65; on Mr. Abbott's re-
marks, 65-6.

U. S. CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICE. Sce the debate
on " Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

WATSON, MR., M.P. FOR MARQUETTE.

lnqy. as to his resignation and a new elec-
tion, 376.

Remarks, on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.
of Criminal Law B., 393.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RAILWAY Co. INCoRP.;
amalgamation with C.P.R., &c.; B. (72).

On M. (Mr. Sanford, for Mr. Lougheed) for
3rd R., and Amt. (Mr. Power) to strike out
9th cl., authorizing amalgamation, 259.

WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE RY.
Land grant to (in debate on M. for cessation

of land grants to Rys.), 262-3.

BOYD, Hon John.

ST. JOHN AND MAINE Ry. CO., AND N.B. RY.
Co.; modification of lease ; ownership of
stock ; B. (57).

Introduced*, 172.
2nd R. m., 180.
3rd R.*, 187.

TOBIQUE VALLEY Ry. CO. AND C.P.R. ; ratifica-
tion of leasing agreement; B. (56).

Introduced*, 205.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rd R.*, 231.

TORONTO ORDNANCE LANDS, SALE OF, for catle
market; B. (58).

Reported fromn Coin. of the W. without Amt.*,
180.

CARLING, Hon. John.

RESIGNATION OF HIS SEAT IN THE SENATE.

M. (Mr. Power) for copy of resignation, 47;
remarks, Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, Power,
48 ; M. agreed to, 49.
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CASGRAIN, Hon. Charles Eusèbe.

ADJOURNMENT.

(15th-.21st June); M. for, 350.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Vidal's Aint., to

add cl. (inspection of druggists' records by
inagistrates), and Mr. Kaulbach's suggestion
to substitute clergymen, 131.

CLEMOW, Hon. Francis.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FRoM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for, and Mr. Boulton's
remarks respecting N.S. coal export, 62.

ADJOURNMENT.

-On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.) for adjt., 20th
May-6th June; Amt. m. (20th-30th May),
246.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection (Gen-
eral) Act Amt. B. (N)."

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of Lapital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit stock to$3,000,000, 194-5;
on Mr. Power's remarks, 196; on Mr.
Scott's, 197.

On M. (Mr. Scott) for concurrence in Report
of Ry. and Telegraph Com. (restricting bor-
rowing powers and rates chargeable) ; post.
ponement called for, 207.

- restrictive cl. in this B.
Reply to Mr. Power's comparison with, on 3rd

R. Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (64), 232.

BENNETT DivoRCE B. (J).

Introduced*, 178.
2nd R. m, 239; on Mr. Scott's suggestion, for

distant day for evidence, counter-petition
having been presented, 239.

22nd Report of Select Com. (against the B.);
on M. (Mr. Kaulbach), for future considera-
tion ; immediate adoption recommended,
the B. having been withdrawn, 257.

Fees, refund of, m., 307; allowed to stand as
a Notice, 308.

Fees, refund, and return of exhibits to peti-
tioner 7n., 310; on Amt. (Mr. Kaulbach) to
except exhibit filed by respondent, 311;
remark that fees are credited to the Senate,
311.

BOTTLING OF SPIRITS. See "Inland Revenue
Act Amt. B. (71)."

BRIDGES, CONSTRUCTION OF, REMARKS. See
"Burrard Inlet Tunnel & Bridge Co.'s B.
(65)."

BROCKVILLE AND N. Y. BRIDGE Co. INCORP. ACT
revived and amd. ; time for construction ex.
tended; dimensions; B. (42).

Introduced*, 240.
2nd R.*, 248.
3rd R.*, 308.
Remarks, on Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. (N),

and proposed Amts., 370.
39j

BUCKINGHAM AND LIÈvRE RIvER Ry. ; Incorp. B.
(H).

Introduced *, 170.
2nd R. m., 179.
Ants. of Ry. Conm. ; route; agreements with

other lines; report of Coin. that B. differs
from its petition and notice; concurrence
in Amts. m., 224.

3rd R. m., 224.
Commons Amts.; head ofBce in Canada;

Bridge cl. struck ont; capital stock re-
duced ; date of annual meeting ; number of
directors; amalgamation with C. P. R.
ouly; explanation, and concurrence m.,
283; reply to Mr. Power, on elimination of
Ottawa bridge el., 283.

BUFFALO AND ONT. BRIDGE, B. AUTHORIZING.

Remarks, on Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. (N)
and proposed Amts., 370.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO.'S
INCORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Report
(with Amt. as to height of bridge and width
of swing); Amt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to
refer B. back for Amt. (100 ft. draw or
swing); and proposed Amt. (Mr. McInnes,
B.C.) for concurrence in the Report; on Mr.
Ogilvie's remarks, date of C. A. R. St. Law.
rence Bridge B., 361. On Mr. Macdonald
modifying his Amt. (referring B. back for
further consideration); on merits of the B.
and Amt., 369, 370. On Mr. McInnes's
remarks, 370.

CANADA ATLANTIC Ry. Co. ; extension of time;
telegraph and telephone privileges ; B. (64).

Introduced*, 207.
2nd R. m., 225.
3rd R. ?n., 232; replies to Mr. Power, respect-

ing limitation of tolls chargeable, and com-
parison with restrictive cl. in Bell Telephone
Co.'s B., 232.

C. A. R. BRIDGE OVER ST. LAwRENCE.

Date of B. authorizing ; remark, on Mr. Ogil-
vie's speech on Burrard Inlet Bridge B., 361.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
Remarks on construction of, in debate on M.

(Mr. Boulton) for cessation of land grants to
Rys. in Man. and N.W.T., 273.

COAL, N.S., EXPORT OF.

On Mr. Boulton's remarks, in debate on Ad.
dress, 26.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT
B. (76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Scott's speech, a ques., what B. referred to,
408; on merits of the B. and Mr. Scott's
opposition; concessions made in cases of
Russell and Ottawa counties; Provincial
Redistribution Acts of Ont. and P.E.I., &c.,
416-17.

CONTINGENT AcCr. COM., REPORT.
2nd Report; on M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for

adoption of ; Aint. ?n., to strike out cl. 5,
increase of M essenger's salary, 454 ; remarks
on expense of stationery supply; Amt.
withdravn, 454.
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CLEMOW, Hon. Francis-Continued.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th

July; on Mr. Dever's rermarks (personal), 391.
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ôn Mr.

Vidal's remarks, suppression of lotteries
and cl. exenipting those authorized by Pro-
vincial Legislature, 471 ; on merits of B, and
its passing this session advocated, 373-4.

Progress reported froin Coin. of the W.*, 485,
486, 489, 492, 494.

Reported from Coin. of the W., with Amts.*,
495.

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AmT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on Mr.

Power's remarks respecting duty on eggs,
ques., 501.

DIVORCE CASES. See " Bennett," " Wright."

DUTIES OF CUSTOMS. See " Customs."

EDWARDS, W. C., & Co., INCORP. B. (17).
Introduced*, 126.
2nd R. m., 126.
3rd R.*, 135.

EGG(s, DUTY IMPOSED UPON. See " Customs
Duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. SeP
" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

ELLIS, SUPT., WELLAND CANAL.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for evidence taken at
investigation before Commissioner Wood
comment on Mr. McCallum's speech, 338.

GENERAL INSPEcTION Act. See " Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N)."

INLAN D REVENUE ACT AMTT. ; lal,elling of bottles,
&c. ; B. (71).

In Com. of the W. ; on el. 2, sub-sect. 2 (label-
ling bottles of spirits), and Mr. Dickey's
remarks, 230.

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
In Com. of the W., on last cl., as to inspection

of apples; on supply of barrels, and on
charging fee for each barrel inspected, 344.
On Sir John Abbott's remarks, work done by
the inspector, and fee charged, 344.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LAND GRANTS TO RYS., MAN. AND N. W. T.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) to prohibit, 273-4-5; on
Mr. Perley's remarks, 282 ; on Mr. Boulton's,
293.

LINDSAY, BOBCAYGEON AND PONTYPOOL Ry. Co.;
revival of charter and extnsion of time ; B.
(45).

Introduced*, 157.
2nd R. m., 169; reply to Messrs. Power and

Kaulbach, as to date of charter, and grounds
for a renewal, 169.

3rd R*, 171.
LIQuoR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF.

Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
See " Inland

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

MCKAY MILLING CO. INCORP. ACT ANT. B. (15).
Introduced*, 126.
2nd R. ni., 127.
3rd R.*, 135.

MAN. & N. W. RY. ; EXTENSION OF TIME for
constructing parts of; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and request
for postponement (Mr. Boulton) in view of
bis M. for cessation of land grauts to Rys. in
Man. and N. W. T., 245.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 3rd R., ques. as to
Premier's inquiry respecting the B., 248.

MAN. & N. W. T., RYS. ; LAND GRANTS TO.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of grants, 273-
4-5 ; on Mr. Perley's remarks, 282; on Mr.
Boulton's, 293.

MESSENGER'S SALARY, INCREASE OF. See " Con-
tingent Acets. Coin. Report."

ONT. AND N. Y. BRIDGE, BILL AUTHORIZING.
Renarks, on Burrard Iniet Bridge Co.'s B. (N)

and proposed Aints., 370.
ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bil, A mit. on 3rd R.. Ottawa City Passenger
R. Co.'s B., having been aind. in Ry. Coin.,
concurrence in Amt. ni., 309. 3rd R. n.,
311 ; on Amnt. (Mr. Dickey) rescinding that
of Ry. Coin., 311.

Bill, proceeding with. Passage of Criminal
Law Act, this session, advocated, 473-4.

Divorce proedure. On M. (Mr. Gowan) for
adoption of 2nd Report of Coin. (Wright
case), and ques. of sufficiency of notice, 64.

On further consideration, and M. (Mr.
Power) to refer back to Con., Rule not
being strictly complied with, 70.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for suspension of Rule,
and adoption of lIth Report, notice being
practically complete; and Mr. Kaulbach's
ques. of Order, consent of House not
being unaninous, 154.

Adoption of 1Ith Report m., 166 ; on Mr.
Kaulbach's Amt., to refer back to Coin.,
for strict compliance with rules, 167.

On M. for 2nd R. of B. (Bennett case), andi Mr.
Scott's suggestion for distant day for evi-
dence, counter-petition having been pre-
sented, 239.

On M. for refund of fees (Bennett case), 307;
allowed to stand as a Notice, 308. On
consideration of the M., and return of
petitioner's exhibits, 310-11.

Govt. or Parlt., duty of. Remarks on Bur-
rard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. and Amnts. respect-
ing width of draw, 370.

OTTAwA CITY PASSENGER Ry. ; extension into
Quebec municipalities; general powers;
agreements with other Cos., &c. ; B. (16).

Introduced*, 256.
2nd R. m., 283.
On Report (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amt. (acquisition of property and franchises,
subject to obligations): concurrence m., 309.

3rd R. ni., 311 ; on Amt. (Mr. Dickey) to
correct the Amt. of Ry. Com., 311.
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CLEMOW, Hon. Francis-Continued.

PATENT ACT AMT. B. (L).
Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.,

256.
QUEBEC BRIDGES, BIL.s AUTHORIZING.

Remarks on Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. (N)
and proposed Amts., 370.

RAILWAYS, MAN. & N.W.T., LAND GRANTS TO.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) to prohibit grants, 273-
4-5; on Mr. Perley's remnarks, 282; on Mr.
Boulton's, 293.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS B. See " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

SHORT LINE BRIDGE, B. AUTHORIZING.
Remarks, on Burrard Inlet Bridge B. and

Aints., 370.

STATIONERY SUPPLY, EXPENSE OF. See " Con-
tingent Acets. Coum. Report."

TARIFF CHANGES. See " Custons Duties Act
Amt. B. (103)."

TELEPHONE BILLS. See--
"Bell Telephone Co.'s B. (41)."
"Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (64)."

W. C. EDWARDS & Co. See " Edwards."

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for copy of evidence
taken before Commissioner W ood ; comment
on Mr. McCallum's speech, 338.

WRIGHT DIVORCE BILL (F).

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 2nd Report of
Select Com., and ques. of sufficiency of
Notice, 64.

On further consideration of Report, and M.
(Mr. Power) to refer back to Coin., Rule not
being strictly complied with, 70.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for suspension of Rule,
and adoption 1l th Report of Coin., notice
being practically complete ; and Mr. Kaul-
bach's ques. of Order, consent of House not
being unanimous, 154.

ilth Report, adoption m., 166 ; on Amt. (Mr.
Kaulbach) to refer back, for strict ,com.
pliance with rules, 167.

lst R. m.*, 168.
2nd R. in.*, 239.
3rd R.*, 253.

COCHRANE, Hon. Matthew Henry.

DONIGAN DIVORCE B. (D).

Introduced*, 55.
2nd R*, 123.
3rd R. in., 171.

DEVER, Hon. James.

ADJOURNMENTS.
(3rd-16th March.) On M. (Mr. Bellerose

for, and Mr. Dickey's proposed Amt
(4th-16th), 53.

(20th May.) On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.
for adjt. till 6th June ; Amt. (Mr. Clemow
till 30th May; and Amt. (Mr. McInnes
B.C.), till Ist June, 247.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See "Inspection
(General) Act Aint. B. (N)."

APPOINTMENTS, JUDICIAL, IN N.B.

On M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence re-
specting appointnent of Judge Wetmore's
successor, 297.

BENNETT DIVORCE B. (J).

On M. (Mr. Kaulbach) for consideration of
22nd Report of Select Com. (against the B.
without printing the evidence; ques. as to
cost of printing, 257.

BOTTLES, SPIRITS, LABELLING OF.
Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

See " Inland

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. See " Temper-
ance."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Reniarks, on 3rd R. of Winnipeg and Atlantic
Railway Co.'s Incorp. B. (72), and Mr.
Power's Amt. to strike out 9th cl. (authoriz-
ing amalgamation with C.P.R.), 259.

C.P.R. ANi) I.C.R. COMPETITION. See "I.C.R.,
Inqy. and M. (Mr. Power)."

CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. Co. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., and debate
thereon, 304.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and
Amt. (Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to
Supreme Court, for opinion as to its con-
stitutionality ; on the interpretation of the
B. N. A. Act, and on the N. B. readjustment,
437 ; further, on Sir John Abbott's remarks
on the B.N.A. Act, and comment of Mr.
Macdonald (B.C.), thereon, 440.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th
July; protest against B. passing this session,
unless it can be fully considered, 391. On
Mr. Kaulbach's remark (personal), 392.

DIVoRcE CASE. See " Bennett."

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. Se "Inspection."

HIGH COMMISSIONER, ALLEGED SPEECH OF.

On Inqy. (Mr. O'Donohoe), as to " blow " to
be struck at U. S., 54.

INLAND R.EVENUE ACT AMT.; labelling of bottles;
sale of packages cigars ; B. (71).

In Coin. of the W.; on cl. 2, sub sect. 2 (label-
ling of bottles of spirits); on question of
adulteration, assimilation of Inland Revenue
and Customs duties recommended, 228.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on his
having eliminated sub-sects. 2 and 4 of cl.2,
299 ; on Sir John Abbott's remarks, 300.
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DEVER, Hon. James-Continued.

INSPECTION (GE\ERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
In Com. of the W.; on last cl. (inspection of

apples); on ques. of inspection fees, 345-6.
On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John

Abbott) to strike ont cl. fixing fees ; ques.
as to procedure, in case of Commons insert-
ing unsuitable fee, 349.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps respecting

deficit, and M. for tiie-table; on his speech,
remark as to fares charged, 508 : on the
main subject, freight rates, passenger rates,
time schedule, competition with C.P.R.,&c.,
513-14; on St. John land purchase, 518.

- Remarks as to public benetit of road,
on 3rd R. of Ry.subsidies B., 521.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7). "

LIQUoR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF. See-
" Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
" Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

NEw BRUNSwICK JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence respec-

ting appointment of Judge Wetniore's suc-
cessor, 297.

NEWFOUNDLAND, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.
On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) and ques. of Order as

to extended, and discursive remarks there.
on, 58, 60, 61.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill, constiitioniality of. In debate on M. (Sir

John Abbott) for 2nd R. of Coimons re-
presentation B., and Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to
refer the B. to Supreme Ct. for opinion, 437,
440.

Fees (Inspertion), .Fxing of, by Commons.
Ques. as to procedure, if Commons insert
unsuitable fees in Inspection B., 349.

Inqy., not debatable. On inqy. (Mr. Boulton)
re Nfld. trade relations, and ques. of Order
(Mr. Kaulbach) against extended and dis-

<mrsive remarks, 58, 60, 61.
Legislation late in Reosion. On M. (Sir John

AbLott) for 2nd R. of Crinuinal Law B. on
5th July ; protest against B. passing this
Session, unless it can be fully considered,
391.

RAILWAY ACT AMT. B. (84).
Reported f rom Coin. of the W., without Amt.,

492.

RAILWAYS, SUBSIDIES TO, B. (101).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; remark,

that I.C.R. is of public benefit, 521.
REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. e1 "Commons re-

presentation readjustment B. (76)."

ST. JoHN HARBOUR; appointment of Commis-
sion; purchase of wharves, &c. ; B. (99).

In Con. of the W. ; on Anit. (Sir John
Abbott) to add cl. reserving portion of loan
to Govt. for wharf purchases; remarks on
prospect of Commission being accepted, 496.

ST. JOHN, LAND, PURCHASE OF. On Inqy. (Mr.
Power) respecting Intercol. R. management,
and debate thereon, 518.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr.

Dickey) to add cl., extending voting privi-
lege to towns, 150.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC REGULATION. See also
" Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH.
On Ingy. (Mr. O'Donohoe) as to alleged

speech of Sir C. Tupper, "blow ' to be
struck, 54.

WETMORE, JUDGE, SUCCESSOR TO.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence re-

specting appointment, 297.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC Ry. Co. INcoRP.;
amalgamation with C.P.R., &c. ; B. (72).

On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 3rd R., and Anit.
(Mr. Power) to strike ont 9th cl., author-
izing amalgamation, 259.

DICKEY, Hon. Robert B.

ADJOURNMENTS.

(3rd-16th March). On M. (Mr. Bellerose)
for; Amt. m. (4th-16th), 52-3.

ALBERTA RY. AND COAL CO. ; further extension;
irrigation works, &c. ; B. (39).

Reported from Ry. Con. with Anits. (irri-
gation area limited), 240.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N)."

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

Reported f rom Ry. and Telegraph Coin. with-
out Aint, 187.

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., 187. On Amît.
(Mr. Boulton) to limit capital to $3,000,000,
and suggestion (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington)
to insert a cl., defining bonding power, 188.

Reported fron Ry. and Telegraph Con. with
Aints., limiting borrowing power, also rates
chargeable, 206.

BELLEVILLE AND L. NIPISSING Ry. Co. ; exten-
sion of time for construction : B. (28).
Reported from Ry. Com. *, 135.

BOTTLING OF SPIRITS. See "Inland Revenue
Act Amt. B. (71)."

BUCKINGHAM AND LIÈVRE RY. CO. INCORP. B.
(H).

Reported from Ry. Com. with Amts. (route,
agreements with other fines, &c.) ; also
difference of B. from its petition and notice
reported, 224.

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for concurrence in Com-
mons Amts. ; remarks on courtesy to that
House, 284.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDCE CO. Incorp.
B. (65).

Reported from Ry. Com., with Amt., requir-
ing 150 ft. height of bridge, or draw 150 ft.
wide, 350.
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CANADA ATLANTIC RY. , extension of time for
completion ; telegraph and telephone privi-
leges; B. (64).

Reported from Ry. Com. with Amt. (extend-
ing telegraph privileges to 15 miles from
track), 232.

On M. (Mr. Clenow) for 3rd R., 232.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See "Temperance."

CANADA, TRADE OF. See " Trade."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. Co. ; increase of capital
stock, &c. : B. (38).

Reported from Ry. Coin. without Amt., 171.
CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. Co. ; new series of first

preference bonds authorized; B. (83).
Suspension of 51st Rule m. (as to notices) as

recommended by Standing Orders Com.,
233 ; on Mr. Almon's objections, and other
hon. Senators' remarks, 234.

Introduced *, 284. '
2nd R. m., 302; in debate thereon, 306-7.
Reported from Ry. Com. without Amt., and

3rd R. m., 313. On request for postpone-
ment (Mr. Alnon) for an Aiit., 313; on
ques. of procedure thereon, 314; on his
Notide of Amt. (preferential not to take
precedence of outstanding bonds), ques. of
Order, that it practically rejects the B., 315 ;
further on procedure, 315 ; on Mr. Scott's
Notice of Amt., (reduction of interest rate
to 5 per cent.) ; further on procedure, on the
Amts, and on merits of the B., 316, 320,
322-3, 325, 331.

COBOURG, NORTHUMBERLAND AND PACIFIC Ry.
Co's. B. (49).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. Read, Quinté) *, 199.

COMMONS ATS. TO SENATE BILLS.

Remarks on courtesy due the other House, 011
M. (Mr. Clenow) for concurrence in Com-
mons Aints. to Buckingham and Lièvre
River Ry. Co.'s B. (H), 284.

FISHERIES, NFLD." See " Nfld."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See "Inspection."

GRAND TRUNK RA.iwAY.
Reference to, in dëbate on Chignecto Marine

Ry. Co.'s B., 321.

111H RIVER AND SHEEP CREEK IRRIGATION, &c.,
Co. Incorp. B. (23).

Reported from Con. on Rys., &c., with Amts.
(restoring B. to limited powers asked for
originally by its petition and notice), 231.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. B. (71).
In Com. of the W. ; on cl. 2, sub sect. 2 (label-

ling of bottles), and Mr. Power's renarks
thereon, 225; on ques. of draft liquor and
original package, 229, 230.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on his
having eliminated sub-sects. 2 and 4 of cl. 2,
299.

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
In Com. of the W. ; on last cl. (inspection of

apples), on inspector's duties and fees
chargeable, 345, 346.

LAKE MANITOBA RY. AND CANAL Co.'s B. (37).
Introduced (for Mr. Girard)*, 178.

LiQuoR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF. See-
" Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
" Temperance Act Aint. B. (6)."

LONDON AND PORT STANLEY Ry. ; debenture
holders' votes; London and Port Stanley
representatives, &c. ; B. (22).

Reported fron Ry. Com. with Amts. (extend-
ing voting powers of city representatives to
special meetings), 232.

MAN. AND ASSA. GRAND JUNCT. RY.; extension of
line; debenture stock, &c. ; B. (K).

Reported from Ry. Com., with Amt. (issue of
debentures only as necessity of work de-
mands), 241.

MAN. AND N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80).
Reported fron Ry. Con. without Amt., 249.

MAN. AND S. E. RY. Co.'s B. (35).
Reported from Ry. Com.*, 135.

MONTREAL AND LAKE MASKINONGE RY. ; lease
or sale to C. P. R. Co. ; B. (87).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. Bellerose)*, 350.
NEWFOUNDLAND, MATTERS IN DISPUTE WITH.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers, 118.
NICOLA VALLEY Ry. Co.'s B. (24).

Reported fron Ry. Com. *, 135.

N. S. STEEL AND FORGE CO. (Limited); change
of name, capital stock, preferential shares;
B. (30).

Iintroduced*, 170.
2nd . m., 177.
3rd R.*, 181.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, A mt. on 3rd R. Chigiecto Marine Ry.
Co.'s B. being reported fromn Ry. Com.
without Aint., 3rd R. m., 313. Discussion
of procedure, on request (Mr. Almon) for
postponement, and his notice of M. for
Ant. (preferential not to take precedence
of outstanding bonds), 313-14; on his Aint.

*(as above) which held to be a rejection of
the B., 315. On notice of Amnt. (Mr.
Scott) to reduce interest rate to 5 per cent,
his suggestion that B. be deferred till next
year, and further on Mr. Almon's Amt.,
316, 320.

Bill, not according Io petition and notice. Ex.
planation, in presenting Report of Ry.
Com. on Buckingham and Lièvre Ry.
Co.'s B., 224.

Bill, relation to public rights. On M. for 2nd
R. of Welsbach patent renewal B. ; reply
to Mr. Kaulbach's contention that the B.
does not protect, but takes away, a private
right.

Bill, 3rd R. when reported from Com. Held
that this procedure is correct when re-
prted without Ant. (on Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B.), 313-14.

Committees, organization of, during recess. At-
tention called to 92nd Rule (that organi-
zation take place on a sitting day) in
moving Amt. to M. for adjt., 3-16 March,
52-3. e
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ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF-COntd.
Concurrence in Commons Ants. Remarks on

courtesy due the House in regard to its
Amts., on the Buckingham and Lièvre
River Ry. Co.'s B., 284.

Concurrence in Ry. Con. Anix., re.scinding of.
M. for, and further Ant. of Ottawa City
Passenger Ry. B., m., 312.

Returux, unnece..,sarily columinou.q. On M.
(Mr. Boulton) for Return of the trade,
debt, &c., of Canada, and the Premier's
explanation of the labour involved ; ques.
as to propriety of passing M. for so vol-
uminous a document, 66.

OTTAWA CITY PASSENGER RY. ; extension into
other municipalities, &c. ; B. (16).

Reported froin Ry. Coin., with Amt. (acquisi-
tion of property and franchises, subject to
obligations), 308 ; on M. (Mr. Clemow) for
concurrence, remarks as to Ait. on 3rd R.,
309.

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 3rd R., Amt. m. to
add cl. (obligations arising fron agreements
with imunicipalities), 311 : on ques. of proce-
dure, Aint. m. to rescind concurrence in
Ry. Com. s Amt., and to amd. B. (as above),
312.

PATENT ACT AMT. B. (L).
lu Coin. of the W. ; on lst cl. (patents for

Canadians within 1 year of their foreign
patents), 253.

On 7th cl. (importation ; avoidance only by
party importing), 256.

PATENT, RENEwAL OF. See " Welsbach."
PONTIAC PACIFIC JUNCT. RY. ; extension of tine

for Ry. and for Ottawa bridge ; B. (63).
3rd R. ii. (for Mr. Ogilvie)*, 231.

PRINCE EDwARD ISLAND TUNNEL.
Referred to, in debate on Chignecto Marine

Ry. Co.'s B., 321.
T EM PERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).

In Coin. of the W. ; Amt. n. to add cl. (ex-
tension of voting privilege to towns), 132.
On ques. of Order (Mr. Vidal) that Amt. is
not material to the B., 133, 142; M. that
progress be reported, for reference of ques.
to the Speaker, 143.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R. ; Amt. m. (as
above), 143; replies to Messrs. McMilian
and Allan, 144; on Mr. Howlan's remarks
on above ques. of Order, 145 ; on Mr.
Abbott's remarks, 148-49 ; on Mr. Allan's,
150.

- LIQUOR TRAFFIC RESTRICTIONS. See
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

TRADE OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, and ques. of

granting voluminous documents, 66.
UNITED STATES, TRADE WITH. See " Trade of

Canada, Return."
-- TREATY WITH NFLD. See " Nfld."

VON WEISBACH, C. A., PATENT. See "Wels-
bach." 0

WELSBACH PATENT RENEWAL B. (75).
Introduced*, 240.
2nd R. m., 241 ; on Mr. Kaulbach's contention

that the B. does not protect, but takes
away, a public right, 242; on Mr. Miller's
ques., reference to Private Bs. Com., 242.

3rd R. *, 246.

DOBSON, Hon. John.
Introduced, 62.

FLINT, Hon. Billa.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for, and Mr. Boulton's
remarks upon guaranteeing Ry. bonds, and
Rys. paying for privilege of carrying trade,
41.

ADJOURNMENT.

On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.), for adjt. 20th
May- 6th June; Amt. (Mr. Clemow) 20th--
30th; and Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.),
20th-lst ; remarks on state of busiiess and
share allotted to Senate, 247.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.

(76.)
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Ant.

(Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme Ct.
for opinion on its constitutionality ; remarks
on the procedure, and on merits of the B.,
its lateness in session, its constitutionality,
the Tuckersmith B., &c., 429, 430.

CONTINGENCIES CoM., FUNCTIONS OF. See " Sen-
ate Internal Economy B. (1)."

CRIMINAL LAW ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.; postpone-

ment till next session advised ; lotteries,
exemptions opposed ; magisterial appoint-
ments and use of the new code, &c., 475.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. Set " Senate."
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal

Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."
LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See "Criminal

Law Act, 1892; B. '(7)."

RAILWAYS, CHANGE IN SUBSIDY SYSTEM.

On Mr. Boulton's proposals, in debate on the
Address, 41.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Comnons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

SENATE INTERNAL ECoNoMY COMMISSION ; ap-
pointment and duties, &c.; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., and Mr. Bel-
lerose's remarks thereon, 215.

SENATE, PERIOD OF SUBMITTINt BILIS TO.

Remarks on 2nd R. of Commons representa-
tion readjustment B., 430.

Remarks on 2nd R. of Criminal Law Bill, 475.

SENATE, SHARE OF WORK ALLOTTED TO.

Remarks on M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.) for
adjt., 20th May-6th June, and Amts.
thereto, 247.
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GIRARD, Hon. Marc Amable.
ADJOURNMENT.

On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.), for adjt. 20th
May-6th June; Amt. (Mr. Clemow) 20th-
30th May; and Amt. (Mr. Mclnnes, B. C.)
20th May-lst June, 246.

ALBERTA Ry. and CoAL Co.; further extension of
Ry. ; irrgiation works, &c. B. (39).

Introduced *, 207.
2ni R. m., 225.
3rd R. (in. by Mr. Ogilvie), 240.

CANADIAN PAciFC RAILWAY.

On Mr.Power's Amt. to Winnipeg and Atlantic
Ry. Co. Incorp. B., to strike out 9th cl.,
authorizing amalgamation, 260.

CONTINGENCIES COMMITTEE, FUNCTIONS OF. See
debate on " Senate Internal Econony
B. (1)."

INTERNAL ECoNo.îY B. See "Senate."

LAKE MANITOBA RY. AND CANAL Co.; renewal of
incorp. and extension of time, &c. ; B.
(37).

Introduced (by Mr. Dickey)*, 178. I
2nd R. ni., 180; reply to Mr. Power, respect-

ing land grant, 180.
3rd R.*, 187.

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS, MAN. & N. W. T.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of, 270.

MANITOBA AND N.W. RY. ; extension of time for
completing parts of ; B. (80).

Suspension of 51st rule (as to notices), as
recommended in 19th Report, Standing
Orders Coni., 233.

ist R.*, 240.
2nd R. m., 243. On Mr. Boulton's request for

postponement, in view of his M. to prohibit
land grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T.,
243, 245.

.rd R. m., 248.

MAS. AND N.W.T. LAND GRANTS. On M. (Mr.
Boulton) for cessation of such grants, 270.

MA3. AND S. E. RY. Co. ; time for construction
xtended ; purchase of mineral lands, &c.
1. (35).

Intoduced *, 122.
2ndR. n., 123.
3rd .*, 135.

ORDERAND PROCEDURE.

Suspiîsion of Rules, for introduction of School
Savngs Bank B. mn., 491.

2nd R m., with request that it may go for-
warc to Banking Con., where explanations
will e given, 493.

RAILWAn MAN. AND N.W.T., LAND GRANTS.

On M. Mr. Boulton) for cessation of such
grants 270.

SCHOOL SAINGS BANK ; charter renewal, in-
creasedapital stock, &c. ; B. (36).

Reported'rom Standing Orders Coin. (recoin-
mendatin that B. be placed on Orders for
2nd R.), 460 ; suspension of Rules and
adoptionf Report mn., 491.

2nd R. at nçt sitting m., 491.

2nd R, i., with request that B. may go for-
ward to Banking Coin., where explanations
will be given, 493.

SENATE INTERNAL ECONOMY CoMMIssIoN; ap-
pointment, duties, &c. ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 216.
WINNIPEU AND ATLANTic RY. INCORP. ; amalga-

mation with C. P. R., &c. ; B. (72).
On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 3rd R., and Amt.

(Mr. Power) to strike out 9th cl., authoriz-
ing amalgamation, 260.

WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE RY. ; time
for construction; amalgamation with an-
other Cp., &c. : B. (33).

(Introdukd by Mr. Sanford*, 178.)
(2nd R. in. by Mr. Sanford*, 181.)
3rd R.*, 187.

GOWAN, Hon. James Robert.
AIKINS DIVORCE CASE.

5th Report of Coin., for substitutional service
adoption mn., 71.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See " Temperance."

CRIMINAL LAw CONSOLIDATION B.
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for appointinent of a

Select Joint Con., 156.

DIVORCE CASEs. See-
"Aikins,"
"Donigan,"
"Harrison,"
" Mead,"
" Wright."

DONIGAN DIVORCE CASE.

9th Report Select Con. ; on objection (Mr.
(Kaulbach) that evidence is not distributed,
postponenient of consideration m., 158.

HARRISON DIVORCE CASE.
l2th Report of Select Coin. ; postponement of

consideration ni., 155.
LiqUOR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance."
MEAD DIVORCE CASE.

6th Report of Select Com. ; for substitutional
service; adoption m., 71 ; reply to Mr.
Power, 72.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONs OF.
J)irorce procedure, questions of. Sce the Doni-

gan, Harrison and W right cases.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Com. of the W. ; on M. (Mr. Vidal) to add

cl. (inspection of druggists' records by Ma-
gistrates; Amnt. (Mr. Bellerose) to substitute
ministers of religion, seconded, 131.

WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.
2nd Report of Select Com., that publication

made in local papers suffice; adoption m.,
55, 62, 64.

On further consideration, and ques. of proce-
dure, 68, 69.

llth Report, that notice is practically com-
plete; suspension of Rule, and adoption m.,
153; on Mr. Kaulhach's ques. of Order,
consent of House not being unanimous,
154; M. wvithdrawvn, and further considera-
tion m., 155.
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HOWLAN, Hon. George William.
CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See "Temperance."

CHINECTO MARINE Ry.; new series first prefer-
ence bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for suspension 51st Rule
(as to notices), as recommended in 19th
Report Standing Orders Coi., 233; on Mr.
Almon's objection and remarks, 234; on Mr.
Power's, 235.

EDWARDS, W. C., &. Co., INCoRP. B. (17).
On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 2nd R., and Mr.

Kaulbach's remarks respecting extensive
powers conferred, 127.

FisH1NG BOVNTY ACT AMT. ; statenient in ad-
vance dispensed with; B. (5).

In Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Amt. to
add cl. (payment on or before 31st March in
each year), 108-9.

INTERNAL ECONOMY CoMMISSION. See " Senate."

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lst Report of
Joint Com. (appointment of W. W. Camp-
bell ; ries respecting miembers taking out
books); ques. as to cl. respecting books,
236, 239.

NEWFOUNDLAND, TRADE RELATIONS wITH.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to intention of
Govt., objection taken to continued re-
marks, 60. Proper notice of M. suggested,
61.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers respecting
matters in dispute, 88, 92; reply to Mr.
Power, 92.

ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS
OF.

Billx in Com., irreyular A mix. On T emper-
ance Act Amt. B., Mr. Dickey's Ait., to
add cil. (extension of voting privilege to
towns), and Mr. Vidal's objection ; Rul-
ing (as Chairnian): the Ant. is not in
order, being a new cl., 142 ; reasons for
ruling, 144.

Inquies. not debatable. On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton)
re Nfid. trade relations, objection taken
to continued remarks, 60. Proper notice
of M. suggested, 61.

Priilet;e, on ques. of (Mr. McInnes, B.C.),
stateiment in Victoria Colonist respecting
the Library, 158.

PILOTAGE ACT AMT. ; exemption of vessels not
more than 120 tonnage; B. (10).

In Com. of the W. ; reply to suggestion of
Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), that U.S. fishing
vessels should only pay once each season, 166.

PRIVILEGE, QUESTIONS OF. See " Order, &c."

SENATE INTERNAL ECoNoMY Co.uMss10N; ap-
pointment, duties, &c. ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., ques. as to
Amt. proposed by Mr. Melnnes (B.C.) for
appointment of Commissioners by Senate,
and provincial representation, 223.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
From Com. of the W. ; progress reported, 134.
Again in Comn. ; on Mr. Dickey's Amt., to add

cl. (extending voting privilege to incorpor-
ated towns), and Mr. Vidal's ques. of Order
thereon, Ruling as (Chairman): the Ant. is
a new cl., and not in order, 142; on Mr.
Vidal's suggestion, that Amt. be put on 3rd
R., 142-3; B. reported from Com. without
Aint., 143.

On the ques. of Order, and reasons for not
receiving the Aint. in Coi., 144.

VICTORIA (B.C.) "Cl CoNIST."

On ques. of privilege (Mr McInnes, B. C.), on
statement respecting Library, 158.

W. C. EDWARDS & Co. See " Edwards."

KA ULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for. On Mr. Boulton's
remarks : National Policy and the live stock
shipping trade, 25; N. S. coal, consumption
of, 26 ; cattle values under free trade, 29;
state of ship-building, 30; cattle, iron and coal
industries. 31 ; U. S. reciprocity, 32; amoun'
of taxation per cupita, 32; ques. whethe'
Denmark a free trade country, 33 ; duties ai
U. S. and British goods, 39; questions as O
revenue, 39 ; railway subsidies, 40.

ADJO URNM ENTS.

(Ash Wednesday, 3-16, March). On Mr. Bele-
rose's M. for, 52.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March). On Mr. Land.y's
M. for ; Amt. in. (24th-28th), 70.

(Easter, 8-28 April). On Mr. Lougheed's M for,
and Prenuier's request for postponemeit of
consideration, 137.

(20th May). On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.I.) for
adjt. till 6th June ; Amt. (Mr. Clemov) till
30th May ; and Aint. (Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.)
till lst J une, 246.

Remark on frequent adjournments, on 2nd R.
of " Sessional Indemnity B. (104)."

Remark on tardiness in bringing inportant
mieasures before Senate (Railway S1bsidies
B.), 520.

AIKINs DivoRCE B. (B).

10th Re rt Select Com., in favour f B. ; on
M. (Mr. Sanford) for consideation to-
morrow, further postponenent wged, 161.

Adoption of Report m., 170.

ANNAPOLIS, OLD FORT, PRESERVATDN OF.

On Inqy. (Mr. Almon) whether (ovt. intends
selling a portion of lot, 354.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF.

On M. (\Ir. Abbott) for 2nd R. of Inspection
Act Amt. B. (N) ; ques. wheler inspection
of apples optional, 283.

In Coin. of the W. ; inspectiontdvocated, and
regulation of size of barre, 343-4-6; On
amount of inspection fee, 34.

On Order for 3rd R., and Ait. (Sir John
Abbott), to strike out cl. ixing inspection
fees ; further on inspectin and branding,
and on re-packing, 348.
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KAULBACH, Hon. H. A. N.-Continued.

BELL TELEPHONE Co. ; increase of capital
stock ; B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., and request for
postponenent and notice of Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit stock to $3,000,(00. On
ques. of Order ; notice in writing is neces-
sary, 188 ; further on merits of the B., 188.

On M. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-commit the B. ;
on Mr. Vidai's rentarks as to procedure,
199.

BENNETT DIVORCE B. (J).

13th Rep. of Select Coin., that notice is
practically complete, &c. ; adoption m.,
with renarks as to adherence to Rules, 178.

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 2nd R. of B., and
Mr. Scott's suggestion for a distant day for
evidence, counter-petition having been pre-
sented, 239.

22nd Report of Select Coin. (against the B.)
presented, 256 ; on date of consideration,
and cost of printing evidence, 257 ; future
consideration m., type-written copies of
evidence to suffice, 257.

Concurrence in 2-2nd Report m., 301. I
Ou M. (Mr. Clemow) for refund of fees to

petitioner ; not usual to return fees, notice
of M. suggested, 308.

On M., as above, and for return of exhibits to
petitioner; Amt. in., to except exhibit filed
by respondent, 310; on ques. of refund of
fees, and of respoudent's costs, 311.

BILLS, REMARKS ON STAGES, &C., OF. See

" Order and Procedure."

BOILER INSPECTION AND INSURANCE CO.
additional powers ; B. (19).

On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for 2nd R. ; ques. as
to power to do life insurance, 176.

BOTTLING OF SPIRITS. See "Inland Revenue
Act Aint. B. (71)."

BURGESS, MR., DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR.

Ques. as to reduction in salary ; on 2nd R.
Supplenentary Supply B., 141.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRID(GE Co. In-

corp. B. (65).
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 2nd R., 310.
On Order for consideration of Amt. of Ry.

Coi. (height of bridge and width of swing),
Ant. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to refer back
to Com. for Aint. (draw or swing of 100 ft.);
and on proposed Ant. (Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.)
for concurrence in Report of Ry. Com., 362 ;
on Mr. McMillan's remarks, 365; on Mr.
Lougheed's, 367.

On B. being reported from Ry. Con., without
the Amt.; on M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), for
3rd R. on 28th June ; and on ques. of Pro-
cedure, that Report of Coin. should first be
adopted, 374.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LiBRARy.
On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption Ist Report

Joint Con., 236.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See "Temperance."

CANADA, TRADE oF. See "Trade."

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry., AMALGAMATION OF OTHER
LINES. See "Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.
Co.'s B. (72)."

-- FREIGIIT RATES ON.

On Intercolonial Ry. ingy. (Mr. Power), re-
marks, 512.

CENSUS, THE.

On Mr. Power's remarks on 3rd R. of Custons
Duties Act Ant. B. (103), 505.

CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. ; new series of first
preference bonds ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for suspension 51st Rule
(as to notices), as reconmmended hy Standing
Orders Connittee ; on Mr. Almon's remarks,
233, 235.

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., 303.
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rl R., anl request

for postponemeut (Mr. Aminon) in view of an
Amt., 313 ; on his Aint. (preferential not to
take precedence of outstanding bonds), 317.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT AMT. ; registration
certificate required for re-entry ; B. (44).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., 497.

CIVIL SERVICE IRREGULARITIES.

Ques. respecting Mr. Burgess, on 2nd R. Sup-
plementary Supply Bill., 141.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION REA DJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On Inqy. (Mr. Power) when B. will be intro-
duced, 126.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.; on ques.
of Montreal representation, 404. On Amt.
(Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme Ct. for
opinion on its constitutionality, 430 : on Mr.
Scott's remarks, 434; on Mr. Power's, ques.
as to interpretation of B.N.A. Act, 445.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for reference to Coin.
of the W.; on Mr. Power's renarks on the
procedure in England, 455.

In Con. of the W.; on section a (Nova Scotia)
and on Mr. Power's renarks on the read-
justnent, 460.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COM., FUNCTIONS OF. See

the debate on " Senate Internal Economy
B. (1)."

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COM., Reports of.
1st Report ; on M. (Mr. Read) for adoption of;

on new appointments, pages and niessengers,
7

2
.

2nd Report : on similar M. ; pages, promotion
to messengers suggested, 454 ; stationery
supply, substitution of mîoney allowance
suggested, 454.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892 ; B. (7).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for appointment of Joint

Select Com.; remarks as to initiation of
such a B. in Senate, 157.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th
July ; objection to B. being passed at late
period in session, 391-2.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., similar
objection urged, 471-2 ; on Mr. Clemow's
remarks, 474 ; on Mr. Power's, 477.

On Order, again in Coin. of the W.; objection
to hurried reading of clauses, 485.
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CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892-Confinued.
In Coin. of the W., on cl. 205 (suppression of

lotteries) ; on Ant. (Mr. Vidal) to strike ont
sub-sect. d, exempting conpanies heretofore
authorized by Legislatutres, 488.

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on Mr.

Power's remarks, on following England's
policy, 501 ; on food and clothing taxes,
the egg tariff, the McKinley B. and West
Indian trade, 501-2. On Mr. Power's further
remarks; records of Reform and Conserva-
tive parties compared, 505.

DEBATES CoM., REPORTS OF.
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for adoption 2nd Rep. of

Com. ; on number of advance sheets, 134.

DEPARTMENTS. See "Interior " and
also " Civil Service."

DIVORCE CASES. See

" Aikins."
" Bennett."

Donigan."
"Harrison."
" Mead."
"Wright."

DONIGAN DIVORCE B. (1).

"Marine ; I

On Order of the Day, consideration 9th Rep.
of Com. ; objection taken, evidence not yet
distributed, 158.

Adoption of 9th Rep., in favour of the B., 7m.,
171.

DUTIES, CUSTOMS, CHANGES. See " Customs
Duties Act. Aint. B. (103)."

EDWARDS, W. C., & Co., INCORP. B. (17).
On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 2nd R. ; ques. as to

extent of powers granted, 127.
EGGS, DUTV ON.

In debate on 3rd R. af Customs Duties Act
Amt. B. (103), 501.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

ENGLAND, MAILS TO. See "Great Britain."

EXPORTS OF CANADA.

On Mr. Boulton's M. for Return, 65.
FISHERIES, 1 FLD. See "Newfoundland."

FISHING BOUNTY ACT AT.; statement in ad-
vance dispensed with ; B. (5).

Ini Comk. of the W. ; on lst cl., and Aint. (Mr-
Power) to adl cl., distribution to persons
entitled, on 31st March in each year, 98,
104.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., and Mr.
Power's renarks, 121.

FISHING VESSELS, PILOTAGE' CHARGES ON.
In debate in Com. of the W. on Pilotage Act

Amt. B. (10), 166.
FisHi-NG VESSELS, U.S., ?nodiwq rirendi: Licenses

without previous sanction of Parlt. ; B. (11).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 182 ; on Mn
Abbott's remarks, as to complaints from
Canadian fishermen, 185.

FRANCE, MAIL STEAMERS CALLING AT.
On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and contracts,

for mail service to United Kingdon, and Mr.
Macdonald's remarks as to calling at French
ports, 202.

FREIGHT RATES ON GOvT. RAILwAYS. See
" Intercolonial Ry., Inqy."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See " Inspection."

GRAND TRUNK Ry. ; Northern and Pacific
Junction Ry. amalgamation; Nipissing
and James' Bay Ry. acquisition; B. (14).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Power's remarks, 125.

GREAT BRITAIN, MAIL SERVICE TO.

On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and for con
tracts since lst Oct. 1891, 201 ; on Mr. Mac'
donald's remarks as to calling at French
ports, 202.

GREAT N. W. CENTRAL Ry.
On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) respecting carriage of

mails by ; ques. as to completion of road,
155.

HARRISON DIVORCE B.

12th Report of Select Coin., that notice is prac-
tically complete ; on M. (Mr. Sanford) for
adoption ; remarks as to strict adherence to
Rules, 168.

16th Report, recommending substitutioial
service; adoption ni., 178 ; reply to MLIr.
Power, as to knowledge of last abode, 179·

18th Report, in favour' of B. ; adoption I.,
260.

IMMIGRATION, CHINESE. See "Chinese Immne
gration Act Amt. B. (44)."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL. Se "SessionalInde-fl
nity, B. (104) respecting."

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. B. (71).
In Coin. of the W. ; on cl. 2, sub-sect. 2

(labelling of bottles of spirits); on remarks
of Messrs. Power and Dickey, 226.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R., and Mr.
Dickey's remarks on Premier having elioli-
nated above sub-sect., 299.

INSPECTIoN ACT (GENERAL) AMT. ; addition of
articles to list, &c. ; B. (N).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ques.,
inspection of apples, 283.

In Coin. of the W. ; apples, inspection advo-
cated, and regulation of size of barrel,
343-4-6 ; on amount of inspection fee, 346.

On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John
Abbott) to strike ont sub-sect. 4 of sect. 7,
fixing inspection fees; further on inspection'
and branding, also re-packing, 34.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for concurrence in
Commons Amts., as to inspection fees, kc-
ques. whether there is a tariff of fees, 452.

INSPECTION AND INSURANCE, BOILER. See
" Boiler."
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INSPECTION OF STEAMBOATS. See " Steamboat
Act Inspection B."

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps to be taken

respecting the deficit, and his M. for time-
table, 506, 512 ; on Sir John Abbott's
remarks, 516.

INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF.

Ques. as to reinstatements, on 2nd R. of Sup-
plementary Supply B., 141.

INTERNAL ECONOMy B. See " Senate."

JAMES BAY Ry. See " Nipissing and James
Bay."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law, 1892 ; B. (7)."

LAKE MANITOBA Ry. AND CANAL CO.; extension
of time for completion ; B. (37).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nl R., and remarks
of Messrs. Power and Girard respecting
large land grants to railways, 180.

LAND GRANTS TO MILrTIA. See "Miitia in
N.W. Campaign B. (P)."

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS GENERALLY. See

above debate, 180.

See also debate on 2nd R. of Man. and
N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80), 244.

- on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of
land grants, 264, 272.

LAND, ORDNANCE, ANNAPOLIS, N.S.
On Inqy. (Mr. Almon) whether Govt. intends

selling part of, 354.

LAw, CRIMINAL, B. See " Criminal Law."

LEcISLATION, TARDINESS OF.

Remark on lateness of bringing important
neasures before Senate (Railway subsidies

B.), 520. Similar renarks (on Criminal
Law B.), and objection to passing B. at late
stage of session, 391-2, 471-2, 474.

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

Ist Report Joint Com., on M. (Mr. Allan) for
adoption of ; on ques. of appointment of W.
W. Campbell, 236.

LiNDSAY, BOBCAýYGEoN AND PONTYPOOL RY. ; ex-

tension of time for construction; B. (45).
On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 2nd R. ; ques. as to

date of charter, 169.

LIQiTOR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF. See
" Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
" Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

MAIL SERVICE, OCEAN.

On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and for con-
tracts since lst Oct., 1891, 201; on Mr.
Macdonald's remarks as to calling at French
ports, 202.

MAN. AND N. W. RY. ; extension of time for
constructing parts of ; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Boulton's request for postponement, in view
of his M. for cessation of land grants to
Rys. in Man. and N. W. T., 244. m

MANITOBA, LAND GRANTS TO Rys. See above B.

See also " Railways generally."

MANITOBA Ry. AND CANAL CO. See " Lake
Man."

MARINE AND FISHERIES DEPT. AMALGAMATION
B. (12).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nuI R., and Mr.
Power's remarks, 67-8 ; on Mr.,Scott's re-
marks, 68.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., and M. (Mr.
Power) to strike out cl. 4, transfer of powers
to another Minister, 99, 100, 101.

MEAD DIvORCE B. (C).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 6th Report

Select Coin., recommending substitutional
service, 72.

14th Report of Com., in favour of the B.
adoption in., 179.

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY. See "Sessional Indem-
nity B. (104)."

MESSENGERS, APPOINTMENTS, &C., OF.
On M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption of Ist

Report Contingent Acets. Con., 72.
On similar M. for 2nd Report, 454.

MIDLA.ND Ry. Co.'s B. (93).
On being reported from Ry. Com. without

Amt., and M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R. ; ques.
of procedure, that Report should first be
adopted, 375.

MILITIA IN N. W. CAMPAIGN; land scrip;
further extension of time; B. (P).

In Coin. of the W.; ques. as to number of
claims, 372.

MODUS VIVENDI. See "Fishing Vessels."

NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS WITH.

Intention of resuming former commercial
status. On Mr. Boulton's Inqy., 60. Ques.
of Order, against extended remarks or dis-
cussion, 56-7-8, 60.

Tariff upon fish, and other matrers in dispute.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers, 85-6-7, 120.

NIPiSsING AND JAMES BAY Ry. ; bonding power,
time extension, &c. ; B. (29).

On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Power's remarks, 125-6.

NORTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RY., amalga-
mation. See "G.T.R."

NOVA SCOTIA.

Annapolis, old Fort, preservation of. Re-
marks on Mr. Almon's Inqy., 354.

Apples, inspection of. See "Inspection Act
Amnt. B. (NT)."

Coal, cattle, iron and shipping industries.
Remarks in debate on the Aiddress, 26, 30, 31.

Fishermen selling bait to French. On Mr.
Boulton's inqy. and remarks re Nfld.
trade relations, 60. On his M. for papers
re matters in dispute, 86-7, 120.
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NovA SCoTIA-Continuîted.

Pilotage charges on vessels entering U. S. ports.
In debate in Coin. of the W., on Pilotage
Act Amt. B., 165.

Representation, readjustment. In debate on
Commons representation B. (76), 460.

N. S. STEEL AND FoRGE Co. ; change of naine;
capital stock ; preferential share privileges
B. (30).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R. ; remarks on
great preferential privileges, 177.

N. W. REBELLIoN; land grants to Militia. See
" Militia."

N. W. T., LAND GRANTS To Rys. See "Railways,
generally."

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and for cou-
tracts since lst Oct., 1891, 201. On Mr.
Macdonald's remarks as to calling at French
ports, 202.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill aftècting public ri-ihts. On M. (Mr.
Dickey) for 2nd R., Welsbach Patent re-
newal B., and his renark that public rights
were protected ; objection taken, that the
B. does not protect, but takes away, a
public right, 242.

Bill, Amt. of, on 3rd R. On M. (Mr. Scott)
for 3rd R. of Bell Telephone B., and
request for postponement and notice of
Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to limit stock to
$3,000,000 ; held that notice in writing is
necessary, 188. On withdrawal of the above
Amt., and M. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-com-
mit the B. ; on Mr. Vidal's remarks as to
procedure, 199.

Bill, counitutionality of. On Mr. Boulton's
M. to refer Comnons representation read-
justnent B. to Supreme Ct. for opinion,
430; on Mr. Power's remarks on inter-
pretation of B. N. A. Act, 434; on Mr.
Scott's, 445; on Mr. Power's remarks
upon the procedure in England, 455.

Bill, introduction of, in Senate. On M. (Mr.
Abbott) for appointment of Joint Select
Coin., on Criminal Code B. ; remarks as to
fitnîess of initiating such a measure in
Senate, 157. Similar remark ou M. for
2nd R. of the B., 393.

Bill, relation to abstract motions. On M. (Mr.
Girard) for 2nd R. Man. and N. W. Ry.
Co.'s B., and Mr. Boulton's request for
postponement, in view of his M. to pro-
hibit land grants to Rys. in Man. and N.
W. T. ; pointed out that the M. will bring
that subject fully before the House ; that
delay may prejudice the Bill ; and that 2nd
R. should be allowed, 244.

Committee Reports, adoption of. Point raised,
that before 3rd R. of B. (Midland Ry.
Co.) the Report of Ry. Coin. should be
adopted, though containing no Amt., 374.
On similar ques., raised by Mr. Power on
Burrard Inlet Bridge B., 375. Renark
that Con. Report must be considered
before "hoist " Amt. to B. is put (School
Savings Bank B.), 491.

Divorce procedure ; compliance icith Rules.
On M. for adoption of Report of Coin. (in
Wright case) ; on incompleteness of news-
paper notices, 55, 63, 64.

On presentation of Ilth Report in sanie
case (that notice is sufficient), and M. for
immediate adoption under suspension of
Rule, objection taken and ruling asked,
153-4.

On adoption being again m. (Mr. Clemow),
Ait. m., to refer back to Coin., 166 ;
further on strict adherence to Rules, 167.

On Order of the Day, consideration 9th
Report of Coin. (in Donigan case) ; objec-
tion taken, evidence not distributed, 158.

Adoption of 13th Report of Com. m. (in
favour of Bennett B.), notice practically
comnplete, although Rules not strictly
complied with ; Senate has not enforced
strict compliance this session in similar
cases ; and, this one being the last, not
right to enforce thei now, 178.

Printing of evidence (in saine case), dis-
pensing with, n., 257 ; refund of fees, to
petitioner, not usual, 308; to respondent,
refund opposed, 311 ; exhibits, return of,
to petitioner; Anit. m., to except one filed
by respondent, 310.

Inquiex., extended remarks, or diseussion upon.
On Mr. Boulton's Inqy., re Newfoundland
trade relations, ques. raised, 56-7-8, 60.

Legislation, tardiness of. Remark on lateness
of bringing important measures before
Senate (Railway Subsidies B.), 520; siei-
lar remarks (Criminal Law B.), and objec-
tions to B. passing at late period of ses-
sion, 391-2, 471-2, 474.

OTTAwA CITY PASSENGirER Ry. ; extension intO
other municipalities, &c. ; B. (16).

On M. (Mr. Clenow) for 3rd. R., and Amt.
(Mr. Dickey), to rescind an Ant. of Ry.
Coin., which was concurred in the previous
day, 312.

OTTAWA, WADDINGTON AND N. Y. Ry. AND
BRIDGE Co. ; charter renewal; B. (68).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R. ; on prospect of
work proceeding, 347.

PACIFIC JUNCTION RY., AMALGAMATION. See
"G. T. R."

PAGES, APPOINTMENT AND PRoNboT10N OF.

On M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption of lWt
Report Contingt. Acets. Coin., 72.

On similar M. for 2nd Report, 454.
PATENT ACT AMT. B. (L).

In Coin. of the W. ; on lst cl. (patents for
Canadians within 1 year of their foreign p&
tçnts), 254.

On 7th cl. (importation; avoidance of patent
only by importing party), 256.

PATENT, RENEWAL. See " Welsbach."
PILOTAGE ACT AMT. B. (10).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on ques-
of restricting extended exemption to Can-
adian vessels, 152.

In Coin. of the W., on Mr. Power's remarks;
pilotage charged amall Canadian vessels in
U.S., 165. On remarks of Messrs. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), Power and Howlan; pilotage
charges on fishing vessels, 166.
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POSTAL SERVICE ATLANTIC.

On M. (Mr. Powei) for corresp. and for con-
tracts since lst October, 1891, 201 ; on Mr.
Macdonald's remarks as to calling at French
ports, 202.

PRINTING CoM., REPORTS OF.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Rep.
ques. whether expense is increased, 158.

PROCEDURE. See "Order and Procedure."

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance."

RAILWAYS, DEBATES ON. See-

Canadian Pacific Ry.
Chignecto Marine Ry.
Grand Trunk Ry.
Great N.W. Central Ry.
Intercolonial Ry.-
Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.
Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Ry.
Manitoba and N. W. Ry.
Midland Ry. of Canada.
Nipissing and James Bay Ry., acquisition.

See Grand Trunk Ry. |
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry. amalga-

ination. See Grand Trunk Ry.
Ottawa City Passenger Ry.
Ottawa, Waddington and N. Y. Ry.
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry.
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.

RAILWAYS GENERALLY, LARGE LAND GRANTS TO.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. of Lake Man.
Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. (37), and remarks of
Messrs. Power and Girard on above ques-
tion, 180.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. Man. and N.W.
Ry. Co.'s B. (80), an Mr. Boulton's request
for postponement, in view of his M. for cessa-
tion of land grants to Rys. in Man. and
N.W. T., 244.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of land
grants, 264, 272.

RAILWAYS, SUBSIDIES TO ; B. (101).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; ques. as

to revotes, 520; renark on tardiness of legis-
lation during session, 520.

RECIPROCITY. See "tUnited States."

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS BILL. See " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL Ry.;
extension of time for completion ; B. (40).

On M. (Mr. McCallun) for 2nd R. ; ques. as
to amount expended, 169.

ST. JOHN HARBOUR COMMISSION, INCREASED
LOAN, &C.

On Inqy. (Mr. Wark) whether application for
increased loan has been made, and reply (Sir
John Abbott) ; ques. as to the security, 452.

B. (99) ; on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.;
ques. as to acquiring private property, 489.

In Com. of the W. ; on Ant. (Sir John
Abbott) to add cl., reserving portion of loan
to Govt. for wharf purchases ; similar ques.,
496.

SCHOOL SAVINGs BANK; charter renewal; B.
(36).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for suspension of Rules,
and adoption of Com. Report; on proposed
" hoist " Ant. (Mr. Murphy), remark that
(ues. is on the Report, 491.

SENATE ADJOURNMENTS. See " Adjournments."

SENATE AND COMMONS B. See " Sessional In-
demnity B. (104)."

SENATE CONTINGENCIES. See " Contingt. Acets."

SENATE INTERNAL ECONOMY COMMIsSION, ap-
pointnent and powers ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Power's remarks, 210.

On B. being withdrawn ; suggestions for a
snaller Committee, but not sectional, 355-6.

SENATE MESSENGERS AND PAGES. See " Con-
tingt. Acets. Coin."

SENATE PROCEDURE. See "Order & Procedure."

SENATE STATIONERY SUPPLY. See " Stationery."

SESSIONAL INDFMNITY ; 12 days' absence this
session not chargeable ; B. (104).

On 2nd R., remark as to holidays, 499.

SH1PS AND VESSELS, DEBATES ON. See:

Fishing Vessels, U.S., modw; vivendi.
Ocean Mail Service.
Pilotage Act Amt. B.
Shipping industry ; debate on the Address,30.
Steanhoat Inspection Act Amt. B.

STATIONERY, SUPPLY OF.

Substitution of noney allowance suggested, on
M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Report Con-
tingt. Acets. Con., 454.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT AMT. B. (13).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R.; remark, B.

relates principally to passenger boats, 186.
SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS. See " Railways."
SUPPLY BILL, SUPPLEMENTARY, 1891-92 B. (62);

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2n1d R.; ques. as to.
reduction in Mr. Burgess' salary, 141.

TARIFF, CHANGES IN THE. See:

" Customns Duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

TELEPHONE CO.'S B. See " Bell Telephone."

TEMPERA NCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 2nd R., ques. as to

druggist's certificate, 124.
In Coin. of the W. ; on sub-sect. e. (sale for

medicinal purposes), 129, 130 ; inspection of
druggists' books, extension of power to cler-
gyien suggested, 131.

On Mr.Dickey's proposed Ant., to add cl. (priv-
ilege of voting,. incorporated towns), 133.

On M.(Mr.Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr. Dickey's
Amt. as above, 151.

- - LIQUOR TRAFFIC REGULATION. See

" Inland Revenue Act Amut. B. (71)."

THREE RIVERs HARBOUR COMMISSION ; increased
loan authorized, &c.; B. (98).

In Com. of the W.; ques. whether Govt. will
hold the debentures, 451.
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KA ULBACH, Hon. H. A. N.-Continued.

TRADE OF CANADA.

On Mr. Boulton's M. for Return, 65.

TRADE RELATIONS. See "United States," "New-
foundland." and " West Indies."

UNITED KINGDOM. See "CGreat Britain."

UNITED STATES, FISHING VESSELS, PILOTAGE
CHARGES. See " Pilotage Act Ant. B. (10)."

UNITED STATES, Modu.s Virendi. See " Fish-
ing Vessels, U.S., B. (11)."

UNITED STATES, PILOTAGE CHARGES ON
Canadian Vessels. See " Pilotage Act
Amt. B. (10)."

UNITED STATES, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

Remarks, in debate on the Address, 25, 32,
39.

In debate on 3rd R. of Customs Duties Act
Amt. B., 501.

VESSELS, DEBATES RESPECTING. See

Fishing Vessels, U.S., nodus vivendi.
Ocean Mail Service.
Pilotage Act Amt. B.
Shipping industry; in debate on the Address,

30.
Steainboat Act A mt. B.

VoN WELSBACH, C. A., PATENT OF. See
" Welsbach."

WELSBACH PATENT RENEWAL B. (75).
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R. ; contended

that the B. does not protect, but takes
away public rights, 242.

WEST INDIAN TRADE RELATIONS.

In debate on 3rd R. of Customs Duties Act
Amt. B. (103), 501.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. Co. INCORP. B.
(72).

On M. (Mr. Sanford, for Mr. Lougheed) for
3rd R., and Amt. (Mr. Power) to strike out
9th cl., allowing amalgamation with C. P.
R. or other Ry., 258-9.

W. C. EDWARDS & CO. See "Edwards."

WRIGHT DIVORCE BILL (F).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of Rep. of

Coin. On ques. of Rules, newspaper notices
incomplete, 55, 63, 64.

On presentation of l lth Report of Com., that
notice is sufficient, &c., and M. (Mr. Gowan)
for immediate adoption under suspension of
Rules ; objection taken and ruling asked,
153-4.

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for adoption of llth
Report; remarks on the procedure, and
Ait. m. (to refer Report back to Com.)
166-7 ; on Mr. Ogilvie's remarks, 167-8 ; on
Mr. Clemow's, 167.

Adoption m., of 21st Report (in favour of the
B.) 252.

LANDRY, Hon. A. C. P.

INTRODUCED, 4.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.
Moved, 4 ; death of the Duke of Clarence, 6;

Cardinal Manning, 6; Behring Sea question,
7; Washington conference, 8; trade relations
with U. S., 8; Civil Service Commission, 8;
reinission of sugar duties, 8; the French lan-
guage, 8.

ADJOURNMENT.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March). M. for, 70.
N. W. TERRITORIES ACT AMT. B. (E).

Reported fron Com. of the W., without Amt. ,
123.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alexander.
ADJOURNMENT.

(Easter, 8-28 April), M. for, 135; at Mr.
Abbott's request, M. to stand, 137; Adjt.
12th-27th )n., 153. .

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit stock to $3,000,000; refer-
ence back to Ry. and Telegraph Coin. sug-
gested and 1., 198.

BOILER INSPECTION AND INSURANCE Co. ; addi-
tional powers; B. (19).

Introduced*, 170.
2nd R. ni., 176; reply to Mr. Lougheed, as to

life insurance powers, 176.
3rd R. (i. by Mr. Allan)*, 181.

BOTTLING OF SPIRITS. See "Inland Revenue
Act. Ant. B. (71)."

BRITISH COLUMBIA, CATTLE QUARANTINE.

Inqy. respecting discriminating regulations,
wîthdrawn, 534.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO.
Incorp. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Report
(with Amt. as to height of bridge and width
of swing); Amt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to
refer B. back to Coin. for Ait., 100 ft. draw;
and Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) for concur-
rence in the Report, 367-8.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See "Tenperance.'

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMT.; appointment of those
in temporary employment before 1882, &c.;
B. (74).

In Com. of the W. ; 3rd cl. (extension to
N. W. T. employees suggested), 492; on Sir
John Abbott's promise of a general Civil
Service Act, 493.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B. (76).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Aint.

(Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme Ct. for
opinion upon its constitutionality, 422-3-4-5;
on the case of New Zealand, 422-3;
on interpretation of B. N. A. Act, 424-25;
on P.E.I. provincial readjustnent, 425;
personal remarks, 426; on Sir John Abbott's
speech, remark, 440; general review of the
subject, 447-8.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for reference to Com.
of the W. ; on Mr. Power's remarks as to
the practice in England, 457; on Sir John
Abbott's, 457.
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LOUGHEED, Hon. James A.-Continmd.

CRILMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.

Scott's speech, discrepancies in cls. fron
Statutes drafted from, 468 ; review of the
subject, deferring of the B. till next session
opposed, 478-79.

DIVORCE CASE. See "Wright."

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMT. B. (89).
lu Com. of the W., on 6th cl., discussion on

respective powers of Territorial and Dom.
Govts. over disused roads, 380-1-2.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

H10H RIVER AND SHEEP CREEK IRRIGATION A-ND
WATER-POWER Co. INCORP. B. (23).

Introduced*, 200.
2nd R. in., 206.
3rd R. m., 232.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT.; labelling of bottles;
sale of packages cigars; B (71). 1

In Com. of the W., on el. 2, sub-sect. 2 (label-
ling bottles of spirits), suggestion that seller
be liable, 227 ; suggestion that bottler seal
the bottle, 228.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. S€e " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LAND GRANTs, N.W. CAMPAIGN. See "Militia."

LANDs ACT, DOMINION. See "Dom. Lands."

LiQuoR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF. See-

"Inlaud Revenue Act Amt. B. (71).*'
" Teimperance Act Amt. B. (6).'

LONDON AND PORT STANLEY Ry. ; debenture
holders ; London and Port Stanley repre-
sentatives ; B. (22).

2nd R. m. (for Mr. McKindsey)*, 213.
Concurrence in Amt. of Ry. Com. m., 232.
3rd R. in.*, 232.

MARINE AND FISHERIES DEPT. AMALGAMATION
B. (12). .

Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.*,
73.

MILITIA IN N. W. CAMPAIGN ; land grants; time
extension; B. (P).

In Com. of the W. ; longer time limit recoin-
muended, consideration of unsettled claims
being still before the Govt., 373.

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE; increase of capital
stock for Boad of T. building; B. (25).

2nd R. n. (in absence of Mr. Ogilvie), 177.

NPISSNG AND .JAMES' BAi Ry. Co.'s B. (29).

Introduced*, 122.
2nd R. m., 125; on Mr. Power's inquies., 126.
3rd R.*, 187.

N. W. CAMPAIGN, LAND GRANTs. See "Militia."

N. W. T. ACT AMT. ; appointment of stipendiary
magistrates; B. (E).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Vidal's remarks on title of the Bill, 122.

40

N. W. T., EMPLOYEES IN. See " Civil Service
Act Amt. B. (74)."

N. W. T., ROADS, DISUSED. See " Dom. Lands
Act Amt. B. (87)."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, consitutionality of. See the debate on
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

Con., Amt. of Bills in. Remarks on smallness
of Ry. Com. meeting that dealt with Amt.
of Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B., and on
ques. of reference back to the Com., 367.

Dirorce rrocedure. On lîth Report of Con.
(Wright case) that notice is practically com-
plete, and Mr. Kaulbach's objection to im-
mediate consideration, consent of House not
being unanimous, 154.

Govt. or Parlt., protecting nariyation. Re-
marks on Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B., 367.

Legislation, deferring of, opposed. On 2nd R.
of Criminal Law B., 478-9.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

TEMPEtANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Com. of the W. ; on M. (Mr. Vidal) to add

cl. (prescriptions of physician " having no
interest in the sale "), 128.

-- See also debate on " Inland Revenue
Act Amnt., B. (71)."

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. CO. INCORP. B.
(72).

Introduced*, 240.
2nd R. m., 241 ; reply to Mr. Power, explain-

ing nature of B., 241.
3rd R. n. (by Mr. Sanford), 257.

WRlIHT DIVORCE CASE.
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for suspension of Rule,

and adoption of 1 Ith Report of Select Com.
(that notice is practically complete), and
ques. of Order (Mr. Kaulbach), consent of
House to immediate consideration not being
unanimous, 154.

On M. (Mr. Clenow) for adoption of llth Re-
port of Select Com. (as above), time having
now elapsed, and Amt. (Mr. Kaulbach) to
refer Report back to Com., 167.

McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co. IN-
CORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Re-
port (with Amt. as to height of bridge and
width of swing); Amt. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) to refer back to Com. for Amt. (100
feet swing) ; and Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.)
for concurrence in Com. Report, 362-3; on
ques. of procedure, 371.

On B. being reported f rom Com. without Amt.,
further on procedure, 375.

CANADA SOUTHERN Ry. Co. ; extension of time
for completion ; B. (34).

Introduced-, 157.
2nd R. m., 168; reply to Mr. Power's ques. as

to principle of the B., 168.
3rd R.*, 171.
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McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan-Continued.
CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. ; new series of first pre-

ference bonds; B. (83).
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for suspension of 51st

Rule (as to notices), as recommended by
Standing Orders Com. ; on Mr. Almon's
objections and Mr. Kaulbach's remarks, 234.

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., and request
(Mr. Almon) for postponement in view of an
Aint., 313.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT AMT. ; registration
required for re-entry ; B. (44).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; greater
restriction, or exclusion, advocated, 497-8;
on the Premiers further remarks, 498.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Scott's speech, Senate's rejection of Tucker-
snith B. of 1872, a remark, 407.

On Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme
Ct. for opinion as to its constitutionality;
comments on his speech, 418, 420, 424-5-6;
review of the subject, interpretation of the
B. N. A. Act, Niagara district readjust-
ment, &c., 434.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (71.
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and on

ques. of deferring B. till next year, 474.
CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT. B. (103).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on U. S.
duty on fruit packages, a remark, 503.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

ELLIS, SUPT., WELLAND CANAL.
M. for copy of evidence at investigation, 1889,

332, 338; on Sir John Abbott's reply, 341;
M. withdrawn, 342.

FRUIT PACKAGES, U. S. DUTY ON.
In debate on 3rd R. of Customs Duties Act

Ant. B., 503.
IMMIGRATION, QUESTION OF.

Chinese, or Scotch, for B.C. ; in debate on
2nd R. Chinese Immigration Act Amt. B.
(44).

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LAND GRANTS TO RYS., MAN. AND N. W. T.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of; ques.

on statement of freight on grindstone im-
ported from Glasgow, 265.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill, and. in Ry. Com. On two questions of

procedure as to concurrence in Com. Re-
ports, on Burrard Inlet Bridge B., 371,
375.

Bill, Constitutionality of. See debate on
"Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

Legi4lation, deferring of. On proposed post-
ponement of Criminal Law B. till next
session, 474.

Legi.lation, late
lateness of,
subsidies B.,

in session.
and haste in
519.

Remarks on
passing Ry.

RYs., LAND GRANTS TO, Man and N. W. T.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of grants;
ques. on statement of freight on grindstone
imported from Glasgow, 265.

RAILWAYS, SUBSIDIES TO ; B. (101).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; expla-
nations asked ; system commented on; B.
late in session, 519.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RY.
Co. ; extension of time for completion ; B.
(40).

Introduced*, 157.
2nd R. in., 169 ; reply to Mr. Power, as to

time elapsed ; to Mr. Kaulbach, as to money
ex pended, 169.

3rd R.*, 17.1.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS. See "Railways."

TARIFF, CHANGES IN. See " Customs Duties Act
Amt. B. (103)."

U.S. DUTY ON FRUIT PACKAGES.

In debate on 3rd R. of Customs Duties Act
Amt. B., 503.

U. S. WRECKERS IN (ANADIAN WATERS, PRIVI-
LEGES TO ; B. (8).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 162; on Mr.
Abbott's remarks, 164.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) into Com. of the W., 172;
on Mr. Abbott's remarks, 174-5-6.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R. ; yeas and nays
called for, 176.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION, 1889.

M. for copy of the evidence, 332,338 ; on Sir
John Abbott's reply, 341 ; M. withdrawn,
342.

McOLELAN, Hon. Abner Reid.

ALBERT SOUTHERN Ry.

M. (mn. by Mr. Power, in absence of Mr. Mc-
Clelan) for Return of subsidy paid, also for
correspondence, and Inspector's reports,
332.

McDONALD, Hon. William (C.B.)

ADJOURNMENT (27th May-6th June.)
M. for, 246.

COMMONS, REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for consideration in
Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's speech,
remarks on Cape Breton representation, Mr.
Uniacke's speech, &c., 459, 460.

NEWFOUNDLAND, MATTERS IN DISPUTE WITH.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers ; and his re-
marks respecting St. Pierre and Miquelon,
97.
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McINNES, Hon. Thomas R. (B.C.)

ADJOURNMENT.
On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.) for adjt., 20th

May-6th June, and Amt. (Mr. Clemow),
20th-30th May; Amt. m., 20th May-lst
Jume, 246: Amt. modiüîec (at request of
leader of the House) adjt. 20th-31st May,
248.

APPOINTMENTS, JUDICIAL, N.B.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence; re-

mark on his observations respecting race
prejudices, 294.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO. IN-
CORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Report
(with Amt. fixing height of bridge and width
of swing), and Amt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)
to refer B. back to Com. for Amt., 100 feet
draw or swing; Amt. in., for concurrence in
the Report, 358; cases of other bridges
cited, 358-9 ; necessity for wide draw, 359 ;
size of vessels and lumber trade, 359-360.
On remarks of Mr. Read (Quinté), 360; on
Mr. Ogilvie's, 361 ; Mr. McM41an called to
order for imputing motives, .65 ; on Mr.
Vidal's remarks, 366.

On Amt. (Mr. Macdonald) being nodified to refer
B. back for further consideration; on Mr.
Clemow's remarks, the procedure detailed
and division pressed for, 370.

On Speaker's ruling, sub. Amt. withdrawn, 372.
On M. (Mr. Macdonald) for 3rd R. ; Amt. m.

(150 feet height or 150 feet draw), 376.
CRINESE IMMIGRATION ACT AMT. ; registration

for re-entry ; B. (44).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., remarks

as to Chinese residing elsewhere than Van-
couver, 497. On Mr. Kaulbach's remarks,
ques. as to Chinese immigrants for N.S., 497.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76)_

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Amt.
(MIr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme Ct. for
opinion as to its constitutionality; ques. as
to New Zealand Commission, 422.

In Com. of the W. ; on 8th cl., suggestions
respecting Buirrard division definition, and
upon every constituency having one member,
461-2.

CONTINCT. ACCTs. CoM., FUNCTIONS OF. See
'Senate Internal Economy B. (I)."

DOMIN10s LANDS ACT AMT. ; B. (89).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ques. as

to length of time for perfecting homestead
entry, 378.

ELECTORAL DTSTRICTS READJUSTMENT. See
"Coinions representation readjustment B.
(76)."

ELLIS, SUPT., WELLAND CANAL.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for copy of evidence;
remark on his proposal to read it in f ll, 338.

INTERNAL EcoNo.N'4 B. See " Senate Internal
Economy B. (I)."

LANDS ACT, DOMINION. See " Dom. Lands."
40

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

Correction of a report in the Victoria
Colonist, upon a personal matter, 157-8.

NEw BRUNSwICK JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS.
On M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence; re-

mark on his observations respecting race
prejudices, 294.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE.
Amt., irregular, vithdrawn. Ant. for con-

currence in Ry. Com. Report on Burrard
Inlet Bridge B., withdrawn, on Speaker's
ruling, 372.

Bill, constitutionality oj. In debate on Com-
mous readjustnent B., 422.

Personal renarkt. Mr. McMillan called to
order for imputing motives, on Amt. for
concurrence in Ry. Coin. Report, Burrard
Inlet Bridge B., 365.

PRIVILEGE, QU7ESTION OF.
Correction of report in Victoria Colonist, of an

occurrence respecting Library books, 157-8.
REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See - " Commons

representation readjustment B. (76)."
SECORD, LAURA, DESCENDANTS OF.

Petition, for relief, presented, 54.
SENATE INTERNAL ECONOMY COMMISSION; ap-

pointment and duties, &c. ; B. (1).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.

Abbott's remarks, ques. as to present mode
of making payments, 212.

Amt. (for appointment of Commission by
Senate, and provincial representation), in-
tention of moving in Com., 223; reply to
Mr. Bellerose thereon, 224.

On B. being uithdrawca ; remnarks as to reduced
Committee, and Provincial representation,
reply to Messrs. Kaulbach and Power re-
specting sectionalism, 356.

SMITH, LAURA AND MARY.

Descendants of Laura Secord; Petition for
relief presented, 54.

WAR OF 1812.
Laura Secord, descendauts of; petition for

relief, presented, 54.
WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION, 1889.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for copy of evidence;
remark on his proposal to rend it in full, 338.

MoKAY, Hon. Thomas.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See - "Inspection
(General) Act. Amt. B. (N)."

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO. Incorp.
B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Coin. Re-
port (with Amt. as to width of draw, &c.) ;
Amt., as modified (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)to
refer B. back for further consideration ; and
proposed Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) for con-
currence in the Report; on Mr. Clemow's
remarks as to proceedings in the Com., 370.

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
In Com. of the W. ; on the last cl. (inspection

of apples), on labour being performed by
owner, 345.
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McKAY, Hon. Thomas-ontnued.

U. S. WRECKERs, PRIVILEGES TO; B. (8).

Reported from Coin. of the W., without Amt.*,
176.

WoMAN's BAPTIST MISSIONARY UNION, of Mari-
timte Provinces; Incorp. B. (32).

Introduced*, 157.
2nd R.*, 108.
3rd R.*, 181.

McKINDSEY, Hon. George O.
LONDON AND PORT STANLEY RY. ; debenture

liolders. London and Port Stanley Directors,
&c. ; B. (22).

Intro(duced*, 200.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Lougheed)*, 213.
3rd R. (n. by Mr. Lougheed)*, 232.

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald.

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., and Aint. (Mr.
Boulton) to limiit stock to $3,000,000; Ait.
(Mr. Lougheed) to refer B. back to Coin.,
seconded, 198.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co.
INCORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Coin.
Report (with Amt. as to height of bridge
and width of swing); Ait. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) to refer back to Com. for Amt. (100 ft.
draw); and Ant. (Mr. Meinnes, B.C.) for
concurrence in Report, 364-5.

COMMONS REFPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on re-
marks of Mr. Read (Quinté) respecting re-
jection by Senate of Tuckersmith B. ; ques.
as to vote, 413.

CUSTOMS D-TIES ACT AMT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; ques.

respecting the exodus, 504.
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTM ENT. See

" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

ExODUS, THE.

Ques. on 3rd R. of Customs Duties Act Amt.
B., 504.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Gorf. or Partt., protection of na#iylationi.-On
Burrard Inlet Bridge R., remarks that
matter should be left to Govt., 364-65.

Personal remarks.-On Mr. MeInnes (B.C.)
stating that motives were imputed to
him, in his action on above B., 365.

OTTAWA VALLEY RY. Co. INCORP. B. (59).
Introduced (in absence of Mr. Ogilvie)*, 376.

PRINTING COM., I 1TH REPORT OF.

On M. (Mr. Read, Quinté), for adoption of;
on ques. of unnecessary Returns called for
by members, 494.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

SCHOOL SAVINOS BANK ; renewal of charter, and
increase of capital stock; B. (36).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and proposed
Aint. (Mr. Murphy) for 3 months " hoist " ;
ques. as to original charter and business
done under it, 494.

TARIFF, CHANGES IN, B. See " Customs."

TEMPERANCE ACT -IMT. B. (6).
On. M. (Mr. Vidal) for 2n( R., on sub-sects. c

and e (liquor for niedicinal purposes), 124.
In Com. of the W. ; on the saine, 128. On

Mr. Vidal's Aint., to add cl. (physician
" having no interest in sale "), 129, 130. On
Mr. Vidal's Ant. (inspection of druggists'
records by magistrates), 130.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr. Dickey's
Aint. (extending voting privilege to towns),
144.

MACDONALD, Hon. Andrew A., (P.E.I.)

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

Seconded, 9 ; death of the Duke of Clarence,
9 ; abundant harvests, 9 ; exports and the
McKinley tariff, 9 ; imports, 10 ; Behring
Sea question, Il ; Alaska bonndary, Il ;
salvage, wrecking and coasting trade, Il;
U. S. reciprocity, 11-12; purse-seining, 12;
Civil Service Commission, 12 ; Criminal
Code, 12 ; Redistribution Bill, 12 ; Marine
and Fisheries Depts. amalgamation, 12 ; the
Conservative party, 12.

PILOTAGE ACT AMT. ; exemption of vessels not
more than 120 tonnage ; B. (10).

In Coin. of the W. ; suggestion that U.S. fish-
ing vessels should only pay once each season,
166.

PRINTING COMMITTEE, REPORTS OF.

On Amts. ni. (Mr.Read, Quinté) to 5th Report;
alteration in system of stationery supply re-
commended, 213.

RAILWAYS, SBSIDIES TO ; B. (101).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; compar-

ison between subsidies to Rys. and other
public works ; Souris breakwater ; inter-
proviikial steamers ; B. introduced late in
session ; 519, 520.

SoURIs BREAKwATER, REPAIRS NECESSARY.
Remarks on 3rd R. of Ry. subsidies B., 520.

STATIONERY, SUPPLY OF.

Change in systei reconmmended (on consider-
ation of 5th Report of Printing Coin.), 213.

MACDONALD, Hon. Wm. J. (B. C.)
BEIHRING SEA SEIZURES, RECENT.

On Inqy. (Mr. Scott) and reply (Sir John
Abbott), 464.

BENNETT DIVoRcE B. (J).

On M. (Mr. Kaulbach) for concurrence in 22nd
Report of Select Coin., against the B.; on
Mr. Albtion's remnarks as to mode of taking
evidence, 301.

On M. (Mr. Clenow) for refund of fees, &c.
reply to Mr. Power's suggestion to allow
respondent's expenses, 311.
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MACDONALD, Hon. Wm. (B.C.)-Contd.
BOTTLES OF SPIRITs, LABELLING OF.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R. of Inland Rev-
enue Act Amt. B. (71) and Mr. Kaulbach's
remarks, 299.

BRITISH COLUMîBIA, EGG PRODUCTION.
Remarks on 3rd R. of Customs Duties Act

Aint. B., 504.
BRITIsH COLUMBIA, SALMON FIsHING AND CAN-

NING.

M. for report of Commission, and for Regu-
lations for control of i-iver fishing, 249.

Ques. (on 2nd R. of Inspection Act Aint. B.)
whether canned salmon is subject to inspec-
tion, 382.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO.
INCORP. B. (65).

Introduced *, 284.
2nd R. m., 310; reply to Mr. Power's ques.

as to subsidy. 310.
On being reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry.

Corn., with Aint. ; consideration on 2-2nd
June, i. *, 350.

On Order for consideration à Ry. Com.
Report (with Amt. as to height of bridge
and width of swing) ; Amt. m., to refer
back to Con. for Amt. (10) ft. draw or
swing),358. On Mr. Miller's suggestion to
omit instructions to Coin., 368. Ait. nodi-
fed, to refer B. back for further considera-
tion, 369.

On B. being reported (Mr. Vidal) without
Amt. 3rd R. on 28th June, n., 375. On
Mr. Power's suggestion that Report be first
adopted ; pointed out that there is now no
Amt., 375.

3rd R. mn., 376.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Remarks on, in debate on amalgamation el. of
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (72),
259.

CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dicky) for 2nd R. ; on Mr. Scott's
remarks as to security, 303-

CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT AMT. ; registration
required for re-entry ; B. (44).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and
Mr. Kaulbach's remarks on increased
restrictions, 497.

CON MONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On I. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and
Amnt. (Mt. Boulton) for reference to Supremne
Ct. for opinion on its constitutionality :
ques. on practice in New Zealand, 422; on
B. N. A. Act interpretation, 425 ; on Sir
John Abbott's speech, remnarks on B. N. A.
Act, 440; review of the question, of Mr.
Power's speech, and Mr. Boulton's position,
449.

In Coin. of the W. ; on 7th cl. (Manitoba) ; on
Aint. (Mir. Boulton) to naine Marquette
divisions Portage la Prairie and Macdonald,
a ques., 461.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th

July; on Mr. Miller's speech, remark as to
time, 390.

On M. (Mr. Scott) for Message to Commons for
original B., ques. as to copy, 397.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Scott's speech, ques. as to future Amts.,
468 ; on Sir John Abbott's remark on pub-
licity of the B., 484.

CUsTOMs DUTIEs ACT AMT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; remark

on B. C. eggs, 504.
DIVORCE CASES-See:

"Bennett."
"Harrison."
" Wright."

DOMINIoN LANDS ACT AMT. B. (89).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; remarks

on sect. 3, sub-sect. 5, where neglect of pre-
emption paynent enables settler to get land
free, 453 ; on the Premnier's explanation of
Departimental regulations, 453.

EGGs, PRODUCTION OF, IN B. C.
Remarks on 3rd R. of Customs I)uties Act

Aint. B., 504.
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, REDISTRIBUTION. ,See

" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

FsH1NG, SALMON, B. C. See " B. C."

FRANCE, MAIL COMMUNICATION WITH.
On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and for con-

tracts since lst Oct., 1891 ; ques. of steamers
calling at French ports, 202.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See " Inspection."

HARRISON I)IVORCE B. (G).
16th Report of Select Coin., recommending

substitutional service; on M. (Mr. Kaul-
bach) for adoption, and Mr. Power's ques.
as to last address of respondent, 179.

IMMIGRATION, CHINESE. See " Chinese.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. B. (71).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on Mr.

Kaulbach's remarks as to marking bottles
by sellers, as a check on adulteration, 299.

INSPECTION ACT AMT. B. (N).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ques.

whether canned salmon is subject to inspec-
tion, 282.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See " Senate."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LAND GRANTS TO RYs., MAN. AND N. W. T.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of, 265,

271-2.

LANDS ACT, DOMINION. See " Dominion."
LIQuOR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF. See " Inland

Revenue Act Amnt. B. (71)."
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MACDONALD, Hon. Win. (B.C.)--Contd.
MAN. AND N. W. T. RYs.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) to prohibit land grants,
265, 271-2.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.
On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and for con-

tracts since lst Oct., 1891 ; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's remarks ; question of steamers call-
ing at French ports, 202.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, constitutionality of. See the debate on
" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

Com. report, adoption of. On. M. for 3rd R.
Burrard Inlet Bridge B. ; Mr. Power ob-
jected, that Ry. Con. Report should first
be adopted ; pointed out that the Report
now contained no Aint., 375.

Divorce procedure, expens-e., oj re.spondent. On
Mr. Power's suggetsion to allow, in Ben-
nett case, 311.

Notices incomplete. On Mr. Kaul-
bach's Aint., referring back Com. report,
for strict compliance with rules, in
Wright case, 167.

Rys., LAND GRANTS TO, MAN. AND K. W. T.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of such

grants, 265, 271-2.
REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons re-

presentation readjustment B. (76)."
SALMON FISHINO AND CANNING, B.C.

M. for report of commission, and for Regula-
tions for control of river fishing, 249.

Ques. (on 2nd R. of Inspection Act Aint. B.)
whether canned salmon is subject to in-
spection, 282.

SENATE, INTERNAL ECoNOMY' ConnrSsloN; ap-
pointment and duties of ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Power's remnarks, control over the con-
tingent expenses, 209.

In restumed debate : suggestion that each
province be represented on the Commission,
216.

TARIFF, CHANGES IN. See " Customs Duties
Act Amt. B. (103)."

U. S. SEIZURES IN BEHRING SEA.
On Inqy. (Mr. Scott) as to truth of report,

and reply (Sir John Abbott), 464.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. Co. INcoRP.
anialgamation with C.P.R., &c. ; B. (72).

On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 2nd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Power) to strike out 9th cl., allowing
amalgamation; on Mr. Kaulbach's remarks,
respecting C.P.R., 259 ; on Mr. Boulton's,
259.

WRIGHT DIVORCE B. (F).
On M. (Mr. Clemow) for adoption lith Report

of Select Com., that notice is practically
complete, and Amt. (Mr. Kaulbach) to refer
back to Com., for strict comnpliance with
rules, 167.

MacINNES, Hon. Donald (Burlington).
BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital

stock ; B. ,41).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., Amt. (Mr.

Boulton) to limit stock to $3,000,000, and
Amt. (Mr. Lougheed) to refer B. back to
Com. ; ques. as to bonding powers under
the B., 128 ; suggestion that el. be inserted
defining bonding power, 198.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LIBRARY.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption of lst Report
Library Coni., 238.

CIVIL SERVICE CoMMiuSSioN, REPORT, &C.
Inqy., when Report will be brôught down,

235.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power), whether Govt. intends

improving law next session ; recommended
the subject be deferred till then, 374; on
Mr. Power's retort, 374.

COAL, FREIGHT RATES, INTERCOL. RY.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) respecting I.C.R. man-

agement, and Mr. Wark's renarks thereon,
513.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks
on Montreal readjustnent, 405.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) !or 2nd R., and

objections thereto ; proceeding with the B.
recommended, 474.

CUSTOMs DUTIEs ACT AMT. B. (103).
- On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.

Power's remnarks respecting the exodus, 505.
B. reported from Com. of the W., without

Amt., 506.
ELECTORAL I)ISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See

" Commons representation readjustnent B.
(76)."

EXODUS, THE.
On Mr. Power's speech, on 2nd R. of Customs

Duties Act Amt. B., 505.
GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See " Inspection."

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).

Reported from Comn. of the W., without AmL.,
346.

INTERCOLONIAL RY. MANAGEMENT.

On Inqy. (Mr. Power), steps to be taken re-
specting deficit, and his M. for time-table;
renarks as to through rates, freight and
pussenger, 511, 513.

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Allani) for adoption of lit Report
of Joint Com. (appointnent of W. W. Camp-
bell to Library), 238.

ONTARIO PACIFiC RY. ; extension of time for con-
struction ; B. (50).

Introduced*, 200.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Vidal)*, 213.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Power)*, 231.
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MacINNES, Hon. D. (Burlington)--Contd.

RAILWAYS, THROUGH RATES ON.

Remarks on Mr. Power's Inqy. respecting
Intercol. Ry. management, 511, 513.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons re-
presentation readjustinent B. (76)."

TARIFF, CHANGIES IN. See " Customs Duties Act
Anit. B. (103)."

MACPHERSON, Hon. Sir David Lewis,
K. C. M. G.

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT Ry. Co. ; new
series first preference bonds authorized ; B.
(83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Almon) preferential bonds not to take
precedence of outstanding bonds or liabili-
ties, 327.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir .John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to Supreme
Court for opinion on its cons itutionality,
425.

MASSON, Hon. Louis F. R.
DIVORCE CASE. See "Wright."

FIsHiNO BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; statemnent in ad-
vance dispensed with; B. (12).

On M. (Sir -John Abhott) for 3rd R., and objec-
tion (Mr. Power) to the reading immediately
upon being reported from Coi". of the W.,
110.

MARINE AND FIsHERIES DEPT. AMALGAMATION
B. (12).

On M. (Sir John Abhott), for 3rd R., to strike
out 4th cl. (transfer of duties to another
Minister), 100.

NEwFOUNDLAND, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to intention of
Govt., and ques. of Order (Mr. Kaulbach)
against speech or discussion thereon, 57 ;
on the Speaker's ruling, 58; on Mr. Boulton
withdra.wing his Inqy., 61.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Diorce procediire ; inSufficient notice. On
M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption Report of
Coin. (in \ right case) that the length of
notice in local papers suffice, 64.

Inquie,4. not debataWle. On Inqy. (Mr. Boul-
ton) re intention of Govt., and objection
(Mr. Kaulbach) to speech thereon, 57.

On the Speaker's ruling, 58.
WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.

On M. (Mr. Gowanu) for adoption of 2nd Report
of Select Coin. (that the notices published in
local papers suffice), 64.

MILLER, Hon William.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH PROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for. On Mr. Boulton's
remarks, re N.S. coal export, 26. On Mr.
Abbott's renarks, re revision of voters'lists,

ADJOURNMENTS.

(Ash Wednesday, 3-16 March). On Mr. Belle-
rose's M .for, and ques. as to C ommittees
sitting during adjt., 52-3.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March). On Mr. Lan-
dry's M. for, 71.

AIKINS DIVORCE B. (B).
On M. (Mr. Sanford) for adoption of 10th

Report of Select Coin. ; renark on the evi-
dence, 161.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N)."

APPOINTMENTS, LIBRARY. See " Library."

SENATE. See " Senate."

BAIE DES CHALEURS RAILWAY.

Ingy., as to further Govt. correspondence, 55.

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; INCREASE OF CAPITAL
STOCK B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R., Aint. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit stock to $3,000,000, and
point of Order the: eon; notice of Amt. is
necessary, 188. Proper procedure explained,
189.

On Mr. Boulton withdrawing his Amt., in
favour of M. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-commit
the B., explanation of the procedure, 199.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co.
INCORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Coin. Amt.
(height of bridge and width of swing) ; on
Amt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to refer back
to Con. for Ant. (100 feet draw or swing);
suggestion that he modify Ant. so as to refer
B. back "for further consideration," 368-9.

On proposed Amt. (Mr. MeInnes, B.C.), for
concurrence in Report, further renarks on
procedure, 371.

On B. being reported frou Ry. Com., without
the Ant. ; M. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.) for
3rd R. on 28 June ; and ques. (Mr. Power)
that the Report should tirst be adopted, 375.

CAMPBELL, THE LATE SIR ALEXANDER.

Eulogium of, 250.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LIBRARY.
On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption of Ist Report

of Library Coin. (recomending the above),
238.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See " Temperance.

CANADA, TRADE OF, Ni. See " Trade."

CANSO AND LouISBOURc Ry. Co. INCORP. B. (51).
Introduced, and (pending Report of Standing

Orders Com.) 2nd R. on 4th May m., 181.
2nd R. m., 189.
3rd R.*,. 199.

CAPE BRETON RAILWAY.

On Mr. Power's allusion to, in his Inqy.
respecting Intercol. Ry. deficit ; ques. as to
his neaning, 506.

CATTLE, DEFINITION OF. See debate on " Crin-
inal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."
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MILLER, Hon. William-Continued.

CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. Co.; new series of first
preference bonds ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., 304.
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., and objection

(Mr. Power) that 3rd R. on saine day as
reported from Ry. Com. is irregular, 313-14,
316.

COAL, EXPORT OF. NOVA SCOTIA.
Reinark, in debate on the Address, 46.

COMMITTEES, SITTING OF, DURING ADJT. OF
SENATE.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for adjt., 3-16 March,
52-3.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks
on additional seat for Montreal, 404. On
Mr. Murphy's reinarks, and Mr. Power's
ques. of Order, that such discussions should
cone up in Com.; held. in order, principle
of B. being involved in divisions, 406.

On Aint. (Mr. Boulton) to refer B. to Supreme
Ct. for opinion as to its constitutionality ;
provincial resolutions, &c., prior to Con-
federation, 421.

CONTINGENT ACCTS. COM., FuNCTIONS OF. See
debate on " Senate Internal Econony B. (1).

CONTINGENT AccTs. COM., REPORT OF.
On. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report ; on

appointment of messengers and pages, 72.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th

July ; on Mr. Scott's remarks, that B. is not
in regular shape ; ques. as to meaning, 385 ;
on Mr. Scott's remarks on merits of the B.,
on procedure on the Act of 1868, and on dis-
crepancies fron B. as introduced in Com-
mons, 387, 389, 390 ; on Mr. Kaulbach's
remarks, upon personnel of Com., :392 ; on
procedure in 1868, 392 ; on Sir John
Abbott's, reinarks as to speed of B. passing
Commons, 394.

On M. (Mr. Scott) for Message to Connons,
for original B. ; objection to such course as
unprecedented, 397; notice of such M. should
be given, 397.

On further M. (Mr. Scott) as above ; a cor-
rected copy offered, 398.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Scott's speech, ques. as to copy lie quotes
from, 467 ; remark that B. was not hurried
through Coin., 468. On Mr. Vidal's speech,
as to changes from Statutes cls. are taken
from(Raffles, suppression of), ren1ark, change
made in Connnons, 470-1. On Mr. Kaul-
bach's speech (Law of witnesses and evi-
dence), renark, that B. is before Commons,
472. On Sir John Abbott's remarks on Mr.
Power's speech (" cattle " definition), 483.

In Com. of the W. ; on 205th cl. (Lotteries,
suppression), and Ant. (Mr. Vidal) to strike
out sub-sect. d, exempting companies au-
thorized by Legislatures ; ques. respecting
St. Jean Bte. Society, 488.

DIVORCE CASE. See I Aikins."

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS READJUSTMENT B. See
" Connons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

EvIDENcE, LAw OF. See debate on " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

FISHERIES, NFLD. See " Newfoundland."

FISrnNG BOU.NTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-
vance dispensed with ; B. (5).

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Ant., to
add cl. (payment on or before 31st March
each year), and his renarks thereon, 102-3 ;
on Mr. Abbott's remarks, 105; on Mr.
Howlan's, 109.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., and Mr.
Power's objection to reading immediately
upon being reported fron Coni., 110.

FISHING VESSELS, N. S., Modia rirendi; licenses
without previous sanction of Parlt. ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 182.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. Ste " Inspection
Act Ant. B. (N)."

INDEMNITY, MEMERS'. See "Sessional Indemnity
B. (104)."

INQUIRIES, EXTENDED REMARKS ON MAKING.

On Ingy. and remarks (Mr. Boulton)- re New-
foundland trade relations, 56, 58, 60, 61.

INSPECTION ACT (GENERAL) AMT. B. (N).

On Order for 3rd R., and Aint. (Sir John
Ahbott-) to strike out cl. respectinig inspec-
tion fees; on ques. of inspection of apples
being permissive only, 348. On the pro-
cedure ; that fees should be left to Cominons
to initiate, 349.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAv.

On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps respecting
the deticit; ques., on his allusion to Cape
Breton Ry., 506.

INTERNAL EcONoMY B. See " Senate."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LAw OF EvIDENCE. SÇee debate on "Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption of lst Report
Joint Coin. (appointment of W. W. Camp-
bell to Library), 238.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance Act."

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF.
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

Se " Crininal

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY. S€e " Sessional In-
demnity B. (104)."

MESSENGERs, APPOINTMENT OF. See " Contingt.
Acets. Coin."

MIDLAND RY. CO.'S B. (93).

Being reported froi Ry. Coin. without Aint.;
on M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R. presently, and
Mr. Kaulbach's suggestion that Report
should first be adopted ; pointed out, there
is nothing to concur in, 374.

MODUs VIVENDI. See "Fisling Vessels."
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MILLER, Hon. Williarn-Cotinued.
MONTREAL, READJUSTMENT OF SEATS. kSee "Com-

mons representation readjustment B. (76)."
NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS WITH.

Intention of Govt. to resume former commer-
cial status. On Mr. Boulton's Inqy. and re-
marks, 60. On ques. of Order as to his ex-
tended remarks, 56, 58, 60, 61.

Matters in dispute. On M. (Mr. Boulton) for
papers respecting, 77, 81; on Mr. Kaulbach's
remarks, 87 ; on Mr. Howlan's, 92 ; on the
general subject, 93.

NOVA ScoTIA.

Coal, export of. Remarks in debate on the
Address, 46.

Fishermen selling bait to French. On Mr.
Boulton's Ingy. an i remarks re relations with
Newfoundland., 60.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill amd. by Coin., further amt. of. - Ottawa

City Pass. Ry.Co.'s B. being reported from
Ry.Com. with Aints.,and further Amt. be-
ing necessary; concurrence in4înts.of Com.
recommended, and further A it. on the 3rd
R., 309, 312.

Bill, Amt. not yermane. In Com., on Temper-
anceActAmt. B. (6) ; on Mr. Dickey's Aint.
to add cl. (extension of voting privilege to
towns), and Mr. Vidal's ques. of Order ;
postponement of Ait. till 3rd R. suggested,
142.

Bill, Amt. to 3rd R. On M. (Mr. Scott) for
3rd R. Bell Telephone stock increase B.,
Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to limit stock to $3,-
000,000, and point of Order thereon; notice
of Amt.is necessary,188. Proper procedure
explained,189. On Mr. Boulton withdraw-
ing hisAmt.,in favour of M.(Mr.Lougheed)
to re-commit the B., explanation of the
procedure, 199.

Bill, constitutionality of. On Mr. Boulton's
Amt.to refer Commonsreadjustment B. to
Supreme Ct. for opinion ; remarks on the
procedure at Confederation, 421.

Bill, debate on 2nd R. On 2nd R. of Commons
readjustment B.,and Mr. Power's objection
that renarks on new divisions should come
up in Comn.; held, in order, principle of B.
being involved in the divisions, 406.

Bill, explanation before proper Com. On M.
(Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R. Velsbacb patent
renewal B. (75); on Mr.Kaulbach's conten-
tion that the B. deprives public of rights ;
pointed out that proinoter can substantiate
facts before Private Bills Coin., 243.

Bill, Message Io Connons- for original. Mr.
Scott's M.for (Criminal Law B.)opposed as
irregular and unrprecedented,397; notice of
such a M. demanded, 397 ; on the M. as
again offered, 398.

Bill, proredure in 1868. On M. for 2nd R. on
5th July,of Crimîinal Law B.; reply to Mr.
Scott's remarks as to similar procedure in
1868, 388.

Bill, reference back to Com. On Ry. Com.
Report, amending Burrard Inlet Bridge B.

as to height of bridge and width of draw,
and Mr.Macdonald's M.to refer B.back for
Aint. as to width of draw ; suggestion that
he inodify M. so as to refer back " for fur-
ther consideration," 368-9. On proposed
Aint. (Mr. Mclnnes,B.C.) for concurrence
in the Report ; remarks as to its regularity
or advisability, 371. See also below, on
" Com. Reports, adoption of."

Bill, 3rd R. immediately upon being reported.
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R. of Fishing
Bounty Aint. B. (5), and Mr.Power's objec-
tion to readingimmediately upon being re-
ported by Con.,110. On Mr. Power's sim.
ilar objection, in case of Chignecto Marine
Ry. Co.'s B., 313-14, 316.

Committee Report', adoption of. On Mr.Kaul-
bach's objection to 3rd R. of Midland Ry.
Co.'s B., without adopting Ry. Com. Re-
port; pointed out, there is nothing to con-
cur in, when reported without Ant., 374.
On Burrard Inlet Bridge B. being a second
time reported, Amt. having been struck
out, and on Mr. Power's qnes. that Report
should be adopted before 3rd R. ; similar
ground taken, 375.

Committeem sitting during adjt. of Senate-
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for adjt., 52-3.

Fees, inspection, fxiny of by Commons. Held
that the principle of taxation is involved
in fees, and consequently they should be
left to Commons to initiate (Inspection
Act Amt. B.), 349.

Inquies., extended remarks on making. On
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) re Nfld. trade re-
lations, 56, 58, 60, 61.

M. for Papers, limited compliance with.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Returns re
trade of Canada, and Mr. Abbott's con-
sent within reasonable limits, 66.

Motion, Notice of, called for. On M. (Sir
John Abbott) for 2nd R. of Crim. Law B.
on th July ; Mr. Scott m. for Message to
Couunons for original B. ; M. opposed,
and notice of such a motion required, 397.

Petition for leave to present Petition for B.
On presentation (Mr. Sanford), Winnipeg
and Atlantic Ry. B. ; ques. of Order (Mr.
Power), necessity of report by Standing
Orders Com., sustained, 179.

OTTAWA CrTY PASSENGER RY. ; extension into
other municipalities; general powers, &c.
B. (16).

On bing reported (Mr. Dickey) froin Ry.
Com. with Amts. (acquisition of property,
&c., subject to obligations); on procedure,
for the further Amt. required, 309; reprinting
of B. unnecessary, 311 ; on the Anit., 312.

PAGE, APPOINTMENT OF. See "Contingt. Acets.
Com."

PATENT, RENEWAL OF A. See " Welsbach."

PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF. See " Order and
Procedure."

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance."

RAFFLES, RESTRIcTION OF. See "Crim. Law
Act, 1892; B. (7)."
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MILLER, Hon. Willian-Contnued.
RAILWAYS MENTIONED IN DEBATE. See-

Baie les Chaleurs Ry.
Canso and Louisbourg Ry.
Cape Breton Ry.
Chignecto Marine Ry.
Intercolonial Ry.
Midland Ry. of Canada.
Ottawa City Passenger Ry.
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.

READJUSTMENT OF REPRESENTATION. See "Com-
mous representation readjustnent; B. (76)."

ST. JEAN BAPTISTE SOCIETY LOTTERY. See de-
bate on " Criminal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC Ry. INCoRP. B.
On presentation (Mr. Sanford) of petition for

leave to present Petition, and ques. of
Order (Mr. Power), necessity for Report of
Standing Orders Comn., 179.

MONTGOMERY, Hon. Donald.

COMMONS REPRESENSATION READJUSTMENT, B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Amt•
(Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to Supreine
Ct., for opinion upon its constitutionality ;
on Mr. Boulton's renarks as to power of
adding members to House of Lords, 449.

SENATE ADJOURNMENTS. See "Adjournments." MURPHY, Hon. Edward.

SENATE AND CoNoNs B. Se-e " Sessional In-
demnity B. (104)."

SENATE APPOINTMENTS. See "Contingt. Acets.
Coi."

SENATE, INTERNAL ECONOMY COMMISSION, ap-
pointment and duties; Senate appointmients,
estirnates, &c. ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Abbott's remarks, control over Senate ap-
pointments, 209; on Mr. Power's, saine
point, 210; on MIr. Scott's, conparison
with Connions Board, 217; on Mr. Abbott's,
Senate estimiates not submitted to Speaker,
221.

On B. being withdrarn ; suggestions for new
organization of Contingencies Com., 355;
on Mr. Kaulbach's remarks, 355.

SENATE PROCEDURE. See " Order and Proce-
dure."

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY; 12 days' absence this
session, not chargeable; B. (104).

On ist R., and Sir John Abbott's explanation
of the B. ; ques. whether it refers to both
Houses, 498.

TELEPHONE Co. B. See " Bell Telephone."

TEMPERANCE ACT. AMT. B. (6).
In Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Dickey's Amt., to

add cl. (extending voting privilege to
towns), and Mr. Vidal's ques. of Order, that
Ai-t. is not gerinane to the B. ; suggestion
to defer the Ant. until 3rd R., 142.

TRADE OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, and Mr.
Abbott's consent to a liited extent, 66.

TRADE RELATIONS. See "United States,"
" Newfoundland," &c.

UNITED STATES, 3odu- rirendi. See "Fishing
Vessels, U. S."

VON WELSBACH, C. A., PATENT OF. See "Wels-
bach."

WELSBACH PATENT, RENEWAL OF; B. (75).
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R. ; ques. to what

Com. the B. is to be referred, 242; on Mr.
Kaulbach's contention that the B. deprives
the public of rights, 243.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks
on Montreal divisions, and other Quebec
constitutencies, 405-6.

CRIMINAL LAw 4CT, 1892; B. (7).
In Com. of the W. ; on 205th cl. (suppression

of Lotteries), and Aint. (Mr. Vidal) to
strike ont sub-sec. d, exempting associations
heretofore chartered by legislatures, 487-8 ;
further inquiry and remarks respecting
Quebec and St. Jean Bte. lotteries, 488-9.

SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK; renewal of charter,
increase of capital stock, &c. ; B. (36).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for suspension of rules,
and adoption of Standing Orders and Private
B. Com. Report (reconniending that B. be
placed on Orders for 2nd R.); Amt. n., 6
months " hoist," 491 ; on Mr. Power's
remarks on procedure, 491.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., Amt. i., 3
months " hoist," 493; replies to Mr. Mc-
Mfillan's ques., date of former charter, &c.,
494.

On Mr. Power's suggestion that B. be allowed
to go to Banking Com., Amt. withdrawn,
494.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John.

BOTTLES OF SPIRITS, LABELLING OF.

Iu Coin. of the W., on Inland Revenue Act
Aint. B. (71); on ci. 2, ques. as to labelling
of re-filled bottles, 227-8.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See " Temperance."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Amalgamation cl. of Winnipeg and Atlantic
Ry. Co. lIncorp. B. (72) ; on Ant. (Mr.
Power) to 3rd R., to strike out the el., 259.

CIMINuAL LAW ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., post-

poneient of B. till next session advoca.ted,
475.

In Com. of the W. ; on definitions, cl. o(loaded
amis), remark ; term not sufficiently con'-
prehensive, 485.

H1GH CoMMISSIONER, ALLEG.ED STATEMENT OF.

Blow to be struck at U.S. Inqy. as to authoritY
for statement, &c., 54.
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INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT.; labelling of bottles;
sale of packages of cigars ; B. (71).

In Com. of the W. ; on cl. 2, sub-sect. 2,
(labelling of spirit bottles) ; ques. as to
labels on re-filled bottles, 227-8.

LAND GRANTS TO RYs., MAN. AND N.W.T.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of 272 ; on

remarks of Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 272; on
Sir John Abbott's, 279.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC, RBEGULATION OF. See--

'Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Vidal's Amt. to
add cl. (inspection of druggists' records by
inagistrates) and Mr. Bellerose's sub-Amt.
(to substitute ministers of religion), 131.

---- See also " Inland Revenue Act Amt.
B. (71)."

UNITED STATES, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

Inqy., as to alleged statement of fiigh Coin-
missioner, re blow to be struck, 54.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC Ry. Co. INCoRP.
amalgamation with C.P.R., &c. ; B. (72).

On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 3rd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Power) to strike out 9th cl., allowing
amalgamation, 259.

OGILVIE, Hon. Alexander W.

ADJOURNMENTS.

(3rd-16th March) m. (by Mr. Bellerose, in
absence) 52 ; M. amrd. (4th-16th), 53.

ALBERTA RY. AND COAL CO. ; further extension
of Ry. ; irrigation works, &c. ; B. (39).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. Girard), 240.

BELL TELEPHONE CO. ; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (Mr». Scott) for 3rd R., request for post-
ponement, and notice of Amt. (Mr. Boul-
ton) to lipnit stock to $3,000.000 ; on Mr.
Scott's remarks, rate of dividends paid, 188.

On 3rd R. being again m. (Mr. Scott), and
Aint. (Mr. Boulton) as above; on Mr.
Boulton's renarks, rates charged in New
York, 193 ; on the merits of the B. and
the Ait., 194.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDOE Co.
INcoRP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Re-
port (with Ait., 150 ft. high or 150 ft.
swing); Amt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), to
refer back to Coin. for Amt. (100 ft. draw);
and Amt. (Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.), for concur-
rence in Report ; on the latter's remarks,
359; review of the question, 361.

CANADIAN PACîFiC Ry. ; increase of capital stock,
&c. ; B. (38).

On B. being reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry.
Com., without Amt., and request (Mr.
Power) for postponenent of 3rd R. ; on Mr.
Power's remarks: two-thirds vote of share-
holders necessary, 172.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMT. ; appointment of per-
sons employed before 1882, &c. ; B. (74).

Reported fron Coin. of tho W. without Amt.,
493.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

Reported fron Com. of the W. without Amt.,
463.

DIVORCE CASE. See "Wright.''.

LAND GRANTS TO RYs. See debate on " Man.
and N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80) "

MAN. AND N. W. Ry. ; extension of time for
constructing parts of ; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and request
(Mr. Boulton) for postponement, in view of
M. for cessation of land grants to Man. and
N.W.T. Rys., 244.

MONTREAL BOARD OF TRADE ; increase of capital
stock, for a Board of Trade building; B.
(25).

Introduced*, 170.
2nd R. m. (by Mr. Lougheed), 177.
3rd R.*, 181.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Dicorce procedure. On M. (Mr. Gowan) for
adoption of 2nd Report Select Com., in
Wright case, and ques. of sufficiency of
notice, 64.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of lIth
Report, that notice is practically coin-
plete, and Mr. Kaulbach's objection to
consideration presently; remarks on the
ques. of procedure, 154.

On further M. (Mr. Clemow) for its adop-
tion, and Amt. (Mr. Kaulbach) to refer
back to Com., for strict compliance with
rules ; further renarks on procedure, 167.

OTTAWA VALLEY RY. CO. INCORP. B. (59).
Introduced (by Mr. McMillan)*, 376.
2nd R. m , 378.
3rd R.*, 379.

PILOTAGE ACT AMT.; exemption of vessels not
more than 120 tonnage; B. (10).

Reported from Coni. of the W. without Amt*,
166.

PONTIAC PACIFIC JUNCTION Ry. ; extension o
time for Ry. and for Ottawa River bridge;
B. (63).

Introduced*, 200.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rd R. (in. by Mr. Dickey)*, 231.

RAILWAYS, LAND GRANTS TO. See debate on
" Man. and N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80)."

RAILWAYS, SUBSIDIES TO; B. (101).
Reported fromn Coin. of the W., without

Amt., 506.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Comnions re-
presentation readjustnent B. (76)."

ST. JOHN HARBOUR ; purchase by Commission,
&c. ; B. (99).

Reported fron the Com. of the W., with
Amts., 496.
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SENATE INTERNAL ECONoMîY COMMIssION; ap-
pointment and duties of, &c. ; B. (1).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Power's remarks, 210.

SUBSIDIES TO Rys. See " Railways."

THREE RIVERS HARBOUR COMNISSIONERS ; new
issue of debenture bonds; B. (98).

In Coin. of the W. ; on ist el., reply to Mr.
Power's ques. as to rate of interest, 451.

B. reported fromn Com. of the W., with Amt.
(5 per cent interest, 1 per cent sinking fund),
452.

W INDING-UP ACT AMT. B. (O).
Reported fron Con. of the W., with Amts.,

357.
WRIGHT DIVORCE B. (F).

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 2nd Report
of Select Com., and ques. of suificiency of
notice, 64.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of llth
Report, that notice is practically complete,
and Mr. Kaulbach's objection to consider-
ation presently ; remarks on the ques. of
procedure, 154.

On further M. (Mr. Clenow) for its adoption,
and Amt. (Mr. Kaulbach) to refer Report
back to Coin., for strict compliance with
rules, further remarks on procedure, 167.

PAQUET, Hon. Anselme Homère.

DECEANSE OF. Remarks by the Premier, in de-
bate on the Address, 47.

PELLETIER, Hon. C. A. P.

ADJOURNM ENT.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March). On M. (Mr.
Landry)for, and AmIt. (Mr. Kaulbach), 24th-
28th, 71.

PERLEY, Hon. William Dell.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for, and Mr. Abbott's
remarks respecting the C.P.R. and the N.
W. wheat export, 43.

CANADIAN PACIFIc RAILWAY.

On Mr. Abbott's remarks in dehate on the
Address, upon N.W'. wheat export, 43.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; neces-
sity for provision respecting N.W.T., 405.

In Com. of the W. ; on the preamble, name of
Portage la Prairie for new district urged,
462.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
In Coin. of the W. ; on 205th cl. (suppression

of Lotteries) ; on Amnt. (Mr. Vidal) to strike
out sub-sect. d, exempting associations here-
tofore authorized by Legislatures ; ques., on
Sir John Abbott's remarks, as to 12 months'
grace under this B., 487.

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; effect of

egg duty on price in B. C., 504.
DIvoRCE CASE. See " Mead."

DOMINION L AN DS ACT ANMT. B. (89).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., ques.

as to exemption from residence, for second
honestead entry, 378; ques. as to extension
of time for selection, 378.

In Com. of the W., on 6th cl. (closing up roads,
&c.) ; on ques. of powers of Lt. Gov. of
N. W. T., 381.

E cs, )UT Y ON.
Remarks on 3rd R. Customs Duties B. ; effect

upon price in B. C., 504.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
"Commons representation readjustriient B.
(76)."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act Amt. B. (7)."

LAND GRANTS TO RYS. See " Railways."

LANDS ACT, DOMINION. See " Dominion."

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See " Criminal Law
Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

MAN. AND N. W. Ry. Co. ; extension of time
for constructing parts of ; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and request
(Mr. Boulton) for postponement, in view of
M. to prohibit land grants to Rys. in Man.
and N. W. T., 243.

MEAD DIVORCE B. (C).
Introduced*, 55.
2nd R.*, 123.
3rd R. m., 179.

RAILWAYS IN MAN. AND N. W. T., LAND GRANTS
TO.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. of Man. and
N. W. Ry. Co.'s B., and Mr. Boulton's re-
quest for postponement, in view of his M.
for cessation of land grants to Rys., 243.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) as above, 266-70; on
Mr. Clemow's remarks, 274-5; on Sir John
Abbott's, 277, 281 ; on the main ques., 282.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See "Cononos re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

TARIFF, CHANGES IN. See " Custons Duties
Act. Amt. B. (103)."

POIRIER, Hon. Pascal.

ANNAPOLIS, N S., OLD FORT AT.

Ou Inqy. (Mr. Almon) whether Govt. intends
selling any portion of, 352.

BURGESS, MR., REINSTATEMENT OF.

Ques., on 2nd R., Supplementary Supply B.,
140.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO. INCORP-
B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com. Report
(with Anit. as to height of bridge or width
of swing)4 Amt., as modified (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.) to refer back for Amt., 100 ft.
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BURRARD INLET TUNNEL, ETC.-Continued.

draw; and proposed Amt. (Mr. Melnnes,
B.C.) for concurrence in Report. On ques.
of Order; held that M. should be for adop-
tion of Report, and Aint. to refer back ;
and the proposed sub-Amt. is just a nega-
tive, 371.

FisHiNG BoUNTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-
vance dispensed with; B. (5).

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Amt., to
add cl. (paymxàent on or before 31st March in
each year), 109.

INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF.

Ques., as to reinstatement of officials, on 2nd
R. of Supplementary Supply B., 140.

JUDGE WETMORE'S SUCCESSOR, APPOINTMENT OF.

M. for correspondence, 293-7 ; on remarks of
Sir John Abbott and Mr. Dever thereon,
298.

NEw BRUNSWICK SUPREME COURT.

M. for corresp. respecting appqintment of
Judge Wetmore's successor, 293-7 ; on re-
marks of Sir John Abbott and Mr. Dever
thereon, 298.

NFLD., TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to intention of
Govt., and reinarks re St. Pierre and
Miquelon, 69.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTION OF. See
"Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. (65)."

ST. PIERRE AND MIQUELON.

Ques. as to cession, on Inqy. and remarks (Mr.
Boulton) re Nflid. trade, 59.

SUPPLY B., SUPPLEMENTARY, 1891-92; (62).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., ques. as to

reinstatements, Dept. of Interior, 140.
WETMORE, dUDGE, APPOINTMENT OF SUCCES-

SOR TO.

M. for corresp., 293-7 ; on remarks of Sir
John Abbott and Mr. De% er, 298.

POWER, Hon. Laurence Geoffirey.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for. On Mr. Boulton's
renarks, aggregate of trade, 23; bounty on
pig iron, 31 ; C.P.R. construction, 43. On
Mr. Abbott's renarks, dates of bye-
elections, 47; revision of lists, 47.

ADJOURNMENTS.

(Easter, 8th-28th April). On M. (Mr.
Lougheed) for, 136.

(20th May). On M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.)
for adjt. till 6th June; Amt. (Mr. Clemow)
till 30th May ; and Aint. (Mr. Melnes,
B.C.) till ist June, 247 ; on Mr. Abbott's
remarks, 248.

AIKINS DIVORCE B. (B).
On M. (Mr. Sanford) for consideration of 10th

Report Select Com. to-morrow, and Mr.
Kaulbach's request for further postpone-
ment, 161.

ALBERT SOUTHERN Ry.
M. (in absence of Mr. McClelan) for Return

of subsidy paid, corresp. relating thereto,
and inspection reports, 332.

ANNAPOLIS, THE OLD FORT AT.

On Ingy. (Mr. Alinon) whether Govt. intends
selling part of the lot, 352; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's remarks, 354.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection Act
Ant. B. (N)."

AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE. See
the debate on " Commons representation
readjustment B. (76)."

BEET-ROOT SUcGAR BOUNTY; continuance for 2
years; B. (102).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for suspension of 41st
Rule, and for 2nd R. ; objection taken, with
a view to speaking on the B. ; on under-
standing with Premier as to speaking on
3rd R., objection wvithdrawn, 499.

BEHRING SEA, RECENT SEIZURES.

On Inqy. (Mr. Scott) and reply (Sir John
Aubott) ; remark, 464.

BELL TELEPHONE CO.; increase of capital stock;
B. (41).

On M. (.lr. Scott) for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit stock to $3,000,000. On
ques. of order ; notice of Aint. to 3rd R. not
necessary, 188-9.

On renewed M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rd R. ; on Mr.
Cleinow's remarks, and on merits of the B.,
196, 198. On M. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-
commit the B., and the ques. of procedure,
198-9.

reference to cl. restricting tolls charge-
able. On M. (Mr. Clemowl for 3rd R. Can-
ada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (64), 232.

BENNETT DIVORCE B. (J).
B. having been dropped; on M. (Mr. Clemow)

for return of fees and exhibits to petitioner,
and Amt. (Mr. Kaulbach) return of an ex-
hibit to respondent ; suggestion that respon-
dent's expenses be paid, 311.

BOTTLES OF SPIRITS, LABELLING OF. See " In-
land Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

B. N. A. ACT, INTERPRETATION. See the debate
on " Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

BUCxINGHAM AND LIÈVRE RIVER RY. CO. IN-

CORP. B. (H).

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for concurrence in Com-
mons Amts. ; on Amt. restricting amalga-
mation el. to C. P. R., 283; on elimination of
Ottawa River bridge el., 283 ; on Mr.
Dickey's remarks as to courtesy due Com-
mons, 284.

BURGESS, MR., REINSTATEMENT OF.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Supplementary
Supply B., 137-8, 141.
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BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO. IN-
CORP. B. (65).

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 2nd R.;
ques. as to subsidy, 310 ; reference to P.E.I.
tunnel, 310.

On Order for consideration of Amt. of Ry.
Com. (height of bridge and width of draw),
and M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to refer back
to Com. for Amt., and proposed Aint. (Mr.
Mclnnes, B.C.) for concurrence in Report of
Com. ; on Mr. Read's remarks respecting
Murray Canal bridge, 360; on Mr. Ogilvie's
remarks, 361. On Ant. (Mr. Vidai) to re-
fer B. back without instructions ; on point
of Order, and on merits of the question, 368;
further on the procedure, 371.

On B. being reported f rom Coin. without Amt.,
and M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 3rd R.
on 28th June, ques. as to adoption of Re-
port of Com., 375.

CABINET REPRESENTATION IN SENATE. See

" Senate."

CALGARY AND EDMONTON Ry. SUBSIDY.

On Sir John Abbott's remarks, on M. (Mr.
Boulton) for cessation of land grants to
Rys., 278.

CAMPBELL, THE LATE SIR ALEXANDER.

Eulogiumn of, 251.

CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT TO LIBRARY.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption lst Report
of Library Com., 237.

CANADA ATLANTIC Ry. ; extension of time for
completion ; telegraph and telephone privi--
leges ; B. (64).

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 3rd R. ; ques. as to
limitation of tolls chargeable, 232 ; reference
to restrictive cl. in Bell Telephone B., 232.

CANADA SOUTHERN RY. Co.'s B. (34).
On M. (Mr. McCallum) for 2nd R. ; ques. as

to principle of B., 168 ; on Mr. McCallun's
reply, 168.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See " Temperance."

CANADIAN PACIFic RY. AMALGAMATION.
On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 3rd R. of Winnipeg

and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (72); Aint. m., to
strike out 9th c., permitting amalgamation,
257 ; remarks on prohibition of C.P.R. and
G.T.R. amalgamation, 250.

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for concurrence in Coin-
mons Amt. of Buckingham and Lièvre Ry.
B., restricting amalgamation cl. to C. P. R.,
283.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. ; DEBENTURE STOCK ; in-
crease of capital stock, &c. ; B. (38).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R., 170.
3rd R., postponement requested, 171 ; further

remarks on stock increase, 171-2.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY., EXPENSE OF CONSTRUC-
TION.

Remarks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of
land grants to Rys., 276.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. MANAGEMENT, &C.

Remarks, on Inqy. and M. respecting Inter-
colonial Ry. management, 507-8-9, 510-11,
513-14-15.

CARLING, HON. JOHN, RESIGNATION OF SEAT IN
SENATE.

M. for copy of resignation ; Cabinet represen-
tation in Senate, 47-8.

CENSUS, THE. See debate on " Customs Duties
Act Amt. B. (103)."

CHIGNECTO MARINE RY. ; new series of first pre-
ference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for suspension 51st Rule
(as to notices), as recommended in 19th Re-
port Standing Orders Com. ; objections
thereto, 234.

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., 305; on Mr.
Wark's renarks, 306.

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., on ques. of
Order, 3rd R. on saine day as reported from
Commons, opposed, 313-14-15 ; on Mr.
Dickey's remarks, ques. as to value of
G.T.R. bonds, 322; on merits of the B.,
and irregularity of its procedure, 326-7;
reference to G.T.R. bonds, 327.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT AMT. ; registration
requisite for re-entry ; B. (44).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R.; photo-
graphs for identification suggested, 497 ; on
Mr. Kaulbach's remarks, as to exaction of
fees for certificates, 497.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT, AMT. OF.

Inqy. as to intention of Govt. to act on Report
of Commission, 374 ; on the Premier's reply,
374 ; on remarks of Mr. MacInnes (Burling-
ton), 374.

_ _ Amt. B. (74), respecting certain officials
employed before 1882.

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Lougheed's re-
marks, and the Premier's reply as to the
intention of dealing with general question
next session, 493; on making of regulations
by head of Dept. or by O.C., 493.

CIVIL SERVICE IRREGULARITIES.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., Supplemen-
tary Supply B. ; remarks on reinstatements
in Dept. of Interior, 137-8, 141.

COAL, FREIGHT RATES ON INTERCOL. RY. Se6
" Intercolonial Ry., Inqy. and M."

COMMONS REPRESENTATION, READJUSTMENT; B.
(76).

Inqy. as to its introduction, 126.
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.

Murphy's proposed remarks on Montreal
divisions; ques. of Order, that this discus-
sion should come up in Coin., 406. On re-
marks of Mr. Read (Quinté), Huron re-
adjustment of 1874, 413. On Mr. Prowse's
remarks on Provincial readjustment of
P.E.I., 415.

On Amt. (Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to
Supreme Ct., for opinion as to its consti-
tutionality ; on his renarks on New Zealand
readjustment, 422. On Sir John Abbott's
remarks as to interpretation of B.N.A.
Act, 440. On merits of the B., on its late
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introduction, 442-3; on ques. of Order
raised (above) ; on the Act of 1882; on the
Huron readjustment, 443; on the Ontario
readjustment B., 444; on the Quebec reso-
lutions and B.N. A. Act, 444 ; on N. Zealand,
Australian and English practice, 445; on
B.N.A. Act, 445-6 ; merits of the B., 447.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for reference to
Coin. of the W., further on English pro-
cedure, 454-5-6-7.

In Com. of the W. ; on 4th cl., sect. a (Nova
Scotia readjustnient), 458-9; on remarks by
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 460; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's comments, 460.

On 5th cl. (New Brunswick readjustment), 461.
On 6th cl., sub-sec. b (P.E.L ), 461.
On 8th cl. (B.C. readjustment), question as to

description being quoted from Provincial
Govt. notice, instead of being inserted in
the B., 462.

CONTINGENCIES, SENATE. In debate on Senate
Internal Economy B. (I), 209, e10, 355.

CONTINGENT AccTs. COM., 2ND REPORT OF.

On M. (Mr. Read Quinté) for adoption; Amt.
m., dispensing with 2 pages instead of 3,
454.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT; 1892; B. (7).
Inqy. as to intention of proceeding with, 126.
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th

July ; on his remarks, a personal correction,
395; on his objection to Mr. Scott opposing
the B. at this stage, 396; on ques. of post-
poning passage of B. until next session,
396.

On M. Mr. (Scott) for Message to Commons for
the original Bill, a remark, 397.

Ou M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on dis-
crepancies between els. and statutes fron
which adopted, 476 ; 2nd R. and reference
to experts for examination, to be proceeded
with next session, advocated ; instances of
defects ; .efinition of " cattle," and lottery
cl., 476-7.

On Sir John Abbott'§ remarks upon the dis-
crepancies, 481 ; as to the passage in Com.
of cl. defining "cattle ", 483.

in Coin. of the W.; on cl. 3, sub-sect d (" cattle
definition) verbiage objected to, 485.

On 106th cl. (pointing loaded firearms), Amt.
m., to increase maximum penalty from

$50 to $100, 485.
On 205th cl. (suppression of Lotteries); on

Amt. (Mr. Vidal) to strike out sub-sect d,
exempting associations heretofore authorized
by Legislatures, 488.

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for suspension of 41st

Rule, and for 2nd R. ; objection to tariff
legislation late in session, 500; on the
policy, and on trade relations with U.S.,
500-1, 505; on the egg duty, 501 ; on duty on
fruit packages, 501, 505 ; on raw materials
for manufactures, 501. On Mr. Kaulbach's
remarks, 502; on Sir John Abbott's ques-
tions of population and the exodus, 504-5.

DEPARTMENTS. See "Interior," "Marine";
also " Civil Service.

DIVORCE CASES. See

" Aikins."
" Bennett."
" Harrison."
"Mead."
"Wright."

DoMINIoN FRANCHISE ACT. See "Franchise".
DOMINION LANDS ACT FUJRTHER AMT. B. (89).

In Coin. of the W. ; on Ist cl. (removal of
restriction to blocks of 4 townships ea.i),
ques. as to object of change, 379.

On 5th cl. <mineral lands), enactment that
Orders in Council should be laid before
Parlt. urged, 379, 380 ; postponement of 3rd
R. suggested, 380.

On 6th cl. (closing of roads) urged that dis-
posal of disused roads be le ft with local
Govt., 381-2-3.

DUTIES, CUSTOMS, TARIFF. See " Custons
Duties Act Amnt. B. (103)."

EGGs, DUTY ON. See "Customs Duties Act Amt.
B. (103)."

ELECTIONS, VOTERS' Lisrs FOR. See "Voters'
Lists, 1891 ; B. (67)."

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
"Commons representation, readjustment
of ; B. (76).

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE ACT. See " Voters'
Lists, 1891 ; B. (67)."

ENGLAND, MAIL SERVICE TO. See "Great Bri-
tain."

ENGLISH PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE. See de-
bate on " Commons representation readjust-
ment B. (76)."

EXODUS, THE. See debate on " Customs Duties
Act Amt. B. (103)."

FIREARMS, POINTING, PENALTY. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

FISHERIES. See "Newfoundland, relations
with."

-- SEAL. Sce "Behring Sea."

FISHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-
vance dispensed with; B. (5).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R.; postponement
of Com. stage requested, 67.

In Coin. of the W. ; Amt. m., to add cl. (dis-
tribution on or before 31st March), 101-2-3-4;
on Mr. Prowse's renarks, 104; on Mr. Ab-
bott's, 105-6-7; on Mr. Howlan's, 108.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., objection
taken to reading inmmediately on being re-

. ported, 110.
On further M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., 120;

on Mr. Abbott's remarks, 120, 121 ; on Mr.
Kaulbach's, 121.

FISHING VESSELS, U. S. (ModuM vivendi); Li-
censes without previous authority of Parlia-
ment; B. (11).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 183; on Mr.
Abbott's remarks, in reply, 184-5.
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FISHING VESSELs, U. S., PILOTAGE OF.

In Com. of the W. on Pilotage Act Amt. B.
(10); on suggestion of Mr. Macdonald (P. E.I.)
for exemption of U. S. fishing vessels from
more than one payment each season, 166.

FLOUR, FREIGHT RATES ON INTERCOLONIAL RY.
See " Intercolonial Ry., Inqy. and M."

FRANCE, MAIL COMMUNICATION WITH.

Renarks, on M. for corresp. and contracts,
mail service to United Kingdom, 200.

FRANCHISE ACT, DEFECTS IN.

Remarks on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R.
Voters' Lists B. (67), 400.

FREIGHT RATES ON INTERCOLONIAL RY. See
" Intercolonial Ry., Inqy. and M."

FRUIT PACKAGES, DUTY ON. See "Customs Du-
ties Act Amt. B. (103)."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. See " Inspection
Act Amt. B. (N).

GEOLOGîICAL SURVEY DEPT. ; that any Minister
may preside over; B. (A).

Objection taken to 3rd R. immediately after
being reported fron Com. of the W., 68.

GRAND TRUNK RY. ; amalgamation of Pacifie
Junction Ry. ; B. (14).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 2nd R. ; ques. as to
subsidy, &c., 125.

- bonds; reference to, in debate on
3rd R. of Chignecto Marine Ry. Co.'s B.,
322, 327.

C. P. R. amalgamation, prohibition-
of; remarks, on the Amt. m. to 3rd R. of
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (strik-
ing out cl. permitting amalgamation), 257-8.

- management ; remarks, on the Inter-
colonial Ry. Inqy. and M., 510.

GREAT BRITAIN, MAIL SERVICE WITH.

M. for corresp., and for contracts since Ist
Oct., 1891, 200; on Mr. Kaulbach's remarks,
202.

GREAT N.W. CENTRAL Ry., PROGRESS OF.

Remarks, on M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation
of land grants to Rys., 276.

GUN, POINTING OF, PENALTY.
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

See " Criminal

HARRISON DIVORCE CASE.

On M. (Mr. Kaulbach) for adoption 16th
Report of Select Conm., recommending substi-
tutional service; notice should be sent to
last Ottawa address, 179.

HURON READJUSTMENT. See debate on " Côm-
mons representation readjustment B. (76)."

IMMIGRATION, CHINESE. See " Chinese Immi-
gration Act Amt. B. (44)."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL. Se6 " Sessional.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. ; labelling of
bottles; sale of small packages cigars; B.
(71).

In Com. of the W.; on cl. 2, sub-sect. 2
(labelling bottles of spirits), remarks: pen-
alty excessive, 225 ; on Mr. Kaulbach's
remarks, trade mark not in question, 226 ;
on Mr. Abbott's, as to intention of cl.,
change in wording suggested, 227-8 ; on Mr.
Snowball's suggestion to include wines, 229;
on Mr. Dickey's, labelling bottles, filled
from cask, 229, 230; on Mr. Abbott's re-
marks thereon. 230. Request that cl. be
allowed to stand, 231.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R., and Mr.
Dickey's remarks on having elimivated above
sub-sect., 299.

In Com. ; on last el. (apples) ; on size of
barrels, and amount of fees, 343-4-5 ; on
suggestion (Mr. Prowse) reduced fee, to be
for inspection alone, 346.

On Order for 3rd R., and M. (Mr. Abbott) to
strike out cl. fixing amount of fees ; on
right of Senate to prescribe the fee, 348.
On cost of opening and re-packing package ;
and on the number of repealing els. in the
B., 348.

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See " Criminal Law
Act, 1892; B. (7)."

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Inqy., what steps Govt. will take respecting
deficit in operating; and M. for passenger
time-table, 506. 508-9, 511, 512. On Mr.
Wark's remarks, 513 ; ou Mr. Dever's,
513-14 ; on Sir John Abbott's, 515, 517.

Comment on Mr. Dever's remark, on 3rd R. of
Ry. Subsidies B. (101), 521.

INTERIOR, DEPARTMENT OF; REINSTATEMENTS IN.
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., Supplementary

Supply B., 137-8, 141.
INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See "Senate."

JAMES' BAY Ry. See " Nipissing and James'
Bay."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

LAKE MANITOBA RY. AND CANAL Co. ; extension
of time for construction; B. (37).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. ; remarks upon
large land grants to Rys., 180.

LAND GRANTS To RAILWAYS.

Renarks on 2nd R., Lake Man. Ry. and Canal
Co.'s B. (37), 180.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of, 275; on
Sir John Abbott's remarks thereon, 278.

LAND IN TERRITORIES B. See " N. W. T."

LANDS ACT, AMT. See "Dom. Lands Act Amt.
B. (89)."

LANDS, ORDNANCE, AT ANNAPOLIS.

On inqy. (Mr. Almon) whether Govt. intends
selling part of old Fort, 352; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's remarks, 354.

LAw, CRIMINAL, CONSOLIDATION. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

LEGxISLATION, LATE IN SESSION, &C. See " Order
and Procedure."
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LIBRARY OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption Ist Report
Joint Com. (appointnent of W. W. Camp-
bell to the Library), 237.

LINDSAY, BOBCAYGEON AND PONTYPOOL RY. Co.
Incorp. Act revival and Anit. B. (45).

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 2nd R., 169.

LIQUoR TRAFFIC, RESTRICTIONS ON. See-
"Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
"Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See "Crim. Law
Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

MAIL SERVICE, OCEAN.

M. for corresp., and for contracts since 1st
Oct., 1891, 200; on Mr. Kaulbach's re-
marks, 202.

MAN. AND N. W. RY. ; extension of time for
constructing parts of ; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for suspension of 5Ist
Rule (as to notices), as recommended by
Standing Orders Com. ; reinark, reserving
rights of Ry. Com. to consider d4 lays, 233.

MAN. RY. AND CANAL CO. See "Lake Man."

MAN. Rys., LAND GRANTS. See "Railways."

MARINE AND FIsHERIES DEPT. AMALGAMATION
B. (12).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 67.
On B. being reported froin Com. of the W.

postponenent of 3rd R. requesLted, 73.
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 3rd R., Aint. m., to

strike out 4th cl. (transfer of duties to
another Minister), 98; on Mr. Abbott's re-
marks, 100, 101.

MEAD DIVORCE CASE.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 6th Report of
Com. (recommending substitutional service);
ques. as to practicability of direct service,
71-2.

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY. See " Sessional In-
demnity B. .(104)."

MINISTERIAL CHANGES.

M. for copy of Mr. Carling's resignation of
seat in Senate, 47-8.

MODUS VIVENDI B. See " Fishing Vessels."

NEWFOUNDLAND, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton). Ques. of Order, on
Mr. Kaulhach's repeated speaking, 57. On
ques. of discussion upon an Inqy., 58, 60.
Remark on the commercial status, and fish-
ing privileges, 60.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers respecting
matters in dispute, 84; on Mr. Howlan's
remarks, 92; on the motion, 96, 98 ; on Mr.
Abbott's remarks, 116, 118.

NEW ZEALAND PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE. See
the debate on " Commons representation
readjustment B. (76)."

NIPISSING AND JAMES BAY RY.; iDcreased bond-
ing power, &c. ; B. (29.)

On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for 2nd R., 125; on
Mr. Kaulbach's remarks, 125.

41

N.S. REPRESENTATION, READJUSTMENT OF. See
" Commons readjustment B. (76)."

N.-W. CENTRAL RY. -See "(Great N.-W. Cen-
tral."

N. -W. T. LAND ACTS CONSOLIDATION B. (M).
On Order for 2nd R., and M. (Mr. Abbott) for

postponement ; remark on length of session,
235.

N.-W.T. LAND GRANTS To RAILWAYS. See
"Railways."

N. -W.T. LAND REGULATIONS. Sec also "Do-
minion Lands Act Aint. B. (89)."

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

M. for corresp., and for contracts since 1st
Oct, 1891, 202; on Mr. Kaulbach's remarks,
202.

ONT. PACIFIc RY. ; extension of time for con-
struction; B. (50).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. MacInnes, Burlington)*, 231.

ONT. PROVINCIAL READJUSTMENT. Sec the de-
bate on "Comnons readjustment B. (76)."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill, Amit. not germane to. On M. (Mr.

Vidal) for 3rd R., Temperance Act Amt.
B. ; ques, of Order on Mr. Dickey's Amt.
(extension of voting privilege to incorpor-
ated towns), Aint. not germane to B., 145;
objection withdrawn, owing to previous
agreement, 145.

Bil, Amt. of Commons, concurrence in. On
Mr. Dickey's remarks as to courtesy due
Commons, 284.

Bill, A mts. of Ry. Com., consideration of. On
Burrard Inlet Bridge B. (65); held, that
M.(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to re-commit, re-
quires notice, 368. Further on the proper
procedure, 371. On B. being reported
without the Amt., held that the Report
should be adopted, 375.

Bill, Ami. of Ry. Com., further Ami. On the
Anit. (Ottawa City Pass. Ry. Co.'s B.) re
Co.'s obligations, as made in Com., and
further Aint. required therein ; reference
back to Com. advised, 309, 311 ; resciuid-
ing of concurrence in Com.'s Amt. ad-
vised, 312; that this can be done by unan-
imous consent, 312.

Bill, codißcation, disc'repancies (froin Statutes
from which drafted). In debate on
" Criminal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)," 476,
481.

Bill, consideration in Com. On M. (Mr.
Girard) for suspension of Slst Rule (as to
notices) on Man. and N. W. Ry. Co.'s
B., as recommended by Standing Orders
Com. :renark, reserving right of Ry.
Com. to consider delays, 233.

Bill, consititutionality of. See the debate on
" Co-nmons representation readjustinent
B. (76)."

Bill delayed by informality in petition. On
School Savings Bank B. ; held that this
is a case for relaxation of Rules, 491.

Bill, discuqsion ai wrong stage. Objection
taken to Mr. Murphy's speech on M. for
future 2nd. R. of Redistribution of Seats
B., 406; explanation made, 443.
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ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF-Contd.

Bill, inxufficient notices On M. (Mr. Dicke y)
for suspension 51st Rule, as to notices,
in favour of Chignecto Marine Ry. first
preference bonds B. (83), as reconimended

y Standing Orders Com. ; objections of
Mr. Almon sustained, that there is possi-
bility of wrong being done by waiving
Rule in this case, 234-5. Point insisted
on, at 3rd R. of the B., 326.

Bill, Money, right of Senate to anend. Re-
mark, on Aint. (Sir John Abbott) to St.
John Harbour B. (99), reserving part of
loan to Govt., 495; on the Premier's re-
mark that the Senate may amend condi-
tions of money grants, 495.

Bill, partial pas-ayfe this se.-4sion. Suggestion
that Criminal Law B. should pass 2nd R.,
and be referred to experts for examina-
tion, B. to be resumed next session, 396,
476-7.

Bill, Petition to present petition, for Incorp.
Act (Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.); must
be reported on by Standing Orders Com.,
179.

Bill, private, rejection on 2nd R. opposed. On
" hoist " Amt. to 2nd R. of School Sav-
ings Bank B., held that it should go to
Banking Com., 494.

Bill, reasons for, called for on 2nd R. On Nipis-
sing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (29),
125; on Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s
B. (83), 241.

Bill, restrictive clauses compared. On M. (Mr.
Clemow) for 3rd R. Canada Atlantic Ry.
Co.'s B. (64); ques. as to limitation of
telephone rates chargeable, and reference.
to restrictive cl. in Bell Telephone Co.'s
B. (41), 232.

Bill, 3rd R., Aint. without notice. On M. (Mr.
Scott) for 3rd R., Bell Telephone Co.'s B.,
and Amt. (Mr: Boulton) liniting capital to
$3,000,000; held that notice of Amt. is
not necessary, 188 : that Rule against 3rd
R. on day of B. being reported may be
enforced, 189.

M. to refer back to Com. On same B., and M.
(Mr. Lougheed) to re-commit, further on
the ques. of procedure, 199.

Bills, 3rd R. immediately on pa.sîng Com., ob-
jected to (Bill A, respecting Geological Sur-
vey), 68. Siniilar objection taken, and
Rules of House of Lords quoted (on Fish-
ing Bounty B., 5), 110.

Similar objection, and Ruiles of H. of Lords
quoted, on 3rd R. of Chignecto Marine
Ry. Co.'s B., 313-14-15.

Debate, repeated speaking. On Mr. Boulton's
Inqy. re Nfld. trade relations, objection to
Mr. Kaulbach's repeated speaking, 57.

Divorce procedure; respondent's expenses.
Suggestion that these should be paid
(Bennett case), petitioner's B. being
thrown out, 311.

Divorce procedure ; Rules not complied with.
On M. for adoption of Rep. of Com., in
Wright case; on incompleteness of news-
paper notices, 55, 62, 64. On considera-
tion of 2nd Report, Amt. m., to refer it
back to Com., which was agreed to, 69,70.

Divorce procedure ; substitutional servce on
respondent. On M. for adoption of Re-
port of Coin., in Mead case; ques. as to
practicability of direct service, 71-2. On
M. for adoption of Report of Com. in
Harrison case ; suggestion that notice be
sent to last Ottawa address, 179.

English Parliamentary procedure. See debate
on " Commons representation readjust-
ment B. (76)."

Fees, right of Senate to.fx. On Order for 3rd
R. of Inspection Act Aint. B. (N) ; held
that Senate has the right to fix inspection
fees, 348.

Inquies., extended discussion upon. On Mr.
Boulton's Inqy. re Nfld. trade relations,
and the discussion thereon, 58, 60.

Legislation, late in session. Objection made,
on M. (Sir John Abbott) for suspension of
Rule and 2nd R. of Customs Act Amt.
B., 500.

Remarks, on Criminal Law B., 396, 476-7.
Remarks, on Commons representation read-

justment B., 442-3.
Legislation, Prorincial. In Coin. on Criminal

Law B., on ques. of exempting from sup-
pression Lotteries authorized by Quebec
Legislature; held that such Provincial
legalization of an offence is an additional
reason for stringency, 488.

ORDNANCE LANDS, ANNAPOLIS.
On Inqy. (Mr. Almon) whether Govt. intends

selling part of the old Fort, 352; on Mr.
Kaulbach's remarks, 354.

OTTAWA CITY PASSENGER RY. ; extension into
other inunicipalities, &c. ; B. (16).

On B. being reported (Mr.. Dickey) from Ry.
Com., with Amt., respecting Co.'s obliga-
tions, and further Amt. therein being re-
quired; on the procedure, 309.

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 3rd R., and Amt.
(i4r. Dickey) as above ; further on the pro-
cedure, 311-12.

OTTAWA RIVER, BRIDGE OVER.

On. M. (Mr. Clemow) for concurrence in Com-
mons Amt. to Buckingham and Lièvre Ry.
B., striking out bridge cl., 283.

OTrAWA VALLEY Ry. Co. INcoRP. B. (59).
On M. (Mr. Ogilvie) for 2nd R., 378.

PACIFIC JUN'CTIoN RY. AMALOAMATION. See
" irand Trunk Ry."

PAGEs, REDUCTION IN NUMBER OF.
Amt. m., to M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adop-

tion of 2nd Report of Contingt. Accts. Coin.,
454.

PATENT ACT AMT. B. (L).
In Com. of the W.; on lt cl. (patents for Can-

adians within 1 yr. of their foreign patents),
explanation asked for, 2.53 ; suggestion that
cl. include foreigners also, 255 ; all British
subjects, 256.

Commons Amts. ; on M. (Sir John Abbott) for
concurrence; readingseriatimsuggested, 377.

On Aint. to 8th cl., not limiting privilege tO
Canadians, 377.

On Amt. to title, by Commons, 378.
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PILOTAGE ACT AMT. ; exemption of vessels up

to 120 tons; B. (10).
2nd. R., on M. (Mr. Abbott) for; remarks as to

restriction to Canadian vessels, 152.
In Com. of the W., on the same point, 164 ; on

Mr. Abbott's remarks thereon, 164 - 65 ;
on suggestion of Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.) ex-
emption of U. S. fishing vesseis from more
than one payment each season. 166.

3rd R., on M. (Mr. Abbott) for ; postpone-
ment requested, 166.

POSTAL SERVICE, OCEAN.

M. for correspondence, and for contracts since
lst Oct., 1891, 200 ; on Mr. Kaulbach's re-
marks, 202.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND TUNNEL.

Reference to, on 3rd R. of Burrard Inlet Tun-
nel and Bridge Co. Incorp. B., 310.

PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF. See " Order, &c."

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance."

QU'APPELLE, LONG LAKE AND SeSK. RY. AND
STEAMBOAT Co.; extension of time ; B. (53).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 2nd R.; ques. as to com-
pletion of main line, 180.

RAILWAY ACT, VARIO
t

S AMTS. ; B. (84).

In Com. of the W.; on 4th cl., powers of com-
panies to sell lands, &c.; ques. and remarks,
492.

On 5th cl., crossings subject to approval of Ry.
Com. ; remark, 492.

RAILWAYS, AMALGAMATION OF. See

"Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry. B- ()."
"G.T.R. and Pacific Junct. Ry. B. (14)."
" Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. B. (72)."

RAILwAYS, LAND GRANTS TO.

Remarks on 2nd R. Lake Man. Ry. and Canal
Co.'s B. (37), 180.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of land
grants to Man. and N. W. T. Rys., 275; on
Sir John Abbott's-remarks, 278.

RAILWAYS MENTIONED IN DEBATE. Sete-

Albert Southern Ry.
Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry.
Calgary and Edmonton Ry.
Canada Atlantic Ry.
Canada Southern Ry.
Canadian Pacific Ry.
Chignecto Marine Ry.
Grand Trunk Ry.
Great N. W. Central Ry.
Intercolonial Ry.
Lake Man. Ry. and Canal Co.
Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Ry.
Man. and N. W. Ry.
Nipissing and James Bay Ry.
Ontario Pacific Ry.
Ottawa City Passenger Ry.
Ottawa Valley Ry.
Pacific Junction Ry. See Grand Trunk Ry.
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Sask. Ry.
St. Catharinps and Niagara Central Ry.
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.

REcIPRocrrY. See "United States."
41J

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS B. See "Colnmons
representation, readjustment of; B. (76)." •

ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RY.
Co.'s B. (40).

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for 3rd R., 169.
ST. JOHN HARBOUR; appointment of Com-

missioner ; increased borrowing power, &c.;
B. (99).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ques. as
to appointment of Commissioners, 489; re-
marks on increased borrowing powers, 490.

In Com. of the W. ; on Amit. (Sir John Abbott)
to add cl., reserving part of loan to Govt. for
purchase of wharves ; on right of Senate to
amend money Bills, 495.

SCHOOL SAVINGs BANK; renewal of charter, in-
crease of capital stock, &c. ; B. (36).

Introduced *, 485.
On M. (Mr. Girard) for suspension of Rules,

and adoption of Report of Standing Orders
Coin., recommendirg B. for 2nd R. ; on the
procedure, held that this is a case for relaxa-
tion of Rules, 491.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and proposed
Ait. (Mr. Murphy' for 3 months' " hoist " ;
held that the B. should go to Banking'
Com., 494.

SEAL FISHERIEs. See " Behring Sea.

SENATE ADJOURNMENTS, REMARKS ON. Set
" Adjournments."

SENATE AND COMMONS B. See " Sessional In-
demnity B. (104)."

SENATE, CABINET REPRESENTATION IN.
M. for copy of Mr. Carling's resignation of

seat, 47-8.
SENATE, INDEPENDENCE OF.

On Mr. Dickey's remarks as to courtesy due
Commons by concurrin in their Amts.
(Buckingham and Lièvre Ry. B.), 284.

SENATE INTERNAL ECONOMYCOMMISSION, appoint-
ment and duties; appointments, Estimates,
&c. ; B. (I).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 208-9, 210;
on Mr. Abbott's remarks, ques. as to mean-
ing of cl. 6,.211 ; on Mr. Scott's, composition
of Commons Board, 217; on Mr. Abbott's,
impartial appointments, 220; composition
of Commission, 220; reference of B. to Con-
tingt. Acets. Com. suggested, 222.

On B. being withdrawn (Sir J. Abbott); on
suggestions of Mesrs. Kaulbach and Miller
respecting composition of Committee, 355;
on remarks of Mr. McInnes (B. C.), 356.

SENATE PROCEDURE. See " Order."

SENATOR DECEASED.
Stevens, the late Hon. Mr.-Eulogium upon,

161.
SESSION, LENGTH OF, REMARKS ON.

On postponement of 2nd R., N. W. T. Lands
Act, 235.

On the M. for adjit. of 20th May, 247.
SESSIONAL INDEMNITY ; 12 days' absence not

chargeable ; B. (104).
On its introduction (Sir John Abbott); ques.,

whether a temporary measure, 498.
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POWER, Hon. L. G.-Continued.
SHIPS, PILOTAGE OF. See "Pilotage."

STEVENS, THE LATE MON. SENATOR.
Eulogium upon, 161.

SUGAR, BEET-ROOT, BOUNTY. See " Beet-root
Sugar Bounty B. (102)."

STPPLY BILL, SUPPLEMENTARY, 1891-92 (62).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks on

reinstatements, Dept. of Interior, 137-8,
141.

TARIFF, CHANGES IN. See " Customs Duties
Act Amt. B. (103)." .

TELEPHONE RATES CHARGEABLE. See-
"Bell Telephone Co.'s B. (41)."
"Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (64)."

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
In Com. of the W. ; on sub-sect. e (medical

prescriptions), 129; Amt. m., precluding a
physician's " pecuniary " interest, 130.

On Mr. Vidal's Amt. (inspection of druggist's
record by magistrates), 131.

On Mr. Dickey's Amt. (extension of voting
privilege to incorporated towns), ques. of
Order, Amnt. not germane 'to B., 145 ; ob-
jection withdrawn, owing to previous agree-
ment, 145.

See also debate on, "Inland Revenue
ActAmt. B. (71)."

TERRITORIES, LANDS IN, B. See "N. W. T."

THREE RIVERS HARBOUR CoMMISSION ; increased
loan authorized, &c. ; B. (98).

lu Com. of the W. ; on lst cl., ques. as to
rate of interest, 451.

On 4th cl., ques. as to release of former Govt.
loan, 452.

TRADE RELATIONS. See "United States,"
"Nfld," &c.

UNITED KINGDOM, MAIL SERVICE WITH.

M. for corresp., and for contracts since Ist
Oct., 1891, 200; on Mr. Kaulbach's re-
marks, 202.

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH.
Behring Sea, recent seizureq. On Inqy. (Mr.

Scott) and reply (Sir John Abbott) ; re-
mark, 464.

Exodys, the. See " Customs Duties B."
Mfodwn:virendi B. See "Fishing Vessels."
Patent pririleges. See " Patent Act Amt. B."
Pilotage charges. See "Pilotage Act Amt.

B.'
Tarif matter.4. See "Customs Duties B."

(See also debate on " Nfld., matters in
dispute with.")

Washington conference. Inq., whether papers
presented (Mr. Abbott) include whole cor-
respondence, 54.

VESSELS, Fisnîso. See " Fishing Vessels."
PILOTAGE OF. See "Pilotage."

VOTERS' LisTs; validity of those sent in since
30th Dec., 1991 ; no revision in 1892; B.
(67).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks
on working of Franchise Act, 400.

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.

Inqy., whether papers presented (Mr. Abbott)
contain whole correspondence, 54.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. CO. INCORP. B.(72)
On presentation (Mr. Sanford) of petition for

leave to present Petition ; report of Stand.
Orders Com. necessary, 179. .

On M. -(Mr. Lougheed) for 2nd R. ; reasons
for the B. called for, 241.

On M. (Mr. Sanford) for 3rd R. ; Amt. m., to
strike out 9th cl. (permitting amalgamation
with other Rys.), 257 ; on prohibition of
C. P. R. and G.T. R. amalgamation, 258.

Amalgamation cl. referred to, on concurrence
in Commons Amnts. to Buckingham and
Lièvre Ry. B., 283.

WRIGHT DIVORCE B.
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of 2nd Re-

port of Com. : incompleteness of newspaper
notices ; postponement suggested, 55.
Further on question of Rules, 62, 64.

On consideration of 2nd Report, Ant. n., to
refer it back to Com., 69, 70.

PROWSE, Hon. Samuel.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Landry) for, and Mr. Boulton's
remarks respecting reports, 23.

APPLES., INSPECTION OF. See "Inspection (Gen-
eral) Act Amt. B. (N)."

BENNETT DIVORCE B. (J).
On M. (Mr. Kaulbach) for consideration of

22nd Report (against the B.), without the
evidence being printed ; remarks on pro.
cedure, 257.

CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. Co. ; new series of
first preference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., 304.
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R. ; request for

postponenent (Mr. Almon), and notice of
Amnt., preferential not to take precedence of
outstanding bonds ; notice of Amt. (Mr.
Scott), to reduce rate of interest to 5 per
cent; and on Mr. Alnon's Amt. (as above)
being i., 323.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION ACT AMT. B. (76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on the
ques. of P.E.I. readjustment, Dominion and
Provincial, 413-14-15-16.

DIVORCE CASE. Sec " Bennett."
FIsHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-

vance dispensed with ; B. (5).
lu Con of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Amt., to-

add cl. (payment on or before 31st March
each year), 104.

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
In Coin. of the W. ; on the last cl. (inspection

of apples) ; on the ques. of inspection fee,
reduced fee suggested, leaving labour of
packing to owners, 345.

On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John
Abbott) to strike out sub-sect. 4 of sect. 7
(inspection fee) further, as to inspection on
the trees, and optional, and that fixing of
fees be left to Commons, 349.
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PROWSE, Hon. Samuel-Continued.

P. E. I. REPRESENTATION. See " Commons repre-
sentation readjustnent B. (76)."

P. E. ISLAND TUNNEL.

Remarks in debate on 3rd R. of Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), 323.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. ee " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

READ, Hon. Robert (Quinté).
ADJOURNMENT.

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for adjt. 20th
May-6th June; Amt. (Mr. Clemow), 20th-
30th; and Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 20th-
lst; 246.

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection (Gen-
eral) Act Aint. B. (N)."

BEHRING SEA SEIZURES.
Inqy., whether British or Canadian Govt. Mill

indemnify sealers, 66.
BELLEVILLE AND LAKE NIPISSING Ry.; extension

of time for construction; B. (2p).
Introduced*, 122.
2nd R. m., 123.
3rd R.*, 135.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co.,
Incorp. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Com.
Report (with Amt., 150 ft. height of bridge
or 150 ft. draw) ; Aint. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.), to refer B. back for Ant., 100 ft.
draw; and proposed Amt. (Mr. McInnes,
B.C.) for concurrence in Report, 360.

COBOURG, NORTIID. AND PACIFIc RY. Co. ; ex-
tension of time for construction; B. (49).

(Introduced, in absence of Mr. Read, by Mr.
Sanford*, 172.)

(2nd R. m. by Mr. Sanford*, -181.)
(3rd R. m. by Mr. Dickey*, 199.)

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remarks
upon the Tuckersmith B., in reply to Mr.
Scott, 412 ; reply to Mr. Power, 413 ; to
Mr. McMillan's ques. as to Senate's vote
upon this B., 413.

CONTINGT. AceTs. CoM., FUNCTIONS OF. See
debate on " Senate Internal Economy B.
(I)."

CONTINGT. ACCTS. COM., REPORTS OF.
lst Report (reduction of quorum; appoint-

ment of 3 messengers and a page) ; adoption
m., 72; reply to Mr. Miller, 72.

2nd Report (removals and appointments of
pages, increase of messenger s salary, &c.)
adoption m., 453.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; recom-

mended that B. be deferred till next session,
472.

In Coin. of the W. ; on 105th cl. (carrying
weapons) attention called to Senate Bills on
sanie subject, 485.

DIVORCE CASE. See "Wright."

DOMINION MILLERS' ASSOCIATION INCORP. B.
(70).

Introduced *, 256.
2nd R. m., 282.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Sullivan) *, 310.

FARM, EXPERIMENTAL, REPORT. See " Printing
Com., Report of."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See "Inspection."

GREAT NORTHERN Ry. ; Dominion incorporation;
time for construction extended ; bridge over
the Ottawa River; B. (60).

Introduced *, 240.
2nd R. m., 241.
3rd R. *, 246.

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John

Abbott) to strike out sub-section 4 of section
7 (inspection fees, apples), remark on
excessive charge for inspection, 348; against
grower's name being put on barrels, 348.

INTERNAL ECONOMY B. See " Senate."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

M1ESSENGERS, APPOINTMENT. See "Contingt.
Acets. Com."

MILLERS' ASSOCIATION B. See "Dominion
Millers."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Divorce procedure. On M. (Mr. Gowan) for
adoption Report of Com. (Wright case)
and ques. of sufficiency of notice, 64.

Legislation, late in Session. Deferring of Crim-
inal Law B. till next session recommended,
472.

Legislation, Senate and Common8. In Com. on
Criminal Law B., on 105th cl. (carrying
weapons) pointed out that Senate had sent
two Bills to Commons on this subject;
el. was allowed to stand, 485.

PAGES, APPOINTMENT OF. See " Contingent
Acets. Com."

PRINTING, JOINT CoM., REPORTS OF.
2nd Report ; adoption m., 158; reply te Mr.

Kaulbach, increased expense, 158.
3rd Report ; adoption m.*, 158.
5th Report ; three Amts. m., 213.
7th Report ; adoption m., 375.
8th Report; nit having been ad opted by Con)-

mons, discharge of Order ni., 357.
9th Report; adoption m.*. 357.
10th Report; adoption m.*, 357.
I Ith Report; adoption m.; unnecessary Re-

turns called for by members, &c., 494. Re-
ply te Mr. Almon, Experimental Farm Re-
port, 20,000 ordered, also French edition,
494.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons re-
preseutation readjustment B. (76)."

RETURNS, UNNECESSARY, CALLED FOR. See
" Printing Com., Reports of.

SEAL FISHERIES. See "Behring Sea."
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RE A , Hon. R. (Quinté)-Cotiniued.
SENATE APPOINTMENTS. See "Contingent Acets.

Com."
SENATE INTERNAL EcONoMY CoMMISSION, ap-

pointment, duties, &c. ; B. (1).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., 222.

WEAPONS, CARRYING ÔF. See " Criminal Law
Act, 1892; B. (7)."

WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 2nd Report

Select Com., and ques. of sutficiency of
notice, 64.

REESOR, Hon. David.

CRIMINAL LAw ACT, 1892 ; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; post-

ponement until next session ad vocated ; re-
marks on els. for suppression of lotteries,
&c., 480.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMT. B. (89).
In Com. of the W. ; on 6th cl. (closing up

roads), in debate on powers of Dominion
and Territorial Govts. ; Ontario municipal
system suggested, 382.

INSPECTION (GENERAL) ACT AMT. B. (N).
On Order for 3rd R., and Aint. (Sir John

Abbott) striking out subsect. 4 of sect. 7,
fixing inspection fees; remarks on the in-
spection of apples, 349.

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See debate on
" Criminal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

REID, Hon. James (Cariboo).
NICOLA VALLEY RY. Co.'s B. (24).

Introduced*, 122.
2nd R.*, 123.
3rd R.*, 135.

ROSS, Hon. John Jones (the Speaker).
COMMONS, SUMMONED, for opening of session, 3.

Assents to Bills, 153.
212.

- Prorogation, 522:

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. B. (71).
In Coin. of the W. ; on el. 2, sub-sect. 2

(labelling of bottles of spirits); suggestion
that possession of adulterated liquor be a
penitentiary offence, 228.

Rulinge and Remarks on Procedure:
AMT. NOT MOVED OR PUT. On Amt. (Mr. Boul-

ton) to 3rd R. Bell Telephone Co.'s B. (41)
being withdrawn; remark, that the Amt.
had not been moved or put, 198.

AMT. ON 3RD R. IN ORDER. On M. (Mr.
Clemow) for concurrence in Ant. of Ry.
Com. to Ottawa Street Ry. B.; Mr. Dickey's
presumption, that the B. is open to Amt. on
3rd R., confirned, 309.

AMT. UNNECESSARY. On Order for considera-
tion of Ry. Com. Report on Burrard Inlet
Tunnel and Bridge Co. Incorp. B. (with

Aint. for 150 ft. height of bridge or 150 ft.
draw); Ait. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to
refer B. back for further consideration; and
sub-Ant. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) for concur-
rence in the Report; Ruling: the sub-Amt.
is not necessary, 372.

INQUIES. SOT DEBATABLE. On Inqy. (Mr. Boul-
ton) re Newfoundland trade relations, Mr.
Kaulbach objected to extended remarks. In
view of previous practice, mnatter left to
decision of the House, 58.

SANFORD, Hon. William E.
AIKINS DIVORCE B, (B).

Introduced*, 55.
2nd R.*, 123.
10th Report of Select Coin.;

consideration m., 161.
3rd R. m.*, 171.

postponement of

COBOURc, NoRTHUMIBERLAND AND PACIFIc Ry.
• CO. ; extension of time for construction; B.

(49).
Introduced (for Mr. Read, Quinté)*, 172.
2nd R. m.*, 181.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey)*, 199.

DIVORCE CASES. See " Aikins ", "Harrison ".

HARRISON DIvORcE B. (G).
10th Report of Select Com., that notice is

practically complete; adoption 2n., 168.
Ist R. of B. M., 168.
2nd R.*, 225.
3rd R. m., 261.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. CO. INCORP. ;
amalgamation with C.P.R., &c. ; B. (72).

Petition for leave to petition presented, 179.
3rd R. m. (in absence of Mr. Lougheed), 257;

further remarks, in reply to Mr. Almon, 258.
WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE RY.; time

for construction, amalgamation with another
Co., &c.; B. (33).

Introduced*, 178.
2nd R.*, 181.
(3 R. m. by Mr. Girard*, 187).

SCOTT, Hon. Richard William.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On Mr. Landry's M. for. On trade relations
with U. S., 13 ; the country's prosperity and
the fiscal policy, 13 ; death of the Duke of
Clarence, 13 ; Behring Sea question, 14, 43;
the Washington conference, 14; Alaska
boundary, 11, 44; reciprocity in wrecking
and salvage, 15; coasting trade, 15; Redis-
tribution Bill, 15, 45; conduct of revising
and returning officers, 16, 45 ; dates of bye-
elections, 16. On Mr. Abbott's remarks,
43-4-5.

ADJOURNMENT.

(3-16 March). On Mr. Bellerose's M. for.

ALASKA BOUNDARY.

Remarks, in debate on the Address, 14, 44.

BEHRING SEA QUESTION.

Remarks, in debate on the Address, 14, 43.
Iuquies. as to alleged seizures of the sealing

fleet, 463-4.
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SCOTT, Hon. R. W.-Conminued.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY; increase of capital
stock; B. (41).

Introduced*, 170.
2nd R. m., 177.
3rd R. m., 187. On request for postponement

and notice of Amt. (Mr. Boulton) to limit
capital to $3,000,000, 187-8; on point of
Order, notice of Aint. is necessary, 188;
further remarks, 189.

3rd R. again m., 190; on Amt. (Mr. Boulton)
as above; on Mr. Boulton's remarks, bond-
ing power, 192-3; on Mr. Clemow's remarks,
metallic circuit, Electric Light Co.'s poles,
194; personal interest in Bell Co., 195; on
the merits of the B. and the Amt., and on
procedure of opposing B. at this stage, 197 ;
reply to Mr. MacInnes (Burlington), no
bonding power under the B., 198; on Amt.
(Mr. Lougheed) to refer B. back to Com.,
and Mr. Power's remarks in favour thereof,
198; on withdrawal of Amt. (Mr. Boulton)
and the Speaker's renarks thereon, 199.

On report (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. and Tele-
graph Coin., with Amts. restrcting borrow-
ing power, &c. :

3rd R. again m., 206 ; on Mr. Clemow's request
for further postpoueient, 206.

On 3rd R. Canada Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (64);
telegraph and telephone privileges, on ques.
of limitation of tolls chargeable ; remarks,
as to restriction cl. in this Bill, 2.32.

BENNETT DivoRcE B. (J).
On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 2nd R. ; counter

petition being. presented, distant day for
taking evidence recommended, 239.

BILLS, QUESTIONS OF PROCEDURE oN. See "Order
and Procedure."

BOILER INSPECTION INSURANCE Co. 4 additional
powers, electric machinery, &c. ; B. (19).

On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Kaulbach's ques. as to life insurance, 177.

BRITiSH COLUMBIA IMPERIAL RESERVES.

Remarks, on 3rd R. of Burrard Inlet Bridge
Co.'s B. (65), 364.

BROCKVILLE AND OTrAwA Ry.
On Amt. (Mr. Almon) to 3rd R. of Chignecto

Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), preferential not
to take precedence of outstanding stock ; on
Sir John Abbott's renarks, 330.

BUCKINGHAM AND LIÈVRE RIVER RY. Co.
INCORp. B. (H).

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for concurrence in Com-|
mons Amt. ; on Mr. Power's objection to
striking out of cl. respecting Ottawa River
bridge, 284.

BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co.
INCORP. B. (65).

On Order for consideration of Ry. Coin. Re-
port, with Ant. as to hei ght of bridge and
width of swing; M. (Mr. .Macdonald, B.C.)
to refer back to Com. for Amt., 100 ft.
swing ; and proposed Amt. (Mr. McInnes,
B.C.) for concurrence in Ry. Com. Report;
ques. as to width of navigation, 360; on

suggestion (Mr. Boulton) of leaving it to
approval of G4overnor in Council, and on
merits of the ques., 363-4 ; on B. being re-
ported from Ry. Com. without the Aint., and
ques. of necessity of adopting the Report,
375.

CAMPBELL, THE LATE SIR ALEXANDER.

Eulogium of, 250.

CANADA ATLANTIC RY. ; extension of time for
completion ; telegraph and telephone privi-
leges ; B. (64).

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 3rd R. ; on ques. of
limitation of tolls chargeable ; remark, re-
strictive cl. in Bell Telephone B., 232.

CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY.

On Amt. (Mr. Almon) to 3rd R. of Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), preferential not
to take precedence of outstanding bonds;
on Sir John Abbott's renarks, 330.

CANADA TEMPERANcE Au-T. See "Temperance."

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry. Co. ; debenture stock and
increase of capital stock ; B. (38).

Introduced*, 157.
2nd R. m., 169 ; replies to Mr. Power, 170.
On B. being reported from Ry. Com. ; on Mr.

Power's request for postponement of 3rd R.,
171.

3rd R., aftpr further explanation to Mr.
Power, 172.

C. P. R., BONDS.
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R. of Chignecto

Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), and Amt. (Mr.
Alnon) preferential not to take precedence
of outstanding bonds ; on Sir John Abbott's
remarks, 330.

C. P. R., PACIFIC TERMINUS.
Remarks on 3rd R. of Burrard Inlet Bridge

Co.'s B. (65), 364.

CANAL TOLLS, REBATE OF.

On grain re-shipped from Ogdensburg.
whether question is decided, 122.

CHEESE, INSPECTION OF.

Inqy.

Remark, on M. (Sir John Abbott) for con
currence in Commons Amts. to Inspection
Act Ait. B. ; the inspection is permissive,
452.

CHIGNECTO MARINE RY. Co. ; new series of
first preference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., 302; on Mr.
Dickey 's further remarks, 307.

On M. (Mr.- Dickey) for 3rd R., and request
for postponement (Mr. Almon), with notice
of Aint., preferential not to take pre-
cedence of outstanding bonds ; on the ques.
of procedure, 315 ; notice of Amt., to re-
duce interest rate to 5 per cent, 316 ; on
Amt. (Mr. Almon) as above specified, 318;
on Mr. Dickey's renarks, 320, 322; on Mr.
Vidal's, 324-5 ; on Sir John Abbott's, re-
specting G.T.R., 329, 331 ; respecting
C.P.R., 330; Brockville and Ottawa and
Canada Central, 330 ; general point, 331.

CLARENCE, H. R. H. THE DUKE OF.

The decease of. Remarks. in debate on the
Address, 13.
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SCOTT, Hon. R. W.-Continued.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.;
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; remark
on unit of population, 401 ; (ues. of exodus
from P. E. I., 402; on nierits of the B.,
right of Senate interference with such Bills,
on the procedure in England, &c., 497-8,
410; on Mr. Prowse's remarks on P.E.I.
divisions,413, 416; on Mr. Clemow's remarks
respecting Russell and Ottawa counties,
416-17.

On Amt. (Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to
Supreme Ct., for opinion upon its constitu-
tionality ; on Mr. Vidal's ques. of procedure
(that Senate cannot make or enforce such a
reference), modification of the Amt. suggest-
ed, 431-2; on the constitutional ques., and
interpretation of B. N. A. Act, 432, 434 ; on
Sir John Abbott's remarks, 439,441 ; on Mr.
Boulton's, 450; suggestion that the Anit. be
n. on 3rd R., 451.

On M. (Sir John Abbot.t) for reference to Com.
of the W., further on the procedure in Eng-
land, 455-6-7.

In Coin. of the W. ; on section s. (Ontario),
remarks on gerrymander of Huron, 457 ; re-
ply to Sir John Abbott, respecting Ont.
Provincial Redistribution B., 458.

On sect. b. (Quebec) suggestion that new
division of Ottawa county be naned Papi-
neau, 458.

On 7th cl. (Manitoba) on Mr. Bonlton's sug-
gestion that one division of Marquette be
named Macdonald, 461.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) that the B. do pass;
on his remarks respecting the practice in
England, 463.

CONTINGENCIES COM., FUNCTIONS OF, &C.
" Senate Internal Economy B. (I)."

See

CRIMINAL LAiw ACT, 1892; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. on 5th

July ; objection, that B. introduced is not
as passed in Commuons, 385 ; objection to its
proceeding at late period in session, 385-6,
391, 394 ; reply to Mr. Miller's personal re-
marks, 389, 391 ; on Sir John Abbott's re-
marks on procedure, 394, 396; on Mr.
Power's, 396. M. for Message to Conmons,
for original B., to be laid on table of Senate
during discussion of the B., 397 ; it debate
thereon, words underlined " as used in Coin.
of the W.," 397. Intimation of withdrawal
fron discussion if request not complied
with, 398.

M. for Message to Commons (in above sense),
398; on Sir John Abbott's remarks thereon,
that B. cannot be thus procured, 399 ; de-
mand that M. be declared lost on a division,
399.

On Order for 2nd R., delay requested, 453.
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on the

merits of the measure, English common law
systemn, discrepancies between the B., and
Statutes froni which taken, &c., 464, 467-8 ;
postponement till next session, under con-
ditions, suggested, 468; reference to Grand
Jury system, 469; on Mr. Vidal's remarks
as to discrepancies, 470-1; on Mr. Lougheed's

remarks, administration of law, 478; changes
from original draft, 479; ' on Sir John
Abbott's remarks as to discrepancies, &c.,
481, 484.

In Com. of the W. ; on ci. 3, sub-sect. d.
(definition of " cattle)" ; on Mr. Power's ob-
jection to verbiage, 485.

On el. 205 (suppression of lotteries), and Amt.
(Mr. Vidal) to strike out sub-sect. d, ex-
empting Companies authorized by Legisla-
tures, 488-9.

DEPARTMEeT OF MARINE. See "Marine."

DIVORCE CASE. See " Bennett."

PROCEDURE. See " Order and Proce-
dure."

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
" Commons representation, readjustment;
B. (76.)"

FEES (INSPECTION), RIGHT OF SENATE TO FIX.

Remarks, on Order for 3rd R. of Inspection
Act Amt. B., and Amt. (Si\ John Abbott)
to strike out el. respecting fees, 349.

FISHERY, SEAL. See "Behring Sea."

FIsHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-
vance dispensed with; B. (5).

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's Amt., to
add cl. (payment on or before 31st March in
each year), 107-8.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. See " Inspec-
tion Act Aint. B. (N)."

GLOBE PRINTING Co.; borrowing powers, by-
laws, &c. ; B. (31).

Introduced*, 157.
2nd R.*, 168.
3rd R.*, 181.

GRAND JURY SYSTEM.

Remarks, in debate on 2nd R. of Criminal Law
B. (7), 469.

GRAND TRUNK RY. BONDS.

On Ait. (Mr. Almon) to 3rd R. of Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), preferential not
to take precedence of outstanding bonds;
on Sir John Abbott's remarks, 329, 331.

INQUIRIES, QUES. OF ORDER UPON. See " Order."

INSPECTION ACT (GENERAL) AMT. B. (N).
On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Sir John Ab-

bott) to strike out cl. fixing inspection fees;
remarks, that it is within right of Senate to
fix them, 349.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for concurrence in
Commons Amts. ; cheese, inspection of,
permissive, 452.

INTERNAL EcoNoMY B. See " Senate."
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal

Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

LAw, CRIMINAL, ACT. See " Criminal Law."

LEGISLATION, LATE IN SESSION, OBJECTED TO.
See the debate on "Criminal Law Act, 1892;
B. (7)."

LIQUOR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance Act."
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SCOTT, Hon. R. W.--Continued.
LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See " Criminal

Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

MACKENZIE, THE LATE HON. ALEXANDER.

Eulogium upon, 159.

MARINE AND FISHERIES DEPT. AMALGAMATION
B. (12).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Power's remarks, 68.

NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS WITH.
Intention of Govt. to resume former commer-

cial status. On Mr. Boulton's Inqy., and
Mr. Kaulbach's ques. of Order, against ex-
tended remarks, 56.

OGDENSULRG, GRAIN RESHIPPED FROM.
Canal tolls, rebate of; Inqy. as to decision of

Govt., 122.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill afecting navigation. On Burrard Inlet
Bridge Co.'s B., pointed out that it is the
duty of Parlt., not Goit., to see that
navigµtion is not interferéd with, 363.

Bill, Amt. of Ry. Com. ; further Amt. on 3rd
R. On Ottawa City Pass. Ry. Co.'s B.,
proper procedure for the required Amt.
suggested, 312.

Bill, Amnt. to 3rd R. On M. for 3rd R., Bell
Telephone Co.'s B. (41), and Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to limit capital to $3,000,O0;
point of order, notice of Amt. is necessary,
187-8. On M. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-com-
mit the B., and Mr. Power's remarks
thereon, 198. On Mr. Boulton's with-
<rawing his Amt., and the Speaker's
remarks thereon, 199.

On M. for 3rd R. of Chignecto Marine Co.'s
B., request for postponement, and notice of
Amt. (Mr. Almon); held that Aint. may be
noved without notice, 315 ; notice given of
further Amt., 315.

Bill, coditicafion, di.screpancies, from the
Statutes from which els. are taken. See
the debate on " Criminal Law Act, 1892;
B. (7)."

Bill, contitutionality of. On M. for reference
to Supreme Ct. for opinion, also on the
interpretation of B.N.A. Act. See debate
on " Commons representation B. (76)."

Bill, Notice of, enforcement of Rules. Pointed
out, on 3rd R. of Chigne3to Marine Ry.
Co.'s B., that relaxation of 51st Rule had
enabled promoter to act without notice to
shareholders of Co., 318.

Bill, original from Commons, request for. See
the debate on " Criminal Law Act, 1892;
B. (7)."

Bill, partial pasage this session. Suggestion
that Criminial Law B., after 2nd R.,
should lie over till next session, and be
resumed then at exact stage where left,
468.

Bill, petition for. On presentation (Mr. San-
ford) of petition for leave for petition
(Winnipcg and Atlantic Ry. B.), and
point of Order thereon ; report of Stand-
ing Orders Com. necessary, 179.

Divorce procedure. On M. (Mr. Clemow) for
2nd R. Bennett Divorce B. (J); counter-
petition having been presented, distant
day for taking evidence suggested, 239.

Fees, inspection, right of Senate to fix. Re-
marks, on M. (Sir John Abbott) to strike
out cl. fixing fees, fron Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N), 349.

Inquies. ; permnissibility of extended remarks.
On Mr. Boulton's Inqy. re Nfld. trade re-
lations, and Mr. Kaulbach's objections,
56.

Legislation, late in Session, objected to. See
the debate on " Criminal Law Act, 1892;
B. (7)."

Senate reference to Supreme Ct. On right of
Senate to refer Bills for opinion, or power
of enforcing such a reference. See the
debate on " Commons readjustment B.
(7)."

OTTAWA CITY PASSENGER Ry. ; extension into
other municipalities, &c. ; B. (16).

On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 3rd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Dickey) respecting obligations arising
from agreements with niunicipalities, 311-12.

PATENT ACT; VARIOUS AMTS. ; B. (L).
In Com. of the W. ; on lst cl. (patents for

Canadians within 1 year of their foreign
patents), 255.

PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF. See "Order and
Procedure."

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance."

Qu'APPELLE, LONG LAKE AND SASKATCHEWAN
RY. AND STEAMBOAT CO. ; extension of time;
B. (53).

Introduced*, 172.
2nd R. m., 180; reply to Mr. Power, 180.
3rd R.*, 187.

RAILWAY ACT AMT.; B. (84).
In Com. of the W. ; on 5th cl. (railway cros-

sings); on Mr. Power's remark as to refer-
ence of agreements to Ry. Com., 492.

RAILWAYS, REFERENCES TO, IN DEBATE. See-
"Brockville and Ottawa Ry."
"Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry."
"Canada Atlantic Ry."
"Canada Central Ry."
"Canadian Pacific Ry."
"Chignecto Marine Ry."
"Grand Trunk Ry."
"Ottawa City Passenger Ry."
"Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan

Ry."
"Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry."

READJUSTMENT OF REPRESENTATION. See "Com-
mons representation readjustment B. (76)."

REcIPROCITY. See " United States."

SEALS, FISHING FOR. See " Behring Sea.

SENATE ADJOURNMENTS. See " Adjournments."

SENATE INTERNAL ECONOMY CoMMISSIoN, ap-
pointment and powers of ; Senate appoint-
inents and appropriations; B. (I).
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SOOTT, Hon. R. W.-Continued.
SENATE INTERNAI., ETC.-Continued.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Power's remarks respecting stationery acct.,
209; ou Mr. Bellerose's remarks, Privy
Councillors on the Commission, 215; on the
merits of the B., 217-18-19; on Mr. Abbott's
remarks, Contingt. Com., none in Commons,
219; control of expenditure by the Commis-
sion, 221.

On B. being withdrawn; on Mr. Miller's sug-
gestion for reorganization of Contingencies
Com., with smaller number; five members
suggested, 355.

SENATE PROCEDURE. See "Order and Proce-
dure."

STATIONERY EXPENSES. See " Senate Internal
Economy B. (1)."

TELEPHONE Co. B. See " Bell Telephone.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr.

Dickey's Aint. (extension of voting privilege
to incorporated towns), 147.

THREE RIVERS HARBOUR COMMISSION ; increased
loan authorized ; B. (98).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ques. as
to first debentures, 400.

TRADE RELATIONS. See " United States,"
"Newfoundland," &c.

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH.

Alaska boundary. Remarks in debate on the
Address, 14, 44.

Behring Sea ques.. Remarks in debate on the
Address, 14, 43.

-- Inquies., as to alleged seizure of the
sealing fleet, 463-4.

Reciprocity and trade relations. Remarks in
debate on the Address, 13, 14, 15.

Washington, riit of Ministerq. Inqy. as to
result, 313; again, 350; again, 357.

U. S. WRECKERS, PRIVILEGES TO; B. (8).
On M. (Mr. Abbott), for 2nd R., 161.

VICTORIA LIFE INSURANCE CO. INCORP B. (47).
Introduced*, 170.
2nd R.*, 199.
3rd R*, 213.

WASHINGTON, VISIT OF MINISTERS TO.
Ing1y. as to result, 313. Again, 350. Again,

357.

WINNIPEG AND ATLANTIC RY. INCORP. B. (72.)
On presentation (Mr. Sanford) of petition for

leave to present a petition, and point of
Order thereon; report by Standing Orders
Com. necessary, 179.

WRECKERS, U.S., PRIVILEGES, B. See " U.S."

SMITH, Hon. Frank.
CRIMINAL LAw ACT AMT. B. (7).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Scott's objection that the B. before the Sen-
ate is not certified by Commons officers, but
is a copy from Dept. of Justice, 467.

CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT. B. (103).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 3rd R. ; on Mr.

Power's remarks on the exodus, 505.

INTERCOLONIAL RY. MANAGEMENT.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps to be taken

respecting the deficit, and his M. for time-
table; upon his remark that the cars are
lighted by electricity, 508.

SNOWBALL, Hon. Jabez B.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMT. ; labelling Of bot-
ties; sale of packages cigars; B. (71).

In Com. of the W. ; on cl. 2, subsect. 2
(labelling bottles of spirits), suggestion that
wine be added, 229; that bottles filled fron
cask should bear bottler's label, 230.

SPEAKER, The.
See Ross, Hon. J. J.

STEVENS, Hon. Gardner G.
THE DECEASE oF. Announcement, and remarks

by the Premier, 160; by Mr. Power, 161.

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael.

DOMINION MILLERS' ASSOCIATION INCORP. B.
(70).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. Read, Quinté)*, 310.

STANDARD TIME.

M. for correspondence and reports subsequent
to May, 1891.

SUTHERLAND, Hon. John.
BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE Co. In-

corp. B. (65).

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 3rd R., and
Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) for 150 ft. height
of bridge or 150 ft. draw; explanation of
having paired on the division, 376.

TASSÉ, Hon. Joseph.
CENSUS, THE RECENT.

M. for copy of instructions to enumerators,
showing basis of indicating numbers of
Englishand French-speaking Canadians,518.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DEPT. ; control by any
Minister ; B. (A).

Reported from Committee of the W., without
Amnt.*, 68.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander.
ADJOURNMENT.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March). On M. (Mr.
Landry, for; inqy as to state of public
business, 70.

BAZAAR RAFFLES, RESTRICTION OF.
nal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)."

See " Crimi-

BELL TELEPHONE Co. ; increase of capital stock
B. (41).

On M. (Mr. Scott) for 3rl R. ; Amt. (Mr.
Boulton) to linit stock to $3,000,000, having
been withdrawn, in favour of Amt. (Mr.
Lougheed) to re-commit the B. ; reinarks as
to the procedure, in opposing the B. at this
stage, 199.
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VIDAL, Hon. Alexander-Continued.
BOTTLING OF SPIRITS. See " Inland Revenue

Act Ant. B. (71)."
BURRARD INLET TUNNEL AND BRIDGE CO.

INCORP. B. (65).
On Order for consideration of Amt. of Ry.

Com. (height of bridge and width of swing);
Amt. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), to refer back
to Coim. for Amt. (100 ft. draw or swing) ;
and proposed Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.),
for concurrence in Report of Com. ; reference
back without instructions suggested, with
remarks on merits of question, 366-7 ; such
Aint. m., 368.

Reported from Ry. Com., withont Amt., 375.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT. See " Temperance."

CHIGNECTO MARINE RY. Co. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized ; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R., and notice
of Amt. (Mr. Almon) preferential not to
take precedence of outstanding bonds; held
that Amt. apposes principle of B., which
the House,has affirmed, 3151

On Amt. being m. (Mr. Almon) as above,
324-5; on Mr. Power's remarks, 327.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT AMT. B. (44).
Reported from Com. of the W., without Ant.,

498.

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT B.
(76).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R., and Amt.
(Mr. Boulton) for reference to Supreme Ct.,
for opinion as to òonstitutionality of B. ;
pointed out that Senate has no right to pass
such a M., nor power of enforcing it, 429.

CREDIT FONCIER LOTTERIES. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

CRIMINAL LAW ACT, 1892 ; B. (7).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2ud R. ; on the

changes made in Commons, lottery penal-
ties, and exemption of certain lotteries ;
postponement of the B. suggested, 469,
470-1.

In Coin. of the W. ; on cI. 205, sub-sect. b
(lotteries); Amt. m., restricting bazaar raffies,
486.

On sub-sect. d (exempting lotteries authorized
by Legislatures), Amt. m., to strike out the
el., 486; on Sir John Abbott's remarks, res-
pecting Credit Foncier and St. Jean Bap-
tiste Society, 488.

DEBATES COM., REPORT OF.

2nd Report (200 advance copies, correction
within 24 hours); adoption m., 134.

DIVORCE CASE. See "Wright."

DOINION LANDS ACT AMT. B. (89).

Reported from Coin. of the W., without Amt.,
383.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See
"Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

ENFRANCHISEMENT OF WOMEN.
Petition of W.C.T.U. and others, presented,

186.

FEMALE SUFFRAGE.
Petition of W.C.T. U. and others, presented,

186.
FISHING BOUNTY ACT AMT. ; statement in ad-

vance dispensed with; B. (5).
Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.

110.

FIsHING VESSELS, U.S., Modus vivendi; licenses
without previous sanction of Parlt. ; B. (11).

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., and remarks
of Messrs. Kaulbach and Miller thereon, 183.

FRANCHISE FOR WOMEN.
Petition of W. C. T. U. and others presented,

186.
GRAND TRUNK RY. Co. ; consolidation of Nor-

thern and Pacifie Junct. Ry.; acquisition of
Nipissing and James' Bay Ry.; B. (14).

Introduced *, 122.
2nd R. m., 124 ; reply to Mr. Power, 125.
3rd R.*, 171.

G.T.R., MIDLAND RY. WORKS. See " Mid-
land Ry. Co.'s B. (93)."

INLAND REVEN UE ACT AMT.; labelling of bottles;
sale of packages cigars ; B. (71).

From Com. of the W., progress reported, 231;
reported with Amts. (sub-sects. respecting
labelling of bottles struck out), 282.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

LAND GRANTS TO MILITIAMEN. See " Militia,
in N. W.Campaign ; B. (P)."

LANDS ACT, DOMINION. See "Dominion Lands
Act Amt. B. (89)."

LIQUOR TRAFFIC, REGULATION OF. See-

" Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
" Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

LOTTERIES,SIUPPRESSION OF. See "Criminal Law
Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

MAN. AND N. W. RY.; extension of time for con-
, struction ; B. (80).

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., and request
for postponement (Mr. Boulton) in view of
M. for cessation of grants to Rys., 245.

MIDLAND Ry. OF CANADA ; extension of time
for completion of works by G. T. R. Co.; B.
(93).

Introduced *, 357.
2nd R. m., 373.
Reported fron Ry. Com., without Amt., 374.
3rd R. m., 374 ; on Mr. Kaulbach's objection,

that Report should first be adopted, 374.

MILITIA IN N. W. CAMPAIGN ; land grants to;
time further extended ; B. (P).

Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.,
373.

MODUS VIVENDI B. See "Fishing Vessels."

NIPISsING AND JAMES' BAY Ry. See "G. T. R.
Co.'s B. (14)."
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VIDAL, Hon. Alexander-Continued.
NoRTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION Ry. See

" G. T. R. Co.'s B. (14)."
N. W. T. ACT AMT. ; appointnent of stipendiary

magistrates; B. (E).
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. ; ques. as to

the title of the B., 122.

ONT. PACIFIC RY. ; time for construction ex-
tended; B. (50).

2nd R. m. (for Mr. MacInnes, Burlington)*,
213.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill, Amt. not germane. On Temperance Act

Aint. B. (6), objection taken to Mr.
Dickey's Amt. (extension of voting privi-
lege to incorporated towns) being put in
Com., it not being gernane to the B., 133.
Suggestion that B. be reported, and Amt.
put on 3rd R., 142; M. that B. be re-
ported without Amt., 143.

Bill, notice of, sufficient. On Amt. (Mr.
Almon) to Chignecto Marine Ry. B. ; on
the ques. whether stockholders were duly
informed, and had authorized the pro-
moter's action, 324-5, 327.

Bill, reference back to Com. On Burrard Inlet
Bridge B. (Amt. carried in Com. by one
vote); discussion in Senate, and reference
back advocated, but without instructions
to Com., 366; Amt., cancelling instruc-
tions, m., 368.

Bill, reference to Supreme Ct. for opinion.
Pointed out, on Mr. Boulton's Amt. to
2nd R. of Redistribution B., that Senate
has no right to pass such a M., nor power
of enforcing it, 429.

Bill, 2nd R. needle;sly opposed. On Mr. Boul-
ton's objection to 2nd R. of Man. and
N.-W. Ry. Co.'s B., in view of his M. for
cessation of land grants; held that B.
should proceed, its resistance or amt. not
being proposed, 245.

Bill, 3rd R.. opposition to. On M. (Mr. Scott)
for 3rd R. of Bell Telephone Co., increase
of capital stock B. (41) ; Aint. (Mr. Boul-
ton) to limit stock to $3,000,000, having
been withdrawn in favour of Amt. (Mr.
Lougheed) to re-comnmit the B.; remarks
upon the unusual course of opposing the
B. at this stage, 199.

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R. of Chignecto
Marine Ry. B., and notice of Amt. (Mr.
Almon) thereto ; held that the Amt. op-

o ses principle of B., whieh the House
as just affirned, 315.

Bill, title of. On N.-%W.T Act Amt. B. (pro-
viding for appointment of stipendiary
magistrates) ques. that the title is a mis-
nomer, 122.

Committee Report.s, adoption of. On Mr.
Kaulbach's objection to 3rd R. of Midland
Ry. Co.'s B., without adoption of Ry.
Com. Report, although reported without
Amt. ; pointed ont that this is never
done, 374.

Divorce procedure. On M. (Mr. Gowan) for
suspension of rule and adoption 1lth Re-
port of Com. (Wright case), and Mr.

aulbach's objection to immediate con-

sideration, consent of House not being
unanimous, 154; reply to Mr. Kaulbach,
154.

Legislation, postponement of.-Suggestion, on
2nd R. of Criminal Law B. (7), lateness of
session precluding proper examination of
B., 469, 470.

OTTAWA, WADDINGTON AND N. Y. Ry. Co.; re-
vival of charter; B. (68).

Introduced*, 331.
2nd R. m., 346 ; reply to Messrs. Almon and

Kaulbach, as to work proceeding, 347.
3rd R. m.*, 350.

RAFFLES1 RESTRICTION OF. See " Criminal Law
Act, 1892; B. (7)."

RAILWAYS, DEBATES UPON. See-
"Chignecto Marine Ry."
"Grand Trunk Ry."
"Man. and N. W. Ry."
"Midland Ry. of Canada."
"Nipissing and James' Bay Ry.," and
"Northern and Pacific Junct. Ry." See "G.

. T. R. Co.'s B."
Ontario Pacific Ry."

"Ottawa, Waddington and N. Y. Ry."
"St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry."

READJUSTMENT OF SEATS. See " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RY-
Co. ; extension of time for construction;
B. (40).

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for 2nd R., and Mr.
Power's remarks as to time already elapsed,
169.

ST. JEAN BAPTISTE SOCIETY LOTTERY. Sée
" Criminal Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
Introduced*, 122.
2nd R. m., 123.; reply to Mr. Kaulbach, 124;

to Mr. McMillan, 124.
In Coin. of the W., explanation of changes,

127 ; replies to Mr. McMillan, 128.
On sub-sect. e. (physician's prescriptions)

Amt. m., to add cl. (having no interest in
the sale), 128 ; reply to Mr. Kaulbach, 129 ;
to Mr. Almon, 129 ; to Mr. McMillan, 129 ;
Amt. (Mr. Power) accepted, adding the
word " pecuniary," 130.

On same sub-sect. (druggists' records) Amt.
m., to add cl. (inspection by magistrates),
130: reply to Mr. McMillan, 131 ; on Mr.
Kaulbach's suggestion, to substitute clergy-
men for magistrates, 131 ; reply to Mr.
Power, 131 ; on Mr. Bellerose's sub-Amt.
(to substitute ministers of religion), reply to
Mr. O'Donohoe, 131.

On Amt. (Mr. Dickey) to add cl. to B. (exten-
sion of voting privilege to incorporated
towns), ques. of Order, that Amt. is not
germane to B., 133.

Again in Com., on the ques. of Order, 142;
suggestion that Amt. be put on 3rd R., 142;
reporting of B. without Amt. m., 143.

3rd R. m., 143; on Mr. Howlan's remarks
upon the ques. of Order, and Mr. Dickey's
remarks, 145 ; on the subject of the pro-
posed Amt., 145; on Mr. Botsford's re-
marks, 146-7; on Mr. Dickey's, 149, 150.
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VIDAL, Hon. Alexander- Continucd.

TEMPERANCE-Continued.
- See also " Inland Revenue Act Amt.

B. (71)."
U. S., MODUS VIVENDI, B. See " Fishing Ves-

sels."
WOMEN, ENFRANCHISEMENT OF.

Petition of W.C.T.U. and others, presented,
186.

WRIGHT DIVORCE CASE.
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for suspension of Rule

and adoption 1lth Report of Com., that
notice is practically complete ; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's objection to immediate consideration,
consent of House not being unanimous, 154;
reply to Mr. Kaulbach's remarks, 154.

WARK, Hon. David.
CHIGNECTO MARINE Ry. Co. ; new series of first

preference bonds authoIized; B. (83).
On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 2nd R., and debate

thereon, 306.
On Amt. (Mr. Alnion) preferential not to take

precedence of outstanding bonds or lia-
bilities; the Aint. opposed, 326.

CRIMINA'L LAw ACT, 1891 ; B. (7).

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; post-
ponement, after 2nd R., until next session,
advocated, 471.

WARK, Hon. David-Continued.

INTERCOLONIAL RY. MANAGEMENT.

On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps to be taken
respecting deficit, and his M. for time-table;
remarks on freight rates charged on coal,
513.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

On M. (Mr. Power) for corresp. and for con-
tracts since 1st Oct., 1891 ; ques. of vessels
calling at a French port, 205.

ST. JOHN HARBOUR COMMISSION; increased bor-
rowing powers, &c. ; B. (99).

Inqy., whether application has been made for
additional loan, and by whom, 452.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. of B.;
comments on additional loan unasked for,
appointment of the Commission, &c., 490.

In Coin. of the W. ; on Amt. (Sir John
Abbott) to add cl., reserving portion of loan
for wharf property acquisition ; ques. as to
elevator construction, 495.

TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. B. (6).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 3rd R., and Mr.

Dickey's Amt. (extending voting privileges
to incorporated towns), 150.
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Address in answer to His Excellency's
Speech.

M. (Mr. Landry) for, 4; death of Duke of
Clarence, 6; Cardinal Manning, 6; Beh-
ring Sea question, 7; Washington con-
ference, 8; trade relations with U. S., 8;
Civil Service Commission, 8; remission of
sugar duties, 8; the French language, 8.

Seconded (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.), 9; death
of )uke of Clarence, 9; abundant har-
vests, 9; exports and the McKinley tariff,
9; imports, 10; Behring Sea question,
11; Alaska boundary, Il ; salvage, wreck-
ing and coasting trade, 11; U. S. recipro-
city, 11-12; purse-seining, 12 ; Civil
Service Commission, 12; Criminal Code,
12; Redistribution Bill, 12; Marine and
Fisheries I)ept. amalgamation, 12; the
Conservative party, 12.

Debate: (Mr. Scott) on trade relations with
United States, 13; the country's prosperity
and the fiscal policy, 13 ; death of the
Duke of Clarence, 13; Behring Sea ques-
tion, 14, 43; Washington conference, 14;
Alaska boundary, 14, 44 ; reciprocity in
wrecking and salvage, 15; coasting trade,
15; Redistribution Bill, 15, 45; conduct
of revising officers, 16, 45; dates of bye-
elections, 16. On Mr. Abbott's remarks,
43-4-5.

(Mr. Boulton), death of the Duke of Clarence,
16; Civil Service Commission, 17; recent
Conservative successes, 17; Cabinet recon-
struction, 17, 20; intention of opposing
Govt., 17 ; Civil Service boodling, 17, 18;
C. P. R. construction, 19 ; political cor-
Suption, 20; Washington conference, 21 ;
National policy and its effects, 21-2;
volume of exports, 22-6. In resuied
debate: personal explanations, 27 ; Can-
ada and foreign treaties, 27; exports,
continued, 27, 29, 30; free trade advo-
cated, 31-2, 38-40; public debt, 32-3; U.
S. reciprocity, 34, 36-7 ; development of
the country, 35; Imperial federation, 37;
railway system, 41.

(Mr. Power), on Mr. Boulton's renmarks: aggre-
gate of trade, 23; bounty on pig iron, 31.

n Mr. Abbott's remarks: C. P. R. con-
struction, 43 ; dates of bye-elections, 47
revision of lists, 47.

(Mr. Prowse), on Mr. Boulton's remarks: per-
centage of exports per head, 23.

(Mr. Kaulbach), on Mr. Boulton's remarks:
National policy and the live stock ship-
ping trade, 25; N. S. coal, consumption
of, 26; cattle values under free trade, 29 ;
state of ship-building, 30; cattle, iron and
coal industries, 31; U. S. reciprocity, 32;
amount of taxation per capita, 32; ques.
whether Denmark a free trade country,
33; duties on U. S. and British goods,
39; questions as to revenue, 39; railway
subsidies, 40.

(Mr. Clemow), on Mr. Boulton's remarks :
amount of N. S. coal export, 62.

(Mr. Miller), on Mr. Boulton's remarks :
amount of N. S. coal export, 26. On Mr.
Abbott's remarks: revision of voters' lists,
law respecting, 46.

(Mr. Flint), on Mr. Boulton's remarks : rail-
ways paying for privilege of carrying
trade, 41.

(Mr. Abbott), on Mr. Scott's remarks: Behring
Sea question, 14; Alaska boundary, 14.
On the Address, and Mr. Scott's remarks:
pork and beef duties, &c., 42; protection
of farmîing industry, 43; C. P. R. and
the N. W.wheat export, 43; Behring
Sea question, 43; the mission to Wash-
ington, 44; Alaska boundary, 44-5; Re-
distribution Bill, 45; conduct of revising
and returning officers, 45-6; dates of bye-
elections, 46-7; decease of Senators Paquet
and Baillargeon, 47.

(Mr. Perley), on Mr. Abbott's remarks: C.P.R.
and the N.W. wheat export, 43.

M. agreed to, 47.

ADJOURNMENTS. See " Senate."

Aikins, James A. B., Divorce B. (B).-Mr.
Sanford.

lst R.*, 55.
5th Report of Select Com. (recommending

substitutional service), adoption m. (Mr.
Gowan) and agreed to, 71.

2nd R.*, 123.
10th Report Select Com,, consideration

postponement till to-morrow m. (Mr. San-
ford), 161 ; remarks : Messrs. Kaulbach,
Almon, Power; M. agreed to, 161.

10th Report of Com., in favour of the B.,
adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach), 170 ; M.
agreed to on a division, 171.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Sanford) presently, and agreed
to on a division*, 171.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 78.)

ALASiKA BoUNDARY, DEFINITION OF.

ln debate on the Address: Mr. Macdonald
(P. E. I.), 1l-Mr. Scott, 14, 44-Mr.
Abbott, 14, 44-5.

ALBERT SOUTHERN RY. SuBsIDY.
M. (Mr. Power, in absence of Mr. McClelan) for

return of payments and correspondence
in reference thereto, 332; M. agreed to,
332.

ALBERT VICTOR, H.R.H., THE PRINCE.

See " Clarence and Avondale, Duke of."

Alberta Ry. and Coal Go. ; further ex-
tension of Ry. ; irrigation and water
power, dams, &c., B. (39).-Mr. Girard

lst R.*, 207.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard) and agreed to, 225.
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Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.-Continued.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coin., with
Amts. (limiting area for irrigation works),
241 ; report agreed to and Aints. con-
curred in, 240.

3rd R. (m. by Mr. Ogilvie)*, 240.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 30.)

AMERICAN RAILWAYS, &C. See " U.S."

ANNAPOLIS, N.S., PRESERVATION OF OLD FORT.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. of Toronto
Ordnance Lands sale B. (58) ; remarks :
Mr. Almon, reply: Mr. Abbott, 177.

Inqy. (Mr. Alnon) as to intention of selling
the land, 351 ; renjarks: Messrs. Power,
Poirier, 352--Mr. Allan, 353-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Almon, 354 ; reply
(Sir John Abbott), 354.

Further inqy. (Mr. Alnon) and suggestion as
site for Militia camp, 357 ; replies (Sir
John Abbott), 357-8.

Further inqy. (Mr. Almon) and reply (Sir
John Abbott), 379.

ANNAPOLIS AND SHELBURNE W., SUBSIDY TO.
See " Railways Subsidies B. (101)."

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See " Inspection Act
Amt. B. (N)."

APPOINTMENT, LIBRARY. Set " Library Com."

APPOINTMENTS, &c. (Senate). See " Senate, the."

APPROPRIATION AcTs. See " Supply Bills."

ARMS, CONCEALED, CARRYING OF. See " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)," in Coin. of the W.,
cl. allowed to stand, on remarks of Mr.
Read (Quinté), 485.

ARMS, LOADED, DEFINITION OF. See same B., Amt.
in Con. of the W., 485.

ARMS, LoADED, POINTING OF. See same B., in
Com. of the W., Amt. increasing penalty, 485.

ASSENT TO BILLS.

April 12th, 154.
May 1Oth, 212.
July 9th, 522.

AUSTRALIA, RAILWAY SYSTEM.

Remarks (Mf. Boulton) on his M. for cessation
of land grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.
T., 266.

AUSTRALIA, REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See Mr.
Boulton's Ant. to 2nd R., and subsequent
debate on "Commons relresentation read-
justment B. (76)."

BAIE DES CHALEURS RY. INVESTIGATION.

Ingy. (Mr.
dence;
tabled,

Miller) whether more correspon-
reply (Mr. Abbott) yes, will be
55.

BONDS, FLOATING OF.

Referred to in debate on "Railways, land
grants, prohibition of; M. (Mr. Boul-
ton)," 264.

BANKS, SCHOOL SAVINGS. See " SchooL"

BANKING AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed
to*, 49.

BAPTIST MISSIONARY UNION. See "Woman's Bap-
tist Missionary Union B. (32)."

BARGES AND BOATS, PASSENGER, INSPECTION. See
" Steainboat Inspection Act Amt. B. (13)."

BAZAARS, RAFFLES AT, RESTRICTION. See " Crim-
inal Law Act, 1892; B. (7),"on 2nd R., and
in Com. of the W., 470, 486.

Beet-Sugar, Production of; Bounty con-
tinued for two years; B. (102).-Sir
John Caldwell Abbott.

1st B.*, 499.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 499; objection

(Mr. Power), reply (Sir John Abbott) ;
objection withdrawn, and M. agreed to,
499.

3rd R.*, 519.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 8.)

BEHRING SEA, NEGOTIATIONS WITH U.S., &C.
In debate on the Address : Mr. Landry,'7-Mr.

Macdonald (P.E.I.) 11-Mr. Scott, 14, 43
-Mr. Abbott, 14, 43.

Inqy. (Mr. Read) whether British or Canadian
Govt. will indemnify sealers, 66; reply
(Mr. Abbott) 66.

Inquies. (Mr. Scott), alleged seizures of seal-
ing fleet, 463-4 ; replies (Sir John Abbott),
str. " Coquitlam " seized, steps taken by
Govt., 463-4; remarks: Messrs. Macdon-
ald (B.C.), Power, Almon, 464.

Bell Telephone Company ; Increase of
Capital Stock ; B. (41).-Mr. Scott.

1st R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott) and agreed to, 177.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) fron Com. on Tele-

graphs, &c., without Amt.*, 187.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 187. Postponement re-

quested, and Notice of Amt. (Mr. Boul-
ton) fixing stock at $3,000,000, 187. Re-
marks : Messrs. Scott, Dickey, 187-
Messrs. Ogilvie, Scott, 18S; on Ques. of
Order as to necessity of Notice of Amt.,
and further as to merits of the B., Messrs.
Power, Miller, Scott, Boulton, Kaulbach,
188-Messrs. Scott, Miller, Boulton, 189;
B. ordered for 3rd R. to-morrow, 189.

3rd R. again m. (Mr. Scott), 190; Amt., as
above, m. (Mr. Boulton), 191 ; debate :
Messrs. Scott, Boulton, 192 - Messrs.
Scott, Boulton, Ogilvie, 193-Messrs. Ogil-
vie, Clemow, Scott, 194-Mears. Scott,
Clemow, 195--Messrs. Power, Clemow,
196-Messrs. Scott, Clemow, Boulton, 197.
M. (Mr. Lougheed) to refer back to Com.,
198; remarks: Messrs. MacInnes (Bur-
lington), Scott, Dickey, Power, Allan,
Abbott, M. seconded (Mr. McMillan),
198. Amt. (Mr. Boulton) withdrawn,
198; remark (the Speaker) that it had not
been put, 198. Further remarks on pro-
cedure: Messrs. Scott, Miller, Vidal,
Kaulbach, Power, 199; M. for reference
back to Com. agreed to, 199.
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Bell Telephone Go.--Continued.

Reported (Mr. I)ickey) from Comi., with Amts.,
limitation of borrowing power, proviso as
to increasing the rates charged, 206. Con-
currence ni. (Mr. Scott), 206 ; remarks as
to further postponement: Messrs. Clemow,
Scott, 207 ; M. agreed to, 207.

3rd R. as amended*, 207.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 67.)
See also debate on " Canada Atlantic Ry.

Co.'s B. (64) ;" telegraph and telephone
privileges, ques. of limitation of tolls
chargeable ; remarks: .Messrs. Power,
Scott, on restriction cl. in above B., 232.

Belleville and Lake Nipissing Ry.; Ex-
tension of time for construction; B.
(28).-Mr. Read (Quinté).

1st R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Read) and agreed to, 123.
Reported from Ry. Com.*, 135.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., Cap. 31.)

BELLEVILLE AND LAKE NipISSsIN RY; subsidy.
See " Railways, Subsidies, B. (101)."

Bennett, Robert, Divorce B. (J).-Mr.
Clenow.

13th Roport of Select Coin., adoption m. Mr.
Kauilbach), that publication of notice is
practically complete ; with remarks on
adherence to Rules, 178 ; M. agreed to,
178.

1st R.*, 178.
2nd R. m. (M. Clemow), 239; renarks as tô

counter-petition presented ; Messrs, Scott,
Clenow, Kaulbach, 239 ; M. agreed to,
239.

22nd Report Select Com.. against the B., prea
sented and consideration on Monday next
m. (M. Kaulbach); remarks as to with-
drawal of B. and needlessness of printing
evidence ; Messrs. Clemow, Kaulbach,
Almon, Dever, Prowse, 257 ; M. as above,
and type-written copies to sutlice (Mr.
Kaulbach), 257 ; agreed to, 257.

22nd Report, concurrence m. (Mr. Kaulbach),
301 ; remarks Messrs. Almon, Macdon-
ald (B.C.), 301 ; M. agreed to and Report
adopted, 301.

M. (Mr. Clemow) for refund of fees to Peti-
tioner, 307 ; remarks on procedure : Mr.
Kaulbach, 308 ; allowed to stand as a
Notice, 308.

M. (Mr. Clemow) for refund of fees to Peti-
tioner and return of his exhibits, 310 ;
Ant. m. (M. Kaulbach), exhibits of re-
spondent to be returned to ber, 310- Il:
remarks : Messrs, Clemow, Kaulbach,
Power (as to respondent's expenses), Mac-
donald (B.C.), Almon, 311 ; Ait. adopted
and M. aamd. agreed to, 311.

BILLs ASSENTED TO.
April 12th, 153.
May 10th, 212.
July 9th, 522.

BILLS, PRIVATE, EXTENSION OF TIME FOR.
M. (Mr. Abbott) for, until 14th April; agreed

to, 120.
BILLS, QUESTIONS OF PROCEDURE WITH. See

" Order and Procedure."

BILLS-Seriatim:
(A) An Act relating to Railways.-(Mr. Abbott.)

Introduced*, 4. 1
(A) An Act to amend " An Act respecting the

Department of the Geológical Survey."-
(Mr. Abbott.)

1st. R.*, 54.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 61; agreed to, 62.
In Coin. of the W. and reported (Mr. Tassé)

without Amît.*, 68.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 68; objection (Mr.

Power) to 3rd R. of a B. immediately on
its being reported, 68; reply: Mr. Abbott,
68; M. agreed to, 68.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 16.)

(B) An Act for the relief of James Albert Man-
ning Aikins.-(Mr. Sanford.)

1st R.*, 55.
5th Report of Select Com. (reconmending

- substitutional service), adoption m. (Mr.
Gowan) and agreed to, 71.

2nd R.*, 123.
10th Report Select Com., consideration;

postponement till to-morrow ni. (Mr. San-
ford), 161 ; renarks : Messrs. Kaulbach,
Almon, Power; M. agreed to, 161.

lth Report of Coi., in favour of the B.,
adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach), 170; M.
agreed to on a division, 171.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Sanford) presently, and agreed
to on a division*, 171.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 78.)

(0) An Act for the relief of Herbert Rimmington
Mead. - (Mr. Perley.)

1st R.*, 55.
6th Report of Select Com. (recommending

substitutional service), adoption m. (Mr.
Gowan), 71 ; remarks : Mr. Power, 71-
Messrs. Gowan, Power, Kaulbach, 72;
M. agreed to, 72.

2nd R*, 123.
14th Report Select Coin., in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach) and agreed
to, 179.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Perley) and agreed to on a
division, 179.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 81.)

(D) An Act for the relief of Ada Donigan.-(Mr.
Cochrane.)

1st R.*, 55.
2nd R.*, 123.
9th. Report of Select Com., on consideration

of ; renarks as to distribution of evidence:
Messrs. Gowan, Kaulbach, 158; M. (Mr.
Gowan) for postponement of considera-
tion, 158 ; M. agreed to*, 158.

9th Report of Coin., adoption again m. (Mr.
Kaulbach) and agreed to, 171.

3rd R. presently m. (Mr. Cochrarie) and agreed
to, and passed on a division*, 171. .

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 79.)
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BILLS-Seriatim-Continued.

(E) An Act to amend the North-West Territories
Act.-(Mr. Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 73.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 122; remarks as to

correctness of title: Messrs. Vidal, Loug-
heed, Abbott, 122.

In Com. of the W.; on the title, remarks: Mr.
Abbott, 123. B. reported (Mr. Landry)
without Aint., 123.

3rd R.*, 123.
(F) An Act for the relief of James Wright.-(Mr.

Clenow.)
2nd Report of Select Com. (that length of notice

in local papers be deemed sufficient) pre-
sented and adoption m. (Mr. Gowan); dis-
cussed : Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, Belle-
rose; and allowed to stand over, 55.

Adoption again m. (Mr. Gowan) 62; discuss-
ed: Mr. Power, 62-Messrs. Ogilvie, Kaul-
bach, Power, Clemow, Gowan, Masson,
Read (Quinté), 64 ; allowed to stand over,
64.

On further consideration, remarks on proce-
dure: Mr. Gowan, 68-Messrs. Power,
Gowan, 69--Amt. m. (Mr.Wower) to refer
back to Com., 70; remarks: Messrs. Cle-
mow, Bellerose, Power, 70; Amt. agreed
to, 70.

11th Report of Select Com. (that notice is prac-
tically complete) presented, and suspen-
sion of Rule and adoption m. (Mr. Gowan),
153; Ques. of Order (Mr. Kaulbach) against
immediate decision, consent of House not
being unanimous, 153-4; remarks: Messrs.
Clemow, Kaulbach, Ogilvie, Lougheed,
Gowan, Vidal, Allan, 154-Mr. Bellerose,
155. M. withdrawn, and future consider-
ation in. (Mr. Gowan), 155.

1lth Report, adoption again in. (Mr. Clemow),
166. Ant. m. (Mr. Kaulbach) to refer
back to Com., the complete fulfilment of
Rule as to notice not having been re-
ported, 166-7; further discussion on pro-
cedure: Messrs. Ogilvie, Macdonald (B.C.),
Kaulbach, Clemow, Lougheed, 167-Mr.
Kaulbach, 168. Amt. lost (C. 10, N.-C.
27), 168 ; M. agreed to, 168.

1st R. of Bill m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed
to*, 168.

2nd R.*, 239.
21st Report of Select Com., in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach), 252; agreed
to, 253.

3rd R. of B.*, 253.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 82).

(G) An Act for the relief of Hattie Adèle Harri-
son.-(r. San ford.)

12th Report of Select Com. presented (Mr.
Gowan), 155: consideration on 27th April
m. (Mr. Gowan) and agreed to, 155.

12th Report, adoption again m. (Mr. Sanford),
publication of notice practically complete,
168 ; remarks as to adherence to rules:
Mr. Kaulbach, 168: M. agreed to, 168.

Ist R. of B. m. (Mr. Sanford) and agreed
to*, 168.

16th Report of Coin. (recomnending substitu-
tional service) presented and adoption n.

42

(Mr. Kaulbach), 178; remarks: Messrs.
Power, Macdonald (B.C.), Kaulbach, 179;
M. agreed to, 179.

2nd R. of B. *, 225.
18th Report of Select Com., in favour of the

B., adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach), with
remarks as to cl. in B. allowing re-mar-
riage, 260 ; as to custody of children, 261 ;
M. agreed to and Report adopted on a
divn., 261.

3rd R. of B.*, 261.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict, cap. 80.)

(H) An Act to incorporate the Buckingham and
Lièvre River Railway Company.- (Mr.
Clenow.)

Ist R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 179.
Reported (Ur. Dickey) fron Ry. Com., with

amts. (route; Ry. declared a work for
general advantage ; agreements with other
lines). Difference of B. from its petition
and notice reported. Concurrence in
Aits. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to,
224.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*, 224.
Concurrence in Commons Aints. m. (Mr.

Clemow), 283 ; head office in Canada ;
bridge cl. stricken out, not having been in
Notice of B. ; capital stock reduced to
$1,000.000; date of annual meeting;
number of directors ; amalgamation with
C. P. R. only ; remarks : Messrs. Power,
Clenow, 283-Messrs. Dickey (as to
courtesy of accepting Commons Amits.),
Power, Scott, 284 ; M. agreed to, 284.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vicet., cap. 32.)

(I) An Act respecting the Internal Economy of the
Senate.-(Mr. Abbott.)

lst R.*, 172.
On Order for 2nd R. ; postponement m. (Mr.

Abbott) and agreed to, 181.
2nd R. n. (Mr. Abbott), 207 ; debate : Mr.

Botsford, 207-Mr. Power. 208-Messrs.
Scott, Power, Abbott, Miller, Macdonald
(B.C.), 209-Messrs. Miller, Power, Ab-
bott, Ogilvie, Kaulbach, 210-Messrs. Ab-
bott, Power, 211-Messrs. McInnes (B. C.),
Abbott, Allan, 212; adjt. of H. during
pleasure, 212; adjt. of debate in. (Mr.
Bellerosed and agreed to*, 212.

Debate resuined : Mr. Bellerose, 214-Messrs.
Scott, Bellerose, Flint, Boulton, 215-
Messrs. Abbott, Boulton, Macdonald
(B.C.), Girard, 216--Messrs. Scott, Ab-
bott, Power, Miller, 217-Mlessrs. Ab-
bott, Scott, 218-Messrs. Ahbott, Scott,
219-Messrs. Power, Abbott, 220-
Messrs. Botsford, Abbott, Miller, Scott,
221-Messrs. Abbott, Power, Read
(Quinté), 222 ; Amt. suggested (Mr. Mc
Innes (B.C.) for appointinent of Commis-
sion by Senate, each Province to be repre-
sented, 223; ques. as to notice of Aint. :
Mr. Howlan ; reply : Mr. McInnes, 223;
M. for 2nd R. agreed to, 223.

M. (Mr. Ahbott) for reference to Com. of the
W., 223; ques. as to notice of Amt. : Mr.
Bellerose ; reply: Mr. McInnes (B.C.),
224 ; notice of such Amt., if necessary
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BILLS-Seriatim- Contiued.
(Mr. Bellerose), 224 ; M. for reference to
Coin. of the W. agreed to, 224.

Withdrawal of B. ; on Order for Com. of the
W., discharge of Order ni. (Sir John Ab-
bott) and leave for withdrawal requested,
354; remarks: Messrs. Miller, Kaulbach,
Scott, Power, 355-Messrs. McInnes
(B.C.), Power, Kaulbach, 356 ; M. agreed
to, 356.

(J) An Act for the relief of Robert Bennett.-(Mr.
Clemow.)

13th Report of Select Com., adoption in. (Mr.
Kaulbach), that publication of notice is
practically conplete ; with remarks on
adherence to Rules, 178 ; M. agreed to,
178.

Ist R.*, 128.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Clemow), 239 ; renarks as to

counter-petition presented: Messrs. Scott,
Clenow, Kauîlbach, 239 ; M. agreed to,
239.

22nd Report Select Com., against the B., pre-
sented and consideration on Monday next
m. (Mr. Kaulbach) ; renarks as to with-
drawal of B. and needlessness of printing
evidence : Messrs. Clenow, Kaulbach,
Almon, Dever, Prowse, 257 ; M. as above,
and type-written copies to suffice (Mr.
Kaulbach), 257 ; agreed to, 257.

22nd Report, concurrence in. (Mr. Kaulbach),
301 ; remarks: Messrs. Almon, Macdon-
ald (B.C.), 301 ; M. agreed to and Report
adopted, 301.

M. (Mr. Clemow) for refund of fees to Peti-
tioner, 307 ; remarks on procedure : Mr.
Kaulbach, 308 ; allowed to stand as a
Notice, 308.

M. (Mr. Clenow) for refund of fees to Peti-
tioner and return of his exhibits, 310 ;
Amt. in. (Mr. Kaulbach), exhibits of re-
spondent to be returned to her, 310-11 ;
renarks : Messrs. Clemnow, Kaulbach,
Power (as to respondent's expenses), Mac-
donald (B.C.), Alion, 311 ; Amt. adopted
and M. as amd. agreed to, 311.

(K) An Act to amend an Act to incorporate the
Manitoba and Assiniboia Grand Junction
Railway Company.-(Mfr. Boulton).

Ist R.*, 200.
2nd R.*, 213.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amt. (issue of debentures only as neces-
sity of work demands), 241 ; report agreed
to and Amt. concurred in, 241.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Boulton) and agreed to*, 241.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 44.)

(L) An Act further to amend The Patent Act. -
(Mr. Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 205.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 239 ; M. agreed to,

240.
In Coin. of the W. ; on lst cl. (patents for

Canadians within 1 year of their foreign
patents), remarks: Mr. Power, Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Dickey, 253-Mr. Kaulbach,
Sir John Abbott, 254-Messrs. Power,
Scott, Sir John Abbott, 255-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Power, 256 ; cl. agreed to,
256.

On 6th cl., sect. 22 of Act (18 years' duration
of patent), explanation : Sir John Abbott,
256 ; el. agreed to, 256.

On 7th cl. (importation ; avoidance of patent
only by party importing), renarks: Sir
John Abbott, Messrs. Kaulbach, Dickey,
256 ; cl. adopted, 256.

On 9th cl. (examination of applications) expla-
nation : Sir John Abbott, 256 ; el. adopt-
ed, 256.

Reported (Mr. Clemow), without Amt., 256.
3rd R.*, 256.
Amts. of Commons ; concurrence m. (Sir John

Abbott), 377 ; concurrence seriatim sug-
gested (Mr. Power), 377.

On sect. 8 ; concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott)
in Aint., not limiting privileges to Cana-
dian citizens ; remark : Mr. Power;
agreed to, 377.

On cl. 3; concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott) in
Amt., compelling election of domicile;
agreed to, 377.

On cl. 5 ; concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott)
in Amt., permitting withdrawal of appli-
cations ; agreed to, 377.

On 3 minor Amts., and Amt. in title of B.
concurrence in. (Sir John Abbott) and
agreed to, 377-8.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 24.)

(M) An Act to consolidate and amend the Acts
respecting Land in the Territories.-(Mr.
Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 205.
On order for 2nd R., postponement m. (Mr.

Abbott), 235; remark: Mr. Power, and
M. agreed to, 235.

On order for 2nd R., discharge m. (Sir John
Abbott) for the present session, 300; M.
agreed to, 301.

(N) An Act further to amend the General Inspec-
tion Act.-(Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 256.
2nd R. in. (Sir John Abbott), 282 ; ques. (Mr.

Macdonald, B. C.) as to salmon inspection,
282; reply (Sir John Abbott), also as to
cheese, butter, &c., 282; ques. (Mr. Kaul-
bach) as to apples, 283 ; reply (Sir John
Abbott), 283 ; M. agreed to, 283.

In Com. of the V. ; on last cl., as to inspec-
tion of apples; remarks: Messrs. Almon,
Kaulbach, Power, 3 4 3 -Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Power, Almon, Kaulbach,Clemow,
344-Mr. McKay, Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Dickey, Power, Prowse, Dever,
345-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Kaulbach, Dever, Dickey, 346. B. re-
ported (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington) with-
out Amt., and report agreed to, 346.

On Order for 3rd R., Amt. m. (Sir John Ab-
bott) to strike out sub-sect. 4 of gect. 7,
respecting inspection fees, 347- ; re-
marks : on right of Senate to fix fees, on
cost of opening package, and on several
re ealing clauses in B., instead of at end
(.Mr. Power), 348 ; on cost of apple inspec-
tion, on its being optional, and on right
of Senate to fix the fee : Messrs. Read,
(Quinté), Miller, Alinon, Kaulbach, 348-
Messrs. Scott, Miller, Dever, Prowse,
Allan, Reesor, 3 4 9 -- Sir John Abbott,
350; Amt. agreed to, 350.
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3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

350.
Amts. of H. of Commons (fixing max-

imum inspection fee; providing for
cheese inspection), concurrence ni. (Sir
John Abbott) 452; ques. (Mr. Scott) ; re-
ply (Sir John Abbott), inspection permis-
sive, 452; ques. (Mr. Kaulbach) reply
(Sir John Abbott), fee fixed as a maxi-
munm, 452; M. agreed to, 452.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 23.)

(O) An Act to amend " The Winding-up Act."-
(Sir John C«ldwell Abbott.)

1 st. q.*, 343.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

350.
In Coin. of the W., and reported (Mr. Ogilvie)

with Amts.*, 357; Amts. concurred in*,
357.

3rd R.*, 357.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 28.)

(P) An Act to make further prjvision respecting
Grants of Land to nem bers of the Militia
Force on active service in the North-West.-
(Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 347.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

356.
In Com. of the W., Amt. m. (Sir John Abbott)

6 months from ist July, 1892, for com-
pliance with conditions, 372; remarks :
Messrs. Lougheed, Kaulbach, Sir John
Abbott, 373; M. agreed to, 373.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) with Amt., which con-
curred in *, 373.

3rd R.*, 373.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 6.)

(5) An Act further to amend Chapter ninety-six
of the Revised Statutes, intituled: " An
Act to encourage the development of the
Sea Fisheries and the building of Fishing
Vessels."-(Mr. Abbott.)

1st R.*, 55.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 67 ; remark : Mr.

Power, 67 ; M. agreed to, 67.
In Com. of the W., debate : Mr. Power,

10--Messrs. Miller, Power, 10 2-Messrs.
Abbott, Power, Miller, 103--Mr. Abbott,
104.

Anit. m. (Mr. Power) to add cl. (payment on
or before 3lst March in each year), 104 ;
debate : Messrs. Prowse, Power, Kaul-
bach, 104 - Messrs. Abbott, Miller,
Power, 105-Messrs. Power, Abbott, 106
-Messrs. Power, Abbott, Scott, 107-
Messrs. Abbott, Scott. Howlan, Power,
108 - Messrs. Miller, Howlan, Almon,
Poirier, 109-Mr. Boulton, 110; Amt.
declared lost, 110.

B. reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com., without
Amt.*, 110.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) 110 ; request for
postponement, and ques. of Order (Mr.
Power) that 3rd R. immediately on being
reported requires unanimous consent of
House, 110 ; debate thereon : Messrs.

42½

Botsford, Power, Miller. Abbott, Masson,
110 ; reading postponed, 111.

3rd R. again ?n. (Mr. Abbott), 120 ; debate
on provisions of B. (to dispense with
statement to Parlt. in advance): Messrs.
Power, Abbott, 120 - Messrs. Power,
Kaulbach, 121 ; M. agreed to, 121.

Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 18).

(6) An Act to amend " The Canada Temperance
Amendment Act, 1888."--(Mr. Vidal.)

lst R.*. 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr.Vidal), 123; remarks: Messrs.

Kaulbach, McMillan ; replies: Mr. Vidal,
124.

In Com. of the W.; on provisions of the B.,
Mr. Vidal, 127 ; ques. respecting
physicians' prescriptions: Mr. McMillan;
replies : Mr. Vidal; and sub-sects. "a "
to " d" adopted.

On sub-sect. " e," Amt. m. (Mr. Vidal) to add
words : physicians "having no interest
in the sale," 128 ; remarks : Mr.
Lougheed, 128--Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Vidal, Almon, McMillan, 129 ; Amt. m.
(Mr. Power) to add word " pecuniary,"
130; remarks: Messrs. McMillan,Power,
Kaulbach, Vidal, 130 ; Amt. lost (C. 10,
N-C. 30), 130 ; Mr. Vidal's Amt. lost,
130.

Amt. m. (Mr. Vidal) to add words (druggists'
records, inspection by magistrates), 130 ;
renarks : Mr. McMillan, 130-Mesars.
Vidal, Kaulbach, Casgrain, Power,
Almon, 131. Sub-Amt. m. (Mr.Bellerose)
to substitute ministers of religion, 131
seconded : Mr. Gowan, 131 ; remarks
Messrs. O'Donohoe, Vidal, 131; sub-Amt.
lost (C. 7, N-C. not counted), 131-2.
Amt. lost on a division, and cl. " e " ad-
opted, 132.

Amt. m. (Mr. Dickey) to add cl. (extension of
voting privilege to incorporated towns),
132-3. Ques. of Order (Mr. Vidal) that
Amt. is not germane to the B., 133 ; re-
marks thereon : Messrs. Kaulbach, Bots-
ford ; M. (Mr. Dickey) that progress be
reported, 133 ; remarks : Mr. Almon,
134 ; progress reported (Mr. Howlan),
134.

Again in Coin. ; Ques. of Order again raised
(Mr. Dickey), 142; ruling (Mr. Howlan,
as Chairman) : the Amt. is not in order,
being a new clause, 142; remarks : Messrs.
Dickey, Botsford, Miller, Howlan, 142.
Suggestion (Mr. Vidal) that the B. be re-
ported, and Amt. m. on 3rd R., 142; re-
marks: Mr. Miller, 142; Mr. Dickey, as to
reference of Ques. of Order to Speaker, m.
that Com. report progress for the purpose,
142-3; Mr. Abbott, 143; M. (Mr. Vidal)
that Chairman report B. without Amt. ;
reported accordingly (Mr. Howlan), 143.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 143; Aint. m. (Mi.
Dickey) as before, 143 ; remarks : Messrs.
McMillan, Dickey, Allan, 144. Explana-
tion of recent ruling as Chairman of Com.
(Mr. Howlan), 144; remarks : Messrs.
Dickey, Vidal, Power ; Ques. of Order, to
obtain Speaker's ruling, 145 ; remarks as
to previous understanding : Mr. Dickey ;
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Ques. withdrawn, 145. Further debate
on subject inatter of Amt. : Mr. Vidal,
145-Messrs. Botsford, Vidal, 146-
Messrs. Botaford, Vidal, Scott, Abbott,
147-Messrs. Dickey, Abbott, 148-
Messrs. Vidal, Dickey, Allan, 149-
Messrs. Dickey, Wark, Dever, Vidal, 150.
Messrs. Kaulbach, Almon, Bellerose, 151.
Aint. lost on divn. and B. 3rd R., 152.

Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., Cap. 26.)

(7) An Act respecting the Criminal Law.--
(Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to proceeding with, 126 ;
reply (Mr. Abbott), 126.

Select Joint Coni. ; M. for (Mr. Abbott), 156 ;
remarks: Mr. Gowan, 156--Mr. Kaul-
bach, 157 ; M. agreed to, 157.

Ist R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to*,
384.

2nd R. to-morrow (5th July); M. for (Sir
John Abbott), 384.

French edition called for (Mr. Bellerose), 384;
reply (Sir John Abbott) on this point,
393 ; his proposai that, in Com of the W.,
any cl. desired shall be suspended and
printed in French, and that, before B.
passes, French translation shall be distri-
buted ; (accepted), 453.

Objection (Mr. Scott) that B. is not prepared
for Senate by Commons officials, and to
B. proceeding at last hours of session ;
reniarks on the B., 385; suggestion (Sir
John Abbott) to defer remarks till2nd R.,
385 ; further objectioiîs (Mr. Scott) to
Senate proceeding with the B., 386; de-
bate on the procedure: Mr. Miller, 387
-Messrs. Scott, Miller, 389-Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.t, Miller, 390-Messrs.
Scott, Dever, Clemiow, Kaulbach, 391-
Messrs. Miller, Kaulbach, Dever, 392-
Mr. Boulton (referring to Marquette elec-
tion), 393--Sir John Abbott, 393-M essrs.
Scott, Miller, Sir John Abbott, 393-
Messrs. Scott, Miller, Sir John Abbott,
394--Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 395-
Messrs. Scott, Power, 396.

M. (Mr. Scott) for Message to Commons, for
original of the B., as used in Con. of the
W., to be tabled in Senate during discus-
sion, 397 ; further remarks, and Notice of
M. required: Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Scott, Power, Alnion, Miller, Macdonald
(R.C.), 397-Sir John Abbott, 398; M.
for 2nd R. to-morrow agreed to, 398.

M. (Mr. Scott) as above, 398 ; remarks : Sir
John Abbott, Messrs. Miller, Scott,
398-9. M. dcclared lost on a division,
399.

On Order for 2nd R. ; deferred at Mr. Scott's
request, 453.

2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 464; debate
(on substitution of Code for Cormnion
Law ; English law, legislation and prac-
tice; discrepancies between cis. of Code
and Statutes drafted from ; lateness in
present session, and ques. of advisability
and feasibility of deferring passage of B.
until the next; date of Act coming into

force; also on special points-Grand Jury
system, 469-raffles, 470-lotteries, 470,
475, 477, 480-law of evidence, 472-
verbiage, cattle definition, 477, 479, 483):
Mr. Scott, 464-Messrs. Miller, Snith,
Scott, 467-Messrs. Allan, Lougheed,
Macdonald (B.C.), Scott, 468-Mr. Vidal,
469-Messrs. Miller, Scott, Vidal, 470-
Messrs. Miller, Clemow, Scott, Vidal,
471--Mr. Wark, 471-Mr. Kaulbach,
471-Messrs. Miller, Kaulbach, 472-
Mr. Read (Quinté), 472-Mr. Allan, 472-
Mr. Clenow, 473-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Clemow, MacInnes (Burlington), Mc-
Calluin, 474-Messrs. Flint, O'Donohoe,
475-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, Mr.
Alinon, 476-Messrs. Kaulbach' Power,
477-M r. Almon, 478-Messrs. Lougheed,
Scott, 478-9--Mr. Reesor, 480-Sir John
Abbott, Messrs. Power, Scott, 481-
Messrs. Miller, Power, Sir John Abbott,
483-Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), Scott,
Sir John Abbott, 484. M. agreed to,
484.

Reference to Coin. of the W. m. (Sir John
Abbott) and agreed to, 484.

In Coin. of the W. ; on cl. 3, sub-sect. d (de-
finition of cattle); objection taken (Mr.
Power) to verbiage ; remarks : Mr. Scott,
Sir John Abbott, and cl. adopted, 485.

On el. o (definition of loaded arms) ; objection
taken (Mr. O'Donohoe) breech-loaders not
clearly included; Amt. in. (Sir John
Abbott) to strike out "in the barrel";
M. agreed to, and cl. as amd. adopted,
485.

On 105th cl. (carrying weapons); objection
taken (Mr. Read, Quinté), that Senate
had sent two Bs. to Commons, naking
provisions on this head; el. allowed to
stand, 485.

On 106th cl. (pointing loaded firearms) ; Amt.
m. (Mr. Power), maximum penalty $100;
Amnt. agreed to and cl. passed, 485.

Progress reported (Mr. Clemow), 485.
On Order, again in Com. ; protest (Mr. Kaul-

bach) against hurried passing of cis., 485.
In Coin. and progress rep. (Mr. Clemow)*,

486.
In Coin., on 205th cl. (suppression of lot-

teries) ; Amt. in. to sub-sect. d (Mr.
Vidal) further restricting bazaar raffles ;
remarks: Sir John Abbott, Mr. Vidal;
Aint. agreed to, 486.

Aint. m. iMr. Vidal) to strike ont sub-sect d
(exempting lottery associations hereto-
fore authorized by Legislatures), 486 ;
debate: Mr. Boulton, 486-Mr. Murphy,
Sir John Abbott, Mr. Perley, 487-
Messrs. Vidal, Miller, Murphy, Sir John
Abbott, Messrs. Kaulbach, Scott, Power,
488 : Anit adopted, 488.

Ait. m. (Sir John Abbott) to exempt Credit
Foncier, and Credit Foncier du Bas-
Canada; Aint. adopted, 488. Further
remaiks: Mr. Murphy, Sir John Abbott,
488-Messrs. Mnrphy, Scott, 489; cl., as
amd., adopted, 489.

Progress reported (Mr. Clemow), 489.
In Com. and progress rep. (Mr. Clemow)*,

492, 494.
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B. reported (Mr. Clemow) with Amts*, 495.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

495.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 29.)

(8) An Act respecting aid by United States
Wreckers in Canadian waters. - (Mr.
Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 152.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 161 ; re.narks: Mr.

Scott, 161-Mr. McCallum, 162--Mr.
Abbott, 163--Messrs. McCallum, Abbott,
164; M. agreed to, 164.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) into Com. of the W.
remarks: Mr. McCallum, 172--Messrs.
Abbott, McCallum, 174-5-6; M. agreed
to, 176.

Reported (Mr. McKay) from Com. of the W.,
without Amt., 176.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 176; yeas and nays
called for (Mr. McCallun), 176; M.
adopted (C. 33, N.-C. 8), 176.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 4.)

(10) An Act to amend "The Pilotage Act."-
(Mr. Abbott.)

ist R.*, 135.
2nd R., m. (Mr. Abbott), 152; remarks on

restriction of exemptions from compulsoi y
pilotage, to Canadian vessels: Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, Abbott, 152; M. agreed
to, 152.

In Com. of the W. ; remarks as to extending
similar exemptions to U. S. vessels :
Messrs. Power, Abbott, 164-Messrs.
Abbott, Power, Kaulbach, Almon, 165-
Messrs. Macdonald (P. E. I.), Power,
Howlan, Kaulbach, 166. B. reported (Mr.
Ogilvie) without Amt., 166.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott); postponement re-
quested (Mr. Power) and M. withdrawn,
166.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 20.)

(11) An Act respecting Fishing Vessels of the
United State.-(Mr. Abbott.)

lst R.*, 178.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 181; debate: Messrs.

Kaulbach, Miller, 182-Messrs. Vidal,
Power, 183-Messrs. Abbott, Power, 184
-Messrs. Power, Abbott, Kaulbach, 185;
M. agreed to, 186.

Reported from Coin. of the W. without Arnt.*,
and

3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 3.)

(12) An Act respecting the Department of Marine
and Fisheric.-(Mr. Abbott.)

lst R.*, 55.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 67 ; debate : Messrs.

Power, Abbott, Kaulbach, 67-Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, Scott, Abbott, 68.

In Coin. of the W., and reported (Mr. Loug-
heed) without Amt., 73.

Postponement of 3rd R. requested (Mr. Power),
m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to, 73.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 98. Amt. m. (Mr.
Power) to strike out 4th cl. (transfer of
powers to another Minister), 98 ; debate :
Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, 99-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Abbott, Power, Masson, 100-
Messrs. Abbott, Power, Kaulbach, 101;
Amt. lost on a division, and B. 3rd
R., 101.

Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 17.)

(13) An Act further to amend the Steamboat In-
spection Act.-(Mr. Abbott.)

1st R. , 178.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) ; remark: Mr. Kaul-

bach; reply: Mr. Abbott, 186; M. agreed
to, 186.

3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Viet., cap. 19.)

(14) An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Vidal.)

lst R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 124; remarks: Messrs.

Power, Kaulbach, Vidal, 125 ; M. agreed
'to, 125,

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 39.)

(15) An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the
McKay Milling Company.-(Mr. Clemow.)

1st R.*, 126.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 127.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com. ,

135.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
55-56 Vict., cap. 73.

(16) An Act respecting the Ottawa City Passenger
Railway Company.-(Mr. Clernow.)

1st R.*, 256.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 283.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amt. (acquisition of property and fran-
chises, subject to obligations), 308 ; re-
marks on the Ant., and as to procedure
thereon: Messrs. Miller, Power, Clemow ;
(concurrence m.), Mr. Dickey, the Speaker,
309 ; M. agreed to and Amt. concurred
in, 309.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 311. Ques. (Mr.
Power) as to distribution as amd. ; reply
(Mr. Miller) not required by Rules, 311.
Amt. m. (Mr. Dickey) to add cl., obliga-
tions arising from agreements with muni-
cipalities, 311 ; remarks as to procedure :
Messrs. Scott, Clemow, Power, 311-
Messrs. Miller, Scott, Power, Dickey,
Kaulbach, 312. M. (Mr. Dickey) to rescind
concurrence in yesterday's Aint., and to
amd. the B. (as above), 312; Amt. con-
curred in, and B. 3rd R., 312.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict.,cap. 53.)

(17) An Act t incorporate W. C. Edwards and
Company.-(Mr. Clemow.)

1st R.*, 126.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 126 ; remarks as to

title of B. : Mr. Abbott, 127 ; as to ex-
tensive powers conferred : Messrs. Kaul-
bach, Howlan, 127 ; M. agreed to, 127.
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Reported from Bankiig and Commerce Com*.,

135.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 72.)

(18) An Act respecting certain railway works in
the City of Toronto.-(Mr. Allan.)

lst R.*, 181.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Allan) and agreed to, 189.
3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vic. cap. 61.)

(19) An Act respecting the Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company of Canada. - (Mr.
Louyheed.)

lst R.*, 170.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Lougheed), 176 ; remarks

Messrs. Kaulbach, Lougheed, 176-Mr.
Scott, 177 ; M. agreed to, 177.

3rd R. (n. by Mr. Allan)*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 68.)

(22) An Act respecting the London and Port
Stanley Railway Company.-(Mr. McKind-
sey.)

1st R.*, 200.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Lougheed)*, 213.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Aint. (extending voting powers of city
representatives to special meetings), 232 ;
concurrence m. (Mr. Lougheed) and agreed
to, 232.

3rd R.*, 232.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 43.)

(23) An Act to incorporate the High River and
Sheep Creek Irrigation and Water-power
Company.-(Mr. Lougheed.)

1st R. *, 2().
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed) and agreed to, 206.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) front Com. on Rys.,

&c., with Ants. (restoring B. to the lim-
ited powers for irrigation works asked for
originally by petition and notice), 231
Amts. concurred in, 232.

3rd R. n. (Mr. Lougheed) and agreed to*, 232.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 66.)

(24) An Act respecting the Nicola Valley Railway
Company.-(Mr. Reid, B.C.)

let R.*, 122.
2nd R.*, 123.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 50.)

(25) An Act respecting the Montreal Board of
Trade.--(Mr. Ogilvie.)

Ist R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (by Mr. Lougheed) and agreed to,

177.
3rd R.*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 70.)

(28) An Act respecting the Belleville and Lake
Nipissing Rilway Company.-(Mr. Read,
Quinté. )

lst R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Read) and agreed to, 123.
Reported from Ry. Com.*, 135.

3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 31.)

(29) An Act respecting the Nipissing and James"
Bay Railway Company.-(Mr Louighed.)

Ist R.*, 122.
2nd R. i. (Mr. Lougheed), 125 ; remarks

Messrs. Power, Kaulbach, 125 ; M.
agreed to, 125. Further enquies. :Mr.
Power, 125 ; remarks in reply : Messrs.
Kaulbach, Lougheed, 126 ; B. referred to
Com., 126.

3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vici., cap. 51.)

(30) An Act respectingthe Nova Scotia Steel and
Forge Company (Limited.)-(Mr. Dickey.)

Ist R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Dickey), 177 ; remarks as to

preference shares : Mr. Kaulbach, 177
M. agreed to, 177.

3rd R.*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 74.)

(31) An Act respecting the Globe Printing Com-
pany.--(3Mr. Scott.)1st R.*, 157.

2nd R.*, 168.
3rd R.*. 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vici., cap. 75.)

(32) An Act to incorporate the Woman's Baptist
Missionary Union of the Maritime Provinces.
-- Mr. McKay.)

lst R.*, 157.
2nd R.*, 168.
3rd R.*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 76.)

(33) An Act respecting the Wood Mountain and
Qu'Appelle Railway Comnpany.-(Mr. San-
ford.)

lst R,*, 178.
2nd R.*, 181.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Girard)*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 63.)

(34) An Act respecting the Canada Southern
Railway Conpany.-(Mr. McCallum.)

lst R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McCallun); ques.: Mr. Power;

explanation: Mr. McCalluin ; M. agreed
to, 168.

3rd R.*; 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 34.)

(35) An Act respecting the Manitoba and South-
Eastern Railway Company.-(Mr. 0irard).

1st R.*, 122.
2nd R. i. (Mr. Girard), and agreed to, 123.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 46.)

(36) An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the
School Savings Bank.-(Mr. Power. )

lst R.*, 485.
Report of Standing Orders and Private B.

Coin. (recommending that B. be placed
on the Orders for 2nd R.) presented, and
adoption m. (Mr. Girard), 490. Amt. m.
(Mr. Murphy), 6 months' "hoist " ; ques.
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of Order (Mr. Kaulbach), and delays in
procedure explained (Mr. Power), 491
Report adopted, 491.

M. for 2nd R. at next sitting (Mr. Girard),
491 ; agreed to, 492.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 493; Ant. m. (Mr.
Murphy, 3 months' " hoist," 493 ; ques.
(Mr. McMillan), date of charter and busi-
ness done ; replies (Mr. Murphy), 494 ;
suggestion (Mr. Power and Sir John
Abbott) that B. be allowed to go to
Banking Coin., 494; Amt. withdraw'n,
and B. 2nd R., 494.

Reported (Mr. Allan) from Banking Con.,
preanble not proved, 518.

(37) An Act respecting the Lake Manitoba Rail-
way and Canal Company.-(Mr-. (irard.)

Tst R. (m. hy Mr. Dickey)*, 178.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 180; ques. and re-

marks as to land grants : Messrs. Power,
Girard, Kaulbach, Boulton, 180; M.
agreed to, 180.

3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55.56 Vict, cap. 41.)

(38) An Act respecting the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Conpany.-(Mr. Scott.)

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Scott), 169; remarks: Messrs.

Power, Scott, 170; M. agreed to, 170.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with-

ont Ant.*, 171.
3rd R., postponement asked (Mr. Power),

171 ; reply (Mr. Scott), 171. Further
remarks, re increase of capital stock : Mr.
Power, 171-Messrs. Ogilvie, Power,
Scott, 172 ; M. agreed to and B. 3rd R.,
172.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 35.)

(39) An Act respecting the Alberta Railway and
Coal Company.-(Mr. Girard.)

Ist R*, 207.
2nd R in. (Mr. Girard) and agreed to, 225.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amts. (limiting area for irrigation works),
241 ; report agreed to and Aints. con-
curred in, 240.

3rd R. (in. by Mr. Ogilvie)*, 240.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vit., cap. 30.)

(40) An Act respecting the St. Catharines and
Niagara Central Railway Comp.ny.-(Mr.
Mc Callimn.)

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McCallum), 169 ; remarks:

Messrs. Power, MeCallui, Kaulbach,
Vidal, 169 ; M. agreed to, 169.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 58.)

(41) An Act respecting the Bell Telephone Com-
pany of Canada.-(Mr. Scott.)

1st R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott) and agreed to, 177.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Com. on Tele-

graphs, &c., without Amt.*, 187.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 187. Postponement re-

quested, and Notice of Ant. (Mr. Boul-

ton) fixing stock at $3,000,000, 187. Re-
marks : Messrs. Scott, Dickey, 187-
Messrs. Ogilvie, Scott, 188 ; on Ques. of
Order as to necessity of Notice of Amt.,
and further as to inerits of the B., Messrs.
Power, Miller, Scott, Boulton, Kaulbach,
188- Messrs. Scott, Miller, Boulton, 189;
B. ordered for 3rd R. to morrow, 189.

3rd R. again rn. (Mr. Scott), 190 ; Aint., as
above, ni. (Mr. Boulton), 191 ; debate :
Messrs. Scott, Boulton, 192 - Messrs.
Scott, Boulton, Ogilvie, 193-Messrs. Ogil-
vie, Clemow, Scott, 194- Messrs. Scott,
Clemow, 195-Messrs. Power, Cleniow,
196- Messrs. Scott. Clenow, Boulton, 197.
M. (Mr. Lougheed) to refer back to Comn.,
198 ; remarks: Messrs. MacInnes (Bur-
lington), Scott, Dickey, Power, Allan,
Abbott, M. seconded (Mr. McMillan),
198. Aint. (Mr. Boulton) withdrawn,
198 ; reimiark (the Speaker) that it had not
been put, 198. Further remiarks on pro-
celure : Messrs. Scott, Miller, Vidal,
Kaulbach, Power, 199 ; M. for reference
back to Coin. agreed to, 199.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) fromn Coi., with Aits.,
limitation of borrowing power, proviso as
to increasing the rates charged, 206. Con-
currence n. (Mr. Scott), 206 ; reinarks as
to further postponenent: Messrs. Cleinow,
Scott, 207 ; M. agreed to, 207.

3rd R. as amended*, 207.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 67.)

(42) An Act to revive and amend the Act to in-
corporate the Brockville and New York
Bridge Company.-(Mr. Clernow.)

lst R.*, 240.
2nd R.*, 248.
3rd R.*. 308.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 64.)

(44) An Act further to amnend the Chinese Immi-
gration Act.-(Sir John Calducell Abbott.)

1st R.*, 496.
Suspension of 41st Rule m. (Sir John Abbott)

with explanation of B., 496 ; agreed to,
496.

2nd R. n. (Sir John Abbott), 497 ; debate
Messrs. McInnes (B.C.), 1ower, Kaulbach,
McCallum, Sir John Abbott, 497-Mr.
McCallum, 498 ; M. agreed to, 498.

Reference to Com. of the W. m. (Sir John
Abbott), 498 ; remarks : Mr. McCallum,
Sir John Abbott, and M. agreed to, 498.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com., without
Amt., and

3rd R.*, 498.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 25.)

(45) An Act to revive and amend the Act to in-
corporate the Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Ponty-
pool Railway Company.-(Mr Clemow.)

lot R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr Clemow) 169 ; remarks:

Messrs. Power, Kaulbach ; explanation:
Mr. Clemow ; M. agreed to, 169.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 42.)
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(47) An Act to incorporate the Victoria Life In-

surance Company. -(Mr. Scott.)
ist R.*, 170.
2nd R.*, 199.
3rd R.*, 213.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 69.)

(49) An Act respecting the Cobourg, North-
umberland and Pacific Railway Company.-

1 Mr. Sanford, in absence of Mr. Read,
Quinté.)

lst R.*, 172.
2nd R. (in. by Mr. .Sanford)*, 181.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey)*, 199.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 38.)

(50) An Act respecting the Ontario Pacific Rail-
way Company.-(Mr.McInnes, Burhngton.)

Ist R.*, 200.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Vidal)*, 213.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Power)*, 231.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cxp. 52.)

(51) An Act to incorporate the Canso and Louis-
bourg Railway Company.-(Mr. Miller.)

lst R., and 2nd R., Wednesday next, m. (Mr.
Miller) pending Report of Standing
Orders Com., and agreed to, 181.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Miller) and agreed to, 189.
3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 36.)

(53) An Act respecting the Qu'Appelle, Long
Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad and
Steamboat Company.-(Mr. Scott.)

Ist R.*, 172.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 180; ques. : Mr.

Power, as to main line completion ; re-
ply : Mr. Scott; M. agreed to, 180.

3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 57.)

(56) An Act to confirm an agreement between the
Tobique Valley Railway Company and the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company.-(Mr.
Boyd.)

1st R.*, 205.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rd R.*, 231.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 60.)

(57) An Act respecting the St. John and Maine
Railway Company and the New Brunswick
Railway Company.-(Mr. Boyd.)

1st R.*, 172.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Boyn) and agreed to, 180.
3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 59.)

(58) An Act to authorize the conieyance to the
Corporation of the City of Toronto of certain
Ordnance Lands in that City.-(Mr. Abbott.)

lst R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 177; remarks, re-

specting old fort at Annapolis, N.S. : Mr.
Almon ; reply, Mr. Abbott; M. agreed
to, 177.

In Coin. of the W., 179; reported (Mr. Boyd)
without Amt., 180.

3rd R.*, 180.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 7.)

(59) An Act to incorporate the Ottawa Valley
Railway Company.--(Mr. Ogilvie.)

Ist R. (m. by Mr. McMillan)*, 376.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Ogilvie), 378; remarks: Mr.

Power, 378; M. agreed to, 378.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 54.)

(60) An Act respecting the Great Northern Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Read, Quinté.)

lst R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Read, Quinté) and agreed to,

241.
3rd R.*, 246.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 40.)

(62) An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying certain
expenses of the public service, for the finan.
cial year ending the 30th Jue, 1892, and for
other purposes relating to the public service.
-(Mr. Abbott.)

1st R.*, 134.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 137 ; remarks, re-

specting reinstatements in Dept. of Inte-
rior : Mr. Power, 137-Messrs. Abbott,
Power, 138-Messrs. Poirier, Abbott, 140
-Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, Power, 141;
M. agreed to, 141.

Suspension of Rule, and
3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to*, 141.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 1.)

(63) An Act respecting the Pontiac Pacific June-
tion Railway Company.-(Mfr. Ogilvie.)

lst R.*, 200.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey)*, 231.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 56.)

(64) An Act respecting the Canada Atlantic Rail-
way Company--,-(Mr. Clemow.)

Ist R.*, 207.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), and agreed to, 225.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amt. (exteuding telegraph privileges to
15 miles from track), 232; Amt. agreed
to, 232.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 232; remarks, as to
expediency of limiting tolls chargeable,
and as to restrictive el. in Bell Telephone
Co.'s B. (41): Messrs. Power, Clemow,
Dickey, Scott, 232; M. agreed to, 232.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 33.)

(65) An Act to incorporate the Burrard Inlet
Tunnel and Bridge Company.--)Mr. Macdon-
ald, B.C.)

lst R.*, 284.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 310; re-

marks: Messrs. Power, Macdonald, Kaul-
bach, 310 ; M. agreed to, 310.

Reported (NIr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with
Amt. as to height of bridge and width of
swing, 350; future consideration m. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), and agreed to, 350.

On Order for consideration of Report; M.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to refer back to
Com. for Amt. (100 ft. swing), 358; Amt.
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m. (Mr. McInnes, B. C.), concurrence in
report, 358; debate: Messrs. Ogilvie,
McInnes (B.C.), 359-Messrs. Scott, Mc-
Innes (B.C.), Read (Quinté), Power, 360-
Messrs. Ogilvie, Mclnnes, Clenow,
Power, 361-Messrs. Kaulbach, Mc-
Callum, 362--Messrs. Boulton, McCallum,
Scott, 363-Messrs. Boulton, Scott,
MeMillan, 364-Mesars. Kaulbach, Mc-
Millan, MeInnes (B.C.), Allan, 365-
Messrs. Vidal, Allan, McInnes (B.C.),
366-Messrs. Vidal, Lougheed, Kaul-
bach, 367-Messrs. Lougheed, Miller,
Macdonald (B.C.), Power, 368. Amt. m.
(Mr. Vidal) to refer back without instruc-
tions, 368; remarks on procedure, and
on merits of the ques. : Mr. Power, 368-
Mr. Miller, 369. Amt. (Mr. Macdonald,
B.C.) modified, referring back for further
consideration, 369; further remarks, on
the merits, and on the procedure: Mr.
Clemow, 369-Messrs. McKay, Clemow,
McInnes, Sir John Abbott, 370-Mr.
Power, Sir John Abbott, Messrs. Miller,
Allan, McCallun, Poiritr, 371. Decision
(the Speaker): the Amt. of Mr. Melnnes
is unnecessary, 371 ; it is withdrawn,
372. Amt. (Mr. Macdonald), to re-commit
the B. for further consideration, carried
(C. 29, N.-C. 20), 372.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Ry. Com., without
Ant., 375; 3rd R. on 28th June in. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), 375; remarks on pro-
cedure: Messrs. Power, Macdonald,
Miller, Scott, McCallum, Kaulbach, Sir
John Abbott, 375; M. agreed te, 375.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 376; Amt.
m. (Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.) to add. el. requir-
ing height or draw of 150 ft., 376; carried
(C. 26, N.-C. 13), and B. passed as amd.,
376.

Explanation (Mr. Sutherland) of having paired,
376.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 65.)

(67) An Act respecting the Voters' Lists of 1891.-
(Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 383.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 400 ; remarks on

this B. and on the Franchise Act : Mr.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 400 ; M. agreed
to, 401.

3rd R.*, 452.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 12.)

(68) An Act te revive and amend the Acts re-
specting the Ottawa, Waddington and New
York Railway and Bridge Comnpany.-(Mr.
Vidal.)

lst R.*, 331.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 346; remarks: Messrs.

Almon, Kaulbach, Vidal, 347 ; M. agreed
to, 347.

3rd R.*, 350.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 55.)

(70) An Act to incorporate The Dominion Millers'
Association.-(Mr. Read, Quinté.)

let R.*, 256.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Read, Quinté) and agreed to,
282.

3rd R. (m. by Mr. Sullivan)*, 310.
Assent. 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 71.)

(71) An Act further to amend the Inland Revenue
Act. -(Mr. Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 200.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to, 213.
In Com. of the W. ; on el. 2, sub-sect. 2 (label-

ling bottles), debate : Messrs. Dickey,
Power, 225-Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Abbott, 226-Messrs. O'Donohoe, Abbott,
Lougheed, Power, 227-Messrs. Power,
Lougheed, O'Donohoe, Abbott, Ross,
Dever, 2,28-Messrs. Snowball, Power,
Dickey, Abbott, 229-Mesars. Power,
Abbott, Dickey, Allan, Snowball, Clemow,
230 ; request that the cl. may stand (Mr.
Power), 230 ; remarks: Messrs. Abbott,
Power, 231 ; cl. allowed te stand, 231.

On el. 3 (cigars, sale from factory in small
quantities prohibited) ; Amt. m. (Mr.
Abbott) te add sub-sect. 3 (1 year's ex-
emption in certain cases), 231 ; Amt.
agreed to, 231.

Progress reported (Mr. Vidal), 231.
Again in Com., 282 ; remark (Sir John Abbott)

upon striking out sub-sect. 2 of sect. 2,
and further changes, 282.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com. with Amts.,
and saine concurred in*, 282.

3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 299; remarks on
the expunged els., and on liquor bottling
and ad ulteration: Meser. Dickey, Kaul-
bach, Macdonald, Power, Dever, 299-
Sir John Abbott, Mr. Dever, 300 ; M.
agreed to, 300.

(Assent, 522.
55-56 Vict., cap. 22.)

(72) An Act te incorporate the Winnipeg and
Atlantic Railway Company. -(Mr. Lougheed,
in the absence of MVr. Sanford.)

Petition presented (Mr. Sanford), 179; objec-
tion taken, that Standing Orders Con.
must report thereon: Messrs. Power,
Miller, Scott, 179.

Ist R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 241 ; remarks:

Mr. Power, 241 ; reply: Mr. Lougheed,
241 ; M. agreed to, 241.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Sanford, in absence of Mr.
Lougheed), 257. Amt. m. (Mr. Power) to
strike out 9th cl., allowing amalgamation
with C. P. R. or other Ry., 257 ; debate:
Messrs. Almon, Sanford, Kaulbach, 258-
Messrs. Macdonald (B. C.), Kaulbach,
O'Donohoe, Boulton, Dever, 259-Mr.
Girard, 260. Amt. rejected (C. 14, N.-C.
31), 260.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 62.)

(74) An Act to amend the Acts respecting the
Civil Service.-( Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

lst R.*, 485.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

489.
In Comn. of the W.; suggestion (Mr. Lougheed)

to extend 3rd cl. to employees in N. W.T. ;
remarks, new Civil Service B. next
session : Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
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Lougheed, Power, 493. Ques. of regula-
lations by head of Dept. or by Govt. (Mr.
Power), 493; reply (Sir John Abbott),
493.

Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) without Amt., 493.
3rd R.*, 493.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 14.)

(75) An Act to confer on the Commissioner of
Patents certain powers for the relief of Carl
Auer Von Welsbach and others.-(Mr.
Dickey.)

lst R.*, 240.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Dickey), 241 ; remarks

Messrs. Kaulbach, )ickey, Miller, 242-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Miller, 243; M. agreed
to, 243.

3rd R.*, 246.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 77.)

(76) An Act to readjust the Representation in the
House of Commons.-(Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.)

In debate on the Address ; reiarks: Mr.
Macdonald (P.E.I.), 12-Mr. Scott, 15, 45
--- Mr. Abbott, 45.

Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to date of introduction,
126 ; reply (Mr. Abbott), 126.

Ist R.*, 383.
2nd R. ni. (Sir John Abbott), 401-4 ; renarks

thereon (Mr. Scott), 401-2 ; debate (on
the constitutional question, interpretation
of the B. N. A. Act, practice respecting
readjustment in England, in New Zealand
and Australia, and in the United States ;
on previons redistribution Bs., Dominion
and provincial; and on the varions Pro-'
vinces and counties now affected) : Messrs.
Kaulbach, Miller, Sir John Abbott, 404-
Messrs. Perley, Maclnnes (Burlington),
Murphy, Sir John Abbott, 405-Mr.
Perley, Sir John Abbott, Mr. MacInnes
(Burlington), Mr. Murphy--405. Ques. of
Order (Mr. Power), districts should come
up in Coin. ; remarks : Messrs. Murphy,
Miller, that principle is involved in dis-
tricts, 406. Mr. Murphy (continuing),
406 ; Messrs. Scott, McCalluin, 407-
Messrs. Clernow, Scott, 408-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Scott, 410-Mr. Read
(Quinté), 412-Messrs. Power, McMillan,
Read, 413-Messrs. Prowse, Scott, 413;
Adjt. n. (Sir John Abbott), 414.

Debate resumed: Mr. Prowse, 414-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Power, Mr. Prowse, 415-
Messrs. Scott, Prowse, Clemow, 416-
Messrs. Scott, Clenow, 417.

Amt. ni. (Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to
Supreme Ct. for opinion upon its consti-
tutionality-417-18, 420,421-2-3-4-5-6,429;
debate thereon: Mr. McCallumn, Sir John
Abbott, 418, 420-Mr. Allan, 420-Mr.
Miller, 421-Messrs. Macdonald and Mc-
Innes (B.C.), Power, Lougheed, 422-Mr.
Lougheed, 423-4-Mr. McCallum, 424-
Mr. Lougheed, Sir David Macpherson,
Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), McCallun, Sir
John Abbott, 425-Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Lougheed, McCallum, 426.

Ques. (Mr. Vidal) that Senate lias neither the
right to pass, nor power to enforce, M. for
reference of a public B. to Supreme Ct.,
429 ; reply (Mr. Boulton) as to procedure
that may be adopted, 429.

Debate continued : Mr. Flint, 429, 430-Mr.
Kaulbach, 430-Mr. Scott, 431--Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Scott, 432-Messrs. Allan,
Kaulbach, Scott, 434-Mr. McCallum, 434
-- Mr. Bellerose, 435.

Debate resumned : Mr. Dever. 437-Sir John
Abbott, 437-Mr. Boulton, Sir John Ab-
bott, 438-Messrs. Allan, Scott, Sir John
Abbott, 439-Messrs. Power, Macdonald
(B.C.), Dever, Lougheed, Sir John Abbott,
440-Mr. Scott, Sir John Abbott, 441-
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 442-3-4-5-
Mr. Kaulbach, 445-Mr. Power, Sir John
Abbott, 446-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Lougheed, Boulton, 447 -Mr.
Lougheed, 447-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
449-Mr. Boulton, 449-Messrs. Mont-
gomery, Scott, Boulton, 450.

Suggestion (Mr. Scott) that Amt. be with-
drawn, and m. at 3rd R. ; permission for
withdrawal requested (Mr. Boulton) ; ob-
jection taken thereto (Mr. Almon), 451.

Amt, rejected (C. 7, N.-C. 35), 451 ; B.
2nd R., 451.

Reference to Com. of the W. m. (Sir John Ab-
bott), 454 ; remarks on English practice :
M r. Power, 454-Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, Scott, 455-Mr. Power,
Sir John Abbott, Mr. Scott, 456-Messrs.
Lougheed, Power, Scott, Boulton, Sir
John Abbott, 457 ; M. agreed to, 457.

In Com. of the W. ; on sect. s (of Ont.) ; re-
marks on the Huron readjustment B.: Mr.
Scott, Sir John Abbott, 457-8.

On sect. b (of Que.) ; suggestion (Mr. Scott) to
name one division of Ottawa County, Pap-
ineau ; reply (Sir John Abbott), 458.

On sect. k ; remarks (Sir John Abbott) on
Montreal readjustment, 458.

On sect. a (of N.S.) ; remarks on N.S. read.
justnent : Mr. Power, 458--Mr. McDon-
ald (C.B.), 459-Messrs. Power, McDon-
ald, Kaulbach, Almon, 460.

On 5th cl. (N.B.) ; remarks on St. John city
and coanty : Mr. Power, 461.

On 6th cl., sub-sect. b (P.E.I.); remarks : Mr.
Power,'461.

On 7th cl. (Man.) ; Amt. m. (Mr. Boulton) to
naine E. division of Marquette, Portage la
Prairie, and W. division Macdonald, 461;
remarks : Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Boulton, Scott, Almon, Sir John Abbott,
461 ; Amt. lost and cl. adopted, 461.

On 8th cl. (B.C.) ; remarks on definition of
Burrard division : Mr. McInnes (B.C.),
461-Sir John Abbott, Messrs. Power,
McInnes, 462.

On the preamble ; further remarks on naming
a division Portage la Prairie, and on right
of Senate to a voice in the matter : Mr.
Perley, Sir John Abbott, 462-Mr. Boul-
ton, Sir John Abbott, 463.

B. reported (Mr. Ogilvie) without Anit., 463.
3rd R.*, 463.
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BILLS-Seriatimn-Contined.
M. that B. do pass, with further remarks on

practice in England : Sir John Abbott,
Mr. Scott, 463. B. passed, 463.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vice., cap. 11.)

(80) An Act respectng the Manitoba and North-
Western Railway Company of Canada. -(Mr.
Girard.)

Suspension m. (Mr. Girard) of 51st Rule (No-
tices required), as reconmended by 19th
Report of Standing Orders Com., 233; re-
marks, reserving right of Ry. Com. to con-
sider delays: Mr. Power, 233; M. agreed
to, 233.

ist R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 243 ; request for

postponement (Mr. Boulton), with refer-
ence to his M. that land grants to Rys. in
Man. and N.W.T. shall cease, 243 ; de-
bate: Messrs. Girard, Perley, 243-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Ogilvie, Abbott, 244-Messrs.
Clemow, Boulton, Girard, Vidal, 245 ;
objection iithdraw'n and M. for 2nd R.
agreed to, 246.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) fromi Ry. Com., with-
out Ant.*, 248.

3rd R. ni. (Mr. Girard), 248 ; remarks as to
allowing B. to proceed, es Govt. retains
control over delays through the land
grant : Messrs. Clenow, Abbott, 248 ; M.
agreed to, 249.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 45.)

(82) An Act respecting the Montreal and Western
Railway Company.-(Mr. Bellerose.)

1st R.*, 307.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bellerose) and agreed to*,

310.
3rd R.*, 313.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 49.)

(83) An Act respecting the Chignecto Marine
Transport Railway Company, Limited.-
(Mr. Dickey.)

Suspension of 51st Rule m. <Mr. Dickey) (as
to Notices required) as recommended in
19th Report Standing Ord. Coin., 233;
debate: Messrs. Almon, Kaulbach, 233-
Messrs. McCallumn, Dickey, Power, Almon,
Howlan, 234-Messrs. Power, Howlan,
Kaulbach, 235 ; M. agreed to and Report
of Coin. adopted, 235.

lst R.*, 284.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Dickey), 302 ; debate : Mr.

Scott, 302-Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Almon, Kaulbach, 303-Messrs. Prowse,
Dever, Miller, 304--Mr. Power, 305-
Messrs. Wark, Power, Almon, Dickey,
306-Messrs. Scott, Dickey, 307; M.
agreed to, 307.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with-
out Amt., and

3rd R. m. (Mr. Dickey) 313; debate, on
merits of B., and on procedure: Messrs.
Almon, Kaulbach, Dickey, McCallum,
Power, Miller, 313 -Messrs. Dickey,
Power, Miller, 314-Messrs. Allan, Power,
315; notice of Amt. (Mr. Alion) prefer-
ential not to take precedence of outstand-

ing bonds or liabilities ; further discussion
on procedure: Messrs. Dickey, Almon,
Vidal, Scott, 315; notice of Amt. (Mr.
Scott) to reduce rate of interest to 5 per
cent, 316; further discussion on pro-
cedure : Messrs. Miller, Dickey, Sir John
Abbott, 316 ; on the merits of the B., and
Amt. as above m. (Mr. Almon) 316-17;
debate : Mr. Kaulbach, 317- Mr. Scott,
318-Messrs. Dickey, Scott, 320-Messrs.
Power, Dickey, Scott, 322-Messrs.
Prowse, Dickey, 323--Messrs. Vidal,
Scott, 324- Messrs. Scott, Vidal, Dickey,
325-Messrs. Wark, Power, 326-Messrs.
Vidal, Power, Sir David Macpherson,
327-Sir John Abbott, 328-Mr. Scott,
329-Sir John Abbott, Mr. Scott, 330-
Messrs. Scott, Dickey, Sir John Abbott,
331. Amt. rejected (C. 7, N.-C. 39), 331.
B. 3rd R. and passed, 331.

Privilege, ques. of (Mr. Alnon): to correct
misstatement in Ottawa Citizen as to
nature of his Amt., 342.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 37.)

(84) An Act further to amend the Railway Act.-
(Sir John valdwell Abbott.)

1st R.*, 485.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

489.
In Coin. of the W. ; on 4th cl. (sale of lands

by Companies, &c.), remarks : Messrs.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 492; cl. adopt-
ed, 492.

On 5th cl. (crossings subject to approval of
Ry. Com.), remarks: Messrs. Power,
Scott, Sir John Abbott, 492 ; cl. adopted,
492.

Reported (Mr. Dever) without Anit., 492.
3rd. R*, 492.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 27.)

(87) An Act respecting the Montreal and Lake
Maskinongé Railway Company.-(Mr. Belle-
rose.)

1st R.*, 284.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bellerose) 312; M. agreed to,

313.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey)*, 350.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 48.)

(89) An Act further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act.--( Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

lst R.*, 376.
2nd R. ni. (Sir John Abbott), 378; inquies.

Messrs. Perley, McInnes (B.C.), and re-
plies: Sir John Abbott, 378 ; M. agreed
to, 378.

In Com. of the W. ; on Ist el., repeal of sect.
17 (blocks of 4 townships each), remarks :
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 379 ; cl.
adopted, 379.

On 5th cl. (mineral lands), remarks as to
tabling Orders in Council: Mr. Power,
Sir John Abbott, 379, 380; cl. adopted,
380.

On 6th cl. (closing up roads) remarks as to
powers of Lt. Gov., N.W.T. : Mr. Loug-
heed, Sir John Abbott, Mr. Boulton, 380
-Mr. Lougheed, Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Perley, Power, 381-Sir John Abbott.
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Messrs. Lougheed, Reesor, 382-Mr.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 383; cl. adopted,
383.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) without Amt., 383.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 452; remarks

(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) on sub.sect. 5 of
sect. 3 (pre-emption claims); explanation
(Sir John Abbott) departmental regula-
tions; also, to Mr. Power, Act provides
for presenting regulations to Parlt., 453;
M. agreed to, 453.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 15.)

<93) An Act respecting the Midland Railway of
Canada -(Mr. Vidal.)

1st R.*, 357.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal) with explanation, and

agreed to, 373.
Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Ry. Com. without

Amt., 374.
3rd R. presently m. (Mr. Vidal), 374 ; remarks

on procedure (3rd R. without adopting
Com.'s report): Messrs. Kaulbach, V idal,
Miller, 374; M. agreed to, 375.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 47.)

(98) An Act respecting the Harbour Commission-
ers of Three Rivers.--(Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.)

1st R.*, 383.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 399; ques. (Mr.

Scott), reply (Sir John Abbott), 400; M.
agreed to, 400.

In Com. of the W. ; on Ist cl. (borrowing
powers) ; on rate of interest : Messrs.
Power, Ogilvie, 451 ; Amt. m. (Sir John,
Abbott), 5 per cent interest and 1 per cent
sinking fund, 451 ; ques. (Mr. Kaulbach)
whether Govt. to hold debentures, 451;
negative reply (Sir John Abbott), 452;
M. agreed to, 452.

On 4th cl. (priority of new debentures) ; re-
mark (Mr. Power), reply (Sir John
Abbott), 452; el. agreed to, 452.

Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) without Amt., 452.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vice., cap. 10.)

(99) An Act to amend the Act relating to the
Harbour of St. John, in the Province of New
Brunswick.- -(Sir John Caldwell Abbott. )

Inqy. (Mr. Wark) whether any application
has been made for addition to loan; from
City Council; or f rom whom, 452. Reply
(Sir John Abbott) from the representa-
tives, 452; ques. (Mr. Kaulbach) and
reply (Sir John Abbott) as to security,
452.

ist R.*, 486.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 489; debate:

Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, Mr. Kaul-
hach, 489-Sir John Abbott, MessFs.
Power, Wark, 490; M. agreed to, 490.

In Com. of the W. ; Aint. m. (Sir John
Abbott) to add cl., reserving portion of
loan for acquisition of wharf property,
&c., 495. Remarks on right of Senate to
'amend a r.oney B. : Mr. Power, Sir John
Abbott, 495; on elevator construction,

wharf appropriation, &c. : Mr. Wark, Sir
John Abbott, 495-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Dever, Sir John Abbott, 496.

Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) with Amts., which
concurred in*, 496.

3rd R.*, 496.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 9.)

(100) An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain
sums of money required for defraying cer-
tain expenses of the public service for the
financial year ending the 30th June, 1893,
and for other purposes relating to the public
service.-(Sir John Caldwell Abbott)

Ist R.*, 506.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. presently m. (Sir John Abbott) and

agreed to*, 506.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to*,

521.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 2.)

(101) An Act to authorize the granting of subsi-
dies in aid of the construction of the lines of
railway therein mentioned.-(Sir John Cald-
well Abbott.)

lst R.*, 506.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to*,

506.
Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) from Com. of the W.,

without Ant.*, 506.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 519; debate:

Mr. McCallum, 519--Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), with remarks on requirements
of Souris breakwater and other public
works, 519-Mr. Kaulbach, Sir John
Abbott, 520-Mr. Dever, Sir John Ab-
bott, 521 ; M. agreed to, 521.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vice., cap. 5.)

(102) An Act respecting the bounty on Beet-root
Sugar.- (Sir John Caldwell Abbott.)

Ist R.*, 499.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 499 ; objection

(Mr. Power), reply (Sir John Abbott) ;
objection withdrawn, and M. agreed to,
499.

3rd R.*, 519.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 8.)

(103) An Act further to amend the Acta respect.
ing the Duties of Customs.-(Sir John Cald.
well A bbott.)

Ist R.*, 499.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) with remarks:

egg duty, molaases (coarse), paraffin wax,
stearine, glove leathers ; tin strip waste
free, nitrite of soda, lime juice (crude),
provision against foreign hostile tariffs,
300. Debate on the tariff policy, reci-
procity negotiations, immigration and the
exodus, etc.: Mr. Power, 500-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Clemow, Sir John
Abbott, 501-Mr. Power, Sir John Ab-
bott, 502-Messrs. McCallum, Allan, Sir
John Abbott, 503-Mr.Macdonald (B.C.),
Sir John Abbott, Messrs. Power, Mc-
Millan, Perley, 504-Sir John Abbott,
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Messrs. Power, Smith, MacInnes (Bur-
lington), Kaulbach, 505 ; M. agreed to,
505.

Reported (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington) witbout
Amt., 506.

3rd R.*, 506.
Assent, 52*2.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 21.)

(104) An Act to amend the Act respecting the
Senate and House of Commons.--(Sir John
Caldwell Abbott.)

lst R.*, 498.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) ; ques. (Messrs.

Miller, Power) replies (Sir John Abbott),
B. applicable to both Houses, and to
present session only, 498-9 ; M. agreed
to, 499.

Remark (Mr. Kaulbach) on frequent holidays
of Senate, 499.

3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,
499.

AEsent. 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 13.)

Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co.;
additional powers; insurance of
electric machinere &c.; insurance
against loss of lire or injury from
explosions, &c.; B. (19). - Mr.
Lougheed.

lst R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 176; renarks:

Messrs. Kaulbach, Lougheed, 176-Mr.
Scott, 177 ; M. agreed to, 177.

3rd R. (m. by Mr. Allan)*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 68.)

BOTTLES, SPIRIT, LABELLING OF. See " Inland
Revenue Act Amt. B. (I)."

BRACEBRIDGE AND BAYSVILLE Ry.; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

BREAKWATERS, GRANTS FOR, REQUIRED.

Remarks (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.) on 3rd R.
of Ry. subsidies B., 519 ; reply (Sir John
Abbott) 521.

BREECH LOADING ARMs, definition. See " Crimi-
nal Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)," Ant. in Com.
of the W., 485.

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
Canadian Pacifc Ry. terminus.

Remarks in debate upon Burrard Inlet Bridge
Co.'s B., 364.

Cattle quarantine regulations.
Inqy. respecting (Mr. Lougheed) ; withdrawn,

53-4.

Readjustment of seats. See debate on 2nd R.,
and subsequent.stages of " Commons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (76)."

Reserves, Imperial.
Remarks upon, in debate on Burrard Inlet

Bridge B., 364.

Salmonfshing and canning industry.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of Com-

mission, and regulations for river fishing,
249 ; remarks : Sir John Abbott, 249;
M. agreed to, 249.

Ques. as to inspection (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.),
reply (Sir John Abbott), on 2nd R. of
Inspection Act Amt. B. (N), 282.

Brockville and N. Y. Bridge Co. Incorp.
Act revived and Amd.; time for
construction extended; dimen-
sions; B. (42).-Mr. Clemow.

Ist R.*, 240.
2nd R.*, 248.
3rd R.*, 308.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 64.)

BROCKVILLE AND OTTAwA RY. BONDS, referred
to in debate on 3rd R. of " Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), 330.

BROcKVILLE, WESTPORT, &C., Ry.; SUBSIDY. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry. Co.
Incorp. ; Une; stock: power of
amalgamating with C. .R,&c.; B.
(H ).-Mr. Clenow.

Ist R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 179.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

amts. (route ; Ry. declared a work for
general advantage ; agreements with other
lines). Difference of B. from its petition
and notice reported. Concurrence in
Amts. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to,
224

3rd R. ni. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*, 224.
Concurrence in Commons Amts. m. (Mr.

Clemow), 283 ; head offce in Canada;
bridge el. stricken out, not having been in
Notice of B. ; capital stock reduced to
$1,000,000; date of annual meeting;
number of directors ; amalgamation with
C. P. R. only; remarks: Messrs. Power,
Clemow, 283-Messrs. Dickey (as to,
courtesy of accepting Commons Amts.),
Power, Scott, 284; M. agreed to, 284.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 32.)

BUCTOUCHE AND MONCTON RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies ; B. (101)."

BURGESS, MR., DEPT. OF INTERIOR, REINSTATE-
MENT OF.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Supplementary
Supply B., renarks : Mr. Power, 137-
Messrs. Abbott, Power, 138-Messrs. Poir-
ier, Abbott, 140-Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Abbott, 141.

BURRARD DIVISION. See debate in Com. of the
W. on " Commons representation readjust-
ment B. (76)," 461-2.

Burrard Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Co.
Incorp. B. (65).-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)

lst R.*, 284.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 310; re-

marks: Messrs. Power, Macdonald, Kaul-
bach, 310; M. agreed to, 310.
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Burrard Inlet Bridge, etc.-Conduded.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coin., with

Amt. as to height of bridge and width of
swing, 350; future consideration ni. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), and agreed to, 350.

On Order for consideration of Report; M.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to refer back to
Com. for Amt. (100 ft. swing), 358; Amt.
n. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), concurrence in
report, 358 ; debate : Messrs. Ogilvie,
McInnes (B.C.), 359--Messrs. Scott, Mc-
Innes (B.C.), Read (Quinté), Power, 360-
Messrs. Ogilvie, McInnes, Clemow,
Power, 361-Messrs. Kaulbach, Mc-
Callum, 362-Messrs. Boulton, McCallum,
Scott, 363-Messrs. Boulton, Scott, Mc-
Millan, 364-Messrs. Kaulbach, Mc Millan,
Mclnnes (B.C.), Allan, 365-Messrs. Vi-
dal, Allan, McInnes (B.C.), 366-Messrs.
Vidal, Lougheed, Kaulbach, 367-Messrs.
Lougheed, Miller, Macdonald (B.C.),
Power, 368. Amt. m. (Mr. Vidal) to refer
back without instructions, 368 ; remarks
on procedure, and on merits of the ques. :
Mr. Power, 36S-Mr. Miller, 369. Amt.
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) modified, referring
back for further consideration, 369 ; fur-
ther remarks, on the merits, and on the
procedure: Mr. Clemow, 369-Messrs.
McKay, Clemow, MeInnes, Sir John
Abbott, 370-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Miller, Allan, McCallum, Poirier,
371. Decision (the Speaker): the Amt. of
Mr. McInnes is unnecessary, 371 ; it is
withdrawn. 372. Aint. (Mr. Macdonald),
to re-conmit the B. for further considera-
tion, carried (C. 29, N.-C. 20), 372.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Ry. Com., without
Amt., 375; 3rd R. on 28th June m. (Mr.
Macdonald, B.C.), 375; remarks on pro-
cedure: Messrs. Power, Macdonald,
Miller, Scott, McCallun, Kaulbach, Sir
John Abbott, 375; M. agreed to, 375.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 376 ; Amt.
m. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) to adil. cl. requir-
ing height or draw of 150 ft., 376; carried
(C. 26, N. -C. 13), and B. passed as amd.,
376.

Explanation (Mr. Sutherland) of having paired,
376.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 65.)

BUrER, INSPECTION OF.
Referred to on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd

R. Inspection Act Amt. B., 282.
CABINET CHANGES. See " Ministerial."
CALGARY AND EDMONTON Ry., LAND GRANT.

Referred to in debate on " Railways, land
grants, cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

CALIFORNIA, REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS SYSTEM.
See debate on 2nd R. of " Commons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (76)," 411.

CAMPBEL½, THE LATE HoN. SIR ALEXANDER.
Eulogium: Sir John Abbott, 249-Messrs.

Scott, Miller, 250-Mr. Power, 251.
CAMPBELL, W. W., APPOINTMENT Te LIBRARY.

On M. (Mr. Allan) for adoption 1st Report
Library Com. ; debate: Messrs. Allan, Belle-

rose, Kaulbach, 236 ; postponement of con-
sideration requested(Mr. Abbott), 236-7, and
ni. (Mr. Allan), 237 ; further debate : Messrs.
Abbott, Allan, Power, Alnon, 237-Messrs.
Miller, Almon, MacInnes (Burlington),
Allan, 238-Mr. Botsford, 239. M. for post-
ponement agreed to, 239.

CANADA AND FoREiGN TREATIES. See " Colonies
and Treaties." See also " Nfld.," " U. S.,"
&c.

Canada Atlantic Ry; extension of time
for completion ; telegraph and tel-
ephone privileges ; B. (4).-Mr. Cle-
mo1w.

1Ist R. *, 207.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), and agreed to, 225.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amt. (extending telegraph privileges to
15 miles from track), 232; Amt. agreed
to, 232.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 232; remarks, as to
expediency of limiting tolls chargeable,
and as to restrictive cl. in Bell Telephone
Co.'s B. (41): Messrs. Power, Clemow,
Dickey, Scott, 232; M. agreed to, 232.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 33.)

CANADA ATLANTIC Ry. ; amalgamation powers.
See " Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (60)."

CANADA ATLANTIC RY Co., leasing power, &c., re-
ferred to in :

"Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (60)."
"Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59)."

CANADA CENTRAL Ry., sale of, &c., referred to in
debate on " Chignecto Marine Ry. Co.'s B.
(83)," 330.

Canada Southern Ry. ; extension of time
for construction; B. (34).-Mr. Mc-
Calluim.

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McCallunm) ; ques. : Mr. Power;

explanation: Mr. McCallum; M. agreed
to, 168.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
'55-56 Vict., cap. 34.)

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMT. See " Temper-
ance."

CANADA, TRADE OF, M. See " Trade."

CANADIAN N. W. LAND Co., sales of, referred to
in debate on " Railways, land grants, pro-
hibition of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

Canadian Pacific Ry.; issue of ordinary
in lieu of consol. debenture stock ;
increase of capital stock, &c. ; B.
(38).-Mr. Scott.

Ist R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 169; remarks: Mesrs.

Power, Scott, 170; M. agreed to, 170.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with-

out Amt.*, 171.
3rd R., postponement asked (Mr. Power),

171 ; reply (Mr. Scott), 171. Further
remarks, re increase of capital stock : Mr.
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Canadian Pacifie Railway B.-Concluded.

Power, 171-Messrs. Ogilvie, Power,
Scott, 172; M. agreed to and B. 3rd R.,
172.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 35.)

C. P. R.-A malgnmation ieith G. T. R., preciu-
sion of. See Mr. Power's Amt. to 3rd R.
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s B. (72),
pages 257-260.

bonds, &c. See also debate on "Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83)."

Construction of, Land Grants to, &c. See
debate on the Address, 19, 43.

See also debate on " Railways, land grants,
cessation of ; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

Don Improrement. See " Toronto Cor-
poration Agreements B. (18)."

Mlanagement, rates, competitioù, &c. See
debate on " Intercol. Ry. management
(Inqy.)," pp. 506-518.

Sibsidy, A rrow Lake Branch. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

C. P. R.-Affected as to conpections, purchas-
ing or leasing powers, &c.-, by:

Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry. B. (H).
G. T. R., amalgamation, preclusion of. See

"Amalgamation " (above).
Montreal and L Maskinongé Ry. lease or sale

B. (87).
Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. B. (29).
Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59).
Tobique 'alley By. lease B. (56).
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. B. (72).

(Amalgamation with C. P. R. opposed. See
Mr. Power's Amt. to 3rd R. of this B.
Amt. rejected, pages 257-260.)

above amalgamation cl. referred to, in
debate on concurrence in Commons Amts. to
" Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. (H)," 283.

Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. B. (33).

CANADIAN RY. See " Canso and Louisbourg
Ry. B. (51)."

CANADIAN WATERS, U. S. WRECKERS IN. See
" U. S."

CANAL TOLLS, REBATE OF.

Inqy. (Mr. Scott), decision repecting grain re-
shipped froin Ogdensburg; reply (Mr.
Abbott), 122.

CANNING SALMON, B.C.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of Com-

mission, &c.,249; remarks: Sir John Abbott,
249; M. agreed to, 249.

Ques. as to inspection (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.),
reply (Sir John Abbott), on 2nd R. of Inspec-
tion Act Amt. B. (N.), 282.

Canso and Louisbourg Ry. Incorp. ; line;
Canso ferry, bridge or tunnel;
bonds, &c.; B. (51).-Mr. Miller.

1st R., and 2nd R., Wednesday next, m. (Mr.
Miller) pending Report of Standing
Orders Com., and agreed to, 181.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Miller) and agreed to, 189.
3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 36.)

CAPE BRETON RY. See the debate on Inqy. (Mr.
Power) respecting Intercol. Ry. manage-.
ment, 506.

CAPE BRETON REPRESENTATION. S'ee debate on
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)," pp. 458-9.

CAPE TOURMENTE TO MURRAY B. RY. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

CARILLON AND GRENVILLE RY. Co., leasing
power, &c. 8ee "Ottawa Valley Ry. B.
(59)."

CARLING, HON. JOHN, RESIGNATION OF SEAT IN
SENATE.

M. (Mr. Power) for copy of resignation, 47;
remarks Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, Power,
48; M. agreel to, 49.

CATTLE, DEFINITION OF. ke " Criminal Law Act,
1892; B. (7)," on 2nd R., and in Com. of
the W., 477, 479, 483, 485.

CATTLE, SHIPPING OF, &C. See " Live Stock."

CENSUS, THE RECENT.

Totals and percentages, 1871, 1881, 1891, M.
for (Mr. Boulton), 65; remarks: Messrs.
Kaulbach, Boulton, Abbott, 65-Messrs.
Boulton, Abbott, Diekey, Miller; M. agreed
to, 66.

M. (Mr. Tassé) for instructions to enumera-
tors, showing basis of indicating English
and French-speaking Canadians, 518; reply
(Sir John Abbott) and M. agreed to, 518.

CENTRAL COUNTIEs RY. ; amalgamation. See
" Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (60)."

CENTRAL COUNTIES RY. Co., leasing power, &c.
See " Great Northern Ry. B. (60)."

"Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59)."

CHEESE, INSPECTION OF.
Referred to on M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd

R. of "Inspection Act Amt. B. (N.)," 283.
Added to list of articles for inspection ; con-
currence m. (Sir John Abbott) in Commons
Amts. to B., and agreed to, 452.

Chignecto Marine Ry. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized; B.
(83).-M. Dickey.

Suspension of 51st Rule m. (Mr. Dickey) (as
to Notice required) as recommended in
19th Report Standing Ord. Com., 233 ;
debate: Messrs. Almon, Kaulbach, 233;
'Messrs. McCallum, Dickey, Power, Almon,
Howlan, 234-Messrs. Power, Howlan,
Kaulbach, 235; M. agreed to and Report
of Com. adopted, 235.

îst R.*, 284.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Dickey), 302; debate: Mr.

Scott, 302-Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Almon, Kaulbach, 303-Mesars. Prowse,
Dever, Miller, 304-Mr. Power, 305-
Messrs. Wark, Power, Almon, Dickey,
306-Messrs. Scott, Dickey, 307; M.
agreed to, 307.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with-
out Amt., and

3rd R. m. (Mr. Dickey) 313; debate, on
merits of B., and on procedure : Messrs.
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Chignecto Marine Ry. B.-Concluded.

Almon, Kaulbach, Dickey, McCallum,
Power, Miller, 313-Messers. Dickey,
Power, Miller, 314--Messrs. Allan, Power,
315; notice of Amt. (Mr. Almon) prefer-
eitial not to take precedence of outstand-
ing bonds or liabilities; further discussion
on procedure: Messrs. Dickey, Almon,
Vidal, Scott, 315; notice of Anit. (Mr.
Scott) to reduce rate of interest to 5 per
cent, 316; further discussion on pro.
cedure: Messrs. Miller, Dickey, Sir John
Abbott, 316: on the merits of the B., and
Amt. as above n. (Mr. Almon), 316-17;
debate: Mr. Kaulbach, 317-Mr. Scott,
318-Messrs. Dickey, Scott, 320-Messrs.
Power, Dickey, Scott, 322-Messrs.
Prowse, Dicke, 323-Messrs. Vidal,
Scott, 324-Me rs. Scott, Vidal, Dickey,
325-Messrs. %i'rk, Power, 326-Messrs.
Vidal, Powser, Sir 'David Macpherson,
327-Sir John Abbott, 328-Mr. Scott,
329-Sir John Abbott, Mr. Scott, 330--
Messrs. Scott, Dickey, Sir John Abbott,
331. Amt. rejected (C. 7, N.-C. 39), 331.
t. 3rd R. and passed, 331.

Privilege, ques. of (Mr. Almon): to correct
misstatement in Ottawa Citizen as to
nature of his Amt., 342.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 37.)

Chinese Immigration Act Amt.; regis-
tration of re-entry certificates re-
quired; B. (44). -Sir John Caldwell
Ahbott.

Ist R.*, 496.
Suspension of 41st Rule m. (Sir John Abbott)-

with explanation of B., 496; agreed to,
496.

2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 497; debate:
Messrs. MelInnes (B.C.), Power, Kaulbach,
McCallum, Sir John Abbott, 497-Mr.
McCallum, 498; M. agreed to, 498.

Reference to Com. of the W. m. (Sir Tohn
Abbott), 498 ; remarks: Mr. McCallum,
Sir John Abbott, and M. agreed to, 498.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com., without
Amt., and

3rd R. *, 498.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 25.)

CIGAR MANUFACTURE, SALE OF SMALL PACKAGES
PROHIBITED. See " Inland Revenue Act
Amt. B. (71)."

CITIZEN, THE OTTAWA, STATEMENT IN.

Mr. Devlin's renarks as to Mr. Boulton being
an Orangeman, corrected (Mr. Boulton), 309.

Oivil Service Acts Amt. ; appointment
and promotion of persons em-
ployed prior to 1882, &c.; B. (74).-
Sir John Caldwtcl Abbott.

Ist R*, 485.
2nd R. i. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

489.
In Com. of the W.; suggestion (Mr. Lougheed)

to extend 3rd cl. to employees in N.W.T.;
remarks, new Civil Service B. next

session : Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Lougheed, Power, 493. Ques. of regula-
tions by head of Dept. or by Govt. (Mr.
Power), 493; reply (Sir John Abbott),
493.

Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) without Amt., 493.
3rd R.*, 493.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 14.)

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
In debate on the Address: Mr. Landry, 8-

Mr. Macdonald (P.E.1.), 12-Mr. Boulton,
17.

Inqy. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington) when report
will be presented ; reply (Mr. Abbott), 235.

Inqy. (Mr. Power) whether Govt. intends
acting upon Report next Session, 374; reply
(Sir John Abbott), 374; remarks : Messrs.
Power, MacInnes (Burlington), 374.

See further remarks on contemplated legisla-
tion, in debate upon Civil Service Acts Amt.
B. (above).

CIVIL SERVICE IRREGULARITIES.

In debate on the Address, remarks: Mr.
Boulton, 17-18.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Supplementary
Supply B., remarks: Mr. Power, 137--
Messrs. Abbott, Power, 138-Messrs. Poirier,
Abbott, 140-Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott,
Power, 141.

CLARENCE AND AVoNDALE, H.R.H. TIHE DUKE OF.

The decease of.-Remarks, in debate on the
Address: Mr. Landry, 6-Mr. Macdonald
(P. E. 1.), 9-Mr. Scott, 13-Mr. Boulton, 16.

Address to H.M. the Queen, m. (Mr. Abbott),
50; agreed to, 51. Message to Commons,
for concurrence m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed
to*, 51. Concurrence received, and pre-
sentation of Address to His Ex. ordered*, 53.

Address to His Ex., to convey condolence of
Senate to T. R. H. the Prince and Princess of
Wales, n. (Mr. Abhott), 51 ; agreed to, 52.

COAL, EXPORT AND CONSUMPTION OF (N.S.)

Remarks, in debate on the Address: Messrs.
Boulton, Clemow, Miller, Kaulbach, 26-
Messrs. Boulton, Kaulbach, 31.

COAL, EXPORT OF.
M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 64-5; remarks:

Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton, Abbott, 65-
Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, Dickey, Miller,
66; M. agreed to, 66.

COAL, FREIGHT RATES ON I. C. R. See " Intercol.
Ry. management (Inqy.) "

COAsTINO TRADE, RECIPROCITY IN.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), ii-Mr. Scott, 15.

See ah<o debate intCom. of the W. on " Pilot-
age Act Amt. B. (10)."

Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific
Ry.; extension of time for con-
struction; B. (49).-Mr. Sanford, for
Mr. Read (Quinté).

Ist R.*, 172.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Sanford)*, 181.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey)*, 199.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 38.)
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CoBoiwR, NORTHUMBERLAND, &C., RY. ; SUBSIDY.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

COLONIES AND FOREIGN TREATIES.

Remarks in deb. on Address: Mr.Boulton, 27.
See also " Newfld." and " U.S." ; also debate

on Customs Act Amt. B., 500-505.
COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY RY., CONNECTION WITH.

See " Nicola Valley Ry. Co.'s B. (24)."

SUBSIDY. See "Railways, subsidies B.
(101)."

COMMITTEES, APPOINTMENT OF STANDING. See
"Senate."

- PROCEDUTRE OF. See " Order and Pro-
cedure."

- REPORTS OF. See "Contingencies,"
" Printing," &c.

Commons representation readustment
B. (76).-Sir John Caldwell Abbott.

In debate on the Address ; remarks : Mr.
Macdonald (P.E.I.), 12-Mr. Scott, 15, 45

Mr. Abbott, 45.
Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to date pf introduction,

126: reply (Mr. Abbott), 126.
1st R.*, 383.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 401-4 ; remarks

thereon (Mr. Scott), 401-2; debate (on
the constitutional question, interpretation
of the B. N. A. Act, practice respecting
readjustment in England, in New Zealand
and Australia, and in the United States;
on previous redistribution Bs., Dominion
and provincial; and on the various Pro-
vinces and counties now affected): Messrs.
Kaulbach, Miller, Sir John Abbott, 404-
Messrs. Perley, MacInnes (Burlington),
Murphy, Sir John Abbott, 405-Mr. Per-
ley, Sir John Abbott, Mr. MacInnes
(Burlington), Mr. Murphy-4405. Ques. of
Order (M r. Power), districts should cone
up in Com., remarks; Messrs. Murphy,
Miller, that principle is involved in dis-
tricts, 406. Mr. Murphy (continuing),
406; Messrs. Scott, McCallun, 407-
Messrs. Clemow, Scott, 408-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Scott, 410-Mr. Read
(Quinté), 412-Messrs. Power, MeMillan,
Read, 413-Messrs. Prowse, Scott, 413;
Adjt. m. (Sir John Abbott), 414.

Debate resumed: Mr. Prowse, 414-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Power, Mr. Prowse, 415-
Messrs. Scott, Prowse, Clemow, 416-
Messrs. Scott, Clemow, 417.1

Amt. m. (Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to
Supreme Ct. for opinion upon its consti-
tutionality-417 -18 , 42 0, 42 1-2 -3 -4 -5-6, 429;
debate thereon : Mr. McCallum, Sir John
Abbott, 418, 420-Mr. Allan, 420-Mr.
Miller, 421-Messrs. Macdonald and Mc-
Innes (B.C.), Power, Lougheed, 422-Mr.
Lougheed, 423-4-Mr. McCallum, 424-
Mr. Lougheed, Sir David Macpherson,
Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), McCallum, Sir
John Abbott, 425-Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Lougheed, McCallum, 426.

Ques. (Mr. Vidal) that Senate has neither the
right to pass, nor power to enforce, M. for
reference of a pub lic B. to Supreme Ct.,
43

429 ; reply (Mr. Boulton) as to procedure
that may be adopted, 429.

Debate continued: Mr. Flint, 429, 430-Mr.
Kaulbach, 430-Mr. Scott, 431-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Scott, 432-Messrs. Allan,
Kaulbach, Scott, 434--Mr. McCallun, 434
-Mr. Bellerose, 435.

Debate resumed: Mr. Dever, 437-Sir John
Abbott, 437-Mr. Boulton, Sir John Ab-
bott, 438-Messrs. Allan, Scott, Sir John
Abbott, 439-Messrs. Power, Macdonald
(B.C.), Dever, Lougheed, Sir John Abbott,
440-Mr. Scott, Sir John Abbott, 441-
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 442-3-4-5-
Mr. Kaulbach, 445-Mr. Power, Sir John
Abbott, 446--Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Lougheed, Boulton, 447-Mr.
Lougheed, 447-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
449-Mr. Boulton, 449--Messrs. Mont-
gomery, Scott, Boulton, 450.

Suggestion (Mr. Scott) that Amt. 'be with-
drawn, and m. at 3rd R. ; permission for
withdrawal requested (Mr. Boulton) ; ob-
jection taken thereto (Mr. Almon), 451.

Amt. rejected (C. 7, N.-C. 35), 451; B. 2nd
R., 451.

Reference to Com. of the W. m. (Sir John Ab-
bott), 454 ; remarks on English practice:
Mr. Power, 454-Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, Scott, 455-Mr. Power,
Sir John Abbott, Mr. Scott, 456-Messrs.
Lougheed, Power, Scott, Boulton, Sir
John Abbott, 457; M. agreed to, 457.

In Com. of the W. ; on sect. 8 (of Ont.); re-
marks on the Huron readjustment B. : Mr.
Scott. Sir John Abbott, 457-8.

On sect. b (of Que.); suggestion (Mr. Scott) to
naine one division of Ottawa County, Pap-
ineau; reply (Sir John Abbott), 458.

On sect. k; remarks (Sir John Abbott) on
Montreal readjustment, 458.

'On sect. a (of N. S.); remarks- on N. S. read-
justment: Mr. Power, 458-Mr. McDon-
ald (C.B.), 459-Messrs. Power, McDon-
ald, Kaulbach, Almon, 460.

On 5th cl. (N.B.); remarks on St. John city
and county : Mr. Power, 461.

On 6th cl., sub-sect. b (P. E. I.) ; remarks : Mr.
Power, 461.

On 7th cl. (Man.); Amt. m. (Mr. Boulton) to
naine E. division of Marquette, Portage la
Prairie, and W. division Macdonald, 461 ;
remarks : Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Boulton, Scott, Almon, Sir John Abbott,
461 ; Amt. lost and cl. adopted, 461.

On 8th cl. (B.C.) ; remarks on definition of
Burrard division: Mr. McInnes (B.C.),
461-Sir John Abbott, Messrs. Power,
McInnes, 462.

On the preamble ; further remarks on naming
a division Portage la Prairie, and on right
of Senate to a voice in the matter : Mr.
Perley, Sir John Abbott, 462-Mr. Boul
ton, Sir John Abbott, 463.

B. reported (Mr. Ogilvie) without Amt., 463.
3rd R.*, 463.
M. that B. do pass, with further remarks on

practice in England: Sir John Abbott,
Mr. Scott, 463. B. passed, 463.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 11.)
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COMPANIES, WINDING UP OF. See " Winding-up

Act Amt. B. (O)."

CONCLUSION OF SESSION.
Remarks by the Premier, 521.
Speech from the Throne, 523.

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed
to *, 50.

Duties of. See debates on "Senate Internal
Economy B. (1)."

lst Report, adoption in. (Mr. Read) ; quorum
reduced to nine; Tubian, Whit-man, O'Neil
appointed messengers ; Wilson, page; re-
marks respecting messengers and pages :
Messrs. Miller, Read, Kaulbach, Abbott,
Almon 72; M. agreed to, 73.

2nd Report, adoption m. (Mr. Read); Amt.
m. (Mr. Power) discharging 2 pages instead
of 3, 454 ; suggestion (Mr. Kaulbach) pro-
motion of pages to messengers, 454; Amt.
adopted, 454; Amt. m. (Mr. Clemow) ex-
punging cl. 5, increasing a messenger's
salary, 454; remarks on expense of station-
ery distribution: Mr. Kaulbach, Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Clemow, 454; Aint. with-
drawn,and Report, and. as above, concurred
in, 454.

"COQUITLAM," SEALING STR., SEIZED.

Inquies. (Mr. Scott), 463-4; replies (Sir John
Abbott), 463-4 ; remarks: Messrs. Mac-
donald (B.C.), Power, Almon, 464.

COURT, ExCHEQUER, JURISDICTION IN PATENT CASES.

See " Patent Acts Amt. B. (L)."

CRÉDIT FONCIER, LOTTERY SYSTEM OF. See
" Criminal Law Act, 1892; B. (7)," Amt. in
Com. of the W., 486-8.

Criminal Law (Codification) Act, 1892;
B. (7).-sir John Caldteell A bbott.

Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to proceeding with, 126;
reply (Mr. Abbott). 126.

Select Joint Coin. ; M. for (Mr. Abbott), 156;
remarks: Mr. Gowen, 156-Mr. Kaul-
bach, 157; M. agreeU to, 157.

Ist R. ni. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,*
384.

2ud R. to-morrow (5th July); M. for (Sir
John Abbott), 384.

French edition called for (Mr. Bellerose), 384;
reply (Sir John Abbott) on this point,
392; his proposal that, in Com of the W.,
any cl. desired shall be suspended and
printed in French, and that, before B.
passes, French translation shall be distri-
buted ; (accepted), 453.

Objection (Mr. Scott) that B. is not prepared
for Senate by Commons officials, and to
B. proceeding at last hours of session ;
remarks on the B., 385 ; suggestion (Sir
John Abbott) to defer remarks till 2nd R.,
385; further objections (Mr. Scott) to
Senate proceeding with the B., 386; de-
bate on the procedure: Mr. Miller, 387
-- Messrs. Scott, Miller, 389-Mesars.
Macdonald (B.C.). Miller, 390-Messrs.
Scott, Dever, Clemow, Kaulbach, 391-
Messrs. Miller, Kaulbach, Dever, 392-
Mr. Boulton (referring to Marquette elec-

tion), 393-Sir John Abbott, 393-Messrs.
Scott, Miller, Sir John Abbott, 393---
Messrs. Scott, Miller, Sir John Abbott,
394 -Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 395-
Messrs. Scott, Power, 396.

M. (Mr. Scott) for Message to Commons, for
original of the B., as used in Com. of the
W., to be tabled in Senate during discus-
sion, 397; further remarks, and Notice of
M. required : Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Scott, Power, Almon. Miller, Macdonald
(B.C.), 397-Sir John Abbott, 398; M.
for 2nd R. to-morrow agreed to, 398.

M. (Mr. Scott) as above, 398 ; remarks: Sir
John Abbott, Messrs. Miller, Scott,
398-9. M. declared lost on a division,
399.

On Order for 2nd R. , deferred at Mr. Scott's
request, 453.

2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 464 ; debate
(on substitution of Code for Common
Law; English law, legislation and prac-
tice; discrepancies between els. of Code
and Statutes drafted from ; lateness in
present session, and ques. of advisability
and feasibility of deferring passage of B.
until the next ; date of Act coming into
force; also on special points-Grand Jury
system, 469-raffles, 470-lotteries, 470,
475, 477, 480-law of evidence, 472-
verbiage, cattle definition, 477, 479, 483):
Mr. Scott, 464-Messrs. Miller, Smith,
Scott, 467-Messrs. Allan, Lougheed,
Macdonald (B.C.), Scott, 468-Mr. Vidal,
469-Messrs. Miller, Scott, Vidal, 470--
Messrs. Miller, Clemow, Scott, Vidal,
471-Mr. Wark, 471-Mr. Kaulbach, 471
-Messrs. Miller, Kaulbach, 472-Mr.
Read (Quinté), 472-Mr. Allan, 473-Mr.
Clemow, 473-Messrs. Kaulbach, Clemow,
MacInnes (Burlington), McCallum, 474-
Messrs. Flint, O'Donohoe, 475-Mr.
Power, Sir John Abott, Mr. Almon, 476
-Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, 477-Mr.
Almon, 478-Messrs. Lougheed, Scott,
478-9-Mr. Reesor, 480-Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Power, Scott, 481-Mesars. Miller,
Power, Sir John Abbott, 483-Messrs.
Macdonald (B. Cý), Scott, Sir John
Abbott, 484. M. agreed to, 484.

Reference to Con: of the W. m. (Sir John
Abbott) and agreed to, 484.

lu Com. of the W. ; on cl. 3, sub-sect. d
(definition of cattle); objection taken (Mr.
Power) to verbiage ; remarks: Mr. Scott,
Sir John Abbott, and cl. adopted, 485. t

On cl. o (definition of loaded arms)-; objection
taken (Mr. O'Donohoe) breech-loaders not
clearly included : Amt. m. (Sir John
Abbott) to strike out " in the barrel ";
M. agreed to, and cl. as amid. adopted,
485.

On 105th cl. (carrying weapons); objection
taken (Mr. Read, Quinté), that Senate
had sent two Bs. to Commons, making
provisions on this head ; el. allowed to
stand, 485.

On 106th cl. (pointing loaded firearms) ; Aint.
m. (Mr. Power), maximum penalty $100;
Amt. agreed to and cl. passed, 485.

Progress reported (Mr. Clemow), 485.
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Oriminal Law Act-Concluded.

On Order, again in Coin. ; protest (Mr. Kaul-
bach) against hurried passing of cls., 485.

In Coin. and progress rep. (Mr. Clemow)*,
486.

lu Com., on 205th cl. (suppression of lot-
teries); Amt. m. to sub-sect. d (Mr.
Vidal) further restricting bazaar raffles ;
remarks: Sir John Abbott, Mr. Vidal;
Amt. agreed to, 486.

Ait. in. (Mr. Vidal) to strike out sub-sect. d
(exempting lottery associations hereto-
fore authorized by Legislatures, 486 ;
debate: Mr. Boulton, 486--Mr. Murphy,
Sir John Abbott, Mr. Perley, 487-
Messrs. Vidal, Miller, Murphy, Sir John
Abbott, Messrs. Kaulbach, Scott, Power,
488; Amt. adopted, 488.

Amt. m. (Sir John Abbott) to exempt Credit
Foncier, and Credit Foncier du Bas-
Canada; Amt. adopted, 488. Further
remarks : Mr. Murphy, Sir John Abbott,
488-Messrs. Murphy, Scott, 489; cl., as
amd., adopted, 489.

Progress reported (Mr. Clemow), 489.
In Coin. and progress rep. (Mr, Clemow)*,

492, 494.
B. reported (Mr. Clemow) with Amts*, 495.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

495.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Viet., cap. 29.)

CUsToMs DUTIES, REMARES ON.

In debate on the Address : (Sugar duties) Mr.
Landry, 8; (pork and beef) Mr. Abbott,
42 ; (iron) Messrs. Boulton, Power, Kaul-
bach, 31.

Customs duties Act. Amt; various tariff
changes; provision against foreign
hostile tariffs on sugars, molasses
and tobacco; B. (108).-Sir John Cald-
well Abbott.

ist R.*, 499.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) with remarks:

egg duty, molasses (coarse), paraffin wax,
stearine, glove leathers; tin strip waste
free, nitrite of soda, lime juice (crude),
provision against foreign hostile tariffs,
300. Debate on the tariff policy, reci.
procity negotiations, immigration and the
exodus, etc. : Mr. Power, 500-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Clemow, Sir John Ab-
bott, 501--Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott,
502-Messrs. McCalluin, Allan, Sir John
Abbott, 503-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), Sir
John Abbott, Messrs. Power, McMillan,
Perley, 504-Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Power, Snith, MacInnes (Burlington),
Kaulbach, 505 ; M. agreed to, 505.

Reported (Mr. Macines, Burlington) without
Amt., 506.

3rd R.*, 506.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 21.)

DEBATES OF THE SENATE.

Appointment of Coin. m. (Mr. Abbott) and
agreed to *, 50.
43J

2nd Report, adoption m. (Mr. Vidal); advance
copies, number of, and time for correction;
remarks, Mr. Kaulbach; M. agreed to,
134.

DEBT OF CANADA, AMOUNT OF.

Remarks, in debate on the Address: Messrs.
Boulton, Kaulbach, 32.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 65; remarks:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton, Abbott, 65-
Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, Dickey, Miller,
66; M. agreed to, 66.

DEPARTMENTS. See " Interior," "Marine," &c.

DEVLIN, MR., M.P., REMARK OF.

As to Mr. Boulton being an Orangeman ; ques.
of privilege (Mr. Boulton) to correct, 309.

Divisions.
Burrard Inlet Tunnel and Bridge Co. Incorp. B.

(65).
On Order for consideration of Report of Ry.

Com. ; M. (Mr. Macdonald, B,C.), to
refer back to Coin., for Amt. as to width

f of draw or swing, 358 ; M. modified, refer-
ring back for further consideration, 369.
M. carried (C. 29, N.-C. 20), 372.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 376. Amt.
m. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), to add cl., re-
quiring a height or a draw of 150 ft., 376.
Amt. adopted (C. 26, N.-C. 13), 376.

Canada Temperance Act Amt. B. (6).
In Coin. of the W. (medical prescriptions); on

Mr. Vidal's Amt. (physician having no
interest in the sale), and Mr. Power's
additibn thereto (adding word pecuniary).
The Amt. was lost (C. 10, N.-C. 30), 130.

On Mr. Vidal's Amt. (inspection of dru ista'
records by magistrates), and Mr. Elle-
rose's further Amt. (to substitute ministers
of religion). The sub-Ant. was lost (C. 7,
N.-C. not counted), 131. Amt. declared
lost on a division, 132.

Chignecto Marine Ry. Co. ; new series of first
preference bonds authorized; B. (83).

On M. (Mr. Dickey) for 3rd R. ; Amt. m. (Mr.
Almon) preferential not to take preoed-
ence of outstanding bonds or liabilities,
316-17. Amt. rejected(C.7, N.-C.39), 331.

Commons representation readjustment B. (76).
On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. ; Ant. m.

(Mr. Boulton) for reference of B. to
Supreme Court for opinion on its constitu-
tionality, 417. Amt. rejected (C. 7, N.-C.
35), 451.

Divorce case Division. See " Wright."
Redistribution B. See " Commons."
Temperance A et. See "Canada Temperance Act."
U. S. Wreckers in Canadian waters B. (8).

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 176. Yeas and nays
called for (Mr. McCallum); M. adopted
(C. 33, N.-C. 8), 176.

Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (72).
On M. (Mr. Clemow) for 3rd R., Amt. m. (Mr.

Power) to strike out 9th cl., permitting
amalgamation with other Rys., 257. Ant.
rejected (C. 14, N.-C. 31), 260.

Wright Divorce Bill (F).
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Divisions-Concluded. -

Mr. Clemow ni. adoption 1 Ith Report of Select
Com. (that notice is practically complete),
166. Amt. ni. (Mr. Kaulbach) to refer
back to Coin., complete fulfihnent of Rule
as to notice not having been reported,
166-7. Amt. lost (C. 10, N.-C. 27), 168.

DIVORCE COMMITTEE.

Appointment m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to*,
50.

For the Reports-See:
" Aikins Divorce B. (B)."
"Bennett Divorce B. (J)."
" Donigan Divorce B. (D)."
" Mead Divorce B. (C)."
"Wright Divorce B. (F)."
"Harrison Divorce B. (G)."

DOMINION FRANcHisE ACT. See "Franchise."

Dominion Lands Act, further Amt.;
mode of laying out Townshins,
&c., in B.C. and mountainous dis-
tricts ; perfection of second home-
stead entries, &c. ; B. (89).-Sir John
Caldwrell Abbott.

1st R.*, 376.
2nd R. n. (Sir John Abbott), 378 ; inquies.:

Messrs. Perley, McInnes (B.C.), and re-
plies: Sir John Abbott, 378 ; M. agreed
to, 378.

In Coin. of the W. ; on Ist cl., repeal of sect.
17 (blocks of 4 townships each), remarks:
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 379; cl.
adopted, 379.

On 5th cl. (mineral lands), remarks as to
tabling Orders in Council: Mr. Power
Sir John Abbott, 379, 380 ; cl. adopted,
380.

On 6th cl. (closing up roads) remarks as to
powers of Lt. Gov., N. W. T. : Mr. Loug-
heed, Sir John Abbott, Mr. Boulton, 380
-Mr. Lougheed, Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Perley, Power, 381-Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Lougheed, Reesor, 382-Mr.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 383; cl. adopted,
383.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) without Amt., 383.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 452; remarks

(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) on sub-sect. 5 of
sect. 3 (pre-emption daims); explanation
(Sir John Abbott) departmental regula-
tions ; also, to Mr. Power, Act provides
for presenting regulations to Parlt., 453;
M. agreed to, 453.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 15.)

Donigan, Ada, Divorce B. (D).-Mr. Coch-
rane.

1st R.*, 55.
2nd R.*, 123.
9th Report of Select Com., on consideration of;

remarks as to distribution of evidence:
Messrs. Gowan, Kaulbach, 158; M. (Mr.
Gowan) for postponement of considera-
tion, 158 ; M. agreed to*, 158.

9th Report of Com., adoption again ni. (Mr.
Kaulbach) and agreed to, 171.

3rd R. presently in. (M r. Cochrane) and agreed
to, and passed on a division*, 171.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 79.)

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

DUTIES, CUSTOMS. See "Customs."

EASTERN EXTENSION RY. See the debate on Inqy.
(Mr. Power) respecting Intercol. Ry. man-
agement, 506.

Edwards, W. 0., & Qo., incorporation;
B. (17).-Mr. Clemow.

lst R.*, 126.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. Clemow), 126; remarks as to

title of B. : Mr. Abbott, 127 ; as to ex-
tensive powers conferred: Messrs. Kaul-
bach, Howlan, 127; M. agreed to, 127.

Reported from Banking and Commerce Com*.,
135.

3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 72.)

EGGS, DUTY ON. See the debate on " Customs
Duties Act Amt. B. (103)," pp. 500-505.

ELECTIONS AND REVISING AND RETIURNING OFFI-
CERS' DUTIES.

Renarks in debate on the Address: Mr.
Scott, 16, 45-Mr. Abbott, 45-6-7-Mr.
Power, 47-Mr. Miller, 46.

ELECTIONS, CONNECTION OF FiSHING BOUNTIES
WITH.

In debate in Com. of the W., on Fishing
bounties Act Aint. B. (5), 101-110.

ELECTIONS ; ENFRANCHISEMENT OF WOMEN.
Petitions presented (Mr. Vidal), 186 ; received

and laid on the Table, 187.

ELECTIONS ; MARQUETTE, NEW ELECTION.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton), 376; reply (Sir John

Abbott), 377.
Remarks (Mr. Boulton) on 2nd R. of Criminal

Law B., 393.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See " Com-
mons representation readjustment B. (76)."

Dominion Millers' Association Incorp. B. ELECTORAL FRANCHisE ACT.
10--Mr Read (,if

ist R.*, 256.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Read, Quinté) and agreed to,

282.
3rd R. (in. by Mr. Sullivan)*, 310.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 71.)

DON IMPROVEMENT B. See "Toronto."

Remarks, in debate on Voters' Lists revision,
1891 and 1892, B. (67): Mr. Power, Sir
John Abbott, 400.

ELECTRIC LIGHT COS. AND TELEPHONE COS. See
debate on " Bell Telephone Co.'s B. (41)."

ELECTRIC MAÇHINERY INSURANCE. See " Boiler
Inspection and Insurance Co.'s B. (19)."
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ELLIS, SUPT., WELLAND CANAL.
M. (Mr. McCalluin) for evidence taken at in-

vestigation in 1889, 332 ; remarks : Messrs.
Clemiow, McInnes (B.C.), 338-Mr. Mc-
Callum, 338 ; reply : Sir John Abbott,
341-2; further remarks : Mr. McCallum,
and M. withdraiwn, .341-2.

ENFRANCHISEMENT OF WOMEN.

Petition presented (Mr. Vidal), 186; received
and laid on the Table, 187.

ENGLAND, FISCAL POLICY AND TRADE RELATIONS.
See the debate on " Customs Duties Act
A mt. B. (103)," pp. 500-505.

ENGLAND, LAW, LEGISLATION AND PRACTICE. See
the debate on 2nd R. of " Criminal Law Act,
1892; B. (7);" "Commons representation
readjustment B. (76)"; also on "Customs
Act Amt. B. (103)."

ENGLAND, MAIL SERVICE WITH.
M. (Mr. Power) for correspondence and con-

tracts, 200 ; debate: Mr. Kaulbach, 201--
Messrs. Power, Kaulbach, Macdonald (B.
C.), Abbott, 20(2-Messrs. Wark, Abbott,
205.

ENGLAND, REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See debate
on 2ud R. and in subsequent stages of
" Commons representation readjustment B.
(76)."

ESTATES, VINDING-UP OF. See " Winding-up Act
Amt. B. (O)."

EVIDENCE, LAw OF.

Remarks (Mr. Kaulbach) on 2nd R. of Crim-
inal Law B., 472.

EXCHEQUER COURT JURISDICTION IX PATENT CASES.
See " Patent Acts Aint. B. (L)."

ExODUS AND IMMIGRATION. See debate on:
"Customs Duties Act Amt. B. (103)," ppm00-

505.
"Commnons representation readjustment B.

(76)," p. 402.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM. See "Farin."

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF CANADA.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.) 9, 10-Mr. Boulton, 22-6, 27, 29,
30-Mr. Power, 23-Mr. Prowse, 23-Mr.
Kaulbach, 25, 26, 29, 31-2.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 64-5 ; remarks:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton, Abbott, 65-
Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, Dickey, Miller,
66 ; M. agreed to, 66.

FARM DELEGATFS, TENANT, REPORT OF.

Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) as to cause of delay in
French edition; reply jMr. Abbott), 181.

FARM, EXPERIMENTAL, REPORT OF.

On. M. (Mr. Read) for adoption ilth Report
of Printing Coin. ; reniarks on expense:
Messrs. Almon, Read, 494.

FARMING INDUSTRY, PROTECTION OF.

Remarks, in debate on the Address: Mr.
Scott, 13-Mr. Abbott, 42-3.

FIREARMS. See "Arms."

FISH-CANS, U. S. DUTY ON. See the debate on
"Customs Duties Act Amt. B. (103)," pp.

500-505.

FISHERIES DEPARTMENT, RE-AMALGAMATION. See
" Marine."

Fisheries Development Act Amt.; state-
ment of proposed disposal of
grant abolished ; B. (5).-Mr. Abbott.

lst R*, 55.
2nd. R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 67; remark: Mr.

Power, 67 ; M. agreed to, 67.
In Com. of the W., debate: Mr. Power,

101--Messrs. Miller, Power, 102-Messrs.
Abbott, Power, Miller, 103-Mr. Abbott,
104.

Amt. m. (Mr. Power) to add cl. (payment on
or before 31st March in each year), 104;
debate: Messrs. Prowse, Power, Kaul-
bach, 104--Messrs. Abbott, Miller,
Power, 105-Messrs. Power, Abbott, 106
-Messrs. Power, Abbott, Scott, 107-
Messrs. Abbott, Scott, Howlan, Power,
108-Messrs. Miller, Howlan, Almon,
Poirier, 109-Mr. Boulton, 110; Amt.
declared lost, 110.

B. reported (Mr. Vidal) from Con., without
Amt*, 110.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) 110; request for
postponement, and ques. of Order (Mr.
Power) that 3rd R. immediately on being
reported requires unanimous consent of
House, 110; debate thereon: Messrs.
Botsford, Power, Miller, Abbott, Masson,
110; reading postponed, 111.

3rd R. again m. (Mr. Abboit), 120; debate
on provisions of B. (to dispense wvith
statement to Parlt. in advance): Messrs.
Power, Abbott, 120-Messrs. Power,
Kaulbach, 121 ; M. agreed to, 121.

Assent, 153.
(55-56 Viet., cap. 18).

FISHERIEs, N FLD. See " Nfld.,
with."

relations

FisiHERIEs; PROHIBITION OF PURSE-SEINING.
Outside the 3-mile limit. Remarks ii debate

on the Address: Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.)
12.

FISHERIES, SEAL. See "Behring Sea."

FISHING AND CANNING SALMON, B.C.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of Com-

m4ssion, and regulations for control of
river fishing, 249: reinarks: Sir John
Abbott, 249 ; M. agreed to, 249.

Ques. as to inspection (M r. Macdonald, B.C.),
reply (Sir John Abbott) on 2nd R. of
Inspection Act Amnt. B. (N.), 282.

FIsHING BOUNTIES. See " Fisheries," above.

Fishing Vessels, U. S. (modus vivendi)
Licenses may be authorized by
Order in Council; communication
of such Order to Parliament; B.
(11).-Mr. Abbott.

ist R*, 178.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 181 ; debate : Messrs.

Kaulbach, Miller, 182-Messrs. Vidal,
Power, 183-Messrs. Abbott, Power, 184
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Fishing Vessels, U. S., etc.-Concluded.

-Messrs. Power, Abbott, Kaulbach, 185;
M. agreed to, 186.

Reported from Com. of the W. without Amt.*,
and

3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 3.)

FIsHING VESSELS, U. S., PILOTAGE COMPULSORY.
See debate on 2nd R. of Pilotage Act Amt.
B. (10): Messrs. Macdonaki (P.E.I.),
Power, Howlan, Kaulbach, 166.

FLOUR, DUTIES ON.
Remarks, in debate on Address : Mr. Scott,

13-Mr. Abbott, 42-3.

FLOUR, FREIGHT RATES ON INTERCOL. RY. See
" Intercol. Ry. management (Inqy)."

FOREIGN TREATIES. -See " Colonies and Foreign
Treaties."

FRANCE, MAIL COMMUNICATION WITH. See re-
marks in debate on M. (Mr. Power) for
correspondence and contracts, mail service
with Eigland, 200-5.

Geolocal Survey Department; any
Meinister may control ; B. (A).-Mr.
Abbott.

Ist R.*, 54.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 61 ; agreed to, 69.
In Coni. of the W. and reported (Mr. Tassé),

without Amt.*, 68.
3rd R. ?n. (Mr. Abbott), 68; objection (Mr.

Power) to 3rd R. of a B. immediately on
its being reported, 68; reply, Mr. Abbott,
68 ; M. agreed to, 68.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vici., cap. 16.)

Globe Printing Co.; by-laws; borrowing
powers, &c.; B. (31).-Mr. Scott.

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R.*, 168.
3rd R.*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 75.)

GODERICH AND WINGHAM RY.; subsidy. See
"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

GOVERÎMENT FiRM. See "Farm."

GOVERNMENT, FRAUDS UPON, BY CIVIL SERVANTS.
See " Civil Service irregularities."

FRANCE, TREATIES WITH. See " Newfoundland." GRAIN RE-SHIPPED FROM OGDENSBURG.
FRANCHISE ACT. wORKING

Remarks, on 2nd R.
and 1892, B. (67):
Abbott, 400.

FRANCHISE FOR WOMEN.

OF THE.

of Voters' Lists, 1891
Mr. Power, Sir John

Petition presented (Mr. Vidal), 186; received
and laid on the Table, 187.

FRAUDS UPON THE GOVT. See " Civil Service irre-
gularities."

FREIGHT RATES, I. C. R. See " Intercolonial
Ry."

FRENCu LANGUAGE, PRINTING IN.

Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) as to cause of delay in
French edition Tenant Farmers' report;
reply (Mr. Abbott), 181.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. of Crim-
inal Law B. ; French edition of B. called
for (Mr. Bellerose), 384; reply (Sir John
Abbott), 393; his proposal that, in Com.
of the W., any cl. desired shall be sus-
pended and printed in French, and that,
before B. passes, French translation shall
be distributed; (accepted), 453.

FRENCH-SPEAKING CANADIANS.

M. (Mr. Tassé) for instructions to enuiner-
ators, on which census was taken, 518;
reply (Sir John Abbott), and M. agreed
to, 518.

FRENCH-SPEAKING REPRESENTATION. See the de-
bates on "Commons representation read-
justment B. (76)."

FRUIT PACKAGES, DUTY ON. See the debate on
"Customs duties Act Amt. B. (103)," pp.
500-505.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. B. See " Inspec-
tion Act Amt. B. (N)."

Inqy. (Mr. Scott), decision as to rebate of
canal tolls, 122; reply (Mr. Abbott), 122.

GRAND JURY SYSTEM.
Remarks (Mr. Scott) on 2nd R. of Criminal Law

B., 469.
Grand Trunk Ry..; consolidation of

Northern and Pacifie Junction
Ry. ; acquisition of Nipissing and
James' Bay Ry. ; B. (14).-Mr. Vidai.

lst R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 124; remarks: Messrs.

Power, Kaulbach, Vidal, 125; M. agreed
to, 125.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vici., cap. 39.)

GRAND TRUNK RY.; amalgamation with C. P. R.;
preclusion of-referred to by Mr. Power,
on his Anit. to Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.
Co. incorp. B. (72), 258.
Building and bonds of-referred to in
debate on 3rd R. Chignecto Marine Ry. B.
(83), pp. 316, 321, 327, 329, 330.
Don Improvement. See "Toronto Cor-

poration Agreement B. (18)."
Intercol. Ry., freight rates compared, &c.

See debate on " Intercol. Ry. management
(Ingy.)," pp. 506-518.

-Affected also (as to connection with and
purchase of other lines) by :

Midland Ry. of Canada, extension of time for
construction; B. (93).

Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (29).
Northern and Pacific Junction Ry., purchase.

See Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B.
(29); also G. T. R. Co.' own B. (14)
above.

GREAT BRITAIN, FISCAL POLICY AND TRADE RELA-
TIONS. See the debate on " Customs duties
Act Amt. B. (103)," 500-505.
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GREAT BRITAIN, LAW, LEGISLATION AND PRACTICE.
See debate on 2nd R. of " Criminal Law Act,
1892; B. (7) "; " Commons readjt. B. (76)"
and " Customs Act Amt. B. (103)."

MAIL SERVICE WITB.

M. (Mr. Power) for correspondence and con-
tracts, 200 ; debate : Mr. Kaulbach, 201
-Messrs. Power, Kaulbach, Macdon-
ald(B.C.),Abbott,202-Messrs. Wark, Ab-
bott, 205.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See debate on
"Commons readjustnent B. (76)."

Great Northern Ry. Co. ; Dominion in-
corporation ; time for construction
extended; Bridge over Ottawa
River; amalgamation with other
Cos., &c.; B. (60).-Mr. Read (Quinté.)

1st R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Read, Quinté) and agreed

to, 241.
3rd R.*, 246.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vic., cap. 40.)

GREAT NORTHERN RY., LEASING POWERS, &C. Set
" Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59)."

GREAT NORTH-WEST CENTRAL Ry.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) when Govt. will carry

mailsby, 155: remarks: Messrs. Kaulbach,
Boulton, 155 ; reply (Mr. Abbott), 155.

- amalgamation powers. Se" Wood Moun-
tain and Qu'Appelle Ry. B. (33)."
land grant; referred to in debate on " Rail-
ways, land grants, cessation of ; M. (Mr.
Boulton)."

- meinorial for guarantee of bonds, &c. See
same debate.

GREAT NORTH-WESTERN LAND Co., stock of ; re-
ferred to in debate on " Railways, land
grants, prohibition of ; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

GREAT WESTERN Ry. CO. LEASE. See " London
and Port Stanley Ry. B. (22)."

Guxs. See " Arms."

HANNINGTON, J UDGE, APPOINTMENT OF.

M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence, 293 ; re-
marks : Messrs. Poirier, McInnes (B.C.),
294-Sir John Abbott, Mr. Dever, 297-
Mr. Poirier, Sir John Abbott, 298. M.
agreed to, 299.

Harrison, Hattie A., Divorce B. (G).--Mr.
Sanford.

12th Report of Select Com. presented (Mr.
Gowan), 155 ; consideratiQn on 27th April
m. (Mr. Gowan) and agreed to, 155.

12th Report, adoption again m. (Mr. Sanford),
publication of notice practically complete,
168; remarks as to adherence to rules:
Mr. Kaulbach, 168: M. agreed to, 168.

Ist R. of B. m. (Mr. Sanford) and agreed to*,
168.

16th Report of Com. (recommending substitu-
tional service) presented, and adoption m.
(Mr. Kaulbach), 178; remarks: Messrs.
Power, Macdonald (B.C.), Kaulbach, 179;
M. agreed to, 179.

2nd R. of B.*, 22.5.
18th Report of Select Coin., in favour of the

B., adoption m. (M. Kaulbach), with
remarks as to cl. in B. allowing re-mar-
riage, 260 ; as to custody of children, 261 ;
M. agreed to and Report adopted on a
divn., 261.

3rd R. of B.*, 261.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 80.)

HENRY. K. J., DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR; reinstate-
ment of.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Suipplementary
Supply B., remarks : Mr. Power and
others, 137-141.

HIGH COMMISSIONER, ALLEGED STATEMENT OF.

Blow to be struck at U.S. Inqy. (Mr. O'Don-
ohoe), remark (Mr. Dever), reply (Mr. Ab-
bott), 54.

High River and Sheep Oreek Irrigation
and Water Power Co. Incorp. B.
(23). -MVr. Laugheed.

lst R.*, 200.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed) and agreed to, 206.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Coin. on Rys.,

&c., with Amts. (restoring B. to the lim-
ited powers for irrigation works asked for
originally by petition and notice), 231;
Amts. concurred in, 232.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Longheed) and agreed to*, 232.
Assent, 522.

(55-56 Vict., cap. 66.)

HUDSON BAY Co., LAND GRANT TO. See debate
on " Railways, land grants, cessation of;
M. (Mr. Bolton)."

HURON READJUSTMENT. See debate on 2nd R.,
and in Com. of the W., on " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

IMMIGRATION AND EXODUS. See debate on " Cus-
toms Duties Act Amt. B. (103)," pp. 500-
505; also "Commons readjt. B. (76), p. 402.

IMMIGRATION, CHINESE. See "Chinese Immigra-
tion Act Amnt. B. (44)."

IMPERIAL FEDERATION.
Remarks, in debate on the Address: Mr.

Boulton, 37.

IMPORTS AND ExPORTS COMPARED. See " Ex-
ports."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL, B. See "Sessional."

Inland Revenue Act further Amt.;
Licenses for liquor manufacture,
Keewatin and unsettled tracts ;
labelling bottles; cigar packages;
B. (71).-Mr. Abbott.

Ist R. *, 200.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to, 213.
In Com. of the W. ; on cl. 2, sub-sect. 2 (label-

ling bottles), debate : Messrs. Dickey,
Power, 225-Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Abbott, 226-Messrs. O'Donohoe, Abbott,
Lougbeed, Power, 227-Messrs. Power,
Lougheed, O'Donohoe, Abbott, Ross,
Dever, 228-Messrs. Snowball, Power,
Dickey, Abbott, 229-Messrs. Power,
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Inland Revenue Act, etc.-Concaded.

Abbott, Dickey, Allan, Snowball, Clemow,
230; request that the cl. may stand (Mr.
Power), 230; remarks: Messrs. Abbott,
Power, 231 ; c1. allowed to stand, 231.

On cl. 3 (cigars, sale from factory in small
quantities prohibited); Amt. m. (Mr.
Abbott) to add sub-sect. 3 (1 year's ex-
emption in certain cases), 231 ; Amt.
agreed to, 231.

Progress reported (Mr. Vidal), 231.
Again in Com., 282; remark (Sir John Abbott)

upon striking out sub-sect. 2 of sect. 2,
and further changes, 282.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com., with Amts.,
and sanie concurred in*, 282.

3rd R. in. (Sir John Abbott), 299; remarks on
the expunged els., and on liquor bottling
and adulteration: Messrs. Dickey, Kaul-
bach, Macdonald, Power, Dever, 299--
Sir John Abbott, Mr. Dever, 300 ; M.
agreed to, 300.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vice., cap. 22.)

INSOLVENT COMPANIES, &C., WINDING

" Winding-up Act Aint. B. (O)."
UP.

Inspection, General, Act, Amt.; apples
and cheese added to list; minor
changes in inspection rules; fees
fixed, &c. ; B. (N).-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 256.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 282; ques. (Mr.

Macdonald, B.C.) as to salmon inspection,
282; reply (Sir John Abbott), also as to
cheese, butter, &c., 282 ; ques. (Mr. Kaul-
bach) as to apples, 283 ; reply (Sir John.
Abbott), 283; M. ageed to. 283.

In Com. of the W. ; on last ci., as to inspec-
tion of apples ; remarks: Messrs. Almon,
Kaulbach, Power, 343-Sir John Abbott,
Messrs. Power, Almon, Kaulbach, Clemow,
,344-Mr. McKay, Sir John Abbott,
Mesars. Dickey, Power, Prowse, Dever,
345-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Kaulbach, Dever, Dickey, 346. B. re-
ported (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington), with-
out Amt., and report agreed to, 346.

On Order for 3rd R., Amt. m. (Sir John Ab-
bott) to strike out sub-sect. 4 of sect. 7,
respecting inspection fees, 347-8; re-
marks: on right of Senate to fix fees, on
cost of opening package, and on several
repealing clauses in B., instead of at end
(Mr. Power), 348; on cost of apple inspec-
tion, on its being optional, and on right
of Senate to fix the fee: Messrs. Read
(Quinté), Miller, Almon, Kaulbach, 348-
Messrs. Scott, Miller, Dever, Prowse,
Allan, Reesor, 349-Sir John Abbott, 350;
Amt. agreed to, 350.

3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,
350.

Amts. of H. of Commons (fixing maximum in-
spection fee ; providing for cheese inspec-
tiQn), concurrence ni. (Sir John Abbott),
452; ques. (Mr. Scott) ; reply (Sir John
Abbott) inspection permissive, 452; ques.
(Mr. Kaulbach); reply (Sir John Abbott)

fee fixed as a maximum, 452; M. agreed
to, 452.

Assent, 522.
55-56 Vict., cap. 23.)

INSPECTION OF STEMBOATS. See "Steamboat Act
Amt. B. (13)."

INSURANCE, ELECTRIC MACHINERY ; LIFE, AND in-
jury from explosions, &c.
See " Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co.'s
B. (19)."

LIFE. See "Victoria Life Ins. Co. In-
corp. B. (47)."

INTERCOLONIAL Ry., affected, as to epnnections
with other Unes, &c., by " Canso and
Louisbourg Ry. B. (51)."

INTERCOLONIAL Ry., CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING.

See debate on " Railways, land grants, ces-
sation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.

Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to steps to be taken re'
specting deficit, and M. for Time-table,
506; renarks on expense of construction,
purchases and maintenance, St. John land
purchase, management compared with
C.P.R., coal and flour freight rates,
arrangement of time-schedules, C. P. R.
and . T. R. competition, &c. : Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, 506-Messrs. Power,
Smith, Almon, Dever, Sir John Abbott,
508-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 509-
Messrs. Power, MacInnes (Burlington),
Almon, 511 - Messrs. Almon, Power,
Kaulbach, 512---Messrs. Wark, MacInnes
(Burlington), Power, Dever, 513-Messrs.
Power, Dever, 514.

Reply, and remarks : Sir John Abbott, 514-
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 515-Mr.
Kaulbach, Sir John Abbott, 516-Mr.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 517-Mr. Dever,
518.

M. agreed to, 518.

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT, REINSTATEMENT OF OF-
FICIALS.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Supplementary
Supply B., remarks : Mr. Power, 137-
Messrs. Abbott, Power, 138-Messrs.
Poirier, Abbott, 140-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Abbott, Power, 141.

INTERNAL ECONOMY OF THE SENATE. See "Senate
Internal Economy B. (1)."

INVERNESS AND RIcHMOND RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

IRON INDUSTRY, AND DUTIES ON.

Remarks in debate on the Address : Messrs.
Boulton, Power, Kaulbach, 30, 31.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return, 65; remarks:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton, Abbott, 65-
Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, Dickey, Miller,
66; M. agreed to, 66.

JOLIETTE AND ST. JEAN Ry. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

JUDGE, APPOINTMENT OF, IN N. B. See " N.B."
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JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF, BILLS RESPECTING.
See-

"Criminal Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."
"Inland Revenue Act Amt. ; penalties for

non-compliance with Regulations; B. (71)."
"N. W. T. Act Amt. ; appointient of sti-

pendiary magistrates; B. (E)."
"Patent Acts Amt. ; Exchequer Court juris-

diction in Patent cases; B. (L)."

LANDS, ORDNANCE, TORONTO, SALE OF. Set
" Toronto Ordnance lande sale B. (58)."

LANDRY, JUDGE, CANDIDATURE FOR APPOINTMENT.
See " N. B. Supreme Ct., appointment of
Judge," M. respecting.

LAw, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Justice."
CRIMINAL CODE B. See " Criminal Law

Act, 1892; B. (7)."
KEEWATIN, LIQUOR MANUFACTURE IN. See " Inland

RevenueLEISLATION, QUESTIONS OF. See Order and
Procedure. "

KINGSTON, NAPANEE, &c., RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

KINGSTON, SMITH'S FALLS, &C., RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

LAKE ERIE AND DETROIT RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.; re-
newal of incorporation and exten-
sion of time, &c. ; B. (37).-Mr. Gir-
ard.

Ist R. (ni. by Mr. Dickey)*, 178.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 180; ques. and re-

marks as to land grants: Messrs. Power,
Girard, Kaulbach, Boulton, 180; M.
agreed to, 180.

3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 41.)

LAKE MAN. RY. & CANAL CO. ; LAND GRANT.

Referred to in debate on " Railways, land
grants, cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

LAKE TÉMISCAMINGUE Ry. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

LAND GRANT TO HUDSON BAY CO. See debate on
" Railways, land grants, cessation of ; M.
(Mr. Boulton)."

LIBRARY BOOKS, LENDING OF.

Misstatement in Victoria, B. C., Colonist.
Attention called to (Mr. MeInnes, B.C.),
on a ques. of Privilege, 158 ; remarks:
Messrs. Howlan, MeInnes, 158.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed
to *, 49.

1st Report; adoption m. (Mr. Allan), 236 ; on
appointment of Mr. W. W. Campbell to
Library; debate: Messrs. Allan, Bellerose,
Kaulbach, 234; postponement of con-
sideration requested (Mr. Abbott), 236-7,
and m. (Mr.Allan), 237 ; further debate:
Messrs. Abbott, Allan, Power, Almon,
237-Messrs. Miller, Almon, MacInnes
(Burlington), Allan, 238-Mr. Botsford,
239. On change in rules respecting mem-
bers taking ont books : Messrs. Howlan,
Allan, 236-Messrs. MacInnes (Burling-
ton), Allan, 238-Mesars. Howlan, Allan,
239. M. for postponement agreed to,
239.

M. (Mr. Allan) that Report be dropped, 356.
2nd Report; adoption m. (Mr. Allan); books

of reference, during session; books taken
,away after session; M. agreed to, 484.

LAND GRANTS, N. W. CAMPAI. tee " Militia in1.
N. W. Campaign, B. (P)."

LAND GRANTS TO RAILWAYS, SYSTEM OF. See
" Railways, generally."

LAND 15 THE TERRITORIES ACT. See "N. W. T.
Land Act Ant. B. (M)."

LAND PURCHASE, ST. JOHN, FOR I. C. R.
Remarks, in debate on Inqy., &c. (Mr. Power)

respecting Intercol. Ry. deficit: Mr.
Power, 508-Sir John Abbott, 515-Mr.
Dever, 518.

LANDs ACT, DOMINION, AMT. OF. See " Dom.
Lands Act Amt. B. (89)."

LANDS, ORDNANCE, ANNAPOLIS, N.S., CARE OF.

In debate on 2nd R. of Toronto Ordnance lands
sale B. (58), remarks: Mr. Almon; reply:
Mr. Abbott, 177.

Inquies. (Mr. Almon) as to intention of selling
the land, 351; remarks: Messrs. Power,
Poirier, 352-Mr. Allan, 353-Messrs.
Kanlbach, Power, Almon, 354; reply (Sir
John Abbott), 354.

Further Inquies. (Mr. Almon), and suggestion
as site for Militia camp, 357 ; replies (Sir
John Abbott), 357-8.

Further Inquies. (Mr. Almon), and reply (Sir
John Abbott), 379.

Lindsay, BobcayKgeon & Pontypool Ry. ;
Incorp. Act renewed - time for
constru,ction extended; B. (45).-
Mr. Clemow.

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 169; remarks:

Messrs. Power, Kaulbach; explanation:
Mr. Clemow; M. agreed to, 169.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 42.)

LINDSAY, BOBCAYGEON, &c., RY.; sUBSiDY. Se
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

LINOTYPE, EXPENSE OF THE.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) for tine cards, with re-

marks on comparative expense of lino-
type and typograph, 261 ; time cards
presented (Sir John Abbott), 261.

LIQUIDATION, COMPANIES IN. See " Winding-up
Act Aint. B."

LiQUOR, MANUFACTURE IN KEEWATIN, &C.; and
_ SALE OF ; LABELLING BOTTLES. See

"Iuland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71).
_ TRAFFIC, RESTRICTION OF. See " Tem-

perance Act Amt. B. (6)."
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LIVE STOCK QUARANTINE REGULATIONS, B.C.
Inqy. respecting (Mr. Lougheed) withdravn,

53-4.

LIVE STOCK SHIPPING TRADE.
Renarks in debate on theAddress: Mr. Boul-

ton, 25, 29, 30-31-Mr. Kaulbach, 25, 29.

LOADED FIREARMS. See "Arms."

London and Port Stanley Ry.; deben-
ture holders to vote as on capital
stock; representatives of London
and Port Stanley as Directors,&c.;
B. (22).-Mr. McKindsey.

1st R.*, 200.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Lougheed)*, 213.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coi., with

Amt. (extending voting power of city
representatives to special meetings), 232 ;
concurrence m. (Mr. Lougheed) and agreed
to, 232.

3rd R.*, 232.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 43.)

LONG LAKE RY. See "Qu'Appelle, Long Lake
and Saskatchewan Ry."

LOTBINIERE AND MEGANTIC Ry. ; SUBSIDY. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

LOTTERIES, SUPPRESSION OF. See " Criminal Law
Act Amt. B. (7)"; on 2nd R., and Amts. in
Com. of the W., 470, 475, 477, 480, 486-8.

McKay Milling Co. Incorp. Act Amt. ;
preferential stock dividends; B.
(15).-Mr. Clemow.

1st R.*, 126.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 127.
Reported froni Banking and Commerce Com.*,

135.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent. 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 73.)

McKINLEY BILL. See " U. S., trade relations."

MACKENZIE, THE LATE HONOURABLE ALEXANDER.
Eulogium : Mr. Scott, 159-Mr. Abbott, 160

-Mr. Allan, 160.

MAIL SERVICE, OCEAN.

M. (Mr. Power) for correspondence and con-
tracts, 200; debate: M r. Kaulbach, 201
--Messrs. Power, Kaulbach, Macdonald
(B.C.), Abbott, 202 - Messrs. Wark,
Abbott, 205.

MANITOBA:

Manitoba & Assiniboia Grand Junc-
tion R . Oo's. B.; extension line,
Lake auphin to Winnipeg ; de-
benture stock, &c.; B. (K).-Mr.
Bouton.

Ist R.*, 200.
2nd R.*, 213.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coin., with

Ant. (issue of d ebentures only as neces-
sity of work demands), 241 ; report agreed
to and Amt. concurred in, 241.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Boulton) and agreed to*, 241.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 44.)

MANITOBA-Continued.
Land grant-referred to in debate on
" Railways, land grants, cessation of; M.
(Mr. Boulton), " 289.
Memorial for guarantee of bonds-saie

debate, 289.

Man. & N.-W. Ry. ; extension of time
for constructing parts of; B. (80).
-Mr. Girard.

Suspension m. (Mr. Girard) of 51st Rule (No-
tices required), as recomutended by 19th
Report of Standing Orders Com., 233 ; re-
marks, reserving right of Ry. Com. to con-
sider delays : Mr. Power, 233; M. agreed
to, 233.

lst R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 243; request for post-

ponement (Mr. Boulton), with reference
to his M. that land grantato Rys. in Man.
and N.W.T. shall cease, 243; debate :
Messrs. Girard, Perley, 243--Messrs.
Kaulbach, Ogilvie, Abbott, 244-Messrs.
Clemow, Boulton, Girard, Vidal, 245;
objection withdrawn and M. for 2nd R.
agreed to, 246.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with-
out Amt.*, 248.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 248 ; remarks as to
allowing B. to proceed, as Govt. retains
controlover delays through the land grant:
Messrs. Clemow, Abbott, 248; M. agreed
to, 249.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 45.)

Man. and N.- W. Ry., connection with. See
" Lake Manitoba Rv. and Canal Co. B.
37."
-- Amalgamation powers. See " Wood
Mountain & Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s B. (33)."
- Land grant-referred to in debate on
M. (Mr. Boulton) for cessation of land
grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T.

Man. & South-Eastern Ry ; time for
construction extended, purchase
of mineral lands, &c.; B. (36).-
Mr. G irard.

lst R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard) and agreed to, 123.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 46.)

Man. and S.- W. Ry. land grant-referred to in
debate on " Railways, land grants, ces-
sation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

Man. Ry. and Canal Co. See "Lake Manitoba."
Railw'ays, amalgamation of Cos. opposed.

On M. (Mr. Sanford, in absence of Mr.
Lougheed) for 3rd R. of Winnipeg and
Atlantic Ry. Co.'s Incorp. B. (72); Amt.
m. (Mr. Power) to strike ont 9th cl., per-
mitting amalgamation with C.P.R. or
other Ry., 257. Debate: Mesars. Power,
Almon, Sanford, Kaulbach, 258-Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.), Kaúlbach, O'Donohoe,
Boulton, Dever, 259-Mr. Girard, 260.
Aint. rejected (C. 14, N-C. 31), 260.
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MANITOBA-Concluded.
Railways, control over delays, through land grants.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 3rd R. of Man. and
N.-W. Ry. Co.'s B. ; the Premier, on the
question of delays in construction, observed
that Govt. held control of the delays
through the land grant ; the B. was
passed, 248-9.

Railways, land grants and subsidies to.
Remarks in debate on the Address: Mr.

Boulton, 40-1-Mr Kaulbach, 40-Mr.
Flint, 41.

Remarks on M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. Lake
Man. Ry. and Canal Co. 's B. : Messrs.
Power, Girard, Kaulbach, Boulton, 180.

Railivays, land grants to,
On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. Man. and N.-

W. Ry. Co.'s B. ; postponement requested
(Mr. Boulton) in view of his M. to prohibit
land grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T.,
243 ; see debate, below, for several remarks
on the general question.

Railways, land grants, cemsation of.
M. (Mr. Boulton) that land grants to Rys. in

Man. and N. W.T. should cease ; remarks
on cash subsidies, on Govt. guarantee of
bonds and on districts and Cos. interested :
Mr. Boulton, 262-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Boulton, 264-Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
McCallum, Boulton, 265-Mr. Perley, 266
-Mr. Girard,270-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
271-Mesrs.O'Donohoe, Macdonald(B.C.),
Kaulbach,272-Mr. Clemow,273-Messrs.
Perley, Clemow, 274-Messrs. Perley,
Clemow, Power, 275--Sir John Abbott,
276-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 277-
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 278-Mr.
O'Donohoe, Sir John Abbott, 279-Mr.
Boulton,Sir John Abbott, 2 80--Mr.Perley,
Sir John Abbott, 281-Messrs. Perley,
Clemow, 282; adjt. of debate m. (Mr.
Boulton) and ageed to, 282.

Debate resurned: Mr. Boulton, 284-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Boulton, 2 87-Sir John
Abbott,Mr.Boulton,292-Messrs. Boulton,
Clemow, Sir John Abbott, 293. M. with-
drawm (Mr. Boulton), 293.

Readjw4tment of seats. See debate on 2nd R.,
and subsequent stages of " Cominons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

MANITOULIN AND N. SHORE Ry. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Marine and Fisheries; re-amalgamation
of Department; B. (12).-Mr. Abbott.

Ist R.*, 55.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 67; debate : Messrs.

Power, Abbott, Kanlbach, 67-Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, Scott, Abbott, 68.

In Com. of the W., and reported (Mr. Loug-
heed) without Amt., 73.

Postponement of 3rd R. requested (Mr. Power),
m. (Mr. Abbott), and agreed to, 73.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 98. Amt. m. (Mr.
Power) to strike out 4th cl. (transfer of
powers to another Minister), 98 ; debate:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, 99-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Abbott, Power, Masson, 100-

Messrs. Abbott, Power, Kaulbach, 101 ;
Amt. lost on a division, and B. 3rd
R., loi.

Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vic., cap. 17.)

MARITIME PROVINCES MISSIONARY UNIoN B. See
"Woman's Baptist Missionary Union."

MARQUETTE, NEw ELECTION IN.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to Mr. Watson's

resignation, &c., 376 ; reply (Sir John
Abbott), 377.

Remarks (Mr. Boulton) on 2nd R. Criminal
Law B., 393.

MARQUETTE READJUSTMENT. See debate in Com.
of the W., and on preamble of "Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)," pp.
461-2-3.

MATANE, BRANCH RY. ; subsidy. Sec "Railways,
subsidies B. (101)'"

Mead, Herbert R., Divorce B.(C).--Mr. Perley.
6th Report of Select Com. (recommending

substitutional service), adoption m. (Mr.
Gowan), 71 ; remarks : Mr. Power, 71-
Messrs. Gowan, Power, Kaulbach, 72;
M. agreed to, 72.

2nd R*, 123.
14th Report Select Com., in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach) and agreed
to, 179.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Perley) and agreed to on a
division, 179.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vic., cap. 81.)

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY. See "Sessional lndemnity
B. (104)."

MESSENGERS, SENATE, APPOINTMENT, &C., OF.

M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., 72; remarks:
Messrs. Miller, Read, Kaulbach, Abbott,
Almon, 72; M. agreed to, 73.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., and Amt. (Mr.
Power) discharging 2 pages instead of 3;
suggestion (Mr. Kaulbach) that pages be
promoted to messengers. 454.

On same Report, remarks. on increase of mes-
sengers'salary, and expense of stationery
distribution: Messrs. Clemow, Kaulbach,
Sir John Abbott, 454.

Midland Railway of Canada; extension
of time for construction; B. (93).
-Mr. Vidal.

1st R.*, 357.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), with explanation, and

agreed to, 373.
Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Ry. Com. without

Amt., 374.
3rd R. presently m. (Mr. Vidal), 374; remarks

on procedure (3rd R. without adopting
Com.'s report) : Messrs. Kaulbach, Vidal,
Miller, 374; M. agreed to, 375.

Àssent, 522.
(55-56 Vic., cap. 47.)

MILITIA CAMP, N.S., SITE FOR.

Annapolis suggested (Mr. Alion) on his Inqy.
as to care of old Fort there, 357.
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Militia in N.W. Campaign; land grants

or scrip; provisions of Act further
extended; B. (P).-Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.

1et R.*, 347.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

356.
In Com. of the W., Amt. m. (Sir John Abbott)

6 months from lst July, 1892, for com-
pliance with conditions, 372 ; remarks :
Messrs. Lougheed, Kaulbach, Sir John
Abbott, 373; M. agreed to, 373.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) with Amt., which con-
curred in *, 373.

3rd R.*, 373.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vic., cap. 6.)

Montreal Board of Trade; increase of
capital stock for a B. of T. build-
ing; B. (25)-Mr. Ogilvie.

lst R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (by Mr. Lougheed) and agreed to,

177.
3rd R.*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 70.)

MONTREAL ORANGE BANQUET.
Remark as to Mr. Boulton being an Orange-

man; ques. of Privilege (Mr. Boulton) to
correct, 309.

MONTREAL REPRESENTATION. See debate on 2nd
R., also in Com. of the W., on: " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

MILLERS' ASSOCIATION INCORP. B. See "I ominion
Millers' Association." NIN SONM. for (Sir John Abbott) ; agreed to, 379.

MILLING Co. B. See " MtKay."

MINISTERIAL CHANCES.
In debate on the Address, remarks: Mr. Mac-

donald (P.E.I.), 12-Mr. Boulton, 17-20.
M. (Mr. Power) for copy of Mr. Carling's

resignation of seat in Senate, 47; remarks:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, Power, 48; M.
agreed to, 49.

MINNEAPOLIS, RAILWAYS, TAX UPON.
Remarks (Mr. Boulton) in debate on the Ad-

dress, 41.
Remarks (Mr. Boulton) upon his M. for ces-

sation of land grants to Rys. in Man. and
N. W.T., 264.

MISSIONARY UNION, WOMAN'S BAPTIST, B. See
" Woman's Baptist Missionary Union."

MoDUS VIVENDI BILL. See " Fishing Vessels,
U.S., B. (11)."

MOLASSES, COARSE, DUTY ON. See " Customs
Duties Act Ant. B. (103)."

-_ PROVISION AGAINST HOSTILE FOREIGN
Tariff. See the above Bill.

MONFORT COLONIZATION Ry. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

MONTREAL AND CHAMPLAIN RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Montreal and Lake Maskinongé Ry.;
lease or sale to C. P. R., &c. ; B.
(87).-Mr. Bellerose.

1st R.*, 284.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bellerose), 312 ; M. agreed to,

313.
3rd R. (n. by Mr. Dickey)*, 350.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 48.)

MONTREAL AND OTTAwA RY. Co., leasing power.
See " Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59)."

Montreal & Western Ry. Co. Incorp. Act
revived; time for completion of
Ry. extended; B. (82).--fr. Bellerose.

Ist R.*, 307.
2nd R. m. (Mr. B.llerose) and agreed to*,

310.
3rd R.*, 313.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 49.)

MURRAY BAY TO CAPE TOURMENTE, RY. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

NEW BRUNSWICK.
N. B. Ry. Co., arrangement u-ith St. John and

Maine Ry. Co. See " St. John and Maine
Ry. Co.'s B. (57)."

-- connection with. See " Tobique Valley
Ry. and C. P. R. lease B. (56)."

Readjustment of xeats. See " Commons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (76)," in its dif-
ferent stages.

Supreme Court, appointment of Judge.
M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence, 293; re-

marks : Messrs. Poirier, McInnes (B.C.),
294-Sir John Abbott, Mr. Dever, 297-
Mr. Poirier, Sir John Abbott, 298. M.
agreed to, 299.

NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS wITH.

Remarks, in debate on the Address: Mr.
Boulton, 27.

Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to intention of Govt.
to resume former commercial status, 56.
Ques. of Order (Mr. Kaulbach) against ex-
tended remarks on an Iuqy.,5 6 ; discussed:
Mr. Scott, 56-Mr. Kaulbach, 56-7-8-Mr.
Miller, 56, 58-Mr. Power, 57-8-Mr.
Masson, 57-Mr. Allan, 57; the Speaker:
Rule precludes debate, therefore remarks
on Inqy. should not include debatable ques-
tion; present decision left to the House,
58. Further ques. : Mr. Masson; reply :
the Speaker, 58; further remarks thereon:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Dever, 58.

Remarks on main subject of Inqy. resumed:
Mr. Boulton, 59, 60-Mr. Poirier, 59-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Miller, 60. Ques. of
Order (Mr. Howlan) against discussion ;t
notice of M. suggested, 60; remarks there-
on: Messrs. Dever, Power, Kaulbach,
Miller,60-Messrs. Dever, Boulton,Miller,
Howlan, Masson, Abbott, 61 ; Inqy. with-
drawrn (Mr. Boulton), 61.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for papers respecting matters
in dispute, 73-77 ; ques. (Mr. Miller),reply
(Mr. Boulton), 77 ; questions (Mr. Miller),
replies (Mr. Boulton), 81. Remarks:
Messrs. Power, Boulton, Kaulbach, 85-
Messrs. Boulton, Kaulbach, 86-Mesers.
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NEwFOUNDLANDi-Concluded.

Miller, Kaulbach, Boulton, 87-Mr. How-
lan, 88--Messrs. Miller, Howlan, Power,
92-Mr. Miller, 93-Mr. Power, 96-
Messrs. Boulton, McDonald, 97-Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, 98; adjt. of debate m.
(Mr. Abbott) and agreed to, 98.

Debate resumed : Mr. Abbott, Ill-Messrs.
Boulton, Abbott, l12-Messrs. Power,
Abbott, 116-Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, 117
-Messrs. Power, Abbott, Dickey, 118 -
Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, 119-Mr. Kaul-
bach, 120 : M. agreed to, 120.

In debate on Modu< Virendi B. (11), remarks:
Mr. Kaulbach, 182.

NEW GLASGOw IRON, &c., RY.; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

NEW YoRK BRIDGE Co. See "Brockville and
N. Y."

NEW YORK, REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS, SYSTEM.
See debate on 2nd R. of " Commons repre-
sentation readjustnent B. (76)", pp. 411,
450.

NEW ZEAfAND, REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See
Mr. Boulton's Amt. to 2nd R. and sub-
sequent debate on " Commons representa-
tion readjustment B. (76)."

NEWFOUNDLAND-See that heading, above.

Nicola Valley Ry. ; Dominion incorpora-
tion ; extension to Columbia and
Kootenay Ry. ; bonding power
$25,000 per mile: B. (24).-Mr. Reid
(Cariboo.)

1st R.*, 122.
2nd R.*, 123.
3rd R.*, 135.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 50.)

NICOLA VALLEY Ry. ; SUBSIDY. See "Railways,
subsidies B. (101)."

Nipissing and James' Bay R •.; bonding
power increased to $25,O00; sale
of portion of line to Northern and
Pacific Junction Ry. or G. T. R. ;
time for construction extended;
B. (29).-Mr. Lougheed.

Ist R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 125 ; remarks

Messrs. Power, Kaulbach, 125 M.
agreed to, 125. Further enquies. Mr.
Power, 125 ; reiarks in reply : Messrs.
Kaulbach, Lougheed, 126 ; B. referred to
Coni., 126.

3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Viet., cap. 51.)

NipsSING AND JAMES' BAY RY. ; acquisition by G.
T. R. See also G. T. R. Co.'s B. (14).

NIPISSING AND JAMES' BAY RY. ; sUbsidy. S'ee
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

NORTu-WEST CENTRAL Ry. See "Great N. W.
Central."

NORTR-WEST LAND Co. ; sales of-referred to in
debate on "Railways, land grants, cessa-
tion of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

N. W. T. Act A.mt.; provision for ap-
pointment of Stipendiary Magis-
trates; B. (E).-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 73.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 122; remarks as to

correctness of title : Messrs. Vidal, Ldug-
heed, Abbott, 122.

In Con. of the W.; on the title, remarks: Mr.
Abbott, 123. B. reported (Mr. Landry),
without Amt., 123.

3rd R.*, 123.
C. P. R. construction, and N. W. wheat export.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Boulton, 19-
Messrs. Abbott, Perley, Power, 43.

Employees in N. W. T.
Suggestion (Mr. Lougheed) for extension of

provisions of Civil Service Act Amt. B. to,
492; reply (Sir John Abbott), new Civil
Service Act next session, 492.

Land in the Territories Act consolida-
tion and Amt.; B. (M).-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 205.
On order for 2nd R., postponement m. (Mr.

Abbott), 235 ; remark : Mr. Power, and
M. agreed to, 235.

On order for 2nd R., discharge m. (Sir John
Abbott) for the present session, 300 ; M.
agreed to, 301.

Lands. See also "Dominion Lands Act Amt.
B. (89) ; " also Railways (below).

Liquor manufacture in unsettled dountry. See
" Inland Revenue Act Anit. B. (71)."

Militia, Campaign 1885, land cri>. See "Militia
in N. W. Campaign B. (P)."

Railways, amalgamation of Cos. opposed.
On M. (Mr. Sanford, in absence of Mr. Loug-

heed) for 3rd R. of Winnipeg and Atlantic
Ry. Incorp. B. (72); Amt. m. (Mr. Power)
to strike out 9th cl., permitting amalga-
mation with C. P. R. or other Ry., 257;
debate: Messrs. Power, Almon, San-
ford, Kaulbach, 258-Messrs. Macdonald
(B.C.), Kaulbach, O'Donohoe, Boulton,
Dever, 259-Mr. Girard, 260; Amt. re-
jected (C. 14, N.-C. 31), 260.

Railways, control over delays, through land
grants.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 3rd R. of Man. and
N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. ; the Premier, on the
q uestionof delay s in construction, observed
that Govt. held control of the delays
through the land grant ; the B. passed,
248-9.

Railways, iand yrants and subsidies to.
Remarks in debate on the Address: Mr. Boul-

ton, 40-1-Mr. Katilbach, 40-Mr. Flint,
41.

Remarks on M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R., Lake
Man. Ry. and Canal Co.'s B. : Messrs.
Power, Girard, Kaulbach, Boulton, 180.

Railwayn, land grants 'to.
On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. Man. and N.

W. Ry. Co.'s B. ; postponement requested
(Mr. Boulton) in view of M. to prohibit
land grants to Rys. in Man. and N.W.T.,
243; see the debate, below, for several re-
marks on the general question.
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N. W. T.-Concluded.
Railwrays, land grants, cessation of.

M. (Mr. Boulton) that land grants to Rys. in
Man. and N.W.T. should cease ; remarks
on cash subsidies, on Govt. guarantee of
bonds and on districts and Cos. interested :
Mr. Boulton, 262 - Messrs. Kaulbach,
Boulton, 264-Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
McCallum, Boulton, 265--Mr. Perley, 266
-Mr. Girard, 270-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
271 - Messrs. O'Donohoe, Macdonald
(B. C.), Kaulbach, 272-Mr. Cleniow, 273
-Messrs. Perley, Clemow, 274-Messrs.
Perley, Clemow, Power, 275-Sir John
Abbott, 276-Mr. Perley, Sir John Ab-
bott, 277-Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott,
278-Mr. O'Donohoe, Sir John Abbott,
279.--Mr. Boulton, Sir John Abbott, 280
-Mr. Perley, Sir John Abbott, 281-
Messrs. Perley, Clemow, 282. Adjt. of de-
bate m. (Mr. Boulton) and agreed to, 282.

Debate resumed : Mr. Boulton, 284-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Boulton, 287-Sir John Ab-
bott, Mr. Boulton, 292-Messrs. Boulton,
Clemow, Sir John Abbott, 293. M. ?iith-
drawrn (Mr. Boulton), 293.

Readjustment of seats. See debate on Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)," 405.

NORTHERN AND PACIFIC JUNcTION Ry., purchase
of. See Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s
B. (29).

consolidation with G. T. R. See
G. T. . Co.'s B. (14.)

NOVA SCOTIA.
Coal, cattile, iron and shipping industries.

Reinarks, in debate on the Address : Messrs.
Boulton, Kaulbach, Clemow, Miller, 26-
Messrs. Boulton, Kaulbach, Power, 30, 31.

Coal, freight rates on I. C. R. See " Intercol. Ry.
management (Inqy)."

Fishermeî selling bait to French.
On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) re Nfd. trade rela-

tions, remarks : Messrs. Boulton, Kaul-
bach, Miller, 60. On his M. for papers re
matters in dispute, renarks : Messrs.
Kaulbach, Boulton, 86-Messrs. Miller,
Kaulbach, 87-Messrsi Boulton, Abbott,
119-Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton, 120.

Militia camp, site for.
Annapolis suggested (Mr. Ahnon) in his Inqy.

as to old Fort, 357.

N. S. Steel and Forge Go. (Limited);
change of name ; capital stock;
preferential share privileges ; B.
(30).-Mr. Dickey.

Ist R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Dickey), 177 ; remarks as to

preference shares : Mr. Kaulbach, 177
Magreed to, 177.

3rd R.*, 181.
Aesent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 74.)

Ordnance lands and Old Fort at Annapolis.
On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R., Toronto

Ordnance Lands Sale B. (58), remarks: Mr.
Alnon; reply: Mr. Abbott, 177.

NOVA SCOTIA-Concuded.
Inqy. (Mr. Almon) .as to intention of selling

the land, 351 ; remarks: Messrs. Power,
Poirier, 352--Mr. Allan, 353-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Almon, 354; reply (Sir
John Abbott), 354.

Further Inqy. (Mr. Almon) 357; replies (Sir
John Abbott), 357-8.

Further Inqy. (Mr. Almon) and reply (Sir
John Abbott), 379.

Pilotage charges on vessels in U. S. ports.
In debate in Com. of the W., on Pilotage Act

Ant. B., remarks : Mr. Kaulbach, 165.
Rea4oustment of seats. See "Commons represen-

tation readjustment B. (76)," in its differ-
ent stages.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.
M. (Mr. Power) for correspondence and con-

tracts, 200 ; debate: Mr. Kaulbach, 201
-Messrs. Power, Kaulbach, Macdonald
(B.C.), Abbott, 202 - Messrs. Wark,
Abbott, 205.

OGDENSBURG, GRAIN, RE-SHIPPED FROM.

Inqy. (Mr. Scott) intention as to rebate of
canal tolls; reply (Mr. Abbott), 122.

O'NEIL, WM., MESSENGER, APPOINTMENT OF.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., 72.

ONTARIO.
Ont. and Que. Ry. and the Don Improvement.

See " Toronto Corporation Agreements B.
(18)."
-___Charter - referred to in debate on
" Railways, land grants, cessation of; M.
(Mr. Boulton)," 277.

Ont., Belmont, &c., Ry. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101."

Ont. Pacific Ry., time for construction
extened; B. (50).--Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington.

lst R.*, 200.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Vidal)*, 213.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Power)*, 231.
Assent, 52-2.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 52.)

Ont. and Pacific Ry. ; subsidy. See " Railways,
subsidies B. (101)."

Readjustment of seats. See debate on 2nd R.,
and subsequent stages of " Commons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (76)."

ORANGE BANQUET, MONTREAL.

Remarks as to Mr. Boulton being an Orange-
man ; Ques. of Privilege (Mr. Boulton) to
correct, 309.

Order, Privilege and Procedure, Ques-
tions of.

Bill, Amt. of Com. Report, on 3rd R. After
discussion upon proper mode of correct-
ing an Amt. made in Ry. Com. under a
misconception (Ottawa City Passenger
Ry. B.), an Amt. to 3rd R. was addpted,
rescinding the Aint. of B. as previously
adopted, and inserting another, 311-12.
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Order, Procedure, etc., Questions of-Con.
Bill, Amit., substantive, in Com. of W. On

Temperance Act Amt. B. (6), M. Vidal
objected to Mr. Dickey's Amt. (to add cl.,
giving voting privilege to incorporated
towns) as striking at fundamental prin-
ciple of B. ; held that notice should be
given of such a motion on 3rd R., 133.
Mr. Dickey maintained his right to m.
the Amt. at this stage ; but offered to
waive it, on understanding it should be m.
at 3rd R., 133-4.

Held by Mr. Howlan (as Chairman) : it is a
new cl., and cannot be received, 142; point
of referring to Speaker of House dis-
cussed, 142. B. reported without Amt.,
and Mr. Dickey's Amt. m. on 3rd R., 143.

Reasons for his Ruling given by Mr. Howlan,
144; further question of Order, that the
Ait. is not germane to the B. (Mr. Power),
145; but upon above understanding being
quoted, objection withdrawn, 145.

Bill, Amt., m>ubtantive, on 3rd R. On Mr.
Boulton's request for postponement of
3rd R. of BeilTelephoneCo. B., for an Amt.
(limiting stock to $3,000,000), objection
taken by Mr. Scott and others, that
notice is required ; discussed, but post-
ponement ordered, 187-9.

The 3rd R. having been again m., Mr. Boul-
ton m. his Aint., but withdrew it in
favour of an Amt. (Mr. Lougheed) to re-
commit the B. Mr. Scott again objected
to the opposition offered tfhe B. at this
stage ; the procedure was discussed, pre.
cedents quoted, and the B. referred back
to Com. (where it was subsequently amd.),
198-9.

On Mr. Almon's notice of Amt. to 3rd R. of
Chignecto Marine Ry. Co. B. (preferential
bonds not to take precedence of outstand-
ing liabilities), Mr. Dickey objected that
the Amt. practically negatived the B.,
315 ; the ques. was discussed, also as to
notice of Amt. to 3rd R. being required,
315-16, 318 to 331, when Mr. Mr. Almon's
Amt. was put and rejected (C. 7, N.-C.
39), 331.

Bill, Ami. to Amt., unnecessary. On Order
for consideration of Ry. Coin. Report
(Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B.), and
Aint. to refer back to Coin. ; Sir John
Abbott objected to a sub-Amt. (Mr. Mc-

,Innes, B.C.) for concurrence in the Coin.
Report, as unnecessary, 370; discussed,
and so ruled by the Speaker, 371 ; with-
drawn, 372.

Bill, codißcation, discrepancies,-from the
statutes from which drafted; see the
debate on " Criminal Law Act, 1892 ; B.
(7)." Objection, also, that this B., as sub.
mitted to Senate, did not coincide with
original B. of Commons.

Bill, constitutionality of. See the debate on
" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)."

Bill, cl. on which Senate had legislated. Mr.
Read pointed out, in Com. on Criminal
Law B., that Senate had already passed
and sent to Commons two Bills making

provisions with reference to carrying
weapons ; the cl. wa' allowed to stand, 485.

Bill, details discussed on 2nd R. Mr. Power
objected to Mr. Murphy discussing the
respective districts, on 2nd R. of Commons
readjustment B. (76); Mr. Miller held
that principle of the B. is involved in the
districts ; and Mr. Murphy proceeded, 406.
Mr. Power made a personal explanation
bereon, 443.

Bill, giring precedence to new debentures. lu
debate on Mr. Almon's Aint. to Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B., Sir John Abbott
quoted several precedents for such legisla-
tion, 329, 330.

Bill, late in Session. See " Legislation"
(below).

Bill, money, amending in Senate.---Sir John
Abbott, on his Amt. t the St. John
Harbour Loan B. (99), reserving part of
loan to Govt. for wharf property acquisi-
tion, pointed out that Senate should not
question its own power in amending a
money B., if the other House does not
object, 495; remarks, Mr. Power, 495.

(See also " Fees, fixing of," below).
Bill, not identical with Commons draft. Ob-

jections made by Mr. Scott, and M. for
Message to Conimons for original ; xee the
debate on " Criminal Law Act, 1892;
B. (7)." Objection also, t discrepancies
of cls. of same B., froni Statutes frcm
which drafted.

Bill, Notice, dilference from. Buckingham &
Lièvre Ry. Co.'s B. (H) was reported by
Standing Ord. and Priv. B. Coin., as
differing from its notice, in containing a
cl. for bridge over the Ottawa, &c. ; but
it passed the Senatu,, 224. The Commons
afterwards struck out the bridge el. on this
ground; commented on, and Commons
Amts. concurred in, 283-4.

Bill, Notice insuj/lcient. (For Divorce Bills,
see that heading).

On Mr. Dickey's M. for suspension of 31st
Rule, on Chignecto Marine Ry. B. (83),
and at subsequent stages, it was closely
debated whether or not public notice of
B. had been sufficient to apprise all
English stockholders of the proposed
action, 233-5, 318 tW 331.

Bill, objection al wrong 8tage. On Mr.
Murphy's " hoist " Amt. to adoption of
Rep. of Stand. Ord. & Priv. B. Com., for
placing School Savings Bank B. on Orders
for 2nd R. ; Mr. Power pointed out that
this Amt. should come up at 2nd R., 491.
On its being m. at that stage, Mr. Power
and Sir John Abbott suggested the B.
should be allowed to pass 2nd R., and go
to Banking Coin. for consideration ; in
which Mt. Murphy acquiesced, 494. The
B. was then thrown out in Coin. ; so re-
ported, 518.

Bill, objection on M. for future 2nd R. Objec-
tion taken by Sir John Abbott, to debate
at this stage on Criminal Law B., 385 ;
right to oppose consideration of B. this
session maintained by Mr. Scott, 386;
again discussed, 394, 396.
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Bill, objection to 2nd R. On Sir John Abbott's

M. for suspension of Rule, for 2nd R. pre-
sently (Beet-root sugar bounty B.) Mr.
Power objected, but, at the Premier's sug-
gestion, waived objection, on the under-
standing that he might discuss the B. on
its 3rd R., 499.

Bill, partial pa<saye this sesion, and resuming
it where left, next year, advocated by sev-
eral hon. Senators, and its practicability
discussed by the Premier (p. 484) in the
debates on " Criminal Law Act, 1892; B.
(7)."

Bill, petition irregular. On recommendation
of Standing Ord. and Priv. B. Com., the
School Savings Bank B. was placed on
Orders for 2nd R., although late, owing to
its being returned to petitioners for irreg-
ularity, 491-2. The B. was subsequently
rejected on general grounds.

Bill, prirate, aftècting public rightq. On 2nd R.
of Welsbach Patent extension B., the
mover (Mr. Dickey) having observed that
the rights of the public were fully protect-
ed ; Mr. Kaulbach contended that exten-
sion of a patent deprives the public of a
right. Mr. Miller pointed out that, as
the B. was to be referred to Priv. B. Com.,
the facts would be there discussed, 242--3.

Bill, Ry., amalgamation cl. in. Mr. Power,
in Amt. to 3rd R. of Winnipeg and Atlan-
tic Ry. Co.'s B., m. Amt. to strike out cl.
permitting amalgamation with C. P. R. or
other Ry. Co., 257-8. In debate thereon,
Mr. O'Donohoe advocated a system for all
Bills, excluding anticipatory cls. of the
kind, 259; but the Amt. was rejected (C.
14, N.-C. 31), 260.

Bill, Ry., approval by Ry. Committee,--of cls.
respecting crossings; necessity for, pointed
out by the Premier, in Com. on Ry. Act
Amt. B. (84), 492.

Bill, reference to Supreme Ct. On Mr. Boul-
ton's Amt. to 2nd R. of Cominons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (16), Mr. Vidal
pointed out that Senate has neither the
right to pass, nor power of enforcing such
a M., 429. Mr. Boulton observed that
Senate could insert a cl., in Com., pro-
v'iding that B. should not go into operation
till Govt. referred it to Supreme Ct. ; and
he thought the Court would not refuse to
aecept such a referenae from Parlt., 429.
Mr. Scott urged that the objection to the
M. should not be pressed, 431 ; but he
and Sir John Abbott suggested that the
form of the M. should be modified, 432.

Bill, right of Senate to amend. In Com. on
Commons representation readjustinent B.
(76), Sir John Abbott having informed Mr.
Perley that the names of new districts had
been agreed upon by the Man. M.P.'s, Mr.
Perley maintained the right of Senate to
a voice in the matter, 463.

See also " Bill, money " (above).
Bill, 2nd R., postponement of. Man. & N. W.

Ry. Co.'s B. ; Mr. Girard requested post-
ponement in view of his M. for cessation
of land grants to Rys., 243; but, after
discussion of the point, he withdrew his

objection, reserving his right to objection
at 3rd R., 246.

Bill, 3rd R. same day aq reported from Com.
Objection taken to 3rd R. when reported,
although without Amt., and the question
discussed by various hon. Senators, on the
following Bills :-

Bell Telephone Co.'s B. (41), 189.
Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. (65),

as to adoption of Report " without
Amt.," (a previous Amt. having
been struck out on re-committal)
375.

Chignecto Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83),
313-14.

Fishing Bounties B. (5), 110.
Geological Survey B. (A), 68.
Midland Ry. Co.'s B. (93), 374.

Bill, title of,-pronounced a misnomer (N. W.
T. Act Amt. Bill, E), by Messrs. Vidal
and Lougheed, on 2nd R., 122. In Com.
of the W., the title adhered to by Mr.
Abbott, 122.

Ques. of title (W. C. Edwards & Co. Incorp.
B., 17) discussed by Mr. Abbott and others,
127.

B. N. A. Act, interpretation of. See the
debate on " Commons representation read-
justment B. (76)."

Committee, Amt. in, erroneous, correction of-
see " Bill, Amt. of Com. Report" (above).

Committee, function8 of. The organization and
duties of Contingt. Acets. Com., discussed
in the various debates on " Senate Internal
Economy B. (1)."

Committee, hurried reading of cl8.,-objected to
by Mr. Kaulbach, in Com. on Criminal
Law B., 485.

Committee, organization when House not sitting.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Adjt., 3--16
March, Mr. Kaulbach objected that Coms.
were not yet organized, and Mr. Dickey
observed that 92nd Rule required organi-
zation on " next sitting day." Mr. Miller
raised the point that all except Sundays
and holidays were " sitting days," wheth-
er House in actual session or not. The M.
was, however, amd. to the 4th-16th, 52-3.

Committee, reference back, Notice of. Mr.
Power raised, without pressing, the point,
on Order for consideration of Ry. Com.
Report (aindg. Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s
B. as to height of bridge and width of
swing), that Amt. to recommit the B., to
change previous Amt., required notice,
368 ; Mr. Miller held the contrary, 369.

Sir John Abbott objected to a sub-Amt.
(Mr. McInnes) for concurrence in the Com.
report, as unnecessary, 370 ; discussed,
and so ruled by the Speaker, 371 ; with-
drawn, 3.72.

Committee, Report, immediate consideration.
Opposed (Wright divorce case) until next
day, consent of H. not being unanimous
(Mr. Kaulbach), 153; his reasons given,
166.

Committee Report, without its preiious Amt.
The Burrard Inlet Bridge Co.'s B. having
been referred back to Ry. Com., and
being reported without an Amt. (whicli
had been made in its previous Report),
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Mr. Power raised the ques. whether
Report should be adopted before 3rd R.
of B. was moved; the Premier observed
that the record was " without Amt. ;"
and the M. for future 3rd R. waa put and
agreed to, 375.

Committees, right8 of. Mr. Girard having m.
suspension of 51st Rule (upon petition of
Man. and N. W. Ry. Co. for an Act to
extend construction period) as recom-
mended by Standing Orders and Private
B. Com. ; Mr. Power spoke, reserving
right of Ry. Com. to take into considera-
tion any delays not sufficiently explained,
233.

Commons Amts., consideration of. Mr. Dickey
(on Buckingham and Lièvre Ry. Co.'s B.,
H) referred to the courtesy due Commons,
respecting their Amts; commenta made
by Mr. Power, in reply, 284.

Debate, expres-tions in. Objection taken, on
the following occasion:-

Marine and Fisheries Dept. B. Mr.
Abbott objected to Mr. Scott's
expression that every hon. gen-
tleman understands reasons for
amalgamation, and observed he
had better say some hon. gentle-
men imagine the reasons.

Divorce procedure. Questions of suffliciency
of Notices, and of strict adherence Lo the
rules, were discussed in the following
cases :-

Bennett case, 178.
Harrison case, 168.
Wright case, 55, 62-4, 153-4, 166-7;

Amt. to refer back Report of
Com. (for strict compliance with
Rules), Mr. Kaulbach, rejected:
(C. 10, N.-C. 27), 168.

Children, custody of, d.for,-objected to by
Mr. Kaulbach (on Rep. of Com. in favour
of Harrison divorce), as it is a matter of
civil rights, within purview of Local
Legislatures ; and children are matters
purely for the courts, 261. The report
was adopted, 261.

Evidence, printing of,-dispensed with (in
Bennett case) ; but consideration of Con.
Report was deferred for the perusal by
hon. Senators, the two type-written copies
to suffice, 257.

Exhibits, return of. An Amt., for return of
one exhibit to respondent (Bennett case),
made to Mr. Clemow's M. for return of
Petitioner's exhibits, was carried, 310-11.

Fees, refuad of,-to petitioner, his B. beingi
rejected (Bennett case). On Mr. Clemow's
M. for, as a usual matter, Mr. Kaulbach
pointed out that it is not always done, and
that Notice of M. should be given ; which
was done, 307-8. On being again m., it
panssed, a suggestion (Mr. Power) that
deduction for expenses should include
respondent's expenses, not being adopted,
310-11.

44

Remarriage el.,-objectedtobyMr. Kaulbach
(on Rep. of Com. in favour of Harrison
divorce), as it authorizes what law already
permits, 260. The Rep. was adopted,
261.

Respondent's expenses,-she being successful
in her opposition of B. ; Mr. Power sug-
gested this being included in the expenses
deducted from fees returned to peti-
tioner; it was debated and dropped, 311.

English Parliamentary practice,-several times
referred to in debates on " Commons re-
presentation readjustnent B. (76)," and
on " Criminal Law Act, 1892 ; B. (7)."
Mr. Power contrasted this with following
English plicy in trade matters, 500 ; to
which Mr. Abbott replied, 502. See also
" Lords, Rules of " (below).

Fees (inspection), fixing of by Commons. In
Inspection Act Amt. B. (N), the fees
having been fixed by Senate in Com. ;
Sir John Abbott, on Order for 3rd R.,
m. Amt., to strike out the cl., so as to
leave the matter to Commons, 347-8.
Mr. Scott objected, that this was strain-
ing constitutional usage, the inspection
being optional, 349 ; point discussed, and
usage of H. of Lords quoted: Messrs.
Miller, Scott, Dever, 349; Amt. agreed
to, 350.

(See also " Bill, n.oney," above).
French, printing of Bills and reports in. See

" French printing," in general index.
Govt., Dominion or Local. Powers of, in regard

to disused roads (in Com. on Dom. Lands
Act Amt. B., 89), discussed, 382-3.

Govt. or Parlt., protection of navigàtion by.
Ques. to which the duty properly apper-
tains, discussed in the debate on the
Amts. regulating height of bridge, or
width of draw, to Burrard Inlet Bridge
Co.'s B. (65), 358, 372.

Inquiries not debatable. On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton)
re Nfld. trade relations; Ques. of Order
(Mr. Kaulbach) against extended remarks,
56; discussed, 56, 58; the Speaker: Rule
precludes debate, therefore remarks on
Inqy. should not includedebatable questions;
present decision left to the House, 58.
Further ques. ; Mr. Masson; reply: the
Speaker, 58. Further remarks on the usage,
58.

Mr. Boulton resumed, but Mr. Howlan again
rose to Order, upon irrelevancy of remarks
to the Inqy., 60 ; f urther discussion, 60,
61 ; Mr. Boulton withdrew his Inqy., 61.

Legislation late in session. Comments upon late
introduction of Bills, and suggestions for
their entire or partial postponement till
next session, in debates on " Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7);" also by some hon.
Senators, in debates on " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)." Ob-
jection also, on this ground, to School
Savings Bank B., 491 ; Customs duties
Act Amt. B., 500; Ry. subsidies B., 519.
On the last B., Sir John Abbott pointed
out that it was not expedient to present
such a B. early in session, 520.

Legislation, initiation in Senate, See "Senate"
(below).
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Order, Procedure, etc., Questions of-Con.
Loî d', House of, Rules,-quoted, and ques.

how far they should be followed was dis-
cussed, on following occasions:

Bell Telephone Co. B. (41), 189.
Chignecto's Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83),

313-14.
Fishing Bounties B. (5), 110.
Inspection (General) Act Amt. B. (N),

349.
Also, as to their procedure on Commons

representation readjustnent Bills,
in debate on such B. (76).

Notice ot M. Necessity of, pointed out, by
Mr. Kaulbach; had Notice not been in-
sisted on, he would not have detected the
necessity for his Amt. to Mr. Clemow's
M. for return of petitioner's exhibits (in
Burnett divorce case), that one exhibit
should be returned to the respondent, 310.

Kotices. See also " Bills, notices of," and
" Commnittee, reference back, notice of"
(above).

Parlianentary procedure,-of Canada in the
past, of England, Australia, New Zealand
and U. S., discussed in the debates on
" Commons representation readjustment
B. (76)." Also, as to criminal law legis-
lation, on " Criminal Law Act, 1892;
B. (7)."

Privilege, questions of-
Victoria Colonist, misstatement respecting

Library books lent to messengers; atten-
tion called to (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 158;
renarks: Messrs. Howlan, McInnes, 158.

Comnmons, statement in, by Mr. Devlin, as
to Mr. Boulton being an Orangeman. Cor-
rection made (Mr. Boulton), 309.

Newspaper report as to purport of Mr.
Almon's Aint. to 3rd R. of Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. Correction made
(Mr. Almon), 342.

Provincial Legislature authorizing ofences. Mr.
Power pointed out, in Coin. on Criminal
Law B., that Quebec Legislature having
legalized Lotteries called for greater
stringency by Parlt. in the matter, 488.
Mr. Scott suggested that Minister of
Justice should consider whether these els.
were sufficiently stringent to stop the
lotteries, 489.

Senate, amending of Bs.-see "Bill, right of
Senate to amend " (above).

Senate, fixing of Fes-see " Fees " (above).
Senate, initiation of legislation in. On appoint-

ment of Joint Com., on Criminal Law B.
(7) ; opinion expressed by Mr. Kaulbach,
on fitness of Senate for initiation of such
a B., 157.

On Adjt., 20-31 May ; Messrs. Boulton and
Flint urged that more work should be
given the Senate, 246; Mr. Abbott replied,
on this point, 248.

See also the remarks on " Senate adjourn-
ments," in General Index; and observa-
tion by Mr. Kaulbach, on Sessional
Indemnity B., as to number of holidays
in the Senate, 499.

Senate, lateness of legislation in. See " Legisla-
tion " (above).

Senate, money B. in-see "Bill, money"
(above).

Sub-Amt., unnecessary. See "Bills" (above).
ORDNANCE LANDS, ANNAPOLIS, N.S., CARE OF.

In debate on 2nd R. of Toronto ordnance
lands sale B. (58), remarks: Mr. Almon;
reply: Mr. Abbott, 177.

Inqy. (Mr. Almon) as to intention of selling
the land, 351 ; renarks: Messrs. Power,
Poirier, 352-Mr. Allan, 353-Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Almon, 354; reply (Sir
John Abbott), 354.

Further Inqy. (Mr. Almon), and suggestion as
site for Militia camp, 357 ; replies (Sir
John Abbott), 357-8.
TORONTO, SALE OF. See " Toronto Ord-

nance lands sale B. (58)."
OrrAWA, AiNPRioR, &c., RY. ; subsidy. See

" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
OTTAWA " CITIZEN," REPORTS IN.

Mr. Devlin's remarks as to Mr. Boulton being
anOrangemancorrected (Mr. Boulton), 309.

Report of Mr. Almon's Amt. to Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co's. B., corrected (Mr. Almon),
342.

Ottawa City Passenger Ry. Co. ; exten-
sion into Quebec municipalities;
use of Union Bridge ; general pow-
ers; capital; agreements with
other Cos., &c. ; B. (16).-Mr. Clemow.

1st R.*, 256.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 283.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Ant. (acquisition of property and fran-
chises, subject to obligations), 308 ; re-
marks on the Amt., and as to procedure
thereon: Messrs. Miller, Power, Clemow ;
(concurrence m.), Mr. Dickey, the Speaker,
309 ; M. agreed to and Amt. concurred
in, 309.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 311. Ques. (Mr.
Power) as to distribution as amd. ; reply
(Mr. Miller) not required by Rules, 311.
Amt. ni. (Mr. Dickey) to add cl., obliga-
tions arising from agreements with muni-
cipalities, 311 ; remarks as to procedure :
Messrs. Scott, Clemow, Power, 311-
Messrs. Miller, Scott, Power, Dickey,
Kaulbach, 312. M. (Mr. Dickey) to rescind
concurrence in yesterday's Amt., and to
amd. the B. (as above), 312 ; Amt. con-
curred in, and B. 3rd R., 312.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 53..)

OTTAWA COUNTY READJUSTMENT. See debate on 2nd
R., and in Com. of the W., on " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)," pp.
410, 458.

OTTAWA RIVER BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION. See " Pon-
tiac Pacific Junction Ry. B. (63)."

Ottawa Valley Ry. Co. Incorp.; a ee-
ments with other Oos. autho ed,
&c.; B. (59).-Sir John Caldwell Abbott.

1st R. (m. by Mr. McMillan)*, 376.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Ogilvie), 378 ; remarks : Mr.

Power, 378; M. agreed to, 378.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 54.)
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Ottawa, Waddington and N. Y. Ry. and
Bridge Co.; revival of charter;
perod for construction, &c.; B.
(es).

Tst R.*, 331.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 346 ; remarks : Messrs.

Alnion, Kaulbach, Vidal, 347 ; M. agreed
to, 347.

3rd R.*, 350.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 55.)

PAGES, APPOINTMENT, &C., OF.

(J. W. M. Wilson).- Ist Report Contingt.
Acets. Com., adoption m. (Mr. Read), 72;
remarks: Messrs. Read, Kaulbach, Abbott,
Miller, Almon (as to education of pages),
72; M. agreed to, 73.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Report
Contingt. Acets. Com. ; Amit. m. (Mr.
Power) and adopted, discharging 2 pages
instead of 3; suggestion (Mr. Kaulbach)
that pages be promoted to messengers,
454.

PASSENGER BARGES, INSPECTION OF. See "Steam-
boat Inspection Act Amt. B. (13)."

Patent Act Amt. Canadian patents,
granting within 1 yr. of foreign pat-
ents ; affidavits; models only when
asked for; duration of patente 18

ears ; manufacture Exchequer
urt juriediction; 'ees, &c. ; B.

(L).-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 205.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 239; M. agreed to,

240.
In Coin. of the W. ; on 1st cl. (patents for

Canadians within 1 year of their foreign
,patents), remarks: Mr. Power, Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Dickey, 253-Mr. Kauilbach,
Sir John Abbott, 254-Messrs. Power,
Scott, Sir John Abbott, 255-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Power, 256; cl. agreed to,
256.

On. 6th cl., sect. 22 of Act (18 years' duration
of patent), explanation: Sir John Abbott,
256; cl. agreed to, 256.

On'7th cl. (importation; avoidance of patent
only by party importing), remarks: Sir
John Abbott, Messrs. Kaulbach, Dickey,
256; el. adopted, 256.

On 9th cl. (examination of applications), ex-
planation: Sir John Abbott, 256; cl.
adopted, 256.

Reported (Mr. Clemow), without Amt., 256.
3rd R.*, 256.
Amts. of Commons; concurrence m. (Sir John

Abbott), 377; concurrence seriatim sug-
gested (Mr. Power), 377.

On sect. 8; concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott)
in Amt., not limiting privileges to Cana-
dian citizens; remark : Mr. Power;
agreed to, 377.

On cl. 3; concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott)
in Amt., compelling election of domicile;

• agreed to, 377.
On el. 5 ; concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott)

in Amt., permitting withdrawal of appli-
cations; agreed to, 377.

44J

On 3 minor Amts., and Amt. in title of B. ;
concurrence m. (Sir John Abbott) and
agreed to, 377-8.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vici., cap. 24.)

PATENT, RENEWAL OF ONE LAPSED. See. "Wels-
bach, C. A, Von, Patent renewal B. (75)."

PEREIRA, L.C., DEPT. OF INTERIOR; REINSTATE-
MENT OF.

On. M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Supplement-
ary Supply B., remarks: Mr. Power and
others, 137-141.

PHILIPSBURG JUNCT. RY. ; subsidy. See "Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

Pilotage Act Amt. ; exemption of vessels
not more than 120 tonnage; B. (10).
-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 135.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 152; remarks on

restriction of exemption from compulsory
pilotage to Canad ian vessels : Messrs.
Power, Kaulbach, Abbott, 152; M. agreed
to, 152.

In Com. of the W. ; remarks as to extending
similar exemptions to U. S. vessels :
Messrs. Power, Abbott, 164-Messrs.
Abbott, Power, Kaulbach. Almon, 165--
Messrs. Macdonald (P. E. I.), Power,
Howlan, Kaulbach, 166. B. reported
(Mr. Ogilvie) without Amt., 166.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) ; postponement re-
quested (Mr. Power) and M. withdrawn,
166.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vie., cap. 20.)

Pontiac Pacific Junct. Ry.; extension of
time for Ry. and for Ottawa River
bridge; B. (68).-Mr. Ogilvie.

1st R.*, 200.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Dickey)*, 231.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vie., cap. 56.)

PONTIAC PACIFIc RY. ; subsidy. See " Railways,
subsidies B. (101)." .

PoRT ARTHUR, DULUTH, &C., RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE. See debate in Com. of the
W., and on preamble of " Commons repre.
sentation readjustment B. (76)," pp. 461-2-3.

POSTAL SERVICE, ATLANTIC.
M. (Mr. Power) for correspondence and con-

tracts, 200; debate : Mr. Kaulbach, 201--
Mesrs. Power, Kaulbach, Macdonald
(B C.), Abbott, 202-Messrs. Wark, Ab-
bott, 205.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
Public Works, grant8 required for.

Remarks (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.), on 3rd R.
of Ry. subsidies B., 519 ; reply (Sir John
Abbott), 521.

Readjustment of seats. See debate on 2nd R.
and subsequent stages of " Commons repre.
sentation readjustment B. (76)."
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND-Conluded.
Souris Breakwater. See above debate on " Public

Works, grants for."
Tunnel project. Referred to on M. (Mr. Mac-

donald, B.C.) for 2nd R. of Burrard Inlet
Tunnel and Bridge Co. Incorp. B. (65), 310.

Also in debate on 3rd R. of Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83), 323.

PRINTING COMMITTEE.
Appointment of, m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed

to*, 49.
2nd Report; adoption m. (Mr. Read); ques.

(Mr. Kaulbach) as to additional expense ;
reply (Mr. Read); M. agreed to, 158.

3rd Report; adoption m. (Mr. Read) and
agreed to*, 158.

5th Report, on Order for consideration of ; 3
Amts. m. (Mr. Read, Quinté), 213; re-
marks (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.), on the
system of stationery supply, 213; Amts.
agreed to, and Report as amd. concurred
in, 214.

7th Report; adoption m. (Mr. Read) and
agreed to*, 375.

8th Report; on Order for consideration of;
recommendations not having been adopted
in Cominons, discharge of Order m. (Mr.
Read, Quinté) and agreed to, 357.

9th Report; adoption m. (Mr. Read) and
agreed to*, 357.

10th Report; adoption m. (Mr. Read) and
agreed to*, 357.

1lth Report ; adoption m. (Mr. Read) ; 20,000
copies Experimental Farni Report printed,
also French edition; Returns unneces-
sarily called for by Members; remarks:
Messrs. Read, McMillan, Almon ; and M.
agreed to, 494.

PRINTING, COST OF.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) for linotype time-cards,

and remarks on mode and expense of
printing, 261 ; time-cards presented (Sir
John Abbott) 261.

PRINTING IN FRENCH.
Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) as to cause of delay with

Tenant Farmers' Report; reply (Mr. Ab-
bott), 181.

On M. (Sir John Abbott) for 2nd R. of Crimi-
nal Law B.; French edition called for (M r.
Bellerose), 384; reply (Sir John Abbott),
393 ; his proposal that, in Com. of the
W., any cl. desired shall be suspended and
printed in French, and that, before B.
passes, French edition shall be distribu-
ted; accepted, 453.

Remarks (Mir. Almon) on French edition of
Experimental Farm Report, on M. for
adoption of 11th Report of Printing Com.,
494.

PRIVATE BILLS, EXTENSION OF TIME FOR.
M. (Mr. Abbott) for, until 14th April, agreed

to*, 120.

PRIVILEGE, QUESTIONS OF-See:
'' Order, Privilege and Procedure."

PROHIBITION. Sec " Temperance."

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT.
Premier's concluding remarks, 521.
Speech from the Throne, 523.

PUBLIC WORKS, MONEY GRANTS REQUIRED.
Remarks (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I) on 3rd R.

of Ry. subsidies B., 519 ; reply (Sir John
Abbott), 521.

PURSE-SEINING, PROHIBITION OF.

Outside the 3-mile limit; remarks, in debate
on the Address: Mr. Macdonald (P. E.I.),
12.

Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatche-
wan Ry. and Steamboat Co. ; ex-
tension of time; B. (53).-Mr. Scott.

1st R.*, 172.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Scott), 180; ques. : Mr.

Power, as to main line completion ; re-

ply: Mr. Scott ; M. agreed to, 180.
3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vie., cap. 57.)

Land grant, referred to in debate on M.
(Mr. Boulton) to prohibit land grants to
Rys. in Man. and N.W.T., 262-Sir John
Abbott, 278.

QUARANTINE, CATTLF, REGULATIONS, B.C.
Inqy. respecting (Mr. Lougheed) withdrawn,

53-4.

QUEBEC.
Government investigation.

Baie des Chaleurs Ry. Inqy. (Mr. Miller)
whether more correspondence; reply (Mr.
Abbott), yes; will be tabled, 55.

Lottery suppression. See "Criminal Law Act,
1892; B. (7)," on 2nd R., and in Com. of
the W., 470, 486-8.

Que. and Lake St. John Ry. ; amalgamation.
See " Great Northern Ry. Co. 's B. (60)."

Subsidy. See "Railways, substdies B.
(101)."

Readjustment of seats. See debate on 2nd R.,
and in subsequent stages of " Commons re-
presentation readjustment B. (76)."

QUEEN'S AND SHEI.BURNE READJUSTMENT. See
debate in Com. of the W. on "Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

RAFFLES, RESTRICTION OF. See "Criminal Law
Act, 1892; B. (7)," on 2nd R., and Amt. in
Com. of the W."

Railway Act further Amt.; various de-
tails respecting Companies man-
agement; B. (84).

1st R.*, 485.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

489.
In Com. of the W. ; on 4th cl. (sale of lands

by Companies, &c.), remarks : Messrs.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 492 ; cl. adopt-
ed, 492.

On 5th cl. (crossings subject to approval of
Ry Com.), remarks : Messrs. Power,
Scott, Sir John Abbott, 492 ; cl. adopted,
492.

Reported (Mr. Dever) without Amt., 492.
3rd. R*, 492.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 27.)
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RAILWAYS.
Alphabetical list of Railways affected by legis-

lation of this Session, either directly or
by Bills of other Railways, mentioning
agreements, amalgamation or connec-
tions to be mnade with them.

Albert Southern Ry. subsidy ; M.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co. B. (39).
American Rys., tax system-referred to

in debate on " Railways, land grants,
cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)," 264.

Annapolis and Shelburne Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Baie des Chaleurs Ry. Inqy. respecting
correspondence, 55.

bonds, floating of-referred to
in debate on " Railways, land grants,
cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)," 264.

Belleville and Lake Nipissing Ry. B. (28).
subsidy. See "Railways, sub-

sidies B. (101)."
Bracebridge and Baysville Ry. ; subsidy.

See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Brockville and Ottawa Ry. bonds-referred

to in debate on 3rd R. of " Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83)," 330.

Brockville, Westport, &c., Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Buckingham and Lièvre River Ry. B. (H).
Buctouche and Moncton Ry. ; subsidy.

See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Calgary and Edmonton Ry., land grant-

referred to in debate on " Railways,
land grants, cessation of ; M. (Mr.
Boulton)."

Canada Atlantic Ry. B. (64).
amalgamation, &c. Sce "Great

Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (60)," " Ottawa
Valley Ry. Co.'s B. (59)."

Canada Central Ry., sale of-referred to
in debate on 3rd R. of " Chignecto
Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83)," 330.

Canada Southern Ry. B. (34).
Canadian Pacific Ry. Co.'s B.; increase of

capital stock, &c. ; B. (38).
-- amalgamation with other Cos.,
preclusion of. See Mr. Power's
Amt. to Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.
Co. Incorp. B. (72), pp. 257-260.

Above amalgamation cl. referred
to on Buckingham and
Lièvre River Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. (H), p. 283.

construction of and work done
by, discussed in debate on Address,
pp. 19, 43.
- construction, and land grants.

See also the debate on " Railways,
land grants, cessation of ; M. (Mr.
Boulton)."

construction, bonds, &c. -re-
ferred to also in debate on " Chig-
necto Marine Ry. Co.'s B. (83)."
- Don improvement. See " To-
ronto Corporation Agreement B.
(18)."

management, rates, competition,
&c. &ee debate on "Intercol. Ry.
Management, Inqy. (Mr. Power)."

- subsidy, Arrow Lake branch.
See "Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

C. P. R. affected also, as to connections,
purchasing or leasing powers, &c.,
by :-

Buckingham and Lièvre Ry. B.
(H).

G. T. R., amalgamation, pre.
clusion of. See "Amalga-
mation " (above).

Montreal and L. Maskinongé Ry.
B. (87).

Nipissing and James Bay Ry. B.
(29).

Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59).
Tobique Valley Ry. B. (56).
Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry.,

amalgamation. See " Am-
algamation " (above). .

Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle
Ry. B. (33).

Canadian Ry. See " Canso and Louis.
bourg Ry. B. (51)."

Canso and Louisbourg Ry. B. (51).
Cape Breton Ry. See debate on Intercol.

Ry. management (Inqy.)," 506.
Cape Tourmente to Murray Bay Ry.; sub-

sidy. See " Railways, subsidies B.
(101)."

Carillon and Grenville Ry., leasing
powers, &c. See "Ottawa Valley
Ry. Co.'s B. (59)."

Central Counties Ry.; amalgamation, &c.
See "Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B.
(60)." "Ottawa Valley Ry. Co.'s B.
(59)."

Chignecto Marine Ry. B. (83).
Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific Ry.

B. (49).
-- subsidy. See " Railways, subsidies

B. 101)."
Columbia and Kootenay Ry., connection

with. See Nicola Valley Ry.; B.
(24).

subsidy. See " Railways, sub-
sidies B. (101)."

Drummond County Ry. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Eastern Extension Ry. See debate
on " Intercol. Ry. management
(Inqy)."

Goderich and Wingham Ry. ; sub-
sidy. See "Railways, subsidies
B. (101)."

Grand Trunk Railway Co.'s B. ; con-
solidation of Northern and Pacific
Ry. ; acquisition of Nipissing and
James Bay Ry.; B. (14).

amalgamation with C.P.R., pre.
clusion of ; referred to by Mr. Power
on his Amt. to 3rd R. of Winnipeg
and Atlantic Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (72),
page 258.

building and bonds of--referred
to in debate on 3rd R., Chignecto
Marine Ry. B. (83), pp. 316, 321, 327,
329, 330.

___ Don improvement. See " To.
ronto Corporation Agreement B.
(18)."

Intercol. Ry., freight rates com-
pared, &c. See debate on "Intercol.
Ry. management (Inqy.), 506-518.
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Railways, legislation affecting-Continued.
G. T. R. affected also (as to connection

with and purchase of other lines) by:
Midland Ry. of Canada, extension

of time for construction, B. (93).
Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s

B. (29).
Acquisition of. See G. T. R.

Co.'s B. (14).
Northern and Pacifie Junction Ry.

purchase. See Nipissing and
James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. (29);
also G. T. R. Co.'s B. (14) above.

Great Northern Ry. Co.'s B. (60).
leasing power, &c. See "Ottawa

Valley Ry. B. (59)."
Great North-West Central Ry. ; Inq.
- amalgamation with. See "Wiood

Mountain and Qu'AppelleRy. B. (33)."
land grant-referred to in debate

on " Railways, land grants, cessa-
tion of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

Memorial for guarantee of bonds,
&c. See same debate.

Great Western Ry. Co.'s lease. See " Lon-
don and Port Stanley Ry. B. (22)."

Intercolonial Ry., affected as to connec-
tion with other lines, &c., by:
Canso and Louisbourg Ry. B. (51).

construction and working of.
See debate on " Railways, land
grants, vrohibition of ; M. (Mr.
Boulton).'

- management; (Inqy.) (Mr. Power).
Inverness and Richmond Ry. ; subsidy.

See "Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Joliette and St. Jean Ry. ; subsidy. See

" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Kingston, Napanee, &c., Ry. ; subsidy.

See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Kingston, Smith's Falls, &c., Ry.; subsidy.

See "Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Lake Erie and Detroit Ry.; subsidy. Sée

" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal B. (37).

land grant-referred to in debate
on " Railways, land grants, prohibi-
tion of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

Lake Témiscamingue Ry. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Lindsay, Bobcaygeon and Pontypool Ry.
B. (45).

subsidy. See " Railways, sub-
sidies B. (101)."

London and Port Stanley Ry. B. (22).
Long Lake Ry. See " Qu'Appelle, Long

Lake and Sask. Ry."
Lotbinière and Megantic Ry. ; subsidy.

See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Man. and Assa. Grand Junct. Ry. Co.'s

B. (K).
-- land grant. See debate on

" Railways, land grants; cessation
of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

memorial for guarantee of bonds.
See same debate, 289.

Man. and N. W. Ry. B. (80).
-- connection with. See "Lake

Manitoba Ry. and Canal B."
amalgamation with. See " Wood

Mountain and Qu'Apyelle Ry. B."

Man. and N. W. Ry. land grant -referred
to in debate on " Railways,land grants,
cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton.")

Man. and S. Eastern Ry. B. (35).
Man. and S. W. Ry. ; land grant-refer-

red to in debate on "Railways, land
grants, cessation of; M. (Mr. Boul-
ton)."

Man. Ry. and Canal Co. See " Lake
Manitoba."

Manitoulin and N. Shore Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Matane, Branch Ry. to; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Midland Ry. of Canada B. (93).
Monfort Coloniz. Ry. ; subsidy. See

"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Montreal and Champlain Ry. ; subsidy.

See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Montreal and Lake Maskinongé Ry. B.

(87).
Montreal and Ottawa Ry., leasing powers,

&c. See " Ottawa Valley Ry. Co.'s
B. (59)."

Montreal and Western Ry. B. (82).
Murray Bay to C. Tourmente Ry. ; sub-

sidy. See " Railways, subsidies B.
(101)."

N. B. Ry. Co., agreement. See " St. John
and Maine Ry. Co.'s B. (57)."

connection with. See " Tobique
Valley and C. P. R. lease B. (56)."

New Glasgow Iron, &c., Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Nicola Valley Ry. B. (24).
subsidy. See " Railways, sub-

sidies B. (101)."
Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. B. (29).

subsidy. See " Railways, sub-
sidies B. (101)."

North-West Central Ry. See " Great N.
W. Central Ry."

Northern and Pacific Junction Ry., pur-
chase of, &c. See-

"Nipissing and James' Bay Ry.
Co.'s B. (29)."

"G. T. R. Co.'s B. (14)."
Ont. & Pacifie Ry ; subsidy. See " Rail-

ways, subsidies B. (101)."
Ont. and Que. Ry. ; Don improvement.

See " Toronto Corporation Agreement
B. (18)."

charter-referred to in debate
on " Railways, land grants, prohibi-
tion of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

Ont. Belmont, &c., Ry. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Ont. Pacific Ry. B. (50).
Ottawa, Arnprior, &c., Ry. ; subsidý. See

"Railways, subsidies B. (101).
Ottawa City Passenger Ry. B. (16).
Ottawa Valley Ry. B. (59).
Ottawa, Waddington and N. Y. Ry. B.

(68).
Philipsburg Junction Ry. ; subsidy. See

" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. B. (63).

subsidy. See "Railways, sub-
sidies B. (101)."

Port Arthur, Duluth, &c., Ry. ; subsidy.
See "Railways, subsidies B. (101)."
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Railways, legislation affecting-Concuded.
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan

Ry. B. ý53).
Land grant referred to in debate

on M. (Mr. Boulton) to prohibit land
grants to Rys. in Man. and N. W. T.,
262-Sir John Abbott, 278.

Que. and Lake St. John Ry. ; amalgama-
tion. See "Great Northern Ry. Co.'s
B. (60)."

subsidy. See " Railways, sub-
sidies B. (101)."

Restigouche and Victoria Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry.
B. (40).

subsidy. See " Railways, subsi-
dies B. (101)."

St. Eustache, Isle Jesus, Branch Ry.
subsidy ; and

to St. Placide Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

St. John and Maine Ry. ; agreement with
N. B. Ry. Co. ; B. (57).

St. John Valley, &c., Ry. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

St. John's to Ste. Rosalie Ry. ; subsidy.
,See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. ; sub-
sidy. See " Railways, subsidies B.
(101)."

St. Placide to St. Andrews Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

St. Rémi to St. Cyprien Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Sand Point to Annapolis Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Short Line Ry. See debate on "Intercol.
Ry. management (Inqy)."

Stewiacke and Lansdowne Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Sydney and Louisburg Ry. ; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Témiscouata Ry. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

Thousand Island Ry. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Tilsonburg, Lake Erie, &c., Ry. ; subsidy.
See "Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

Tobique Valley Ry. and C. P. R. lease B.
(561.

subsidy. See " Railways, sub-
sidies B. (101)."

Toronto Belt Line Ry. ; Don improve-
ment. See " Toronto Corporation
Agreements B. (18)."

Toronto Street Ry., tax on-referred to
in debate on "Railways, land grants,
cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton),"
264.

U. S. Railway tax system-referred to
in debate on the Address, 41.

- Referred to also on M. (Mr. Boul-
ton) for cessation of land grants to
Rys., 264.

Waddington R. See "Ottawa, Wad.
dington and N. Y.' "

Winipeg and Atlantic Ry. B. (72).
(Amalgamation with C. P. R. or other
Ry. opposed. See Mr. Power's Amt.
to 3rd R.,pp. 257-260).

Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. B. (72).
Amalgamation cl. referred to also
in debate on concurrence in Commons
Amts. to Buckingham and Lièvre
River Ry. Incorp. B. (H.), 283.

Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry., amalga-
mation with. See "Wood Mountain
and Qu'Appelle Ry. B. (33)."

Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. B.,
(33).

Land Grant-See debate on f' Rail-
ways, land grants, cessation of; M.
(Mr. Boulton). "

Woodstock and Centreville Ry. ; subsidy.
See Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

RAILWAYS, AMERICAN AND AUSTRALIAN SYSTEMS.

Remarks (Mr. Boulton) in debate on the Ad-
dress, 41.

Remarks (Mr. Boulton) on his M. for cessation
of land grants to Rys. in Manitoba and
N. W. T., 264, 266.

RAILWAYS, &C., COMMITTEE ON.

Appointment m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to*,
50. (For Reports, see the name of Ry.)

RAILWAYS, GENERALLY.
Amalgamation of Cos. opposed. On M. (Mr.

Sanford, in absence of Mr. Lougheed) for
3rd R. of Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. (72); Amt. m. (Mr. Power) to
strike out 9th cl., permitting amalgama-
tion with C. P. R. or other Ry., 257.
Debate: Messrs. Power, Almon, Sanford,
Kaulbach, 258--Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.),
Kaulbach, O'Donohoe, Boulton, Dever,
259-Mr. Girard, 260. Amt. rejected
(C. 14, N.-C. 31), 260.

Control over delay.x, throuyh land grants. On M.
(Mr. Girard) for 3rd R. of Man. and
N.W. Ry. Co.'s B. ; the Premier, on the
question of delays in construction, observed
that Govt. held control of the delays
through the land grant; the B. was allowed
to pass, 248-9.

Land grants and subsidy system, remarks as to.
In debate on the Address: Mr. Boulton,
40-1-Mr. Kaulbach, 40-Mr. Flint, 41.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return showing Ry.
bonds, mortgages, &c., since 1878, 65;
remarks : Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton,
Abbott, 65-Mesars. Boulton, Abbott,
Dickey, Miller, 66 ; M. agreed to, 66.

Land granIs, remarks as to. On M. (Mr.
Girard) for 2nd R., Lake Manitoba Ry.
and Canal Co.'s B. (37): Messrs. Power,
Girard, Kaulbach, Boulton, 180.

On M. (Mr. Girard) for 2nd R. of Man. and
N. W. Ry. Co.'s B. (80) ; postponement
requested (Mr. Boulton) with reference to
his M. to prohibit land grants to Man. and
and N.W.T. Rys., 243 ; remarks : Messrs.
Girard, Perley, 243-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Ogilvie, Abbott, 244-Mesars. Clemow,
Boulton, Girard, Vidal, 245; objection
withdrawn (Mr. Boulton) and B. 2nd R.,
246
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RAILWAYS, GENERALLY-Concluded.

Land grants, cessation of. M. (Mr. Boulton) that
land grants to Rys. in Man. and N. W. T.
should cease ; remarks, also on cash sub-
sidies, Govt. guarantee of bonds, and dis-
tricts and companies interested : Mr.
Boulton, 262--Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton,
264-Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), McCal-
lun, Boulton, 265-Mr. Perley, 266-Mr.
Girard, 270-Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 271-
Messrs. O'Donohoe, Macdonald (B.C.),
Kaulbach, 272-Mr. Clemow, 273--Messrs.
Perley, Clenow, 274-Messrs. Perley,
Clemow, Power, 275-Sir John Abbott,
276-Mr. Perley, Sir John Abbott, 277-
Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, 278--Mr.
O'Donohoe, Sir John Abbott, 279-Mr.
Boulton, Sir John Abbott, 280-Mr. Per-
ley, Sir John Abbott, 281-Messrs. Per-
ley, Clemow, 282; Adjt. of debate M.
(Nr. Boulton) and agreed to, 282.

Debate resumed : Mr. Boulton, 284-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Boulton, 287-Sir John
Abbott, Mr. Boulton, 292-Messrs. Boul-
ton, Clemow, Sir John Abbott, 293. M.
withdranvn (Mr. Boulton), 293.

Railways, Subsidies authorized to the
following: B. (101).-sir John Cadwell
Abbott.

Annapolis and Shelburne Ry.
Belleville and Lake Nipissing Ry.
Bracebridge and Baysville Ry.
Brockville, Westport, &c., Ry.
Buctouche and Moncton Ry.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. (Arrow Lake branch).
Cape Tourmente to Murray Bay Ry.
Cobourg, Northumberland, &c., Ry.
Columbia and Kootenay Ry.
Drummond County-Ry.
Goderich and W inghai Ry.
Inverness and Richmiond Ry.
Joliette and St. Jean RV.
Kingston, Napanee, &c., Ry.
Kingston, Smith's Falls, &c., Ry.
Lake Erie and Detroit River Ry.
Lake Téniiscamingue Ry.
Lindsay, Bobcaygeon, &c., Ry.
Lotbinière and Mégantic Ry.
Manitoulin and North Shore Ry.
Matane Branch Ry.
Monfort Colonization Ry.
Montreal and Champlain Ry.
Murray Bay to Cape Tourmente Ry.
New Glasgow Iron, &c., Ry.
Nicola Valley Ry.
Nipissing and Janes Bay Ry.
Ont. and Pacific Ry.
Ont., Belmont, &c., Ry.
Ottawa, Aruprior, &c., Ry.
Philipsburg Junction Ry.
Pontiac Pacific Ry.
Port Arthur, Duluth, &c., Ry.
Que. and Lake St. John Ry.
Restigouche and Victoria Ry.
St. Catharines and Niagara Ry.
St. Eustache (two branches) Ry.
St. John Valley, &c., Ry.
St. John's to Ste. Rosalie Ry.
St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry.
St. Placide to St. Andrews Ry.

St. Remi to St. Cyprien Ry.
Sand Point to Annapolis Ry.
Stewiacke and Lansdowne Ry.
Sydney and Louisburg Ry.
Témiscouata Ry.
Thousand Island Ry.
Tilsonburg, Lake Erie, &c., Ry.
Tobique Valley Ry.
Woodstock and Centreville Ry.
1st R.*, 506.
Suspension of 41st Rule and
2nd R. ni. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to*,

506.
Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) from Com. of the W.,

without Amt.*, 506.
3rd B. m. (Sir John Abbott), 519 ; debate:

Mr. McCallum, 519-Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), with remarks on requirements
of Souris breakwater and other public
works, 519-Mr. Kaulbach, Sir John
Abbott, 520-Mr. Dever, Sir John
Abbott, 521 ; M. agreed to, 521.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vic., cap. 5.)

RECIPROCITY. See "United States."

RECKONING OF TIME, STANDARD.

M. (Mr. Sullivan) for Reports, &c., subsequent
to May, 1891, 190; M. agreed to, 190.

REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS. See " Commons repre-
sentation readjustment B. (76)."

RESTIGOUCHE AND VICTORIA Ry. ; subsidy. See
"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

RETURNS UNN ECESSARILY CALLED FOR.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 1lth Report
of Printing Com. ; remarks: Messrs.
McMillan, Read, 494.

REVISING AND RETURNING OFFICERS, DUTIES AND
CONDUCT OF.

In debate on the Address : Mr. Scott, 16, 45-
Mr. Miller, 46-Mr. Abbott, 45-6-Mr.
Power, 47.

REvIsiON OF VOTERS' LIsTS. See "Voters' Lists,
1891, and 1892; B. (67)."

RIVERS, POLLUTION OF FISHING, B. C.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of com-

mission and regulations respecting river
fishing, 249; remarks: Sir John Abbott,
249 ; M. agreed to, 249.

ROMAN CATHOLICS, APPOINTMENT OF. See debate
on "N. B. Supreme Ct., appointment of
Judge," M. respecting.

RUSSELL COUNTY, READJUSTMENT OF. See debate
on 2nd R. of "Commons representation
readjustment B. (76)", pp. 409, 410.

St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry.;
extension of time for construc-
tion; B. (40).-Mr. McCallum.

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McCallum), 169; remarks:

Messrs. Power, McCallum, Kaulbach,
Vidal, 169 ; M. agreed to, 169.

3rd R.*, 171.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vie., cap. 58.)
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ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA RY. ; subsidy.
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

See ST.

ST. EUSTACHE TO ST. PLACIDE RY., &C. ; subsidy.
See "Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

ST. JEAN BTE. SOCIETY LorERY. See "Criminal
Law Act, 1892; B. (7)," in Com. of the
W., 486-8.

St. John and Maine Ry. Co. and N. B. Ry.
Co. ; modification of lease; owner-
ship of stock; B. (57).-Mr. Boyd.

1st R.*, 172.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Boyd) and agreed to, 180.
3rd R.*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 59.)

ST. JON CITY AND COUNTY REPRESENTATION. See
debate on 2nd R., and in Com. of the W.
on " Commons representation readjust-
ment B. (76)," pp. 437, 461.

St. John Harbour Commission; $1,000,-
000 loan authorized for purchase
of harbour property, acquisition
of wharves, elevator construc-
tion, &c.; B. (99).-Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.

Inqy. (Mr. Wark) whether any application
has been made for addition to loan ; from
City Council ; or from whom, 452. Reply
(Sir John Abbott) from the representa-
tives, 452; ques. (Mr. Kaulbach) and
reply (Sir John Abbott) as to security,
452.

1st R.*, 486.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 489; debate:

Mr. Power, Sir John Abbott, Mr. Kaul-
bach, 489-Sir John Abbott, Messrs.
Power, Wark, 490; M. agreed to, 490.

In Com. of the W.; Amt. m. (Sir John
Abbott) to add cl., reserving portion of
loan for acquisition of wharf property,
&c., 495. Remarks on right of Senate to
amend a money B. : Mr. Power, Sir John
Abbott, 495 ; on elevator construction,
wharf appropriation, &c. : Mr. Wark, Sir
John Abbott, 495-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Dever, Sir John Abbott, 496.

Reported (Mr. Ogilvie) with Amts., which
concurred in*, 496.

3rd R.*, 496.
Assent, 52'2.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 9.)

ST. JOHN, I. C. R. LAND PUJRCHASE.

Remarks in debate on Inqy., &c. (Mr. Power)
respecting Intercolonial Ry. deficit: Mr.
Power, 508-Sir John Abbott, 515--Mr.
Dever, 518.

ST. JOHN VALLEY, &C., RY. ; subsidy. See
"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

ST. JOHN'S TO STE. ROSALIE, RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

ST. LAWRENCE & ADIRONDACK RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

ST. LAWRENCE, BRIDGE OVER. See. "Brockville
and N. Y. Bridge Co.'s B. (42)."

See also reference to St. Lawrence bridges, in
debate on: " Burrard Inlet Tunnel and
Bridge Co.'s B. (65)."

PLACIDE TO ST. ANDREWS, RY. ; subsidy. SeU
"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

ST. REMI TO ST. CYPRIEN RY. ; subsidy. See
"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

ST. THOMAS, REPRESENTATIVES ON LONDON & PORT
Stanley Ry. Board. See " London and Port
Stanley Ry. B. (22)."

SALMON FISHING AND CANNING, B.C.

M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for report of Com-
mission, and regulations for control of
river fishing, 249; remarks: Sir John
Abbott, 249 ; M. agreed to, 249.

Ques. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.), reply (Sir John
Abbott), as to inspection, on .2nd R. of
Inspection Act Amt. B. (N), 282.

SALVAGE IN CANADIAN WATERS BY U.S. WRECKERS.
See " U. S. Wreckers."

SAND POINT TO ANNAPOLIS, RY. ; .subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

School Savings Bank; ratification of
charter and increase of capital
stock; B. (36).-Sir John Caldwell Abbott.

1st R.*, 485.
Report of Standing Orders and Private B.

Coin. (recommending that B. be placed
on the Orders for 2nd R.) presented, and
adoption m. (Mr. Girard), 490. Amt. m.
(Mr. Murphy), 6 months' "hoist"; ques.
of Order (Mr. Kaulbach), and delays in
procedure explained (Mr. Power), 491;
Report adopted, 491.

M. for 2nd R. at next sitting (Mr. Girard),
491 ; agreed to, 492.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Girard), 493; Amt. m. (Mr.
Murphy), 3 months' "hoist," 493; ques.
(Mr. McMillan), date of charter and busi-
ness done; replies (Mr. Murphy), 494;
suggestion (Mr. Power and Sir John
Abbott) that B. be allowed to go to
Banking Com., 494; Amt. withdrawn,
and B. 2nd R., 494.

Reported (Mr. Allan) from Banking Com.,
preamble not proved, 518.

SEA FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT ACT. See " Fish-
eries."

SEAL FISHERIES. See " Behring Sea."

SECORD, LAURA, DESCENDANTS OF.

Laura and Mary Smith ; Petition for relief
presented (Mr. McInnes, B. C.), 54.

SENATE, The.
Adjournments.

(3-16 March). M. (Mr. Bellerose, in absence
of Mr. Ogilvie), 52. Remarks on expedi-
ency, and on ques. of organizing Commit-
tees when House not sitting: Messrs.
Abbott, Kaulbach, Scott, Miller, Dickey,
52-Dickey, Miller, Dever, 53; M.
changed by Mr. Bellerose (4th-16th) and
agreed to, 53.

(Annunciation, 24-29 March). M. for (Mr.
Landry), 70; Amt. m. (Mr. Kaulbach),
24th-28th, 70; remarks: Mr. Vidal, 70-
Mesrs. Abbott, Pelletier, Miller, 71; M.
agreed to, 71.
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SENATE, The-Continued.

(Easter, 8-28 April). M. for (Mr. Lougheed),
135; remarks: Mr. Abbott, 135-Messrs.
Power, Allan, 136-Messrs. Kaulbach,
Lougheed, 137; consideration postponed,
137. Adjt., 12th-27th, m. (Mr. Lougheed)
and agreed to*, 153.

(20-31 May). M. (Mr. McDonald, C.B.) for
adjt., 20 May-6 June, 246. Aint. m. (Mr.
Clemow), 20--30th, 246; Amt. m. (Mr.
McInnes, B.C.), 20th--lst, 246. Debate:
Messrs. Read (Quinté), Boulton, Girard,
Kaulbach, 246-Messrs. Dever, Power,
Flint, Abbott, 247-Messrs. Power, Ab-
bott, 248. Anit. modified (Mr. McInnes)
as suggested by Premier, for adjt. 20th--
31st, and agreed to, 248.

(15-21 June). M. (Mr. Casgrain), 350; re-
marks: Sir John Abbott, 351 ; M. agreed
to, 351.

(28-30 June). M. (Sir John Abbott), agreed
to*, 376.

Cabinet representation in Senate.
Remarks, on M. (Mr. Power) for copy of Mr.

Carling's resignation of seat: Mr. Power,
47-Messrs. Kaulbach, Abbott, Power,
48.

Committees, Standing, &c. ; appointment of.
Banking and Commerce, Library, Printing,

appointment nt. (Mr. Abbott), 49; Rail-
ways, &c., Contingent Acets., Standing
Orders and Private Bs., Debates, Divorce,
Restaurant, 50; M. agreed to*, 50.

Contingent Acets. Com., duties of. See the
debate on " Internal Economy B. (I)", be-
low.

Criminal Law Consolidation; Select Joint
Com., appointment of, m. (Mr. Abbott),
156; remarks: Mr. Gowan, 156-Mr.
Kaulbach, 157; M. agreed to, 157.

Privileges; appointment m. (Mr. Abbott) and
agreed to*, 4.

For the Reports--See "Contingent Acots."
" Printing," &c.

Expenses of the Senate. See debate on " In ernal
Economy B. (1)", below,

Also " Contingencies Com." and
"Printing Com," Reports of.

" Bennett Divorce B.," on ques. of
refund of fees, 311.

Internal Economy Commission, ap-
pointment and duties of; Senate
appointments, suspensions, &c. ;
estimates and appropriations, &c.;
B. (I.-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 172.
On Order for 2nd R. ; postponement m. (Mr.

Abbott) and agreed to, 181.
2nd R. 7n. (Mr. Abbott), 207; debate: Mr.

Botsford, 207-Mr. Power, 208-Messrs.
Scott, Power, Abbott, Miller, Macdonald
(B.C.), 209-Mesurs. Miller, Power, Ab-
bott, Ogilvie, Kaulbach, 210-Messrs. Ab-
bott, Power, 211-Messrs. McInnes (B.C.),
Abbott, Allan, 212; adjt. of House during
pleasure, 212; adjt. of debate m. (Mr.
Bellerose) and agreed to*, 212.

Debate resumed : Mr. Bellerose, 214- Messrs.
Scott, Bellerose, Flint, Boulton, 215-

Messrs. Abbott, Boulton, Macdonald
(B.C.), Girard, 216-Messrs. Scott, Ab-
bott, Power, Miller, 217-Messrs. Ab-
bott, Scott, 218-Messrs. Abbott, Scott,
219-Messrs. Power, Abbott, 220-
Messrs. Botaford, Abbott, Miller, Scott,
221-Messrs. Abbott, Pover, Read
(Quinté), 222; Amt. suggested (Mr. Mc-
Innes (B.C.) for appointment of Commis-
sion by Senate, each Province to be repre-
sented, 223; ques, as to notice of Amt.;
Mr. Howlan ; reply : Mr. McInnes, 223 ;
M. for 2nd R. agreed to, 2-23.

M. (Mr. Abbott) for reference to Com. of the
W., 223 ; ques. as to notice of Amt. : Mr.
Bellerose; reply : Mr. Mclnnes (B.C.),
224; notice of such Amt., if necessary
(Mr. Bellerose), 224; M. for reference to
Coin. of the W. agreed to, 224.

Withdrawal of B. ; on Order for Com. of the
W., discharge of Order m. (Sir John Ab-
bott) and leave for withdrawal requested,
354 ; remarks : Messrs. Miller, Kaulbach,
Scott, Power, 355-Messrs. Melnnes
(B.C.), Power, Kaulbach, 356 ; M. agreed
to, 356.

Messengers, appointment, &c., of.
(Tubman, Whitmore, O'Neil, Wilson.) M.

(Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption lst
Report Contingt. Acets. Com., 172; re-
marks: Messrs. Miller, Read, Abbott,
Kaulbach, 72; M. agreed to, 73.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., and Amt. (Mr.
Power) discharging 2 pages instead of 3 ;
suggestion (Mr. Kaulbachi that pages be
pronoted to messengers, 454.

On same Report, remarks on increase of
messengers' salary, and expense of sta-
tionery distribution: Messrs. Clemow,
Kaulbach, Sir John Abbott, 454.

Morning sessions.
M. for (Sir John Abbott); agreed to, 379.

Pages, appointment, &c., of.
(Wilson, J. W. M.)-M. (Mr. Read) for adop-

tion Ist Report Contingt. Acets. Com.,
172; remarks : Messrs. Read, Kaulbach,
Abbott, Miller, Almon (respecting pages'
education), 72; M. agreed to, 73.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 2nd Report
Contingt. Acets. Com. ; Amt. m. (Mr.
Power) and adopted, discharging 2 pages
instead of 3; suggestion (Mr. Kaulbach)
that pages be promoted to messengers,
454.

Senate and Commons, B. respecting.
sional indemnity B. (104)."

See " Ses-

Senator resigned.
Carling, Hon. John. M. (Mr. Power) for copy

of resignation, 47; remarks: Messrs.
Kaulbach, Abbott, Power, 48; M. agreed
to, 49.

Senators, deceased.
(Baillargeon and Paquet, Hon. Messrs.) Re-

marks by the Premier, in debate on the
Address, 47.

(Stevens, Hon. Mr.) Remarks by the Pre-
mier, 160; by Mr. Power, 161.
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SENATE, The-Concluded.

Senators, new, introduced.
Dobson, Hon. John, 62.
Landry, Hon. A. C. P., 4.

Sessional indemnity; 12 days' absence
not chargeable; B. (104.)-Sir John
Abbott.

1st R*, 498.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott); ques. (Messrs.

Miller, Power) replies (Sir John Abbott),
B. applicable to both ilouses, and to
present session only, 498-9; M. agreed
to, 499.

Remark (Mr. Kaulbach) on frequent holidays
of Senate, 499.

3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,
499.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 13.)

SHEEP. See " Live stock."

SHIP-BUILDING INDUSTRY, STATE OF THE.

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE Bs. COMMITTFEE.
Appointment m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to*,

50.
For the Reports, see the subject.

STATIONERY, EXPENSE FOR, IN SENATE. See debate
on "Senate Internal Economy B. (1)."

See also " Printing Com., 5th Report; " and
" Contingt. Acets Com., 2nd Report."

Steamboat . Inspection Act; several
Amts.; boats and life-saving ap-
pliances; inspection of passenger
barges; increased penalties, &C.;
B. (13).-Mr. Abbott.

lst R.*, 178.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) ; remark: Mr. Kaul-

bach ; reply : Mr. Abbott, 186; M. agreed
to, 186.

3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 19.)

STEWIACKE AND LANSDOWNE RY. ; subsidy. See
" Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

SUGAR, BEET, BOUNTY. See " Beet sugar."
In debate on the Address: Messrs. Boulton' SUGAR, PROVISION AGAINST HOSTILE TARIFFS. SeeKaulbach, 30. " Customs Duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

SHiPS. See also:
"Fisheries, development (bounties to fishing

vessels) B. (5)."
"Fishing vessels, U. S. (modus vivendi), B.

(11)."
"Pilotage Act Amt. B. (10)."
"Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. (13.)"
"U.S. wreckers in Canadian waters B. (8)."
-- wrecking and salvage, and coasting

trade, reciprocity in (debate on the
Address, 11, 15).

SHORT LINE Ry. See the debate on:
Inqy. (Mr. Power) respecting Intercolonial

Ry. management, 506.
SMITH, LAURA L. AND MARY A.

Descendants of Laura Secord, heroine of war
of 1812. Petition for relief presented
(Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 54.

SOURIS BREAKWATER, REPAIRS REQUIRED.
Remarks (Mr. Macdonald, P.E.I.) on 3rd R.

of Ry. subsidies B., 520; reply (Sir John
Abbott), 521.

SPANISH W. INDIES, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.

Remarks (Mr. Kaulbach) on 2nd R. of Cus-
toms Duties Act Amt. B., 501.

Speeches from the Throne.
On Session being opened, 3.

For the Address, &c. See "ADDRESS."
On Session being 'closed, 523.

SPEECH (THE PREMIER), AT CLOSE OF SESSION, 521.

SPIRITS, MANUFACTURE, BOTTLING AND SALE. See
"Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."
'' Temperance Act Amt. B. (6)."

STANDARD TIME.
M. (Mr. Sullivan) for Reports, &c., subsequent

to May, 1891, 190; M. agreed to, 190.

SUGAR, REMISSION OF CUSTOMS DUTY.
Remarks, in debate on the Address : Mr.

Landry, 8.

Supply Bill, Supplementary, 1891-92;
(62).-Mr. .Abbott.

1st R.*, 134.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 137; reinarks, re-

specting reinstatements in Dept. of In-
terior: Mr. Power, 137-Messrs. Abbott,
Power, 138-Messrs. Poirier, Abbott, 140
--Mesars. Kaulbach, Abbott, Power, 141;
M. agreed to, 141.

Suspension of Rule, and
3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott) and agreed to*, 141.
Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 1.)

Supply Bill, 1892-93 ; (100).-Sir John Cald-
well Abbott.

1st R.*, 506.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. presently m. (Sir John Abbott) and

agreed to*, 506.
3rd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to*,

521.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 2.)

SUPREME COURT, N. B. See " New Brunswick."

SYDNEY AND LoUISBURG Ry. ; subsidy. See " Rail-
ways, subsidies B. (101)."

TARIFF, CHANGES IN. See " Customs Duties Act
Amt. B. (103)."

TAXATION PER CAPITA.
Remarks, in debate on the Address : Mr.

Boulton, 32--Mr. Kaulbach, 32.
TELEPHONE, BELL COMPANY. See " Bell Telephone

Co. s B. (41) "; also " Canada Atlantic Ry.
Co.'s B. (64)," debate on.
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TELEPHONE, CANADA ATLANTIC Ry., POwERS. See

"C. A. R. Co.'s B. (64)."

U. S. COMPANIES, RATES CHARGED. See
debate on " Bell Telephone Co.'s B. (41)."

WALLACE COMPANY. See same debate.

TÉMISCOUATA Ry. ; subsidy. See " Railways,
subsidies B. (101)."

Temperance Act ,Amt. ; druggists' sales;
physicians prescriptions; inspec-
ion of druggists' records; B. (6).-

Mr. Vidal.
1st R.*, 122.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 123; remarks : Messrs.

Kaulbach, McMillan; replies : Mr. Vidal,
124.

In Com. of the W. ; on provisions of the B.,
Mr. Vidal, 127 ; ques. respecting
physicians' prescriptions: Mr. MeMillan;
replies: Mr. Vidai; and sub-sects. " a"
to " d " adopted.

On sub-sect. ' e," Ant. m. (Mr. Vidal) to add
words: physicians ' having no interest
in the sale," 128 ; remarks : Mr.
Lougheed, 128--Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Vidal, Almon, MeMillan, 129; Aint. m.
(Mr. Power) to add word "pecuniary,"
130; remarks: Messrs. McM illan, Power,
Kaulbach, Vidal, 130; Amt. lost (C. 10,
N.-C. 30), 130; Mr. Vidal's Amt. lost,
130.

Amt. m. (Mr. Vidal) to add words (druggists'
records, inspection by magistrates), 130;
remarks : Mr. McMillan, 130-Messrs.
Vidal, Kaulbach, Casgrain, Power,
Almon, 131. Sub-Amt. m. (Mr. Bellerose)
to substitute ministers of religion, 131 ;
seconded: Mr. Gowan, 131; remarks:
Messrs. O'Donohoe, Vidal, 131 ; sub-Amt.
lost (C. 7, N.-C. not counted), 131-2.
Amt. lost on a division, and cl. " e " ad-
opted, 132.

Aint. m. (Mr. Dickey) to add c. (extension of
voting privilege to incorporated towns),
132-3. Ques. of Order (Mr. Vidal) that
Amt. is not germane to the B., 123; re-
marks thereon: Messrs. Kaulbach, Bots-
ford; M. (Mr. Dickey) that progress be
reported, 133 ; remarks: Mr. Almon,
134; progress reported (Mr. Howlan),
134.

Again in Com. ; QueF. of Order again raised
(Mr. Dickey), 142; ruling (Mr. Howlan,
as Chairman) : the Amnt. is not in order,
being a new clause, 142; remarks: Messrs.
Dickey, Botsford, Miller, Howlan, 142.
Suggestion (Mr. Vidal) that the B. be re.
ported, and Anit, m. on 3rd R., 142; re-
marks : Mr. Miller, 142 ; Mr. Dickey, as to
reference of Ques. of Order to Speaker, m.
that Com. report progress for the purpose,
142-3; Mr. Abbott, 143; M. (Mr. Vidai)
that Chairman report B. without Amt. ;
reported accordingly (Mr. Howlan), 143.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 143; Amt. m. (Mr.
Dickey) as before, 143 ; remarks : Messrs.
McMillan, Dickey, Allan, 144. Explana-
tion of recent ruling as Chairman of Com.
(Mr. Howlan), 144; remarks: Messrs.
Dickey, Vidal, Power ; Ques. of Order, to

obtain Speaker's ruling, 145; remarks as
to previous uuderstanding: Mr. Dickey ;
Ques. withdrawn, 145. Further debate
on subject matter of Amt. : Mr. Vidal,
145-Messrs. Botsford, Vidal, 146-
Messrs. Botsford, Vidal, Scott, Abbott,
147-Messrs. Dickey, Abbott, 148-
Messrs. Vidal, Dickey, Allan, 149-
Messrs. Dickey, Wark, Dever, Vidal, 150.
Messrs. Kaulbach, Almon, Bellerose, 151.
Amt. lost on divn. and B. 3rd R., 152.

Assent, 153.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 26.)

RESTRICTIONS ON LIQUOR MANUFACTURE.
See " Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. (71)."

TENANT FARMERS' REPORT, FRENCH EDITION.

Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) as to cause of delay in
printing ; reply (Mr. Abbott), 181.

TERRITORIES, LAND IN THE, B. See " N.W.T."

TUOUSAND ISL'D. RY. ; subsidy. See "Railways,
subsidies B. (101)."

Three Rivers Harbour Commission; bor-
rowing powers increased to $218,-
000; priority of the new deben-
tures, &c.; B. (98).-Sir John Caldwell
Abbott.

1st R.*, 383.
2nd R. in. (Sir John Abbott), 399 ; ques. (Mr.

Scott), reply (Sir John Abbott), 400; M.
agreed to, 400.

In Comn. of the W. ; on lst cl. (borrowing
powers); on rate of interest: Messrs.

ower, Ogilvie, 451 ; Amt. m. (Sir John
Abbott), 5 per cent interest and 1 per cent
sinking fund, 451 ; ques. (Mr. Kaulbach)
whether Govt. to hold debentures, 451 ;
negative reply (Sir John Abbott), 452;
M. agreed to, 452.

On 4th cl. (priority of new debentures); re-
mark (Mr. Power), reply (Sir John
Abbott), 452; cl. agreed to, 452.

Reorted (Mr. Ogilvie) without Amt., 452.
3rd R., 452.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 10.)

TILsoNBuRto, L. ERIE, &c., RY. ; subsidy. See
"Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

TIME, STANDARD.

M. (Mr. Sullivan) for Reports, &c., subsequent
to May, 1891, 190 ; M. agreed to, 190.

TIN, STRIP, WASTE, DUTY FREE. See " Customs
duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

TOBACCO (CIGAR) MANUFACTURE. See " Inland Re-
venue Act Amt. B. (71)."

ToBAcco, PROVISION AGAINST HOSTILE TARIFFS.
See " Customs Duties Act Amt. B. (103)."

Tobique Valley Ry. and C. P. R. leasing
agreement ratified; B. (56).-Mr.
Boyd.

Ist R.*, 205.
2nd R.*, 213.
3rrl R.*, 231.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 60.)
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TOBIQUE VALLEY RY. ; subsidy. See " Railways,
subsidies B. (101)."

TORONTO BELT LINE Ry. and Don improvement.
See "Toronto Corporation Agreements B.
(18)."

Toronto Corporation; Esplanade Tripar-
tite Agreement with G. T. R. and
0. P. R. conflrmed; Don Improve-
ment; agreements with C. P. R.,
Ont. and Que. Ry. Co. and Toronto
Belt Line Ry. Co. ; B. (18). ---Mr. Allan.

lst R.*, 181.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Allan)
3rd R.*, 199.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 61.)

and agreed to, 189.

Toronto ; Ordnance lands, sale of for
cattle market; B. (58).-Mr. Abiott.

ist R.*, 170.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 177 ; remarks, re-

specting old fort at Annapolis, N.S. : Mr.
Almon; reply, Mr. Abbott; M. agreed
to, 177.

In Coin. of the W., 170; reported (Mr. Boyd)
without Amt., 180.

3rd R.*, 180.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 7.)

TORONTO STREET RAILWAY, TAX UPON-referred to
in debate on "lRailways, land grants, pro-
hibition of; M. (Mr. Boulton)," 264.

TRADE OF CANADA.
M. (Mr. Boulton) for Return of exports, capital

invested and production, debt, loans, rail-
way bonds, population, 64-5; remarks:
Messrs. Kaulbach, Boulton, Abbott, 65-
Messrs. Boulton, Abbott, Dickey, Miller,
66; M. agreed to, 66.

TRADE RELATIONS. See " Newfoundland," "U. S ;"
also " Customs duties Act Anit. B. (103)."

TREATIES, FoREIGN. See "Newfld. " and " U. S.;"
also " Customs duties Act Ant. B. (103)."

TuBMAN, WM., MESSENGER; APPOINTMENT OF.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report
Contingt. Accounts Committee, 72.

TUCKERSMITH BILL. See debate on: " Commons
representation readjustment B. (76)."

TUPPER, SIR CHAS., ALLEGED STATEMENT OF.
Blow to be struck at U. S. Inqy. (Mr. O'Dono-

hoe), remark (Mr. Dever), reply (Mr.
Abbott), 54.

TURNER, H. H., DEPT. OF INTERIOR; reinstate.
ment of.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) for 2nd R. Supplementary
Supply B., remarks: Mr. Power and other
Hon. Senators, 137-41.

TyPOGRAPH, ExPENSE OF THE.

Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) for linotype time-cards,
and remarks on comparative expense of
the machines, 261; time-cards presented
(Sir John Abbott), 261.

UNTED KINGDOM. See "Great Britain."

UNITED STATES.
Ala8ka Boundary, definition of.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 11-Mr. Scott, 14, 44-Mr.
Abbott, 14, 44-5.

Behring Sea, negotiations, &c.
In debate on the Address: Mr. Landry, 7-

Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 11-Mr. Scott,
14, 43-Mr. Abbott, 14, 43.

Inqy. (Mr. Read, Quinté) whether British or
Canadian Govt. will indemnify sealers, 66;
reply (Mr. Abbott), 66.

Inquies. (Mr. Scott) alleged seizures of sealing
fleet, 463-64; replies (Sir John Abbott),
str. "Coquitlam" seized, steps taken by
Govt., 463-4; remarks: Mesars. Mac-
donald (B.C.), Power, Almon, 464.

Debates oj Congress, cost of printing. See Mr.
Boulton's remarks, on his Inqy. for Senate
printing time-cards, 261.

Fishing vessels (modus vivendi). See "Fishing
Vessels, U. S., B. (11)."

pilotage compulsory. See " Pilotage Act
Amt. B. (10)," 164-6.

High Commissioner, alleged statement of.
Blow to be struck by Canada. Inqy. (Mr.

O'Donohoc), remark (Mr. Dever), reply
(Mr. Abbott), 54.

Modus Vivendi Bill. See "Fishing Vessels,
U.S., B. (11)."

Patent rights in Canada. See debate on "Patent
Act Anit. B. (L)."

Pilotage, compusory, dispensation. See debate
in Con. of the W. on " Pilotage Act Amt.
B. (10)," 164-6.

Railway tax system. Referred to in debate on
the Address (Mr. Boulton), 41.

Referred to also in debate on "Railways, land
grants, cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton),"
264.

Readjustment of seats sy8tem. See the debate on
2nd R. of "Commons representation read-
justment B. (76)."

Telephone Co., charges in U. S. See debate on
" Bell Telephone Co. B. (41)."

Trade relations with.
In debate on the Address : Mr. Landry, 8-

Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 9, 11-12-Mr.
Scott, 13, 15-Mr. Boulton, 21, 34, 36-7-
Mr. Kaulbach, 32, 39.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for Recurn, among other
things, of live stock shipped to the U.S.;
also shipped from U. S. to England, 64.

See also the deb'ate on " Customs Duties Act
Amt. B. (103)," pp. 500-505.

See also debates on "Nfld., relations with."
Washington conference, the recent.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Landry, 8--
Mr. Scott, 14-Mr. Boulton, 21-Mr.
Abbott, 44.

Documents presented (Mr. Abbott); Inqy.
(Mr. Power) whether whole correspon.
dence; reply (Mr. Abbott), 54.
visit of two Ministers to.

Inqy. (Mr. Scott) as to result; reply (Sir
John Abbott) formal statement shortly,
313.

Further lnqy. (Mr. Scott) and reply (Sir John
Abbott), 350.

Further Inqy. (Mr. Scott) and reply (Sir John
Abbott), 357.
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UNITED STATES-Concluded.

Wreckers, U.S., privileges to, in Cana-
dian waters; B. (8).-Mr. Abbott.

1st R.*, 152.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 161; remarks: Mr.

Scott, 161-Mr. McCallum, 162-Mr.
Abbott, 163-Messrs. McCallum, Abbott,
164; M. agreed to, 164.

On M. (Mr. Abbott) into Com. of the W.
remarks: Mr. McCallum, 172-Messrs.
Abbott, McCallum, 174-5-6; M. agreed
to, 176.

Reported (Mr. McKay) from Com. of the W.,
without Amt., 176.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Abbott), 176; yeas and nays
called for (Mr. McCallum), 176; M.
adopted (C. 33, N.-C. 8), 176.

Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 4.)

Wrecking, salvage and coaqting trade, reciprocity
in.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Macdonald
(P.E.I.), 11-Mr. Scott, 15.

VESSELS. BILLS, &C., RELATING TO. See:
Building industry (debate on the Address,

30).
"Fisheries, development (bounties to Fishing

Vessels), B. (5)."
" Fishing Vessels, U. S. (modus vivendi), B.

(11)."
"Pilotage Act Amt. B. (10)."
"Steamboot Inspection Act Amt. B. (13)."
"U. S. Wreckers in Canadian waters B.

(8)."
Wrecking and salvage, and coasting

trade, reciprocity in (debate on the Ad-
dress, 11,15).

VICTORIA, B.C., Colonist.
Mis-statement respecting Library Books lent

to Messengers. Attention called to (Mr.
McInnes, B.C.), on a question of Privi-
lege, 158 ; remarks : Messrs. Howlan,
Mclnnes, 158.

Victoria Life Insurance Co. Incorpora-
tion B. (47).-Mr. Scott.

1st R.*, 170.
2nd R.*, 199.
3rd R.*, 213.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 69.)

VON WELSBACH PATENT RENEWAL. See " Wels-
bach."

Votera' Lista, 1891, valid although not
sent in by 31st Decernber ; re-
vision for 1892 dispensed with;
B. (67).-Sir John Caldwell Abbott.

lst R.*, 383.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott), 400; remarks on

this B. and on the Franchise Act: Mr.
Power, Sir John Abbott, 400; M. agreed
to, 401.

3rd R.*, 452.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict.,) cap. 12.

WADDINGTON Ry. See " Ottawa, Waddington
and N.Y."

WALLACE TELEPHONE CO. See debate on " Bell
Telephone Co.'s B. (41)."

WAR OF 1812.
Laura Secord, descendants of (Laura

Mary Smith). Petition for relief
sented (Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.), 54.

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE, THE RECENT.

and
pre-

In debate on the Address : Mr. Landry, 8-
Mr. Macdonald (P.E.I.), 12-Mr. Scott,
14-Mr. Boulton, 21-Mr. Abbott, 44.

Documents presented (Mr. Abbott), 54; inqy.
(Mr. Power) whether whole correspond-
ence; reply (Mr. Abbott), 54.

VISIT OF TWO MINISTERS TO.
Inqy. (Mr. Scott) as to result ; reply (Sir

John Abbott) formai statement shortly,
313. Further Inqy. (Mr. Scott), reply
(Sir John Abbott), 350. Further Inqy.
(Mr. Scott), reply (Sir John Abbott),
357.

WATSON, MR., M.P. FOR MARQUETTE.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to resignation of, and

new election, 376; reply (Sir John Ab-
bott), 377.

Remarks (Mr. Boulton) on 2nd R. of Criminal
Law B., 393.

W. C. EDWARDS &CO. INCORP. B. Sec "Edwards."

WEAPONS, CARRYING OF. See "Criminal Law Act,
189'2; B. (7)," in Com. of the W., ci.
allowed to stand, on remarks of Mr. Read
(Quinté), 485.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION, IN 1889.
M. (Mr. McCallum) for evidence, 332; re-

marks: Messrs. Clemow, MeInnes (B.C.),
338-Mr. McCallum, 338; reply (Sir
John Abbott), 341-2; further remarks:
Mr. McCallum, and M. withdrawn, 341-2.

Welsbach, O. A., Von, renewal of lapsed
patent; B. (76).-Mr. Dickey.

Ist R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Dickey), 241 ; remarks

Messrs. Kaulbach, Dickey, Miller, 242-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Miller, 243 ; M. agreed
to, 243.

3rd R.*, 246,
Aqsent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 77.)

WEST INDIES, TRADE RELATIONS WITH. See the
debate on " Custons Duties Act Amt. B.
(103)," pp. 500-505.

WETMORE, THE LATE JUDGE, SUCCESSOR TO.
M. (Mr. Poirier) for correspondence, 293; re.

marks: Messrs. Poirier, McInnes (B.C.),
294-Sir John Abbott, Mr. Dever, 297-
Mr. Poirier, Sir John Abbott, 298; M.
agreed to, 299.

WHITMORE, JOHN, MESSENGER; APPOINTMENT OF.
On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report

Contingt. Accts. Com., 72.
WILUAMS, F. DE LA F.; patent right. See

" Welsbach patent renewal B. (75)."
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WILSON, -JOHN W. M., PAGE; APPOINTMENT OF.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption lst Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., 72.

Winding-up Act Amt. ; notice to credi-
tors; discharge of liquidator, &c.;
B. (O).-sir John Abbott.

Ist. R.*, 343.
2nd R. m. (Sir John Abbott) and agreed to,

350.
In Com. of the W., and reported (Mr. Ogilvie)

with Ants.*, 357 ; Amts. concurred in*,
357.

3rd R.*, 357.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 28.)

WINE BOTTLES, LABELLING OF. See debate in
Com. of the W. on "Inland Revenue Act
Amt. B. (71)."

Winnipeg and Atlantic Ry. Co. Incorp.;
Iine ; capital; powers of amalg-
mation with C. P. R., &c. ; B. (72.-
Mr. Lougheed.

Petition presented (Mr. Sanford), 179 ; objec-
tion taken, that Standing Orders Com.
must report thereon : Messrs. Power,
Miller, Scott, 179.

1st R.*, 240.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 241 ; remarks:

Mr. Power, 241 ; reply : Mr. Lougheed,
241 ; M. agreed to, 241.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Sanfoéd, in absence of Mr.
Lougheed), 257. Amt. m. (Mr. Power) to
strike ont 9th cl., allowing amalgamation
with C.P.R. or other Ry., 257 ; debate :
Messrs. Almon, Sanford, Kaulbach, 258-
Messrs. Macdonald (B. C.), Kaulbach,
O'Donohoe, Boulton, Dever, 259-Mr.
Girard, 260. Amnt. rejected (C. 14, N.-C.
31), 260.

Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict.. cap. 62.)
Amalgamation cl. referred to on concurrence

in Commons Amts. to Buckingham and
Lièvre River Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (H), 283.

WINNPEG AND HUDSON BAY RY. ; amalgamation
powers. See " Wood Mountain and Qu'-
Appelle Ry. B. (33)."

WITNFSSES AND EVIDENCE, LAW OF.

Remarks (Mr. Kaulbach) on 2nd R. of Crimi-
nal Law B., 472.

Woman's Baptist Missionary Union of
Maritime Provinces Incorp. B.
(32).-Mr. McKay.

1st R.*, 157.
2nd R.*, 168.
3rd R.*, 181.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 76.)

WOMEN, ENFRANCHISEMENT OF.

Petition presented (Mr. Vidal), 186; received
and laid on the Table, 187.

Wood Mountain and qu'Appelle Ry.;
time of construction; agreement
with other Companies for amal-
gamation, &c. ; B. (33).-Mr. Sanford.

1st R.*, 178.
2nd R.*, 181.
3rd R. (m. by Mr. Girard)*, 187.
Assent, 212.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 63.)

WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE RY. ; land
grant. See debate on " Railways, land
grants, cessation of; M. (Mr. Boulton)."

WOODSTOCK AND CENTREVILLE RY.; subsidy.
See " Railways, subsidies B. (101)."

WRECKERS, U.S., IN CANADIAN WATERS. See
" U. S. wreckers, privileges, B. (8)."

WRECKING, RECIPROCITY IN.
In debate on the Address (Mr. Macdonald

(P.E.I.), 11-Mr. Scott, 15.
(See also above Bill.)

Wright, James, Divorce B. (F.)-Mr. Cle-
now.

2nd Report of Select Com. (that length of notice
in local papers be deemed sufficient) pre-
sented and adoption m. (Mr. Gowan); dis-
cussed: Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, Belle-
rose; and allowed to stand over, 55.

Adoption again m. (Mr. Gowan), 62; discuss-
ed: Mr. Power, 62-Mesars. Ogilvie, Kaul-
bach, Power, Clemow, Gowan, Masson,
Read (Quinté), 64 ; allowed to stand over,
64.

On further consideration, remarks on proce-
dure: Mr. Gowan, 68-Messrs. Power,
(owan, 69-Amt. m. (Mr. Power) to refer
back to Com., 70; remarks: Messrs. Cle-
mow, Bellerose, Power, 70; Amt. agreed
to, 70.

11th Report of Select Coin. (that notice is prac-
tically complete) presented, and suspen-
sion of Rule and adoption m. (Mr. Gowan),
153; Ques. of Order(Mr. Kaulbach) against
immediate decision, consent of House not
being unanimous, 153-4; remarks: Messrs.
Clemow, Kaulbach, Ogilvie, Lougheed,
Gowan, Vidal, Allan, 154-Mr. Bellerose,
155. M. withdrawn, and future consider-
ation m. (Mr. Gowan), 155.

lth Report, adoption again m. (Mr. Clemow),
166. Amt. m. (Mr. Kaulbach) to refer
back to Com., the complete fulfilment of
Rule as to notice not having been re.
ported, 166-7 ; further discussion on pro-
cedure: Messrs. Ogilvie, Macdonald(B. C.),
Kaulbach, Clemow, Lougheed, 167-Mr.
Kaulbach, 168. Amt. lost (C. 10, N.-C.
27), 168 ; M. agreed to, 168.

lst R. of Bill m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed
to*, 168.

2nd R.*, 239.
21st Report of Select Coni., in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Kaulbach), 252; agreed
to, 253.

3rd R. of B.*, 253.
Assent, 522.
(55-56 Vict., cap. 82.)
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